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KiDK'Sley, Miss
Martineau, Dr. James
Mivart, Dr. St. Oeorge
Reynolds. Mrs. Richard
Ruskin, 31r. John
Steevens, Mr. George Wanington .

Stevenson, Mr. R. A. M
Tr*Ul,Mr.H. D ..', '..'. '.

... loe

... ... 346
76

... 480, 491
175

... 285, 'iM
479
65
261
346

76,86,86
76, 87, 88
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THE LAST OF lO.OOO SETS.
The UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS of the

^i
Eibrarp of Famous Citerature

ieaves less than 4,50O Sets to be sold at the Present Prices and Terms.

ft

IF ^00 WISH TO SECURE THE LIBRARY AT A REDUCTION OF ONE-HALF IN THE PRICE YOUR ORDER MUST BE SENT NOW.

(The entire 20 Handsome Volumes may be had now upon the Preliminary Payment of Half-a-Quinea.)

The anooees of The Standard's issue of The Library of Famous
Literature has been the diptinguishing feature of the year in

books. Of such a work, indeed, much might naturally have been
expected. Under the general editorial supervision of Dr. Garnett,

O.B., and representing the collaboration of many of the most dis-

tinguished living men of letters, this remarkable attempt to com-
pact the best of the World's literature into twenty handy and con-

venient volumes could not have resulted otherwise than in a most
notable book. The astonishing number of advance subscriptions

which have been received under the special offer made by The
Staniiard revealed that it was a timely work as well. The more
than 5,.^00 advance subscriptinns represent a total of more than

110,000 large royal octavo volumes. It is certain that suoh an
advance sale was never before known in England, llie Standard

can offer but 10,000 sets of The Library upon the present prices and

terms. This means that leas than 4,500 sets now remain, and in

view of the heavy bookings of the last two weeks, it is clear that

the entire number will be taken before another month is out.

Readers of The Academy, therefore, who wish to take advantage of

the present opportunity should send in their orders at once,

accompanied either by cheque in full, or a preliminary pay-

ment of lOs. 6d. Meanwhile, intending subscribers will read

with interest a few letters selected from the mail of the past few
days.

WHAT SOME EARLY SUBSCRIBERS SAY.
Nothins but Praise.

I

Bauk Hall, Btiroley, Lancashire, Dec. 18th, 189y.

I have received the twenty volume* of the "International
|

Library of Famous Literature ' For the type, iUustrations.
aiid binding there can t»e nothing but praise—they are all one
can wiah. The chief ralue of the new issue to one who already
possesses a fair library seems t-i me t*» be m the variety ana

|

clever selection of the literary fare. One reads a specimen of I

Bome hitherto neglected author with an admiration that
prompts one to further study his work and style. Without
Buch an introduction 'go to speaks the ac luaintance would
never have I'ceu made. J. O. S. THURSBY.

Its Comprehensive Ranse.
The Jlaose, Manchester. Dec. IS, lS9y. ,

*'The Library of Famous Literature" fulfils my most san- I

suine anttclpatiODs. In som- directions I regard it as superior
|

ev*n to Mr. (^'harles D. W.irnfr's splendid collection of master- '

Eiecea. and I ot»en-e throughout its volumes man^ signs of

T. Oametfs unrivalled erudition and fiue diucrimination. I

am especially imprcs^e-l with the ci.mprehensive range of the
work- It contains m3D> h-sser literary stirs too generally

neglected, such as Joned Very, Miss (iuiuey, Runeberg, and
that wonderful Hindoo poetess Tom Dutt.

REV. WILLIAM A. SIM.

No Better Readtnc: for the Vounf.
Parkhiil Hoiise. Ewell. E|>som. Dec. 16. 1899.

On opening my volumes of th; "Lib»-ary of Fam-us Litera-
ture." I was extremely pleasfl ft'ii gmtified at the sight of the
liandfiome iKwks. the Wautifn' 'ip<:-r, iUu'lrations, fine large

type, and very handsome bindii..: The subject matter being
the chief thing, however I can otdy say I should like to t»iake

by the hand all tli^se eminent lutfu who—making it a labour of

love— have succeeded in sele tin^; choice gems from real litera-

ture since thinking and writiatr i>.-gan.

To that parent who can atl^ir.i it, what greater pleasure
oould be given tlian hy presenting the set of books to a lad, tell-

ing him at the »ame t*m« that, wheiever he opens a volume, or
whatever piee<' he reads, he mav • e awur«d he is reading choice
matter and st^le th«t ha« stb.>.l th^ t«8t of time or severe
criticism, and to the originals of which he may cue to go in

after life.

A compilation tnch as this may also create a love ol

(•eaatifal thouglit and expression, and at the same time
counteract the readiog of the crude and wretched stntf that
is read by the majority now, I fear.

FRANK MARSHALL.

Of Wonderful Value.
Royston. Hassocks, Sussex, Dec. 13, 1899.

I am highly delighted with niylxKjks, which are undoubtedly
of wondertui value. The irameuse variety of the contents, and
the opi>ortunity afforded of a glimpse of American and foreign
literature, which the ordinary English reader would probably
never obtain otherwise, are among the most striking features

|

of the work to me. I am neither a bookworm nor a literary

individual in any respect, bat merely one of the ordinarily
educated British public, and feel sure that others like me must
take great enjoyment out of these books, and will never reyeut
of their bargain if thev ttet them.

W. F. JAMESON. M.A.. Trinity College, Cambridge.

An Aid to Literary Culture.
Minster National School. North Ramsgate.

I am delighted with the " Library of Famous Literature." It

is just the kind of work that has long been wanted by persons
possessing some literary culture, whose time is limited, and
whose purses are light. The type U beautifully clear and soft

to the eyes. MONTAGUE HODGES.

Charmed with the Illustrations.
United College, Bradford, Dec. 18, 1899.

I expected great things of the " Library of Famous Litera-

ture," but the r<»ality more than realises my expectations. I

am particularly charmed with the illustrations. The Library
will prove of immense value to ihow who do not enjoy the
privifeje of a large privatu library.

G. KVDD CCTHBERr.

Prefers the HalF-Persian Calf.
Exraouth, Dec. 16. 1899.

My first intention was to purchase the " Library of Famous
Literature" iu itscheat^est bindmg, but now I hare the books.
and am able to appreciate their special and peculiar value, I

congratulate myse.f uu possessing tlie work in durable and
handsome half-Versian C!df. C. G. BAKER.

Far and Beyond my Expectations.
Hope Viila, Station Roa<l, Portal ade-'iy-Sea, Dec. 22.

I have received the volumes of "Library of Famous
Litemture," and am very pleajted with tliem. I have from
the published announcements anticipated something good.

The result is far beyond my expectations.
R. B. T. POWELL.

The Finest Anthology in Existence.
Junior Reform Club, Liverpool.

I have received the ' International Library,' and am very much
pleased with it. The range is great, and being spread over

many centuries and countne?, brings to us messages from the

wise and great of remote ages and of far-distant climes. The
•* Inte-natioual Library " is, in my opinion, the finest anthology

in existence. .. . . „. , ,^ . i... .< u .«
In my youth I was familiar with Charles Knights Half

Hours with the Best Authors." 1 trust that I may not be

consiJered ungrateful to Knight when I sav that his anthology

was solemn, stodgy and dull. Afterwards I bought Illus-

trated Rfadiut!9.'' edited by Tom Hood (Secuudus), aud
published by Cassell & Co., in the late sixties. This was a most

helpful and interesting work, in two volumes, and it put me
OQ the track of 3ome really i^ood literature. Then I became

the possessor of the * Casquet of Literature m six volumes.

This was also a most excellent work, and. indeed, has not beea

eclipsed, except by the *' International Library.,

The General Index at the end of your twentieth volume is

exceedingly useful. The books are handsomely bound, the

paoer and type clear and beautiful, and the price is very low.

The reading public ought to be veiy grateful to Dr. Garnett

aud his colleagues. THOMAS WHllt.

Will Prove Invaluable.
Iveralmond, Crammond, Dec. 2(».

I hav<H looked over several of the volumes of the "Library

of Famous Literature." and am more than please-l witji them.

I feel certain that to men who have little spare time for read-

ing they will prove invaluable. GEORGE D. M aCKA\.

A Good Companion for a Leisure Hour.
If5 and U>6. Stiand, London. W.C, Dec. 10.

Apart frem its great value as a recjrdof the literature of

the world, it will certainly be a good companion for a leisure

hour, more i>articularly Itecause the examples of the various

Authors' works selected are in
^'^^'"^^^''^JV^jjy'gJfiJEM

Fully Satisfied with the Library.
2. Roseuthorpe Road. Nunhead, De . 19

We are fully satisfied with them, allhough our expectatioua

were very high. Thank you very much.^
JOHN J. THOMPSON.

Special Offer,
Those who 8 ibscribe cow, in advance o-f pub-

lication, may obtain tl;o f'oirplete Work, Twenty

Volumes, at a REDUCTION OF SO PER CENT.
FROM THE REGULAR PRICES. The entire

Twenty Voliuoes will be sent, all at one time, upon a

preliminary payment of but HALF-A-QUINEA

;

further payments, after the twenty volnmes are in

yonr home, to be at the rata of », 12, 15, or 21 sl.illings

per month, according to the binding chosen.

A Handsomely Illustrated Prospectus

Sent Free upon Application.

If you will slate Hint ycu read this notice in '* THE
ACADEMY," "THE STANDARD" will send, post

paid to any address, a large, illustrated Prosf ectus of

the LIBRARY OP FAMOnS LITERATUllE, to-

gether with specimen page:^, from the index and the

like. But thOHe who prefer to file their subscriptions

at once, and thus take advaiitage of the Special Prices,

which are offered in advance of the day of publication,

may examine the work, in the different styles of bi..d-

irg, at •' The Standard " Omce, 23, St. Bride Street,

near Ludgate Circus ; and at the establishment of

Messrs. Chappell and Co., Pianoforte Manufacturers,

to. New BoLd BIreet, where orders may 1>e hooked,

tx>tb for Cub Paymenis and on Monthly lustalments.

THE SPECIAL BOOKOASe.

For the oonvcnicnoe of «ul)Bcriber8 to the " Library of

Famous Liieralure," and in reBponse to many inqmncB, ine

Standard" has made armnsements to purchase, at a wholesale

price, several thousand bookoses, specially made to contani

the t«^nty volumes of the - Library." The bookcase will be

twenty inihes in width and about three rect in heiuht. the

twenty volumes of the Library being disposed on two »uel\e5,

the lower one raised about eight inches from the tloor

The bookcase will be seat to the subscriber flat, and can be

put together Ij five minutes. Under this arrangement tlie

cost of cairiage is reduced to a minimum By. ''« PS •

'"f/.^
several thousand of ihese bookcases in bulk, "The St, ard

is enabled to olTer them, to subscribers to the Lilirary .>ulj ,
at

Ihe very low price of 18s. (id.. c«rriage to be p'ld bj tiie pur-

chaser Subscribers on Ibe monthly payment plan, who dwire

to pay for the bookcase when their payments for the i.iwary

are completed, msy make arrangomenU to that effect by

wrifinTto "The Standard." As Ihe uumber of bookcases «
limited, application should be made at once, with cheque

enclosed.

APPLICATION FOR PROSPECTUS.

If jou wish to receive a Prospectus, cut this slip

out, or carefully state that you read this uo.ice m
the AciDEJiv.

W. M. JACKSON,

The Standard,

23, ST. BRIDE STREET, LONDON, E.C.

1000.

Having read in the AciDiHT yonr offer regaling
the LIBRARY OF FAMOUS LITERATURE, I

recinest that yon sendn-e your illustrated Prospectus.

Name..

TASTEFUl. CONVENIENT, INEXPENSIVE.

Address..

Ac. 3.
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W. THACKER & CO.'S
NEW BOOKS.

How rtadf at the Libraries and Booksellers' in

Town and Country

KDITION HE LfXE OF THE WORKS OF

WHYTE-MELVILLE.
Illnstnitcd by HUGH THOMSON, G. H. JAL-

LAND, KDMCND CALDWELL, C. B. BROCK,
BERNARD PARTRIDGE, and otliera. EcUted by
the Rijthl Hon. Sir HERBERT MAXWELL, Bart.,

U.P.
Demr 8vo, handsomely bound, with eilt tops.

Printed from new type, on hand-made deckle-edged
paper, apecially made for this Edition. Price, YoU.
I.-XIIL, ee Ifle. 6d-
•,• Bach vohime contains a Coloure<l Frontispiece on

JapancHe Vellnni, and other Illustrations.

I.—RldlnK Rocollectiona. Illaetrated by
Hugh Thomson,

U.- Kuterflalto. Illustrated by Q. B. Jaliahs,

in.—Uncle John. Illustrated by E. Caldwill
nnd H. M. Bkoce.

17.—Market Harborouch. Illustrated by
HvGH TBOMr>oir and Fikch Masox.

v.—Contraband. Illustrated by Biknaid
Pabtridgk.

TI.—M. or N. Illustrated by C. E. Bkock.

\1I.—Tilbury-No-Oo. Illustrated by E. Cai.d-
WBLL-

VIII.—SonKs and Verses, and Bones and I.

Illustrated by U. M. Bsocii.

IX.—Black, but Comely. Illustrated by
H. M. BiocE.

X.—The Brooks of Bridlemere. Illustrated
by Fkei Roe.

XI.—The White Rose. Illustrated by H. Bibd.

Xn.—Roy's Wife. lUusti-ated by Cecii, Aldek.

XIII.—Satanella. Illustrated by G. H. Jallasd.

Hoyal Svo, cloth (filt, 30s. net.

THE IMPERIAL RUSSIAN
NAVY.

By FRED. T. JANE,
Author of "All the World's Fighting Ships," &c.

With 160 Illastrations from Sketches and Drawings
by the Author, and from Photographs.

IShortly,

Meditun 8to, cloth extra, 12s. 6d. net.

A SUMMER IN HIGH ASIA.
A Summer Ramble through Balistan

and Ladakh.
By Captain F. E. S. ADAIR

(late Rifle Brigade),
Author of " Sport in Ladakh.

With a Chapter on Central Asian Trade by
Captain 8. H. GuDFREY,

late Joint-Commissioner at Leh.
Illustrated from Photographs and Drawings, and a

Map of the Route.

Demy Svo, cloth, 10s. 6d.

BULLET and SHOT
in INDIAN FOREST,

PLAIN, and HILL.
By C. E. M. RUSSELL, M.R.A.C.,

late Senior Deputy Conservator of Forests.MyBore
Service. IShortly.

SECOND KDITION, ILLUSTRATED.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 66.

The CARLSBAD TREATMENT
And How to Carry it Out Anywhere.

By LOUIS TARLETON TOUNG, M.D.

Demy Svo, cloth, 10s. 6d.

WITH SAMPSON THROUGH
THE WAR.

By W. A. M. GO ODE.
An Account of the Naval Operations

durlnsr the Spanish War of 1898.
With Chapters specially Contributed by

Rear.Admiral SAMPSON, Cfaptain R. D. EVANS,
and Commander C. C. TODD.

With Portraits of Naval Officers, Illustrations,
and Maps.

London : W. THACKER & CO.,
2, Creed Lane, E.C.

MACMILLAN'S
LIBRARY OF . . .

ENGLISH CLASSICS

uNDER the above title Messrs. MAC^MILLAN & CO.,

LiJUTFiD, propose to issue reprints of various
,

STANDARD WORKS OF ENGLISH
LITERATURE

for tvhich they believe there is a demand, printed from large type, in

demy Bvo volumes, and sold in cloth at iJie uniform, price of 38. 6(1. net

per volume. The hooka will contain neither nttv Introductions nor new
Notes, the idea being to present typographically perfect reprints of the best

existinff texts. In deciding the question «< to which is the bet edition to

reproduce, the publishers lixive been fortunate in obtaining} the assistance

of Ml'. A W. FOLLARD, Hon. Sec. of the Bibliographical Society, and
beyond a bibliogra2)hical note to each book from his pen, the Series will

contain no fresh editorial matter.

The aim, of the publishers will be to give complete and accurate texts,

80 that lovers of English Literature may have the opportunity of

possessing the works of their favourite imters in a form at once hand-

some and inexpensive, and pyrinted in the demy %vo size, which has

always been regarded as most suitable for the study of a private

gentleman, and for the shelves of a Public Library.

The publishers hope that if the Series meets vAth the support they

anticipate for it, it 'moy eventiudly run to a considerable number of

volumes, but they do not pledge themselves to bring out more than the

twenty-five volumes mentioned below, all of which, however, will appear

during the year 1900.

The follovjing is a list of the first twenty-five volumes of the Series :
—

TOM JONES.

SHERIDAN'S PLAYS.

BACON'S ESSAYS; COLOURS
of GOOD and EVIL ; and ADVANCEMENT
of LEARNING. 1 vol. IBeady.

IvoL
[Ready.

TRAVELS ofSIR JOHN MANDE-
VILLE. With Illustrative Narratives from

Hakluyt. » vol.

MALORY'S MORTE DARTHUR.
2 vols.

DON QUIXOTE, Translated by
Shelton. 3 vols.

WALTON'S LIVES and Com-
plete ANGLER. 1 vol.

THE WORKS of LAURENCE
STERNE. 2 vols.

FIELDING'S
2 vols.

WHITE'S NATURAL HISTORY
of SELBORNE. 1 vol.

BOSWELL'S
SON. 3 vols.

LIFE of JOHN-

DE QUINCEY S CONFESSIONS
of an ENGLISH OPIUM EATER; MURDER
as a PINE ART; THE ENGLISH MAIL
COACH, and other Essays. 1 vol.

LOCEHART'S LIFE
6 vols.

of SCOTT

CARLYLE'S FRENCH REVO
LUTION. 2 roll.

MACMILLAN & CO., Limited, London.
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The Literary Week.
The 'scheme for a Pension Fund for Authors put forth

this week by the Society of Authors presents noble out-

lines. The proposed fund is intended to supplement the

operations of the Eoyal Literary Fund, which grants only

donations, and the Civil List pensions, which amount to

only £400 a year and are stiU somewhat capriciously

granted. The first thing to be noted about the Society of

Authors' project is that it aims to establish a pension fund
for authors, to be supported by authors themselves, not by
appeals to the public. Other points are these :

The fond will be utUised for pensions only.

The pensions ^ven will not be less than £30 or more
than £100 per annum.
Candidates for pensions must have attained the age of

sixty years.

For other details of this admirable scheme we refer our
readers to the January number of the Author.

Meanwhile, the support of authors is asked for, and
the following subscriptions have been already promised :

Mr. George Meredith (President of the Society)...

Mr. J. M. Bariie (if nine others subscribe the
game amount)

Mr. A. W. ;i Beckett (per annum)
Sir Walter Besant
The Rev. T. G. Bonney (for present year, and

continue same as long as existing circumstances
also continue)

Mr. Austin Dobsou (as much as possible per
annum)

Dr. Conau Dojle (p'r annum, when tbe scheme
assumes a practical basis)

Mr. Douglas Freshfield (if nine others subsciibe
the same amount)...

Mr. Anthony Hope Hawkins
Mr. Jerome K. Jerome (per annum, and perhaps

more)
Mr. J. Scott Keltic (per annum for five years) ...

Mr. Budyaid Kipling
Mr. Gilbert Parker
Mrs. Humphry Ward (per anuum)

£100

100
5

100

10

100
200

100
100

10

Ibsen's new play, "When We who are Dead, Awaken,"
will be shortly issued in ten different languages. Mean-
while the Daily New» explains that the play opens in the
grounds of a sanatorium in the north of Norway. Prof.
Eubek and his wife (Fru Maia) are discovered talking.
They have been married five years, and the conversation
discloses that they have grown tired of each other. He
is elderly and distinguished : she young and lively. She
complains that he has not fulfilled his promise "to take
her with him up a high mountain and show her all the
world's grandeur." To them enter a third character (there
are only four in the play), a hunter of " eagles, wolves,
women, elks, and reindeer." To him the professor's wife
falls a prey. They go hunting together, which gives the

f>rofe88or an opportunity of renewing acquaintance with a
ady who has been haunting the hotel grounds. That is

the bare outline of the plot.

In opening the new Free Library at Acton, on Wednes-
day, Mr. Choate, in a delightful speech, explained to

his hearers how " travelling libraries " are worked in

America. These libraries, each consisting of one hundred
books, are sent round to outlying villages and into remote
districts where stationary libraries do not exist. Mr.
Choate added that he did not know whether any parts

of Great Britain were so remote as to need such an
institution, but he commended the utility of the system.

Undoubtedly there are remote parts in England (some
within thirty miles of London) which need the travelling

library. What is more, some get it. Travelling libraries

for English villages were organised six years ago by Mr.
Stead, and have been made successful and self-supporting.

Nor did Mr. Stead claim originality for his idea. Such
libraries had already an existence in Hampshire and
Yorkshire.

Abe We in the Twentieth Century?

Oh, ask me not, one thing is plain :

"To-day I see the sun.

But on my tomb will beat the rain

When men count Twenty-one !

Mr. Bernard Shaw
apropos the spelling of

page 16 :
" Why am

common English right

please ? I refrain from
cally forced on me in

giving trouble. But I

character of a man is in

sends us this genial remonstrance
a certain name in his article, on
I denied by the Academy the

to spell Shakespear's name as I

striking out the final e so tyranni-

the proof because I shrink from
protest all the same. The whole
the way he spells Shakespear."

As to the merits of the play which amazed and delighted

Sussex last week we must be silent. Nor are we allowed

to mention the actors and actresses by name or to criticise

their performance. But we have permission to print a

facsimile of the first page of the programme, giving the

title of the play and the names of the authors. It was
called

int aftosT.
Written by

Mr. Henry James, Mr. Robert Barr,

Mr. Gkorge GissiNG, Mr. Ribeh Haggard,

Mr. Joseph Conrad, Mr. H. B. Marriott-

Watson, Mr. H G. Wells, Mr Edwin Pugh,

Mr. A. E. W. Mason and

Mr. Stephen Crane.

The play was in two acts: "I. Empty Eoom in Brede

Place "
;
" II. Same as Before." The text of "The Ghost

"

will never be printed.
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Mrs. M. L. Owyxh's Birthday Book, just published

by Messrs. Methuen, unfortunately does not appear to

be free from error. Last week we quoted four lines

from Chaucer that Mrs. Gwynn has printed upon her title-

page. The quotation, which our printer copied exactly as

It is printed in the Birthday Book, has drawn the following

remonstrance from Prof. Skeat

:

"May I be allowed to draw attention to a quotation

from Chaucer given in the Academy, December 30, 1899,

at p. "60 ? It appeared in the following form, as a quota-

tion from some compilation

:

Out of the oldo fieldes, as men sayeth,

Cometh all this new come from yere to yere
;

And out of oldi- booki'S, in good faithe,

Cometh all this new science that men lere.

It seems piteous that such fine lines should be so sur-

prisingly misspelt. It would seem that Middle English is

an unknown language ; no one would dream of treating

Latin or Greek or German after this sort. It is marvellous,

moreover, liow anyone could imagine that such lines can

scan. The utterly shocking errors, ruining the metre, occur

in the use of ' new ' for the dissyllabic newt ;
' come ' for

the monosyllabic com ;
' yere ' for the monosyllabic yeer in

the former of the two instances ;
' faithe ' for the monosyl-

labic faith (better feith) ; and again, the form ' new ' for

newt, in the last line. Besides these, ' fieldes ' should be

feldes, and ' sayeth ' should be seith. And it must be borne

in mind that ' Cometh ' represents ConCih, a monosyllable.

One thing to which Englishmen look forward with longing

hope is the advent of a time when Middle English spelling

shall be understood and duly respected."

would then have no chance. Mr. Street overlooked a prize

for a year, but, after all, he received his advance copy of

Mr. Roscoe's and Miss Clergue's book, and is first in the

field (the magazine field) with his criticism.

We must say that we sympathise with Mrs. Gwynn.
Her Birthday-Book, which is by far the handsomest that

we have seen, would not, we imagine, have been sent by
any editor to Prof. Skeat for review. But because we
used her Chaucerian motto to adorn a blank space,

and because the text of that motto is not a good text,

Mrs. Gwynn comes under the displeasure of the greatest

living authority on Chaucer. The moral seems to be
that compilers of Birthday Books should look to their

Middle English.

It is a convenient provision of Nature that a hen, when
she has laid an ^^^, clucks—thereby informing the world
that she has laid an egg. A disposition to cluck, or, to

use his own phrase, " advertise a little," would, in Mr.
Q. S. Street's opinion, add to the usefulness of the His-
torical MSS. Commission. Mr. Street has reason to

feel a little sore about the Commission's humility. A
while ago he read with some excitement a paragraph
announcing that a large number of George Selwyn's
Letters to the fifth Earl of Carlisle had been discovered at

Castle Howard and would shortly be published. Mr.
Street, being an authority on Selwyn, wrote in haste to

the publisher for an advance copy of this book. He got
it, and he tells his readers in the January Blackwood: " I
was congratulating myself on the business-like promptitude
with which my inevitable article would appear, when lo !

I heard that these new letters and many others besides had
been published by the Historical M8S. Commission more
than a year ago." A splendid egg had been laid by the
Commission and Mr. Street had not heard of it.

The suggestion Mr. Street now makes, that the His-
torical MSS. Commission should issue its publications in a
less official- looking form, in volumes easier to handle,
and printed on better paper, that it should advertise, and
send out paragraphs to " impenetrable editors," is doubt-
less only a part of his fun. Let the Commission do this,

and we foresee a demand for illustrations and fancy
bindings and gay prefaces. Moreover, the vigilant expert

The scruples which sensitive people felt in reading the
Browning love letters have not been so acute in the case

of Eobert Louis Stevenson's letters. Yet the two publica-

tions must finally be cited together—doubtless along with
others—in determining the rights of the dead and the
duties of biographers. The world was glad—more than
glad—to have these books. But we are not wholly out
of sympathy with the writer in Macmillan who questions
whether Stevenson's letters have not been too hastily and
prodigally given to the world. Such misgivings are not
inconsistent with a keen enjoyment of the gift, and a
willingness to use it when given. As the writer points out,

Stevenson has been dead only five years, and " he did not

write those letters for the eye of whomsoever chooses to

buy the book." At all events a new tradition has been
started under which the dead are likely to be treated with
as much freedom by biographers as the living already are

by the gossippers of the press. The disturbing question

is, AVhere will it end ?

Mr. Robert Buchanan's onslaught on Mr. Kipling in

the December number of the Contemporary Review has
brought forth a reply, in the same quarter, from Sir Walter
Besant. Mr. Buchanan, it will be remembered, suggested

that Mr. Kipling was a literary hooligan, who is leading

this generation away from the humanitarian teaching of

forty years ago. The term " hooligan " was most offen-

sive, and we are not surprised that Sir Walter Besant's

knightly solicitude for the dignity of literature has been
stirred to its depths. His reply to Mr. Buchanan takes

the form of a confession of his own love for the writings of

Mr. Kipling, in whom he sees a fine " enthusiasm for

humanity."

Always, in every character, he presents a man : not an
actor: a man with the passioas, emotions, weaknesses and
instincts of humanity. It is perhaps one of the Solditirs

Three : or it is the Man who went into the niountains be-

cause he would be a King : or the man who sat in the

lonely lighthouse till he saw streaks : always the real man
whom the reader sees beneath the uniform and behind the

drink and the blackguardism. It is the humanity in the

writer which makes his voice tremulous at times with un-
spoken pity and silent sympathy : it is fie tremor of his

voice which touches the heart of his audience.

Of course neither Mr. Buchanan's attack nor Sir Walter

Besant's defence belong to the domain of cool literary

criticism. Indeed, it seems to us that Sir Walter mis-

understands the case when he treats it as an abhorrent

attack of one author on another author. At bottom the

quarrel is political rather than literary. Mr. Buchanan
sees in Mr. Kipling a misleader of the nation, and in that

character he attacks him with the rancour and fury wliich

are still not whoUy banished from political controversy.

No doubt the literary element is bound up with the social.

Still, Mr. Buchanan did not storm and rage on a question

of style, or a school of fiction, or a point of academics ;
he

made it a question of social politics and of religion

—

subjects on which strong feeling is natural. Mr. Buchanan

may be wrong, but we have no doubt that he is sincere,

and we are sure that he is courageous.

Mk. Herbert Spencer has addressed a letter to the

Westminster Gazette denying that Mr. Hector Macpherson's

forthcoming monograph on himself has passed under his

eye. Mr. Spencer writes :

In one of your issues last week was a {Paragraph re-

ferring to a preceding statement which had been made
concerning Mr. Hector Macpherson's monograph on my
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worts. Apparently the statement was that I had seen all
the sheets of Mr. Macpherson's work before they went to
press, and in the paragraph named it was said that this
statement was incorrect. The reclification is an inadequate
one. Incorrect may mean partially true but not wholly
true—may mean that I have seen some proofs but not all.

Instead of being called incorrect the statement shoidd
have been called entirely false. I have not seen, and I
have declined to see, a single page of Mr. Macpherson's
work in proof, in MS., or in any other shape.

converse is not always experienced. Quo Vadis, David
Harum, andi. When Xniffhihood was m Flower have "boomed"
in America

; they have not " boomed " here.

A FEW years ago dialogue, as a literary form, became
distinctly popular, and one reputation at least was founded
on its practice. It was a fleeting fashion ; but fashions
travel, and the present home of Dialogue appears to be

—

Natal ! A young British oiBcer was endeavouring, a few
weeks ago, to signal from General Buller's camp to Lady-
smith, but he soon found that his messages were being
read and answered by Boers. Thereupon the following
conversation took place :

Natal. Who are you ?

Boers. The Eoyal Irish Fusiliers.

N. What is the Number of your r- giment ?

B. I am Corporal Stevens, 18th Hussars.
N. What are you doing ?

B. Ladysmith was taken last night; I escaped.
N. You are Boers, aren't you ?

B. Yes, and you're Englieh. Where is Buller ?

N. I don't know. Where is Joubert ?

B. He has gone to Pretoria with General White as
prisoner.

N. How is old Kruger ?

B. All right, thank you.
N. Why won't you wait for us? We have plenty of

cold steel for you, and our 100 rounds are getting rather
heavy. Gcd help you if yon do.

B. Yes, He is sure to.

" A smart dialogue with a g^m ending" says a contem-
porary. A grim dialogue with a smart ending would also
describe it. Smart, however, is too poor a word to apply
to the final Boer repartee, and it must be confessed that
the dialogue is marred by the British oflBcer's explicit
bellicoseness : but what a document

!

A CURIOUS index to popular reading-taste in America
is found in the May - to - December Cumulative Booh
Index, containing a classified list of American books
published in that interval. From this it appears that the
three writers most in vogue among readers and critics—as
judged by mere number of publications—are

1. Kipling.

2. Shakespeare.
3. Omar Khayyam.

It is also gravely stated that tliough " it is manifestly
unfair to Kipling to compare such a collection of authors
as the Bible with him alone, yet the entries under ' Bible

'

are scarcely a third more in number." We infer that even
here Mr. Kipling is " creeping up."

TnK six "best selling" books in the States and
Canada during December are named in the order of
demand by the American Bookman :

Jwnicf Mtrf'lith. By Leicester Ford.
llirhard Curvel. By Winston Churchill.
When Kniyhthood was in Fl(,v>er. By E. Caskoden.
David Earurn. By E. N. Westcott.
Via Cruris. By Marion Crawford.
Mr. iMifiley in the Hearts of his Countrymen. By F. P.
Donne.

Of these books, three— Nos. 2, 3, and 4 — survive from
the Bookman's September list. It is stated that Mr. E.
Casko<len's novel, irhen Knighthood was in Flower, is in its

150th thousand. This -is another illustration of the fact
that whereas the large sale of a book in England is

generally accompaniecl by a large sale in America, the

"A GALLUS periodical" was the term applied recently
by Harper's Weekhj to our own quarterly Anglo-Saxon
Beview. Thereupon one of its readers applied for a
definition of "gallus." Gallus is but old gallows writ
decent, and it means " reckless, dashing, showy." Pro-
moted from the hangman's vocabulary, it is still no
better than slang. The Weekli/ quotes this snatch of an
old song

:

He was a gallus boy, boys, and he was mighty fine.

And he used to drive a mule team on the Denver City line.

The Weekly further expounds the word by saying :
" If we

should speak of District-Attorney Asa Bird Gardiner as a
gallus jurist it would probably be an appropriate use of
the word." And now we expect a letter asking us:
" Who is District-Attorney Asa Bird Gardiner ?

"

Mk. Walter H. Page, formerly editor of the Atlantic
Monthly, has become a partner in the S. S. McClure
Company of New York, and will devote himself to the
literary work of the firm. Mr. J. L. Thompson, Mr.
Henry W. Lanier (son of the late Sidney Lanier), and
Mr. S. A. Everitt, will all be admitted into partnership. Mr.
James MacArthur, formerly editor of the Bookman, will
represent the house in London. The name of the company,
it is expected, will be changed eventually to Doubleday,
Page & Co.

The first number of the International Monthly, issued by
the Macmillan Co., of New York, contains five articles, the
place of honour being given to Mr. Edouard Eod, who
writes on "Later Evolutions of French Criticism." In
size the magazine is somewhat smaller than the Nineteenth
Century, and the price is 25 cents. The editor is Mr.
F. A. Kichardson, of Vermont, who is assisted by an
Advisory Board " composed of one person in America,
representing each of the twelve departments of contem-
porary thought with which the magazine deals, who has to

co-operate and associate with him one person residing in

France, one in England, and one in Germany." The
International Monthly will not languish for lack of advice.

The new and enlarged series of Punch, with its extra
pages, its story by Mr. Conan Doyle, its full-page pictures,

its clean type and good paper, makes an attractive

misrellany. All the contributions are now signed with
initials, even down to a brief notice of a reference book
which is signed by Mr. Lucy. Mr. Seaman contributes

some capital parodies. But the supply of "fill column
jokes " must have run very short when Mr. Punch was
obliged to use this "Sad Case": "An eminent literary

man, who for many years had invariably used quills,

foimd himself without a single one ; and so, in order to

gain his livelihood by the sale of various articles, he was
reduced to steel pens ! !

"

A Church Gazette interviewer has been talking to

Mr. Wilson Barrett about the effect of the " Sign of the

Cross " on its audiences. Said the interviewer :

" Eumours reached the outer world on the first presen-
tation of wonderful ' conversions ' wrought by its means.
Do the ' conversions ' still continue ?

"

" Yes. Letters still keep pouring in upon us. Only
a few days ago we had a letter from a distinguished Parsee
telling us that the ' Sign of the Cross ' had given him quite

a different conception of Christianity from the one he used
to have. A clergyman, after telling us that he had never
seen such a play in his life, winds up by saying :

' I have
lieen preaching for twenty years, but I never preached
such a sermon as you did to us the night before.'

"

The replies of the distinguished Parsee and the clergyman
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were certainly guarded. This evangelical play-acting

reminds us of l>efoe's satire on an alliance between
Church and Stage in his day: "Peggy Hughes singps,

Monsieur Kaniadon plavs, Miss Santlow dances, Monsieur
Cherrier teaches, and all for the Church ! Here's heavenly
doings ! Here's harmony ! Your singing Psalms is hurdy-
gurdy to this Music ; and all your preaching-Actors are

Pools to these."

Heads and Hand* is the title of a new illustrated art

magazine, to be published monthly at the price of sixpence.

The scheme the editor proposes is ambitious.

To the January number of the North American Reritw
Mr. Henry James will contribute an article on the Letters
of R. L. Stevenson, and Mr. Edmund Gosse a character
study of Sir Eedvers Buller.

On Saturday evening a dinner was given to Mr. Hugh
Chisholm, on the occasion of his retirement from the
editorship of the St. James"! Gazette. A large number of
Mr. Chisholm's friends and well-wishers were present,
including seven editors, three artists, two publishers, and
the staff of the St. James's Gazette. The chair was taken
by Mr. Edmund Gosse, and the vice-chair by Mr. Theodore
A. Cook, the new editor of the St. James's, who has the
distinction of being the only editor who has rowed for his
University in an Oxford and Cambridge boat-race.

The sixty-first anniversary festival of the News-
vendors' Benevolent and Provident Institution will take
place at the Whitehall Rooms, on May 22. Mr. C. Arthur
Peareon will preside.

Bibliographical.

Perhaps the most notable of the " new departures " made
by Mr. Punch this week is the initialling of most of the
matter he prints. I think this a good move, because I
l)elieve it will attract to the " Fleet-street jester" a good
deal of talent which hitherto, probably, has been with-
held from him. Mr. Punch has never been unwilling—at
any rate, of late years—to let his young men reveal
their identity and proclaim their work ; witness, for
example, Mr. Warham St. Leger's Ballads from "Punch,"
issued in 1890

; Mr. Punch's Music Hall Songs and Dramas,
byMr. Anstey (1892); Mr. Punch's Prize Novels, hy Mr.
Lehmann (1892 also), and so forth. Several other living
writers, notably Mr. Seaman, have been allowed to identify
themselves publicly with their contributions to Punch. In
the same way with the pictorial artists. We had Mr.
Reed's Prehistoric Peeps in book form in 1896, and Mr.
Phil May's Songs and their Singe/s in 1898. On the volumes
of cartoons by 'lenniel and sketches by Du Maurier-to go
no further back—I need not dwell. In truth, Mr. Punch
has for some time been accumulating rapidly the material
for an inevita>)le Bibliography.
For reasons of my own, I have not yet read any of the

" notices " of Mr. Phillips's Paola and Francesca, and I do
not know, therefore, whether any comparison has been
instituted between it and Leigh Hunt's rhymed narrative
on the same subject, published in 1816 under the title of
The Story of Rimini. As a matter of fact, no comparison
is possible, for Hunt's " poem " is written in the so-called

. easy, but actually slipshod, fashion which that well-meaning
barJ affected in such cases. The Story of Rimini is well
known to all literary students-; it is not so familiar a fact

that a play on the subject of the famous love-story was
written by the American G. H. Boker, and duly in-

cluded in a volume of his Plays and Poems published in

1856. Moreover, Francesco di Rimini, as Boker called his

work, was duly enacted in America in 18.57, and revived

there in 1882 and 1883. I have not read Boker'splay, but

it would be interesting to compare it with Mr. Phillips's,

which, I feel sure, need not shrink from the comparison.

Says a correspondent, writing from Edgbaston, Birming-
ham : "On page 199 of Stevenson's Letters, Vol. I.,

reference is made to Penn's Fruits of Solitude. Stevenson
sends a copy to Mr. H. F. Brown, with this remark :

' If

ever in all my "human conduct" I have done a better

thing to any fellow-creature than handing on to you this

sweet, dignified, and wholesome book, I know I shall hear
of it on the last day. To write a book like this were im-
possible ; at least one can hand it on—with a wrench^—one
to another.' Can you tell me, through your Biblio-

graphical page, if this book has been reprinted here ? If

not, can you get a publisher to take the hint ? " To this

I may reply, that Penn's Fruits of Solitude in Reflections

and Maxims has been published more than once in

England. The latest edition I can trace was one issued

by Messrs. J. Clarke & Co. in 1886, at the small price of

one shilling. Whether this, or the previous edition by
Messrs. Groombridge (1881), is still in print I cannot say.

Should the book really be out of print, it would be worth
somebody's while, I think, to resuscitate it.

By way of supplement to what I wrote last week about
a new and revised edition of !Mr. Swinburne's poems, I may
remind those of my contemporaries who have suggested a

one-volume Selection from those poems, that such an
anthology is already in existence—that which was pub-
lished by Messrs. Chatto & Windus in 1887. I have some
ground for thinking that this selection was made by the

poet himself, or, at any rate, approved by him. To me

—

and, I should think, to most of his admirers—it was any-

thing but an adequate work. Selections from a man's
poetry should not be made by the man himself ; he will

choose according to personal preference, not according to

the varied character of his output. Were I Messrs.

Chatto «& Windus I should try to get Mr. Swinburne's

consent to the publication of an anthology of his verso, put
together by an independent authority. Such a volume,

really well done—with an eye to the tastes and distastes

of the general public—would have been, and would still

be, I believe, a popidar success.

The first biographer of Lord Beaconsfield (if I remember
rightly) was Mr. T. P. O'Connor, who published his some-

what personal attack on the unfortunate statesman (if my
memory serves me) during his subject's lifetime. Then
there was that portentously dull Public Life of Beacons-
field by Mr. Francis Hitchman, a sort of antidote to which
(one may say) was produced by Mr. P. W. Clayden under
the title of England under Beaconsfield. In 1881 came a
little Life by Edward Walford, and the critical Study by
George Brandes. After that, the topic lapsed till 1888,

when Mr. T. E. Kebbel issued a sympathetic monograph
on the Tory leader. Two years later came the admirably-

written, but nevertheless unsatisfactory, memoir by J. A.
Froude. Now we are told to expect in a few days yet

another memoir, from the pen of Mr. Harold Gorst. For
my part, I think the best account of Disraeli is that which
he gave of him.self in his Hom^ Letters and Letters to hit

Sister, covering the ground between 1830 and 1852.

We are promised a collection of literary extracts, advo-

cating toleration in religious matters, to which the compiler

has given the title of The Wider Fiew. It is not a bad
title, and is certainly none the worse for recalling that of

a little book written by Dr. Samuel Cox and published in

1883

—

The Larger Hope. This was a sequel to Saliator

Mundi, by the same author, both being written in the

interests of what was then called " Universalism."

Thk Bookwobm.
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Reviews.

The Glory that was Rome.

The Letters of Cicero. Translated into English by Evelyn
S. Shuckburgh, M.A. \ vols, ^'ols. I. and II. (George
Bell & Sons.)

Mr. Shuckburgh has done a great service in giving to

English readers the wholly admirable translation of

Cicero's Letters, of which the first two volumes are now
before us. To say it is scholarly would be inadequate.
It is that and something more than that ; it is an excellent

piece of literary work. Fidelity to the original is com-
bined with easy, idiomatic English in a really remarkable
degree. He accomplishes the feat of making us forget
that we are reading a translation. It is brilliant work.

It was time we should have a good translation of these
letters. They are, perhaps, the most interesting letters in

the world. They draw the curtain which hides from us
the intimate life of antiquity, and show us breathing
Eome—not the mere Home of history, but a Home which
touches us as men. Here you have the people who con-
quered the world laughing, chatting, quarrelling, litigating,

money-making, and behaving just as we behave. You
hear the hum of the Forum, the latest gossip, the latest

politics. You rub elbows with men of old renown ; with
Cato, the morally inflexible and very much of a prig ; with
Lucullus, the conqueror of Alithridates, but yet more cele-

brated for his dinners, a fine specimen of the patrician

;

nay, you come close to Cicsar and Pompey themselves.
And the penetrating, urbane, cultivated, irresolute man
who wrote them—greatest of Home's orators and perhaps
greatest of her prose- writers—is always chatty, observant,
winning and human.
Thus you have delightful human little glimpses of

domesticity, touching in these stern old Romans. A large
portion of the letters are to the orator's old friend Atticus,

and are full of allusions to his wife and his daughter—

a

child of twelve when the letters beg^n. Tullia is her
name, but he uses generally the tender and musical
diminutive, Tulliola. Atticus forgets to send her a pro-
mised present, and Cicero writes :

My pet Tulliola claims your present, and duns me as
your security. I am resolved, however, to disown the
obligation rather than pay up for you.

Turn another page and you find a sneer at Pompey's
arbitrary ways and militarism. " I don't like his white
boots and leggings." Turn yet again, and you come on a
letter of advice to his brother as pro-consul, which might
have been written to an English Governor-General.
Towards the middle of the' second volume the corre-

spondence is streaked by the red line of the great Civil

War between Cajsar and Pompey ; and Cicero appears as a
war-correspondent. These "letters from the seat of war "

would be valuable in any age, but in that age are price-

less, for there i.s nothing like them in antiquity. One of

the great crises of the world is unconsciously depicted for

us by the greatest writer of his day. The tribunes,
expelled from the Senate, had fled to Cfcsar's camp on the
Gallic border, and invoked his protection. The Senate
had launched a decree against turn ; he had directed a
menacing letter to the Senate and had crossed the famous
Rubicon. It was the situation in the Transvaal. The
Roman loyalists had been pushing matters to a fight, and
when it came Cft;sar overran Italy. Pompey's great plan,

about which heads in Rome had been mysteriously
wagging, proved to be non-existent. He left Rome, with
the Senate and the consuls, to raise levies and prepare the

defence of Italy ; but the loyalists found themselves
scattered and shut up in the Italian towns where they were
captured in detachments. Pompey himself retreated to

the sea-coast of Apulia, whence he ultimately fled to

Greece, and the Senate with him. Most living and

modern is Cicero's picture, from day to day, ol the bon'
stemation and uncertainty during those opening weeks

;

when Csesar was on the march, and everyone waiting for
the development of Pompey's plans, Cicero is full of
hesitation. He believes that Cfesar will turn out a monster
of cruelty, and talks about him as some of us talked about the
Boers at the outset. On the other hand, he realised before
the rest of the loyalists that Pompey was a fraud, and had
no idea of defending Italy. Thus he begins when the
Senate has thrown down the gauntlet, and he is quitting
Rome to take over the defence of the Capuan district

—

knowing only that Csesar is on the march. He wrote to

his dear Atticus, who quietly stays in the city to look after

his private affairs :

I don't know, by heaven, what to do, now or in the
future : such is the agitation into which I am thrown by
the infatuation of our party's most insane decision. . . .

What plan our Enseus (Pompey) has adopted or is adopting
I don't know ; as yet he is cooped up in the towns and
in a state of lethargy. If he makes a stand in Italy,
we shall all be together ; if he abandons it, I shall have
to reconsider the matter. Up to now, unless I am out of
my senses, his proceedings are all fatuous and rash.

Two days later he breaks forth again, in a breathingly
vivid picture of ancient Italy on the eve of invasion

:

What in the world does it mean ? What is going on ?

I am quite in the dark. '

' We are in occupation of Cingu-
lum," says someone ;

" we have lost Ancona "; " Labienus
has abandoned Csesar." Are we talking of an imperatur
of the Roman people or of a Hannibal ? Madman

!

Miserable wretch, that has never seen even a shadow of
virtue ! And he says he is doing all this to " support his

honour!" How can there be any honour where there is

no moral right ? Can it be morally right to have an
army without commission from the State ? To seize cities

abandoned by one's fellow citizens as a means of attack-
ing one's own country ? To be contriving abolition of

debts, restoration of exiles, hundreds of other crimes ?

Which Cfesar was perfectly guiltless of contriving. But
Cicero is on his best oratorical platform for the moment,
and very much frightened besides. He calms himself

with a little philosophy, of the right Stoic pattern, and
goes on

:

In the name of fortune, what do you think of Pomjjey's
plan ? I mean in abandoning the city ? For / am at

a loss to explain it. Nothing, again, could be more
irrational. Do you mean to abandon the city ? Then you
would have done the same if the Gauls were upon us.
" The EepubUc," says he, " does not depend on brick and
mortar." No, but it does depend on altars and hearths. . . .

On the other hand, I gather from the indignation iu the
muiiicipia, and the conversation of those whom I meet,

1 hat this plan is likely to prove successful in a way. There
is an extraordinary outcry at the city being without magis-
trates or senate. In fact, there is a wonderfully strong

feeling at Pompey's being in flight. Indeed, the point of

view is quite changed
;
people are now for making no

concessions to Cassar. Expound to me what all this

means.

It certainly meant that " concessions" no longer mattered,

since Cscsar was coming to take them. But how swift he

came they did not yet know, these good loyalists of Rome,
though they were getting painfully conscious how slow

was their own leader. You can see, in this letter, the

agitated groups gossipping in the streets and in the

market-place—that open-air club-room of ancient Italy

—

the catching at news and the questioning of couriers.

You can feel the shock throughout Italy, when it was
known that Rome was abandoned to the rebel soldier

from Gaul. Three days later he is still waiting for news,

and growing more doubtful of Pompey :

You ask me to be sure to let you know what Pompey
is doing : I don't think he knows himself ; certainly Lone

of us do. I saw the consul Lentullus at Formia) on the

twenty-first ; I have seen Libo. Nothing hut terror and
uncertainty everywhere ! Pompey is on the road to-
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TAriDum ; for there are some cohorts there, as also at
Luceria and Teanum, and iu the rest of Apulia. After
that, nobody knows wbethor he means to make a stand
anywhere, or to cross the sea. If he stays in Italy, I am
afraid he cannot have a dejyendable army : but if he ^oes
away, where I urn to go or stay, or what I am to do, I
don't know. For the man whose fury yon dread will, I
think, spare no form of brutality : nor will the suspension
of business, nor the departure of senate and magistrates,
nor the closing of the treasury, cause him to pause. But
all this, as you say, we shall know before long. ... It
is all but certain that Labienus has abandoned him. . . .

For myself, I am convinced that it is true. Pray, though
you say you coniiue yourself to the limits of your own
house, do give me a sketch of the city. Is Pompey missed ?

Is there any appearance of a feeling against Ciuiar ?

What is your opinion as to Terentia and Tullia 'i Should
they stay in Bome, or join me, or seek some place of
safety ?

Such is the terror inspired by the march of the ogre
from Gaul. Cicero was soon to learn that Pompey, not
Cfiosar, was tlie man whose cruelty was to b^ feared. The
desertion of Ciusar's great lieutenant, Labienus, is a gleam
of hope to him :

Labienus [he writes] I regard as a demigod There has
been no political stroke this long time past more brilliant.
. . . For us, however, where shall we be able to raise our
heads, or when ? How utterly incapable our general is you
yourself observe . . . and how devoid of any plan of
campaign the facts are witness. . . . Everyone agrees
that he is in a state of abject alarm and agit»tion. . . .

His whole hope rests on the two legions somewhat
treacherously obtained. . . . For as yet, indeed, those
whom ho i8_ enlisting are men reluctant to serve, and
averse from iightiog.

But Pompey was not so panic-stricken, perhaps, as
Cicero sweepingly asserts. He had " 'eard the East a-
calling," and he could " 'eed nothing else." He was eager
to get away to the scene of his early glories, and rouse the
kings of the East against Italy, as Cicero soon came to
penetrate. He had thrown a detachment into Corfinium,
the Kimberley or Mafeking of the campaign ; but he made
no effort to relieve it. Cicero has a gleam of hope that
Ca'sar will accept terms; Labienus has assured Pompey
that his ex-leader's army is weak, and Pompey, in much
better spirits, writes that he will soon have a large army.
But very quickly Cicero discovers that the peace proposals
were a blind, that Cscsar has not halted a moment, and
that he is rushing on the heels of the scattered and retreat-
ing loyalist detachments. City after city he has taken.
Again poor Cicero rails at Pompey. Coosar he can scarce
bear to name, it is always " he " or " that man."

I can see that there is not a foot of ground in Italy
which is not in hh power. About Pompey I know
nothing, and I think he will be caught unless he has
already embarked. What incredible rapidity I Whereas
our general !

From Corfinium, Domitius Ahenobarbus cries for help

—

Shakespeare's "strong Enobarbe," but a poor enough
ruffian in history. The next day comes word of the final
blow, and Cicero sums up the inglorious campaign in dis-
gusted language.

What a disgraceful, and for that reason what a miserable
thing. He had fostered Cicsar, and then all of a sudden
had begim to be afraid of him ; he had declined any terms
of peace

; he had made no preparations for war ; he had
abandoned the city; he had lost Picenum by his own
fault

;
he had blocked himself up in Apulia ; he was pre-

paring to go to Greece ; he was going to leave us without a
word, entirely uninformed of a movement on his part so
important and unprecedented. Lo and behold, there is
suddenly spnmg on us a letter from Domitius to him. But
our hero, bidding a long good-bye to honour, takes himself
to Brundisium, while Domitius, they say, and those with
hun, on hearing of this, surrendered.

It is a just indictment, lu about a month and a half
Pompey had lost Italy, and embarked for Greece. How
differently from cold history does it all read in these
letters, palpitating with the passion of a partisan and a
contemporary, lit up by the little personal detuils which
give actuality to the drama! If history were properly
written, these letters would be more copiously quoted than
they are.

A Book of Tears.

English, Elegiet. ("Bodley Anthologies.") Edited by
J. C. Bailey. (Lane. Ss.)

Mr. Bailey has woven a mortuary chaplot of elegiac
verse, and offers it with a preface wherein he discusses,
not merely the history of the elegy in England, but also,
with both thoughtfulness and erudition, the precise nature
and essence of this particular genre of poetry. Like most
words in the vocabulary of criticism, the term "elegy"
has been used in a variety of more or less related senses,
which can hardly be brought within the boundaries of a
common definition. Two attempts at such a definition Mr.
Bailey quotes as at least approximately just. One is that
of Coleridge :

" Elegy is the form of poetry natural to
the reflective mind. It may treat of any subject, but it

must treat of no subject for itself, but always and exclu-
sively with reference to the poet himself." The other is

due to Shenstone :
" Elegy in its true and genuine accepta-

tion includes a tender and querulous idea, and so long as
this is sustained it admits of a variety of subjects." And
he adds that the subject of an elegy must be " treated so
as to diffuse a pleasing melancholy." We do not think
Mr. Bailey is much in love with either of these definitions.
Certainly we are not. From one point of view they are
too wide. They are applicable to elegiac poetry as a
whole, while elegy, nowadays at least, generally bears a
narrower connotation than elegiac. From another- point
of view they are too narrow, for the ElegiM of Ovid's
Amores, and the " Elegies " into which Marlowe translated
these, and the " Elegies " of Donne and others, to which
they served as models, are by no means always "tender
and querulous," and not invariably even "reflective."
Some of them are expanded epigrams ; others are narra-'
tives of gay and gallant adventures. On the whole, it

seems better to maintain the distinction between Elegy
and Elegiac, and to confine the former to the notion of
lament. Mr. Bailey gives yet another formal definition,
which regards Elegy as " that form of poetry in which
anything is described as at once desirable and not present."
Even this is not quite satisfactory : to please us the
closing words should be, instead of " not present," " no
longer present." The notion of deBtderium, or longing for
what has been and is no more, is surely essential. Fitz-
Gerald writes :

Ah, Love ! could you and I with E[im conspire
To grasp this sorry Scheme of Things Eutire,
Would we not shatter it to bits—and then

Re-mould it nearer to the Heart's Desire ?

This satisfies the definition just quoted. Omar's ideal is

" at once desirable and not present." But clearly it is not
elegy. Let us then insist on d«giderium, and define elegy,
if a definition is wanted, as "that form of lyric in which
the dominant mood is the yearning for that which has been
and is not." This definition allows a certain range of
subject for elegy. It may include, if not, as Mr. Bailey
suggests, laments for unrequited or unhappy love, at least

complaints over absent or faithless or forgotten love. It

may include the lament of the exile for the mother country,
of the townsman perforce for the meadows of his child-
hood. Actually, of course, the subject is, nine times out
of ten, death, and from this one class of funeral elegies,
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the whole of Mr. Bailey's own admirable coUeetion is

drawn. He says truly that the material for choice was
ample

:

My difficulty throughout has been not where to find
matter for insertion, but how to find room for it. We
Eoglish have time out of mind been a grave people, apt
more than others to meditate on the transitoriness of
human things, and in the midst of life to let our thoughts
move in the direction of death. And our poets, from
Anglo-Saxon times to our own, have in this matter been
no ill representatives of the national character.

Mr. Bailey's choice amid so much wealth is a judicious
and catholic one. His knowledge of the earlier writers
is wide, and he has been fortunate enough to obtain leave
to reprint much beautiful modern work which is still

cop3rright. He has, for example, Arnold's "Thyrsis" and
" Geist's Grave "

; Lefroy's " Quem Di Diligunt "
; several

elegies by Mr. Swinburne, including the " Ave atque
Vale" upon Baudelaire, and the "Lines upon Walter
Savage Landor "

; three by Mr. Bridges, of which one is

the magniiicent "Elegy on a Lady, whom Grief for the
Death of her Betrothed Killed "

; Mrs. Meynell's " To the
Beloved Dead "

; Mr. Watson's " LachrymsB Musarum,"
which nobly stands the test of historic comparison ; and
Mr. Le Gallienne's "Eobert Louis Stevenson."

Naturally, no two anthologists ever make the same
selection, which is the excuse for multiplying anthologies

;

and while we could dispense with a few of Mr. Bailey's
gatherings, there are some half-dozen poems which we
could never have brought ourselves to exclude. Side by
side with Drummond of Hawthomden's lines "To Sir
William Alexander" we would have had the same writer's
" Lament of Damon," with its exquisite couplet

:

Bud doth the rose and daisy, winter done,
But we, once dead, no more do see the sun.

We would have had the charming scene in Ben Jonson's
" Sad Shepherd," where ^glamour laments for Earine

:

£arine,
Who had her very being and her name,
With the first knots or buddings of the spring,
Bora with the primrose or the violet,

Or earliest roses blown.

From a later age we would have had Charles Lamb's
" Hester " and, perhaps, " The Old Familiar Faces."
And, finally, if Mr. Mackail would have permitted it, we
would have had his beautiful poem "On the Death of

Arnold Toynbee." We fancy this is not so well known
as it deserves to be, but we count it second only to Mr.
Bridges's " Elegy on a Lady " among the regrets of these

latter days. Two stanzas we must find room for here

:

Even in this EngUsh clime
The same sweet cry no circling seas can drown,
In melancholy cadence rose to swell

Some dirge of Lycidas or Astrophel,
When lovely souls and pure before their time

Into the dusk went down.

These Earth, the bounteous nurse.

Hath long ago lapped in deep peace divine.

Lips that made musical their old-world woe
Themselves have gone to silence long ago,

And left a weaker voice and wearier verse,

O royal sonl, for thine.

The first of these stanzas might serve as a motto to such a
collection as Mr. Bailey's.

And now a final word of reproach. Mr. Bailey's book
is, unfortunately, a chaos. The elegies are not arranged
chronologically— on the whole, the best method where the
subject-matter of an anthology does not itself suggest any
marked divisions. Nor are they, so far as we can ascer-

tain, arranged in accordance with any other principle

whatever.

The Man Dante.

The Life and Works of Dante AUgUeri. By J. F. Hagar,
D.D. (Longmans.)

Yet one more of the many aids to the study of Dante
which pour in a yearly increasing tide from the press. In
the present case it deserves special commendation ; not
only because it is scholarly and thorough (for that is a
quality happily not rare among Dante studies at this day),
but for its unusual completeness as a survey of its subject.
It consists of two parts. The first is a biography of Dante,
as full as our limited knowledge of him will allow ; the
second is devoted to a detailed analysis of the Divine
Comedy, together with the Vita Nuova and the prose works
of Dante. The reader has thus, in a single volume, every-
thing required to assist him in making the acquaintance of
the great Florentine.

The greatest of Italy's writers was bom in Florence in
1265; in that thirteenth century when the life of Italy,
poetical, artistic, and political, was rising like a young
tree, and the Tuscan which he was to give supremacy above
all Italian dialects was plastic and waiting for a supreme
shaper. His father, Folco Alighieri, was a professor of
jurisprudence in Florence; and the family, though old and
noble, held only a moderate position in the city. The very
family of his mother, Bella, is unknown, and both his
parents died while he was still young. His name, Dante,
is an abbreviation of Durante. His parents' death left

him under the guardianship and tuition of Brunetto Latini
—a notable event for little Dante. Brunetto was not only
a distinguished citizen, but one of the most learned men of
his day. He unquestionably laid the foundations of that
encyclopedic knowledge which is as marked a feature in
the Divine Comedy as it is in Paradise Lost. The time was
yet to come when a great poet might win his way to the
Muses with "little Latin and less Greek"—or what
ponderous old pedantic Ben considered little Latin, though
it might be reckoned by us a tolerable ha'porth. Not con-
tent, moreover, with studying at Padua and Bologna, Dante
" finished " at Paris, principally for the sake of philosophy
and theology, as a young Englishman nowadays might
finish at a German university. It was a wonderfully
thorough education, the like of which no young man of
fashion would dream of nowadays. But then it was
possible to aim at universal knowledge, and pretty nearly
to attain it. Besides his studies in what we should call

science and general knowledge, his special knowledge of

the arts and letters, Dante was as thorough a master as
any cleric of the received philosophy and theology of the
day—a fact of which his readers obtain painful and
laborious assurance.

But no pedant was the future poet. The first thing on his

return from Paris he fought at Campaldino for his native

Florence against Arezzo. It was not the cause in which
he was ultimately to suffer so much, for the Florentine

army was Guelphic. Already, when he was but nine

years old, he had begun that other discipline of love.

Then, at a May party in the house of the Portinari,

whither he went with his father, he met the little daughter
of the house, Beatrice, one year younger than himself,

and fell solemnly and precociously in love with her. Such,

is the story ; and it is like enough with a child of his

temperament. • Back in Florence from the wars, Dante
began the life of a brilliant young poet and politician.

His associates, such as Guido Cavalcanti, his fellow-pupil

with Brunetto, and his elder and predecessor in poetical

fame, Cino da Pistoia, and Lapo Gianni, were all ultra-

Ghibellines
;
poet and Ghibelline, indeed, were almost

synonymous : and so it was inevitable he should take sides

against the popular party of the Guelphs for which he

had fought at Campaldino. The belief that the salvation

of Florence and Italy lay in the submission of the country

to the German emperors became the fixed creed of hia
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life, and hie abilities gradually made him conspicuous

among the Qhibelline party.

Meanwhile he had met and renewed his passion for

Beatrice Portinari ; but it did not prosper. There are

signs that young Dante, like young Shakespeare or young
Donne, led ratlier a wild life ; and once, at least, Beatrice

refused to salute him in the street. To crown matters, she

finally married another ; but still the platonic passion con-

tinued and was recorded in the immortal Fita Nuova ; where
the foundation may be lore but the edifice is certainly

allegory. At last she died young ; and after an interval

of mourning he married another lady, Gemma Donati—of

whom we only know that he wrote no poetry about her.

The same inference has been drawn as in the case of

Shakespeare and Anne Hatliaway. And we are bound
to say that when a poet's wife never by any chance
gets into his writings, while another woman most con-

spicuously does, it looks as if one has the right to infer.

Nor were the great Florentine's politics more successful

than his love matters. Poetry was the only mistress that

smiled upon his suit. That during those years he must have
stamped his personality upon his fellow-citizens as some-
thing more than a rising and somewhat lax-living poet
is clear by the great catastrophe of his life. He had
come to be recognised as a force in the turbulent affairs

of Florence—a fatal distinction. Better for him had he,

like his predecessor, Guide Guinicelli, been known as a
mere ma\er of songs, which all parties might admire.
For there was struggle in Florence : the Ghibellines drove
out the Guelphs, and reigned supreme in a Pyrrhic
triumph—as it proved. The government of the city was
eorganised on Ghibelline lines, and Dante was placed at

.ts head. Dante, the poet, ruler of Florence ! It is an
e-Ktraordinary tribute to the man's versatile faculty and
commanding character. Poet rulers there have been before
and since, but not ruler poets. That is, there have been
rulers—kings and others—who were poets of some dis-

tinction, but not poets who rose to be rulers. Victor Hugo
made a poor thing of it as a parliamentarian. One has
only to look at Dante's iron face to see the stuff of rule in
him ; but his companions were men of weaker stuff. It

was imperative that an envoy should go to plead their

cause with the Pope. There was no one whom Dante
could trust to go but himself. There was no one he could
trust to leave behind but himself. Painfully misdoubting
what would happen among his loggerhead fellows if he
were away, he yet (in an evil hour for his cause and
himself) decided to leave Florence on the embassy. While
he was in Home came the counter revolution in Florence.
The Ghibelline leaders were expelled, decree of banishment
was pronounced against the absent arch-Ghibelline—soon
to be the arch-poet—and a price set on his head. The
interesting experiment of the ruler-poet came to a pre-
mature end.

Then began the famous wanderings of Dante. From
the castle of one little Ghibelline war-lord to another
the sombre and now ageing exile drifted, bearing his wrongs
in his bosom and immortality in his pocket ; for during
this enforced absence from politics and family he fell back
upon the composition of the Divine Comedy. We should
doubtless have had it none the less had he stayed in
Florence; but many persons of very good family might
have escaped hell. To Paris again he wandered, and,
coming back, had a gleam of hope. For Henry of Luxem-
burg was elected Emperor of Germany, and forthwith
revived the pretensions of his predecessors by invading
Italy. Lombardy at Milan gave him submission and the
Iron Crown, but Florence stood out ; and Dante exultingly
beckoned his vengeance upon the haughty city. But the
Luxemburger marched on to iJome, fortune turned
against him, and when he returned to besiege Florence
his army melted away before the pestilence. He retreated
to die, broken-hearted ; and all was over with the poet. Of
Dante's residence and bickerings with Can Grande at Verona

you may read in Rossetti's fine poem. There, too, you
may read a splendidly poetised account of his answer to

the insulting amnesty which Florence offered him, on con*-

dition that he should pay the fine, and undergo the public
ignominy of the coiners pardoned by custom on St. John
Baptist's Day. The offer was made known to him by a
Florentine Franciscan ; and his actual letter is sternly

grand enough, without the added magic of Itossetti's

numbers. Thus the close of it runs :

A Flob. Monk.

"No, good father! That is not the way for me to
return. But should a way be found by yourself or others
that shall not t<ike from Dautc's fame and honour, be sure
that I shall follow it. Should no such way be found by
which I can enter Florence, then its gates I shall never
pass. And what ? Shall I not see wherever I turn the
bright rays of the sun aud of the stars '( Can I not
everywhere under heaven speculate on the sweetest truths
of fife without submitting myself to the people of

Florence, stripped of my glory and covered with ignominy 'f

Not even bread shall fail me."

With Guido Novello, Lord of Ravenna, Dante found a
final asylum. There he completed his days and the great

Eoem, the gradual publication of which had already made
im famous. As he had been exiled during one embassy,

it was his fate to die after another. On his return from
an embassy he had undertaken to Venice for Guido, he
caught a fever and expired. The last portion of his

poem was only found and published after his death. So
Florence kept her living poet an exile to the last. And
ever since she has been vainly striving to recover from
Ravenna his dead bones. Which thing, is it not an
allegory of the world's treatment of its poets ? That is

what we know of the life of one of the world's greatest
poets—a story sad, terse, dignified, and worthy of the

The Hero as Mountaineer.

The Highest Andes : a Record of the First Ascent of Acon-
cagua and Tupungato in Argentina, and the Exploration

of the Surrounding Valleys. By E. A. FitzGerald.
(Methuen. 30s. net

)

From the Alps to the Andes, being the Autobiography of a
Mountain Guide. By Mattias Zurbriggen. (Fisher
Unwin.)

Ever since Falstaff — himself no hero— reviled " the
cankers of a calm world and a long peace," it has been the
custom with certain philosophers to look on war as the
most fertile breeder of the heroic virtues and to cloak its

savagery with sentiment. To such thinkers Mr. Fitz-
Ger^d's long struggle in the service of science with the
elemental forces of nature, if it appear heroic at all, will

appear but a heroism of the lower order, but to such as
have no love for the hot-blooded heroisms of the bayonet
and yet believe endurance and courage to be the basal
virtues, this story of the conquest of Aconcagua will be of
high inspiration. It is not a record of mountaineering in the
ordinary sense ; to ice and rock-craft there is little explicit

reference ; the arch-enemy is not the mountain, but the
atmosphere, and the issue of the assault depends less on
axe and rope than on temperament.
Aconcagua rises twenty-three thousand and eighty feet

above the sea, and Mr. FitzGerald's highest camp—where
he spent, on and off, many weeks—was only some four
thousand feet from the summit, yet the circumambient air

of that last three-qiiarters of a mile presented a more for-

midable obstacle than he had ever before encountered.
The assault on this invisible barrier by the handful of

intrepid men that formed his party—falling back exhausted
time after time, yet for ever hurling themselves against it

as in some forlorn hope—is an epic in action. Three of
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them at last pressed through—first the chief guide, Mattias

Zurbriggen, then Mr. Stuart Vines, the geologist of the

expedition, with the guide Nicola—but the leader himself

had finally to abandon the attempt, an heroic victor never-

theless, though disappointed in his supreme ambition.

The effect of these high altitudes upon the individual

explorers is described in the book with much detail, but
perhaps nothing else will convey to the man in the plains

such a forcible impression of the physical havoc they

caused as the following homely comparison. " Nobody
can conceive," writes Mr. FitzGerald, "unless he has tried

to work under similar conditions, the feeling of utter

lassitude that overtakes one. I have heard people com-
plain of the same sort of feelings from acute sea-sickness.

Having suffered badly from that malady myself, I can say

that a man could go about and cheerfully do his work
while suffering from the worst attack of sea-sickness far

more readily than he could take his pocket-handkerchief

out to blow his nose at an altitude of 19,000 feet." Add
to this that there were times when some of the men—all

hardened mountaineers—" sat down, and absolutely cried,

great tears rolling down their faces, simply because of the

cold," and that "the stoutest-hearted man" Zurbriggen
ever knew " wept bitterly," because he had broken a

bottle of wine, and we shall have some slight notion of the

transformation to be effected by rarified air.

In one sense the most absorbing chapters in the book
are those in which Mr. Vines describes his ascent. Who
will not be glad that he has attempted to describe what
lay before him as he stood on the highest point yet reached

by man ? Of the view to the west he says :

No lens or pen can depict the view on the Chilian side.

I looked down the great arete, past the western peak of

ihe mountain to right and left, over ranges that dwindled
in height as they neared the coast, to where, a hundred
miles away, the blue expanse of the Pacific glittered in the

evening sun. [He had left the camp at H.SO, and reached
the summit at 5.] Fardown to the south, and fifty leagues
away to the north, stretched the vast blue line. The sun
lay low on the horizon, and the whole surface of the ocean
between the point of vision and the sun wai suffused with
a blood-red glow. The shimmering of the Ught on the

water could be distinctly seen.

He stayed more than an hour on the top, and then, as he
began the descent,

the sun [he tells us], a g^eat ball of blood-red fire in a
cloudless sky, was dipping into the waters of the Pacific.

Bapidly it sank, and disappeared from view. Yet, as if

still struggUng for supremacy with the fast-approaching

night, an after-glow of surpassing beauty spread over land
and sea in a series of magnificent changes of colour. The
mighty expanse of water from north to south, together
with the sky above it, was guft'used with a fiery red glow.
While the red in the sky remained, the waters, through
a variety of intermediate shades of colouring, turned slowly

to purple and then to blue. And yet we were not in

darkness, for with the sun's departure the risen moon had
declared itself with wondrous brightness, penetrating the

thin atmosphere and flooding everything with its colder

light. The effect produced by such a combination of

brilliant moonlight and glorious sunset was beautiful

beyond words. For during half-an-hour that wonderful
glow rested on the horizon of the Pacific—a great red liuo

of subdued fire suspended in mid-air, the darkness that

had fallen like a pall on sea and land beneath severing its

connexion with the earth.

But the most important part of Mr. FitzGerald's work
was the exploration of the environing country, and in that

he met with the fullest measure of success. His labours,

indeed, have materially added to our knowledge of that

out-of-the-way part of the world— its topography, its

geology, its fauna and flora, and (it may be added) its

manners and customs. The record, moreover, possesses

the a<^lditional interest of robust adventure ; and whether
we are triangulating in the Horcones valley with Mr.
FitxOerald ; volcano-hunting in Southern Chili with Mr.

Vines ; crossing the Cumbre Pass (12,800 feet), with
revolvers and half a ton of precious baggage, in the teeth

of an appalling blizzard, with Mr. Lightbody ; or collecting

specimens in the wastes of Inca or the vineyards of Lujan
with Mr. Gosse, we are sure of a " crowded hour of
glorious life."

The expedition started from Southampton with eighty
tons of luggage ; lasted seven months ; included five Swiss
guides and an innumerable host of native carriers ; cost

we know not how many thousands ; ended in serious

illness for many of the party ; and was, withal, a notable
achievement. And the book that enshrines the record is

in all respects worthy. With its elaborate appendices, its

excellent maps, and its numerous illustrations—many of

rare beauty—it is even a greater material triumph than
the same writer's previous volume on the Alps of New
Zealand.

Mr. Zurbriggen is, by common consent, the finest ex-

ploring guide the world has yet produced. Bom in 1856,

in the heart of the high Alps, it was not till 1880 that,

driven from pillar to post in the valleys by an innate rest-

lessness, he determined to devote his life to the mastery of

the great mountains. Since then he has made conquest
after conquest—all detailed in the present volume—not
only in his own Switzerland, but in the Himalayas, in

New Zealand, and in the Andes, where, as Mr. Fitz-

Gerald has just shown us, it was he who first set foot on
the hitherto untrodden summit of Aconcagua.
The life-history of such a man, told in the rough, spon-

taneous eloquence of his native tongue by hut or bivouac-
fire on the crag of some great peak, would flood the soul

of the fortunate listener with many emotions, whereas the

same thing on paper, in the elaborated idiom of transla-

tion, with embellishments and enlargements by the trans-

lator, stuck between conventional covers and besprinkled

with illustrations sometimes uncalled for and sometimes
unworthy, loses a large part of its most characteristic

quality and scarcely reveals a personality.

And so it comes to pass that the writer of this auto-

biography lives more truly in other men's books than in

his own, not because he tells his tale clumsily or incom-
pletely—though there is a marked reticence on many of

the matters that go to make up a man—but because it is

not the real man who is telling it. The book, judiciously

edited, shoidd have revealed an unconscious hero ; it shows
us instead a good fellow and a skilful climber, with a

constitution of iron, an indefatigable energy, a passion

for adventure, a touch of piety, and a liking for bottled

beer and a cigar. But this is not Mr. Zurbriggen's fault

;

it is the fault of his friends. The book, nevertheless,

will be attractive to many as being the first attempt of

any guide to give an account of himself and his doings in

print, and as containing a record of mountain-adventure
that few climbers—and certainly no guide—could match.

Mr. Seaman's New Volume.

In Cap and Bells. By Owen Seaman. (Lane. 3s. 6d.)

Well-meanino, educated readers say of Mr. Seaman's
verse that it is " not unworthy of Calverley," that " he is

on Calverley's level," that he is "almost as good as

Calverley." It is, perhaps, a blunder to make the com-
parison, but as it is made so frequently, everyone

interested in good work is driven, in the first instance, to

approach Mr. Seaman from that particular standpoint, and
every just mind is soon forced to admit, with all admira-

tion for Calverley and without the least disparagement of

his gifts, that, as a parodist and in technique, Mr. Seaman
is Calverley's superior. Some, preferring generous before

sardonic humour, would even maintain that the second

comer is the better wit. The amusement to be found in
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Calverley is certainly, for tlie most part, embittering.

There mar be laughter, but there is little true gaiety in his

verse, ms parodies, again, are ingenious, yet they are

rarely sympatlietic. Take, for instance, his parody of

Browning—"'The Cock and the Bull." It is stupidly

funny. Browning's intellect is never once taken into

account: he wrote every way except foolishly, and to

burle8<jue his manner where he himself, as in certain

portions of "The Ring and the Book," is taking some
elbow-room at the expense of dull dogs shows a want of

critical perception. And so "The Cock and the Bull"
misses its mark. This is not the case with Mr. Sea-
man's "Resignation"—a dramatic study after the same
master. Hero the subject is seen as Browning might
have seen it, and it is treated with the irony which no one
commanded more often than Browning himself. Other
parodies in Mr. Seamen's new volume are wonderful
examples of this difficult art : the Stephen Phillips, the
Alfred Austin, the Watts-Dunton, and the George Meredith
are faultless. And, further, not one of these distinguished
writers would find anything offensive or ill-bred, or,

worse still, unknowing in these remarkably skilful pro-
ductions.

Mr. Seaman has imitated, in each case, with a poet's
appreciation, the treatment and the musical tone, but
he employs, in the subject-matter, his own observations
and his own ideas. Calverley, on the other hand,
lacked imagination, or what is sometimes called the
instinct for beauty. He wrote as a man of the world,
not as a poet, not as an artist. His verse is correct
enough, and it looks well on the page. Poetry,
however, is for the ear and voice, not for the eye.
There must be sound and feeling as well as sense.
These indispensable characteristics are never absent in
Mr. Seaman's brilliant work. Calverley'a lines are
often tortured, curiously harsh, and difficult to speak

—

common effects among parodists who catch the time and
not the tune of a poet's literary style. He was also an
uncompromising realist : sentimentality, we may believe,
irritated, bored, perplexed him ; he had, as one says,
" no patience with it," and was consumed by an anxiety
to get the first laugh—an uneasy, fatal habit among
English authors of this generation. Mr. Seaman,
less self-conscious, and therefore much stronger, writes
with the straightforward ease of those who, acutely
susceptible to what is droll, have not sacrificed every
high faculty and ideal to that relatively small side in
human affairs. There are many modem minds who are
capable of seeking for the humorous aspect of the Agony
in Gethsemane. Mr. Seaman possesses the great quality
of discrimination, and his new volume is much more than
a collection of extraordinarily clever poems and burlesques.
It is a chivalrous book—a book with what may be called
" a whole soul." And lest any one with the fear of chivalry
before his eyes should suspect that a " whole soul " is not
racy, let us hasten to add that it is the best company
possible, and English in the most gallant sense.

Other New Books.
Fkom Kino Obry to Quebn Victokia. By E. Cau-ow.

" This is not a guide-book," says Mr. Callow. It is not.
It is such a popular history of the Isle of Man as may
well satisfy the thirst for information of the summer
visitor to that delectable isle when he has exhausted the
guide-book. It should lie upon the table of every hotel
coffee-room and every lodging-house parlour in Douglas.
Mr. Callow has no pretentions to be a scientific historian,
but he has gathered his material with caro, and has put it

together in a readable and anecdotal form. Those who
regard the Isle of Man as a sort of ancestral estate belong-
ing to Mr. Hall Caine will be surprised to learn that he is

not, to the best of our belief, so much as mentioned in the
volume. The King Orry who appears in the title was
a Norse Viking who conquered the Celtic inhabitants of
the island in the tenth century, set up a dynasty, and, if

tradition may be credited, founded the representative
House of Keys upon Tynwald Hill. To this day Man,
unlike its greater Celtic neighbour, possesses Home Rule.
It is an independent unit in the British Empire ; the Queen
of Great Britain is also Lady of Man. In the thirteenth
century Hakon Hakonson of Norway was defeated by
Alexander III. of Scotland, and Man became an appanage
of the Scottish Crown. Edward I., and after him
Edward III., conquered it, and it was held with the title

of king by divers noblemen and Court favourites. Ulti-

mately Henry IV. granted it for an annual tribute of
a cast of falcons to Sir John Stanley. From him sprang
the Earls of Derby who remained until 1604 " kings," and
until the eighteenth century "lords," of Man. Then it*

passed through the distaff line to the Dukes of Athol,
who ruled it ill and selfishly. In 1765 it was sold to the
British Crown for £70,000 down and certain annuities.

But the final claims of these ducal " horseleeches "—it is

Mr. Callow's word—were only settled, in 1 829, by a payment
of £400,000 more. (Elliot Stock.)

How Soldiers Fight. By F. Norkbys Coxnell.

The popular taste appears to demand books of the
drum-and-trumpet order just at present. Wherefore Mr. F.
Norreys Connell has felt called upon to put forth a volume
in which he essays to describe the duties which the various
branches of the Army are called upon to perform, and the
feelings of the soldiers who perform them. Mr. Connell
as a writer of stories we know, and have been able to

commend ; but we have not been able to discover that

Mr. Connell has any special knowledge of warfare, or any
claim to rank as an authority on the doings and the
feelings of soldiers. It is true that he exhibits an en-

thusiasm for "blugginess"; and in reading his book there

came back to our memory some lines from some dreadful
stanzas that were current about twenty years ago

:

O ain't it a jolly lark,

A-cuttin' of the throats
Of them Boer blokes,
An' wadin' through blood in the dark I

Bloodshed may be necessary, but it is not for us who sit

at home to take pleasure in the contemplation of it. Thus
does Mr. Connell counsel the private of the line

:

Of the tactics of infantry there is no end, but there are
some simple rules for the individual foot-soldier to re-

member when lost in the chaos of battle. If you cannot
bayonet your enemy, shoot him ; if he goes away, aim at
the base of his spine. But do not let your attention be
distracted from business by the consideration that other
people are making a mark of you. It is your duty to kill

the highest possible number of those opposed to you, not
to save your own skin.

Such counsel as this is not likely to reach the infantry

soldier, and it leaves an unpleasant taste in the mouth of

the civilian reader. (James Bowden. 3s. 6d.)

Leoknds of the Bastille. By Frantz Funck-Bretano.

In this merciful, researchful age the worst men and the

worst institutions of the past stand a good chance of

receiving justice or, at the least, a coat of whitewash.
M. Funck-Brotano sets himself to demolish those legends
which represent the Bastille of the eighteenth century as

the abode of disease and tortures. We are no longer to

believe in iron cages, underground dungeons flooded by
the Seine, tuads, lizards, rats, scant furniture, clanking
chains, Cimmerian darkness, and unknown accusations.

These are the dreams of melodrama, and the prison was a
desirable residence. Each prisoner had a large room,
adequately furnished, and he could add to the furniture.
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He could procure whatever clothing he needed, and could

even indiilge his fads. * Paris was ransacked to find "a
dress of white silk spotted with green flowers," for a lady

named Sauve, and when the gaolers could find only a

white dress with green stripes theirs was the dejection

!

Good fires blazed, pens and books were in plenty, and
there were concerts in the prisoners' rooms and in the

governors' rooms. Prisoners could pursue their hobbies,

or they could walk on the platform of the fortress and
watch the crowds on the boulevard.

As for Latude and his tales—pooh ! He never stood

waist deep in water ; on the contrary, he was removed to a

better cell when the floods arose. When he complained
of rheumatism furs were provided for him, and when he
wanted a dressing-gown of " red-striped calamanco " it

was obtained. His Memoirs are "a tissue of calumnies

and lies," and it is pointed out that this man, who alleged

that he had suffered torture and exposure for thirty-five

years, was active and gay at seventy-five, and died at

eighty. There is, of course, no doubt that the extra-

vagance of the French Eevolution infected its memories and
legends, and that not all these have been corrected by later

historians. M. Funck-Bretano's defence of the Bastille is a

striking one, and is supported by documents, but that it

will prevail against the forces of settled tradition is

doubtful. Tradition says that the Bastille was a " heU of

living men," and that it was taken by storm. M. Funck-
Bretano says it was a comfortable hotel, and that it was
entered in a quarter of an hour. Tradition quotes the

poets, M. Funck-Bretano prefers contemporary records.

An interesting book, with an introduction from the pen of

M. Victorien Sardou. (Downey. 6s.)

The English Church (597-1066).

By William Hont, M.A.

This is the first instalment of a somewhat comprehensive
undertaking, a complete History of the English Church on
a scale considerably larger than any other modern work

—

for modem histories, civU. or ecclesiastical, are generally

little more than Introductions and Outlines—and incor-

porating the results of recent research. The task is

obviously one too great for any single scholar of these

degenerate days, and it has been divided into seven periods

and put into the hands of seven men. Mr. Hunt's share

reaches from the coming of Augustine to the Norman
Conquest, and among the names of writers to whom
later sections are assigned we notice those of such com-
petent historians as Canon Capes and Dr. Gairdner.

The general editors are the Dean of Winchester and Mr.
Hunt himself. In order, we suppose, to avoid controverdy

other than historical, it appears to be intended that the

work should close with the eighteenth century. Mr. Hunt
adds to real learning an adetjuate narrative style, and we
especially commend the judicial and scholarly temper in

which he approaches his theme. He says of the volume :

While it is written from the standpoint of a member of

the Church of England, it has not been my design either to

advocate the principles of a party, or even to exalt the
Church. Whether the fact that the Church held certain

beliefs and enjoined certain practices a thousand and
more years ago is any reason why it should do the Kke
now is not for me to say. Everything recorded here
has been inserted either because it seemed to me necessary
to my narrative or interesting in itself. It has been
my earnest wish to present a thoroughly truthful picture

of the Chunih during this period, and not to misrepresent
anything. No ciuse seems the better for the art of the
special pleader, still less for disingenuousness. Nor would
the interests of the Church, even if they could be saved by
such methods, be so sacred to me as historic truth.

We are a little surprised, in view of the scale and import-

ance of this history—" the first attempt," says Mr. Hunt,
"to write a continuous History of the English Church
before the Norman Conquest with any degree of fulness "

—

that Mr. Hunt has not thought it desirable to give full

references to the authorities for his statements in foot-

notes. Instead of this, he only gives a brief general list

of authorities at the end—why not the beginning?—of

every chapter. (Macmillan. 5s.net.)

Shakespeark's Sonnets. By Samuel Butler.

We had thought—shall we say, hoped ?—to have heard
the last of the Sonnets for some time. ' But Mr. Butler
comes late and eager into the field, with an elaborate

introduction, footnotes, a reprint of the Quarto text, and
all the rest of it. Mindful of a recent volume in which
Mr. Butler tried to prove that Nausicaa, of all people,

wrote the Odyssey, we were quite prepared to find him
ascribing the Sonnets to Queen Elizabeth, or Lettice

Devereux, or Mary Fitton herself. On the contrary, with
the exception of a slight tendency to indulge in the some-
what dangerous pastime of re-arranging the order of the

Sonnets, he faces the problem in a thoroughly sober and
scholarly mood. We have not space to discuss his views

in full, but the volume is one which no serious student

can aiford to neglect. Briefly, Mr. Butler is neither a
Herbertian nor a Southamptonian. He tilts indifferently

at Mr. Archer and Mr. Sidney Lee. But he takes the

common-sense view that the " Mr. W. H. " of the preface

was the person to whom the Sonnets were written, and he
thinks, chiefly on the ground of the italicised Hews in

Sonnet 20, that the initials conceal some unidentified Will

Hews probably of obscure social standing. It may be so.

In any case, we think that few scholars will follow Mr.
Butler in the belief that the Sonnets were literally the

work of Shakespeare's " pupil pen," and were written

between 1585 and 1588. (Longmans.)

Letts' s Diaries.

We have received a parcel of these well-known publica-

tions, the merits of which are too well known to need

statement. But Letts's Diary No. 8, which is in a con-

venient octavo size and gives a page to each day of this

year, strikes us as an excellent type of diary for the

literary man. (Cassell & Co.)

Fiction.

Active Service. By Stephen Crane.
(Heinemann. 6s.

)

The hero of this novel is the editor of the Sunday edition

of a New York paper, Eufus Coleman, a down-East
Yankee of the most resourceful and clear-headed type.

Coleman falls in love with Marjory Wainright, daughter

of a college professor. The professor declines the young
man as a son-in-law, and then, his daughter proving

obstinate, takes her and his wife to Greece, with a party of

young students. Rufus follows as correspondent of his

paper, and there follows also a divette named Nora Black,

who has something more than a preference for the great

young Sunday editor. The presence of all the characters

in Greece can only be explained by the fact that Mr. Crane

has spent some time in Greece as a war-correspondent, and

must have a large quantity of descriptive stuff to
'

' work
off." Otherwise it has no significance. Mr. Crane makes
of the Turko-Greek war a rather effective background to

a romantic love-tale with a "happy" conclusion. The
book is full of those feats of description for which

the author is famous—some of them really excellent,

others nothing but trickeries in which a certain effect

is obtained by applying to men the epithets of things

and to things the epithets of men. But let us admit

that Mr. Crane can handle the epithet and the simile

with surprising, almost miraculous dexterity. The best

chapter in the book is that in which is set forth the strenu-

ous life of the sixteenth floor of the New York Eclipse
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l)uilding. It is a piece of sheer impudent vivacity, the end
justifying the means. If it had not succeeded it would
havo been obviously crude ; but it does succeed, and the

sixteenth floor of the Eclip»« building lives for you as in a

biog^aph.
A large part of the book is occupied with the American

I'niversity student, of whom Mr. Crane presents several

varieties in what one of his characters calls a " calcium

light." These persons are not wholly fascinating ; their

passion for slang amounts to a disease—a disease which
has communicated itself to Mr. Crane. If a slang phrase

will roughly serve his turn he never hesitates to use it.

The students' conversations have picturesqueness :

In the corridor, one of the students said offensively to

Peter Tounley

:

,

" Say, how in hell did you find out all this so early 'i

"

Peter's reply was amiable in tone.
" You are a damned bleating; little kid, and you make a

holy show of yourself before Mr. Gordner. There's where
yon stand. Didn't you see that he turned us out because
he didn't know but what you were going to blubber or
something !' You are a sucking-pig, and if you want to
know how I find out things, g^ and ask the Delphic
Oracle, you blind ass."

" You'd better look out, or you may get a punch in the
eye I

"

"You take one punch in the jfeneral direction of my
eye, mo son," said Peter cheerfully, " and I'll distribute

your remains over this hotel in a way that will cause your
friends years of trouble to collect you. Instead of antici-

pating an attack upon my eye. you had much better be
engaged iu improving your mind, which is not at present
a tit machine to cope with exciting situations. There's
Coke ! Hello, Coke, heard the news 'i Well, Marjory
Wainwright and Rufug Coleman are engaged. Straight f

Certaiuly! Go ask the minister."

On the whole, Active Service is a little below Mr. Crane's
best. It is mannered, and the mannerisms of a writer
with methods so audacious and novel as Mr. Crane's are

apt to irritate. But it quite deserves to be called a
remarkable book.

Princess Feather. By A. C. Inchbold.
(Hutchinson & Co. 63.)

Mk. Inchbold (if, indeed, it be a man ; but we are by no
means sure) has written a novel of peasant life on the
Sussex shore at the end of the eighteenth century. His
heroine, Elizabeth, sprang originally from the Foundling
Hospital. She was, carefully brought up, and arrived at

the status of a lady's maid. Pretty, clever, refined, reliable

and good, she was a valuable pearl among«lady's maids.
One day she went with her mistress to stay at a country
house. She there saw a sheep-shearing festival, and fell

in love with the braggart but picturesque Michael Tagg,
captain of sheep-shearers. She married him. Thence-
forward her history is one of son-ow and declension.
Michael was a smuggler and a bully—masterful, drunken,
immoral, bestial — in fact, we suppose, an average
eighteenth century peasant husband. In vain Elizabeth
exercised amiability, obedience, and conscientious en-
deavour to please. He knocked her down with a single
blow. She found herself a peasant's wife. Mr. Inchbold's
concern is to make us feel what it was to be a peasant's
wife in years before the battle of Trafalgar. He succeeds.
The picture is sinister, but it convinces. Imagination has
been put into this promising book. It is a book dominated
by a sincere effort after truth—both dark truth and light.

The realism is relentless, but it is a fine, selective sort of
realism too. The difficult Sussex dialect is handled with
skill, and the author has a pastoral, open-air sense of
things which enables him to build up round his characters
a genuine atmosphere of England's green and England's
.sea. In short, Princeu Feather, no doubt a first attempt.

may be called rather notable, since it has strength, colour,
and a broad, just outlook. Some of the scenes possess a
memorable stringency. The most dramatic is that of the
wife auction (marking the lowest point of Elizabeth's fall),

where the once prim and proud lady's maid is sold by her
hu.sband to a soldier for five sovereigns. Wo should like
to quote from it, but a short extract would be inado<iuate.
The psychology of the soldier and the subsequent pas-
sages between the soldier and Elizabeth are well and
subtly done. They disclose a talent at once ingenious and
agile, and, above all, honest with itself and its subject.
That is the leading characteristic of this novel : a simple,
unaffected intention to be real. On the whole, the style is

the least satisfactory feature of the story. The author is

too much inclined (as Schopenhauer puts it) " to think in
phrases"—the worn-out stock-phrases which may have
been fresh centuries ago—instead of constructing his
sentences word by word.

Notes on Novels.

[_77u*» notet on thi weeVt Fiction are not necessarily final.

Reviews of a selection will follow.^

The L.vdy fkom Nowheee. By Feeous Hume.

The author of The Mystery of a Hantom Cab again takes
a murder as his theme. It occurs in a London suburb,
the victim being an eccentric young lady who—to (juote

her landlady—" dined off a chop and potatoes, and dressed
in silk and lace to eat them." Eyeing her room, with its

violent yeUow tone and gorgeous furniture, the detective
Gebb rubs his hands :

" By the sight of|it, this is going to

be a romantic case." (Chatto & Windus. 6s.)

A Pure Child-Face. By E. S. Padmork.

A didactic story in paper covers. The period is laid in
the early days of Christianity, and the priest of the Sun
has much to say. There are fairies and converts. The
last sentence points the moral :

" Better the Paradise of
fools than the Gehenna of a sated soul." (Simpkin
Marshall. Is.)

While the Lotus is Closed. By Michael Grvnt

A love-story with a backg^round of wealth and titles and
country life. The heroine " walked slowly across the
lawn, the frou-frou of her skirts keeping time to the soft

throb of the Blue Hungarian Band." (H. J. Drane.
3s. 6d.)

She Stands Alone. By Mark Ashton

The central character in this story is Pilate's wife,
" the Maid of Athens," who is treated in her character of
pleader for Christ during His trial before Pilate. The
story may be said to be written round the text " Have
thou nothing to do with that just Man." Part of the
novel is laid in Britain. " ' The great Julius has maligned
Britain,' she observed. ... 'It is not nearly so savage a
country as I anticipated, and as to the barbarous natives
who gave him such a rough reception, where are they
hidden, centurion ?'

" (Hutchinson. 6s.)

The Kingdom of a
Heart. By Effie Adelaide Rowlands.

A love-story of great length and manj' incidents, in

which two sisters are the heroines. Tragedy, intrigues,

secrets, and mistakes pass away. Then "Each el's old
audacious look danced in her eyes," and Anne " will be
an ideal Rector's wife." The story ends on baby-socks

:

" Baby likes the pink ones best." (Routledge. 6s.)
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Made Writing.

Travellers for Ever is the title borne by a dainty little

book of " fantasies and sketches " written by Mr. L.

Cope Cornford, and just published by Mr. Nutt. Mr.

Comford has recently written a very creditable study of

the life and achievement of Robert Louis Stevenson. It

is evident that he owes something of his style and vocabu-

lary to Stevenson, something also of these to Mr. Henley
;

but we do not wish to make a point of this. The point

we are led to make—after reading these essays not once,

nor twice, but several times—is that Mr. Cornford is

very typical of a multitude of young writers to whom
a St. Paul, in the dawn of a new century, might say

in gentle but convincing tones : "I perceive that in all

things ye are too styleful." Paul would say " styleful"

—unpleasing word—because it would carry his meaning.

He would not say : "I perceive that in all things ye are

too careful of style "
; that is impossible in young writers.

Style in excess is the evil—-style conceived as the root

instead of the flower. The fault, no doubt, leans to virtue's

side ; but just now it frequently is found leaning at an

angle that demands correction. It does so in Mr. Com-
ford's essays.

Mr. Comford's theme is the open road, that leads from

cities into the fields and woods. It is a theme on which

every man has leave to write, the condition is that he

shall write well. In the limited sense that he writes care-

fully, and with a curious search for fit and musical words,

Mr. Comford does write well. It is, indeed, "evidently

manifest," to use a phrase of his own, that Mr. Comford
has spent whole afternoons in making and pruning his

style. Yet by his style—we are sorry to say—he is con-

demned. Everywhere it suggests things read, rather than

things seen or felt. It is curious that in seven essays

eulogising the country he hardly ever names a tree, bird,

or plant. He writes—as might any of the " horde of

sedentary persons " with whom he peoples London—of

" fir-woods," " old-grown woods," " shores alive with wild

fowl," " bird-voices," " pollarded willows," " leviathan

beeches," and "virginal birches." Once he names the

hollow clapper of the cuckoo—a phrase that could be

learned from a cuckoo-clock—but when "a bird in the

thicket flutes a solo," we are not told what bird ; and the
" strange broken speech of the wild fowl, that sometimes

sounds like words," is attributed to no species. Indeed,

definiteness is the last quality of these polished but peri-

phrastic essays. Landscapes are lost in adjective and

metaphor. Thus

:

All the eastern sky is glowing auiber ; westward, ridiug

high, the moon stares from the empyrean of cold azure

washfd with silver, a disc of polished brass. Wreaths of

mist fill the valleys, like fleeces of carded wool. The far,

lusty clirion of chanticleer rings through the hushed
expectancy. The east bums redder, melting into the blue,

paling the brassy moon. The icy air grows warmer, and
breathes an odour of grass and flowers. A grey continent

of cloud, leaning from the western sky, flashes here and
there with igneous flakes of red, and, yawning into

cavernous deeps, slowly breaks in pieces, and drifts, red-

dening towards the misty hills that rise beyond the

creaming valleys and the hanging woods. The east bums
into fiery rose ; a tiny wreath of cloud floating above a

black mass of foliage changes hue and shape, and floats

away, still changing.

We are afraid that the impression floats away too.

We quote another passage :

Out of the city the wayfarer follows the road ; the road

which runs up sheer into the lifting sky and leaps the hill,

and, winding through shaughs and blowing meadows,

leads past ancient churches grey with lichen and over

shining water, trending always to the sea. Across the

azure bloom of the summer champaign sweep vast shadows

chasing gleams of silver light, until the sun goes down
into his country of the sunset beyond the purple hills.

Down the road, to the music of beating hoofs and tinkling

bells, roll the harvest wains loaded high with wealth of

sheaves; follows, heavy with toil, the train of bronzed

labourers. Upon a dark bank, high above the road,

stands a peasant woman holding a child in her arms,

encircled and magically illumined by the western radiance.

This is Nature seen in engravings. The style cries for

substance, for personality—all that makes style a virtue.

To call the country alluring is not to make it so. You
may write of "the jolly wind," "ribbons of running

water," the "haunting, eager wind," and the "amorous

bravery of the spring"; you may swear that the land

" smells of fairies," and point to "the long silhouette of

a town rising beyond the golden pastures of a lucent sky ";

you may distinguish the colour of the sea as "lilac," and

declare that old beeches are " writhen like fossil serpents";

you may speak of " a gaudy chime of bells "
; and you may

set these phrases in shapely sentences and paragraphs

—

still it may be naught. For to communicate only words,

not things, or to communicate more words than substance, is

to fail. Style is not the art of finding beautiful words and

arranging them well ; it is the art of fitting words to

things, and arranging both well. Many pitfalls await the

young author who thinks of words before things. He
borrows unusual words from one model, or a few

models, and the result is that in trying to bejewel his

vocabulary he narrows it. Mr. Cornford uses words

like "scanted," "brash," "hebetude," "wried," "immo-

bile," "jmrview," "writhen," "ceiled," "scission" and
" lure " (as a noun). It is made a point by many young

writers to bring such words into use. Against that

we have little to say, provided the words are come by

rightly. But a writer should not try to tickle his readers

by a word which he has not by processes of thought

truly made his own. What we notice in Mr. Cornford's

book is that the presence of unusual words does not

give him a large vocabulary. His repetitions are many.

On one page he writes: "You shall hear the tramp of

ancient armies ring upon the ribs of earth"; on another,

" the weapon digged from the adamant ribs of earth."

A "white plume of smoke" is emitted, on p. 24, by a

railway train, and on p. 36 a "level plume of smoke"

floats from an outward-bound steamer. On p. 32 we have

the "valiant sun," on p. 03 the "valiant stars." On

p. 24 " the lusty clarion of chanticleer shatters the still-

ness"; and on p. 50 "the far lusty clarion of chanticleer

rings through the hushed expectancy." Twice or thrice

is the sky "lucent," and twice we have "the myriad

wheels of circumstance." These repetitions, occurring in

about fifty small pages, betray the dominance of words

over things, and the dominance of a model over words.

And here it may be said that the writer who takes Mr.

Stevenson or Mr. Henley as his master makes a cardinal

error: instead of contemplating these, who are two, he

should study their models, who are many. Instead of

imitating their writing, he should emulate their reading.

Nothing wearies like the excess of style over matter.

For in such cases the disproportion is not all :
the matter

is sure to want quality as well as quantity. The thought

seems caught out of the air. It is delicately worded, but
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it is of no account. It is pretty, but it is not true. Mr.
Comford will have it tliat the lovers of the open road are

eleet. He draws tenebrous pictures of city life, of the town's

"poisonous wilderness," its "sour gloom," and of the

multitude who " cut their staves into shopmen's yards, and
settle down to fatten peaceably in villas." He sees nothing
between "the immemorial, elemental life of man, and
civilisation's buckram parody." The "horrible shrill city

"

is to be flown. The town-dweller is admonished thus:

You read, vaguely, in the newspapers of the Army and
the Navy, the Colonies, and tho Agricultural Interest, it is

true ; ntvertbeless, you shall come to believe in time that
the District Kailway circumscribes the habitable world;
and you go contentedly to and fro, like tame pheasants in

a ring-fence preserve. But the drop of savage blood still

throbs in some of you; and, although Esau may com-
promise with Jacob (for substantial reasons), he still refuses
ultimate alliance with his smooth-faced kinsmen in the
black coat and varnished boots.

This is what we may term " made " writing. It answers
to no large essential facts. Need we point out that the
wearer of varnished boots is no tame town pheasant, but a
fihooter of pheasants. Need we point out that the desire

to see the country, and at last to live in the country, is the
ruling passion of Londoners. What is suburban life but
a tribute to the country ? Every Ijondon suburb is a leaf

straining to the light. Has Mr. Comford seen a chrysan-
themum show at the People's Palace ? Has he attended
a bulb auction in Poultry? or met the Spring in the
Strand ? A writer is not obliged to write all truths about
his subject, but he must have a saving sense of them.
And nothing obscures that sense more than a pre-
dominance of the wish to write over the wish to think.

We have examined Mr. Comford's book with un-
usual keenness because we believe that he means to
challenge criticism on his style, and because that style

seems to afford a good object of inquiry at the present
time. If it had fewer virtues we should have found fewer
faults. Mr. Comford has acquired a great deal of crafts-

manship : his sentences as sentences, and his paragraphs
as paragraphs, are very well turned ; he has the taste for
words. But .

How Long Should Copyright

Last?
Mr. Bernard Shaw's Views.

In our issue of December 2 we printed a number of replies
which we bad received from authors to the questions : Is
Perpetual Copyright in books desirable ? and, If not, how
long should Copyright last ?

To these questions Mr. Bernard Shaw replied as follows

:

The proposal of perpetual copyright is a piece of rapa-
cious impudence. Would it benefit anybody if the heirs of
John Bunyan were now wallowing idly in royalties on The
Pilijrim'a I'ro;/reis instead of working honestly for their
living ?

Ck>n8ideriDg that an inventor who enriches the world is

granted patent rights for fourteen years only, it is not
clear why an author, who possibly debauches it, should
get from thirty to over one hundred years' copyright. The
present term is too long, except in a very few special cases,
for which e.\ten8ion should be granted on application to
the courts. If the descendants of authors want copyrights,
they can earn them by writing books.

In our issue of last week we printed the views of Mr.
Herbert Thring, secretary of tho Society of Authors, who
concluded his remarks as follows :

It appears to me extraordinary that none of your con-
tributors have taken into account the fact that neither the

,
public nor the author's descendants reap the benefit, but
the publishers.

Do I understand that it is the genfral opinion of literary

men that the profits arising from the judicious administra-
tion of literary property should belong to the publisher,

rather than the author's representative or the public t

Mr. Shaw now sends us the following rejoinder i

"Mr. Herbert Thring is mistaken in concluding that

the point he raises has escaped my consideration. What
is of more importance, he is also mistaken in supposing
that a publisher can make anything out of a copyright

of which he has no monopoly. The entire works of

Shakespeare can be purchased for sixpence less than Mr.
Pinero's worst single play, because the publisher pays
nothing for Shakespeare's work and can charge nothing
for it. If he attempted to put a penny on to the price on
Shakespeare's account his edition could instantly be under-
sold to that amount by his competitors, who have the

same access to Shakespeare as he. I can take a copy of
' Hamlet ' into a jobbing printer's to-morrow and get it

reprinted as cheaply as I could an equal quantity of copy
offering rewards for lost dog^. Dent may charge me
eighteenpence for ' Hamlet,' Cassell threepence for it,

and Dicks a penny ; but what I pay them for is the

design of the book, the printing, the paper, the binding,

the size, the copyright illustrations, the editorial notes,

not for Shakespeare. Him I get for nothing.

Mr. Thring, nevertheless, thinks that a copyright which
has become common property by the expiration of its

monopoly is not really a national possession. In a sense,

he is right. The Englishman who never buys a copy of

Shakespeare's works, never reads one, and never goes to

the theatre, may contend that he has never got anything
by his share of the national inheritance of Shakespeare's

genius, and that the readers and playgoers have used that

inheritance without sharing it with him. He may claim

that the Government should levy a royalty on all copies

sold, and apply the proceeds to the general benefit in

relief of taxation or otherwise. Similarly a liondoner who
never goes into Hyde Park may contend that, to enable

him to share its benefits with those who do go into it,

a charge should be made for admission, and the proceeds

devoted to the reduction of London rates. Or a bedridden

ratepayer might demand that the street should be made
a turnpike, so that the actual users should pay an
equivalent for the wear and tear of the pavement into

a common fund for the benefit of the bedridden and the

active alike.

The answer to these perfectly log^ical proposals is, first,

that their adoption would be so exceedingly inconvenient

and costly if carried out consistently in every department
of life, that they would make society physically impossible,

whereas the existing communistic methods work fairly

well. And second, that it is not true that the actual first-

hand users of an institution are the sole or chief bene-

ficiaries. Take the case of the British Museum Library
and Eeading-room. Is it a place kept up by the nation

for the benefit of the readers ? No : aa we authors and
journalists and literary hacks know to our cost, it is a
place which benefits the nation through the labour (often

miserably underpaid, and largely gratuitous) of those who
work there. Take again the case of railways. They
benefit everybody, but only on condition that a certain

number of people face the discomfort and risk of travelling

by them. Hence, when other Socialists have advocated

free railway travelling, I, better advised, have advocated

payment of railway travellers, a juster and more popular

reform.

Mr. Thring, then, need not fear that the copyrights

which have lapsed into the common stock benefit only

the publishers who make use of them. On the contrary,

the real difficulty is to induce publishers to touch them
and face the competition that follows success with them.

They prefer the monopoly of copyright. When I was a

boy tiie American publishers vied yritl^ ^B.ch, oth^r in.
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bringiiig out editious of the latest works of our English
novelists, who cried Thieves and Pirates with all their

might. What was the result? The American public

read aU our leading works of fiction for a few cents, to

their great benefit and to ours (since it was thus that they
learnt to love literature) ; but the publishers were brought
to the verge of ruin. To-day, when they ask me for new
copyright matter, I tell them that a million words of my
beat writing lie at the disposal of every publisher in

America ; but they prefer to pay a royalty for a monopoly,
and they are right. If we turn to the stage, we find that

Sir Henry Irving, instead of pouring royalties into the

pockets of Sardou, Pinero, Jones, and Ghrundy, has availed

himself of the national property in Shakespeare. With
what result? That he tells us that the non-copyright
system has left him £100,000 to the bad. He is now
glad to call in Sardou and pay him heavy royalties. It is

a mistake to suppose that either . publishers or managers
profit by free books and plays. To them, monopoly is

always worth the royalty it costs.

May I, in conclusion, say publicly what Mr. Thring
knows privately : namely, that I am not one of those

literary blacklegs who are not ashamed to earn a few
disgraceful shillings by reviling the Authors' Society, and
belittling the work which will make Sir Walter Besant
famous, not as a mere author—that might happen to

anybody—but as a great Trade Union secretary. Only,

I have fought from the first against the clamour of the

author for a perpetual literary property, and against the

argument that if other men are allowed to quarter their

descendants idly on the labour of future generations, why
shouldn't we ? Even if the claim were honest, and the

argument worthy, what chance has either of acceptance in

an age of increasing death duties, of jealous public

limiting of concessions to electric lighting and tramway
companies, of a general revolt of the public conscience

against perpetual pensioners of all sorts ? In this matter
Sir Walter has the notions of 1860, and Mr. Lang those

of 1870. It is now 1900—time for my ideas to have a turn.

Mr. Nutt, I grant, is up to date : he faces the choice

between the attitude of the Socialist and the attitude of

the Struggle-for-Lifer, but does not give any reason why
the Struggle-for-Lifers who are not authors should tax

their posterity for the benefit of a seventeenth Duke of

Besant or Marquis of Shaw. Perpetual copyright is an
Alnaschar's dream, all the less worth troubling about in

view of the fact that the copyrights most in need of help

from the Society of Authors have a natural life—inex-

tensible by any legal device whatever—of from twenty-

four hours to eighteen months.
O. Bernard Shaw."

Things Seen.

The Lower Criticism.

TnE Beadle was a bland, elderly, sententious man, with a
taste for wisdom, and a paternal interest in the shrubs
and flowers of the Public Garden under his charge.

A? my homeward route at the close of every working-
day took me through his garden, a casual friendship grew
up between us. We always exchanged greetings, which
now and again expanded into conversation, as on one
December evening when the trees stood out black and
bare against the flying clouds. On that night the windows
of the church at the corner of the garden were alight, and
the frosty air was filled with melody.

" Choir practising, I suppose ?
"

The Beadle nodded, and tilted his bland face a couple
of inches nearer the heavens. " It does one good to

ttand outside and hear them rolling the psalm to wintry
skies," he said. " I don't go to church now. I've given
up going to church. My wife goes to church, but women
don't think the same way as men."

He was silent for a minute, gazing at the sky.
" Perhaps she's right," he continued ;

" but I don't see

how a man can go to church if he doesn't believe the

Bible's all true. Do you, sir ?
"

I gave a small, non-committal cough.
The singing ceased.
" Well, it's tea-time," he said ; and as we paced along

the asphalte path he inquired if I had seen the new
Bible Dictionary. Without waiting for my answer, he
continued: "It's a wonderful book. A gentleman, a

great barrister living over there in the Inn, lent me the

first volume. It goes from A to D, and plays havoc

—

g^eat havoc, sir—with the Bible. It's queer reading for

a Christian woman, so I keep it locked up, out of the way
of my wife. It's no good upsetting one's womenfolk.
They haven't got the same brains like us." He clutched

my arm and lowered his bland face to mine :
" 'Tisn't

only the Old Testament they play havoc with. There's a

German professor says that the Star of Bethlehem shines

only in the legend, and—and—his voice sank to a whisper

—they don't even let St. Paul alone. But I must keep it

from the missis. It don't do, sir, to upset women."
By this time we had reached the lodge. He pushed

open the door, disclosing a bright room with the cloth laid

for tea. In a low chair by the fire sat an old lady, with

an open book upon her knees. She smiled upon her

husband and greeted me pleasantly.
" I was getting anxious about you, WiUiam, dear."
" I've been having a bit of a talk with this gentleman,"

said William.
"And what have you been talking about?" asked the

old lady.

William looked uncomfortable :
" It's not the kind of

talk that you would want to hear, Mary."
She glanced up quickly at her husband. There was

such divination in the look—such a kind, reproachful

comprehension shone on her wrinkled face—that I was
moved to say : " Your husband has been regretting that

he can no longer go to church because—because the

higher criticism has made such havoc with the Bible that

he can no longer accept its infallibility."

"Dear WiUiam! " said the old lady, and she took her

husband's hand. " Dear William !

"

She did not speak for a minute—she only looked at him,

as one might look at a forgiven child.

" Dear William," she said, " I knew what was troubling

you, and I knew that you was trying to spare me. Oh,

William, 'tisn't what men have said or written that's given

me peace all my days and happiness now that I'm an old

woman. If every line of the Bible was proved to be

false, if all the learned men in the world came to the

door and told me I was an old goose, it wouldn't make no

difference. Dear William, it's what I know that makes
me happy and sure— so sure. Nobody can teach me, and

nobody can take it away from me, William, dear." And
then she read aloud this from the book upon her knee :

" I know not where His islands lift

Their fronded palms in air

;

I only know I cannot drift

Beyond His love and care."

All Real.

He was a big man, and a veritable red-neck. Looking at

him as he sat next me at the long counter of a London
restaurant, I surmised thus:—An office in the City, a

house at Crouch End, a wife and four children, a

good deal of smoking and billiards, a good deal of sleep

and tubbing. Yet this formidable Englishman had
propped before him a well-thumbed copy of Short Stories,

a penny weekly publication. While he was cutting his

stewed steak and conveying it to his mouth his eye

never left the frivolous page leaning against the water-jug.
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The contradiction between the man whose back sloped

away like a mountain side and the frail penny literature

which interested him more than his food fascinated me.
Ix>ng he munched and read, and long I was conscious of

his tall silk hat tilted back, and his staring forward gaze

at the paper. A colophon on the page showed that the

story was ending, ily curiosity was great. At last lie

started, sximmoned the waiter, and counted out his money.
Meanwhile I was able by an effort to gather the conclu-

sion of the story which had held bum. This is what I

read in difficult glances

:

"On the Green Room couch lay Nanine; on one side stood
Tjord Borrodaile, Harold Methuen on the other. . . .

She opened her eyes. There bending over her stood

her mother and Harold Methuen, hand in hand.
She raised herself. ' The cue, prompter

;
quick, the

cue.'

Harold bent over. ..." I love you, I love you.'

She rubbed her eyes. ' Yes, cue, love.'

' I love you with all my heart.'
' Curtain, quick, curtain.'
' No, dearest, this . . . beginning of the act.'

She looked . . . dazed way, . . . recognition came.
' Not acting, . . . real, all real. Oh, I . . . happy

now !
*
"

,1 "'

Correspondence.
" E. H." and " Contemporary Style."

Sir,—Could you not bestow a New Year's boon on the
majority of your readers by spiking " E. H.'s " gun, or
taking away his breech-block, and so putting an end to his

pedantic effusion on a subject already fairly well under-
stood by many educated persons ? He does not appear to

note the difference between a report written against time
and calculated to convey an idea of the situation to eager
and anxious readers, and Count Tolstoy's MS.—which
makes one long to be his typewriter

!

Now if you could persuade " E. H." to send his lucubra-
tions to the prisoners at Pretoria, history would be repeated,
and no doubt the prisoners would be charmed. On May 2,

1818, Mr. William Cobbett wrote a dedication to his

Grammar, of which the following is a portion :
— " To Mr.

Benbow, shoemaker, of Manchester. Deab Sir,—When,
in the month of August, 1817, you were shut up in an
English Dungeon by order of Lord Sidmouth, without any
of the rules or forms prescribed by law of the land ; without
having been confronted with your accusers ; without having
been informed of the charge against you ; while you were
thus suffering under the fangs of absolute power, I did
myself the honour to address you, from this place, two
Letters on English Orammar, and in those letters I stated
to you my intention of publishing a book on that subject."
How delighted Mr. Benbow must have been! I am

told a prisoner will read anything.

Well, in the course of Mr. Cobbett's work, he quotes
startling errors from Dr. Johnson's writings in the Rambler.
It is quite evident the Doctor either emended his writing
till he forgot his subject, or else thought quicker than he
could write. The majority of books are marred by stilted

grammatical (?) sentences, whicli delight reviewers, but
stop all action. Fancy you and I on the top of a fire-

escape pausing to consider our Addison !
" Get on, or

let me," would be about our form; we should wait till

afterwards to note the " lurid glow," and "the myriad,
wind-swept sparks falling in showers like a labyrinthine
firmament." May we never try. A happy new year.

—

I am, &c., Eyee Hussey.
Bromsberrow, Ledbury: Jan. 3, 1900.

["Fancy you and I on the top of a fire-escape." By
fancy Mr. Hussey means imagine or suppose. In any
case, the word is an active transitive verb, and should have
governed the accusative.—E. H.]

Our Weekly Prize Competitions.

Result of No. 15 (New Series).

Last week we offered a prize of one gainea for the best set of
mottoes to be placed over the doors of (a) a dining-room, (A) a
mnsic-room, (<;) a library, and (tV) a bedroom. The mottoes were
to be chosen from English aathors and none were to exci'ed two
lines in len^rth,

A not unexpected feature of the mottoes sent to as is that almo!<t

every set contains at least one hapviy suggestion. Not a few sets

contain thrc<' good mottoes but break down in the fourth.

The best complete set of mottoe.s comes from Mr. Burnell Paynn,
78, Wimpole-street, Cavendish-square, W., to whom a cheque for one
guinea has been sent. Mr. Payne's set is as follows :

DiNING-BOOM.
" Now, good digestion wait on appetite,

And health on both." Shakespeare.
Mnsic-ROOM.

" Here will we sit, and let the sounds of music
Creep in onr ears." Shakespeare.

LiBEAEV.
" Come and take choice of all my library."

Shakespeare.
Bed-boom,

" O sleep ! it is a gentle thinp,

Beloved from pole to pole I

"

Coleridge.

Among other sets are these :

DiNINO boom.
" Across the walnuts and the wine." Tennyson.

HUSIC-BOOH.
"The world is too much with us." Wordsworth.

LiBEABY.
" The rest is silence." Shakespeare.

Bbdroom.
" He giveth His beloved sleep." The Bible.

G. D., Horley, Surrey.

DiNINO-EOOM.
" Be merry, masters, while ye may.
For men much quicker pass away."

W. Morris.

Music-room.
" From harmony, from heavenly harmony.
This universal frame began."

Dryden.
LiBRABY.

" The assembled louls of all that men held wise."

Leigh Hunt.
Bkd-room.

" For worst and be.st

Right good is rest." William Morris.
M. A. C, Cambridge.

DiNISa-EOOM.
" Kissing don't last ; cookery do." Meredith.

Mnsic-BOOM.
" Here will we sit, and let the sounds of music
Creep in our ears." Shakespf are.

LIBBARY.
" Here are books, if we have brains to read them."

Thom&s Carlyle.

Bedroom.
" Let still Silence trew night watches keepe.

That sacred peace may in assurance rayne."

Spenser.

K. U., Campden Hill, W.

DiSINO-BOOM.
" Now, good digestion wait on appetite.

And health on both I

" Shakespeare.

Music-BOOM.
" God has a few of ua whom He whispers in the ear

;

The rest may reason and welcome : 'tis we musicians know."
R. Browning,

LlllBABY.
" blessed Letters, that combine in one
All ages past, and make One live with All !

"

S. Daniel.

Bkd-eoom.
" He giveth His beloved sleep." The Bible.

M. A. W., Watford.

Replies received also from : B. D , Newington Butts : G. E. B.,

Forest Gate ; A. T., Reigate : N. F.. Glasgow ; E. B., Liverpool

;

A. E C. B.itrhton ; .T. B.. Edinburgh ; W. B. K., London : A. E. T,
Bristol ; C, K., Dublin ; Rev. R. F. McC., Whitby ; J. A C, South
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Hackney ; A. H. W., Westward Ho ; A. M. J., Eooles ; B. B., Bir-

mingham ; J. D. W., London ; A. R. B , Malvern ; D. M. L. S.,

London ; L. P., Invernees ; C. M. J., Hexham ; C J. P. C, Cam-
bridge : M.C., Dorking ; C. S., Brighton ; J. R , Aberdeen ; W.H. B.,

Plaistow ; H. R. C, Egham ; H. F. McD., London ; S. T., London
;

W. J. F., Birmingham : E. L. C, RedhUl ; F. L., London ; G. R.,

Aberdeen ; J. B., Wimbledon ; E. G. B., Liverpool ; E. E., Malvern
;

H. W. F., Cork ; 6. E. M., London ; H. D. R., London ; E. H., Dids-
bury : G. S., Edinburgh ; H. G. H., Whitby ; A. H. C, Lee ; A. XJ.,

London,

Prize Competition No. i6 (New Series).

This week we pet our readers an exercise in ingeuions- versification.

A little booklet, entitled More Anagrams, by " Some Minor Poets."
just issued by Messrs. Spottiswoode, contains 100 examples of the
application of the anagram to rhyme. For example ;

My Muse, who often to treat

Of trifles, now has persevered
To tell of him, whose fearless fleet

Once the haughty Spaniard's beard.
By bold , in daring age,

Drake his name on history's page.

And again :

forsaken,Macbeth, by all his -
Died fighting rather than be taken

;

With less to fear and hopes more slight

Did to the fight.

The first of these verses is completed by arranging the letters

D-E-I-G-X-S in four ways to fill the four blanks. The verse then
reads

:

My Muse, who often deig «.« to treat

Of trifles, now has persevered
To tell of him, whose fearless fleet

Once aingt'd the haughty Spaniard's beard.

By bold design, in daring age,

Drake signed his name on history's page.

Similarly, the second verse is completed by arranging the letters

T-H-A-N-E-S as Thane?, Athens, and hasten.

We offer a guinea for the best anagram-verse of this kind.
The subject of the verse must have a literary flavour.

The key-words must be supplied to us, and these should be
written below the verse, not inserted in the blanks.
The pith and quality of the resulting anagram-verse will be our

main consideration in awarding the prize.

BULES,

Answers, addressed "Literary Competition, The Academy, 43
Chancery-lane, W.C," must reach us not later than the first post
of Tuesday, January 9. Each answer must be accompanied by
the coupon to be found in the first column of p. 20 or it can-
not enter into competition. Competitors sending more than one
attempt at solution must accompany each attempt with a separate
coupon ; otherwise the first only will be considered. We wish to
impress on competitors that the task of examining replies is much
facilitated when one side only of the paper is written upon. It is

also important that names and addresses should always be given :

we cannot consider anonymous answers.

OcB Special Prize Competitions.

.(/br particulars see iruide page of cover,')

Beceived this week : J. D.

New Books Received.
l^These notes on some of the New Books of the week are

preliminary to Reviews that may follow.'\

Pompeii : Its Life .vnd Abt. By August Mau.

The present work is in no sense a translation of Herr
Man's earlier and numerous contributions to the subject. The
plan of the book falls naturally into several divisions, the lirst

of which recounts the early history of the city and its destruc-

tion. A large portion is devoted to a description of the excava-
tions which have been made, and the various buildings, public

and ])rivate, which have been uncovered. Ten full-page photo-
gravures, and more than two hundred " half-tone " engravings
are provided, and the book is in all other ways handsomely
equipped. (Macmillan. 25s. net.)

Dakwut a^td Darwinism. By p. Y. Alexander.

A clearly written and manifestly sincere criticism of many
of Darwin's positions. Mr. Alexander acknowledges "the
master's " wonderful gifts of observation, but like some other

critics— distrusts his conclusions. Only certain lines of inquiry
are opened in this book, of which the "argument" is stated

very succinctly under eleven heads. The author's first point is

to endeavour to show that the Origin of Species, in its main
character, was superseded by the Descent of Man. The misuse
of the word instinct, by Darwin and his disciples, is another
of Mr. Alexander's themes. (Bale, Sons & Danielsson.
Ts. 6d. net.)

Pulpit Points Fiiojt Latest
Literattre, By J. F. B. TiNLiNa.

" Illustrations are necessary to a preacher, and a large

proportion of them should be fresh." Accordingly Mr. Tin-
ling has made this collection of short extracts from the books
of 1898, touching on all manner of pulpit topics, as :

" Apathy,"
"Official Corruption," "Meeting Death," "A True Gentle-
man," " Marriage Without Love," "Night Refuges," &c. It
is his hope to issue such a volume yearly, (Hodder &
Stoughton. 5s.)

Life ajs^d Happiness. By Auquste Marot.

A practical unpretending little book of advice about the

care of Body, Mind, and Soul, by one who, fiading himself

strong and happy, vsishes to see his readers similarly blessed.

This personal tone distinguishes the book from most budgets of

advice. (Eegan Paul. 2s. 6d. net.)

OSBERN
AND

URSYNE:
A DRAMA IN THREE ACTS.

BY

JOHN OLIVER HOBBES.

PRESS NOTICES.
** The work before us reveala a sustiiined nobility of style And this short

essay iu dramatic verse can only add fresh proof of the line catholicity of
her genius."—Owen Seauan, in the Morning Post, Nov., 1899.

"There is a play by John Oliver Hobbes in verse, which, solemn and
pathetic as it is, is quite as admirable as her lighter prose."

Scotsman, July 3, 1899.

" This is a btrikincr poetical play written partly in rhymed dialogue, partly
in blank verse, and partly in prof^e There is real poetry in the play, and it

has more than beauty enough to make it please any lover of pjetry who takes
it up,"Scotsmant Nov. II, 1899.

" John Oliver Hobbes's new venture is a tragedy, and in some sense a
strong one. It is good to read and might easily be adapted for the stage. It

has the merit of concentration, and, if carefuUy mounted and skilfully acted,

would produce powerful effects. Its plot is one whicli might hrtve inspired

-Eschylus or Shakespeare to produce a great play It is a powerful play,

and is full of striking lines and passages. VVtether it is put upon the btage
or not, it may be said with truth that the author has achieved a success that

has in it some of the elements of greatness.**

—

Glasgow Herald, Nov. 11, 1899.

"'Osbem and Ursyne,' a drama in three acts in verse, seems to us very
beautiful and melodious."—Dat^y Chronicle, June 30, 1899.

•' In * Osbem and Urayne * the theme is dramatic, the handling imagina-

tive and powerful,"

—

Willia.ii Abchbe, in the Daily Chronicle, Nov., 1899.

"Written partly in blank and partly in rhymed verse, with an occasional

subsidence into prose, 'Osliem and Ui-syne * contains pretty passages and some
striking ones One is stirred by the keynote of the drama—a love great

enough to make a woman kill her beloved for his good, and a love great enough
to enable a man to commit murder to save his sweetheart from a taint."

Outlook, Nov. 11, 1899.

" John Oliver Hobbes's blank verse Anglo-Saxon play. * Osbern and Ursyne,'

has subtlety. It is also lofty and poetical In reading it you cannot help

feeling tha«-. she undei-standa the principles of tragedy."—aween, July 29, 1899.

"ilrg. Craigie's play both in bilk and literary merit ia the most im-

portant contribution to the ' Anglo-Saxon.' "Standard, June 3'J, 1899.

" The play is a very fine piece of dramatic literature, ia which all the clear'

ness of vision and insight into motive which crysttllisos into sparkling

epigram in this author's novels, has been used to form poeiic i)eriod8 whicn

are neither artificial nor unduly stilted. Some of the :
assages are almost

Shakesperian, and will easily bear comparison with extracs from Rostand s

* Cyrano.' Considerable knowledge of stage techniiiue is also manifest

throughout, and it is evident that Mrs. Craigie has devoted considenible

time and used the results of copious study in the construction of the play.
^

Brooklyn Eagle, Nov. 2'J. 1899.

JOHN LANE, The Bodley He id, Vigo Sfcreafc, London,
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OATALOQUE8

rpo BOOKBUYERS and LIBRARIANS of.

4- ntXC UBRARIE:! -Thn JANr^RY CATAUXiUGS
M^TilMbla SECOND. IIAM> W0RK8 >uil NEW RE-
MAniDBRfl, otf«rt«J nl pnciw grmtlr i<>1iic«d, ar« Now
Mmaj, KM wlU U KDt po«t ttm apou appliMtion to W. H.
Sam * San. Ubranr Itoiiutiiiail, IM. Slnnd. LiDdoo. W.C.

w I L L I A H S N O R O A T E>

IMPORTERS or rOREION BOOKS,
It, HtarhtU BtnM, OoTut Sudan, w, Boatb Freilwlek St.

diaboish, and 7, Bz«Ml 8tl««i. Ozfocd.

OATALOODES poat trM 00 appUcatloil.

F'
lOREION BOOKS and PERIODICALS

promptlT tupptiod oD modarate termt,

0ATAU)0DE8 on appUutlon.

OITLAV * 00., IT, 80B0 SqUARI.

BOOK8 WANTED— 255. each offered.—
__ bteTaaBon'i Edinlmmh. 1879—Teuuyson's Poems, 1830—
8nnoodf*s Age ol the I)«8|M>ta, 1^75—Sftnoudi's Esmts, i toIs..
IBM—SjinoD'ls'ii Skctotifs and Studies tn Italy. 1879—Inland
Vograff*. 187H-N.» Ar:il>ian Nights. 2 vols.. 1882—Hawbuc<
Onuifs. Im:—WilJ Wales. 3 vols.. 186t—Monre's Alps m 1864—
8cR>p«1i Salmon Fishing. 1843-Omwe'B Painting in Italy, 3
toUm ISM-ri-Kina Glumpus : an luterlade. 1SI7, Rare Books
SappUed.-BAKEH'S GREAT BOOKSHOP. BIRMINGHAM.

IMPORTANT.-PaiNTING AND PUBLI8HIN0.

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, BOOKS, &c.
—KING, 8ELL k RAILTON, Limited, higfa^lasa

Pllntanasd PubliaherH, n, Gough Square, i. Bolt Court. Fleet
0UMi,B.O., bavespdoially-built Rotary and otherfast Machines
for pfuifcliif iUoatrmted or other Publications and specially-built
MMhlBM lor fast folding and covering 8, 16. 24, or sa-page
Jovrnali at one operation.
Adrloe and aasist&noe gi?en to anyone wishing to eommenoe

N*w Journals.
Fadlitles upon the premises for Editorial Offices free. AdTor-

tlaiiic and Publishing Departments conducted.
TaUi^koiM 6B1&1. Telagr^h " Afrioaniim. Londfrn."

r ITEBARY RESEARCH. — A Gentleman,
-*-' experienced in Literary Work, and who has access to the
British Museum Reading Room, is oi>en to arrange with
Author or any person requiring assistance in Literary Re-
search, or in seeing Work through the Press. Translations
ondertaken from French, Italian, or Spanish. —Apply, by
letter, to D. C. Dalias, 151. Strand. Loudon. W.C.

TYPE-WRITING.— Authors' MSS., Plays,
Legal aud Scientific Documents. Ac. at usual rates.

Translations from aud into Foreign Languages.—W. T. Curtis,
10, llarringay Park, Crouch End. London. N.

TYPE-WRITING promptly and accurately
done. lOd. per l.ooo words. S-imples and references,

Multi-Copies,-AdLlress. Miss E. M.. 18, Mortimer Crescent. N.W

TRAFALGAR LITERARY and TYPE-
WRITING BUREAD (DE MOMET 4 WALKER).

». Trafal^r Eutldiiigs, NorthumI>erlan<l Avenue. W C —
Typing. DuplitatiiiK. SlmrihaDd. Rfportiog, Translations
(all Laognagef I. Literary Rfsearcheg. Press Cuttings.

B
l8TABLI8HeO IWl.IBEBECE BAN

Soathampton BuildingB, Chaneerr Lane, London.

E,

^TSSsiSp-^-^^^h' ^ •^^i'"'. INTEREST allowed on
DKP061T8 repayable on demand.
TWO per CENT, en CDKRENT AOCO0NTS, on the mini-mum monthly balance*, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS. SHARES, and ANNUITIES purchaaed and aold.

SAVINGS DEPAKTMENT.
For the anooniuament of Thrift the Bank reoelres small snma

on dapofit and allows Interest monthly on each completed £l.

BIEKBECK BUILDrNa SOCIETY.
UOW TO PtTBOHASE A HOUSE

rOB TWO OCIMBAS KB MOHTH.

BIBEBECE FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OP LAND

vol riTK SHILLIMOS rU MOHTB.

The BISKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, poet bee
IHANCIS KAVENSOROVT, Manager,

"THE ACADEMY"
LITERARY COMPETITIONS.

New Series. No. i6.

All reader! attempting thit tceek't

Competition {described fully on page
19) mutt cut out thii Coupon
and melcie it with their reply.

ROYAL INDIAN ENGINEERING
COLLEGfi, Cooper's HiU. SUiam.

The Course of Study Is arranitcKl to fit an £ngiii«er for Em-
Slo>ment iu Eun>i>«>, India, aud the Colonies. About 40
tuiJanta will \m> atlmitttHl in 8t-iit«mt*er, 1900. The Seoretary

of State will offxtr tlu-m forComiH-tition— Twelve Appointments
as Assistant Knginveri iu the I'ulilic Works Department, and
Three Appointmi>nu as Asatistant Superint«udents In the
Telwraphs Department, One In the Acconntants' Branch
P.W.D., and One in the Traffic Department Indian State
Railway.— For particulars apply to SccaRARV at College.

ST. P\UL'« SOHOOL.—An EXAMINA-
TIOX for FILLING-CP VACANCIES on the Founda-

tion will be held on the 16th, 17tb, IBth, 19th and 22ad instant.
For inf.>rmatiou ap^ily to the Blrsau of bt. Paul's School.

West K ensinitton . _

ROVAL ACADEMY of ARTS.— The
EXHIBITION Of WOBKS by VAN DYCK is NOW

OPEN DAILY, from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Admission, Is. ; Cata-
logue^ ftl. 8,.ai*on Ticket, 8a.

OOD-CARVING CLASHES at KING'S
COLLEGE. STRAND, W.C.

FOR LADIES OR GENTLEMEN.
LENT TERM will commence on MONDAY. Januarv 22nd.
DAY CLASSES, br W. H. HOWARD, ou Mouilay. Wednes-

day, and Friday. Ft-es from 1 to 3 Guiueas per Term : hours,
a toaocUck.
EVENING CLASSES, by G. J. BULL, on Monday and

WedneMla.r. from 7 till 9 o'clock. Fees per Term : One Erening
per week. lus. tkl. ; Two Evenings. ISs. fM.
Tools provided. Prizes at end of Session. Inspection of

Studio and work in progreps invited duriug hours named above,
when all information will t>c given by the lustructor in charge.

STANTON W. PRESTON.
Clerk to Worshipful Company of Carpenters.

WALTER SMITH.
_ Secretary to King's College.

W'

MUDIB'S LIBRARY
(LIMITKD),

For the CISCULATIOX and SALE of
oil the BEST

ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN, ITALIAN
SPANISH, and RUSSIAN BOOKS.

TOWN SUBS0BIPTION8 from ONE GUINEA
per annum.

LONDON BOOK SOCIETY (for weeklv eichange of Books
at the houses of Subscribers) from TWO GUINEAS per annum.

COUNTET SUBSCRIPTIONS from TWO GUINEAS
per annnm.

N.B.—Two or Three Friends may UNITE in ONE SUB-
SOBIPTION, aud thus lessen the Uost of Carriage.

Toum and Village Clubt supplied on Liberal Temu.
Proepeotoeee and Monthly Liets of Books gratis

and poet free.

SURPLUS LIBRARY BOOKS
Now Offsreb ^t

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.

A NEW CLEARANCE LIST (100 pp.)
Sent Gratis and post free to any address.

The List contains: POPULAR WORKS ic

TRAVEL, SPORT, HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY,
SCIBNOE, and FICTION, Also NEW and SUE-
PLUS Copies of FRENCH, GERMAN, ITALIAN,
SPANISH, and RUSSIAN BOOKS,

30-34, NEW OXFORD STREET;
Ml, Brompton Road, S.W. ; M, Queen Victoria

Street, E,C„ Loirnos

;

And at Barton Arcade, Uavohistxb.

MONTHLY, PRICE HALl-A.CBoW.<

TheCONTEMPORARY REVIEW
C.ivTisT- 1..I1 JA.NLAKV.

CAPITALISM and IMPERIALISM lo SOUTH AFRICA.
Bjr J. A. HoBsoN,

RADICALISM and the IMPERIAL .SPIRIT;

IS it tlia VOICE of the HOOLIOAS ?. . By Si/waltioi Ruaiit.'
CABUL aud HERAT Bi- DtasTari's C. BofuiutROBERT LOUIS STtVESSO.N'S LETTERS.

_ By Ai-(ii-»Tii»r BfaBEi.^,Q.C., M.P.OTHER THINGS and IMPROVEMENTS in CYCLES.

THE RIDDLE of the NATIONS. "' •'°""' '"'"""•'"

By Professor R .S. Cokwa¥, Litt.D.CANADLAN TRADE with GREAT BRITAIN.

LADIES- DWELLINGS B%ucl!z"iSi^
SOCIALISM in the UNITED STATES.

^•.'>««««»-

^„„ By AkiiiRfHiic Pare Wixtraa.PUER FARVULUS.BytheCoanleasMAiiiisKsoo-CrsARasooL
OUR PRESENT KNOWLEDGE of the I.IKE of CIIBISr

CROMWELL S CONSTITUTIONAL aIIms.""
^"""- ""•

THE WAR iu SOUTH APRlCA^'.*^.°'°.'^.'.*Bf-a2*0mSt

London : The Coll-mbi-s Compast (Limited). Columbus House.
43 and 43a, Fetter Lane. E.C.

THE
GEOGRAPHICAL JOURNAL.

Price 29.—CoxTEXTs.—JANUARY.
ON DESERT SAXDDUNES bordering the NILE DELTA.

By \auguax Corkisii.

THE "YERMAK- ICE-BREAKER. By VIce-Admilal
MAKABoF^, of the Russian Imperial Nary.

ON the CONFIGURATION of the EARTH'S SURFACE, with
hpeciil Reference to the British Islands. By the Right
Hon Sir John LcBBocK. BATt., M.P.

A RECORD of EXPLORATION in NORTH-EAST AFRICA.
DISTRIBUTION of AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS outMde

the TROPICS. By A. J. Hehbebtsos.
LIEUT. KOZLOFF-8 EXPEDITION to CENTRAL ASIA.
THE MONTHLY RECt)RD.
OBITUART-Sir RAW.SOX WILLIAM RAWSON. K.C.>I.a.,

C.B.

CORRESPONDENCE-lONOITUDEof NKATA BAT, LAKE
NYASA. By Captaiu C. F. Close.

THE MAN.SAP.OWAR and RAKASTAL LAKES. By Lieut.
G. Kesdau.-Cha>-:«ek.

MEETINGS of the ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY.
SESSION 13» IW>.

GEOGRAPHICAL LITERATURE of the MONTH.
NEW MAPS.

NUMEROUS MAPS and ILLUSTRATIONS.

Edward Stasforo, 2627, Cockspur Street, Ctmring Cross,

LIGHTS and SHADOWS of a BYGONE
DAY (lirawu by H. W. Brewer) ; S(. Sophia. Constanti-

nople, by A. E. Henderson (with Illustrdtions): Ureolc Grarfr
Reliefs, b.v Mis3 Jane E. Harrfsiu (with Illustratious); Neman-
olature of English Gothic Styles; Illustrations of Blenheim
(drawn l»y W. Monk) ; New Palace Hotel, Palis ; New Reredoe,
Ilristol Cathedral ; Dorchester Altbey ( •' Abbeys of Creat
Britain' Series); "Monument Aux Mori'." P^re Lacliaise
Cemetery, Paris. — See the New Year's NumlMr of THS
BUILDER (4d. ; by post, 4Jd ). Through any newsasent, or
direct from The Puftliiher o/ '-The Bi-ildkr," iG.Caihtrina
Strei:t, Lonrfcn, W.C.

PORTRAIT SUPPLEMENTS
TO

"THE ACADEMY,"

Consisting of Thirty-seven Portraits of Old
and New Celebrities in Literature, viay

still be obtained, singly, or in complete

sets for Ss.Sd., on application to the Office,

43, Chancery Lane, W.C.

THE NINETEENTH CENTURY
For JANUARY,

COMMENCES a NEW VOLUME, and contains Contributions by—
COLONEL SIR aCORGE SYDENHAM CLARKE, K,C,M,0., F.R,8. "THE DEPEXCE nf the

EMPIRE and the MILITIA BALLOT."
SIDNEY LOW "THE MILITARY WEAKNESS of ENGLAND, and the MILITIA B.VLLOT."
COLONEL J. Q. B. STOPFORO "THE VOLUNTEERS.'
SIR MENRY HOWORTH, K.C.I.E.. M.p. "OUR INDIAN TROOPS.''
THE REV. DR. WIRQMAN (Canon of Grahomstown Cathedral) "THE SOUTH AFRICAN

CONSPIRACY Rfminst BR1TI.SH RULE."
DR. ST. OEOROE MIVART, F.R.S. "THE CONTINUITY of CATHOLICISM."
HERBERT PaUL "THE PRINCE of JOURNALISTS.'-
THE LATE NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE "THE GHOST of DR. HARRIS."
THE REV, JOHN M, BACON " CLIMATE and the ATMOSPHBEE,"
MONTAGUE CRACKANTHORPE, Q.O. "CAN SENTENCES be STANDARDISED? "

PAUL BETTELHEIM "THE JEWS in FRANCE."
THE REV. C G. LANG ..." THE WAR RELIEF FUNDS "

R. B. TOWNSHEND , "THEtOMMON MULE."
J. CUTHBERT HADDEN .,:.;,;, "THE TINKERING of HYMNS."
8IDNEV LEE ^,„.., "SHAKESPEARE and the MODERN STAGE."
SIR WEMYttS REID " THE NEWSPAPERS."

London : SAMPSON LOW, MaESTON k CO,, Ltd,
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BLACKWOODS' NEW EDUCATIONAL WORKS.
BLACKWOODS'

ILLUSTRATED CLASSICAL TEXTS.
General Editor—H. W. AUDEN, M.A.,

Assiatant-Master at Fettes College.

LEADING FEATURES OF THE SERIES.

Interesting Biographical and Critical Introductions.

A Sound Text.
Practical Notes.
Careful Typography.
Useful Summaries and Appendixes.
Numerous Plain and Coloured Illustrations, Maps,

and Plane.
NOW- READY.

Csesar—Gallic War. Bks. IV., V. 67 St. J B Wynne:
WILLSO.V, M..\., Assistant Master at Hugby. With or nilhout Vocabn-
lary. Is. 6d.

{Prescribed/or the Oxford Local, London Mairic,,and CoUege qf Preccfiors
Exams , 1900.)

Virgil — Georsics. Bk. iV. By J. Sabgeaunt, MA.,
Assistant Master at Westminster. Is. 6<l.

/« active preparation :—
Ovid- Metamorphoses (.Selections). By J. H. Vince,

M .\., Assistant ila-^ter at Bradfield. \_ImmediateJy.

Cicero- In Catilinam. Bks. I.-IV. By H. W. Auuen,
M. A. , Assi.stai.t Mister at Fettes College.

, iShortly.

Csesar—Gallic War. Bks. I.-III. By J. M. Habbwick,
M.A , Assi.-.taiiL Master at Rugby.

Homer- Odyssey. Bk. VI. By G. G. Sikbs, M.A , Fellow
and Lecturer cf St. John's College, Cambridge.

Ovid— Elegiac Extracts. By A. R. F. Hyslop, M.A.,
Assis ant Master at Harrow.

Sallust- JuKurtha. By J. F. Smedlry, MA., A^^sii-tant

Master at We&tmins'er,

Homer—Odyssey. Bk. VII. By G. E. Sikes, M.A , F<}ll»w
and Lecturer of St. John's College, Cambridge.

Demosthenes -Olynth iacs, l.-lil. By H. Shabpley,
M.A., f< rmei ly Assistant Matter at Marlborough.

Cicero—Pro Lege Manilla and Pro Archia. By
K. P. WILSON, M.A , Af sistant Master at Fettes College.

Cicero- Pro Caecina. By Rev. J. M. Lupto.v, M..\.,
.\88i8tant Master at Marlb' rough.

Tacitus—Agricola. By H. F. Morland Simpson, M.A ,

Rector of Aljerdeen Gr.-mmar Schoc-I.

Livy—Book XXVIII. By 6. Middleton, M.A., Lecturer in
San-scrit and Comparative Philology in the University of St. Andrews.

Euripides- Hecuba. By F. Gbiffin, M.A., Head Master of
Birkentead .School.

Nepos—Select Lives. By Rev. E. J. W. Houghton, M.A
,

Head Master of King Kdward's Grammar School, StratfordK)n-Avon.

Xenophon- Anabasis. Bks. I., II. By A. Jaggeb, B.A.,
Hj-mer's College. Hull.

Vireil->Eneid. Bks. V., VI. By St. J. B.Wynnb Willsoit,
M.A., Assistant Master at Ragby.

Other Volumes to follow.

GREEK AND LATIN.
Greek Prose Phrase Book. By H. W. Auden, M.A.,

Editrir of *' .Meissner's Latin Phra*e-Book." Interleaved. 3s. 6d.

Greek Test Papers. By Ja.mes Moib, Litt.D., LL D., Co-
llector, Aberdeen Grammar Sctool, 2s. Od.

Higher Greek Unseens. By H. W. Auden, M.A,,
AstiHtant Matter at Fettes College. 2s. Od.

Higher Greek Frose. By H. W. Auden, M.A. 2!-. 6d.

Lower Greek Prose. By E, P. Wilson, M.A , Aseietant
Master at Fettes College. 7a. (id.

Higher Latin Unseens. By H. W. Auden, M.A. 2a. 6d.

Higher Latin Prose. By H. W. Auden, M.A. 2g. 6d.
• • KJ-jy Ifir Teachers only), as. net.

Lower Latin Unseens. By W. Loiiban, MA. 2s,

Lower latin Prose. By K. P. Wilson, MA. 28. 6d.
',* KEl' tfnr Teachers (nly), iis.net.

Ta'es of Ancient Thessaly. An Elementary Latin
Reading Book, with Vocabulary and Notes. By J. W. E. PEAROB,
M.A., lalo Awittaiit Matter, University College School, London. Is.

ENGLISH.

Blackwoods' School Shakespeare. Glitei by R.
BBIMLBY JOHNSON. Each Play complete, with Introduction, yotes,
and Glossary. In Crown 8vo Volumes. Pi ice Is, Od. each, cloth ; paper,
with cloth track. Is.

As You Like It.
(.Prescribed for Cambridge and Oxford Local Exams., 1000.)

The Merchant of Venice I Juiius Csesar . [Ready. 't\

L Ready.
Richard II. . . \_Ready. \ The Tempest . [Ready.

Blackwoods' Literature Readers. Edited by Sous
ADAMS, M.A., B.Sc, F.O.P., Reo*or of the Free Church Training Col-
lege, Glasgow.

Book 1. . Price Is.
1
Book III. . Price Is. 01.

Book II. . Price 18. Id. 1 Book IV. . Price Is. Od.

A History of English Literature. Fnr Seoocdary
Schools. By J. LOGIB ROBERTSON, M.A., First English Master,
Edinburgh Ladies' CoUege. :is.

Outlines of English Literature. By J. Logie
ROBERTSON, M.A. Is. Od.-

English Verse 'For Junior Classes. By .T. Logie.
ROBERTSON, M.A. Part I.—CavioBE to CotsBiDG', Part II.—Niir«-
TRENTH CeNTUBT. EftCfa IS. Gd. UCt.

English Prose 'for Junior and Senior Classes.
Part I.—M*LOBV to Boswrll. Tart II.—NiNiTEtNTn Centurv. By
J. LOGIE ROBERTSON, M..4.. Bach 2s. Od.

Paraphrasing, Analysis, and Correction of
Sentences. By D. M. J. J.iMBS, M.A. la.

One Hundred Stories for Composition. Told in
Altt-ruative Versions. Is. 3d.

Stormonth's Handy School Dictionary, Xew
Eiii ion, thoroHsfh'y Revised. By WILLIAM B.iYNE. Is.

FRENCH AND GERMAN.
The Tutorial Handbook of French Composition.

U.v .\LFRED MERCIER, L.-t^s-L., Lec'.urer on French Language and
L.tf-rxture in tie University of St. Andrtws. 33. 6d.

The Children's Guide to the French Language.
Hy ANNIE G. FERRIER, Teacher of Krench in the Edinburgh Lailies'
College. Is

Pelect Passages from Modern French Authors
(^roso and VersQ>. Witfi shorn Literarv ai d Biograul.ical Notices.
PARC I. ADVA.KCED CouKsK. HART I[. Junior Coulse. By L. K.
KASTNER, B.A., Lectur,.r in Modern Languages at Ca;u3 College, Cam-
bridge. 2s. Od. each.

French Historical Unseens. For Army Glasses. By
N. B. TORE, B.A. 2s. Od.

A Compendious German Reader. Consittin? of
Historical Extracts, Specimf^ns of Germtu Literature, Lives of German
Authors, an Outline of German History (1610-1890), Bioifraphical and
Historicil Notes. EspeciiUy adapted for th? use of Armv Classes. By
G. B. BEAK, M.A., Oion , Modern Language Master at The King's
Schoo', Brulon. 2s. 6d.

ProBressive German Composition, With Copious
Notes and Idioms, and FIRST INTRODUCTION TO GERMAN
PHILOLOGY. By LOUIS LUBOVIUS, German Lecturer in the Free
Church Training College, Glasgow. 33 Od.

.^;»o ire Two Por<».—Composition. 2s. OL Phliolagy. Is. Od.

*tt* Kty to Compcsilion (for Teachers oi.lyj, 5s. net.

Lower Grade German. Readini;, SuppUmectiry Grammar
with Exercises, and Material for Composition. Wi.h Notes and
Vocabulary, and Ten Poptilar Songs in Sol-fa Notation. By LOCiS
LUBOVIUS. 28. ed.

MATHEMATICS.
Modern Geometry of the Point, Straight Line,

and CIRCLE. An Elemcntlry Treatise. By J. A. TBIRD, M.A., Head
Master of Spier's School, Beith. 3m.

Arithmetic. Wi.h numeron fi!<,iinplis, Rfviion Te-ts, and
f .xaninatioa Papers. By A. VEITCH LOTHIAN, M.A , B.Sc, F.R.S E.,

M*tfiematical ai'd Sci3uc« Lecturer, E.C. Training College, Glast^ow.
With AnsKsrs, 3s. Od.

Oompleto Educational Catalogue foi-waided post frie m application.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD & SONS, Edinburgh and London.
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WELLS GARDNER,
DARTON & CO.'S

LIST.
BY THE AUTHOR OF " ADMIRALS ALL

!

"

STORIES from FROISSART.
By IIENIIY NEWBOLT. Willi Illastmtions by

Qordon Browne. Large crown, cloth boards, gilt

top, 08.

STORIES from FROISSART.
By HENRY NEWBOLT.

STORIES from FROISSART.
liy IIKSRY NEWBOLT.

STORIES from FROISSART.
By HENRY NEWBOLT. Clolh, (Is.

* *No better book could b* chofi«n to teach a boy Bome of the

nob1e«t jvan io oar ' rough^and-tumblo island story,' and it

ooald baidlT have been presented in a better form."
St Javua'a OasitU.

A THRIMINO STORY BY A NEW WRITEB.

I LIVED AS I LISTED.
By ALFRED h. MATTLAND. With Etched Title and
FroDtispiece. from Drawioga by A. G. Walker, Sculptor.

liaise crowu Svo, cloth boarOB, te.

" Wholly delightful.-— rrutA.

I LIVED AJ3 I LISTED.

I LIVED AS I LISTED.
JUST PUBLISHED

I LIVED AS I LISTED
By ALFRED L. MATTLAND. Large crown 870. 68.

"Mr. Maitland looks upon his story as a * frail cockleboat of

aromanoe.' It is nothing of the kind. It is an uncommonly
•trong romande. It is admirable."—.SeotsmaH.

BY THE POPULAR AUTHOR OP "THREE GIRLS IN A
FL4T." '*A HAUNTED TOWN." 4c.

MARQET at the MANSE.
By ETHEL P. HEDDLE. With Illustrations and Cover
designed by Gordon Browne. Crown 8vo, uloth Iwards, 68.

" These stones of a little Pifeshire parish remind one con-
siderably of that first work of Mr, Crockett's which made a.

reputation at a bound. And wo go so far as to say that the
pa hos io them i* sounder, the tears they oraw of a finer water,
and the laughter every bit as merry as hh^^Daily ChTvniele.

JUST OUT.

MARGET at the MANSE.
By ETHEL F. HEDDLE. Crowu 8vo, cloth (ft.

MARGET at the MANSE.
ByETHEL p. IIEDDLE. 6s.

MARGET at the MANSE.
liy ETHEL F. HEDDLE. 6s. At all the Libraries.

THE NEW BOOK BY THE POPULAR AUTHOR OF
"THREIS GIRLS IN A FLAT.'

MARGET at the MANSE.
ByETHEL P. HEDDLE. fis.

"— It .argues no mean ability on the p%rt of an author to
be able to take up the every-iay humdrum lives of a few very
commouplace people and invest them with such genuine
interest that we enter into their joys aud their sorrows as
keenly as if we lived in their mid9t."-Ztl«rar}/ World.

JACK and JILL'S JOURNEY.
Reprinted from the Sun-ChiUlren's Jiwl'jet By PHCEBE
ALLEN, Autlior of " Playing at Botany," &a. Illustrated.
Demy 8vo, boirdj, 38. 6i. [Koio ready.

JACK and JILL'S JOURNEY.
Demy 8to, ototh boards. Si. 6d.

VOL. I. NOW READY.

The SUN-CHILDREN'S BUDGET.
Edited bv PHOiBE ALLEN and Dr. HENRY W.
GODFREY. Cinttaining ContribiitionB by the Rev.
HUGH MACMILLAN, Mrs EARLE, ROSALIND
NORTHCOTE. JULIUS H. E. V1NE8, F. G. HEATH.
LIZZIE DEAS. M. GRENFELL, and others, With
Illustrations of Plant Life. Demy 8vo, cloth boards, '^3.

*' It continues full of naturftl history lore pleasantly Im-
parted.

''—Guardian.
"Young pt-oplo will thoroughly enjoy the bright -amusing

papers on plunt-lffe, wild fl'uvera, Ac, whilst their elders will
appreciate Dr. Godfit-y's studu-s on clementuy botimy, with
excellent illustrations by hiinself."— i>atlj/ A'eiM.
"An attractive magaziu*-. There is a lot of botanical lore in

It, put in simple form, and the publication as a whole is not
only instructive, but entertaining. It cmtaius interesting
articles on 'The Futire of British Flowers' by that emiQem
ftathoritv Percy Groom. M.A., P.L.S."— C^nre^ Belli.
" Con(fuct4Ml upon eomewhat urigiual lines. Is always

interesting ami sometimes quaint. We always greet its appear-
ance with pleasure.**—Chw/cftw^Hian.

The SUN-CHILDREN'S BUDGET
for JANUARY onuins a Frontispiece In Colours of
Batcher's Broom (Ruscas aculeatus). from a Painting from
Nature, by Miss Rose Hue. Frfoe 0d. Vuarterly ; post free
for a Year, 2s. 4d.

F. Y. WHITE & COe'S LIST.

AT ALL LIBRARIES AND BOOKSTALLS.

In cloth icilt, price Os. oaob,

ADELINE SERGEANT'S NEW NOVEL.

A RISE IN THE WORLD,
By the Author of "Blake of Oriel,"

" A Valuable Life," 4o., &c.

W. CLARK RUSSELL'S NEW ROMANCE.

A VOYAGE AT ANCHOR.
By the Author of " The Wreck of the ' Grosvenor,'

"

Sic, &c.

" This deliRhtfal story is in Sir. W. Clark Russell's

happiest style."—Scotsman.
•* A new idea which works out very successfally."

World.

FLORENCE WARDCN'8 LATEST NOVEL.

A LOWLY LOVER.
By the Author of " The House on the Marsh," &c., &o.

" Thoroughly interesting."—.BJatt and White.

NEW NOVEL BY LUCAS CLEEVE (Mrs.
Howard Kingrscote).

WHAT A WOMAN WILL DO.
By the Author of " Lazarus," " Tbo Monks of

the Holy Tour," &c., &o.

"Full of Bmar. and bitter writinjy, readable and
amuBlDg in every page."

—

Acadtmy.
" Rivets the attention, and interests the reader up

to the very last pa«e."— /'wncA.
" A really entertaining book."

—

Revieto ofthe Week.

F. V. WHirB & CO.,

14, Bedford Street, Strand, W.O.

A SECOND IMPRESSION of

LORD ROSEBERY'S
WORK ON

SIR ROBERT PEEL
IS NOW GIT SALE. Price 28. 6cl.

"The little monograph as an estimate of Peel's personality is
animated by vivid aud luminous insight."

—

Dailt/ Telegrajih.
"An eminently rea-table and interestinn: short study of the

great leader; luminous, aud full of insight."—^coMinan.

Cassbll & CoMrAxv. Ltd., London, sndall Booksellers.

SECOND EDITION.

r IFB of BISHOP SMYTHIES.
i^ By GERTRUDE WARD.

Editeti by the Rev. EDWARD P, RUSSELL.
With Portrait, Illustrations, and Map. SJW pages. Price 48. net
"We hope that the memoir will have groat and wide

success.*'-Cftinrdian.
"Full of charm— Amine of information ani sage counsel

concerning some of the most ditficult problems and dis-
coursging results which evangelists abroad li.iv« to encounter,
or their supporters at home to discuss.*''-A Lheruemn.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.
JUST OUT.

LETTERS from EAST AFRICA, 1895-1897.
With lUustritims aud a Map. Price -is, 6d. net.

TuK UN'ivKRsiriKs' Missi n TO Cextral Africa,
9, Dartmouth Street, Weotrolnster.

London : WELLS GAEDNEE, DAllTON at CO.,

3, Paternoster Buildings, £.0. ;

•nd 44, Victoria Street, Westmineter, S.W.

PORTRAIT SUPPLEMENTS

"THE ACADEMY,"

ComUting of Thirty-seven Portraits of Old

and New Celebrities in Literature, may

still he obtained, singly, or in complete

seta for Ss.Gd., on application to the Office,

43, Chancery Lane, W.C.

Osbern and

** Ursyne:
A DRAMA IN THREE ACTS.

BY

JOHN OLIVER HOBBES.

PRESS NOTICES.
** The work before us reveals a soatained xiobUi(y

of Btyle And this short essay in dramatic verse can

only add fresh proof of the lino catholicity of her

^nius."
OwBK SiAiTAjr, in the Morning Posit No?., 1899.

" There is a play by John Oliver Hobbes in verse,

which, solemn an pathetic as it is, is quite as ad-

mirable as her lighter prose.'*

Scotsman, July 3, 1899.

** This is a stiikinjf poetical play written partly in

rhymed dialogne, partly in blank verse, and partly

prose There is real poetry in the play, and it has

more than Ijcauty enough to make it please any lover

of poetry who takes it up/'—Scotsmant Nov. 11, 1899.

*' John Oliver Hobbcs's new venture is a tragedy,

aud in some sense a stronK one. It is good to read

and might easily be adapted for the stage. It has the

merit of concentration, aud, if carefully mounted and
skilfully acte:!, wou'.d produce irowerful effects. Its

plot is one which might, have inspired .T^^schylus or

Shakespeare to produce a great play! His a power-

ful play, and is full of strikin<^ Hues and passages.

Wt ether It is put upon the stage or not, it may be

said with truth that the author lias achieved a success

that has in it some of the elements of greatness."

Glasgow Herald, Nov. 11, 1899.

'* 'Osbern and Ursyne,' a drama in three acts ia

verse, seems to us very beautiful and melodious."

Datly Chronicle, June 30, 1899.

"In 'Osbern and Ursyne* the tbeu.e is dramatic*

the handlint^ imsginative and powerful."

—

William
Abcbib, in the Daily Chronicle, Nov., 1899,

*' Written partly in blank and partly in rhymed
verse, with an occasional subsidence into prose,

'Osbern and Ursyne* contains pretty passages and
some striking ones Ond is stirred by the keynote

of the drama—a love great enough to make a woman
kill her beloved for his good, and a love great enough
to enable a man to commit murder to save his sweet*

heart from a tnint "—Outlook, Nov. 11, 1899.

"John Oliver Hobbes's b^ank verse Anglo-Saxon

play, 'Osbern and Ursjne,' has subtlety. It is

also lofty and poetical In reading it you cannot

help feeling tha*^ she understands the principles of

tragedy."—Uiwen, July 20, 1899.

"Mrs. Craigie's play both in balk and literary

merit, is the most important contribution to the

• Anglo-Saxon.* "Standard, June 30, 1899.

" The play is a very fine piece of dramatic litera-

ture, in which all the clearness of vision aud insight

into motive which crystallises into sparkling epigram

in this author's novels, has been used to form poetic

periods which are neither artificial nor unduly stilted.

Some of the passages are almost Shakesperean, and
will easily bear comparison with extracts from Bos-

tand's ' Cyrano.* Considerable knowledge of stage

technique is also manifest throughout, and it is

evident that Mrs. Craigie lias devoted considerable

time and used the results of copious study in the con-

struction of the play."

Srooklt/n EagU, Nov. 29, 1819.

JOHN LANE, The Bodley Head,

Vigo Street, London.
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The Literary Week.

'

In our issue of next week we shall announce the names
of the six books published in 1899 which we have selected

for the Academy's awards to authors in recognition of

sincerity and thoroughness in literary art. The sum of

One Hundred and Fifty Guineas will be divided into six

portions of Twenty-five Guineas each. These will be
awarded to the authors of books, representing various

branches of literature, which, in our opinion, have not

received the notice they deserve.

OuB issue of next week will also contain a Special

Supplement containing a survey of recent educational

publications, with articles of interest on the subject.

It is said that the competition between publishers for

books about the war is much less keen than was fore-

shadowed at the outbreak of hostilities. This is quite

natural considering the enormous number of writing men,
either accredited correspondents or freelances, who are in

South Africa or on their way there, the majority of whom
will probably write books. War volumes may be expected
from Mr. G. W. Steevens, Mr. Winston Churchill, Mr.
Julian Ealph, and Mr. Knight. It wiU be interesting to

see who is first in the field. Mr. G. W. Steevens, who, we
are glad to hear, is convalescent, has had plenty of leisure

at Ladysmith to write a book on the siege.

The speed with which Dr. Nansen gave to the world a
popular account of his famous Arctic expedition is only
equalled by the deliberation with which he has prepared
his scientific records of the same expedition. These are

now just nearing completion : they will form a series of
" memoirs," which Messrs. Longmans will publish. Recog-
nising the comparative newness of his subject, and the

problems he deals with. Dr. Nansen has entered into great

detail. He will give in most cases his original observations

in full, so that the reader may compare his conclusions with
his facts.

" Eleanor," Mrs. Humphry Ward's new novel, begins

in the January number of Harper' » Magazine. Tlie opening
chapter is placed in Italy in a villa fifteen miles from
Eome, and introduces us to a brilliant youth with a political

past, a charming woman who is in love with him, and
a visitor with whom he is apparently destined to fall in

love. Mr. Barrie's " Tommy and Grizel " opens in

Scrihner''». It is the sequel to Sentimental Tommy,
begins with the arrival of Tommy in London with his

sister Elspeth, and launches him as a writer who suddenly
becomes celebrated with a book called Letters to a Young
Man about to be Married. The chapter is full of Mr.
Barrie's particular humour, and contains a delightful

sketch of a Colossus among writers of penny stories, one

0. P. Pym.

Hermann Sudermann's new play, on which he has been
at work for the past year, is to be entitled "Johannis-
feuer," the name given to the midsummer-day sports

common in Germany. It preserves the mystical element
found in his "Three Heron Feathers." The new play is

to be produced at the Lessing Theatre.

Our Mr. Winston Churchill is about to publish a novel
called Savrola : a Tale of the Revolution in Laurania.
" Our " Mr. Winston Churchill is, of course, the Mr.
Winston Churchill, author of The River War, who has
done such splendid work for the Morning Pod in South
Africa. He is not the American Mr. Winston Churchill,

author of the successful novel Richard Carvel. The two
writers are not related in any way. The only connexion

between them is the remarkable fact that they bear the

same Christian and surnames. " Their " Mr. Winston
Churchill is the only son of Mr. E. S. Churchill, of Port-

land, Maine. He is twenty-eight years of age. " Our "

Mr. Winston Churchill is the eldest son of the late Lord
Randolph Churchill. He is twenty-five years of age.

Tjie dedication of Parson Kelly, Mr. A. E. W. Mason's
and Mr. Andrew Lang's new novel of the Pretender days,

is as follows

:

TO THE

BAEON TANNEQUY DE WOGAN
the representative of a house illustrious for its

antiquity :

in prosperity splendid : in exile and poverty

gay and constant : of loyalty unshaken

;

is dedicated

this narrative, founded on the deeds of his ancestor,

The Chevalier Nicholas De Wogan.

Dr. St. George Mivart's novel, which is on the eve of

publication, will be called Castle or Manor ? It is described

as a story of social life, and was completed some time ago.

To publish a first novel at the age of seventy-three is

something of a feat.

The second number of the King contains a picture that

marks a new departure in the history of illustrated

journalism. It is a photograph of Lord Methuen directing

the Battle of Magersfontein, which was taken by the

"telephoto" lens, an adaptation of the telescope to photo-

graphy, at a distance of over a quarter of a mQe.

LoBD EosBLYN, who has found time in the midst of his

stage work to edit Scottish Life, is now on his way to

South Africa to represent the Daily Mail and the Sphere.

The Spear is the title of a new paper registered at

Stationers' Hall in the name of Sir William Ingram,
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TnB Ladytmith Lyre—of which copies have reached this

country—is amusing, even in London. The Editor says:

Tlie fyodysmith Lyrf is published to supply a long-felt

want. What you want in a besieged town, cut off from
tbo world, is news which you can absolutely rely on as false.

Tlie rumours that pass from tongue to tongue may, for

all you know, be occasi'mally true. Our news we
guarantee to be false. In the collection and preparation

of falsehoods we shall spare no effort and no expense.

We call Sir Walter Besant's immediate attention to the
Lyrt't notice to contributors :

Accopted contributions will be paid for at the rate of £10
per 100 words, or jMirtion thereof, over the first hundred,
which will be accepted gratis.

No contribution will be accepted which exceeds 100
words.

We feel an interest in the prospects of publishing at

Ladysmith.
Publisher's Columw.

New edition j ust published, revised, and enlarged

:

"Minor Tactics"—By Major-General Sir F. Clery, &c.,

&c. , with an appendix, on the function and management
of armoured trains.

" Deep Level Mining and the Mineral Kiches of Lady-
smith "—By the Saddler-Sergeant of the I.L.II.

" Ladysmith Revisited "—A volume of poems, by Silent
Susan (shortly).

" From Park Lane to Pretoria "—By Winston L.
Spencer Churchill (in preparation).

"A Handy Guide to Ladysmith" — By 2nd Lieut.
Hooper, oth Lancers (ready).

" Natal by Road and Rail "—By Commandant Sohiel.

But is no one writing a volume of "Things Seen" at
Ladysmith ?

A coRRESi'ONBENT of the Daily News sends from Hussia
a curious and unpleasant account of the application of
the censorship to English books arriving in Russia as
Christmas presents. These, being obviously innocent, are
not treated with obliterative "caviare," they are merely
ripped to pieces with a dissecting knife, "presumably in
search of revolutionary literature." Nursery books and
pictorial A B C's are mutilated in this barbarous way.
Even Dickens is detained :

A neighbour of mine purchased some three months ago
the Daily News edition of Dickens. The books have been
lying at the censor's office for a month past., although it is

perfectly well known to the officials that the great English
writer nowhere refers to Russia. All Dickens's works are
now translated into Russian. Perhaps in another month or
80 tbe ('fficial will grant his impriimitar to my neighbour;
but there is no use in attempting to hurry the censor, who
is a trhiiiovrik against whom no appeal or protest will
carry.

We should like to have Sam Weller's comments on this

subject. Or Mr. Dooley's.

Pbrpktoai, Copyright did not commend itself to Dr.
Johnson. Miss E. C. M. Dart writes to us :

" While reading
my Boswell the other day, I chanced upon a passage which
struck me with added interest, for it was concerned with
that burning question of literary copyright and its tenure.
80 I copy it for those readers of the Academy who may
not remember and yet appreciate its purport, or at least
attach a certain significance to the opinion ' of that great
Cham of literature, Samuel Johnson.' The point at
issue was an Edinburgh bookseller's action in selling cheap
editions of popular English books in defiance of the
supposed common-law right of literary property. Boswell
says :

' It is remarkable that when the great question
concerning literary property came to be ultimately tried
before the supreme tribunal of this country, in consequence
of the very spirited exertioijs of Mr. Donaldson (the erring

bookseller). Dr. Johnson was zealous against a perpetuity

;

but he thought that the term of the exclusive right of

authors should be considerably enlarged. ITe was then
for granting a hundred years.'

"

PRAYERS"....

THE l^OEl'^')

MAGNUS <i;"r}Nm

headi;am )

Is Prnyert from the

Poeh (Blackwood), the

rover-design of which we
reproduce, we have an an-

thology happily inspired,

and worked out with
skill and care. The com-
pilers, Mr. Laurie Magnus
and Mr. Cecil Headlam,
have drawn their material

from a great many sources,

and have sought and found
permission to print a num-
ber of copyright verses.

The editors' catholicity of

taste is shown by their

inclusion of poems so

widely different as Henry
Vaughan's " Lord, bind
me up, and let me die,"

and Mr. Henley's " Out of

the night that covers me,"
which appear on the same
page. A poem which
Messrs. Magnus and Head-
lam may like to note is

contained in Mrs. Charlotte

P. Stetson's recent"volume, In This Our World i

O God ! I cannot ask Thee to forgive

;

I have done wrong.
Thy law is just; Thy law must live

—

Wboso doth wrong must suffer jiain.

But help me to do right again

—

Again be strong.

A FRIEND of the late E. L. Stevenson writes :
" Here is a

specimen of the way our Italian friends do their ' con-

veyancing,' it is taken from a publisher's advertisement.

The italics are mine

:

' II Portone del Sire de Maletroit, Novella di Anderson,

tradotta da Sofia Fortini-Santarelli; Citta di Castello : 8.

Lapi, Tipografo-Editore 1899."

We believe that the open access system in Free
Libraries has worked very badly in some instances, books
being stolen, or mislaid, while a larger staff is rendered
necessary. But the Librarian at Croydon finds human
nature pretty good : he reports that the books are not

stolen, that they are not often mislaid, and that the staff

is rather reduced than increased, while the number of

books issued has gone up by many hundreds since the

system was adopted.

In her Introduction to the new edition of Shirley (Smith,
Elder), Mrs. Humphry Ward prepared us for a warm
eulogy of Villetle. Nor are we disappointed. Referring

to Mrs. Gaskell's statement that Vtllette " was received

with one burst of acclamation," Mrs. Ward says

:

There was no question then among " the judicious," and
there can be still less question now, that it is the writer's

masterpiece. It has never been so widely read as Jane
Eyre ; and probably the majority of English readers prefer

S/iirley. The narrowness of the stage on which the action

passes, the foreign setting, the very fulness of poetry, of

vi^uiliaing force, that runs through it, like a fiery stream
bathing and kindling all it touches down to the smallest

detail, are rejiellent or tiring to the mind that has no
energy of its own responsive to the euergy of the writer,
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But not seldom the qualities which give a book immortality
are the qualities that for a time guard it from the crowd-
till its bloom of fame has grown to a safe maturity, beyond
injury or doubt.

Many English readers have hardly heard the name of
Mr. E. L. Godkin, who for many years has had the
reputation of being one of the strongest and most brilliant
journalists in the United States. As editor of the New

•MP. K. L. OUDKIN.

York Evening Post and the Nation, the second paper
being practically a weekly edition of the first, Mr. Godkin
has given and taken hard blows since 1882. He has just
retired from the editorship of these papers in consequence
of ill-health, said to have been contracted while he was in
London last summer. Mr. Godkin's early journalistic
training was English, for it was as correspondent of the
nmly News in the Crimean War that he started work.
It IS now Mr. Godkin's privilege to sit in his arm-chair
and read divergent opinions on himself and his career.
i or instance, these :

The " Critic" {Ntw York).

During the period of recon-
struction after the CivU War,
and in the long - continued
struggles for tariff reform, the
purification of the ballot, the
elevation of the civil service,
the establishment of the
finances of the coimtry on a
sound basis, the separation of
municipal affairs from state
and national politics, and,
finally, the curbing of the
present liut for expansion by
force of arms, he has been
an aggressive and persistent
fighter. No one identified
with joumali.sm in New York
rivals him in the length and
brilliancy of bis service ; and
on the occasion of his receiv-
ing the degree of D.C.L. from
Oxford in 1897, a leading
English writer declared him
to be perhaps the most distin-
guished of living journalists.

It is not often, by the way,
a mirror.

The " Mirrw " {St. Louis).

He was a jaundiced, exclu-
sive, hypercritical, unsympa-
thetic publicist. He was
always against whatever ap-
pealed most to the common
people. He saw little but the
deflciencies of popular govern-
ment, rarely its great merits.
He had high ideals, but they
were frosty. He was so per-
tinaciously critical of things
American as to be almost
entitled to the epithet of un-
Ameriran. He had brains,
but his character as a publicist
was repellent. His brilliancy
was practically nullified by
his acerbity. . . . Bile over-
balanced his brain. His intel-

lectualism took little account
of toleration for human frailty.

He was a polite and graceful
Thersites, stupendously wrong-
headed in his leanings toward
the exclusive's views.

that a critic flatters more than

When we enumerated some weeks ago Dr. Conan
Doyle 8 many qualifications for making himself valuable
in South Africa, we ended by remarking that he was a

good surgeon. It is as a surgeon, we find, that Dr. Doyle
is to go out. He will be attached to the Langman Field
Hospital. An epigrammatist contributes the following to
Books of To-day and Boohs of To-morrow :

MaJOB CoNAN Doyle, V.C.
Said Dr. Robertson Nikola concerning Sherlock Holmes
(Who's volunteered for Africa as a cbansre from writinsr

tomes)

:

^

" He canna weel ignore the least of meeleetary cues,
For the modem soldier learns to fight by Multiple
Reviews."

The statistics of book-production for 1899 just issued
by the Publishers^ Circular present some unusually interest-
ing features. To begin with, in spite of the war and the
disturbed conditions that preceded it, tlie number of new
books and new editions in 1899 exceeded by fifty those of
1898. Other things to note are these

:

In fiction the number of new editions is 88 greater than
in 1 898. That is a healthy sign.

In belles-lettres, essays, monographs, &c., there is an
increase of 102 books over 1898.

In poetry an increase of 23 volumes.
Oddly enough, political and kindred books have fallen

by 70 from the total of 1898, and by 177 from the total of
1897.

There is always room for solid, well-printed and
bound reprints of the classics, and we have no hesita-
tion in commending the new "Library of English
Classics " just begun to be issued by Messrs. Macmillan.
The books in this library are in a rather large octavo size,
and are bound in dull red canvas. Each book has a
bibliographical note, otherwise it is left to shine in its own
light, and by the aid of the best typography. The series
has started with Th^ Plays of Sheridan and Bacon's Essays
and Advancement of Learning. Complete and accurate
texts may be looked for in this series, which will speedily
include Malory's Morte d^Arthur (2 vols.), Shelton's Don
Qxiixote (3 vols.), Boswell's Life of Johnson (3 vols.). Lock-
hart's Life of Scott (5 vols.), a collection from De Quincey,
and many other standard works. The price is 3s. 6d. net
per volume.

From The Philistine, of East Aurora, N.Y.

:

NOTICE.—Systematic attempts having been made by
the tribe of Romeike to secure the gifted author of (he
Riihaiyat as a subscriber for clippings, this is to notify all
parties that Col. Khayyam doesn't care a dam what the
newspapers say about him, one way or the other.

Mr. Walter Ealeioh, whose treatise on Style won
him some honour two years ago, has recently delivered
an address on " The Study of Arts in a Modern Univer-
sity " to the students of the University College at Liver-
pool. The address is the first of a series of annual
addresses to be delivered to the students in the Faculty of
Arts. Mr. Raleigh's address sparkles, as his book did,
with neat thoughts expressed in rather lapidary diction, as
witness these sentences

:

The poetry of Catullus has survived the passing of a
religion and an empire ; the diary of Mr. Samuel Pepys
will be as fresh as at the day of its birth when the Forth
Bridge is oxide of iron and London a geological pancake
of brickdust.

• • • • •

It is not likely that man will ever be dangerously reluc-
tant to form moral judgments, and to act upon them.
But that, he cannot and will not understand— that is his
daily disease ; so that his morality becomes a kind of
wandering ague, shaking him with hot and cold fits.

" Rousseau, Sir," said Dr. Johnson, "is a very bad man.
... I should like to have him work [in the plantations."
There is then no more to be said.J But if you study
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Rousieau in hi* own world and his own country, how
engroHsiug and diftioult a study it is, and what gleams ot

lofty thought flash through the clouds of sentimentality

and mania that veil his head I

Charles Darwin sauntered into the garden of Literature,

one day in his later years, and remarked, with rare and
admirable candour, that the plays of Shakespeare made
him sick. The remark is weightier, and more interesting,

than the majority of literary criticisms.

It will be understood that without their contexts these

extracts indicate, rather than convey, Prof. Ealeigh's

thoughts.

In a " Thing Seen " published in our last issue, called
" The Tjower CWticism," the troubled Beadle of a Public

Garden, opening his heart to a sympathetic friend, remarks
that " the new Bible Dictionary plays havoc—great havoc,

sir—with the Bible." Messrs. T. & T. Clark ask us to

state that the remark did not apply to their publication

called The Dictionary of the Bible, edited by Dr. Hastings.

A Beadle is a Beadle, but his words should not be liable

to misconstruction. Acting on his behalf we gladly make
the correction.

Bibliographical.

After what I have already said in this column on the

subject of "introductions" to literary classics, I need
hardly say how delighted I am that in Messrs. Macmillan's
new series of such things " introductions " are to be con-

spicuous by their absence. That is why I am able to

congratulate the said firm for once more putting before us
Mandeville's Travels, Malory's Morte cCArthur, Shelton's

Bon Quixote, Walton's Lives and Angler, White's Selborne,

and so forth. To judge from the frequent reproductions

of the same works, one would imagine English literary

classics to be singularly few ! The edition of Sheridan's
Plays I rather welcome because, though it has had several

predecessors, cheap and otherwise, it was always possible

to improve upon them. A very attractive book in many
ways was Sheridan's Comedies, as published in England
fifteen years ago, with " introductory " matter by Mr.
Brander Matthews, and pictorial illustrations by E. A.
Abbey, C. 8. Reinhardt, Fred. Barnard, &c. In this

volume " The Rivals " and " The School for Scandal

"

were reprinted from the edition of 18 '21, which was
prefaced by Moore. Unfortunately "The Critic" and
"The Duenna" were omitted from this volume; the rest

(such as " St. Patrick's Day " and " Pizarro ") one can
venr well do without.

One ia inclined to be very well pleased that the biblio-

graphical part of Messrs. Macmillan's new series should
be undertaken by Mr. A. W. Pollard, who is also to choose
the editions to be reproduced. Mr. Pollard, as all know,
has already done good work in the direction of illustrating

by his pen the history of English literature. There is,

for example, his little book on English Miracle Plays, now
nearly ten years old. Then there are his Chaucer Primer
and his JSarly Illustrated Books, both belonging to 1 893.
Add to these his Odes from the Greek Drama, and it will be
seen that Mr. Pollard is a scholar in whose hands literary

classics may safely be left.

Talking of classics, there are those which the Scottish
Text Society proposes to give us in a new shape by and
by. For instance, Archdeacon Bellenden's translation of
five books of Livy's Annals ; secondly, the works of Robert
Heniysoun, of which, I fancy, there is not at present a
complete edition, though some of them were reprinted by
the Bannatyne and Maitland Clubs ; thirdly, the Hymns
or Sacred Songs of Alexander Hume (1599), which have
long awaited reproduction; and the Scots works of James I.

of England, whose prose writings were collected in 1616,

and some of whose work was reprinted by Mr. Arber.

For all of these promised new editions something is to be
said.

I take it that Mrs. Meynell's monograph on Mr. Ruskin
will be rather critical than biographical, or even ex-

pository, in form. The biography of the sage has often

been written, and its details are familiar to the public.

One of the first to deal with it was Mr. J. M. Mather, in

a book published in 1883-4. Then there were Mr. W. G.

Collingwood's two volumes in 1893, preceded by Mrs.
Ritchie's essay in 1892. A good deal of light on Mr.
Ruskin's relations with the Pre - Raphaelites has been
thrown by a recent volume of Mr. W. M. Rossetti's. On
Mr. Ruskin's autobiographical work I need not dwell.

The books devoted to criticism of his writings and teach-

ings are fairly numerous. He was dealt with, anony-
mously, as an Economist in 1884. Mr. E. T. Cook's

Studies in Buskin date from 1890 ; Mr. Collingwood's

analysis of his Art-Teaching came out in 1891. Mr. 0.

Waldstein's discussions of his Work in general and his

relation to Modem Thought belong to 1893 and 1894

respectively. It will be remembered that one of the

earliest and most enthusiastic critics of Mr. Ruskin was
Charlotte Bronte.

A collection of Mr. George Meredith's epigrams ! That
should be at once easy and difficult to make—easy because

of the wealth to choose from, difficult because of the

universal brilliancy. Theoretically, one objects to these

gatherings together of disconnected sentences
;
practically,

one rather enjoys them, and even finds them useful. That
they are popular may be assumed from their increasing

number. I do not refer to the more solid books of

extracts, such as those of the Selections from Mr. Ruskin,

Matthew Arnold, and the like. I refer to the small

anthologies, usually in the form of birthday books, and so

forth. There is, for instance, a little book of sentences

from Disraeli's writings which I keep habitually at my
bedside, together with similar selections from favourite

writers. Aja epigram or a maxim may suggest a whole
train of thought; it may even conduce to somnolency!

What is certain is, that this sort of book should really be
a booklet; one does not want a volume fuU of maxims
or epigrams.

I read the other day, somewhere, a very favourable

notice of a new book of verse called The Foremost Trail,

and written (to quote the title-page) by C. Fox Smith.

The reviewer assumed throughout that the author was a

man, and, if I remember rightly, made some encouraging

remarks about his future career. Now, a reviewer should

always be suspicious of initials on a title-page. They are

sexless, and may lead! one wrong. Sometimes, I believe,

they are deliberately placed as traps for the unlucky
commentator. However that may be, it is certain that

C. Fox Smith is no man, the "C." standing for the word
"Cecily"—a name which adorned the title-page of the

young lady's first book of verse, published some little time

ago. Miss Fox Smith, I am told, is still in her teens, a

remarkable testimony to the extent to which the spirit of

an English g^rl can be informed with the most enthusiastic

patriotism.

'I wrote the other day concerning the difficulty of

recording and describing the prose and verse printed in

connexion with private clubs and societies—opuscula

which must needs be lost to the world if not reproduced

some day in volume form. A somewhat similar difficulty

meets the bibliogprapher in the case of the publications

issued by theatrical managers in connexion with their

various productions. These sometimes have a literary

interest, especially when they have reference to Shake-

speare's plays. They are usually the work of experts, and
occasionally are something more than compilations. There

are those who make ooUections of such fugitive issues;

but it is virtually impossible to catalogue them. They
have their day and cease to be. The Bookworm.
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Reviews.

Sober and Substantial.

Tennyson, Raskin, Mill, and other Literary Estimates. By
Frederic Harrison. (Macmillan. 8s. 6d. net.)

Mb. Fkederic Hakrison is a man of versatile gift, as we
are aware. For years his pen has touched, in the prin-
cipal reviews, various themes of the day ; and his scope
has not been limited, while he has always shown himself
an accomplished gladiator. But it is as an intellectual

gladiator that we chiefly think of him, and as the gladiator
of a special cause. He stands to us for the high priest

and protagonist of Positivism. Instinctively, at the sound
of his name, there leaps to our memory that deft pas-
quinade—do the younger generation know it?—of Mor-
timer CoUins

:

Churches and creeds are all lost in the mists,
Truth must be sought with the Positivists.

Wise are their teachers beyond all comparison,
Comte, Huxley, Tindall, Mill, Morley, and Harrison

;

Who will adventure to enter the lists

With such a squadron of Positivists ?

The squadron, alas ! is scattered ; viseerunt. No longer,
in compact ranks, do they ride the fields of literature, and
bear down all before them, as (Comte excepted) they did
in the earlier times of the century. Mr. John Morley and
Mr. Frederic Harrison alone survive to witness a reaction
against the principles they valiantly championed, and
which they still unfaintingly maintain. But it is not Mr.
Harrison the gladiator who now, in this volume, confronts
us. He enters the silken lists of pure literature, contro-
versy (save incidentally) laid aside. Unarmed and pacific,

he casts a backward eye upon some of the principal writers
who have been his contemporaries, whom he has known in
the campaigns of literature. These essays, consequently,
cover no small part of the g^eat figures in Victorian letters

;

and such, he tells us, was the deliberate plan of his book.
Mr. Harrison has very considerable equipment for such

a task. His style is always cultivated, equable, lucid, and
graceful ; though it cannot claim the distinct and indivi-
dualising stamp which is the token of genius. He has a
tolerant appreciation of multifarious excellence; and his
taste only falls short of the last and keenest edge with
regard to verse. But it does so fall a little short; and
also (which is well-nigh an inevitable limitation) his appre-
ciation is confined mainly to the writers of his own youth
and prime. Beyond these there is a level line of silence

—

not the less felt for being mostly inexplicit, merely indicated
by reticence. In a book which covers (through successive
essays) Tennyson, Euskin, Arnold, Symonds, Lamb, Keats,
Gibbon, Froude, Freeman, and John Stuart Mill, the
writer can scarce narrow himself entirely to pure literary

criticism. The man must show at intervals through the
critic ; not only his idiosyncracy, but his general views,
his prejudices, his personal attitude towards life and life's

problems. Therefore, as we have hinted, the veteran of
Positivism emerges now and again : we are not suffered
to forget under what banner Mr. Harrison fights ; and the
refider, after his several kind, must allow for the critic's

peculiar views. For the most part, however, these are
expressed with courtesy, if also at times with energy ; they
are offensive only in the martial sense. It is exceptional to

encounter (in the fine essay on "Euskin as Prophet ") a fleer

at " tender mothers adoring the divine judgment which
consigns their children to hell-fire"— exceptional, and we
note it with regret. Such an utterance is in hopelessly
bad taste, not merely because it is crass, perverse, and
unfair—a hit below the belt—but because it is calculated

wantonly to wound the deepest feelings of multitudes
among Mr. Harrison's fellow-citizens; and especially of

the tonderest class. It is as if he had buffeted a woman.
So cheap a sneer might be left to the Bcurrilous rank of

controversialists ; it is not worthy of Mr. Harrison—let us
trust he will see fit to suppress or modify it. But because
of its rarity we note it : Mr. Harrison is not given to hit
below the belt.

Not in vain has he studied his favourite master in
criticism, Matthew Arnold, whose balance and sanity he
conscientiously strives to imitate. Dealing with so various
a range of writers, he holds a level balance in regard to
all ; no easy feat, requiring a judiciality combined with
Catholicism of taste, not in these hasty days too common.
In detail we may, and do, freely dissent from him ; but
there is seldom much fault to be found with the broad
scope and trend of his judgment. This is high praise of
essays which compass so large a field. Yet with all their
merits they do not rank Mr. Harrison among the illumi-

native critics ; there are neither flashes nor broad lights of
insight, bringing to sudden view unsuspected aspects, dark
recesses in the great authors analysed. We do not feel

as we rise from our reading that we know substantially

more of them than we did. The best which is held in

solution by the better criticism of our day has been pre-
cipitated and presented to us in crystalline form ; our most
truthful previous impressions are pleasantly confirmed and
interpreted to us ; but beyond sifting and discrimination

these polished essays hardly go. The best of them is

perhaps the elaborate study of Buskin, which runs through
three successive essays : it is eloquent, it is enthusiastic

—

as in these reactionary days a study of Euskin ought to

be ; it analyses his prose with understanding love ; it

defends his greatness as teacher with selective sense of his

limits, weaknesses, perfervid extravagances, and appre-

ciation of his power more generous than could be surmised
from a rival apostle, professedly out of touch with many
of Euskin's most basic beliefs. But there is like fair-

minded justice, if (on account of the subject-matter) less

eloquently set forth, in the studies of those two most
opposite and antagonistic historians, Froude and Freeman,
in the perhaps too genially balanced notice of Addington
Symonds.

Perhaps, however, we may study Mr. Harrison's defects

and qualities in representative equipoise by considering

the essay on Arnold. After some remarks on Arnold's

admitted felicity as a phraseur, he proceeds to discuss his

poetry, with the disputable opinion that in poetry he
reached his finest vein, and by it will be longest remem-
bered. To this succeeds the assertion that no poet in our

literature, unless it be Milton, " has been so essentially

saturated to the very bone with the classical genius."

Much depends on the interpretation of this sentence, and
one must confine it to the poets of Mr. Harrison's own
prime. His remarks on the sense in which Arnold is

classical—" the serene self • command, the harmony of

tone, the measured fitness, the sweet reasonableness of his

verse"—would need for their due discussion an essay on

what is permanent, essential, universal in Greek poetry,

apart from what is local, external, and externally imitable.

Mr. Harrison thinks that the full acceptance of Arnold's

poetry has yet to come—which we may seriously doubt,

calculated as its appeal was for his special time. That

Arnold's equableness is attained at the expense of height

and passion Mr. Harrison perceives. Arnold is, he says,

peculiarly a gnomic poet, a moralist on life and conduct.

He credits him with seeing into the intellectual world of

our age "more deeply and more surely than any con-

temporary poet." If this somewhat inexplicit sentence

means that Arnold reproduced the tone of thought common
to the cultured circles of his day, it is true. That is just

what he did. But we cannot extend it further. "A
resolute and pensive insight into the mystery of life and

of things " we cannot discern in him, but rather a resigned

pausing at the gates of the mystery. The ethical lesson

of nature preoccupies him when he is not dealing directly

with human conduct Mr. Harrison recognises. It is no

loss to Mr. Harrison—though it is to ua—that Arnold,
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unlike hU beloved preceptor, Wordsworth, halts at the

ethical lesson of nature, is insensitive to the spirit within

and behind nature which was the solemnly convinced

burthen of Wordsworth's song.

To this '
' concentration of poetry on ethics, and even

metaphysics," Mr. Harrison attributes Arnold's limitations

and " loss of charm." Yet, at the same time, he says that

Arnold, unlike Wordsworth, is "never prosaic." Here it

is that we lind that falling short of the keenest poetic

sense which we have attributed to Mr. Harrison. Arnold,

unfortunately, is too often prosaic—for line after line,

passage after passage. Perhaps, as a subsequent portion

of the essay would suggest, Mr. Harrison is not insensible

to this ; and we should take him to mean that Arnold is

never prosy. That is the exact truth ; he is too much an
artificer to prose like Wordsworth, but prosaic he is fre-

quently, to a level extent—that is to say, his language is the

language of very fine and distinguished prose. Even when
he rises higher, he too often hovers on the doubtful

border where we hesitate to pronounce it poetry, are

loath to pronounce it prose. And though it is true that

the greatest poets are seldom directly didactic, it is not this

which depresses Arnold ; it is the lack of inspiration to

give wings to his thought. The greater the burthen of

intellectuality, the more of sheer inspiration is necessary.
" Dramatic passion," " tumultuous passion "—not these,

as Mr. Harrison regretfully supposes, does Arnold need.

Wordsworth had them not, and yet soared into regions of

which Arnold but desirously dreams. It is inspiring
emotion, the solemn passion, intense in its still ardour,

appropriate to intellectual poetry, which Arnold needs.
It is really passion of the intensest order, deceptively calm
through its equipoise with the weight of thought. The
calm which results from the careful husbanding of effort

may imitate it with the multitude, but can never deceive
the elect. In the main, Arnold reaches only this latter

calm ; and that Mr. Harrison should identify it with that
inspired tranquillity and impassioned peace of Wordsworth
(at his highest), the supreme Greek poets, and Dante,
shows that Mr. Harrison—as we say—has not the keenest
edge of poetic sensitiveness.

That is "why Mr. Harrison feels that Arnold, though
faultless, is "not of the highest rank." It is a misnomer,
in fact, to call such poets " faultless," whether it be
Eacine or Arnold, when in line after line there is the blot
of absent inspiration, when there is not the only possible
word in the only possible place. The greatest of all faults
in a i>oet is to lack poetry, and that is theirs. At the
same time Mr. Harrison does not, perhaps, lay sufficient

stress upon Arnold's occasional success in touching the
mark at which he aimed. The austere and noble sonnet
on Shakespeare, with other brief achievements of the
kind, are worth more than long poems full of fine thought,
but only now and again inevitable in expression. For
they are integral ; and it is that quality which makes for
permanence. Mr. Harrison (in this influenced by Arnold
himself) is too apt to set store by Setached lines and
passages, which poets of no high power can often forge in
tolerable quantity, to the great comfort of reviewers who
pant for "quotes." He ignores too much the supreme
value of relation and organism. Thus he depreciates,
justly enough, the quality of Arnold's metre; but the
reason he alleges is quite unconvincing and inadequate—
namely, that Arnold has lines containing harsh collocations
of consonants. The same could be alleged against Shake-
speare, could be—and has been—alleged against Milton.
Lowell rightly replies that metre may aim either at melody
or harmony

; that while the former demands smoothness,
the larger music of harmony not only admits but makes
use of occasional roughnesses, as discords have their
function in the harmonies of music proper. To cite these
individual lines of Arnold's, disjoined from their relation,
proves nothing. Yet Mr. Harrison is right in his judg-
ment, though defective in his reason : Arnold was lacking

in metrical power, though he could strike out fine imita-

tive music in occasional passages.
When we leave details, and attend to Mr. Harrison's

summing-up, we find, indeed, that he is mainly right, and
that our objections have caught largely on side-issues.

By temperament and by tratuiug he, who at birth " was
breathed on by the rural Pan," was deprived of that
fouutain of delight that is essential to the highest poetry,

the ditbyrambic glow—the ai>lipi$iioy yt\a<riia—
The countless dimples of the laughing seas

of perennial jjoetry. • This, perhajis, more than his want of

passion, of dramatic power, of rapidity of action, limits the

audience of Arnold as a jiaet. But those who thirst for

the pure Ciistaliau sjjriug, inspired by restrained aud lofty

thoughts, who care for that high seriousness of which he
sjioke so much as the very essence of the best poetry, have
long known that they fiud it in Matthew Arnold more
than in any of his even greater contemporaries.

That is a good specimen of Mr. Frederic Harrison's

style, and it states the case for Arnold as a poet with a
discrimination which leaves little to desire. Partly, indeed,

it agrees with our own criticism of Mr. Harrison's criti-

cism, or so nearly that the difference seems to become
inconspicuous. And this excellently exemplifies the

studiousness of balance which characterises Mr. Harrison's

appreciations. Not once nor twice does he thus in his

summary disarm the reviewer, and leave him half-

apologetic for differences which are finally made so small.

What may in the body of the essay have erred by over-

emphasis or omission is here usually rectified and supplied.

His picture of Arnold altogether (though he gives less

space than we could desire to the prose) is urbane, sympa-
thetic, and observant of poise. If wo doubt his forecast

of an extended future for Arnold, it is because we think

his aloofness from the many is due to more than his mere
distinction and those other fastidious causes set forth by
Mr. Harrison. Arnold as a teacher was pre-eminently

undecided (to use an adjective thrown out by Mr. Harrison

himself). A teacher of delicate incertitude, a watchman
who has no word of the night, a prophet who disclaims

prophecy, and

Whose only message is that he sees nought,

is never likely to have acceptance with the many who still,

as of old, ask for a sign. And even among the few his

cultivated stoicism and half-complaisant, half-melancholy

indecision is scarce likely to be the fashion of the future.

Even the cultured and sovereign few now begin to cry for

a gospel and a hand from the cloud. But that constant

reference to conduct, which Mr. Harrison rightly adjudges
his dominant note, will doubtless secure to him long his

measure of influence with the practical Saxon mind. His
spirit has done a worthy posthumous work in prompting
the eminent sanity of Mr. Harrison's extremely able,

though not strongly original, book.

A Man of Fashion—and More.

George Sdtcyu : His Letters and His Life. Edited by E. S.

Eoscoe and Helen Oiergue. (Unwin.)

Although it is natural to regard this book as merely
supplementary to the late Mr. Jesse's George Selicgn and
His Contemporaries, it is nearer the truth to say that it

supersedes that work. That is to say, there is more of

Selwyn in this one volume than in the four volumes of

Jesse. The biographical sketch of Selwyn here given is as

good as Jesse's—in some respects it is more discerning

—

while the body of the work is composed of Selwyn's own
letters ; not, as in Jesse's volumes, of letters that Selwyn
received. How Mr. Jesse missed these letters, or whether

. he was denied access to them, we do not happen to know.
He must have suspected the existence of Selwyn's letters
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to the fifth Earl of Carlisle, seeiog that he printed the

letters of that peer to Selwyn. Fifty-five years after

Jesse's volumes were published, these lost letters stole

from their obvious hiding at Castle Howard, and ranged
themselves in the Fifteenth Report of the Historical

Manuscripts Commission. There they attracted little

attention save from Mr. E. S. JJoscoe and Miss Helen
Clergue, who are to be thanked for bringing them to our

arm-chairs escorted by a discerning memoir and many
notes.

Critics are grateful and cajitious in a breath, and we
must point out a few trifling faults of editing before we
go further. Selwyn's English is slovenly in grammar
and unessential details, but it was a pity to sprinkle

sic's over his text. Far better have announced George's

weakness, and then left him to placate the reader by his

good qualities, which he would have done before he had
written three letters. As it is the sic'a are for ever tripping

one up. " There has [«/f] been no events this week that I

know of," is the sort of thing, and one soon wearies of

seeing so good a fellow as Selwyn checked for writing like

a gentleman instead of like a scholar. And the editors

have contrived to double the infliction by making it

uncertain. So that the absence of a sic when Selwyn
writes " You was," on page 41, is as trying as its presence

when he writes "There has [«jc] been no events," on

page 43. If " terrible [«i'c] long" appears on one page,

why should "your extreme kind letter" go unscathed on
another ?

This is not quite all ; the footnotes are pointed and
informing, but they are hardly numerous enough. On
page 73 two notes are required. We read of Charles

James Fox :
" Vernon said yesterday, after dinner, that

he and some others—Bully, I think, among the rest—had
been driven by the rain up into Charles's room ; and when
they had lugged him out of bed, they attacked him so

violently upon what he did at Bath, that he was obliged

to have recourse, as he did last year, to an absolute denial

of the fact." What was this affair at Bath ? Maybe no

one knows; but a query at the foot of the page would
have been rather better than notlung. Again : "Lady
Albemarle, who is not a wise woman, certainly, was at

Lady Gower's the other evening, and was regretting only

that Charles had not been consumed in the Fire, instead

of the linnets." The reader soon understands that the

fire was at Holland House, but he would like to know
more about the linnets which suffered vicariously for

Charles " I had rather have heard Walter play upon
his hump for nothing," comments Selwyn on an expensive

evening at Vauxhall ; but without a note it is difficult to

gauge his regret.

We come to the Letters. Their value is twofold. They
are full of matter ; they bring back the habits, tones, and
follies of high life in the most interesting part of the

eighteenth century. Reading them, we catch the manners
as they flew when George III. was king and America was
rebellious. In 1781 Selwyn writes to his young friend

—

the Carlisle of these Letters : "I have ... a perpetual

source of intelligence, for although y« ne/ais rien qui vaille,

I am always doing or hearing something, as much as those

who are employed about more important matters, and if

among these a circumstance happens to interest or amuse
you, je ne serai pa» fdche de vous Pavoir mandee." Fortunate

yoxing Earl ! Though often out of London, now abroad,

now in Ireland, now ensconced in his seat at Castle

Howard, he had in Selwyn a friend, older than himself,

who was a kind of lay confessor to the choicest people of

the age, who united a love of gossip with a sound judg-

ment, and was never happier than when transmitting

smart news and shrewd comment to those whom he loved.

Hence these Letters take us into fine company and yield us

many secrets. We are constantly at Almack's, at White's,

at Holland House. We go to the House of Commons to

hear Fox, and leave it to escape Burke. We whisper

dark things about duchesses, and calculate the losses of
young bloods at fi;iro. We intrigue for sinecures and
punt for fortunes. And always we watch the squalid

comedy of Charles James Fox—noblest, weakest of men

—

giving his eloquence to his country and his furniture to

the bailiffs. Let us dwell for a moment on the gambling
scenes in which Fox rose and fell, was hated and wor-
shipped. On May 29, 1781, Selwyn writes to his friend

:

You must know that for these two days past all

passengers iu St. James'-street have been amused with
seeing two carts at Charles's door filling, by the Jews,
with his goods, clothes, books, and pictures. He was
waked by Basilico yesterday, and Hare afterwards by
his valet-de-ehambre, they being told at the same time that
the execution was begun, and the carts were drawn up
against the door. Such furniture I never saw. Betty
aud Jack Manners are perpetually in a survey of this

operation, and Charles, with all Brooks's on his behalf,

in the highest spirits. . . . What business is going ou I
know not, for all the discourse at which I am present

turns upon this bank. Offley sat up till past four, and I

believe has lost a good part of his last legacy.

Two days later Selwyn reports :
" Never was a room so

crowded or so hot as this was last night," and then ho
names the punters. A little later

:

The Pharo Bank is held in a manner which, being

exposed to public view, bids defiance to all decency and
police. The whole town as it passes views the dealer and
the punters by means of the candles and the windows
being levelled with the ground. The Opposition, who
have Charles for their ablest advocate, is quite ashamed of

the proceeding, and hates to hear it mentioned.

Gambling pervades many pages, but never to the

exclusion of deaths, marriages, divorces, dinners, balls,

and levees. Sometimes Selwyn goes down to Gloucester

to cajole his electors, and spend some weeks of boredom

at his lovely seat, Matson. He makes speeches which he

is glad no one hears but the Corporation, and is delighted

when Horry Walpole turns up in those benighted parts

—

"someone to converse with who speaks my own language."

If his constituency is tiresome, not less so is Parliament.

Between these two boredoms Selwyn is never happy unless

poised in the beatific regions of St. James's-street. Of

literature we do not hear much. Topham Beauclerk

seems to be the one link between Selwyn and the John-

sonian circle. Once or twice Selwyn dines with Gibbon.

He is not a great reader. One day he buys Mme. Du
Barri's Anecdotes, and they amuse him ; he buys also

Dart's Antiquities of Westminster Abbey, but seems to think

more of the price, £6, than of the book. We are alert

when we find him buying Dr. Johnson's Lives of tlie Poets.

But it leaves him cold

:

I have bought Johnson's Livts vf the Poets, aud repent

of it already ; but I have read but one, which is Prior's.

There are few anecdotes, and those not well authenticated

;

his criticism ou the poems, false and absurd, and the

prettiest things which he wrote passed over iu silence. I

told Lord Loughborough what I thought of it, aud he

had made the same remarks. But he says that I had

begun with the life the worst wrote of them all.

In truth Johnson was not an author to lure Selwyn from

his wines and his hazards and his own triumphs of wit.

Every post brought him letters, every scandal and every

posture of affairs in Parliament brought him suppliants

for advice. He was liked and pestered by all. He
gave sympathy so freely that he came to need it, and the

little note of tragedy in Selwyn's life, which was single to

the end, is accentuated in this confession to the friend he

trusted most

:

To fltd a peison who really interests themselves about

you, and is able and wilhng to give you such advice as

applies immediately to your case, is of all thmgs m Ihe

world most difficult to meet with, but ihe most ccmtort-
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able when you do, and is the utmost service which I ever

expect from anybody in this world, and yet what I des-

pair of finding, in the circle in which I move.

Here, indeed, we come to the second grounds on which

wo take delight in these Letters : they reveal Selwyn's

best self ; they make him more lovable and human than

he has ever showed before. Hitherto Selwyn has shone

in the public memory as a wit, and as a pious attender

at executions. But in this book of his own letters

his wit is not assertive, and his love of hangings is

hardly mentioned. Yet one feels that we have the true

Selwyn here. As for his wit, it died with him. The jokes

called Selwyn's are mostly sorry reading
;
probably many

of them were not his ; and even the best of them lacking

Selwyn's manner, and the atmosphere that gave them
birth, lack all. We are told that he delivered his witti-

cisms in a listless, drowsy way, turning up the whites of his

eyes. Selwyn's love of executions was but his love of

variety. Far too much has been made of his journeys to

the gallows-tree. It is forgotten that everyone else went,

and that his were days when telescopes were regularly

placed in the Strand in order that people might gloat on
the heads above Temple Bar, at a penny a peep. Apart
from his lost wit, and his inessential love of a criminal,

Selwyn has been supposed to have been an idle

dog. But Lord Chesterfield's chaffing description of his

normal day, in a letter to Selwyn himself, has been
taken too seriously. Said Chesterfield :

" You get up at

nine
;
play with Baton till twelve in your night-gown

;

then creep down to White's to abuse Fanshawe ; are five

hours at table ; sleep till you can escape your supper
reckoning ; then make two wretches carry you, with three

pints of claret in you, for a shilling." Even if the outline

were correct, Selwyn filled it in with a hundred kindly
offices and not unworthy social duties. Above all, he
filled it with his love of children—a singular trait in this

polished clubman.
Selwyn's love for his Mie Mie runs like a thread of

untarnished gold through all his tangled pleasures. Mie
Mie's paternity is still a matter of doubt. She was the
daughter of the Marchesa Fagniani, and the Duke of

Queensberry and Selwyn each believed himself to be her
father. Selwyn would have been awarded the child by
Solomon, and, for the most part, she lived in Selwyn's
house in Cleveland-row, St. James's, delighting his heart
and unconsciously tempering and refining his morals. On
June 1, 1781, he writes to Carlisle :

" I am at this moment
employed fort pedagoguement. I have taken into my own
department Mie Mie's translations out of English into

French. That is, I am at her elbow when she translates,

and by that means can see what faults she makes from
insufficiency, and what are produced from carelessness. . . .

To-day I give a dinner to the bankers [he means the
faro bankers at White's]." Although devoted to Mie
Mie, Selwyn had plenty of love to spare for other
children; and his inquiries about George and Caroline,
the Earl of Carlisle's children, mingle with, and sweeten,
his worldly gossip. "I found myself [at Lady Lucan's]
with a party of Irish, Dean Marly, Lady Cler-
mont, and with her Mrs. Jones, whom I was ravished
to see, for she had given a ball where Caroline was, and
commended her dancing, and I toroiented the poor woman
with such a number of questions about her, that I believe
she thought me distracted. ... I must be quite wore out
with infirmities ... if seeing Caroline appear to advantage
will not give me pleasure." Indeed, there are a hundred
things in these pages which go to j ustify Horace Walpole's
eulogy of his friend in his letter to Miss Berry :

" I am on
the point of losing, or have lost, my oldest acquaintance
and friend, George Selwyn, who was yesterday at the
extremity. These misfortunes, though they can be so but
for a short time, are very sensible to the old ; but him I
really loved, not only for his infinite wit, but for a thousand
good qualities."

Books of Travel.

The Yangtu Valley and Beyond. By Mrs. I. B. Bishop.
(John Murray. 21s.)

Mas. Bishop's name will have to be written very large in
the list of travellers who have enabled the West to under-
stand the East. This is her twelfth travel volume, and no
one needs to be told how much she has added to our
knowledge of the regions stretching from Kashmir to
Korea. The fact that Lord Salisbury has accepted the
dedication of it to himself is the highest proof both of its

importance and its interest. Books on China are multi-
plying nowadays, but they do not always illuminate the
country that has been "coming" for centuries. Mrs.
Bishop's last work is one on which unstinted praise must
be bestowed. Her sympathies are wide, her knowledge is

deep, her style is bright, and her photographs deserve most
honourable mention. Her opinion of the race of which
she is writing is summed up thus :

" The Chinese are
ignorant and superstitious beyond belief, but, on the
whole, with all their faults, I doubt whether any other
Oriental race runs so straight." She had experience of
their superstition and bigotry at least once in the course
of her plucky journey, for she was pelted and insulted as a
" foreign devil and child-eater" with a vigour that would
have daunted a less daring lady chronicler. The method
of her narrative is to carry the reader with her from point
to point of her journey, and she avoids the trivialities of
travel which are so often apt to weary without enlightening.
Politics, domestic life, commercial prospects, scenery,
glorious and all but unknown, fall naturally into their

places, and by the time that you have read a few chapters,
you become aware that you are the wiser by many a
little unobtrusive observation on the point of view of
one of the most interesting communities in the world.
" China is certainly at the dawn of a new era. Whether
the twentieth century shall place her where she ought to

be—in the van of Oriental nations—or whether it shall

witness her disintegration and decay, depends very largely
on the statesmanship and influence of Great Britain."
That is Mrs. Bishop's view of the Far Eastern question.

The Redemption of Egypt. By W. Basil Worsfold. (George
Allen. 25s. net.)

Mr. "Worsfold seems bent on annexing Africa with his
pen. Having written a book on South Africa, he has now
compiled one on Egypt. He seems to have a clear con-
sciousness of his own limitations, for he tells his readers
plainly that in December, 1898, his knowledge of Egypt
was contained in four words—Pyramids, Nile, Cairo,
Khartoum ; but that before the day of his landing ended
he had to add a fifth—Mosquito. This is not a very pro-
found, nor is it an original, opening to a work with so
serious a title ; and one is soon fain to confess a sense of
confusion when one finds Theocritus jostling a Chamber of
Commerce report, and Catullus called on to compete with
Lord Cromer's latest views, all within the compass of some
twenty or thirty pages. And as one goes on this sense of
confusion grows, for the author seems to be in haste to

prove that he is at one and the same time archasologist,

historian, artist, litterateur, and reproducer of a holiday
diary, written by himself. He has obviously considerable
interest in the subject of which he has chosen to write

;

but such elementary slips as Lybian for Libyan should not
have escaped the eye of a Master of Arts, who can quote
Herodotus in a translation. However, there is a deal of

instructive fact in the book, and if there were only an
index to guide one to it one would feel that a not very
judicious enthusiast had added something to our knowledge
of the reforms carried out in Egypt since Sir Alfred Milner
gave us his masterly work on the subject. Here is a small
sample from the end of the last chapter that fairly

typifies Mr. Worsfold's capacity of criticism : " But
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whether the instruction be confined to the merest rudi-
ments of useful knowledge, or all the sciences of Europe
be taught, if only the Gordon College can infuse something
of the spirit of the man whose name it perpetuates into its

alumni, it will prove a potent factor in the regeneration of
the Sudan." We are sorry to say it, but most of the
author's comments do not rise above this not very lofty
pinnacle of platitude. He has compiled somewhat too
hastily a mass of records on an extremely interesting
subject, and has added many very charming illustrations.

Th« Zand of Contrasts. By J. F. Muirhead. (John Lane.
68. net.)

1[e. Muirhead, as compiler of Baedeker's handbooks to the
United States and to Great Britain, has had exceptional
chances of " sampling " American characteristics, and he
has made most excellent use of his opportunities. Both to
those who know, and to those who do not know, the States
his series of studies will prove diverting and instructive.
Even in America the book should have a good run, for
Mr. Muirhead is as kindly a critic as he is well qualified.
He has read widely as well as travelled widely, and
without parade he draws on his accumulations of study
and observation to show John Bull where he may learn
from Brother Jonathan. American women, children,
journals, amusements, and humour are all surveyed. " If
American women have been well treated by their men-
folk, they have nobly discharged their debt," he says

;

but of the child he is not so appreciative. Here is a
typical tale of a youthful Transatlantic :

Even in trying circumstances, even when serious mis-
fortune overtakes the youthful American, his aplomb, his
confidence in his own opinion, does not wholly forsike
hiin. Such a one was found weeping in the street. On
being aiked the cause of his tears he sobbed out in miugled
alarm and indignation :

" I'm lost ; mammy's lost me ; I
t>ld the darned thing she'd lose me."

On sport Mr. Muirhead is laudably judicial, though he has
some justly hard tilings to say of football d PAmericaine.
Thus: " In old English football you kicked the ball; in
modern English football you kick the man when you can't
kick the ball ; in American football you kick the ball
when you can't kick the man." In the chapter on " Some
Literary Straws " the selections from the late Miss Emily
Dickinson's poems will attract mere Britishers, for to most
of them she will prove a novelty. There is an abundance
of good things on more solid subjects than these. Mr.
Muirhead has a light touch, a wide range, shrewd sense,
and commendable impartiality.

A New Ride to Khiva. By Eobert L. Jefferson. (Methuen
& Co. 68.)

Attemptino the impossible remains the pastime of a few
;

and for some Kbiva seems still to have special attractions
in this respect. Colonel Bumaby rode there because, as
he tells us, he was " contradictorious." They told him the
task was impossible. Therefore he undertook it, and
accomplished it satisfactorily to himself and with a profit-
able extension of English knowledge of a region then very
little known. Mr. Jefferson's reasons for his ride were
similar, if its results are slighter. Some Catford cyclists
told him he could not " bike " to Khiva ; so, of course, he
started off. But he took almost the first train back, and
being aware from earlier journeys in Central Asia that he
was likely to find little there to reward his journey, can
hardly be blamed for not stopping longer.

Here was Khiva, but what a Kbiva I I saw irregular
lanes bordered by tall gloomy walls, all in an extreme state
of decay, stretching here and there. Filthy ditches ran
down the centre of those lanes ; shadow and gloom were
everywhere. The atmosphere was white with dust and
reeked horribly. Down these narrow lane-like streets wo
picked our way cautiously, stumbling in the gloom against

crouching Khivans or kicking out of the way sore and
miserable dogs that prowled everywhere. At the comers
beggars, blind, maimed, or covered with horrible sores, sat
in small clusters with hands outstretched.

"Within the compass of thirty pages Mr. Jefferson tells
all the little there is to tell of Khiva. Mat Murat, its

Premier and the richest man in the city, lives in a mud-
built erection. The Khan and his son were courteous but
not communicative. Both talked mainly of the Spanish-
American war. But, as Mr. Jefferson says, Eussia is

kiUing Khiva with a war indemnity she cannot possibly
pay, and is sitting by waiting till she dies. The only
discovery he made of any live interest is that of a German
socialistic colony near Kiiva. For the rest, the journey,
though a good deal of it is over familiar ground, is brightly
described, and the illustrations are numerous and good.

A Dictionary of Bad Puns.

A Bictionwry of English Homonyms. By A. F. Inglott Bey.
(Kegan Paul.)

What is a homonym that it should have a dictionary all

to itself ? What is a homonym ? we asked. " It is some
sort of relation to a synonym," said one. " It is a kind of
horse," said another, wiser and more flippant, vaguely
remembering Gulliver and his goings on. A few moments
of philological reasoning, however, brought the conviction,
which was confirmed by a glance at the preface, that
homonyms are English words, similar in sound but differ-

ently spelled, conveying different meanings. A further
examination of the pages of the dictionary discloses

myriads of words, such as "centaur," "centre," "sender,"
which sound a little alike, followed by definitions of their

respective meanings. The author must have taken an
amazing amount of trouble, but it is not easy to imagine
anyone to whom the book could be of the slightest use.

As the preface itself is written in three languages—Eng-
lish, French and Italian, he presumably hopes to aid the
foreigner in his struggle with the English tongue. We
will quote the parag^raphs devoted to one word—" hair "

:

Hair, n. har, the mass of filaments growing from the skin
or bulbous root of animals.

Capelli.

Cheveux.
Hare, n. bar, a well-known timid animal like a rabbit.

Lepre.
Lievre.

Her, pro. her, objective case of She.
Lei ; colei.

Son ; sa ; elle ; lui ; la.

From the translations appended one would infer that Mr.
Inglott Bey was seeking to g^ve the Frenchman and the
Italian a clue to the maze of English phonetics. But if

the foreign student did not know the meaning of "hair,"
he would not get much information from the statement
that it was the mass of filaments growing from the
skin or bulbous root of animals. Moreover, the list is

obviously incomplete. If we are to hedge against the

possible misconceptions of the Frenchman who is taking
down an English speech, we must not omit "heir," " air,"
" e'er," " here," " hear," " ear," and so on. Turning the
pages at random we come to " cousin." The intelligent

foreigner is w*™ed against confusing the "son or daughter
of an uncle or aunt " with "chosen." Surely the stranger
who cannot observe the distinction for himself would do
better to remain on his native soil. Nor do we think it

necessary to write a book to persuade people that " craze "

is not the same word as " grays," and to define the latter

as " Horses called so from their colour of black and
white."

Perhaps, however, we are on the wrong tack. After all,

a homonym is only a pun writ large ; and if the author

were not so tremendously serious, we should at once
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conclude that he had foreseen a revival of the Gaiety

burle»|ue, and had compiled a dictionary of homonyms
for the benefit of possible successors to Mr. Bumand and

the late Mr. H. B. Farnie. When we find under " ear-

ring" su(h words as "erring," " liearing," "herein," and
'

' herring " suspicion is j ustifiable. Surely Mr. Inglott Bey
has compiled a dictionary of puns. Remembering the

absurd suggestion that a homonym is a horse, we turn

up the word, and to our astonishment it is not there.

Incredulous, we glance at the opposite page. Yes, hero

ia " hoarse." Surely here we have innumerable pitfalls

for the unwary foreigner, infinite opportunities for the bad
punster. But whether he aims at the foreign student or

the native jester, Mr. Inglott Bey fails miserably : ho

gives only "horse" as a homonym to "hoarse," and
defines it as " the animal that neighs." One might na

well define man as the animal that writes dictionaries. If,

as we gather from this work, " except " is a homonym to

"expect," and "higher" to "eyre" (what is an Eyre
apart from a Spottiswoode ?), the author has missed golden

opportunities here. Picture the foreigner astray or the

punster agape among the homonyms to " horse "
!
" Oars,"

"hawse," "haws," "awes," " hoers," " erse," "hearse,"

"O. R.'s," "ours," "hours" — why Mr. Inglott Bey
might have written a shelf-full of volumes before he

had done with his homonyms, in which case he would

worry the foreign student back to his native land, and
reduce punning to an absurdity. As it is, he has written

an inadequate dictionary of bad puns.

An Articulate Colony.

Th« Long White Cloud. By William Pember Ileeves.

(Horace Marshall & Son.. 68. net.)

Mothers remember their sons, mother - countries for-

get them. There is always a long period of neglect,

broken only by fits of irritation : it is the child that is

loyal. We see this to-day when colony after colony offers

us help. And this book—which has reached a second
edition and is worthy to reach a third and a fourth

—

makes a proud and undeniable claim on the mother-
country. New Zealand has had its share of shrugs and
buffets from England; but it has fought and pushed its

way to manhood, and it now sends us this vivid story of

its struggles, in which there is no reproach save what we
read between the lines. Let us say at once that New
Zealand has found an eloquent spokesman in Mr. Ileeves.

His book is really a book, having soul and speech ; and
therefore it is fascinating reading. How strange that the
struggles of our yoimg colonies have not been recognised

as literary material of the finest, the most piquant

!

Mr. Reeves knows New Zealand from end to end, and
has been concerned in the administration of the country

;

we are not, therefore, surprised that he has information.
What pleases us is that his book is an artistic fusion of
all the elements in New Zealand life. There are no
abrupt transitions, no yawning gaps. Mr. Reeves under-
stands that what we need is a complete jiicture of the
countrj', as a thoughtful Englishman would see and expe-
rience it if he settled at Auckland to-morrow. This is

what he gives, and it was a point of wisdom to begin with
the scenery of the islands. At once he enchants and
allures us by his descriptions of the " cool, noiseless

forests " of New Zealand, with their mingled dignity and
luxuriance, their wealth of lichens, ferns, waving lianas,

and the wonderful pohutu kawa, a llowering tree, which
the wind tosses into strange contrasts of colour as its

blood-red flowers mingle with the upper (dark) and lower
(white) sides of its leaves. As a whole. New Zealand, in

both its north and south islands, is a land of mountains
and rivers. Some of its mountains recall the west of

. Scotland, but their heights are alpine. To see the rivers

one must go inland and find them " as they are still to be
found in the North Island, winding through untouched
vallej's, under softly-draped cliffs, or shadowed by forests

not yet marred by man ; or, in the South Island, thoy
should be watched in the Alps as, milky or green-tinted,

their ice-cold currents race through the gorges."
All through these pages one is under a strange spell.

Here is a country where English law and order prevail

with more than English freedom, where you may wear a
tall hat in a canoe rowed by Maoris, where you may read
the latest London news, and listen to smoke-room tales of

cannibalism sixty years ago. A free, clean country, full

of hope and Nature, touched with the romance of a dying
race, and thrilling with the uncrowded activities of a new
one. Not without blood and error has New Zealand
become a white man's paradise. From October 6, 1769,

when Nicholas Young, a boy on Captain Cook's Endeavour,
sighted the first bit of New Zealand ever seen by English
eyes, down to the present day, a strange and varied drama
unrolls itself. Human greed and injustice stain its pages,

yet the pages brighten as we turn them. We can do
no more than indicate the trend of the narrative, pre-

ferring to record its ultimate impress on the mind. Mr.
Reeves understands the Maori race and the pathos of their

hospitality to the white man. The adventures of gold-

seekers and land-sharks, the efforts and failings of

missionaries, the aims of politicians and the destinies that

overruled them, ai-e set forth with masterly clearness.

And what of young New Zealand to-day? What is its

manner of life ? " Two-thirds of the New Zealanders live

in the country, in villages, or in towns of less than 5,000
inhabitants. . . . There are very few spots in the towns
where trees, flower-gardens, and grass are not close at

hand, and even orchards and fields not far away. . . .

Bright, windy, and full of the salt of the ocean, the air is

perhaps the wholesomest on earth." The intellectual

life of the people is in its youth. Let Mr. Reeves charac-

terise the sons of the pioneers :

Of artistic, poetic, or scientific talent, of wit, originality,

or inventiveness, there is yet but Ivttle sign. In writing
they show facility often, distinction never; in speech
fluency and force of argument, and eveu, sometimes,
lucidity, but not a flash of the loftier eloquence. Nor has
the time yet ai rived for Young New Zealand to secure the
chief prizes of its own community—such posts and dis-

tinctions as go commonly to men fairly advanced in years.

No native of the country has yt-t been its Prime Minister

or sat amongst its supreme court judges or bishops. A
few colonial-born have held subordinate Cabinet positions,

but the dozen leading Members of Parliament are just

now all British-born. So are the leadiug doctors, en-
gineers, university professors, and preachers ; the leadiug
barrister is a Shetlander. Two or three, and two or three

only, of the first-class positions in the civil service are

filled by natives. On the whole. Young New Zealand is,

as yet, better known by collective usefulness thau by
individual distiuctiou.

Wo can pay Mr. Reeves no higher compliment than to say

that his book gives the town-pent English reader a heart-
" ache. The " Long White Cloud " is a cloud such as a
child watches, and longs to inhabit.

Rosebery on Peel.

Sir Robert Peel. By Ijord Rosebery. (CasseU & Co.)

IjAST year the private papers of the great Sir Robert Peel

were judiciously edited and given to the public. Lord
Rosebery's review of those volumes originally appeared in

the Anglo- Saxott Review, but as that publication is not for

all men, he has done wisely to republish his article in volume
form. The little book is doubly interesting. It gives us a

very fine portrait of Sir Robert in certain aspects, and it

also throws a powerful sidelight on Lord Rosebery him-

self. Ostensibly the ex-Premier is writing of his great
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predecessor, but behind the rugged mask of Peel we often

see the rounder features of Lord Eosebery. Nothing,

for example, could be more delightfully personal than

the following passage. It is not often we enjoy seeing

a man who has held one of the highest positions on earth

baring his own heart under the pretence of dissecting

another man

:

" What is a Prime Minister 'i That is a question

which it would require a pamphlet to answer, but in a few
sentences it may be possible to remove a few hallucina-

tions. For the title expresses much to the British mind.
To the ordinary apprehension it implies a dictator, the

duratiou of whose power finds its only limit in the House
of Commons. So long as he can weather that stormful

and deceptive ocean he is elsewhere supreme. But the

reality is very different. The Prime Minister, as he is now
called, is technically and practically the chairman of au
Executive Committee of the Privy Council, or rather, per-

haps, of Privy Councillors—the influential foreman of an
executive jury. His power is mainly personal, tbe power
of individual influence. That influence, whatever it may
be, he has to exert in many directions, before he can have
his way. He has to deal with the Sovereign, with the

Cabinet, with Parliament, and with public opinion, all of

them ix)teut factors in their various kinds and degrees.

To the popular eye, however, heedless of these restrictions,

he represents universal power ; he is spoken of vis if he had
only to lay down his views of policy and to adhere to them.
That is very far from the case. A First Minister has only

the influence with the Cabinet which is given him by his

pergonal arguments, his personal qualities, and his personal

weight. But this is not all. All his colleagues he must
convince, some he may have to hmujur, some even to

cajole : a harassing, laborious, and ungraoious ta>k. Nor
is it only his colleagues that he has to deal with ; he has

to masticate their pledges given before they joined him,
he has to blend their pubhc utterances, to fuse as well as

may be all this into the policy of the Government ; for

these various records must be reconciled, or glossed, or

obliterated. A machinery liable to so many grains of sand
requires obviously all the skill aud vigilance of the best

conceivable engineer. Aud yet without the external

support of his Cabinet he is disarmed. The resignation of

a colleague, however relatively insignificant, is a storm
signal.

This is a long quotation, but hardly a word could be

Omitted without destroying its value. It possesses a keen

and vivid interest which few essays on the person and

policy of Sir Robert Peel, or any other statesman of the

past, liave for the living generation Nominally it deals

with the Prime Minister and the Cabinet of the early

'forties ; actually it pictures for us those of the early

'nineties. Every man may guess for himself the colleagues

who had to bo convinced, to be humoured, to be cajoled.

Some, perhaps, will do it for the forgotten ministry of Sir

Eobert Peel ; more, we suspect, will search for those who
filled the various n'tlei in the Earl of Eosebery's own
Cabinet five or six years ago.

As the judicious will observe from the extract quoted,

Lord Eosebery's style is not impeccable. It is usually

fresh ; it is frequently vivid, and the little inelegancies are

probably due to careless revision. But the voice of the public

speaker is heard all through the book. As we read we
seem to hear the orator punctuating his phrases with his

fist, or cunningly leading up to a passage which almost

demands "loud cheers," in brackets, after it. At otlier

times Lord Eosebery lapses into the grandiloquence of

Gibbon—as, for instance, in the following passage :
" But

as to the philippics arising from Peel's refusal, it may
perhaps be felt by politicians that it would be a churlish

and mawkish morality which would deny to baffled

ambition the natural outlet of invective and lampoon."

This is a splendidly purple patch, but it has not many
fellows.

Of Lord Eosebery's estimate of Peel it may be said that

it is quite tolerant and appreciative. Evidently Sir Robert

has long been a hero with the ex-Premier. In under a

hundred widely-printed pages Lord Eosebery has succeeded

in giving a very pleasant picture of his subject, but he has
done so much more by way of self-portraiture that the
interest in the man of the forties pales before the interest

in the man of to-day.

Milton's Autobiography.

An Introduction to John Milton. By Hiram Corson*
(Macmillan.)

Prob.vbly few readers of the Academy ever heard that

Milton wrote an autobiography. He did not, indeed, in

the obvious and literal sense of the statement ; but he was
so interested through life in the history of his own career,

and incorporated so many references to it into his

writings, that from these references almost alone his

tale might be told. Of course such passages have
been used often enough .by Prof. Masson and others for

biographical purposes ; but to consult them at first hand
you must disentangle tliem from a mass of irrelevant and
sometimes repellent controversy. Prof. Corson has had
the happy thought to string them together in the chrono-
logical order of the events to which they refer, and thus
to make of them a most valuable introduction or com-
panion to all editions or lives of the poet. Our gratitude

to him would have been even greater if he had been con-

tent to publish a small book, and had not thought it

necessary to pad it out to three times its normal size by
appending fully annotated and perfectly superfluous editions

of "Comus," "Lycidas," and " Samson Agonistes." No
doubt these are, in a sense, autobiographical ; but they
certainly do not, like the other passages, want collecting,

and still less editing.

Looking through this volume we are struck once again
with the remarkable and, as far as we know, unparaUoled
fashion in which Milton, having formed a great literary

ambition in early life, and having been debarred for

twenty years by the stress of the world's work from
realising it, yet kept it before him throughout, until the

day came when he could turn serenely to the g^eat achieve-

ment. Let us trace briefly the evidence of this singular

obsession by an idea through two decades. In 16157, the

year of " Lycidas," Milton writes to his friend, Charles

Diodati :
" You ask me what I am thinking of ? So may

the good Deity help me, of immortality ! And what am I

doing? Growing my wings and meditating flight."

Three years later the Long Parliament called Milton

from his dreams to practical life—to the scholar')* share

in practical life, which is controversy. But in his most
arid or his least savoury pamphlet he will from time to

time wax lyrical and great at the thought of what for

him, and for England, the future has in its womb. Hear
him in the Considerations of Reformation in Erigland :

Then, amidst the hymns aud hallelujahs of saints, some-
one may perhaps be heard offering at high strains in new
and lofty measures, to sing and celebrate the Divine

mercies and marvellous judgments in this land through-
out all ages.

Hear him in the Animadversions upon the Remonstrant's

Defence

:

And he that now for haste snatches up a plain un-
garnished present as a thankoffering to Thee, which could

not be deferred in regard of Thy so many late deliverances

wrought for us one upon another, may theu perhaps take

up a harp,- and sing Thee an elaborate song to generations.

But, to conclude, the best passages are found in The Reason

of Church Government urged against Prelaty, where he goes

back over his own youth, and tells how

I began thus far to assent both to them and divers of

my friends here at home, and not less to an inward prompt-
ing which now grew daily upon me, that by labour and
intense study, (which I take to be my portion in this life,)

joined with the strong propensity of nature, I might per-

haps leave something so written to after times, as they

should not willingly let it die.
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Fiction.

The Enchanter. By U. L. Silberrad.

(Macmillan & Co. Gs.)

There is something unusual and something strong in this

novel. Though it shows many faults, the author has
imported into it a forceful freshness which must neces-

sarily attract. The figure of Nicholas Pycroft, whose
boyish ambition it is to be an "enchanter," and who
ends as a scientist of European fame, is original and
rather charming. His early predilection for the com-
panionship of Nature, his simple and passionate interest

m all forms of life and all natural phenomena (even to an
abandoned river-bed), his sensitiveness to the feeling of

places, his directness of intercourse, and that absolute

reliance upon instinct which carries him safe through
difficult crises : these thing^s—characteristics not often
recommending themselves to our novelists—are well ren-

dered, and they constitute a hero of real nobility. For us
Nicholas Pycroft is the whole book. We do not consider
that there is much else in it which can be caUed entirely

satisfactory. The " enchantment " business—ruined tower,
Eastern MS., elixir of life, vampire, insane genius, death-
struggle amid the inevitable thunderstorm—is certainly

not satisfactory, though the author does her best to be
effective with the outworn material.

Slowly, very Blowly, the two figures, which looked like
one in the dim light of the low fi'e, turned. Nicholas
was uppermost now ; in the long pause that followed he
wondered by what accident it had happened. How the
wind screamed ! He had never heard it scream so before.
H«»w the old Tower rocked, rocked, swayed with a strange
sickening sway ; had the end come ? No, the foundation
still held, the walls were almost motioDless again, only
shuddering. Something fell in the room beneath, and
here, in this room, five bottles on a high shelf came
tottering to the ground. One held some red solution : it

streamed across the uneven floor and then settled in a
hollow, looking like a pool of blood.

Slowly, very slowly, the figure beneath was relaxing
its hold, and ever, a^ it loosened, the grasp of him who
was uppermost tightened, till it was as tie grasp of death.

This is not good. Nor is Nicholas's love-affair good. At
the beginning of the book, when Nicholas, the village boy,
and Ira, the proud child of rank, come together, and Ira
orders Nicholas about, and Nicholas obeys her and snubs her
within the same hour—we know that the pair will marry,
after the girl has spent a sufficient number of years in hating
the youth. It has been done a hundred times before, and
it will be done a hundred times yet again. But there seems
no valid reason why Miss Silberrad should have done it.

And in particular there seems no reason why she should
have taken hero, heroine and villain to a remote spot in
Asia, and there caused the hero to free the heroine from
an imprisonment wickedly contrived by the villain. The
Asiatic scenes are quite unconvincing.

Miss Silberrad writes with correctness, and her style is

clear and terse. She does not, however, appear to have
any feeling for verbal dignity and beauty, and if a phrase
of the street serves her purpose she will use it. Few
novelists have any feeling for verbal dignity and beauty,
but Miss Silberrad's promise is such that she ought to
cultivate that feeling ; without it she will never do herself
justice.

Cold Steel. By M. P. Shiel.
(Grant Richards. Bs.)

The title of this novel of the reign of Henry the Eighth is
fairly descriptive of its contents. The story contains more
fighting than any novel that we remember—not excepting
The Three Musketeert. Mr. Shiel appears to have had it in
mind to imitate Dumas' methods of narration, or rather
his mannerisms, especially in the disposition of paragraphs
and the frequency of short lines. One is inclined to think

sometimes that he wrote Cold Steel at so many francs per
line, like Eugene Sue Yas feuilleton*. But these are merely
superficial characteristics. There is good stuff in Cold
Steel, partly obscured beneath various affectations. The
central point of the tale is a girl named Laura Ford, of
peerless beauty—the male characters call her "a tasty

moppet "—who excites the dangerous admiration of Henry.
With much ingenuity Mr. Shiel weaves round this girl a
court intrigue of amazing complexity :

Most of the five parties—the King's, the Queen's,
Anne's, Du Ballay's, and Wolsey's—come to seize Bessie
and Laura Ford, were astonished at the presence of all the
others at the Bell.

They were nineteen : the King's three—Fitz, Mac, and
Bonner ; Du Ballay, with four French knights, on steeds
caparisoned in goodly trappings with purfles ; hot-headed
young Percy of Northumberland, sent by Anne, with three
stout livery-men ; the Coiide Alvarada, with the ferocious
huge Sir John Perrot and two Queen's-men ; and, lastly,

three blood-hounds of Wolsey, geutlemen of his bed-
chamber, gallants famed for tilting at the quintain, running
at the ring, or jousting in single combat.
Of all these, Alvarada alone knew that the girls were

locked in a chamber, and where. The keys of the chamber
he had in his doublet.

To these is soon added King Francis of France, whose
aim is as sinister as that of Henry himself. Some three
hundred pages of cut-and-thrust are consumed before
Laura is safely united to a faithful student with whom in

the early part of the book she has had a love scene of the
most " passion-pale " sort. Here is a sample of the
fighting

:

They met ; and at once with clattering brusquerie and
spurts of sparks the engagement commenced, the white
and whetted steel of Percy's slenderly-carved axe-blade
operating fiercely, notching the sword of Alvarada, and
cleaving his armour, every time. The defect, however, of

the axe in armoured combat is its inability to pierce, its

efiFecti biiing for the most pirt flesh wounds—a defect
which gave rise to the invention of the halberd ; and at a
moment when the cuirass of the Spaniard ran three streams
of red. a sudden deft prick in the ribs caused Percy to
close his spurs in an involuntary spasm : his mare leapt
forward ; as his sick left arm tore at her mouth, there was
an ooze of blood from the elbow-joint ; at that moment . . .

Cold Steel is not a fine book, but it has its fiery moments
of imagination and force. We consider that if Mr. Shiel

abandoned every master save his own literary conscience

he might produce good work. His Prince Zaleski was
decidedly no ordinary achievement.

Notes on Novels.

[These notes on the week's Fiction are not necessarily final.

Reviews of a selection will follou).^

Parson Kelly. By A. E. W. Mason and Andrew Lang.

This story of the period of the Pretender—to which
Mr. Lang has brought much Jacobite erudition—opens in

Paris in 1719. It is continued in the London of Steele

and Addison and Lady Mary Wortley Montagu. The
parson hero, who is an agent of the Pretender, makes a
striking figure. (Longmans. 6s.)

The White Dove. By William J. Locke.

This novel, by the author of Derelicts, shows how Ella

Defries's love is contended for by a rising surgeon of cold,

but sterling, virtues, and a hoUow-hearted, raving apostle

of Art. (John Lane. 63.)

Beneath the Moon. By Dolly Pentreath.

A melodramatic novel, hot with India and intrigue.

The heroine is a fragile adventuress, whose husband,
realising his perils, contrives to be drowned, and then
Lady Eleanor begins adventuring in earnest. (Simpkin,
Marshall. 69.)
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The Ideal Circulating Library.

By a Reader.

It is a curious fact that at the present time, when the
doors of the twentieth century are soon to swing back to

let the hurrying world rush through, we have no circulating

library in London that is conducted upon " up to date "

lines of modern commercial enterprise. We have, it is

true, several long-established firms that let out books for

a consideration, and these are admirably managed ; but
we, the reading public, have now reached a stage in our
development at which the old-fashioned methods cannot
supply our enlightened demands. Let me sketch a few
of the characteristics of my ideal library, in the fond hope
that the Twentieth Century wUl see it converted into a
reality.

In the first place, the organiser must be a man who has
fathomed the grand secret of success in trade. This is so

simple that it may be told in three words—"Study your
customer." Feel his pulse, anticipate his desires, supply
his wants in the manner most easy and agreeable to

himself. Pamper him, in short, and be sure that he will

repay you. It will be news to many people that it was not

always the custom for shops to send home their customers'

purchases free of charge. A few enterprising tradesmen
began the fashion, and the rest were soon compelled to

foUow suit. Provision merchants not only sent home
goods, but called for orders daily, and found themselves
well rewarded for their trouble. Only the big libraries

held out, and still hold out. Once a week (in some cases

twice) they contract to exchange books at their cus-

tomers' houses and at their customers' expense. Fancy
the blank astonishment of the British matron if Mr. Peter

Robinson or Mr. Whiteley were to inform her that he would
be happy to send home her purchases on a Friday—his

regular day—but that he would be obliged to make an
extra charge for porterage. It may be objected that the

cases are not on all fours, since the books are only hired,

while the other goods are bought outright ; but let the

objector hire a bath, a lamp, or some crockery at any of

our large stores, and the goods will not only be conveyed
to him, but fetched away again free of charge. It is really

a pathetic sight on a rainy, windy day to see middle-aged
ladies struggling along New Oxford-street with a strapful

of books, an umbrella, and a long skirt. The first big
library that starts a motor van for each district that it

serves, supplemented if necessary by tricycle carriers, and
exchanges books daily at its customers' houses will win the

public gratitude. At the present time there are, it should
be mentioned, a few small libraries in connexion with
stationers' shops whose proprietors send home customers'

books, but the stock at these establishments consists, as a
rule, almost entirely of novels, with a sprinkling of popular
biographies and travels, and is of little use to the reader
who desires to range over a wider field of literature.

The " back-stock " of the ideal circulating library should
rival that of the London Library, while modern publica-

tions should be provided on the most liberal scale. The
proprietor should clear his mind of red-tape, and discard

all obnoxious little charity-school rules. At most of the
existing libraries the rules seem to be framed with a view
to saving trouble to the employes instead of to the customers.

Take one or two striking examples. It is, I believe, the
rule at every big library that clients may not change books
more than once a day. Of course, in a general way, they
would not want to. But consider the hard case of a man
who only subscribes for one book, and who, having taken
it home, finds that he has already read it, or that he does
not want to read it. Is he to be left for the whole of a
possibly wet day and sleepless night without any fresh

sustenance for his mind, or— to put it on the lowest
grounds—any effectual antidote for his sordid worries ?

Another irksome rule ordains that no country reader may
" break a set "

; that is, if he wants to read a three-volume
novel he may not have one volume at a time—he must take
all or none. Now, when a Londoner goes into the country
for his holiday, he becomes a country customer for the

time being, and subject to country rules. If, just before

starting, he has read the first two volumes of a novel, and
desires to take the third with him, he is obliged to saddle

himself with the two volumes already read. This rule is

less irksome now than formerly, because the three-volume
novel is practically dead ; but there are plenty of old books
by such writers as Mr. Gissing and Mr. Henry James which
are still alive, but which can only be obtained at the

libraries in three-volume editions.

Again, a customer desiring an early opportunity of

reading a book which is in considerable demand may put
his name down for it at the libraries, but only on conditicm

that he leaves a volume in pawn. Now, this is mere
pandering to the big subscribers. The rich man whose
subscription entitles him to ten or twelve volumes at a

time, can always afford to leave one or two in pawn, and
thus carries off all the new publications. The poor man,
who only subscribes for one or two volumes, has never one

to spare, and consequently seldom obtains a book until it

is from four to six months old, which is like getting

Saturday's loaf on Monday morning. The system of

putting down names of applicants to be dealt with in

turn would be perfectly fair if it were not accompanied

by a demand for a hostage. But without that condition,

say the authorities, the system would involve too much
trouble. Trouble to whom ? To the employes. The
convenience of customers should be taken into account.

The proprietors of most of our important libraries ignore

the immense floating population of London, which wants

to hire books by the night, the week, or the month. As a

rule, subscriptions cannot be taken out for less than three

months, the small profits and quick returns so dear to the

heart of all practical tradesmen being entirely disdained.

The virtuous librarian of my dreams would arrange a

separate department for clients who desired to subscribe

for a shorter period than three months. No doubt the

working of such a department would give a good deal of

"trouble," but in any other lines of business the fear of

trouble does not prevent tradesmen from letting out

their goods by the ijight. It would be rather hard upon
the hospitably-inclined if they were unable to hire plate,

palms, and rout-seats for a period of less than three

months

!

A few years ago the libraries combined to boycott the

three-volume novel published at a guinea-and- a-half.

They insisted -that all novels should be published in one

volume at 6s. or 3s. 6d. There was a tacit agreement that

the libraries would take so many more copies at these

reduced prices that the trade would suffer no loss, while

the reading public would benefit enormously. The actual

result of the bargain has been that authors, booksellers,

and the patrons of circulating libraries are all worse off

than they were six years ago. The ideal library of the

future, having raked in all the custom, would be able to

compel the publishers to follow the good example set

by foreign firms, and issue books in paper covers at half-a-
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orown, or thereabouts. As soon as these covers became
soiled or torn, a limited number of copies of eacli work
that was thought worthy of the honour could be cheaply

bound (by the libraries) in plain, strong covers. This

seems to be the method practised at Rolandi's, and other

foreign circulating libraries. Twice or four times a year

tliere shotdd be a sale of surplus unbound copies at a

uniform price of one shilling. The volumes should be
conveniently arranged, for the inspection of customers, on
long trestles. Every big draper recognises the advantage
of letting people (more especially women) turn over goods
upon the counter. Purchases through the post consist of

necessaries only, but purchases in a shop, at bargain time,

consist of opportunities sei;;ed and temptations yielded to.

Another leaf which the libraries should take out of the

book of the big drapers is the tea-room. This should be
well supplied with comfortable chairs and illustrated

Eapers, and on each of the little tables should lie a monthly
st of new books and a pencil, so that customers could

read and mark while drinking their tea.

Descriptive Art.

In the January number of the National Review Miss J. H.
Findlater writes interestingly on " The Art of Narra-
tion." Her main point is, that descriptive writing has
made more marked advance of late years than almost any
other form of literature. " The change is from prolixity

to brevity ; from colourless detail to vivid outline ; from
long words to short ones." Miss Findlater's examples of

the old and new styles of description are happily chosen.
She aptly contrasts an old and a new writer in the follow-
ing passages :

Sir WaltT Scott.

The Cheviots rose before
me in frowning majesty ; not,

indeed, with the sublime
variety of rock and cliff which
characterises moimtains of the
primary class, but huge, round-
headed, and clothed with a
dark robe of russet, gaining
by their extent and desolate
appearance an influence upon
the imagination which pos-
sessed a character of its own.

Mr. Kipling.

The animal delight of that
roaring day of sun and wind
will live long in our memory
—the rifted purple tlank of
Lackawee, the long vista of
the lough darkening as the
shadows fell ; the smell of a
new country, and the tearing
wind that brought down
mysterious voices of men from
somewhere high above us.

Here, of course, the advantage is with the later writer,

but we shiiU have a word to say on the value of such
comparisons. Meanwhile, we are glad to see that Miss
Findlater is alive to the young vices as well as the maturing
virtues of the new school. She deprecates the method
which relies too much on " words which express them-
selves." Such words are rarely classical, and they produce
a sense of violence. They are expensive, in the old
sense, and the best proof that they are in the long
run ineffective is that they tire the reader. In The
Red Badge of Courage Miss Findlater finds many
examples of this assertive writing : "His canteen banged
rhythmically, and his haversack bobbed softly. . . . The
purple darkness was filled with- men who jabbered. . . .

The ground was cluttered with men. ... A spatter of
musketry. . . . His knees wobbled," &c.

Another doubtful method is the staccato. As Miss Find-
later says :

" Nothing is easier. The method is simple.
It presents no difficulties. It is distinct. It appeals to
many. It is new." The growing use of simile in descrip-
tion is, perhaps, too incautiously approved by Miss Find-
later. We agree that a few similes may easily double the
force of a descriptive passage; but Miss Findlater does
not seem to recognise that here also many come to grief.

A simile must be absolutely right to be acceptable: it

Z must be accurate, and it must enlighten the reader swiftly

and graciously. We have noticed a strong tendency to

drag in similes where none are needed, and to aim at

clever juxtaposition of remote and unfamiliar things. We
discussed this subject last October in connexion with Mr.
Capes's fine novel. Our Lady of Darkness. Mr. Capes
is of the new school of narration, and his enterprise is

bej'ond praise ; but we found him saying of a girl who
was skimming cream :

" The tips of her fingers budded
through the white, like nibs of rhubarb through melting
snow." Very likely they did, but it was scarcely wise or
helpful to say so. Mr. Capes also wrote :

" The girl stood
solid on end, like a pocket of hops," which is simile run
wild. Not that simile may never be pushed into new
regions ; but there is a discretion. Mr. Kipling is justified

of this :
" The weather was glorious—a blazing sun, and

a light swell to which the cruisers rolled lazily, as hounds
roll on the grass at a check." Of the following simile-

laden passage from Tess of the // Vrbervilles Miss Findlater
thinks : " Description can no further go."

There had not been such a winter for years. It came on
in stealthy and measured glides, like the moves of a chess-
player. One morning the few lonely trees and the thorns
of the hedgerow appeared as if they had put off a vege-
table for an animal integument. Every twig was covered
with a white nap, as of fur grown from the rind duriug
the night, giving it four times its usual dimensions ; the
whole bush or the tree forming a staring sketch in white
lines on the mournful grey of the sky and horizon.
Cobwebs revealed their presence on sheds and walls where
none had ever been observed till brought out into visibility

by the crystallising atmosphere—banging like loops of
white worsted from salient points of the outhouses, posts,

and gates.

This is good description. But is it better than the
following passage, which has no similes, in Eothen ?

Kinglake is describing the desert march of a caravan :

You look to the Sun, for he is your task-master, and
by him 3 ou know the measure of the work that you have
done, and the measure of the work that remains for you
to do. . . . No words are spoken, but your Arabs moan,
your camels sigh, your skin glows, your shoulders ache,

and for sights you 8<-e the pattern, and the web of the
silk that veils your eyes, and the glare of the outer light.

Time labours on—your skin glows, and your shoulders
ache, your Arabs moan, your camels sigh, and you see the
same pattern in the silk, and the same glare of light

beyond, but conquering time marches on, and by and by
the descending Sun has compassed the Heaven, and now
softly touches your right arm, and throws your lank
shadow over the sand, right along on the way for Persia

;

then again you look upon his face, for his power is all

veiled in his beauty, and the redness of flames has become
the redness of roses—the fair, wavy cloud that fled in the

morning now comes to hia sight once more — comes
blushing, yet still comes on—comes burning with blushes,

yet hastens, and clings to his side.

What we miss most in Miss Findlater's paper is a sense

of the comparative unimportance of descriptive writing.

She concludes her paper by expressing the belief that the

younger men of the new school of writing may yet produce
classics. True, but Miss Findlater has been talking about
little beyond style, as applied to descriptions of scenery

;

and it is certain that this is not a basis of immortality.

The masterpieces of fiction take their rank by virtue of

qualities which are hardly hinted at in Miss Findlater's

paper. In fact, to discuss the art of description apart from
creation and insight is a rather dangerous proceeding.

Mr. Crane's book, for instance, has substance and in-

sight, and these are more important to it than its

diction. Novels are not judged by their backgrounds.

They live by their interpretations of human character,

and that is why Scott's interpolated descriptions do
not matter, and are even liked for their placidity. As
candidates for the classical shelves, our j'oung writers

need something before style ; even thought, penetration,

and abundance.
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The Amateur Critic.
\_To this page we invite our readers to contribute criticism,

favouralle or otherwise, of hooks new and old, or remarks on
striking or curious passages which they may meet with in their
reading. No communication, we would point out, must exceed
300 words.^

On the Abuse of Dialect.

A WRITER in the Academy has justly given high praise
to On Trial as a work of art, prophesying that in years to
come, when the popular fourth-rate novels of the moment
are forgotten, the work of " Zack " and of Walter Raymond
will be remembered. But to the West Country-man there
is a wide difference between these two writers. The author
of Two Men 0' Mendip must be " Zummerzet" born and bred,
and it would seem to be an absolute impossibility for him
to make a mistake in the dialect. He can probably think
in it with as much ease as in modem English. The village
folk in his tender idylls and sombre tragedies are therefore
convincing, not only by reason of their strongly-drawn
characteristics and individuality, but also because their
speech is true to nature. The charm of their quaint
sayings goes straight home to the hearts of all dwellers in
the West, and although it may be contended that this does
not add to the literary or artistic value of the stories, I
cannot but think that the writing of fiction in a dialect
which never existed, save in the imagination of the author,
must in some measure detract from their value.

It is in this respect that " Zack," with so many others,
offends. The others do not matter. It is not necessary to
read their novels. But it is a real loss when the power
and beauty of a work are made as nought by the unskilful
handling of the dialect. Life is Life contains fewer errors
than On Trial, though the reader will be brought up
sharply now and again by some Midland or North-country
expression never heard in the West. As a rule the swing
of the dialect is true, and that is the chief thing. But in
On Trial it is all wrong. The groundwork certainly is

Devon, and there is a hint of Somerset which is also
admissible in an Exmoor story. But why will " Zack "

scatter over her pages such words as "happen," "main,"
"liefer," and "alles"? The last is particularly aggra-
vating, and its continual occurrence is enough in itself to
destroy the Devonshire atmosphere of the book. It should
be either " alwes " or " alwa-a-ys," with the accent on the
second syllable. The negatives, too, betray the unpractised
ear. "Her'U no profit" may be Scotch, but it is not
Devonshire.

These are a few isolated examples, and may seem of
small account, but to a West Country reader the murdering
of his beloved dialect is as irritating as the murdering of
the Queen's English must be to one who has a keen
delight in style. " Zack " is not dependent on any one
form of expression. She is an artist, and should work in
a medium she understands. She can write pure English,
even if she cannot master the Devonshire dialect, and will,

perhaps, one day give us an unspoiled work of art.

Blackmore and Walter Raymond are unrivalled in their
use of the West Country speech, and for an example of
the restrained suggestion of dialect Hardy's Wessex folk
are unapproachable. The author never tortures the lan-
guage with strange spelling, making it difficult for the
uninitiated to understand ; and yet by little turns of speech
he suggests the intonation and the rhythm which, after
all, are the chief features of dialect.

M. H.
The Topography of Reading.

Not the reading of topography. Oh, no! I mean the
topograi)hy of one's own reading. I speak of that
charming association which links a good book to the place
where one first read it. Only yesterday, in walking down
Holbom, I saw a copy of Mr. Tarver's Life and Letters of
Oustave Flaubert offered as part of a " remainder " for 2s.

I bought it. In 1895 I had borrowed this book from
Mudie's, and I see now the little heath, with its brambles
and sandpits, and its little overflowing ponds that made
skies in the grass, where I read the burning, sensuous
thoughts and flashing atheisms of the author of Salammho.
Hugo, the Goncourts, Chateaubriand, were with me, and it

seemed that only Frenchmen could write. A couple of

horses, out to graze, moved off slowly as I read, and
seemed always gravely keeping their distance. Over
yonder hedge stretched the miles of Essex marsh ; beyond
these the Maplin Sands, and then the blue, dangerous sea,

with the light-ships.

Seldom is the topography of reading logical or appro-
priate. Therein lies its charm. I first read Jane Austen
in the window-seat of a Cornish farmhouse on a wild day.
Cape Cornwall loomed out of the wrack, and retired ; and,
far away over the Atlantic, rain-storms moved slowly, like

squadrons on a plain. I wonder whether ray preference
of Ann Elliot over all Jane Austen's heroines was assured
in that hour ?

Such experiences are the marriages of the mind, and
they never fade. Never do I think of Carlyle but I am
walking up and down a York playground. Down there,

over the lawn, a football match is writhing. But I walk
up and down with my book—my head in the clouds— and
the Minster bells, chiming the quarter, set golden accents

on the words of the Sage :
" Came it never over thee like

the gleam of preternatural eternal Oceans, like the voice of

old Eternities, far-sounding through thy heart of hearts?"

W.
Inkhorn Terms.

No doubt Stevenson's work is responsible for a good deal

of the made writing of the present day, as the contributor

of the article in the Academy for this week seems to

suggest. But the practice of fine writing is of tolerable

antiquity, and one can guess how such work will be valued
in the future when one looks back, for instance, on the

work of the Euphuists which followed John Lyly's famous
book three hundred years ago. One cannot help deploring

that there should be such a lack of thought in the work of

Stevenson's imitators, for he never descended to mere
verbiage. The following passage in Thomas Wilson's
System of Rhetoric, published in 1553, might be quoted
and practised, I think, with some effect at the present time :

Among other lessons, this should first be learned : that

we never affect any strange inkhorn terms, but to speak as

is commonly received ; neither seeking to be over fine, nor
yet living over careless ; using our speech as most men do,

and ordering our wits as the fewest have done. Some
seek so far for outlandish English, that they forget

altogether their mother's language. And I dare sivear

this, if some of their mothers were alive they were not able

to tell what they say, and yet these fine English clerks

will say that they speak in their mother tongue if a man
should charge them with counterfeiting the king's English.

James Postlethwaite.

Superfine English,

The article on " Made Writing " in the Academy for this

week reminds one of a comment on R. L. Stevenson's work
which appeared in one of the daily newspapers at the time

of his death. The writer claimed that Stevenson had even

influenced the journalist, who now found time to put some
finish into his work. It was a good influence—for there is

some truth in the contention—but it is to be feared that

it also had some doubtful effects. Stevenson, who loved to

write about his work, has been the cause of sending a

whole host of young men down a remarkably steep place,

somewhat with the same result as did John Lyly three

hundred years ago with his Euphues. The man who has

something to say is in no danger of making such a descent,

but the mere stylist seems to follow Lewis Carrol's advice

to " Take care of the sound and the sense will take care of

itself " with a result such as you instance. A. Babton.
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Correspondence.
" Bulks Largely."

Sir,—As my use of the words "bulks largely" in

Ihat Reminds Mt has been twice mentioned in your
columns, I beg leave to say—though I am not enamoured
of the phrase, and though I know that anyone who writes

in a newspaper is expected to lie down under any reproach
of bad English—that I find the use of " bulk ". as a verb
accepted without question in Murray's Dictionary. It is

there attributed to writers who wrote in 1672, 1725, 1832,
1859 respectively; and among these is Carlyle, who wrote
" bulked much larger." If the objection is to the adverb
" largely " I fail to see that the use of it is more offensive

than that of the adjective; and, if that matters, the
adverb may seem to some more grammatical.—I am, &c.,

Edward Russell.
The Baily Post, Victoria-street, Liverpool

:

Jan. 2, 1900.

[Our objection to the phrase "bulks largely" had
reference to Sir Edward Russell's context, in which
cynicism was said to bulk largely in table stories. We
think that the phrase " bulks largely " becomes incorrect

when applied to an abstract qutdity like cynicism. A man
may bulk largely in the dark ; cotton goods may bulk
largely in our exports ; but surely cynicism cannot bulk
largely anywhere.

—

Ed. Acadeity.]

Quintuple Rhythm.

Sir,—Will you allow me to ask some of your readers
who are learned in the subject of poetical rhythms if there
are any examples in English verse of the quintuple rhythm
which is often effectively used by musical composers, and
notably by Tschaikowsky in his " Symphony Pathetique " ?

I do not know if the experiment has been tried or if it is

worth trying.

In the doggerel I send you the beats are, I think, fairly

correct, at any rate.

" Hear how merrily monks sing,"
Cnut King calls.

"Kow we cheerily, comrades,
Near their halls."

" Can we emulate their love
For their heavenly King ?

Can we raise our souls till they
Likewise sing " ?

—I am, &c.,

Belfast: Dec. 25, 1899.
Chabrez.

•' How Soldiers Fight."

Sib,—While in no sense objecting to the general tenour
of your critic's strictures on my book, ITow Soldiers Fight,

I would like to correct a false impression he appears to
suggest as to the reason why it saw the light—to wit, my
desire to cateh the pennies of people who gloat over the
present South African horror. As one who, maugre " an
enthusiasm for ' blugginess,' " has sacrificed material gain
to his aversion from our unhappy policy in the Cape, I
think I have the right to ask -you to allow me to deny
this.

How Soldiers Fight, slight as the volume is, and what-
ever its shortcomings may be, represents not less than
thirteen years' study of the history of warfare and its

science. The writing of it was commenced in the year
1897; several of the articles (including that containing
the phrases which your critic quotes) appeared in a popular
magazine in the spring of 1898 ; and the whole book as it

now stands was in the hands of the publisher at least
three months before hostilities were declared between this
country and the Boer Republics.—I am, &c.,

Jan. 7, 1900. F. Noreeys Connkll.

The S. S. McClure Co.
Sir,—In your issue of January 6 it is stated that Mr.

Walter H. Page, formerly of the Atlantic Monthly, together
with other gentlemen whom you mention, is to become a
member of the S. S. McClure Company. Permit me to
say that these statements are entirely erroneous and quite
misleading. There has been no change in the member-
ship of the S. S. McClure Company, and no change is

contemplated. Neither is the firm's name to be changed,
in any way, as you state. Your paragraph, doubtless,
refers to the operation of another concern.—I am, &c.,

Robert McClure.
10, Norfolk-street, Strand, W.C.

Our Weekly Prize Competitions.

Result of No. 16 (New Series).

Last we<-k we offered a priz^ for the best application of an anagram
to verae after a model which we gappli^. We have received a
large number of replies, bat the task of awarding the Groinea has
been unusually easy. It goes to the Rev. Bos'Iyn Brace, St. Ann's
Rectory, Soho-square, W. Mr. Bruje's anagram-verse is as follows

Nay, great Kh&vyam I a power more strong than wine
Controls enrth's empiies and the heavens above :

ThuB Hamelin's piper sang of some divine
She-rat, which stirred the he-rats' luarts to Love.

Among other attempts are these :

Thou Muse, who ntlest verse and trope,

iKay'st shed a lustre on my name,
Thou lurest me, e'en me, with hope
Of fair result to purse and fame.

[I. H. T., British Museum.]
Pedantic Muse I why dost thou bore ns so

In artful anagram to robe our thought,
While Boer and Britixh still give blow for blow,
And " Gantuar " and " £bor " help ns naught ?

And yet the brave who bear Wars bitterest tests

Have time for other games, and life for laughferons jests.

[H. A. W., PortobeUo
]

If Art prove cruel, and appear too proud.
Make litcrc God, and pinder to the crowd :

Let some Thersites play the hero's role.

And bare to all the ulcer of his soul.

[P. E. W., London.]

Ah I had I time, my teeming brain
Should oonntlei'S anagramn emit.

And not an item prove unfit

Its mite of eulogy to gain.

[M. A. W., Watford.]

Thit wise son of Levi, of whom Browning told,

Could live his life bravely, and bravely grow old
;

He siw through the veil God's purpose revealed,
And evil and good were two sides of one shield.

[H. M. S., Manchester.]

The heart of earth is (tlad because of spring.
Fierce Imter she of winter's cold and dearth,

The rathe primrose apd the violet sing
With fragrant breath to herald the new birth.

[A. L., London.
|

My fame will flame aloft when pales
Your ineffectual fire

;

To steal the least of your stale tales

la far from my desire !

[B. B. J., West Kensington.]

These silent counsellors with patience w'ait,

Not decked in tinsel, but adorned with gold,
Symbol of words we listen to, elate.

That enlist the mind, while treasures they unfold.

[Scotia.]
The ablest poet he whose fluent style

On tables broad can show the stable strength
Of massy peaks, whose fronts the lightning dare,

But paints with skill no lees sweet Ghloe's smile
For piping Corydon, who lolls at length,
Of bleats of thorn-caught ewe-lambs unaware.

[F. H. B.
I

Mastering his pride, sets out King James,
With followers few, down streaming Thames.
Like emigrants, they all repair

To breathe St. Germain's sheltering air.
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Replies received also from : J. D. A., Ealing ; J. B. Y., Kilbum
W. S., Buxton : G. M. P.. Birmingham : T. E. O.. Brighton ; E. B.
Liverpool ; J. B. W., Hove ; S. B„ Malvern : G. E M., London
Bev. R. McC, Whitby ; M. G. B., London ; J. P. B. B , Liverpool
E. B., Liverpool ; A. F., Sutton ; K. P., Bangor ; J. C. F., Elmdon
L. W., London ; T. C, Buxted ; D. M. S. S., London ; K. de M.. Lon
don : B. P.. London : E. F. S , Bristol ; A. S., Edinburgh : K. K.
Belfast ; H. G. H , Whitby ; E. G. B., Liverpool : F. L., London
H. B. R., Bradford : M. F. L., Stafford ; P. A. K., Dalkeith : A. B. C.
London; H. H. C, Lee; J. A. B., Birmingham: H. C H , Man
Chester ; J. L. H., West Norwood ; Miss G., Reigale : T. M., Oundle
Miss C, London.

An Ethical Sctnday-school. By Wai/TEe L. Sheldon.

Prize Competition No. 17 (New Series).

This week we return to more serious work. In a recent issue of
the Academy, a contributor to our " Amateur Critic " page, referring
to a new edition of Earle'a Mierocoiviograjihy in the " Temple
Classics " series, wrote :

" It is to be hoped that this admirable gallery of seventeenth
century character studies will have an extended popularity. Now
is the time for some modem Theophrastus to arise and give us a
new series of characters of our age. I venture to submit the
following titles for some of the word-portraits of modem literary

characters :
' The Good Anthors'-Agent,' ' The Virtnons Publisher,'

'A Roaring Journalist,' 'Th8 Downright Lady- Novelist,' 'A Very
Laureate,' ' A Mere Dull Contributor,' and ' A Grub-street Phan-
tastique.'

"

We offer a guinea for the best character-sketch of the kind
indicated. It should not be imitative of Earle's archaic style, on
the contrary it should be modem in subject and tone.

Freedom of choice is given in the selection of a " character." We
have no objection to competitors using the subjects suggested by
our contributor.

The length of a character-sketch must not exceed 200 words.

Bulbs.

Answers, addressed "Literary Competition, The Acadkmy, 43
Chancery-lane, W.C," must reach us not later than the first post
of Tuesday, January 1(5. Each answer must be accompanied by
the coupon to be found in the first column of p. 40 or it can-
not enter into competition. Competitors sending more than one
attempt at solution must accompany each attempt with a separate
coupon ; otherwise the first only will be considered. We wish to
impress on competitors that the task of examining replies is much
facilitated when one side only of the paper is written upon. It is

also important that names and addresses should always be given :

we cannot consider anonymous answers.

Our Special Prize Competitions.

(^For particulars see inside page of corer,')

New Books Received.
[^These notes on sooie of the New Books of the week are

preliminary to Reviews that may follow,^

Chattehton : a Biooraphy. By David Masson.

Forty-four years have passed since this biography was
first published as part of a collection of essays. It has
long been out of print, and is now re-issued in a handsome
volume, revised throughout, with the concluding chapter

much enlarged. It is a good and sympathetic piece of

work, none the worse for a certain old-fashioned air that

hovers about its leisurely pages. As in his Life of Milton,

Prof. Masson suggests the atmosphere of the time, and the

conditions of the period in which Chatterton lived out his

brief, unhappy life. (Hodder & Stoughton.)

In Tu^e with the Infinite. By E. W. Trine.

This is one of those helpful, 8)Tnpathetic little books
about the conduct of life and the reality of the unseen
world that are a particular characteristic of America.

Their parent is Emerson ; they champion no creed
;
they

seek to unravel the '• golden thread that runs through

every religion in the world," and they are widely read.

The volume is printed from the twenty - first American
edition. Mr. Trine writes in clear, straightforward

language, and his book makes for happiness and content-

ment. (Bell. 3s. Od.)

This sketch of an ethical Sunday - school will be
studied by social workers interested in the young.
The Sunday - school in question is at St. Louis, and
the feature of the teaching is that boys and girls

are first grounded in the rules of morality. " It has
not been our purpose in any way definitely to an-
tagonise religious beliefs. But instead of beginning
our teaching with talks about ' God,' this latter feature
comes in ... at the end of the course, about the time
when the young people are passing on into young man-
hood and young womanhood." The foundation of the
teaching is a catechism, or "responsive exercise." The
subjects illustrated in this sketch—it is confessedly no
more—include the Bible, Habits, Home, the State,

Religious Beliefs, &c. A suggestive little book, full of a
new spirit. (Sonnenschein. 3s.)

The Age of Johnson. By Thomas Seccombe.

This book takes its place in the excellent series of " Hand-
books of English Literature " which includes Dr. Gamett's
The Age of Bryden and Mr. John Dennis's The Age of
Pope. Mr. Seccombe's qualifications for treating of

eighteenth century literature are well established, and he
brings to his task feeling as weU as knowledge. Thus ho
deprecates the cold-shouldering which the eighteenth cen-

tury has received from a long line of able critics who " have
denounced the age unsparingly as dull and unprincipled,
ugly and brutal." As to dulness, Mr. Seccombe thinks the
allegation is arrived at "by the same process that many
Englishmen pronounce German literature stupid, and by
which George III. doubtless decided that much of Shake-
speare was ' sad stufS.' " The period covered by Mr.
Seccombe is 1748-1798 ; the book is written on the orderly

plan of its predecessors, and concludes with a useful

chronological table. (BeU & Sors. 3s. Cd.)

A Dividend to Laboub. By Nicholas Paine Gilman.

Profit-sharing systems, called in the United States

Employers' Welfare Societies, are among the most signifi-

cant of modern developments in commerce. Mr. Gilman's

book is, as far as we know, the first survey of such

systems in Germany, France, Holland and Belgium, Great

Britain, and America. The book is an intelligent account

of the rise of humane and "moralised" relations between
employers and workers, and its interest for both these

classes at the present day is great. The particulars

given about many English firms are both minute and

readable. (Gay & Bird. 7s. net.)

In addition to the above, we have received

:

theological and biblical.

S-ssions (F.), Isaiah (Headley) i «

B lis (J.), Toola for tue Uasier's Work Allenson) 1,0

POETRY. CRITIOISM. AND BELLES LBTTRES.

Ruskin (John), On the Girt Road, 2 vols. (Reprints) (Allen) each net an
Earle (W.), Thought Sketches ..(Allen) net M t;

H. B., Lambkin's Kem«ins (Vincent) 2/d

Liagharu (H. C. J.), The Last Hoars of a Lion Heart
(Melville, Mnllen. & Slnde)

Thorpe (Elphinstone), Lyrics frjm Lazyland (Glaisher) net 2/ii

HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY.

PaniierBon (Ed^an, Historic ParallelB to L' Affaire Dre.yfus...(Hatchin8on) t)/u

Wil^on (H. W.), The Downfall of Spain (Sampson Low)
Bjsai.t (Annie), The Story of the Great War: Some Lessons from the

MabSbhamta (Theosoph. Pub. Soc.)

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Catholic Directory, VM} (Burns & Oatesi net l/ii

Hinshelwood (.lames), Letter. Word, and Mind-Blindness (Lewis) :W
Geldart (Rev. E.), A Manual of Church Decoration and Symbolism

(Mowbray & Co.) net lo/'i

Journal of the Societn of Compiratioe Legislalion (Murra.v) net V"

NEW EDITIONS.

Chiswick Shakespeare : Winter's Tale. King John ..(Bell)

Arber (Edward), Spenser Anthology ;;^!r^2 i
'

Russell (Rev. M.), Altar Flowers (Gill * Son)

A Soldier, True Stories of South Africa .. (Burleish) .(.

Larger Temple Shakespeare; VoU. V. and Vr... (Dent) each net tB
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OATALOOUES.

WILLIAMS ft NOBGATE,
mroxTna or roRXioN books,

U Baristla mt*«, OoTMlt Oudan, W, Bonth mdwlck 8t.

CdlBbaifb. ud 7, Broad BtiMt, Oz<onL

OATAIiOOCIS port flM on >ppUo*Uoa.

BABDBKEB'S A BADDELBT'S
T0DRI8TS' GUIDE BOOKS.

H*« tnllj deUilod OATALOOUE Knt poit tn» on appUoaUon.

DULAV k CO.. 17, Bono 8«oau, Imiiimit, W.

00KS WANTED— 258. each offered.—
St«T«nK)n'« Edfnhunth. 1879-TennTion'i Poemj. 18a>-

Brmonda's Ago of llu' DcsihiH. IST.l—Symonrln Enari, 1 yol»..

laK>-SjiiioncU'« Ski'U-hM and Slujits In Italy, 187»-Inland

Vorane, Isr'i-NfW AniWan Nights, 2 vols. 1882—Ilawbuc*
Orann, imr—Wild XValM. .1 vols.. 1S«!—Moore's Alps in IWW—
Scrope's Siilmon Flshiuh', l»t!-Oowe's Painting in Italy. 5

»ols.. lft>4-71—King OliimpUB : an Iiiterluiif. 1S37. Rare Books
.SnppUed.-BAKEK'S (iREAT BOOKSHOP. BIRMINGHAM.

B

MPORTAWTs-PRINTINO AND PVBIiIBHINO.

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, BOOKS. &c.
—KINO, SELL k RAILTON, Limited, hiah-claw

Printan and PubUsben, 12« Gougb Square. 4. Bolt Court. Fleet

Str6«t. E.O., baTespeoUlir-built Rotary and other fast Machines
for Diinting lllastrated or other Publioationa and speolally-bullt

MwhineTfor fast folding and covering 8, 1«. M, or S»-page

Joornali at one operation.

4dTice and asgistanoe given to anyone wishing to oommenoe
New joumats.

Facilities upon the premises for Editorial Offices free. AdTer-
tising and Publishing Departments conducted.

Telephone «121. Telegraph ** Africanism, London "

LITERAEY BESEAROH.—A Gentleman,
experienced In Literary Work, and who has access to the

British Museum Reading Room, ia open to arrange with

Author or any person retiQiring assistance in Literary Re-

search, or in seeing Work through the Presf. TranslatlouB

imdertaken from French, Italian, or Spanish.— Apply, by
Utter, to D. C. Dallas, 151, Strand. London, W.C.

TYPE-WRITING.— Authors' MSS., Plays,
Legal and Scientific Documents, &c., at usual rates.

Translations from and into Foreign Languages.—W. T. Curtis,
lis Hairingay Park, Crouch End, London, N.

TTPE-WRITING promptly and accurately
done. lOd. per l.ooo words. S'»mple9 and references.

Hulti^Copies.—Address. MlssE. M., 18, Mortimer Crescent. N.W

TRAFALGAR LITERARY and TYPE-
WRITING BUREAU (DE MOMET & WALKER),

:t. Trafalgar Buildings, Northumt>erland Arenue, W.C, —
Tyj'iDK. Duplicating- Shorthand. Reporting. Translations
(all Languages). Literary Researches. Press Cuttings.

B K,

STABLISHED I»l.

IBKBECK BAN
Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane, London.

TWO-AND-A-HAIF per CENT. INTEREST allowed on
OEI'OSITS repayable on demand.

TWO per CENT, on CURRENT AOOOtTNTS, on the mini-
mum monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.

STOCKS, SHARES, and ANNUITIES purchasea and sold.

aAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small sums

uu deposit and allows Interest monthly on each completed £1.

BIBKBEOK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE

rOE TWO OUIHEaS rEB HOMTB.

BIEKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND

FOB PITS 8UIU.IX0S FKB MOHTH.

The BIRKBEOKALKANACK, With full particulars, post free

niANCla KAVEKSCSOFT, Uanager.

"THE ACADEMY"
LITERARY COMPETITIOHS.

New Series.—No. 17.

All reaiert attempting thit week's

Competition {deteribed fully on page
39) mutt cut out this Coupon
and enclose it with their reply.

ROYAL INSTITUTION of GBBAT
BRITAIN, Albemarle Street, Piccadilly, W.

TUESDAY NEXT, Jaxi»»t IBth. at J o'clock. Protestor
E. KAY I.ANKE8TER. M.A. LL.I) , K.R.8., Dlr«>tor of the
hatar.il Iliitorv DfiHirtments of the British Museum, FulterUn
IVite«s..r of I'lijsiofoev. R I. First of TWELVE LEOTUKlBS
c.n •THE STRlni'KE and CLASSIFICATION of

FI.^IIES." One Guinea tlM^ Course.
'

THURSDAY, Jam AKv istlp, »t .1 odock, W. II. R. BIVER8,
,

Ei.1. M.A.. M.I)., F.R.O.l'., tiisl of THREE LECTURES on
••THE SliSSES of PRIMITIVE MAN.' Ualfa-fiulnea the
Course. _ _ I

.SATURDAY. Jajhabv Cotli, at 3 oclocit. Sir HUBERT
PARRY. Maa.Doc , M A, D.C.L., Dirtctor of the Royal College I

of MuMc. First of THREE LECTURES on •• NEGLEOTEU
i

BYWAYS in MUSIC." (With Musical lUustrstions) Halt«-

,

OuiuejL the Course.
Kubbcription to all Courses in the Season. Two Guineas.
FRIDAY, Jasiabv mh. at » o'clock, 'The Right Hen. Lord

RAYLEIGU, M..\., D.C.L., LL.D., F.B.S., on " FLltlHT."

MUDIB'S LIBRARY
(LIMITED),

SUBSCRIPTIONS for 3 Months, 6 Months,

and 12 Months

CAM BE ENTEBEO AT AKT DATE.

R OYAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY
(Incorporated by Royal Charter).

Patron-HER MAJESTY THE (JUEEN.
President -A. W. WARD, LL.D., Litt.D.

THURSD.\Y, Jasoafv Islh, ,. p.m., at ST. MARTINIS
TOWN HALL, Charing Cross, the following Paper will be read :

••THE Dli'LOMATIC CORRESPONDENCE Iwjtween
ENGLAND and RUSSIA in the FIRST HALF of
the EIGHTEENTH CENTURY, by Mrs. D^ARCY
COLLYER.
HUBERT HALL, Director and Hon. Secretary.

115, ^t. Martin's Lane, London, W.C.

THE BEST and MOST POPULAR BOOKS
of the SEASON ARE NOW in

CIRCULATION.

Pnxpaotniet o( Tens. fi»« on appUcatloo.

ROYAL INDIAN ENGINEERING
COLLEGE. Cooper's Hill. Staines.

The Course of Study is arranged to fit an Engineer for Em-
Sloyment in Europe, India, and the Colonies. About 40
tndents will be aamitte<l in September, 1900. The Secretary

of State will offer them forCuiniietitioo—Twelve Arpuinttneuts
as Assistant Engineers iu the Public Works Department, and
Three Apiwintments as A>.>iBtant Superiuteudents in the
Telefiraphs Department, ore in the Accouutants' Branch
P.W.D., and One in the Traffic Department Indi8u State
Railway.—For particulars apply to Secretary at College.

BOOK SALE DEPAETMENT.
Many Thousand Burplos Copies of Books always ON SALK

(Second Hand). Also a large Sflectlou of

BOOKS IN LEATHER BINDINGS

SUITABLE FOR

CHRISTMAS, NEW YEAR, BIRTHDAY,
AND WEDDING PRESENTS.

ST. PAUL'S SCHOOL.—An BXAMINA-
TION for PILLING-UP VACANCIES oo the Foutda

tion will Ite held on the lt;th, 17th, iSth, 19th and 22nd instant.
For information apply to the Bl'RSak of !:t. Paul's School,

West Kensington.

OOD-CARVING CCjASSBS at KING'S
COLLEGE, STRAND, W.C.

30 to S4, NEW OXFOKD STREET;

241, Brompton Road, S,W, ; 4S, Queen Victoria

Street, E,C„ Lohdoit ;

And at 10-12, Bartun Arcade, Maircai«Tii,

w
FOR LADIES OR GENTLEMEN.

LENT TERM will commence on MONDAT. Januarr -22nd.

DAY CLASSES, by W. 11. HOWARD, od Monday. Wednes-
day, and Friday. Fees from 1 to 3 Guineas per Term ; hours.
U to -J o'clock.
EVENING CLASSES, by G. J. BULL, on Monday and

Wednesday, from 7 till St o'clock. Fees per Term ; One Evening
per week, 10s. «d. ; Two Evenings, 188. m.
Tools provided. I'lizes at end of Session. Inspection of

Studio and «ork in progreBg invited during hours nam. d above,
when all information will be given by the Instructor in charge.

STANTON W. PRESTON.
Clerk to Worshipful Compauy of Carpenters.

WALTER SMITH,
Secretary to King's CotUge.

WORKS BY DR. MACLAREN.
Crown 8vo, cloth boards, price 6b, each, post free,

THE BEATITUDES, and other Sermons.
**An excellent exposition of the Beatitudes full

of thought and knowledge and power."
British Weekly.

CHRIST'S "HOSTS," and other Ser-
mons,

"Felicitous exposition, rugged, intense elocjuecce,
and beantifal illustration.'*

—

Word and Work.
" Forcible, clear, gracious, and suggestive."

Pretbyterian.

ALEXANDER & SHBPHBARD, LIMITED,
21 1 22, Fnmival Street, Hollwm, London, B.C.

A CHABMINO GIFT BOOK!
6s., claret roan, gilt, Ulustrated,

LONDON IN THE TIME OF THE DIAMOND JUBILEE.
London : Simpkin, Marshall k Co. Llangollen : Darlington & Co,

DARLINGTON'S HANDBOOKS.
Edited by RALPH DARLINGTON, F.R,G,S. Maps by BARTHOLOMEW.

. Fcap. 8to. one SHILLING EACH. lUustrated.

THE VALE of LLANGOLLEN.—With Special Contributions from His Excellency E, J,
PHELPS, late American Minister ; Professor JOHN RUSKIN, LL,D. ; ROKERT BROWNING i

A, W, KINGLAKE, and Sir THEODORE MARTIN K.C.B.

BOURNEMOUTH and NEW FOREST, THE CHANNEL ISLANDS.
THE NORTH WALES COAST. THE ISLE OF WIGHT.
BRECON and its BEACONS. THE WYE VALLEY,
BOSS, TINTERN, and CHEPSTOW. THE SEVERN VALLEY.

BRISTOL, BATH, WELLS, and WESTON-SUPER-MARE,
BRIGHTON, EASTBOURNE, HASTINGS, and ST. LEONARDS.

LLANDUDNO, RHYL, BANGOR, BETTWSYCOED, and SNOWDON.
ABERYSTWYTH, BARMOUTH, MACHYNLLETH, and ABERDOVBY.
BARMOUTH, DOLGELLY, HARLECH, CKICCIETH, and PWLLHELL

MALVERN, HEREFORD, WORCESTER, GLOUCESTER, & CHELTENHAM.
LLANDRINDOD WELLS and the SPAS of MID-WALES,

Is.—THE HOTELS of the WORLD. A Handbook to the leading hotels throughout
the world,

" What would not the intelligent touiist in Paris or Rome give for »uch a guide-book as thi«, which
teaches so mucii that is outside the usual scope of such volumes !'

—

The Times.
** The best Handbook to London ever issued."

—

Liverpool Daily Post.

SECOND EDITION, ENLARGED, 63.-6O Illustrations, 21 Maps and Plans.

LONDON AND ENVIRONS
By E. C, COOK and E, T, COOK, M,A.

With an additional Index of 4,500 References to all Streets and Places of Interest.

Llangollen: DARLINGTON k CO.
London: Siifpiiif, Maeshai.1., Hajultoit, Keiit, 4 Co,, Ltd,, The Railway Bookstalls, and all Booktellers.
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Volume III. Ready Next Week.

THE
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Small folio, board in Leather. Price 2l8. net.
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NEW
THE WHITE DOVE.

NOVELS.
By W. J. Locke, Author of

" Idolrt," *' Derelicts," Ac. Crown 8vo, cloth, 68.
"A moving tale of human passion and a powerful study of conduct and

Jnolive it is a work of high art as well as a piece of wise teaching.'*

Sco'sman.

ONE QUEEN TRIUMPHANT. By Frank Mathew,
Amiior of " Defender of the Faith," " Spaninb Wine," Ac. (Jrown 6vo,
«8.

"A pleasant historical romance."— Academy.
'* Mr. Mftthew haa maiJe Elizabeth a very real figure, and indeed has given

to the whole book a reality which few preeent-day writers of histoiical romance
achieve "One Queen Triumphant ' ig a fine accomplishment, anrtastniy to
be read."—i^ai^i; Mail.

THE REALIST. By Herbert Flowerdew, Author
of " A Celib&te's Wife." Cro«Ti 8vo, cloth 68.

"One of the clevereat Btorirs we have read for a long time inleijsely
intereaiing."—i>atl Mall Oazette.

"Mr. Flowerdew has written a story of singular ingenuity and dexterous
literary workmanship."

—

Daily Telegraph.
"A clever IkjoIc presented with skill atd with certainty of touch."

Doily ^'ttvs.

THE JUDGMENT of HELEN. By Thomas Cobb,
Author of " (;arpet Courtship," *' Mr. ra£»ingham," &c. Crown 6vo,
cloth, Ob.

"A more delightful comedy than 'The Judgment of Helen' could not be
wished for The situation is very cleverly handled, the cliuracters are charm-
ing and play their part to perfection, the dialogue is as bright as the situations
are pi<|nant, and the interest and amusement never Hag."—5f«/»m<i«.

JOHN ];<ANE, Poblither, Viro Stieet, London, W,

CLARENDON PRESS, OXFORD.
FORTHCOMING VOLUMES OF THE OXFORD CLASSICAL

TEXTS.
(3criptorum Clafsicorum Bibliotheca Oxotiensis.)

THUCYDIDIS HISTORIAE. Libri I —IV.
Recensuit H. STUART JONES. Paper, 3s. ; cloth, 38. (Jd.

PLATONIS OPERA. Tom. I Recensuit J.
HUaNET. Paper, 5s. ; cloth, Gs. ; India paper, 78.

LUORETI DE RERUM NATURA LIBER.
Recensuit C. BAILEY. Paper, 2a. Od. ; cloth, 3s. ; India paper, 4s.

TACITI OPERA MINORA. Recensuit H. Fur-
NEAUX. Paper, Is. Od. ; cloth, 2s.

NBARI-Y READY.
AESCHYLI TRAGOEDIAE CUM FRAGMENTIS.

Recensuit A. SIDGWICK. Paper, .^s. ; cloth, 3s. ed.
48. Gd.

India paper,

NOW READY.—Crown 8vo, 58.

SELECT FRAGMENTS of the GREEK COMIC
POETS. Edited by A. W. PICKABD-OAMBRIDGE, Fellow of Halliol
College.

(i.) On Rag.made paper, cloth, Gs. net.

(ii.) On;0xford India paper, cloth, 7s. 6d. net.

NOVA ANTHOLOGIA OXONIENSIS. Transla-
tions into Greek and Latin Verse. Edited by ROBINSON ELLIS, M.A.,
and A. D. GODLEY, M.A.

Second Edition, Revised, In 2 vols , cloth, 158.

THUCVDIDES. Translated into EngUsh, with In-
trodoction. Marginal Analysis, Notes, and Indices. By li. JOWETT,
M.A., late Master of Balliol College.

NOW READY. In Three Sizes.

THE COMPLETE WORKS of MOLIERE.
(i.) Crown 8vo, on Rag-made paper, cloth, 5s. (ii.) Crown 8vo, on
Oxford India paper, cloth 9s. 6d. (iii.) la miniature, 32mo, -1 vols, in
Case, clotb, 148.

Vol. I., with many Illustrations, royal 8vo, half-morocco, 28s.

THE PHYSIOLOGY of PLANTS. A Treatise upon
the Metiibolism and Sources of Energy in Plants. By Dr. W. PKEPITER,
Profesfcor of Botany in the University of Leipzig. Second Fully Revised
Edition, Translated and Edited by ALFRED J. EWAHT, D.Sc, Ph.D.,
F.L.S.

JUST PUBLISHED.—Vol. I. French Works, buckram, 10s.

THE COMPLETE WORKS of JOHN GOWER.
Edited from the MSS.. with Intioductions, Notes, and Glossaries, by
G. C. MACAULAY, M.A., formerly Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.

JUST PUBLISHED.—Crown 8to, cloth limp. Is. 6d.

GLOSSARIAL INDEX to the WORKS of
GEOFFREY CHAUCER. By the Rev. WALTER W. SKEAT, Litt.D.

JUST PUBLISHED.- 8vo, cloth, 7s. Gd.

LETTERS of DAVID RIOARDO to HUTCHES
TROWER and OTHERS (1811.1823). Edited by JAMES BONAR, M.A.,
I.L.D., and J. H. HOLLANDER, Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Finance, Johns
Hopkins Univ. Baltimore.

THE OXFORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY. A New
English Dictionary on Hisioti-al Principles. Under the general Editor-

ship of Dr. JAMKd A. H. MURRAY. New Double Section, price 58.

GlassCoach-Graded (Vol. IV.', Edited by HENRY BRADLEV, M.A.
New Monthly Number, price 3s. Gd., No. 7, At—Backwards, Edited by
Dr. JAMES A. H. MURRAY.

Aho publulied by HENRY FROWDE,
BRITISH ANTHOLOGIES.

Edited by Prof. EDWARD ARBER, F.S.A.

In crown 8vo vols,, cloth extra, 2s. Gd. each, and in various leather bindings.

Each vol. is complete in itself, and may be obtained separately.

NOW READY.

Vol in. SPENSER ANTHOLOGY (1548-1591 A.D.).
Vtl. VII. DIIYDEN (1875-1700 *.«.). Vol. VIII. POPE (1701-17H .v.D.).

New Volume in the

OXFORD "THUMB" EDITION SERIES.
Printed on the Oxford India Paper.

THE COMPLEAT ANGLER. By Isaak Walton.
Prices from l.s. net. With Collotypoa, measuring 2i by lj_b,v J inches,

and issued in various bindings. Uniform with the " Pilgrim s 1 rogress

and the " Vicar of Wakefield."

London : HENRY FROWDE, Oxford University Warehouse,

Amen Corner, E.G.
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T. & T. CLARK'S LIST
THI NKW BIBLICAL ENOYOLOP^DIA.

To I* Cvm|iUtml (l» 4 Toln.. Imii. 8ro.
,, . „

Proml«M to »w tti« liMl BiWicai oDcyclopuHlia In EiiKliBh.
(iwiratan.

A DICTIONARY of the BIBLE. Edited
brJAMEB MAHTINOH. M.A . IM>..witti th.- iifl«i»Unoii) of

J. A. Selbi«. M.A.,«iiacln*-riy iu the KrvUiou of Proof* of

FufcMora A. B. l>»ria«>u. S. H. ItiivtT.aud H. B. 8wct«.

Voli I. and II. Now n«ay. Volt Ill.aUil IV. in the Pre<«.

PuUUhr.! IMtw i*r vol.-Iu cloth. 28»i. ; id half-cioroooo. :Ut.

f frmti wMck rrieeM a lib*r<tl OueowU t$ piew hif Book$^UnJ
-ThU trvuury of BihUwil kaniio^—A very noble work

which DO MTioua statleiit of Scripture can afford to dl8i«nse
with.-—B«ot«»iH.

Full Prwi^ctus. with SiH-cimen Ptigo. Free ou appUcjitlon.

THE THEOLOGY of MODERN LITERA-
TIRK. ItvS. LAW WILSON. M.A . 1M>. Tost Svo. 7h. (ki.

Iu hi» iDtrodiicttoii, HfttT diiicuitkiiig the rflntion-< which Iiart-

ureT&Ued between ChriHtiau Tboology ami Literature. Dr.
Wilaoo proceeds to take a Keuoral survey of the field, passing
In reriew most of the rcpreventative Huthors of the day, more
estM<cially in the fiehl of taction. This is followed by a Ml4e«
of liislnietivw chapt^^rs on Kmerson, Curlyle. Itrowuing, George
Eliot, Ueorse MAcDotaKl. J. M. Barrie, lau Maclaien. Mrs.
Humphry Ward, Thomas ilan^ly. und George Meredith.
'*Thid remarkable work bears evidence on every page of

ouiutverous ruadiog, and of an intimate, we might almost say
exbaiiritive, ac«(ua]nlance with modern fiction—A deeply
%itere»tiug book.**—iJriXis^ Wteklg.

THE SITSCHLIAN THEOLOGY.
CRITICAL ANI) CONSTRDCTIVE: An Ejiponition and
itu EaUmate. By the Her. A. £. GARVIE, M.A. (Oxon.)
•to. W.

" Kit«chlian literature is parinaneatly onrichcU by this pub>
licatitku. '—/fi-aisA H'ecWjf.

THE SPIRIT and the INCARNATION in
th.- LIGHT of SCRIPTURE. SC IFNCE, ami I'RACTICAL
NEED. Bylheltev.W. L. WALKER. 8vo, »8.

" One of the mo«t remarkable and Btiraulatiug—^iutellectoally
and spiritually stimulatiug— theological works of the dav."

ThA Speaker.

THE TRIAL of JESUS CHRIST : A Le^ral
Monograph. Bv A. TAYL<JR INNES. Advocate. With.*
lllastmtioQB. Post Hvo. 'is. ikl.

" The aui^ust tragedy, us Mr. luncs bamllcH it iu the course of

his ioquiry.ia touched with !i new Rlcam uf realism. —.lc(i(/e«ij/

PROF. A. DILLMANN'S "GENESIS."
AiUtoriied Tranxlatum. 2 vols., 8vo. 21s.

" Millmaun's (^mnientHriesare inimitable works for labour
and iuslKht. for the masd of their contents, as for the thorough-
ness and fiuenets of their bcholarsbip. They form an indispen-
aable basiis for a!l further works on the same subject."

Bookman,

THE CHRIST of HISTORY and of
E.Kl'ERIENCB. By I>. W. FORREST. DD. 8vo, IDs. ftl.

" I hav»r Vi^tn readiuff witli much iutcrest your admirable
lectures. U is a fiDe aud iustructive piece of work."

The late Principal I'Aiiui, D.D., LL-D.

TBE INTERNATIONAL CRITICAL
COMMENTARY.

Edltora-Dr. I'RIVER, Dr. I'LCMMER, and Dr. BRIGGS.
T/it ftiVawiwj V'oIimMS now ready:

DEUTERONOMV. Prof. S. R. Driver, D.O.

JUOQE8. Prof, a F. Moore, o.O. 12s.

I. and II. SAMUEL. Prof. H. P. Smith, O.D.

PROVERBS. Prof. C H. Toy, D.D. 12s.

ST. MARK. Prof. E. P. Oouid, D.D. 10s. ed.

ST. LUKE. Alfred Plummer, D.D. 12s.

ROMANS. Prof. W. Sanday, D.D., and A. C.
IIEADLAM. B I). IJ).

EPHCSIANS and COLOSSIANS. Prof T. K.
ABBOTT, D.D,, Dublin. 10s. (id.

PHILIPPMNS and PHILEMON Prof. M.
VI.NCENT, D.D. 8s. 6d.

THE INTERNATIONAL
TllKOLOQICAL LIBRARY.

Editors— Ilr. SAI.MOND and Dr. BRIGGS.
Tut /otliivinit Volumes now reatlu:

THE THEOLOQV of tho NEW TESTAMENT.
By Prof. G. B.STEVENS, D.D. 12s.

THE CHRISTIAN PASTOR and tho MrORK-
ISO CIIUKCII. By I'rot. W. GLADDEN, D.D., LL.D.
111., lid.

CHRiSriAN IMSTITUTiONS. By Prof.
.\. \. li. ALIEN. D.D. Vis.

CHRISriANITV in the APOSTOLIC AQE.
By lT.>f. A. f. MctilFPERT. D.D. la.

HISTORY Of CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE. By
Prof. O P. KlSllER 123.

INTRODUCTION to the LITERATURE of
the OLD TK.STAMENT. By .S. K. DRIVER, D D.
Se,entli IMitiMii. ]iB.

OH "ISTIAN ETHICS. By Newman Smyth,
D.D. Tl.iril Lditiuu. !(.». (id.

'

APOLOQETICa; or, Christianity Defen-
sively stated. By A. B. BRUCE, D.D. Tlil|(t EdiUoD.

•.• Prospectuses, giving details of the above Two Series, will
be sent pust fiee on application to the Publisher.

MICROCOSMU8: eoncarnine Man and
his Belatluu to the World. By HERMANN LOTZB
Translated from the German. Cheap Edition. 2 vols.
8VO, 24s.

'

" Few philosophic hook4 of the century are so attr;ictive Iwth
In style aud matter. —.fltAen^euia.

THE CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE of IMMOR-
TALITY. By Principal «. D. F. SALJIOND, D.D. Third
Edition. 8,o, 14s.

" The greatest work we have had for many a day on this great
doc riue."— ifjr/wsitory Times.

Detailed Catalogue /ret on application.

KtJiuborgh : T. Jt T. CL VKK, .tS, George Street,
Ijondon :

JilMPKIN, MAJUIIALL, HAMILTON, KENT « CO., Lrn.

CHATTO&WINDDS'SNEWBOOKS

UQERNON GISS/IVG'S New Novel,

A SECRET OF THE
NORTH SEA, is just ready.

Crown 8vo, cloth, gi't top. 6s.

GEORGE R. SIMS'S New Novel, |N
LONDON'S HEART, /^

also Just ready. Crown 8vo, cloth,

3s 6d.

Crown 8ro, oloUi, gilt top, 6a.

SOUR GRAPES. A Romance
By J. F. CORNISH.

THE LAD7 from NOWHERE
By FKRGUS HUMK. Crown 8vo, cloth, :is. Cd.

*' It in seldom that an author who made such a hii

as Mr. Fergus Home did in * The Mystery ofa HaDsom
iJab/ follows it up with another triumph of a similar
ch'<racter. It is dno, however, ti the author of that
etartlinit^^ piece of work to say that he has hit the
bull's-eye BKsin. KverytxHly who enjoys a few
houis' exciting^ reading should procure *The Lad^'
from Nowhere.' In its way it is a great story."

Sporting lAfe,

ABBE MOURET'S TRANSGRES-
SION. By EMILE ZOL\. Edited, with an
Introduction, by E. A. VIZETELLY. Crown 8vo,
cloth, 38. ed.

THE NEW REPUBLIC; or, Oul-
tore. Faith, and PhilosTphy inanEoKlisli Country
House. By W. H. MALLOCK. A Now Edition.
Poet 8vo, cloth, 3s, Cd.

A KIPLING PRIMER Including
Biographical aud Critical Chnpters, an Index to

Mr. Kipling's Principal Writings, and Biblio-

graphies. By F. LAWRENCE KNOWLES. With
Two Portraits. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. Od.

SHAKESPEARE the BOY. With
Sketches of the Home and Scliool Life, the Gaa.es
aud Sports, the Manners, Customs, and Folk-lore
of the Time. By WXLLIAM J. ROLFE, Litt.D.
With 42 Illustrations. A NEW EDITION, with
an Index of the Plays and Passages referred to.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 38, 6d.

ACCORDING to M7 LIGHTS. By
,10HS UOLLtNGSHEAD.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s,

With a Portrait.
[_JanrMry 25.

POPULAR 5IX-5HILLINa NOVELS.

THE ORANGE GIRL. By Sir Walter
BK8ANT. With 8 Illnstiations by I'red Pegram.
SEVENTH EDITION.

TERENCE. By B. M. Crokep. With
6 Illustrations by Sidney Paget.

MRS. DUNBAR'S SECRET. By Alan
ST. AUHYN.

A CRIMSON CRIME. By George
MANVILLE FBNN. SECOND EDITIO.N.

UNDER FALSE PRETENCES. By
ADELINE SERGEANT. THIRD EDITION.

TMREE-AND-SIXPENNY NOVELS.

THE SIREN'S WEB. By Annie
THOMAS.

TALES of TERROR. By Dick
DONOVASJ, Author of "A Detective's Ti iiimpbs."

A PLASTER SAINT. By Mrs. Annie
EDWARDES.

THE GOLDEN IDOL. By J. E.
MUDDODK.

London :CHATro& Won)178,111, St. Martin's Lane,W.C.

MACMILLAN & GO'S
NEW BOOKS.

NEW WORK BY aOLDWIM SMITH.

THE UNITED KINGDOM:
A Political Hiatory,

By GOLDWIN SMITH, D.C.L

,

Author of " The United SUtea," *c.
In 2 vols , 8vo, 158 net.

UORXING POsr— We «rv liy uo means oeiUin that there

i» unj Biofjle Iwok in existence from which the man who wants
nut <lates and details, but intelligent appreoJatlons aud broad
views, could learn so much of certain phases of th. history of
l':ii«l«iicl as he would glean from Mr. (ioUwin Smith's volumes
And they are eminently readaldc, full of happy touches, and
i?ri*phic saetcliea."

, , .

WXtlTillXSTBR GAZETTE.—" BrilUant. Tlgotons. original

....Mr. Ooldwin Ijmith writes extraordinarily wdJ....A mo«l
bracingand timnktlng book, written hya maal^r of English Iu

a style which li still rery near his high-water mark.

SECOND /.VPRESSIOtr NOW READY.

THE LIFE OF
EDWARD WHITE BENSON,
Sometime Archbishop of Canterbury.

BT HIS SOV,

ARTHUR CHRIvSTOPHER BENSOX,
Of Eton C jllege.

With numeroas Portraits aud lUustrationa.

In 2 vols., 8vo. 368. net.
SPBCTA TOR.—" Mr. Aithur Benwu has had a tlifliciiU

work to di>, aod he hnx *l.mu it thoroughly well.... We take

leave of a book of remarkalile mterest with siucere ?raltta<le l->

Mr. IteoBOD for the way in which he has executed a verr dilti-

cult U«k, and brought U£ face to Uae with a singuUrly tovitble

cliaracter."

NOTES on SPORT and TRAVEL
liy GEORGE HENRY KINGSLEY, M.D. With
a Memoir by his Daughter, MARY U. KINGS-
LEY, With Portrait, Extra crown 8vo, Ss. Od.

net.
DAILY NBWS.—"li can Ije said without flattery tliat a

l>o.>k of retniniBCences by one of the KiniTBley brothers, with a
memoir of the author by his tlaughter of West Afriain renown
cannot be otherwise than delJKhttul."

NEW BOOK BY FREDERIC HARRISON.

TENNYSON, RUSK(N, MILL, and
other LITERARY ESTIMATES. By FREDERIC
HARRISON. Extra crown 8vo, 8s. 6d. uer..

AC.-l/)fiJfl'.—** Pealing with bo various a range of writers.

he holds a level balance in reganl toall—no easy f«:at, refiu'rini:

a judciiaiity combined with cathoUvism of taste, not iu thesf
hasty (lays too common There is seldom much fnult tt> Im>

found with the broad fecope and trend of his judgment- This is

high praise of eesays which ompasB 8> large a field.. ..Ex-
tremely able." _ _

NEW AND NOTABLE NOVELS.
Crown 8vo, gilt tops, Oa. each.

irj.OOO Copies have been sold in England an^l Americii.
Bv F. MARION CRAWFORD.

VIA CRUCIS.
18,000 Copies have been sold in Gnjifland and America.

Uy EGBRTON CASTLE.

"YOUNG APRIL."
9,000 Copies have been solil in England and America.

By A. B. W. MASON.
MIRANDA of the BALCONY.

By F. M. PEARD.
DONNA TERESA.
DAILi' rStSGR.tffl.—"AliriUiantly-toW story."

310,000 Conies have been sold in England and America
By WINSTON CHURCHILL.

RICHARD CARVEL.
Uy M. J. CANAVAN.

BEN COMEE: a Tale of Rogrers's
Haneers, 17o8.5«, With Illustrations by GEORGE
GIbBS.

By BEULAH MARIE DIX.

SOLDIER RIGDALE: How he Sailed
in the Mayjlower, and how he Served Miles

Standish. Illustrated.
^

_

1mew books for boys.
DRAKE and his YEOMEN. A true

iiccoiinting of the Character and Atlveu'ure.s of

Sir FraLcis Drake as told by Sir Maithew Maim-
sell, his Friend and Follower, wherein is set

forth much of the Nanator's Private History.

By JAMBS BARNES. Illustrated. Crown 6vo,

gilt top, ^s. 6d.

BOY LIFE on the PRAIRIE. By
HAMLIN GARLAND. Illustrated by E. W.
DBMINQ. Crown 8vo, gilt top, 6s.

PRAIRIE FOLKS. By Hamlin
GARLAND. New Edition. Cr. Bvo. gilt top, Cs.

CHILD LIFE in COLONIAL DAYS.
Written by ALICE MORSE P:AKLE, Author of

"Home Life in Colonial Days." WioU many
Illustrations from Ph4)tographs. Crown 8vo, cloth

extra, gilt top, 8a. Od. net.

MACMlLIiAN & CO., Ltd., London.
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The Literary Week.
We print, on page 63, the titles of the six books pub-
lished in 1 899 which we have selected in connexion with
the Acabemy's Awards to Authors.

There are ninety-five entries under the name of the
late Dr. Martineau in the British Museum Catalogue.
These include a fair proportion of new editions and a
number of single addreeseti, pamphlets, &(•. In mere
number of catalogue entri: s Dr. Martineau does not
compare with Dean Farrar, who has more than two
hundred to his credit, or with the lale Mr. Spurgeon,
who has a still larger number.

We hope that some effort will be made to compile a
worthy and representative volume in which Dr. Martineau's
ethical teachings, and the grace of his spiritual life, may
be made easily available to readers to whom his works
are still unknown.

The public will soon Lave an opportunity of reading
English translations of two further plays by Ibsen. To
one of them, his latest work, " When We Who Are Dead
Awaken," we have already made reference. The other,

"Love's Comedy," begun forty-five years ago, and not
completed till seven years later, has been translated by
Prof. Herford, and will be published by Messrs. Duck-
worth in their "Modem Plays" series. Asked by the
BaiUj Mail for a specimen of his translation, Prof. Herford
obliged with the following :

Nay, Swanhild, do not jest ! Behind your scoff

Tears glitter. O, I see them well enough.
And I see more ; when you to dust are fraj'd
And kneaded to a shapelpss lump of clay.

Each bungling dilettemte's scalpel-blade
On yon his dull devices shall display.

The world usorps the creature of God's hand
And gets its image in the place of His

;

Transforms—enlarges that part, lightens this

—

And when upon the pedestal you stand
Complete, cries out in triumi)h, " Now sl.e is

At. last what Woman ought to be ! Behold
Howp'astically calm, how marble cold !

Under the lamplight's soft irradiation,

How well in keeping with the decoration !

"

{lie piissionately seizes her hand.)
But if you are to die, live first ! Come forth
With me into the glory of God's earth !

Soon, soon the gilded cage will claim its prize.

The Lady thrives there, but the Woman dies

;

And I love nothing but the Woman in you.
There, if you will, let others woo and win you.
But here my spring of life began to shoot.

Here my song-tree put forth its firstling fruit,

Here I found wings and flight ; Swanhilif, I know it.

Only be wise—here I shall grow a poet I

The ill-luck of authorship takes many forms. One of

them is for a writer to discover, when he is approaching
the end of a laborious task, tliat a fellow author has been
working at the same subject. It sometimes happens that

the two books are published in the same week. Three
recent instances occur to us. During the past six months,
at intervals of a few days, two books on Banton were pub-
lished, two on Greek Terra- Cotta Figures, and two on
Pompeii. And publishers are not exempt from this form
of ill-luck. Messrs. Methuen, who had begun to prepare
a series of Classical Texts, have just discovered that the
Clarendon Press has a similar series in hand. After
some negotiations it has been decided that the existence
of two rival series would be unfortunate, and Messrs.
Methuen have agreed to abandon their series and co-

operate with the Clarendon Press in the issue of the
Oxford Classical Texts. Unfortunately such a combination
is not possible to authors.

So many conflicting reports have been published as to
arrangements that have been made in regard to Mr. Stephen
Phillips's Paolo and Francesca, that it may bo weU to state

just how the matter stands. Mr. Phillips has had three
offers for Paolo from American managers, among them
being Mr. Eichard Mansfield. Mr. Alexander, however,
declined to surrender the American rights, as he proposes
to make the play a feature of his American tour. Mr.
Mansfield thereupon commissioned Mr. Phillips to write a
poetic play, with no restrictions as to subject, which he
will produce in New York in the autumn. Mr. Phillips

ha.s also had a proposal to translate and produce Paolo in

Paris ; and it may be seen in Vienna.

More English as she is wrote. Messrs. A. & C. Black
send us the following letter from an Italian newspaper
editor, applying for a copy of Prof. Ward's Naturulism
and Agnosticism. The letter is a printed form, and runs as

follows

:

" Sib,—You will made a thingh gracious to us aud at

the time useful to diffusion of knowledge, if you will send
to us as a gift your recent publication signed in the
adress.

That might be useful, in the limites of our power to the

diffusion of the book.
We will send to you the fascicles, in which the book

will being announced and examined, and if the exchange
of gifts will be pursued, our Review might be sent to you
regularly. . . . The Dirfction and Redaction

of the NUOVO RISORGIMENTO.

Hardly a week passes but there is some change to

announce in the journalistic world. The news of the week
is that Mr- Mudford has retired from the editorship of

the Standard. He is succeeded by Mr. G. Byron-Curtis,

who for the last twenty years has been assi^tant editor.

Then we are to have another sixpenny weekly. It will be
conducted by Mr. Lathbury, late editor of the Guardian.

We understand that the Tribune—that is the name of the

new paper— will carry on the policy in ecclesiastical

matters which the Guardian followed during Mr. Lath-

bury's sixteen years of editorship. With four new
weekly sixpenny papers, the first month of the new year

opens luxuriantly.
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There is much talk about the forthcoming rivalry

between the Sphere, conducted by Mr. Clement K. Shorter,

and the Spear, which will be launched, or shall we say

hurled, by Sir William Ingram. The clashing of names
is unfortunate, to say the least. Mr. Shorter's title was
first in the field, and we should not have supposed that

competition would have been carried so far as to confound

the public ear. Folk will have to take their choice, and
enunciate their words plainly at the bookstalls. We
have heard only one objection raised to the title the Sphere.

It was made by a grave young man in a railway carriage,

who, being asked what he thought of this title, said he

disapproved of it on the ground that it clashed with

—

the Olohe !

TiiK American Book Buyer^s summary of Transatlantic

literature in 1898 takes the form of a comparison between
English and American achievements. Admitting that " we
have produced nothing to set beside the Letters of Steven-

son or the Life and Letters of Mrs. Oliphant," that " we
have no Mr. liecky to write for us," and that "we have
no poet's work to rank with Mr. Swinburne's tragedy," the

Book Buyer takes courage to make a few comparisons
against us. " We can offset Stephen Phillips's ' Paolo and
Francesca' with Mr. FenoUosa's 'Lucifer,' and feel that

we have done well. ... In fiction we have been sufficient

unto ourselves. . . . For Mr. Churchill's Richard Carvel

and Mr. Ford's Janice Meredith English fiction during the

last twelve months offers no parallels. . . . Mr. Anthony
Hope's The King's Mirror is best compared, so far as

exquisite workmanship is concerned, with Mrs. Wharton's
The Greater Inchnation."

There was some excellent work in The Greater Inclina-

tion, but we knew nothing about the life of its author,

Mrs. Wharton, till, turning to the Book Buyer's " Literary
Querist " pages, we found this choice specimen of a literary

reputation in the making according to modern methods :

Who is Edith Wharton ? Has she not written poems
as well as The <rriater Inclinatiun ? Where does she live,

and what does she do besides writing "i—M. W.
She is Mrs. Edward Wharton, and was Miss Edith

Jones, of New York. She has lived abroad for several
years The Jime Hook Buyir contained a reproduction of
her portrait painted by Mr. JuUan Story. Her writings
include, beside her volume of stories, a book entitled The
Decoration 0/ Houses. She is the author of several poems
which have appeared in Scribm-r'a MaijarAne.

Mrs. Wharton's rise is proceeding on lines the most normal,
the most correct.

Messrs. Macmillan & Co. will publish early in January
a work on Malay Religion, by Mr. W. W. Skeat. This is

a minute study of folk-lore, ceremonial observances, and
magic in the Malay Peninsula—a country where Moham-
medanism only superficially overlays a mass of aboriginal
beliefs and customs. From a discussion of the more
general views which the Malay holds as to the Creation,
man's place in it, his relations with the supernatural, and
the number and attributes of the gods, the book proceeds
to detail the charms and ceremonies by which man attempts
to influence nature—weather, beasts, water, and fire ; and
then deals exhaustively with magic rites affecting the life

of man, in birth, marriage, death, &c. The work is

specially addressed to students of folk-lore, and more par-
ticularly of Oriental custom, but should have some interest
also for the general reader who has welcomed such books
as Frazer's Golden Bough and Spencer and Gillen's Native
Trihes of Central Australia.

The man, the author, and the friend are all touched on
with a fine pen

;
yet the article, taken alone, leaves the

impression that Stevenson is for the few, not for the many.
Mr. James seems to speak in low tones to the elect. He
concludes with the following valedictory classification of

Stevenson

:

It has been bis fortune (whether or no the greatest that
can befall a man of It-ttiers) to have had t > consent to

become, by a process not purely mystic and not wholly
untraceable—what shall we call it ''—a Figure. Tracing is

needless now, for the personality has acted and the incar-

nation is full. There he is—he has passed ineifaceably

into happy legend. This case of the figure is of the rarest,

and the honour surely of the greatest. In all our litera-

ture we can count them, sometimes with the work and
sometimes without. The work has often been great and
yet the figure nil. Johnson was one, and Goldsmith and
Byron ; and the two former, moreover, not in any degree,

like Stevenson, in virtue of the element of grace. Was it

this element that settled the business even for Byron ? It

seems doubtful ; and the list, at all events, as we approach
our own day, shortens and stops. Stevenson has it at

present—may we not say ?—pretty well to himself, and it

is not one of the scrolls in which he least will live.

In that broad, sagacious book, Government and Democracy,

and Other Essays, Mr. John Jay Chapman had something
to say about literary naughtiness in high places. " The
literary man," he wrote, " is concerned with what will go,

like the reformer who is half-politician. The attention of

every one in the United States is on some one else's

opinion, not on truth." That such reflections dwell in

Mr; Chapman's mind is shown by some remarks he makes,
in the January Critic, on the fleeting, yet tyrannical,

fashions of literary criticism. Mr. Chapman says

:

If any man doubts the hidebound character of our
journals to-day let him try this experiment: Let him
write down what he thinks upon any matter, write a
story of any length, a poem, a prayer, a speech. Let him
assume as he writes it that it cannot be pubUshed, and let

him satisfy his individutd taste in the subject, size, mood,
and tenour of the whole composition. Then let him beg^
his peregrinations to find in which one of the ten thousand
journals of America there is a place for his ideas as they
stand. We have more journals than any other country.

The whole field of ideas has been covered, every vehicle of

opinion has its poUcy, its methods, its precedents. A
hundred will receive him if he shaves this, pads that, cuts

it in half ; but not one of them will trust him as he stands.

" Good, but eccentric." " Good, but too long." "Good,
but new."

Mr. Henry James's article on Robert Louis Stevenson's
Letters in the North American Review is as intimate and
subtle as anything that has been written about Stevenson.

Is the January Macmillan Mr. Stephen Gwynn, who
startled many by his onslaught on Jane Austen, writes

with warmth and discrimination on Anthony Trollope.

He says with justice that though Thackeray's and Scott's

characters are more charming, and have more interesting

traits than Trollope's, they are not more alive. In his

truth to average English life Mr. Gwynn thinks that

Trollope " immeasurably surpasses the novelists who are

in fashion to-day." Mr. Gwynn then boldly compares
Trollope's delineations of society with those to be found in

Mr. Benson's Mammon ^ Co., Mr. Whiteing's No. 5,

John Street, and Miss Fowler's Concerning Isabel Camahy.
His conclusion is tliat the notions of society conveyed by
these novels are correct only as well-collected facts may be
correct. They do not really supersede those which one
might gather from the newspapers. Whereas Trollope,

with less experience of society, but working from the

essential to the accidental, produced dukes who live,

financiers who breathe, and great ladies whose social

power we understand. Hence, Mr. Gwynn concludes,

Trollope can never be wholly out of date. Many things,

indeed, would surprise us more than a revival of Trollope.

Why has the sixpenny reprint passed him by ?
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The Monthly Guide to Periodical Literature, of which, the

first number has just been issued by the Advertising

Agency of London, Ltd., promises to be a useful publica-

tion. It is simply an index of the contents of the month's
magazines, and it will be issued early in each month. The
contents of fifty-four magazines are dealt with in the first

number under the heads of their subjects and authors.

Poetry, fiction, and serial fiction are distinguished by
a simple device, and the whole arrangement of the Guide

is clear and business-like.

Stalky ^' Co. is a miUtant sort of book, but we did not

dream that it would lead to a libel action. Yet it is

announcd that an action has been brought by the Cam-
bridge Magazine against the Cantab, for stating that four

articles which appeared in the first-named paper, and pur-

ported to be written by McTurk of Stalky Sf- Co., were not

written by McTurk. Mr. Kipling has been summoned to

give evidence at the trial, which will take place shortly at

Cambridge Assizes, Mr. Justice Eidley presiding.

As we anticipated, the Daily News has found the adjudi-

cation in its competition for a £ 1 prize to the compiler of

the best list of a hundred Children's Books no light task.

Our contemporary is, however, grappling manfully with

its task : "an election count is nothing to this " is its

perspiring remark. The prize wiU ultimately go to the

competitor whose list is most approved by the lists of all

his rivals. Meanwhile, the " first report" of the judges

touches lightly on a number of questions suggested by the

lists now under inspection. "What is a Child ? " is one

of these. "Up to 12 or 13," " 8 to 16," " 4 to 18 "—such
are the age limits selected by various competitors. The
proper proportion which boys' books should bear to girls'

books, and the necessity for any such distinction, are

difficulties.

Intense eagerness characterises the letters and com-

ments of the competitors, many of whom have been dis-

tracted by afterthoughts, and have sent new suggestions

in letters and postcards. " One of these was written in

a train by a competitor, who was so agitated by his

' ghastly misgiving ' that he forgot to say who he was."

All kinds of classification have been adopted. The most

eccentric paper received contains the following list

:

Eight British Battles.
Life of Chbist.
Cabbots.

More and more do we admire the wisdom of our con-

temporary in applying the unanswerable plebiscite system

to its adjudication. The competitors include librarians,

clergymen's wives, a Bishop's wife, authors, and a town

missionary.

The duties of a librarian in one of Her Majesty's

prisons are not so simple as may be commonly supposed.

In the current Library World Mr. William Harvey, chief

clerk to the Prison Commissioners for Scotland, points out

the difficidties that arise in fitting books to the needs and

prejudices (both of which are carefully considered) of the

prisoners. He says

:

A large percentage of the prisoners are unable to make
a«e of works which contain what is commonly called

"stiff" reading; another section, being Irish and Roman
Catholic, must have books which contain no attack upon
the doctrines, customs, or priests of their Church. Romola

may not be issued to a Catholic prisoner because it records

Savonarola's declaration that " a man without virtue may
be Pope "

; Esmoml, too, would be placed on the priests'

Indej:, because those portions of the story which deal with

the duplicity of Father Holt and his fellow-workers for

the Stuart cause might be read as an attack on Catholics

in general. . . . Care must also be taken that no book is

admitted which is calculated to undermine the influence

of the chaplains of the Beformed Churches ; but there is

It 88 danger in this respect in a country where the majority
of authors are Protestant. Suitable intellectual food nmst
be provided also for the many really cultured men in
coufinemeDt (there are not many cultured women).

the whole, it would seem, there is a good deal to be
learned about books and their readers behind the prison
bars.

On

Whatever is to be said against President Kruger, it

must be allowed that he has a keen eye for a text. His
message to the Boer generals—" Eead Psalm 33. The
enemy have fixed their faith on Psalm 83 "—is worth
following up. The verses in these Psalms which have
rewarded President Kruger's untiring search of the
Scrijjtures are evidently these :

Psalm 33 : Boer. Psalm 83 : British.

B'essed is the nation whose
God is the Lord: and the
people whom He has chosen
for His inheritance.

There is no king saved by
the multitude of an host ; a
mighty man is not delivered

by much strength.

An horse is a vain thing for

safety ; neither shall he deliver

any by his great strength.

Our soul waiteth for the
Lord : He is our help and our
shield.

They have taken crafty

counsel against Thy people,

and consulted against "Thy
hiddm ones.

They have said, Come and
let us cut them off from being
a nation; that the name of

Israel may ba no more in re-

membrance.
Fill their faces with shame

;

that they may seek Thy name,
O Lord.
Let them be confounded

and troubled for ever; yea,

let them be put to shame and
perish.

One cannot but admire the President's selection of a
Psalm containing the verse :

" An horse is a vain thing

for safety," since, humanly speaking, the Boers owe very
much to their ponies. President Kruger's statement that
" the enemy have fixed their faith on Psalm 83." tends to

turn the words quoted against the Boers themselves

:

for the Uitlanders might well have adopted Psalm 83 aa

an expression of their grievances.

The educational views of the Eev. Mr. Lambkin—to

whose witty book we refer in our "Books Tleceived" column
— arrive in happy time to be noticed in our Educational

number. We recommend his address on " The Tertiary

Symptoms of Secondary Education among the Poor." It

was delivered in 1868 to the Higher Spinsters, or rather

to the " League of Progress " in which the Spinsters

had been incorporated. Having smiled genially, and
drunk "a draught of pure cold water from a tumbler at

his side," Lambkin said :

" The Tertiary symptoms of Secondary Education among
the Poor " is a noble phrase and expresses a noble idea.

Why the very words are drawn from our Anglo-Saxon
mother-tongue deftly mingled with a few expressions

borrowed from the old dead language of long-past Greece

and Rome.
What is Education ? The derivation of the word

answers this question. It is from " e "—that is, " out of";
" duc-o " " I lead," from the root Duetto lead, to govern

(whence we get so many of our most important words

such as "Duke"; "Duck"= a drake; &c.), and finally

the termination " -fio," which corresponds to the English
" -ishness." We may then put the whole phrase in simple

language thus, " The threefold Showings of twofold Led-
out-pf-ishness among the Needy."

We must leave Lambkin's further argument to his in-

tending readers.

But we should like to quote from the address of

Lambkin, as Bursar, delivered in Hall on the morning

upon which the CoUege went down

:

In the past term ... I know that life has become
fuller for you . . . You arrived sure of a number of things

which you had learnt at school or at your mother's knee.

Of what are you certain now ? Of nothing I It is neces-
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«»ry in the mysterious scheme of educatiou that this blind

faith or certitude should be laid as a fouudatton in early

youth. But it is imperative that a man—if he is to be a
man and not a monster—should lose it at the outset of his

career. My young friends, I have given you the pearl of

great price. You have begun to doubt ... As to the

religious state of the College it is as you all know, excellent

—I wish I could say the same for tho Inorganic Chemistry.

There is one la^t thin;^ that I shall touch upon. We have
Ijeeu constantly annoyed by the way in which under-

graduates tread down the lawn. The Oxford turf is one

of the best signs of our antiquity as a university. There is

no turf like it ir. the world. ... I wish you a very Merry
Christmas at the various country houses you may be visiting,

and hope and pray that you may find united there all the

members of your own family. Mr. Qurge will remain
behind and speak to me for a few moments.

A coRRKSPOiTDENT sends us the following " educational

"

" Things Seen "
:

" I was in the early suburban train to town. Wedged
into the far comer of my compartment was a little fellow

of, perhaps, ten, in the regulation hat and collar of a

famous London school, listlessly getting up his home-work
—as my professional eyes informed me—from a school

edition of the Second Book of Samuel.

In the opposite corner was an adult enlargement of the

picture, but with a characteristic difference—the father

had superseded the historian.

For some twenty minutes the situation was unchanged,
then, without a word, he folded his Sportsman, and scoring

a passage with his thumb-nail, handed it to his son. The
boy's eyes gleamed at the distraction ; the paragraph
evoked a responsive nod ; some modem concrete interest

took possession of his soul, and Samuel was dropped and
forgotten."

Bibliographical.

TnE announcement of the approaching appearance of

biographies of Coventry Patmore and Edward FitzGerald
suggests a direction in which the literary class might find

some lionourable labour. The Life of Patmore will be
official, and based in all probability upon wholly new
material, ignoring, for example, such glimpses of Patmore
as wo get in the Journal of the " P.E.B., just published
by Mr. W. M. Eossetti. But glimpses such as these are
often very illuminating—sometimes more significant than
anything we find in " authorised " biographies. Now,
why should not some industrious and careful persons go
through the Sonnets, Diaries, Reminiscences, and Memoirs
of, say, the present century, and compile from them a
series of Anecdotal Biographies, to be used as supple-
ments to the official Lives ? This is very much, though
not quite, what Mr. Melville did in his recent Life of
Thackeray, and it is a useful, if a humble, work. I
make a present of the idea to my brethren of the pen.
Judgment would have to be shown in the selection,

and skill in the handling of the material collected ; and,
with those qualities present, the Anecdotal Biographies
I suggest should be not only of much service, but very
readable.

I have not yet seen the Index to the Song>, Snatches, and
Passages in Shakespeare which have been Set to Music,
compiled by Mr. Kelsey White, and published by Mr.
J. Jl. Tutin ; but when it comes my way I shall have the
pleasure of comparing it with the Handbook of Shakespeare
Miisic compiled by Alfred Eolie, finished by him in 1867,
and published by Messrs. Chatto & Windus in 1878.
This work includes " an account of three hundred and
fifty pieces of music set to words taken from the plays
and poems of Shakespeare, the compositions ranging from
the Elizabethan age to the present time." Eoffe's book

had been preceded in its turn by John Caulfield's Collection

of the Vocal Music in Shakespeare's Flags, which was, in the
main, a gathering together of the melodies traditionfjly
a.ssociated with songs and passages in Shakespeare. Thus,
Caulfield took the trouble to "take down" from the
pretty lips of Mrs. Jordan the airs which she had been
accustomed to sing when appearing in the character of
Ophelia.

The "boom " in naval history and biography still con-
tinues, as we see from the announcement of volumes on
Our Naval Heroes and Britain's Sea-Kings and Sea-Fights.
The trnth is, however, that books of this sort have always
been popular in our midst. I remember that, when I was
a boy, one of the most successful of books for juveniles
was called Neptune's Heroes, or the Sea-Kings of England,
and that, later on, much vogue was obtained by a work
from the same hand, entitled Famous Ships of thi British
Navy. This reminds me that, about a dozen years ago, a
two-volume work was issued under the title of England at

War : the Story of our Great Campaigns. Would it not be
a good idea to bring this work up to date, and re-issue it ?

England at War !—that, surely, would be a name to con-
jure with just now.
The Daily Mail, I see, has been publishing " advance

paragraphs" about Prof. Herford's translation of "Love's
Comedy," which our contemporary blandly announces
as "Ibsen's latest play." It is, of course, the latest

of Ibsen's plays to appear in an English form— that
is all ; and it is a little surprising, triUy, that it should
have been so long ignored by our translators. It was
begun in 1855, but not completed till the summer of 1862,
and not published till the following winter, when it

appeared as the New Year "extra number" of the
Jllusteret Nyhedsthad. Ibsen started to write it in prose,

which, however, he soon set aside in favour of the rhymed
iambics which Prof. Herford has essayed to rejiresent

in English verse.

Mr. Alfred Austin, in one of his latest products, has
been putting forward the confident assertion that

Who dies for England sleeps with God.

To this it has been objected that England has no special

monopoly in the dulce et decorum est. But Mr. Austin has
very good poetic authority for assuming that Providence
takes particular care of Englishmen. Does not Tennyson,
in his Wellington Ode, call upon us to

Thank Him who isled us here, and roughly set

EUs Briton in blown seas and storming showers ?

" His Briton," you observe I

A correspondent asks me to give him the name and date
of the " little book of sentences from Disraeli's writings "

to which I made allusion last week. I have pleasure in

doing so. The booklet is entitled The Beaconsfeld Birth-

day Book, and was published by Messrs. Longmans in 1884.

A much larger collection, called Wit and Wisdom of
Benjamin Disraeli, had been issued by the same firm

in 1881 ; but for reading in bed it is too heavy to hold,

nor, moreover, is the selection particularly well made.
As an old pupil (at the Denmark Hill Grammar School)

of the recently deceased Mr. C. P. Mason, I may be for-

given for drawing attention to the continued vitality of his

educational works—such as his First Notions of Grammar
for Young Learners, which reached its thirteenth edition

in 1891, and his English Grammar (including Grammatical
Analysis), which attained its thirty-seventh edition in 1896.

The last-named may fairly be regarded as a classic in its

way.
It is very nice of the Edinburgh Jteview to state that "the

work of Mr. Watson, Mr. Francis Thomson, and Mr.
Yeats ... is quite worthy to rank with that of Herrick,

Crashaw, and Carew " ; but why deprive Mr. Thompson
of the " p " in his name ?

The Bookwokm.
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Reviews.

The Other Side.

The Eve of the Tieformation. By Francis Aiden Gaaquet.
(Nimmo. 12s. 6d. net

)

Father Gasquet describes his new book as " Studies in

the religious life and thought of the English people in the

period preceding the rejection of the Roman jurisdiction

by Henry YIII." In his introduction he explains that the

time has not yet arrived for a history of the Reformation,

or for any detailed and accurate picture of the period

which preceded it. The volume, therefore, consists of " a
series of separate studies, which, while joined together by
a certain connecting thread," in no sense claim to be a
complete account. The various essays deal, in no progres-

five order, with a number of common allegations about the

Eeformation and the state of the Church in the preceding
age, and attempt to prove their utter falsity. The whole
object of such proofs is to argue away the necessity for a
reformation of the Church—at any rate, of so drastic a
kind as happened.
The Church was not hostile to learning ; the people did

not object to the jurisdiction of Home ; there was no an-

tagonism of clergy and laity ; the Church was not hostile to

the Bible in the vernacular ; religious life in England was
vigorous in the age before the Eeformation. According
to our author, the mischief involved in the separation of

England from the Roman See was due to a combination
of Henry VIII.'s lustful desires and the invasion of

Lutheran teachers. With Mr. James Gairdiner, he thinks

that Wyeliiie has no claim to be called " the morning star

of the Reformation," for that his influence, whatever
it was, had long died away. On the other hand, it is

strongly urged that the term "the New Learning," which
Mr. Green has taught us to apply to the Renaissance, in

the mouths of contemporaries referred to the new theo-

logical beliefs imported from Germany, and that the

condemnation of Tyndale's translation of the New Testa-

ment was aimed solely at the deliberate mistranslations

which it contained, with a view to disseminating the

opinions of the Lutheran reformers.

In support of all these assertions much contemporary
evidence is marshalled. We have all heard of the
comment on the vehement speaker, "that man says,
' and that's the truth,' so often that I begin to think he is

telling a falsehood." Father Gasquet so overwhelms us
with written testimony that we incline to suspect its

absolute value. Any theory from the pen of Sir Thomas
More would command our respect, but, dutiful son of the
Church that he was in matters regarding the faith, his

desire to defend and justify his own religious position would
outweigh, as it has done in many wise and good men at all

tiiurs, the critical sense which he would freely employ in all

other departments of life. This consideration does not, of

course, rule out of court all that he or any other defender of

an existing system may advance in its behalf. All we mean
t'j urge is that such evidence is not as conclusive as we are

desired to believe it. The writer has done well in laying
stress on the amount of real work which the Church
was still doing. He has already shown us that the

monasteries at the time of their dissolution were not
nearly so black as they were painted by Henry VIII.'s

Commissioners.
This did not mean that they were all the homes of pure

and undefiled religion. Thus we may well hold that in

the century which preceded the Refoimation church life

was still a real thing in England without believing that

the whole of the anti-Papal movement was a trumped-up
thing. Revolutions do not take place without a cause.

The defender of the Ancien Rigime sees no need for the

Fwnch Revolution. The viclerce which attends all great

upheavals ends by discrediting the original movement and
obscuring the necessity of any change at all. If the
Church had really been doing its duty, if the church
building and beautifying, on which Father Gasquet lays

such stress, had really represented the strong and
spontaneous love of Church people, if the teaching and
preaching had really been as effective as we are led to

suppose, not only would there have been no need for the
Reformation in England, but we would venture to maintain
that it would never have taken place. Henry VIII.'s lust

explains much in his reign ; it does not explain the
practical acquiescence of the people in the anti-Roman
position which he took up. After all, advantage always
lies with the party in power which commands the machinery
of organisation. Why was the Church at the mercy of
the Crown ? Why did the Pilgrimage of Grace not
receive universal support? Why did an ecclesiastic of

the stamp of Gardiner accept the changes made by
Henry ? Such questions are not answered by the
antiquarian researches of our learned author. They
are only to be solved by a careful study of the general
course of English history for the two centuries before the
Reformation.

Father Gasquet quotes very freely and appositely from
More's writings to prove that no obstacle was placed by
the Church in the way of the popular study of the Bible in

the vernacular. Wycliile's and Tyndale's translations

were condemned because they contained deliberate mis-

translations with intent to mislead the ignorant readers,

and since most of those who called for such translations

were suspected of unorthodoxy, the clergy did well to

discourage the spread of the vernacular Scriptures. " As
for the other old [translations]," says More, " that were
before Wycliffe's days, they remain lawful, and are in

the possession of some people, and are read." But what
and where are these pre-Wycliffite translations ? If they

had existed, they would scarcely have disappeared alto-

gether. All that our author can say is that it is by no
means so clear " that such translations did not exist."

We would suggest that so far as More's words state a fact

they may have referred to translated portions, extracts

issued under some ecclesiastical sanction. It is scarcely

conceivable that a vernacular copy of the Scriptures if it

was in circulation would have been lost or would have
escaped subsequent mention, any more than Wycliile's

translation was lost. Father Gasquet seems to wish

us to infer that such was the perversion of heretical

writers that whatever copies do remain owe their con-

tinued existence to the malicious unorthodoxy of their

authors.

But apart from the particular argument of these essays,

and despite the somewhat tedious quotations from con-

temporary literature, the volume is full of interesting

matter. It is always good to see the other side, and here

we have set out with great knowledge and greater skill

all that is to be said for the mediujval Church in England
at the period which is generally marked as the period of

its greatest corruption. The concluding chapters on the

influence of the Church and the daily life of the people are

full of interest and instruction. Anything that increases

our knowledge of the fifteenth century is to be welcomed
;

but the scantiness of material drives our author to depend

mainly on information from the early years of the six-

teenth century. The material to which he has had re-

course shows over how wide a field the modern historian

roams. Chronicles as such play practically no part in the

working up of the picture presented to us ;
contemporary

literature of an ephemeral kind, wills, guild statutes, are

the records to which Father Gasquet prefers to appeal.

Nothing could be better. The author himself deprecates

premature conclusions on the important matters of which

he treats. His controversial object has probably carried

him further in this direction than perhaps he originally

intended.
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In a Glass Coach.

A New Hagliih Dictionary. Edited by Dr. James A. H.
Murray. Glass-coach—Graded. (Clarendon Press.

28. 6d.)

TiiK new part of Dr. Murray's great Dictionary opens con-

veniently with Glass-coach. We will e'en borrow that

glass-coach and drive rapidly up and down the serried

columns of the middle G's. A glass-coach, need it be said,

was a coach into which glass windows had been let ; they
were thus superior to the hackney-coaches, which had only

curtains. It follows that they -were better horsed.
" Abroad to AVhite Hall, in a hackney-coach with Sir W.
Pen," writes Pepys in 1667, "... we were forced to

leap out. . . . Query, whether a glass-coach would have
permitted us to have made the escape." Query, eternal

query! " Gentlemen may have a Glass-Coach or Chariot
instead of a Curtain Coach," says an advertiser in the London
Gatette twenty years later. Serjeant Ballantine could re-

member, in 1890, how "when middle-class people went
to the play . . . they performed the operation in what
was called a glass-coach "—so recent is antiquity ! No
doubt the users of hackney-coaches "glavered" on
the users of glass-coaches. To glaver, need we say,

was to fawn upon with words of glozing courtesy, to

Hatter deceitfully. A seventeenth century preacher
advised his hearers to carry themselves "at an equal
distance from contempt and hautiness on the one
hand and sneaking and glavering on the other"—thus
sweeping the glass-coaches and the hackney-coaches into

one net. In 1753 the word was used in the Gray's Inn
Journal, and one hundred and twenty-three years later it

suddenly started to life in the Athenaum of July 7, 1866:
"The doorkeeper is a wily, elderly Italian. . . . He . . .

holds his face forwards, and looks down, with a steady
glavering smile, or simper, in the comers of his mouth."
Surely a useful word untimely dropped. A beautiful old
word was Gleed, meaning a live coal, an ember. " Those
few weak gleeds of grace that are in me," wrote Bishop
Hall, " might go soon out, if they were not thus refreshed "

;

and Bunyan speaks of "the sweet and warm gleads of
the promise." The word survives until 1891, but not
beautifully: "They poke out the gleeds at the bottom
with the tickler, and put them at the top with the tongs,"
a gleed being now a cinder used by nail-makers.

Gleg, meaning quick in perception, has had a long
career, recently helped by Stevenson and Mr. Crockett.
" Ye're no very gleg at jumping"—we forget who says
thij in Kidnapped. "The Lord did not stint me as to
glegness of eye," says one of Mr. Crockett's people. The
word has done tragic duty too :

" Death snaps the thread
Wi' his gleg shears " writes a Georgian Scottish poet

;

here it means sharp, keen. Oddly enough, a water-tap that
turns too easily and leaks from wear is still said, in
Northumberland, to be gleg

—

i.e., smooth.
Glib has had more varied meanings in the past. We

apply it now only to a loose, facile tongue, but Browning
recalled an older shade of meaning when he wrote in
"Ivan Ivanovitch," "The snow lies glib as glass and
hard as steel"

—

i.e., slippery as glass, and, like glass,
offering no foothold, or resistance -to motion.

Glimpse as a verb is become rare, but Lowell wrote in
his Study Windows: " I seem to glimpse something of this
familiar weakness in Mr. White." How much sweeter than
"detect"! Less happy was Hawthorne : " Glimpsing in,

you see that a cottager's life must be the very plainest
and homeliest that ever was lived by men and women."
How much worse than " peeping "

! Glissade is a good
word on occasion. Spurgeon said :

'
' The descent to eternal

ruin is easy enough, without making a glissade of it."

And Edwardes in his Ballroom Repentance writes, unex-
pectedly enough : "The hundred thousand miles glissade
of some shooting meteor"; but a fall through space is

not a glissade, which implies a steep place down which

objects slide with contact. "Here and there dwarf thicket
clinging in the general glissade," wrote Stevenson in the
Silverado Squatters.

Gloom is now but gingerly used as a verb. Morris
wrote archaically in the Earthly Paradise

:

But whoao gloomed at tidings men might show,
It was not Eiartan.

Yet Thackeray has the word, and Froude used it happily

:

'

' The Stanleys, Howards, Talbots, and Nevilles were
glooming apart, indignant at the neglect of their own
claims." And Tennyson wrote in a letter :

" A black yew
tree gloom'd the stagnant air." Glory as a verb meaning
to boast is a fine old word, of which examples are

given no later than 1673. A seventeenth century critic

could write :
" We have seen a glimpse of that perspicuity

and modesty which is gloried to be in these annotations."

What a scent of old leather bindings is wafted here

!

Guar, which means to snarl or growl, is a strong word
invalided. Carlyle, who gave new life to many an old

locution, used it ; and Tennyson uses it finely in " In
Memoriam ":

A thousand wants
Ghiarr at the heels of men,

thus spiritualising the word as it is used by an older poet

:

No lion here the traveller assails

With midnight roar, nor ruthless panther guars.

Golly as part of a veiled oath is familiar, but golly

meaning to shout with a thick voice is quoted only from
Carlyle and Mr. Crockett. " The Annandade Voice gollying

at them." " We heard the wrathful gollying of the great

voice." Goody-goody seems to be very modem. The first

instance of its use given is from Dr. Smiles's Character.

Examples follow from the Christian World and Bishop
Fraser. In the Minutes of the Congregational Council of

the United States it is written :
" Thick-headed goody-

goodies, who were fit for nothing but to hold prayer-

meetings and look after Sunday-schools." Those Minutes
must be full of surprises. Gore, in its meaning of " a
small strip or tract of land lying between larger divisions,"

survives, of course, in Kensington Gore. A whole indict-

ment of certain modem literary methods is summed up in

the quotation from Mr. Buskin under gorgeable. Appar-
ently no one else has used tlie word. " Chopping up its

formerly loved authors . . . into crammed sausages or blood

puddings swiftly gorgeable." Gracile is a delicate word,

not much employed since De Quincey. It has no con-

nexion with grace, and should not be used to mean grace-

fully slender. It means no more than thin, slender, or

lean. De Quincey wrote : "In person he was tall, fair,

and gracile." Milman even wrote :
" As the niches

became narrower the saints . . . shrunk to meagre
gracility."

We have not found space to dwell on the interesting

histories of such words as glee, glide, glow, gold, gospel,

and gossip. Nor have we so much as touched on the

thirty-four columns devoted to Go. Our glass-coach

would infallibly have stuck in such wonderfully intricate

and interesting columns. God and Good are treated with

the same care, and the whole "part," which is the work of

Mr. Henry Bradley, is rich in notable words.

A Popular Preacher.

Charles A. Berry, B.J). : a Memoir. By James S. Drum-
mond and Mrs. Berry. (Cassells. 6s.)

Dk. Bekry was of the people, the son of a small tradesman,
and was educated in a Wesleyan day school. A promising
pupil, he was picked out by his master to receive the

training of a teacher ; and when tliat career proved un-
congenial, he served in a subordinate capacity for two
years in the post-office. But already he knew himself a
preacher. In his pinafore he had held forth to the edifica-
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tion of his sisters' dolls ; and clasped to his mother's heart,

had been hailed by her fondly as the answer to her prayer
that she might be the parent of a minister. At sixteen he
knewhimself "a dedicated spirit"; andatChristmap, 1869, he
was sent to Airedale College. In the course of the follow-

ing year he went forth, his pocket bulging with lumps of

sugar (which he supposed to be good for the voice), and in

his memory an original sermon written beforehand with
diligence upon a slate, to supply the place of the evangelist

at Grassington. He had the good fortune to preach with

great acceptance on "cross-bearing." "Yon's a lad,"

discerned an elder, " wi' a bit o' grit." And in 1874, at

the age of twenty-two, he was appointed to St. George's-

road Church, Bolton. While there he quickly won his

way to the front rank in his sect. He travelled as he
found the opportunity, and enlarged his acquaintance,

becoming intimate incidentally with the proprietor of the

Ghreatest Show on Earth (whom he described as " a man of

deep spirituality "}, and with Henry Ward Beecher. It is

the principal glory of Berry's life, according to the mind of

his "co-pastor" and biographer, that from the other side

of the Atlantic, upon Beecher's death, there came to him
an invitation to occupy his room at Plymouth Chapel. To
have declined tliis distinction is counted to him as self-

sacrifice in the heroic degree.

The federation of the Free Churches was the noble

obsession of his middle years ; and for the furtherance of

this end he set out, in 1891, upon what should have been
a voyage round the globe. His health was precarious ; he
needed rest ; and by this time he was a person of sufficient

importance to travel incognito. A Mr. Macdonald was
among the passengers, and a common secret presently

drew the two together. They swore eternal friendship

and a treaty of silence. But the third day out an American
doctor, from Wisconsin, came up to Berry, and, said he

:

That friend of yours ain't Macdonald, anyway. Do you
think it respectable to keep up a ten-cent fraud like this,

and keep your fellow-passengers from the proud privilege

of knowing that they are ploughing the deep in company
with Rudyard Kipling, eh ? I found his picture in Ptaiti

Tales from the Eilh ; here it is ; look at it, and then call

your friend Macdonald if you can.

Upon his return, his views as to the possibility of a

closer union between the bearers of the Christian name
grew more comprehensive ; and at the conference ridiculed

by the profane as the " Grindelwald Picnic," he became
known to Bishop Perowne of Worcester and the ex-Car-

melite Pere Hyaeinthe, and had the honour of preaching
before them in default of Dr. Guinness Eogers. His views

as to the relation of the sects to the Kingdom of God he
thufl expressed to Mr. Gladstone, who, the biographer

assures us, listened " with delighted acquiescence "
:

I took [said Berry] the heavenly city and its twelve
gates, some of which were diametrically opposite to the

others, as illustrating the vastness and variety of the

Christian Church. . . . Through each gate crowds of

people are hurrying to the one central spot of magnificent

sunshine, in the glory of which all are bathel, and beneath
the blaze of which all differences melt away. . . .

But his breadth did not include the Unitarians. On the

Incarnation he was orthodox to the last :
" for months he

carried out a course of wide reading on the Kenosis,"

and among his papers was found a careful digest of St.

Anselm's Cur Deus Homo.
As he lived his life before the eyes of his brethren, so

he died a singularly dramatic death. He was conducting

a funeral service. "Thou knowest that we would bear
this burden for her," he was saying, alluding to the

widow, "if we could, but this Thou dost not permit."

With that he fell forward, and, after a few troubled

seconds, died.

Of the way in which the biographer has done his work
we can spenk with warm, if not unqualified, praise. To
those far whom the book is primarily intended—for the

disciples, the admirers, the relatives of Dr. Berry—this

record of his doings, and this unstinted tribute to the best

qualities of the man, will be precious ; we others should

have relished the dish better, it may be frankly confessed,

for a pinch of salt. For the man must have had weak
points—little vanities, little insincerities and jealousies.

Which things are so endearing !

Powder and Shot.

How England Saved Europe. In Four Volumes. Vols.

I. and II. By W. H. Fitchett. (Smith Elder. Each 63.)

Having dealt with "Fights thatWon the Flag" and "Deeds
that Won the Empire," Mr. Fitchett now sets out to tell

the long and stirring story of England's struggle with
France between 1793 and 1815. We find no falling off

in his industry or accomplishment.
It is not necessary to examine his new narrative in

the light of historical accuracy. Its general accuracy is

patent, and it makes no challenge to the scholar. All

we wish to do is to point out that the author knows
how to play upon his readers' minds. Not the least

of his distinctions is his economy of verbal thunder. He
has learned from the soldiers and sailors whose fights

he describes to reserve his fire. He has the tact to com-
pare great things to small instead of straining to compare
great things with greater. " The four British seventy-

fours may be regarded as a claw clutching at the feathers

in the French admiral's tail." " Nelson was throwing an
overwhelming force on each ship of the French van in

turn, and crushing it like a nut in a pair of crackers."

He notes and registers some poetic moment—some haunt-

ing picture — in the quickly changing battle. Such a

moment he finds in the grey dawn of the First of June,

when Howe was clinging to the weather gauge and longing
for the sky to clear.

Now and again a long line would open through the fog,

and the ghostly iinasre of a great ship would cross it,

whether French or English it was hard to tell. The
British look-outs, too, perched aloft, would sometimes see

over the drifting fog, as across some continent of snow,
the Ump topsails of a dozen great ships, mere peaks of airy

canvas, with no hull visible beneath them.

Here is a scene in the battle of that day :

The Brunswick drifted into the fight with all the ports

on her lower deck strictly closed, and Harvey, its captain,

sent an officer down with orders that not a port was to be

lifted, nor a gun fired, until he gave the signal. The
officer ran down with the order ; the lower deck, with its

double line of guns, and every officer and man at his

station, was in perfect darkness. Coming out of the

glittering sunUght into the worse than Egyptian gloom,

the officer could distinguish no one. Standing on the

lowest 8t«p of the ladder, he called out at the top of his

voice that not a gun was to be fired till the word was
given. Out of the darkness came in cheerful accents the

voice of the lieutenant of the lower deck, " Tell the captain

we do not mean to fire till we get the word, and that we
are all as happy as princes, singing ' Rule Britannia.'

"

A fine minor effect is caught by Mr. Fitchett in the

Battle of the Nile, when the Goliath, anticipating Nelson's

wish, man(isuvred round to the land side of the French

fleet to the amazement of the enemy :

Steadily the great English seventy-four kept on its

course. The bitt»ry on the island spluttered angrily, but

ineffectively, upon it. The shadow of the tall masts of the

Goliath cast by the westering sun swept over the decks of

the Ouerrier; and just as the centre gun of the British

ship's broadside covered the Frenchman's bowsprit, the

whole length of the Ootiath broke into the flame of an

overwhelming broadside.

That picture of the soft shadows of the Goliath's masts

and rigging caressing the Gioerrier's decks, just before the

fatal moment, is as good as it need be.
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Fiction.

Tht Jtiigmint of Helen. By Thomas Cobb.
(John Lane, 6s.)

Me. Cobb is making progress. Of his three books, this is

the best. It is considerably better than Carpet Courtship,

and somewhat better than Mr. Pasiingham. He ought,

however, to produce work on a much aigher plane in the

near future. The present novel, like its predecessors, is

thin, scraggy. Mr. Cobb, if we may use the simile, should

cultivate a tendency to embonpoint. In literature embon-

point means plot—plot which some clever writers have
affected to despise, but which the greatest have always
utilised for the furtherance of their greatest effects. Mr.
Cobb is scarcely fertile in the invention of incident. He
begins with a good situation (though by no means a new
one), but he does not carry it definitely forward until the

conclusion of the book is reached. That Helen should be
cajoled into an engagement with the plutocratic and
admirable Mr. Josiah Barbrook was quite probable, and
that within three weeks she should convey to her mother
her absolute refusal to marry the man was also quite

probable ; for Helen is well drawn. And the predilection

of Helen's stolid cousin Patty for the stolid Mr. Barbrook
is fully justified by their respective characters. Thirdly,

it is obvious that young Maurice Vaughan is exactly the

male creature for Helen. Indeed, all the signs point to a

felicitous sorting-out of couples. Yet that sorting-out is

postponed and postponed while interviews and petty in-

trigues occur in haphazard succession—in fact, while Mr.
Cobb writes his novel. The fault of the book is that the

initial situation is capable of an immediate solution.

Helen's mother, Mrs. Christopherson, is only a sham
obstacle, especially after she in turn is wooed and won by
a well-preserved widower.

Still, the tale is uniformly agreeable—light and bright
in its winding attenuation. Some of the scenes have wit.

Thus, after the engagement between Helen and Barbrook,
and before the former has decided to acquaint the latter

of her intention to jilt, the country clergyman calls :

" He thought it necessary to offer us both a great deal

of advice; almost a sermon," Helen explained. "And
then he asked us to pray with him."

, "How extremely provincial!" cried Mrs. Christopher-
. son. " What did Josiah say to that ? " she asked.

" He only looked at me. Of course, it was very em-
- barrassing. But I didn't like to object, so we kneeled
down and Mr. Hodgson prayed."

i "What a mercy no one entered the room !
" exclaimed

' her mother.
"I didn't think of that," said Helen. "Mr. Hodgson

seemed very earnest. I shouldn't very much have objected
if—but, mother," she cried with a good deal of feeling,

. " he prayed that we might live happily together."
• " What execrable taste !

"

Mr. Cobb is a man of good promise. In future we
hope that he will give the rein to his imagination and the
spur to his invention.

The Infatuation of the Countess. By Percy White.
(Sands & Co. 6s.)

The object of the Countess's infatuation was Arthur
GammeUyn, a young and handsome fencing instructor at

a Brompton gymnasium. The young wife of an elderly
husband. Lady Beedsdale was one of those women who
play with the emotions as gracefully as Mr. Percy White
plays with women such as Lady Reedsdale; and it was
only because Arthur GammeUyn was in love with Connie
A^lair, a new species of new woman, and because he was
pdssensed of an innocence rather surprising in a man who
has served Her Majesty in the ranks, that the Countess
did not come to terrible grief

The comedy plays itself lightly out in the fencing school,

in Connie Adair's studio, and in the boarding-house
"situate in the neighbourhood of the park, the gardens,
and the museums," where Arthur GammeUyn lives, and
tries to keep his father the major in the paths of sobriety

and financial rectitude. The major, with his magniloquence
and his surreptitious borrowings, is the most amusing
character in a very amusing book. Curiously enough the
only unconvincing character in the story is the hero,.

Arthur GammeUyn himself. We can be interested in the

women ; but it would perhaps be impossible to interest

us in a rather priggish young athlete whom countesses

adore for his beaux yeux and yoimg lady artists yearn to

model in clay for his magnificent neck.

Notes on Novels.

[ These notes on the week's Fiction are not necessarily final.

Reviews of a selection will follow."]

Souk Grapes. By J. F. Coenish.

A good, readable novel, in which the dark sides of Ufe
are shown; but the end is peace and wealth. "The
fathers have eaten a sour grape, and the children's teeth

are set on edge," is the motto of a story which anyone
may read and enjoy. (Chatto & Windu?. 63.)

Lao-Ti the Celestial. Bt M. Bied.

Chinese life seems to offer a basis for many novels. In
following the story of Lao-Ti we have glimpses into

respectable famUy life in China, and many fine traits of

character are presented. (Hutchinson. Ss. 6d.)

Yeoman Fleetwood. By M. E. Feancis.

In this story, by the author of The Duenna ofa Genitis, we
are in rural England of the early years of this century.

Later we are introduced to the Prince Regent's gay life at

the PavUion, Brighton. Mrs. Fitzherbert and her mis-

fortunes, and Beau Brummel and his eye-glass, move
across the pages. (Longmans. 6s.)

A Fantasy in Fustian. By George Wemyss.

A pleasant, weU-conceived story, showing how town-bred
Zenobia Gliddon, being left an orphan, goes to live at an
old farm-house where contact with Nature refines her
tastes. Her final choice between town and country re-

solves itself into a choice between a farmer and a fop,

and she chooses well. (Downey & Co. 6s.)

The Woeld's Old Story. By Frances Soott.

An artless love-story, helped out with italics. " I was
glad and thankful for it," says the hero in Chapter II.,

" as rendering me perhaps more acceptable in the eyes of

somebody, my reader knows who." (Digby, Long. 6s.)

Bkn Comee. By M. J. Oanavan.

A tale of 1758-59, mainly concerned with the wars with
the Indians and the French, in which the English fought
under Abercrombie and Howe. The assault on Ticonderoga
is an incident, and the tale closes just before the War of

Independence. (MacmiUan. 6s.)

We have also received Edgar's Ransom, by C. Rysbridge
(Digby, Long. 6s.), a beginner's novel, on novelette lines

;

A Comedy of the Cloth, by Thomas A. Lewis (Digby, Long),

a better novel, showing how a farmer's coquettish daughter
played on the hearts of two curates ; Narcissus, by John
Bede (EUiot Stock. 58.), a short novel written to expose

Ritualism ; Father Fox, by Dorothy Martin (Elliot Stock.

5s.), a story written with the same end in view ; Drake and

His Yeomen, a romance founded on the achievements of

Drake. (MacmiUan. 6s.")
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Educational Supplement.

FROM MR. MURRAY'S EDUCATIONAL LIST.

SIR WILLIAM SMITH'S EDUCATIONAL SERIES.

LATIN COURSE.
The Youne: Beg^lnner's Course. 2s. each. T, First Latin Book.

Grammar, Easy Questions, ExtTcisea, and Vocabularies.—II. S^ond latin Book. An
Easy Latin Keadiog Bonk, with Analysis nf Sentences— III. Third Latin Book. Exer-
ciseB on the Syntax, with Vocabularies.—IV. Fourth Latin Book, A Latin Vocatulary
for Beginners, arranged according to nbjects and Etymologies.

Principia Lati'va. Part I. Containing Grammar, Delectus, Exercise
Boijk. Vocabularies. Ac. Thirty-eighth Edition. :!s. tvl.—Appendix to Part I. Addi-
tional Exercises and Examination Papers. 28 ikL— Part II. A First Reading llook.

Ss.ed —Part III. A First Verse Book. :!g (kL-Part IV. Prose Composition, as. Gd.—
Part V. Short Tales and Anecdotes for Transliition into Prose. :jj. ad.

Students' Latin Or9L.rf\^**9kr, Fnr the Use of Colletfes and the Higher
Forms in Hchools. Fifteenth Edition. Thoroughly Revised and partly Rewritten, tts.

mailer Latin Grammar.
tbinl Edition. 3s. Qd.

For Middle and Lower Forms. Twenty-

Translation at Sleht ; or, Aids to Facilitv in the Translation of Latin.
PasHafrp* of O^iduated Difticultv. car-ful'v ^^eVcted from lAtin Authors, with Explana-
tiouB, Notes, Ac. Bv ProfessorT. I). HALL. M.A. Crown Svo. 28.

Child's First Latin Book. Comprising Nouns, Pronouns, and Adjeo-
ti»e«. with the Verbs. With ara»le and varied Practice of the easiest kind. Both Old
and New OrH«r of CoMes given. By T. D. HALL, H-A. Enlarged Edition, including
the Passive Verb. lOmo, 28.

ENQLISH COURSE.
School Manual of Eng^lish Grammar. With Historical Tnlroduc>

tiou. Copious Exercises, and Appen<lice8. Eighth Edition, carefully Revised, 38. tkl.

Primary English Grammar for Elementary Schools. With
numerous Exercises and oarefully gnuluated Parsing Lessons. Is.

Manual of English Composition. With Illustrations and Practical
Exercises. 39. Ud.

Primary History of Britain for Elementary Schools. With a
Map. 28- tid. ^_^______

FRENCH COURSE.
French Princlpla- Part L Grammar, Delectus, Exercises, Vocabularies,

and Materials for Conversation. 38. rtd. Apnendix to Part I. Additional Exerc se8 and
ExumlnatioD Papers. 2s. fid Part II- A Preach Reading Book, with Etymological
Dictionary. 4s. «d. Part III. Prose Composition, 48. 6d.

Students' French Oranvntar. Practical and Historical. For the
Ili«lit;r Forms. With an Introduction by M. Littrk. 8b.

Smaller French Qrammar- For the Middle and Lower Forms. 3s. 6d.

French Stuntbling Blocks anrf English Steppinar Stones. By
. FRANCIS TARVER. M. A., late Senior French Master at Eton < ollege. Fcap. hpo, 2s. 6d.

GERMAN COURSE.
Oerman Prineipla. Part I.

Materials for Conversation. 33. 6d.-

Grammar, Kxercifes. Vofiabnlaries, and
-Part II. Reailing Book, with Dictionary, 3d. tUl.

Practical Oerman Qrammar. For Advanced Stadents. 3b. Gd.

GREEK COURSE.
Inltia Grseca. Part I, A First Greek Course, contninintr Accidence, Rules

of Syntax. E.\erci8Ps and Vocabularius. Edited and carefully Revise<l throughout bv
FRANCIS BROOKS, M.A., Lecturer in Cla»8'cs at Cuivercity College, Bnst<d. and
form, rly Classical Scholar of B»lliol College, Oxford, 3*. fid.—Appendix to Part I.

Additional Exercises and Examination P-ipcre. 2i. tkl.— Part II. A Reading Book
3s, 6.1.—Part III Prose Composition. 38. 6J.

Students' Greek Grammar. For the Higher Forms. Gs.

Smaller Greek Grammar. For Middle and Lower Forms. 3s. 6d.

Greek Accidence. 2s. Gd.

ITALIAN COURSE.
Italian Prlndpia- Parti. Grammar, Delectas, Exercises, Vocabularies.

A New Edition, thoroughly Reviied and in part Rewritten. By 0. F. C08CIA. Pro-
fewor of Italian iu the University of OxfonL 3b. tkl.—Part II. A Reading Book. 3^ (id.

SIR WILLIAM SMITH'S SCHOOL DICTIONARIES.
Smaller Latin-Enetish Dictionary. With a Dictionary of Proper

Names. Thiity-seventTi Editi'»n. 7h. M.

Smaller Enfflish-Latin Dictionary. 7s. Cd. A companion to the
foregoing, Heventeuuth Edition.

Concise Dictionary of Greek and Roman Antiquities.
Thon.iiKh'y Kevi!«e'l an'l in the moH part Kewrittm (IHUHJ l-y F. WARRE CitRNIHli,
M,A., V'ice-Pruvrmt "f Eton. Prolu3t;ly Illuittrdted from the best examples of objects
of Anti^iuity. Medium >iv.i, nis.

Smaller Dictionary of Greek and Roman Antiquities.
Abriilgerl fr>in his larger Dictlouary. With 20o Woodcuts. Crown «vo, 7^. 8d.

Clas«lcal Dictionary of Mythology, Blogrraohy, and Qeo-
ORAPIIY. Compiled from his lir^er Wctiouaries. With 7.^0 \Vood<:uts. 8vo, IHs.

Smaller Classical Dictionary. Abridt^ed from the a^ore Work. With
:iifi Woodcuts. Crowa nvo. 7s. «J.

MURRAY'S STUDENT'S MANUALS.

A SERIES OF GIASS-BOOKS FOR ADVANCED SCHOLARS.
ENGLISH HISTORV AND LITERATURE.

The Student'. Hiame : a Historv of England, from the Earliest Times tn
the Revolution in liias. By DAVID HUME. Inoonioratlnn tlio Researchea of Recent

RevigeH. Oorrected, ami Continued to tile Treaty of Berlin in 1^7^ hy J. S.
M.A. With Notoj, lUuHtrations, anil 7 Coloured Maps and 70 Wootlcuta.

Student's Constitutional History of England. From the Aires-
sionof Ileury VII. totlie Death of George II, Dy IIEXRY HALL.tM, LL.D. Crown
8vo. 7s. (11

Historians,
BREWER, _ _

Crown 8vo. 78. (Id.

Student's Manual o-f the Enelish LanKuaero.
MARSH. Crown 8vo, 7«. (id.

By Gkoso! p.

Student's Manual of Eneiish Literature. B7 T. B. Shaw, M.A,
Crown 8vo, 78. (id.

Student's Specimens of English Literature, j^eleated from the
Best Writers, and arranged Chronologic illy. By TIMS. B. SIIAW, M.A. Orown
8yo, 5j,

SCRIPTURE AND CHURCH HISTORV.
Student's Old Testament Histo'v. From the Creation of the World

to the Return of the .Tews from Oantiyitv With an Intro-luctioD to the Booica nf tha
Old Testament. By PHILIP SMITH.'B.A, With « Maps and WoodouU. Crown
8vo, 78. 6d.

student's New Testament History. With an Intrndnirtion. con-
taining the Connection of the Old and New Testaments. By PHILIP SMITH, B. A.
With ;)

) Maps and Woodouta. Crown 8vo. 78. 6d.

Student's Manual of Ecclesiastical History. A History of tha
Christian Church t<i the Reformation. B» PHILIP SMITH. B.A. 9 vo's. Part I.

A.D. ao.1003. Part II. \.D. 101) !-1598. With Woodcuts. Crown 8yo, 7a. (Id. each.

Student's Manual of English Ohuroh History. Bv O. O. Fehst,
M.A.. Canon of Lincoln. 3 vols., 7a. 6d. each. 1st Period, SSS-1IS09; Ju4 Period,
150<J-1717 1 3rd Period, 1717-1884.

ANCIENT HISTORY.
Student's Ancient History of the Bast. From the Karliest Times

to the Concjnests of Alexander the Great, including Egvnt. Assyria, Babylonia. Media,
Persia, Asia Minor, and Phffiuioia. By PHILIP SMITH, B.A. With 70 WoodcuU.
Crown 8vo, 7a. (id.

Student's History nf Qreeee. From the Earliest Times to the Roman.
Cooiiueat. With Chapters on the History of Literature and Art. By Sir WM. SMITH, -'

D.C.L. With Coloured Map8 and Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. "a. tJd.

Student's History of Rome. From the Earliest Times to the EstahUab'
'

ment of the Empire With Chapters on th" History of Literature and .-Vrt. By Dean
LIDDELL. With Coloured ilaps and Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. 78. (id.

Student's Hiatory of the Roman Empire, From the Establish-

-

ment of the Empire to the Accession of (.'ommodus. A.D, 180. Witl: Coloured .^laps

and Numerous Illustrations. By J. B. BUKY. Fellow of Triu. Coll., Dublin. Crown
8vo, 78. (id.

Student's Qibbon. A History of the necline and Pall of the Roman
Empire. Almdged from the Original Work by Sir WILLIAM SMITH, n C.L . LL.D.
A New and Revised Edition in Two Parts. By A. H. .7. GREENIDGE, M.A., Lecturer
and late Fellow of Hertford College, Lecturer in Ancient History at Brasennse ("ollege,

Oxford. Part I. From a i>. »8 to the Death of Justinian. With Maps and Illustrations-
Crown 8vo, 58.

EUROPE.
Student's History of Modern Europe. From the Cantiire of Con-

Btintinople by the Tiirlts. \V,i. to tlie Treaty of Berlin, 1878. By RICHARD LODGE, -

M.A.. Professor of Modern History in (Jlasgow University. Crown 8vo, 7s. (id.

Student's History of Europe during the Middle Ages. By
HENRY HALLAM, LL.D. Crown 8vo. 78. &!.

FRANCE.
Student's History of France- From the Earliest Times to the Fall of

ttie Second Empire. Bv W. H. .1 EKVIS. M.A. A New Edition, thorouirhl^r Revised,

and in great part Rewritten, by ARTHUR H ASSALL, M.A., Censor of Christ Chunsh,
Oxford. Coloured Maps, and many new Woodcuts. Crown 8vo, 7b. 6d.

QEOORAPHY AND aEOLOQY.
Student's Manual of Ancient Geography. By Canon Bkvait,

M.A. 150 Wowlcuts, Crown 8vo, 78, (il.

Student's Manual of Modern Qeography, Mathematical,
PHYSICAL, and DESCRIPTIVE, By Canon BEVAN, M.A. Witli l-M Woodcuts.
Crown 8V0, 78. (id.

Student's Qeograohy of British India, Political and Physical.
By GBORiJE SMITH, LL.D. With Maps. Grown 8v3, 7s. (id.

Student's Elements of Qsology. By Sir Chiehis Ltkli. A Nenr
Edition, thorougldy Roised by Prof. J. W. .TUDD. Crown 8vo, with (»» Woodcuts, !»8. .

Physical Qeography. By Mabx Somseville. Seventh Eililion, Cir-

reeled and Revised. Post 8vo, lis.

LAW AND PHILOSOPHY.
Student's Edition of Austin's Jurisprudence. Compiled from

the lar.g -r worli. By KiJliERT CAMPBELL. Crown Hvo, ia».

An Analysis or Austin's Jurisprudence. By Gordik Cavpsbli.,
Crown 8vo, 6 ;.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street, W,
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BOOKS FOR SPECIAL EXAMINATIONS (1900-1901).

CAMBRIDGE LOCAL EXAMINATION (1900).

The Gospel aceordins to St. Luke. The Greek Text. With lutroduotioa
uulNotoli; Rgv. .1. Buxn, U.A. 21. ad.

The Acts of the Apostles. Anthoriced Version. With Notes by T. B. P*o»,
M.A„ «ua Ilcv. A. S W»i,i-..Lt, MA. u. w.

The Greek Text. With Notes by T. B. Pack, M.A. 3s. 8d,

Shakespeare. - As You Like It. With Inlrodaotion and Notes by K.
Dkiohtox IR. ftL

Seott.—Marmlon. With Introduction and Notes by M. Uacxillait, D.A.
Si. ; lewwl. 'M. rid.

Milton.—Paradise Lost. Boolts III. and IV. With Introdnotion and Notes
br M. >f t< wii.iji.i. KA. la. 3«1. each ; sewed. Is. each.

Virgil.—jEneld. Book VI. With Notes and Vocabulary by T. E. Page, M A.
1A61.

CsBsar.—De BjIIo Galileo. Book VI. With Notes and Vocabulary by C.
OuLllKCK, M.A. ]S-ri4l.

Horace —Epistles and Ars Poetlca. Edited by A. 8. Wilkims, Litt.D. 6s.

Llvy Book XXI. With Notes and Vocabulary by W. W. Oapis, M.A., and
.). E. MKLHIIhH. M A. liLtd.

Cicero.—De Senectute. With Notes and Vocabulary by B. S. Shockiuxoh,
M A. 1«. 6d.

Xenophon. AnabasH. BookV. With Notes and Vocabulary by Rev. G. H.
Nai.i. M.A 18. hi.

Euripides.—Hecuba. With Notes and Vocabulary by Rev. J. Bovd, U.A.,
all I lU-v. A. .S. Wa1.1.ji,i1, ma. K. *I.

M Tlmid.-Colomba. Klii«d bv G. B. Pasn.icht. 2s.

Goethe. - Hermann und Dorothea. With Introduction and Notes by J. T.
HitTrtKLTl. Js. till.

Defoe —Robinson Crusoe. Edited by J. W. Clask, M.A. 28. 6<1. net.

Shakespeare.—As You Like It. With Introduction and Notes by K,
Ukioiitdn. Is. 9d.

Scott.—The Lay of the Last Minstrel. With Introduction and Notes by
O. II SiiAur, M.A . and E. il Ei.i.i..r, B.A. 2s.

Chaucer.—The Prologue. With Introduction and Notes by A. W. Pot.iAin,
M.A. ItnUxpreu.

MUton. With Introdcrtion and Notes by W. Bbll, M.A. Comus. Is. 3d.
LTCI nA9. S<1. CUSI OS and LYCIUAS In 1 Tol., la. 6d.

Ciesar.-The Gallic War. Edited by Rev. Johs Boirn, M.A , and Rev.
A. 9. W.1.H.1C.K, M..A. U. Od

Gallic War. Wii,h Notes and Vocabulary, BookV, By C. Oolbeck,
MA. i«. 01.

Virgil.—/En^ld. Book IX. With Notes and Vocabulary by Rev. H. M.
SiKfUKMsoK, M.A. la. (Id.

OXFORD LOCAL EXAMINATION (1900).
Horace.-Odes. B X)k III, With Notes and Vocabulary by T, B. Paoe, M.A.

Is. II I.

Llvy. Book XXII. With NoUi and Vocabulary by Rev. W. W. Ca«s, M.A.,
anJJ.B MtiLiiL'isii. &1 A Is. (Id.

Cicero.-Catiline Orations. Edited by A, 8. Wilkihs. Litt.D. 23, 6d.

Xenophon —Anabasis, With Notei and Vocabulary, Book III. By Rev.
II. II. Nali. M.A. laftl. Book IV. Bjr Rev. E. D. Sroas, M.A. Is. 6d

Euripides,—Medea. With Notes and Vocabulary by Bev, M. A. Batpield,
M A. U lid.

Homar.—Illal. Bioks I.Xtl. Elited by W. Leap, LiW.D., and Bev. M. A.
Bivi'isi.i>, M.A. 6*.

Herodotus. Bwk Vf. Edited by J, Stracbaw, M.A. 33, 6d.

Perrault. -C'^ntes de Fies. Edited bv O, E. FASWACHr. Is, ej.

Mirlm-e.—Colomba. Edited by G. B. Fassacht. 28.

HaufT,-Die Karavane. E<1 tad by H. Hagee, Ph.D. 3a. (This Bditiin
coutaius ' Kalif Storoh " an<l " l>.is Oespeaattr.whiff.'*)

OXFORD AND CAMBRIDGE SCHOOLS EXAMINATION (1900),
Shakespeare.—Richard 11, With Introduction

and Nou'> Ijy K. Dt:iuiiT.*x. u. ill.

Midsummer Night's Dream. With Int-o-
ductioD and Notes by H.. D.toiiTo!*. l^ si.

Chaucer.—Prologue. With Introonctionand Notes
by A \V. i'oLLAK .. M.A. t'n 'As press.

Works. Edited by A. W. Pollasd, M,A.
Globe Eilitiou. ;ls. 6*1.

Hilton —Paradise Lost. With Introduction and
Not«8 by M. MAcMiLt.AN. B A. Books Land II., Is. itd.

Books I. to I v., separately, 18. .3i. eacli ; sewed. Is. each.

Caesar. Gallic War. With Notes and Vocabulary,
Book IV. By c. Bbva.ns, M.A. 18. 6d. BookV. By 0.
CoLBEca, M A. 18.6.1

Cicero. -The Seeonii Philippic Oration. Edited
byJ.E. RMavok M A. :W. Txl.

Horace.—Odes. With Notei and Vocabulary by
T. E I'A.iK. M.A. Books II. aud III. Is. lid. ea«li.

Satires. Edited bv A. fALMEK, M.A. 6a,

Llvy. With Notes and Vocibiilary hy Hev. W. W.
fAPE. and ,1. E. .Mcuii i.sn, M.A. Bjoks XXI. and
X.XII. Is. dl. each.

Plautus. — Miles Gloriosus. Editad by R. Y,
TVRKKI.1.. SI A. 3.. &l.

Tacltuf.-The Histories. Rooks I. and II. Edited
by A. Tl.OooLKV. M.A. :i.. III.

Virgil.—.Sneld. With Not.=s and Vo-ahnlary. Rook
VII. By Rtv. A. Ualvkht. M.A. 1». (11. Book Vill.
hv Key. A. C.i.vBBT M.A. Is. 6d. Bjok IX. By Key.
II. M. STtl'HKSSON-. M.A. Is. li'l.

Euripides,-Hecuba. Wits Noi«s and Vocabulary
by Ke\. J. Bosii. .MA., and Key. A. 8. WalholU, M.A.
Is. 6(1.

Euripides,-Bacehse. Edited by R. T. Tteaell,
MA. 31. Ikl.

Herodotus. Book VII. Edited by Mrs, Montago
BuTi.Ka. 3i. rid.

Plato,—Apology, &c. Translated by F. J. Cbdech.
2s. 6d. net.

Thucydldes. Book IV. Edited by C. E. Gkatis,
M.A. :n rid.

Mollire.-Le Medlein Halgrc Lul. Edited by
«. E. Fa'(SA<:HT. 18

Le Bonrgeois Gentllhomme. Edited by
I., il. MORIARTY, B.A. 18 rid.

Schiller.—Wllhelm Tell. Edited by G. K. Pas-
MACHT. 28. (id Edited by W. H. CARRrTH. 3s. rid.

Hauff, - Die Karavane. Edited by H. Haoib,
fh.D. as

CAMBRIDGE HIGHER LOCAL EXAMINATION (June and December, 1900, and June, 1901).
Spenser.—Faerie Queene. Buok I. With Info-

diiction and Notes by 11. M. Pkriival, M.A.. ;ls. ; sewed,
2s. t!d. [Jims. 1901.

Bacon.—The New Atlantis. With Introduction
and Notes by A. T. Fi.r\. Is. [June, liKtl.

Shakespeare. — Coriolanus. With Introduction
aud Notes by K. Dkiohton. 23. rid. ; sewed, 28.

I Jun«, 1901.

Hamlet, 2s. 6d, ; sewed, 28, [June, lOX).

Burke —Reflections on the French Revolution.
With Introduction aud Notes by F. O. Sklhv. M.A. 58.

[Jun«, 19011.

Wordsworth. — Poems. Selected by Matthsw
Ahn LP. 28. 6J. net. [June. 1900

Chaucer.—Complete Poetical Works. Edited by
A. W. Pollard aud others. 3s. rid. \Jim9, 19i)0,

The Knight's Tale. With Introinction and
Notes by A. W. foLLARo, M.A. [/;i the prees.

Historical Outlines of English Accidence. By
Key. R. MoRRiN, LUD. Revised by L Klllnkh, Ph.D.,
am) II. Bhaulkv, M.A. Qi.

The History of the English Language. By
0, F. Emkusos, Ph.D. 6s. net.

A Primer of Chaucer. ByA, W. Pollakd, M,A, Is.

Xenophon.- Anabasis. H'iok v. With Notes and
Vocibulaiy by Rev. G. II. Nall, M.A. Is. rid.

English Prose Selections. Bv Sir H. Ceaik,
K.U.B. Vols. I..IV,, 7s. ri.1 e loh. Vol. V.. 8s. rid.

The English Poets. Edited bv T. H. Waed, M.A,
Vols. I. III. ,7a. rid. each. Vol. IV.. 83. 6d.

A Shakespearean Grammar. By Rev, B. A.
Ahuott, X).D. 6s.

Virgil.- Georglos IV. By T. B, Paqe, M.A. Is, 6d.
(/une, 1900.

Horace. Book 111. With Not3s and Vocabulary by
T. E. Pale, MA. 18. rid.

IJuM and I)<iC., 1900, and June, 1901.

Cicero.—Pro Hllone, Ediled by F. H, OOLHOK,
M.A. 28.61. [./Kits, 1900.

Pro Lege Manilla. Edited hv A, 8, Wilkiits,
Litt.U. 2l Kd. |£>t:e.. 1900, andt/uns, 1901.

Tacitus,—Agrlcola, Ediied by Rev, A, J. Ohckob,
M.A., audRev. W.J. Bkouuiiiii, M.A. 28.

[June, 190 1.

Euripides. - Bacchae. Edited by R, Y. Tveueli,,
M.A. 3s. rid. [June, 1900.

Demosthenes.—De Corona. Edited bv B. Drake.
Revised by E. S. Sricrbihuh. M.A. 38. rid.

IJum and l>>'.r''.mlfer 1900, ./ime, 1901.

MoUire.—Les Prtcieuses, Ridicules, Le Mlsan-
TIIROPK, LKS FE.M.MKS SAVAiNTKS. Edited by O.
E[jo^\ic Fasnai ilT. Is. eiie'i. [Juns, ]»(K).

, Le Bourgeois Gentllhomme. Is. 6d.
L'AVARE. 18. Edited by L M. MoRrARTv,B.A.

lOec , 19O0. and June, 1901.

CornelUe,—Le CId. Edited by G. E. Fabhacht, Is.

[Cc, 1900, and June, 1901,

Goethe.—Egmont. Edited by 8. Pkikek. 3s. 6d.
[June, laoo.

Iphlgenle. Edited by H. B. CorrsmLi,, M.A.
38. Edited by W. H. Cabrcth. 3s. 6d.

[Dee , 1900, and ./dm, 1901,

Lesslng.—Hlnna von Barnhelm. Edited by Rev.
C. Mere. 2s. 6d. IJune, 1900.

Nathan der Welse. Editetl by G. O, Opeme,
38. rid. r Osc , 1900, and June, 1901.

Schiller. -Wllhelm Tell. Edited by G, K, Fab.
SACHT. »8. lid. Edited by W. H.Carrl'th, Ph.D. Ss. «d,

[June, 1900.

Wallensteln. Edited by H. B. CoTr«mLL,
M.A. 2a. li>e«., l!WO,aaii./imi,liWl.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON (1900-1901).
MATRICULATION (June, 1900).

IV. With Notes and Vocabulary by C, Bsyahs, M.A.

With Notes and Vocabulary by C. Colbeck, M.A.

Cnsar.—Gallic War.
18. rid.

Gallic War. V,
Is. rid

Euripides,—Hecuba, With Notes aid Vocabulary by Bev. J. Bosd, M.A.,
and R.v. A. ^. Waltolb, M.A. Is. 6.1.

Bngllsh Grammar. Past and Present, By J. C, Nehfiei.d, U,A, Is. 6d,
{.X'iaiiUdUi the, lyjn'ltn Matrieuialitm Cuunm.)

A Short Histo.-y of English Literature. By ProE. G. Saintkbdkt. 8s. 6d.

Elementary General Science. By A. T. Simmoics, B.Sc, and L. M, Joirss,
B.Kc. 3s. IMI. i.itlat>U'l to tkn Liintton Matncul!itionCourte.[

Lessons in Elementary Chemistry, Inorganic and Organic. By Sir
IliNRr ItosLoi:, F.R.S. 48 6.1.

Mechanics for Beginners. By W, Gauatlt, M.i. 2s, fld.

Magnetism and Electricity for Beginners. By H. E. HaDi-Er,
23. rid.

Botany for Beginners. By Esitest Evaks. 2s. 6d.

MATRICULATION (Januaiy, 1901).
Virgil.-.Sneld II. With Notes and Vocabulary by T, E, Pao
.Sschylus,—Prometheus Vinctus. With

II. M. Stkphrkson, M.A. 18. 6d.

MATRICULATION (June, 1901).
Sallust.—Catillna, Edited by C. Meeivale, D,D. 2s,

Bellum Catullnse. Edited by A, M. Cook, M,A. 2s. 6d.
/'or HnglieK Grammar, <&c., gee above.

B.8c.

.M.A. l8.6d.
Notes and Vocabiilary by Rev.

COLLE(}E OF PRECEPTORS EXAMINATION (June and December, 1900)
With Introduction and Notes by K.Shakespeare.—As You Like It.

Deiohton. Is. 9d.

Seott.—The Lay of the Last Minstrel. With Introduction and Notes by
a. H. StL-AHr, M.A, and £. H Ei.Lior. B.A- Cantoi 1. to III. Is. 3d. ; se .red, Is.

Hacaulay.—Lays of Ancient Rome. With Introduction nad Notes by
W. T. Wkbb, M.A Is. 9d. (Cjntaius "The Prophecy of Capys," "Ivry," and "The
Armada.")

Ctesar.—Gallic War. BookV. With Notes and Vocabulary by C, Coibioe,
M.A 18. 6d.

Earlpldes.—Medea. With Notes and Vocabulary by Rev. M. A. Baveield,

EutroDlus. Booka I, and II. With Notes and Vocabulair by W, Welos,
M,A, and C. 0. DirricLo, M.A Is. rid.

Hjraee.—Odes, Book III, With Notes and Vocabulary by T. E. Page, M,A.
Is. rid. Edited by the same. 'ii.

Llvy, Book X.Xlf. With Notes and Vocabulary by R3V, W. W. Capes, M.A.,
aud.T. E. Mklhuish, MA. Is. 6d.

Phsedrus,-Fables, With Notes and Vocabulary by Bev. Q, H. Nall, M,A.
Is. ed.

Select Fables. With Notes and Vocabulary by Bev. A, S, Walpole,
M,A. Is. lid.

Virgil,—/Eneld, Book IX. With Notes and Vocabulary by Bev. H. M.
STKpaKNsos. M.A. Is. rid.

Xenophon.—Anabasis. Book III. With Notes and Vocabulary by Bev.
li. H. Nai.i.. M.A. Is. 6d.

The Acts of the Apostles. With Introduction and Notes by T. E. Paoi,
M.A., and Rjy. A. S. Walpolk, M.A 2s. rid.

MACMILLAN . & CO., Limited, St. Martin's Street, London, W.C.
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The Choice of School Text-

Books.

Views of Schoolmasters.

Of the making of school text-books there is no end. A
catalogue which came under our notice the other day
contained no fewer than twelve school editions of " Julius

Csosar " and " Richard II." Every conceivable subject

has its range of text-books. The stream never ceases.

So the question arises, How is one to decide which are

the best ? Experience is the only real guide ; but for the

sake of those who are still buying their experience we
asked three schoolmasters—men keenly interested in their

profession, and of wide experience— to draw up inde-

pendent lists of thirty books suitable for use in a modern
secondary school. We print List A in full without criticism,

adding a note on the points that have struck us in com-
paring it with Lists B and C.

List A.

This list is based on the principle of what may be
called stock text-books. The common idea of a school-

book is realised by a little blue-backed volume, used
for a term, wearily embellished with rude portraiture, and
most gladly cast away when its service is over. But there

is no reason why a boy should not be trained to preserve

his school books, if not to love them ; and he will learn

more, and at less cost to his parents, by being soaked, so

to speak, in a few good books rather than dipped in a

sequence of bad ones. Whether the saturating process is

pleasant or not will depend on the teacher who presides

over it. Leaving, however, argument aside, and sup-

pressing a few obvious assumptions, here is my list of

thirty stock text-books, grouped according to their

subjects

:

A.

—

Enoush (in a school sense).

1. English Grammar. By Mason. Bell & Sons. ;Js. fid.

2. English History. By Oman. Edward Arnold, 'a.

3. Geography. ' By G. G. Chisholm. LongmaiiK. .'5'. fid.

4. School Atlag. By A. Keith Johnston. W. & A K.
Johnston. 128. fid.

'). Golden Treasury of Songs and Lyrics. By Palgrave.
Macmillan. 28. fid.

Many repetition books have been compiled in the faith

that boys have no imagination and can grasp nothing
beyond John Gilpin. Why not bring into the schoolroom
the best anthology that we have, and trust the teacher to

make his own choice of the flowers ?

B.

—

Mathematics.

6. Arithmetic. By C. Pendlehury. Bell & Sons. 43. fid.

7. Elementary Alg- bra. By Hall and Knight. Macmillan.
38. fid.

8. Elements of Euclid. By Deighton. Bell & Sons. 4s. fid.

0. Elementary Trigonometry. By C. Pendlehury. Bell &
Sons. 4s. fid.

10. Elementary Mechanics. By Briggs. Olive. 38. fid.

The text-book last mentioned by no means holds the

field against all rivals ; but it has much to recommend its

use where candidates are sent in for the examinations of

London University, and, indeed, elsewhere.

C.—Sr.'lENCE.

11. Elementary Science. By Jones and Simmonp. Mac-
millan. 3s. fid.

12. Lessons in Elementary Chemistry. By Roscoe. Mac-
millan. 48. fid.

13. Chemical Arithmetic. By Sidney Lupton. Macmillan.
4s. 6d.

I).

—

Miscellaneous.

14. First Lessons in Political Economy, By F. A. Walker.
Macmillan. os.

\o. Geometrical Drawing. By A. J. Pressland. Bivingtons.
28. fid.

E.

—

Latin.

16. Revised Latin Primer. By Kennedy. Longmans. 28. fid.

17. Bradley's Arnold. Rivingtons. Ss.

18. Latia Elegiac Verse. Bj Gepp. Rivingtons. 3s. fid.

19. School Atlas of Classical Geography. By A. Keith
Johnston. W. & A. K. Johnston. 128. fid.

20. Smith's Smaller Classical Dictionary. Murray. 7g. fid.

21. Dictionary of Classical Antiquities. By Seyifert. Son-
nenschein. 10s. fid.

22. History of Rome. By Smith (and Greenidge). Murray.
3s. fid.

23. School Latin Dictionary. By Lewis. Clarendon Press.

188.

Hidory of Rome is classed here as being a commentary
on the texts, studied. The mention of a Latin Dictionary

(23) raises the vexed question of its merits in comparison
with separate vocabularies for each author read. Suffice

it now to say that most teachers prefer the vocabulary
system for younger boys, but grieve to see the effort of

older ones reduced to a minimum. English-Latin and
English-Greek Dictionaries are alike taboo for constant

use, but occasional access to desk copies may be allowed.

F.

—

Fbench.

24. French Grammar. By Fasnaoht. Macmillan. 3s. fid.

25. Class - book of French Composition. By Blouet.

HMchette. 28. fid.

2fi. French Dictionary. Cassell & Co. 3s. fid.

G.—Greek.
27. Greek Grammar. By Goodwin. Macmillan. 6s.

28. Introduction to Greek Prose Composition. By Sidg-
wick. Rivingtons. 5s.

29. Elementary History of Greece. By Oman. Rivingtocs.
4s. fid.

30. Greek Lexicon abridged from Liddell and Scott. Clar-
endon Press. 7s. fid.

H.—GERMAN^(as alternative t) Greek ; whence the double
numbering).

27a. German Conversation Grammar. By Otto. Nutt. 58.

28a. Materials for German Composition. By Buchheim.
Bell & Sons. 48. fid.

29 i. Buchbeim's Deutsche Lyrik. Macmillan. 28. fid.

30*. Fliigel's German Dictionary. Whittaker & Co. 6s.

The limit imposed (thirty books) has prevented the
whole school domain from being covered. And of the

text-books named many are unsuitable for beginners ; but
most of these {e.g., Nos. 1, 7, 12, 16, 24, 27a) have elemen-

tary introductions by the same authors, so that uniformity

of treatment and terminology is secured."

Of these books only two appear in all threelists (Nos. 6

and 7); ten in lists A and B (Nos. 11, 12, 14, 16, 17, 2.3,

25, 27, 30, 30a) ; two in lists A and (Nos. 5 and 14) ;

and two in lists 15 and (Abbott's How to Parse, and
Gow's Method of English). The average price in A—and
price has to be reckoned with—is something over Ss., in

B something under 3s., and in C something over 2s.

B gives Eansome for history, Meiklejohn for geography,
Gill for chemistry, and a choice of "Literature Manuals"
for [the drybones of

J
literature. C is more progressive,

inclining to the " Parallel Grammar Series," Dent's

"French and German Books," and Meiklejohn's How to

Write English, omitting exercise books altogether, and
substituting, wherever possible, for annotated editions of

authors such plain texts—printed, in the case of modem
languages, in the foreign country—as would attract the

boy in the street. " To-day," he concludes, "your
British boy's idol is Henty. Saturate him with a French
Henty, then, in French, throwing grammar and exercise

to the dogs."
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Reviews.

The Theory of Education.

The Logkal Ilasct of Eduaillmi. By J. Welton, M.A., Pro-

fessor of Education in the Yorkshire College. (Macmillan.)

The teacher deeiring to know the raieon d'etre of this book
should tirst read through the last two chapters. The most
ctirsory glauce through that dealing with Definition, Classifi-

cation, and Explanation will show the necessity for going a

step further back than the ordinary text-books on special

subjects. Prof. Welton selects those on grammar for examplts
of confused thought and consequent blundering ; but a
thoughtful reading of the chapter will well repay teachers of

subjects other than language. The last chapter is in a double
sense the conclusion of the whole matter. The gist of the book
is hero admirably put; here and elsewhere there is a dis-

criminating criticism of educational reformers, and of some of

their past and present watchwords. The various points made
must give pause to the reader. How far should the educational

development of the child follow that of the race ? What
part must authority play in education ? Is it mere learning

of facts from books, or development of the power to think

and initiate, that is of prime importance ? What are the

best methods of education r These are some of the questions

raised and answered. The author states in his preface that
" but little of the traditional formal logic will be found in the
book." This is a definite gain, and a careful reading of the
book justifies the statement. There is a sane treatment of

the syllogism ; and the various forms of it and their uses are
worked out in a most interesting manner. The modern mind
can well dispense with the mnemonic Barbara, Celareut, Darii,

Ferio, &c., jJthough Dante has put its ingenious author into

Paradise. The test of inference should be mental, not
mnemonic. It is well to note, too, that logic is not so much
a thing apart from ordinary talk and reasoning as once it was,
and that no longer does it reject, as the traditional logic did,

all inferences which do not give a certain and definite conclu-
sion, the reason being, as Prof. Welton points out, that we are

not so siure of our starting-point now as in the time when the
axioms were "Nature abhors a vacuum," "All men are equal,"
" All children are bom wholly inclined to evil," and the like.

Indeed, the modern treatment of the subject is much more
interesting and far more profitable than the study of the
traditional logic. There is a fascinating chapter on the value
of evidence. Apt illustrations and quotations abound through-
out the book. One here given of the value of Froude's
testimony is amusing: "He had visited the city of Ade-
laide in Australia. ' We saw,' says he, ' below us, in a
basin with a river winding through it, a city of 150,000
inhabitants, none of whom has ever known, or will ever know,
one moment's anxiety as to the recurring regularity of his

three meals a day.' Thus Froude ; now for the facts. Adelaide
is built on an eminence ; no river runs through it ; when
Froude visited it the population did not exceed 75,000, and it

was suffering from famine at the time." No wonder the
writers here quoted come to the conclusion that Froude suffered

from " chronic inaccuracy." But the book should be read as a
whole ; it is an excellent example of logical exposition.

Educational Reform,. By Fabian Ware. (Methuen.)

Vs these short essays, some of which have already appeared,
Mr. Ware discusses the educational organisation of our coimtry,
indicating, very roughly, where it is weak, and where strong

:

in par.iuular, he concerns himself with the reforms which the
Board of Education may effect in Secondary Education. Of
course, the Board of Education Act commits the Government to
nothing tangible, but many educationists hope, now that the
first sttp has been taken—the formation of a Central Educa-
tional Authority— that very soon we shall have a register of
eifioient Secoi dary Schools, a Secondary School inspectorate,
registration of teachers, and the formation of local authorities.
The discussion of these and kindred subjects make up the material
of this book, Mr. Ware does not address his appeal so much
to the expert as to the general reader, although one soon
discovers that the author is not only thoroughly within
bis province when tackling questions of organisation, but
algo^ when he is criticising educational theories and ideas.
He is opposed to all regulations which will destroy initiative

<m the part of the teaober by " hedging hiw in with too

many restrictions," and although " the nation must insist on
the attainment by all secondary teacht-rs of a certain standard
of schglarship, of a knowledge of the principles which underlie
their art, and of skill in its practice before they can be re-
cognised as fully qualified," yet this must be secured without
" crushing personality and reducing all teachers to one dead
mechanical level." We have not space at our disposal to do
more than notice one point. On p»ge 131 Mr. Ware writes
that " France, owing to an incalculable extent to the subordi-
nation of the ethical to the intellectual aim in her education,
has, it is true, so immeasurably weakened the moral founda-
tions of her former greatness, that little short of national
regeneration will restore her to the position of a rival to be
feared." This is assuredly an entirely misleading statement.
As M. Gustjve Le Bon has shown repeatedly, education in
France is not properly intellectual at all : what passes there for
education is an atrophying of faculty by an oppressive and
severe discipline. The result is a loss of initiation and real
individual freedom, a consequence of which is an excessive love
of bureaucracy and militarism. If the French would only
change their educational system, and make it genuinely in-
tellectual, then they would soon rise again, not to be feared as
rivals but to be loved as friends. On the whole, then, this is a
very readable and useful book ; it is a poptilar exposition of the
questions thrust into notice by the Board of Education Act, and
we are therefore somewhat at a loss to know why Mr. Ware
should anticipate severe criticism. He has stated his views
with clearness and evident sincerity, and we cannot think that
any critic could seriously differ from the great body of his con-
<<Iu£ions.

Careers from the Inside.

Unwritten Laws and Idcala. Edited by E. H. Pitcairn. (Smith,
Elder.)

This is a collection of essays, by "expert" writers, on the
unwritten laws and ideals of tbe professions in which they
have attained eminence. The successful student wiU find on
reading the volume that much that makes for effectiveness in
an active career has, naturally enough, not got into the
examination syllabus. A barrister must know some law; but
his real work is, says Mr. Augustine Birrell, " to get his client
out of a hole" (and, we presmne, the other man into one).
Learning becomes a schoolmaster, as roses a garden, but to win
the confidence of boys and to get them to do their best with
their gifts, or, in Dr. Welldon's words, "so to train boys that
they can after a time dispense with his training," is, for all

Bacon's saying, a rare possession. Not many youths look

—

and it is well—to the embassy as a profession. If Sir Edward
Malet speaks truth, the ambassador should be more sensitive
than the most delicate chemical balance. He must take his
hostess in to dinner, and sit at her right hand, or " his dinner
will be as ashes in his mouth." He must not betray any sign
of boredom when complaints are being poured into his ear.

Nor is this all. He cannot, poor man ! marry whom he would.
Listen 1

" The ambassadress should be British-bom, and of
equal or higher rank than her husband; she shotild know
French as well as she does her own language ; and be not
without such a grounding in other languages as would enable
her to attain proficiency in them if necessary, &c., &o." Who
ever was so compact of virtue as to satisfy these—there are
many more—demands ? At the other pole shall we place the
Navy ? Even here the " unwritten law " is sterner than the
written, " Any lie," it says, "is justified to screen a shipmate
who has ' got into trouble,' as the expression goes. More par-
ticularly is this the case if the trouble has arisen through
smuggling liquor into the ship." And the Army ? Disobedi-
ence may sometimes be necessary. '

' Suppose that under given
circumstances I know that if I exercise my judgment in a matter
entrusted to me and am wrong, I may be professionally ruined
or shot, but have positive evidence tmder my eyes that if I do
not vary my instructions the lives of thousands of men under me
will be lost . , . nothing can morally excuse me if I set up the
plea of discipline— the means against the end."
And so we might go through all the professions ; but

each dpmands qualities of heart and brain known only to the
initiated and experienced ; hence his collection of essays by
" expert " writers will reveal to the uninitiated some of the stem
realities of life ; and therein lies their use. There is another
side to the shield, and we should have read the book with
greater pleasure if the " amenities " had been more emphasised)
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Text Books, School Books, &c.

English.

A Brief Survey of British History. By G. T, Warner, M.A,
(Blackie & Son.)

Mb. Warner says, in the preface to this little book,
that he has selected from each historical period what he
considers the most important events ; and he has endea-
voured, so far as it was possible within such small compass, to
present these events as Jinks in a connected series of events.
Considering the ground covered, it seems to us that he has
accomplished what he set out to do. An example will

make clear the author's method. In the chapter dealing
with the Black Death and the Serfs, he shows how the real

cause of the Peasants' Revolt (1381) was not the levying of the
Poll-Tax—its immediate and apparent cause—but the terrible

scoinrge which destroyed one-third of the population in less

than three years (1347-13<50). This plague, by decreasing the
supply of labour, increased the independence of the serfs,

raised their wages, and set going a train of events which
resulted, by the time of Elizabeth, in the complete abolition of
serfdom. What has here been condensed into a few words is

allotted five pages of text, so it will be evident that the
beginner is taught, at the threshold of his subject, to look
upon events, not as isolated phenomena, but as acts in a drama.
The maps, plans, acd synopsis add very much to the useful-

ness of the book, although we miss illustrations of buildings,

armour, dress, coins, &c.

Bow to Learn Philology, By Eustace H. Miles, M.A. (Swan
Sonnenschein.)

Thkre can be little doubt that the student who works care-

fully through Mr. Miles's book will obtain a sound, if

elementary, knowledge of philology, textual criticism, and
other related matters ; and, lurther, if the subject is taught in

class on the lines laid down by the author in his preface, very
gratifying results must follow. But this is not a book to put
into the schoolboy's hand, for it contains the answer—whole, or
in part—to every question set, and, therefore, the teacher would
never be sure that his pupils' work was the result of thought
and effort rather than mere " cram." If Mr. Miles would
spht this book into two, or, better still, supplement the present
volume by one specially written for class use, then we could
heartily recommend the present text-book as a teacher's aid to

the intelligent teaching of a most fascinating subject. The
truth is, that too many text-books are written which are

intended primarily to supplement bad teaching ; such books
enable the pupil to acquire the information necessary to pull

him through an examination, but inasmuch as they do not
encourage independent thought and research they are not
properly speaking educative at all. Mr. Miles's book is an
excellent specimen in the " old" style, but the least admirable
in the " new " style is better than this. Of course the pupil's

part should be something more than a mere collection of exer-

cises : it could be made bright and interesting by facsimile

reproductions from Latin and Greek codices, and photograx^hs
of inscriptions. The footnotes should be suggestive and stimu-
lative rather than complete and tiresome. In this way the
pupil would learn the look of an unemendated and contracted

passage, and would also acquire under the guidance of the

teacher a knowledge of his subject in the same historical order
and by the same methods in which the subject has been built

up to its present state.

Introduction to Emjlish, French, and Oerman Phonetics, With
Reading Lessons and Exercises. By Laura Soames. New
Edition. Revised and Edited by Wilhelm Victor, Ph.D.,
M.A., Professor of EogUsh Philology in the University of

Marburgi

To utter clearly and correctly the sounds of a language is an
accompUshmeut of such rarity that none can possess it without
winning the gratitude of his auditors. Why is this ? Possibly

because very little attention hitherto has been paid to the

training of the ear at the only time when such training is

effective—in childhood. It has been said that a false quantity

has much less chance of passing unchallenged in the House of

Commons than the mispronunciation of an English word. If,

however, the interest which is now being taken in phonetics

is sustained, there is hopo that before long to speak beautifully

•*ill be as precious to us as the affected drawl of the public

ichoolboy is now.

Miss Soames's book, revised by Prof. Vietor, will be found
an easy introduction to phonetics; and we recommend thB
student to turn first to the reading lessons, and than, after
'imiliarising himself with the new symbols for the sounds, he
trill find it not difficult to understand the way in which the
sounds are produced.
We have one criticism to make : why are the reading lessons

prepared for children who have already gone through the
grind of learning to read and pronounce words in anomalous
spelling ? After a child has learnt to pronounce and spell
correctly " cough," what possible sense can there be in spelling
it " kof " ? The anomalous spelling should follow, not precede,
the phonetic spelling. If a child knows two ways of spelling
the same word, what probability is there that it will choose one
way in preference to another 'f Another cause of irritation is

that, although Prof. Vietor has himself written a book on
phonetics, the symbols for the sounds in his own book are
totally different from those in Miss Soames's book. Phonetics
for some time to come will be useful mainly for learning to
read and for learning the sounds of a foreign language ; but
we think it most inadvisable to attempt in schools the run-
ning of two systems of spelling, seeing that the anomalous
or present system presents so many difficulties and wastes so
much school time. The following selection will enable the
reader to realise the value of phonetics in learning a foreign
language: "Deii pti garsore d la vil, Richa:r e Gusta:v,
s'egare : r eure jou : r darez un epe : s fore. Arefen i trouve : r

un petit oberj, 6 milyeu d la for^, eiziantre;r pouripase
la ntd."

The Making of Europe, By Nemo. (Nelson & Sons.)

What object Nemo had in view in writing this bjok it is im-
possible to find out by reading it, and it lacks a preface. It
has the appearance of a text-book for use in schools ; but a
history of Europe without maps, or illustrations, or significant
dates, cannot possibly be meant to be put into the hands of
children, unless Nemo's aim is to make them hate history for
the rest of their lives. The book is merely an uninteresting
collection of snippets.

The Expansion of the British Empire. By W. H. Woodward,

As history grows from more to more, and as the picturesque
and popular story of a nation too often veils the real significance
of events, it is becoming more and more common for writers to
detach a few strands from the meshwork of facts, and to leave
to the student the reweaving of them into the general fabric.
Unless Mr. Woodward's story of our territorial expansion is

fitted into the body of general history, very much as a tile is

fitted into a mosaic pavement, the effect of such a book as this

is to do violence to the historic sense, and make the part seem
greater than the whole. The purport of a sentence like the
following, for instance, is quite lost if the reader cannot " fix

up " the politicians referrea to :
" Clarendon showed, indeed, a

broad and intelligent spirit in his Colonial policy, and in
Shaftesbury he found an able colleague and successor." With
this reser\'ation the book can be confidently recommended ; it

continually provokes in the reader a mental reaction, and
pushes him on to further inquiries

; it contains some well-drawn
maps, has an index and a table of important dates.

Headings in, John Ruslcin^s " Fors Olavigera," 1871-1884.

Selected by C. A. Wurtzburg, (AUen.)

Greatly daring would be the schoolmaster who should use
Fors Clavigera—as yet—for his handbook of ethical instruction,

and many are the dovecotes which would be fluttered by
the reports brought back by impressionable youth of the
strange new teaching. For such a purpose Mrs. Wurtz-
burg's carefully made selection of essential passages would be
invaluable. She gently brushes aside the irrelevancies of the

master, and under three heads—"Ethic," "Economic,"
'Didactic "—gives the gist of his social gospel. If an end of

education is stimulus to thought, no book could be better

designed to effect it.

!^hnkespeare's "As You Like It." Edited by A. W. Verity.

(Pitt Press.)

Mr. Verity'3 school editions of Shakespeare's plays have by

now their acknowledged position. " As You Like It " is the

most elaborate and iu some ways the best he has done. The

commentary and illustrative matter is fuller thau ii usual with

hiui. He prints the story of the play from Lamb's Talet, and
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uiakej an intereitiug apixiudii out of extracta from Shake-

speare's source, the imphuistic romance of '•Koselynde, by

Thomas Lodge. Mr. Verity's work is admirable throughout.

We demur, however, a little to his method of supplyiug

tPStheUc comment largely in the fotm of extracts from other

critics, who naturally do not always agree euher among them-

selves or with Mr. Verity.

r.'pt't " Rape of the Lock." Edited by Frederick Ryland.

(BlacUe & Son.)

Wb do not like the use of Pope for educational purijoses uor

do we quite think that the undeniable merits of the "Ripe of the

Lock" are precisely those best fitted to catch the imagination

of the schoolboy. The edition, however, is a good one. Mr.

Kyland has mado it his chief object "to make as clean as

iwssible the literary and social environment within which the

poem was produced. To impart merely philological informa-

tion has not been his aim." He is well acquanited with the

eighteenth century, and his long introduction and brief notes

are full of facts and interest without being pedantic.

Selectimu from Tennyson's Poems. 1H32 - ISoo. By E. C.

EverardOwen. (Arnold)

Thb introduction, which covers the whole of Tennyson's

life and work, is full and good : but the notes give one

the impression of having been written currenie cukimo,

without much reflection as to the principles of annota-

tion or the ditticulties which a young student is or is not

likely to feel in reading the poems. The citation of p»rall.-l

passages is constant and childish. Mr. Churton Collins is

general editor of " Arnold's S.hool Series, ' and tiis method of

commenting on Tennyson is not worthy of imitation. Nor is

a selection of Tennyson's poems from 18i2-18oJ in the lea-t

wanted. The latter year is not a turning jiuint in Tennyson's

work: it is only the purely accidental period at which con-

siderations of copyright obliged the ( ditor to st< p. We do not

for a moment believe that "Charing" Cros< has anything to

do with cherc reinc That is mere folk-etymology. There are

other statements iu Mr. Owen's uott s which seem to us equally

habty.

Stories from the Northern Sar/ai. Edited by Albany F. Major
and E. E. Speight. (Marshall.)

A CAPITAL reading book for junior forms- if translations are

considered legitimate for the purpose. The extracts are from
publications of William Morris and Einkr Maguussou, Prof.

York Powell, Sir George Dasent, and others, all of whom iu

their various ways have caught some share of the swing and
vigour of the Scandinavian originals. Thoi e are no notes, but
Prof. York Powell contributes a brief preface, and each Saga
drawn on has a few lines of explanatory introduction.

The Cambridge Bible for Schools : Chronicles. Edited by W. E.
Barnes, D.D. Proverbs. Edited by the Ven. T. T. Perowne,
B.D.

Nearly every bojk of the Bible, with the exception of those
included in the Pt-utateuoh, has now been included in this

excellent series, excellent alike for its clear and convenient
arrangement, for the high scholarshij) of Tuost of its editors, •

and for the liberal attitude which many ot them adopt towards
matters of criticism. The new volumes will be found well up
to the standard.

Wordsworth's" Prelude" as a Study of Education. By James
Fotheringham. (Marshall.)

A TiIoronrFlTL little paper, which -should be of value to all

teachers, as a supplemeot to M. Emile L'gonis' monograph on
th»" Prelude."

Oems of Modem French Podry. By Jules Lazare. (Hachette.)

Tins is a selection of short poems by authors of the present

c^ontury, and illustrates well the graca and music of the

French language, both in its deeper and its livelier tones.

Those on child-life and on warlike themes are, perhaps, most
attractive, and Mme. de Pressense's imitation of Longfellow's

"Psalm of Life" (p. 30) presents an interesting study. The
introilucti"n deals brietty but sufficiently with the various

forms of French verse : if space had allowed, the section on
poetic liceuces should have given the historical explanation of

them, and not left the impression that they are arbitrary. The
biographical notes are well done, and all needful help is given

iu a few pages of vocabulary.

Lc Tour da Monde en Quatrc-vluits Jours. Par Jules Verne.

Edited by Louis A. Barbe. (Macmillan.)

M. Bauhi'; has given boys and girls an excellent and amusing
class-book in this addition to Siepmann's Series. The story of

Phineas Fogg's achievement has been skilfully condensed, and
the 1 xtravagauce of some of the episodes will be no fault in

boys' eyes. The notes are satisfactory, and so is the vocabulary.

But Sous benefice d'inrmtaire is best rendered by our own legal

phrase " without prejudice " (p. 73) ; with interdit should have

been noted the idiomatic use, "struck dumb"; and we think

that it would have been more useful, and less troublesome, to

inc'ude «'/ common irregular verbs in the list given, instead of

only those that occur in the text.

Ccfurs russes. Par le Vioomte E.-M. de Vogiie. Edited by
Eugeue Pelissier. (Macmillan.)

This pleasant book gives an instructive view of the pathos and
beauty as well as of the mental chaos of the great Russian

jieoplo. The notes are adequ-ite. Two things we would
suggest to the editor : might not references be uniformly

made to Fa-nicht's grammar? and might not the philological

chapter be dropped, and the pupil referred to Darmesteti-r's

Historical Frtnch Qrammmr 't

Frenrh History for Schools. By Katharine Stephen. (Mac-
millan.)

Miss SxErilEN, who has an hereditary title to her task, here

gives us an interesting sketch of the growth of France from
the earliest times down to the present. All the miin facts of

social as well as poli'ical history are noticed, and the style is

easy and attractive. There is, however, some lack of propor-

tion in the narrative, and at times the effort after simplicity

seems straineil. The appendices are excellent, and so are the

mips ; but the thief dates should, we think, have been given

in the text as well, and we should have liked uniformity of

scale in the mapi of Prance at different stages of her history.

As a first book ou the subject we can recommend the work.

French.

My First French Boo\: By Marguerite Ninet. (Blajkie & Son.)

Mlle. Nijtet has laid child-learners under a further debt by
putting into their hands this pretty little book of pictures and
lively anecdote, well- suited to please and instruct. The lists of
words which head the lessons will, of course, be learnt by
heart. Two words, rovge (p, -10) and bien (p. (i7), seem to have
escaped registration)

Greek and Latin.

The Prometheus Bound of .Eschylus. Edited by H. Eackham.
(Cambridge : University Press.)

It is a pleasure to read over a^ain, in such learned and helpful

company as Mr. Uackham's, tliis most moving of Greek trage-

dies. The introduction is good, showing complete knowledge
of the subject of the drama, and illustrating it from the latest

sources as well as the earlier. The text is every way adminible,

and the critical notes at the end show scholarship and sound
judgment. The longer notes

—

e.;/., those which deal with lo's

journeyings, with Atlas, and with the mythology—present

learning in most attractive form.

The Thecdetus of Plato. A Translation with an Introduction.

By S. W. Dyde. (Maclehose & Son.)

Mk. Dyde's work is pleasant proof that wo are linked with our

great colonies by sympathy of intellectual pursuits, no less than
by more tangible b'-'ud-". The translation reads well, and it is

no small test of scholartihip to give an agreeable version of one
of Plato's great dialogue*. But the author's chief labour has

been spent on the introduction, which forms half the book,

and to which the translation is illustrative and subsidiary. The
examination of Plato's style and method, of his relations to the

Sophists generally, and especially his points of agreement with

and antagonism to Protagora, is full and thorough ; and the

whole scheme of Plato's philosophy, as developed in this and
the cognate Dialogues, is traced with full imderstanding.
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NOW READY.
Royal 8vo, cloth extra, 30 '. net ; 755 pp.

THE IMPERIAL

RUSSIAN NAVY

:

Its Pds^, Present, and Future,

BY

FRED T. JANE,
Author of " All the World's Fightingr Ships,''

" The Port Guard Ship,"

' The Torp do in Peace and War," &o., i :.

WiiJi ovtr 150 Illustration!.

SOME OF THE PR NCIPAL CONTENTS.

The Germ of the RuB.sian Navy, 865-1615.
Peter the Great's founding of the Russian
Navy. lis battles, its histcy, and its organisa-
tion from that time to the present day.

Detailed descriptions (with photographs
and plans of all the Ships at present on the
RuFsian Navy list.

Detailed descriptions of all the Russian
Dockyards, copiously illustrated from the
author's sketches and photographs.

Russia's Shipbuilding programme.

Projected Ship CanaU.

The Personnel of the Fleet. Full details
of the pay, uniform, training, armament,
equipment, organisation, drill, discipline, and
abilities of Runsian officers and men ; and the
influence of Peter the Great as felt ti-day.
Particulars of the " magnetic shell " will be
found in this section.

Anglo-Russisn relatione from both the
Russian and British standpoints. RusHia in
the Far East and her true aims. England's
mistake in dealing with Russia. Russia's
weak points. Russia and Constantinople.
Other navies as teen through Russian
fpectacles. Anglo-Saxon titius Slav : Some
problems of the near future.

There is alpo a copious Appendix, which,
amongst other matters, contains full details
of B'itisi officers who have served in the
Kusfian Navy in the past, with their
biographies and services ; a large number
of plans of battles, official reports, and
correspondence relating to historical matters,
most of which have never before been pub-
lished in any shape or form. These include
an autograph letter of Peter the Great's (in
facsimile), and the whole of the official

correspondence and acknowledgment by the
Russians of the use of internationally pro-
hibited " Are-shell " at the battle of Gogland
in 1788.

Finally, there is a complete list of Russian
War Ships, built and building ; a history of
famous Russian ship names ; and a compre-
hensive Itjdex.

London :

W, THACKER & CO., 2, Creed LaiWr B.C.

BLACKIE & SON'S PUBLICATIONS.
BLACKIES NF.W ILLUSTRATED

LATIN SERIES.
Edited by Prof. R. Y. TYRRELL, LittD., D.C.L ,

Esaminer to the Universities of London and Gl'wgow, Ac.

Each Volume is famished with iiitere«tiug lotrmluction.
Explanatory Notes, and Full VoctibuUries, and n illustrated
with numerous Maps, Plans, and avthentic DrawinRs from
Coins. Gems, Statues, and other otijects of Ancient Ait.
Crown 8vo, cloth. The following Voluraes are now irady :—

CICERO.-THE FIRST CATILINE
ORATION. Edited b^ C. HAINES KEENE, M.A. Is. 61.

CICERO.-THE CATILINE ORATIONS
(Complete). EdileUbyC. HAINES KEENE. M.A. 'Js. «il,

HORACE.-THE ODES. Books I.-IV
Fditi-d by STEPHEN GWYNN, B.A. With or without
Vocjibulary. Is. tid. each.

TACITO.S.-AGRICOLA. Edited by W. C.
FLAMSTEAD WALTERS, M.A. With or without
Vocabulai*y. Is. 6d.

LIVY. Book V. Edited by W. Cecil
LAMING. M.A. AViUi or without Vocabulary. 25. (>d.

EUTROPIUS. Books L and IL Edited
by W. CEUIL LAMING, M.A.

This should prove the most attractive edition of this portion
of EutrupiuB yet published. The te.xt is printed in large type,
and lavishly illustrated. The notes also are printed in a
larger tyi>e than is usual, and are very clearly and simply
eipresbed.

*«• Other VolumeB in preparation.

FRENCH.
NEW FRENCH BOOKS.

MY FIRST FRENCH BOOK. By
MARGUERITE NINET. Illustrated. Cloth. Is.

A little book of easy anecdotes, stories, and sketches, in large
type, for very youn^ childreo, with pictures to each le.son, and
complete Tocabulanes.

LES DEDX BOSSUS. Edited by Emile
B. LE FRANL-OIS. With a Frontispiece by Alice B.

Woo<iward. Small crown 8vo, cloth. Is.

SONGS of BERANOER. Edited, with
Intr.^luction. Notes, ic , by OEUROE II. ELY, B.A.
Small crown 8vo, cloth, Is,

GEORGE SANDS LES AILES deCOURAGE
Adapted and Edited, with Notes and Vocabulary, by
B. PROPER. 18. 6«l.

PRIMER of HISTORICAL FRENCH
GRAMMAR. With a Chapter on Metre. By ERNEHT
WEEKLtY. M.A. (Lond.). Professorof French at Univer-
tity College, Nottingham. 28. 43d.

"An eminently satisfactory historical French Grammar, It

is a thoroughly workmanlike production, trustworthy in all

lespecte "—XoleB and Qmries.

NEW ENQLISH CLASSICS.

MACAULAY.-ESSAY on HORACE WAL-
rOLE. Edited by JOHN DOWNIE, M.A.

POPE.—RAPE of the LOCK Edited by
FREDERICK RYLAND, .M.A. Crown svo, cloth. Is. lid.

POPE.-ESSAY on CRITICISM. Edited
by FREDERICK RYLAND, M.A, Crown Svo, cloth.

TENNYSON.-SELECT POEMS Edited,
for Schools, by AGNES WILSON, In Three Books. Paper,
2d. each ; cloth, 3d. each.

1. MORTE DABTUUR. THE LADY of SHALOTT.
S. MARIANA. DORA. THE MAY <ilIEEN.

3. THE DAY DREAM. THE DEATH of the OLD
YEAR, THE CHARGE of the LIGHT BRIGADE.

BROWNING.-SELECT POEMS. Edited,
with Introduction. Notes, 4c., by E. II. BLAKENEY, ,M.A,

Faper cover, lid. ; cloth, 3d,

SCOTT. -MARMION. Canto III. Edited.
with Introduction. Notes, &e., by W. KEITH LEASK.
M.A. Paper, 3d. ; cloth, 4d.

Another Canto of Mr. Keith Leaak's excellent edition.

FOR EXAMINATIONS, 1900, 1901.
1, CAMHKIDOE LOCALS, 19(KI.

2, CA.MBUIDGE HIGHER LOCALS. 1901.
3, OXFORD and CAMBRIDGE SCHOOLS, 1900,
4, COLLEGE of PRECEPTORS, 1900.

ENQLISH.
SHAKESPEARE.-AS YOU LIKE IT.

Editedby J. C.SMITH, M.A. Is. Od.

«w» . „— . 1 Warwick Slutkegfteare.

SHAKESPEARE.-AS YOU LIKE IT.
Ediicdby LIONEL W, LVDE, M.A. Hd.

K,_.„ [Junwr Schwil Shakeajyeare.

SHAKESPEARE -RICHARDtheSECOND
Edited by C, II. HERFORD, Litt.Ii. Is (id.

' „ . „„^ ^-. i^y^rmck ShakM)>€(tre.

SHAKESPEARE.-MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S
DREAM, A. Editedby EDMUND K. CHAMBERS, B,A.
Is. tid. [ Warwick Skakesiieart.

SHAKESPEARE.-CORIOLANUS. Edited
by EDMUND K. CHAMEER.S, B.A. Is. M

.., . _ _ [ Warwick Shakett^tart.

MILTON.—PARADISE LOST. Edited by
F. G0R8E, M.A, Fcap, svo, cloth. BOOKS I„ 1I„ and
III., Is. each.

SCOTT.-THE LAY of the LAST
MINSTREL. Edited, with Introduction, Notes, io.
CANTOS l.-VI, Fcap. Svo. cloth. Is.

SCOTT.-MARMION. Cantos L ard VI.
Edited, with Introduction, Notes, Ac. Fcap. Svo. each,
paper, 3d. ; cloth, 4d.

MACAULAY.-The PROPHECY of CAPYS
Editcil, with lutroductiiin, Ndtcs. &c. Fcap. Svo, paper, 'Jd.

MACAULAY.-ARMADA. IVRY, &e.
Edited, with Introduction, No'.cs, &C. Fcap. Svo, paper, 2d.

;

cloth, 3d.

HIGHER ENGLISH. An Outline of
P'nglish Language and Literature. By DAVID CAMP-
liELL. Is. 6d.

" The book is as full of information as the proverbial egg. ...
It is an admirable little woik."—Journal of Education.

SYNOPTICAL GEOGRAPHY of the
WORLD. A Concise Handlwok. With a complete Series
of Maps. Is.

" It is a mine of useful and well-arranged informati'>D."

, „_ _ Glaagow Herald.

LANDMARKS in ENGLISH INDUSTRIAL
HISTORY. By G, TOWNSEND WARNER, M,A. Crown
Svo, cloth, 5a.

ENGLISH ETYMOLOGY. A Select Glos-
sary, serving as an
E' ylish LaiigUiigu.
Svo, clotti, 5i. uet.

Prof C. H, Mkhkohii, LittD., says: • Kluge and Lutt
I ought to l.ave a guod sale in England, biing uufiuestionably the
I

most Kciontitic Ik> k of English philology and aerivation acces-
gible to ihe English render; jt ut the same time covers the
whole iisld of the alphabL't."

A NEW SEQUEL to EUCLID. By Prof.
W. .1- DILWOKTH, M.A. 2s. 6d, Part I, Exercises on
the first Three Books, Is, Part II., More Diflicult Exercises
on tlie first Four Books, and Exerciser on Book VI, 2s.

1 Intr.Kluction to the Hi8U)ry of the
By F, KLUGE and F. LUTZ. Demy

SCIENCE.
FIRST STEPS in EARTH KNOWLEDGE

Being an lutr.iilu.ti..u ti I'll V.SHICJKAI'IIV. liv ,1.

ANSTKD II«RKISCIN. Edited by W. .lERci.ilE HAR-
RISuN, F.G..S. Ja. Hd.

AN INTRODUCriON to ANALYTICAL
CHEMISTRY, By Prof. O. G. HENDERSON, D Sc

,

M.jV., F,I,C„ and M. A. PARKER, B.Sc. 5s.

LATIN AND. GREEK.
CjESAR.-THE GALLIC WAR. Books

XV.. v., and VI. Eiiited. with Introduction, Notes, and
Appendices. 4c., by Prof. JOHN BROWN. With numerous
Illustralions, Plans, and Maps. Is. 6d. each.

HORACE.-THE ODES. Books I.-IV.
Edited by STEPHEN GWYNN. B.A. Illustrated. Is. M.
each. \BOOK III. ntarly ready.

PHiEDRUS.-SELECTIONS from BOOKS
T. and II. Edited, with Introduction, Notes, Ac, by S. E.
WIMBiiLT, B.A, Is,

EUTROPIUS.-Books I. and IL Edited,
with Introduction. Notes, PLxercises, Ac, bv W. CECIL
LAMlNd, M.A. Illustrated. • U'l'Ja.n'uary.

EURIPIDES.-THE MEDEA. Edited by
p. HALCOMBE, M.A., King's Collecre. Cambridge. The
Lyric Pirts omitted, but an English Translation supplied.
Illustrated, Is. 6d.

LATIN UNSEENS. Graduated Speei-
mens of Prose and Verse selected mainly from Examina-
tion Papers. Junior Section, ad.; Intermediate Section,
4d ; .Senior Section, (id.

GSeeK UNSEENS. Junior Section,
4d, ; Senior Section, ad.

LATIN GRAMMAR PAPERS. Selected
from Oxford and Cambiidge Local and London Matricula-
tion Examination Papers. By A. C. LIDDELL, M.A. 18.

SCIENCE AND ART.
COMPLETB LI.ST OF BOOKS ON APPLICATION.

FRENCH AND GERMAN.
A FIRST FRENCH COURSE. By J. J.

BKUZEMAKER. B A. Is. lil.

A FIRST GERMAN COURSE. By A. R.
LEi;lINER. IS. 6.1.

A COMPREHENSIVE FRENCH MANUAL.
For Students reading fjf E.Kaminations, By OTTO C. NAF,
M.A. Crown Svo. ch-th, :{*. til.

A COMPLETE COURSE of FRENCH
COMPOSITION and lulo.MS. By HECTOlt RET,
B.-es L . B..ca-.Sc. 38. 6d.

FRENCH UNSEENS. Junior Section,
:\*\. ; >Iiddle Section, Is. ; Senior Section, Is, "ij,

GERMAN UNSEENS. Junior Section.
Selcotc<l, 4d,

London : BLACKIE & SON, Limited, 50, Old Bailey.
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SMITH, ELDER^& GO. S PUBLICATIONS.
THK STORY OP TNK HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY.

On JANUARY 86.— In 2 vols., largo cr. 8to, with 16 Portraits and l Maps, 188.

THE GREAT COMPANY, I667-IB7I.
Bein^ a History of the Honourable Company of Merchani Adventurers
trading into Huiison's Bay. Compiled now for the first time from the
Company's Archives: from the Journals of its Factors andTnulers; from
French and Kofclish Diplumatic Docaments and Btato Papers ; and from
maujr Accounts and Memoirs.

By BECKLES WILLSON.
With an Introduction by LORD STRATHCONA. and MOUNT ROTAL.

TRAVELS IN SOUTHERN ARABIA AND THE SOUDAN.
On JANUARY 2U.—With a Poi trait, 2^i Full-page lUostiations, and 6 Mapb.

Demy 8vo, Ids.

SOUTHERN ARABIA.
By the late THEODOftE BENT, F.R.U.S., F.S.A.,

Author of "The Ruined Cities of Uftshonaland," "The aiicred City of the
Ethiopians," &c., and

Mrs. THEODORE BENT.

SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON & CO.'S Publications.

JACKSON'S SYSTEM OF HANDWRITING
Is adopted by the Commigsioncrs of National Education, Ireland; also by

toe London, Liverpool, Bristol, and many other Important School
Boards.

NEW STYLE VERTICAL WRITING COPY BOOKS (the first

Headline Copy Books in Vertical Writmg ever compiled and printed).

With Two Headlinee on each pa^e. In Sixteen Nnmbers. Price 2d. each,

or in snperior oovers, 3d. each.

NEW CODE COPY BOOKS (in Upright Penmanship). With
Slow Graduation. In Twenty-six Numlwrs. Price 2d. each; or in
superior covers, 'M, each.

Stndfor Pria LitU, Speciment, and other Literature, to the Publithert.

NEW METHODS IN EDUCATION. ART—REAL
MANUAL TRAINING — NATURE STUDY. Explaining prooeaMS
whereby Hand, Eye, and mind are educated by imeans tba^ conserve

of thought and action. By J. LlBEaxxvitally and develop a imion
TADD.

On January 26.—In 2 vols., profusely lllnstiated, crown 8vo, I8s.

THE STONES OF PARIS IN
HISTORY and LETTERS. By BENJAMIN ELLIS MARTIN and
CHAaLOTTE M. MARTIN.

NEW VOLUME of the " HAWORTH " EDITION of the

LIFE AND WORKS OF THE SISTERS BRONTE
To be completed in 7 vols., large crown uvo, with lUufttrations, 6s. each.

NOW EEADY.—With Facsimiles of the Title-pages of the First Editions, and
8 Full-pa^e Illustrations. Large crown 8vo, gilt tup, 6s.

Vol. IVa-THE PROFESSOR.—By CHARLOTTE BEU)NTE, and POEMS
by CUARLOTTE, EMILY, and ANNIE BRONTE, and the Rev.
PATRICK liRONTE, &c. With a Preface by Mrs. Humphki' Ward.

Oiiardian.—"Mrs. Humphry Ward is a critic of the first order. Never beforu have the
BroDtv Slaters been so aceurat«ly placed, so delicately differentiated alike from oue another,
and from otht-rs uf their craft."

*•* Further Vols, will be issued at Monthly Interval»i.—Prospectus on Application.

With 478 Pietures

and

44 Full-Page Plates

thawing children and teachers practtei'g

these new melhode or their work. A revelation

to all interested in dev-.loping the wonderful
capabilities of young or old. The pictures

instantly fascinateevery child, imbuing it with

a desire to do lUceieise. Teachers and parents
at oni-e become enthueiattic and delighted over

the Todd methods, which the book enables them
to put into practice. Size, 7i x 104. inches,

468 pages, fine plate paper, bound •» cluth

boards.boards.

One Volume imp. 8vo, 14«. net. Prospecttis free.

UNWRITTEN LAWS and IDEALS of ACTIVE
CAREERS. Edited by E. H. PITCAIRN. Large crown 8vo, 78. 6d.

The volume includes Essays by reprt-'sentattre men of various proressions, and each oalliog
has been dealt vith l>y an expert writing with full knowledge of his subject.

yjaUy CAronurlc.-*- Of uuiteexceptiuuaUnterest...,The reader will lind that tbisTolume
abounds In varied interest and candid revelation."

London: SMITH, ELDER k CO., 15, Waterloo Plaoe, S.W,

LOW'S CHEMICAL LECTURE CHARTS. '

A Series of TWEJTTZ-F'IVB SHEETS, 40in. by 30in., prioe

£1 lis. 6d. net.

Backed with linen, £2 lOs. net.

Back with linen, varnished, and monnted on rollers, £3 IOj. net.

" The drawings art3 nearly all in outline, are clear and exact, and free from
unnecessary detail. They are certainly to be considered very suitable for class

use, and wo commend them to the notice of^all whose teaching of chemistry ia

not strictly elementary'.**—^cAoo^/mw^^r.
",' Prospectus givingfull particulars postfree on application.

London : SAMPSON, LOW, MARSTON 4 CO., Limited, St. Danstan's House,
Fetter Lane, Fleet Street, E.G.

DIGBY, LONG &CO;SNEW BOOKS FROM ELKiN MATHEWS' LIST
At alt Libraries and Booksellers'.

RICHARD BAOOT'S NKW NOVEU
A ROMAN MYSTERY. Cloih, 6s.
NOTE.— The Publishers beg to announce that the

First Hdilion of this successful Hovel is now Ex-
hausted, and that a' NEW EDITION will be
HEADV NEXT WEEK.

SECOND EDITION NOW READY.
SARAH TYTLCR'S NEW NOVEL.

A CRAZY MOMENT. Cloth, 6s.
* • A Crazy Momcut ' is ono of the bebt of Miss Sarah Tytler's

many 0toriu4. —itancfwuUr 'juardian.
•' A well-told «tory, the iuteieat of which never subsidea."

Scotsman.
MRS. LEITH-ADAMS'a (Mrs. Do Coiircy

LafFan) NEW NOVEL.
THE PRINCE'S FEATHERS.

Crown tJTo, cloth. f>8.

' l8 oo« of the most charming stories we have seen of late i
a pastoral idyll m pro»e, so romantic is the tale, so artistic the
teiting. and so graceiui ami poetic the style in which it is
written."—/AmtoH'/tan Gazttte.

DORA RUSSELL'S NEW
A TORN-OUT PAGE
"MiM RuMell's latest story is cWverly thouglit out and

plai*nca....It iaseMom w« come across a book whicli is at ouoe
to healthy mid exciting as this."—Glasgow Herald.

FERGUS HUME'S NEW NOVEL.
The RED-HEADED MAN. CIoth,68.

Third EditiuD now ready. i

"The l>f:8t piL-ue cf work ttiat .Mr, FerKus Hume has given us '

tinc« he wrote I'h^* .Mystery ..f a Hausom Cab.' The talc con-
talus iiOt a Biugle dull <;ha|>ter."— W'-jiUL

I

JEAN MIDDLEMASS'S NEW NOVEL. i

THE YELLOW BADGE. Cloth, 6s.
By th. Author of "A Girl In a Thousand," tc. Second
l.ditiou.

,.-''."X*''""'r"''''"
•*•' "' 'he many ioo<l noveln that Miu

MlddlemasB has writUiu. It faa iwwerfullycooocived ttory.. .

The oi>«uiuii chapters at oucti rivet the attention.

"

a. BERESFORO PITZQERALD'S NEW NOVEL.
BEYOND THESE DREAMS.

(.'loth, tif. By the Authur of "The Stigma," "An Odd
Career," 4c.

Public Opinion.—" A work of oonsiderable orijrlnality.*
Jjtterarg WorUL—*' A very human Ule, graphtcally told."
Liverpool I'ott.—" A very iwwerful story. ,. .li is the history of
lovely woman and her cmotioQ*."

NOVEU
Cloth, 6s.

TUIRD EDITION IN THE PRESS. _
THE WIND among the REEDS. By

W.n. YEATS. With Cover design by Althea Gyles. Crown
8vo. 33. tfd. net.

•'The dreams of a poet....of a poet who loves the twilight
better than sunshine, and dim cloud forms better than the
loveliest ever chiselled out of marble, or moulded in flesh ; what
he sings of is the sense of mystery in things that haunts and
overpowers the mind to thofexclusion of more humau feelingSt

....It has the moat beautiful cover that we haVe ever seen on
any motlern book."—iSpficto(or.

"Contient & i>eine quarante trts courts potmes. d'nne dell-

catesse emue et d'une ctrange et hantante beauts d'expresaion.'
Jfsrcwrs de Krance.

Tlie Daily Mail declares these poems to be great «" In the
eternal qualities of poetry."

SEVENTEENTH EDITION NOW READY.
ADMIRALS ALL, and other Verses.

HENRY NEWBULT. Fcap. 8vo. Is. net.
" It is, therefore, with the greatest possible pleasure that we

notice the delightful little collection of ballads. Mr. Newl>olt

has donti a notable thing. He has mauaged to write ballads

full of ring and go. and full also of patriotic feeling, without
Imitating Sir. Rudyard Kipltug.'—Sp«f(ator.

** Stirring 1)allads, written by a man who has spirit and
force."— TtmM.

*' Looking back to recent achievements In the same lines, and
including even Mr. Kipling's, we do not know where to find

anything better after its own kind than his ballad of ' Drake's
Drum."— H'estminster Gazette.

BY THE AtTHOK OF "ADMIRALS ALL."
Third Thousand.-Crown 8vo, 9s. net.

THE ISLAND RACE.
Of the Forty Poems in this Volume. Twelve apT^eared in

" Admirals All.

By

THIRD EDITION Now Ready.

KIHSAHiaStoryofHaremLife

KINSAHuStory of Harem Life

By MAT CROMMELIN.
In cloth erilt, 6a.

i«odou : DiGBT, LoXQ & Co*» IB, Boavei^ SU, £.C

"Mr. Newbolt's Imllads have the right trumpet-tone.....
Everywhere is seen the evidence of a delicate ear and a delicate

hami."—A'pwta ior.
" If this nuw volume does no more than establish the reputa-

tion won by * Admirals All,' it is still an achievement In
' The Death of Admiral Blake' there is real pathos and digntty-

The same hauutiiig charm is found, with <iuile another measure,
tn the dirge music of * Messmates.' "--AtJCsnamm.

LAMB and HAZLITT : Further Letters
and Ri-cunls liitherto Uniiubllihed, Edited by W. C.

HAZLITT. Crown svo, 4s. ed. net.
LiUratuyt say, :

-" Before one has had time to forget to tw

grateful for that vinexpeotwi 500^1 «ift, ' Cliarles Lamb and the

I loyds." there comes another fiml of letter, l>oth of Lamb and
llaElitt. These are a series of letters whici} have been for

(ixty years In the hands of a Mr. Raymond \ateB, a friend of

Harlltfs son, and their existence wrems to have l)een unknown
until this KCntlemau, shortly before his death last ,Vear. sent

them to the itreseut editor The letters of ttotli these famous
esMTist. will be altoaether new to the reading world, never

having been published hitherto in whole or in part— Canon
Aioger's edition of l.amb's works (now being issue^l) must still

remain incomi'lot*."
*• A volume with mjlny pleasant thioKS in it, and one whion

must take its place on the shelves of all true loven of Charlee
Lamb,"—Liferorj/ IKorlct

London : ELKIN UA.THBWS, Vigo Street, W,

DAILY NEWS. — "Vivii\7 dntWn. The story

should be read not only for its picturesque style, bat

also for its interest as throwing a sidelight on on-

temporary manners."

PALL MALL GAZETTE.-" li is reaUy good;

excellent reading. Few books could give a better

idea either of the brighter or darker side of Moorish

harem life,'* .

BOOKMAN.—" kt a picture of harem life n

Morocco it is probably aniqne. The story is pic-

turesque, bright, interesting, and realistic. It

deserves a large success."

WESTMINSTER OAZETTS.—"It is no aay

matter to gain an entrance to the hidden life of e

East, Miss Crommelin had a sesame which othere

may well envy. The charm of her novel lies as mach

in the local colouring which she gives as in an in-

genioDS and clever plot."

OUTLOOK.—" A delightful book, all about harem

lite in Morocco. Tne adventures of the heroine afe

charmingly told."

ATHENjBOIl.—"'Vhe author has been fortnnate

in her materials, and has used them well."

SCffO.—"Miss Crommelin's latest novel is dis-

tinctly a book to be read."

London :

JOHN LONG, 6, Chandoe Street, Strami
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BemonsiraUons in Greek Iambic Verse, By W. H. D. Rouse.
(Cambridge : University Press.)

Thk author has here given us a first-rate book on Greek verse,

somewhat after the model of Sargent's Lectures on Latin
Prose, including a long and careful introduction. The prac-
tical part, showing " how it is done," deals with some twenty
well-chosen pieces of English poetry turned phrase by phrase

, into very good iambics.

Latin Literature of the Empire. Vol. I. Prose. Selected by
Alfred Qudeman. (Harpers.)

Thk prose authors of the Boman Empire, from the elder

Seneca to Boethius, are here presented to us in a useful

anthology. A brief critical estimate of each author is prefixed

to his work. The extracts are long and skilfully chosen, so as

to show at once the writers at their best, and to give occasion

to the reader for comparison between them both for style,

method, and difference of opinion on matters of interest and
importance. Thus we view Tiberius with the eyes of Tacitus

and of Paterculus, Christianity with those of Pliny and
Minucius Felix—to give but two instances. The only author
we miss is Aulus GelHus, from whose Nodes we should have
liked something.

The Odes of Horace : Book IV, Edited by Stephen Gwynn.
(Blackie & Son.)

The distinguishing feature of this new series of Classical texts,

superintended by Prof. TyrreU, is the illustrations. Those in
the present volume are interesting and appropriate, being
taken nearly all from ancient sculpture and vases. Apart from
this, the work is well done. Mr. Gwynn's introduction is

excellent, and shows independence of thought. The martial
and patriotic character of many of the Odes makes Book IV,
specially fit for school use.

Cicero De Officiis. Translated by George B. Gardiner. (Methuen.)

A SHORT introduction describes Cicero's book, and records the
concurrent judgment of the ages as to its value, and incidentally
the translator compares it with Chesterfield's Letters, very much,
and justly, to the disadvantage of the latter. The translation
is careful and the style good, and it stands well the test of
reading without any reference to the original. It is absolutely
without any notes ; but we think that quotations should have
been traced, and that the original Latin terms in philosophy,
&c. , might have been given in brackets.

ocience.

Chemistry.

Outlines of Industrial Chemistry. By Frank Hall Thorp.
(MacmiUan.)

An Introduction to Analytical Chemistry, By G. G. Henderson
and M. A. Parker. (Blackie & Son.)

Introduction to Physical Chemistry. By James Walker. (Mac-
miUan.)

The rapid development of chemistry during the last half-
century, and the marvellous increase in the applications of
chemical knowledge to industrial undertakings of all kinds,
have made it impossible for a single individual to become an
authority on the whole of this extensive subject. The conse-
quence is that in no branch of science is there greater speciali-

sation than in Chemistry. The chemist, with, say, an expert
knowledge of the ceramic industries will probably have but the
most casual acquaintance with the chemistry of brewing or
tanning ; or the experimenter who researches ia the direction
of artificial dye-stuffs will most likely know very little about
electrolytic processes. Such considerations will lead to a due
appreciation of the difficulties with which Dr. Thorp had to
contend in writing' a text-book for students on industrial

chemistry. By no means the least difficult point to decide
was what to leave out, but, on the whole, the author has used
a wise discrimination, The subject of metallurgy has been
entirely omitted, since there are several good books available

dealing with it alone. The chemistry of the coal-tar colours

has been condensed into about nine pages, and is, consequently,

little more than indexed. Analytical processes are not included,

for they do not fall within the author's definition of his sub-
ject, which is to describe " the more important industrial

chemical processes." The broad principles of chemical arid

physical knowledge are not referred to, inasmuch as Dr.
Thorp intends his volume for students familiar with the ele-

ments of general chemistry and physics. The book is likely

to supply a distinct want in the technical institutes of this

country. We know of no other volume on precisely the sau^e

lines published on this side of the water. The subject-matter
is generally quite up to date, though one or two exceptions
must be made : especially in the incomplete treatment of

electrolytic methods of manufacture is there room for improve-
ment in the next edition. The book is provided with ninety-
five illustrations, which add very much to the clearness of the
explanations.

The little book which Prof. Henderson and Mr. Parker hava
produced gives a clear, though short, account of the qualitative

and quantitative analysis of typical substances from the regions
of both inorganic and organic chemistry. The work dealt wi^h
is supposed to be done under the direction of a demonstrator
by students who have already had some experience of practical

exercises in a chemical laboratory. There can be no doubt
that though qualitative analysis does not form for beginners
an educative introduction to chemistry, yet for students who
have abeady become familiar with the principles of chemistry
along "heuristic" lines, such test-tube work constitutes an
intellectual exercise of a most valuable kind.

Prof. Walker's latest book reminds us that, though it is con-
venient for the purposes of classification to refer to various

parts of the study of science by different names, it is quite

impossible to draw hard and fast lines between the divisions

generally recognised. Chemistry shades into Physics, and no
strict delimitation is possible. This explains such titles as
" Physical Chemistry " and " Chemical Physics." Throughout
his most interesting book Prof. Walker gives indisputable

evidence of his great teaching ability. He is persistently

explanatory, and the intelligent schoolboy who has been
properly taught the fundamentals of the two subjects, which
in this book overlap, should have no difficulty in appreciating

every step of the author's argument, and at the end of the

volume find himself duly equipped for the serious study (f the

original work of the pioneers—Ostwald, Nemst, andvan'tHoff.
Though no very extensive knowledge of mathematics is taken
for granted by Prof. Walker, he yet manages to present his

readers with a good working account of those thermodynamic
relations on which so much of the modern work in this border-
land subject is based. The book is well printed and suitably

illustrated.

Physics.

Optics : a Manual for Students. By A. S. Percival. (Maa-
millan.)

Experimental Physics. By Eugene Lommel. Translated from
the German by G. W. Myers. (Kegan Paul.)

First Steps in Earth Knowledge. By J. A. Harrison. Edited
by W. J. Harrison. (Blackie & Son.)

Technical processes to be of real value must be based upon
the sure foundation of exact science, Mr. Percival, in writing

his book for ophthalmic students, has duly considered this fact

;

and, taking into account the strictly limited amount of time a,t

the disposal of this class of readers, he has brought together in

his 400 pages nearly everything in the eoieBce of optics of import-

ance to an ophthalmic surgeon. The book is thus one with a
special purpose. Though it is unsuitable for the student who
is studying physics, as it iguores the experimental treatment of

the subject, it will at the same time serve as a very good
introduction to geometrical optics for mathematical students.

It is extremely difficult to refer to any particular subject, since

the book is unprovided with an index—an omission which ia

inexcusable in a scientific work.
Why the volume on Experimental Physics was transUted into

English we cannot imagine. There are many other books deal-

ing with all the subjects included in this treatise which are

better in every way. The title, too, is misleading. The treat-

ment is not experimental in the sense that we understand the

expression. The first German edition was published in 1893,
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and the examination to whicb we have subjected the contents

leads UB to the conclusion that very few alterations and
additions have since been made. The section (§ 45) called
" Universal Gravitation " contains no mention of the repetition

of Cavendish's oiperiment by Prof. Boys. The declination and
inclination charts on pp. 264 and 266 are dated 18(i0 ! The

' inforraation which is given about the spectra of common metals
is sadly incomplete, and in some cases distinctly misleading

—

e.g., the number of lines in the spectrum of iron is stated to be
about 460, whereas there are more than 2,000. Judging from
the confusion between the terms "mass" and "weight" on
p. 8, we suspect the translator does not always correctly in-

terpret the original of Prof, von Lommel. Whatever be the

source of this want of precision, it very much detracts from the

value of a treatise on physics. The illustrations are poor and
not always well chosen. Why is the lecture form of the

quadrant electrometer (p. 325) given instead of the pattern
which is used in all serious experimental work ? A.nd why is a
"cUnical" thermometer called a "fever" thermometer? The
book has few merits and many faults, and no useful purpose
will be served by its publication.

Though Mr. Harrison has chosen an unfortunate name for

his book, which is an experimental introduction to physics and
chemistry, he has certamly produced an attractive and trust-

worthy little volume. The new Code of Begulations of the

Education Department for the examination of pupil teachers

contains a syllabus of work in elementary science which is, with
the exception of a short section on terrestrial magnetism, very
well covered by First Steps in Earth Knmdedge. The book is

excellently printed, well illustrated, and provided with examin-
ation questions ; it will doubtless be used by a large number of

pupil teachers and students of the first part of Physiography
in classes under the Department of Science and Art.

Mathematics.

Iniroducliwi to the Theory of Analytic Fundiona, By J.

Harkness and P. Morley. (Macmillau.)

Elementary Ah/ehra (to Quadratics). By 0. H. French and G.
Osborn. (J. & A. Churchill.)

Mathenuitical Fads and Formula. Compiled by A. E. Lyster.
(Blackie & Son.)

Higher Rules. (Blackie & Son.)

These books represent fairly well the different grades in
English education, from the university to the elementary school.

Each class of student would appear to have well-marked
characteristics which make it desirable to present knowledge
to the members of each grade in particular ways.
The volume of Profs. Harkness and Morley is intended

for the best of the mathematical students at the universities.

It is not in the ordinary sense an elementary book, though the
authors speak of it as supplying " a consecutive and elementary
account of the fondamentil concepts and processes emijloyed in
the theory of functions." Some acquaintance with this theory
of functions is necessary to the proper equipment of the
student of the higher branches of physics ; and as previously it

was necessary to read widely to obtain the information which
is here conveniently collected and arranged, the authors have
performed an act of public service in lightening the labours of
the already over-burdened student.

It is oiJy necessary to read a few pages of their book on
algebra to be convinced that Messrs. French and Osborn are
teachers of exceptional power. While always correct, they
invariably manage to make their svtbject sufficiently simple for
an ordinary iutelligent schoolboy to understand it, and this, too,
without hurting the boy's dignity by being childish. The large
number of oral exercises is a strong point in the book's favour,
and the shortness of the earlier chapters is an additional
merit. The typing of the explanations and worked examples
is admirable, and we shall be much surprised if the book does
not soon become a favourite in schools.

Mr. Lyster's compilation is likely to be most useful in
technical institutes where the students have to condense a large
amount of work into a short time. Its use cannot be recom-
mended for boys at school.

The book with the title Higher Rules is a little arithmetic
for boys who have passed through the standards of an ele-
mentary school.

Small orown 8to, bound in cloth, price 2s. 6d.

A MANUAL OF
ESSAY WRITING.

For Colleges, Schools, and Private Students.

By J. H. FOWLER, M.A.,
Assistant Master at Clifton College.

** Schoolboys will he the wiser and the bettor for ro uling Mr, J, H. Fjwier's
little manual on 'Es&ay Writing.' "—Literature,

"Tbebook, altogether, is one of conspicaooa merit, and cannot fail to be
warmly welcomed by those engaged in the teaching of a sabject of such
difficulty as this is uuiversally acKnoffledged to \x,'*—Educational New*,

*' The directions he gives are admirable, and the notes in Part II. po»808S
the great merit of suggMttveuess."—Pitdfic School JHngazine,

*' Thin is a distinctly helpful book We heartily conamend the book to the
notice of students preparing for all Higher Standard examinations at which an
essay is required."— P»icer«*iy Correspondent.

** This is the best handbook of the sort for advanced pupils that we
remember to have seen. Under such guidance the os^av becomes in iCe

measure an exercise in the art of Mteraiure."—Educational Record,
** A capital book on a practically difficult subject."

The Educational News of South Africa,

"The best book of its kind which has fallen into our bands yet. It is
practical and lucid, and contains useful appendices of notes and subjects for

" -The Educational Review.

" Mr. J. H. Fowler's 'Essay Writing' may be unreservedly recommended
for the higher forms in public schools, and for teachers of composition of all

grades. The author's aims are high, his method of handling his subject is
dignified as well as practical, and his book offers in itself an excellent example
of that clearness of thought, sobriety of judgment, and purity of style which
he wishes to aid his readers to attain. The duties of a composition master are
not—according to Mr, Fowler's conception of them—limited to the development
in his pupil!* of a certain facility for spinning out a meagre stock of ideas in
language grammatically correct, and poBsesaing a certain shallow fluency and
sparkle ; his aim should be to make the writing of an essay an occasion for the
acquisition of ideas, the widening of knowledge, the cultivation of habits of
research, and the exercise of individual thought and critical judgment. The
earnestness and skill with which Mr. Fowler develops this idea constitute the
chief claim of his work to consideration, and raise it head and shoulders above
any other text-book on composition which wo have seen.*'—Cuardtart.

A. & G. BLACK, Soho Sqnare, London.

HARPER & BROTHERS' PUBLICATIONS.
NEW EDITION, NOW READY.

MB. H. B. MARRIOTT WATSON'S NEW NOVEL.

THE PRINCESS XENIA.
Illastrated, cloth, 6s. •

" In plot the story is boldly inrented, seethes with intrigne and excitement,
and ends happily."

—

Spectator.
" Distinctly clever and original."

—

Birminjham Gazette.

THE BARRYS: a Novel By Shan F. Bullock,
Author of " The Charmer," &c. Cloth, 68.

" Mr. Bullock's novel is the best we have read this autumn. Rvery scone,
every character, grips the heart."—Britith Weekly.
"A story that makes a strong appeal to human sympathies, and shows a

keen knowledge of human nature."

—

rhe Booktnan.

THIRTEENTH THOUSAND.

THE MARTYRDOM OF AN EMPRESS. With
a Portrait of the late Empress of Austria. Demy 8vo, cloth elegant. 7s. 6d.

•"The Martyrdom of an Empress' is a tragic story, and is causing little

sho>^t of a sensation One has a feeling that here, in the main, we have the
truth set before us regardless of couseqaenccs.*'—Cen^ictrrtmafj,

*' Never perhaps in the course of history have the tragic secrets of a palace
been so unreservedly revealed."

—

St. James's Gazette,

TALES OF SPACE AND TIME. By H. G. Wells,
Author of '* When the Sleeper Wakes," " The Time Machine," Ac.

** Mr. Wells never for a moment fails to maintain his grip on the reader.
That is why his stories are so deservedly popular."—Jfan«Ac»/pr Guardian.

" The ingenuity with which the abiding principle of romance is adapted to
the imaginary conditions of the mechanical millennium ie nothing short ot
masterly."—iSp^cfa/or.

NINTH THOX;SAND.

WHEN THE SLEEPER WAKES : a Story of the
Years to Come. By H..G. WELLS. With Dlnstrations. Crown 8to,
cloth extra, 6s.

*' A brilliant effort, both of the imagination and of erudition."

—

Queen.

NEW EDITION, NOW READY.

THE BOYS BOOK OF INVENTIONS. By Ray S.
BAKER. With about 300 Illustrations. Large crown 8vo (SJ by s}),

400 pages. Os.

The Author here tells, for the younger generation stories of the Marvels of
Modern Science, such as Telegraphing without Wires, Liquid Air, Flying
Machines, the Story ot the Phonograph, Men-Lifting Kites and Tailless Box
Kites, X.Rays Photography, the Sea Moto-Cycle or Submarine Hoat. This
chapter contains a grajjhic account of a voyage on the bottom of the sea. The
fascination of such a volume is only etfualled by its instmctivencss and value.

HAuBPBR & BROIHBKd, 45, Aibemaslo Street, LondoD, W.
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BLACKWOODS' NEW EDUCATIONAL WORKS.
BLACKWOODS'

ILLUSTRATED CLASSICAL TEXTS.
General Editor—H. W. AUDEN, M.A.,

Aabistant-Master at Fettes College.

LEAOINQ FEATURES OF THE SERIES.
interesting Biographical and Oritical Introductions.
A Sjund Text.
Practical Notes.
Careful Typography.
Useful Summaries and Appendixes.
Numerous Plain and Coloured lUustratione, Maps,

and Flans.
NOW READY.

Csesar-Gallic War. Bks. IV., V. Bv St. J. B Wynnk
WILLSO >f. M.A., Asaietant Mister at Rugby. With or without Vocabu-
lary, la. 6d.

{.Prescribedfor tht f xford Local. London Malrie.,and College qfPreceptors
Exams , 1900.)

Virgil — Georeics. Bk. IV. By J. Sabgeaunt, MA.,
Assi8t<int Master at, Westminster, la. 6(1.

(Prescribed fur the ( am>>ridge Higher Local Exams., 1900, 1901.)

In aptiee preparatiim :—
Ovid - Metamorphoses (Selections). By J. H. Vince

M..V., Assistant Jlnster at Braifield. ^Immediately.

Cicero-ln Catilinam. Bks. I. -IV. By H. W. Auuen
M..\., AssistAi.t Mnaier at Fcttea College. [Shortly.

Caesar—Gallic War. Bks. I. -III. By J. M. Habdwich.
M.A , Ai?si.st><j)t Master at Rugby.

Homer -Odyssey. Bk. VI. By E. E. Sikes, M.A., Fellovi
and Lecturer of St. John's College, C'ambridge.

Ovid-Eleeiac Extracts. By A. R. F. Hyslop, M.A.,
A.s.si8.ant Master at Harrow,

Sallust-JuKurtha. By J. F. Smedlfa-, MA., Assistaol
Master at Westminster.

Homer—Odyssey. Bk. VII. Bv E. E. Sike.s, M.A., FuUow
and Lecturer of St. John's College, Cambridge.

Demosthenes -Olynthiacs, l.-lll. By H. Shabplby,
M.A., fLrmeily Assistant Master at Marlborough.

Cicero—Pro Lose Manilla and Pro Archia. By
K. P. WILSON, M.A., AssiBtant Master at Fettes College.

Cicero -Pro Caecina. By Rev. J. M. Ldpton, M.A.,
Assistant Master at Marlborough.

Tacitus—Agricola. By H. F. Morland Simpson, M.A.,
Hector of Al>erdeen Grammar School.

Livy—Book XXVIII. By O. Middleton, M.A.. Lecturer in
Sanscrit and Comparative Philology in the University of St. Andrews,

Euripides - Hecuba. By F. Obiffin, M.A., Head Master of
Birkenhead School.

Nepos-Select Lives. By Rev. E. J. W. Houghton, M.A.,
Head Master of King Edward's Grammar School, 8tratfordK)n-ATon,

Xenophon -Anabasis. Bks. I., 11. By A, Jagoeb, B.A.,
Hymer's College. Hull.

Virsil - ^flEneid. Bks. V., VI. By St. J, B. Wynne Willson,
M.A., Assistaiit Master «t Rugby.

Other Volumes to fotlote.

GREEK AND LATIN,
Qreek Prose Phrase Book. By H, W, Audkn, M.A,,

Editor of ** Meissner'H Latin Phrase-Book." Interleaved, 38. 6d,

Greek Test Papers. By James Moib, Litt.D., LL.D., Co-
Rector, Aberdeen Grammar School, 2s, 6d,

Higher Qreek Unseens. By H. W. Auden, M.A,,
A.ssistant Matter at Fettes College. 2s. Cd,

Higher Greek Prose. By H, W. Auden, M,A, 2b. 6d.

Lower Qreek Prose. Br E. P. Wilson, M.A., Araiatant
Master at Fettes College. 2s. «d.

Higher Latin Unseens. By H, W. Auden, M.A, 2s. 6d.

Higher Latin Prose. Bv H. W, Audkn, M.A. 28. 6d.
',' h'/iy (fur Teachers only), is. net.

Lower Latin Unseens. By W. LoBBA^', M.A. 2a,

Lower Latin Prose. By K. P. Wilson, M.A. 28. 6d,
*•* KEY (for Teachers cnly), 5s. net.

Tales of Ancient Thessaiy. An Elementary Luin
Ktading Book, with Vocabulary and Notes. By J. W. E. PKARCE,
M.A., late Assistant Master, IJnivernity College School, London. Is,

ENGLISH,

BLACKWOODS' SCHOOL SHAKESPEARF.
Kditod by R. BRIMLRY JOHNSON. Kach I'liiy complete, with In-
troduction. Notes, and G ossary. In Crown 8vo Volumes. Piice Is, 6d,
each, clotti

;
paptr, with cloth baik. Is.

As YoM Like It.
{Prescribed for Cambridge and Oxford Local and College of Preceptor*

•

E.vams., 1900.)

The Merchant of Venice I Julius Ceesar [Beady.
I KearJu.

Richard II. . [Ueadi/. \ The Tempest , [Seady.

BLACKWOODS' LITERATURE READERS.
Edited by JOHN ADAMS, MA., B,Sc., F.O.P., Beotor of the Free
Church 'i'raiiiing College, Glasgow.

Book I,

Book II

Pi ice' 1 p.

Price is. Id.

Book III.

Book IV.
l^rice Is. Od.
Price Is. Od.

A History of English Literature. For Reoondary
Schools. By J. LOGIB ROBERTSON, M.A., First English Master,
Edinburgh Ladies' ColUge. ;is.

Outlines of English Literature. By
ROBERTSON, M.A. Is. Od.

J. LOOIB

English Verse for Junior Classes. Bv J. Loam "

BOBERTSO.'J, M.A. Part I.—CaiucBE to Coueidge. Part II.—Nun-
TBENTK Cbntuht. Eac^ Is. 6d. net.

English Prose for Junior and Senior Classes.
Part I.

—

Mai.orv to Boswki.l. Fart II.—NiNETEBifTH Centuey. By
J. LOQIE BOBERTSO.V, M.A. Each 2s. t)d.

Paraphrasing, An'ilysis and Correction of
Sentences, By D. M. J. JAMhIS, )I A. Is.

One Hundred Stories for Composition.
Alternative Versions. Is 3d.

Told in

Ne«»Stormonth's Handy School Dictionary.
Edi iOQ, thorou^'hly nevised. By WILLIAM liAYNE. Is.

FRENCH AND GERMAN.
The Tutorial Handbook of French Composition.

By ALKRBu MKRCIBII. L.-iVL., Leourer on French Language and
Literdture in the University of S:. Andrtws. 38. 6d.

The Children's Guide to the French Language.
By ANNIE G. FERRIKR, Teacher of French in the Edinburgh Ladies'
College. Is

Select Passages from Modern French Authors
(Prose and Verse). With short Literarv aiid Biographical Notices.
PART I. Advanced Coukse. HART I[. Jukiob Cuuhse. By L. B.
KA8TNER, 8. A., LectuKr in Modern Languages at Caitxs College, Cam-
bridge. 2s. 6d. each,

French Historical Unseens, For Army Glasses. By
N. E. TOKE, B.A. 2s. Bd.

A Compendious German Reader. Consisting of
Historical E.ttracts, Specimens of Germnn Literature, Lives of German
Authors, an Outline of German History (1610-1890), Biographical and
Historical Notes. Especially adapted for the use of Army Classes. By
6. B. UEAK, M.A., Oxon., Modern Language Master at The King's
School, Brulon. 28. Od.

Progressive German Composition. With Copions
Notes and Idioms, and FIRST INTRODUCTION TO GERMAN
PHILOLOGY. By LOUIS LUBOVIUS, German Lecturer in the Free
Church Training College, Glasgow. 38. Od.

^;<a t» Two Ports:—Composition. 2s. Gl. Philology.

*a* Key to Composition (for Teachers onlyJ, 5s. net.

l8.0d.

Lower Grade Qernian. Readinjir, Supplementary Grammar
with Exercises, and Material for Composition, With Notes and
Vocabulary, and "Ten Popular Songs in Sol-fa Notation. By LOUIS
LUBOVIUS, 23, ed.

MATHEMATICS.
Modern Geometry of the Point, Straight Line,

and CIRCLE. An Elementary Treatise. By J. A. THIRD, M.A., Head
Master of Spior's School, Beith. 38.

Arithmetic. Wich nameroas Examples, RAvicion Teats, and
Examination Papers. By A. VEITCH LOTHIAN, M.A , B.So., F;R.8.fc.,
Mathematical and Science Lecturer, B.C. Training OoUege, Glasgow,
With Answers, 38. 6d.

Oomplete Educational Catalogue for'orarded post free on. application.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD & SONS, Edinburgh and London.
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CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS.
CAMBRIDGE LCCAL EXAMINATIONS, DECEMBER, 1900.

THE Pin PRESS SHAKESPEARE FOR SCHOOLS.
•School World.—" It wonld be diffloult to proiae thia aeriea too higbly."

OMardian,—" Mr. Verity is an almost ideal editor of school texts."

AS TOU LIKE IT. With Introdactlon. Notes, Glossary,
and Indc%, by A. W. VRKITY, M.A., sometime Scholar of Trinity
College, Cambriilgo, Is. (Id.

AVTBOB.

CAMBRIDGE SERIES FOR SCHOOLS & TRAINING COLLEGES
The following Editions bare CoMPr.KTi Vocabularies. Pkici.

AVTHOK. WoEK. EoiToa. 8. d.
Caesar De Bello GalUoo, Book V[ E. S. Shuekbargh... 1 «
Ovid Selections from the Tristia H. P. M. Simpson... 1 8
Vepgrll Aeneid, Book VI A. Sidgwiok 1

Xenophon Aaabasis, Book V G.M. Edwards 1

Cambrid^s Editions o/ Casar, Vergil, and Xenophon: The attention of
Schoolmasters is called to the fact that there are now two editions of s^me of
tbeworkfl of these authors in the PUt Pre/ts SeHeg and the Oambrldae Heriea
fla¥SchniU and TVaininq flolUfiet. The Editions in the Cambridge Seriet fur
SchofiU and Training CoVeges have Comvlete Vocabularies. If, in ordering,
he Edition recinired is not specified, the Pitt Press Edition, without voca'Ju-
la>y, will be sent.

PITT PRESS SERIES.
Woaic. Kdiiob, ^"°\\

Malot Bemi en Angleterre Urs. VerraU i
M^rlmSe Colomba A. R. Ropes 2
Racine Athalie H. W. Eve 2
Fpeytag DerStaatFnedrichadesGrossen W. Vagoer 3
Goethe Hermann nnd Dorothea W. Warner and J.

W. OartmeU 3 a
Klee Die deutschen Holdensagen
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Our Awards for 1899.

The " Crowned " Books.

In accordance with an announcement in our issue of

December 16, we have this year extended the scope of the

Academy's Awards to Authors. We have divided the sum
at our disposal, One Hundred and Fifty Guineas, into six

portions of Twenty-Five Guineas each, which we have

allotted to six books, representing various branches of

literature, notable for promise, sincerity, and thoroughness

in literary art. An author's first book, we remarked in a

preliminary announcement, would be the ideal candidate

for an award ; but we did not bind ourselves to search

among first or even second books. Our Awards are :

POBTHT.

TWENTY-FIVE GUINEAS to Mr. W. B. Teats for

The Wind Among the Reeds.

Fiction.

TWENTY-FIVE GUINEAS to " Zack " (Miss Gwen-
doline Keats) for On Trial.

Biography.

TWENTY-FI\T: guineas to Mr. HUaire Belloc for

Bunion : a Study.

HiSTOEY.

TWENTY-FIVE GUINEAS to Mr. G. M. Trevelyan
for England in the Age of Wycliffe.

Translation.

twenty-five guineas to Mrs. Gamett for her
translation of the novels of Turgenev.

MiSCELLANEOU 8.

twenty-five guineas to Mr. H. G. Graham
for The Social Life of Scotland in the Eighteenth Century.

Mr. W. B. Yeats and " The Wind Among
the Reeds."

Me. W. B. Yeats is one of the most active and prominent
leaders of that movement in present literature which goes
by the somewhat high-flown title of the Celtic Renaissance.
It numbers both poets and prose-writers belonging to the
kindred kingdoms of Ireland and Scotland.
None among them has a more genuine, more distinctive

and personal note than Mr. Yeats. His work has been
slender in quantity : but it has quality. It is artistic and
conscientious. His prose inclines to a poetised style : it is

good of its kind, but not eminently good. With all its

poetic infusion, it has nothing tawdry. With all its self-

conscious artistry, the note is not forced : its rhythm is a
true prose-rhythm, with none of that terrible bastard
movement—like blank verse gone very much to the bad—
which makes most writing of this sort anathema. Yet it

is not sufficent for a reputation. That reputation must rest

on Mr. Yeats's poetry. Here he stands quite alone: a
poet he is, and—to our thinking—a poet only. In every-
thing else which he writes he suggests the poet. As poet
he suggesti nothing outside poetry—the simple essence

;

not poetic embodiment of this thing or that, but just
poetry. His is not a large or wide gift. It is, in truth, an
exceedingly contracted gift ; but a gift it is, authentically

his and no man else's. Whether from singular self-

judgment or the good-hap of simple sincerity, Mr. Yeats
has practically recognised this. He has known that his

gift was small ; he has known that his g^ft was narrow
;

he has known that his gift was his gift—or he has acted
as if he knew, which comes to the same thing ; and he
has held to it and within it, unswerving and contented as'
the blackbird on the bough.
In proportion as he becomes, or tries to be, definite, his \

power passes from him. It is when he is obeying the
dictates of an emotion, a sentiment, as insubstantial and
uncapturable as a gust of the night, that he achieves his

most delicate and evanescent charm. With a true instinct

of his own prevailing quality he calls this latest book The
Wind Among the Reeds. No less frail and mysterious than
such a wind is the appeal of Mr. Yeats'g best verge.

"Zack" (Miss Gwendoline Keats) and "On
Trial."

It seems impossible that this simple story of Devonshire
folk should fail to arouse enthusiasm among students of

good fiction. As you read the pages you feel, beneath the
surface of expression, the strong, easy, leisurely pulse of

an imagination calmly exvilting in its own power. There

'

is no question here of " making the most " of a talent—of

piecing it out with ingenuities and painstakings and heavy
labours. Clearly, "Zack" has much to give, and she'

gives it easily. She is exempt from the cares of imagina-
tive poverty. She sees, she feels, she writes, and doesn't

count the cost. She can afford to be generous.

In a novel where style and matter have an equal dis-

tinction we have only one fault to find. Call it a quasi-

.

fault. To our mind. On Trial is scarcely a novel : it is

a short story elongated, and elongated a trifle too much. •

Towards the middle of it one might urge that an inevitable

climax was not being approached with sufficient directness.

The incidents cease for a time to be indispensable.

Smollett (who was a great man) once wrote :
" A novel

is a large and diffused picture, comprehending the charac-

ters of life, disposed in groups. . . .," &c. We think

much of the importance of that phrase " large and dif-

fused." It seems to us to touch the essence of the matter.

On Trial is neither large nor diffused. It is an episode, r

Dan loses a letter, and tries to keep it back from a certain

destination; but it reaches the destination. That is all.

The mere letter is too continuously prominent. You can't

write a novel about the adventures of a letter. It is a

short story. Yet there is enough stuff in this short story

for half-a-dozen six-shilling novels. Only reviewers know
how excessively rare is this quality of plenteous inspira-

tion, and how delightful the sense of security which
it induces in those who spend their lives in watching

fountains trying not to run dry.

This is Miss Keats's second book. Her first, a collec-

,

tion of short stories, was published in 1898 under the title-,

Life is Life.
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Mr. Hilaire Belloc and " Danton : a Study."

Mr. Bei,ix)C, although he lias but just taken his degree

—

he was a Brackenbury scholar of Balliol College, Oxford

—

is already a man of various achievement. He hai proved

a most eloquent President of the Unii>n, lias inspired or

helped to inspire a renascence of Oxford Liberalism, has

worked a new vein of huuiour in The Bad Boifs Book of

Beoili and its successors, and he has written Danton,

This is really notable among recent historical biographies.

It is not particularly learned. Mr. Belloc takes his facts

mainly from modern French writers who have gone over

the subject, and probably adds less of liis own than an
older scholar, Mr. A. H. Beosly, whose Danton appeared
almost simultaneously with his. But it is a genuine

attempt to paint, broadly and in a strong key of colour, a

great historical portrait. It aims at doing more than
modify our intellectual conception of Danton : it would
transform and reconstruct our imaginative notion of him.

This is the most difficult task of a biographer who has the

traditions to wrestle with. Mr. Belloc accomplishes it, or

nearly accomplishes it, not by persuasion, but by sheer

impressiveness. He puts all his strength into the great

moments. As a rule, his style is not impeccable, inclining

too much to paradox, to smartness, to the oracular. But
when a real call is made on it, as in the chapter which
handles the grim close of Danton's meteoric career, then it

rises to the occasion. The narrative becomes large in its

movement, stirring through its picturesque qualities, its

sureness of dramatic touch. The method has its dangers.

It suggests the inevitable comparison with Carlyle. It

skirts the exuberant, the bombastic, the grandiose. We
can imagine many people disliking Mr. Belloc's book
exceedingly. We cannot imagine any competent judge
failing to find himself in contact with a vigorous and
stimulating mind, and one open to perceptions and to

ideas.

their admiration. The younger writer approaches them in

their beginnings, as they first emerge upon the field of

history against the incongruous background of the failing

Middle Ages.

Mr. G. M, Trevelyan and " England in the

Age of Wycliffe."

Me. Trevelyan was, as a historian, born in the purple.

The son of Sir George Trevelyan and the great-nephew of

Macaulay, he renews in a third generation the historical

triumphs and the historical ideals of his house. His
England in the Age of Wyclijfe appeared shortly after his

election to a Fellowship at Trinity College, Cambridge,
and was at once recognised as a valuable contribution to

the study of Church and State in the fourteenth century.

It is good historical writing, in more than one way. It

has the quality of erudition, for it sums up the results of

the author's valuable and painstaking research into the
documents of the Peasants' Rising. It has also ' the
quality of interest, for Mr. Trevelyan is of those who feel

tiiat history should be written, and not merely compiled
;

a constructive work, not a precis of records. He has a
critical period of the national evolution to tackle, and he
brings to the task a vigour of ihe pen and an ability for

correlating details which enable him to produce a satis-

factory survey of the whole state of English civilisation

at the turning-point. Also, he dares to have enthusiasms,
and, without swerving from impartiality, avoids the temper
of neutral detachment which leaves so much of modem
history drab. Here comes in the touch of heredity, for,

in the main, his enthusiasms are his by tradition. He is

faithful to the themes of the middle-class domination in
England, of Whiggery in State, and Nonconformity in
Church. When Macaulay dealt with William of Orange,
or Sir George Trevelyan with Charles James Fox, these were
the tendencies wliich occupied their thoughts and excited

Mrs. Garnett's Translation of Turgcnev.

Of all departments of literary labour that of translation

is, perhaps, the most exacting and the least satisfactory

—

especially to the translator. In it failure is bitterly

condemned as an outrage on the original, while success

must expect no more than a condescending and perfunctory

approval. Complete success is impossible, or almost im-

possible, and none knows this better than the translator,

who on that account needs in a peculiar degree qualities

which are not too often combined—restraint, audacity, and
disinterestedness. The skilled and conscientious translator

therefore deserves from us a particular encouragement and
appreciation. In the region of imaginative literature no

more prominent instance of this can be found than Mrs.

Constance Garnett, whose English version of Ivan Turgenev,

begun in 1894, was completed at the end of last year.

To translate the complete works of one of the greatest

European masters—an artist, moreover, renowned for rich-

ness and beauty of style—was a great undertaking in

itself ; and the difficulties in the case of Turgenev were

enhanced by the notorious complexity of the Russian

tongue (so majestic, but so formidable to the foreigner),

and by the fact that any English translation must, per-

force, on the European stage, challenge comparison with the

superb French verson prepared under the eye of Turgenev
himself. That Mrs. Garnett has conspicuously succeeded

in a long and arduous task is beyond doubt. Her trans-

lation is faithful and correct. It is full -of ingenuities

unsuspected by the casual reader ; and it has a quiet and
modest g^ace. As we survey the fifteen volumes of the neat

and dignified edition we cannot but feel that Mrs. Garnett

has deserved exceedinglywell of her countrymen. Sincelvan

Turgenev is pre-eminently a master of technique, his work
must be specially valuable in a country whose writers

have, for the most part, been content to under-rate

technique. Upon a larger and more human consideration,

these novels, which by universal consent are counted

among the supreme works of imaginative genius, are the

heritage, not of Russia, but of the world; and he who
worthily makes that heritage effective to his own race

has, indeed, laboured to a notable end.

Mr. H. G. Graham and " The Social Life of

Scotland in the Eighteenth Century."

TuE task of writing the social history of any period

demands two things, at least, in a writer : industry and
imaginative sympathy. Without the first he cannot collect

the right materials ; without the second he cannot give

them life and colour and verisimilitude. Mr. Graham has

brought these qualities to the task—never before under-

taken with such a comprehensive aim—of drawing the

social life of Scotland in the eighteenth century, a life

widely different, because far more young and crude, than

that which we associate with the London and England of

Queen Anne and the Georges. He shows us a Scotland

in which the gentry were just beginning to drink tea,

adorn their rooms with wall-paper, and wear linen next

the skin. He sketches the rise of the theatre, art, and a

new literature in Edinburgh. The dress, the sports, the

eating habits, and the social amenities of the age take

life again in Mr. Graham's pages, in which literary style

is the efficient, not obtrusive, handmaid of what may be

called tessellated history.
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"A Midsummer Night's Dre?am.
We hav6 all heard of the gentleman in Molicre who was
more amusing than he had supposed. That is often
Shakespeare's situation with regard to ourselves. His
innocent blunders have become a source of delight. The
mere line on the playbill, '

' Theseus, Duke of Athens," gives
us a pleasing thrill—or would give, had not Mr. Tree (it is

his one failure of tact) substituted "Theseus, Prince of
Athens." This thrill you get from the strange blend of
classic and romantic. One age is refracted through another
for the pleasure of a third. So we enjoy a luxury denied
to Shakespeare himself. In a footnote to the fifty-second,
and last, chapter of his Decline and Fall, Gibbon says :

"From these Latin princes of the fourteenth century,
Boccacce, Chaucer, and Shakespeare have borrowed their
Theseus duke of Athens. An ignorant age transfers its

own language and manners to the most distant times." It
does, and in so doing it stores up gratification for a later
age which, by acquiring the historic sense, has gained
the capacity for being pleased with the incongruous. The
incongruities of " A Midsummer Night's Dream " are, of
course, not aU unconscious : the intrusion of the artisan-
mummers into fairyland, the " topical " allusions to Queen
Elizabeth from the mouth of a fairy king. But Shakespeare
could not have felt, as we feel, the charm in the juxtaposition
of the two mythologies, the northern fays and elves and the
Greek heroes and amazons ; nor can he have anticipated our
relish of the quaint in the sight of Warwickshire peasantry
clowning in Greek tunic and sandals; nor would that
" wood near Athens " have delighted him as it delights us
merely because we find good English oak and greensward
there and no olive-clad rock. What a comfort (for us)
that Shakespeare, after all, was not Bacon ! For then he
would have entered into the spirit of antiquity—" recon-
stituted an epoch," as the jargon goes—and baulked us of
all the pleasure we now get from his free-and-easy con-
fusion of time and place and race. The later stage
anachronisms—Garrick's Macbeth in scarlet coat and
powdered wig, Gluck's Eurydice in sack and paniers a la

Watteau—have their special flavour, too, for the judicious
connoisseur ; but Shakespeare's quaintness in this kind is

more racy and thorough-going—the quaintness of your true
Primitive and naif, your Masaccio and Botticelli. For my
part, I should like to see "A Midsummer Night's Dream "

given something of the Boccaccio atmosphere. Titania
should wear the " bunchy " draperies of the woman on the
right-hand of Botticelli's "Birth of Venus"; Peaseblossom
and Mustardseed should be little Florentine bambini; and
through the "wood near Athens" we should have a
glimpse of the dumpy hiUs and curving stream to be seen
behind the Monna Lisa.

But that is another sort of dream, and I have no fault to
find with the more traditional setting at Her Majesty's.
I say "traditional," but a little hastily; for, after all,

what is the tradition here ? Probably the play was at first

presented with all the crude, garish materialism of a
masque. As Mr. Archer rightly says, the play is in form
a masque, with Bottom and his friends to play the con-
ventional anti-masque. But a masque is no more dream-
like than a Lord Mayor's Show, and by degrees, as people
grew to take a less matter-of-fact view of dreams, the
demand for something more vag^e and impalpable in the
presentation of this play became urgent. Phelps, at
Sadler's Wells, met this demand in a rough-and-ready
fashion by the device of a green gauze curtain between
performers and public. That is to say, like Johnson when
interrogated by an inquisitive lady about ghosts, ho " left

the subject in obscurity." Now we have artful devices of
illumination, electric lights dancing like Will-o'-the-wisps
in "inspissated gloom," and so forth. In the last scene a
peculiarly uncanny effect is produced by constructing
what appear in daylight to be the massive pillars of
Tfaeseus's palace as hollow transparencies, which, at the

wave of Oberon's wand, glow with coloured fires. As the
fairies troop off, the lights die away, and at the end the
stage is plunged in darkness. Thus the vision dissolves,
leaving " not a wrack behind "—a romantic conception,
romantically carried out.

Traditional or not, the fairy scenes are the best things in
this revival. Mr. Walter Hann's "Another part of the
wood near the sea " is, if one must make a choice, the
very best thing. The way in which the natural declivities
and acclivities of a woodland clearing have been reproduced
shows not merely mechanical skill, but a real, loving obser-
vation of Nature. And the naturalness of the "estate"
extends, as Sir Anthony Absolute would say, to the "live
stock " on it. The fairies are all young children ; some of
them are mere babes, in very truth, almost small enough
to

—

Creep into acorn cup 3 and hide them there.

And they are left to romp very much at their will; all

suggestion of the artifice and elaboration of a ballet is

avoided. Mrs. Tree is, perhaps, a slightly too "smart"
Titania, a Queen of Mayfairyland ; but I really do not think
the Oberon of Miss Julia Neilson could be bettered—so
gracious is she, so regal, living so manifestly that augmie
vie (juotidienne, which M. Maeterlinck, in a very different
connexion, ascribes to Hamlet. Of the other elements in
the cast, three, I should say, err on the side of modernity.
Yes, modernity, for there is the paradox ; though the in-

congruous blending of ages be one of the delights proper
to this play, it must offer no suggestion of our own agr.
The enchantment of anachronism must always be accom-
panied by the enchantment of distance. Now, Mr. Tree,
when he dwells, as he does, on the cabotinage of Bottom,
when he represents Bottom as anxious in the play-scene to
make a speech to the audience, is obtrusively modern.
And Miss Sarah Brooke, as Hermia, in the scene of the
quarrel with Helena, is obtrusively modem. And Miss
Louie Freear, as Puck, is obtrusively modern. There are
other things besides these velleities for the modern in the
acting both of Miss Brooke and Mr. Tree—and very artistic,

tactful things. But the Puck is all modern, hopelessly
modem, vulgarly modern— a Cockney Puck, a "cheeky"
street-arab Puck, a Puck whom you expect at every
moment to break out into "sister Mary Jane's top-note."
In short, the Puck is a mistake. . . . But the revival as
a whole is no mistake ; the intimate charm of the play, the
sheer beauty of it, the fresh and blithe spirit of it, are
there. A. B. W.

James Martineau.

He helped me at every mental and moral crisis of my life.

To the young soul, first awaking to a sense of the sadness

of loss, came the words as a possession for ever: "God
only lends us the objects of our affections; the affections

themselves He gives us in perpetuity." In the struggle

that comes to many of us later, between the imbibed faiths

of childhood and the scepticism of new-born free thought,
there was strength and healing in the injunction to "trust

to the highest intuitions of our best moments." Worn and
wearied with the strain of middle life, and threatened at

times with the worst loss of all—loss of faith in self—there

came a message from The Tides of tlie Spirit, gently but
forcibly persuasive, by every mental, moral, and physical

analogy, that " these intermittent movements of the Spirit

are the signs of divine life, not of human weakness."
Dr. Martineau's especial charm lay in a certain stately

humility. He expressed with cliildlike simplicity his

unstinted gratitude to all who, in his own words, " have,

by their deeds, words, writings, helped us on our heaven-

ward way." To the last he would listen patiently and
respectfully to the preaching of some younger man
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whose best utterances were an ecno of his own ; and at

the age of ninoty-threo he sent a pathetic acknowledg-

ment of comradeship to one who, as his equal on the score

of age alone, had thus addressed him. But with all these

gentle and kindly courtesies, and amid the more familiar

intercourse of his happy family life and intimate friend-

ships, he still seemed to stand apart in a certain aloofness,

which he has himself described as characterifitic of souls

self-surrendered to God in these words

:

Hence the quietude and evenness of all tbeir ways ; a
certain gentle, solitary air that seems too mild to give out
so much power, a half mystic reserve . . . The completest
self-sacrifice gives the completest self-possession ; only the
captive soul which has flung her rights away has all her
powers free. Simply to serve under the instant orders of
the living God is llie highest qualification for command.

The inspirations of Martineau's own life were his abso-
lute trust in God and his fidelity to the ideal Christ.

These find utterance respectively in two hymns which he
contributed to the collection made by himself as " Hymns
for the Christian Church and Home." One begins

:

Thy way is in the deep, O Lord,
E'en there I'll go with Thee.

Ani the other

:

A voice upon the midnight air

Where Eedron's moonlit waters stray.

Some might wonder that he who wrote these hymns should
be the author of The Seat of Authority in Eeligion, the
conclusion of which leaves but the barest minimum of
historical " fact " in the accepted Christian record. But
Dr. Martineau was no iconoclast, delighting in his work of
destruction, and triumphantly reckoning up the number of
idol statues defaced and columns overthrown. He did his
work with gentle, even reluctant reverence; and if the
earthly temple had to be destroyed, he strove to lay the
foundations of another not made by hands, eternal in the
heavens, and possibly to be yet reflected on earth as " the
Church of the future."

To Dr. Martineau's Huguenot ancestry may perhaps be
traced some of the sterner sides of his nature, his fearless
independence, his ready sacrifice of aU and everything for
the tenth's sake, his rapier-like thrusts in argument. But
the influence exercised by him over the minds and hearts of
men, women, and children flowed from his own individuality.
There was never the faintest bid for popularity. The test
of a public speaker's utterances lies in the effect they
produce when read, and here Dr. Martineau never failed.

The printed word has all the uplifting charm of the spoken
one ; and yet who that ever heard him can forget the
inspiration of the far-seeing, upward gaze, and the rapid,
nervous diction, tempered ever by a professorial reticence
and dignity.

In the exquisite prayers forming part of the two con-
cluding services of the ten which he mainly compiled,
and of which these two are all his own, he petitions:
"Amidst the din of earthly interests and the storm of
human passions let the still, small voice of Thy Spirit be
inly felt, and, though all else declines, may the noontide
of Thy grace and peace remain." The keynote of his
teaching was, that if the letter killeth, the spirit giveth
life. He was the apostle of spirituality. To me he will
always remain one who walked this earth as a spirit
clothed with flesh aa but with a garment.

E. M. H.

O. p. Pym.
ExTKK O. r. Pym to the gallery of Fiction. " 0. P.
Pym, the colossal Pym, that vast and rolling figure "

—

these are the opening words of Mr. J. M. Barrie's new
novel, Tommy and Oriiel, now auspiciously begun in

Serihner. Of course we are to be interested mainly in

Tommy, and yet Mr. Barrie must begin with Pym, cannot
keep his hands, as it were, off the great man, whom he
calls the king of the "Penny Number." And worthy he
is of the tide ; there is nothing pettifogging about Pym.
He " never knew what he was to write about until

he dipped grandly." It is true that on the evening of our
first acquaintance with Pym, his publishers had removed
his boots in order to make it easier for him to finish his

work at home. That was mere routine. We find Pym
on his sofa at 22, Little Owlet-street, Marylebone. We
say his sofa, because on this evening he happened to have
a sofa. His room at No. 22 was a movable feast, for
" he was a lodger who flitted placidly from floor to floor

according to the state of his finances, carrying his apparel
and other belongings in one great armful, and spilling by
the way." Let us look at Pym on his sofa. He " lolled,

gross and massive," with one leg over the back of the

sofa, "the other drooping, his arms extended, and his

pipe, which he could find nowhere, thrust between the

buttons of his waistcoat, an agreeable pipe-rack." His
yellow dressing-gown was pulled up and concenteated

as a pillow under his head—and what a head !—big and
round, " the plentiful gray hair in tangles, possibly because
in Pym's last flitting the comb had dropped over the

banisters. . . . There was sensitiveness left in the thick

nose, humour in the eyes, though they so often watered,

the face had gone to flabbiness at last, but not without
some lines and dents, as if the head had resisted the body
for a space before the whole man rolled contentedly down
lull." There you have the porteait of 0. P. Pym. Is it

not promiseful? Insensibly, almost, we glide into his

opinions

:

He had no beard. " Young man, let your beard grow."
Those who have forgotten all else about Pym may recall

him in these words ; they were his one counsel to literary

aspirants, who, according as they took it, are now bearded
and properous or shaven and on the rates. To shave costs

threepence, another threepence for loss of time—nearly
ten pounds a year ; three hundred pounds since Pym's
chin first bristled. With his beard he could have bought
an annuity or a cottage in the country ; he could have had
a wife and chUdren and driven his dog-cart and been
made a churchwarden. All gone, all shaved, and for

what ? When he asked this question he would move his

hand across his chin with a sigh, and so, bravely to the

barber's.

Pym's door is haunted by his publishers, " two little

round men," who represent the great public—which is to

say, the public of nursemaids and milliners and otlier

light, insatiable readers. It is a public that will not be
denied. Immense issues, commercial and sentimental,

wait on Pym to-night : the new story must be begun.
But Pym has no ideas. The very plot of the story is

non-existent in Pym's brain. The crisis is becoming
unbearable, yet Pym declines to budge. " While all the

world waited, this was Pym's ultimatum :
' I shall begin

the damned thing at eight o'clock.' " To do Pym justice

the situation was sometimes reversed. When Pym had
the ideas, and the publishers had the money, Pym would
sternly demand his " honorarium," which by the agreement
was not due until he had finished the tale. If his re<j[uest

was not listened to, a chapter in the middle of his tale

would break off like this :

Several years have passed since these events took place,

and the scene changes to a lovely garden by the bank of

old Father Thames. A young man sits by the soft-flow-

ing stream, and he is calm as the scene itself, for the storm
has passed away, and Percy (fur it is uu other) has found
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aa anctoragc. As he sits musiag over the past, Felicity

steals out by the French window and puts her soft arms
round his neck. "My little wife!" he murmurs. The
Kwl, unless you pay up by messi' ni/er.

When Tommy became Pym'8 amanuensis he brought

diligence and ideas to 22, Little Owlet-street. The first

quality was appreciated by Pym, who was much in need of

a careful person at his elbow. " Among the duties of this

amanuensis was to remember the name of the heroine, her

appearance and other personal details, for Pym constantly

forgot them in the night, and he had to go searching back

through his pages for them, cursing her so horribly that

Tommy signed to Elspeth to retire to her tiny bedroom at

the top of the house." No wonder that Pym, struck by
Tommy's worth, took more frequent walks round the

corner, and that his absences on business became more
protracted. Meanwhile Tommy's ideas were luxuriating.

He found out that Pym's characters were not ilesh and
blood, and that opportunities for noble thought and

sagacious comment on the springs of human conduct were
neglected by Pym. Tommy, working on Pym's orders

al'ine, began to exceed his instructions. " With a pen
in his hand and woman in his head he had such noble

thoughts that his tears of exultation damped the pages as

he wrote, and the ladies must have been astounded as well

as proud to see what they were turning into."

One day the inevitable happened. The publishers

called and told Pym that he was falling o£E. Pym dis-

missed them haughtily, and then sat down "heroically to

do what he had not done for two decades, to read his

latest work."

At first Pym's only comment was : "It is the same old

drivel as before ; what more can they want ?
"

But presently he looked up, puzzled. " Is this chapter

yours or mine ? " he demanded.
" It is about half and half," said Tommy.
" Is mine the first half 'f Where does yours begin ?

"

"That is not exactly what I mean," explained Tommy,
iu a glow, but backing a little ; " you wrote that chapter

first, and then I— I "

" You re-wrote it I
" roared Pym, " you dare to meddle

with " He was speechless with fury.
" I tried to keep my hand off," Tommy said, with dig-

nity, " but the thing had to be done, and they are human
now."
"Human! who wants them to be human? The fiends

seize you, boy, you have even been tinkering with my
heroine's person^ appearance ; what is this you have been
doing to her nose

''

" I turned it up sUghtly, that's all," said Tommy.
" I like them down," roared Pym.
" I prefer theiu up," said Tommy stiffly.

" Where," cried Pym, turning over the leaves in a panic,
" where is the scene in the burning house ?"
" It's out," Tommy explained ;

" but there is a chapter in

its place about— it's mostly about the beauty of the soul

being everything, and mere physical beauty nothing. Oh,
Mr. Pym, sit down and Itt me read it to you."
But Pym read it, and a great deal more, for himself. No

wonder he stormed, for the impossible had been made not

only consistent, but unreadable. . . .

" A few more weeks of this," said Pym, " and we should

all three be turned out into the streets."

Tommy went tr> bed in an agony of mortification, but
presently to his side came Pym.

" Where did yon copy this from !' " he asked. " ' It is

when we are thinking of those we love that our noblest

thoughts come to us, and the more worthy they are of our

love the nobler the thought, hence it is that no one has

done the greatest work who did not love God.'
"

" I copied it from nowhere," replied Tommy fiercely

;

" it's my own."

Pym's real greatness begins when Tommy's is fore-

shadowed. Already we know that when Tommy's Letters

to a Young Man About to he Married took the town by
Btorm, and made Tommy the hero of a hundred draw-

ing-rooms, no one was more pleased than " big-hearted,

hopeless Pym." We like 0. P. Pym.

Things Seen.

The Volunteer.

He was fair and looked so young that when he an-

nounced at the boarding-house dinner table that he

had volunteered for active service we did not take the

news very seriously. "Can you ride?" I asked. He
laughed, and said :

" I begin the lessons to-morrow."

From that day forward he lived in riding breeches and

a Norfolk jacket. He was always late for dinner, and

when he took his seat it was with a flushed face, elated or

depressed, according to the progress he had made in the

riding school. And stiU we did not take him very

seriously. It seemed absurd that such a stripling should

be going to the front, and on a horse too. Then he began
to buy things—a telescope, a pocket camera, a knife that

could do twenty things and none of them properly, a tin

of acid drops guaranteed to be thirst quenching, and a

pair of khaki puttees, which pleased him more than

anything else. I believe he slept in them. StiU we did

not take him seriously till one evening when he came back

in a state of great excitement, and told us that he had
passed in riding. We subscribed two shillings each,

and gave him a compass with a luminous face. A
few days later he told us that he would sail on the follow-

ing Saturday. It was on the tip of my tongue to ask,

"Is your mother going with you?" but I refrained.

Even then I could not take his departure seriously.

Two nights before he left he distributed the more bulky

of his possessions. I received a patent trouser-press.

Later in the evening he sent a message, asking me to

come into his bedroom. It was littered with strange

clothes, and he was polishing a bayonet with a flannel

shirt. He introduced me to an elderly man with a pro-

fessional air and a pen in his hand. Lying on the table

was a document, headed "The Last Will and Testament

of ." I signed my name.

In War Time.

" Awful Disaster at Colesberg ! British Losses !
" The

quiet Square awoke and shivered !

Then a girl in black stepped out from a little door in

the high wall adjoining the Convent.

It was my friend for whom I was waiting.

" You saw your sister ?
"

"Yes. Oh, it's sad, sad," she broke out, in sudden

passion. " Not the mere seeing her behind the yriUc, not

being unable to put one's small gifts in her hand—one gets

accustomed to those things in seven years. Not even the

pity of her having given up a world whose opportunities

she had not guessed at in her three-and-twenty years !

"

I did not answer. What was there to say ?

" It is a small community," she went on presently.

"Twelve have taken the final veil and there are two

postulants. Of that number, six have brothers and cousins

at the War, not counting friends. One—Grace, my sister

—has two brothers and seven cousins. The rest have

friends. Last Sunday I went there for Benediction, and

afterwards had a ' parlour '—that is, saw my sister. The

Mother, too, came in; her veil was, of course, lowered.

They drank in my news of the War like thirsty chihlren

;

their interest surprised me. I searched my memory for

details."

She caught her breath.
" Here is my sister's letter," she said. " Eead it."

I read by the light of a street-lamp.

" I must rely on you, dear one, to let me know all the

war news you can in your weekly letter. Even our Mother

does not get the papers. Occasionally some friend may
send a ' cutting '—that is all. The men call their dreadful

news around our enclosure walls—so often, oh, so often—
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and with no other rosponso than a most fervent prayer,

if one has the misfortune to liear them."

We looked back, in silence, to the black walls, behind

which, also in silence, fourteen women listened, and prayed.
" I told them the news to-day," my friend said ;

" but

to-morrow ?
"

Outside the enclosure a remaining street hawker took

fresh breath and heart, and altered his cry :

" Grave Disaster ! Long Cas-u-al-ty List !

"

The Conductor.

With many others I was seated in an omnibus. The
time was 11 a.m., and the place a crowded thorough-
fare in the metropolis. Not very young, accustomed
to the country, and somewhat of a novice as regarded
town life, a sense of nervousness oppressed me as

we passed through one (to me) unknown street after

another, never apparently getting any nearer our various

destinations. My neighbours seemed to be possessed by
calm faith, and were content to leave themselves entirely

in the hands of the conductor, but I, being of an anxious
temperament, wondered often if I had taken the right

omnibus—if I were near my destination, and if I should

be able to secure a place when I arrived.
" Put me down at the City Temple," I said to the guard,

for the second time.
" In course," he responded, a trifle impatiently. " They

all gets out there." Then, turning to my opposite neigh-

bour, he continued: "I was there myself once, and my
what a time we 'ad ! We larft and we cried, and we 'ad a
rare time. I'm going again some dye when it's my turn
orf. You see," and he lowered his voice confidentially,

"'im that preaches is so 'uman, and 'e's not so damned
serious as some of those parsons are."

He directed his eyes, almost unconsciously, to the unmis-
takable cut of my clerical clothes as he spoke, but I bore
the scrutiny with calmness, for a word—nay even a look to

the wise is sufficient, and I took home with me a lesson

which has since borne fruit.

Correspondence.

The Chastity of Flowers.

Sib,—It seems to me your recent correspondent " S. G. 0."

attempts a very extravagant reading in to Shakespeare's
touching lines. When the moon looks with a watery eye
the chastity of every little flower is maintained, not

violated. The most inappropriate word, violated, would
apply more to very fine weather, most favourable to the
seeding of flowers, just reversing the lament in the verse.

It is also making the flowers too much like human mortals
to lament a violation of chastity, which in nature is no
violation at all ; violation in such cases is only human.

It is impossible to read anything in to the beautiful
passages quoted, including Perdita's :

Pale primroses
That die unmarried, ere they can behold
Bright Phoebus in his strength, a malady
Most incident to maids,

except in the sense that Shakespeare had an idea of the
sexes of flowers. The expression " every little flower " is

very significant, for centuries before in the East, in the

case of the date and the fig only, the analogy had occurred
(I think to Herodotus). The whole of Perdita's talk on
flowers in Act IV., Scene III., of the " Winter's Tale" is

worth studying in this connexion, and the "streaked giUy
flowers," &c., might be read with the " Merchant of Venice,"
Act I. Scene III. line 72. I see no good reason why
Shakespeare should not have hit upon the poetic notion of

the sexes of flowers, and have given the men of science
the clue to be followed sixty years after. It is the only
interpretation to bo put on his pathetic verse without
reading in to his words what is very far from being there.

On consulting Dr. Murray's New English Dictionary on
the word " enforced," I find Shakespeare's " Richard III."
quoted. Act III. Scene V. line 9: "Ghastly looks are
at my service, like enforced smiles," not violated smUes.

—

I am, &c., W. F. Oolukb.

A Translation.

Sir,—I am inclined to think that some of the artificial

forms popular in Spain present the greatest task by re^on
of their short lines, tneir simplicity, and their music.
Here, for instance, is a petenera:

Per ti me olvide de Dios
Por ti la gloria perdi,

Y ahora me voy a quedar
Solea triste de mi,
Y ahora me voy i quedar
Sin Dios sin gloria y sin

Por ti me olvide de Di
Por ti la gloria perdi

Will any of your readers transla'e it? With apologies
to the shade of Cervantes, who held such temerity to be
certain of disaster, I give you an attempt of my own, well
knowing that the best way to encourage others is by
showing a bad example. You will see that the sixth line

of the original (perhaps the best) has got away from me
altogether, while other failings are no less apparent.
But here it is:

For you I put God and all by,
To you I gave honour and all.

And now you have left me to die
Alone with the pains of my fall

;

And now you have left me to die

Without even hearing my call,

When for you I put God and all by,
To you I gave honour and all.

—I am, &c., Abthue Maquarle.

" The Redemption of Egypt."

Sib,—In the notice of the above, which appeared in

your issue of Saturday last, your reviewer writes :
" Such

elementary slips . . . should not have escaped the eye of

a Master of Arts, who can quote Herodotus in a transla-

tion."

It has been pointed out to me that these last words may
convey the impression to your readers that I have made
extracts from a translation of Herodotus. Will you allow

me to say that this is not the case ? The translations from
the Greek and other authors which are given in 2 he

Redemption of Egypt are done by myself, except in the one
or two instances where the contrary is expressly stated in

the text or notes.—I am, &c.,

Jan. 15, 1900. W. Basil Wobsfold.

From a Reader.

Sib,—Two passages from two masters of literature were
recalled to me as I read your issue of last Saturday. Your
article on " Made Writing " might have for its text the
maxim from Goethe: "The duty of an artist is not to

make beautiful descriptions, but to describe beautiful

things." When I saw the exquisite couplet on page 9

—

Bud doth the rose and daisy, winter done,
But we, once dead, no more do see the sun

—

I instantly repeated to myself that pathetic wail of Horace
(Carm. IV. vii. 14)

:

Damua tamen celeres reparant cojlestia lunie

:

Nos, ubi decidimus,
Quo pater ^neaa, quo dives Tullus et Anous,

Pulvis et umbra sumus.

—I am, &c., Frank Walters.
Newcastle-on-Tyne : Jan. 8, 1900.
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New Books Received.
\Th«se notes on some of the New Books of the week are

preliminary to Reviews that may follow.']

The Complete Works of John
GowEK. Vol. I. By G. C. Macaulay.

We have here the first volume of a work which promises
to take high rank in the esteem of students of romance
and of early English literature. It is singular that no
satisfactory text of Gower's Confessio Amantis exists,

although the means of producing such a text exist at

Oxford. At the desire of the Delegates of the tJniversity

Press, Mr. Macaulay widened the task " which his personal

predilections had indicated, and consented to produce texts

of Gower's French works as well as his English. Hence
the first volume is devoted to the French poems, par-

ticularly to the Speculum Meditantes or Mirour de T Omme,
a didactic poem of nearly 30,000 lines. The second and
third volumes will contain the English works, and will

carry out Mr. Macaulay's main object—the publication of

the correct text of the Confessio Amantis. A fourth volume
will contain the Vox C'lamantis, and other Latin poems.
The entire work will be a monument of industry and
a demonstration of the splendid resources of the Bodleian
Library. (Clarendon Press.

)

The Downfall of Spain. By H. W. Wilson

Mr. Wilson brings to the naval history of this war
the expert knowledge which enabled him to produce his

valuable work Ironclads in Action. The attractiveness of

the theme to such a writer is greatly increased by the
abundance of data on the American side, so freely fur-

nished to all the world by the U.S. Navy Department.
Although Mr. Wilson's main object is to print matter
which shaU be of use to the navad student, his work is

written on broad literary lines and with fuU appreciation

of the tragedy of Spain's utter helplessness. The book is

well equipped with diagrams and photographs. (Sampson
Low.)

Historic Parallels to l'Affaire
Dreyfus. By Edoar Sanderson .

Mr. Sanderson undertakes to show instances in modem
history of " crimes not rivalling the Eennes atrocity, . . .

but procedures in which religious bigotry, popular panic,

and political rancour, singly or combined, played a leading
part." The narratives he offers are those of sufferings

of John of Barneveldt, who was beheaded in 1619 at The
Hague ; the Boman Catholic victims of Titus Gates

;

Jean Galas, the Protestant martyr of Toulouse, who was
broken on the wheel on the false charge of murdering his

son ; and Lord Cochrane, who suffered extraordinary
injustice for assailing naval corruption, and was charged
with conspiracy. The book has only an adventitious
interest, but it is well and carefully prepared, and is as
readable as a novel. (Hutchinson. 6s.)

Lambkin's Remains. By H. B.

This book, by the author of Danton: a Study and The Bad
Child's Book of Beasts, is not for everyone. But the Eev.
J. A. Lambkin, the fatuous upholder of English respecta-

bilities and upper-class traditions, is a delicious creation.

His essays on "Success" and "Sleep," his address on
" The Tertiary Symptoms of Secondary Education among
the Poor," his " Sermon," and his "Ajrticle on the North-
West Comer of the Mosaic Pavement of the Roman Villa

at Bignor," are full of delightful fooling. (The Pro-
prietors of the J.C.R. at J. Vincent's, Oxford. 2s. 6d.)

The Mysteries of Chronology. By F. F. Arbuthnot.

" This very slipshod work " is the author's own descrip-

tion of this book. His frankness need not be taken too

seriously, it being Mr. Arbuthnot's opinion that to write a

really good scientific work on chronology would take about
fifty years. Here the reader, or the student, may find

clearly stated the most accepted facts about the date of the

Christian era into Europe, about the date of the introduc-

tion of "Anno Domini," &c., &c. An interesting chapter

discusses in order the dates of the births, accessions,

and deaths of our English kings and queens from the

Conqueror down. (Heinemann.)

Vespers and CoitPLrNE

:

A Sogoarth's Sacred Verses.
By the Rev.

MAtTIIEW RnSSEtL, S.if.

In this and its companion volume. Idyls of Sillowen,

Father Russell has collected all that he wishes to preserve
of three volumes of verse now out of print. Many of the
verses in this volume deal with the lives and faith of

saints, as St. Patrick, St. Monica, St. Thomas Aquinas,
and others. (Bums & Gates. Ss. 6d.)

Missionary Travels and Researches By Davxd
IN South Africa. Livingstone.

This is the first volume in a new issue of the Minerva
Library, to which works not hitherto included wiU be
added. The book derives interest from the fact that it

contains Dr. Livingstone's account and indictment of

the Boers. The new dress of the Minerva Library is a
handsome one of red canvas, with gold design and lettering.

(Ward, Lock. 2s.)

On the Old Road. By John Ruskin.

What Arrows of the Chase did for Mr. Ruskin's scattered

letters to the press, these three volumes do for his fugitive

articles. The first two volumes contain essays on Art, the

third contains literary and other matter. Many of the

contents are of great interest, as, for instance, " Pre-

Raphaelitism," first published as a pamphlet in 1851
;

"Letters on a Museum or Picture Gallery," from the Art
Journal, 1 880 ;

" Railways in the Lake District " ;
" Samuel

Prout," &c., &c. (Allen. 3 vols., each .5s. net.)

A Manual of Church
Decoration and Symbolism.

By the
Rev. Ernest Geldart.

This book has evidently been a labour of love, but yet a

great labour. Its aim is to " direct and advise those who
desire worthily to deck the church at the various seasons

of the year" and to offer "the explanation and the his-

tory of the symbols and emblems of religion." The
illustrations fill many pages, and equally with the text

challenge the criticism of experts. Mr. Geldart is Rector

of Little Braxted, and is himseU an architectural designer.

(Mowbray & Co. 10s. 6d. net.)

Child Life in Colonial Days. By Alice M. Earle.

Only Miss Earle could have produced this book, which
is a companion to her Horns Life in Colonial Days. Here,

as there, one is struck by the rarity and choiceness of the

material collected. Years of search and reading, and of

what Emerson calls " a catlike love of garrets, presses,

and comchambers, and of the conveniences of long house-

keeping," have gone to the making of these beautiful

memoirs. (MacmiUan. 8s. 6d. net.)

History of the Staffordshire
Potteries. By Simeon Shaw.

Simeon Shaw, a not very flourishing author, published

this account of the Potteries in 1829. Despite its faults,

one of which is its fulsome compliments to every manu-
facturer mentioned by him, Shaw's book was well worth

reprinting. It is full of information on its subject, and of

topographical facts. A good unsigned introduction com-

mends the book anew to the world, and gives supplementary

information. (Scott, Greenwood & Co. : Pottery Gazette.)
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In addition to the foregoing, we have received :

THBOLOGICAL AND BLBLIOAU

Bmith (B. R.). The Epistle of St. Paul'B First Trial (Maooaillan A Bowes)

POBrRT, OBITIOISM, AND BBLLG3 LBrTRGS.

Frait (J. P.), The Mind and Art of Pos's Poetry (Allonson) SO

POKTRY, ETC.

Hadeon (Rev. J,)> SaiQt AaKostlno : Seatonian Prize Poem, 1890
(Macmillan 4 Bowesl net 2'n

Marble (A. R.), Nature Fiotorea by American Poeto (Macmillan) 5/0

HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY.

Kirknp (T.), A History ot Socialism (Black) 7/6

TEAVBL AND TOPOGRAPHY.

Kini^ley (Geo. H.), Notes on Sport and Travel (MaomUlan) net a/0

BDnOATIONAL.

Cambridge Series for Schools: Virgil, ^oeid, V. ; Xenophon, Anabasis, V.

;

Geometrical Drawing, Part I. ; Cn-sar, De Bello Galileo, V. ; Ovid, The
Tristia

Nieol (J. C), M. TiiUi Ciceronis (Camb. Univ. Press)
Kve ;[I. W.). Athalie (Camb. Univ. Press) 2/0

Sarpeaunt (John). Virgil—Georgics, Book IV (Blackwood) 1/1
Heak (G. B.). A Gompendiou-* Gorman Header (Blackwood) 2/(1

KaHtncr (L. E. ), Si loct Passages from Modem French Authors
(Blackwood) 2/0

CHILDREN'S BOOKS.

Allen (PhoDbe), Jack and Jill's Journey (Wells Gardner) 3/0
Lancaster (Veronica), Ann-Mary's Aftermath (Curtis)

MISCELLANEOUS.
Chicken (R. C), An Index to Deering's Nottlnghamia, Vetns and No%-a

(Frank Morray, Nottingham) net 10
Young (B. M.), Apis Matina: Verses Translated and Original

(Macmillan & Bowes)
Ellis (W.A.). Richard Wagner's Prose Works (Kegan P«iil) net 12/0
Hayes (M. H.l, Among Horses in Russia (Everett & Co.) net 10 H
Haslock (P. N.), Glass Workintr (Cassell) 1/0
Parker (T. J.) and Haswell (W. A.). A Manual of Zoology ... . (Maomil'an) 10
Allen (Ph(i!be)and Gwlfrey (Dr. H. W.), The Sun-Children's Budget. Vol I.

(Wells Gardner! 3
Worsfolrt (W. Basil'. The Problem of South African Unity (Allen) net /»
The Year's Art, moo (Virtue) 3/8

NEW EDITIONS.

Raskin (J.\ Prii''eritii. Vol.111 (Alleninet 6/0
Wh.vteMelville (G. J.i, Hnlmb.v House (Ward, Look) 3/6
Dickens ((Jharles), Bleak House (Temple Ed.) 3 vols , each I'O

Craig (J. Duncan), Real Pictures of Clerical Lite in Ireland (Stock) 60
Adder (Mux), Out of the HurlyBiirlv (Ward, Look)
Ward (Mrs. H.), The Bistory of D.ivid Grieve (Newnes) /O

%* New Novels are acknowledged ehewhere.

Our Weekly Prize Competitions.

Result of No. 17 (New Series).

Last week we offered a prize ot Dae OaiQea for the best oharacter-

sketxih not exceeding 200 words in length. Competitora have fouod
this task difficult. The beat sketch sent in is the following by
Miss Gertrude Winter, Bcechwood, The Park, Hull, to whom a
cheque for one guinea has been sent:

A Real Art Student.

He was a real art rtadent. and his name was Robinson. This he
protested against, and longed for even Brown or Jones, which it has
been proved vnoy be made beautiful with prefixes and genius.

He was enthusiastic, and admired very nearly rightly. He was
broad-minded, because, though his education was limited, he learned
continually and his power of sympathy was immense. " Think like

the man you're studyin' and you'll get the hang of 'im," was his
argument, and he put it into practice. Studying Nature, painters,

and students—thus be gaioed a gnax deal. He had not a large
vocabulary

; good things were either "heavenly," "smart," or "all
tight," but his way of saying it allowed for a whole dictionary.

His " not much there," was equally sufficing when his contempt
was raised.

Of his own work we never knew exactly what he thought—if we
praiFed it, he contradicted ; if we ran it down, he smiled. When
pleased, he softly rubbed the back of his head, and a little tuft shot
up, stifHy signalling his contentment. An occasional theatre and
cigarettes were all that money could buy.
Art wa.s his all. Happy fellow I

Among other character-sketches received are the folio ^ving :

The Precious Gentleman.

The Precious Gentleman dwells on green slopes apart from the

world. His study is book-clad, and conspicuous in it are Auramiiii

and Nicolete and a Froben folio of l.")3l. The glass of its windows
is tinted with p'uk, which to the Precious Gentleman paints a

blnsh on the cheek of yonngsters who sing an English song. In
the comer is a mechanical Pan which pipes soft Gregorians, and on
the table stands a silver-gilt Priapus, with outstretched hands
holding a phial of ink. The written words of the Precious Gentle-

man are arranged as a collector of butterflies arranges his specimens

—they are impaled on the point of his pen and conveyed to their

allotted positions on the paper. The Precious Gentlem.in's Lady is

Nature, or Nature and his lady are interchangeable, for the hills

that he sees on his walks will remind him of her, and a glimpse of

her beauty will set him thinking of bunches of ripe cherries. His
mission is to supply mankind with " little sacred cells filled with
the gold of his stolen kisses." His food is the same as the food of

other peoplti.

[C. E. H., Richmond.]

The Incorrioiblb Competitor.

Week after week he competes, goaded by some dim, mysterious,

indeterminate oestrum. It is not the poetic impulse which stirs his

blood ; he is as void of poetry as a blown nightingale's egg. It is

not desire of gain, for he never pouches the editorial guinaa It is

not love of approval, for he goes consistently unapproved. He
knows, dimly, that he is the victim of a deba^in; habit. Every
Saturday he vows he will compete no more Every Sunday, every

desecrated Sunday, he traduces de Musset into d igjrerel, coaoocts

anacoluthic anagrams, catalogues lists of bo)ks suitable for the

knapsack or the bedside, or begets epigrams without sting in head
or tail. That redeems him. He cinnot sting. Drive him to admit
that others carve cherry-stones more deftly than he, and his innocent

mind emits a schoolboy tag of immemorial Virgil :
" Non eqnidem

invideo, miror magis !
" Can you not see him with his patient smile,

devoid of all envious rivalry ? Allow him that thin praise, and
dismiss him to his hebdomadal, Sisyphean, inexorable, ineluctable,

inexpedible but not unpleasing task ; his one weekly reward, to see

in print his initials !

[J. D. A , Ealing.]

We have also received character-sketches from : A. E. C,
Brighton ; T. B. 0., Brighton ; G D , Harley : E. U., London

;

S. W. (no address) ; E. C. M. D., Creditoa ; A. E. S.-W., Brighton
;

E. S. C, Rsdhill ; G. C, Brighton ; H. J , Crouoh End ; and
" Scotia."

Prize Competition No. i8 (New Series).

This week we ask our readers to make li-^ts ot six obsolete or

rarely used old English words which in their opinion might he

revived by authors with advantage. Portions of the review of

the New Kiiglish Dictionary (Glass-coach—Graded) which we print

on page 48 will show what we have in view ; but, of course, com-
petitors are in no way limited to the letter G.

To each word recommended should be added its meaning and the

briefest possible statement of its value, illustrated, or not, by a

quotation.

Rules.

Answers, addressed " Literary Competition, The Academy, 43.

Chancery-lane, W.C.," must reach us not later than the first post

of Tuesday, January 23. Each answer must be accompanied by

the coupon to be found in the third column of p. 72 or it can-

not enter into competition. Competitors sending more than one

attempt at solution must accompany eaph attempt with a separate

coupon ;
otherwise the first only will be considered. We wish to

impress on competitors that the task of examining replies is much
facilitated when one side only of the paper is written upon. It is

also important that names and addresses should always be given :

we cannot consider anonymons answers.

Cue Spboial Prize Competitions.

(/>)/• partlcidirs nee imicle page of corer,')

Received : Martlet, Cabrion, Cieoelius, Rose Haydon Bridge.

Special cloth cases for binding the half-yearly volume of

the Academy can he supplied for \s. each. The price of the

bound half-yearly volume is 8«. 9rf. Communications should be

addressed to the Publisher, 43, Chancery-latte,
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READY, FRIDAY, JANUARY 26th.

The Sphere^
THE GREAT HEW ILLDSTRATED WEEKLY NEWSPAPER.

Edited by CLEMENT SHORTER.

The First Number of THE SPHERE will be published on January 27, and will be obtainable
of ail Newsagents and Booksellers, and at all the Railway Bookstalls.

THE S-P-H-E-W-E will contain the most interesting pictures of the War in South Afr ca,
from Sketches and Photographs by our Six Special War Artists.

THE S-P-H-E-R-E will be a bright, up-to-date paper for the home.

THE S-P-H-E-R-E will be printed by Messrs. EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE, the

Queen's Printers, on line paper, and will be got up in all respects in the very best style.

THE S-P-H-H-R-E win spare no expense to illustrate all current events of interest in the
finest and most artistic manner.

THE S-P-H-E-R-E will take its place in the front rank of Illustrated Newspapers, and
will be a distinct advance in illustrated journalism.

THE S-P-H-E-R-E win not be overcrowded with advertisements. It will appeal to everyone
who can afford to take in a sixpenny weekly paper.

ofix ofpeciW War ^rti4t4.
A number of the most distinguished Newspaper Artists, and of the most

famous Writers of the day, will contribute to THE SPHERE.

The WBlTEK't whose work will be fmnd in the Firnt Volume include—
S. Baring-Gould
Robert Buchanan
Shan F. Bullock
Hall Caine
Robert W. Chambers
Miss Marie Corelli

F. Marion Crawford

Mrs. Andrew Dean
Austin Dobson
George Gissing
Thomas Hardy
E. W. Hornung
Jerome K. Jerome
Sidney J. Low

Maarten Maartens
A. E. W. Mason
F. Frankfort Moore
E. Nesbit
W. E. Norris
Ouida
Max Pemberton

"Q."
W. Rett Ridge
Adeline Sergeant
Flora Annie Steel

J. A. Steuart
Mrs. Humphry Ward
Charles Williams

W. D. Almond, R I.

Stanley Berkeley
A. Birkenruth
Miss Maud Clarke
Oscar Eckhardt
J. Finnemore, R I.

Hedley Fitton
M. Greiffenhagen
James Qreig

The ARTISTS tvhone work wiU appear in THE SPHERE inclutle-

Miss Chris Hammond
Dudley Hardy, R I.

A. Siandish Hartrick
John Hassall
G. Qrenville Manton
Phil May, R.I.

Sidney Paget
Wal Paget
J. Bernard Partridge.R I.

Carton Moore Park
Robert M. Pax Ion
Fred P«;gram
Joseph Pennell

Ernest Prater
Charles Robinson
L'niey Sambourne
W. T. Smedley
Lancelot Speed

Solumon J. Solomon,
A.R A.

E. J. Sullivan
Lance Thackeray
Hugh Thomson, R.I.

F. H. Townsend
Edgar Wilson
T. Walter Wilson, R.I.

W. B. Wollen, R.I.

ON SALE EVERYWHERE, FRIDAY, JANUARY 26th.
Every Newsagent can supply it if it is ordered at once. He can procure all that may be
required if he orders at once, but he cannot ensure this after the date of the publication.

FOR a FAITHFUL PICTORIAL RECORD of the WAR see

Publishing Office: 6*, GREAT NEW STREET, LONDON, E.G.
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OATALOQUE8.

SOTHERAN'S PRICE CURRENT
OF LITERATURB.

MONTHLY LIST OF h-BWLYPCRCHASKD
BKCOND-UAND BOOKS.

[No. 608, iaM puWishwl for J4NUARY.
PoBi free from

BSNtlT BOTHERAN 4 CO., Booksellers,

140, Strand, W.C. j and W, Piccadilly, W.

WILLIAMS * NORQATB,
IMPORTERS OP FOREION BOORS,

II, Ranrtttu 8lr««, Oo»«it Oudm, 10, South rradartok St.

EdlnbuTxb, uid 7, Broad StrMt, Oxford.

OATIIKKICES iKKt frea on •pvUoation.

FlOREIGN BOOKS and PERIODICALS
promptly iuppUed on moderato terms.

0ATAtX>GUE8 on application.

DULAD * CO., », 80H0 SQOARB.

H«.i Ol'ENEl) an OFl'lCE at

1, SO H O SQUARE, W.,
When- he has on view a COLLEtTlON of

XV. & XVI. CENTURY BOOKS, EARLY
AMERICANA, &c.

Tlw UA of Unltnown and Lost Boolis is in Preparation

Office Houra, 10-1 and a—6.

w HAT D'YE LACK?
ABit Miss MILLARD, of Teddington. Middlesex.for any Book

ever issued since the advent of printing (however rare or plen-

tifiil) 111. to the very last work published ; also for any curio or

object of inti-rcst under the canopy of heaven, for she pnde>

herself on being enablecl. nine times out of ten. to supply lliese

wants. She has the largest assemblage of Misceil ineous Bijou-

terie in the world, and is always a ready, willinB. and libera

buyer for prompt cash.

"A MIGHTY BOOK HUNTRESS."-Conlirmationl)y a

gentleman of supreme eminence.

Sir IlABRV PoLAUB, <4.C.. says :
" He in fact wrote it so tlial

she might use it, as he considered the books a great find. .
.
.She

will liave achieved a wonderful success in book.finding."

If a liook exists for sale in any nook on earth Miss MILLARIJ
(who i>o8itively will not fail) will find it ; nothing daunts hor

"in this fascinating literary sport. Address all wants
' Miss CLARA MILLARD, TeddingtoD, Middlesex.

BOOKS WANTED— 25s. each offerea.—
bteveusoo's Edinburgh, l879-Tennyson'B Poems, 1830—

Snnonds's Age of the Despots. lS75-8ymonds's Essavs, » vols.,

lago—8yir,oiiils's Sketches and .studies in Italy, 1S79—Inland

Toyago, 187S-New Arabian Nights. 2 vols. 1882—Hawbuck
Orange. 1M7—Wild Wales, 3 vols., ISHi—Moore's Alps in l»l>t—

Scrope's Salmon Pishing. 1843-Orowe's Painting in Italy, 5

vols . 1864-71—King Olumpus : an Interlude. 1837. Rare Books
SuppUed—BAKElfS GREAT BOOKSHOP, BIRMINGHAM.

IMPORTANT.-PBDITINO AND PUBLISHINO.

X-' EWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, BOOKS, &c.
IN —KINO, SELL t RAILTDN, Limited, highnilass

Printers and Publishers, 12, Gouah Square, 4, Bolt Court, Fleet

Street,EC havespeclally-built Rotary and other fast Machines
for printing illustrated or other Publications and specially-built

MaohlnM for fast folding and covering 8, 16, 24, or 8S.page

JounuUa at one operation.

Advice and aadstanoe given to anyone wishing to oommenoe
'• Hew Journals.

,' ' FaciUtiee upon the premises for Editorial Offices flee. Advet-

I
tUing and PuoUshing Departments conducted.

Telephone Hln. Telegraph " Africanism. London."

LITERARY RESEARCH.—A Gentleman,
experienced in Literary Work, and who has access to the

British Museum Reading Room, is open to arrange with

Author or any person requiring assistance in L^erary Re.

March, or in seeing Work through the Press. Translations

nndertaken from French, Italian, or Spanish. —Apply, by
letter, to D. C. Diuas, 191, Strand. London, W.C.

u NIVBRBITY of WALKS,
MATRICULATION EXAMINATION. l»x).

The Unlvonlty Court will shortly appoint MATRICOLA-
TION EXAMINERS as foUows:-

SUIUKCTS. PKtSEMT EXAMIHIBS.
English Lulguage^ „ . „ .

and the History I 'Professor J. W. Halej. M.A.
of England and f Profeisor J. K. Laughton, M.A.
Wales 7

,. ..
' MR. B. Hayward. M.A.. P R.S.

MathemaUcs ....j g-^j^^ p\ McMah.ra, R,A., F.R.8.

,...„ f E. S. Shuckburgh, M.A.
lj»tin \ •Professor E. A. Sonnenschein, M.A.

Greek 'K. D Hicks, M.A.

Welsh Professor John Rhys, M.A., jAi.V.

French H. E. Beithon, B..ts.-L.

German •Professor Knno Meyer. Ph.D., M.A.

Dynamics :.. 'Professor O. M. Minbhin, M.A., F.K.S.

Chemistry 'H. F. Horley, D.Sc., M.A.

Botany Professor J. Reynolds Green. D.Sc., F.R.S.

Tlie Examiners whoso names are marked with a • have served

for the full period of three years. ..,_„. _i.
Particulars will be given by the Registbar of the University,

Brecon, to whom aiiplications roust be Bent on or before

January 30th. 1900. , . „„„IVOR JAMES,
Registrar of the University of Wales, Brecon.

December, 1899.

TTPE-WRITING.— Authors' MSS., Plays,
Legal and Sciuutific documents, kc, at iiBiial rates.

Tr»DeUtiont frc.m aud iuto Furclcu Languages.—W. T. Clbtis,
lu, UairiDgay Park, Crouch £ad, Loudou, N.

TYPE-WRITING promptly and accurately
done. IVd. per l.ooo words. Simplea and references.

Hnltl'Copiei.—Address, Hiss £. M., 18. MortimurCresccut,NW

TRAFALGAR LITERARY and TYPE-
WRITING BUREAU (I>E MOMET ft WALKER).

it, TrabUcar BitililiiiK". NortliumWrland Avenue. W.C. —
Typing. SoplicAtinK. SliorthauJ. JU;i>orliuf[. TraogUtiunit
(Ml Ltwgnagea). Literary Researches. I'reoi CutUuga.

TiHB PRINCESS HELENA COLLEGE,
EALING. W.

Established 1820. Incorporated by Royal Charter 1886.

Preeident-H.R.II. the PRINCE.S8 CHRISTIAN.
Highclaiw education for the DAUOHTERS of GENTLE-

MEN, as Resident oi Day PupiU. Preparation for Univeraity

and Art Examinations. Spacious grounds. Supervision in

games. ,

Traiuiii« department for kindergarten students m prepara-

tion for Kroehel Union Examination for Teachers.

Thervf is a Home in cooniCtion with the College for K.O.
Students and for a few children under ten years of age.

LENT TERM will l»e«in MONDAY, January 2and.

MARGARET WILLIAMSON, Lady Principal.

ST. PAUL*8 SCHOOL.—An EXAMINA-
TION for FILLINti-UP VACANCIES on the Foumla

tion will he held on the Kith. 17th, ISth, liJth and 22ud instant

For information apply to the Buksab of bU Paul's School.

West Kensington.

OYAL INDIAN ENGINEERING
COLLEGE, Cooper's Uill, Staines.

The Course of Study is arranged to fit an Engineer for Em-
ployment in Europe, India, and the Colonies. AlM>ut 40

Students will be attmitted in September, litOO. The Secretary

of State will offer them forComi>etition—Twelve Appointmems
as Assistant Engineers in the Public Works DepMtment. and
Three Appointmt-nts as Assistant Superintendents in the
Telegraphs Department, Ore in the AccounUnts' Branch
P.W.D., and One in the Traffic Department Indian State
Railway,—For particulars apply to St:cRETARY at College.

R

lONDON LIBRARY,
I J ST. JAMES'S SQUARE, S.W.

PirBOB-H.R.H. THE PRINCK OF WALES, K.O.
PntsiOEiiT—LESLIE STEPHEN. Esq.

Vioe-Prisides™—The Right Hon. A. J. BALFOUR. M.P., the

Right Rev. the LORD BISHOP of LONDON, HERBERT
Sl'ENCER, Esq. ; the Right lion. W. E, H. LECKY, M.P.,

TECSTEES-Right Hon. Sir M. GRANT DDPP, Right Hon
SirJOHN LUBBOCK, Bart., M.P., Eight lion. EARL o!

ROSEBERY. „ ...
The Library contains al>out 20<),(KK) Volumes of Ancient and

Modern Literature, in Various Languages. Subscription, £:;

a year : Life-Membership, according to age. Fifteen volumet
are alloweil to Country and Ten to Town Members. Readiup
Room Open till halfpaet tt. CATALOOUE, Fifth Edition
2 vols., royal 8vo, price 31b.; to Mem1>ers. I65.

0. T. HAGBERG WRIGHT, LL.D.. Secretary and Liblariac

.

PORTRAIT SUPPLEMENTS

"THE ACADEMY,"
Gonaisting of Thirty-aeven Portraits of Old

and New Celebrities in Literature, maj

still be obtained, singly, or in comphtt

sets for 3s. 6d., on application to the Office,

43, Chancery Lane, W.C,

ESTABLISHED IWl.BIRKBEOK BANK,
Southampton Buildings, Chanoery Lane, London.

TWO-AND-AHALP per CENT. INTEREST allowed 01

DEPOSITS repayable on demand.

TWO per CENT, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the mini-
mum monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.

STOCKS, SILARES, and ANNUITIES purchased and aold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the enoouraxement of Thrift the Bank receives small sum»

an deposit and allows Interest monthly on each completed £l.

BIRKBEOK BUIIiDINa SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE

rOB TWO GD1HBA8 rBB MONTH.

BIRKBEOK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND

rOB rivB sniLLiitos pbb Hoirra.

The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full partlonhirs, poet free

FRAK0I8 KAVEN80K0FT, Manager.

Mr. Crockett's Latest Novel.

SECOND EDITION (25.000) NOW BEADY, to.

With niuslratious.

KIT KENNEDY.

KIT KENNEDY.

KIT KENNEDY.

KIT KENNEDY.

KIT KENNEDY.

KIT KENNEDY.

BYS. R.CR0CKE1T.

BY S. R. CROCKETT.

BY S. R. CROCKETT.

BY S. R. CROCKEn.

BY S. P. CROCKEn.

BY S. R. CROCKEn.
AT ALL BOOKSELLSRS' AND LIBRARIES.

JiXES CtAiKJ t Co., 13 and 14, F.eet Street, Lond«n.

SECOND EDITION.

LIFE of BISHOP SMYTHIES
By (iBRTIlIJDE WARD.

Edited by the Rev. EDWARD F. RUSSELU
With Portrait. Illustrations, aud Map, 290 pagee. Price «. net

"We hoM that the memoir will have great and wide

success.**— 6f«a»*dia». .

,

. „ .„ 1

"Full of charm... A mine of information and sage couuel
concerning some of the meet ditlicnlt prolilems and dis-

couraging results which evangellsU abroad have to encounter

or their supporters at home Ut discuss. —Athemxvm,

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.
JUST OUT.

LETTERS from EAST AFRICA,
1806-1S97.

With Illustrations aud a Map. Price ss. 6d. net.

Tub UsivEBSliise* Mlssi s to Cimbal Afbica,

9, Dartmouth Street, Westminster.

FORD MADOX BROWN : hig Life and
Work By Foan M. UcrrrEB. PubUshcd by Longmans.

45 IllustraUons. Original price, 42s. ; Olftred at 12b ed. Quite

New. Sent o» aliproval.—W- Woodlbt, Bookseller, 27, White

Rock, Hastings.

—f
MTJDIE'S LIBRAE-Y

(LIMITED).

ENLARGED AND CLASSIFIED CATALOGUE

(Over 600 pages, 8vo, bound in green cloth).

All the Principal Worka in Cironlation at

the Library

ARRANOBD under SUBJECTS.

Forming a Compreluinnre Guide to Notable

Pablieaiioru in most Branehes of

Literature,

Boohs of Permanent Intereit on POLITICAL

and Social Topics, the Abmy, Navy,

Arts, £ciescb, Philosophy, Spobt,

Theology, History, Bioobaphy, and

Fiction. prico is. 6d.

Also a FOREIGN CATALOGUE, contain-

ing Books in French, German, Italiak,

Russian, and Spanish.

READY JANUARY, 1900.

Price la. Sd.

MUDIE'S LIBRARY,
30-31, NEW OXFORD STREET;

241, Brompton Road ; and

48, Qneen Victoria Street, London.

"THE ACADEMY"
LITERARY COMPETITIONS.

New Series.—No. i8.

All readers attempting this week't

Competition {described fully on page

70) mutt cut out this Coupon

and enclose it with their reply.
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MESSRS. LONGMANS & CO.'S

NEW BOOKS.

i

NEW BOOK BY MISS GERTRUDE JEKYLL.
With 53 Illustrations from Photocrrapha by the Author.

8to, lOs. nd. net.

HOME AND GARDEN

:

Notes and Thoughts, Practical and Critical,

of a Worker In Both.

Bj- GERTRUDE JEKYLL,
Author of " Wood and Garden."

SECOND IMPRESSION.

THE BIVER WAR : an Historical
Account of the Reconquest of the Soudan. By
WINSTON SPENCER CHURCHILL, Author of

'•TheStory of theMalakand Field Force, 1897."

Edited by Col. F. RHODES, D.8.0. With 34 Maps
and Plans, and 51 Illustrations from Drawings by
Anpus McNeill. Aleo with 8 Photogravure Por-

traits of Generals, &c. 2 vols., medium 8vo, 36s.

"The book is, to our mind, a long way the first

among the literature of tie Soudan war. Written
throuRbont in an easy, flowing style, it holds the

reader from the commencement."—J*a/i Hall Gazette,

NEW BOOK BY THE REV. CANON NRWBOLT.

WORDS of EXHORTATION:
Sermons preached at St. Paul's and Elsewhere.
By the Rev. W. 0. E. NEWBOLT, M.A., Canon
and Chancellor of St. Paul's. Crown 8vo, 6s.

[On Monday next,

STUDIES in the CHARACTER of
CHRIST. By the Rev. C. H. ROBINSON, M.A.,
Canon Missioner of Ripon ; Reader in Hausa in

the University ol Cambridge. Crown 8vo, 3». Od.
\^0n Uo'iday next.

TRAINING of the YOUNO in
LAWS of SEX. By the Rev. Hon. EDWARD
LYTTELTON, M.A., Head Master of Haileybury
College, Author of "Mothers and Sons," &c.
Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d. net. [On Monday next.

THREE NEW NOVELS.

PARSON KELLY.
By A. E. W. MASON and ANDREW L4NG.

With Frontispiece. Crown 8vo, 68.

*' This is certainly a book to be TeeA."—Speaker.
'* A book of more than common merit."

—

Spectator.
"Diatinctlv the book is a success. To speak of

• Parson Kelly ' as thmijih it were an effort of mere
craftsmanship is to do it an injustice. It is very
real artistry. One's interest is held all through."

Daily <*hronicle.
•* A brilliant novel The enjoyment of the book is

so keen that it entirely absorbs one The Lady
Oxford here presented la a brilliant, worthless
' strange woman,' who must henceforth take rank in

aa a distinct, vivid character."
Pall Mall Gazette.

YEOMAN FLEETWOOD.
By M. B. FRANCIS (Mrs. FuAKtla Blixdill).

Crown 8vo, Os.

" It i« not oftan that a reviewer gets through a story
of 403 pages practically at one sitting, and is sorry
when he haft finished, but one reviewer, at least, has
done so with 'Yeomiin Fleetwood.' This novel
•hould increase its author's reputation."

Pall Mall Gazette.

SEfOND IMPRESSION.

THE UNDOING OF JOHN
BREWSTER.

By LADY MABEL HOWARD.
Crown 8vo, Os.

" Lady Mabel's admirably written story is one of the
•tronircstands^des'tof theyear."—Z>(n7y Telegraph.

** A most promising first attempt,"

—

Spectator.
"The story ia interesting from beginning to end,

and Ihft nracler becomes acquainted with some weU-
drawn characters."— Wetf^crii Daily Prete.

LONGMAN'S MAGAZINE.
FKHRUARY, l»«j.-l'riti- SI.XI'E.N'CK.

ONE of O0BSEI.VES. By L. B. Waliokh. Autljorol "Mr.
Hmllh." *c. (C-.ntfni^ed.l

TWO CENTURIEjI ot AMERICAN WOMEN. By Mra. Lisa.

PRIHOfLLA. By Mr.. Clemskt Hiiorteb.

gOME 01,11 COUNTRY BOOK-S. Bj G. A. B. Diwaiu
THE (JLEEN'it FLIGHT. By Eva fioat-Booiu.

A COL'INIAL'S RETURN. By Hesrt MARiLnr.
Hn.M0lR8 of ORGAN-BLOWERS By CuTMBiBT Haddkx-
AT tlie SIGN of the SHIP. By Asobcw La.vs.

"^Serjf 'rrofestant 4Aoufd

Tiead

Evangelical

Belief.

London : LONGMANB, GBEEN & CO.

JOHN BROADHURST NICHOLS

JUST PUBLISHED.

Crown 8 TO, 6a., cloth boards.

To this volume was awarded the £100 Prize offered

a year ago hy the Religious Tract Society for the

best exposition of Evangelical belief as opposed to

Sacerdotalism.

CONTESTS:

EXTERNAL CHARM OP ROMANISM.
JUSTIFICATION OF PROTESTANTISM.
THE RULE OF FAITH.

PRIVATE JUDGMENT.
THE CHURCH.
THE CHURCH—CATHOLICITY.
THE CHURCH—HER AUTHORITY.
CHRISTIAN MINISTRY.

CHRISTIAN WORSHIP.
THE SACRAMENTS.
JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH.

DISCIPLINE OF THE CHRISTIAN LIFE.

RELATION TO THE UNSEEN.
THE EVANGELICAL OUTLOOK.

*' It is the woric of a scholar and a writer. Its sub-

ject has been hotly contested and thorough}y sifted

of late ; and yet Mr. Nichols is neither partisan nor

.stale. His exposition of ' Justification by Faith ' is a

theological contribution of striking value. His faith

in the Evangelical religion is as strong as his grasp

of its meaning. For oar part this is the book we
recommend—not the polemical, but the expository

—

in the present crisis."— ^xpo»i<or(/ Times.

•' The author, from the first page of his volume to

the last, shows himself a perfect master of the great

subject on which he writes ; while the lucidity of his

style, the closeness of his reasoning, and the excellent

taste he uniformly displays in his treatment of the

errors which he antagonises, are calculated to win

the regard and attention of his readers, even though

some of them may not be in sympathy with

Evangelical and Protestant convictions On the

Protestant question, Mr. Nichols has undoubtedly

produced ' the book of the season.'

"

English Churchman.

"A capital piece of controversial writing, clearly

and ably reasoned."-/Sco<»)noii.

"A useful popular outline of the Evangelical

argument."—C%rt»<ja» World.

"Every point about a Church—its rule ot faith,

its relation to private judgment, its unity, its

catholicity, its authority, its ministry, its discipline,

its sacraments—is tested by the touchetone of Holy

Scripture We have ourselves drawn attention to

the fact that the modern Roman in England is using

his Bible as an instrument ot propaganda; and we

can confidently recommend Mr. Nichols's essay as a

useful corrective to this Italian * wresting ' on the

plain words of Scripture."—Uacord.

THE EELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY,

56, Paternoster Row, London,

WORKS BY
THE LATE G. W. STEEVENS,

War Correspondent of the

•'Daily Ma'l."

TWENTIETH EDITION.

WITH KITCHENER TO
KHARTUM.

With 8 Maps and Plans. Crown 8vo, 6s.

THIRD EDITION.

IN INDIA. With a Map.
Crown 8vo, 6s.

FOURTH' EDITION.

THE LAND OF
THE DOLLAR.

Crown 8ro, 6b.

[/» a few dais,

NEW EDITION.

WITH THE CONQUERING
TURK.

With i Maps. Demy 8to, 6b.

INote ready.

EGYPT IN 1898.
With Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 6s.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD & SONS,
Edinburgh and London.

THE "ACADEMY'S" AWARD
FOR FICTION IN 1899.

ZACK'S NEW NOVEL.

ON TRIAL. ON TRIAL
By the AUTHOR of " LIFE IS LIFE."

Second Edition. Crown 8to, 6s.

ZACK'S NEW NOVEL.

ON TRIAL. ON TRIAL.
By the AUTHOR of "LIFE IS LIFE."

Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 63.

"It seems impossible that this simple story of

Devonshire folk should faU to arouse enthusiasm

among students ot good fiction. Its inspiration is so

ample, vigorous, and fresh, and its execution so
masterfully tree."—Academy.

"So fine, so quietly eloquent, so perfectly pro-

portioned, that any extravagant expression of praiso

or blame seems equally out of place."
Daily Telegraph.

"We have not read for a long time any piece of

prose fiction which impressed us so much."^
Fall Mall Gazette.

BY THE LATE

R. D. BLAGKMORE.

DARIEL : a Romance of Surrey.

With 14 Illustrations by Chris. Hammond.
Crown 8vo, 6s,

THE MAID OF SKER.
Crown 8to, Ss. 6d.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD & SONS,
Edinburgh and London.
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NISB ET&CO.'S UST.

THE BEST STUDY OF

BUSKIN'S WOKK.
JOHN RUSKIN,

Social Reformer.

By J. A. HOBSON.
With PhotograTure Portrait. Dem; 8vo, 10a. 6d.

{^Serond Edition.

" A very thoughtfal and interesting treatise."
Spectator.

" Mr. Hobson has in this beautiful and heart-
searching analysis of Ruskin's teaching made the
onx^ed straight and the rough places plain,"

Bradford Observer.

Crowned by the "Academy" as one of

the six best books of the year.

D A N TO N.
By H. BELLOC.

Demy 8vo, 16g.

"Mr. H, BeIloc*a admirable lif^ will find a place
from which it will not be easy to displace it."

Scoteman,
** One is amazed at this book coming from so yoong

a writer,"

—

Literature.

JARROLD & SONS' NEW LIST.
A NEW BOOK BY THE AUTHOR OP

• QUO VADIS."

IN the NEW PROMISED
LAND. By HENRYK SIENKIEWKZ. Author of

M^u.) VadiB " 'I'rAUtlaUsi from the oriKiDal Folish by
Cuuuf 8. lie SOISSONS. With a new I'hotogiaviire

Portrait or Ileoryk Sieukiewicz. "is. 6J. (.Vow readv-

MAURUS JOKAI'ft FAMOUS NEW NOVEL.
FOCKTH EDITION

THE POOR PLUTOCRATS.
By MACRUS JoKAI, Author of "The Green Book."*

** Black Diamonds," kc. 63
** For sheer vigour of <lmm itk- incident and vivid excitement

there is not one of JOkai'x ules that can beat this. ]n all the

aoalitiea which nrnke Jukwi'd wild HunZdirian R«nius unique,
ila weird and lurid story is suitreme."—Pall Mall GazetU.

THE LIFE-STORY OF MOZART.

THE
A SOUL-STIKRING ROMANCE.

TONE KING By

OLIVER
CROMWELL.

By ARTHUR PATERSON,
Author of " Cromwell's Oira," &o.

Demy 8vo, with Portraits, lOs. net.

"Most skilfully and powertally written."
literature.

"We do not hesitate to pronounce this to be an
admirably thoughtful biography told with no little

'
" "11.' —Spectator.

RERIBERT EAU. TraneUted by JULIA E. 8. RAE.
With fine Photogravure Portmit ol Moiart. 6..

[Samd Sdition.

The Dailf Telforavh Bays :
" He was the wo.-der of the world,

and the Darralive of his achieviineuts, deftly built up to com-
plcteoess tiy Mr. Rau. is delightful reading throughout.

CURTIS VORKE'8 LATEST POPULAR NOVEL
Til IK 1.) EDITION.

JOCELYN ERROLL. By
CURTIS YORKE. With fioe Photogravure of the Author.
Author of •'That Little Girl," " Oocc.'* "Romance of

Modern Loodoo," Ac. tts. ...
•Curtis Vorke i* an experienced and skilfui writer; her

stories are well constructed and clecerly aeveloi>ed. Her
characters are consiBtent ami real. The story is well told and
the interest is well sustained throughout

"

Jiinningham GazttU.

MI88 E. BOYD BAYLY'S NEW MEMOIR OF

IDA MELLIN6ER, the
Armenian Missionary. By ELIZABETH BOYD BAYLY,
Author of "Jonathan Merle," "Alfreda Holme," 4c.

Cloth, 2s. (id. ; paper cover, Is. 6d.
*' The record of a singularly attractive and self-sacrificing life

very sympathetically wriiten with those vivid and picturesque

touches wh'ch characterise all Miss Bayly's work."
DnndM AdveriUer.

A NEW BOOK BY THE HON. M CORDELIA
LCIQH.

The WITNESS ofCREATION
or. Nature Studies from the Book of Job. By the Ifon. H.
CURD£L1A LEIGH, Author of "Simple Lessons from
Nature." Ac. Hi. 6d.

London : Jakkold & Sons, 10 & 11, Warn ick Lane, B.C.

discrimination and skill.'

A HISTORY OF
ITALIAN UNITY.

1814-1871.

By BOLTON KING, M.A.
In 2 vols.,demy 870,with Maps and Plans, 243. net.

*' We must pronounce this work of Mr. Bolton King
to be the history of the Italian movement faithful,
sound, and iaM."—Spectator.

F. Y. WHITE & CO.'S LIST.

AT ALL LIBRARIES AND BOOKSTALLS.

In cloth gilt, price 6s. each.

MR& L. T. MEADE'S NEW NOVEL.

THE wooing op MONICA.
By the Author of " The Way of a Woman,"

"The Siren," ic.

ADELINE SERQEANT'S NEW NOVEL.

RISE IN THE WORLD.
By the Author of "Blake of Oriel,"

•'A Valuable Life," Ac, &c.

J. H. FRERE AND
HIS FRIENDS.

Edited by G. FESTING.
Demy 8vo, 10s. net.

"A most delightful and valuable book." .

Manchester (Ttiardtas.

THE LIFE OF
F. W. CROSSLEY.

By J. RENDEL HARRIS.
lUnstrated. Extra crown 870, 6s.

{Third EditUm.

" This concise bat intensely interesting memoir of
one of the noblest and most saintly men of the century
... Mr. Rendel Harris has edii«d with rare sympathy,
delicacy, and literary alLiU."—Spectator.

W. CLARK RUSSELL'S NEW ROMANCE.

A VOYAGE AT ANCHOR.
By the Author of " The Wreck of the ' Grosvenor,' "

&c., &c.

" This delightful story is in Mr. W. Clark Bussell's

happiest ityle."—Scotsman.
•* A new idea which works out very successfully."

World.

FLORENCE WARDEN'S LATEST NOVEL.

A LOWLY LOVER.
By the Author of " The House on the Marsh," io.

" Thoroughly interesting."—JSioei and White.

MACMILLAN & CO.'S
NEW BOOKS.

NEW WORK BY OOLDWIM SMITH.
In 2 vols , Svo, 158. net.

THE UNITED KINGDOM:
A Political History.

By GOLDWIN SMITH, D.C.L.,

Author of ** The United States," &c.

MORyilfO POST.—" We are by no means certain that there

is auy iingle book in existence from which the man who wants
no dat«a and details, but fntelUgent appredatioDs and broad
views, could learn so much of certAm phases of the history of

England a» he would glean from Mr. Ooldwin Smith's volamM
And they are eminently readable, fall of happy touchet. and
graphic siietches.''

_
. . .

TENNYSON, RUSKIN, MILL,
And other Literary Bsiimates,

By FREDERIC UaREISUN.
Extra crown 8vo, 83. 6d. net.

ACA DEMV.—" lycaVwK with so various a range of writers.

he holds a level laUncu iu regard toall—noeasy f-at. re^iuiribg

a judiciality combiued with catholic sm of Uste, not in tnoi-e

hasty days too commou Them is seldom much fault to Iw
fimutl with the broad *cope and treud of bis judguieot. This u
high praise of essays which o uipass s. liTgt; a field.... Lx-
tremely able."

.

"With Portrait. Extra crown 8vo, 83. (M, net.

NOTES on SPORT and TBAVEL.
By GBORGE HENRT KINGSLEY, M.D. Wita
a Memoir by his Daughter, MARY H. KINGS-
LEY.

/).1I/,FC//S0.V/CLB.—"Despir Interesting... .The book i;

delightful; stiarkliug with humour; without a th.)URht wf

malice."

BY THE AUTHOR OP "THB LIFE OF
CARDINAL MANNING."

LIFE and LETTERS of AMBROSE
PtflliLIPPS DE LISLE. By KDMU.VD
SHERIDAN PDRCKLL. Edited and Fiuishei

by KDWIN DE LISLE, Fellow of the Society ot

Autiqutries. With 2 Photogravure Portraits.

In 2 vols., 8vo, 2Ss. net.

da; LI" caftOJV/CL*.—" A carefully edited, eioellent <x>.i-

tribution to eeclesia.ticai literature."

THE WAR IN SOUTH AFRiCA.
NEW AND CHEAPER EDITIO;^ NOW READY.

SOUTH AFRICA of TO-DAY. By
Captain FRANCIS YOOrJGHDSBAND, C.I.ll.,

Indian Staff Corps, late Special lorrespondent o(

The Times in South Africa. With lUustratioos.

Crown 8»o, 6^.

APIS MATINA : Vepses Translated
and Original. By EDWARD M. YOUNG. M.A..

Rector of Bothbury, and Hon. Canon of New-
castle, 4c. Crown 8vo. gilt lop, 68. net.

^ACMILLAN'S MAGAZINE.
Price !».—Ooutents tur FEBRUARY.

1 ANTHONY'S FORTUNE. By Artuck BucaroRD.
Chapters V.—VIII.

2 THE KU.MAKL'Koi the FUR TRADE. By E. K. OsBORi.

t A CUSTOM of the COUNTRY.
4 THE MO.nTU of MOUKNING.
',' THE CAMPAIGN of UOUAt. By Capt. Cairsm (Royal

Irish Fusiliers). Chapters IV.—VI.
6 AN OLD HAND.
r THE TWENTIETH CENTURY-

I The Only Way. II. A Letter to the Editor.

8. SOME REFLECTIONS on the WAR in SOUTH AFRICA.
By A Soldier.

^ .

THETEMPLE BAR MAGAZINE
Price Is.—CoQteuts for FEBRUARY.

JOHN, ay MAARTEN MAARTENS.
1 THB FLOWER of the FLOCK. By W. E. NORRIi

Chanters V.-VIIl.
2. AGHfe of FASHION.
.). A CITY of th« DEVIL.
5 ROUND MV SSIOKISG ROOM
a. HOW DONALD RUY GOT a WHITE HEAD.

a. ubw^BROWNE-MARTYN and I NEARLY MADE
OURSELVES RIDICULOUS.

9. GEORGE GASCOIGNE. SOLDIER and POET.
10 TUB BATH COMEDY. By AGNES and EGERTON

CASTLE. Scenes XIL-XIX.

. NISBET k CO., Ltd., 21, Berners Street, W.

NEW NOVEL BY LUCAS CLEEVE
(Mrs. Howard Kingscote).

WHAT A WOMAN WILL DO.
By the Author of "Lazarus," "The Monks of

the Holy Tear," &o., &c.

"Fall of smart and bitter writing, readable and
amusing in every page."

—

Academy.
" Rivets the attention, and interests the reader up

to the very last pa,KG.'*~ Punch.
" A really entertaining book."—JJeiiietc of the Week,

n.
F. V. waiFB & CO.,

Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.

THE CENTURY MAGAZINE.
Illustrated.-Price Is. 4d.—Annual Subscription, post free, 16s.

Th« FEBRUARY NUMBBK (.jotiiius-

OLIVER CROMWELii. Tlie Westminster Assemblj"-The
New .Molcl—The Day of Nsseby. By the Rt. Ilou. JOUn
MORLEV, 51.1".

P-VKIS KE\"1SITED. The Goremmental Maclune. By
RICIIAUD WHITEING.

GORDONS REPRIEVE. By Gertrcoi; P. GaiBti.
BAILING AI/iNE AROUND the WORLD.—VI. The Homo-

ward Trip from the Cape of Good Hope. By Capt. Josuu*
StOCCH.

Andmtmerout (Mur StorUt and Art-xUl of Omeral fHlenH.

S T. N I O HO Las.
niustoited.—Price Is.—Annual ^^ul)gcriI}tiou. i>ost free, 128.

The FEBRUARY NUMBER ooutAins:-
TWO VALKNTINES. Verse. Ily Ti iiur .U:\k>.

THE UOLIIUKN TRIZI::. Serial, lly CJahkielle B. Jacksok.
THE *-SnAr-BUItBLERS'" FIRST REOEl'TION. Story.

By Mkrei-ith Nlgest.
And HMnwous oth*ir Stories for the i'ovHu.

MACMILLA.N & CO., Ltd., Load)a.
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The Literary Week.
On Thursday the mortal remains of John Euskin were
laid in the churchyard of Coniston Tillage. The natural

wish that he should be buried in Westminster Abbey
could not be granted if his strict injunctions were
to be observed. Long ago he had said: "If I die at

Heme Hill, I wish to rest with my parents in Shirley

Churchyard, but if at Brantwood, then I would prefer to

rest at Coniston." Among the floral tributes sent was a
wreath of true Greek laurel from Mr. G. F. Watts, E.A.,

with this message from Mrs. Watts: "It comes from our
garden, and has been cut before three times only— for

Tennyson, Leighton, and Bunie-Jones."

The following list, which we take

shows the extent of the popularity of

The list refers to those books only

in a single volume. Modern Pai
Venice are still too expensive to be
second book on the list, however,
from Modern Painters. The figures

copies sold since the several books
their present cheaper form :

Resame and Lilies

Frondes Agresteg
The Crown of Wild Olive ...

Unto this Last...

Seven Lamps ...

KipK of the Golden Biver . .

.

Queen of the Air
Time and Tide
A Joy for Ever
Mornings in Florence. .

.

The Eagle's Nest

from the Daily News,
Mr. Euskin's books,

which are published
nters and Stones of
widely popular. The
consists of selections

give the number of

were republished in

40,000
34,fOO
31.000
30,000
29,000
22,000
14,000

13,000
12,000
11,000
11,000

The touching details of Mr. Euskin's last hours recall

Lockhart's beautifid passage describing the death of Scott.

Into the sick room of Sir Walter came the sound of Tweed
pouring over her pebbles. Through the turret-window of

the room in which Mr. Euskin had just passed away came
the glow of the first sunset he had missed for many a day.
" The brilliant, gorgeous light illumined the hills with

splendour ; and the spectators felt as if Heaven's Gate itself

had been flung open to receive the teacher into everlasting

peace."

Mr. Euskin possessed the original M8S. of three of
Scott's novels. From a child he had fed on the Waverley
novels, and his quotations from and allusions to Scott
would fill a volume. He was a boy when the series

was drawing to a close, and he has written :
" I can no

more recollect the time when I did not know them than
when I did not know the Bible." Some of his judgments
on Scott's work are superbly downright in their admira-
tion. The Battle of Flodden in Marmion he thought
" the truest and grandest battle-piece that, so far as I
know, exists in the whole compass of literature

; the abso-
lutely fairest in justice to both contending nations, the
absolutely most beautiful in its conceptions of both." Of
certain of the Waverley novels he said that they " are,

whatever the modem world may think of them, as faultless

throughout as human work can be." Although devoted
to Scott, Mr. Euskin had a fancy for modem stories of a
certain kind. The last book from which Mrs. Arthur
Severn read to him was Miss Edna Lyall's In the Golden
Days.

Mr. Euskin's annual income from the sale of his books
was, for many years, on the average, £4,000. Yet
he did not " work " his writings for what they were
worth. New editions, which would have been highly
profitable, were delayed and delayed until the first editions

rose to fabulous prices. It is doubtful if he would have
approved the suggestion that the memorial to him should
take the form of an edition of his works at a price within
the reach of all. Mr. Euskin's private fortune, derived
from his father's capable and honest trade in sherry, was
enormous ; and it is believed that he gave away not less

than £200,000 in his life. He parted with material
wealth as one whose spiritual wealth was inexhaustible.

What were Mr. Euskin's methods of writing? Mr.
M. H. Spielmann tells the readers of the American Book-
Buyer that Mr. Euskin disliked the drudgery of the pen,
and abhorred proofs, at reading which, indeed, he was a
poor hand. Mr. Harrison corrected his punctuation for

years, and even set right " strange irregularities in

grammar." He liked an inclined desk, and thought a flat

table for writing injurious, but in after years he let this

doctrine go by the board. It is not surprising that he
liked to take a difficult task away to very peaceful sur-

roundings and there wrestle with it. Still, he soon tired.

^L-jru^^ MZ.<3L>M tA-^^^^ ^'^-*\:

-.-Lo^r^ll^
J
«~rC^ ^ C„rR^^ pS^ cfi-^u^

*-S -i^ C,^l/i-xx-<5u*- ^rt^L-Zt-*-'-^ ^<:Jc>«-t--i-^

FROM ONE OF MR. RUSKIN'S MANUSORirTS.
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" Sir Walter Scott," he said, " wrote as a stream flows,

but I do all my brainwork like a wrung sponge." He
had his peculiarities about payment for his work. When
he wrote a certain article, to appear in the Magazine ofArt,

he would neither give the article for nothing nor receive

its market price. He simply insisted on " a penny a line,

neither more nor less." This article, on " The Black

Arts " (the arts of engraving, &c.), from which we repro-

duce a sentence of the MS. in facsimile, will be included

in Mr. Spielmann's forthcoming biography of Mr. Euskin.

Mr. E. D. Blackmore was a writer who ever refused to

be gazed at by the public for whom he wrote. He wrote

novels for a living, but grew pears and peaches for his

pleasure. The novels paid best. Yet even these, it ma.y

be suspected, owed most of their success to the author's

descriptions of nature. Blackmore drew characters that

live, as John Eidd and Loma Doone and Clara Vaughan

bear witness. But the spell which he threw over his

readers is inseparable from the West Country settings in

which he placed his dramas. He knew Devonshire and

all the morning and evening beauty of its lanes and

valleys, and his own brisk delight in it went into his

writing. He created a Blackmore country, and tourists

have streamed thither ever since the days of Loma Boone.

Yet Blackmore was a Berkshire, not a Devon, man.

Mb. Blackmoke lived to be tired of the praises lavished

on Loma Boone. The success of that book was really

something of a millstone round his neck. He felt he could

not repeat it, yet he felt it was not his best. The devo-

tion of the public to Loma was a beautiful, yet maddening,

obstacle to further progress, which Blackmore never over-

came. Only in Perhjcrons did he again seem to hit the

bull's-eye. Not long ago Mr. Blackmore saw his indocile,

unswerving readers snap up 150,000 sixpenny copies of

their first love. It grieved him, and he returned to his

peaches.

In its obituary notice of Mr. Blackmore, the Times says

of Loma Boone :
" Its merits were seen and appreciated at

once." This is hardly true of the publishers, for no fewer

than eighteen firms, it is said, rejected the book, which

the author put away in a drawer for a year. Nor were

the public much more discerning when the novel at last

appeared. They let it alone until the title got absurdly

mixed up with the marriage of Princess Louise and the

Marquis of Lorne. From that day the book began to be

inquired for, and its merits soon won the recognition

Loma Boone deserved.

Wk have recorded in another column our deep regret at

the death of Mr. G. W. Steevens. The love and admira-

tion that he inspired is shown by the messages of con-

dolence that have flashed to this country from all over the

civilised world. He was buried at midnight, in order that

the officers at Ladysmith might have an opportunity of

attending his funeral. Lord Eoberts, amid the engrossing

character of his present task, found time to telegraph his

sorrow. Lord Kitchener has made the following state-

ment to a correspondent of the Baili/ Mail:

I was anxious to tell you how very sorry I was to hear

of the death of Mr. Steevens. He was with me in the

Boudan, and, of course, I saw a great deal of him and knew
him well. He was snch a dever and able man. He did

hii work as correspondent so brilliantly, and he never

gave the slightest trouble -I wish all correspondents were

like him. I suppose they will try to follow in his foot-

steps. I am sure I hoi)e they will. He was a model

correspondent, the best I have ever known, and I should

like you to say how greatly grieved I am at his death.

The Baihj Mail, towards the success of which Mr.

Steevens contributed so much, published the following

tribute from Mr. Henley

:

We cheered you forth—brilliant and kind and brave.

Under your country's triumphant flag you fell,

It floats, dear heart, over no dearer grave-
Brilliant and brave and kind, hail and farewell.

Toe following " In Memoriam " lines accompanied the

Morning Fott't memoir of Mr. Steevens

:

The pages of the Book quickly he turned.

He saw the lan(i^id Isis in a dream

Flow through the flowery meadows, where the tchosts

Of them whose glorious names are Greece and R >me

Walked with him. Then the dream must have an end,

For London called, and he must go to her,

To learn her secrets—why men love her so,

Loathing her also. Yet again he learned

How God, who cursed us with the need of toil

Relenting, made the very curse a boon.

There came a call to wander through the world

And watch the ways of men. He saw them die

In fiercest fight, the thought of victory

Making them drunk like wine ; he saw them die

Wounded and sick, and struggling still to live

To fight again for England, and again

Greet those who love them. Well indeed he knew
How good it is to live, how good to love,

How good to watch the wondrous ways of men-
How good to die, if ever there be need.

And everywhere our England in his sight

Poured out her blood and gold, to share with all

Her heritage of freedom won of old.

Thus quickly did he turn. the pages o'er

And learn the goodness of the gift of life

;

And when the Book was ended, glad at heart—

The lesson learned, and every labour done

—

Find at the end Ufe's ultimate gift of rest.

One word more. An old friend had set Stevenson's

beautiful lines to music :

Under the wide and starry sky

Dig the grave and let me lie.

Glad did I live, and gladly die

And I laid me down with a will.

This be the verse you grave for me

:

Here he lies where he longed to be ;

Home is the Bailor, home from the sea,

And the hunter home from the hill.

He said one evening at his happy home in Merton Abbey,

before ho started on his last journey, that, when out m
the Soudan, he crooned himself to sleep night after night

with those lines which had been set to music by his friend.

It is fitting that he should lie at rest out there m the

spacious country, " under the wide and starry sky."

The American Bookman's "Letter Box" contains the

foUowing question this month :
" What is the significance

of the word decadence when it is applied to style?

It may be worth while to preserve the answer furnished by

Theophile Gautier, to whose style, as also to Beaudelaire s,

the word was applied in the early fifties

:

The style of decadence is nothing else than art arrived

at that extreme point of maturity produced by those

civiUsations which are growing old with their oblique

suns—a style that is ingenious, comphcated, learned, fuU

of shades of meaning and research, always pushing further

the limits of language, borrowing from all the technical

vocabidaries, taking colours from all palettes, notes from

all keyboards, forcing itself to express m thought that

which is most ineffable, and in form the vaguest and most

fleeting contours ; listening, that it may translate them,

to the subtle confidences of the neuropath, to the avowals

of ageing and depraved passion, and to the singular

hallucinations of the fixed idea verging on madness. This

style of decadence is the last effort of language, called
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upon to express everything, and pushed to the utmost
extremity. We may remind ourselves, in connexion with
it, of the language of the later Roman Empire, already
mottled with the greenness of decomposition, and, as it

were, gamey, and of the complicated refinements of tho
Byzantine school, the last form of Greek art fallen into
deliquescence. Such is the inevitable and fatal idi'.m of

peoples and civilisations where factitious life has replaced
the natural life, and developed in man imknown wants.
Besides, it is no easy matter, this style despised of pedants,
for it expresses new ideas with new forms and words that
have not yet been hoard. In opposition to the classic

style, it admits of shading, and these shadows teem and
swarm with the larvae of superstitions, the haggard
phantoms of insomnia, nocturnal terrors, remorse which
starts and turns back at the slightest noise, monstrous
dreams stayed only by impotence, obscure phantasies at
which the daylight would stand amazed, and all that the
soul conceals of the dark, the unformed, and the vaguely
horrible, in its deepest and furthest recesses.

Mr. Geoeoe Moobe has written a play which he haa
called "A Tale of the Town." It will be produced first at

a Dublin theatre.

Next week wUl be performed, for the first time, at the

Deutches Theatre, Berlin, Gerhart Hauptmann's new play,
" Schluck und Jauch," written in the Silesian dialect. The
plot is described as slight and fantastic—an elaboration

of Lamb's little chimney-sweep who found himself in a
ducal bed. Schluck and Jauch are boy and girl, and are

met on the country road by a fine company from the

neighbouring castle bent on amusing themselves. Schluck

is invited to the castle, and is treated as if he were a
prince. He succumbs to the dazzling illusion, but is

finally sent back to his native fields with Jauch for his

sweetheart, and a cottage and fields for his support. The
burlesque scenes and situations evolved are said to be
distinctly comical.

Last October we gave some account of the retrospects

and prospects of M. J. K. Huysmans, and referred to his

intention to retire to Ligugo to pass the remainder of his

days in solitude. It is now stated that M. Huysmans will

definitely join the Benedictine Order on March 19. "On
that date," he says, " I shall put on the clothes of an
oblate, and shall thus have mounted the first step of the

celestial ladder." We note, however, that M. Huysmans
does not intend to put off the clothes of a novelist. As
an oblate, indeed, M. Huysmans will not have to wear the

dress of the order at all times, nor will he live within the

walls of the monastery. He wUl reside in his own house
at Liguge, and one of his first occupations will be to

complete his biography of St. Lydwine of Schiedam, and
his novel, V Oblat.

HuYSMABs' career has been a strange one. The routine

of many years' qmll-driving at the Ministry of the Interior

did not weaken his capacity for violent mental and
spiritual experiences. In IA-Ba» Huysmans looked down
into the fetid abyss of Parisian Satanism. Through
pessimism, mysticism, satanism, and what not, Huysmans
reached Catholicism. It would be stupid and unjust to

question the sincerity of Huysmans' conversion, but one
feels that his is a life that must be lived out before it

can be understood.

Mr. Edward Maeston has this week given some in-

teresting reminiscences to the Daily Chronicle, Charles

Beade had a fine way with him when dealing with his

publisher. He wanted £3,.")00 for Hard Cash, and this is

how he wrote to Mr. Marston :

Dickens has pronounced it incomparably my best pro-
duction, and, looking at the research and labour I have
bestowed, J should not be compensated by the sum I ask,

. . . With this fair warning I can only say that I shall be
happy to see you here either as negotiator or visitor when-
ever you have half an hour to bestow on me.

" Happy to see you " is good.

Mr. Marston seems to regret the demise of the three-
volume novel, and his view of the new six-shilling system
is compact and interesting

:

The truth is this : of an average novel the libraries buy
as few as they possibly can, frequently not as many as
they used to buy in the three-volume form ; and it they
will not set the example the public assuredly wiU not buy.
I am aware, of course, that there are exceptions, but only
sufficient to prove the rule. In the three-volume days the
risk of producing an average novel was reduced to a
minimum. Now it can hardly be produced at all, except
with a positive certainty of loss, for now there is nobody
to buy, and borrow they cannot, because the libraries

confine their purchases almost wholly to the books by
authors who have been fortunate enough to get a hold on
the public. All others—good, bad, or indifferent—are
alike shunted. This is, of course, good for the libraries,

but surely it is bad for young authors and too venturesome
publishers.

Young novelists and would-be novelists might do well to

ponder the advice just given by Herr Gustav Freytag to a
student who had sent him the MS. of a novel for his

opinion. Herr Freytag excused himself for not reading
the novel, and then wrote (his words have a direct

application to many a young man now in business, or in a
non-literary profession, who " thinks seriously of taking to

literature ")

:

Even if you possessed the greatest poetical power, and a
talent for narrative as great as that of Walter Scott,

Dickens, and others of the best, you ought not at present

to think of putting your scientific studies into the back-
ground, and risk your future existence on novel writing or

other poetical activity. You must first, by serious work
and the position it may make for you among your fellow-

men, ripen to manhood, and you must gain a certain

mastery over life before you can have the right to idealise

in an artistic work the fate of man. On the path you now
are inclined to follow you will only reap disappointment

and probably a speedy decline of your powers.

In the empty and uncertain existence of an " author,"

you will only learn to know the time imperfectly and from
the wrong side. Observation alone does not educate a man,
it needs above all a firm position in a circle of worldly in-

terests and clear duties. As a young author you would,

after a half-success, only be able to gain a tolerably secure

place as a journalist, a profession very unfavourable to

artistic creation. My warning is the result of what I have

observed during my life of the fate of many young writers,

and it is a truth which I have repeatedly had causa to state

;

for the number of those who, like you, would like to choose

the pleasant game of free invention instead of the self-

denial and exertion of scientific research, is very great.

Whether your t'dent is strong enough to support your

whole life, I can say as little as any other man. If the

impulse you have lasts, and the strength to carry it out, it

will in any case break through all obstacles ; and, if you
now do your nearest duty perfectly, you may trust the

future.

On this subject Mr. Andrew Lang is also pessimistic in

Longman^B Magazine. Nobody, he bewails, can give to

writers " security of tenure ":

There are good reasons why educated young men should

beware, more than ever, of drifting into either journalism

or literature without some more regular profession or

occupation or source of income. They may be super-

annuated at thirty-five, or the "fashionable age" may
come to be fixed even earlier. Even novelists with a vogue

must see that a vogue is often ephemeral. Above all,

times unpropitious for the providers of mere luxuries are

coming upon us : and books are the first luxuries which

people cut down, The " softness " of the penman's " job "
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attracts people ; it is aiuusiiig, too, and offers a promise of

notoriety, if not of fame. But it becomes less and less of

a stable and permanent job; the recruit of to-day is a

veteran (and often not " a useful veteran") the day after

to-morrow. Lawyers, doctors, dentists are not super-

annuated so rapidly. My sermon is accurate, but, like

other sermons, will be unprofitable.

An Edgbaston correspondent asks for the authorship of

the following lines

:

Thou art'dead^who lived so well.

Thou art dead : but who can tell

Of the wondrous blood of thee,

Enriched by thy fertility ?

In the veins of each sweet child

Buns a torrent undefiled, &o.

The Eev. Walter Hobhouse, head master of Durham
Grammar School, has been appointed editor of the

Guar lion, in succession to Mr. Lathbury.

Bibliographical.

EusKiN, Blackmore, G. W. Steevens, Canon Dixon, and
W. E. Tirebuck—all have passed from us since this column
last appeared. In the case of Mr. Blackmore and Mr.
Steevens there is not much for bibliography to do, the
achievement of each having been limited—in the one case

from choice, in the other from necessity. In Mr. Ruskin's
case the bibliographers had long been on the writer's

track. The author of Modern Painters, like all great
modern men of letters, had enjoyed fame during his life-

time, and had had both his biography and his bibliography
"brought up to date." Canon Dixon, it is safe to say,

had no great vogue. His work in verse was known to,

and spoken kindly of, by a few, including Mr. Swinburne

;

but it will hardly attract much bibliographical enthusiasm.
The latest volume from his pen that I have handled was
his little collection of Songs and Odes, in the " Shilling Gar-
land " (1896). Previously to that we had had (in 1891) a
second edition of the most considerable of his performances—Mano : a Poetical History in Four Books, which first saw
the light in 1883. In 1891 also we had the fourth (and, I
suppose, last) volume of his Church of England from the

Abolition of the Roman Jurisdiction. He is enshrined, of
course, in that elaborate "omnium gatherum," The Poets

and the Poetry of the Century, wherein he is celebrated by
that penetrating and authoritative critic, Mr. Alfred Miles.

But even that distinction, perhaps, will not secure to him
the popular appreciation which, I fancy, whatever they
may say, ell verse-writers are anxious to obtain. Mr.
Tirebuck was a native of Liverpool, where he became
connected with the journalistic profession, and was for

some years on the staff of the Liverpool Mail. Some six

years ago he retired from journalism. He was the author
of some critical and biogpraphical works, among which
may be mentioned Oreat Minds in Art, published in Mr.
Fisher Unwin's "Lives Worth Living" series in 1888.
He also wrote many novels, of which Saint Margaret was
the first.

Somebody with leisure should 'set to work and write the
history of the Literary or Dramatic Sequel. Mr. George
Alexander reopens the St. James's Theatre on February 1

with Mr. Hawkins's dramatisation of his own Rupert of
JTentzau, and the manager announces that he will give,
during the " run " of " Eupert," afternoon performances
of "The Prisoner of Zenda," so that those enthusiasts
who like to pass the afternoon and evening of a day in
Euritania can do so. This is excellent as an idea, however
it may prove in practice ; and one wonders why something
of the sort has not occurred to somebody before. Have
modern playgoers ever been invited to witness in the same
twenty-four hours representations of the two parts of

" Henry IV." ; or, still worse, the three parts of

"Henry VI."? Something might be said, 6:0m the

educational point of view, for playing " Julius Crosar

"

in the afternoon and " Antony and Cleopatra " in the

evening of a day ; but exertion of that sort is im-

possible, perhaps, to anybody but schoolgirls. Could any
average person survive immediately-successive perform-

ances of " Our American Cousin" and " Lord Dundreary
Married and Settled," of "The Ticket-of-Leave Man"
and " The Ticket-of-Leave Man's Wife," and other such

daring combinations? In the case of prose fiction, the

thing is different. If the sequel in book form bores you,

you can put it down.
My reference last week to the late Mr. C. P. Mason and

his educational works has brought me several interesting

communications—one, for example, from an experienced

schoolmaster in the N.E. district, who testifies eloquently to

the merits of Mr. Mason's books on English grammar;
another, from a dweller in County Down, Ireland, who
was a pupil of Mr. Mason's at Denmark Hill Grammar
School between 1853 and 1857, and who evidently has

many pleasant recollections of his stay there. " Living in

this part of the kingdom," he writes, "I have, through
all these years, heard little or nothing of our old school-

master or of any of my schoolfellows. Would it be possible

to get the ' old boys ' of Denmark Hill together ? I would

go all the way to London for such a re-union." I should

be very glad to hear from " old boys " on this subject.

Two correspondents are so kind as to address me on the

subject of my remarks on a proposed selection from Mr.

George Meredith's prose e"pigrams. Both remind me of

the production in Boston, U.S.A., in 1888 (with an intro-

duction, fifty pages long, by Mr. E. F. Gilman), of an

anthology called The Pilgrim's Scrip ; or, Wit and Wisdom of

George Meredith. I was, of course, aware of the existence

of that book, though I have never seen a copy of it. And
one of my correspondents, writing from Edgbaston,

Birmingham, says: "It may serve to illustrate the short

term of life books have in America, when I say that I

searched New York and Boston for a copy of this some six

or eight years ago, and even in the publisher's own shop

was unable to find one."

I can qiiite believe that " Mr. Eichard Mansfield, the

New York actor, has written a volume of essays composed
of studies in dramatic literature and other matters dealing

with the stage." Mr. Mansfield is a very clever man, and

particularly nimble with his pen. I have on my shelves

a play which he wrote (and produced in America) on the

subject of Don Juan. But why call him " the New York
actor"? He is not an American. His youth and early

professional life were spent in England. He was educated

at Derby School, and learned his "art" in the British

provinces.

Prof. Goldwin Smith is showing great cerebral activity

in his old age. The other day he gave us two solid

volumes on the United Kingdom, and now we are pro-

mised one on Shakespeare the Man. That naturally reminds

us that we still await Mr. Frank Harris's book on the

same subject and with the same, or nearly the same, title.

Why tarrieth it ? Invincible is this desire to penetrate

into the personality of the Bard, despite Matthew Arnold's

confident assertion that it is not to be discovered. I

remember that Mr. Gerald Massey used to lecture a good
many years ago on "The Moral Shakespeare." But Mr.

Arnold was right, I believe, after all.

It is pleasant to know that " The Golden Legend " (not

Longfellow's, i'faith) is to be included in the pretty
" Temple Classics," and that the text will be vouched for

by Mr. F. S. Ellis. There is evidently a revival of

interest in the work, for it is only fifteen months or so

since an elegant little volume, called Learn from the Golden

Legend, was put upon the English book market. Mr.

Ellis's text, I take it, will be complete.

The Bookworm.
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Reviews.

Theology of the Day.

Chriitian Mysticum (Bampton Lectures for 1899). By
William Ealph Inge, M.A. (Methuen. 123. Gd. net.)

Idealism and Theology : a Study of Presuppositions (Donellan
Lecture?, 1897-8). By Charles F. d'Arcy, B.D. (Hodder
& Stoughton. 63.)

The Apostle Paul's Reply to Lord Halifax. By Walter
Wynn. (Elliot Stock.)

A Free Inquiry into the Origin of the Fourth Gospel. By
P. G. Sense, M.A. (Williams & Norgate. 7s. 6d.)

Introduction to the New Testament. By F. Godet, D.D.
Translated by William Affleck, B.D. (T. & T. Clark.)

The First Three Gospels in Greek, Arranged in Parallel

Columns. By Colin Campbell, D.D. Second edition.

(Williams & Norgate. Ss.)

Mysticism, in its wide sense—tbe immediate stretching

forth of the soul towards the Divine—is an air breathed
by all religions, alike of East and West. Christian mys-
ticism, in these Bampton lectures, Dr. Inge traces through
St. Augustine and Plotinus (who, outside the Church, was
the perfecter of Platonism) to Plato, "the father of
European mysticism "

:

Both the great types of mystics may appeal to him

—

those who try to rise through the visible to the invisible,

through Nature to God, . . . and those who distrust
bensuous representations as tendiag "to nourish appetites
which ought to starve," who look upon this earth as a
}>lace of baoishment, upon material things as a veil which
hides God's face from us, and who bid us ' flee away from
hence as quickly as m^y be," to " seek yonder," iu the
realm of the ideas, the heart's true home.

The true Christian mysticism is distinguished from Pla-
tonism pure and simple, inasmuch as it " follows St. Paul
in choosing as its ultimate goal the fulness of Christ, and
not the emptiness of indifierentiated Godhead."
In an appendix to this learned and temperate treatise

Mr. Inge considers the erotic mysticism to the revival of
which, particularly among English Boman Catholics, so
great an impetus was given by the appearance of Mr.
Coventry Patmore's Unknown Eros odes ; though of Pat-
more the Bampton lecturer has nothing to say. His
conclusions are eminently sane and uninteresting :

. . . We are forced to remember that in our mysteriously
cms ituted minds the highest and lowest emotions lie very
near together; aud those who have chosen a life of detach-
ment from earthly ties must be especially on their guard
against the " occasional revengwB " which the lower nature,
when thwartei, is always plotting against the higher.

In Idealism and Theology the liev. Charles F. d'Arcy
reviews the fundamental doctrines of the Christian religion

from the standpoint of modern idealism. " Christian
theism is the final philosophy "—so boldly does he enun-
ciate his thesis. To him idealism is "the true stepping-

stone to an appreciation of the philosophic value of

theology." Christian theism is to be established "by
making use of idealism to gain a higher position." All

that is valuable in idealism " wiU be found to have taken
its i)lace in the higher system." It is not possible to do
more in this place than to indicate the standpoint of this

notable book. Materialism, as a system, no longer holds
what it had won. The fallacy it involves inevitably

betrays itself to the earnest thinker. Matter may, indeed,

win recognition, but its recognition implies a something,
not itself, which recognises it and reasons about it. And
that— call it mind or spirit—is, therefore, logically ante-

cedent to it—nay, we are within our right in going further
and proclaiming matter to be altogether contingent. We
may, if we like, suppose it really to exist; but all we

perceive is our own sensations and the relations between
them. "Matter is thus explicable in terms of mind, while
mind is not explicable in terms of matter."

Is the world, therefore, phantasmal—a mere show of
fireworks let off against a background of nothingness':'

No, it is real ; for it is a common possession : the appeal
is to the experience, not of one, but of many. For at this
point the idealist breaks away from the tyranny of mere
logic, which would identify the universe with the indi-
vidual percipient, and acknowledges himself to be one of
many siniilar beings. Finally, as the idealist teaches that
every element in the material world implies a spiritual
principle which makes it possible, so Mr. d'Arcy seeks
"to make plain the principles which underlie the possi-
bility of a spiritual universe in which mind stands over
against mind and will against will." This design he
works out with an ingenuity that may or may not carry
conviction to the reader—for in this matter temperament
is everything — but must certainly excite interest and
admiration.

We step down on to another plane in opening The Apostle
Paul's Reply to Lord Halifax. The general aim of the Eev.
Walter Wynn, its author, may be gathered from the title.

The Epistle to the Galatians is an eager protestation of the
liberty of Christians from the vexatious ceremonialism of
the Jewish law. It is possible to apply the argument of
its writer against ceremonialism in the Christian churches,
at least by way of analogy. Quite a strong case, as is

fuUy realised by the apologists of sacerdotal Christianity,

may thus be made out. But Mr. Wynn seems not to

understand that the Apostle is addressing himself to the
consideration of one particular ceremonial system ; and
further, that the argument from analogy can render, at the
most, but a probable conclusion. His manner, too, is

unfortunate ; it is singularly ill-fitted to persuade. Neither
can one who reverences the genius who did more than any
one man, save his Master, to mould the mind of Christen-
dom, easily stomach the wordy, acrimonious paraphrase by
which Mr. Wynn, projecting himself into the person of the

Apostle of the Gentiles, would present to the English
Church Union the true sense of his deathless words.
Besides, Mr. Wynn lets his prepossessions run so furiously

away with him ! St. Paul wrote :
" Paul an Apostle. . .

."

In the course of six solid pages of elaboration, we read

:

" Peter did not ordain me, nor James, nor any of the church
officials at Jerusalem." Upon which two comments may
fairly be made : that the writer of the Epistle does relate

that at the conclusion of his three years' retreat in Arabia
(upon which he entered shortly after receiving a revelation

of his apostolic commission on his way to Damascus) he
went up to Jerusalem, and there for some time remained in

communion with Peter and other " church officials "—at

which time he may very well have received holy orders by
the laying on of hands ; and, secondly, that the denial of

his apostolate does not imply a negation of his priesthood,

any more than—to take an historical parallel—in the days
of the Great Schism the refusal to recognise a certain

papal election implied a doubt as to the episcopal consecra-

tion of the putative pope. Of course, it is not for a reviewer

in a secular paper to set himself to prove aay theory of the

Christian ministry. Our attitude towards the questions

which rend the National Church at this moment is neutral.

Judging Mr. Wynn's paraphrase, therefore, merely upon
its merits, we find it ill- adapted to win assent from those to

whom it is addressed, and too bitterly declamatory not to

meet with a welcome from the more violent of those whose
views tally with his own.

Mr. Sense is a man with a theory, which he would
crown with a practical corollary. His theory is that the

Gospel known by the name of the Beloved Disciple was in

its main outline the composition of Cerinthus. Now
Cerinthus was a heretic ; whose teaching, as we learn from
Irenajus, was in ofEect, that upon the man Jesus descended

at E[i8 baptism, in the forna of a, dove, Christ—an emaua-
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tion from the Deity ; that at the crucifixion Christ went

forth out of the person of Jesus, Jesus died. The author

of the Fourth Gospel narrates the descent of the form of

a dove upon Jesus at His baptism ; he says nothing of the

dove's going forth. And here it is that Mr. Sense, break-

ing boldly away from the traditional respect for the

written word, proposes to supply (in xix. 34) for " forth-

with came there out blood and water "—" . . . and a

dove." This startling suggestion he backs by a reference

to the authentic history of the martyrdom of Polycarp,

bishop of Smyrna in tlie second century, which throughout

preserves a remarkable parallelism with the Fourth Gos-

pel. There it may be read—for despite the ingenuity of

mystified commentators the phrase has survived—how,

when the flames failed to consume the old man's body, the

executioner pierced it with a sword and " there came forth

a dove and a quantity of blood." Having made his

emendation, Mr. Sense goes through the whole Evangel

with a blue pencil, scoring out the passages inconsistent

with his hypothesis. These inflations he attributes in

bulk to a revision " committee " assembled under Irenosus

;

and a good deal of rather intemperate language is poured

out upon the head of these unscrupulous clergymen. At
this point Mr. Sense works himself up into hot anger

against a principle which he designates, by a vocable

unknown to Dr. Murray, Credonism. This nefarious

spirit he discovers at the root of most social evils. He
proposes, therefore, the foundation of a society for the

practice of Christian virtues (we seem to have heard of

something of the sort before) from which even bishops and

deans shall not be excluded, but only their distinctive

dress. Also that the practice of confession among Koman
Catholics shall be created a criminal offence. Mr. Sense

thinks " there would be no difficulty " in enforcing this

regulation. In spite of his many lapses from good taste

and practical wisdom, from correct grammar and or-

thography (the habit of writing " impassable " when he

means " impassible " does not inspire us with confidence

in our theologian), Mr. Sense has written an interesting

and suggestive book.

Of a very different temper is Dr. Godet's Introduction to

the New Testament, of which we have from the hand of Mr.

William Affleck a tolerable translation of a part of the

second volume. Dr. Godet's first volume comprised the

Pauline Epistles. The present instalment discusses the

origin of the four Gospels, and treats in detail that accord-

ing to Matthew. Dr. Godet rejects the theory which, in

various forms, is generally favoured by exponents of the

Higher Criticism both in this country and upon the Con-

tinent—that, namely, which derives the Synoptic Gospels

mainly from two sources: the writings of Mark for the

narrative parts, and the " Sayings " of Matthew for the

teachings of Jesus. Also, with Zahn {History of the Canon

of the New Testament), he attributes the formation of the

four-fold Gospel, not to the second half of the second

century, but to the end of the first. He sees the three

authentic biographies emerging from the crowd of more or

less puerile documents in which the wilder spirits had
clothed their fancies, and receiving at Ephesus the seal of

the last of the apostolic band. In the fourth he discerns a

document from the hand of the Beloved Disciple himself,

designed especially to supplement" from the treasure-house

of his memory the scanty record of those three years'

teaching. Thus the universal Church, by a kind of instinct,

singled out those pictures of her Founder which the cor-

roboration of 1800 years has approved. In the quadruple

Gospel is revealed the Christ in four several aspects

:

That Christ of Matthew, iu whom are revealed the riches

of the work of God in the mist of Israel ; that Christ of

Luke, a living germ of the future of the regenerated

world ; that Christ of Mark, acting, speaking, living before

our eyes in His glorious and incomparable present ; in line,

that Christ of John, hovering above the jiast, the present,

and the future, like the eternal God whcse image He ie.

The Decadent Cuckoo.

Oar Common Cuckoo, and other Cuckoos and Parasitical Birds.

By Alexander H. Japp, LL.D., F.R.8.E. (Burleigh. 6s.)

Dr. Japp has here fulfilled an ambition he shares with
other modern naturalists

—

viz., to write a long book about
the cuckoo. To our elders it was a poet's bird :

" Loud
crieth cuccu " was spring's unmistakable symbol, and
this went on till past Wordsworth's day. But Dr. Japp's
interest is more scientific than literary, and he doubts if

the bards of old would have dared to glorify the bird had
his history been known. It is testified by infallible signs

that the nation of cuckoos is in decay. First, the males
outnumber the females to the tune of seven to one, say some
naturalists ; others have it twenty. This saps all virtue,

for as is well known the domesticities count for as much
among the citizens of the air as among us poor plumeless

ephemerals. The most affectionate of birds is the buUfinch

—tender to his wife, kind to his children, faithful even to

a human friend, and, as might be expected, he mates for

life. When the last scarlet hips are rotting on the bare

hedgerow, you may still see him and the wife he courted

in the greenwood eating and roosting together. But the

cuckoo is at the other end of the scale. He has not the

decency to stick to his wife even for a season, and she

spends summer flirting with a succession of males, and laying
eggs from about the 9th of April to the middle of June.

A lady robin or hedge-sparrow, knowing that she will have

to feed and nurse her offspring, takes care that they shall

not number more than four or five. The cuckoo doesn't

care. Without making a nest she lays her egg at the

hedge root, and then flies with it in her mouth to the first

home that comes handy. She does not even inquire into

the character of the nurse, since her egg has been found

among those of over a hundred species, ranging in size

from the wren to the wood-pigeon. From so careless and
disreputable a parent is it reasonable to expect any but a

monstrous progeny ? But the young cuckoo, though

wicked, is interesting. Indeed he presents to students of

evolution a problem that becomes more difficult and

fascinating as the facts become more fully ascertained.

When newly out of the shell, the naked, feeble, sprawling

monster proceeds to shoulder his foster chicks or eggs out

of the nest. Long after Jenner's famous observation

naturalists refused to believe a story so contradictory of

nature's usual methods. If true it meant that an incal-

culable number of our sweetest and most harmless birds

are annually sacrificed to preserve the worthless cuckoo.

Further, it is a cardinal doctrine of evolution that a

counter instinct is developed to meet every destructive

one. Here there is nothing of the kind. Mr. Japp is not

only able to reproduce the testimony of witnesses like Mrs.

Blackburn and Mr. Hancock, and Mr. John Craig and Mr.

Scot Miller—who show the process by a series of instan-

taneous photographs—but he furnishes proof that the

mother acquiesces in this murder of her rightful progeny,

and lavishes her kindness on the usurper. So much is

now placed beyond the region of controversy. There are

naturalists who go further, and say with Tom Speedy that

a little bird like the wren will sometimes starve itself to

feed the big foster-child, and though this is probably an

over-statement, it is certain that many species take kindly

to nursing the young cuckoo. Equally well known is it

that little birds will sometimes mob an old one, as they

do a hawk or an owl.

There is much about the cuckoo that, though curious,

is open to plausible explanation. The present writer is of

opinion that in regard to variation in cuckoos' eggs there

has been much exaggerated writing. Within limits,

variation occurs in the eggs of every species of bird
;
but

a collection of nearly two hundred cuckoos' eggs made in

the Home Counties during the last three or four years

shows no such difference in the markings as a merely

book student might expect to see. That a cuckoo can
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adapt her egg to match in colour those of a particular nest

we believe to be a fable. Many of those referred to were
placed in the home of the hedge-sparrow ; but not one is

blue. One cannot dispute that a cuckoo might produce
eggs of this colour, but, though Dr. Japp fully accepts it,

the evidence of Messrs. Seebohm and Elwes is not con-

clusive. It amounts to this, that they believed that on
breaking one they found on the embryo the characteristic

zygodactile foot of the species. But how easy to make a
mistake when dealing with the very tiny foot of a chick
found in an egg remarkable for its smallness ! At any
rate, a blue cuckoo's egg is most rare.

But the murderous instinct of the nestling leaves a
question unsettled in natural history. It cannot be in-

herited. If, as is generally supposed, the migration of

the cuckoo shows that its original habitat became unsuit-

able, we may assume that in prehistoric times it hatched
out its own young. In India and America the species

does so still, though Dr. Japp insists on the evidence that
parasitism is growing among them too. At what period,

then, in this decaying process does the nestling begin to

eject those who would otherwise shorten its food supply ?

To say that the instinct is supernaturally implanted would
be tantamount to asserting that, with one bird at least,

the spirit of evil had had his way ; and the evolutionary
hypothesis is equally at fault. There is nothing to fit the
case. Perhaps some brilliant Darwin of the future may
be able to suggest an adequate explanation. In the
meantime, Dr. Alexander Japp has done excellent service

by getting together this body of definite and trustworthy
infonuation. We are sorry not to be able to congratu-
late him on his illustrations—some of the more interesting
are badly reproduced, and the list at the beginning is

incorrect. There are no pictures on p. 28, and Mrs. Black-
bum's drawing is on 13, not 15.

" Battles Long Ago."

The Franco- German War, 1870-71. By Generals and other

Officers who took part in the Campaign. Translated
and Edited by Major-General J. F. Maurice and others.

(Sonnenschein. 21s.)

Attee the arid Official History of the Campaign of 1870-71

had sufficiently bored even ardent soldiers, a desire arose

for a popular account, in which the living forces, national

and individual, that "rode the whirlwind" should be
more vividly realised. This book, now first made English,
is the result. It is an admirable performance, resplendent
with knowledge, dignity, and conscience. It must take a
foremost place in every military library. But we cannot
say that even this book, despite its many and crying merits,

appeals to us primarily as a plastic human record. For
its human agency is occasionally as impersonal as its

events, and both, amazing as they are, astound us with a
sense of Brobdignagian machinery. We are oppressed by
the whirr and clang of iimumerable wheels and hammers
doing their appointed work with the god distinctly out of

the contrivance.

But here and there souls whom one can visualise take
shape in the crowd of mere names. General von Hart-
mann. Commander of the Second Bavarian Corps on the
field of Worth, presented the painter Bleibtreu with an
unconscious portrait of himself that challenges comparison
with the choicest of its kind. He wrote

:

It was a heart-stirring thought for me that I had been
present at the battle of Waterloo in 1815, and that I had
iu 1870-71 led an army corps against the enemy, on the 0th
of August, in my seventy-sixth year ; that I had remained
on horseback for fully seventeen hours, at Fnisohweiler,
Beichshofeu, and Niederbronn, and had had no food all day
except a piece of the privates' black bread. I was enabled
to do this by the great cause for which I fought. On my

jubilee day, on the Ist of December, all the cherished remi-
niscences of the campaign, of the kindness and hearty
sympathy which was shown me in every quarter, and espe-
cially by the Crown Prince, came back to me and found
expression in words of heart-stirring joy and deep gratitude.
The wreath of laurel which my most gracious master sent
me at Chatenay, by his Excellency General Blumenthal, lies

in my room, on a vase made by Benvenuto Cellini, and the
Prince's honour-conferring words, carefully framed, are
hung up near it. I thank the Almighty for this beautiful
evening of my life, and my prayer is that it may in no way
be embittered.

Night has closed over the glorious old man, and in the
day that has since dawned his Worth seems as obsolete as
his Waterloo. Nearly thirty years ago a child pored over
a slight contemporary record of the war, full of pictures.

Now the same eyes explore the pages of this weighty
history, again in search of pictures. There is a riotous

abundance of them, and they are so much alive as to

supply the vitality we sometimes miss in the text. But as
combat after combat is disclosed, one is haunted by the
notion that one views the battles of a lapsed warfare.

Cataracts of sabre and cuirass rave around clubbed masses
of men fringed with fire and volleying multitudinous
smoke. Hundreds of acres are ridged with bayonets,
and at the centre of each frantic line dance the delirious

colours. Armies face armies with a turnip-field between
them, and blaze away like princes at a battue. Officers

cross blades at the head of their battalions like champions
in a ballad. And while the majesty of the catastrophe

is MUtonic, huge bodies of troops move, as troops probably
will never move again, save in destined error, in Miltonic

"rhombs, and wedges, and half-moons, and wings." For
it is more than possible that the Arcadians of the Veldt
are teaching the nations a newiArt of War.

History for the General Reader.

Th<i United Kingdom : a Political History. By Goldwin
Smith, D.C.L. 2 vols. (MacmUlans. 15s. net.)

Some years ago a team of English cricketers had returned
from a tour in Canada, in the course of which they had
spent a few days at Toronto. An Oxford tutor asked his

pupil who had been of the company, whether they had met
Goldwin Smith. "Oh," said the ingenuous youth, "we
did meet an old fellow called Smith, who talked a fearful

amount of rot." An older generation recalls the brilliant

Professor of Modern History at Oxford, and the Joint

Secretary with Dean Stanley of the first Universities'

(Oxford) Commission of 1854. The present writer re-

members with delight a chance meeting with a stranger

who turned out to be the quondam Oxford professor,

one of the most brilliant talkers of his time. Mr. Goldwin
Smith has given the world far too little literary work at

any period of his life, and much of what he has done is

avowedly of an ephemeral character. His most sub-

stantial achievement in point of bulk, to use the writer's

own expression, " has been performed by the hand of

extreme old age."

Mr. Goldwin Smith may be described as almost the last

of our literary historians. There is little or no trace in his

works of that laborious research into manuscript and
muniment room, which a more scientific age seems to

demand from its instructors. To him the merit of his

written work would seem to be not in its appeal to new
material, but in its literary dress. There is Uttle attempt
at a dispassionate statement of facts : the author's political

and religious opinions colour every page. Whatever may
be the case in his other writings, the author's avowed
intention here is "to give the ordinary reader ... a clear,

connected, and succinct view of the political history of the

United Kingdom as it appears in the light of recent
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research and discussion," but a list of the chief works and

authors which he has consulted shows us that the research

and discussion are not his own, but that of acknowledged

masters of the craft. It would then be a captious criticism

to say that Mr. Goldwin Smith is not absolutely up to date

in his treatment of some important periods and subjects.

He has nothing to say of Ivoman Britain. For him the

hifjtory of the island begins with the coming of the English

tribes. The substance of the few pages that he devotes to

the Anglo-Saxon period is drawn entirely from the writings

of Dr. Stubbs and Mr. Freeman ; but the historical student

knows that however much we owe to these two great past-

masters in historical craft, recent research has profoundly

modified many of their most important conclusions. Dr.

Stubbs would probably be the first to acknowledge this.

But of any such modifications the reader of Mr. Goldwin
Smith's book would be utterly unconscious. Indeed, the

very small space of fifteen pages into which the writer has
compressed all that he thinks it necessary that the

"ordinary reader" should know about the six hundred
years before the Norman Conquest, betrays a rather un-
pardonable ignorance of the modem literature on the subject

or of the importance attached by recent investigators to this

long period in the making of the nation.

The question of proportion of treatment in narrative

history is always a difficult one. Ordinarily the historian

accepts the division of mediroval from modem hirtory at

the close of the fifteenth century, and divides in the pro-

portion of one-third to two-thirds respectively.

Mr. Goldwin Smith's work extends to eleven hundred
pages, of which three hundred bring us to Henry VIII.,

and the remaining eight hundred are spent on the

more modern period. Apart from his evident predi-

lection for recent centuries, the author would defend his

division on the ground that " the histories of Scotland
and Ireland now mingle their streams with that of the

history of England." But considering the title of the
book—the United Kingdom—the space given to the rest

of the British Isles is disappointingly small. "The title

of the United Kingdom," says our author, speaking of

the union of the Scottish and English Parliaments in

1707, "was to be 'Great Britain,' which, however, its

want of simplicity, combined with the force of tradition,

has prevented from effectually displacing that of 'England'
in the language of the world." To these influences,

despite his evident intention, Mr. Goldwin Smith has
unconsciously succumbed. Again, the only excuse on
which, in our opinion, the writer might have based his

disproportionate treatment of the medieval and modern
period would have been the ground of the imperial growth
during the last two centuries. A single chapter of not
quite fifty pages, at the end of the book, does not satisfy

our sense of proportion. This is not the modern history
for the general reader who is filled with the imperial
spirit. Perhaps that spirit is of too recent a growth yet
to find its historical exponent. We may confidently
expect that the English histories of the future, when
dealing with the last two centuries, will deal not so much
with the obscure and unedifying party politics of the
British Parliament as with the marvellous expansion of
the nation. MeanwhUe, no one would have been so fit as
Mr. Goldwin Smith to point the way in which such history
should be written. But to our thinking he has lost himself
too much in the questions of religion and politics with
which historians of past generations chiefly busied them-
selves. The battles that raged round the names of
Arminian and Puritan, Whig and Tory, are too real for
him, and he cannot refrain from taking sides. In his
hands the great contests of I'^nglish history far too much
assume the form of the "good soldiers" and the "bad
soldiers" of our children's games.

But, after all, this method of treating history is only a
drawback in the eyes of serious students. To tlie general
reader, for whom Mr. Goldwin Smith intends his book,

this partisanship, whether conscious or unconscious, will

only lend force to the brilliant and incisive style. Such a
reader may rather find a hindrance in the extreme allusive-

ness which seems to tike for granted a very considerable

knowledge of the groundwork of historical facts ; indeed,

the whole two volumes are rather a brilliant essay on
English history, with the interpretative interest that

belongs to the essay form, than a narrative account of

events. To the ordinary reader, then, for whom it was
written, we may cordially recommend this literary treat-

ment of the story of England's past. Since the appear-

ance of Mr. J. R. Geeen's Shorter IIMory of the English

People there has been none with such literary finish. The
sentences have all the incisiveness of youth; the judg-

ments, though often ingrained with prejudice, represent

the thought of a vigorous and able mind. This History

will not take a permanent place in English literature ; but

we are glad that the author yielded to the importunities of

his friends. The result is an eminently readable, if some-

what ephemeral, volume.

Light on Darkest Africa.

In Dwarf Land and Cannibal Country. By A. B. Lloyd.

(Fisher Unwin, 21s. net.)

This, we believe, is a first .book. Mr. Lloyd gives a clear,

full, and interesting account of his journey across Africa

from Zjnzibar to the mouth of the Congo in suitable,

natural English. If Mr. Lloyd did not realise when he

left England, in 1894, how varied are the gifts that the

Gospel vanguard is called upon to exercise, he soon learned

that a missionary's life is by no means that of a Sunday-
school teacher every day of the week. Here is his own
view after a few weeks' experience

:

He is a teacher, but he must also be a buildrjr, for houses,

cattle-peus, stores, and out-houses have to be comtructel
by the missionary. He must also be a doctor of mediciae

and a dentist ; he must dose the sick natives, who will

trust him implicitly to cure them of eveu leprosy, and he
must be able to draw the most solidly-rooted molar that

ever grew in the skull of a black man. More than this, he

must be his own cobbler, and when his boots wear out he
must be able to re-sole them with good uuderstaudiugi

and must be content sometimes with nothing, but a few
French nails and a piece of cowhide with which to accom-
plish it. His own socks he must darn, and keep his

temper while he does it. . . . He must be his own oar-

peoter and house decorator, as well as furniture maker. . .

But he must also be his own lawyer, accountant, and
book-keeper, and when the currency takes the form of

cowrie shells, as it does in Uganda (where three hundred
tiny cowries make a shilling), it is not easy to keep the

accounts right. He must marry and divorce, give judg
ments, and baptize. He must be gardener, cook, and
dairymaid; grow his own food and look after his live

stock. In addition to all this he is the parish minister to

help and comfort all who come to him.

Through all these little trials Mr. Lloyd goes rejoicing

along. But he faced many real hardships and dangers as

well. Fevers and chills, drenchings and exposure to the

burning sun, were frequent incidents of his march up
country : and it can hardly have been consoling to know,

as he did daily in part of his march up country, that if

any of his bearers dropped out from fatigue or laziness

they promptly formed part of the next meal of the tribes

on either side of his route. Now and then an unfriendly

black was apt to stick his spear through the tent side—as

one did to a colleague of Mr. Lloyd's, piercing the very

bed on which he lay, but happily leaving him un wounded.

But more serious and steady peril awaited him when he

reached Uganda, for it was the time of the Soudanese

rebellion : and he himself was a good deal under fire in

the series of fights which liappily ended in the breaking
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of the power oE Mwanga and Kabarega last April. This
seems a strange entry for a missionary's diary :

I was standing by my men. who were firing volleys at
iutt-rvals under a very heavy return fire from the rebels,

when a bullet struck my hat, piercing the crown and just
niisging my skull. Then a rush was made upon the left

Hank, which w*s occupied by the Waganda, and who re-

tired. It was with the greatest difficulty that I got my
men turned in time to meet the attack. My boys, who had
accompanied me on this occasion, also displayed great
bravery. I was next sent up to the right flank to look
after a iSikh who had been badly wounded. I found the
poor fellow dying, and while I was by his side another
rush was made upon us, and about twenty desperate
fellows came charging down upon us, firing as they
advanced. However, our Maxim was turned upon them,
and they retired a little only to renew their efforts in a
siuiilar way ; this time the Maxim jauuued and had to

be carried to the rear ; we turned out flank and a second
time repulsed them.

For pages, in fact, Mr. Lloyd is acting as a very capable

war correspondent as well as a courageous combatant when
he has to take his share. The little word-picture of the

Soudanese captain who, after his right arm had been
shattered, drew his revolver with his left, and despatched
the rebel who had killed his white leader, is one that

haunts the reader. But to many the most attractive

passages will be those in which Mr. Lloyd tells of his

brief intercourse with the Pigmies. His introduction

to them was nearly fatal, for he was out shooting for the

camp pot when, having failed to make a bag, he saw what
he thought was a monkey. He had all but let fly when
his "boy" stopped him with "Don't fire; it's a man !

"

Subsequent acquaintance proved the Pigmies to be pleasant,

sharp little fellows. They are only four feet in height, but
they are

broad-chested, with muscles finely developed, short, thick
neck, and small bullet head ; the lower limbs were massive
and strong to a degree. The chest was covered with black,

curly hair, and most of the men wore thick, black beards.

Each carried either bow and quiver of arrows, or short
throwing spear. Round their arms they wore iron rings,

and some of them Lad these round their necks als>. The
women were very comely little creatures, and most
attractive, with very light skins—lighter even than the
men, being a light tan colour ; the usual flat nose and
thick lips of the negro and black curly hair ; but their

eyes were of singular beauty, so bright and quick and
restless they were ihat not for a second did they seem to

fix thoir gaze on anything.

From these few extracts it will be seen how pleasantly

and picturesquely Mr. Lloyd can describe the incidents of

his eventful journey ; and the photographs and pictures

which accompany his text, in spite of the losses caused
by stampeding elephants and the like, deserve the

highest praise. On the whole it is a light, bright book on
a dark land, containing the unassuming record of a great

deal of (juiet courage and dominant common sense, such as

one would expect from one who can traverse Africa

practically unarmed.

The Tragedy.

On, the fret of the brain.

And the wounds and the worry
;

Oh, the thought of love and the thought
of death

—

And the soul in its silent hurry.

But the stars break above,
And the fields flower under

;

And the tragical life of man goes on,

Surrounded by beauty and wonder.

From " The Man with the Hoe, and other

Poetm" by Edwin Markham.

Fiction.

In Connection with the de Willoughby Claim. By Frances
Hodgson Burnett. (F. Warne & Co. Bs.)

It is not to be denied that Mrs, Burnett can tell a tale,

and put into it some imagination. This book is better
than the author's recent productions. It is of America,
and almost of the present time ; and we may hope now
that she has finished with her excursions into England and
the eighteenth century. When we consider His Grace of
Osmond, with its ingenious but sterile invention, and then
this large, complicated, spontaneous, forcible picture of a
national life which she really understands, we lament that
Mrs. Burnett has wasted so much time on things British.
The story begins before the Civil War, in a remote village
of North Carolina, where huge Tom de Willoughby,
estranged from his family by their fault, passes his exist-

ence in good-humouredly pretending to keep the post-
office and a store. It was inevitable, perhaps, that huge
Tom, who had once nearly been a doctor, should usher into
the world a helpless girl, and should adopt her—the mother
dying and the supposed father deserting. Felicia's queenly
life in the rough village is done according to Bret Harte,
but done well and sincerely. From such an inception the
most elaborate intrigue is made to expand itself, and Mrs.
Burnett is obliged, again and again, to throw back in her
narrative so that, family by family and group by g^roup,

the characters may be fully presented. Felicia ultimately
marries a handsome cousin, and the divulging of the
mystery of her birth makes a melodramatic chapter in the
history of a famous preacher. The whole book is tinged
with melodrama, and we are bound to say that the author
relies too often upon an effect of pathos, and exhibits a
strong prejudice against certain characters. These three
defects apart, the matter of the tale is sound, and some of
it is brilliant. The recital of Margery's death, and the
episode of Susan Chapman are indeed excellent.

Mrs. Burnett writes as crudely as ever, and this is a
great pity. She does not always even achieve grammar :

He invested in tons of machinery, which were con-
tinually arriving from the North, or stopping on the way
when it should have been arriving.

As regards the writing, the most annoying part of the
book is the dialogue. When Mrs. Burnett uses dialect

her dialogue is quite convincing, but when her characters
speak English they usually lapse into something which is

as unlike human conversation as it well could be. Thus
Margery, describing the minister to her protegee, the mill-

girl:
" There is one gentleman who comes sometimes to see Mr.

Barnard at the studio. He is so wonderful, it seems to me.
He has travelled, and knows all about the great galleries

and the pictures in them. He talks so beautifully that
everyone listens when he comes in. . . . You would think
he would not notice a plain little Willowfleld girl, but he
has been looely to me, Susan. He has even looked at my
work and criticised it for me, and talked to me. He
nearly always talks to me a little when he comes in ; and
once I met him in the Gardens and he stopped and talked
there, and walked about, looking at the flowers with me.
They had been planting out the spring things, and it was
like being in fairyland to walk about among them and
hear the things he said about pictures. It taught mo so

much."

Margery never talked so. It is merely that Mrs. Burnett
has reported her carelessly.

A Kiss for a Kingdom. By Bernard Hamilton.
(Hurst & Black ett. 6s.)

This novel is a different thing from The Light ? by which
Mr. Hamilton arrived at some sort of reputation. As he

says in a quite unnecessary preface, it is founded on
" simple fancy." The fancy, in truth, is over simple, and
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there is no imagination at the back of it. Mr. Hamilton's

hero is a broken-down baronet, Sir Konald Bering, who
answers an advertisement for a " gentleman of birth " to

assist in a " hazardous business." The advertiser proves

to be one Julius Cwsar Jones, a stage-Yankee with an

income of a million or so a year. Mr. Jones wants a man
with the " English tradition " of fidelity, and he explains

himself thus

:

" Well, you're bouest anyway," he said, gazing forward
at the shore growing quickly nearer, " 1>ut that's what I

value you for. Other people are bouud to me only by
money, but you also by honour. Now we're alone I don't

mind telling you, there's a girl, a beautiful girl, in the
States. She's rich herself, but she says Amumcaiis can't

d') nothing else hut pile up dollars. Well, it's pretty bad
when a man of my age is took with a girl, 'specially a
smart girl like Clorrie, but when she said that, I said, < I'd

do anything. You're my queen.' 'Very well,' says she,

smart as you please, ' make me one. When you cau make
me a queen I'll marry you.' I couldn't get anything
more out of her, but I've got her crown ready, right here
in my gripsack, and I guess she won't have long to wait
now. Lord, how I've loved that girl. And now we'll be
king and queen together, and sit on thrones. In fact, I

don't mind being a king myself. It's a great idea of

Clorrie's. We millionaires learn how to get, but not how
to spend. There's nothing very distinguished in being a
millionaire nowadays. There're too many of us. I want
to get out of the herd and be a king."

Mr. Jones does, in fact, become king—of the erstwhile

Republic of San Marino, but only to be jilted by his

Clorinda, and subsequently to be killed. There is much
slaughter, of a peculiarly horrible kind, in the book.
Ultimately Sir Itonald finds himself king, and then abdi-

cates in order to marry and live peacefully with a lovely

creature whom he met at the Cafe de la Pais in the first

chapter.

Taken as a wild narrative, the book is readable and
fairly diverting. It is by a clever writer who has yet to

learn that few things are more distressing than literary

flippancy. The plot is ingenious ; some of the descriptions

food, some of the situations dramatic ; but all is marred
y the author's scampering, sniggering method of nar-

rative.

Notes on Novels.

[_Tluu noUi OH th« we»V» Fiction are not n»ceMarily final.

Reviews of a selection will folloto.']

Shameless Wayne. By Haixiwell Sdtcliffe.

Mr. SutclifiFe is the novelist of the Yorkshire Moors,
and here, as in Ricroft of JFithens, we have a story of

elemental passions set in a wild country. The terrific

feuds of the Waynes and the Eatcliifes yield page after

page that holds the reader. The story opens with these
significant sentences :

" The little old woman sat up in the
belfry tower, knitting a woollen stocking and tolling the
death-knell with her foot. She took two and seventy
stitches between each stroke of the bell, and not the
church-clock itself could reckon -a minute more truly."
(Unwin. 6s.)

FoiXY COKXER. By Mrs. Henry Er Dodeney.

Another strong study of marriage and heredity by the
author of The Maternity 0/ Marriott Widen. The action
passes in London and the country, and sombre backgrounds
are the rule. A searching eye is brought to bear on
sordid social conditions. Says one character: "When
I was at the Buttery buying things of the cottagers I had
a fixed rule by which I ingratiated myself. If a woman
was under fifty I inquired after the baby ; over fifty, I
inquired after the bad leg. It sounds horrid, but was
invariably successful." (Heinemann. Cs.)

A Secret of tub North Ska. By Alokenon Qiss^ino.

A stirring story by the author of The Scholar of Bygate.
Wind, and passions rage and range through it. A
mother thus prays for her boy :

" mercifu' and powerfu'
God I God o' the wind and water, o' the dark as weel as
o' the light, have a care o' the lad ye hae taken from me !

Guide him thro' the wild waste o' this world, and in
Thy ain good time bring him safe back to me."
(Chatto. 68.)

A EisE IN THE World. By Adeline Sergeant.

A readable novel, opening with a committee meeting of

the Society for the Help of Friendless Girls, attended by
Lady Susan Pierrepoint, the Hon. Ida Carruthers, the
Countess of Astolat, the Hon. Mrs. Wyndham, and others.

A servant-girl case brought forward quickly assumes a
dramatic interest. The story of a rash youth's marriage
and its sequel. (White & Co. 63.)

Tempest-Tossed. By M. E. Winchester.

The hero is a young medical student, born with a silver

spoon in his mouth, and indolent in consequence. His
loves and fortunes make the story, which is readable
enough. (Digby, Long & Co. 6s.)

In THE New Promised Land. By Henryk Sienkiewicz.

Translations of stories by the author of Quo Vadis are

raining on us. This opens on an emigrant ship bound
for America. Tlie action passes on the Atlantic, in New
York, and in a pioneer settlement. (Jarrold. 2i. 6d.)

Negro Nobodies. By NoiiL dk Moxtaonac.

"A negro-^at least, a Jamaica negro—is frequently a
man of such excellent character that one is glad to make
his acquaintance. More than this, he can be sometliing of

a gentleman. The truth is, there are some fine black
peo2)le in Jamaica, and here is a book concerning them."
M. Montagnac's little book is added to the " Overseas
Library." (Unwin. 2s.)

Pharaoh's BaoKER. By Ellsworth Douglas.

Another novel of Mars. The red planet is reached in a
projectile by Dr. Anderwelt and a youug broker of

Chicago, named Isidor Werner, who had made a corner in

wheat. Isidor stayed three years on Mars, and on the
whole was distinctly bored, and glad to return to Earth.
After again cornering wheat, and marrying Euth, the
author announces his intention of visiting Venus. (Pear-
son Ltd. 6s.)

In London's Heart. By Geokge E. Sims.

The inevitable is often the readable. Here we have the
lights of London, money-lending, murder, detectives, a
twin brother, "just deserts," and then: "A beautiful girl

comes laughing through the orange trees, followed by a
young, man who is carrying her sunshade and her work.'

'

(Chatto. 68.)

Through Fire to Fortune. By Mrs. Alexander.

The title of this story, by the author of Brown, V.C.,

reveals its tenor. Lawyers and love, entails and engage-
ments, manors and marriage. (Unwin.)

The Wooing of Monica. By L. T. Meade.

A wicked guardian and a true lover woo Monica. The
usual complications and the usual ways out of them
are cleverly handled by Mrs. Meade. (White & Co. 6s.)

On Both Sides of the Line. By Phil Maril.

Two love stories and their complications, starting from
the schooldays of the two heroes. There is a wicked Earl

who is deservedly knocked down in a club. The end of a
readable story of infidelity and dissipation is improbably
happy. (Eedway. 68.)
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The Making of Ruskin.
The mother of John Euskin was one of those creatures

to whom riches or poverty, culture or the comparative

want of it, a sunny path or a grey, are of small

account : she was " a prudent woman." She had the

bright, firm efficiency to which everyone pays homage,
seeing in the
person so endowed
a centre of right-

ness and a spectacle

of sure daily living.

What England
owes to suchwomen
is beyond statisti-

cal or philosophical

reckoning ; it is

enough to contem-
plate a new and
illustrious instance.

Margaret Euskin
was not of a very
good family, and
she was not highly
educated. Her
father was a sailor,

who sailed many
Photo by] JOUK KUSKIN. IF. Uollyer.

times from Yarmouth in the herring business, and
came home to Croydon to spoil his children in all

matters except untruthfidness, which he visited with
broom twigs. He died when his children were young.
Margaret, a staid, clear-headed girl, and a born house-
wife, went to Scotland to keep house for the paternal
grandfather of her future husband ; her sister married a
Croydon baker. In after years, when quite a child,
Johnny Euskin noticed—without at all comprehending it—

" just the least possible shade of shyness on the part of
Hunter-street, Brunswick-square [his birthplace], towards
Market-street, Croydon." In the Scottish home Margaret
put on stature in body and mind ; she became a " faultless
and accomplished housekeeper, and a natural, essential,
unassailable, yet inoffensive, prude." One knows exactly
what Euskin meant by this description of his mother as
an " inoffensive prude " ; but he thought it worth while
to instruct one or two dense newspaper writers on the
subject. " There was a hearty, frank, and sometimes
even irresponsible, laugh in my mother, never sardonic,
jet with a very definitely SmoUettesque turn in it." She
enjoyed Humphrey Clinker with her husband, and " could
exult in a harmless bit of SmoUettesque reality." She
hid no passage in the Bible from her boy, placing trust
both in the Bible and in him. While stewardess in the
Scottish home she pursued her brisk, careful, and sagacious
life, never unbalanced by sentiment, though inclined to
take a needless interest in moral philosophy — indeed,
Euskin tells us, in one of the delightful pawky asides of
Proderila: "I noticed that [in recalling those days] she
never spoke without some slight shyness before my father,
nor without some pleasure to other people, of Dr. Thomas
Brown."
The boy of the house, Euskin's father, an active, sensi-

tive youth of sixteen, sought the advice of his four-years-

older cousin on all occasions ;
" her sympathy was

necessary to him in all his flashing transient amours." He
was destined for commerce, but his equipment included
Latin, learned thoroughly under Adams of Edinburgh,
and he was bom in happiest time to see his native city of
Edinburgh basking and flaming in the rays of Scott's
genius. A frank cousinly relation went on between the
boy and girl, until, at three-and-twenty, the young fellow
excogitated a notion that Margaret was " quite the best
sort of person he could have for a wife." He spoke and
was accepted. Euskin says that his father chose his
mother '

' much with the same kind of serenity and
decision with which afterwards he chose his clerks."

They were married after a nine years' engagement,
spent by the young man in unremitting attention to his
business, and by the young woman in making up, as best
she could, arrears of education. When her son came Mrs.
Euskin solemnly devoted him to God, and for years the
parents hoped to see their son wear the cloth. Even to
his Oxford days the father's forecast of his son was this

:

" That I should enter at college into the best society, take
all the prizes every year, and a double first to finish with

;

marry Lady Clara Vere de Vere ; write poetry as good as
Byron's, only pious

;
preach sermons as good as Bossuet's,

only Protestant ; be made, at forty. Bishop of Winchester,
and at fifty. Primate of all England." It matters not
what end the father and mother had in view, the memor-
able thing is that in their home their son found soil and
air for the surest and most auspicious growth. The home
on Heme HiU, on the southern fringe of London, shows
as a kind of paradise in the descriptions of him
who grew there. It was a home of calm and unwasted
energies. '

' The routine of my childish days became
fixed, as of the sunrise and sunset to a nestling." John
James Euskin was a merchant in sherry, honest and con-
summate, with whom everything went well in the best of
all possible worlds. The dignity of home life was com-
pletely respected, and the child laid up no gnawing, soul-

dwarfing memories. Perhaps the essential making of

Euskin is comprised and explained by him in the follow-
ing passage

:

For best and truest beginning of all blessings, I had
been taught the perfect meaning of Peace, in thought, act,

and word. I never had heard my father's or mother's
voice once raised in any question with each other; nor
seen an angry, or even slightly hurt or offended, gltuice in
the eyes of either. I had never heard a servant scolded

;

nor even suddenly, passionately, or in any severe manner,
blamed. I had never seen a moment's trouble or disorder
in any household matter; nor anything whatever either

done in a hurry, or undone in due time. I had no concep-
tion of such a feeling as anxiety ; my father's occasional
vexation in the afteruoon, when he had only got an order
for twelve butts after expecting one for fifteen, as I have
just stated, was never manifested to mc, and itself related

only to the question whether his name would be a step
higher or lower in the yeai's list of sherry exporters ; for

he never spent more than half his income, and therefore
found himself little incommoded by occasional variation in

the total of it. I had never done any wrong that I knew
of—beyond occasionally delaying the commitment to heart
of some improving sentence, that I might watch a wasp on
the window pane, or a bird in the cherry tree ; and I had
never seen any grief.

In the first volume of Prmterita wiU be found the key
and satisfying explanation of all Euskin's love of the
beauty of the world. In those days Heme Hill was
beautiful. Infinite smoke has gone up to the sky since,

infinite noise and ugliness have circled around the quiet

grove on which the Euskin garret windows looked down.
It was the beautiful South London described by Byron in

Bon Juan, turnpike and orchard and villa graduating town-

ward. Again we quote Prceterita :

The house commanded . . . those comparatively smoke-
less dajs, a very notable viow from its garret windows, of

the Norwood hills on one side, and the winter sunrise over
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them ; and of the val'ey of the Thames on the other, with

Windsor telescopically clear in the distance, and Harrow,
conspicuous always in fine weather to open vision agaiust

the summer sunset.

Even the Sunday suburbanites and rather dismal chapel

goings to Walworth were subject to glorious obliterations,

for the family travelled much on business and pleasure,

and Raskin could recall such transitions as this—how
wonderful to a boy

!

Imagine the change between one Sunday and the next

—

from the morning service in the building, attended by the

families of the small shopkeepers of the Walworth-road, in

their Sunday trimmings (our plumber's wife, fat, good, sen-

sible Mrs. Goad, sat in the next pew in front of us, sternly

sensitive to the interruption of her devotion by our late

arrivals) ; fancy the change from this, to high mass in

llouen Cathedral, its nave filled with the white-capped
peasantry of half Normandy !

The boy was an incessant traveller. He accompanied
his father and mother through England in a chariot, in

unhurried quest of orders for sherry ; he paid long visits to

Scotland, where he passed his days " much as the thistles

and tansy did, only with perpetual watching of all the

ways of running water," the water being that of the Tay
rushing round the precipices of KinnouU. Books and
pictures became surely and insensibly mingled with all

these pilgrimages. Scott gave glory to the North, Miss
I'jdgeworth to Matlock, and Mrs. Sherwood to Tintem and
Malvem : "So that there was this of curious and precious in

the means of my education in those years, that my romance
was always ratified to me by the seal of locality—and
every charm of locality spiritualised by the glow and the

passion of romance." There came a day when the elder

Euskin brought home Prout's sketches in Flanders and
Germanj'. Father and son gloating over the places

depicted, the mother said :
" 'Why should we not go and

see some of them in reality ?
' My father hesitated a

little ; then, with glittering eyes, said :
' Why not? ' " So

they went, coaching it round Europe, paying their way
in the most comfortable fashion, keeping all their

energies for exclamation and delight. The tour gave the

boy his first view of the Alps, and his written recollection

of the sight is a joy. They had trundled into Schaffhausen

at midnight; they slept, and next day wandered about
the place.

It was drawing towards sunset when we got up to gome
sort of garden promenade—west of the town, I believe

;

and higli above the Rhine, so as to command the open
country across it to the south and west. At which open
country of low undulation, far into blue—gazing as at one
of our own distances from Malvern of Worcestershire, or

Dorking of Kent—suddenly—behold—beyond I

There was no thought in any of us for a moment of their

being clouds. They were clear as crystal, sharp on the

pure horizon sky, and already tinged with rose by the

sinking sun. Infinitely beyond all that we had ever

thought or dreamed— the seen walls of lost Eden could not
have been more beautiful to us ; not more awful, round
heaven, the walls of sacred Death . . .

I went down that evening from the garden terrace of

Scbaffhausen with my destiny fixed in all that was to be
sacred and useful. To that terrace, and the shore of the

Lake of Geneva, my heart and faith return to this day, in

every impulse that is yet nobly alive in them, and every

thought that has in it help or peace.

And there we may leave the newly-arrived boy and the

oft-returning man. It has seemed well to us to go back

to the boy and just see him starting on the career, then

undreamt of, now the heritage of generations. Iluskin's

home-life is scarcely imitable by most parents or children.

But the record of it is priceless alike in the substance

given to it by the parents, and the beauty of statement

conferred on it by the son. It is a vindication of the

middle-class home against its shallow critics and traducers.

It is a classic instance of the environment into which every

unborn child would love to enter ; and, quite definitely and
undeniably, it is the story of the making of Ivuskin.

Ruskln's Prose Style.

When we consider Buskin as a writer, we must first of all

recognise the cardinal fact that he was magisterial. He
was not only one of the great masters of Victorian prose,

not only one of the great masters of nineteenth-century

prose ; ho was one of the great masters of English prose.

He was a classic. He ranks with De Quincey, Landor,

Carlyle, with those eighteenth-century masters, so different

in aim, and with Raleigh, Milton, Hooker, Browne, and
Jeremy Taylor—the earlier masters, some of whom were
Ms masters. His aim and (what is much more important,

since high aims are frequent enough) his achievement

were from first to last nothing short of the " grand style."

And the grand style he attained—his own grand style,

which is the ultimate cachet of every writer who reaches

the oligarchy of classics.

If, however, we essay to give any account of his style,

we are fronted by the difficulty that there are in Ruskin
several styles, not merely one. It is the way with every

progressive writer. The public has perversely elected to

recognise him solely as the author of Modern Painters, and,

by choosing certain passages of youthful and sufficiently

incontinent eloquence as representative of that book, has

formed to itself an idea of " Euskinese " remote indeed

from the matured Ruskin. He was, in our opinion, right

in protesting against the assumption that Modern Painters

was—even in point of style—his greatest work. The later

writings have a far truer, though less clamorous, beauty.

Even in Modern Painter^ itself (as has been remarked by
a delicate critic of Mr. Ruskin's works) there are two
styles in conflict. Euskin had been a scientific student, as

well as a student of art ; and the scientific side shows
itself in the logical and anything but verbose style in

which the level portions of the book are couched. There
is a manifest effort after clearness and precision. When,
on the other hand, his subject-matter gives occasion for

some " purple patch " of eloquence, he remembers the

seventeenth-century writers, and breaks into those elabor-

ate and vehement passages which support the popular

conception of Ruskin. A feminine admirer of his edited a

selection from Modern Painters, which he prefaced with his

usual benevolence—it is well known. Yet even in' such a

preface he could not but regret that she had selected

preferentially many passages which he did not care to

have the public dwell on. In truth, the selection is full of

just such passages as those to which we have referred,

whereas the master would naturally have chosen more
thoughtful or observant work. They are for the most part

passages of natural description, and because they represent

the popular view of Ruskin cannot be ignored. Nor, for

that matter, on their own account. Their defect is, in one

word, lack of reticence. Mr. Frederic Harrison has

recently noted the over-emphasis of adjectives in such

passages ; and to this corresponds their outward form, with

its too evident endeavour after Nilotic pomps and ampli-

tude of sound. In many cases the sentences are shoreless

deluges indeed. He was imitating such men as Hooker,

not wisely but too well. The restlessness of adjective,

however, is altogether modem ; and upon this, more than

upon their merits, one may fear the popular approval was
founded. Upon this, and upon sensitive sweetness carried

here and there to the too-much which is near tlie senti-

mental, or the florid. The most successful of these passages

were undoubtedly fine, in a deliberate bravura way which
we should ungrudgingly applaud, had not their author

done so much higher work. The best known is this—

a

rhapsody on the cloud-forms

:

Those war-clouds that gather on the horizon, dragon-
crested, tongued with fire—how is their barbed strength

bridled ? what bits are these they are champing with

their vaporous lips ; flinging off flakes of black foam ?

Leagued leviathans of the Sea of Heaven, out of their

nostrils goeth smoke, and their eyes are like the eyelids of
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the mominjc. The sword of him that layeth at them
cannot hold ; the spear, the dart, nor the habergeon.
Where ride the captains of their armies ? Where are set

the measures of their march ? Fierce murmurers, answer-
ing each other from morning until evening—what rebuke
is this which has awed them intT peace ? what hand has
reined them back by the way by which they came ?

"

Fine this is—but to the trained taste has a certain air of

effort ; not to say that it depends for its effect largely on a
cunning pasticcio of Biblical phrases. It is the Euskin
generally admired—not, we think, the greatest Euskin.
In his work subsequent to Modern Painters the research

of precision and lucidity gradually adjusted itself with the
romantic instinct ; and did so, we think, under the influ-

ence of platonic study. The affinity of style in those later

lectures is too marked to be accidental. The love of

restraint, of 'terse yet open symmetry had drawn him
towards the great Hellenic lecturer whom he often quotes.

He acquired something of the Greek's noble limpidity

without foregoing his own Gothic spirit of poetry, his own
Teutonic love of colour and sensitiveness to external nature.

This is for us the authoritative Euskin ; upon this balanced
and matured style our estimate of him is based. Let it be
said that it is impossible to separate, in this perfected

style of his, mechanism from .substance. This is as it

should be. In the greatest work both are indissoluble

;

the outward form being the limbs and lineaments of the

inward meaning, and without signitic.ince apart from it.

Despite those leonine roars of invective in which he
remembers Carlyle, the true Euskin is essentially feminine

and persuasive. That later style of his is a wonderfully
adaptable thing, gracious and pliant, lending itself alike

to exposition, description, playfulness, eloquence—all the
needs of the lecturer. The old Hellenic verbal teacher

was reincarnate in our midst. The sentences were mostly
short, unintricate, but ruled by a supreme sense of form.

Most subtle and suave, they moved in an atmosphere of

exquisite luminosity and clarity. The earlier insistence of

adjectives disappears, whUe the sense of apt and chosen
epithet remains. He can be austere in gnomic wisdom, or

full of fluent charm in description. And there is no trace

of effort. He attains the note of the complete master, the
presiding greatness of a sweet and lovely peace. Out of

this un-self-conscious style, at g^ips solely with the explicit

delivery of its message, the loftier passages blossom
naturally. Such is that on the Cumroan Sibyl of Botticelli

in Ariadne Florentina.

Therefore, if anything is to be conceived, rightly, and
chiefly, in the form of the Cumnem Sibyl, it must be of

fading virginal beauty, of enduring pathos, of far-looking
into futurity. . . . She is armed, for she is the prophetess
of Boman fortitude ; but her faded breast scarcely raises

the corslet ; her hair floats, not falls, in waves like the
current of a river—-the sign of enduring life ; the light is

full on her forehead : she looks into the dista' ce as in a
dream. It is impossible for art to gather together more
beautifully or intensely every image which can express her
true power, or lead us to understand her lesson.

There is no straining after eloquence ; but impressive-

ness is beautifully, because righteously, attained. And
the greatness of Euskin's style at its best is that of most
sweet adequacy and entire fulfilment ; the adornment not

a thing put on, but the expression of an innate grace.

It is, of course, the duty of all good economists, and kind
persons, to prove . . . that respect for the dead is not really

shown by laying great stones on them to tell us where they
are laid ; but by remembering where they are laid without a
stooe to help us ; trusting them to the sacred grass and sad-
dened flowers ; and still more, that respect and love are shown
to them, not by great monuments to them which we build
with our Lands, but by letting the monumeijts stand wliich

they built by their own."

—

Jolm livskin in " A Joy for
Ever."

G. W. Steevens.

He died at thirty in a beleaguered town thousands of miles

from home. The work he did in his few years of life

has made his name famous in four continents
;
yet now,

when it is all over, it is the lad himself that lives in

the memories of those who knew him. It is strange

to think that he whose heart was tender as a girl's, who

GEORGE WARRINGTON STEEVENS.
From a Photograph by Etliot <t Fry.

went to and came home from his campaigns as if they had
been summer-day picnics, should be the G. W. Steevens

known to the world ; but under that modest, amused,

enigmatic manner there was grit. He did not talk about

what he was going to do, he did it; he was thorough,

and he never broke faith ; he seemed to do things easily

—

that was his way ; success made no change in him. He
was always ready to help others, to give sympathy, to

take his share in the interests of his ever widening circle

of devoted friends. Through it all that alert, curious,

brilliant brain grew, widening and hardening.

The few years of his working life told upon him, not

upon his fine, sweet nature— that never changed—but

on his appearance. From the curly-haired boy who came

to the Pall Mall Gazette fresh from Oxford, seven years ago,

his features developed the keen, resolute look, shown in

Mr. John Collier's portrait : battles, and all they mean,

brought that. But he himself remained to his friends the

child who never grew old ; he had all the child's watch-

fulness, the child's curious interest in the little details of

life ; he did not speak much in company, but you always

knew he was there ; he smiled often, but it was the smile

of a reflective man, not of a man of action.

He came home from the Dreyfus trial last summer for

a fortnight's holiday before starting for South Africa.

"When Ijidysmith was cut off from the world his letters

home ceased. It was not known that he had been down
with enteric fever till the news that he was recovering was

heliographed. The relief of Ladysmith meant that he

could be removed to Durban. But it was not to be.

One of his last actions before his illness was to send a rose

grown in his garden at Ladysmith to the one he loved

best—his wife, who devoted her life to him.
L. H.
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Mr. Steevens's Work.
It has lieen our lot so often to draw attention in this paper
to the brilliant qualities of Mr. Steevens's work as a Special

Correspondent tliat wo do no more at this time than remark
once again upon the happy fortune which laid before his

readers so unique a blend of sagacity, sense of colour,

forcefulness, and humour. Those arm-chair travellers who
prefer to do their globe-trotting by deputy were perfectly

safe in Mr. Steevens's hands. He was careful that they
missed nothing that was interesting, and he never scamped
a description. Not only that : he brought the atmosphere
of the country into his pages, giving not merely the par-
ticular object but the general spirit.

Consider his industry. For the Daily Mail, a paper only
four years of age, he went to America and wrote The Land
of ths Dollar, to Greece and wrote With the Conquering Turk,

to Egypt and wrote Egypt in 189S, to the Soudan and
wrote With Kitchener to Khartum, to India and wrote
In India, to Eennes and wrote The Tragedy of Dreyfus, to

Ladysmith and began From Capetoum to Pretoria, doomed,
alfts ! to be unfinished, or finished by other hands. Also,
he described Germany in a series of papers, and Paris in

a series of papers, and he had begun a new series on
London when he left England. And it was all good work,
all carefully thought out and shaped, rich in striking
phrases, in bold metaphors, in good sense and shrewd
insight.

So much for his journalism, by which his name is

known, and which often and often overstepped the boimds
and became, as in the story of the Battle of Omdurman,
literature. Latterly he had been meditating and occasion-
ally working upon a novel, John King, but that, we
fear, is only a fragment. One little book, however, he
published in 1896, which has not, except by the few,
won the recognition it deserves

—

Monologues of the Dead
(Methuen). Here we see the scholar and wit, rollicking in his

cleverness. The work is a kind of imaginative gloss upon
Gibbon : one by one emperors and other great Eomans
and Greeks are set up by Mr. Steevens to reveal their

innermost thoughts. The medium of the monologue is

a fascinating one, and Mr. Steevens handled it with
amazing dexterity and with a boldness that almost takes
one's breath away, as when Vespasian is given the manner
of speech of a vulgar vestryman, or the mother of the
Gracchi talks like the late Eose Leclereq in a cynical
comedy. But the end justifies the means: Mr. Steevens
made his creatures live, even if one may demur now
and then to their characterisation. We quote three brief
passages from this little volume. Tliis is AJcibiades :

What's that just put in at the quay ? The despatch
packet from Athens, if I know her. I wonder what the
dirty democrats have got to say this time. GHve me the
tablets ; I believe I'm general-admiral. " The Athenian
people to AJcibiades, son of . .

." O furies ! O earth and
hell ! O, plague rot the beasts ! . . . Ha, ha, ha ! I'm
not general-admiral after all, it feems . . . Superseded by
Styx ! Superseded, when to-morrow I was to do the
filthy dogs the best turn of their lives! A board of
ten and Diomedon for the interim command ! Where's
Diomedon ? yes, I knew you would be somewhere near.
Yon, you, you're commander here, you morning star of
war, and you're a blockhead and a timorous fool to boot,
if it's sny service to you to know. Take the fleet and the
army to heU, inspired Diomedon, by all means. Tou'll
find me there to welcome yqu. Here, where are my
people P Get out a pinnace. Yes, there goes Antiochus,
of course, licking his new master's broken boots. I sail

to-night for my castle in the Chersonnese. And this is

the cursed Government I was idiot enough to pave four
years gone ! Put the girls aboard— that new girl Phryne
with them. Three or four of you go into the city and
offer the rhapsode—the tolerably good rhapsode

;
you

know him, I suppose, dolts ?—offer him a talent to come
too. If he won't, carry him. He shall recite me the
Wrath of Achille». Ha, ha ! Run her out there, lads,
handsomely, handsomely.

Thus Xanthippe talks to a stranger who has questioned
her concerning Socrates

:

Well, and then you know what he did when he was iu

prison. You must know that, because Plato put if. in a
book. I don't like Plato ; he stares so hard and steady at
you, just like Socrates used to, till you don't know wh<Te
to look. But about the prison

; you know what h»< did
the last night ? Qossipped with his young men, and me
and the boys oatside, crying onr eyes out. Welt, then,
when we went in, I just burst out, bad husband and all as
he'd been to me, I couldn't help it. Any wife worth the
name would have done the same in my place. Then what
does he do, the cruel wretch, but have me sent away

—

carried out by his men friends, I trouble you. You
wouldn't catch me crying for him afsain. Then dying
without leaving me an obol ! If it hadn't been for Plato,

we should have all starved, and he did about as little for

us as he well could.

What say P I've forgotten the most important thing
about him P Well, I like that. If his own wife didn't

know him, who should, I'd like to know P A philo

—

what P A philosopher ! Ah, I don't know ; I can't tell

you anything about that.

And here are some of Caligula's ravings

:

I am perpetual : perpetual am I ! I shall pile up all the
gold of the world and swallow it. I shall cut the throats

of all the world, men and women and babies, aud drink
the blood. Then I shall wax and swell till I burst through
heaven and squash the stars like flies on the walls of space.

Them I shall shove down outwards, and extend on and on,

for ever and ever and ever. There will exist nothing,
nothing at all ; only I. Great, perfect, only, all I ! Oh

!

I. ..I. ..I...

The Monologues of the Dead were published in 1 896, but
written earlier, and contributed partly to the Natiotial

Observer, where much of Mr. Steevens's uncollected work is

to be found, and partly to the JVew Review. That is to

say, they were written when their author was somewhere
in the early twenties. A man who, having such a wonder-
ful University record as Mr. Steevens, could do such work
then, and in his late twenties could become the trump card

of the leading London democratic newspaper, must have
had a great and unique career before him.

The Amateur Critic.

[To this page we invite our readers to contribute criticism,

favourable or otherwise, of books new and old, or remarks on

striking or curious passages which they may meet with in their

reading. No communication, we would point out, must exceed

300 words.}

How I Think of Blackmore.

I don't want to know what the newspapers are saying
about him. The friend who said, "Blackmore is dead,"
said it very quietly, as such a tiling about such a man
should be said, and he told me he was gp:own old when he
left this noisy place for the smiling placidity of the Elysian
Fields. But I am not to be persuaded of his age : to me
he is imperishably young, and brave, and good ; one who
loved lovers, and all fair and gracious and wholesome
things. Novelists and poets who keep out of the crowd,

to be seen of it, are wise. Once I passed an evening with

a distinguished poet, and I have never since been able to

read his poetry with just the same pleasure ; he said a

thing that made me see his feet of clay, and the spell was
broken. And quite lately I was in the company of an
equally distinguished novelist, and now his books have lost

something of their charm for me. But there has been no
such fatal intimacy in the case of Blackmore : the enchant-

ment of his imaginative atmosphere remains. You need
not begin to say he was this or that as a writer ; I am so
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poor a critic that, if I listen, I shall not heed. I know
nothing of his personal life, but I do know and love his

books, and I know, too (or at least believe), that in

creative art the artist must needs reveal his true, his pro-

fouudest self. There is a great, strong calm, a lucid

honesty about him, and in fretful moments I like to be
under his influence. I think of him as one who worked
in the ideal way — the remembrance in tranquillity.

Surrender to him is so easy that I have come strangely

to fancy the touch of his hand on mine. He says

to me :
" Be not over anxious." He has little of

the spirit of revolt, so he is not for all seasons ; he is

not of the greatest, I suppose. He cannot appall me
in the deeps : he has never brought me to my knees by
taking me to the mouth of hell. But in the quiet ways
he is a very gentle, solacing g^ide. He is a scholar,

and writes like a gentleman. His is the style of abso-

lute sanity ; and the treasures of the humble are in his

thoughts. He has sweetened many an hoiir for me, lifted

me gently out of many a psychologic morass. I can read
him in bed, and there is no ironical snule when I wake
and see him lying beside the Bible. He is so clean and
manly, and so English in his prejudices. He is the Inst of

the supreme painters of old-fashioned heroes and heroines
;

he loves the country ; from the wayside comes his cheery
voice: "Good morning, Cripps

;
good morning to you!"

I can hear him call. And so I am not going to let myself
be disenchanted. I shall continue to think of him as one
living in a beautiful old English garden, now radiant in

the sunshine of spring, summer, autumn, now mystical
under hoarfrost and the winter moon—and the lovelier

mystery of lovers' secrets. And I am sure there is an
orchard ; for do I not see the apple blossoms on a sapphire
sky ? And I am sure there is a farmyard ; for do I not
see those glorious Aylesburys waddling down to the horse-

pond ? So let me think of him ! And if it is not all quite
right—well—after all, the most precious things in life are
one's idealised thoughts of good men.

V. Beown.

Ruskin on War.

What a bewildering teacher Buskin is ! To think that
he of all men should favour war. Just now I picked up
Ths Crown of Wild Olive, and on page 116 I find this

passage

:

All the pure and noble arts of peace are founded on
war ; no great art ever yet rose on earth, but among a
nation of soldiers. There is no art among a shepherd
people, if it remains at peace. . . . There is no g^eat art
possible to a nation but that which is based on battle.

I for one do not read Euskin for his opinions. I read
him for his magnificent prose. Again and again his
phrases arrest and gladden one like a sudden burst of
sunshine. In the same volume is a passage that always
leaps to my mind whenever I read of the swift awful
killing of brave men in South Africa :

The more I thought over what I had got to say, the
less I found I could say it, without some reference to this
intangible or intractable question [as to whether bis
audience believed or disbelieved in Eternal Life]. It made
all the difference, in asserting any principle of war,
whether one assumed that a discharge of artillery would
merely kaead down a certain quantity of once living clay
into a level line, as in a brickfield ; or whether, out of
every separately Christian-named portion of the ruinous
heap, there went out, into the smoke and dead- fallen air
of battle, some astonished condition of soul, unwillingly
released.

How it tolls, especially the last lines ! There is style,
there is temperament, there is literature

!

Chables Quautermain.

Correspondence.
" Love's Comedy."

Sir,—Permit me to correct an erroneous statement
which, through no fault of yours, occurs in your reference

to my forthcoming translation of Ibsen's Lovers Comedy in

last week's Academy. You say that having been " asked
by the Daily Mail for a specimen of his translation " I
" obliged with " the passage which you quote. I am not
a reader of the Daily Mail, and I have not seen, or desired
to see, the reference to me in its columns upon which your
statement is doubtless based. But I am bound to say that
ii the Daily Mail has incurred any "obligations" in the
matter, at my hands, it is by publishing this extract from
my work, without my authority or knowledge, as if it

directly emanated from me. I have had no communica-
tions whatever with the Daily Mail, or with anyone to my
knowledge connected with it, on this or any other subject,
at this or any other time. In May or June last, however,
I did supply this extract to an acquaintance in the Press,
with leave to make use of it, which he did shortly after-

wards in an American paper. I do not therefore blame
the Daily Mail for having published the extract, which it

had a right to do, but for completely disguising the cir-

cumstances under which it came by it ; and even here I
conceive that the editor was merely misled by one of his
purveyors of " information."—I am, &c.,

Jan. 24, 1900. C. H. Herfokd.

Other Versions.

Sir,—Mr. Arthur Maquarie's poetically-charming trans-
lation will probably have the effect of deterring others
from entering the lists. But, with all due respect, I hold
him to have erred by not being more literal.

The following lines will be found fairly exact as a
translation, though they may lack beauty

:

For you I threw God from my mind.
My hopes of bright heaven I threw,

And now I find myself left

Without God, without heaven—or you :

For you I threw God from my mind,
My hopes of bright heaven I threw.

It is an agreeable change to find anyone trying to
arouse a little interest in the rich literature of the Penin-
sula.—I am, &c.,

Jan. 22, 1900. E. E. G. S.

Sir,—The following seems to me a closer translation
than Mr. Maquarie's of the Spanish rondel, and I think
would sing better, one of the objects of the original. Can
he fix the date ?

For thee my God forgot.
For thee my honour lost,

Now there remaineth not
That love of priceless cost.

Lo, there remaineth not
Thee, God, nor honour's boast

;

For thee I God forgot

!

For thee my honour lost

!

—I am, &c,, Ames Savile.
Jan. 20, 1900.

The Chastity of Flowers.

81E,—It seems your correspondent, Mr. W. F. Collier,

errs as much in one way as " S. G. O. " does in another.
The passage round which the discussion has arisen is

:

The moon methiuks looks with a watery eyo

;

And when she weeps, weeps every little flower.
Lamenting come enforced chastity.

Now, I think if Shakespeare, whose descriptions of nature
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are as accurate as they are beautiful, had intended the

" chastity " to be that of the flowers themselves he would

not have employed the indefinite " some," but would have

written:
. . . weeps every litt'e flower,

Lanienting i7« enforced chastity.

The "chastity" is not that of flowers, but of human
beings, or perhaps fairies, and the crux lies solely

in the meaning of "enforced," and not in a question of

botanical knowledge at all; although I am willing to

believe, on the evidence of other passages, that Shake-

speare divined the sexes of flowers.

On reference to Schmidt we find that Shakespeare used

the word enforced very often, and in the following 8(>Dse8 :

to constrain, compel, provoke, obtain by force, to open

with violence, urge, demand, lay stress upon, put in act

with severity, and to violate.

I think it will be found, however, that where the ex-

pression is employed in direct reference to feminine

chastity the sense is invariably that of violation. See

"Henry V.," V. ii., 328; "Eichard III.," III. vii., 8;
"Cymbeline," IV. i., 18 ; and " Lucrece," 1623.

Mr. Collier's example, " an enforced smile," is beside

the mark. One cannot compare a smile to chastity.—

I am, &c., S. Wellwood.
Cathcart: Jan. 20, 1900.

[This correspondence must now cease.

—

Ed. Academy.]

New Books Received.
[Thste notes on some of the New Books of the week are

preliminary to Reviews that may follow.
~\

Richard Waonek's Pkose
Works. Vol. VIII.

Translated by
William Ashton Ellis.

Mr. Ellis has now achieved his long and remarkable

task of doing Wagner's voluminous prose works into

Englisli. In this volume he gives us posthumous writings

and fragments of Wagner, " embracing all but half .-i

century, from the first ojsthetic criticism of youth ... to

the last philosophic reflection of the master within two
days of immortality." (Kegan Paul. 128.6d.net.)

Dramatic Criticism. By J. T. Grein.

Many playgoers, and particularly those who hold

advanced ideas, will be glad to have in volume form these

criticisms on plays and dramatic questions of 1898. They
include papers on " An Academy of Acting," " The Grave
Responsibilities of Dramatic Criticism," &c. Among the

plays considered are Sudermann's "Johannes," "Pelleas

and Melisande," " The Ambassador," " Cyrano de Ber-

gerac," "Robespierre," &c. A preface and a better

arrangement of the title section of the book would have
been an improvement. (John Long.)

LiOHT AND Shadows of a By Dr. Henry Benjamin
Long Episcopate. Whipple.

Dr. Whipple wns, and is, the first Bishop of Manitoba.
The interest of the book centres, of course, in Dr.

Whipple's well-known work among the Indians. In
the fierce Indian wars of the sixties he played an
important part as a peacemaker, and the pages in which
he recalls these stirring years are remarkable reading.

(Macmillan.)

The Mirage of

Two Buried Cities. By John Fletcher Hohne, M.D.

This work makes no pretensions to profound scholarship.

It is as a "mere tourist" that Dr. Home has visited and
studied Pompeii and Herculaneum, and the book before us
is really an expansion of a brochure on the same subject

which he wrote years ago. As a popular, well-illustrated

account of the buried cities of \'esuvius. Dr. Home's
work is full of excellence—is, indeed, a fascinating book.

(Hazell, Watson & Viney, Ltd.)

ExPEiUMENTS ON Animals. By Stephen Paget.

Mr. Paget is not himself directly interested in his

subject, but, as Secretary of the Association for the

Advancement of Research by Medicine, he has had to g^ve

close attention to its polemical aspects. His aim is to state,

and prove, the good that has resulted from the researchea

condemned by the Anti-Vivisection party. Lord Lister

contributes a brief introduction. (Unwin.)

Pottery and Porcelain. By Frederick Litchfield.

Although this beautiful book is an expansion of Mr.
Litchfield's handbook on tlie same subject, it is virtually

a new work. It embodies all the information of the hand-
book, but the list of Ceramic factories, with their marks
and monograms, has been lengthened, and revision and
augmentation are the rule everywhere. Carefully ar-

ranged, and admirably illustrated from choice examples in

public and private collections, the book forms an alluring

guide to its subject. (Truslove, Hanson, & Comba, Ltd.

I03. net.)

Among Horses in Russia. By Captain M. H. Hayes.

Captain Hayes has produced a small library of books
on the horse. In this new work he tells us that he
is the first foreigner who has been allowed to visit

the Remount Depots of the Russian Cavalry Reserve.

The information he collected in those visits is the core of

the ]>ook
I
but there is much pleasant chit-chat besides.

Having now studied horses ifa England, India, and Russia,

Captain Hayes hopes to visit Australia and New Zealand

on the same congenial errand. (R. A. Everett & Co.)

Old London Taverns. By Edward Callow.

Mr. Callow has drawn upon the treasures of a long

memory. In 1845 he was a City clerk, taking his meals

at the old City chop houses, of which few examples remain.

In these pages, transferred with revision from the columns

of the City Press, Mr. Callow talks about all the old

taverns and coffee houses and eating houses he can

remember, and some which he cannot. The book is

clearly arranged and fairly well illustrated. (Downey
& Co. 6s.)

A Kipling Primer. By Frederic Lawrence Knowles.

This is the second study of Mr. Kipling's writings issued

within a year. We believe that a third is on the way.

The book before us was originally prepared for American
readers. Mr. Knowles considers Mr. Kipling's character-

istics under such heads as "Originality," "Imperialism,"

"Treatment of Nature," "Characterisation," " Mastery of

the Short Story," &c. More than half the book is devoted

to a descriptive index of Mr. Kipling's writings. (Chatto.)

St. Peter in Rojie. By Arthttr Staptlton Barnes.

The intention of Mr. Barnes is succinctly expressed in

the last sentence of his book. He "will feel himself

amply rewarded if he has . . . contributed something to

the historical basis on which we hold it to be a most

certain fact that the prince of the apostles lived and died

in Rome, and is buried beneath the glorious dome of

the greatest church that Christendom has ever known."

(Sonnenschein.)

The Year's Art, 1900. Ed. by A. C. R. Carter.

The twenty-first issue of this indispensable handbook
has a series of portraits of the more prominent workers

in Decorative Art. An article on " Applied Art," by Mr.

Edward F. Strange, appears for the first time. (Virtue.)
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In addition to the foregoing, we have received :

THEOLOGICAL AND BIBLICAL.
Hogg (Qumtin), The Story o£ Peter, From Bethsaida to Babylon

(Marshall & Sonl 5/0
Cond»r fOol. C. B.I, The Hebrew Tragedy (Blackwood)
Miller (Edward), A Textu<»l Commemary upon the Holy Gospels

(Bell & Sons) .Vo
Banks (John S ), Tbe Derelopment of Doctrine (Kelly)

POETRr, CRITICISM, AND BELLES LBFTRES.
Mastcmiau (Charles F. G.), Tennyson as a Religious Teacher ...(Methuen) 6/0
Mellows (E. G.), The Story of English Literature (Methnen) S/d
Bell (J. J.), Songs of the Hour (Scots Pictorial Pub. Co.) 16

HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY.
Conybeare (Edward', Alfred in the Chroniclers (Stock)
Liszt (Franz), Life of Chopin (Reeves)
Hurley (Lowis R. , Francis Lieber (Columbia Univ. Press) net 7/6
Crofton (H. T.), A History of the Ancient Chapel of Stretford. Vol. I.

(Chetham Society)

EDUCATIONAL.
Pendlebury (CharIx), A Short Conrae of Elementary Plane Trigonometry

(BeU & Sons)

NEW EDITIONS.
Faagnelle fL.), Lessons in French (Cassell)
Coleridge (8. T.), The Rime of the Ancient Mariner (Gav 4 Bird) 3/0
Bronti (Charlotte », The Professor, with an Introdui^tion by Mrs. Humphry

Ward „ (Smith, Elder) 6,0

%* iV*» Novel* are aclmowUdged elsewhere.

Candidates for the Vocabulary.

Our Weekly Competition.

Result of No. 1 8 (New Series).

Is response to our invitation for new worda—or rather for old worcJs
worthy of revivification—a crowd of claimants reach us. The best

- list, «e think, is that sent by Mrs. G. Browne, .S9, Eodney-street,
• Liverpool, because at least four of her words are not mere
synonyms, but convey a meaning not now conveyed by any one
*°"^'„ ^ "^'^'^ * synonym is a very good or pretty one (as '• bird-
slone " for " solitary," for example), there is no advantage in adding
it to the vocabulary. Thus "yare," which someone advocates, is
no better than "nimble," its equivalent. This is Mrs. Browne's
list :—

1. Elamping. Enlightening like a lamp. A word snitaWe for
ejclists.

" As when the cheerful sun, elampitig wide.
Glads all the world with his uprising ray."

G. Fli-tcJier.
2. Commarient. Dying together. A good word in time of war.

" To which may be added equal and common constellations, the same
cnmpatient and commorient fates and times."

—

Sir G. SvcJt.
3. Bejade. To weary. ''But if yon have no mercy upon them,

yet spare yourself lest you bejade the good galloway."

—

Milton.
4. J-'ulvid. Tawny yellow. Too poetical a word for this cent

perhaps.
" And colours to the life depaint
The fultid eagle with her sun bright eye."

Mores •' Psychozia."

6. Fardel. A package, bundle, burden, &o. " You could hardly
croBB a street, but you met him puffing and blowing with hiajardel
of nonsense under his arm."

—

Dryden.
6. Fridge. To dance or play about. " The little motes or atoms

iiitAfridge and play in the beams of the sun."

—

Ilolyuiell (KJSl).

To Mrs. Browne a cheque has been posted. Other lists besides herj
ancl those quoted below contain each one or two words with strong

I century,

ornament with trimmings"; " Lnrdane," adj. " stupid."

Other lists follow :

1. Atsenfation. Flattering, lip assent. According to Trench
the word was last used by Bishop Hall :

" It is a fearful presage of
rain when the prophets conspire in ameiitation."

2. Malapert. A word whose meaning lies between insolent and
pert.

:^. Mavgre. As the English language is too monosyllabic, this
pri-position might be used instead of the periphra-^is " in spite of."

4. Oentlense. The character or qualities of a gentleman. We
have no abstract noun with this significance.

5. Orerpart. Shakespeare uses the participle oerparted of an
Btior unable to sustain bis role.

r>. Asinil. This word could be used for " absolved," " discharged,"
in cases where there is no sense of legal acquittal.

[F. G. C, Hull.]

Each of the following words, now fallen into desuetude, is to be
found in the writings of old masters, and each, I think, conveys
a shade of meaning distinctly its own, which would be lacking in
the substitution of any single word in popular use at the present
time :

1. Squiny. In the sense of squinty, awry, crooked.
2. Roynish. In the sense of mean, mangy, despicable.
3. Imp' ne. In the sense of to wager.
4. Foisoii. In the sense of plenty, abundance.
.5. Sortance. In the sense of adequacy, suitableness.
6. Sipiarer. An argumentative, contentious person.
7. Hooh. In the senfe of to harbour or shelter.
8 Subdvlows. In the sense of deceitful, subtle, sly.

But there were only to be six.

[C. R. B., Shirley.]

1. Agnize. To acknowledge or confess.
'

. . . . I do agnhi-
A natural and prompt alacrity."

Shakespeare's " Othello."

2. Birdalone. Solitary. "Then fared she forth birdaloiu-."—
William Morris.

.S. Bole. Grief. "Then made they all great dole because of
bym."

—

Malory.
4. Latercd. Delayed. " As when a man is latered or tarried."—

Ch lucer.
r,. Aoyovs. Hurtful. ' There is a virtue that is called fortitudo

or streneth that is an affectiou through which a man defpiseth
noyous things."

—

Chaucer.
(i. Wanhope. Despair. " Now cometh wanhopc that is despair.'— Chaucer,

[E. U., London.]

1. Algate (conjunction). Expresses the idea "at any risk," "at
all costs," by a single word.

" And that to late is now for me to rewe.
To Dyomede algate I wol be trewe"

—

Chaucer.

2. Busk (verb). To prepare oneself, to get ready to go No
word in present use quite expresses the idea. '• Busked hem to the
boure."—Pit;-* the Plowman.

3. BervDorth (adjective). Combines the idea^ of afifection and
value. " It is as derworth a drtwery," &o—Piers the Plowman.

4. IZade (noun). A better wor(i than either "declivity" or
" slope " to describe the desoHnt of a hill.

."). Litherness (conn). Want of moral conrnge— an English
anonym, e.g., in perhaps a slightly different sense. ' Let her [Ptiilo-
sophy] hardly remit this vocall lithernesse unto evill."

—

Florio't
" Montaigne."

G Wanhopc (fiovin). Hope which has turned to dfspair. "Well
ought I sterve in wanhope and distresise."

—

Chaucer's '• Kniaht's
Tale:'

'

[A. T. G., Malvern.]

Answers received also from F. M D., London ; E. S. H., Bradford
;

" Abbot," Winchester ; E. T. P., London ; T. C , Buxted ; E. L.,
Burton; G. M. P., Birmingham; C. W., London; M. A. C, Cam-
bridge

; M. A. W., Watford ; G. N., Bristol ; S. C, Brighton
; E. H.,

Didsbnry ; S. B. F., Crediton ; R. M. C, Whitby ; M. B. C, Egham
;

and C. S. J. C, Edinburgh.

Prize Competition No. 19 (New Series).

Everyone knows Lamb's Popular Fallacies, in which he takes one
by one certain well-worn aphorisms, as " Enough is as good as a
feast," " Handsome is as handsome (iocs," and so forth, and riddUs
them until they have not a leg to stand on, at any rate, as accurate
generalities. We offer a prize of a guinea to the best exposure of a
popular fallacy on similar lines. In no case must 150 words be
exceeded.

BULEB,

Answers, addressed "Literary Competition, The Academy, 43,
Chancery-lane, W.C.," must reach ns not later than the first post
of Tuesday, January 30. Each answer must be accompanied by
the coupon to be found in the first column of p. it2 or it can-
not enter into competition. Competitors sending more than one
attempt at solution mutt accompany each attempt with a separate
coupon

; otherwise the first only will be considsred. We wish to
impress on competitors that the task of examinin,f replies is much
facilitated when one side only of the paper is written upon. It is
also important that names and addresses should always be given :

we ctannot consider anonymous answers.

OtJB Special Prize Competitions.

(T^ir particulars see inside page of cover,')

Received : Nottim, Eboracuro, The Outfidere, Lorentia, Moods,
Warrington, Bouillon de Gatccn.
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THR Pablisber* of a higb-olau Monthly
ManuiDt »i» •CTkios » •marl. «nirgello youns

OnrrUWAN WUk. ch»nr of Ih. AaTerttotmMil..-Ap|.lji

tUUat pr»rlou« •«»erienc«. to " Al» i«iist«. Ac»D«iiv

««e. a. Ch«lio«rT Lmij. W.C.

JAHBS YATBS. »x-Pnblio Librarian, Leedt,

PK.1II«|S Ml IK. M I..A. (D.S.I, if lirep«r«l to

u.M.rtti.V' th A tR.VMlEMENT ruij lATALcioUlNO ol

PKIVATE.*<.. LinilAKIES. For term, and tertlmoniaUa.

U>««»dtt»n.l tro»t«..rtlituf<« Jrom typical men aa late Mr.

Smuid %i*nich. Dr. Riclianl (;am«tt. Britlah Miuwum. and

otbcn, ftdonm 19, Park Luue, I^etls.

OATALOQUE8.

WILLIAMS * NOBGATB,
IMPORTEIta or rOBEIGN BOOKS,

14, Bwiatta Btr<«, Oo?«nt Oardan, JO, South rradarlok St.

Edlsbmgb, and 7, Broad Straat, Oxford.

OATAIiOODES poit tra* on appUoatlon.

BAEDEKER'S & BADDELBY'S
TODRISTS' GUIDE BOOKS.

Haw fullj delaUed CATALOGUE aent poat frao on appUoaUon.

BDLAU t 00., sr. Bono Sgi-AU, Lokdoh, W.

Has OPENED an OFFICE at

1, 80H0 SQUARE, W.,
Where ho has on view a COLLECTION o(

XV. & XVI. CENTURY BOOKS, EARLY
AMERICANA, &c.

Tha Llat of Unknown and Lost Booka U in Preparation

Office lIouiB. 10-1 and 2—5.

BOOKS WANTED.— 26s. eaob offered.—
BtcTenson'B Edinburgh, 1^9-Tennyson's Poems, 1830—

Symooda's Age of the DesiKits, IST.^—Symonds's Essays, S Tola,,

lano—Syinonds's Sketches and Studies in Italy, 1879—Inland
Voyaga. 1878—New Arabian Nighto. 2 »ols, 1884—Hawbn<*
Grange. 1M7—Wild Wales, 3 vols., 18«!—Moore's Alpa in 1S8*-
Scropa's Salmon FUhing, 1843-Crowe'8 Painting In Italy, S

vols.. 1864-71—King Olumpns : an Interlude. 1837. Rare Booka
SuppUed.-BAKEB'S GREAT BOOKSHOP. BIRMINGHAM.

mPOBTANT.—PRINTING AND PUBLISHINa.

NEWSPAPEKS, MAGAZINES, BOOKS, &c.
—KINO. SELL 4 RAILTON, Limited, hlgh^lss)

Printara and Publishers, 12, Oouah Square, 4. Bolt Court, Fleet
BtTe«t,E.C.,haTeBpeoiaily.built Rotary and otherfast Machines
for printlus illnatrutad or other Publications and specially-built

UMhinaa for faat folding and covering 8, 19, 24, or SVpage
Jbnnala at ona operation.
Ajdvloe and aaalitanca given to anyone wishing to oommanoa

Raw Jooniala.
^dlitiea upon tha pramiaaa for Editorial Offloea free. AdTer.

U^ng and Publiahlng Departmanta conducted.

Talaphona 661S1. Telegraph ** Afrioaniam. London."

TYPE-WRITING.— Authors' MSS., Plays,
Legal and Scientific Documents, 4c., at usual rates.

Translations from and into Poreijm Languages.—W. T. Ccrtis,

10, Harringay Park. Crouch End, London, N.

TYPE-WRITING promptly and accurately
done. lOd. per 1,000 words. Samples and references.

Multi-Copiea.—Address, Miss E. M.. 18, Mortimer Crescent, N.W

ESTABLISBED IStl.

BIBKBECK BANK,
Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane, London.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per CENT. INTEREST allowed on
DEPOSITS repayable on demand.

TWO per CENT, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the mini-
mum monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.

STOCKS, SHARES, and ANNUITIES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receivea small anms

on deposit and allows Interest monthly on each completed £1.

BIRKBEOK BUILDING SOCIETY.
BOW TO PURCHASE A H0U81!

rOB TWO ODINKAS FEB MONTH.

BIBKBEC3K FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
BOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND

roB rtTB aHiLLiBoa pbb hontb.

Tha BIRKBEOK ALMANACK, with toUputlcnlan, poat tree

FRAHOIS RAVKNSOROFT.

"THE ACADEMY"
LITERARY COMPETITIONSa

New Series.—No. 19.

All reader* attempting thi* week'i

Competition [deieribed fully on page

91) mutt cut out thit Coupon
and eneloie it with their reply.

WIHRLBDON HIGH SCHOOL Mm.
.1. T. TRENCH recuivts (ilRL't as RDARDERS at

Lyudenhurst. Wood«idc, \Vlmbit_-daii. Ilt-fcrence permitted to
Misa Uastlngs, Mtuid Mistress, tlie Maniuis and Marchioness
of Lanadowne, Bishop and Mrs. Barry, Col and Mrs. ClieneviJC
Trench, and others.

ROYAL INDIAN BNGINBBRINO
COLLEGE. Cooper's HUl. StaioM.

The Coune of Rtudjr la arranged to fit an Engineer for Bm-
Sloj'ment In Kuropt>. ludia, and the Colonies. About 40
tuaente will l>e aflmitltxl in September, ISOO. TheSeorMary

o( State will ofTar them for Competition—Twelre Appolntmeots
as AasistaDt KoKineers iu the Pablio Works Uopartmeot. and
Three Ap|)oiutint-uts as Assfstant 8iii>c-rmtcudL-uts in the
Telegraphs I>ei>artment, One in the Acc<juutaut«' ItrAnch
P.W.D.. and Cue in the Traffic Department Indian State
Kallway.— For particulars apply to Becbktibt at College.

MTJDIB'S LIBRARY
(LIMITED).

For the CIRCULATION and SALE oj

all tht BEST
ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN, ITALIAN

SPANISH, and RUSSIAN BOOKS.

TOWN 8TIB80RIPTIONS from ONK GUINEA
per annam.

LONDON BOOK SOOIETT (for weekly exchange of Booka
at the honsea of Subacrlbers) from TWO GUINEAS per annum.

COUNTRY 8UBSOBIPTION8 fromTWO aUINKA8
per aonnm.

N.B.—Two or Three Friendi may UNITE in ONE SUB-
SCRIPTION, and thus leaaen the Coat of Carriage.

Ti>wn and Village Clubi tuppHed on Liberal Temu.
ProBpectoaea and Monthly Lista of Booka gratia

and post free.

SURPLUS LIBRARY BOOKS
Now Offkbxd at

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.

A NEW CLEARANCE LIST (100 pp.)
8ent Qratia and poat free to any addreea.

The List oontaina: POPULAR WORKS in

TRAVEL, SPORT. HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY,
SCIBNCB, and FICTION. Also NEW and SUR-
PLUS Copies of PBBNCH, GERMAN, ITALIAN.
SPANISH, and RUSSIAN BOOKS.

80-84, NEW OXFORD 8TRBBT;
241, Brompton Road, S.W. ; 48, Qaeen Victoria

Street, E.C„ Lomoir

;

And at Barton Arcade, Mutohestu.

MR, T. FISHER UNWIN'S LIST.

By Halllwell 8ut-SHAMELBSS WAYNE.
CLIFFE. B.^. _

THROUQH FIRK to FORTUNK. By Mt*.
ALEXANDER. 6s.

A WHITK WOMAN In ORNtRAL APRISil.
By HELEN CADDK'K. With 10 lilustmtiona. Crown
8T0. cloth, 6s. _

FOOTBALL, HOOKEY, and LAOIIOSSE. By
BERTIE I'Ell.VN. TIN8LEV MNDLEY. J. C. I8ARD,
and II. PREVU8T BATTERSBV. (The Siiorta UXmrj.y
Fully Illustrated . Cloth. 2s. 6d. _
A NEW NOVEL BV HfiLt.NB GINOOLU.

THE CHILLINQFIBLO OHRONIOLES. By
the Author of "Denyje," "A Cycle of Verse." &c Wita
Phutoffrarure Portrait of the Author as Prontiapieoei
Cloth, 6s. A story of EnRJish life in the reiRU of Queen

^ Anne. Full of incident and adventure.

A REPRINT OF A FAMOUS POEM.
THE AsecNT of MAN. By Mathilda

BLIND. With an Introductioj l.y ALPREO RUSSELL
WALLACE. Edition de Lox«, los. fd. ' A work of gr.fat
courage, and it is all the more welcome on account of its
freshness of theme aud the .many felicities of thoucbt and
expression with which it is starred."—(^losjAno Herald.

fUMtraUd Litt sent /re* on apptieatUin.

London : T, Pishke Ujrwiir, PaternoMer Square, E,0.

BLACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE.
No. 1012.— FEBRUARY, 190i).— 2s. 6d.

SHOT, SHELL, AND BULLETS. " THEY DIE NOT."

Br R. It A THE TOBY FPTCRE. BCSH-WBACK-
INO.-II. Br HUGH CLIFFORD. A LIGHT OF THESE
DAYS.— FROM A COUNTRY-HOUSE IX NEW ZEA
LAND. Bv Mrs. BOYD. LORD JIM: A SKETCH
Cu«ps. X., XL Br JOSEPH CONRAD. THE LOW NILE
OP 1899. AND THE COTTON CROP OF 1900.—-MARIA
JOSEPHA. Br O. S. STREET. — NEW TROUT-FISH
ERIE8. Br JOHN BICKERDYKE. ODD VOLUMES.—
III. Br SiB HERBERT MAXWELL, Bast.. MP.
MUSINGS WITHOUT METHOD.-Os« Mas, ojs Boaa—

Tbe Usk ANn A»L'SE or Diaries—A Herbarium of Poets aki>

Statesuxk— Sir ALOUt-voir Wsst's Oo»i-essions— The In-

niscKETioif or IJicrnaues—The Dangers of DihikoOut. —
Paxtomimfs New asp Old—Patriotisu besixd tbe Foot.

LIGHTS—JOCBSALISM AKD THE WaR—G. W. STEETBMS A
WORD TO CONSERVATIVES. THE WAB OPERA-
TIONS IN SOUTH AFRICA III.— SOUTH AFRICAN
POLITICAL PROSPECTS.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD A SONS, EnlNBcaaH A«D Iioaoon.

LITEBABY BESEARCH.—A Qentleman,
experienced in Idterarr Work, and who haa aeoaaa to the

British Museum ReadinR Room, is open to arrange with
Author or any person requiring assistance in Literary Re-
search, or in seeing Work through the Press. Translations
undertaken from French, Italian, or Spanish. —Apply, by-

letter, to D. C. Dallas, 151, Strand, LoiuUm. W.C

A CHABHINO OIFT BOOKI
68., claret roan, gilt, IllQstrated.

LONDON IN THE TIME OF THE DIAMOND JUBILEE.
London : Simpkin, Marshall ft Co. Llangollen : Darlington i. Co,

DARLINGTON'S HANDBOOKS.
Edited by KALPH DARLINGTON, F.R.G.S. Maps by BARTHOLOMEW,

reap. 8vo. OXE SHILLING EACff. Illustrated.

THE VALE of LLANGOLLEN.—With Special Contributions from His ExoeUenoy E. J.

PHELPS, late American Minister
J Professor JOHN BUSKIN, LL.D. ; EOHERT BROWNING ^

A. W. KINGLAKE, and Sir THEODORE MARTIN K.O.B.
BOURNEMOUTH and NEW FOREST.
THE NORTH WALES COAST.
BRECON and its BEACONS.
BOSS, TINTERN, and CHEPSTOW.

BRISTOL, BATH, WELLS, and WESTON-SUPER-MARE.
BRIGHTON, EASTBOURNE, HASTINGS, and ST. LEONARDS.

LLANDUDNO, RHYL, BANGOR, BETTWSYCOED, and SNOWDON,
ABERYSTWYTH, BARMOUTH, MACHYNLLETH, and ABERDOVEY.
BARMOUTH, DOLGBLLY, HARLECH, CRIOCIETH, and PWLLHELL

MALVERN, HEREFORD, WOECESTBR, GLOUCESTER, 4 CHELTENHAM.
LLANDBINDOD WELLS and the SPAS of MID-WALES.

THE CHANNEL ISLANDS.
THE I8LK OP WIGHT.
THE WYE VALLEY.
THE SEVERN VALLEY.

1S.-THE HOTELS of the WORLD.
the world.

A Handbook to the leading hotels thronghont

" What would not the intelligent tourist in Paris or Rome give for tuch a guide-book as thia, whicb
teaches so much that is outside the usual scope of such volumes I '—The Tinu*.

" The best Handbook to London ever ieaaed."—Liverpool Daily Post.

SECOND EDITION, ENLARGED, 6s.—60 Illustrations, 24 Maps and Plans.

LONDON AND ENVIRONS
By E. C. COOK and E. T. COOK, M.A.

With an additional Index of 4,600 References to all Streets and Places of Interest

LlangoUen: DARLINGTON & CO.
London : Swpxor, Massbai.1., HimiTOir, Kmt, 4 Co., Ltd., The BaUway Bookstalls, and all Booksellers..
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0ATALOQUE8.

TO BOOKBTJTEBS and LIBRARIANS of
FREE LIBR*RIES.-The FEBRUARY CATALOGUES

of Valuable SECOND-HAND WORKS and NEW RE-
BIAINDERS. offered at prices greatly induced, are Now
Ready, and vill be sect post free upon applieatiou to W. U.
Smith & So!i. Library DepartmeDt, 186, Straud, Loudon, W,C.

fTT I L L I A H S & NOBQATE,
' '' IMFOBTEBS OF FOREIGN BOOKS,

U, Hmiatta BtrMt, OoTent Sarden, 30, Boath FrmlBrtok St.

Edinbmrgh, and 7, Bix>ad Strnt, Oxford.

OATAliOGUES pott free od application.

FOREIGN BOOKS and PERIODICALS
promptly Bapplied on moderate termi.

OATALOSUES on appUoatlon.

DniiAi; k 00., >r, bobo sctUARB,

"^V- is/L. TT'O^z'nsrioia:
Has OPENED an OFFICE .it

1, SOHO SQUARE, W.,
AVhere he has on view a COLLECTION of

XV. & XVI. CE^TURV BOOKS, EARLY
AMERICANA, &c.

The Li&t of Cnktiown Mod Lost Books is in Preparation.

Uffice IIouis, 10-1 and 2—:^.

IMPOKTANT.—PRINTING AND PUBLISHINO.

NEWSPAPEBS, MAGAZINES, BOOKS, &c.
—KINO. SELL ft RAILTON, Limited, higb-claw

Priiit«n and PuDlishera. 12, Ooacrh S^iaare, 4, Bolt Court, Fleet
Street, E.C. , have sveciallj-bullt Rotaryand other fast Machines
for printms illiutrated or other Publications and specially-built
Maohinea tor fast folding and oovering 8, 16, 24, or 31-page
Joomals at one operation.

Advice and assistanoe given to anyone wishing to oommenoe
New Joomals.

Facilities anon the premises for Editorial Ofllces free. AdTer<
tisiog and Publishing Departments condacted.

Telephone 6S131. Telegraph ** Afrioanism, London."

MUDIE'S LIBRARY
(LIMITED;.

8UBSCEIPTI0NS for 3 Months, 6 Months,

and 12 Months

CAN BE EHTEKED AT ANT DATE.

THE BEST and MOST POPUJJ^ BOOKS
of the SEASON ARE NOW in

CIRCULATION.

FnepectOBOi of Terms free on application.

BOOK SALE DEPAETMENT,
Many Thousand Surplus Copies of Books always ON SALE

(Second Hand). Also a Urge Selection of

BOOKS IN LEATHER BINDINGS

SUITABLE FOR

BIRTHDAY AND WEDDING PRESENTS.

so to M, NBW OXFOBD STREET;

au, BromptOD Boad, S.W. ; 48, Qaeen Victoria

Street, E.C., Losnoir

;

And at lO-U, Banun Arcade, Muroaisna.

"THE ACADEMY"
LITERARY COMPETiTIOHS.

New Series.—No. ao.

All readeri atUmpting thu wtek't

Compstition {deterib«d fully on page
112) mint cut out this Coupon
and tneloM it with their reply.

THE PRINCESS HELENA COLLEGE,
EALING. W.

Established 1820. Incorporated by Royal Charter 1886.

President^H.RH. the PRINCESS CHRISTIAN.
Hiffh-class education for the DAUGHTERS of GENTLE-

MEN. as Resident or Day Pupils. Preparation for University
aud Art Examinations. Spacious grounds. Supervision iu

Training department for kindergarten students in prepara-
tion for Froebel Union Examination for Teachers.
Thtrd is a Heme in counectiou with the College for K.G.

Students and for a few children under ten years of age.

MARGARET WILLIAMSON, Lady Principal.

MISS LOUISA DREWRY gives LEG-
TURES, Readings, and Lessons in English Language

and Literature and kindred subjects; Examines; and Helps
Students by Lett«>r and in her Reading Society. She has time
for more SCHOOL-CLASSES and PRIVATE PUPILS.—
143, King Henry's Road, London, N.W.

PELMANS SCHOOL of MEMORY-
TRAINING requires REPRESENTATIVE to VISIT

PROVINCIAL TOWNS. Graduate preferred. Slust have
business capability. References reciuired.—Apply, by letter
only, to The Secretary, 7(i. Berners fctreet, London, W.

BOOKS WANTED.— 258, each offered.—
Stevenson's Edinburgh. 1879~Tenn]rBon*s Poems, 1830

—

Symonds's Age of the Despots, 1875—Symonds's Essays, t vols.,

1890—Symontis's Sketches and Studies in Italy, 1879—Inland
Voyage, 1878—New Arabian Nights, 2 vols , 1883—Hawbuck
Grange. 1847—Wild Wales, i vols., 18«2—Moore's Alps in 1864—
Scrope's Salmon Fishing, 1843—Crowe's I'aintiiig iu Italy, 5
vols., 18tt4-71—King Oliimpus : an luterlude, 1837. Rare Books
Supplied.-BAKER'S GREAT BOOKSHOi*, BIRMINGHAM.

ROYAL INDIAN ENGINEERING
COLLEGE, Cooper's HiU, Staines.

The Course of Study is arranged to fit an Engineer for Em-
Slojment in Europe. India, and the Colonies. About 40
Indents will be admitted in September, 1900. The Secretary

of State will offer them for Competition— Twelve Appointments
as Assistant Engineers iu the Public Works Department, and
Three Appointments as Assistant Superintendents iu the
Telegraphs Department, Ore in the Accountants' Branch
P.W.D., and One in the Traffic Department Indian State
Railway.—For particulars apply to Seobctart at College.

TYPE-WRITING.— Authors' MSS., Plays,
Legal and Scientific Documents, &c., at usual ratea

Translations from and into Foreign Languages.-W. T. Cl'rtis,
10, Harringay Park. Crouch End, London, N.

TYPE-WRITING promptly and accurately
done. lOd. per 2,000 words. Simples and references.

Multi-Copiee.—Addre88,Mi88E.M.,18, Mortimer Crescent, N.W

TRAFALGAR LITERARY and TYPE-
WRITING BUREAU (DE MOMET k WALKER),

3. Trafalrar Buildings, Northumberland Avenue, W.C. —
Typing. Duplicating. Shorthand. Reporting. Tranelatioos
(all Languages). Literary Researches. Press Cuttings.

TYPE-WRITER.— AUTHORS* MSS.
COPIED with accuracy and despatch. Carbon Dupli-

cates. Circulars. Examination Papers, ftc—Miss E. Tioar,
23, Maitland Park Villas, Haverstock Hill, N.W. — Eatab-
linhed 1884,

LITERARY RESEARCH. — A Gentieman,
ezperiMiced In Literary Work, and who has access to the

British Hosenm Reading Room, is open to arrange with
Author or any person requiring assistance in Literary Re-
search, or In seeing Work through the Presp. Translations
ondertaken from rrenoh. Italian, or Spanish. —Apply,
letter, to D. C. DaLLAS, 151, Strand, London, W.C.

by

FOR SALE.— 12 Vols, of ROBERTSON'S
HISTORIES-Charles V., Scotland, America. "New

Edition," 1817. Bound in leather. In rerfectly good con-
dition.—Address Mrs. M. , Office of the Acaskuy.

PUBLISHING COMPANY.-FOR SALE,
20O £1 SHARES, yielding 10 per cent, at 2l8. Lot £200.

Aggregate dividends Ittst six years, 5.t per cent.— Address
Mrs. W.. 9, Champion Grove. Denmark Hill, London,

B8TABLISH£D 1801.BIRKBECK BANE,
Soathampton Buildings, Chancery Lane, London.

TWO-AND-A-HALP per CENT. INTEREST aUowed on
DEPOSITS repayable on demand.
TWO per CENT, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the mlnl-

tnum monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.

STOCKS, SHARES, and ANNUITIES purohased and sold.

SAVINGS^DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small sums-

on deposit and allows Interest monthly on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BTJILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HODSE

roa TWO QUINKAB FEa MOlTTa.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
HOW TO PUECHASE A PLOT OF LAND

rOB riTB SaiLLINOS FEB MONTH.

The BIRKBEOK ALMANACK, with full partionlan, poet free

FRANCIS RAVEWHCRnFT. Mananer.

MONTHLV, PRICE HALF-ACROWN,

TheCONTEMPORARY REVIEW
CoxTKSTs loll FEKRUARV.

LESSONS of the WAR. By Miles,

RECOLLECTIONS Of JAMES MARTINEAU, By Peasces
Power Cobbe,

PERSONAL IMPRESSIONS «t DR. MARTINEAU, By
PeiLir H. Wicksteed.

THE TRAOEDY of ERRORS, By the Hon, Aubebon
Herbert,

THE ETHICS of CRITICISM, By' Robert Bucuisi",

SAMOA. By B, Wardlaw Thompsos.

FOOD-STUFFS ai CONTRABAND of WAR, By Thomas
Barclay (Member of the Institute of International lAW).

FRENCH WOMEN in INDUSTRY, By Ada Cose,

THE K-FOLK. the Q-FOLK, and the P-FOLK, By Professor

R. S, Coswav, Litt.D,

EUGENE PROMENTIN, By Nobmak Hapoood.

THE AMERICAN NEGRO of TO-DAY, By Pbilip
Ale,xandeb Broce,

A CRY for CAPACITY, By H, W Massisquam,

London : The Columbcs Compant (Limited), Columbus House,.
43 and43A, Fetter Lane, E,C,

THE NINETEENTH CENTURY
No. 276.—FEBRUARY, 1900,

THE "CONFUSION WOESB CONFOUNDED" at the WAR OFFICE, B.Y the late General Sir GEoaoB
Chbsiikt, With an Introduction b,v Spxksxr Wilkinson.

THE MILITIA. By the Right Hon. Sir Hiebeet Maiwbll, Bart , M.P.
THE MILITIA BALLOT. By the Right Hon, ViscoDifr db Vesci, late Coldstrea-n Guards and Lieut.-

Colonel Coramandinjf Honourable Artillery Company.
OUR PEACE TRAINING for WAR. GUILTY or NOT GUILTY? By Colonel Lomsbale Hale.

DR. MtVART on the OONTINUITI of CATHOLICISM. By the Rev. Father Clakk e, S.J.

THE TWO REPORTS of the LICENSING COMMISSION. By the Right Hon. Sir Ai.oeekok Wbst.
K.C.B,, Vice-Chairiran.

THE GEOBGICS of VIRGIL, Book IL, lines 453—M2. By the Right Hon. Lord Boeoeclere.
THE NEW MYSTICISM in SCANDINAVIA. By Miss Hbbmionb Ramsdfn.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING and the MUNICIPALITIES. By A. A. CAMPBBt,D Swisroir, M.Inst.C.B.

HARMONIC LITERATURE. By Joseph H. Choatb, Junior.

ANCIENT EGYPTIAN CERAMIC ART. By Hkhry Wallis.
SOME STRAY SHOTS and a MORAL. By R. B. Townshebd,
IN the ALPS of DAUPHINE. By Miss Geetsuob Lowthiak Bell.

NEUTRALS and the WAR. By Johk Maodosbll, O.B.

THE NEWSPAPERS. By Sir Wbmyss Ebid.

London : SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON & CO., Ltd

LONDON LIBRARY, St. James's Square, S.W.
i»o<ron—H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES, K.G. President—h¥.Bl.lE STEPHEN. Esij,

FJ'-«-Pre»i(/en<»—The Right Hon, A. J. BALFOUR, MP.; the Right Rev. the LORD BISHOP ot

LONDON ; HERBERT SPENCER, Esq. ; the Eight Hon. W, E. H. LECKY, M.P,, D.CL.
Tni*<e<»—Right Hon. LORD AVEBUBY, F.R,S.: Right Hon. EARL of ROSEBERY, K.G,

i
Right Hon.

Sir M. GRANT DUFF, G.C.S.I.
C'oinmittee—Hev. Canon Aiicseb; Dr. J. H. Beidges; Sir F. W. Bobtow j Prof. Lewis CiMPaELLj J. W.

CouBTHOPS, Esq,, C.B.J EA.BL or Ceewe ; Aijbtis Dobbon, Ebo.; Stduet GEnoE, Esq., M.P, ; Sir R.
GifFBjr, K.CB., F.E.S. ; EDMOltD Gobse, Esq., LL.D.; Mrs. J. R. Geeek ; FEEnEBic Haeeisok, Esq,

;

Sir C. P, ILBEET, K.C.8.1. ; Sir C. M. Kekkedt, C.B,, K.O.M.G. ; Rev. Staslbt Leathes, D.D. j

SiDicBT Lee, Esq.; W. 8. Lilly, Esq.; Sidmby J. Low, Esq.; Frame T. Maezials, Esq, ; St, Geobob
MiTAET, Esq., P R.S. ; Sir F. Pollock, Bart.; Rev. Dr. Riso; H. R. Tbddee, Esq.

The Library contains about 300,000 Volumes of Ancient and Modern Literature, in various
LangtiHges, Subscription, £3 a year; Life Membership, according to age. Fifteen Volumes are allowed
to I'ountry and Ten to Town Members. Bending Room open from Ten to Half-past Six. CATALOGUE.
FI FTH EDITION, 8 vols., rojal Svo, price .318. ; to Members, Wa.

C. T. HAGBERG WRIGHT, LL.D., Secretary and Librarian.
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CASSELL& COMPANY'S
ANNOUNCEMENTS.

TH8 HEW WORK OR MR. RUSKIM.

BEADY ON MONDAY NEXT,
price 6s.

JOHN RUSKIN.
A Sketch of his Life, his Work,

and his Opinions.

WITH

PERSOJS^AL REMINISCENCES.

By M. H. SPIELMANN.
CONTAINISG

NUMEROUS P0ETRAIT8 and OTHER
ILLUSTRATIONS, and a Paper by Mr.

Btukin, entitled " The Black Arts."

KOTICE.-MEMOIRS and COR-
RESPONDENCE of LORD
PLA7FAIR, hy Sir WEMTSS
REID, has been REPRINTED
to m.eet the large demand,

'price 2 Is.

"There is not a dull page in the record; there are
many extremely interesting pages, and some vastly
entertaining stories."—Fa»t<» Fair.

SIR ROBERT PEEL
By LORD ROSEBERY. 2a. 6d.

timate c

by vivid and luminous in-

*'The little monograph of an estimate of Peel's
personality is animated b
sight."—l)a% Telegraph.

',' A Second Imprestion of this Work it now
on $aU.

NOTICE.—Mr. D. H. PARRY'S
Nbtu Work, THE DEATH or

GLORY BOYS: the Story of

the 17th Lancers, is NOW
ON SALE, price 6s.

" We have here the story of a most distinguished
regiment told by ' one of them.' How it first came
into life in 1759, under Col. John Hale, a great friend
of the noble Wolfe; how it was dressed, and lived,
and fought up to this very date, when it is girding
itself tor fresh African frays as a part of the sixth
division."-PoZi Mall Gazette.

OUR RARER BRITISH
BREEDING BIRDS:

Their Nests, Eggs, and Summer Haunts.
By RICHARD KEARTON, F.Z.S.
With about 70 lUuBtrations from Photo-
graphs taken direct from Nature by
Chebry Kbakton. 7s. 6d.

"The illustrations are as beantifnl as they are
valuable. The book is a uniqne contribution to our
knowledge of British birds."—jSootmon.

UOTICE—Mr. A. T. QUILLER
COUCH'S Neiu Novel, THE
SHIP of STARS, 6s., has been,

TWICE REPRINTED to meet

the large demand.
"It is splendid art, and throbs with emotion and

ife. We have waited a long time for ' The Ship of
Stars.' It was worth waiting for."—.Boo*man.

CASSELL 4 COMPANY, Ltd., London, Paris,
New York, and Melbourne.

ELLIOT STOCK'S
NEW LIST.

In demy 8vo, tastefnlly printed in old-face type, and
appropriately bound in cloth, gilt lettered,

price "s. 6d.

ALFRED in the GHR0NIGLER8.
By the Hev. EDWARD CONYBBARE, Author
of "A History of Cambridgeshire."

BECONI) EDITION.

In crown 8vo, cloth, price 58.

THE BEST SOCIETY.
And other Lectures.

By the late J. JACKSON GOADBY, F.Q.S.,

Author of "Timely Words," "Bye-Paths in

Baptist History," ic.

In crown 8vo, with 2 Portraits, cloth, price 58.

THE LIFE of

CHARLES TOMLINSON.
OfHighgaie. F.R.S.. F.C.S.. Ac.

By Us Niece, MARY TOMLINSON.

In crown 8vo, cloth, Illustrated, 58.

JOSIAH VINEY:
A Reeord of hia Life and Work

By HENRY JOHNSON. Author of "Myles
Standish," '* From Scrooby to Plymouth Rock,"

Ac. With a Preface by the Rev. R. LOVETT,
M. k. A Portrait and 4 Illustrations.

"An account of Mr. Viney's life which will be much
appreciated by those who knew him."

Christian World,
" Friends of Mr. Vinev will find much to interest

them in this mevaoir.'* - Independent.

NEW NOVELS.
In crown 8vo, cloth, price 6s.

FATHER FOX: a Story of the
Present Day. By DOROTHY MARllN.

In crown 8vo, cloth, price 6s.

NARCISSUS; or. an Anglican
Altar 8aeri/lce. A Novel. By JOHN BEDB.

In crown 8vo, clothi price 2s. 6d.

THE LADY ISABEL : a Tale of
Social Life in the Olden Time, By A,

»ND.HAMMONI

In crown 8vo, cloth, price Cs.

CHARLES WAVENDON, and
others. By CARYL J. BLUNT.

**The story shows considerable literary ability.
The author has collected an interesting assembly of
characters, and the tale is developed on original
lines."

—

Otasgow Herald.

"We consider that such a manly and straight-
forward book cannot fail to do good."

Leeds Mercury.

By
In crown 8vo, cloth, price Cs.

LOAVES and FISHES.
BESSIE REYNOLDS.

" The story Is exceedingly attractive, not only on
account of its literary worth and interest, but because
of the high-toned Christian atmosphere which per-
vades the book."—I)i»»de« Advertiser.

ELLIOT STOCK, 62, Paternoster Bow,
London, E.O.

SMITH, ELDER & CO.'S

NEW BOOKS.

THE STORY OP THE HUDSON'S BAY
COMPANY.

In 2 vols., large crown 8vo, with 16 Portraits
and 4 Haps, IBs.

THE

GREAT COMPANY,
1667-1871.

BEING A HISTORY OP THE HONOUR-
ABLE COMPANY OP MERCHANT AO-
VENTURERS TRADING INTO HUDSON'S
BAY. Compiled from the Company's Archives ;

from Diplomatic Documents and State Papers of
Prance and England ; from the Narratives of
Factors and Traders ; and from many Accounts
and Memoirs.

By BECKLES WILLSON.
With an Introduction by

LORD STRATHCONA AND
MOUNT ROYAL,

Governor of the Hudson's Bay Company.

TRAVELS IN SOUTHERN ARABIA
AND THE SOUDAN.

With a Portrait, 24 Full-Page Illustrations,

and 6 Maps. Demy 8vo, 18s.

SOUTHERN ARABIA.
By the late

THEODORE BENT, F.R.6.S., F.S.A.,

Author of "The Ruined Cities of Mashonaland,"
"The Sacred City of the Ethiopians," ic.

And Mrs. THEODORE BENT.

NEW VOLUME OF DR. FITCHETT'S
IMPORTANT PATRIOTIC WORK

HOW ENGLAND
SAVED EUROPE

:

The Story of the Oreat War (1793-1S1S).

By W. H. FITCHETT, B.A , LL.D.,

Author of "Deeds that Won the Empire,"
" Fights for the Flag," &c.

To be completed in -t vols., crown 8vo, with Portraits,

Facsimiles, and Pltuis. 6s. each.

Published Today, with 10 Portraits and 15 Plates,

crown 8vo, 68.

Volume III. THE WAR IN THE PENINSUUI.
Volumes Previously Published.

Volume I. PROM THE LOW COUNTRIES TO
EOV PT. With le Portraits and 8 Plans. Crown
8vo, Os.

Volume II. THE STRUOOLE FOR THE SEA.
With 16 Portraits and G Plans. Crown 8vo, 6s.

5P£Crvir0iJ.—"E.xactly the sort of history desired by the
million.... The work is worthy of tlie author of 'Deeds thit
Won the Empire ' and • Fights for tlie Flag.'

"

PUXCB.—" Mt. Fitchett handles a glowing pen, and
illumines as witli torchlight the field on which oiienetl Pitt's

long struggle with Naiwleon."

*«• Volume IF., completing the work, will be
published very shortly.

THE STONES of PARIS, in HIS-
TORY and LETTERS. By HENJAMIX ELU8
MARTIN and CHARLOTTE M. MARTIN. With
40 Illustrations by Fulleylove, Delafontaine, and
from Photographs. 2 vols., crown 8vo, 18s.

ILLUSTRATED LIBRARY EDITION OF
SIDNEY LEE'S "LIFE OF SHAKE-
SPEARE."

1 vol., medium 8vo, profusely illustrated with Photo-
gravures, Facsimiles, TopoRmphical Views, &c., l*ls.

THE LIFE of WILLIAM SHAKE-
SPEARHi. By SIDNEY LEE, Editor of "Tlie
Dictionary of National Biography."

«»• Also the FOURTH EDITION, in Cheaper Form,
with Illustrations, crown 8vo, 78. ed.

London: SMITH, ELDER & CO.,

15, Waterloo Place.
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The Literary Week.
Two unpublished plays by M. Maeterlinck, entitled

respectively "Sister Beatrice" and " Oviana and Blue-
beard," are being translated into blank verse by Mr.
Bernard Miall, the original text being in unrhymed
hexameters. The " Sister Beatrice " of the former play
is none other than the truant nun of Mr. Davidson's
" Ballad," both poets having borrowed the story from the
Flemish legend. The French versions of the plays are
being set to music.

Th^ Siege of Ladysmith, by Mr. G. W. Steevens, will be
published by Messrs. Blackwood at an early date. It wiU
contain the letters he sent home from his arrival at Cape
Town till the day when he was struck down by enteric

fever and could write no more. At a later date a volume
wiU be issued containing his London, Paris, and Berlin
letters. A memorial edition of his works wLU be published
towards the close of the year. The first volume will

include a memoir by Mr. W. E. Henley, and a selection of

the articles Mr. Steevens wrote for the National Observer,

BlackwooiPs Magatine, the New Review, &c. The Memorial
Edition, which will be published by Messrs. Blackwood,
will contain all his best work.

We have already given some account of the clever and
amusing contents of the Ladysmith Lyre. It was edited,

says the Natal Witness, by Mr. G. W. Steevens. It is not
difficult to infer who was the author of " The Diary of a
Citizen." Here are a few of the entries :

Novemler 21.—Hear good authority that gunner of Long
Tom is Dreyfus.

Niirember 22.—Dre)fus rumour confirmed.
Noiiemljtr 23.—Hear good authority that gunner of Long

Tom is Biissian.

Novimli*r 24.— Gunner of Long Tom believed to be
Esquimaux.

Novtmher 26.—Boers broke Sabbath, firing on our bathing
parties. Believe they were so infuriated by sight of
people washing that they quite forgot it was Sunday.

November 27.—Boers opened fire at breakfast time from
forty-seven new Long Toms. Oh, Lord I

Dr. FtTRNivAix will be seventy-five years old on the 4th
of next February, and it is proposed that the congratula-
tions of his friends take shape (1) in a personal present,

(2) in a Festschrift, and (3) in a public endowment. Dr.
Fumivall's fondness for sculling suggests a boat as an
appropriate personal present. For the Festschrift, to the
contents of which English scholars in both Europe and
America will contribute, Professors Skeat, Napier, and Ker
have promised their editorial services. These first two
objects are already provided for by Dr. Fumivall's personal
friends. For the public endowment a public subscription
is of course necessary. This endowment is to be a fund
which shall put the Early English Text Society on a firm
financial basis.

In the new Fortnightly Mr. George Moore takes an
affecting farewell of London as a centre of art. With a
velvet delivery, and an assurance worthy of an archdeacon,
he chastises us in tones of languid regret. Thus

:

For some time the necessity of explaining the intentions
of the Irish Literary Theatre has been pressing upon us.

So I take advantage of the publication of my play, " The
Bending of the Bough," to explain why Mr. Martyn, Mr.
Yeats, and myself prefer to have our plays produced in

Dublin rather than in London. . . .

It is because we beUeve London to be too large, too old,

and too wealthy to permit of any new artistic movement,
and this belief rests upon knowledge of the art history of

the world and some experience of London theatrical con-
ditions. . . . "We have therefore turned our backs upon
London as men turn their backs on a place which has ceased
to interest them. But we did not decide on our homeward
journey without having considered the reformation of

London. After some doubts, some hesitation, it suddenly
came upon us that it was impossible. It was suddenly
borne in upon us that England had produced her dramatic
literature (since Shakespeare only two plays have outlived

a generation) ; England seems to us to have reached the

age of manhood, an age at which a nation ceases to pro-
duce art, for art belongs to the youth of a nation as

empire belongs to its manhood, if it attains to manhood.
. . . For some reason, so deep in the heart that we cannot
define it, the glory of empire does not compensate for the

logs of the song and the bust ; without them the crown is

incomplete and its glory the pallor of ashes. We become
aware of this as we cross Trafalgar-square. . . .

Dear man

!

Mrs. Meynei.i.'s book on Euskin, to which she is

devoting herself to the exclusion of all other work, will

hardly be ready before the end of February. In form it

will be something of a text-book, Ruskin's principal books
being analysed and considered in separate chapters.

C. K. S., in his excellent Literary Letter in the Sphere,

with which we are glad to renew acquaintance, states that

Mrs. Grant Allen is about to open a bookshop in St.

George's-street, Hanover-square. The Sphere, the first

number of which was published after we had gone to

press last week, is a welcome addition to the ranks of

illustrated weekly papers. It is a handsome, well-designed

production, and shows every sign of endurance and success.

Mr. James Lane Allen, author of that strong and
beautiful story The Choir Invisible, has just finished a new"

novel. It is called The Reign of Law : a Story of the

Kentucky Hemp Fields.

We learn from an American paper that David Harum
is selling largely in the Kansas belt, where it is advertised

as "by that popular young author, R. Kipling."

A COMMITTEE is being formed for the presentation of a

testimonial from members of the Press to Mr. E. F.
Knight, of the Morning Post, who lost his arm while

acting as correspondent for that journal in South Africa.
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Mr. RnsKiN has g^ne, and Count Tolstoy is openly pre-
paring to go. " Although I am much better," lie has just

said to an interviewer, " my health is far from good. Tho
end draws near. But I am quite untroubled thereat, and
I go gladly forth to meet the inevitable." In the mean-
time, Tolstoy has something to say about things so
mundane as the drama and literature. He considers the
drama to be decadent. " There is a great deal of talk about
Ibsen. I have read his last drama, ' When We who are
Dead Awaken.' It is simply a delirium, and is devoid of
life, character, and dramatic action. Thirty-five years ago
such a drama would have been stifled by a cutting parody
in the Press, and the piece would have been ridiculed to

death. How can one now speak of the serious tasks
before the theatre ? They are at an end." Literature,
the Count thinks, is as good as dead: "the daily Press
has destroyed it."

resemblance of his style to that of the illustrious

Surriehill appeared to him to be purely fortuitous."

Mr.

A CORRESPONDENT writes : "It may possibly interest you
to know that some time ago I bought at a ' sale of house-
hold effects,' at a Scottish watering-place, a volume con-
taining Kuskin's Poems, Arrows of the Chace, and another
for sixpence !

" That was a good bargain. A few
years ago a small knot of bookish young men established
a small club which they called the " Treasure Trove Club,"
of which the fundamental idea was this : that the members
should dine together once a fortnight, and that after a
modest feast each member should produce a book which
he had picked up for a sum not exceeding sixpence. The
"finds" were even more surprising than the one men-
tioned by our correspondent

; and the discussions that
followed were often delightful.

"Publish it." That was all that Colonel Baden-
Powell wrote on the proofs of his little book on Scouting,
when he posted them to Messrs. Gale & Polden from
Mafeking. The little package arrived safely in London in
the same wrapper in which it had gone out, only reversed.
The book must have passed, says the Daily Mail, througli
the Boer lines. It is now in its fiftieth thousand. Nearly
everyone going to the front wants it, for it is the best
work on its subject, and one chapter was actually written
at Mafeking. Messrs. Gale & Polden give a South
African address where the book can be obtained. This
runs :

" Pritchard- street, Johannesburg (after British
occupation)."

The new number of the Anglo-Saxon contains several
contributions of literary interest. Mr. H. D. Traill
exploits his gift of parody and analogue in a sketch
called " The Unflinching Eealist." Very wittily does Mr.
Traill hit off some of the literary affectations of the day.
The realist, Amiel Ingham, had so much originality and
" so many other quaUties ending in ' ality ' that it was a
little singular that his style should not have come to him
by nature." Yet styles came to him, and Mr. Traill
illustrates them. Amiel would feel an inspiration to write
thus

:

She wavered to him pityingly on a little sigh.
It was but the swaying of the sapling-tip—no more :

stem of purpose still straight, and deep roots of resolve
immovable below.
But Bodomont, man-like, triple-brazed in vanity, saw

only the flickering of the frond.
He would have clasped her. Mimosa shrank from him,

elusive.

"Not, cousin, if I know it," she flashed. And then
Rodomont knew, and cursed his confidence. She had tried
to temper the blow to hiui ; but he had chosen to meet it,

full face, thwack on sconce, after Dame Fortune's oldest-
fashioned way of hinting to us that she is adverse.

"And when he wrote like this," says Mr. Traill, "the

Mr. W. H. Mallock, impressed by the resemblance,
which has been noted by scholars, and by FitzGerald
himself, between the philosophy of Omar Khayyiim and
that of Lucretius, has versified parts of Lucretius in the
metre employed by FitzGerald in the Huhaiyat. The idea
of thus reducing both poets to "a common literary

denominator " is curious and, on the whole, felicitous.

Moreover, Mr. Mallock's verses justify his experiment.
They have a fine movement, and are full of haunting
phrases and stanzas. Indeed, Mr. Mallock's are the best

verses we have met with in a magazine—nay, in a new
book of verse—for a long time. Lucretius was the Roman
poet of science : he hehl that men have no souls that can
survive their bodies; and in his poem, " Concerning the
Nature of Things," he unfolded " the gospel of the ever-

lasting death." Here is part of Mr. Mcdlock's poem :

Globed from the atoms falling slow or swift
I see the suns, I see the systems lift

Their forms ; and even the systems and the suns
Shall go back slowly to the eternal drift.

Those blue and shining seas in dehcate haze
Shall go ; and yonder sands forsake their place

;

And where they are, shall other seas in turn
Mow with their scythes of whiteness other bays.

Behold the terraced towers, and monstrous round
Of league-long ramparts rise fro Ji out the ground.
With gardens in the clouds. Then all is gone,

And Babylon is a memory and a mound.

Where is the coolness when no cool winds blow ?

Where is the music when the lute lies low ?

Are not the redness and the red rose one.

And the snow's whiteness one thing with the snow ?

Death is for us, then, nothing—a mere name
For the mere noiseless ending of a flame.

It hurts us not, for there is nothing left

To hurt : and as of old, when Carthage came

To battle, we and ours felt naught at all.

Nor quailed to see the invadiug ruin fall

On all our quiet homes, nor heard our fields

Shaken beneath the hordes of Hannibal,

But slumbered on and on, nor cared a jot.

Death to the stress, and tumult, though the lot

Of things was doubtful, to which lords should fall

The rule of all—but we, we heeded not—

So when that wedlock of the flesh and mind
Which makes us what we are, shall cease to bitd,

And mind and flesh, being mind and flesh no more.
Powdered to dust go whistling down the wind.

Even as our past was shall our future be.

Others may start and tremble, but not we.
Though heaven be darkened with the dust of earth

Or all the earth be sunk beneath the sea.

Sir Walter Besant recently deplored the freedom with
which authors attack each other : his whipping-post being
Mr. Buchanan's article on Mr. Kipling in the Conteniporary.

We do not know with what feelings Sir Walter will read

the speech which Sir Edward Clarke delivered at the

Browning Settlement the other day. After discoursing on
the delights of reading. Sir Edward came to present-day

literature, and putting a sting into the tail of his speech,

said out loud

:

It was humiliating to think that in the year just closed

perhaps the two most notable books published were that

shocking production of Mr. Swinburne's, Rosdmnnd,
Queen of the Lombards, the manuscript of which ought to
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have been bnmed ; and anotber book, almost as bad—he
referred to Btdlky A- Co. To come down to those produc-
tions from the works he had spoken of was a depth of

degradation in regard to which he sincerely pitied the boys
of the present day. They had, however, a remedy, and
that was to avoid following literature down to the gutter
into which it had run.

Although the Echo de Paris is one of the most
truculently anti-English papers in Paris, it is proud to

regale its readers with good English fiction. Thus, at the

present moment, Mr. Kipling's The Finest Story in the

World is running in its columns While that draws to a
close, the following promise of more good things from per-

fidious Albion is held out to Parisians

:

Immediatement apres la PLUS BELLE HISTOIBE
DU MONDE, de EtIDTAED KIPLINO, nous oommfn-
cerous la publication de :

TESS D'URBERVILLE
PAR

THOMAS HARDY
est I'histoire infinimeut touchante, suave et tragique, d'une
jetine paysanoe issue d'une tres ancienne et tres aristo-

cratique famille de I'Angleterre tombee peu a pen dans
I'indigence et Toubli.

En meme temps qu'un roman d'amour, Tess d'Urber-
ville oifre ime admirable peinture, sans analogue en
France, de la vie des champs. Les emotions de rheroine
se manifestent dans un milieu rustique, tour a tour plein de
fraicheur poetique et de farouche grandeur, ou les travaux
de la campagne, merveilleusement observes, se deroulent
en puissante barmonie avec les phases successives de ses

douleurg et de ses joies ideales.

Teas d'Urberville est peut-etre le chef-d'oeuvre du
tres celebre romancier Thomas Hardy.

In the Century Magazine there is a capital article, entitled

"The West, and Certain Literary Discoveries; or, How
Fiction may be Stranger than Truth." The writer, Mr.
E. Hough, points out that novels of the West are written

in the East, and without knowledge. Incidentally he
gives this accurate chaffing recipe for a New England
novel

:

In order to w/ite a novel of New England life, it is

necessary that one have at hand a mortgage, a spinster of

rather slender habit, a young man who went away, and
a quiet graveyard. These, with accessories such as an old
settle or two, a tall clock, and a household interior of

wax-like neatness, will alwaj's serve to meet a certain
standard in books descriptive of life in New England, and
from books of such nature a great many persons gain a
portion of their knowledge of that region. It may be
urged that such a knowledge must of necessity be a narrow
and imperfect one. This is perhaps true. Yet you shall

not change this thing

!

Similarly, the West is written up by East writers who
imagine vain things about cow-punchers and red shirts

and revolvers. Mr Hough sadly points out that one fact

about the West which these writers overlook is the simple
one that the West no longer exists. It costs a thousand
dollars now to kill a grizzly, and you may not kill a
buffalo at all. In a generation the face of things has
been changed. Miles of wire, and of railroad, have
crossed the plains, tearing the antelope and frightening
the buffalo. We could quote some fine passages of
description, notably one in which the writer found a single
line of wire fence crossing a boundless, untenante<l
wilderness, issuing from the horizon and fading into the
horizon opposite. We will quote, however, a few sen-
tences in which Mr. Hough criticises " that slovenly form of
literary art,

the realism of which necessitates a continuiil search for
'local colour.' The literary market demands this. It is

not necessary to have a knowledge of a field. The writer

finds nothing in the environment immediately abotit him,

because he already knows it too well. He goes into a

new field, his senses receive a fillip, and he—writes. It is

not always necessary for him first to see and think, not

to say first to sympathise and understand. True, such

work does not endure. No great book was ever written

in such haphazard fashion. Yet at the hands of such

crude craftsmanship as this the West has certainly suffered."

Here Mr. Hough toiiches larger issues, and there is

wisdom in what he says. The great novelists have never

been curious searchers for local colour.

A CORRESPONDENT has sent us an appreciation of Mr.
Tirebuck's work, whose death we briefly acknowledged
last week. The communication is too long to print, but
we find room for a few extracts :

" His most ardent
admirers felt that his best was yet to come. They could

not but feel that parts of his work were greater than
the whole— to use a seeming paradox. Everywhere
there were indications of a power to body forth

character, to create a fitting atmosphere, to give move-
ment and solidarity in the record, but the power came
and went like blown flame. It is not too much to

say that there is fiction of a very high order in some
of Mr. Tirebuck's books—notably in Miss Grace of All
Souls and Sweetheart Gwen. Mr. Tirebuck was greater

than his work. His right foot, as it were, was never
really put foremost. The singularly sweet seriousness

that was his ; the quiet impressiveness ; the curious way
he had of entangling common things in a transforming
web of fancy ; the winsome, affectionate manner ; the deep-

sea soundings that dropped suddenly into his ordinary

conversations ; the gentleness that charmed while it plainly

indicated that it had no kinship with weakness ; the

absolute refinement of feeling; the flow of delicate and
quaint humour, and—in days like ours, perhaps, most
notable of all—the humility and disinclination to advertise

himself, although he very much believed in himself ; these

are known only to the friends who have loved and lost

him."

The method of buying books by instalments, through
the agency of a newspaper, has proved so popular that we
are not surprised to see new enterprises announced. The
latest offer of the kind is made by the British Weekly,

which undertakes to supply lots of 100 or 50 books in the

Bohn Library on the instalment plan. Thus a reader may
have 100 volumes and a copy of Webster's International

Dictionary for twelve guineas, in twelve monthly instal-

ments ; and fifty books on proportionate terms. An
excellent feature of the scheme is that each purchaser may
select what volumes he will from the Bohn Library, which
now includes nearly 800 standard works. Seldom has a
better chance occurred of forming, or completing, a good
private library.

We have received copies of two volumes of a new
edition of the poems of Eichard Crashaw, from so un-
likely a spot as Bedale, in Yorkshire. It is really

refreshing to find that down there, at Bedale, Crashaw's
poems have been lovingly edited and accurately printed.

The editor, Mr. J. R. Tutin, writes a modest and rather

naive preface, in which he adopts the editorial we, and
ends a paragraph with the word " of." But Mr. Tutin's

work is genuine and valuable. His task has been mainly
to present the best text of the poet, to arrange his poems
in the best order, and to print them in the orthography of

the present day. Every page has been worked up in a
leisurely way, almost as rare in these days as the apparition

of Bedale on a title-page.

Looking through the larger of Mr. Tutin's volumes,
containing "The Delights of the Muses," "Steps to the
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Temple," &o., we are glad to renew our acqiiiintance with

Craebaw's Divine Epigrams. Here are three examples :

D1VK8 Asking a Deop.

A drop, one drop, how sweetly one fair drop
Would tremble on my pearl-tipp'd finger's top

!

My we^th is gone ; O go it where it will,

Rpiire this one jewel ; I'll be Dives still

!

Two Went Ur into the Templk to Pha.y.

Two went to pray ! 0, rather say,

One went to brag, th' other to pray
;

One stands up close and treads on high.

Where th' other dares not send his eye.

One nearer to God's altar trod,

The other to the altar's God.

On the MiaAOLB of Loaves.

Now, Lord, or never, they'll believe on Thee

;

Thou to their teeth hast proved Thy Deity.

Messrs. Mudie's new catalogue, just out, presents some
notable improvements on previous issues. la it books are

for the first time classified under subjects as well as under
authors ; hence subscribers can quickly look up works
under Arts, History, Poetry, Sport, Travel, &c. It is the

intention of Messrs. Mudie to make this classification more
detailed and useful from year to year.

A CLEVER little " tautological tale," by Miss Grace
Fraser, is published in the February St. Nicholag. Miss
Fraser begins by declaring that she dreamed she was Dr.

Roget, the author of the Thesaurus of English Words. All

who know that useful work will appreciate the narrative of

her dream, in which "a gentleman behind me was admonish-
ing me to hasten, with the words

:

' Come, come, my good fellow, bowl, trundle, roll

along !

'

' H'm,' thought I, ' what it is to be stout ! Quoting
my very words, is he ? I'll show him !

' And turning,

I exclaimed :

' Go I begone ! get you gone I get away ! go along ! be
off ! oft' with you ! get along with you ! go about your
business ! go your way ! avaunt ! aroynt ! away with
yon !'

' Whew !

' cried the saucy man. ' What an irascible,

susceptible, excitable, irritable, fretful, fidgety, peevish,

hasty, quick, warm, hot, touchy, testy, pettish, waspish,
snappish, petulant, peppery, fiery, passionate, choleric

fellow it is !

'

This annoyed me.
' Sir,' I said, ' you shall not ridicule, deride, laugh at,

m )ck, quiz, rally, flout, twit, roast, taunt, or make game
of me ; this is ill-treatment, annoyance, molestation, abuse,
op[>re8sion, persecution, outrage, of a kind that I shall not
sUnd !

'

The man apparently wanted to fight, for he continued
meditatively :

' What a corpulent, stout, fat, plump,
chubby, chub-faced, lubberly, bulky, unwieldy—-'

This was more than flesh and blood could stand."

Exciting incidents followed, but finally the conversation,
" which could hardly be called a model of conciseness,

brevity, terseness, compression, condensation, or pithiness,

came to a close, termination, conclusion, finis, finale, finish,

determination, and end."

Bibliographical.
The example Mr. George Alexander has set in preparing
and publishing an illustrated history of the theatre over
which he presides is one which ought to be followed. Let
each actor-manager in London do the same—that is to
say, when he has anything to record, which is hardly the
case with, say, ^Ir. Tree (at Her Majesty's) and Mr.
Wyndham (at the theatre named after him). Truth to
tell, the old theatres in London are but few. The Lyric,
the Shaftesbury, the Comedy, the Prince of Wales's,

Daly's, Terry's, are comparatively mushrooms. But there

is a good deal to be told about Drury Lane, Covent
Garden, the Strand, the Olympic, and even about the

Vaudeville, the Opera Comique, the Globe, and the

Criterion, which, though by no means ancient, has made
its mark upon the drama of to-day. Drury Lane found an
historian in Edward Stirling, the playwright ; but his

work is scrappy at the best : moreover, it is much out of

date. The Chronicles of the Gaiety, as we all know, have
been written, down to quite recent times, by Mr. Hollings-

head. The late E. L. Blanchard told the story of many
of our theatres in successive issues of the Era "Almanack";
he did not, however, collect and reprint his work, and so

the only available accounts of London theatres generally,

in volume form, are Mr. Michael Williams's Sonie London
Theatres, Past and Present, published in 1883, and Mr.
Barton Baker's London Stage, brought out in 1889.

Are Anthony TroUope's novels bought nowadays? Eead,
no doubt, they may be at the public and circulating

libraries; but do people purchase his stories? To the best

of my knowledge, none of them have been reprinted in the

'nineties ; and in the 'eighties the reprints were confined,

apparently, to a baker's dozen out of all his imaginative

progeny. It may well be that the time has come for a
reissue of his fictions ; but, if I were the publisher, I

should make a careful selection for the purpose. The
" Barchester " series, we may take it, will live ; but how
about the many tales put forward by their author after

the Last Chronicle of that cathedral town? Like Mrs.
Oliphant, TroUope probably never wrote a wholly worth-

less story ; but for the merely mediocre there is no life

nowadays or hereafter. TroUope has lately enjoyed the

distinction of being praised both by Mr. Stephen Gwynn
and Mr. C. K. Shorter. 'One wonders, however, whether
these writers have not commended the fertile Anthony
somewhat as Calverley eulogised the organ-grinder :

But I've heard mankind abuse thee

;

And perhaps it's rather strange.

But I thought that I would choose thee

For encomium as a change.

So we are not to have a new Life of Leigh Hunt from
the pen of Mrs. Thornton Williams, or any one else.

Candidly, I do not think any such work is needed. We
have Hunt's autobiography, to begin with ; we have his

correspondence (edited by his son) ; and we have the

monograph, by Mr. Cosmo Monkhouse, in the " Great
Writers" series. It seems hardly worth while to write

another biography in order to prove that Hunt was not

the " original " of Harold Skimpole. At the same time, I

hold that the prevailing opinion of Hunt's work and
influence in literature is lower than his deserts, and im-

plies a limited acquaintance with his products. The
lairest estimate of him as a writer is contained, I think,

in Alexander Smith's Dreamthorpe.

It is to be feared that the theatrical newspapers, what-
ever their other merits, do not cultivate a very close

acquaintance with published literature. I notice that in

its current number the Era (the Bible and Prayer-Book of

"the profession") commits itself to the statement that
' '

' Aglavaine and Selysette ' is the name of the new one-

act play by Maurice Maeterlinck." Now, we know that

"Aglavaine and Selysette" is in five acts, not one, and
that an English translation of it was published two and a

half years ago. The Era, therefore, perpetrates two
inaccuracies in one short sentence.

More Meredithiana. A courteous correspondent, writing

from Liverpool, tells me that in 1898 he printed, "for
private circulation only, " a Calendar of Meredithian Philo-

sophy. This I have not seen, but my correspondent

promises that I shall have the opportunity of inspecting

a copy, and, in that case, I may describe it to my readers.

All these things go to show how sharp an impression

Mr. Meredith's " philosophy " has made upon his English-

speaking contemporaries. The Bookworm.
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Reviews.

The Art of Mr. Israel Zangwill.

Then that Walk in Barkness. By Israel Zangwill.

(Heinemann. Gs.)

Mk. Zangwili. is that rarity—a man who knows
the homeless race not merely by a few columnar

figures, standing grandiosely in the world's history, as

Disraeli knew them ; not by philosophical induction, as

George Eliot was more or less obliged to know them ;
but

by being a Jew, by living the Jew life, by loving the Jew
language, and (it cannot be impertinent to add) by loving

the Jew religion. You read that Mr. Zangwill was head

boy in the Jews' Free School in Spitalfields ; that he

remained at the school aa a teacher ; and that, in the

leisure afforded by liis laborious occupation, he studied to

such purpose that he graduated B.A. at London University

with triple honours before he was twenty-one. The
character of Herbert Strang, the gold medallist in The

Master, shows that Mr. Zangwill is the last person to claim

that the promise of brilliant success in letters was held

out by his academic successes. Indeed, he began— shall

we say, as a Jew ?—flashily. The Premier and the Painter,

written in collaboration with Mr. Louis Cowen, is just

what you would expect during that period of insincerity

when an abnormally clever writer is plotting to hit the

public taste. Yet it is a work to be viewed indulgently,

inasmuch as ic is delightfully droll. It is the history of

events which took place after an exchange of environments

effected by two jieople who were, physically, almost the

doubles of each other. One is the prime minister, the

other an artisan. The history is written from the point

of view of remote posterity. Characters such as Lord
Bardolph Mountchapel and Sir Stanley Southloigh give

the book the characteristics of a transparent roman a clef,

and the way is clearly pointed for a serious burlesque like

Mr. Max Beerbohm's 1880. The book would have gained

artistically if the footnotes—one of its most amusing
features—had been more numerous. Nothing could be

more ludicrously typical of a certain kind of sober history

than the footnote on Mr. George K. Sims :

K popular journaUst and dramatist of the peiiod—
afterwards member for s Metropolitan borough. Not to

be confounded with Sims Reeves, a famous bass, not a

baritone (as the author of S<jciul Lifi- in tlie Reign of
Viiloriii affirms), who seems to have been referred to

among his friends by his Christian name.

So far, and even in Tht Bachelors' Club and The Old

Maids' Club, we see Mr. Zangwill an entertainer of the

public, scarcely an artist. His sense of humour is an

as.set upon which he draws at random. He is at times as

fatuously foolish as the young clerk making himself agree-

able at a tea-party. Yet he can also write so witching a

line as " I lent him the shilling with which he cut me off."

An atmosphere of balderdashery surrounds the Club

books, and all apparently because Shakespeare punned!

It is not an atmosphere which a cultivated person can

breathe with patience, however close together may be the

intermittent flashes of real sprightliness. A peep into

Ariel confirms one's opinion of the inequality of Mr. Zang-

will's humour. Listen to this. It is the " new version
"

of the Lord of Burleigh :

He is thought a bold highwayman
By the village maiden's pa,

Who may hang as high as Haman
Though he boldly laughs Ha ! Ha

!

Is it not shocking—parody in the pit, so to speak ? But
1 the series entitled "Ariel's Press Cutting Agency"—

a

series of newspaper pages imitated both typographically

and as regards literature from various " esteemed contem-

poraries," were delicious essays in that difficult art. Arul
died February 5, 1892, and Mr. Zangwill proceeded to the

publication of a really great book. The Children of the

Ghetto is a veritable epic of London Jewry. It is over-

laden with effects of melodrama ; it insists on ( ntering

our sympathies by a sort of pugilism. But how it glows

and tingles with life ! how copious is its information

!

Note, too, how the story depends on the local colour.

His sophisticated and voluble Jews of the West are but

stuffed men, however, compared with his Malkas and

Moses Ansells. Pinchas, the Hebrew poet who replied

" it shall be all besom " when the actor-manager reminded

him that a broom should figure prominently in his play,

is a marvellous portrait. Any of the figures in the Club

books must needs shrivel up if set beside him, for he is,

like one of Leighton's models, drawn from the very bones

—

a genius, a wind-bag, a colossal egoist, a child. Reb
Shemuel, devout and recklessly generous, is a portrait

which ailmost convinces one of the reasonableness of

Judaism in spite of the reaction of his belief upon the fate

of his daughter. A perusal of The Children of the Glietto and

the other Ghetto books strikingly illustrates the rooted

Judaism of their author. Even now we can hear Hannah
slam the door in her lover's face, and listen to his mockery
of the law which prohibits a Cohen from marrying a

woman who has got Gett. Yet Gentiles though we are,

and deeply sensible of the tragedy of this love, we feel as

the Celts felt when one of their number was called by the

Ninth Wave, that David Brandon Imd to go forth alone

and see his Hannah no more. Hannah was right in obey-

ing the Eabbis, though all the Eabbis were wrong. It is

the tragedy of the agnostical martyr. Once a Jew always

a Jew would indeed seem to be one of Mr. Zangwill's con-

victions. One recalls four death-bed scenes at least where

erring Jews yield up their ghosts to the slow music of

orthodoxy. No one knows better than Mr. Zangwill that

the religious sense is indestructible, and that there is no

such thing as "emancipation" from it. For the rest he

would seem to be in sympathy with the poet who ex-

claimed :

ChUdren of men ! the unseen Power, whose eye

For ever doth aocompauy mankind,
Hath look'd on no religion scornfully

That man did ever find.

The remarkable little story in his last book about the

Jewish mother who took her blind boy to Eome to be

healed by the Pope, and a chapter (VII. of Book II.) in

The Master, may be cited in this connexion.

In Tlie Master Mr. Zangwill turned his back on the

Ghetto. It is the story of an artist's struggle to succeed,

and of the moral conflict which ensued on his success.

From working in a saw-mill Matthew Strang proceeds,

rid house-painting and bird-stuffing, to exhibiting in the

Royal Academy. It is a very hard climb, and described

with so much circumstantiality that the reader shares the

fatigue of it. Marriage makes Matthew a hostage to

fortune—marriage without love. Not even Douglas Jerrold

has depicted with more relentless realism the special terror

wielded by the feminine nagger than Mr. Zangwill in

Rosina. She has intoxicated Matthew once as women
do ; anon she fades ; she has no secrets, no resources of

intellect. And Matthew falls in love again. It is his

author's decision that he shall not leave Rosina ; it is the

one note of Judaism in the book : as a man has soivn, so

shall he reap—a noble note when a man sounds it to him-

self. So Matthew gives up his sensual dream, and paints

as he had never painted before. The book contains

several vivid portraits of artists, and a great deal of clever

studio talk. Yet one would not exchange Colthurst for

Matthew or Culpepper or any other of Mr. Zangwill's

artists, for about Lucas Malet's stutterer is a charm of

more intimate humanity. Matthew, the self - taught,

listening intelligently to -a German song while he is

swimming, is a little too Crichtonian. To return from

particularisation, he is a little too vague as a man, however

important he may be as a " master." The Nova Scotian
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local colour of the first part of the story is admirably

vivid. Here, at least, is a man who paints.

In They that Walk in Barhust, nis latest book, Mr.

Zangwill returns to the Ghetto, the Ghettos of the

world. It has been said that he is repeating himself.

This is scarcely true; but it is true that his Jewish

love of sublime effects is a little undisciplined. He
invites us to trace the decay of his imagination by com-

paring "Satan Mekatrig " with "Bethulah." There is

no detai/, and " Bethulah " is more delicate work than
" Satan Mekatrig," which is a decade younger. Satan

disports in "an unspeakable eeriness, an unnameable
unholiness" ; and it is easy to believe, as one listens to one

claptrap effect after another, that the story is in very truth

the productof youth. Butis "Bethulah "quite good enough?
A blaspheming Jew, spending his nights with Satan, and
rescued by his wife's prayers, is an ambitious theme ; a
virgin waiting at the grave's gate to give birth to the

Messiah is a theme either to be treated with such irony as

only an agnostic of genius can command or with such pity

as only a poet of genius can express. Mr. Zangwill is not

agnostical enough, he is not daring enough, he is not

poetical enough for his theme. Grant that the story has
imagination, you must admit its inconclusiveness, its arti-

ficiality. But l^he Keeper of Conscience is worthy of the

hand that drew Eosina and Malka The coarse and
vulgar natures whom Salvina, the board-school teacher,

tries to keep in seemliness are felt by the pained reader to

be fundamentally stronger than she ; it is their very

identity which they vindicate in their shameless triumph
over their mentor.
To sum up, Mr. ZangwiU is the unrivalled exponent of

the modern Jew. Jews who read him admit it : there are

other Jews who cannot bear with him, but who do not

deny his accuracy. He has the gift of minutioo. He has

tapped the wealth of higgling, sordid lives. He has a
tenderness rare in philosophers. He knows the pathos of

toil and of atrophy in the midst of strenuousness. His
women are drawn with the hand of native chivalry. Such
women as Hannah and Debby and Ruth cannot die,

though it be a mortal hand that shaped them. The genius
of patience is his, for to tell what you know is so hard a
thing. Even he had first to write his topsy-turvy romance
and Club books. But at last, instead of at first, he writes

like an artist of what he knows—the thing he knows being
a special world full of symbols and shibboleths, at which
the public pricks up its ears. And this world is at home.
To travel widely is to see things with splendid perfunctori-

ness ; to talk to everybody is to litter one's language with
argot. Hence—with genius—Mr. Kipling. Mr. Zangwill,
tireless In pursuit of his race all over the world, is still at

home, for they are homeless, and his argot is of stately

origin. Hence—with genius—another great man, and a
far more intellectual one. But it is just that intellectuality

which makes him less great than he might be. The man
of ideas has not quite learned how to become the artist in

expression, partly because he has the lecturer's abnormal
fluency. His metrical gift, however, evinced in the fine

sonnet on the two greatest Jews of all time, which serves

as a prelude to Dreamers of the Ghetto, and the remarkable
achievement in choral prose at the end of that work (" Chad
Gadya "), suggests that he may yet realise his own perfect
definition of Art—" a revelation of beautiful truth through
the individual vision."

The Making of a Book.

Ceesar't Conquest of Oaul. By T. Eice Holmes. (Mac-
millan. ICs.)

In a singularly interesting preface to this monumental
book, Mr. Holmes tells how he came to make it. He set

out with the simple and kindly object of writing an English
narrative of the Gallic wars which should induce school-
boys to believe that there is really good reading in the
Commentaries. He looked forward to an easy task,
a recreation after serious historical toil. He was un-
deceived. He had not reckoned, as he thinks, with the
character of his material; in reality, with his own tempera-
ment. Unfortunately for himself, but fortunately for
historical science, Mr. Holmes has the instinct for doing
things thoroughly. He began to fill in Csosar's gaps, and
then all was up with trifling.

In the first place, the very narrative of the Commentaries
raises more questions than it solves. Whatever Cajsar's
object in writing them was, it certainly was not to explain
everything to an inquisitive modern.

He has left many questions obscure— questions of
geography, of ethnology, of sociology, of religion, of
politios, and of mUitary science. To throw light upon
these questions, and to explain the difficulties in his
language, has engaged the labour of a host of scholars

—

geographers, antiquaries, anthrojiologists, ethnologists,
archajologists, military specialists, philologists, learned
editors; and the works which they have produced, the
greater part of which are scattered in the learned
periodicals of foreign countries, would till a large library.
If the bulk of these works are mainly controversial or
exegetical, if they are largely devoted to the discussion and
elucidation of ancient texts, yet on this point or on that
many of them are virtually original authorities. They
contain scraps of genuine iaformation, which enable one to
till up gaps in the memoirs of the conqueror. Excavators
have discovered disputed sites. Coins, inscriptions, rusty
weapons, and even skulls have added items to our store of
knowledge. Soldier-scholars, trained to observe the
geographical features of a country, have travelled, Com-
mentaries in hand, through the length and breadth of
France, and Belgium, and Alsace, and Switzerland; and,
if prejudiced zeal or local patriotism have often misled them,
their united efforts have not been iu vain.

Furthermore, Mr. Holmes was bound to be curious on
certain points which lay outside his main theme, but were
at least implied by it. Who were the Gauls ? What were
their ethnological relations to their German, their Iberian
neighbours? To what level of political, of religious
culture had they advanced before the Conquest ?

Once launched on these lines, Mr. Holmes " read on year
after year." His bibliographical note gives some idea of
the formidable mass of printed matter through which he
has waded. In the result, the "English narrative," as
may be guessed, shows but small beside the vast mass of
illustrative, controversial, and critical matter with which it

is accompanied. This amounts to a complete survey, not
only of the history of the conquest in its minutest detail,

but also of every possible aspect of the pre-history of un-
conquered Gaul. The narrative occupies an hundred and
fifty out of eight hundred and fifty pages. It is followed
by a long essay on the nature and object of the Com-
mentaries, and of Ctosar's credibility as an historian.

This Mr. Holmes defends vivaciously against numerous
attacks. Then come elaborate and profoundly learned
sections on the races of Gaul, on the geographical names
in the Commentaries, on the sociology of Gaul, on the
military structure of Crosar's army, and, finally, a series of
discussions on one moot point after another, to the number
of about a hundred, which the historian's own account of
his campaigns affords. Finally he tops up, at the end of
the preface, with a note on " The Busts of Cassar," and
another in which he pulverises an unfortunate recent
edition of the Commentaries for some hasty theories with
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regard to Colonel Stoffel's military excavations on the sites

of Avaricum, Gergovia, and Alesia.

Of the total outcome of Mr. Holmes's labours we do not

attempt to offer a critical opinion : that is work for a
Mommsen. To the pains with which he has summed up a
vast mass of erudition—gathered together, most of it, from
innumerable and often profitless monographs, programmes,
and periodicals ; to the judicial temper in which he has
sifted his material, and to the lucid manner in which he
has set forth the outcome, we can at least bear witness.

It is a book with which every future scholar, English or

Continental, who touches the subject must reckon. Let
us conclude by quoting, as a specimen of Mr. Holmes's
manner, a passage from the close of his long inquiry into

the alleged mala fides with which the Commentaries were
written :

No history is absolutely true ; and Cicsar assuredly made
mistakes. He is often laconic to a fault : he often writes

with a looseness of expression which was natural in a busy
man who did not writ« for cavillers, who made large

demands upon the intelligence of his readers, and who,
moreover, had not the fear of modern critics before his

mind : he was sometimes either uncritical or careless in re-

producing the statements of his lieutenants ; writing as a
politician, not as a historian, he may have thought it dis-

creet to withhold valuable and interesting information : he
doubtless exaggerated, consciously or unconsciously, the
niunbers of his enemies, and the looses which he or his

lieutenants had inflicted upon them : he may have glossed
over a mistake or two ; he may have concocted a partial

narrative of the one defeat which he himself sustained
;

and I am willing to believe that his memoirs leave upon
the mind an impression of his prowess, if not of his char-
acter, more favourable than would have been produced by
the narrative of an impartial and well-informed historian,

I am willing to believe that, if he had had a solid

political object to gain, he would have had recourse, as we
are told that Bismarck had recourse, to brazen mendacity.
Mendacity is a weapon which, in this wicked world, no
statesman can afford to do without. I do not claim for

Cifsar that he had the passion for truth that inspires Mr.
Eawson Gardiner. Even Mr. Baring Gould would hardly
maintain that if Cicsar could have armed himself for his

duel with Pompey by garbling the history of the Gallic

war he would have resisted the temptation. Only the
temptation was not there. On the whole, Cfosar could
afford to tell the truth. He did full justice to his lieu-

tenants : he wrote generously of his enemies ; and I see no
reason for believing that he was ashamed of anything he
had done.

The Child and the Colony.

Child Life in Colonial Dayt. By Alice Morse Earle.

(Macmillan. 8s. 6d. net.)

This is a companion and supplemental volume to Miss
Earle' s delightful book, Rome Life in Colonial Days. It is

written and illustrated on the same plan as that work, and
resembles it in the wealth of its rare collected informa-
tion, its museum-like surprises. Miss Earle rightly points
out that she gives us the fruits of many years of search,

and of what Emerson calls " the catlike love of garrets,

presses, and comchambers, and of the conveniences of long
housekeeping." Miss Earle has her hobby, and her books
could be written by no one else.

The children of the Pilgrim Fathers ! How little one
haa thought of them—those wide-eyed, twice dependent,
children who crossed the Atlantic with their stem parents.

It is delightful to learn from an old chronicler that they
landed on a June day, " with a smell on the shore like the
smell of a garden." Kark and deathful days were to

follow. The conditions of life proved too rough at first

for the younglings ; the winters nipped them at their

birth. The child that was bom in winter had need to be
bom, not made, a Spartan. Within a few days of his

coming he was baptized in the meeting-house with water
obtained by breaking the ice in the christening bowl. It

seems incredible, but it was so. Judge Sewall, the grand
old judge of Whittier's " Snowbound," diarised as foUows
under January 22, 1694 :

A very extraordinary Storm by reason of the falling and
driving of Snow. Few women could gat to Meeting. A
Child named Alexander was baptized in the afternoon.

Alexander the Great could hardly have stood that. In old
family Bibles Miss Earle has found the saddest records of

child mortality, yet it is a question whether the children
perished most of privation or of the nostrums with which
they were dosed. In 1647 a shocked observer wrote "a
Most Desperate Booke against taking of Phissick "

; it

was ordered to be burned.
But if children died in heartrending numbers they were

born in numbers that ensured the continuance of the race.

Families of twelve to well-nigh thirty children were
common. Sir William Phips was one of twenty-six
children. Green, the printer of Boston, was the father of

thirty. Franklin had sixteen brothers and sisters. The
Eev. Cotton Mather had fifteen children. Mme. Austin,
of Narrangansett, had sixteen children, all of whom lived

to seventy years or more. And so on, and so on. The
children received names packed with religious significance.
'

' Mr. Buck celebrated the Pelegging, or dividing of Vir-
ginia into legislative districts, by naming his third child

Peleg." A widow of a barber-surgeon who had died in

the snow in his endeavour to reach a distant patient,

named her child—very beautifully and sadly—Fathergone.
In the Eoper family Seeth was a common name. It was
plucked by a pious Eoper from the text, "The Lord
seeth not as man seeth." " My child shall be named
Seeth," was his exclamation, as he closed the famQy
Bible. An entry in Judge Sewall's diary: "I named
my little Daughter Sarah. Mr. Torrey said, ' Call her
Sarah and make a Madam of her.' I was struggling

between Mehetable or Sarah." How long the struggle

might have lasted we know not, but the usual searching
appeal was made to the Bible, and the good judge adds :

" When I saw Sarah's standing in the Scripture, viz. :

Peter, Galatians, Hebrews, Eomans, I resolv'd on that

suddenly." The children of Eoger Clap were named
Experience, WaitstUl, Preserved, Hopestill, Wait, Thanks,
Desire, Unite, and Supply ; and Eichard Gridley named
his three successive infants Eetum, Believe, and
Tremble.
The children were sent regularly to the cold school-

houses, and the parents supplied logs as part of the school

pay and as the only assurance of their children's warmth
when at lessons. The child of a parent who failed to send
his tale of firewood was banished to the coldest part of

the schoolroom. Paper was scarce, and the children did

their sums on birch bark, which they took from the

fragrant woods. The importance of the birch tree in the

colonial educational system cannot, therefore, be easily

exaggerated. Birch trees were wofully plentiful, and
" Massachussett's schools resounded with strokes of the

rod." Queer, cruel chastisements were in vogue. The
" flapper " was a piece of leather, six inches broad, with a
hole in the middle, and fastened to a stick. " Every
stroke on the bare flesh raised a blister the size of the hole

in the leather." A brutal Boston schoolmaster bastinadoed
his boys. A boy would be sent out to cut a branch from a

tree ; the cut end was then split, and his nose placed in it,

making him suffer and look ridiculous. Miss Betty Higgin-
son, who ran a school in Salem, used to make a child hold

a heavy dictionary by a single leaf, and woe to the child

who allowed the leaf to tear. It is only fair to record

Miss Betty's generous reward of real merit : she would,

on occasion, divide a single strawberry into six portions

and divide these among the good scholars ; to the very

best boy or girl she gave a "bussee"—that is to say, a kiss.
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Girls fared badly at school, and when more enlightened

days came a farmer expressed the older feeling in these

words : " In winter it's too far for girls to walk ;
in summer

they ought to stay at home to help in the kitchen." The

back-board, not tiie black-board, was the chief instrument

of girls' training. Stays and coats were stiffened with ribs

of wood and metal, and the race of womei> became erect

and Hat-chested, as their portraits show.

Tiie story of Puritan life is always the story of a growing

gaiety. In 1684 Increase Mather could preach against

" Gynecandrical Dancing, or that which is commonly
called Mixt or I'romiscuous Dancing of Men and Women,
be they elder or younger Persons together." But such

preaching became more and more futile. Dancing, how-

ever, was taken seriously. A maiden who forgot her turn

in a country dance at the Philadelphia Assembly was thus

reproved by the M.C. :
" Give over. Miss. Take care

what you are about. Do you think you come here for

your pleasure ? " Sermons against dancing ceased, and
" Ordination-balls " became an institution in the Church.

But in Miss Earle's pages we never stray far from the

wholesome restraints of the old order ; wo peep shyly at

the world, and are kept from the flesh and the devil.

Urquhart of Cromattie.

Sir Thomas Urquhart of Cromartie. By John Willcock.

(Oliphant, Anderson & Ferrier. 68.)

Recent times have shown the oddest sort of revival of the

fame of Sir Thomas Urquhart, the translator of Eabelais,

as all men know him, the most fantastic creature of

medicvval romance and mediajval imaginativeness, as a

few are now beginning to recall. In truth Urquhart may
almost be said to have been the last of the medirovalists.

The age to which he was born was emphatically the

beginning, the throwing open of the gates, as it were, of

modernity. Cromwell and the Restoration do not sound
particularly mediajval. Yet here was one of that age who
practically, despite an extraordinary literary capacity, sub-

scribed nothing original of any sort or kind to the advance

of any modem thought, or to anything which should be

in the least to the advantage of posterity. Milton was
writing Paradise Lost, Shakespeare was dead, Bacon had
published Be Augmenlis and the Novum Organum

;
yet here

was a man belonging to an age subsequent to that of these

men, himself at one time a prisoner in the hands of the

Lord Protector, a man of amazing keenness and subtlety

of intellect, learned, accomplished, and living every ounce

of his life, standing with his back turned most deliberately

upon the times with which he was contemporary, and
intent upon nothing but the curious love and intimate

researches of an age that was as dead as Sisera. It is for

that reason that we are persuaded that, had he never

translated Rabelais, his name would never have emerged
from the roll-call of his own generation. Everything he
did, all his dreams and desires, came to the world a
century and a half old. They were stillborn ; and all the

fantastic powers of his vivid and vital brain would not

save hi» theories from their necessary fate.

Yet the man himself must always have extraordinary

fascinations for tlie student. An imagination at all times
bordering upon absolute intoxication, an acquisitive power
over words to which Shakespeare's vocabulary can alone be
compared, a belief in himself of the sublimest and most
complacent kind, an aspiring and scheming brain which
reeled off panacea after panacea for nothing less than the

whole universe—he would not have been content with

a bauble less splendid—a dreamer, a poet, a soldier, a
mathematician, a traveller, a wit, a scholar, a theorist,

a philanthropist (in speculation), a philosopher, a lover of

fine dress, and a man of most elegant and charming
presence—what picture could be more engrossing or mor«

provocative ? Thanks to his translation of Rabelais we
have the desire and the wish to make the acquaintance of

so volatile and exquisite a spirit ; for, as we have said,

save for that amazing work, it would likely have gone
hard with Urquhart's lasting fame. Yet, again, if we
perpend, his Rabelais was still part of his innate—we say

innate, because there is no sign in his life that he con-

sciously fought for an ideal—medievalism. For Rabelais

points both ways—backward to the abuses of history,

forward to the remedy of those abuses. And it is only

reasonable to suppose that Urcjuhart was rather attracted

to the backward pointing of his great hero than to the

voice of the prophet.

Mr. John Willcock, in his endeavour to portray the-

character and undertaking of Sir Thomas Urquhart, has

made rather than written a book. He has gone to the

works of the Knight of Cromartie for his material, and he
is not sparing of quotation. But we cannot conscientiously

say that he has done his work well. It is good that a
book of this kind should have been written, but it might
have been so much better done. A great deal of the

comment is merely fatuous. Let us speak by the card.

It appears that in the sixteenth century vacations were

suppressed at the Aberdeen University. Mr. Willcock

actually adds a footnote to say that an "eminent York-

shire educationist " introduced " the same rule into the

establishment under his charge." Mr. Willcock refers to

Mr. Squeers! "One of the ways," says he, "in which

the elder Sir Thomas succeeded in impoverishing himself

and his family was in becoming bail for people who
absconded." This he " infers," because there is record

that it happened once. Mr. Willcock describes Portia as
'• the fair critic "

; and a little later on, again in a foot-

note, in all seriousness he trots out Mr. Micawber and Uriah

Heep as illustrations of outright historical facts. These

are all eclipsed, however, by the remarkable statement:
" It is probable that he died much sooner, a victim in all

likelihood to fiery restlessness of spirit. This conjecture is,

however, improbable." How can a man bring himself to

think so loosely ? When Mr. Willcock is playful he can

gambol like any icthyosaurus. " One of them [the Muses],"

he writes, describing a picture, " seems inclined to give

Sir Thomas a sprinkling ; but refrains either because it

was imnecessary or for fear of spoiling his nice new
clothes." Mr. Willcock's reference to Browning's enjoy-

ment of " a jolly chapter of Rabelais " " over a bottle of

Chablis" is: "Some have turned over Rabelais and

searched for the jolly chapter in vain, and have, perhaps,

attributed their failure to the want of a bottle of Chablis."

Comment is superfluous. Finally, a little specimen of Mr.

Willcock's grammar :
" Francois Rabelais was born in

Touraine, according to the date usually given, and which

there is reason," &c. In a word, Mr. Willcock has not, as

a matter of fact, produced a worthy book on Urquhart.

His writing is loose, his criticism is a trifle vague, and his

humour is deplorable. We should have looked to the

chapter on the translation of Rabelais as the most inter-

esting in such a work ; but we grieve to say that it is

extremely thin, containing no novelty either in style, in

thought, or in criticism. (In spite of a grammarian's

protest, the present writer thinks that " either " and " or
"

may be applied to any number of qualities, for the simple

reason that you may have any number of alternatives, or

because there are more than two colours!) Page after

page of this chapter, which is by no means a long one,

consists simply of quotation from the translation—no

less, that is, than twelve pages out of twenty-six. The
remainder is to quite an appreciable extent gathered from

other writers—Mr. Tytler, Sir Theodore Martin, and

others; while Mr. Willcock's own contributions to the

subject seem to us of quite insignificant value. In a word,

the true Life of Urquhart, which shall be a brilliant

summary of the man and his writings, has yet to be

written.
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Fluent and Unselective.

Hue. By Laurence Housman. (The Unicorn Press.)

To go about with a perpetual pencil, so to speak, ready to

jot down perpetual little poems upon the smallest thought

or impulse, is a perilous way of writing, and to commit

them wholesale to print is a perilous way of publishing.

We do not say that Hue was written in this waj' ; but it

contains far too much evidence of fluent and unselective

composition. A poet should look askance at some of the

moods which present themselves for verse, or at least he

should be exacting as to the results. The remark as to

the "perpetual pencil" was rather called forth by the

appalling facility of versifiers in general at the present

day than applied literally to Mr. Housman's book. We
are, and have been, consistent admirers of Mr. Housman's
poetry. In his first volume of religious poems, especially,

we found a distinguished (quality of compact and novel

thought, taking one by surprise in its union with a quick

and original fancy. But it is impossible not to express

the fear that Mr. Housman is writing too much, or rather

too fast. His books of late have followed on each other's

heels ; and Hue, in particular, comes when we had scarcely

risen from the review of The Little Land. Quick publica-

tion, we are aware, may be deceptive. It may result from

the accumulated store of years, not from hurried pro-

duction. But the internal evidence of Mr. Laurence

Housman's books tends to confirm oiir misgiving. The

Little Land was distinctly more loose, less full of matter,

than his previous volume, and this, we are sorry to say, is

weaker than The LittU Land. The Little Land, moreover,

was leavened by some fine work, and one quite notable

bit of work in the shape of the strikingly-lovely " Cupid

and Christ." Here we have found no such radiant star.

It is by way, apparently, of being a sequence ; but the

connecting thread is in the poet's mind ; it is not made
out—nor does it seem Mr. Housman's intention it should

be made out—to the reader. That would matter little

were the poems individually of interest. Our complaint is

not that Mr. Housman has become cheap, or careless, or

essays the modes of easy popularity; it is that he has

become diluted. Of the poems which compose Rue we
must needs say that they are thin. And that is exactly

what we should expect from too much writing.

There is the old air about the poems, the point and
neatness of expression

;
poem after poem wakens expecta-

tions of matter to come ; but it fails, and we finish with

a sense of disappointment. The thought, the idea, is

not quite distinguishe<l enough. A little more, you often

feel, would have done it

;

But the little more, and how muub it is \

Aud the little less, and what worlds away !

as Browning sang. We want that little more of Mr.
Housman, and with a little less production he might surely

give it us, as he has done before.

Another point in some of these poems is their difficulty.

Mr. Housman has always been fond of curiously-knitted

expression (in the higher sense of the word "curious"),

and partly, perhaps, it is this carried to some interior

extreme which accounts for the deficiency. Still more, we
think, it is a complete failure to realise how little he has

done to put his reader at tlie same mental standpoint with

himself—the same initial standpoint. Of course, a poet

may play the trick of stimulating his reader by keeping
him in the dark up to the final stanza, and then bursting

the meaning on him like an apex-bud. Mr. Housman
does it at least once ; but it is perilous, and cannot, more-
over, account for all the difficulty we experience. There is

a poem on page 17 which we have read several times ; and
the apparent insanity of each individual stanza can only be

surpassed by the apparent insanity of the whole. The
central conception remains in Mr. Housman's mind, and
finds no way into the poem, which is like programme-music

without the programme. What is meant by such an
image as

—

Bay drew forth its mandrake-root ^

In Mr. Housman's better vein is such a poem as " An
Empty Hermitage," with its fine idea regarding the prayer-

hollowed stone

:

Who knows in what dark anguish ailed

Yon soul of flesh and bone 'i

The prayer, because the spirit failed,

Hath carved itself in stone.

Would all were like that ! But though Rue shows that

Mr. Laurence Housman remains a poet, it is not the best

we expect from him—and still expect.

" Practical John."

According to My Lights.

& Windus. 6s.)

By John HoUingshead. (Chatto

Many of the papers in this book are very short, very thin,

and have lost the interest they had upon their first appear-

ance in newspaper or magazine. But they make pleasant

reading, because of the genial personality behind them,
the personality of a man who has known both success and
failure, and has taken both with a delightfully cynical

optimism. To most of us Mr. HoUingshead is known
mainly as the manager of the Gaiety Theatre, the guardian
of the "sacred lamp," the caterer of popular amusements.
" Caterer " is the word he would use ; for he has no illu-

sions as to elevating the masses ; he only wants to let

them enjoy themselves in their own manner and pay in

their own way. But he has played many parts in his

time. Not only has he managed the Gaiety and rented a

Rowton cubicle ; he has been the friend of Thackeray
and Dickens, and the two most interesting papers in his

book are concerned with the famous editors for whom he
wrote. Thackeray, it seems, had no head for business

;

but he had very long legs. Mr. HoUingshead remembers
him on the box-seat of an omnibus. " I have often seen

him going through Eegent-street, in the middle of the day,

with one of his long legs hanging down far below the foot-

board." For the Cornhill Thackeray tried " (hard for

him) to get a new set of writers together." But at the

inaugural dinner "it was Tom, Dick, and Harry shaking
hands with Bill, Sam, and Bob, and our chief standing

before the fire smiling, with his hands under his coat-tails."

"It's no use," he said, "trying to get new men; there's

only a certain number of cabs upon the stand." Of
Thackeray's manner of work Mr. HoUingshead has some
curious observations. He had a secretary in Onslow-
square, " a feeble secretary, but a good companion," who
had acted in the same capacity to Carlyle. But Thackeray
seems to have fled from his secretary

:

He wrote a very small, neat hand, and used slips of.

uote-pai)er. These he would often gather up and put in

his coat pocket, leaving his secretary at work, and stroll

down to the Atheniuum Club. Here, if he could get a
comfortable table and was not waylaid by any gossip, to

whom he was always ready to give an attentive ear, he
would pull out his slips aud carry his story a few steps

further. In an hour or two he would again collect the
scattered papers and go on to the Garrick Club, where, if

not interrupted, he would resume his writing. This habit
of composing in public frightened many of the old club
fogies, who thought they were being caricatured for pos
terity, aud no doubt helped to get him blackballed at the
Travellers'.

Dickens, for whom Mr. HoUingshead acted as Champion
Outdoor Young Man on Household Words, '

' was as great

a contrast to Thackeray in appearance as he was in his

writings. Dickens was a short, upright man of spare

figure, who held his head very erect, and hud an ener-
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getic, industrious, not to say bustling appearance." He
was supposed to do all his literary work between ten in

the morning and two o'clock :

But when he was struggliog wilh a new and perhajw

difficult story, this hard and fast rule was relaxed. At
two o'clock he would start ou those mouotonous twenty-

mile walks, undrrtaken with a mistaken idea that intellectual

wurk rt-iiuirod to be balanced with a plentiful amount of

physical exercise. His walks were always walks of

observatiou, through parts of London that he wanted to

study. . . . He was a master in Loudon ; abroad be was

only a workman.

Mr. HoUingshead thinks this physical exercise helped

to kill Dickens before his time :

He knew and felt that be had earned his tombstone in

Westminster Abbey. That he retired to this resting-place

30 soon as he did I fully believe w«s mainly due to his

mechanical walks, and the exhaustion and excitement

caused by his " dramatic readings." A day or two before

he died, I am told on good authority, he was found in the

groimds of Gadshill, acting the murder scene between
Bikes and Nancy.

There are other curious reminiscences in Mr. HoUings-

head's book ; but the two opening articles on Dickens

and Thackeray are by far the most interesting.

Other New Books.

Sidelights on South Africa. By Eoy Devkheux.

In this little book Mrs. Devereux gives a most readable

series of impressions of all the chief centres of interest in

South Africa. Cape Town, Kimberlej', Mafeking, Pretoria,

Johannesburg, Pietermaritzburg, not forgetting Zanzibar,

Portuguese and German East Africa, are all sketched, and
very ably sketched too. But one regrets that a writer who
has so fine a fancy and so good a gift of hitting off both

scenes and men should fill so much of her book with

statistics and dry arguments easily found in the works of

reference. This little pen-picture of Oom Paul shows her

persjiicacity and her fairness at once :

The spectacle of an ignorant peasant imposing a vexa-

tious rule over an educated multitude strikes one as a
relic of barbarism, the subsistence of which is, after all, the

greatest testimony to President Kruger's ability. His is

the strength to sit still—that invulnerable strength which
only comes from the lack of learning and of imagination.

. . . The younger generation of Boers who disagree with

his policy either fear to oppose it or are powerless to do
so. The Executive tolerate his despotic will because of

what he has done for the land, believiog that the end of

his activity is not very far off.

And here is a pretty sketch of the view of Table Mountain
from the stoep of Groote Schurr, Mr. Cecil Ehodes's South
African home

:

In the foreground is a series of terraces that mount the
grassy hill, radiant with red salvia, and golden with
orange trees. Two giant cedars, standing like sentinels

ou the summit, throw a trellis of frail black branches
across the backgrouud of the mountain. It rears its

height in dreamy opalescence against the sky, which is

always here the bluest of things blue.

These are samples of Mrs. Devereux's style. Anyone
who can detach his mind from war details for a moment
will have a very clear and up-to-date idea of the land we
are battling for after reading these picturesque sidelights

on South Africa. (Sampson Low & Co.)

Finland and tue Tzaes, 1809-189<). By J. R. Fishee.

That a barrister-at-law wrote Finland and the Tzars is

evident on every page of this most judicial contribution to

En^iah literature dealing with Finland. " Of late years,"

says Mr. Fisher, " one or two ladies have written bright
and readable sketches of travel in Finland, but these
writers could naturally devote but little space to the
political and historical questions that have now come to

the front." To these questions Mr. Fisher g^ves full and
exhaustive treatment in a work which is certainly not
primarily bright and readable, though once and again the
wisdom in it brightens into wit, as when, in dealing with
the notorious " Tartars " episode of the spring of last year,

there is made this comment: "It was a reversal of the

Napoleonic mot : they scratched the Tartar and they found
the Eussian." It is in connexion with that episode, duly
set forth in all its grotesque liideousness, that Mr. Fisher
so far throws off the stern restraint which he has imposed
upon himself as advocate for Finland as to use the expres-

sion " blackguardly tactics." Having used that expression,

however, he characteristically adds that no one would wish
to hold " respectable Eussian publicists or officials, still

less the Emperor himself," responsible for the tactics thus
described. Yet to some of us the saddest aspect of the

Finnish question is that really quite respectable Eussian
publicists and officials, and with them another ijuite

respectable person, would seem to have succumbed to a
form of delusional insanity which makes them, how wise
and fair soever in other directions, quite unable to distin-

guish here between fair and foul. If Mr. Fisher refrains

from comment on that staring fact with a view to conciliating

those potent persons, and thus helping towards a con-

summation devoutly to be wished for, well and good.

Well and good, too, if he hopes to win credence when he
writes that while there are comprehensibly points concern-

ing which disputes "might honestly arise " between Eussia
and Finland, " it is beyond all possibility of argument that

the question of conscription is not one of them." The fact

is, that only after reading and weighing the admirable
arguments put forward by Mr. Fisher in dealing with this

matter will it cease to be with many—as it has hereto-

fore been with the present writer—a rooted belief that

the Panslavists here stood on very strong gpround. In
sum, while Mr. Fisher is perhaps at his best, as he is

certainly at his bravest, in dealing with the army question

between Eussia and Finland, his book throughout is good
and profitable reading. (Arnold.)

The Eaces of Man. By J. Deniker.

Dr. Deniker's contribution to the '
' Contemporary Science "

series falls into two parts. To adopt a current but not

very valuable distinction of terms, the first half is anthro-

pology, and the second half ethnology. That is to say,

the first half is an account of the distinctive characters of

man as a species of the animal world, in which stress is

laid at once on such characters as relate him to and
differentiate him from other mammalian species, and on
those which, by the greater or less amount of variability

which they present, afford a basis for the further sub-

division of the species into varieties or races. These
variable characters range, of course, from such physical

ones as head-form, hair-colour, and eye-colour, to such
psychical ones as social organisation and methods of war
and commerce—a wide field, which Dr. Deniker surveys

in a most learned, orderly, and suggestive fashion. The
second half deals with the distribution and relationships

of existing races, and with the assumed pure human
varieties, or, as the writer prefers to call thorn, " somato-

logical units," which went to form these. It, therefore,

covers much the same groimd as Mr. Keane's Man, Pint

and Present, reviewed a few months ago in these columns.

Dr. Deniker, however, although evidently acquainted with

the work of Mr. Keane and of the great Italian ethnolo-

gist with whom Mr. Keane has so much in common.
Prof. Sergi, gives in many respects a very different treat-

ment of the vexed question of the origin of the European
peoples. Instead of the threefold classification of Momo
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Europms, Alpinus, and Mediterraneus , which they posit, he
suggests a more elaborate one implying six principal and
four secondary races. Between them the two books give

a very fair idea of the present position of science with
regard to this difficult problem. A forthcoming work by
Prof. Eipley will perhaps take the matter further.

(Scott.)

Spanish Litebature in the
England of the Tudors.

By John Garkett
Underhill.

This is a thesis for a Columbian degree : it belongs,

therefore, to a class of work very familiar in Germany,
but almost unknown in our own country. Somewhat
painfully and tediously written, it contains the results of

genuine research, and should provide useful material for

future historians of sixteenth-century literature. Mr.
Underhill traces the history of Spanish influence upon
English writers from the time of the Humanists to the

close of Elizabeth's reign with the greatest minuteness,

but he makes no attempt to magnify his office unduly.

Indeed, he does not conceal his opinion that the extent of

this influence as compared with that either of France or

Italy was very slight. Three or four names sum up the

most of it : there was Ludovicus, or Luis Vivos, the

Humanist, who began to lecture at Eichard Foxe's fine

new college of Corpus Christi, Oxford, early in the

century ; there was Antonio de Guevara, to the English

translators of whose terribly " faked " historical writings

we owe the beginnings of Euphuism ; there was Monte-
mayor, whose pastoral romance of " Diana " afforded a
model for Sidney's "Arcadia," and provided Shakespeare
with hints for plots; finally, there were the innumerable
pamphleteers of adventure, whose artless chronicles formed
the basis of Hakluyt's immortal " Voyages." To all of

these Mr. Underhill does full justice, and earns the

gratitude of the student with a bibliographical appendix
which must have been truly laborious in the compiling.

(Macmillan.)

The "Hampstead Annual."
Edited by G. E. Matheson and 8. C. Mayle.

This interesting " annual " has again descended from the
heights into London, reporting Hampstead's beauty,
Ilampstead's culture, and Hampstead's pride in its notable
inhabitants of old. Among this year's contributors are

Prof. Hales, Dr. Garnett, Canon Ainger, and Mr. Arthur
Waugh. Canon Ainger writes a biographical appreciation

of Miss Margaret Gillies, who painted a miniature portrait

of Wordsworth at Rydal Mount. She painted no fewer
(we grieve to say that Canon Ainger says " no less ") than
five portraits of the poet, in two of which Mrs. Words-
worth appeared. Miss Gillies's residence in Church-row,
Hampstead, during some of the later years of her life,

brings her record within the scope of the Annual.
Prof. Hales's paper on the sign of the "King of Bohemia,"
which occurs on an old inn in the Hampstead High-street,
is quite a solid historical essay. Dr. E. F. Horton dis-

courses on " suburbanity "
; after pointing out that Hamp-

stead now contains as many free citizens as did Athens,
and that "man for man they are as good or better," he
inquires why Athens was " wreathed with beauty and
genius and glory," while Hampstead has only villa culture

and an Annual.
The most literary paper in the volume is Dr. Garnett's

" Notes on Some Poets Connected with Hampstead," and
the most interesting point in this paper is the author's
attempt to identify the source of Keats's famous lines

about " stout Cortez," and " a peak in Darien " in his

sonnet on Chapman's Homer. Dr. Garnett thinks that

Keats must have read a certain foot-note to Wordsworth's
"Excursion" in which Wordsworth refers in kindly terms
to a crazed poet named William Gilbert, author of " The
Hurricane." Wordsworth quotes a note appended by
Gilbert to a passage in that poem. It is this note of

Gilbert's Dr. Garnett suspects to be the source from
which Keats took his grand simile :

Like stout Cortez, whea with eagle eyes
He stared at the Paoiflc^and all bis men

Looked at each other with a wild surmise

—

Silent upon a peak in Darien.

Gilbert's passage is not unworthy to have inspired a
poet. This is it

:

A man is supposed to improve by going out into the
world, by visiting Loudon. Artifluial man does ; he
extends with his sphere ; but, alas ! that sphere is micro-
scopic ; it is formed of miuutiiu, and he surrenders his
genuine vision to the artist, in order to embrace it in his
ken. . . . But, when he walks along the river of Amazous,
when he rests his eye on the unrivalled Andes, when he
measures the long and watered savannahs, or contemplaka
from a nudden promontory the. distant, vast Pacific—and feels

himself a freeman in this vast theatre, and commanding
each ready produced fruit of this wilderness, and each
progeny of this stream—his exaltation is not less than
imperial.

Dr. Garnett's surmise is supported by the fact that the
"Excursion" was published in 1814, three years before
Keats's sonnet appeared.

Books of Travel.

No one who read and enjoyed Thire in Norway is likely

to need incitement to buy Peaks and Pines (Longmans).
Mr. J. A. Lees is as sprightly and entertaining as

ever. The humours of "roughing it" and his love

of Nature race for the reader's attention, and his

drawings are amusing where they are not intentionally

artistic. Another excellent book on roughing it, in grim
earnest this time, is Mr. Harold Bindloss's A Wide
Dominion (Fisher Unwin), which describes the experi-

ences of those who are yearly opening up the un-
developed corners of Canada. A journey undertaken
under far more comfortable conditions is Miss Phibbs's
Visit to the Russians in Central Asia (Kegan Paul).

With a party of English ladies and gentlemen, under a
special permit from General Kuropatkin and the escort

of courteous Russian officers, she and her companions
travelled as far as Samarkand. Her pictures of the
sights of Central Asia, her deft allusions to their old-world
glories and heroes, and her friendly view of Russia's

mission in those parts, combine to make her little volume
most interesting. The photographs are well chosen and
admirably reproduced. Equal praise may be bestowed on
the excellent photographs contained in Dr. Arthur Neve's
Picturesque Kashmir (Sands & Co.). The author has spent
eighteen years in Kashmir, and here gives an itinerary

of various trips within and beyond its borders to

Thibet, into which he and his friends penetrated so far as

to Ladak. As a medical missionary he has much know-
ledge of the human nature of Kashmiris and Dogras,
Chitralis and Tibetans : but it is of the beauties of Nature
in that land of magnificent mountains that he has most
to tell us. Similarly Mr. Jozef Israels, in his Spain (John
C. Nimmo), has found most suitable material for his

sketch-book, and some thirty-nine of his sketches are
reproduced. The veteran Dutch painter — he is over
seventy-six — depicts with vivid brush and agreeable
garrulity what took his eye in his tour through Spain.

Illustrations abound also in the account of the Victoria

Nyama (Swan Sonnenschein & Co.), by Lieutenant Paul
KoUman. But their interest is ethnographical rather than
artistic, for they are mostly sketches of the various native

utensils, weapons, &c., which the author has brought home
with him from German East Africa. His accounts of the

various tribes are conscientiously complete, and likely to

prove useful to students in the future.
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Fiction.

Ont Queen Triumphant. By Frank Mathew.
(John Lane. 6s.)

This norol, of which one of the chief scenes is the

execution of Mary Queen of Scots, brings to mind that

ffreat neglected historical novel of Balzac's, Siir Catherine

(If Medici, the first part of which gives a superb picture of

the same Mary and tlie tragic close of her brief idyll as

the young wife of Francis II. of France. Mr. Mathew has
this in common with Balzac, that his principal concern is

with character rather than event. He can draw a great
character on great lines. His Elizabeth, the principal

person in the book, is well done. She is no con-
ventional swaggering Bess, but a woman of true over-

mastering force, imposing herself upon you as an authentic
creation. Mr. Matnew's sense of style helps him to render
her " royal " speeches extremely effective

:

"You speak despairiugly," she said smiling. "You
are free. You would do well to leave England. Sail to-

morrow, if you like, but return. You will forget this brief

fancy. Remember how the philosopher Thales was asked
when a man should marry, and answered, ' A young man
not yet, an older one not at all.' These fooleries will please
you less when you hear creeping Time at your gate. I am
past my relish for them. I am glad of it. I was not
moulded to dandle babies, croon lullabies to them, and
please them with idiotical talk ; no, nor to woo a man's
tenderness and be a toy for his leisure. Cherish your free-

dom. When you are unfit for toil it will be time to enfeeble
yourself with amorous dallying. Here comes the daiiity

witch," she went on, as Mistress Winifred entered. "Child,
the still moonlight has a home in your heart through all

the troubled day. In this February dusk you are April,

with cheeks heralding the dawn of the roses."

There is no fustian about this. Mary is not so good,
possibly because in her case Mr. Mathew has too much
tried to be subtle. But the narrative of her execution is

noble.

The book is episodically so good that one closes it

with a sense of keen disappointment, for Mr. Mathew,
though he has gifts, does not know how to use them
fully. What he lacks is constructive power, a feeling for

cumulative effect. One's idea is that, through some
failure of technical equipment, he is continually missing
fire. We are inclined to urge that Mr. A. E. W. Mason
should give him a few lessons in the savoir faire of fiction.

He plans his intrigue so clumsily that at t^e back of the
reader's mind is always the lurking fear :

" Has some
important point escaped me?" He also allows himself
sometimes to be pretty in a feeble, unoriginal manner.
The sugary close of the novel, and the constant employ-
ment of the " Nut-Brown Maid" song, and the vaticina-

tory use of the " Morte d'Arthur " are instances of this.

She Walks in Beauty. By Katharine Tynan.
(Smith, Elder & Co. 68.)

Pbesumably this novel is meant for " girls of all ages."
It is constructed according to a recipe with which Mrs.
Hinkson has made us familiar, and which, though she by
no means originated it, has been .greatly improved under
her accomplished hands. If the novel for girls must be
vrriltcn at all, it could not easily be better than this. For
Mrs. Hinkson has not only grace, she has humour, Irish
humour. The characters and scenes are usually Irish, and
she can contrive a scintillation of sparkling wit as well as
any Irishwoman that ever wrote. It is on that account that
we are inclined to pardon the too-saccharine quality of
much of the novel, and the conventionality of many of tlie

people in it. We can oven pardr the scene in whicli

Mr. Qraydon, impecunious heir to a title and wealth, goes
to see the stem " old loi-d " in the aristocratic square, and
chats with the man-servant (who had married the house-
keeper), " ' Why, it is Master Archie !

' he said, quavering.
' lilaster Archie after all those years !

'
" We can even

pardon the final scene in which the sister of the heroine
(so that all may be duly happy) herself proposes to that
other old lord whom the heroine had jilted in favour of
" Sir Anthony," her first love.

The humour—unfortunately it cannot be cut out in
sections for quotation—saves the book, and indeed almost
lifts it into the category of literature ; but we doubt if it

is the humour which will chiefly appeal to the book's
special audience. It is rather the sweetness which will
captivate. As thus

:

" After to-day I will not call you darling till I have the
right before all the world. After to-day. I meant to
have held my tongue, but you bewildered me, Pamela.
You are not angry with me ?

"

" No," came almost in a whisper.
'

'
Lift up your eyes to me and say it. That is right.

How beautiful your eyes are, Pamela ! Say 'Tony' now."
" Tony."
' Dear Tony."
" Dear Tony."
" How sweetly you 8»y it ! It is like silver in your

voice. But, come now, wo will go home. I have to be
wise, you know. Ah, Pamela, Pamela, why did you bring
me to the Wishing Well ?

"

Mrs. Hinkson has a tact, a "touch," an "indefinable
something," which carry her through these impossibly
ideal episodes of girlish and boyish love with positive
brilliance. A single slip, one error of literary discretion,
and the scene might be either mawkish or ludicrous, or
both. But that error is never committed. We regard
She Walks in Beauty as a most adroit and successful essay
in a branch of fiction full of peculiar and special difficulties.

Notes on Novels.

\^Ihese notet on the week's Fiction are not neesssarily final.

Reviews of a selection will follow.
'\

The Lost Continent. By Cutcuffe Hyne.

There is almost a sense of loss in a book by Mr. Cutcliffe
Hyne where Captain Kettle does not figure ; but as this
work tells of the splendour and the disappearance of the
mythical continent of Atlantis a place could not well be
found for the redoubtable Captain. Those who like a story
crowded with adventures, where mammoth beasts and
priests with occult powers over the forces of nature jostle

one another, will like The Lost Continent. In the end
Atlantis is siibmerged by the sea. Only two people
survive. They sail away in an ark to repopulate the
world. A spirited, incredible yam. (Hutchinson. 6s.

)

Onora. By Rosa Mulholland.

Lady Gilbert's new story, like those which have pre-
ceded it, is intensely Irish, and prettily and sympathetically
written. It is a happier book than her last, Nanno, which
was gloom throughout. Onora is an Irish peasant girl,

who after many privations comes at last to good fortune.
(Richards. 3s. 6d.)

A Court Teaoedy. By Albert D. Vandam.

A story within a story, telling of a German Court and
the curious fatality attending performances of " Othello"
at the State theatre. On the eighth day after every per-
fojmance a death occurred in the Royal Family. (Chatto
& WinduB. 3s. 6d.)
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Books for"The Best Hundred
Children."

The list of one hundred books for children, just com-
piled by the united efforts of nearly a thousand readers of

the JDaili/ News, is interesting, but it is hardly admirable.
This list has been used by the judges as their touchstone
in judging the prize of £10 ; for, according to the terms of
the competition, the award was to go to the sender of the
list approximating to it most nearly.

First, of this plebiscite list. It is interesting because it

shows what nearly a thousand readers regard as (here we
quote ihe Daily JVews' original announcement) the "Best
Hundred Books for Children " selected with "the immediate
object of furnishing suggestions which may possibly be of
use to the Corporation of West Ham in a most excellent
scheme which they have on foot : the establishment of a
Children's Library for the use of their borough."

It will be noted that under the express terms of the
Competition aU competitors were constituted literary ad-
visers, so to speak, to the West Ham authorities. They
were not asked to determine what are now the most popular
books in the nursery. They were asked to advise as to
what books should be placed in the liands of children by
a responsible body, anxious to form a good library for
children.

Here, then, is the pUhiscite list, with the number of votes
given to each book :

RobiDHon Craso©
Anderseirs Fairy Tales
Alice in Wonderland
Tom Brown's Hcboohiays
Pilfirrim's Progrefts
Grimm's Fairy Tales
Little Women
Arabian Nights
Little Lord Kanntleroy
Alice Throngh the Lookin);-glRgs
Waterbabics
Lamb's Tales from Shakespeare
UlcIc Tom'H Cabin
Treasure Island
Swiss Family Robinson
Ivanhoe
Gnlliver's Travels
Westward Ho!
Jangle Book ,

Wide Wide World
/Ksop'H tables
Heroes
Herewanl tlie Wake
Masterman Ready
.Tackanapea
Carrots , „
Eric '.....

Kidnapped -

Last of the Mohicans ,„
Lays of Ancient Borne
Strjry of a Short Life
The Talisman
Little Men
Woe Fairy Book.„
Black Heanty
St. Winifred's
Madam How and Ijady Why
Mr. Midshipman Rasy
StortcM from Homer
King Holomon'8 Mines
Children of the New F.irest
The Rose ftn<l the Ring
David Copfjcrfleld
A Flat Iron for a Fartbingr
Twenty Thousand Iiesjnim under
the Sea 7T . . ,

The Daisy Chain
John Halifax. Gsntleman
Tanglewood Tales ,,

The (ll'l Curiosity Sliop
Uncle Kemus

921
877
8(17

Sll
82

1

8)7
757
730
727
723
712
70a
705
70.5

m\
670
65"
632
676
biO
617
805
488
48k
407
460
427
40<>

382
Siia

365
34*1

3lt
341
3S7
33B
.315

331

328
327
vii
3211

31.-1

30li

302
301
289
287
291
%*)

Coral Island 282
Second Jangle Book 280
Parables from Nature 278
At the Back of tbe North Wind .. 277
Jessica's First Prayer 27.5

Don (Quixote 273
A Peep Behind the Scenes 270
Boy's Own Animal 2G5
Ministering Children 261
Red Fairy Book 268
(Miild's Garden of Verse 261
Round tho World in Eighty Dais 262
Good Wives 215
Feats on Iho Fiord 2U
Lamplighter 2i;j

L<irna Doone 24-'l

From Log Cabin to White House 2 H
The Cuckoo Clock 23S
The Little Duke 238
Dickens's (Christmas Books 235
Helen's Babies 234
I.*>ngfeIIow's Poems 2'JO

Oliver Twist 2;io

Scott's Poems 221
The Vicar of Wakcfleld 210
Fairyland of Science 21S
Vice Ver8.a „ 21.'1

In the Days of Bruce 212
Heir of Ridclitfo 211
Qaecohy 210
Fifth Form st St. Dominic's . ... 208
Three Midshipmen 208
Dove in the Eagle's Nest 205
Keniiworth 205
Peter Simple 20J
Misunderstood 202
Sweetheart Travellers 2U1
Child's History of England 201)

(Jhristmns Carol 20)
Sandford and Merton HH)
The Schonbcrg-Cotta Family ... \m
Christie's Old Organ 197
Six to Sixteen 197
Pickwick Papers 193
Jan o" the Windmill 101
A Gentleman of France 191)

Girl's Own Annual 185
Voyage of the " Sunbeam " 185
Qnentin Durward 183
Litth Me/'s Children 179

The most conspicuous feature of this list is the enormous
dominance of fiction. No fewer than eighty-nine of the
books named come under this head. Thus, only eleven
books are left to represent science, travel, biography,
poetry, natural history, and what not. A pretty com-
mentary on the wisdom of the many-headed ! The convic-
tion grows that this "standard" list reveals simply the
books which are believed to be most popular with children.

Indeed, we are disposed to accept it as a fairly veracious
statement of the obvious reading-tastes of the nursery.
But as an advisory document compiled for transmis-
sion to West Ham the list is a failure. As a matter of
fact, it has already reached West Ham ; and Mr. A.
Cotgreave, of the West Ham Library, has given his views
upon it. These are just what we should have anticipated.

Mr. Cotgreave feels " bound to say tliat, after due con-
sideration, I believe that the larger number would more
merit the title of popular than of best." Mr. Cotgreave
holds, and we agree with him, that a children's library

—

formed, as any such library should be, with a mingling
of sympathy and sagacity — ought to include " a fair

proportion of interesting and simple works of a higher
order than mere story-books." He adds, " I therefore regret
to see how entirely these instructive books are excluded
from the competition lists from which your analysis is

made." Certainly, nothing would be a lamer action on
the part of the West Ham authorities than the adoption
of the Daily News plebiscite selection — a selection for
which, of course, our contemporary is not responsible.

To dismiss it, it contains : 89 stories, 4 books of poetry,
2 books of science, 1 book of travels, 1 biography, 3

annuals (mainly fiction).

We now come to the list which—by approximating most
closely to the pUhiscite list — has taken the prize. It

was sent in by Miss May Price Williams, and its agree-
ment with the standard list is represented by the frac-

tion |''„',| ; that is to say, it names sixty-one books which are
approved by the united wisdom of all the competitors, and
thirty-nine books which are not so ratified. It is on these
thirty-nine that we at once concentrate our attention, and
we are not surprised to find that the competitor who has
shown by at least sixty-one inclusions that she understands
the more obvious tastes of children, is alive to their rarer
tastes and aptitudes. We find that Miss Price's unratified

thirty-nine books include such capital stuff as the follow-

ing :

Life of Our Lord (Mrs. Marshair,
Little Arthur's History.
The Story of tho Heavens.
GlaucuK.
Evenings at Homo.
How I Found Livingstone.

Tales of a Grandfather.
Homes Without Hands.
Men Who Have Made the Empire.
Unf'or Drake's iTIag.

With Clive in IndLt.
Book of Nonsense.

Miss Price's list is better than the standard list inasmuch
as it combines sympathetic knowledge of what cliildren

like in the way of stories, fancy, and fun, with a certain

good judgment of what they may be led to like in the way
of histories, deeds, and natural wonders.
The Daily News has published one of the unsuccessful lists

—sent in by Miss Grace Mackay. This deserves the praise

awarded to its workmanlike qualities. It is impossible,

without more space than we can afford, to compare Miss
Mackay's list with the plebiscite and " champion " lists.

It will be found in the Daily News of January 30. But it

has many good inclusions, and if it errs, it is on the side

of solidity
;
yet four books of natural history can hardly

be too many in a hundred, nor six books of travels, nor
five of biography, nor three of poetry.

It is amazing to find how few of all the many hundreds
of children's books which have poured from the press in,

say, the last ten years have been included in the lists.

The proportion of such books is almost infinitesimal, and
whether we take the fact in connexion with the plebiscite

list or the " champion " list, the fact is significant.
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Paris Letter.

(From our /V^noA Corretpondent.)

L'Agonie df VAmour, by Edraond Jalouz, ib a brilliant and
an artistic novel, which, in its own form, casts upon the

wearisome wave of decadent literature words of wisdom
and trutli. The writer has the greatest defect of the hour

—

too much style, and he abuses metaphor. When clouds blot

the sun, he compares them to a crowd of dwarfs grouped
on the breast of an assassinated god. His phrases are too

bejewelled, his prose is too perfumed, too tufted, if I may
borrow a French word. Witli a larger manner, less

brilliance and more simplicity, M. Jaloux might aspire to

become a great novelist, for this remarkable book contains
all the essential elements of literature. Ideas of solid

value abound, the satire is forcible and arresting, the
characterisation admirable, the lesson penetrating and
convincing. Dialogue is always more sparingly used in

French fiction than in ours, and here it serves but to reveal
the character and temperament of each figure in the book.
Of course there is the ustial charge of indiscretion to be
brought against M. Jaloux. He follows his miscreant
hero too faithfully, and shows him to us in places and in

moods, knowledge of which we would infinitely prefer to

dispense with. But this is part of French sincerity.

While English novelists depict all their heroes as saints or
inoffensive sages, and suppress all indication of the brute
which slumbers in every man, the French prefer to tell the
truth about themselves. They are apt to go too far, we
know, for on this ground the reader gains by the writer's

reticence. Still, as the object of L'Agonie de PAmour is to

show us what a vile and heartless and futile thing the
mere man of literature may become, M. Jaloux' indis-

cretion is part of tlie pungent lesson of his satire. Luc
d'Hermony is a poet, a brilliant young man of letters,

with all the modem and contemptible taint of his calling.

All life for him is literature, and consumed by this shallow
and miserable mania of words, he has ceased to be capable
of an honest or virile sentiment. His single quality is the
sincerity with which he values himself. " Is it my fault,"

he bitterly asks, " if I belong to a race unquiet and suffer-

ing, impoverished and powerless, which has no passions?"
and the last line is a stQl bitterer cry, when he falls most
infamously: "Am I then a crapulous beast?" and recog-
nising the fact, adds :

" Very well, then, I am a crapulous
beast, and I can't change myself."
The tragedy lies in the fact that the poor wretch honestly

aspires to rise to better things. In the first chapter we
find him at war with his books, bored and unhappy.
" Books," he cries, " are like men. Few have a soul."
He stamps on them, and kicks them furiously about his
study. Modern novels, he laments, have ruined life for
him. He has been the servant of a desolating and
subtilised literature, which has only procured him disgust
and apathy. He cannot love nor burst the shackles of a
"moi" that has become his prison. When he thinks of
Byron, Shelley, and Chateaubriand with envy, he says :

" Ah, they suffered, but their sufferings were profound
and superb. Their lives were full to overflowing, whereas
I have come too late into a world without the unexpected,
where there are no longer even Eed Indians." At a
symposium of choice decadent spirits, he bursts out
against the absurd legend of IoyB. "Love is but the
awakening of all tliat slumbers in us of barbarous, animal
and primitive. The day it enters our life we become
stupid, vain and jealous ; we betray our friends, our time is

passed in the most mediocre occupations, we endure humilia-
tions, outrages, dishonour even." This is where M. Jaloux
inserts his excellent sermon. Among all these cynical and
blighted youths, with notliing to live for except art and litera-
ture, which have utterly demoralised and unmanned them, is

a grave and earnest fellow, a doctor, Apremont. Somebody

has defined love as a microbe, the element of fermenta-
tion and dissolution in society ; and Apremont breaks out
in a just and eloquent indignation. Love he calls "the
terrible and mysterious breath which comes from the
depth of the centuries, from the brazier wherein Troy was
burnt and Dido killed." What have their mere sensual ex-

periences to do with love ? he asks, and forces them to admit
that they know nothing about the mighty passion. Debaiich
was all they understood; they were cowards, retreating

before the intensity of life, frightened of loving, frightened

of suffering, frightened of responsibility. Under the mask
of youth were lines and wrinkles of premature age.

Wrapped up in themselves, full of envy and the thirst of

success and money and luxury, they were incapable of

sacrifice, of devotion, of generosity : their thoughts, their

speech were simply bad literature. And then when Luc,
in his moral distress, consults him, Apremont continues his

sermon in still more eloquent tones. The entire chapter
is admirable. Love, he preaches from illimitable ex-

perience, is not the gross, sensual affair Luc regards it,

but the eternal need of the human heart. To be lifted

above the animals we must live for somebody, devote
ourselves, find our centre of existence in another soul

;

our vocation should be to love, to console, to help another.

Happiness consists in making the happiness of another.

Instead of marrying two fresh young lives, full of illu-

sions, to-day the rule is to marry an ignorant, delicate,

and sensitive girl, with ardent heart and an immense
desire to devote herself, to a man morally aged, abominably
selfish, tired of life, surfeited with experience, disillu-

sioned, with heart as wrinkled as his visage, sometimes
cruel, ever jeering against sentiment, worn by pleasures

and deceptions. Is it wonderful, he asks, if, under such
circumstsmces, the wife should seek a warmer and fresher

sentiment elsewhere ? and are not such unions made
exclusively in the interest of adultery ? The fault lies

with men, he bitterly adds. Ennui is the mortal disease

of the hour ; the only cure is to return to purer, holier,

and more natural sentiments. " Love simply," he abjures

Luc ;
'

' devote yourself, give up this eternal mania of

analysis, and make a young woman the aim and end of

your existence." Wishful to profit by this excellent

advice, Luc looks round inquiringly. He stumbles upon
a celebrated Norwegian with extreme hope. But the
delightful Norwegian only cares for rum and brandy.
Then, in despair, he goes off to his native Provence, and
here he fondly believes he has found the word of his

destiny. He persuades himself that he has fallen in love

with an exquisite young girl, and that he is redeemed.
It proved but a radiant illusion. He soon perceived that

his romantic love was only literary reminiscences. He
was too saturated with literature for an honest emotion.

Not even this cultivated love can lift him out of the old

state of powerless and bitter egoism. Genevieve dies of a
gallopping consumption. Then her lover discovers the

nothingness of his sentiment for her. His behaviour is

monstrous. He is stupefied by his own want of feeling.
" Drunk with unsatisfied anger, he flung invectives at the

Deity, whom he only remembered in his hours of fury,

and then merely to cast upon somebody the burden of his

suffering." In telling himself that he could not possibly

survive Genevieve he had almost a physical impression

of his falsehood. "H-efelt it was not true, he knew himself

so well. This is the tragedy of this powerful study. The
hero is a humbug and a blackguard, who would, if he
could, he a hero and a sage ; and he is horribly conscious

of the fact. His sense of bereavement, in the face of the

death of his betrothed, is, he knows quite well, artificial.

He loathes himself, because he understands how differently

Genevieve would have mourned his death ; and returning

from her funeral, he is placidly running after an imknown
woman. " I am a blackguard," he moans, and continues

his course.
H. L.
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Comedy or Farce ?

The recent production of "She Stoops to Conquer" has
inaugurated at the Haymarket Theatre a season of " old

English comedies." Of this play, too seldom seen in

London, one may say with enthusiasm that it is worthy of

its renown. After 127 years, behold Goldsmith teaching

the art of true laughter to a generation which has
forgotten broad English humour in the sinister and
monotonous futilities of "adaptations from the French."
The play has undoubtedly earned the right to be called a
masterpiece of mirth. At the same time, there is a notice-

able tendency, as often with a classic, to apply to it the

wrong terminology, and to praise it for qualities which it

does not possess. To begin with, Mr. Austin Brereton,

in a brochure given with the programme, describes the play

as a " comedy." He also remarks: "The characters are

types, not caricatures ; therefore they are as much relished,

because they are felt to be true, to-day as yesterday."

Further :
" The character-drawing is superb. The story

and incidents are extremely interesting, and there is the

same fidelity to nature " [as in " The School for Scandal "].

Now, in calling Goldsmith's play a "comedy," Mr.
Brereton, of course, followed universal custom. But is it

a comedy? If it be, then the word "farce" may be
erased from the dictionary as useless. The distinction

between comedy and farce is that, while comedy must be
faithful to nature and probability, farce may use any
means towards the end of hilarity. A comedy should
show the effect of character on character, of character

on event, and of event on character. It may be either

serious (on this side of tragedy) or humorous, or both.
" Cymbeline " is a comedy, and " Un Mariage sous
Louis XV.," and " An Enemy of the People." But in the
category which contains these there is no room for a piece

like " She Stoops to Conquer." To ask the audience to

accept it as either possible or nearly related to nature
would be to insult their intelligence. Goldsmith's aim
was pure fun. He arrived at it, but not by the route

of comedy. "What he wrote was a farce. After the first

scene, which is introductory, everything is sacrificed to

mirth. And even the first scene, dramatically ineffective,

has to be bolstered up with the interjected horseplay of

Tony's passage across the stage. The inn scene, sharply

and clumsily divided into two halves, is simple farce from
start to finish, and there we see that Goldsmith is about to

avail himself of the old haggard farce-motive. Mistaken
Identity. Thenceforward no semblance of probability is

maintained. The plot gathers way, and, guided by Tony,
plunges headlong into a rollick of gorgeous mirth. Some
of the improbability (to use the polite term) might have
been avoided, or at least glossed over, with ordinary care.

For instance, it is inconceivable that Marlow never looked
at Miss Hardcastle's face during their first interview.

Some better device could surely have been invented to

explain his subsequent acceptance of her as a barmaid.
But Goldsmith seemed not to trouble himself about tech-

nique. The Vicar of Wakefield is one of the worst-
constructed novels ever written by a man of genius.

As for his alleged character-drawing, where is it ? Is it

to be discovered in Marlow, who is labelled only by his

freedom with harlots and his diffidence with modest
women? Or in Hastings, as colourless a heau gar^on as

evpr stepped the boards? Or in testy Hardcastle and his

vain old wife, conventional figures both ? Or in Kate and
Constance, who, wenches of equal and similar sprightli-

ness, might change places with no damage to the piece ?

If there is character-drawing in " She Stoops to Conquer,"
it is confined to Tony Lumpkin, who is decidedly the most
human puppet of the crowd. One may admit that Tony
has an existence apart from the mere intrigue ; his col-

leagues have not.

A single character, however, wiU not make a comedy.
And "She Stoops to Conquer" is not a comedy. It

certainly has, to quote Mr. Brereton, " a high and endur-

ing place in our estimation," but that place is by no means
due to its " truth to nature." That place is merely due to

the fact that Goldsmith set out to be farcically humorous,
and was farcically humorous. He must have said to

himself :
" At all costs I will make 'em laugh." He did

make England laugh, as England has not often laughed
before or since. Hence, and for no more serious reason,

his immortality as a dramatist

!

E. A. B.

Things Seen.

The Ferret-Lover.
I.—A Foray.

The half-moon had a star over it, and the top of the
throne of " that starred Ethiop queen" was visible amid
reposeful clouds, but the earth clasped a deep darkness to

its bosom. "Just the sort of night to catch them," said

the man ;
" my ferret 's famishin' for a sparrow." He led

with a lantern, and, when they were come to the farmyard,
he whispered to the boy :

" If you funk it because you hear
a bark I'll kick you black and blue." But nor dogs nor
poultry were surprised. The man picked out a hayrick
the eaves of which he could reach with his hands. " Are
the birds up there ? " the boy asked. " You keep quiet !

"

The man scratched the hay. " I see them." He held up
the lantern, and ran its light across the eaves. " They'll

fly out !
" said the boy. " No, they won't ; they're dazed

by the light." He gave the boy the lantern, and, standing
with his breast to the rick, put up his hands. A bird flew

out ; something fluttered faintly. " Have you got one? "

"Yes, but it's been starved." He broke its neck with his

finger and thumb, and threw it away. Again he put up
his hands, stretching himself on tiptoe ; and again there

was a feeble fluttering. "This one'll do; nice and fat"
He killed it, and thrust it in his pocket. "I do believe,"

said the boy admiringly, " you could catch another."
" Easy," answered the man; "but one's enough for his

supper, and he likes them fresh. Give me the lantern."

II.

—

The Feeding of the Ferret.

They returned to the house ; and the man, sitting before
the fire, plucked the sparrow clean, letting its feathers fall

inside the fender. Then he broke all the bird's bones.

"Crack, crack," he said, looking at the boy. "What for

do you break its bones?" "Because they might choke
him. Why shouldn't he have his supper dressed in proper
style ? " They went into the scullery, and the man lifted

the lid of a box. The big dog-ferret stood up on its hind
legs, and the man, making a ring of his finger and thumb
round its neck, pulled it out and let it crawl up his breast.

The boy gazed open-mouthed on the long white creature,

fascinated by its sinewy strength and relentless purpose

;

the beautiful undulations of its body were horrible to him

;

the dead-luminous pink of its eyes, peering through the

man's beard, suggested incredible, illimitable evil to his

imagination. " I donno if he's lookin' at me or not," he
gasped. "Do he like to be kep' in the dark?" "Of
course he does. How do you s'pose he'd live, you fool ?

''

The man, having stirred the straw, and taken out an
empty saucer, stroked the ferret affectionately, and then,

on a sudden, glaring horribly at the boy, put its head in

his mouth. The boy shrieked, and the man called him a
name. "As if I'm frightened of him ! I dug him out of

a hole once, and there he was, with seven rabbits killed,

and him on top of them, fast asleep, gorged with blood."

He unbuttoned his waistcoat and let the ferret creep in on
his flesh. "He's cold, poor old fellow; but he'll be all

right when he gets his fill of blood." He let the ferret

down into the box, and dropped in the naked sparrow.

"You'll not see a scrap of it left in the mornin'." The
boy saicl : " When I'm a man I'll keep a ferret, like you."
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Correspondence.

The Poetry of Soain.

Sir,—As some of your readeir. oxpressed an interest in

the poetry of Spain, I send you the following specimen,

which seems to me peculiarly characteristic.

The translation of the poem given in the Academy of

January '20 was so successful that perhaps some one may
he able to render these linos into English verse.

I should be glad if any of your readers could supply the

date and the author.

Un pajarito qui' yo t^nia

Se me escapo,

Y una muchacha qui- me queria

8e me murio ;

Asi son todos en este mundo,
Asi son todos como estos dos

;

Unos se marcban, otros se mueran,
Y el hombre dice : vaya per Dios

!

The following is merely a literal translation :

A little bird I once possessed

Escaped from me.
And a woman who loved me

Died.
All things in this world are so,

All things are even as these two,

Some depart from us, the others die,

And a man says : It is the will of God !

—I am, &c., a. FoKSTEK.

Holm Chase, Ashburton, Devon

:

Jan. 30, 1900.

Heine's Grave.

Sia,—Anent the paragraph in the Academy of December
30, the writer is mistaken in naming the Parisian necropolis

of Pcre Lachaise as being the place of interment of Heinrich
Heine. There one may find the graves of Molii-re, La
Fontaine, Racine, Honore de Balzac, Beranger, and Alfred

de Musset, but Heine rests in the cemetery of Montmartre—" trim Montmartre," as Matthew Arnold has described it.

Thither I went one bright Sunday in the summer of

1893, and, not without difficulty, found the poet's grave,

marked by a plain tombstone with a simple inscription

thereon :
" Henri Heine," and beneath the illustrious

name, "Madame Henri Heine." A beautiful wreath of

artificial flowers had been placed there as a token of

admiration.

The bust by Hasselriis, besides commemorating the

centenary of Heine's birth (he was born December 23,

1799, and died February 17, 18.56), should be an adorn-

ment to the poet's resting-place.

The grave of Theophile Gautier is but a short distance

from that of Heine.—I am, &c.,

Edinburgh: Jan. 17, 1900. Alwyn.

Arnold's School Series.

Sib,—In a notice of our Selections from Tennyson's Poems,

edited by the Rev. E. C. Everard Owen, j'ou say: "Mr.
Churton Collins is general editor of 'Arnold's School
Series,' " and proceed to criticise " his method of com-
menting on Tennyson."
As this may create an erroneous impression, will you

kindly permit us to state that Mr. Churton Collins had
nothing to do with the preparation of our Selections from
Ihmyson, and that he is not the general editor of "Arnold's
School Series " ?

Mr. Collins kindly acted as the general editor of our
School Shakespeare, and of a small series called '

' Arnold's
British Classics for Schools "

; but the Selections from
Tennyson are not included in the latter series.—I am, &c.,

Edwaed Arnold.
London: Jan. 23, 1900.

Words Worth Reviving.

Sib,—The public service done by you in endeavouring

to revive certain good old words induces me to trouble you
with three lists of six words each. Three guests of mine
were discussing your recent competition. They agreed

that the requirements were too vaguely stated for any list

to be very useful ; as the poet, the thinker, and the lover of

a fine sonorous prose woiud all have different root ideas of

words wanted. On this basis we draw up : List A, of words
the poet would welcome as new rhyme- endings ; List B, as

making for more accurate thought-expression ; and List C,

for expressive or impressive sound :

List A.

Cote Enolosore, shelter.

Tliole Suffer, endure.

Rede Counsel, advice.

Blee Complexion, aspect.

Dwine To fade gradually.

Pleach Intertwine.

List B.

Inwit Intuitive knowledge.
Outwit Acquired knowledge.

Buxom " Willing," good-natured.

Buly Taking kindly to discipline.

Fay For fairy (which is incorrectly used).

Kitting For kitten (a pure English diminutive

instead of a hybrid form.

List C.

Calenture . .

.

Feverish heat.

Gyre Circular course.

Spoom To run before the wind.

Stonr Battle.

Leman Mistress.

Rood The Cross.

—I am, &c., r. C.

Jan. 26, 1900.

New Books Received.

[These notes on some of the New Boohs of the week are

preliminary to Reviews that may follow.
~\

The Great Company (1667-1871). By Beckles Willson.

Mr. Willson's two volumes are of a convenient size,

well illustrated, and handsomely stamped with the arms

of the Company. No pretensions to exhaustiveness are

made, and Mr. Willson refers in generous terms to the

progressing works of two rivals. An interesting point

about this great Company, which was established under

Charles II., is that " it did not go forth among the natives

with the Bible in its hand. Evangelisation was not even

one of its excuses. Yet it was a true friend to the Red
" (Smith, Elder. ISs.)man.

The History of the Life of
Thomas Ellwood. Edited by C. G. Ckump.

Thomas Ellwood, Quaker, is known to the world as the

pupil of Milton, and, above all, as the friend who, after

reading Paradise Lost in manuscript, said to the poet

:

" Thou hast said much here of Paradise Lost, but what

hast thou to say of Paradise Found ? " Milton expressly

gave Ellwood credit for having thus suggested Paradise

Regained. EUwood's autobiography is almost a classic, and

as a picture of early Quakerism and a revelation of char-

acter it has been continually "called up higher" by book-

men who can recognise a "document." Mr. Crump
furnishes an historical introduction to this complete reprint

of EUwood's book. (Methuen. 6s.)
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AVahioeum Edition of
Shakespeabe.

Edited by
HoKACE Howard Furness.

This edition of Shakespeare's plays is, without question,

America's greatest literary gift to England. In this

volume of 420 pages we have Much Ado about Nothing,

preceded by one of Mr. Furness's delightful prefaces. We
have a sneaking sympathy with Mr. Fumess when he
writes of Shakespeare: "His Hfe was so gentle and so

clear in the sight of man and of Heaven that no record of

it has come down to us ; for which failure I am fervently

grateful, and as fervently hope that no future year will

ever reveal even the faintest peep through the divinity

which doth hedge this king." (Lippincott. 18s.)

SoiTTHERx Arabia. By Theodore Bent and
Mrs. Theodore Bent.

The journeys recorded in this book were undertaken in

1889 and afterwards by Mrs. Bent and her late husband

—

the distinguished traveller. The narrative is partly from
Mrs. Bent's pen and partly from her husband's ; but,

wisely, there has been no attempt to separate or distin-

g^sh these portions, the authorship of which is often

revealed by internal evidence. An excellent portrait of

Mr. Bent is given as frontispiece. (Smith, Elder.)

A History of Gothic Art
ry England. By Edward S. Prior.

This nobly produced book will probably gfive experts

cause to wrangle, for Mr. Prior runs a-tUt at the doctrine

that French architecture was the mother of aU the Gothics

;

and again, he will not allow that there was a central

Masonic Guild whose organisation monopolised design.
He has found " rather national and local variations than
European solidarity in Gothic, and would wish to point to

the constant English tradition as proof, since the Conquest,
of a native craftsmanship, free alike from Continental im-
portation and Masonic dictation." (Bell & Sons.)

ViUAGE Life ms China. By Arthur H. Smith.

Dr. Smith's long missionary experience of China has
enabled him to write this book about Chinese village life,

which will be welcomed by readers of his Chinese Characfer-

ittics. The book is weU and plentifully illustrated by
photographs. (Oliphant, Anderson & Ferrier. 7s. 6d.)

The Grammah of Science. By Prof. Karl Pearson.

This second edition of a great work has been revised and
enlarged by its author. It now contains two entirely new
chapters on Natural Selection and Heredity, embracing a
popular account of Prof. Pearson's own more recent work
in this direction.

In addition to the foregoing, we have received :

THEOLOGICAL AND BIBLICAL.
BoberUon <J. M.), Studies in ReliKioM Fallacy (Watts 4 Co.) 3,6

HISTORY AND BIOQRAPHY.
Harle; (Lewis R.), Francis Lieber (Columbia Univ. Press)
Tomlinson (Mary), The Life of Charles Tomlinson (Stock) 6/0

TRAVEL AND TOPOGRAPHY.
Caddick (Helen), A White Woman in (Jantral Africa (Unwin) 6/0

SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHY.
Hertz (Heinrich\ The Principles of Mechanics. Translated by D. E. Jones

and J. T. Waller (Macmillao) net 10,0
Zittel (Karl A. Von). Text-Book of Palaeontology. Translated and edited

by Charles B. Bastman. Vol.1 (Macmillan> net 25/0
Palgrave (R. H.), Dictionary of Political Economy. Vol. III. : N—

Z

(Macmillan) net 21/0

KDUOATIONAL.
Baker (A. T.), Outlines of French Historical Grammar (Dent) net 3/G
Pearne (.1. W. B.). Tales of Ancient Thessaly (Blackwood) 1/0
Balfour 4 Co., How to Tell the Nationality of Old Violins ..( Balfour ft Co.) 2/6

MISCELLANKOUS.
Mair (William), Speaking (Blackwood) 3/0
Hope (A. R.), Half-Text History: Chronicles of School Life (Black) 3/8
Kingsley 'V,. H.), Notes on Sport and Travel (Macmillan)
Oxford (M. N.), A Hanilbnok of Nursing (Methnen) 3,6
Hundel (Fritz), New Pocket English-German Dictionary (Pitman)
Oalverley (W. S.), Notes on the Early Sculptured Stones and Monuments

ii the Preuent Diocese of Carlisle (Wilson)

Blumhardt (J. F.), Cataloene of the Hin<U, Panjabi, and Hindnstani MSB.
in the Library of the British Museum (b. Museum)

Stapylton (H. E. C), Second Series of Eton School Lists (Drake) net 21A>
Wylly (Major H. C), The l)5th (The Derbyshire) Regiment in the Crimea

(Swan Sonnenschein) net 1/6
Estlake (Allan), The Oneida Community (Itedway) net 2/8
Lyitelton (Bev. the Hon. E.), Training of the Young in Laws of Sex

(Longmans) not 2/6
Fegan (J. H. C), and Others. Football, Hockey, and Lacrosse ...(Unwin) 2/6
The Folk-Lore Society. Vol. XLIII (Folk-Lore Society)
Catalogue of a Collection of Objects Illustrating the Folklore of Mexico

(Nutt)
The Boyle System of Ventilation (Boyle & Son)
Tlie Anglo-Saxon Review. Vol. III. December, 1899 (Lane) 21/0

NEW EDITIONS.
Tennyson (Lord), The Princess, and Other Poems (Dent) 1/6
The Bibelots : Some Meditations of Marcus Aurelius (Gay & Bird) 2/6
Defoe (Daniel), A Journal of the Plague Year (Dent) 1/6
Montgomery (Florence), Transformed (Macmillan) 6/0

Our Weekly Prize Competitions.

Result of No. 19 (New Series).

We asked last week for the exposure of some more Popular
Fallacies, on the lines made familiar by Charles Lamb, in a space
not exceeding 150 words. In consequence of this request a number
of venerable and highly respected proverbs have oome in for a bad
time. The prize, we think, is due to Miss M. A. Woods, The
Pleasaunce, Watford, Herts, for her treatment of the adage,
" Speech is silvern ; Silence golden." Here is her thesis :

This overpraises a merely negative attitude. Man lives to express
himself

;
or rather, by means of the thing he calls "himself," to

express some greater thing behind it. Silence may be noble, but
too often it is ignoble—the result of pride or fear. The reticent
man is a miser who hoards his money lest he should spend it

unwisely
; a sailor who hugs the shore rather than launch out into

the deep. Even the good forget that the world suffers less from
things said than things unsaid. la noble hands silence is made
subservient to speech ; it gathers strength, like the lull in the
storm, for a mightier onset, or waits kneeling for a new inspiration.
Silence prepares for speech, as the snows prepare for the bloom and
fruitage of summer, and has no other value. Surely we should
reverse our proverb, and say :

" Silence is silvern ; speech golden."

Other interesting fallacies follow :

That " We are all aiming at the same place."

" True ! true
!

" assents the parson absently to this everlasting
adage on the lips of his parishioners. Why discuss the fallacy with
"Noakes, Stoakei, Styles. Brown, and Thompson V Yet he muses,
" The «a//ic place." Noakes's ideal is probably convivial, "a tavern
with five fiddles going." Mrs. Scoakes's aim is stereotyped in the
epitaph :

" Don't weep for me friends, don't weep for me never :

I'm going to do nothing for ever and ever I

"

Dreamy Miss Styles yearns with Baudelaire, " J'aime les uuages. . . .

les nnages qui passent ... les merveilleux nuages." Gammer
Brown with that " solar look " envisages " a truth the brilliant

Frenchman never knew." Doctor Thompson is of the reliH'ion of all

sensible men, which (Disraeli says) sensible men never reveal. The
parson ejaculates, with a smile, ," Videbunt faciem Ejus" " AU
aiming at the fame place ? " "A tantot, mes amis, .Je craina que
non !

"
[E. F. McC, Whitby.]

That " 'Tis better to have loved and lost than never to have loved at
aU."

This is the cry of the disappointed suitor. It is the fictitious

balm for his wounded dignity, and by it he thinks to preserve his
self-esteem in the eyes of the world. Misguided creature I Why,
it is as though a man, insisting on bathing in a dangerous spot,

after being carried away, and only rescued in a semi-animate con-
dition, were with his first returning breath to gasp, " Welly I had
my bathe, anyhow I

" Again, do we not repent wnen, after feasting
on trifie or mince pie, we are reminded by internal discomfort that
such delicacies are not always to be eaten with impunity ? 1 for
one should smile at anyone who asserted that it was better to have
incurred the penalty of injudicious indalgenoe than to have sub-
sisted on plainer fare. No, the only reason " to have loved and
lost " is valuable is that it, like the bather's peril or the gourmand's
pangs, unpleasantly warns you to avoid doing anything of the sort
again. Arid can to have had an unpleasant, if salutary, warning be
better than to have never needed it

.' [B. C. W. , Oxford.]

That " Good wine needs no bush."

Whether this was true or not in the " good old days " (which,
perhaps, need a " bush " themselves to indicate their antiquated
merits), it is certainly a fallacy now. However good the wine may
be, it must be pointed out to a blind and careless generation, who
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diMOT«r nothintr for thenuelrea, by flaming pootera, brilliant Aj-
igna, and endleaa postal oommanioations. The most important

boah " of these diyn is the one known botanically as " Pressia

Bpedosa," It is absolutely a necessary one for statesmen, actors,

artists, and aathors. Poor Mr. Balfour has had several " bushes "

lately, covered with thorns, which but a short time since offered

him tlieir sweetest flowers. Still, a prickly bush is better than
none. Another world may reoognise our goodness without one.

This one will inevitably pass us by. [H. S., London.]

That " Procrastination is the thief of time."

To say that " Procrastination is the thief of time" is both unjust
and illopcal. For to defer is to prolonir ; to prolong is to leogthea
—in other words, to add to ; to that n e can prove, and that most
conclusively, that procrastination, or the art of not doing to-day

what can be done to-morrow, actually increases the time at our
disposal. To secure the full enjoyment that is to be derived from
an ill-spent day it is necessary to constantly remind ourselves of

that which we ought to do and are not doing. For by that means
oor time is doubled, and every moment stolen from unpleasant duty
becomes more precious : and that which is precious we cling to, and
do not lightly lose. The t/iiif of time I Nay ; it is the very forge

of time, time measured, not by minntea, but by heart-beats,

[G. M. P., Birmingham.]

That " Honesty is the best policy."

It is a matter of right principle, not of policy at all, A man is

honest in his dealings with his fellow-men in proportion to his sense

of honour, not to bis desire of success. In a world of " rings " and
" corners," of bogus companies and other forms of gambling, where
light scruples make heavy pockets, and the serpent's wisdom pre-

vails, the upright man wins Fortune's prizes in spite, not because, of

his honesty. This proverb may possibly keep sordid souls, whose
only inducement to be honest here ia the hope of gain hereafter, in

comparatively straight paths. But to Mr. Worldly Wiaeman it is

unbusiness-like, to Mr. Valiant-for-Truth it is contemptible ; it is a
fallacy, not a proverb ; one man's wit, possibly, but few men's
wisdom. [G-, N., Bristol.]

That " Honesty is the best policy."

This links together two incongruous things. Policy implies
compromise : honesty scorns it. Honesty insists on right in any
case

;
policy is content with expediency. The proverb reduces

honesty to prudence. Honesty cannot consider what will be gained,
but only what must be done. Reward may ensue, but the thought
of it can never give to honesty its cue. The man who thrivej
through honesty will become corrupt if he adopts it in order to
prosper. The fallacy of the aphorism is in taking the result and
suggesting it as a motive. Honesty finds its reason in the moment
of its call. It makes no conditions ; it may fail or suffer, but it

oannot calculate. It is an impulse ; whereas policy is a plan. The
proverb indeed lifts policy into a higher region, but it is false in
supposing that honesty can make its choice by reference to con-
siderations of advantage. [H. W., Malton.]

Answers received also from M. S., Manchester ; G. M , London
;

M. S., Manchester : R. W. M., London ; C, Redhill ; D. E. B.,

London : J. D. W., London ; P. W. R., Birkenhead ; J. D. A.,

£Uing : F. E. W., London ; A. H. Darlington ; B. B., London
;

E. E., Bala ; G. H., Glasgow ; W. G., Ohalfont St. Giles ; F. G. C,
Hull.

Competition No. 20 (New Series).

A CORRESPONDENT wHtes :
" Might I suggest for a competition in

the Academy a list of the best mottoes for bookcases for different

subjects " .' We adopt the suggestion, and offer a guinea for the
beet set of mottoes for the following four bookcases : (a) History,

(b) Poetry, (c) Fiction, (d) Biography. The quotations must be
from English authors, and should be short enough to be really

employed for the purpose named.

HULBS.

Answers, addressed "Literary Competition, The Academt, 43,

Ohancery-lane, W.C," must reach us not later than the first post
of Tuesday, February 6. Each answer must be accompanied by
the coupon to be found in the first column of p. 93, or it can-

not enter into competition. Competitors sending more than one
attempt at solution must accompany each attempt with a separate
ooupon ; otherwise the first only will be considered. We wish to

impress on competitors that the task of examining replies is much
famlitated when one side only of the paper is written upon. It is

also important that names and addresses should sdways be given :

we cannot consider anonymous answers.

OiTB Spbcial Prize Competitions.

(J'Vr partieulara see inride page of carer.)

Received : Kingston, Xorma, The Outsider, Eroe, Ydrak, Paradox,
Dr. A., Merope, Athmar, Tory.

PORTRAIT SUPPLEMENTS
TO

"THE ACADEMY."

The /oUovnng have appeared, and some of the numbers con-

taining them can still be obtained ; or Complete Sets may be

had separately for 38. 6d.. :

—

BEN JONSON.

JOHN KEATS.

SIR JOHN SUCKLING.

TOM HOOD.
THOMAS GRAY.

ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON.
SIR WALTER SCOTT.

SAMUEL RICHARDSON.
THOMAS DE QUINCEY.

LEIGH HUNT.
LORD MACAULAY.
ROBERT SOUTHEY.
S. T. COLERIDGE.
CHARLES LAMB.
MICHAEL DRAYTON.
WALTER SAVAGE LANDOR.
SAMUEL PEPYS.

EDMUND WALLER.
WILKIE COLLINS.

JOHN MILTON.

WILLIAM COWPER
CHARLES DARWIN.
ALFRED, LORD TENNYSON,
HENRY WADSWORTH LONG-
FELLOW.

ANDREW MARVELL.
ROBERT BROWNING.
THOMAS CARLYLE.
PERCY BYSSHE SHELLEY.
CHARLES DICKENS.

JONATHAN SWIFT.

WILLIAM MAKEPEACE
THACKERAY^

WILLIAM BLAKE.
SIR RICHARD STEELE.

ALEXANDER POPE.

DOUGLAS JERROLD.

FRANCIS BACON.
HENBIK IBSEN.

A GHARMINa GIFP BOOK!
6s., claret roan, gilt, lUostraled.

LONDON in ihe TIME of the DIAMOND JUBILEE
London: SisiPKiir, Mjlebhjlll k Co. Llangollen: Daklivotoit & Co.

DARLINGTON'S HANDBOOKS.
Edited by EALPH DAELINGTON, F.E.G.S.

Maps by BAETHOLOMEW.
Fcap. 8vo. ONE SHILLING EACB. Illustrated.

THE VALE of LLANGOLLEN.—With Special Contributions from
His Excellency E. J. PHELPS, late American Minister; Profeesor

JOHN RU3KIN', LL.D. ; ROBERT BBOWNING; A. W. KINGLAKB;
and Sir THEODORE MARTIN, K.C.B.

BOURNBMOUTH and NEW FOEKST. THE CHANNEL ISLANDS.^
THE NORTH WALKS COAST. THE ISLE OF WIGHT.
BRECON and its BEACONS. THE WYE VALLEY.
ROSS, TINTERN, and CHEPSTOW. THE SEVERN VALLEY.

BRISTOL, BATH, WELLS, and WESTON-SUPER-MARE.
BRIGHTON, EASTBOURNE, HASTINGS, and ST. LEONARDS.

LLANDUDNO, RHYL, BANGOR, BBTTWSYCOED, and SNOWDON.
ABERYSTWYTH, BARMOUTH, MACHYNLLETH, and ABERDOVBT.
BARMOUTH, DOLGELLY, HARLECH, ORICCIBTH, and PWLLHELI.

MALVBEN, HEREFORD, WORCESTER, GLOUCESTER, & CHELTENHAM.
LLANDEINDOD WELLS and the SPAS of MID-WALES.

Is.—THE HOTELS of the WOBLD. A Handbook to the
leading Hotels throaghont the world.

" What would not the inteltifjent tourist in Paris or Eomo give for such a
(fuide-book as this, which leaches so much that is outside the usual scope of

such volumes ! "

—

T/ie Times.
" The best Handbook to London ever issued."—Xie«rj>oo{ DaUy Post.

SECOND EDITION, ENLARGED, 68.—60 IIluBtrations, 24 Maps and Plans.

LONDON AND ENVIRONS*
By E. C. COOK and E. T. COOK, M.A.

With an additional Index of 4,500 References to all Street* and

Places of Interest.

LUngollen : DARLINGTON & CO.

London: Simpkin, Mabshall, Hamilton, Kknt & C\, Ltp.

The Railway Bookstalls, and all Bookselhrs'.
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SOUTH AFRICA AND THE WAR.—BOOKS TO READ.
Third Edition, with a new Prefatory Chapter dealing with the events

which have induced the present crisis,

IMPRESSIONS OF SOUTH AFRICA.
By the Right Hon. JAMES BRYCE, M.P.

With 3 Maps, and with the Text of tbe Transvaal Conventions of 1881 and 18B4.
Crown 8vo, 68.

NEW AND CHEAPER EDITION NOW READY.

SOUTH AFRICA OF TO-DAY.
By Captain FRANCIS YOUNGHUSBAND, C.I.E.,

Indian Staff Corps. Late Suecial Correspondent of the Times in South Africa.
With Ilhistrations. Crown 8vo, 6b.

MA.nMILLA.N & CO . . Ltd, London

THE BOOK OF THE HOUR.
THE TRANSVAAL FROM WITHIN.

A Private Record of Public Affairs.
By J. P. FITZPATRICff, Author of " The Outspan."

With Index. 1 vol., 10s. net. Eighth Reprint, completinj? 30,000 copies,

Mr ChamberlaiQ re:>lying to a Westmorland correstwndent, who complained of the want
of a jirinted deft^uce of the (Jovemmenfa policy la the Transvaal 1 "I refer you to Mr. Fitz-
l^trick'i book."

THE MEM OF THE HOUR.
1. F.-M. LORD ROBERTS.
2. LORD KITCHENER OF KHARTUM.

Portraits by William Nicholsox.
liithograpbed in colours, mounted on card, 2s. Gd. each ; framed, 6s. each.

London t WM. HEINCMANW. 21, Bedford Stroet, W.Q.

NEARLY READY.
In crown 8vo, Picture Cover, price Is,

THE BOER
IN PEACE AND WAR.

By ARTHUR M. MANN.
Author of " The Truth from Jobannesborg,"

WITH MAXr ILL VSTBA TIONS.
NOTICi'.— Tliis bonk is hktly to have an exceptional sale, and orders should

be sent in at once as then can onlu be executed in the order of their receipt.

London : JOHV LONG, 6, Chandoa Street, Strand.
And every Bookstall nnd Book^ller in the Kingdom.

THE STANDARD HISTORY OF SOUTH AFRICA.
GEORGE JIcCALL THEAL, LL.D.

Formerly Keeper of the Archives of Cape Colony, and at present Colonial
Hjstoriojirapher.

THE HISTORY OF SOUTH AFRICA.
With (Jolourel and other Maps and Plates.

Vol. l.-li.: History ol' routh Africa under the Dutch East
India Company : 1652—1795. 2 vols., 30s.

Vol.111.: 1795-1834, 158.
Vol. IV.: 1834 1864. 15s.
Vol. V. : 1864—1872. The Republics and Native Territories.

*5s- [Sspnnting,

SWAN 80NNENSCHEIN & CO.. Limited. London.

First Ediltion nearly oxhausted I

IN THE LAND OF THE BOERS.
By OLIVER OSBORNE.

Illustrated.

Crown 8vo. Special De*^iffa on cover. 28.

The cheapest and most readable volume yet published on the

Transvaal. The price brings it within reach of all classes of the

eommunity.

R . A EVERETT & CO.. 42. E-wex Strfet. Strand, W.C.

W. GLAISHER, Discount BookseUer,
265, High Holborn, London.

C'flfti Prices
Bryee's Impressions of South Africa. New Edition, '. a'.

broiiBht up to date. (Pub. Os.) 4 6
Theall's Soutll Africa (Story of the Nations). Entirely

New Edition, (Pub. .5s.) 3 9
Carter's Narrative of tlie Last Boer War. New

Edition. (Pub, lo». 6d.)
. .80

WorsfoW's Story of South Africa. (Pub. U. 6d.) ,.. 1 2
Fltzpatricli's Transvaal from Within net 10

4c. 4c. 4c.
Apply for OLAISHERS Exiensire rATALOOUE of Publvher^

Hemainders at Reduced Prices.

MR. T. FISHER UNWIN'S LIST.
SOUTH AFRICA. Bv Gko. Mi (

'.vr.l, Theai., LL.D. .'iS.

HOW TO READ WAR NEWS. Unit.s to Readers of Despatches, 4c Is.

THE LIVES OF ROBERT AND MARY MOFFAT. By their Son. Gs.

PAUL KRUQER AND HIS TIMES. By F. K. »i VTHIU. 7s. 6d.
THE POLITICAL SITUATION. By Olive Schbsiheu. Is. 8d.

A PRIMER OF SOUTH AFRICAN HISTORY. By Geobgb McCill
Tirh.u,, l.L.I). la. «.I.

MR. MAQNuS: A South African Novel. By F. R. SxArni^u. Gs.

TROOPER PETeR HALKET OF MASHONAL4ND. By Olive
.Sljiuhnkii. 'Js. Ikl.

THE CAPTAIN oP THE LOCUSTS. By A. Wbrnsu. 2'<.

KAFFIR STORIES. By W. C. Scully. Paper, Is. Bd. ; cloth, 23.

MR. THOMAS ATKINS. By the Author of '• How to bo Happy Though
JlarritjJ," (is.

FIFTY YEARS OF THE HISTORY OF THE REPUBLIC IN
SOUTH AFRICA. By J. C. V.jioT, M.U, 2 vols. 25s, net the set.

London: T. FiaHEB DNWIS, Paternoster Square, E.G.

ALL INTERESTED IN THE TRANSVAAL
SHOULD KEAD THE

ILLUSTRATED AND THOROUGHLY REVISED EDITION,
With 12 FuU-Pa^e lUustiations by MiURicB Ghkiffenhaoen, crown 8vo,

38. 6d., of

JESS, by M. RIDER HAGGARD.
" The story ia a capital one, and the interest never flags for a moment. The

author knows his ^ound thoroughly, and his vivid descripiions of Transvaal
scenery and his clever sketches of the inhabitants are all admi'-able."

Pall Mall Gazette,
'* The scene is laid in a locality which Mr. Hatrprard evidently knows well—

the Transvaal ; and the result is a vividness of description, both of men and
things."— Globe.

London : MMITTT. ELDER. & CO.. 1.5. Waterloo Plane, S.W.

EYRE 8c SPOTTISWOODE.
SOUTH AFRICA. Further Correspondence relating

to the Affairs in South Africa down to tie ISth January. By post,
2s. 6id.

SOUTH AFRICA. Correspondence relating to the
Defence of Natal. By post, 4d.

LIST OP BLUE BOOKS ON SOUTH AFRICAN
AFFAIRS

Dating from the Sand River Convention to the present date, affecting specially
the Transvaal, ^ent on application.

London : Eaer, Hardi ng Strefl*"-, E.O.

THE TRUE HISTORY OF THE WAR.-Part I.

BKIITQ THE

OFFICIAL DESPATCHES
FROM TBE

Coneral Oommandlng-in-Dhief
THE FORCES IN

SOUTH AFRICA.
Reprinted from " The London Oazelte "

Of JANUARY 26th, 1900, in a convenient form for binding with future issues,

NOW READY. PRICE SIXPEMOE.

HARRISON k SONS, Publishers of The Undon Gazette,
l.>, St. Martin's Lane, and all Booksellers.

THE PROBLEM OF SOUTH AFRICAN UNITY.
By W. BASIL WORSFOLD, Author of "The Redemption of Egypt," Ac.

A lecture delivered at the Imperial Institute in Deceml>er, 1899, with added
notes and table of population.

Foolscap 8vo, 6d. net ; doth, Is. net.

Review of the We^k.—" Supplies all the information required for an intelli-

gent study of the question."

A BOOK ON THE TRANSVAAL.

BOERS AND LITTLE ENGLANDERS.
The History of the South African Conventions of 1881 and 1884.

By JOHN PROCTER, Barrister-at-Law.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 28. 6d.

London : GEORGE ALLEN. 156. Charing Crosa Road.

BEST PRINTINQ ON BEST PAPER.

NOW APPEARING IN THE

" TRANSVAAL IN WAR AND PEACE."

EVERY THURSDAY. PRICE 6d.

London : H. VIRTUE & CO., Limited, 26, Ivy Lane.

FOR OTHER BOOKS ABOUT SOUTH AFRICA, nee page 130.
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MACMILLAN & CO.'S
NEW BOOKS.

MACMILLAN'S
LIBRARY OF ENGLISH CLASSICS.

Edited by A. W. P0LL4.BD.

Jl Serif* of Rrprmtn of Standard WorJu in

JAbrary Form.

D«my 8vo, cloth elejfHnt, price 38. Gd. net per vol.

LE MORTB DARTHUR, Sir THOMAS
MALOnrSBOOK of KINO A RTHVR,
and of HIS NOBLE K.VKIHl'S of the

ROUND TABLE. iJutt ready.

PEEVI0U3LY PUBLISHED.

BACON'S ESSAYS; COLOURS of
QOOD and EVIL; and ADV/tNCeMENT
of LCARNINO. 1 vol.

SHERIDAN'S PLAYS. I vol.

other Volunut to/oUow,

"Good reprinta of masterpieces always merit a
welcome, and it will be strange if these do uot receive
it. The volumes are in size a largish octavo, bound
in an agreeable dull red, relieved by a border of jfold.

The tj po is large and clear, and the material weight
uuasually light Jldmirably produced reprints."

Morning Post.
" The size of page, the quality of paper, the style of

type, aud the binding adopted, arc tnoroughly praise-
worthy The reprints in this 'Library' promise to
be the cheapest as well as best in the marnet."

Globe.
"The series starts with Sheridan's PUys, and a

very hindsume book it is ; in size a large octavo,
agreeably bound in red, and surprisingly light in the
hand."—Z)o«/y Mail.

Naw Volumes of tha Uniform Edition of
RUOYARO KIPLING'S Prose Works.

FROM SEA to SEA, and other
SKETCHES. LETTERS of 'rKAVBL. By
KUDYARD KIPLINH. In 2 vols. Extra crown
8vo, red cloth, gilt tops, 12s. I Heady on Tuetday.

New Novel by R. W. CHAMBERa.
THE CAMBRIC MASK. By R. W.

0HAMBEE8, Author of "A«hes of Empire," Ac.
Crown 8vo, 68. \_Beady on Monday.

MALAY MAGIC. Being an Intro-
duction to the Folklore and Popular Religion of
the Malay Peninsular. By WALTER WILLIAM
8KEAT, of the Civil Service of the Federated
Malay States With a Preface by C. O. BL A.GDEN,
Member of the Royal Asiatic Society and formerly
of the Straits Settlements Civil Service. With
nameroua Illustrations. 8vo, 2l8. net.

WAGERS of BATTLE, 1854 1899.
Verses by FRANKLIN LUSHINGTON and
HENRY LU8HINGT0N. Crown 8vo, sewed,
li<. net.

OLD FRIENDS at CAMBRIDGE and
ELSEWHBRE. By J. WILLIS CLARK, M.A.,
Eegistrary of the University of Cambridge,
formerly Fellow o£ Trinity College. Crown 8vo, Oj.

THE PRINCE: a Play. By
ADOLPHUS ALFRED JACK. Crown 8vo,
3s. 6d. net. iBeady on Tuetday.

Macmillm's Three and Sixpenny Series

NEW VOLUMES.

BY CHARLES DICKENS.

LITTLE DORRIT. With 40 lllus-
tratione by PHIZ. A Reprint of the First
Edition. With an Introduction, Biographical and
Bibliographical, by CHARLES DICKERS the
younger. Crown 8vo, Ss. 6d.

BY EQERTON CASTLE.

CONSEQUENCES : a NoveL Crown
8vo. 38. 8d.

FREDERICK WARNE& CO.'S

LIST-
Crown 8to, oloth gilt, gilt top, 3g. 6 1.

JOHN RUSKIN:
His Life and Teaching:.

With BIDLIOOBAPIlYand PORTRAIT

By J. MARSHALL MATHER.
** It votUd be difQcult to obtain a more lucid and

comprehensive idea of John Rngkin and bis liFo work
iu asmall c<)nipH8« than can be aveored by a careiul
study of that admirable little monojrraph. * In its

revised nnd enUirpred form * says the Spectator^ ' the
book is a most excellent aid to the understanding of
the very nature of the ^reatart critic and philosopnor,
as well as of the brilliant productions of his pen. Mr.
Mather only ctaimB tor his little volume that it is an
outliae of Ruskm's life and teaching intended for
tr oKe who are purposing a careful and detailed stndy
of his works, but it is so excellently done, wiih fo firm
a touch and so clear a rerception of essentials, that to
those who have no time for tbe de* ailed study referred
lo it will fcive a most useful, intereating, and just idea
of ibe great teacher and hia work.' "

Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 2e. 6d.

POPULAR STUDIES
OF NINETEENTH

CENTURY POETS.
By J. MARSHALL MATHER.

" For popular reading we know of no volume better
calculated to give a fair idea of the nineteenth centurj-
poets than the one before us."

—

Eastern Daily Preea.

To Think is to Lite.

Small oiovm 8vo, cloth gilt, gilt top, 28 6d.

THE ART OF THINKING.
By T. SHARPER KNOWLSOX.

KxTRiCT FHOM tH B Pkefacb : "A short time apo
one of our most distinguished statesmen, in giving
an address on education, said :

' What you want to
develop in your race is the art of thinking, and think-
ing is an art which stands a very good chance of
perishing from aaongst us altogether. The risks to
which independent thinking is exposed, when you
come to reckon them up, are manifold and dangerous.
1 think the Pref-s, with all its merits, is one of the
greatest enemies of independent thinking.' People
1 esd a great deal more than they use to do—there is
more to read—but they think less."

MaCMILLAN k CO., Ltd., Iiondon.

NOW READY, NEW EDITION.

Demy 8vo, oloth gilt, 668 pp., 78. 6d. ; oon-

ta'ning 30,000 Qaotations, and a moat com-
plete Classified Index.

DICTIONARY OF
QUOTATIONS.

From Ancient and Modern, Engllsli

and Foreign Sources.

Inclading PhraseB, MottoeB, Maxims, Pro-

verbs, Definitions, Aphorisms, and Sayings

of Wise Men, in their bearing on Life,

Literature, Speculation, Science, Art,

Religion and Morals.

SELECTED AND COMPILED BY THE

Rev. JAMES WOUD,
Editor of " Nuttall's Standard Dictionary."

*' Never before have materials so widespread been
collated into a single volume, and the work has
besides the uniqne distinction of including something
like a repreesntative collection of quotations from
the modem writings which hitherto have hardly been
laid tmder tribute for such a purpose at all."

Liverpool Courier.

London: FREDERICK WARSE & CO.,

15, Bedford Street, Strand,

MESSRS. LONGMANS & CO.'S

WILL BE IlE.iDr ON MOND.IY NEXT.

SAVROLA:
A Tale of the Revolution in Laurania.

BY

WINSTON SPENCER CHURCHILL,
Author of "The River War," 4c.

Crown 8»o, 6s.

NEW BOOK by MISS QERTRUDE JEKYLL.

HOME and GARDEN: Notes and
Thoughts, Practical and Critical, of a Worker iu
Both, liy GERTaUDK JEKYLL, Author of
" Wood and Garden." With M Illustrations from
Photographs by the Author. 8vo, los. 6d. net.

" A book to receire with gratitude and to keep."
lUvttraUd London ytwt.

SECOND AND CHE.\PER EDITION.

A HISTORY of SPAIN from the
EARLIEST TIMES to the DEATH of FERDI-
NAND the CATHOLIC. By ULICK RALPH
BURKE, M.A. Edited, with Additional Notes
and an Introduction, by MARTIN A. S. HUMB,
Editor of the " Calendar of S panish Stale Papers,"
Ac. 2 vols., crown 8v<', Iti.s. net."

MICHEL de 1' HOSPITAL: being
the Lnthian Prize Essav, 1800. By C. T.
ATKINSON, Fellow of E.tetfr College, Oxford

;

late Demy of Magdalen College. Crown 8vo,
4s. net.

"A Brilliant JVova/. "—Pall Hall Gazkite.

NEW IMPRESSION.—FIFTH THOUSAND.

PARSON EELL7.
By A. E. W. MASON and ANDREW LANG.

With Frontispiece. Crown 8vo, 68.

"An exeelleut novel, written vith spirit and a trae literary

touch."—iSt. Janiea's Gtuettt.

"
' Parson Kelly * is a capital story, well found, well invented,

and strong in the ever admrtable 'lualtty of vraiaemblance. It

is also au iuteresting illustration of collaboration.. ..The book
ia by far the mot>t notable of Jacobite romances and thoroujtblr

enjoyable."— WestminsUr Gazette.

*'The enjoyment of the book is so keen that it entirely

abaorbsone The Lad>' Oxford h«re iiresented is a brilliant,

worthless 'strange woman,* who must henevforth take rank in

fiction as a distinct, vivid character."—PaQ MaU (huttU.

NEW IMPRESSION.—FOURTH THOUSAND.

YEOMAN FLEETWOOD.
By M. E, FRANCIS (Mrs. Fbancis Blvhdeli..)

Crown 8vo, 6s.

" It is not often that a rerievcr sets through a story of 4oO

pages practically at one sitting, aud is sorry when he lias

finished, but one reviewer, at least, has done so with *Veonian
Fleetwood.' This novel should increase its author's reputa
tion."—PaU Mall Giuette.

"
' Ifeoman Fleetwood' will. I am sure, take its place among

the t>est novels of the year. The deMriptioDS of Brighton

under the Regent are Bi>eoiatIy admirable, aud Mrs. Blundell

tells us in the preface how she came to know Ibis part of her
subject BO well. The chtracter of Simon Fleetwood is one of

the noblest in recent fiction, and the book as a whole will

greatly enhance the author's reputation. To many readers it

will come as a fresh revelation of i.>eorgian history."—.I^A'^fc^

NEW IMPRESSION.—FIFTH THOUSAND.

SOME EXPERIENCES
of an IRISH RM.

By K. O^. SOMERVILLE aud MARTIN ROSS.
Authors of " The Real Charlotte.'"* An Irish Cousin,"

•• The Silver Fox/* &c.

With 31 HloBtrations by E. CE. SomerviUe.

Crown 8vo, 68.

" Everyone who wants to laugh should r«ad *Some Experi-
ences of an Irish R.M.'"—fiuan/ian.
" We can warmly recommend this book as a sure antidote for

melancholy ; it is brimful of brilliiot wit aod tmrmless mirth ;

it is a tonic for the dysjMjptic and a btlmulaiit to the healthy
mind. A more amusing book has uot been written for many a
year.''-PaH Uall OateUe.

London : LONGMANS, GREEN & CO.
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The Literary Week.
On Tuesday last an important first night was held at

Christiania, the occasion being the initial performance of

Ibsen's new play, ""When We who are Dead Awaken."
The performance, we learn, was an entire success, the first

and third acts producing a strong impression.

The play of "Hamlet," according to the printed copy
of 160.3 known as the First Quarto, will be acted by the

Elizabethan Stage Society, on Wednesday, February 21,

at 8.30 o'clock, at the Carpenter's Hall, London Wall.
The text of the play where corrupt and imperfect will be
revised from the First Folio. The performance wiU be given
on an Elizabethan stage in Elizabethan costume, and on
this occasion the women's parts will be played by boys, as

in Shakespeare's time. The original music will be revived
on instruments of the sixteenth century under the direction

of Mr. Arnold Dolmetsch.

Mb. Conbad's beautiful story, "Youth" (which appeared
in Blackwood in 1898), his "Heart of Darkness" (which
appeared in the same magazine last year), and " Lord
Jim " (which is just ending) are about to be published by
Messrs. Blackwood, under the title Three Tales.

Me. W. E. Henley's spirited verses, "England, my
England," which we quoted recently, have been set to

music by Mr. Ernest A. Dicks. The words and score

are published by Messrs. J. Curwen & Sons.

A JOURNALISTIC situation of some interest is piquantly
hit off. in "The New Who's Who," a page contribution to

Messrs. Hatchard's Books of To-day and Books of To-morrow :

INGRAM, Sir William, Proprietor of Illustrated

Lrmdon Neu)S, Sketch, Spear, &c. Pulilication : Shelter
edition of ' De Auiicitia,' 1900. Motto : ' Dum Sphereo
Spearo.'

SHOETEE, Clement King, late editor of Illustrated

London Neirs. Sketch, &c. Founded The Sphere, 1900.

Pseudonym : Nicholas Breakspear.

Seveeal correspondents have sent us versions of the

I
Spanish poem printed in our correspondence columns last

(week. Here is Mr. Walter Gumer's translation :

A little biid that I held dear
Flew away.

My love who loved me yester-year
Died one day.

So the course of love must run

;

All things fade beneath the sun

;

Life is doomed ere jet begun

;

And we say, " God's will be done !

"

In answer to Mr. Forster's inquiry as to the author, Mr.
Arthur Maquarie writes :

" I don't happen to be able to
give any assistance in discovering the author of the
original, but it is by no means necessary to suppose that
he is known even in Spain. One cannot look to learn

names in anthologies of popular verse of this sort, for

though there is at present a custom for strolling trovadores

to sell printed copies of their songs (at halfpenny a sheet),

great numbers of those now in books may have had to

pass through a hundred mouths before finding themselves
there."

Many rumours are afloat as to the new morning paper
which Mr. C. Arthur Pearson is about to establish. We
can state with authority that it will be called The Daily

Express, it will be ready in a few weeks, it will cost a half-

penny, and Mr. Pearson, not C. Arthur Pearson, Ltd.,

will own it.

The competition among halfpenny morning papers shows
sig^s of being as keen as that among sixpenny illustrated

weeklies ; for last Monday the Morning Leader, enlarged

and improved, inaugurated a new series, with several

interesting features.

Thbee poets during the past week have expressed them-
selves on the War. Mr. William Watson reduced his

opinion to the following parable which he contributed to

the Morning Leader

:

A certain man, quilting his own house, went to lodge in

the house of another, and there demanded to have voice

and authority in the ordering of the whole household.

And the other said :

'

' No. You are free to remain or

to depart, but this is my house, and I will suffer in it no
second master out-mastering me."
Sn the lodger calltd unto his brave and gallant kinsmen

to bludgeon that householder into submission.

Mb. Stephen Phillips sounds a larger note in the poem
he sent to the Baily Chronicle. It is called simply

"A Man":

O for a living man to lead !

That will not babble when we bleed

;

O for the silent doer of the deed

!

One that is happy in his height

;

And one that, in a nation's night,

Hath soUtary certitude of light

!

Sirs, not with battle ill-begun

We charge you, not with fields unwon,
Nor headlong deaths against the darkeued gun

;

But with a lightness worse than dread :

That you but laughed, who should have hd.
And tripped like dancers amid all our dead.

You for no failure we impeach.
Nor for those bodies in the breach.

But for a deeper shallowness of speech.

When every cheek was hot with shame,
When we demanded words of flame,

O ye were busy but to shift the blame !

No man of us but clenched his hand,
No brow but burned as with a brand,
You I you alone were slow to understand !

O for a living man to lead !

That will not babble when we bleed
;

O for the silent doer of the deed

!
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Mb. Austin Dobson contributed these touching lines to

last week's Sph^e, illustrated by a remarkable drawing
by Mr. Hartrick

:

O undistiogaished Dead

!

Whom the bent covers or the rock-strewn steep
Shows to the stars, for you I mourn, I weep,

O undistinguished Dead

!

None knows your name.
Blackened and blurred in the wild battle's brunt,
Hotly you fell . . . with all your wounds in front,

This is your fame

!

Mb. William Archer says that if he were a poet he
would write an ode to Mr. Mauser. In an article in last

Monday's Morning Leader he gives his reasons for this

quaint aspiration. It lias revealed to him a great deal
about his country and himself. Nicholson's Nek was the
eye-opening, heart-reaching incident. Mr. Archer con-
cludes as follows

:

That the blot of unredeemed disaster should blur back
through all our military history—that it should appear to
dim the glories of WelUngton and Marlborough—was
perhaps natural enough. But what have Shakespeare and
Milton, what have Newton and Darwin, to do with Tommy
Atkins and his fortunes ? Do they not dwell in an ampler
ether, a diviner air? They ought to, no doubt; but I
found that, in my own instinctive conception, they did
not. It was not only the existing generation that seemed
to have suffered humiliation—it was the whole Pantheon
of the psist. Nay, in some still more inexplicable fashion,
the physical beauties of England seemed to have fallen
into eclipse—a light had vanished from her valleys, lakes,
and woodlands ; her castles, cathedrals, universities ap-
I)eared less stately and less reverend. In short, I realised
that the idea of "England" was to me notiiing but a
many-faceted jewel of pride, whereof no one facet could
be dimmed but the others must pale in sympathy. And
this the Mauser bullet taught me.

But Mr. Archer does not tell all. Having learned these
things, he straightway went out and enrolled himself in a
corps of volunteers.

Ai'Boros
I' P. C.'s" list, in our last issue, of old words

worth reviving, Mr. Eyre Hussey sends us the following
as " an illustration of the extreme value of resuscitated
verbiage." We should first state that the new words
suggested by " P. C. " were :

Cote Enclosure, shelter.

Thole Suffer, endure.
Rede Counsel, advice.
Blee Complexion, aspect.
Dwine To fade gradually.
Pleach Intertwine.
Inwit Intuitive knowledge.
Outwit Acquired knowledge.
Buxom " Willing," good-natured.
Euly Taking kindly to discipline.
Fay_ For fairy (which is incorrectly used).
Kitting For kitten (a pure Eoglish diminutive

instead of a hybrid form).
Calenture . .

.

Feverish heat.
Gyre Circular course.
Spoom To run before the wind.
Stour Battle.
Leman Mistress.
Kood The Cross.

Mr. Hussey's amusing illustration follows :

The wind howled as it slammed the front door behind
me and left me to stimr with its icy blast. Outwit led me
to recollect that if I took a gyre the contest woidd at
least be drawn, for then, in the latter portion of my short
journey, I could «;»'«;i. As I entered the churchyard the
rrnd upon the chancel roof stood out clearly cut against
the sky ; one tiny star gleamed above it like the wand-tip
of some celestial fny.
The black branches of the yew trees bent and skipped

like some gigantic h'Uiiig. It was a lonesome spot ; but

what matter ? Was I not there to meet the buxom leman
of my heart ?

Ktill, human nature cannot thole everything. I was
cojipelled to seek some cote, for in the calenture of antici-

pation I had, contrary to the rede of inwit, left my ulster

at home.
I waited in the porch ; it was lonesome, but I am ruly

by nature, and knew well enough that Sophia was often

late.

I pictured her with the rosy blee upon her face dunnin;/

as she stood before me with pleached lingers to beg
forgiveness

(ro be continued when a suitable supply of language is

furnished. Impatient readers may as well know that,

owing to cold weather, Sophia displayed her inwit by
staying at home.)

Mr. Andrew Lang's recent observations on the shortness

and uncertainty of literary reputations find an echo in the

February American Bookman. The Bookman has just

completed its fifth year. Reviewing one short lustrum of

its existence, it heaves a sigh of fatigue and bewilder-

ment:

During that brief time many literary reputations have
risen and waned ; men and women whose names were
household words ia 1895 have, in the beginning of 1900,

reached a commonplace acceptance even more cruel than
their original obscurity ; books that two or three or five

years ago stirred the female subscribers of the village

library to wire pulling and intrigue, and the occasional

male subscriber to blasphemy, now repose undisturbed
upon the shelves. There is infinitely more downright
irony in this, the commonplace record of half a decade,

than Washington Irving put into his Mutability of
Literature.

The Bookman illustrates its remarks by stating that in a
town library not twenty-five miles from New York the two
copies of Trilby possessed by the library have not been
borrowed for six months ; and it adds :

A magazine writer was recently asked to contribute a
paper on Bohemian Paris to a new review. The works
suggested as deserving treatment in such an article in-

cluded Henry Murger's La Vie de Boheme, W. C. Morrow's
llohcmian Paris of To-Day, The Stones of Paris, and several

others. But of Trilby, that book which brought home to

American and English readers all the romance, the poetry,

the charm of the southern half of the French capital as no
other book has ever done, and probably as no other book
will ever do, no mention was made. The slight was in no
way intentional. Trilby had simply been forgotten.

But if books are short-lived, their writers commonly
attain to longevity. Mr. William Roscoe Thayer, writing

in the Forum, shows that the average age of literary men
in the nineteenth century has been distinctly high. Take
novelists, for instance. Mr. Thayer gives this table of

twenty-six novelists and the ages they reached :

Augier, 79.

Irving, 76.

Conscience, 71.

Meredith, 71 (living).

P. de Kook, 71,

Auerbaoh, 70.

Andersen, 70.

Bulwer, 70.

Balzac, 51.

The average age of these writers is sixty-three years.

Porty-six poets attained the average of sixty-six years.

The ages of forty "men of letters" work out to the

average of sixty-seven years. Historians live even longer

;

the average of thirty-eight of them was seventy-tliree

years. Mr. Thayer includes musicians, philosophers,

agitators, statesmen, and intellectual women in his survey;

and his inference is striking :

The assumption has been that modern conditions are

destnictive to the vitality of just this upper class of brain-

workers. The fact is, that these persons lived on an

Reade, 70.

Heyse, 69 (living).

A. Trollope (67).

Collins, 65.

Mayne Reid, 65.

Cooper, 62.

Dn Maurier, 62.

Hawthorne, 60.

Ebers, 60.

Scheffel, 60.

FUubert, 59.

Dickens, 58.

Daudet, 57.

Marryat, 56.

Thackeray, 53.

Sue, 53.

43.
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average eixty-aght years and eight months — that is,

nearly thirty years longer than the population as a whole.
Were we to double the number of names the result would
not be very different.

An inquiry of some literary interest concerns boys
and girls. The following question, among others, was
put to a large number of school children, and their

answers, which were given in writing, have been examined
and compared :

" Which man or woman of whom you have
ever heard would you most wish to be, and why? " The
list of answers includes Shakespeare, Sir Thomas Lipton,
and Mr. Kipling. The boy who wanted to be Kipling
gave the sensible reason: "Because he writes about
soldiers who fight now, and not historical pieces like

Shakespeare and Scott."

The adventures of a story. In the New York Literary

Life of January appears the following paragraph :

Kipling.—During Kipling's illness Henry James was
one night riding hopie in a cab from his club in London.
The news had just come that the crisis was passed, and the
great writer on the road to recovery. As he stepped out;

on the sidewalk, Mr. James handed the paper he had
bought to the cabman. " Kipling's all right," he said.

The cabman took the paper, and leaned down with a
puzzled look on his face. " I don't seem to know the
name o' the 'awse," he said.

Our readers will remember that this story first appeared
in the Academy. But the incident did not happen to

Mr. Henry James. It was the personal experience of one
of our staff—quite a humble person. The story flew to

the ends of the earth—the New York version is a mere
ricochet.

The New York Boohman makes the following curious
parallel between the late Mr. Bellamy, the author of

Looking Backward, and Mr. Edwin Markham, the author
of "The Man with the Hoe" :

h

When Mr. Bellamy wrote
L(Kikiv<j backward he wrote it

8in:ply as a good story, a bit

of imHginative writing, and
with no particular intention

of promulgating a new form
of Socialism. But as soon as

the book leaped to its extra-

ordinary success, thousands
upon thousands of impression-
able persons ini-isted upon see-

ing in it a new sociological

gospel. Then Mr. Bellamy
himself began to feel that he
had unwittingly done a great
thing, and that he must have
been inspired when he com-
posed the pages of his novel.

Then he practically gave up
literature and started a crank
paper, and gave his time and
his talent.s to the foundation
and encouragement of clubs
for the propagation of the
theories set forth in LookirK/

Barhirard. What was the
result ? The faddists who
took up the Bellamy craze
soon grew tired and dropped
both it and him ; bis paper
failed ; and he himself died, a
literary wastrel and a sociolo-

gical joke.

Mr. Eflwin Markham's work is, of course, of a very
different character from Bellamy's. "The Man with the
Hoe," which America read as it has not read any new

And now here is poor Mr.
Markham going the same
way. His " Man with the
Hoe " was very good verse.

He doubtless wrote it us he
might at a less mature age
have written about The Girl
with a Beau. From a literary

standpoint it is all right.

But now he has become per-
suaded by his admirers that
the poem is full of hidden
meanings, of profound lessons,

of unutterable things, and he
is going about the comitry
explaining to " social reform
clubs " just what those hidden
meanings are. No doubt he
is enjoying himself hugely,
and the people who belong to

the clubs will for a day or
two speak with bated breath
of his Boal-searching elucida-
tions ; but to us it is all so

pathetic I Why cannot every
human being have a little of

the saving sense of humour ?

Poor Mr, Markham !

poem for years and years, is an appeal to mankind to do
something to lighten the burden of the agricultural slave,

to widen his outlook and stimulate his higher feelings.

The volume containing this and other of Mr. Markham's
poems has just been published in England.

Theee lies on our table a book on which half a dozen
visitors have already cast a longing eye. It is a large quarto,

bound in a rich brown canvas, admirably stamped, with
end-papers of a dusty old-gold ; the edges are tinted in

brick colour ; and the whole appearance of the volume is

excellent. It suggests a work on the stained-glass windows
of Nuremburg ; or a budget of Proven(;al songs, and their

old-time musical scores ; or a series of readings from Con-
fucius for family use—in fact, anything grave and stately.

It is, however, none of these things; but is the new illus-

trated Catalogue of the Boyle System of Ventilation. As a
volume for the drawing-room table we commend it. Messrs.

Boyle & Son should come into the book business at once.

When receiving a testimonial at University College last

week. Dr. Furnivall expressed the opinion that the English
language was destined to be the universal language of

civilisation. In face of the following statement, we take
leave to doubt it

:

The "Congregation" of the University of Chic*go has
adopted the following minute :

Jiesolved, That the adoption by the Board of the Uni-
versity Press, for use in the official publications and
journals of the University, of the list of words with
changed spelling, accepted by the National Educational
Association, be approved.

The list of words thus " reformed " is as follows :

Program (programme).
Tho (though).

Altho (although).

Thorofare (thoroughfare).

Thru (through).

Thruout (throughout).

Catalog (catalogue).

Prolog (prologue).

Decalog (decalogue).

Demagog (demagogue).
Pedagog (pedagogue).

Seriously, this divergence of spelling between English
English and American English is very unfortunate at a
time when the two nations are, more and more, reading
the same books, and when every notable author in the one
country commands readers in the other.

Librarians take their work seriously. But card-

catalogues and cross-references are not everything, and we
feel some sympathy with a writer in Scribner's who com-
plains that librarians are too mechanical and are apt to

provide their libraries with everything except that atmo-
sphere of peace and leisure necessary to the browser.

Let us suppose that the browser meets the cold glance
of the young woman in shirt-waist and eye-glasses, who,
at the circulating desk, is handling books with up-to-the-
minute movements that indicate that this is no world to

moon in. The browser's mood changes, and with the
result that he finds it difficult to draw the two ends of

the magic circle that before encompassed him together
again.

This clearly is not as it should be. The perfect librarian

is a subjective beiug. . . . He is subdued to the reverence

of what he works in, and has the student's perceptions,

discreet and catholic. He helps to create the ambient
with which a library should be permeated, and even to

those who have no feehng for the right spirit of the place

his manners and personality are an instruction, uncon-
sciously absorbed, and leading them to a humauer attitude.

The humaner attitude is perhaps coming. At any rate, it

is a good sign that librarians are becoming playful at their

own expense. In the Library World a writer gives ten

good stock statements useful to librarians who are suddenly

called upon to explain a decrease of borrowings to their
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committee. The last reason is worth quoting for its

delightfully-mised reasoning and probable success.

We have to draw attention for the first time since the

opening of the hbrary to a decrease in the total number
of books circulated during the past year. This decrease,

however, is entirely due to the fact that the demand has so

far exceeded the supply that hardly any of the more
popular hooks were to he found on the shelves, so that it

has been a customary thing for borrowers to go empty-
handed away. Tbi*, though pulling down the issues, is

an eloquent testimony alike to the zeal of our readers and
the urgent nee<l for more books.

A LiTri.E magazine, bearing a close likeness to the

Quartier Latin, has just been begun at Oxford under the

title the Quad. Mr. Dent is the London publisher. The
following neat and reasonable quatrain meets the reader's

eye at the start

:

To THE Reader.

We ask you (as our labours' modest meed)
Firstly to buy, and, secondly to read

:

Then, having hought and read with kinfily eyes,

Thirdly, and not till then, to criticise.

Messrs. Ward, Lock & Co. will in future publish, from
their offices in Salisbury - square, the Road, and its

afi&liated publications : The Road Coaching Album, The Road
Coach Guide, and The Road Coaching Programme. The
monthly periodical, the Road, will shortly enter upon its

tenth year of existence, and the occasion will be celebrated

by adding to its attractiveness and utility.

Mr. QuiLLER-Coucn thus dedicates his Hittorical Tales

from Shakespeare to Mr. Swinburne

:

TO
ALGERNON CHARLES SWINBURNE

WHO WITH THE NEAREST CLAIM AMONG LXVING MEN
TO APPROACH SHAKESPEARE CONFIDENTLY

HAS WITH THE BEST RIGHT
SET THEM THE EXAMPLE OF REVERENT AND

HUMBLE STUDY.

Bibliographical.

The rumour that Mr. Bret Harte contemplates the
publication of a second series of Condensed Novels is one
that all lovers of prose parody will hope to find true. The
first series, which came out in 1867, was called Sensation
Novels Cmidensed

; but it is to be assumed that the forth-
coming travesties will have a wider range, the " sensa-
tion " novel being by no means the most striking feature
of our present-day fiction. No ; what we want is parody
of our Marie Corelli, our George Moore, our George
Egerton, and so forth; and Mr. Harte might well give
some of his attention to the younger persons of both
sexes who have distinguished themselves lately by
startling novelty of subject, style, and treatment. The
field to be covered is broad and rich—much broader
and richer than that in which Thackeray wrought in his
Novels by Eminent Hands.
The last few years have witnessed an agreeable revival

of interest in the verse written by -the sisters Louisa and
Arabella Shore—the "A. andL. " of publications dating
several decades back. The death of Miss Louisa Shore
suggested the issue in 1896, by Mr. Lane, of the Poems of
that lady, prefaced by a memoir from her sister's pen and
an " appreciation " from that of Mr. Frederic Harrison.
Then came, in 1897, Poems by A. and L., issued by Mr.
Grant Eichards, and, in 1898, from the same house,
Hannibal, the mammoth dramatic poem by Miss Louisa
Shore. The forthcoming First and Last Poems of Miss

Arabella Shore will probably bring to a close this brief

but interesting series of Shore volumes. The deceased

sister had, I think, a genuine poetic vision, but very little

of the "faculty divine." Her poi*ers were not sufficiently

cultivated.

The announced new edition of the third Lord Shaftes-

bury's Characteristics of Men, Manners, Opinions, and Timts

should be welcome to many. It is by no me.ins de trap.

The work itself is one of those which arc more often

talked about than read. Few know, for example, that it

is a collection of seven distinct literary eiYorts—including

a "letter," an "inquiry," a "philosophical rhapsody,"
" miscellaneous reflections," and so forth— published

separately at varied intervals. It appeared as a whole in

1711 and again in 1713. Gray wrote about Shaftesbury

as a philosopher in rather scornful fashion (see his Letters).

Pope, who was a friend of Shaftesbury's, thought, it will

be remembered, that the Characteristics "had done more
harm to revealed religion in England than all the works

of infidelity put together."

A London morning paper, " noticing" a new edition of

the works of Shakespeare, mentions that it has " a pleasant

biographical introduction by Mr. Henry G. Bell." This

"Mr. Henry G. Bell," were he living now, woidd be
annoyed at the reduction of the second word in his name
from " Qlassford " to mere " G." There was a time when
Henry Glassford Bell was a person of some potency in the

literary world, and especially in that part of it which lies

north of the Tweed. Some of us remember him best by
a "poem " on Mary Queen of Scots, which used to be by
far too great a favourite with the reciter-deraon. Still,

even the perpetration of this " poem " scarcely justifies

one in describing him now as "Mr. Henry G. Bell."

Mr. Wilson Barrett is rapidly acquiring a name in the

literary as well as in the theatrical arena. That he turned

his " Sign of the Cross " into a prose narrative we all

know; then came his " novelisation " of his "Daughters
of Babylon," but in that he had the co-operation of Mr.
Hichens. Now he comes forward with a tale called In

Old New York, in which he has collaborated with Mr.

Elwyn Barron. This, I believe, is a " novelisation " of

a play by Messrs. Barrett and Barron which has not yet

faced the footiights. Mr. Barron is already known here

through his Manders, published in this country about

sixteen months ago.

Mr. Israel Gollancz was happily inspired when it

occurred to him to reprint, along with /« Memoriam, in the

"Temple Classics" series, the poetical remains of Arthur
Hallam. We must not forget, however, that the credit of

reprinting these remains in recent years belongs to Mr.
Le Gallienne, who, in 1893, republished not only

Hallam's poems, but his essay on the poems of Tennyson.
Mr. Le Gallienne's little volume, which was issued by
Messrs. Mathews & Lane, is, indeed, the best possible com-
panion to In Memoriam, and I hope it is still in the market.

By way of motto to his new book, In the Valley of the

Rhone, Mr. C. W. Wood prints the well-known lines

:

Noiseless falls the foot of time
That only treads on ilowers.

These he attributes to "Spenser"—a rather unfortunate

misprint. And yet how natural on the part of a com-
positor! Who reads nowadays the works of that Hon.
William Eobert Spencer whose vers-de-societe were once in

everybody's mouth ? It is not the first time that the two
men have been confused, as students of Charles Lamb will

remember.
Studies in Dedications—the title of Miss Arnold-Forster's

new book—is a little misleading. It makes one think at

once of literary dedications, whereas it is of church dedi-

cations that the lady writes. It will be remembered that

Mr. H. B. Wheatley contributed a pleasant little volume
on The Dedication of Rooks to the "Book-Lover's Library."

The Bookworm.
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Reviews.

Santo Virgilio.

The UnptihUshed Legends of Virgil. Collected by Charles

Godfrey Leland. (Elliot Stock.)

Bayle, in his article upon Virgil—a plague upon the prob-

able accuracy of pedantry which -writes Vergil !—remarks

:

" II n'y a rien de plus ridicule que ce que Ton conte de sa

magie, et des pretendus prodiges qu'il tit voir aux Napoli-

tains." After which trenchant and terse verdict there

follows, as usual, one of those delightfully colossal notes,

which, for very wantonness of erudition, always remind us

of Burton. But that magie and those prodiges have been
the theme of laborious scholarship, and found to be of

much significance. Signor Comparetti, of Florence

—

perhaps the most variously learned of living men—has,

in his work on Virgil in the Middle Ages, given us once

for all the finest word of scholarship upon the matter ; and
now there comes to us from Florence a little work, by way,
as it were, of supplement to that masterpiece. Mr. Leland,

creator of Hans Breitmann, translator of Heine, anthro-

pologist among American Indians and European gypsies,

has of late devoted himself to a singular, a fascinating,

an (to put it Germanwise) in - difficulties - and - doubts -

abounding field of investigation. A few years ago he
published his Roman Etruscan Remains in Popular Legend,

wherein he claimed to show that in Italy there exists,

side by side with Christianity, a most venerable and
primitive Paganism ; not the formal civic religion of

ancient cultured Rome, but a thing of the villages and
woods and fields and vineyards—a true product of lusty,

wild Mother Earth—never spoken of in senatorial edicts,

nor merged into the hierarchical order of State religion.

Etruria—that mysterious region of a vanished civilisation

—was its chief home ; and its practices remain, in the

form of sorcery and magic, wizardry and incantation,

witchcraft and necromancy, in the present Italy of to-day,

dying, doomed to die, yet discoverable by research and
patience still. In a word, that popular body of beliefs and
superstitions, whereof the old classics, by tantalising

glimpses, make us well aware as having prevailed in

classic Italy, has never perished from the soil of Italy.

Impoverished, contaminated, debased, jealously hidden out
of sight, it is still there. Have patience and cunning, and
you will find it in the hearts and upon the lips of withered
crones, of peasants versed in ancestral folklore. It will

reach you in the rudest of Italian dialects, and from the

least modernised of Italian districts ; but it also lurks even
beneath the shadow of Santa Croce, at Florence, and of St.

Peter's, at Rome.
Mr. Leland is incapable of dulness, but he has his

defects. He is vivid, picturesque, dramatic, exciting, at

the expense of orderliness, sobriety, method. He gives us
a brilliant bundle of notes and sketches, rather than a
finished book. He would sooner be careless than pedan-
tic, inaccurate than dogmatic. He is a writer whose
veracity one cannot question, but whose authority one
hesitates to quote: he is more enjoyable than useful. It

is sometimes hard to make up one's mind whether or not
he wishes to be of real assistance to the scientific student
of anthropology. His light-hearted indifference to pre-

cision infects his proof-reading : we shrink, in the present

volume, from misprints which make Browning unmeaning,
Martial both unmeaning and unmetrical. Another flaw,

or fault, derogatory to any serious and courteous scholar,

is his constant girding at the Christian religion, -especially

in its Catholic form, in a vein of humour which entirely

fails to be humorous, and which would still be ofEensive

even if successful. But let us turn from this, and come
to the more alluring theme of Santo Virgilio.

Signor Comparetti devotes his great work to the study
of tho mcdiscval Virgil as he appears in the literature

of the learned, and of that literature as applied to the

amusement of the less learned and the illiterate. He speaks
of little else but what can be read in extant M8S. or print,

and gives but a few lines to the Virgil whose transmogri-

fied phantom flits yet in living legend underived from
literary sources—that is, of course, to say, not immediately
and consciously derived, but traditional. Mr. Leland,
struck by this fact, set himself to collect, by his usual
methods, Virgilian legends alive among the people, with
the result that he presents to us some fifty tales ; and it is

safe to say that many, if not most, of them are assignable

to no known source in the mass of mediajval Virgilian

legend extant as literature. Obviously, the mediaeval

writers, of whatever kind, who have preserved for us the

fantastic Virgil of popular myth CDuld not record all they
knew or heard ; and there came a time when such legends
ceased to be collected. But they did not therefore cease

to be handed down among the people ; and the popular
Italian memory, which is a museum of confused relics,

and the popular Italian imagination, which is a factory of

things fanciful or grotes(|ue, have between them produced
these extraordinary narratives, wherein the medley meditcval

conceptions of history and science and the supernatural
are in full vigour. Recorded at the close of the nineteenth

century, they essentially belong to the ages which made
"Virgil, Dake of Naples," the contemporary of Homer
and of King Arthur and of the Soldan of Babylon : they
descend in spiritual and imaginative lineage from the

times when

Son nom, balbiitie par les hommes uouveaux.
Fit se lever, dans les tenebrps des cerveaux,

Laure d'or et de feu, le fantome d'un mage.
Le peuple, qui venere encore son image,
Broda sur sa memoire un etrange roman
De sorcier secourable et de bon necroman.

Assuredly, it is as " sorcier secourable et bon necroman " that

this " translated" Virgil figures in Mr. Leland's books; he
has still the " white soul " that Horace loved, and is still,

despite his strange transformations, the Virgil over whose
tomb at Puteoli, so they sang in the churches of Mantua,
Saint Paul wept and said : "Ah, what manner of man had
I not made of thee had I but found thee living, prince

of poets !
" True, he is frolicsome, prankish, as well as

helpful and benevolent ; but then, as Faustus felt, if you
are a magician, the temptation to merry jests and practical

jokes is irresistible. Here, with one exception, he does
nothing quite unworthy of ttie Virgil whom primitive and
later Christianity hailed as the herald of the Nativity, the

first discerner of the Star of Bethlehem, the Virgil who
chaunted in his inspired " Pollio " the Desire of the

Nations, Him who should come. There is nothing of the

Virgil whom harsher spirits accused of working wonders
" by whitchcraft and nigramansy thorough the help of the

devylls of hell." This, according to one of Mr. Leland's

stories, was the fashion of Virgil's own coming, and it is

exquisitely imagined of him whom Renan calls " le tendre

et clairvoyant Virgile." There was a lady of Rome called

Helen, the world's wonder for beauty, but she would not

wed for terror of childbirth ; she therefore fled to an
impregnable tower far without the walls ; but—and here,

as Mr. Leland notes, we have the Danai; myth—Jupiter

descended as a shower of gold-leaf, and it fell into her cup,

which she had no fear to drink.

But hardly had Helen drunk the wine before she felt

a strange thrill in all her body, a marvellous rapture,

a change of her whole being, followed by complete
exhaustion. And in time she found herself with child,

and cursed the moment when she drank the wine. And
to her in this way was born Virgil, who had in his forehead

a most beautiful star of gold. Three fairies aided at his

birth : the Queen of tho Fairies cradled him in a cradle

made of roses. She made a fire of twigs of laurels, it

crackled loudly. To the crackling of twigs of laurel was
he bom ; his mother felt no pain, Tho three each gave
him a blessing; the wind as it blew iuto the window
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wiahed him good fortune ; the light of the stars, and the

lamp and the fire, who are all spirits, gave him glory and
song. He was bom fair and strong, and strong and
beautiful ; all who saw him wondered.

It is characteristic, this mingling of Helen, Danait,

Jupiter, the Fairies, Rome; elsewhere in the piece we
have the King of the Magicians, the Emperor, and the

Turks. It were nothing wonderful if we also had
Abraliam, Socrates, Julius Ciosar, and the Pope, all

meeting in this wonderland out of time and space. We
should be grateful to Mr. Leland had he rescued for us no
more than the perfect pt^sage quoted, so unconsciously

superb and glittering a praise of the everlasting Virgil.

And there are other things in the book hardly less beauti-

ful, together with a mass of legends depicting, in a strain

of innocent jocularity, this Virgil of the mediioval phantasy,
saint and mage. In this aspect, the work, as we have
said, is a complement to Signor Comparetti's elaborate

study ; but it also continues Mr. Leland' s studies in the
survival of that secret paganism ineradicable, at least in

spirit, from the thrice haunted earth of Italy. Here are
spells, incantations, remembrances of infinitely ancient

deities and powers, which at once impress the reader as far

older in spirit than the tales and legends in which they are

embodied ; as older, not only than the historic Virgil, but
older than the first foundation and walls of Home.
" Naturam expellas furca, tamen usque recurrit ": worship
of " Madre Natura " is in some form inevitable. With the
educated it turns to poetry or a poetical pantheism ; with
the less sophisticated it abides as something much more
practical.

No poet has shared the astonishing fate of Virgil : no
other writer of antiquity has been so familiar a name to

Christianity. Signor Comparetti has supplied an abun-
dance of higtorictd reasons why this should be so, and, as
all scholars know, a special veneration began, even in his
lifetime, to gather round the person, and upon his death,
round the tomb, of him whom Eome regarded as the
laureate and paramount poet of Rome ; in his own realm
he held the throne, wore the laurel and the imperial robe.
History explains why, even in after ages insensible to his

essential greatness, he retained the pre-eminence. And
yet that veneration, which is at its noblest height in
Dante, at its lowest in certain of the most insensate myths
concerning him, seems to have about it an inner propriety
and cong^uity and signLficance. Por the poet of imperial
Rome is also the poet of human sadness and mortal longing;
in him is the craving for a Golden Age, the apprehension
of suffering and death, the feeling of fatality, the sense of
the mystery of things, the mingled exultation and melan-
choly of man, the haunting appeals of nature, the inystical

meanings of beauty, the manifold marvel of existence.
Virgil is one of his own pale ghosts, stretching forth his
hands toward " the farther shore," and dreaming of a
world regenerate ; he embodies

the prophetic soul
Of the wide world dreaming on things to come.

'

' The chastest poet and royalest that to the memory of
man is known," as Bacon calls him, has a note of univer-
sality, a kinship with all the race of man. The " courteous "

Virgil, as Dante loves to say, has a dignity of compassion,
a priestly bearing, an ever gracious and majestic utterance.
In a sense far deeper than that of mediroval writers or
modern peasants of Italy, he is a Blagician, an enchanter,
touching hearts to tears and thoughts of reverence. Like
Plato, he sometimes seems trembling upon the borders of
Christianity, groping for it wistfully, fiUed with the
emotions of desire which it satisfies. Grotesque as often
were the travesties made of him, in his mediseval char-
acter of sui)reme thaumaturgist and lord over the wisdom
of the universe; absurd as it may sound to hear him
spoken of to-day as a great " signor," something between
Simon Magus and Saint George, and Haroun Alraschid

and Don Quixote and Prospero; yet we are not taken

utterly aback by the unique destiny which has effected

this. For in the melancholy majesty of his mighty line

we commune with the " white soul " which, at the height

of Rome's magnificence, was not of that age, but of all

ages, in virtue of an intense humanity. If he did not, in

man's service, control the powers of nature, none has more
profoundly expressed and praised them, the august work-
ings amid which man lives. If he did not with authority

go about doing good to men, none has more fully and
perfectly given a voice to the infinite longing of their souls,

nor spoken with a tenderer austerity.

The Ancestor of Liberalism.

George Buchanan (" Famous Scots " Series). By Robert
Wallace. Completed by J. Campbell Smith. (Oliphant,

Anderson & Ferrier.)

This contribution to the " Famous Scots " series is at once

interesting and disappointing. Dr. Robert Wallace (to

give him the title by which he was formerly kaown) was
the late editor of the Scotsman, an able man, whose com-
petence as a biographer of Buchanan does not need the

certificate here given it by Mr. Campbell Smith. It is

shown in the biography itself. His purpose, as he tells

us, was to condense and popularise the work of Dr.

Hume Brown " and the other scientific biographers" of

Buchanan ; while he disclaims for himself any originality

of research. But he handles.his subject like a man who is

master of it, and his style has a vivacity for which we
have probably to thank the editor rather than the theo-

logical student. He is overmuch given to explaining

away the most trifling allegations of defect in his

hero, and claiming for him a well-nigh ideal standard

of character; but that is a malady most incident to

biographers, and we are disposed to take it good-

humouredly.
The trouble is that we have not enough of it. It is a

fragment. Its author's death causes it to break off in the

very outset of the biographical portion proper, leaving

behind a torso. The biographical section is indeed con-

tinued by Mr. Campbell Smith, who brings it to a summary
conclusion, apologising for the lack of facts regarding

Buchanan ; and this is all, with the addition of an explana-

tory epilogue and super-explanatory prologue. Mr.
Smith's prejudices, as it happens, are only less strong than

his language in expressing them, and are curiously mixed.

He will hear no words against Mary Stuart, but he

launches vituperative epithets worthy of M. Henri Roche-

fort and the Intransigiant against all monks and Queen
Elizabeth. Franciscans are " the solid, weU-fed, red-faced

exponents of infallible truth " As for Elizabeth, she is

" one of the cleverest, falsest, most hateful of women of

aU history "
; and it is well Mary was no worse than she

was "in a world with her royal cousin and rival flaunting

her fictitious moral and physical beauties at the head of it,

and getting prematurely canonised as the Good Queen
Bess." Therefore, he concludes, " let the modest and

honest muse of History ceaso howling and canting about

her (Mary's) crimes, and try to refrain from lavishing

eulogy upon her kindred in position and in blood—Henry
VIII., the Royal Bluebeard, and his inconstant and deceit-

ful daughter." From all which it will be gathered that

the quaUty of Mr. Smith's censures is not strained.

The valuable portion of the book is therefore limited to

a monograph on the genius and character of Buchanan,

which—good though it be—is hardly sufficient to equip

the book for its place in the series. One would have ex-

pected sojue account of Buchanan's writings, beyond the

general reference to them in the opening, such as Dr.
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Wallace evidently intended to give at a later stage ; and
this, one thinks, at any rate Mr. Smith might have
supplied. As it is, the book is far too incipient to be
satisfactory—and in a degree that might have been further

remedied.
George Buchanan was a man whose work is important

enough to merit modem recollection. By a singular

chance, one of the most learned men of the sixteenth

century was long remembered chiefly as a jester—a Scotch

Joe Miller—in virtue of a very terrible jest-book which
passed under his name. Though he had the reputation of

a humorist in life. Dr. Wallace's specimens of his humour
prove chiefly Dr. Wallace's want of it. This George
Buchanan, whom the modern world has somewhat for-

gotten, was of an old but poor Stirlingshire family, a lad

whose first tongue was the Gaelic. What would Agricola

have said had he been told that a descendant of the wUd
Caledonians, the very Afridis of his day, would in time to

come be a poet in the Eoman tongue, the tongue of Virgil

and Catullus, nay, write history in it like his own friend

Tacitus ? For that and much more was George Buchanan.
He was a great scholar in an age when the Scaligers and
Casaubon lived, when it was no easy thing to be a great

scholar ; he was a powerful satirist ; a keen controversialist

;

he wrote a valuable history ; he mingled with men of

affairs and was secretary to political assemblies ; he flogged

a king, and founded " Liberal principles "—at least, in the
political order. Going very young to the university of

Paris, he spent nearly all his early life on the Continent,

except for an interval during which he was in Scotland,

first as tutor to the Earl of Cassilis, ard afterwards in the

same capacity towards a natural son of James V. He
taught at the university of Guyenne, where he had Mon-
taigne for pupil ; and it was on the Continent that he made
his name—a European name—as a scholar and as the

finest Latin poet of his day. Latin poetry was no such
trifling then as it now appears. When many of the

European languages were still half-barbaric, and there

was no such thing as a literary public, it was only in Latin
that a man could acquire a polite reputation as a poet.

And Buchanan wrote as a poet, not as a mere Latin
versifier. His Latin poetry not only receives the applause

of modem scholars, but—what is a far higher guarantee
of its poetic power—one of his poems was pronounced by
Wordsworth to be equal to anything in Horace.

It was midway through his career when he landed in

Scotland, about the same time as Mary Stuart, and began
the rearing of his Scottish—and modem—reputation. He
was all things to all men ; read Livy with Queen Mary

—

who would take naturally to the Gallicised Scotsman—and
chatted with the reforming nobles. But it was to the

Eeformation that his sympathies were given, and it was in

its cause that he wrote most of his later works. He broke
with Mary, and received distinguished political employ-
ment from her adversaries in the events which followed.

He even drew up for them a too famous accusation against

the Stuart queen. We do not think that Dr. Wallace
successfully defends this act. Conviction might force

Buchanan to oppose the cause of his patroness ; but it

could not oblige him to take away her fair fame. He was
made tutor, after her English imprisonment, of the young
King James VI., and held the office nominally till his own
death.

But his g^eat achievement of this period—greater than
the history of Scotland, which time has necessarily put out
of date—was his book Be Jure Regis, put forth to defend
the proceedings of the reforming nobles. It became,
throughout Europe, the store-house of those political prin-

ciples on which modem Liberalism rests. In virtue of

this it is, chiefly, that this account of Buchanan appeals to

modem readers. For this humorous, versatile, choleric

phrmeur, statesman and scholar-poet in his day, was
virtually, so far as any one man could be said to be, the
founder of modem Liberalism.

Principal Caird.

The Fundamental Ideas of Christianity. By John Caird,

D.D., LL.D. With a Memoir by Edward Caird, D.C.L.,

LL.D. Two vols. (Maclehose.)

These "Gifford Lectures," left unfinished at Principal

Caird's death, continue the argument of his Introduction to

the Philosophy of Religion, which appeared as long ago as

1880, and which is recognised on all hands as probably the
best statement existing of the Hegelian view as to the
relations of philosophy and religion. That work dealt

with the broadest outlines of its subject, the arguments for

the being of God, the "necessity of religion," the develop-
ment of the religious consciousness, and the connexion of.

religion with morality. The present Lectures go further,

and taking up one by one the distinctively theistic and
Christian doctrines—the Moral Government of the World,,
the Divinity of Christ, the Atonement, the Origin of Evil,

the Future Life—attempt, still upon Hegelian lines, to

present these in a form in which they may be justified

beforethe bar of reason.

It will be doing the memory of Principal Caird no
injustice to say that the sheer intellectual qualities

displayed in the book are less striking than the spiritual

fervour and grace of rhetorical style with which they were
written. For the impression which you gather from the

Master of BaUiol's excellent "Memoir" of his brother is,

that even in the opinion of those who knew and loved him
best, he was less an original thinker than a great preacher.

His part in the idealistic reaction of the last half century

was no small one ; but it was rather in the liberalising of

theology than in the spiritualising of philosophy. The
former task was for T. H. Green, for E. L. Nettleship, for

the present Master of Balliol himself, for Prof. Wallace

;

Principal Caird was destined to do something of the same
work in the Church of Scotland which Dean Stanley did, or

essayed to do, in the Church of England. In the earlier

days of his ministry, his lack of unction in preaching the

specific dogmas of Calvinism awoke a suspicion of his

"soundness," and although he came to attach more
importance to dogma in his later life, yet even then he
kept what he regarded as "essentials" before him, and
" was almost indifferent to the causes of disagreement

between the main denominations into which the Christian

Church is divided." He was a bold man who, when con-

senting to address a congregation of U.P. Scotchmen,

told them plainly that " he would not take the trouble of

crossing the street in order to convert a man from their

denomination of Christians to his own."
The testimony to his oratorical gifts is unanimous.

" He spoke," says his brother of him in his youth, "with
an earnestness and vehemence, with a flow of utterance

and a vividness of illustration which carried his hearers by
storm. . . . They were too much moved to be critical."

The more chastened and reasoned eloquence of his riper

years was not less impressive. Dean Stanley considered a

sermon of his delivered at Balmoral "the best single

sermon in the language "
; and to the last he never lost the

power to move and influence his audience. Withal a man
of single purpose and unconscious simplicity.

He was, I think, the most modest man I ever knew in

his estimate of his own abilities and acquirements ; and his

great power as a speaker never seemed to awake in him
any feeling of self-satisfaction. It was, indeed so habitual

and, I might say, natural to him to move men by his gift

of speech that he never seemed to attach any special im-

portance to it. On the other hand, he was apt to idealise

and over-estimate the gifts of others, especially if they

had any knowledge or ability which he did not himself

possess.
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A Victim of Sore Thunderbolts.

Hugh Latimer. By E. M. Carlyle and A. J. Cariyle.

(Methuen.)

"My father was a yeoman and had ... a fdrm of three

or four pound by the year at the attermost, and thereupon

he tilled as much as kept half-a-dozen men. He had walk

for a hundred sheep ; and my mother milked thirty kine.

He was able and did find the king a harness, and himself

and his horse, while be came to the place that he should

receive the king's wages. . . . He kept me to school, or

else I had not been able to have preached before the King's
Majesty now. . . He kept hospitality for his pior neigu-
bours, and some alms he gave to the poor."

These homely words we quote out of the mouth of Master
Latimer, as he spoke them, in the days of his prosperity,

before the court of Edward VI.

In 1509 he was elected a fellow of Clare Hall, Cam-
bridge. Warham was Archbishop of Canterbury, and a
good friend to him ; so was Fox, Bishop of Winchester.
Henry VII. sat on the throne, and Cardinal Morton was
his principal adviser. The new learning was already
enlarging the outlook ; the medi.cval luminaries, St.

Thomas and Duns Scotus, were in eclipse ; and Cambridge,
more than Oxford, was sensitive to the uitgeitt. Yet at

the time when Latimer was pursuing his studies he was
"as obstinate a Papist as any was in England";
and, indeed, it was characteristic of his whole career

that he approached the controversies in which the
age was entangled from the side of life and of utility.

He sounded the keynote of his life's symphony in his

sermon on The Card, preached in 1529 before his own
university. It was a denunciation of those who leave
" necessary " works and " bestow the most part of their

goods in voluntary [i.e., supererogatory] works." In 1531
he was appointed by the King to the parsonage of West
Kingston, Wilts, where he had " more business, what
with sick folk and what with matrimonies, than he should
have thought a man should have in a great cure "; so that
he wonders "how men can go quietly to bed which have
great cures and many, and yet peradventure are in none
of them at all." He soon fell under suspicion, and was
summoned to London for examination by the Bishop's
court. There was made an attempt to involve him in
heresy ; for when a very crafty and cunning question had
been put by a certain one,

" ' I pray you. Master Latimer,' said he, ' speak out, for
I am very thick of hearing.' I . . . began to misdeem
and to have an ear to the chimney [which was covered
with an arras]. And, sir, there I heard a pen tualkinij in
the chimn'y behind the curtttin.

"

Nevertheless, he prospered. He preached before the King
and by his honesty did so win him that he was appointed
to the see of Worcester. He was one of the bishops deputed
to draw up the InttUution of a Christian Man ; and when
Queen Katharine's confessor. Forest, was roasted alive for
maintaining the papal supremacy, Latimer improved the
occasion. Thenceforward he continued steadily to approach
the ideals of the Continental reformers.
He denounced " solemn and nocturnal bacchanals and

prescript miracles " ; he preached in unmeasured terms
against "our old purgatory pickpurse that was swaged
and cooled with a Franciscan's cowl upon a dead man's
back." But the promulgation of the Six Articles, affirming
the whole of the Eoman doctrine e.x«ept only the authority
of the Pope, drove him to resign, and presently turned
upon him the keys of the Tower. " Marry, sir, this was
sore thunderbolts !

"

Returning to public life in the next reign, he preached
in 1548, 1549, 1550 against the evils of the day. Par-
ticularly he denounced the covetousness by which the ruin
of the yeomanry was being wrought, though this, in fact,
was no more than the aiiplication to agriculture and cattle-
raising of economic laws which in these days are recognised

as sound. He declares— strangely enough—that learning
is no longer patronised as in the days of Popery. As to
the judges, he likens himself to Esay, who denounced the
\inju8t judg^ of Israel. He knows very well how the
thing works : "Somewhat was given to them before, and
they must needs give somewhat again ; for Giffe-gaffe was
a good fellow : this Gifle-gaile led them clean away from
justice." For such there lacks a Tyburn tippet, though
it were my Lord Chief Justice himself. His brethren of
the clergy are not spared.

Came Mary ; came Pole ; came bulls of absolution,

reconciliation, and what not. Came also a pursuivant to

summon Latimer to the Royal presence. Whither he
went, said he, "as willingly, being called by my Prince to

render an account of my doctrine, as ever I was at any
place in the world." He was lodged first in the Tower

;

at Oxford the prison in the Corn Market, known as

Bocardo (after one of the figures of the syllogism), was
the meet abode of this impugner of the ancient logic.

There he enjoyed the company of Ridley and Cranmer,
and together they confirmed themselves in the conviction

that in the New Testament was no warrant for the doctrine

of a corporal presence in the sacrament. And there

Latimer in his exercises "did so inculcate and beat the

ears of the Lord God as though he had seen God before

him and spoke unto Him face to face."

Of the examination of the three in St. Mary's Church
we can here give no particular account. Only, we quote

Strype's description of this poor old clergyman—who had
forgot his logic, whose memory was gone and his tongue
unused for twenty years to use Latin—at the moment of

his appearing before his judges

:

He held a hat ia his Baud, he had a 'kerchief on his

head, and upon it a night-cap or two, and a great cap
such as townsmen used with two broad flups to button
under his chin ; an old threadbare Brlstow freez gowu,
girded to his body with a penny leather girdle, at whiuh
hanged by a lorg string of leather his Testauent; and
his spectacles without case hanging about his neck up^n
his breast.

The proceedings seem to have been somewhat huddled,

and their result, consummated six months later, is familiar

to every English child. It was one point at which the

English Reformation touched heroism. The lurid record

kept the hearts of Englishmen hot against the appeal of

the Roman Catholic Church for three hundred years : not

even the madness of the Powder Plot was so efficacious.

The work of the joint authors has been done with

admirable efficiency. There is positively nothing in the

record that could hurt the feelings of any reader, whatever
his convictions on the dogmatic questions involved. It is

the story, told to a great extent in his own words, of an
honest old Englishman who was content to give his body
to be burned for what he doubted not to be the Gospel

of Jesus Christ.

I

I

Mau's Pompeji.

Pompeii; its Life and Art. By August Mau. Translated

into English by Francis W. Kelsey. With numerous
Illustrations from Original Drawings and Photographs.

(Macmillan. 25s.)

To the list of about five hundred books relating to Pompei
in Furchheim's BihUotheca Pompeiana, published 1891,

there are by now several important works to add. Prof.

Sogliano's learned Guide de Pompei came out last April at

Rome, and M. Pierre Gusman's magnificent idition de luxe,

entitled Pompei : la Ville, les Masurs, les Arts, was published

at Paris in December. We now have the latest, which is a

translation, specially prepared for English readers by an

American gentleman, of a new German MS. by Prof. Mau,
similar in some respects to the work that appeared in

Germany about three years ago.
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It would be absurd hero to describe Pompei's history

and destruction ; all know its modern aspect. It is only

necessary to refer to the late Senator Fiorelli, who died in

1896, aged seventy-two; who was in charge of the excava-

tions till 1875, when he went to Home as Superintendent-

General of Museums and Excavations ; and was succeeded

by Michele Euggiero, followed by Giulio de Petra, and

now by the actual Director of the Pompeian excavations.

Prof. Sogliano, de Petra heing Director of the Naples

Museum and of the excavations in the province.

The twelve plates of this volume are beautifully soft and
clear, and the plans and 26.3 illustrations all that can be

desired. The restorations are very different from the fan-

ciful and absurd attempts in Dyer's Pompeii: in that

of the Forum Mau has rightly taken a suggestion from
a marble relief ; and another of the Greek temple and
southern houses and walls of the city, by Weichardt,

who happens to be the German Emperor's architect, is

both beautiful and reasonable. The description of the

Basilica restored is more trustworthy than that in older

works, but it can never be thoroughly satisfactory owing
to the insufficiency of the remains. Quite in the best

German vein is the excellent comparison between the

busts of Zeus from Otricoli and Pompei ; thorough, clear,

and pleasant reading, it is summed up by declaring that
" the Pompeian god is more a sovereign ; the Zeus of

Otricoli is more poetic, more divine."

We knew already that Prof. Mau had shown the building

to the west of the Stabian baths to be the town reservoir.

But we notice several serious omissions ; among others,

there is no plan, view, or description of the temple lately

excavated between the Basilica and the Porta Marina.
This, according to Dr. Sogliano's Guide, is named the

temple of Augustus, while M. Gasman claims it for that

of Venus ; and, as his reasons seem good, and we know
that there were priestesses to Ceres and Venus in Pompei,
we are inclined to agree with the latter. It is remarkable
also in so complete a work that there is no mention of the

few wells that have been found, of which the list, with
depths, was given by FitzGerald Marriott's Facts about

Pompei in 1895. Nor are Mason's Marks more than re-

ferred to ; and the authorities quoted omit mention of both
Eichter's list in Antike Steinmet%%eichen (1885), and the later

and only complete series of reproductions in twelve pages of

Marriott's work. Moreover, all references to the identifica-

tion of the Family Portraits of the inhabitants of the houses
by the latter author, portrayed both by him and in Gas-
man's elaborate Pompei, seem to be strangely ignored.

The chapter on "Three Houses of Unusual Plan" is

interesting, but there is little about the extremely unique,

five-storied, terraced cliff-houses in Eegione VIII., 2,

14 to 23, such as is given in Facts about Pompei; though
a slight description of the older-excavated and smaller

house, known as that of Giu.seppe Secondo, is given as an
example. Among new subjects described in full, how-
ever, are the country villa at Boscoreale and the House of

the Vettii, excavated in 1894-95. Prof. Mau naturally

describes everything, when possible, from the point of

view which he has made peculiarly his own

—

i.e., that of

the style of decoration from which the comparatively later

buildings can easily be classed under four periods

;

the successive, gradual development of these styles indi-

cated by Marriott is here investigated on wider lines

;

and the fascinating origins pointed to are as far off even
as Eome, Alexandria, and Antioch, which is news for the
elder school of British Archtoologists. These latter have
too long ignored the four distinct styles of Pompeian and
Eoman house decoration, and are especially perversely

ignorant of that delicate variety of the third style, which
Mau, in his well-known German works, but not in this,

distinguishes as the " candelabrum." His chapter on
" Painting and Wall Decoration " is of the utmost value,

that being Man's strong point, as we know from his

Getehichte der decorativen IFandmalerei in Pompeii.

In speaking of " Sarno " limestone it would have been
better to say Sarnus ; and a few other orthographic flaws

exist. But in spite of defects and omissions, this valuable

and substantially-bouad book has much that is new, and
is the most thorough and extensive work on Pompei in all

its many aspects that has yet appeared in the English
language.

The New Dooley.

Mr. Dooley in the Hearts of his Countrymen. By P. P.
Dunne. (Eichards. 3s. 6d.)

Wb have from time to time said so much about Mr.
Dooley that it is needless again to lay emphasis on the

great merits of this laughing satirist and philosopher.

Our readers know already how we regard him. His new
book shows no falling off : his wit is as nimble as ever,

his eye as quick to note incongruities, his satire as well

directed and as brilliant. In one respect Mr. Djoley in

the Hearts of his Countrymen has an advantage over Mr.
Dooley in Peace and War, which preceded it : for whereas
the earlier book was almost exclusively American in

application, the new one gives several chapters to the

Dreyfus case and to English subjects.

For most readers the cream of the volume will be these

Dreyfus chapters. Certainly Mr. Dooley never approached
a scandal with more gusto and levity, and never left it so

thoroughly exposed. His own evidence—as contained in

an imaginary address to the Court at Eennes—shows his

excellent good sense no less than his excelling gift of

ridicule. Though he writes in English (of sorts), Mr.
Dooley is not an Anglo-Saxon. Fortunately for his readers

he is a Celt, and is thus in a position to hit all round.

From the salutary lecture which Mr. Dooley delivered to

Col. Jouaust we take the following passage

:

" Th' throuble is, mong colonel, lady an' giutlemen, tha^;

it aia't been Cap Dhryfuss that's been on thrile, but th •

honor iv th' nation an' th' honor iv th' ar-rmy. If 'twas

th' Cap that was charged, ye'd say to him, ' Cap, we
haven't anny proof again ye; bit we don't like ye, an'

ye'll have to move on.' An' thstt 'd be th' end iv th' row.
The Cap 'd go over to England an' go into th' South
African minin' business, an' become what Hogan calls ' A
Casey's bellows.' But, because some la-ad on th' gin'ral

staff got caught lyin' in th' start an' had to lie some more
to make th' first Win stick, an' th' other gin'rals had to

jine him f'r fear he might compromise thim if he wint on
telling his fairy stories, an' they was la-ads r-runnin'

newspapers in Paris that needed to make a little money out
iv th' popylatiou, ye said, ' Th' honor iv th' Fr-rinch
people an' th' honor iv th' Fr-rinch ar-rmy is on thrile ' ;

an' ye've put thim in th' dock instead iv th' Cap. Th'
honor iv Fr-rauce is all right, me boy, an' will be so long
as th' Fr-rinch newspapers is not read out iv Paree,' I

says. ' An', if th' honor iv th' Fr-rinch ar-rmy can stand

thim pants that ye hew out iv red flannel f'r thim, a little

threaohery won't injure it at all,' I says. 'Yes,', says I,

' th' honor iv Fr-rance an' th' honor iv th' ar rmy'll come
out all r-right,' I says ;

' but it wudden't do anny harm f'r

to sind th' honor iv th' Fr-rinch gin'rals to th' laundhry,'

I says. ' I think ye'd have to siad Gin'ral Merceer's to tli'

dyer's,' I says. ' Ye niver can take out th' spots, an' it

might as well all be th' same color,' I says. ' Mong
colonel.' I says imprissively, ' so long as ivry man looks

out f'r his own honor, th' honor iv th' counthry'U look out

f'r itsilf,' I says. ' No wan iver heard iv a nation stealin'

a leid pipe or committin' perjury,' I says. ' 'Tis th' men
that makes up th' nation that goes in f'r these diversions,'

I says. ' I'd hate to insure again burglars th' naytional

honor that was guarded be that ol' gazabo,' says I, indi-

catin' Merceer with th' toe iv me boot."

The Dreyfus Case is, perhaps, the best thing in the new
volume, but we recommend also particularly " A Hero who
worked Overtime," "The Optimist," "The Performances

of Lieutenant Hobson," and, for true Irish exaggeration

and irresponsible fun, "The Union of Two Great

Fortunes."
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Other New Books.
HoUB AKD OaBDKN. Bt QkrTBUDB JaCTLL.

Wood and Garden, Miss Jekyll'* first book, kept us in
the open air : in Home and Garden, ita sefjuel, or com-
panion volume, we are taken indoors as well, and are
regaled with more intimate and personal conversation and
reminiscences than the author offered before. Otherwise
the books are very much alike : the same charm is in both,
the same love of Nature, the same striking good sense and
distinguished taste. Perhaps the most interesting passages
in Some and Garden are those describing the building of Miss
JekyU's house at Munstead. The building of the house in
which the rest of one's life is to be spent is a serious
business not to be lightly entered upon, and few experiences
are more interesting than this can be to almost everyone,
whatever their temperament. But to a mind so active
and sound and luminous as Miss Jekyll's the spectacle,
nay, the drama, of home-building is absolutely absorbing
and full of significance. Nothing is too small for her
notice and approbation. She revels in every office, how-
ever mean, that assists forward steady and thorough
completion. While her house was building Miss Jekyll
occupied a little cottage eighty yards away, where she could
feast upon the sounds of the men at work. " How well I
got to know them !

" she remarks, and adds this list, which
there can be few of our readers so aurally unobservant as
not to recognise vividly :

The chop and rush of the trowel taking up its load of
mortar from the board, the dull slither as the moist mass
was laid as a bed for the next brick in the course ; the
ringing music of the soft-tempered blade cutting a well-
burnt brick, the muter tap of its shoulder settling it into
its place, ended by the down-bearing pressure of the
fioger-tips of the left hand ; the sliding scrape of the tool
taking up the over-much mortar that squeezed out of the
joint, and the neat slapping of it into the cross-joint. The
sharp, double tap on the mortar-board, a signal that more
stuif was wanted. Then, at the mortar-mixing place, the
fat-popping of the slaking lime throwing off its clouds of
steam ; the working of the mixing tool in the white sea
enclosed by banks of sand—a pleasant sound strangely
like the flopping of a small boat on short harbour wave-
lets; the rhythmical sound of the shovel in the sloppy
mortar as it turned over and over to incorporate the lime
and sand.

The house itself, judging from the photographs reproduced
in this book, is in external design what it should be. That
it is a piece of honest thorough English—shall we say
Euskinian ?—work is demonstrated by the simple fact that
it is Miss Jekyll's property. An owner who can feel thus
about the timber which is employed will not be put off
with anything but the best labour

:

Then there is the actual living interest of knowing
where the trees one's house is built of re^y grew, the
three great beams, ten inches square, that stretch across the
ceiling of the sitting-room, and do other work besides,
and bear up a good part of the bedroom space above (they
are twenty-eight feet long), were growmg fifteen years
ago a mile and a half away, on the outer edge of a fir
wood just above a hazel-fringed hollow lane, whose steep
sandy sides, here and there level enough to bear a patch of
vegetation, grew tall Bracken and great Foxgloves, and
tl:e finest wild Canterbury Bells I ever saw. At the top
of the western bank, their bases hidden in cool beds of taU
fern m summer, and clothed in its half-fallen warmth of
rusty comfort in winter, and in spring-time standing on
their carpet of blue wild Hyacinth, were these tall oaks

;

one or two of their fellows still remain.

That passage is typical of Miss Jekyll's mind. It is
inspired by what we might call the Saner Sentimentalism.
The architect of Miss Jekyll's home, though he comes in
for many eulogies, is yet left unnamed by her. "We are
tempted to commit an indiscretion and say that it was Mr.
Lutyens.

Home and Garden is not inferior to Wood and Garden, and
all persons who own the one will need the other. They
reveal together one of the most interesting and attractive
personalities to be found in recent literature, fLonsrmana.
10s. 6d. net.)

Imi'kessions of Spaht. Br Jaues Eussbll Lowkll,

This, we fear, is book-making pure and simple. From
1877 to 1880 Lowell was American minister at Madrid,
and while holding that office he sent home a number of
official despatches. From these a selection of some eighty
pages, enclosed in double lines with side titles, has been
made, prefaced by sixteen pages by Mr. Adee—in Lowell's
day American charge d^affairet at Madrid—and five by Mr.
J. B. Gilder, who " introduces " the book. We learn that
on Lowell's arrival at Madrid the leading Government organ
welcomed " the poet Russell etjually with the diplomatist
Lowell," while another paper alluded to him playfully as
" Jose Bighlow." But Spain was a disappointment to the
lover of I)on Quixote (who first learned Spanish in order to
be able to read that work) and his writing in this volume
is a disappointment to us. The LoweU of the golden
and honeyed mouth is not here. The observation shown
in these passages from his despatches may be sound, but
the matter, comparatively speaking, is always dull, and,
speaking positively, is often dull. A good special corre-
spondent for a paper makes far better reading and not
much inferior prose. Here are a few — exceptionally
characteristic—words concerning a bull-fight

:

The broad avenue to the amphitheatre was continually
blocked by the swarm of vehicles of every shape, size,

colour, and discomfort that the nightmare of a bankrupt
livery stableman could have invented. All the hospitals
and prisons for decayed or condemned carriages seemed to
have discharged their inmates for the day, and all found
willing victims. And yet all Madrid seemed flocking
toward the common magnet on foot also. I attended
officially, as a matter of duty, and escaped early. It was
my first bull-fight, and will be my last. To me it was a
shocking and brutalising spectacle, in which all my sym-
pathies were on the side of the buU.

(Putnam's.)

Among Hosses in Russia. By Captain Hayes.

This is less an equine book than those with which
Captain Hayes made his reputation. It is gossip, remini-
scence, recreation. It stands in the same relation to The
Points of the Horse that an evening at the hippodrome does
to a day with the Pytchley. But Captain Hayes is always
entertaining, and his new volume, loosely written, slangy
and happy-go-lucky as it is, will give "horsey" people a
few agreeable hours. The author first went to Russia in
order to gain information as to the exact kind of horses
needed by the Chevaliers Gardes at St. Petersburgh, the
supply of which he had undertaken. While on this

visit he broke in a young horse in the presence of the
Grand Duke Nicholas, the Inspector - General of the
Russian Cavalry, a feat which led to his emplojrment as a
horse expert in various capacities. The narrative of his

experiences is full of spirit, although the gallant captain's

prose model, we regret to state, is more often Mr. John
Corlett than, say, Mr. Matthew Arnold. He speaks of
" doing himself well " on Haut Sauteme, port and green
Cura9oa, of " gees," of "fagging" at his books, and so
forth. But what matter ? The picture given of Russian
cavalry life is the fullest that we know, and Captain
Hayes's photographs are extremely interesting. Here is

the account of a bad Baltic Province stable boy named
Liipke

:

Acting on the advice of Sorel, who had been in the
circus with Liipke, I gave this Baltic Province boy a .

tanner to stimulate him in looking after the grey gelding.
He admired so much the breeches I rode in that I gave
him a fellow pair to them. Then he got so uneasy in his
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mind over a scarf-pin that I let him have it, lest he would
do the geldiug au injury. My only consolation now is

that he got the order of the boot from the Grand Duke,
and that the circus girl, whom he married, wears the
metaphorical and possibly my breeches. If I could only
le»rn that she stuck the pin into him I'd be quite happy.
Toe way nice horses get messed about by incompetent
people is sickening.

Captain Hayes is excellent comj)any throughout. (Everett.)

Sport ly Somaliland. By Joseph Potocki.

Few departments of literature enjoy such magnificent
editions as the department of Sport. Even the poets
scarcely surpass sporting writers in glory of binding
and illustration. Another sumptuous volume on African
sport now reaches us— the record of the big game
expeditioa of a foreigner. Mr. Joseph Potocki is a
young Pole who left England in the autumn of 1895
to go hunting in the " Horn of Africa," otherwise
Somaliland, a country which was not long ago un-
known and utterly inaccessible, but which is now, thanks
to English and Continental sportsmen, quite a fashion-
able resort for those who wish for wilder shooting
than the rest of the world provides. Mr. Potocki
started from Berbera, and worked his way due south
to Hargeisa and Farfanyer, and then, marching east-

wards, struck north again by way of Hodayu to Berbera
and the coast. The book, which is an excellent record
of sport, is translated from the Polish by Mr. Jeremiah
Curtin ; and, as far as can be judged by one innocent of
the Polish tongue, is smoothly and readably done. But
the illustrations are the most valuable part of the book.
The frontispiece is a coloured portrait of the author, and
there are fifty-eight coloured illustrations, eighteen page-
photogravures, seven text figures, and a map. The
pictures are wonderfully good, and the studies of lions,

leopards, rhinoceroses, elephants, and such like, are
drawn with far more knowledge and truth than is

usually the case in books on shooting. This is a
volume which no one who has ever gone abroad in
pursuit of big game will care to be without. (Rowland
Ward.)

Pictures of Travei,, Sport,
AND Adventure. By "The Old Pioneer."

Another good book on sport is this work by Mr. George
Lacy, "The Old Pioneer," which deals with hunting in
the Amaswazi and Gaza countries of South Africa, the
Hot Lake District of New Zealand, the gold-fields of
Victoria, the diamond-fields, Basutoland, the Orange
Free State, the Transvaal, and Natal. Such a list

of semi-savage countries should satisfy even the most
exacting appetite, and "The Old Pioneer" has certainly
had no lack of adventure. He calculates that he
has travelled about 1 90,000 miles, of which five thousand
were done on foot, eight thousand on horseback, and
twenty thousand in cart or coach. As everyone is now
trying to pronounce South African names correctly, it may
be as well to record, on the authority of "The Old
Pioneer," that the name De Villiers is the Smith of South
Africa, and is pronounced " Filgee," for some unknown
reason. Mr. Lacy traded a good deal in the Orange Free
State and among the Boers, and found that a fine barrel-
organ which he had bought from an eccentric Englishman
helped him greatly in his trade. He and his companions
used to play it after outspanning at a house. The organ
was afterwards sold to Moshesh, the great Basuto chief,
and it helped to solace his declining years. Mr. Lacy
recounts his adventures with a good deal of freshness and
spirit, and is altogether a most cheery companion. The
book is well illustrated with reproductions from photo-
graphs. (Pearson Ltd.)

Fiction.

Shameless Wayne. By Halliwell Sutcliffe.

(Fisher Unwin. 6s.)

Here, in the big way of big passions, we seem to have
the genuine market-place articl«. The book is in the true
spirit of romance : the reader is never brought quit« down
to life, and never taken quite away from it. The pages
resound with the shock of the last feud of the houses of
Wayne and Ratcliffe ; and nature, in her most violent
and grga,ntic moods, fills the background. Each family
has a fair daughter : so there is fierce and lawless love.
Each is barbaric, revengeful : so there is much bloodshed.
In the end the home of the Eatcliffes becomes a shambles

;

the last fight is vividly described, and the Yorkshire moor
would be the sweeter when the carcases were under-
ground. The tale will have an attraction for certain
minds. It is diffuse, but that will be no bar to its popu-
larity, for readers of this sort of thing like plenty of it.

The work is strong, wholesome, and honest. The slaughter-
ing has a downright manly vigour that makes one think
of a thoroughly English stand-up fight ; and at least one
reader wanted to have a look in at that final splendid
rumpus ! It is capital reading ; but one misses the note
of awe. Killing may or may not be tragic, but death
always has its own peculiar grandeur ; and the act of
slaying can surely have no artistic importance unless it

appals. In Mr. Sutcliffe's new book men are slain
right and left and there's an end of it ; the wind wails over
the moor, the skies are majestically terrible, but the
President of the Immortals seems to be sound asleep all

the while. The characters are not analysed : they are
painted

; and with a tragic motive —the feud begins with
the dishonour of a woman and the murder of her husband
—we require something more than surface anguish.
Shameless Wayne, on the murder of his father, " sobbed
as men sob once only in their learning of life's lesson."
We are not moved : a strong man sobbing is an awful
sight, but it is not enough to tell us that he sobbed. And
Wayne never learned life's lesson except through the
operation of his animal instincts, which scarcely make for
intelligence. In short, in Shameless Wayne we have the
fabric of both tragedy and romance. The romance is very
good, but the tragic veil remains unlifted.

Folly Corner. By Mrs. Henry E. Dudeney.
(Heinemann. 6s.)

One reads this book under the insistent impression that it

is the work of an extremely clever woman. As a story it

is really interesting, and its interest does not depend upon
the surprises of an intricate plot, but on the adequate
development of a dramatic theme. The dialogue of the
chapter in which the mysterious gaol-bird (a fascinating
degenerate) suddenly confronts Pamela and Jethro at
Folly Comer might be used almost bodily on the stage.
The writing is generally vigorous and often brilliant ; the
comedy is first-rate. Gainah is a remarkable creation, and
the dullest reader will realise Mrs. Clutton as a living
being. It is, in fact, in the objective medium, a successful
novel. The scene is laid in the Weald of Sussex, and the
natural scenery is admirably done. Mrs. Dudeney wisely
refrains from trying her hand at the Sussex dialect. The
people, however, do not appear to havo been so intimately
studied ; the present writer knows the county from end
to end, and he iinds it difiicult to believe that during
Pamela's drive with Farmer Jayne " every small girl they
met bobbed her little skirts in the dust." Mrs. Dudeney
is rather hard on cockneys ; but this is cockneyism, stark,

staring. Had the story appeared anonymously, the sex
of its author could easily have been guessed. A young
man is " hideous in his Sunday clothes " (he is merely
driving past, and there is no reason whatever why his
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clothes should be mentioned), and Pamela is " one of those

morcurial women who can be made happy by a bar of

French chocolate, and miserable by a shabby hat." Does
it need a mercurial temperament in woman to be made
miserable by a shabby hat? A graver objection is that

this does not at all harmonise with what we are told about
Pamela. And let Mrs. Uudeney try to imagine George
Eliot (say) writing about a countryman's "hideous
clothes "

! Which brings us to the gulf between subjective

and objective art. Nor does Mrs. Dudeney's dashing fancy
seem to take kindly to the simile :

" Her basket was
three-parts full of seed-pods—like the fingers of dainty

gloves stretched over bones," is not felicitous. She never-
theless reaches at times the expression of insight, or at

least of poetic observation :
" The anemones were widely

blown, with the quiet watchfulness which comes before
death." Sometimes she comes near to spoiling her picture

by an excessive use of adjectives :
" They went up the

path to the brooding house in its tangle of ivy and its

unpruned jungle of ancient plum-trees." This house is

overdressed ; and wliat kind of a thing would a pruned
jungle be ? Cleverness, indeed, exceptional cleverness, is

all that can be assigned to Mrs. Dudeney's new novel.
It is deficient in the highest qualities of imaginative
creation. Her people compel a considerable interest. But
one is rarely caught up in that fervent sympathy which
makes one feel that all hearts have been opened, and that
there is no more to be said.

The Man's Cause. By Ella Napier Lefroy (" E. N. Leigh
Fry"). (Lane.)

Mrs. Lefroy's book belongs to that almost obsolete
category, the novel with a purpose—oh, but quite naked
and unashamed. Need we say that the purpose, in this
case, is to educate public opinion in the matter of masculine
continence? A very laudable purpose; and seeing that
the public at large dislikes tracts and is greedy for stories,

who shall blame the vehement propagandist who selects
the more appealing mean ? Also from the day when a
man wrote the lamentable history of Job this has been so.
Besides, Mrs. Lefroy does apologise. " I know," she says
in effect, in the person of Mrs. Chesney, the amiable and
accomplished widow, recently set free from the "smothering
horror" of an uncongenial marriage—"I know I am in
the way to bore you, but what can a poor woman do who
has had it laid upon her to say these things and, if

possible, to make herself heard ?
"

So Mrs. Chesney, " a woman who knows a sight too
much," is dumped down in the midst of a house-party of
familiar types. The weakly animal is there, the bestial,
the ecclesiastical worldly, and some tailor-made young
women. There, too, is the distinguished author of
"Triumph's Evidences," a collection of essays. To the
essayist, as a congenial spirit—to whom, indeed, she owes
it that in a fit of revulsion against the " smothering
horror " she had not some years ago made away with
herself—the lady explicates her views at large. Common-
sense views enough, it may be confessed, if a trifle super-
ficial

: the laws of heredity, for instance, are, to the mind
of this reformer, " remarkably plain and straiglitforward."
Having frustrated, by very ontspoken remonstrances, a
certain number of marriages to which the tailor-made
yoTing ladies had been basely tempted, and having been
proved absolutely right in those cases in which her advice
was disregarded, the sprightly widow winds up the story
by forgetting the stain set upon her by her previous
loveless union in favour of the author of "Triumph's
Evidences."
The book is pleasant to read, and in places comes near

wit.

Notes on Novels.

l^These notes on the week's Fiction are~not necessarily final.

Reviews of a selection willfollote.']

The Heart of the Davceb. By Percy Whitk.

A melodrama redeemel by a light touch, and a sense of
gay aloofness that does not 'desert the author of Mr.
Bailey-Martin, even when he is describing tragedy. A
dancing girl, a decadent poet, a military hero, a foreign
prince, a young woman—plain, rich, good—these are the
people of the book, and their love affairs are its backbone.
It is all quite readable ; it is not in the least memorable

;

and when you have finished you just want to say to the
author: " Thank you for a pleasant evening." (Hutchin-
son. Cs.)

By Wilsox Barrett and
In Old New York. Elwyn Barron.

A novel founded on a play by the same authors. It
tells of the nobility of a young Dutchman who, after a life

of self-sacrifice, is slain in a duel by the young man he has
done most to befriend. There are, indeed, three duels in

the book and a horse-race (in which the favourite is shot
dead a few yards from the winning-post). The authors
have not quite succeeded in excluding limelight from their

pages. (Macqueen. 63.)

The Chains of Circumstance. By T. W. Speight.

An ingenious melodramatic story by a skilful hand at

such fabrications. The central character is our old friend the
respectable merchant with a past. A figure from this past
visits him in an early chapter, they scuffle, the merchant
kills him with a paper-w.eight, and the merchant's head
clerk buries him in a cellar. From that moment the
merchant is in the hands of blackmailers, and remains
there until it is discovered that the figure from the past
was not really killed and buried at all. (Digby, Long. 6s.)

With Swobd and Crucifix. By E. S. Van Zile.

A florid romance of French adventurers in America in

the seventeenth century. " ' Beware the omnipresent ear

of the Great Order, Monsieur Le Comte !
' exclaimed La

Salle, rising to his elbow and searching the shadows
behind him with questioning eyes. . . .

' Where I go are
ever savages or silence, but always in my ear echoes the
stealthy footfall of the Jesuit.' " Later, Indians and
Spaniards are added to the mixture. (Harper. 6s.)

Under the Linden. By Giixan Vase.

A staccato, sentimental German story. The heroines are
twain, two twin sisters Ottila and Gertnid, and life goes
not too happily for them until the day when, side by
bide, they die of their own accord by asphyxiation ; but
sadness is mixed with gaiety in this curious and very
feminine romance. (Digby, Long. 6s.)

Grace Wardwood. By ' Athbn£."

A happy-go-lucky, genial Irish story, written sometimes
in the present tense and sometimes in the past, rambling,
sentimental, and always right-minded. It is dedicated to

the author's mother and " to all who love a Christmas
tale told in the delightful warmth and pleasant light of the
crackling blaze of the Yule log, and who bring to the
entertainment a pure heart, clean hands, and a clear con-

science." (Dublin: Duffy.)

Thou Shalt Not- By Stanton Mohich.

In the first chapter Mr. Calvert, a Claphara pietist and
City speculator, turns out to be a forger and thief. He
is removed to prison for fourteen years, leaving a young
second wife and a daughter of about the same age. The
story is concerned with the two women, life on the stage,

and seamy people. The end is happy, but the way thither

is rather muddy. (Pearson.)
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The Book of the Winter Season.

It is red, but it is not Red Pottage. Red Pottage is bulky :

the book of the winter is only four and a half inches by
three and a half, and a quarter of an inch thick. It has

only 138 pages, and it tells no story; has no characters

save one— the author ; is not written, in the literary

sense, at all; and has but one picture, and that a very

poor one. And yet within a week or so fifty thousand

copies were sold, and it is being sold at this moment at a

prodigious rate. It is called Aids to Scouting,* and the

author is he whose full style is Bt.-Col. E. 8. S. Baden-

Powell, F.E.G.S., oth Dragoon Guards, but who, by all

who know him, and by all who admire him (and who does

not ?), is called simply " B.P." " B.P.," then, is not merely

the invincible and resourceful commanding officer at

Mafeking ; he is also the most popular author of the

1899-1900 publishing season.

"Why do we now pick up a modem military novel

with only languid attention ? Because war, so far as

the outsider can judge, is no longer—if ever it was

—

an interesting pursuit for rank and file. The ' Com-
manding Officer, one supposes, has an absorbing enough
time in preparing his plan of action ; but thereafter

the progress of the campaign is in the hands of men
tin packs. Emergencies may, of course, arise in which

[individual resource will be tried to the uttermost that

[adventurous man can want ; but they are rare, and for the

'most part the soldier is a cog in the machinery, a thing

quite apart from its motive power. That is why one has

come to look to stories of modem war without any of that

rapture which is excited in us by a romance of courage,

cunning, and address such as The Three Musketeers.

!D'Artagnan, we feel, would be no better to-day, in a

melee on Spion Kop, than the stupidest recruit from

Little Pedlington. Not all his wit could save him from

the true aim of a Boer sharpshooter, nor would avail

aught the might of Porthos, the craft of Aramis, or the

steel wrists of the Count de la Fire. It is this dread fact

which has caused our makers of romance to hark back to

the '45 and earlier times, or to invent German kingdoms
where hand - to - hand contests and intrigue are still

possible.

But the perusal of "B.P.'s" tiny red book reminds

us that in excepting the Commanding Officer as the

only one who finds in war full interest and full scope

1 for his genius we have made a mistake. There is

i still another figure, belonging usually to the other

[extreme of the army—the scout. In modem warfare, it

[may be roughly said, the Commanding Officer and the

[Bcout divide between them almost all the opportunities

for individual resource and interest ; and perhaps the scout

[
ias the best of it. After all, if he fails he is only a scout,

whereas the Commanding Officer. . . . Novelists who have
their eyes open for the possibilities of the present conflict

will do well to give the scout full attention, and by way of

paving the way they should read this little book without

delay, for though it will go in the waistcoat pocket, most

• Aid* to Scoutimj.

k, Polden. Is. net.)

By BcCal. R. 8. S. Bailen-Powell. (Gale

of the romance of modem war is between its scarlet covers.

Here is a passage to the point

:

Use deep shadows of bushes, trees, and banks as much
as possible. In danger lie close to the ground so that you
can see anyone moving against the stars. Uce your ears

as much as your eyes.

By squatting low in the shadow of a bush, and keeping
quite still, I have let an enemy's scout come and stand
within three feet of me, so that when he turned his back
toward me I was able to stand up where I was and fling

my arms round him.

D'Artagnan, then, is not yet extinct! There is still use for

the strong arms and the stealthy tread, still employment
for the brain of the opportunist. Again

:

Sleep whenever you can get the chance in safety, because
there is no work that is more trying than the continual
alertness required in scouting. But when you sleep be
careful not to be caught napping. I believe it to be a
matter of practice that a man can not only wake himself at

any hour he may wish to, but also that he can sleep so
lightly as to be awakened by the slightest sound or by the
movement of anyone near him. It is a habit with me ; as

is also that of taking ten minutes* sleep here and there,

and waking up as refreshed as if I had had a couple of

hours' rest.

When sleeping be careful to have your revolver fastened

to you by its langard. Many men sleep with it under
their head or pillow, and as that is where a thief would
naturally look for it, a better place is under or behind your
knees, where it is safe and ready to your hand.

General Buller has been commenting lately in his

despatches on the disregard of scouting shown by the

ordinary British officer. After reading "B.P.'s " little book
it seems to us a marvel that anyone enlists to be anything

but a scout. The scouts have all the fun. To use "B.P.'s"

phrase, they enjoy the best sport in the world.

But it is not only potential scouts and novelists who will

be interested by this book. A man of peace might do

much worse than permit Bt.-Col. Baden-Powell to quicken

his observant facilities for him. Bloodless scouting might
become a popular and serviceable pastime for pedestrians

in a dull country. Measuring a river with the eye, after
" B.P.'s " rules, would pass half an hour very capably.

This is his plan :

Select a tree or other object on the opposite bank and
one where you stand. Then move c ff at a right (square)

angle to these and pace a distance—fay, 100 yards
;
plant

a mark (yoiu' sword will do) atid go on half as much
again (another 50 yards). Then turn at right angles to

your original line and walk away from the river, counting
your paces until you bring the sword in line with the tree

on the opposite bank. The distance you have paced since

turning will be one-half of the distance across the river.

Thus, if you And you have paced 90 yards, the river is 180

yards wide.

(It is unfortunate that in the edition of the book which

we possess there should be two serious errors on this page.

They are, it is true, pointed out in an errata slip, but

errata slips are often disregarded. A third error is in the

diagram, the measurements of which do not tally with the

results.) To measure one river is, however, to measure all

rivers. More varied fun will come from the game of

deduction. The author gives a specimen pacific morning's

work of his own. This is Example II.

:

While following the tracks of the rickshaw, I noticed

fresh tracks of two horses coming towards me, followed by

a big dog.
They had passed since the riVi-sAaa; (over-riding its tracks).

They mere cantering (two single hoof-prints, and then

two near together).

A ijuarter of a inik further on they were laalkin;/ for a

quarter of a mile. (Hoof-prints in pairs a yard

apart.) Here, the dog dropped behind, and had to

make up lost ground by galloping up to them.

(Deep impression of his claws, and dirt kicked up.)
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Thty had finished the walk aliout a quarter of an hour

before I came there : (Because ihe horse's drop-
pings at this point were quite fresh ; covered with
flies ; not dried outside by the sun.)

They hail lierii rnnteriiiij up to the point where they hegan

the iralk, hut one horse had shied violently on pasning

the invalid in the rickshaw: (Because there was a
great kick up of gravel and divergence from its

track just where the rickshaw track bent into the
side of the road, and afterwards over-rode the

horses' tracks.)

Deduction.

The tracks were those of a lady and gentleman out for a ride,

followed by her dog.

Because had the horses been only out exercising with
syces they would have been going at a walk in single iile

(or possibly at a tearing gallop).

They were therefore ridden by white people, one of

whom was a lady; because, 1st, a man would not take a
big, heavy dog to pound along after his horse (it had
pounded along long after the horses were walking) ; 2nd, a
man would not pull up to walk because hi« horse had
shied at a rickshaw ; but a lady might, especially if urged
to do so by a man who was anxious about her safety, and
that is why I put them down as a man and a lady. Had
they been two ladies, the one who had been shied with
would have continued to canter out of bravado. And the
man probably either a very affectionate hvsband or no
husband at all.

The Amateur Critic.

An Articulate Colony.

Under this heading in the Academy of January 13 the
reviewer quotes the following words from Mr. Reeves's
book : " Of . . . poetic . . . talent . . . there is yet but
little sign. In writing they (New Zealanders) show facility

often, distinction never." As far as the poetry goes I
humbly demur to this sweeping dictum. Chance, nearly
three years ago, put into my hands a book of poems,
entitled Poems bij a New Zealander (Kegan Paul), and it is

in this slim and g^een-backed little book that I find
ifevidence of the "distinction" which has been denied to
New Zealand writers of the past and present. I have no
idea whether "A New Zealander" is a man or woman,
but I have no hesitation in saying he (or she) is a poet,
and to support my statement will quote from an " Ode to
England," the England called "Home," but hitherto,
" save in dreams," unvisited by the poet. The difference
in the seasons is noted, but

—

'Tis only that the months wear different hues,
And change for us wan violets to warm sheaves.

November here forgets her early dews,
Dun fogs and frost : she gives us lingering eves.

Incessant roses, ever lovely views
By peak and vale ; is prodigal of leaves

;

Busies the eager bees from morn till night

;

Love fledglings, downy chickens, dragon flies,

And the bright creatures of the summer skies.
And in the first red cherries hath deh'ght.

"Incessant roses" is summer painted in two words.
I give one more quotation (from a "Song"), and hope
that these two examples of how the Muse is tended in
Greater Britain may send other readers to a book of verses
not unworthy to stand beside those of Lindsay Gordon
and A. B. Paterson on our bookshelves :

Take what thou wilt, thou canst not take away
My joy in loving thee !

Love doth not spring nor perish in a day
;

And though Ibine cease to be.
Mine still lives on, to be its own sure stay.

Its own unasked felicity.

H. G. H.

A Man and his Work.
A NOTICEABLE feature which may be met with in almost all

the obituary notices of the late Mr. R. D. Blackmore is the
prediction tiiat his fame will depend solely on Loma Boone.
The fact of this book's g^eat popularity above his otlier

novels is emphasised as if it was the singular fate of Mr.
Blackmore to have won the approval of the public but
once. Yet, if one reflects, it is by no means a rare thing
for an author to be associated with one book. Others
he may have produced—as did Mr. Blackmore—of even
greater merit than the work which brought him his fame

;

but the public is obtuse in matters of taste, and often as
not it refuses to divide the honours of its first choice with
late comers. Take the case of Mr. Shorthouse, who con-

tinues to be described as " the author of John Inglesant,"

notwithstanding that there are several other brilliant

works bearing his name, but, unhappily for the public,

they are too little known. This attempt to summarise a
man and his work in a single sentence has the dis-

advantage of popularising but one book, and that one
not necessarily the best. Its origin is not far to seek

:

when a book first arrests the public attention, its author
cannot be more than a mere abstraction to the general

;

in tlie second stage he gains a notoriety as its author

;

the third stage in the author's progress, in which his

personality is regarded apart from his writings, is only
reached by a favoured few. No doubt, once upon a
time it was " Mr. John Milton, the author of Paradise

Lost," until his work became duly focussed in the public

mind, when he was " John Milton the Poet." Thackeray
is still known as the author of Vanity Fair, although he
wrote Esmond and The Newcomes ; and Charlotte Bronti'

as the author of Jane Eyre, though Villette is her really

great novel. But this I hope, that to future generations

the name of Blackmore will bring to mind not only Loma
Doone but a dozen delightful novels.

JoNATHAW Dean.

" Peg Woffington."

A GOOD many people have doubtless been reading Charles
Eeade's Pey Woffington lately, incited thereto by the pub-
lication of Mr. Hugh Thomson's illustrations. I wonder
whefiier many have noticed two rather curious inaccur-

acies.

In Chapter II , Cibber, speaking in the gri^en-room of the

Covent Garden Theatre, says :
" When I was young two

giantesses [Mrs. Bracegirdle and Mrs. Oldfield] fought for

empire upon this very stage. . . . They played Hoxana
and Statira in the ' Rival Queens.' " Now this contest,

which was immediately followed by Mrs. Bracegirdlo's

retirement from the stage, took place in 1707, not at the

Covent Garden Theatre, which was not opened till 1733,

but at the Haymarket. The rivals, too, appear to have
played not Eoxana and Statira together, but Mrs. Brittle,

in "The Amorous Widow," on successive nights.

The other is, perhajis, a smaller matter. The date of

the tale is (Chapter I.) " about the middle of last century "
;

and as Mrs. Bracegirdle, who was alive at the time, died in

1748, it cannot be later than that year. In Chapter VII.
we find Mrs. Woffington going by coach to Hercules
Buildings, Lambeth, pursu(>d by Sir Charles Pomander and
Mr. Yano. Other land journeys to and from the same
place are mentioned later. But Westminster Bridge was
not opened till 17.50; and it is very improbable that any-

one would go from Covent Garden to Lambeth by way of

London Bridge, the only bridge till that at Westminster
was built. Water would certainly be taken for part of the

way. Of course there was the Horseferry ; but it is not

likely that it would be used for such journeys.

Such are the pitfalls that beset the writer of romances
who brings in real persons, with their fixed and inexorable

dates. C.
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Correspondence.

Ruskin on War.

Sib,—The opinion of John Euskin upon atiji subject
miist necessarily be of great interest and importance. For
the moment the question of War versus Peace is all-

pervading, and, in addition to the reference to the subject
which Mr. Charles Quartermain has pointed out in your
last issue, in The Crown of Wild Olive, may I remind you
of another in the third volume of Modern, Painters'i I
believe it was written at the time of the Crimean War,
and the sentiments expressed therein go far to prove that

Ruskin's opinion on the subject was a settled one—an
opinion, not a hasty thought. I venture to quote the
following

:

I believe war is at present productive of good more than
of evil. I wiU not argue this hardly and coldly, as I

might, by tracing in- past history some of the abundant
evidence that nations have always reached their highest
virtue, and wrought their most accomplished works, in

times of straitening and battle ; as, on the other hand, no
nation has ever yet enjoyed a protracted and triumphant
peace without receiving in its own bosom ineradicable

seeds of future decline. I will not so argue this matter

;

but I will appeal at once to the teotimony of those whom
the war has cost the dearest. I know what would be told
me by those who have suffered nothing, whose domestic
happiness has been unbroken, whose daily comfort imdis-
turbed ; whose experience of calamity consists, at its

utmost, in the incertitude of a speculation, the deamess of

a luxury, or the increase of demands upon their fortune
which they could meet fourfold without inconvenience.
From these,. I can well believe, be they prudent economists
or careless pleasure-seekers, the cry for peace will rise

alike vociferously, whether in the street or senate. But
I ask thtir witness, to whom the war has changed the
aspect of the earth, and imagery of heaven, whose hopes it

has cut off like a spider's web, whose treasure it has placed
in a moment under the seals of clay. Those who can
never more see sunrise, nor watch the climbing light gild
the Eastern clouds without thinking what graves it has
gilded, first, far down behind the dark earth-lines, who
never more shall see the crocus bloom in spring, without
thinking what dust it is that feeds the wild flowers of

Balaclava. Ask their witness, and see if they will not
reply that it is well with them, and with theirs ; that they
would have it no otherwise; would not, if they might,
receive back their gift of love and life, nor take again
the purple of their blood out of the cross on the breast-
plate of England. Ask them : and though they should
answer only with a sob, hsten if it does not gather upon
their lips into the sound of the old Seyton war-cry

—

"Set on."

—I am, &c. Guy Wilibid Hayler.
Capenhurst, Chester: Feb. 1, 1900.

The Decadent Cuckoo.

Sir,—Allow me, in thanking you for the excellent

review of my cuckoo book, to say that the illustrations are

all given in it. That which should have been placed at

page 28 was, by the binder, put at an earlier page ; and,

in the list of illustrations, page 15 is an unfortunate mis-
print for 13. Your inserting this may save others who
already have the volume from being puzzled, and these

ejyors are put right in later copies. I exceedingly regret

they should have occurred.—I am, &c.,

Alexander H. Japp.
National Liberal Club, Whitehall Place, S.W.

" AriePs Press Cutting- Agency."

B Sir,—Your references, in the current issue of the
"^ Academy, to Mr. I. Zangwill's "delicious essays in the

difficult art " of parody are so extremely flattering to me,

that I cannot deny myself the pleasure of writing to say

that it waff I, not Mr. ZangwUl, who contributed to Ariel

the series of " press cuttings " which you praise so highly.

They have been attributed to my friend Mr. Zangwill, I

know, by a variety of papers of less consequence than the

Academy, and I hope I may not be considered unduly
vain for not allowing the statement to pass without con-

tradiction in the magfisterial columns of the Academy.
For I recognise that some people may not think so

generously of those bagatelles as your reviewer does.

I know one person who does not. Yet it is a gratification

to him to know that he is not the only one by whom they

are stiU remembered.—I am, &c.,

Feb. 7, 1900. Edward Morton.

Our Weekly Prize Competitions.

Result of No. 20 (New Series).

We asked last week for mottoes for four bookcases containing

respectively works of History, Poetry, Fiction, and Biography. The
quotations were to be from English authors, and suitable to be
really employed for the purpose named. The following series, sent

by Miss Evelyn Underhill, 3, Gampdeu Hill-place, London, W.,

seems to ns the most suitable :

Hixtory—
History is Philosophy teaching by examples.

—

BoUnghrohe.
Poetry—

The crown of literature is poetry.

—

M. Arnold.

Fiction—
An honest tale speeds best, being plainly told.

" Jlickard III." iv. 4.

Biography—
In books we find the dead, as it were, living.

Richard de Bv/ry,

Eeplies received also from : T. C, Buxted ; D. H. W., Pwllheli

;

R. D. B., London ; E. B. V. C, London ; B. C. W., Oxford ; C. W.,

London ; J. A. S. B., Edinburgh ; H. A. W., Portobello ; B. L. E.,

Rochdale ; A. S. W.. Westward Ho ! ; A. M. P., Lincoln ; C. S.,

Brighton ; G. N., Clifton ; M. H. M., London : W. D. E , Wimbledon ;

A. T., Reigate ; E. T., Manchester ; Mips 6., Newtown ; L. C,
Cambridge ; F. L., Manchester : B. G. W., Kirkby-Ravensworth

;

F. E W., London ; L. P., Inverness ; D. C. E., Birkenhead ; E. E. L.

Leicester ; H J., London ; T. M., Bundle ; E. H. Didsbury ; D. S.,

London ; Miss G., Reigate ; B. G.. Barnsbnry ; H. B., London ;

Mrs. W. H. P.. Alton; S. C, Brighton; F. M., London ; J. B.,

Aberdeen ; G. R., Aberdeen ; F. M. D., London ; S. S., Cambridge ;

A. D B., Liverpool ; A. C, Edinbnrgh ; D. C. R., Birkenhead

;

R. W. D. N., London ; M. A. C, Cambridge ; G. B., Liverpool

;

R. W. M , London ; C. E., Edinburgh ; L. K., Highgate ; and
R. F. M. C, Whitby.

Competition No. 21 (New Series).

Every family where writing games are popular has some game of

home manufacture. We offer a prize of a guinea to the description

of the best original writing game—that i* to say, of the best game
for an evening party in which paper, pencils, and brains are

involved. The word original would not exclude a good adaptation

of a well-known game, which is the form that home-made games
often take.

RULBB.

Answers, addressed " Literary Competition, The Academy, 43,

Chancery-lane, W.C," must reach us not later than the first post

of Tuesday, February 13. Each answer must be accompanied by
the coupon to be found in the second column of p. 132, or it can-

not enter into competition. Competitors sending more than one
attempt at solution must accompany each attempt with a separate

coupon ; otherwise the first only will be considered. We wish to

impress on oompetitors that the task of examining replies is much
facilitated when one side only of the paper is written upon. It is

also important that names and addresses should always be given.

We cannot consider anonymous answers.

Our Special Prize Competitions.

(^Fur particulars see inside page of rover.')

Received during the week : Isis, Grangemouth, The Outsider
Brin-go-brBgh, Lancet, Unfledged, Kingston, Narcidsas, Tredegar.
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New Books Received.

[These noU» on tome of the New Books of the week are

preliminary to Rtviewt that may follow.']

America To-Day. By William Archer.

Last year Mr. William Archer braved the Atlantic to

make a study of the American stage. He also accepted

a commission from the Pall Mall Gazette and Magazine to

jot dovrn his impressions of America during an eight
weeks' sojourn. The book before us contains those jottings

or observations, together with four essays, dealing with
American subjects, somewhat weightier in character, to

which he has given the title of " Eeflections." (Heinemann.)

Le Morte Darthuh. By Sir Thomas Malory.

The two new volumfls of Messrs. Macmillan's " Library of
English Classics." The page is ample and the type large.

Mr. A. W. Pollard's bibliographical note reminds us that
Caxton (whose preface is included in this edition) finished

printing the first edition on the last day of July, 1485,
some fifteen or sixteen years after Malory finished the
book. An index has been supplied by Mr. Henry
Littlehales. (Macmillan. 2 vols. 7b. net).

John Euskin. By M. H. Spielmann.

Mr. Spielmann's monograph on Mr. Euskin is ready
betimes. Portions of it were written for the Graphic, and
one chapter appeared in the Magazine of Art. All has,

however, been revised. An article on " The Black Arts,"
which Mr. Euskin wrote for the Magazine ofArt, is reprinted
here, together with some correspondence concerning the
article which passed between Mr. Euskin and the author
ot this book. (Cassell & Co. Ss.)

Historical Tales from Shakespeare.
By D. T. QuiLLEE Couch.

This is the book which was first announced under the title

of Q's Tales from Shakespeare. Therein Mr. Couch supplies
certain of the plays omitted by Charles and Mary Lamb.
His original idea, he tells us, was to follow their plan of

using only Shakespearian words, but in time he gave this

up and wrote in his own manner. The plays are
" Coriolanus," "Julius Csesar," "King John," the two
"Eichards," and the three "Henrys." (Arnold. 6s.)

How England Saved Europe. By W. H. Fitchett.

The third volume of Mr. Fitchett's history of the
great war. The reader now reaches the war in the
Peninsula and the Duke of Wellington—a tract of time
covered in Sir Herbert Maxwell's Life. The two books
would make an interesting comparison. Maps of battles

and portraits of soldiers illustrate the volume. (Smith,
Elder & Co. 6s.)

The Eom-vntic Triumph. By T. S. Omond.

The new volume in Messrs. Blackwoods' " Periods of
European Literature " series. The Eomantic movement
had its impulse in the last century—Eousseau in France,
Ossian in Great Britain, Burger in Germany, were among
the leaders. Burger, of course, influenced Scott, for it

was the ballad of "Leonore" which first turned his

thoughts towards romance. The movement soon gathered
strength, and Mr. Omond traces, it all over Europe.
(Blackwood. 5s. net.)

%* Owing to pressure upon our space further acknowledg-
ments of New Books are held over till next week.

Special cloth eases for binding the half-yearly volume of

the Academy can be supplied for Is. each. The price of the

bound half-yearly volume it 8s. 9d. Communications should be

addressed to the Publisher, 43, Chancery-lane.

N.EW WORK
by the late

Q. W. STEEVENS,
War Correspondent of the "Daily Mail."

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Messrs. WM. BLACKWOOD

& SONS will publish about the

end of FEBRUARY " FROM
CAPETOWN to LADYSMITH:
an Unfinished Record of the

South African War," by G. W.
STEEVENS, Author of " With

Kitchener to Khartum/ ^\In

India/ dc. In One Volume,

crown 8vo, With Maps.

45, George Street, Edinburgh; & 37, Paternoster

Bow, London, E.G.

THE BOOK OF THE HOUR.
third edition.

OUR LIVING GENERALS.
By ARTHUR TEMPLE, Aathor of "The Making of the Empire.*'

Art vellum, gilt top, price 38. 6d.

Biographical Sketches with fine Portraits of Twelve Generals, no fewer than ten
of whom are now at the front.

"Pleasant and proud readinj?."

—

Saturday Secietc.

"A capital book, breezily and brightly written."

—

St, James's Budget.
*' The list is well chosen. Men of whom the nation is justly proud."

Kaval and Military Record.

A NOTABLE BOOK OF DAILY READINGS.
Boo1(S of Bible Readings are common enough^ btt only

once in mnny years iloes one appeir tohi^h takes a dis~

tinctive place, and leavs into a larg* and permanent
popularity. Such a book is ** IN THE HOVR OF
SILENCE."

IN THE HOUR OF SILENCE.
By ALBXANDEIl SMELLIE, M.A. Price Ss.

Author of *' Turchboarers ot the Faith."

'*All is oriRiaal and all of choicest qaaltty Ttie thimght is oerer abstruse, but in touch
with thesimine realities of our spiritual life ; yet it is always fresh We ha¥e uot haJ a
book of (iailv meditation so near tJ what it ought to l>e as this Is, though many hare trieU to

furnish one."-BxponUrry Times.
*• There is moral viftiou in the Inrak and the kind of t«iiderD«n whieh it only born of ripe

spiritual conviction."— TA<&'pe«A;€r.

C H I L D V O I C E S.
By W. E. CTJLE. Price 3e. tkl. net.

Profusely Illustrated by Charles Robinson,
" In ever; way the book is a beautiful onc.''~GMardian.

FAIRY STORIES FFOM THE LITTLE MOUNTAIN.
By JOHN FINNEMORK. Price 28. 6d.

OhanninKly Illustrated by James R. Sinclair.
'* The book is a rf>al aihlition to fairy literature. O) e of the best books of the kiLd the

year has produced. The illiistrutious are excellent,"—7>tfoATWi».

TORGHBEARERS OF THE FAITH.
By ALEXANDER SMEr.LIK, M.A. Price 3*". Ci.

Author of '* In the Hour of Silence/' &c.
" WIiathaaeaj)ecianucatiUvnUd4tt« U ' Torckltearera of the Fiiith.'

which ia otie of the veru twst.^Kn Awo/(A< lijw/ /fcni-a eivr ••en Wher*-
ever I ham tumni I havt hfxn fascmattd und charmed. I hnm already
procvred semral diinex and flit'iJi thrm away— / txifct it to h* my
eUndard volwue /«r ihts purpOM /or a Utng Itvis to conw!,— )'. iirg

Uncertlv, J- M. GlJtSO.\\ V.O,"

ANDREW MELROSE, 16, Pilfrlm Streot, LQiidcn '-O*
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TO INTENDING SUBSCRIBERS :—

NOTICE MUST NOW BE GIVEN
that "TflE STANDARDS"

Remarkable Introductory offer regarding

The Library of

Famous Literature MUST BE WITHDRAWN.
Readers of the prelimioary annnuue-ecaents wliicb. The Standard made re-

gariiiDg its iasne of the new "Library of Famous Literature" will recall the
express conditions upon which the present offer was made.

Instead of pottine a very high price upon the first edition, with the intention
of afterwards reducing this price from time to time, as h^is been the usual
custom with publishers. The Standard announced that it would receive sub-
scriptions in advance of the day of pabli tation at the lowest price possible with
the character aud cost of the work. The result of this offer whs an advance
subscription for 3,000 sets before a single set could be deUvered. Even after
delivery was begun, the binders could hardly keep pace with the incoming
sabscriptions, s » thdt now the orders for nearly 2,000 sets still remain unfilled.

So long as it was possible to make imrnediate delivery of the books. The Standard
has kept its offer open, and under this arrangement 7,000 sets of the Library
have been subscribed for up to the present time.
A large force is now at work binding up the last sets of the present edition,

so that not only will all present subscribers soon be supplied, but the remaining
set of the edition will alto be ready for delivery at an early date. It is in view
of these circua3.stances that The Standard now announct- s that its advance-of-
publication offer must be withdrawn. Tne present arrangement, whereby it is

possible to secure the Library at about half the regular price, and the complete
work, the entire twenty volumes, is sent to the subscriber all at one time, can
remain open b -t a little while longer.

WHAT OUR SUBSCRIBERS THINK.
Below are printed a few letters from among the hundreds which The Standard has received from early subscribers to the T.ibrary, who now have these

richh -bound volumes iu their hemes. Intending Subscribers may road with interest, especially, the Irrtter in small black type. The latter atfirms what The
Standard has said repeatedly—that it ia next to imposeible to give, by means of any mere printed description or specimen pages, and specimen illustrations, an
adequate idea of ihe great work which Dr. Garnett and his associates have produced. Only an actual day-by-day use of the Liorary may reveal its true value, the
true wealth of iis contents.

"A Work o-rthe Highest Value."
Royal Agricultural College. Cirencester.

I have received with mucti pleasure my set of volumes, and
am exceedingly glad < hat I gave you my same as a stibflcriber.

Some of the lighter pitcei intioduced, such as ''The Spider and
the Fly," will uo doubt provoke both criticism anJ merrimeut;
but upon the whole, not to iipeak of ttie coiiies of rare illuinina-
tioDB, or of the iSuelltnt type, I regard the work as one of the
highebt value in bringing togetlier such a vast array of choice
pieces of thtf Quest literature of all age* aud countries, many of

them nit easily to l)e met with, su th;i: it will he au almost in-

dispensable supplement to every important private and public
library, ad wull as -t educational interest and value to the
higher schuuls aud colleges

(KEV.) JOHN B. M.CLELLAX, M.A.,
Principal of tbc Koyal Agricultural College, Cirencester.

*'Many Years of Pleasure Perusing
the Works.'*

1, Gresham Buildings, Basiughill St eet, London, E.C.
Althouih I complaiu.-d at the length of iime you kept me

before delivering the volumes of " Famous Literature," I must
confess now ihcit 1 have received tUeui they were well worth
waiting for.

I have only cuiSorilygUnced through the books, hut I have
seen sufiicieut ^l m .ke me moie than gratideil. auil I look for-

ward to m^ny years of pleasuie in tje complete perusal of the
works. EDWARD LEE.

I

*' Received with Favour by my Friends."
Therapia. fil, St. Andrew's Road. Southsea.

I was more than surprised on looking through the volumes.
Dr. Gimett ig, indeed, to be congratalated on the compilation
of a work ot such exceptional magoitude, which will be indis-
t/CusabU. and of the greateit valae to students in every branch
of literature.
The beautiful coloured plates and hundreds of well-executed

iIlu«tration8,the paper, type, and binding make the work most
attractive. The publishers are, i jdeed. to be congratulated for
the excellence of their share in its production.
it is a pleasure to record fie favour with which this work haa

l>eca received by all my friend* wh» have had the oppoitunity
of gl -Dcing through its images. They w>re not long in det«r-
miuing to order copies for themselves before too late.

WILLIAM J. J, SPRY, R.N.. F.R.G.8., F.R.Hist.S., 4c.

"The Essays aro Qems of Literature*"
eo, Peacock Street. Gravesend.

I awaited an opportunity of glancing through the volumes so
M to add to the number of expreisions or appreciation and
Heti^ht you already have. I have much pleasure in so doing.
Th-y enable one at short notice to find any desired passage, and
I have already had occasion to refer to t«ro Koman writtre and
RtiB-mn authors. The Issiys prefacing the volumes are iu
ihemdelrea gems of literature.

W. UAYD>' VAUGHA.N DAVIES.

" ' ho Library is a Veritable Treasure-
house of Oood Thingrs."

Moretonhimptitead. Devon.
\

It mi7 be of soms interest to you to kuow that I, for one, am
ne er hkey to regret that t be-;ame a purchawrof "'The Inter-
DAlio-ial Library of Famous Liteiatur*;."

I was greatly attracted by the preliminary advertisement of
the " Libr-iry. and now that thf twenty volumes have reached
me Hitd I have had an opportunity of eiamining tome of them,
1 must sa? that my expect itiong bive been fully realised
Th« " Library" u a veritable treasure-house of good things.

No person who owns it need h »ve any more dull hour^. One is

contidcsut that time<ipent in reading tht::se volumes is time well
ipwut. and that what is read is the )>est of gooJ literature.

I '•m thoroughly content with my purchase, and look forward
with much pleasure to a closer intercourse with my twenty new
friet di. Toat they will prove true friends I do not doubt.

S. U. NECK (Solicitor).

"Pleased beyond Measure."
Gayton House, Ashtead, Surrey.

Dear Sirs»—Now that I have received my
copies of *' Famous Literature," I am beyond
measure pleased with them.

It seems to me. however, that the public

should by some means be better acquainted
with the real nature of the publication.

I find that comparatively few people know
what a beautiful work it is.

Yours very truly,

(Signed) PAYNE JENNINGS.

"The Work Meets every Reasonable
Expectation."

24, Via Gregoriam, Rome, Itily.
The •'International Library of Famous Lit-srature' arrived

a few day<) ago. It was well packed, and the books reached me
without tlie slightest damage.

I, personally, have not had time ti look into the volumes, but
my wife and daughters are highly pleased with them, and teli

me they produce an impression corresponding to tlmt of a ^alou
whsre one catches glimpses of old friends, who revive pleisaut
memories, and gains impressii^ns of some new acqualntanc s
that determine one to se<;k a fuller aud more iotiuiate know-
ledge of them in their own homes.
The work appears lo meec every reasonable expectation

formed of it, and it seems to givd much pleasure aud instruc-
tion to everyone who dips into it. ISA.VU HENDERSON.

"A Notable Magrazine of Good Thinfifs."
Leighton 11 -use, Marlow.

I am glad to be able to express my great satibfiction with th**
" International Library of Famous Liteniture." The work is.

indeed, a notable one, and complet»'ly fulfils its purpose as a
magazine of good things, indulgence in wh!ch cannot faille
iinpruve the literary taste of even casual readers.

G. R. TWEEDIE.

"Cannot Fall to be of Great Value."
3, Wilford Grove, Nottingham.

I am pleased to infnjm you that th-) copy of your •• Inter-
national Library " winch I have receivett gives every BAtisfaction.

In paper, type, bintling, aud geu'eral external appeani-ice it

leaves nothing to bd desired. A pleasing feitur<j is the varied
diameter of the illuutrations, forming tntercsting adjuncts to
the text. The anthology itself is sucu as was to be expected
ftom its editor, iir. Uaruett. The (liflereut ]>eriods of literary
iiirtory are represented in just proportion, aud a nice dtscrimi-
nation has been exi-rciued iu selectiou from «:mmeQt and repre*
seutativo authors. As a whole, the Library cannot fail to be of
great value to those whohave had little opportunity for deep or
wide reading, but who wish to make an acquiiutance with
more than the names of the world's best writeib.

CVKIL SHELBUUKNE, M.A. (Lond.).

WHAT THIS GREAT WORK 18.

It in not euy to put in brief compass a deBcription
of a work thai la in itself a great Horary.

The splendid collection which Dr. Garnett haa
edit'd has all literature in its field— all races and all

tlnjts. The Lib ary of Fiunons Literature presents
not. merely the best of all the prreat authors tha'. hive
e* er lived, but likewi^e a panorama of li'e and letters
from that dim, reraot ^ past when books first began to
be made, down lo our own day.

IJere, in succes^i'm, is "the glory that was Greece
and the grandeur that was Rome." Here are the
3lid lie Ages lit ''.V the fiame of Dante's genius and
avtettened by Chaurer*8 poetic gossip. Here the
BeiihiMance sheds all its coruscating names—flbake-
spMire, Spenser, Jonson, Sydney, Marlowe, Bacon ;

wbi e Cervantes bids chivalry adieu, and Montaigne
given laws to the mi dern gentleman. Here are the
dandy e«>sajist8, diariftts, and satirists of Queen
ALne's day; here the Johnsonian thunder, and the
early masters of ihe novel — Fielding, Smollett,
Richardson, and Bumey.

The nineteenth century is the most richly repre-
aenifcd of all periods. Wordsworth's new worship of
Nature, Lamb's cosy wit, Shelley's wild melodies,
and Byron's ** pageant of his bleeding heart" are
here. Carlyle, Ruhkin, Tennyson, Browcing, Clough,
RoM-H-tti, Darwin, Spencer, Newman, Ibion, Tolstoi,
Tur»feoief, Hugo, and hundreds of writers who have
coniribnted lo the present revival of the novel are
richly represented in The Library,

Nor is mere wit despised or humour neglected. In
Th« Library every mood finds its reaponse; and in
this vast collection the wisdom of Plato and the piety
of Pascal are harmonised with the wit of Sheridan
and the Inn of Mark Twain.

A tasteful and convenient Bookcase will be
supplied to Subscribers at a low price.

LIBRARY OF FAMOUS LITERATURE, special introductory offer.

Showing the Hand-
. acme Three-quarter

Levant Morocco
Blndina: lo the

Special Bookcase.

Those who subscrihe now, in advance of publication, may
obtain the Complete Work, Twenty Volumes, AT A KKDUC-
TION OF FlI-TV PER CliNT. from the regular priceg here-
afrer to prevail. The Library is not sold in parts or by single
Volumes, but only in complete sets. The entire Twenty
Volumes wilt he sent all at oue time upou a preHmtnary pay-
ment of hut HALF-A-UDINBA; further payments, after the
Twenty Volumes are in your home, to beat the rate of tt, 13, 15,

or 21 shiUln^B per mouth, accordins tu the binding.

A HANDSOMELY ILLUSTRATED
100-PAQE PROSfECrUS

SENT FREE UPON APPLICATION.
if you will state ttat you read this notice in Tiie A' ademv,

Ttie Standard will tend, post paid to any udare-s. a large
illustrated Prospectus of the LIUKARV OP FAMOUS
LITEHATDRiu. together with speiimeu pa^es, pages from the
Index, and the like. But those who prefer to hie their sub-
BciiptiuDS at once, and thus take advantage of the Special
I'nces, which are offered iu advance of the tiay nf publication,
m;iy examine the work, in the different styles of luuding, at
'lite Standard < 'IHces. 23, St. brid« Street, ut-ar Lud^ate Oir ,us ;

unci at the estabUshmeut of Messrs. Chappell & Co.. Pianoforte
M;iuuf;icturers, -'.u, hew Bond Street, wh^re orders may be
)x)oked, both for Cash Payments and ou Monthly luslahnents.

APPLICATION FOR PROSPECTUS.
It you do not wibh to cut this si p out cirefully st.ite that

you Kaw tins iiuilcd iu Tuk Acaukuv, otheiwtie tn« I'r^dpeotua

cannot be sent.

W. M. J4CK80N,
TiiH Sl'ANDARD,

'J,i at. Bride St eet,
London, U.C 1 900.

Having read in The Acadkmy youi offer rrgtrdiug vhe
LIBKARV OF FAMOU;* LITaRATO ItiJ. 1 iciujot th^t

you send me your lllusttated Prospectus.

Name

Address
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SURATOR, LIBRARIAN. ..r RKORE-
TARY -WORK in oo« juoh olBco d«lrt<l l>y FELLOW

:aL llIsTiiRUAL SOCIETY. eJiMiricowd in oritaoiM-

Uaoaaa Kvutini].—H. >V., cum of laformAtiou Office, Uxlora.

WIMBLEDON HI«H SCHOOL.— Mrs.
J T TRENCH rMvlvm OIBLS • ROARnERS at

Lrnilaiihunil. w.»M\si.l<'. Wimblclon. Keferoui-o perniitlwl to

MlM HMlinir*, n.-;i'I Mistrpss. tli* Maniuis and 5Urchiom.*ss

ol Lualo'ue, BUhop and Mri. Barrj, Col and Mrs. CluntvU
TraDok uidaUMri.

THE PRINCESS HELENA COLLEGE,
EALING, W.

EsUtdUhed IMO. Incorporfttfd Ity Royal Cli^rter 18S6.

Pw»ldrat-H.R.II. thePRINOESSS CHRISTIAN.
HIib^cluM fducatlon for llio DAUGHTERS of CBNTLE-

MEN, as RMiideot or Pay Puplla. Prei>aratlon for TTnivt-rsily

and Art Examinations. Spacioua grounds. Supurvisiou iu

Tmiuinu department for kindergarten students iu prepara-

tion for Fro«t>el Union Examination for Teachers.
There is a Home in wmnectiou witii liie Oolleite for K.O.

Students and for a few chililren under ten years of age.

MARGARET WILlIAMSciN. Lady I'riucipnl.

ROYAL INDIAJJ ENGINEERING
COLLEGE, Cooper's Rill. Staines.

The Course of Study is arranged to fit an Enfditecr for Em-
Sloyment in Europe. India, and the Colonies. About 40
tudents will lie admitted in September. 1900. The Secretary

of State will olTer them forCompetition— Twelve Apiiuiutments
as Assistant F.ngineers in the rublic Works Department, and
Three Ai>i>ointmeuts as Assistant Superiuteudeuts in the
TeleerapliB Dei>artraent, Or<e in the Accountants' Branch
P.W.D., and One in the Traffic Department In<Uau State
Baliway.— For particulars apply to SECBETABr at College.

OHANflK OP ADDRESS.

DAVID NUTT,
IMPORTER OP FOREIGN BOOKS,

THEOLOGICAL, CLASSICAL, and EDUCATIONAL
BOOKSELLER and PUBLISHER.

Of 270-271, Strand, will REMOVE on the ISth inst. to

No*. 57-59, LONG ACRE, W C.

SOTHEEAN'S PRICE CURRENT
OF LITERATURE.

MONTHLY LIST OP NEWLY-PURCHASED
SECOND-HAND BOOKS.

No. 69», just published for FEBRUARY, inclades a
special collection of works in Natural History,

Post free from

HENRY SOTHERAN & CO,, Booksellers,

140, Strand, W.C. ; and 37, Piccadilly, W.

TTT ILLIAMS & NORGATE,
' ' IMPORTERS OP FOREIGN BOOKS.

14, Hanrietta Street, Covent Garden. 20, South Frederiok St.

Edinbnrgh, and 7, Broad Street, Oxford.

CATALOGUES poat traa on application.

"DAEDEKER'S & BADDELEY'S^ TOURISTS' GUIDE BOOKS.

New fully detailed CATALOGUE sent post free on applioatiOQ.

DULAU & CO., 37, SoHO SQDAai, Lonnoir, W.

Has OPENED an OFFICE at

1, SOHO SQUARE, W.,
Wliere he luis on view a COLLECTION of

XV. & XVI. CENTURY BOOKS, EARLY
AMERICANA, &c.

The List of UakDown ami Lo8t Books is iu Preparation.

Office Houis. 10-1 snd 2—5.

IMPORTANT.-PRINTINO AND PUBLISHINO.

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, BOOKS, &c.
-KINO. SELL & RAILTON, Limited, high^jlasB

PrlDt«ra and Publishers. 12, Oouffh Square. 4, Bolt Court, Fleet
Street. E.C., haTespecialiy^bullt Rotary ana other f^ist MachiDes
tat priDting illustrated or other Publioations and spocially-buiU
lUchlnes for fast folding and oorering 8, 16, 24, or 8S-pag«
Joonals at one operation.

drice and agristance given to anyone wishing to oommenoe
Hvw Jouruala.

Vaellltiea npon the premises for Editorial Offices free. Adver
MfiliiC and Pnolisbing Departments oonduoted.

ToUphoiw Mm. Teleffiftph "Africanism, London."

TYPE-WRITING promptly and accurately
done. JOd. per l.fWM) words. S-mples and references.

llulti-Coriies.—address, Mi» £. M., IS. Mortimer Cresotut, ti .

W

A UTHORS' MS. neatly and accurately
-*^^ TYPED by yoQDg Lady. Good references, is- per
1.000 words—K, 43. Lyndhurst Road, Peckham.

MUDIE'S LIBRARY
(LIMITED).

ENLARGED AND CLASSIFIED CATALOGUE

(Over too pages, 8vo, bound iu green cloth).

All the Frinoipal Works in Circulation at

the Library

ARRANOBD under SUBJECTS.

Forming a Cumprehenaire Ouide to Jfotable

Publications in most Branehet of
Literature.

Books of Permanent Inierett on POLITICAL
and Social Topics, the Army, Navy,
Arts, Sciencb, Philosophy, Spobt,
Theology, History, Biography, and
Fiction.

p^,^. ,^ ^^

F. Y. WHITE & G0.'8 LIST.

AT ALL LIBRARIES AND BOOKSTALLS

In clotb gilt, price 68. esoh.

MRa L. T. MBADE'S NEW NOVEL.
THE WOOING OF MONICA.

By tLo Autlior of "lUe Wav of a Woman,"
"The Siren," 4c.

A
ADELINE SERQEAN-rS NEW NOVEL.

RISE IN THE WORLD.
By the Author of " Blake of Oriel,'"

"A Valuable Life," «o., &o.

Also a FOREIGN CATALOGUE, contain-
ing Books in Fbkkch, German, Italian,

BossiAN, and Spanish.

READY JANUARY, 1900.

Price Is. 6d.

W. CLARK RUSSELL'S NEW ROMANCE.
A VOYAGE AT ANCHOR.
By the Author of " The Wreck of the ' Grosveaor,' "

Ac, &c.
" This delightful story is iu Mr. W. Clark Rusaell's.

happiest Btyle."—Scotsman.
** A new idea which works out very saccessfnlly.'*

irorW.

FLORENCE WARDEN'S LATEST NOVEL.

A LOWLY LOVER
By the Author of *'Tlie Honse on the Marsh," &c., Ac.^
" Thoroughly intereating.'*—^/a * and White,

MQDIE'S LIBRARY,
30-31. NEW OXFORD STREET;

211, Brompton Road; and

48, Queen Victoria Street, London.

LITERABY RESEAECH.—A Gentieman,
ezperfenoed in Literary Work, aud who has aooeBS to the

Britiah Museum Keadiug Koom, is open to arrange with
AuUior or auy purson requiring assistance in lAtenxj Re-
search, or in seeing Work through the Presp. TranslationB
onder^ken from French, Italian, or Spanish.— Apply, by
letter, to D. C. Dallas, 151, Strand. London, W.C.

NEW NOVEL BY LUCAS CLCKVE
iMrs. Howard Kingrecote).

WHAT A WOMAN WILL DO.
By the Author of " Lazarus," "The Monks of

the Holy Tear," &c., Ac.
"Full of smari and bitter writin;;, readable and

amnsinf^ in every j)B^.**^Acadsmy.
" Hivets the attention, and interests the reader np-

to the very last p&ae.'*— Punch,
*' A really entertaining book."

—

Review ofthe Week.

In cloth gilt, price 3s. Cd.

NEW NOVEL BY PERRINGTON PRIMM.
THE GIRL AT

RIVERFIELD MANOR.
By the Author of " Belling the Cat," &c.

P. V. WHirs & CO.,

14, Bedford Street, Scrand, W.C.

"THE ACADEMY"
LITERARY COMPETITIONS.

New Series.—No. 21.

All rtadert attempting thii week^i

Competition {desorihed fully on page
129) mutt cut out thit Coupon
and enclose it with their reply.

SSTABLiaUiSil Itui.BIRKBECK BANK,
SoathamptoD Buildings, Chancery Lane, London.

TWO-ANn-A-HALF per CENT. INTERliST allow«d on
DEPOSITS repayable on demand.
TWO pur CENT, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the mlnl-
num monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.

8T00K1J, SHARES, aud ANNUITIES purcbasea and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small sumi-
n deposit and idlows Interest monthly on each completed £I.

BIKKBECK BUILDLNG SOOIETt'.
HOW TO PDRCHASE A HOCSB

TOR TWO OL'IMEAS PER MONTH.

BIEKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
HOW TO PCaCUASE A PLOT OP LAND

VOB riTK SHILLtNOS PKR MOKTB.

The BIRKBECK A1.MANA0K. with fall nartioaUra. po.t frM
FBAN0I8 ltAVEN^OKOrT. Maowor.

DARLINGTON'S HANDBOOKS.
Edited by RALPH DARLINGTON, F.R.G.S. Maps by BARTHOLOMEW.

Fcap. 870. ONE SHILLINO EACH. lUustrated.

THE VALE of LLANGOLLEN.—With Special Contributions from His ExceUenoy E. J.

PHELPS, late American Minister j Professor JOHN RUSKIN, LL.D. ; ROBERT BROWNING
A. W. KINGLAKB, and Sir THEODORE MARTIN K.O.B.

BOURNEMOUTH and NEW FOREST.
THE NORTH WALES COAST.
BRECON and its BEACONS.
ROSS, TINTERN, and CHEPSTOW.

BRISTOL, BATH, WELLS, and WESTON-SUPER-MARE.
BRIGHTON, EASTBOURNE, HASTINGS, and ST. LEONARDS.

LLANDUDNO, RHYL, BANGOR, BETTWSYCOED, and SNOWDON.
ABERYSTWYTH, BARMOUTH, MACHYNLLETH, and ABERDOVKT.
BARMOUTH, DOLGELLY, HARLECH, CRICCIETH, and PWLLHELL

MALVERN, HEREFORD, WORCESTER, GLOUCESTER, & CHELTENHAM.
LLANDRINDOD WELLS and the SPAS of MID-WALES.

THE CHANNEL ISLANDS.
THE ISLE OP WIGHT.
THE WYE VALLEY.
THE SEVERN VALLBT.

Is.- -THE HOTELS of the
tbe world.

WORLD* A Handbook to the leading hotels throughontt

" What would not the intelligent touiist in Paris or Rome give for puch a guide-book as this, whidL
teaches so much that is outside the usual scope of such volumes! *

—

The Times,
*' The best Handbook to London ever is&\ied."-~Liverpool Daily Post.

SECOND EDITION, ENLARGED, Ss.—60 Illustrations, 21 Maps and Plans.

LONDON AND ENVIRONS
By E. C. COOK and E. T. COOK, M.A.

With an additional Index of 4,500 References to all Streets and Places of Interest^

Llangollen: DARLINGTON & CO.
London: Swrxor, Uutsxxxt, Hxhiltoh, Kskt, & Co., Ltd., The Railway Bookstalls, and all Bookaellera..
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SOUTH AFRICA AND THE WAR. BOOKS TO READ.
FIRST LARQC EDITION NEARLY READY.

In crown 8vo, Cover desi^nied by J. A. Siminqtoit, price la.

THE BOER
IN PEACE AND WAR.

By ARTHUR M. MANN,
Author of " The Truth from Johannesburg."

WITH NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS OF TEANSVAAL SCENES
AND LIFE.

NOTICE.—This book is likely to have an exceptional tale, and oriiers should
be unt in at once as then can onU be executed in the order of their receipt.

London : .TORV LONft. fi. Ch«tidoH Street. Strand.

THE TRUE HISTORY OF THE WAR.-Part I.

OFFICIAL d"e"s PATCHES
raoii THE

General Oommanding'in-Dhief
THE F0RCK3 IN

SOUTH AFRICA.
Reprinted from " The London Gazette "

Of JANUARY 28th, 1900, in a convenient form for bindiner with future issues.

NOW READY. PRICE SIXPEmOE.

HARRISOX & SONS. PuhHshnrs of The Linion Gazette,
4.>. St. Martin's T.«ne. and all Booksellfirs

THE STANDARD HISTORY OF SODTH AFRICA.
GEORGE lIcOALL THEAL, LL.D.

Formerly Keeper of the Archive** of Cape Colony, and at present Colonial
Historio/rapher.

THE HISTORY OF SOUTH AFRICA.
With Coloured and other Maps and Plates,

Vol. I.-II.: History of South Africa under the Dutch Ea«t
India company : 1652—1795. 2 vols., 30a.

: Vol.111.: 1795—1834. 158.
Vol. IV.: 1834 1B54. 1SS.
Vol. v.: 1864—1872. The Republics and Native Territories.

168. [Eeprinting,

THE PROBLEM OF SOUTH AFRICAN UNITY.
By W. BASIL WOESFOLD, Author of " The Redemption of Egypt," 4c.

A lecture delivered at the Imperial Institute in December. 1899, with added
notes and table of population.

Fcap. Svo, Sd. net; cloth, Is. net
Review of the TVe-k.—" Supplies all the information required for an intelli-

gent study of tue question,"

BOERS AND LITTLE ENGLANDERS.
The History of the South Afriean Coti'/entions of 1881 and 1884.

By JOH.V PROCTER, Barris'er-at-Law.

Crown S'O, cloth, 2s. 6cl

SWAX SOVVKNSnUEIX & CO . Limited. London. London: OKoK'lHl ALLRV. Infi nha-insr Crooo Road.

\ SECOND IMPRESSION PRINTING.

IN THE LAND OF THE BOERS.
By OLIVER OSBORNE.

1

Illostrated. Crown 8to, cloth, special Desi^ on cover, 2s.

Daily Telegraph.—" i. book with instruction and amusement in it."

Olasgnvj Herald.—" Seldom has an unvarnished record formed more
pleasant reading than doe« the ac^onnt of tbeM adventures "

1
Western Morning Xewt.—" This is a book of no ordinary literary merit"

EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE.
SOUTH AFRICA. Further Correspondence relating

to the Affairs in South Africa down to tie 18th January. By post,
2s. ojd.

SOUTH AFRICA. Correspondence relating to the
Defence of Natal. By post. Id.

LIST OF BLUE BOOKS ON SOUTH AFRICAN
AFFAIRS

Dating from the Sand River Convention to the present date, aftectinf? specially
the Transvaal, tent on application.

R. A EVERETT .t CO.. 42, E«ex Street Strand, W.C. London :
R.or. Harrli"i/ Strep^. V,.'~'..

THE NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW.
FEBEUABV, 1900.—Price 2s. 6d.—Conlaina.

THE MILITARY and STRATEGICAL SITUATION:-
1. FROM a BRITISH STANDPOINT. B» l.ieut.-General Owsir, R.A.
2. AS SEEN THROUGH GERMAN SPECTACLES. By Capt. FKrrz

S. AN AMEBICAN GENERAL'S VIEW. By Msjor-General Howa»d.
THE RIVALRY of RACES in SODTH AFRICA :—

1. A JUSTIFICATION of ENGLAND-8 COURSE. By Hiickt Cdbi.
2. WHY the DUTCH are in tlie RIGHT. By Dr. J. C. Voist.
3. THE BLUNDERS of the BRITISH. By MosTAao Wbiie.

GERMAN PEELING TOWARDS ENGLAND and AMERICA. By Professor
Theodor MOMMSEir.

SOME NOVELS of 1S.9. By w. E. H«»i.et.
And other Articles.

London: WM. HEINeiMANN, 21, Bedford Street, W.O.

Third Edition, with a new Prefatory Chapter dealing with the events
which have induced the present crisis.

IMPRESSIONS OF SOUTH AFRICA.
By the Right Hon. JAMES BRYCE, M.P.

With 3 Maps, and with the Text of the Tiansvaal Conventions of 1881 and 1894.
Crown Svo, es.

NEW AND CHEAPER EDITION NOW READY.

SOUTH AFRICA OF TO-DAY.
By Captain FRANCIS YOUNGHUSBAND, C.I.E..

Indian Staff Corps. Late Special Correspondent of the limes in South Africa.
With Illustrations. Crown Svo, Os.

MACMILL AN & CO.. Ltd. London

BEST PRINTINQ ON BEST PAPER.

NOW APPEARING IN THE

" TRANSVAAL IN WAR AND PEACE."

EVERY THURSDAY. PRICE 6d.

ALL INTERESTED IN SOUTH AFRICA
SHOULD KKAD

RHODESIA AND ITS GOVERNMENT.
By M. C. THOMSON,

Author of " The Chitral Campaign " and of " The Outgoing Turk."

With 8 Illustrations and a Map. Large crown Svo, lOs. 6d.

SPFCT^OR.—" We do not hesitato to Bay that, however fully a maQ may think himself
iDfoFRied nn South African affairs, hu will ilo well to study Mr. Thomson's boob. Its width
of view, its reasouablenesB. its moderation, and its commou-sense give a high claim upon the
attention of all those who have to deal with the South African problem."

I\ rxsroRS- RE VIE W.-"\ work 1 hat ought to be read by every Intelligent politician in
the three kingdoms who wishes to understand the BouLh African problem in its various,
ehangeleas, yei ever-changing phases."

London : RMITFT, RLDRR. & 00.. l.n. Waterloo Place. S.W.LonHon
: H. VTRTTTR .t r-Ct.. Limited. W. Ivy Lan«.

W. GLAISHER, Discount Bookseller,
265, Hifh Holborn, London.— Cash Prices.

ST>EC!IA.r. OKFE3«S. s. d.

Nicholson's (O. Fifty Veara in South Africa. Plates.
2!»0 pp. Oown 'Svo, cloth. (Piib.G^.j 1 6

Sir Richard F. Burton's Wanderlncs In West Africa.
2 voIm. (ChIj. .'Is.i 4 e

Dr. Oarl Peters's New Llarht on Dark Africa. Fully Ulus-
trafffl. Imp. hvo. fPiib. Itlt..) 5 O

Stanley's In Darkest Africa. Best Edition. 2 vols. (Pub. 42a.) 12 6
Stanley's The Congo and the Poundinc of Its Free

State. 2toU. (Pub.lZe.) 10
Ac. tc. Ac.

Apply for QLAISHEB'S Extensive OATALOOUB of Publi hers'
Remainders at fisduced Prices.

MR. T. FISHER UNWIN'S LIST.
SOUTH AFRICA. Hv Gko. McCil.r. Tbsai., LL.D. .53.

HOW TO READ WAR NEWS. Hints to Beadcrx of Despatches, &c. Is.

THE LIVES OF ROBERT AND MARY MOFFAT. By their Sow. 6e
PAUL KRUQER AND HIS TIMES. By F. K. StathaU. 7s. 6d.
THE POLITICAL SITUATION. Bv Ot.lVK Scbbkikee. Is. 8d.
A PRIMER OF SOUTH AFRICAN HISTORY. By OIOSQI McC^LL

Tmkai, l.L.Il. IS. Bd.

MR. MAQNuS: A South African Novnl. By F. R. Statuak. 6s.

TROOPER PETeR HALKET OF MASHONALAND. By Olivk

THE CAPTAIN OF TME LOCUSTS. By A. Wkbwf.e. 29.

KAFFIR STORIES. By W. C. 8cu.,i.y. Paper, Is. 6d. ; cloth, 28.

MR. THOMAS ATKINS. By the Author of 'How to be Happy Though
Slarried." i\i.

FIFTY YEARS OF THE HISTORY O' THE REPUBLIC IN
SODTH AFRICA. By J. C. VoioT, M.l). 2 vols. 26». net the set.

London : T. FISHER UNWIN, Pa'«r.ioster 3qu»re, E.C.
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CHATTOaWINDDS'SNEWBOOKS

WALFORD S COUNTY FAMILIES
of tbe UNITED KINGDOM (1900).

CMttlDlDi tl» Dwetnl, Birth. Sl^rri'He. Eduaitioo. *c.,

of 13,000 lf«ulj of Funiiio*. tliirir llein, t'tnctii, A'tdrvMes,

Clal».»t. Rojr»l 8T0. olotli gilt, .v«.

ROBERT HUCHANAN'S New Novel,

ANDROMEDA: an Idyll of the

Great Biver, will be ready on

March 1. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

By J. F. Cornish

DORA MYRL, the LADY DETEC-
TIVE, by M. McD. BODKIN, Q.G.,

Author of " Paul Beck," is jVoio

Ready. Crown Svo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

OUR GREATEST LIVING SOL^
DIERS. By CHARLES LOWE. M.A. With 8 Portraits.
Crown 8T0, cloth, Ss. 6d.

" Lord Wolseley oora«8 first of the «iiiht goneraU whose bio-
grapbies are here Kiven. Of the nfveu that follow, live are in
AdlMfSir Rcdvers lUilIer. L«>nl Rohfrts. Sir (i. White. Lord
Kitchener, aotl Sir Hector Macilonahlf. Theucimu-aan^ccouDt
(^*Two Royal Dukes,' and fioally agruiip of geueraU, of whom
Sir N^ illUin Hurler is the l%»t."—^'/>«(alor.

A SECRET of the NORTH SEA
By ALGERNON 0I8S1NG. Crown Svo, cl ith, «8.

*' A story marked by s roug individuality of gtsle, tone, ami
treatment..- a novel of mark as a study of character and

"There is iilca5ure in reading the X'olume. for its technical
compoiiitiou throughout is excellent, the deseriptivp passages
are at tlm«s brilliant, and the di^luKue is never wearisome."

„„__ AthenfTxim.

SOUR GRAPES.
Crown 8ro, cloth, 6*.

"Susceptible male readers will have difficulty in deciding
whether kittcnisti Ruby Brabooke or truo-hearted Barbara
Ashleigh Is thn mure wius^lm^^"

—

Scoimnan.

IN LONDON'S HEART. By
OEORGE R. SIMS. Author of "Rogues and Vagalwuds.'
Ac. Crown 8ro, cloth. 3s. «d.

"It would be unfair not to notice the real ingenuTtr of the
plot— or the evidences of a curious knowledge of Loudon life.
....For ourselrea, we confess to having read the book right
through, and most of those who take it up will do the rame.

,„ , . . Sp*etaior.
We must admit having found *In L'^udou'« Heart' oneof

the mobt rxcitingeeDsational works we have read since 'The
Mystery of a IlansomCab.'"—jf/jeaArBr.

A COURT TRAGEDY. By Albert
I>. VANDAM, Author of "Ad Euslishraan in Paris."
AMth '1 Illustrations by J. Barnard Davjs. Crown Svo.
cloth, 3s. 6d.

"An interesting, pleasant §tory."— ITeeXItf S%m.
"The writer has the true dramatic instinct, and a proper

appreciation of the elements which go to make a moving tale."
Sci^tman.

BBET HARTE'S COLLECTED WORKS.

-

Vol. X. TALES of TRAIL and TOWN. 4c. Crown Svo.
cloth , Kb.

ABBE MOURET'S TRANSGRES-
flluN. Bv EMILK /OL.V. E.lite<l by ERNEST A.
VI/ETELLV. Cnjwu 8vo cloth, ^s. Bd.

" M. Zola's * La Faute de I'Abb^ Mouret,' which Mr. Viretelly
has ade<iuately and discreetly translated, recalls Dor4> only
great picture, ' The Neophyc '....It is an exouisite idyll.. ..

It is ditBcult to say or to see how the story could be made more
pathetic or even more powerful than it \i."~Trv.t\.

NEW EDITIONS.
Crjwn 8vo, cloth, 3s. Gd. each.

A PROCTOR'S WOOING.
ST. AL'BVS.

By Alan

THE COST of her PRIDE. By Mrs.
ALE.XANDER.

THE LADY from NOWHERE. By
FERGUS UUME. Crown 8iro, cloth. 3s. M.' The .lory i 1 a good oxampln of it> kind, and evpn the most

expert reader of »uch itoriee will have considerable difficulty in
nzlng the renwnsJbiUty for the nitiraer on th« right shoulders
untir the author chooMi_to revual it."—Sco'.wm

BRAND'S OBSERVATIONS on POPULAR
AXTI0UITIE8 WKh the Addition, of Sir HENRY
ELLIS. A MEW EDITION. Crown Syo, oloth, 3s. 6d.

^ [Shortly.

AN ENGLISHMAN In PARIS. Notes
•ad Recollections during the Be<?n of Louis Philippe and
the Empire. A NEW EDITION. Crown 8vo.«uckram.
Si. Ad.

•• Contains perhaps the most valuable and striking collection
of fcnoine revelations yet given us as to the very inmost
eotorles of French life from the thirties to the eighties—whether
poUtical, artstic, royal, literary, imperial, military, musical,
or powUrTlie book palpiUtes with actuality from beginning

AKIPLINGl>RIMER~ByF7 Lawrence
KNUWLES. With J Pi>rtralts. Cr«wn 8to, cloth, .is. (kl."A Kipling Primer' Includei biographical and critical

chaptem. an index to Jlr. Kipling's principal writings, and
blbliofrrapbies. Every jwiot in th.' subject's varictl career is
toucIiMl uiHtu. and as a summary of cont^-'mjKirary .ipiiiiyn on a
great writer the book has a value of its own."— <>ii(;oO'k.

JARROLD & SONS' NEW LIST
BV THE AUTHOR OF •' QUO VAOIS."

FIRST KllITIiiX (iVKRSril'ii iill;r.[i. siXuNli KhlTlo.N

IN the NEW PROMISED LAND.
By HENKYK SIENKIKWK Z, Author of -t^uo VatllH."

Tranilate'l from the oriiriuai Polish by Count '*. de
SOISSi»N8. With a new Photoaravure Portrait o( Henryk
Slenkiewicz. 'Js. Ai I^Wumf EdUion now rtadi/.

*' A vivid example of Henryk Sienkiewicz' talent. The
simple history of two Polish i>«a«antB is told wl'h keen force

and skill, so that their figures are very real, ant their patient
bufftiMUK iuKtiuct with imthosaitd (.-loquetit in tht? extreme. A
powerful uarraltve."— />aily TKlegrcph.

MAURU8 JOKAra FAMOUS NEW NOVEL.
FuUKTH EDITION,

THE POOR PLUTOCRATS
By MAITRCS JOKAT, Author of "The Green Book."
" Black Diamonds," Ac. Bs

" For sheer vigour of dram itic incident and vivid excitement
there is not one of .j^)karH tales that can beat this. In all the
oualities which mxke Ji^kti's wild Iluugirian HL-niUb unique,
this weird and lurid story is supreme "—Pall J/aif (ritzitU.

THE LIFE-STORV Or MOZART.
A SODL-STIRKING .MTSRAL KoMANt E.

THE TONE KING. By Heribert
RAU. Transbited by JULIA E. S. RAE. With fine

Photogravure after Jager's Portrait of Mozart. «s
[i>ecitnd Sditum.

" He was the wonder of the world, ami the narradivo of his
achiev.-meiits. deftly built up to cnnipU-teness by .Mr. Rau. is

delightful rea<Ung throufiihout."—/MW^ TeUoraph.

CURTIS YORKC'S CATB8T POPULAR NOVEL
TIIIHI* EDITION.

JOOELYN ERROLL By Curtis
YORKE. With tiue I'hotoKravure of the Author. Author
of "Thiit Little Girl," "Once," " Romauce of Modem
Loudon," &c 6j.

"Curtis Yorke is an experienced and skilful writer; her
stories are well coustructeil and cleverly ceveloi>e<l. Her
characters are consistent and real. Tiie story is well told and
the interest is well sustained throughout "

Hirminohitm Gazette.

MISS E. BOYD BAYLY'S NEW MEMOIR OF
IDA MELLINGER, the Armenian

.Missionary. By ELIZABETH BOYD BAYLY, Author of
"Jonathan Merle," "Alfreda Holme," Ac. Cloth, as. tjd.

;

paper cover. Is. 6i.
*' The reoi d of a singularly attractive and self-sacrificing life

veiy sympathe ically written with th"se vivid and picturesiue
touches wh ch characterise all Miss Bayly's work."

Dundee AdvertiHf.

BY THE HON M CORDELIA LCIQH.

THE WITNESS of CREATION;
or, Nature Studies from the Book of Job. By the Hon. M.
C')RDELI.V LeiGH. Author of "Simple Lessons from
Nature," «c. 2i. 6d.

London: Jarrold & Sows, 10 A 11, Warwick Lane, K.C.

ELLIOT STOCK'S
NEW PUBLICATIONS.

London : Oaino ft Wnrsra, 111, St. Martin's Lane.W.C.

Boond in co&rse leather, rough edges, price 58. net.

GROMWELCS SOULDIER'S
CATECHISM, COMPOSED for the PARLIA-
MENTS ARMY. Being the Companiou Volume
to the famous " Cromwell's Souldier'a Pocket
liible." Hitherto unnoticed by Bibliographers,
and now reproduced in facsimile from one of the
only two copies at present known to exist. With
a sbort Preface by Rev. WALTER BEGLEY.

NEW NOVELS.
In crown Svo, cloth, price os.

FATHER FOX: a Story of the
Present Day. By DOROTHY MARTIN.

" A well-written volume, which should find favour
with Evangelical Protestant readers."

Uampttead Sxprett.

In crown 8vo, cloth, price Ss.

NARCISSUS; or. an Anglican
AUar Sacrifice. A Novel. By JOHN BEDS.

In crown Svo, cloth, price 2s. 6d.

THE LADY ISABEL: a Tale of
Social Life in the Olden Time, "Bj A.
HAMMOND.

** The tale is well constnicted and well told, and its

pictures of life in feudal times are vivid and realistic.**

Scotsman,

By
In crown Svo, cloth, price Cs.

LOAVES and FISHES.
BESSIE REYNOLDS,

** The Btorj- is exceedingly attractive, not only on
account of its literary worth and interest, but because
of the high-toned Christian atmosphere which per-
vades the book."

—

Dundee Advertiser.

MACMILLAN & CO.'S
NEW BOOKS.
NEW VOLUMBS Oh THE

UNIFORM EDITION OF

RUDYARD KIPLING'S
PROSE WORKS,

FROM SEA TO SEA,
AND OTHER SKETCHES.

Letters of Travel.

By RUDYARD KIPLING.
2 vols., extra crown dvo, red cloth, gilt tops, ]2b.

{^Rea'iv on Tuesday.

TENNYSON. RUSKIN, MILL, and
Other Literary Estimates. By FREDERIC
HARRISON. Extra crown Svo, 89. 6d. net.

ATHENAEUM.—"He has the supreme merit of
being interesting. His judgments may. and do, pro*
voke diBCu8j>ion; but they cannot go disregnrded .. ..

The width and ranve of Mr. Harrit'ton's thought and
knowledge, the intel er^ttial strength which underlies
his work, give bis critical deliverances a weight and
authority which are none too common among tbe
pimdits of modem letters."

NEW AND NOTABLE NOVELS.
Crown Svo, gilt tops, lis. each.

G2,000 Copies have been sold i» Eagland and
America,

By F. MARION CRAWFORD.
VIA CRUCIS.

By ROLF BOLDREWOOD,
THE BABES in the BUSH.

'_Ready on Tuesday,

By ROBERT W. CHAMBERS.
THE CAMBRIC MASK.

By EGERTON CASTLE.

"YOUNG APRIL."
By F. M. PEARD.

DONNA TERESA.
By FLORENCE MONTGOME.1Y.

TRANSFORMED; or. Three Weeks
in a Lifetime. Second Edition,

By WINSTON CHURCHILL.
330,000 Copies have been sold in England and

Amerita,

RICHARD CARVEL.

ELLIOT STOCK, 62, Paternoster Row,
London, E.C.

MacmlUin's Three and Sixpenny Series.

NEW VOLUMES.

LITTLE DORRIT. By Charles
DICKENS. With 40 Illustrations by PHIZ. A
Reprint of the First Edition. With an Intro-
dnction, Biof^raphical and Bibliographical, bj
CHARLES DICKE.nS the younffer. Crown Svo,
3s. 6d.

By EQERTON CASTLE.

CONSEQUENCES: a NoveL By
EGERTON CASTLB, Author of "Pride of
Jennico.'* Crown 8vo, 38. 6d.

By ANTHONY TROLLOPE.
THE THREE CLERKS; a NoveL

By ANTHONY TROLLOPE. Crown Svo, 38. (id.

By W. E. NORRI8.

THIRLBY HALL : a NoveL By
W. E. NORRIS. Crown Svo, Ss. ed.

WAGERS of BATTLE, 1854-1899.
Verses by FBA.NKLIN LUSHINGTON and
HBNRT LUSHINGTON. Crown Svo, sewed,
Is. net.

OLD FRIENDS at CAMBRIDGE and
ELSKWHERK. By J. WILLIS CLARK. M.A.
Registrary of the University of Cambridge*
formerly Fel low of Trinity College. CrownBvo,Ca

|

THE PRINCE: a Play. By
ADOLPHUS ALFRED JACK. Crown Svo,
3s. M. net.

MACMILLAN & CO., Ltd., London.
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The Literary Week.
Mr. Herbert Spencer will complete his eightieth year

in April. A birthday address is being prepared in

Australia, which will be signed alike by those who accept

Mr. Spencer's philosophy and by those whom it has

merely stimulated to opposition.

On Sunday, February 25, the Stage Society will give

a performance of Ibsen's " The League of Youth." There

is a play, now in MS., which is well within the Society's

scheme—indeed, an ideal candidate for their consideration.

We refer to " The Egoist." Adapted and arranged by
Mr. Alfred Sutro, it is an open secret that the dialogue,

which Mr. Sutro has drawn from the book, has been

revised, and sometimes rewritten, by Mr. Meredith. The
play is in five acts, and those who were present at a

private reading last Monday speak enthusiastically of its

dramatic interest and force.

The death mask of a girl, supposed to have been found

drowned in the Seine, which gave Mr. Le Gallienne the

idea for The Worshipper of the Image, is a reality. Dis-

covered by a prowler after curiosities some time ago in a

shop near Covent Garden, purchased by him, and hung in

his rooms, the beauty of the cast sent many to the shop.

Verses were written to this pretty, pathetic Unknown
;

she suggested a subject for one of our " Things Seen ";

and now a book has been composed around her.

As our advertisement columns show, the books about

South Africa and the War are many and various, including

one by Mr. Frank Harris, wherein the late editor of the

Saturday Review entangles Dr. Johnson, Carlyle, George
Washington, and Lord Ilandolph Churchill in the discus-

sion. In a few days books descriptive of the actual

fighting will be ready. That by Mr. Steevens may well

claim to be the most important. Called From Cape Town
to Ladytmith : an Unfinished Record of the South African

War, it will contain a long, final chapter by Mr. Vernon
Blackburn, which will take the form of a record of the

public interest and sympathy that Mr. Steevens's untimely

death evoked.

Mr. Bennett Bi;RLEion, we hear, has also a book
nearly finished, and then there is Mr. Winston Spencer

Churchill's narrative of his capture and escape from

Pretoria. Mr. Alfred Kinnear also announces a volume,

which will be called To Modder River with Methuen.

The war has disturbed ordinary publishing, but Messrs.

Methuen have evolved a method of making it help the

sale of novels. In the new sixpenny story of their

"Novelist" Library, PrinonerH of War, by Mr. A. Boyson
Weekes, will be found the offer of a prize of £100 to the

reader who names the day and the month on which the

Peace will be signed. There is the usual Coupon arrange-

ment, and the result will be published in a future volume
of the "Novelist" Library.

What with his history of the reconquest of the Soudan,
his brilliant work as war correspondent of the Morning
Font, his forthcoming War book, and his novel, Savrola,

the son of Lord Randolph Churchill is in no danger of

being overlooked. The hero of Savrola is a young
democrat, popular idol, orator, statesman, and fighter.

This is Mr. Churchill's description of Savrola's library

:

It was a various library : the philosophy of Schopen-
hauer divided Kant from Hegel, who jostled the Memoirs
of St. Simon and the latest French novel ; Rasselas and
La Curke lay side by side ; eight substantial volumes of

Gibbon's famous History were not perhaps inappropriately
prolorged by a fine edition of the Decaiieron ; the Origin
OF Species rested by the side of a black-letter Bible ; The
Republic maintained an equilibrium with Vanity Fair
and the History of European Morals. A volume of

Macaulay's Essays lay on the writing-table itself ; it was
open, and that sublime passage whereby the genius of one
man has immortalised the genius of another was marked
in pencil. And history, inhite for the warnini/ of vehement,

high, and darirt;/ natures, ah' notes his niany errors, will yet

deliberately pronounce that among the eminent men whose
hones lie near his, scarcely one has left a more stainless, and
none a more splendid name.

A literary curiosity wiU. be found in the Strand
3[agazine for February. The last of the late Mr. Grant
Allen's Hilda Wade episodes was not finished at his death.

Dr. Conan Doyle has completed the story upon lines which
were laid down by Mr. Grant Allen himself in conversation.

The arrangement recalls Mr. Quiller-Couch's more arduous
completion of St. Ives,

Between his sonnet sequence, The Silence of Love

(published last year), and his new volume of poems Without

and Within (now in the press), Mr. Edmond Holmes has
issued an essay of a hundred pages on the question

What is Poetry Y It is refreshing to find a poet of to-day

asking, and trying to answer, a question of such antiquity

and breadth. We shall return to Mr. Holmes's little book.

Meanwhile, dipping into it, we are glad to find him
protesting against a notion which is now common that

the diction of poetry requires constant renewal ; that

golden, for instance, the only Englifh word which really

describes sunlight, is worn out and must be replaced by
amber, saffron, or yellow—words which convey less and,

under a replacement theory, must themselves decay and
be ousted. Mr. Holmes also holds that the effort to intro-

duce exact, as distinct from vague, words into poetry is

doomed to failure. " Vague words stir emotion ; exact

terms repress it. ..."

Mr. Punch this week makes a moving appeal on behalf

of the Hospital for Sick Children in Great Ormond-street.

This is the oldest and largest children's hospital in London,

yet its funds arc now so low that unless money is quickly

raised its doors will have to be closed. Mr. Punch says

he does not quote "Pay, pay, pay," but urges everybody,

everywhere, to " Give, give, give." Donations should

be sent to Messrs. Bradbury, Agnew «& Co., Bouverie-

street.
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TuE war is producing reprints as well as new books.

Among the former is a facsimile reproduction of a very

curious old pamphlet called The Souldiert CatecUame,

Erinted in 1644. Only two copies of this Catechism are

nown to exist. The Rev. Walter Begley is the possessor

of one, and he is the editor of the reprint now put forth

by Mr. Elliot Stock. The author of this curious work

is unknown, but his aim is sufficiently clear. The

Puritan soldiers of Cromwell were peace-loving men, with

a natural and acquired abhorrence of war. These men
had to be convinced that it was right for them to fight,

and that the sword they were asked to draw was really

the sword of the Ijord and of Gideon. Mr. Begley thinks

that the Catechism was "probably written to order at the

suggestion of the chiefs of the Puritan Party. ... It was

evidently meant to be a companion to what is known as

Cromwell's Pocket Bible of the year before (1643)."

Practically The Souldiem Catechume has been unknown
and un(iuoted for three hundred years. Its character and

aims may be judged by the following questions and

answers :

Q, TT7"//a< are tin- principall ihhnjt requirid in a SouJdier i

VV -I. 1. That hee bee religious and godly.

2. That he be couragious and valiant.

3. 3 That he be skilfall in the Militarie Profeffion.

Q. Bow do you prove, that oar fouldiers fhould he religious ?

A. 1. By Scripture: Deut. 23.9. Luk.'ZM.
2. Befides, there be many Eeafons to confirme it.

1. Becaufft.they lie fo open to death.

2. They ftand in continuall need of Gods affiftance.

3. They fight for Religion and Reformation.

4. God hath rais'd them up to execute juftic.

5. Men may be as religious in this Profeffion as in any other.

6. We read of brave fouldiers that have been very religious.

7. A well ordered Camp is a Sohoole of Vertue, wherein is

taught, 1. Preparation to death, 2. Continencie, 3. Vigilancie,

4. Obedience, 5. Hardneffe, 6. Temperance, 7. Humilitie,

8. Devotion, &c.

Last week we referred to Dr. Fumivall's recently

expressed opinion (which has, of course, been shared and

uttered by many) tiiat the English language is destined to

over-run the civilised world, gradually ousting all others.

Au unconscious tribute to the reasonableness of this j)re-

diction is furnished by an extraordinary scheme, recently

put forth by a writer in the Revue des Revues, for vitalising

and preserving the French language. This writer (M.

Jean Finot) thinks that the only way by which to restore

the ascendancy of his native tongue is to make it more
than ever the language of literature. In short, he would

make the French language a kind of literary asylum or

receiving-house to which writers of aU nations might
commit their thoughts. Recognising that in all countries

there are many gifted men who cannot hope to become
" articulate," and that there are countries like Russia and

Italy where even the greatest writers can command only

small notice in their native tongue, M. Finot goes on

to ask

:

Does not this condition present a grand opportunity to

France ? Let her accept the noble and generous role of

introducer of all the talents which are being stifled in the

narrow atmosphere of their own country. Let our litera-

ture, besides her own virtues and beauties, become the

godmother of the literatures and authors of the "Great
Unknown," and she will thereby attach to herself and to

her own destiny numbers of other tongues and cultivators

of letters.

In a word, we dream of making France once more the

great reservoir of intellectual humanity, where every pro-

duction or idea of value, elevation, or originality shall find

a country of adoption. In this way Russians, Italians,

Poles, Swedes, Danes, Greeks, Finlandors, Roumanians,
Servians, Bulgarians, and many other peoples, would, alike

from necessity and gratitude, be induced to study French
and its literature.

The idea is rather fine, and of late years it has even

been, to a small and natural extent, in process of realisa-

tion. Yet surely, at bottom, it begs the question. For if

the unwritten thoughts of Poles, Roumanians, and the

rest, clamour to be read, surely they will flow, of their own

volition, into the soundest and most c ipacious vessel—that

is to say, into English.

Parents and schoolmasters who are in search of a good

selection of poetry for children of, say, thirteen years and

upwards will do well to look at The New English Poetry

Book (Horace Marshall & Son), which has just been com-

piled by Mr. E. G. Speight. The pieces chosen are at once

satisfying and germinative, and we are glad to see that

Mr. Speight considers his work done when he has made

the selection. There are no notes, only a short glossary,

and we heartily echo Mr. Speight's wish that "the children

be flowed to read without fear of the ordeal of examina-

tion, that their likes and dislikes be respected, and that

ample trust be reposed in their power of assimilation."

The book opens with some lyrics of Shakespeare, Ilerrick,

Beaumont and Fletcher, and other Elizabethans. There is

a sprinkling of old ballads. What could be better than

the ballad of Sir Patrick Spens ?

" I saw the new moon, late yestreen.

With the auld moon in her arm

;

And if ye gang to sea, master,

I fear we'll come to harm."

Sir Patrick and his merry men all

Were ance mair on the faem ;

With flve-and-fifty Scots lords" sons

That langed to be at hame.

But they hadna sailed upon the sea

A day but barely three.

When the life grew dark, and the wind blew loud,

And gurly grew the sea.

The poetry of to-day is represented in selections from

Mr Swinburne, Mr. Henley, Mr. Bridges, William Morris,

and T. E. Brown. Mr. Henley is presented as a poet of

the sea to young Britons

:

The full sea rolls and thunders

In glory and in glee

;

Oh, bury me not in the senseles? earib.

But in the living sea

!

Ay, bury me where it surges

A thousand miles from shore.

And in its brotherly unrest

I'll range for evermore.

The birth-rate of new papers is abnormally high ;
even

doctors are contributing to it. The Physician and Surgeon

is a new high-class medical weekly review. Its aim is to

treat of all medical events and subjects in a style some-

what more broad and modern than that which is found in

medical papers established many years ago. This aim is

intelligible, it also spells difficulty ; but the first number of

the Physieian and Surgeon inspires confidence in the methods

and ability of its promoters.

Among magazines which enjoy less fame than they

deserve is the Friends' Quarterly Examiner (West, Newman
& Co.), which has just begun its thirty-third year of issue,

in a new cover and under new editorship. In the

Examiner will be found from time to time articles of real

weight and charm, by such writers as Dr. Thomas Hodgkin,

Prof. Rendel Harris, Dr. Robert Spence Watson, Mr.

Jonathan Hutchinson, and other well-known writers whose

connexion with the Society of Friends is perhaps not

generally known. The magazine represents all the

widened ideals and sympathies of Quakerism ;
thus, a

paper on the " Cultivation of Artistic Taste," which might

have astonished the readers of twenty years ago, is now a

typical contribution.
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We are always ready to find wit in a new under-
graduate magazine. But in the Alma Mater, a new
Cambridge production, this quality is lacking, and is

replaced by no other. Indeed, Alma Mater seems
born of the mere itch to write, or, shall we say, the
itch to edit. Essays on " The Tyranny of Tipping,"
"The Delights of Dancing," "Drones," &c., are the
fare provided, and they are written in the old, old

amateur style, flicked with phrases of the hour. We
really wonder how anyone can care to print such remarks
as the following

:

The contempt of an Autocrat for a humble slave is far

surpassed by that pomj.ous air of maguificeut disdain
shown by a waiter who has been paid sixpence for a
eixpenny drink.
Does the last-mentioned individual imagine that some

consolation of a pecuniary nature is due to him, owing to
his sublime condescension in humbling himself by bringiug
to us so plebeian a combination as a Scotch-and-Soda ?

Woe betide the man who does not tip ; he will be lucky
if he gets his luncheon lukewarm, or his drink in half-an-

hour. The writer was once in a London restauraut, and
by some mischance forgot to make the accustomed offoriug,

and he has not yet forgotten the looks of scorn cast at him
by the assembled minions.

Messrs. Metuubn will publish, in a few days, a new
edition of A Booh of Iruh Verse, an anthology of Irish

poetry collected by Mr. W. B. Yeats. Mr. Yeats has
revised and partly rewritten the introductory account of

the Irish poets, and added a preface dealing with the

literary movement in Ireland, and with the movement for

the preservation of the Irish language. The book also

contains some new poems which have appeared since the

first edition was issued.

" The Decorative Art of Sir Edward Burne-Jones,
Bart.," will be the subject of this year's Easter Art Annual
(the Easter number of the Art Journal). The letterpress

will be written by Mr. Aymer Vallance.

A WBiTEB in the New York Nation explores the field of

Hindu proverbial philosophy with interesting results. The
similarity of thought between the proverbs of ancient

India and those now in use in modem Europe is curious.

Thus, no one will need to be reminded of the English

counter-parts of the following proverbs, taken from a

recent collection of Marathi popular sayings :

If jou kill, kill an elephant ; if you rob, rob the

treasury.

Wake not the sleeping tiger.

Excivate a mountain, and take out a rat.

A gift cow : why has it no teeth ?

Aa the watercourse goes, so the water will run.

A lame cow is prime minister among blind cows.
When among other people, do like them.

Rochefoucauld's bitter sajdng, that there is something
in the misfortunes of our nearest friends not wholly dis-

pleasing to us, is bluntly anticipated in the Marathi
proverb: "Our goods are destroyed, our friends laugh."

The untrustworthiness of averages is embalmed in a say-

ing wliich has its origin in an old story. A traveller asked
a wise man how deep was the river he had to cross. The
scholar answered correctly, "The average depth is up to

the knee." The traveller began to ford the stream and in

its deep middle was drowned, the sage's answer remaining
as a proverVj on the misleading nature of averages.

Mk. Francis Edwards, of High-street, Marylebotje,

has shown enterprise in issuing a special and lengthy
catalogue of military books which his shelves contain.

Most of the books offered related to the wars of the

nineteenth century, and in all about a thousaiid works
are catalogued.

One might sit upon the ground and tell sad stories of

the deaths of "series"—how some have . . . and some
. . . and some ... But there are series which reaUy go

on, and have unity and purpose. Such a one is Messrs.

Newnes's "Library of Useful Stories." The number of

volumes it contains is approaching thirty, and—let those

mock at useful information who wiU—the set forms a

little library of sound and simple knowledge. " The Story

of the Stars," "The Story of the Weather," "The Story of

British Coinage," "The Story of Ice "—how many are

familiar with these stories? We are now offered "The
Story of Life's Mechanism," a biological primer embodying
and simplifying, within its limits, the latest conclusions of

scientists—a most useful addition to a well-conceived series.

Me. R. D. Blackmorb left instructions in his Will that

no biography or memoir of him was to be published.

It is announced that Prof. Knapp's forthcoming edition

of George Sorrow's Lavengro, to be published by Mr.

Murray, will c<m(tiin passages of the story which Borrow
suppressed. These, we understand, will be placed in their

proper positions in the text.

The accidents of the composing room have produced

some strange results ere now ; none stranger than the

following paragraph in the St. James's Gazette of last

Monday

:

At about midnight on Thursday the alarm was given at

the Boer headquarters that the Ladysmith garrison weie
trying to force a passage in the Pavonia, with drafts ; the

Malta, with Militia and drafts; the Noroemau, with

Cavalry ; aud the Afrio, with Imperial Yeomanry,

Bret Harte's complete works in ten volumes are now
issued by Messrs. Chatto & Windus. The last volume is

entitled Tales of Trail and Town, and contains sixteen short

stories. The set of volumes forms a worthy collection

and monument of Bret Harte's writings.

The following entries appear in the catalogue of a book
sale which Messrs. Sotheby will hold at their rooms during

five days, beginning on the 26th :

Hbe iPropertB of tSixs. aiice IRlpling.

1013 Kipling (Rudyard) Schoolboy Lyaics, ia the

oriijinal wrapper, whirh is decoiated viith two ptn
aii't ink drawings 0/flowers, ifcc. [printtdfur private

circuluiion oidy).

Lahore, pr!iit(d iit the "Oiuil and Military Oazftte"

Press, 1881.

*,* Excessively rare. Printed wheu the author was
only 16 years of age.

1C44 Kipling (Rudyard) Echoes, by two Writers, in

the original wrapper, ivith the autograph of Alice

Kiylimj (R. Kipling's Mother) ih. (1884)

*,* One of the scarcest of Kipling's writings privately

printed while he was a young man on the staff of

the " Civil and Military Gazette." There are the

following inscriptions in pencil at the beginning

and end of some of the poems: "J. L. K."
" Swinburne, R. K." " Amorphous Modern Poet-

aster, R. K." " Joaquin Miller's Arizoniau, R. K."
and " Written at School, R.K."

1045 KiPLiKG (Rudyard) Departmental Ditties, and

other Verses, the extremely rare first edition,

printed at the " Civil and Military Oazeite" I'riss,

Lahore, fine copy in the original wrajqur, i"ith the

froid flap ; on the front of cover is the inscription

"Mrs. Kipling." {no. 1 0/I886)
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Among recent parodies we have enjoyed an imitation of

Mr. Kipling by the " Arbiter "—a creation of the fertile

H. B. The "Arbiter" is giving his views from week to

week in the Sptaker.

It is my custom when I deal with tbo Arbiter to a«k set

(questions as though he were a book and I were a prig. It

goes against the grain, but I notice that all the Arbiter's

circle do it, esix^eially John Doughty, the man with the

wooden head. So I asked the Arbiter very solemnly:
" What do you think was the chief mark of the nineteenth

century ; now past ?
"

A good thick question in the middle-class manner has

the same effect on the Arbiter that a glass of cold water

has on a sleeping man. He seemed to change his whole
being, and replied in a very constrained fashion, " I should

say it was sham. The attempt to seem more learned than

you are especially, and hence the allusive style. . . .

" What's the allusive style ? " I asked.

The Arbiter, with the gesture of an overfed lion aroused

from deep slumber, uncoiled from his easy chair, and
fetched down one of the prose works of the Bard of

Empire (if, indeed, such a poet can be said to write prose

at all).

" Listen to this," he said.
" ' The king-bolt flew through the massy grease-choke

till the pivot caught the eccentric just under the pin-

wheel. Mc Arthur watched with his eyes trundling from
his head like Dagawharri berries. " My- " he screamed,
" • . . . u

p p Bjy in . It

can't hold !
" Then the sob of a young teething child

escaped him, and I saw the thyroid process coupling on
the ganglion in his great throat, and he sobbed gingerly

us the (fi-iitle Sarah took it over on the port, and settled to

the swing of the water I' That's the allusive style," he
said simply.

" Well, i call it very fine," said I. " I'm told that was
read to an optician and an analyst, and they both cried, it

was so accurate."

"Don't you worry," said the Arbiter, "He got it all

out of the Technical Dictionary. Do you suppose he'd
know the meaning of any of those words if you woke hira

up in the middle of the night and taxed him with it ?

Why he'd cry for mercy !

"

Bibliographical.

Dr. a. H. Japp reveals, by advertisement, the fact, that

of four books lately published by him three bore on their

title-pages a pseudonym—that of " A. N. Mount Hose,"
or that of " A. F. Scot." It is a little surprising that

pseudonyms are not more largely in use, in literary circles,

than they are. The working man of letters, to gain a
living by book-production, must publish frequently ; and
if he always puts his name to his publications that name
stands a very good chance of becoming, in time, obnoxious
both 1 1 readers and to reviewers, who are apt to be bored by
repetition. The late W. B. Eands had no fewer than three
noms-de-guerre—"Matthew Browne," "Henry Holbeach,"
and "Timon Eieldmouse." We know that the late Mr.
Grant Allen had more than one. And very wisely, too

—

the more especially in those cases where the writer is

a specialist in several departments. The world is apt
to look askance at versatility, murmuring to itself the old
adage about "Jack of all trades and master of none."
That, I believe, is one reason why Bulwer Lytton failed to
impress his countrymen permanently.

It appears that the little pamphlet-full of verse called
Wagen of Battle, by Franklin and Henry Lushington,
consists for the most part of a reprint of some lyrics

entitled Points of War, published by these authors in the
days of the Crimean campaign. Only two of the pieces
are new—" Lucknow, A.D. 18.57," and "A.D. 1899, Play
Out the Game," both from the pen of the surviving brother,
Sir Franklin. Somebody with leisure should write an
account of English war poetry—I mean, of poetry con-
temporary with our wars, and immediately suggested by

them. This would limit the field, for, of course, a good
deal of our martial verse has been retrospective in view
and subject. In our own days one remembers such things
as Dobell's Sonnets of tfu War, Gerald Massey's HavehcVt
March, and so forth, not omitting the war poems of the

Miss Louisa Shore of whom I wrote last week.

I gather from the preface to Mr. Peniberton's book on
I'he Kendals that Mrs. Kendal was unwUling that she

should be made the subject of biography. This coyness

was, I am sure, perfectly sincere. It does not, however,
wholly square with the fact that about a decade ago Mrs.
Kendal published a littie work, practically autobio-

graphical, called Dramatic Opinions, wiiich had previously

appeared in Murray^ Magatine. It was issued here by
Mr. Murray, and in America by Messrs. Littie & Brown.
To the American edition Mrs. Kendal prefixed a dedication

to her daughters Daisy, Ethel and Dorothy, signed " Your
devoted mother," and quite of a "personal" nature.

Why, indeed, should a leading actress refuse to discourse,

or be discoursed about, so long as there is no indiscreet

revelations of purely private matters ?

Mr. C. 1). Trantom, of Liverpool, has been good enough
to let me see a copy of the " Calendar of Meredithian
Philosophy for 1898 " which he compiled and printed
" for private circulation only." Each day has its aphorism,
or epigram, or quotation of some sort, the selection being
made from thirteen of the novels, the " Tale of Chloe

"

volume, the " Selected Poems," and the " Essay on
Comedy." These are all mentioned at the back of the

"Calendar," with the names of their publishers. Mr.
Trantom could have had, of course, no difficulty in finding

material for his purpose ; there would be, rather, an
embarrassment of riches. The result is eminentiy in-

teresting and suggestive, and one could wish that some
such "Calendar," which need not be confined to any
particular year, were within the reach of the general

public.

Miss Alma Tadema, who is to have a littie play of her
own produced in London next week, has already displayed
her interest in things dramatic by her translations into

English of Maeterlinck's " Pelleas et Melisande " and
" Les Aveugles." These appeared in a volume of the
" Scott Library," with a preface exhibiting a keen appre-

ciation of Maeterlinck and his work.
The issue of a treatise on the question, What is Poetry ?

must needs remind all students of belles-lettres of the
delightful variety to be found in the extant pronounce-
ments on that subject. Nearly every literary critic of

eminence, from Aristotle to Matthew Arnold, has had his

say thereon, and it is hardly too much to assert that no
two of them agree upon essentials. It would be a useful

thing if someone would bring together the views of the
most noted experts, and analyse and compare them. The
time is ripe for such a work. Until Mr. Holmes came
forward, Mr. Watts-Dunton had seemed to have said the

last word upon the topic ; but his dissertation, unhappily,
is not obtainable in separate and handy form.

When, the other day, I advised theatrical managers to

follow the example set by Mr. George Alexander in dis-

tributing a "chronicle" of his present playhouse, the

St. James's Theatre, I assumed, of course, that the history

would in any case be accurately written. In the case of

the St. James's the narrative is disfigured by several

misprints and at least one misstatement. We have, for

instance, " Daluna " for " Duenna," " Vanderhofl " for
" Vandenhoff," " Dorincourt " for " Doricourt," and
" Angus Reece " for " Angus Reach." The play of "The
Dean's Daughter" is described as "adapted from a
popular novel by Mr. Sidney Grundy." As a matter of

fact, Mr. Grundy and Mr. F. C. Philips joined in adapting

a novel by the latter. Altogether, this brochure is dis-

appointing, and I cannot recommend it as a model for

imitation.

The Bookworm.
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Reviews.

An Engaging Visionary.

Life and Letters of Amhrote Phillipps de Lide. By Edmund
Sheridan Purcell. Edited and Finished by Edwin de
Lisle. 2 vols. (Macmillan. 258. net.)

Ambrose de Lisle, bom in 1803, was the eldest son of a
Leicestershire squire. To a strain of Huguenot blood on
his mother's side may perhaps be attributed the note of
mysticism which distinguished his temperament. His
health did not allow of his entering a public school, and
he received his early education at a private academy,
where the gentle influence of an emigre priest, M. Giraud,
dispelled the prejudice against the Roman Antichrist in

which he had been nurtured by an evangelical uncle. The
reaction was pushed further by a visit to the cathedral of
Paris in 1823 ; and that same year, when he had reached
the serious age of thirteen, true Antichrist was manifested
to him during one of his solitary rambles.

" All &f a sudden [he declared] I saw a bright light in
the heavens, and I heard a voice, which said :

' Mahomet
is the Antichrist, for he denieth the Father aud the Son.'
Oa my return home in the next holidays I looked for a
Koran, aud there I found these remarkable words :

' God
neither begetteth nor is begotten.' "

This theory he elaborated in later life, and upon it based
an argiunent in favour of Mr. Gladstone's Eastern policy
and much violent denunciation of the Ottoman Empire, of
which he prophesied that it must come to an end in 1 898

!

It was characteristic of De Lisle that, having been received
into the Church, he permitted his life to be shaped largely
by the vaticination of a Eoman recluse, one Marco Car-
ricchia. For fifteen years this venerable personage had
been praying, in terms that witnessed rather to the fervour
of his faith than to his progress in humility: "0, my
God! give me these two great powers, England and
Russia." He assured the young convert that he was the
instrument chosen of God for the conversion of England.
"And know this for certain," added the holy man, "that
you shall not see death till you have seen all England
united to the Catholic Faith." The peculiarity of this
prophecy is that, falsified in the event, it has nevertheless
been put on record.

The prophetaster had spoken of " a great movement of
learned men of that kingdom," as the sign that the time
was ripe ; and the Oxford Movement answered reasonably
well to such a description. The Conversion of England
had been made the object of special intercession by
Gregory XIII. ; by St. Philip Neri, the founder of the
Oratory; by M. Olier, the founder of St. Sulpice; and,
among many other venerable names, by St. Francis of
Sales. The Father of the Passionists, too, St. Paul of the
Cross, had been a steadfast intercessor, and in Father
Ignatius (Spencer), a recent convert and a member of that
Order, was found an ardent apostle of the same cause.
Europe resounded with prayer for the spiritual welfare of
England. The movement at Oxford was the manifest
answer, and the enthusiastic gentleman was presently con-
stituted a channel of communication between its leaders and
the Roman authorities. In his belief in its possibilities
he found himself, of course, in a minority; for the old
Catholic families regarded it with distrust and contempt,
and their organs in the press loaded it with clumsy
ridicule. Among those who, with De Lisle, recognised the
earnestness and sincerity of Newman and his disciples was
Lord Shrewsbury, to whom in 1811 the sanguine squire
wrote

:

I have been for gome time now engaged in close corre-
spondence with some of the leaders of the Catholick party
at Oxford, to which I can only allude in general terms, as
it is strictly confidential ; . . . but of this you may rest
assured, that the reunion of the Churches is certain. Mr.

Newman has received the adhesion of several hundreds of
the Clergy : this is publickly known, and therefore I state
it.

He believed in the validity of Anglican ordinations, and
recounts with confidence how Newman, celebrating at St.

Mary's, was permitted "to see our Lord in the Host."
The Association for Promoting the Union of Christendom
was founded to give effect to the project of Corporate Re-
union, and De Lisle was its principal advocate with
Cardinal Barnabo. But he had overlooked the fatal flaw
in its constitution—the implication, inadmissible from the
Roman standpoint, that the Church is divided. The
Association was condemned by the Holy Office in 1857.

It was consistent with his general outlook that, against
Manning and Ward, he took a liberal line on the question
of permitting Catholics to enter the national universities,
on the advisability of defining the papal infallibility, and
on the question of the temporal power. This last, as a
part of his theory of Antichrist, he saw prefigured in the
text of the Apocalypse :

" And the woman [the Church]
fled into the wilderness [entered into the world], where
she had a place prepared by God [Rome], that there they
should feed her a thousand two hundred and sixty days,"
which is the time allotted by Daniel to the dominion of the
Little Horn—which is Mahomet. The temporal power of
the popes, that is to say (prefigured in the phrase, " that
they should feed her "), was a providential but temporary
breakwater against the rising flood of Islam. And as to
the famous Syllabus of Pius IX. he scrupled not to write :

The idea of the modern civilised world accepting it as a
rule of conduct, if it ever entered into the narrow and
prejudiced conception of some besotted theologian in the
obscure corner of a darkened cell, it is too ridiculous to be
entertained by any serious thinker who knows what is

passing in the outer world.

Newman once proclaimed that while the Anglican
appeal was to antiquity, it was rather upon her ubiquity
that Rome's claim rested. But De Lisle was one of a
group to whom antiquity was all in all. The life at
Garendon was toned to mediasval shades, and in conse-
quence of the squire's intercourse with the leaders of the
new departure in the Established Church the place was a
focus of the Ritualistic movement. "It was what we saw
carried out in your beautiful chapel," wrote the Protestant
Bishop of Brechin with enthusiasm, " that first inspired
most of us to imitate it, so far as in our sad circumstances
we were able to do." The offices of the Church were
performed with conscientious exactitude, and the strains
of figured music never profaned the echoes of the chapel.
The plain song was rendered from a Gradual compiled by
De Lisle himself for the use of village choirs — who,
unfortunately, found it quite unintelligible owing to its

being printed in black letter! In De Lisle, when he
looked upon the screen and rood, Pugin discerned " a
Christian after my own heart " ; and into his sympathetic
bosom the tumultuous architect poured his confidences,
rather after the manner of Boythorn. " Do not deceive
yourself, my dear friend," he shouts in one of his epistles,
" do not deceive yourself : the Catholics will cut their own
throats, the clergy will put down religion." This when
Propaganda had condemned vestments of his designing.
At first he had hopes of "the Oxford men"; but, to his

disgust, with their Protestantism they left behind them,
when they entered the Church, their taste for Gothic also.

De Lisle was almost as violent as his friend, and at one
time Newman must write a serious remonstrance in order
to compose differences of opinion between him and Father
Faber which had issued in something like a deliberate
malediction of the Oratory.

Such occasional extravagancies apart, De Lisle lived a
blameless life, directed towards high aims, happy in his

marriage, in his numerous offspring, and in his friends

—

the men most distinguished in their time for earnestness
of religious conviction and purpose. The influence of such
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a man, "visionary" as Cardinal Manning fairly judged

him, is a factor of lustory of which it is right that the

world should possess a particular record.

The state of Mr. Purcell's health at the time when he

began his task, and the fact that he left it unfinished, are

a sufficient excuse for many imperfections. Of Mr. Edwin
de Lisle's editorial performance it is characteristic that

these two large volumes are issued minus an index.

South Africa and the War.

How to Heat the Boer : a Conversation in Hades. By Frank
Harris. (Pearson, Ltd. 6d.)

Natives under the D-ansvaal Flag. By the Kev. John H.
Bovill. (Simpkin, Marshall. Ss. 6d.)

In the Land of the Boers. By Oliver Osborne. (E. A.
Everett & Co. 2s.)

The Transvaal Question. Prof. E. Naville. (Blackwood &
Sons. 6d.)

Boer War, 1899-1900. By Lieut.-Col. H. M. E. Bruuker.
(Clowes & Sons. 28. 6d.)

Mr. Harris has turned aside from his Shakespearean
studies to look into the causes of our failure in South
Africa. He puts his observations and conclusions into the

form of a conversation between George Washington, Dr.
Johnson, Thomas Carlyle, Mr. Parnell, Lord Bandolph
Churchill, and one Aylward, a Fenian. There seems no
particular reason why Mr. Harris should not have intro-

duced Socrates and Lord Byron ; but the dramatic form
of the pamphlet is not important. The spokesman of

Mr. Harris is Aylward, and he certainly talks some sound
sense. Briefly, Mr. Harris demands more brains, and five

thousand sharpshooters. Says Aylward

:

I used to hate England so much I couldn't do her
justice ; but now ... I can see her as she is, and when-
ever I want to understand her I think of a public school
boy. The fourth-form boy hates brains, and admires
nothiug 80 much as physical strength and brute courage,
and that is exactly England's case.

Ayhvard goes on to show that there have always been
two theories of war : the barbaric, which believes in

numbers, and the better theory which places quality

before quantity. He tries to prove that England won at

Crecy and Agincourt by quality, and lost at Lexington
and Majuba by trusting to numbers and old-fashioned
methods. " I put no faith in numbers. The way to beat
the Boer is to send out men who are better fighters than
he, better exponents of modem scientific warfare than he
is." As we have said, Mr. Harris's practical suggestion
is the formation of a c^arps of five thousand sharpshooters.
AVe leave the reader to inform himself from Mr. Harris's
))ages how these men should be found, trained, and led.

A striking and spirited pamphlet.
Wo know how the Boers treated the Outlanders. Mr.

Bovill's aim is to show how they have treated their in-

foriors, the native races in the Transvaal. As rector of the
cathedral church at Louren<;o Marques, and also as British
Acting Consul there, Mr. Bovill has had good opportunities
of collecting sound information and forming just opinions.
His book is a scathing indictment of Boer oppression.
The Boer law as to natives is this :

" The people shall not
permit any equality of coloured persons with white' inhabi-
tants, neither in the Church nor in the State." From this

principle have sprung three laws—viz., that a native must
not own fixed proi)erty ; that he must not marry by civil or
ecclesiastical process; and that he must not be allowed
access to civil courts in any action against a white man.
These regulations speak for themselves, but Mr. Bovill is

at pains to show with what varied banefulness they work

In practice. His book is a budget of orderly evidence, and
he drives his conclusions home with appropriate force.
" What would have become of us in our Indian Empire
and our Colonies if we did not maintain the laws relating

to property and marriage ? . . .
' A few Mauser bullets is

the best way of legislating for the natives,' is the usual
answer one gets from the Boers when speaking to them on
this question." Mr. BoviU's book supplies new proofs of

the "inevitability" that has long existed of dire trouble in

South Africa. We note that Mr. Bovill is also preparing
a book on Delagoa Bay.
Mr. Oliver Osborne belongs to that cheery company to

whom hardship is a mere excuse for jocularity, and
positive peril seems generally to suggest nothing more
terrifying than a pun. Seven years ago he published an
account of the knockings about of himself and " the other
man " in South Africa, and counsel taken with himself has
led him to a revised issue of his record of nearly ten years'

wanderings in the land of the Boers. It is an eminently
readable record, for Mr. Osborne was in Kruger's country
at a very interesting time—the days of Barberton and the

De Kaap Mines, the days when the Outlander first began
to loom large in the Transvaal. Though he is distinctly a
jovial penman, who has not the slightest fear of lapsing

into slang, Mr. Osborne can be, and is, serious enough
when the mood takes him to mention a serious subject.

This is not often, but seeing that his wanderings took him
to Natal and Madagascar, Mauritius, Cape Colony, and
Bechuanaland, as well as to the land of the Boers, he has
occasion now and then to be instructive as well as amusing.
The following recipe for learning Zulu from one's " boy "

is typical of Mr. Osborne's style :

We adopted a kind, of modified kindergarten of my own.
For instance, if I told Salt (the Zulu boy) to briug me a
spoon, and he brought me a shovel instead (which, ten to

one he would), I threw the shovel at him and said
" spoon " in my most impressive manner. This (after I

had hunted up the article myjelf) would invariably cause
Salt to go to pieces on a smile, and let loose the Zulu
equivalent for " spoon." In this way, in a very short
time, I acquired a remarkable knowledge of the lauguige,
which I propose to give to the world at some future dite,

in the form of a treatise on "Tao Zulu Language in its

Relation to Sanscrit," by " One Who Knows."

Anyone who wants to fortify his opinion of the rights and
wrongs of our war with the Boers can hardly do better

than expend sixpence on the purchase of Prof. Naville's

pamphlet on the Transvaal Question. It is a small com-
pendium of very valuable and accurate facts, written two
weeks before the war was openly declared. Its author is a
scientist, and foreseeing the natural bent of the foreign

press, he looked into the authorities on the subject as impar-

tially as could be expected. His conclusions are startling in

this respect: he fiuds the Transvaal Government in the wrong
in practically every case that they have had to deal in with

us since 1852, the year of the Sand Elver Convention. He
is imperially impartial as a Swiss professor, who has given

up many years to a study of Egypt, should be ; but he
properly dissociates the doings of the Boers from the

dictations of the Boer Government. Impartial, sensible,

well-informed, and readable are our four words of praise

for M. Naville's study.

Lieut.-Col. Brunker's booklet of 125 pages, in a red paper
cover, is the Whitaker of the war. It gives lists of the

officers of all ranks employe<l in South Africa. The
letters k, w, m, and d indicate those who have been killed,

wounded, missing, or who have died of wounds. The
whole of the British forces are accounted for, and the

book makes a very useful companion to the newspaper.

It will also be a revelation to most civilians of the com-
plexity of the operations now being carried out between
Cape Town and Mafeking, and between Kimberley and
Durban. A map, and a chart showing the distribution of

the forces, are given, and also a chronology of tha war
brought up to the Ist of February.
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Popular Assyriology.

Bahyhniam anil Assyrians. By the Eev. A. H. Sayce,

D.D., &c. (Nimmo.)

Tnis is the first to appear, though the sixth in numher,
of a series of handbooks on Semitic antiquities. In it

Prof. Sayce purports to deal, in a popular way, with the

life and customs of the two peoples named in the title.

Although he gives us no references to authorities—-a

practice which is, perhaps, excluded by the scheme of the

series—he manages to fill some 300 pages very agreeably.

Prof. Sayce's main position seems to be how very

closely the life of the Assyrians and Babylonians resembled

our own. The likeness may not be mere coincidence, for

our own culture comes in direct line from that of the

Greeks, who, in their turn, owed it to what they were
pleased to call " the Phoenicians," or, in other words, to

the inhabitants of Western Asia. But a still more
plausible reason for the resemblance may be found in

the fact that the Babylonians (and, in a much lower

degree, their colonists the Assyrians) were, like ourselves,

a nation of shopkeepers. Not only did the rulers of the

country indulge in trade—the Belshazzar of Daniel was a

trader in wool ; and Cambyses, when Crown Prince, lent

money on mortgage—but the institution of the limited

company flourished exceedingly in Babylon ; and her

women were allowed to engage in trade, either alone or

in partnership with their husbands, a great number of

the tablets discovered relating to their transactions. On
all these points Prof. Sayce discourses well and clearly

;

and we can understand from his book how it was that

"Babylonish garments" came to be such coveted possessions

among ruder nations like the Hebrews, and Babylonian
beds of ivory and gold and silver work became objects of

export to distant Mycena) in pre-Homeric times. Add to

this that Babylon was the birthplace of architecture, all

columns and pilasters being derived, apparently, from the

palm-trunks used to prop up its brick houses in a stone-

Ie.ss country ; that reading and writing were there the

commonest of arts; and that she anticipated the discovery

of printing by multiplying her clay books by means of

wooden blocks, and we may get a fair insight into the

circumstances which led to Babylon being, as she was in

classical antiquity, the mart of the ancient world.

The fact that this should have been so may be full of

interest for us at the present time. Babylonia was as

unpromising a country when first settled as can well be
imagined. She was, in fact, little better than a marsh
formed by the confluence of the two great rivers the Tigris

and the Euphrates, and she had no mineral wealth, unless

it were an inexhaustible supply of clay. Yet she had two
g^eat advantages. From the earliest times she had an
easily obtained supply of food in the shape of wheat, which
there grows wUd, and dates, on which a number of Asiatic

people still live. Thanks to this the Babylonians were
able to obtain a g^eat body of cheap labour, the keep of

a slave being, as Prof. Sayce tells us, 2i^d. a day, and free

workmen being quite willing to give their work in return

for food and clothing, while it enabled the Babylonians to

offer hospitality to immigrants of all nations who were
willing to live under their laws, and had anything to buy
or sell. Hence, neither war nor pestilence, and it had. its

fair share of both, could do the state any permanent injury.

"While Assyria, with far greater natural advantages,

devoted herself entirely to foreign conquest, until in one

of the periodical fits of exhaustion that it produced she

was triumphantly snuffed out amid the jubilant shrieks of

her outraged neighbours, Babylonia held so fast the even

tenour of her natural way that the Jewish banking firm of

Egibi of Babylon was able to hand down its business

unimpaired from the time of Sennacherib's predecessor

until the Persian dyna.sty of Darius. Although Alexander,
who seems to have been born to make all things new, took

£30,000,000 in bullion and specie out of her cities, it was

not until the foundation of the Egyptian city which still

bears his name diverted the Eastern trade from her that

her national prosperity was seriously checked. So strong

and enduring a basis does trade lay for national existence.

Let us hope that England and America, who resemble
Babylonia in many things, may emulate her prosperity

and avoid her faults.

Babylonian Religion and Mythology. By L. W. King, M.A.
(Kegan Paul. 33. 6d. net.)

This, too, is one of a .series of handbooks which this time
includes Egypt as well as Chaldsoa. Mr. King, who is an
official of the British Museum, acknowledges his obligation

to the larger work of Prof. Jastrow (see Academy of

February 18, 1899), but has avoided his predecessor's

heretical disbelief in the pre-Semite inhabitants of Baby-
lonia. So far from following Prof. Jastrow in this

particular, he, if anything, goes rather too far the other

way, and thinks that the political power of the Sumerians
did not decline till 2500 b.c. For the rest, he gives a
clear and satisfactory outline of the Babylonian religion

so far as it is known to us, and probably touches the
point with a needle when he suggests that the identifi-

cation of the different gods with certain cities of the
empire indicated the division of the country among so

many kinglets before it was united under one head. In
his view of the relations between the Babylonian and
the Hebrew religions he is well up to date, and points

out that the accounts of Creation given in Genesis are

plainly derived from different versions of the legend of

Tiamat, which he gives in extenso. The time of borrowing
he thinks to be that of the conquest of Canaan, though he
does not think the Hebrews took over the accounts of the

Flood, which he attributes to a like source, until a good
deal later. He is not very clear as to the origin of the

connexion which the Babylonians attempted to trace

between their own deities and the seven planets (including

in that phrase the sun and moon), a connexion which has
so largely infiuenced all subsequent beliefs. Granted that

the Babylonians thought each " planet " to be directed by
one of their chief gods, he does not show on what principle

any particular planet was assigned to any particular god.

This is a very difficult question, ou which Prof. Jensen, on
whom he here relies, will hardly help him. The present

writer's theory is that the Babylonians, who were great

observers of the stars, noticed the wind generally prevalent

when each planet was especially brilliant, and so divided

the planets among the more and the less benevolent mem-
bers of their previously-established pantheon. On the

whole, however, Mr. King has done his work excellently

well, and his books form as good an introduction to the

study of Babylonian religion as the general reader can
wish for.

Mr. Le Gallienne's Latest.

The IVorshipper of The Image. By Richard Le Gallienne.

(John Lane. Ss. 6d.)

Mr. Le Gallienne has a pretty gift for writing, a delicately

lawless sensuousness, and an innate delight in sentiment
on which time and toil seem to have no effect. The matter
of The Worshipper of The Image does not interest us, and
its persistent note of sentimentality cloys ; but we hasten
to acknowledge the freshness of the style, and the easy,

the almost too easy, grace with which the book is written.

The story, which is exploited by four characters, is best
described as an allegory without a moral. Antony, a poet,

with " a face shining with sorrow," is married to Beatrice.

They live in a vaUey by a wood, and they have one child,

called Wonder. The family is happy as the day is long,
till Antony has the misfortune to buy a plaster-cast of a
girl's head at a shop near Covent-garden, supposed to have
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been modelled from a girl who was found drowned in the

Seine. Thence all the trouble arises. Antony finds in her

his dream of ideal beauty, and we are led to suppose that

they hold converse together " at the rising of the moon,"

and on other occasions. Silencieux—that is the name he

gives her—would seem to be an embodiment of the

adventurous La Gioconda, as described by Pater.
" Tell mo of your English lovers," said Antony on one

occasion to Silencioux.

" Best of them I love two : one a laughing giant who
luved me three hundred years ago, and tbe other a little

Loudon boy with large eyes of velvet, who mid all the

gloom of your great city saw and loved my face as none
had seen and loved it since she of Mitylene. I found the

g^ant sitting by a country stream, holding a daffodil in

his mighty hands aud whistling to the birds. He took
and wore me like a flower. I was to him as a nigbiingale

that sang from his sleeve, for he loved so mucti besides.

Yet me he loved best, as those who can read his secret

poems understand. But my little London boy loved me
only. For him the world held nothing but my face, aud
it was of his great love for me that he died."

Antony's infatuation for Silencieux grows, and ends in the

practical annihilation of his wife, his child, and himself
;

but Silencieux, as the principle of eternal beauty, lives on
to agonise other sons of men. ,

If there had been more thought, more grip of the

subject, and more real feeling at the back of the concep-

tion, Mr. Le Gallienne might have produced a remarkable
contribution to this form of literature ; but that can never

be till Mr. Le Gallienne faces (from a literary point of

view) realities, and schools himself to avoid writing which
is just pretty and little more. The chapter, "A Song of

the Little Dead," which follows the death of Wonder, is

an example. The unreality, the summer-day sentimentality

of it all, are so insistent that the death of the child ceases

to have any significance. It is merely a pretty exercise in

literary sentiment, and quite untrue to life. Here is a

passage

:

It is on the little graves that the sun first rises at mom,
aud it is there at evening that the moon lays softly her
first silver flowers. There the wren will sometimes bring
her sky-blue eggs for a gift, and the summer wind come
sowing seeds of magic to take the fancy of the little one
beneath. Sometimes it shakes the hyacinths like a rattle

of silver, and spreads the turf above with a litter of

coloured tojs. Here the butterflies are born with (he first

warm breath of the spring. . . . There are the honeycombs
of friendly bees, aud the shelters of many a timid earth-
born speck of life uo bigger than a dew-drop, mysteriously
small. . . . Yes, the emperors and the ants of Nature's
vast economy alike love to be kind to the little graves.

Mr. Le Gallienne may possibly take exception to our
description of the book as an allegory without a moral.
He may mean that in Antony he has presented the tragedy
that must follow from the pursuit of ideal beauty on an
imaginative, ill-balanced mind. If so, the retribution is

indeed quick and sure. For Antony goes mad, "Wonder
dies, and Beatrice drowns herself. We are left wondering
when Mr. Le Gallienne will grow up.

A Good Princess.

A Memoir of Her Royal Highnesi Princeas Mary Adelaide,
Dachest of Tech. By C. Kinloch Cooke. 2 vols.
(Murray. 32s.)

Mr. Ki.nloch Cooke has no doubt had a difficult task,
but, taking this biography as we find it, we must pro-
nounce it far too long and diffuse. Its 850 pages might
have been reduced to three hundred, with advantage not
only to literary effect but to the memory of Princess Mary.
It is idle to suppose that any great number of people will
even attempt to read these volumes through. Their

formidable bulk is simply an invitation to skip. Princess
Mary's life was well worth writing, for it is the life of

a good woman. But why blurr the portrait with endless
trivial anecdote and voluminous details of drives, visits,

and luncheons ?

The reader, then, must sub-edit while he rends. If he
has the patience to do so, it will be because he has an
antecedent knowledge of IPrincess Mary's kind and ener-

getic character, and her unwearying efforts to do some
good in the world. Very probably he can call up the

vision of a grey afternoon in a London suburb, when
bazaar flags fluttered gaily on their poles, and the street

was all eyes and expectation. The event was the coming
of Princess Mary from Kew to preside at a local func-

tion. She was the ideal princess in such surroundings.

She played her part with an unusual freshness. Near
enough to the Throne to have all the glamour of royalty,

she was far enough from it to be very visibly human.
She was the typical philanthropic lady, genuinely- charitable

and self-denying, yet finding real pleasure in her im-
portant work and the little pomps and occasions which
marked its successive accomplishments. Moreover, the

East End people adored a princess who looked as though
she thoroughly enjoyed her rank, her privileges, and her
carriage horses; and this sober certainty of royal bliss

cheered the weariest wife, and sent a pulse of romance
through every steaming collar-shop or laundry. The
amenities of such visits are well illustrated by Mr. Cooke
in the following anecdotes :

One day Her Eoyal Highness was dciviug along a very
crowded thoroughfare. The street was narrow, aud the

windows full of faces. It was Saturday afternoon, aud
most of the meu had j-eturued to their humes early. Look-
ing up, the Princess saw at an open window a man in his

shirt-sleeves waving his hand to her. Entering into his

enthusiasm, she waved her hand in return, saying, " I can
see you ; I know you are one of my friends." Tbese words
were distinctly heard by those around, and a deafening
cheer went up from the densely packed multitude.

Another time Her Eoyal Highness had been opening the
new wing of a hospital, and was driving away from the

gates, holiing a bouquet of choice flowers presented to her
iu honour of the occasion. In the crowded street leading
from the hospital stood a poor woman with a bunch of

rather faded wall-flowers in her haud ; as the Princess
passed she attempted to throw the flowers iuto the carriage,

but the horses had already got into their stride, and the
wall-flowers, falling short, lay on the groutid. Priucess

Mary, however, had seen the action, aud, stopping the

carriage, bade the footman pick them up and bring them
to her ; then, laying the bouquet aside, she took the wall-

flowers iu her haud, and drove on smiling, bowing her
thanks to the giver. All hearts were touched by the
Princess's kind action, and the peojile shouted themselves
hoarse with delight.

The training of the Princess in all royal accomplish-

ments, her childhood at Kew, her marriage at the

church in Kew Green, her stately life at Kensington
Palace, her friendship with Lord Beaconsfield, and her

constant association with the Queen, are recounted

(only too fully) in these volumes. Mr. Cooke has wisely

stood aside as much as possible, leaving the story to unfold

itself in the diaries of the Princess, who was an observant,

thinking woman. We might quote many passages which
show her appreciation of good literature and acting. Here
is one which illustrates her admiration of Dickens : it is

from her diary at Brighton in 1861 :

Nuvemher S.— . . . We went to the Town Hall at eight

o'clock to attend Charles Dickens's reading of Nicliolae

Nickkby of Dotheboys Hall, and the Trial in Pickiriclc.

He rendtra rather than reads his subject, and is admirable
iu his change of voice and manner, especially iu the comic
parts, which he gives with a great deal of drollery and
humour. The first part was deeply interesting—the
second intensely amusing.

Novcmlur 0.— . . . Home by two o'clock to dress and
have our luncheon before driving to the PaviUon to hear
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Charles Dickens read David Copperfield in six chapters,

four containing the pith of the history of Ein'ly and Steer-

forth, Mr. Peggotty and Ham, oue devoted to David's
bachelor dinner at the Micawbers', and the sixth to his

courtship and marriage with Dora. In the two last

Dickens's comic drollery was irresistible, whilst his render-

ing of the pathetic parts was fiaer and more touchiug than
in yicholas Nickleby. It was over, I thought, too soon.

Lord Robert Clinton was there in his chair, and thoroughly
enjoyed it.

Mr. Cooke has discharged a delicate task with tact,

though with no literary distinction. There is nothing in

these pages which can offend, and all who read them, in

whole or part, will admire the bright and busy virtues of

Princess Mary Adelaide of Teck.

We do not wish to enforce this point of instinct to the

exclusion of any word as to the merits of Mr. Ciiiiller-

Couch's work. The historical plays are in the main well

paraphrased ; they tell the story clearly ; but too little has
been done to translate Shakespeare into narrative form

—

the real object of such a book. That is what the Lambs
did to perfection.

Sins Against Instinct.

Historical Tales from Shakespeare. By A. T. Quiller-Couch'

(Arnold. 6s.)

" Instinct is a great matter," says FalstafE in this book

;

and his remark corroborated the thought which was
in our mind as we read on and on and thought the while

of those other Tales from Shaketpeare which it supplements.

For what Mr. Quiller-Couch has most notably lacked in

the prosecution of his difficult task has been that same
instinct which carried Mary and Charles Lamb so success-

fully through theirs. Instinct told them that the only

way was to read Shakespeare through and through, forget

him, and then tell the tale afresh ; instinct led them (old

maid and bachelor as they were) to do nothing unsuitably

adult, and certainly to avoid all expletives and oaths

;

instinct warned them to omit Bottom from the " Mid-
summer Night's Dream" and Autolycus from "As You
Like It"—not that their retention was absolutely destruc-

tive to the scheme, but because not all Shakespeare is food

for babes, and there are certain things for which it is

better to wait. Mr. QuUler-Couch has done differently,

and his work is, we think, by so much the poorer. He
has not been content to read Shakespeare and forget him

;

but has performed his task with the plays beside him,
thus making his renderings less living tales than stiff and
creaking paraphrases. He has thought so little of the

safeguarding of the child's mind that we find such
sentences as these : "'It is damnable work,' he admitted
indignantly. . . .

' But as the devil would have it,' went
on Falstaff, ' three accursed fellows ..." 'By the

Lord !
'

. . . 'By Heaven ' . . .
" and so forth. The

inclusion of Falstaff at all wo hold to be a sin against

instinct. Falstaff is sacred : we must have him whole or

not at all. There is no call to chasten him and tame him
for the questionable amusement of children who would
infinitely prefer comic figures more after their own heart,

and who can well wait for Shakespeare's own treatment of

this great and con.spicuously adult man. We say question-

able amusement, because robbed of their dramatic force

and turned into narrative the Falstaff passages have, in

Mr. Quiller-Couch's hands, very little flavour and spirit.

Most of it will be Greek to the nursery. Instinct would
have treated differently Falstafi's soliloquy after the death
of Hotspur, when Prince Hal leaves the fat knight for

dead too, remarking, "'Farewell, old Jack! I could

better have spared a better man. Lie there by Percy until

I return to see thee duly embowelled and buried.' " Mr.
Quiller-Couch continues :

" Falstaff watched him out of

sight, and slowly heaved himself on his feet. ' Em-
bowelled ! If thou embowel me to-day, I'll give thee

leave ti) powder and eat me, too, to-morrow. Phew ! It

was time to counterfeit, or that hot termagant Scot had
paid me scot and lot too. The better part of valour is

discretion, say I'.'" Now what have children to do with
embowelling?

Sweetness and Light.

lellow Wayfarers. By Louis Tylor. (Richards. 33. 6d )

The Wayfarers were a little band of serious thinkers,

literate or simple, who met together in a West of

England seaport town. Their founder was a retired

Indian soldier. Colonel Tristram, and the Wayfarers had
three ways : meditation in silence, after the manner of the

old Quakers ; worship of God, whom, however, they refused

to define ; and the admission of equal rights, both in faith

and doubt, to those who differed from them. They met
in the little meeting-house which Colonel Tristram built

;

sat thoughtful for a while, and, after the meeting proper
had closed, there was a period for discussion and for the

elucidation of problems by the minister. This little book
purports to give extracts from the records of these and
other discussions, as kept by one of the band. Enough has
been said to show that the book is not for everyone ; the

creed is too pacific, the tolerance too invincible, for such of

us as would proselytise almost " to the fire." The " exqui-

site rancour of theological hatred," as Gibbon calls it, was
as far from the Wayfarers as the West from the East.

Conduct was their concern, not dogma ; and yet dogmatic

questions now and then arose, to be considered in a spirit

of reasonableness. Here is a brief dialogue between one
of the more argumentative of the Wayfarers and their

second leader. Prof. Berners :

"Well, the Trinity is far enough beyond my compre-
hension. Pray tell me what commonplace mystery ex-

plains it."

"Look around on this room: it has length, breadth,

and height, of which we speak as though they were
separate like wood, iron, and stone. Yet if I could turn

this room over, and twist it round as I can turn and twist

the book which I hold in my hand, you would see that

what is now its length might become its breadth, or its

height—so, and—so. Thus, in one sense, length, breadth,

and height are different ; but, in another sense, they are

similar
;
yet we are so used to this seeming contradiction,

that we do not think it strange ; only, if we are very

precise in our language, we call diversities of this sort

distinctions instead of differences.
" Now, the greatest of philosophers found just such a

seeming contradiction when he considered these good
qualities which we call virtues. We give them separate

names, and, in one sense, we know them separately. Yet,

in another sense, we find it impossible to separate them,

for each seems to be the other, and, indeed. Virtue be-

comes vicious when we pull it to pit-ces. Try, for iostance,

to separate Love, Justice, and Wisdom, and what is the

result ? Justice without Wisdom or Love makes a machine

;

Love without Justice or Wisdom, a brute; Wisdom without

Love or Justice, a devil.
" Thus the every-day puzzle which this room presents

when we measure it and try to imagine what it would bo

under different circumstances, has its counterpart in the

world of thought. By learning this nature- lesson we may
get some clue to the way in which the most Wise may be

also the most Just and the most Merciful, though Justice

sometimes seems unwise. Wisdom unmerciful, and Mercy
unjust."

A report sprSad that the Wayfarers were enlarging the

meetiug-house.

Mr. Tylor, it will be seen, has the clear mind of the teacher.

He has wit, too, and an agreeable vein of humour, and we
commend his little book to the notice of all right-minded

persons who are called upon for popular exposition of

moral truths.
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Other New Books.
A White Woman in

Ckntral Africa. By Helen Caddick.

Miss Caddick's travels took her from the mouth of the

Zambesi to Lake Tanganyika, and this book is the plea-

sant, gossipping record thereof. We cannot say that it is

exactly " written," because the method is that rather of

the familiar letter or journal for family perusal than a

serious description in which any real effort is made to find

the best adjective. But brightness compensates for much,

and Miss Caddick is always bright. There are various

indications that she is no common specimen of her sex.

The fact that she took the journey above is evidence

enough. The temper of the following passage is another:

At Kawimbe the rats in the house were terrible at night.

They raced about my room and scampered over my bsd in

a thoroughly happy manner. I coiild not sleep at first

;

but at last I got used to them. I dropped olf, only to

wake up and find a rat with his foot in my ear. One
night, at another station, something larger than a rat

dropped from the rafterj on my bed and awoku me. I

lighted the candle, and saw it was a lemur. They are

lovely little animals, and are covered with thick fur, like

chinchilla, and have beautiful large round eyes. It

looked most fascinating ; but, not being sure what it would
do next, I thought I would try to send it out. I opened
the door which led on to the verandah, and proceeded
gently to drive it out ; but, alas ! it objected to going,
and sprang straight on to my shoulder, gripping my arm
with its sharp little teeth, and refusing to let go till I

well pinched its tail. As it turned round to bite my hand
I tossed it out on to the verandah and shut the door.

The prospect of waking up and finding a rat's foot in

one's ear is enough to deter many a person of average
courage from visiting Africa at all. Miss Caddick seems
to have enjoyed it. A writer more intent than Miss
Caddick on getting the utmost possible out of a record of

travel would have made good comic reading of an account

of the little native boy who spoke English. Miss Caddick
merely says

:

His English, which he had chiefly learnt from the

Bible, was often extremely amusing and quaint. One
morning, soon after we set off, I called him feveral times
without any result ; at last I heard a scratching on my
tent and a voice : " It is I ; behold I am come." At
other times he would use the words " verily" and "lo"
in a droll way.

This is, altogether, a very agreeable book, if at times it

comes perilously nigh a mere chronicle of small beer.

There was a day, of course, when Zambesi small beer was
a notable brew by the time it reached England. But too

many books have spoiled its fiavour. (Unwin. 6s.)

Village Life in China. By A. H. Smith, D.D.

Mr. Smith is an American missionary who has already

written an informing work on Chinese Characteristics. He
knows the people well and has a mind singularly free

from prejudice or bigotry ; and as he has a genuine g^ft of

observation and an inquiring mind, his chapters are both
valuable and entertaining. Most travellers who write of

China confine their attention to the cities, and either ignore
the village community or dismiss it with large generalisa-

tions. Mr. Smith describes it patiently and with know-
ledge. We quote a passage touching a village funeral

:

It is when the almost interminable feasts are at last over,

and Ihe loud cry is raised, " Take up the coffin," that the
funeral's climax has arrived. Sixteen bearers, or some
multiple of sixteen (the more the better), wrestle with the
huge and unwieldly burden of the ponderous coffin and the
enormous catafalque supporting it. Only the bearers in

the immediate front can see where they are going, so that
it is necessary that a funeral director take charge of th(ir

motions, which he does by shrill shouts in a falsetto key,
eudiufr in a piercing cry by no means unlike the scream of

a catamount. To each of his direclive yells the whole

chorns of bearers responds with shouts resembling those of

sailori heaving an anchor. These cries, mingled with the
ostentatious wails of the mourners piled into a whole
caravan of village farm-carts, combine to produce a total J
effect as remote from our concption of what a funeral 1
ought to be as can easily be imagined. When, by a slow

and toilful progress, the family graveyard has been
reached, the lowering of the coffin into the grave—some-
times a huge circular opening—is the culminating point of

the many days of excitement. The cries of the director

become shrieks, the responses are tumultuous and dis-

cor'lant, everyone adding his own emendations according

to his own point of view, and no one paying any attention

to any one else. Thus, amid the explosion of more crackers

aud bombs, the fiercer wails of the mourners, ihe shouts of

the bearers and the grave-diggers, and the buzz of the

curious spectators, the Chinese is at last laid away to his

long rest.

The sum of Mr. Smith's inquiry is that there are in

China many questions and problems, but only one g^eat

one, and that is, How to set Christianity at work upon
them and thus solve all ? His reasons for believing that

Christianity is the panacea are given at some length ; but

we must confess that the pages preceding have contained

so much evidence as to Chinese anti-Christian conservatism

that the task laid down for missionaries seems to us one of

a magnitude so considerable as to be practically impossible.

(Oliphant, Terrier & Co. Ts. 6d.)

Dramatic Cki iicism. By J. T. Greis.

This is not, as the title might suggest, a book on
" dramatic criticism "

; it is a book made up of criticism

which it is customary to describe—inaccurately, of course

—as "dramatic." The comment may seem captious ; but

the ordinary newspaper criticism of men and things

theatrical can never, in any sense, be " dramatic " in the

proper meaning of the word, and it is a pity that the

phrase has become so common as to be accepted. Mr.

Grein's criticism is of the theatre, concerning which he is

an enthusiast. Herein, as we think, lies the pathos of

his situation. A Dutchman, we believe, by race, Mr.

Grein came to the front in stage matters, some years ago,

in the " dual role " of champion of foreign plays in Eng-

land and pleader for an English school of drama. An
alien by birth, Mr. Grein has distinguished himself by
being, in regard to our native theatre, more patriotic than

the patriots. He did his best to make contemporary

English plays known and appreciated on the Continent

;

and if he supported English representations of plays by
Ibsen, Bjiirnson, Sudermann, and others, it was, we have

no doubt, because he thought that a study of foreign

methods and ideals would benefit both the English play-

wright and the English playgoer.

Now, after much striving both with pen and with voice,

Mr. Grein publishes a book, compounded of his newspaper

criticisms in French and English, which opens with a paper

on "La Decadence du Theatre Anglais." "Le theatre

Anglais est en j)lein d('clin, apres une renaissance fort

courte "
: so wrote Mr. Grein in La Revtie d'Art Dramntique

in 1897, and, as he has republished the sentence, that, pre-

sumably, is his opinion still. The spectacle is sad.

Sadder even is that presented by Mr. Grein in his discourse

on " The Grave Responsibilities of Dramatic Criticism."

He takes both himself and his craft too seriously. For

criticism (in the best sense of the term) the present-day

English theatre rarely supplies pabulum. Every now
nnd then there is an interesting Shakespearean revival,

occasionally there is an original play above the common.

But how often, altogether, do these things happen ? How
frequently is our drama or our acting worthy of careful

and sustained analysis, of thoughtful and judicious praise?

No critic of the stage, however able, can hope to live in

literature unless he has had for discussion material of

permanent interest and value. That material absent,

" into the night go one and aU "—critic and criticised

alike. (John Long.)
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Pottery and Porcelain. By Frederick Litchfield.

This id au expansion of a small liandbook upon tlie

same subject whicli is too well known to collectors to need
praise. It is itself an imposing and most convenient
volume. A brief sketch of the history of ceramics, of the
ancient, medifeval, and renaissance types of pottery, and
of the introduction of porcelain into Europe, is followed by
some chapters of hints to collectors, a subject on which
Mr. Litchfield naturally speaks with knowledge and autho-
rit}'. But the bulk of the book consists of an alphabetical
directory of the chief factories, which is liberally illus-

trated both by facsimiles of " marks " and by excellent
photographs of the leading types of ware produced by
each. The beginner in this fascinating study could have
no more useful book of reference. The only improvement
which we could suggest would be a short bibliography of
the somewhat extensive literature of the subject. Mr.
Litchfield gives incidentally many bibliographical refer-

ences, but they are dispersed. The value of every book
of research or reference is doubled by a proper biblio-

graphy. Mr. Litchfield's historical chapters contain enter-
taining as well as instructive reading. Chinese porcelain
reached England early in the sixteenth century. As late

as 1 088 Lord Burleigh sent Queen Elizabeth " a porringer
of white porselyn and a cup of green porselyn" as a
valuable New Year's gift. Porcelain takes its name from
the Italian porcellana, a shell shaped like a pig's back, and,
as the Chinese carefully kept the secret of its composition
from European travellers, it was popularly believed to be
made of egg-shells and sea -shells pounded small and
buried in the earth for a hundred years. Mr. Litchfield
quotes—Pope, is it ?

True fame, like porc'lain earth, for years must lay
Buried and mixed with elemental clay.

We are prepared to cap him with Donne, who used the
same metaphor, a century before, and still more happily.
It is in his " Funeral Elegy on the Lady Markham "

:

As men of China, after an age's stay
Do take up porcelain, where they buried clay

:

80 at this grave, her timbre—which refines

The diamonds, rubies, sapphires, pearls and mines,
Of which this ilesh was—her soul shall inspire
Flesh of such stuff, as God, when His last fire

Annuls this world, to recompense it, shall

Hake and then name th' elixir of this all.

The belief, in its various forms, is gravely discussed
by Sir Thomas Browne in his Piettdodoxia Epidemica.
(Trusiove, Hanson & Co. 15s. net.)

EiDiNo, Deivino, and Kindred Sports. By T. F. Dale.

A new series called " The Sports Library " is now being
issued under the editorship of Mr. Howard H. Spicer, the
first volume of which is on riding, driving, and kindred
sports, by T. F. Dale, M.A. No better choice could have
been made for the opening volume, as Mr. Dale is a well-
known authority on polo, and is also an excellent mentor
on the subjects of hunting and racing. In a little over
two hundred pages Mr. Dale covers horsemanship, riding
to hounds, polo, driving, hog-hunting, jackal-hunting, and
racing, and on all of them lie has something fresh and
instructive to say in a pleasant and straightforward
manner. His chapter on tandem driving is very good,
and his hints will be found of much use, for it is always
necessary and wise to remember that "if your leader will
not work and wishes to turn round you cannot really
prevent him. Much must bo trusted to the honour of a
leader." Tact and persuasion are needed, and Mr. Dale's
remarks are worthy of all attention. This is a cheap and
useful little book. (T. Fisher Unwin.)

Fiction.

Parson Kelly. By A. E. W. Mason and Andrew Lang.
(Longmans. 6s.)

Tnis Jacobite novel is dedicated by the authors to the
Baron Tanneguy de Wogan, a descendant of the Chevalier
Nicholas de Wogan, upon whose deeds the narrative is
" founded." It seems to us that the narrative is too much
founded upon the deeds of the said chevalier—that is to
say, it is too documentary, too servile in its attitude
towards history, and too correct in the exactness of its

detail. As a well of information concerning the frustrate
" Bloody Popish Plot " with which it so exhaustively deals,
it probably could not be bettered; but there are places
where the authors appear to have sacrificed legitimate
dramatic effect to considerations which should surely be
minor in a work of art. We cannot claim to be specialists
upon Mr. Lang's own special period ; but if we are mis-
taken in assuming this earnest zeal for historical accuracy
on the part of the authors, then so much the worse for the
book, which could not claim to be good history when it did
not happen to be good fiction.

For the most part, however. Parson Kelly is good fiction
of a lightsome kind. It has no passion and little feeling,
but it is a diverting picture of manners ; and if the heart
is continually disappointed in the expectation of moving
drama, the fancy is well feasted upon wit and pleasing
inventions. The three principal characters are George
Kelly, the Chevalier Wogan, and Lady Oxford. Of these
the first and last are most effectively realised ; Wogrin is

consistently too old for his age. Lady Oxford, that un-
conscious jade, is exceedingly well done throughout, and
the scenes in which she figures have a liveliness all their
own. Her ultimate appearance, aged forty, as a convert
to "the people called Methodists,". is one of the cleverest
things in the book. The long recital, too, of Lady
Oxford's somewhat stirring "rout," in which Wogan,
Kelly, Lady Mary Wortley Montague, and that Eose
Townsley whom Kelly afterwards married, all pit them-
selves against her, is contrived in Mr. Mason's best sus-

tained manner. We think we can trace Mr. Lang's hand
and influence, and we are certain we can trace his erudi-
tion, in every chapter. The interview in the carriage
between Wogan and " Scrope," where the latter criticises

the young man's poem to Lady Oxford, "Strephon to
Smilinda running barefoot over the grass in a gale of
wind," makes excellent "Lang "

:

" You seam to me tj have missel the opportunity
afforded by your gale of wind. A true poet would surely
have made great play with the lady's petticoa's."

" Smilinda had none," again replied Wogan in triumph,
and be emptied his glass.

"No shoes and stockings and no petticoats," said he in
a shocked voice. " It is well you wrote a poem about her
instead of painting her portrait "...

" Don't you comprehend, my friend," exclaimed Wogan,
" that Smilinda's a nymph, an ancient Roman nymph ?

"

" Oh, she's a nymph !

"

"Yes, and so wears no clothes but a sort of linsey-
wolsey garment kirtled up to her knees."

" Well, let that pass. But here's a line I view with
profound discontent. 'The grass will all its prickles
hide.' Thistles have prickles, Mr. Wogan, but the griss
has blades like you and me ; only, unlike you and me, it

has no scabbards to sheathe them in."

"Well," said Wogan, "but that's very wittily said."
" Now here's something more. The wind, you observe,

makes lutestrings of Smilinda's hair."
"There is little fault to be discovered in that image, I

fancy," said Wogan, lifting his glass to his lips with a
smile.

" It is a whims'cal image," replied Scrope. " It is as
much as to cUl her hair catgut."

There is the matter here for a leading article in the
Daily News upon the latest darling of literary five-o'clocks
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I^irthtr Adventurei of Captain Kettlt. By Cutcliffe Hyne.
(Pearson Ltd. 68.)

Thi8 sequence of stories about the already famous Captain

Kettle may be called his Pargatorio, the purgatory being

the Congo country and other various remote hinterlands

and seaboards of the Dark Continent. Mr. Hyne describes

the river Congo witli admirable realism in a score of pas-

sages ; also the native, the Belgian, and the Englishman.

And, further, he amplifies the quaintly noble character of

Captain Kettle till the man is more lovable, truculent, and

miraculous than ever. Much might be urged against the

Captain's morals and manners, but nothing against his

lieart. He is of the race of great little men. We do not

know that these "further adventures" are better or

worse than the original adventures; but they are very

good ; they must decidedly count among the best magazine

work of the day. Indeed, it is astonishing how Mr. Hyne
has continued to be popular without offending a nice

literary taste. He writes well ; he has imagination

(only a strong creative force could have moulded Kettle),

and he has a fine broad outlook. Much, of course, he

owes to Kipling. We should call him a discipla rather

than an imitator of Kipling. Constantly the river scenes

remind us of Judson and the Umpire, and not greatly to the

disadvantage of the disciple. Mr. Hyne's sense of space,

his appreciation of a big deed, his feeling for ships, the

sea, cleanliness, nationalities, banjos, and flags, his notion

of the romance of that modem machinery which knits

together the British empire—all these things constitute him
of the Kipling school. The last story in the book, the

saving of the passengers of the burning emigrant ship

Grosser Carl is, perhaps, the best and most characteristic.

And might not this passige have been written by the

author of Captains Courageous '?

But, as it chanced, towarda the evening of next day, a
hurrying ocean greyhound overtook theai in her race from
New York towards the E ist, and the bunting talked out
long sentences in the commercial code from the wire span
between the Ftamini/o' s masts. Fresh quartettes of flags

flicked up on both steamers, were acknowledged, and were
replaced by others ; and when the liner drew up alongside,

and stopped with reversed propellers, she had a loaded
boat ready swung out in davits, which dropped in the water
the moment she had lost her way. The bunting had told

the pith of the tale.

When the two steamers' bridges were level, the liner's

captain touched his cap, and a crowd of well-dressed

passengers below him listened wonderingly. " Afternoon,
Captain. Got 'em all '' "

" Afternoon, Captain. Oh, we didn't lose auy. But a
few drowned their silly selves before we started to

shepherd them. . . . Sorry for spoiling your passage."
The liner captain looked at his watch.
" Can't be helped. It's in a good cause, I suppose,

though the mischief of it is we were trying to pull down
the record by an hour or so. The boat, there ! Are
you going to be all night with that bit of stuffy "

T^je cases of food were transhipped with frantic haste,

and the boat returned. The greyhound leaped out into

her stride again the moment she had hooked on, and shot
ahead, dipping a smart blue ensign in salute. The
FlamiiKjo dipped a dirty red ensign and followed, and
before dark fell, once more had the ocean to herself.

The desired effect is rendered with precision. It is to

such work as this that the epithet " graphic " may be
properly applied.

Notes on Novels.

[Thete notes on the week's Fiction are not necessarily final.

Reviews of a selection will follow.^

The Watkbs ok Edera. By Ouida.

The scene of Ouida's new novel is laid in Italy, where
we find a commercial company bent on diverting the course

of a river, thus reducing a village to destitution. The

principal character is a priest, Don Silvario, and the
exploring eye finds passages like this :

" As they bound the
sheaves, and bore the water-jars and went in groups through
the seeding grass to chapel, or fountain, or shrine, they had
the free, frank grace of an earlier time

;
just such as these had

carried the votive doves to the altars of Venus, and chauntod
by the waters of Edera the worship of Isis and her son."

A story of strong passions and purposes. (Methuen. 63.)

Savrola. Bv Wisston Spenckr Churchill.

Mr. Churchill's first novel. It was written in 1897, and
is dedicated to the officers of the 4 th Hussars. The book
is a spirited description of a revolution in the imaginary
state of Laurania. Savrola, a young democrat, is the hero,

and it is owing to his genius (he is a wonderful orator)

that the tyranny of the President is overthrown. The love

interest is small, but important, for Savrola meets his

affinity in the President's wife. The descriptions of fight-

ing by land and sea are excellent. (Longmans. 6s.)

Mirry-Ann. By Norma Lorimer.

A story of Manx fisher and Methodist life by the author

of JosiaKs Wife. Miss Lorimer is practically a nativo of

the Isle of Man, and therefore she writes with knowledge.
Mirry-Ann—"old Ned Gawne's girl "—is introduced as

a preacher. In the opinion of the Squire's sister, "hfr
religion 's aU humbug. ... I feel sure she is perfectly

well aware how much more striking she looks dressed like a

Quaker than decked out in curled crows' feathers and cotton

roses, like the other village girls." (Methuen. 6s.)

An Octave. By W. E. Norris.

Eight short stories by the author of Giles Ingilhy. The
first tells how Miser Morgan was transformed into a man
of generosity, and how his son was thought to be drowned,
but was living and well. The tales are slight, but only

Mr. Norris could have written them. (Methuen. 63.)

The Cambric Mask. By E. W. Chambers.

An American story of avarice (and other passions) by
an author who is best known for weird and cosmopolitan

romances. Some of the most unlovely money-grubbers in

fiction are revealed to the reader, notably Joshua Creed.

"'Business,' said Creed, trying to smile till it hurt his

jaw. ' A word,' he continued playfully, ' which ain't in

the bright lexicon of the fair sect
'

; and he executed a

wink with one horny eyelid." (MacmiUan. 6s.)

Fiio. By Max Pemberton.

Feo is an operatic singer beloved of Jerome, a scion of

the Royal house of Austria. Austrian diplomatists spirit

her away to Paris to keep her from the yoimg prince, and
for a while diplomacy wins. But with the assistance of a

mighty undergraduate from Cambridge, Jerome coTi<iuers

in the end. En route is much plotting and counter-

plotting. (Hodder & Stoughton. 63.)

A Daughter of the Marionis. By E. P. Oppenheim.

The Marionis were a Sicilian family, and Margharita

was the daughter. Over her Count Leonardo kept guard
with the jealousy that only a Sicilian nobleman can muster.

Margharita's love for a hated Englishman and Lord St.

Maurice's love for Margharita's friend lead to quarrels,

intrigue, and the duello. An intense romance. (Ward,
Lock. 3s. 6d.)

Wiles of the Wicked. By William Le Queux.

Another sensational story such as only Mr. Le Queux
can devise. Its object is to clear the honour of one of the

most powerful of the Imperial Houses in Europe. While
smoking a cigar in King's-road, Chelsea (after an evening

at the Bolton's), the narrator's tongue is pricked by a

poisoned needle hidden in the cigar, and he forthwith be-

comes unconscious for six years. Eventually, however,

all is well, and he marries Her Imperial Highness the

Archduchess Marie-Elizabeth-Mabel. (White. 63.)
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Sidney Lanier.

A FRIEND asked me the other day where a certain quota-

tion in one of my articles came from. This was the

quotation :

As the marsh-hen secretly builds on the watery sod,

Behold I will build me a nest on the greatness of God

:

I wUl fly in the greatness of God as the marsh-hen flies

In the freedom that fills all the space 'twixt the marsh and
the skies :

By so many roots as the marsh-grass sends in the sod
I will heartily lay me a-hold on the greatness of God :

Oh, like to the greatness of God is the greatness within
The range of the marshes, the liberal marshes of Glynn.

It made me proud and happy thus to have an opportunity

of introducing another reader to the poetry of Sidney
Lanier. Seven years ago Messrs. Gay & Bird published
an edition of his poems in this country, yet he remains
virtually unknown—and hundreds of poetry lovers are the

poorer for it. I had been fortunate enough to know him
two or three years before, through an article by Mr.
Stedman in an American maga;<ine. Some of the extracts

then made had never forsaken my memory. With the

publication of Messrs. Gay & Bird's edition I took the

opportunitj' of knowing the whole poems ; and two of my
friends, not inglorious as poets themselves, will, I know,
recall a night of poetical debauch — I mean a debauch of

poetry !—in which I passed pn my new-found treasure to

them. They thought him no less wonderful than I did
;

and his strenuous, romantic, pitiful history moved them as

it moved me. For Lanier fought a battle with death
(technically, consumption) towhich Keats's classic consump-
tion was child's play. It is so easy to fight anything, even
consumption, if you have nothing else to do ; but if you
have a home to keep going as well, and only a pen to keep
it going with—well, you look upon John Keats as one of

the syl)arites of immortality. Fortunately, Lanier had
a flute too, and thereby hangs much of his history, as

well as the explanation of his temperament and gift.

Lanier was one of the few poets who have loved music as

well as, if not more than, poetry ; and the music in him
had an interesting ancestry : it came sill the way from ono
Jerome Lanier, a Huguenot refugee, a musical composer,

at the court of Queen Elizabeth, and it was successively

transmitted by Jerome's son Nicholas, who was " in high
favour " as a musician with both James I. and Charles I.',

and Nicholas's son Nicholas apparently no less favoured by
Charles II. "A portrait of the elder Nicholas Lanier, by
his friend Van Dyck," I read in Mr. W. Hayes Ward's
memorial introduction to Lanier's poems, " was sold, with
other pictures belonging to Charles I., after his execution."

Thus Lanier's flute originally came from that enchanted
period of English music when Campion was making his

"Books of Airs." There can be few more romantic
instances of the transmission of taste and faculty than this

reincarnation of Stuart music in a boy born at Macon, in

Georgia, February 3, 1812. As a child he learned to play,
" without instruction," on every available instrument

—

"flute, organ, piano, violin, guitar, and banjo, especially

devoting himself to the flute in deference to his father,

who feared for him the powerful fascination of the violin."

In fact, his relatives generally were more alarmed than

happy about his music, as a man's relatives — very

naturally—are at the appearance in him of a serious passion

for any art. Besides, music used to induce in the young
Lanier states of trance ecstasy which left him shaken and

exhausted. That ecstasy, so 'feared by his friends, is, we
shall see, the very quality of highest value in his poetry.

But that all this artistic sensibility meant no lack of manly
fibre the war between North and South was soon to prove.

At the age of nineteen he was drafted—not forgetting his

flute—into the Second Georgia Battalion of the Confederate

Army, and with that army he was to remain, seeing much
active service, and no little distinguishing himself, for four

years. Among other things he was a blockade-runner.

His blockade-running resulted in five months' imprisonment

in Point Look-Out, from which he was released in Feb-

ruary, 1865, to do a long tramp home to Georgia. It was
the strain of this that gave his apparently hereditary con-

sumption its opportunity ; and henceforth, till his death

at the age of thirty-nine, his life was to be a long fight

with death—a fight carried on with a heroism which, in

one or two instances, seems almost excessive, and from
which it almost seems he might have been spared by
friends who helped him now and then so much, that it

seems as though they should have helped him more. He
gained his livelihood during this time partly by writing

and lecturing, and partly by his flute. He was "the first

flute " in the Peabody Concerts at Baltimore, and his

director has written of him as something like a great

performer. Only nine months before his death we read

that " when too feeble to raise his food to his mouth, with

a fever temperature of 104 degrees," he pencilled his

finest poem, called " Sunrise." Such, indeed, is what !Mr.

William Watson calls "the imperative breath of song."

All this, then, and how much more, lay behind the quota-

tion which took my friend's fancy. That quotation is from

an all too curtailed series of " Hymns of the Marshes,"

which Lanier had intended to make one big ambitious

poem. There are four "hymns" in all, but only two are

of real importance, namely, " Sunrise " and the " Marshes

of Glynn." In fact, had he written all his other poems,

and missed writing these (striking, suggestive, and fine-

lined as those other poems often are), he could hardly have

been said to succeed in his high poetic ambition—as by
these two poems I think he must be allowed to succeed.

In the other poems you see many of the qualities, perhaps

all the qualities, which strike you in the "Hymns"—the

impassioned observation of nature, the Donne-like "meta-

physical " fancy, the religious and somewhat mystic eleva-

tion of feeling expressed often in terms of a deep imagi-

native understanding of modern scientific conceptions*, in

fact, you find all save the important quality of that ecstasy

which in the " Hymns " fuses all into one splendid flame

of adoration upon the altar of the visible universe. The
ecstasy of modem man as he stands and beholds tlie

sunrise, or the coming of the stars, or any such superb,

elemental glory, has perhaps never been so keenly trans-

lated into verse. Those who heard Lanier play remarked

upon " the strange violin effects which he conquered from

the flute." Is it fanciful to feel that in these long, sweep-

ing, and heart-breakingly sensitive lines, Lanier equally

cheated his father, who, we have seen, " feared for him
the fascination of the violin" '? I shall need a long quo-

tation, and even that may, properly, be inadequate to

illustrate what I mean. Lanier is often exquisite and

lovingly learned in detail ; but his verse is large in move-

ment, and needs room.

The tide's at full : the marsh with flooded streams

Glimmers, a limpid labyrinth of dreams.

Each winding creek in grave entrancement lies

A rhapsody of morning-stars. The skies

Shine scant with one forked galaxy,

—

The marsh brags ten : looped on his breast they lie.
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Oh, what if a sound tboulJ be made !

Oh, what if a bound should be laid

To this bow - and - string tension of beauty and silence

a- spring,

—

To the bend of beauty the bow, or the hold of silence the

string

!

I fear me, I fear me yon dome of diaphonous gleam
Will break as a bubble o'er-blown in a dream,

—

Yon dome of too-tenuous tissues of space and of night,

Over-weighted with stars, over-freighted with light,

Over-sated with beauty and silence, will teem
Tint a bubble that broke in a dream,

If a bound of degree to this grace be laid,

Or a sound or a motion made.

But no : it is made : list I somewhere,— mystery, where P

In the leaves ? in the air ?

In my heart ? is a motion made :

'Tis a motion of dawn, like a flicker of shade on shade.

In the leaves 'tis palpable : low multitudinous stirring

Upwards through the woods ; the little ones, softly con-

ferring.

Have fettled my lord's to be looked for; go; they are

still

;

But the air and my heart and the earth are a-thrill,^

And look where the wild duck sails round the bend of the

river,

—

And look where a passionate shiver

Expectant is bending the blades

Of the marsh-grass in serial shimmers and shades,

—

And invisible wings, fast fleeting, fast fleeting.

Are beating
The dark overhead as my heart beats,—and steady and free

Is the ebb-tide flowing from marsh to sea—
(Run home, little streams.

With your lapfulls of stars and dreams),

—

And a sailor unseen is hoisting a- peak,
i,

For list, down the inshore curve of the creek

How merrily flutters the sail,

—

And lo : in the East ! Will the East unveil ?

The East is unveiled, the East hath confessed

A flush : 'tis dead ; 'tis alive : 'tis dead, ere the West
Was aware of it : nay, 'tis abiding, 'tis nnwithdrawn :

Have a care, sweet Heaven ! 'Tis Dawn.

I think this bears out what I have said—more than I

have said. Anyone who pleases may find little literary

faults. Even I could do that. But if only I could praise

it as it deserves ! Those who should imagine that Lanier

wrote in this apparently " loose," Atlantic-roller, metre

from metrical ignorance are, of course, very much mis-

taken. On the contrary, he was a very learned metrist, as

those who have grappled with his book on The Science of
Engliih Verse will know. In that book the inherited music

in him came out once more as theory, his contention being

that metrical law must be based on musical law. Person-

ally, I have no opinion on the subject ; and, however
valuable in its province Lanier's treatise may be, I can
only wish he had spent the precious six weeks it took to

write it (only six weeks for over 300 closely-reasoned pages

—

consumption too !) in writing another of his " Hymns of the

Marshes."
I wonder whom these learned treatises on metre

benefit. Not the poets, I am thinking. I imagine that

Mr. Stephen Phillips would have written as good blank-

verse though Mr. Robert Bridges's treatise on Miltonic

blank-verse had never seen that dim light of publicity

vouchsafed to technical masterpieces. It is to be feared

that poetry comes by nature—and there is no poetry with-

out a musical ear—and that all the metrical training a

poet needs is birched into him at school. Indeed, I think-

most poets take lessons in metre after they are famous

;

for fear of awkward questions. The only training in

metre a poet needs is the reading of great poets ; not

anatomicaUy, but just—naturally. The study of metre is

the study of skeletons. The study of skeletons never

yet helped a man to dance. R. Le Galltenne.

Things Seen.

The King of Beasts.

When the last of the performing dogs had trotted from

the stage, a tlirill of expectation electrified the vast

audience : the supreme moment was at hand. Automatic-

ally a cage, twenty feet high, rose from the ground and

encircled the arena. Into it slouched a lion—sullen,

indifferent. He glanced contemptuously at the thousands

who were gathered on the other side of the bars, blinked

at the lights, and settled down. One by one his com-

panions followed till the arena was alive with twenty-one

"forest-bred lions," tamed, ready to go through their

tricks for the amusement of the children of men. Then
the tamer entered, the lion-king, tall and straight, clad

gaily, and with a perpetual smUe on his face. He carried

two whips, and when one of the beasts snarled he boxed

his ears, or rapped him over the paws. How amusing!

The twenty-one lions (not a child there but had been

taught to call the lion "the king of beasts") played at

see-saw with one another, and among them eluding,

cajoling, frowning, smiling, moved the tamer. It was
a unique entertainment—and yet, somehow, one did not

feel unalloyed pleasure in the spectacle of a dandy foreign

gentleman rapping twenty-one lions over the knuckles

when they misbehaved. Foolish, perhaps, but I could

not free my mind from the thought of what the lion

stands for in the Imperial history of my native land.

On the Eoyal Standard he ramps and roars to every wind

that blows. Here with bleared eyes and broken spirit he

plays at see-saw in a circus.

Sea Gulls.

" Peitny a bag?" said a boy, thrusting a paperful of

sprats towards me. I waved him away : Sprats—and not

fresh either—on Blackfriars Bridge—on Sunday after-

noon? Absurd. And yet a minute later I was leaning

over the parapet in a long row of men, throwing the fish

to the sea gulls. The birds were a thousand strong

;

they obliterated the river ; the world seemed full of grey

wings and hard, wide, greedy eyes. Backwards and
forwards, up and down, they flew and fluttered; their

wings beat within a foot of our faces ; one's eyes ached

with watching them. One could go mad in the midst of

fluttering white birds. It was restlessness supreme, but

now and then would come a moment of relief, a pause in

the tension, when a falling morsel, far below, an inch

from the river, was intercepted by a swooping bird sailing

masterfully, splendidly out of the darkness of the bridge

into the light. The peace, the assurance, the cool refresh-

ment of that majestic curve ! It was like a sudden hush

in the midst of a terrific discord.

Age.

I VENTORED to ask him yesterday :
" Do you remember

the building of the present London Bridge?" "Per-

fectly," he replied. "I was there on the opening day.

The river was packed with barges, and the barges were

packed with people. At first I appeared to have a poor

chance of seeing William and Adelaide, but, when they

arrived, there was a great surging of the crowd and

without any will of my own I was carried to the front and

saw everything. Oh, yes, I have crossed the older bridge

many a time. The water fell six feet when it passed the

arches, and shooting the bridge was a sport and a risk.

That old bridge crossed the river a little lower down than

the new one, so that the Monument stood close to the

bridge-end. There was a rumour that it was unsafe, and

many a time I went in fear lest it should fall on me.

The fire glowed ; a telephone bell rang in another room.

I thought that Time has its defeats.
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A Fervent Bookman.*
Mr. Birrell is not a great critic. He is a rollicking,

irresponsible, lovable dog of a reader. Hence these
important looking volumes do not suit his essays half so
well as the old dumpy, wide-margined, green-backed
books which started with Obiter Dicta. They are too

formal for such very informal talk about books as Mr.
Birrell's, and they seem to turn some of the old fun into

buffoonery. "Literature is a solace and a charm," says
Mr. Birrell, and adds : "I will not stop for a moment in

my headlong course to compare it with tobacco." Yet
Mr. Birrell is continually stopping in his headlong course
to do things as trivial and irrelevant. He has the trick

of beginning an essay a hundred miles from its subject

;

thus, a paper on Sterne opens with a reference to a speech
of the late Sir Edward Watkin to a meeting of railway
shareholders ; and in his essay on MUton Mr. Birrell

illustrates the poet's dramatic treatment of God with a
twopenny-halfpenny story about " an eminent barrister."

And yet in blabbing about his arm-chair relations with
books Mr. Birrell is delightful. His secret is merely this,

that he reads his books with zest, and loves to talk about
them in the position in which he chooses to think that

Milton dictated Paradise Lost—swinging his leg over the
arm of his chair. That is an attitude in which it is easy to

visualise Mr. Birrell, though as often as not he reminds us
of a lecturer who gets off a good point, and then takes a
happy drink from the adjacent tumbler. Mr. Birrell gives
us preferences, not criticisms. They are often preferences
which have good criticism on their side, but his language
is not: "This is good," but "I like this; don't you?"
He quotes the final lines of Dr. Johnson's " Vanity of
Human Wishes," and then (seizing the tumber) says :

" If this is not poetry, may the name perish."
It is these personal, honest verdicts that delight us in

Mr. Birrell's pages. His quotations are often most happily
inspired, and his playful insight sometimes works wonders
in half a page. Take this story of Cowper

:

In 1800, the year of Cowper's death, a relative of his,

a Dr. Johnson, wrote a letter to John Newton, sending
good wishes to the old gentleman and to his niece, Miss
Catlett ; and added :

" Poor dear Mr. Cowper, oh that he
were tolerable as he was even in those days when, dining at

his house in Buckinghamshire with you and that lady, I
could net help smiling to see his pleasant face when he
said :

' Miss Catlett, shall I give you a piece of outlet ?
'

"

It was a very small juke indeed, and it is a very humble
little quotation, but for me it has long served, in the
mind'a eye, for a vignette of the poet, doomed yet
delirmnaire. Romney's picture, with that frightful nightcip
and eyes gleaming with madness, is a pestilent thing one
would forget if one could. Cowper's pleasant face when
he said, " Miss Catlett. shall I give you a piece of cutlet P

"

is a much more agreeable picture to find a small comer
for in one's memory.

That is delightful. All Mr. Birrell's remarks smack of

book-in-hand judgments, formed in the glow of the fire-

light
; and the genial untidy style is appropriate to the

bluff, discursive criticism. Here are a few specimens :

She [Sannah More] flounders like a Luge canger-cel in

aa ocean of dingy morality.

Macaulay's position never admitted of doubt. We know
what to expect, and we always get it. It is like the < Id
days of W. G. Grace's cricket. We went to see the
leviathan slog for six, and we saw it. Wa expected him
to do it, and he did it. Ho with Macaulay. . . .

Great is De Quincey, but so e'aborate are his movements,
so tremendous his literary contortions, that when you have

done with him you feel it would be cruelty to keep him
stretched upon the rack of his own style for a moment
longer.

There are not many better pastimes for a middle-aged
man who does not care for first principles or modern novels
than to hunt George Dyer up-and-down Charles Lamb.

What silk merchant's apprentice in these hard times,
finding a place behind Messrs. Marshall & Snelgrove's
counter not jumping with his genuis, dare hope by the
easy expedient of publishing a pamphlet on " The Present
State of Wit" to become domestic steward to a semi-
royal Duchess, and the friend of Mr. Lewis Morris and
Mr. Lecky, who are, I suppose, our nineteenth-century
equivalents for Alexander Pope and Jonathan Swift ?

There are any number of such ejaculations in Mr.
Birrell's essays. They will paU on some minds. The
man who will have his joke is sure to make a great many
poor jokes. Mr. Birrell does. But his preaching often

amuses when his jokes fail, and the words of Johnson,
Burke, Pope, Lamb, and Hazlitt are so mingled with
Mr. Birrell's own that we read on and on in easy delight.

Correspondence.

Audi Alteram Partem.

Sir,—Mr. Watson, as a poet, has no sincerer admirer
than myself, and I appreciate the ingenuity of his

parable ; but a concise parable is not always the soundest
way of presenting a difficult and very complicated political

problem.
I doubt not that many of your readers who share my

admiration for Mr. Watson's work will be impressed,

and possibly misled, by his brilliant little fallacy ; and this

must be my apology for venturing upon a counter parable,

clumsy enough, but having in it, I trust, the saving
element of veracity.

A Poet's Parahle.

A certain man, quitting his

own house, weut to lodge in

the house of another, and there

demanded to have voice and
authority in the ordering of

the whole household.

And the other said: "No.
You are free to remain or to

depart, but this is my house,

and I will suffer in it no second
master outmastering me."

80 the lodger called unto
his brave and gallant kinsmen
to bludgeon that householder
into submission.

A Cosmic Process.

A slave-fancier, feeling in-

jured by the emancipatiin of
his slaves, quitted his own
country and took possession of
a vast estate claimed by a
black man.
Some squatters, with his

consent, took to working the
mines on a neglected part
of the estate.

When the slave - fancier

saw that their earnings were
large, he forcibly deprived
them of part of them.
Whereupon the squatters

said :
'

' Give us a share of
authority in the ordering of

the estate, and we will render
thee a share of our earnings."
But the slave-fancier re-

plied :
" This is my estate, and

I will suffer in it no second
masters; and ye speaking a
foreign tongue shall train up
your offspring in mine."
And before the squatters

had time to sumuion aid. be
mustered his braves to blud-
geon them on the spot.

• Collected Essays, By Augustine Birrell. 2 vols. (Elliot

Stock.)

-I am, &c.,

Haslemere: Feb. 14, 1900.

Fred. Jackson.
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Sir Thomas Urquhart.

Sir,—In your notice of my book, Sir Thomai Urquhart of

Cromartie, your critic has inadvertently ascribed to me an
error which I did not commit. He quotes the following

passage and quite truly describes it as "remarkable":
" It in probahk that [Urquhart] died much sooner, a

victim in all likelihood to fiery restlessness of spirit. This

conjecture is, howerer, improbabk." And he adds :
" How

ean a man bring himself to think so loosely ? " The first

part of the passage is itself a quotation from Sir Theodore
Martin. The second is my comment upon it. Sir Theodore
Martin thought it probable that Urquhart died several

years before the date usually gfiven as that of his death, I

think the date usually given is correct. The use of in-

verted commas in the text of the volume makes my mean-
ing plain, though, as I have said, your critic has

inadvertently misread the passage. I quite agree with

him in the severe criticism he has passed upon my book,

and have no doubt but that the volume contains many more
flaws than those which he has pointed out ; but I hope that

in justice to me you will kindly insert this letter in your

next issue.—I am, &c.,

Lerwick, Shetland : J. Willcock.
Feb. 7, 1900.

New Books Received.
[These notes on some of the New Books of the week are

preliminary to Reviews that may follow.^

Law Without Lawyers. By Two Bakristers-at-Law.

Into this volume of more than seven hundred pages

has been gathered whatever legal information is most
likely to be required by those who consult it. It may be
defcribed as a sort of first aid to litigants, and pro-

bably not its least service will be to restrain its readers

from going to law. Many good citizens hardly come in

contact with the law between the cradle and the grave,

but even to these this work may be useful as a

means of getting light on the conduct of law cases and
criminal trials of public interest. To tradesmen, rate-

payers, masters and servants, innkeepers, testators, and
many other classes and characters, special sections are

addressed. (Murray. 6s.)

Songs of the Glens of Antrim. By Moiba O'Neill.

Miss Moira O'Neill's wistful poems of the love of

Ireland have pleased many readers of Blackwood's Magazine

and the Spectator. She finds words for the old sigh of

the exile, often banished no farther than to England—in

liny-harvest.

Ovrr here in England I'm helpin' wi' the hay,

An' I wisht I was in Ireland the livelong day
;

Weary on the English hay, an' sorra take the wheat

!

(kh ! C'orrymeiia an' the hhie shy over it.

There's a deep dumb liver flowin' by heyont the heavy
trees,

This livin' air is raoithered wi' the bummin' o' the bees;

I wisht I'd hear the Claddagh burn go runnin' through
the heat

Past Ciirrymfela, wi' the Hue tky over it.

There are twenty-five short poems—shamrocks all. (Black-

wood. 3s. 6d.)

The Earl of Beaconsfield. By Harold E. Qorst.

This is the new volume in the " Victorian Era

"

series, which includes biographies, histories, and scientific

.memoirs. Mr. Gorst says in his Preface :

Since the appearance of the existing biographies of Lord
Beaconsfield, fresh light has been thrown upon an incidfnt

in his career by the recent publication, amongst the private

papers of Sir Robert Peel, of a letter addressed by Disraeli

to Peel in 1841. It will be remembered that Disraeli, in

1846, denied having asked Peel for office five jears before

;

and on that account the letter in question has been gene-
rally regarded as affording proof of a mean and dishonour-
nble action on his part. I have submitted this letter to a
high legal authority, and he at once pointed out to me the
fact that Disraeli made no direct application for a post in
the government. . . . Both the letter and its explanation
find a place in this volume, and no doubt the unprejudiced
reader will readily adopt the latter, in preference to

tarnishing the otherwise spotless reputation of a statesman
to whom the present generation owes a deep debt of

gratitude.

(Blackie & Son. 2s. 6d.)

In addition to the foregoing, we have received :

thbologigal and biblical.

De Margerio (A.), " St. Francis of Sales " (DuokwortM 3/0

Biiildo IK.), Reliifion ot Israel to the E.\ile (rutnam)
Oasquoine (0. P.). Scientillc Thcolojry (Watts & Co.) 1/J

Frailer (W. F.), A Cloud ot Witoesses: Part. I., St. Athanasins
(WellB Ga' dner) 3/8

Ingram (A. f. W.), Reasons for Faith (8.P.C.K.) 0/6

Wjnne (O. K.), Conditions ot Salvation as Set Forth by our Lord(l?.P.C.K.) 0,6

POBTRY, CRITICISM, AND BELLES LEPTRBS.

HaU (P.), A Few Short Poems (Burleigh) net 1/0

Henderson iRe». Geo.), Lady Navine and Her Songs (Gardner)
Arnold (Sir E.), Golden Pages (Burleigh) I/O

Jack (Adolphns A.), The Prince : A Ploy (Macmillan) net 3 6

Smith ( W. F.), The First Edition nf the Fourth Book of the Heroic Deeds
and Sayings of the Noble Pantagroel (Privately Printed)

Fartnum (A. J.), Music of the Waves (Jarrold)

Adams (Arthur H.), Maoriland, and Other Verses
(Bulletin Newspaper Co., Ltd , Sydney)

HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY.

Tschuili (C). Napoleon's Mother Swan Sonnenscheiu) 7/0

Henouvier (Ch.), Victor Hugo..! (A. Coliu et Cie.)

Do A'bini (F ), Marie Ai.toinette and tie Diamond Necklace
(Swan Sonnenschein) 5/0

McNeil Rushforth (G ), Carlo Crivelli (Bell)

Dowson (E.), Memoirs of Cardinal Dubois. 2 vols (Smithers & Co.)

Brown (.Tohn ', Puritan Preaching in England (flodder & Stougbton) 6/0

Stokes (G. T.), Some Worthies of the Irii-h church ..( Hodder & Stougbton) 6,0

liartlet (J. V.), Eras of the Christian Ctiurch : The Apostolic Age
(T. a T. Clark) 0/0

Williamson (David), The Lite Story of D. L Moody
(Sunday School Union) net l./O

Clapham (J. H ), The Cau8<'S of the War of I7',IJ (Camb. Univ. Frets) CO
Hosebery (Sight Hon. the Earl of), Oliver Ciomwell: a Eulogy and an

Appreciation (Melrose) net 0/6

Atkinson I.C. T.), Michel de THopital (Longmans) net 4/0

SOIENaE AND PHILOSOPHY.
Carus (Dr. Paul), Kant and Spencer; A Study ot the Fallacies of

Agnosticism (Kpgan Paul) 1/0

S irling (James H.), What /* Thought? (T. 4 T. Clark) 10/6

TEAVBL AND TOPOGEiPHY.

Robinson (C. H.), Nigeria ..(MarehaU)

KDDCATIONAU

Plaistow (F. G.) and Mills (T. R.), ^'chylus : Promethens Vinctus
(Clive) 2/6

Speight (E. K.I. The New English Poetrv Book (H.Marshall) net 1/0

Pearenside (C. S), The Matriculation History of England ( W. B. Clive)

Navin (J. C), The 0<i.T8sey ot Homer. Book XI (Camb. TJniv. Press)

Tribe (Rev. O. N.), Teachers in Training (S.P.C.K.) 0/8

Woodhouse ( W. J.), Isocrates: De Begis ••— 2/6

Gudeman (A.), Tacitus : De Vita et Morbus Julii Agricolae...(Allyn & Bacon)

MISCELLANEOUS.

Clark (T. W.), Old Friends at Cambridge and Elsewhere (Macmillan) «/0

Bovill (Rev. J. H.), Natives under the Transvaal* lag
, . „ , „, „,.

(Simpkin, Marshall) S/d

Chapman (R. C), Legalised Wrong (Eeyell Co.)

Conn (H. W), The Storvot Life's Mechanism (Newnes) I/O

Oousins(J.H.), "The Voice ot One" (Fislicr Unwin) net 2/0

CasauboniM-, The Wisdom ot Marcus Aurelius (Gay & Bird)

Murray (G.), Carljon Sshib :('^'"?,"'""*°,°' „,„
Charley (Sir W. T.), " Mending " and ' Ending" (Snnpkm, Marshall) 2/6

Report of the U.S. Museum under the Direction of the Smithsonian

Inslitu'ion... •• ••.•: „,„
Tlenstnore ( Emmot), Consumption and Chronic Difieasea .. (Bonnenschern) 3

Bowley (A. L.), Wages in the United Kingdom (Camb. Univ. Press)

NEW EDITIONS.

Tennyson (Lord A.), The Princes", and Other Poems (Dent) i;8

Defoe (D.), A Journal of the plague Year J^'* ,m't'
Shakespeare (W.), Comedies, Histories, Tragedies, ai d P<.ems. Vol. \1I.

"^
(Newnes)

Beckford (W.), '• VHthek" (Greening & Co.) 3/6

Dickens (Chas.), Little Dorrit (Macmi Ian) ,1/0

Grey (Henry), The Plots of Some of the Moit Famons o:d hnglrsh Plays
' (Sonnenschern) 2/fi

Dickens (Chas.), Christmas Books (Dent) net 1/6

* * New Novels are acknowledged elsewhere.
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Our Weekly Prize Competitions.

Result of No. 21 (New Series).

Wb regret to say that this Competition haa been disappointing. The
conditions were stated in the following terms :

' Every family

where writing games are popular has some game of home
manufacture. We offer a prize of a guinea for the description

of the best original writing game—that is to say, of the best game
for an evening party in which paper, pencils, and brains are

involved. The word original would not exclude a good adaptation

of a well-knosvn game ; which is the form that home-made games
often take." This, we think, makes some originality in the game
a necessity : but, with the exception of two or three, all competitors

send descriptions of games with which we have been familiar for

years. The best answer—an adaptation—is this, from Mr. G.

Howe, ' Holwood," Grove-park, Lee, S.E.

:

Everyone has heard of the " book tea " or " book at-home," but
few, perhaps, have thought of adapting it to the form of a writing

game. A moment's consideration will show that it can be done in

a surprisingly simple manner. Suitable slips of paper having been
provided, each player sketches at the top a picture or diagram
representing the title of a well-known bo}k. For example, to take

a lew instance < from my own knowledge, a picture of a policeman
in full chase of a runaway piokpockei has been made to represent

Kipling's A Fleet in Being (•' A Fleeting Being ") ; the words
" Bobin Hood and his Merry Men " to represent The Forest Lovers

;

or portraits of BuUer and Roberts to represent The Heroc-i. Many
glinilar ideas will at once suggest themselves. The slips bearing

these sketches are then passed round, each player in turn writing

at the bottom of the slip what book he considers the sketch to

represent, adding his initials, and then turning up the edge to cover

what he has written. When the sketches have returned to their

original owners the correcit solutions are given byeich player in

turn, together with the guesses written on the slip, one mark being
awarded the owner of every correct solution.

Id is as well to limit the time for making the sketches, say, to

three or five minutes, any who are not ready in time not competing
in that round.

Answers received from : G. H., London ; J. C. S., Dulwich
;

F. E. W., London ; E. C. W., Oxford ; B. R , London : M H.,

Twyford ; S., Cambridge : E. B., Coldharbour ; J. C, London
;

A. E H., York ; E. C. M. D., Criediton ; M. B. C. Egham ; E. H.,

Didsbory : M. A. W., Watford ; L. E., Budleigh Salterton ; A. M.,

London.

Competition No. 22 (New Series).

To the current number of The Artiat Mr. Charles Godfrey Leland
contributes some mottoes for the fronts of houses. We quote three

expressing different thoughts :

Though it a thousand years should stay,

This house at last must pass away.
And ere its shortest life be o'er

We shall have gone long, long before !

This house I've built for me and mine.

May it be of peace a shrine.

And may no enmity or sin,

Ever find its way therein 1

If this house be fine or not.

That was ne'er my serious thought,
But it will have gained its ends.

Should I fill it full of friends.

A prize of a guinea is offered for the best four-lined motto suit-

able to be inscribed on a house. Mr. Leland's (juatrains are given
merely as examples : there is no need to follow their sentiments if

others occur.
Rules.

Answers, addressed " Literary Competition, The Academy, 43,

Chancery-lane, W.C," must reach us not later than the first post

of Tues<lay, February 20. Each answer must be accompanied by
the coupon to be found in the first column of p. 152, or it can-

not enter into competition. Competitors sending more than one
attempt at solntion must accompany each attempt with a separate

coupon ; otherwise the first only will be considered. We wish to

impress on competitors that the task of examining replies is much
facilitated when one side only of the paper is written upon. It is

also important that names and addresses should always be given.

We cannot consider anonymous answers.

OtJK Special Peize Competitionb.

(JFor particulars see inside page of corer,')

Received during the week : The Outeider, Tetigit, Novice,

A Variant, Illusion, Suberbia, "Florence Hope," "Georgiania Alex-
ander," Adam White Queen, Redrae.

GEORGE ALLEN'S LIST.

UNIFORM EDITION of RUSKIN'S WORKS.
GIOTTO and his WORKS in PADUA. A New

Small Editioa. with Index, and Ksplanatory Criticisms of the Frescoes
depicting the Life of the Holy Kamilv. The Volume, with its 50 Illustra*
tions, forms a Guide to the Arena Chapel. Crown Hvo, cloth, gilt top,
!s. Od. net. \_Ju8t out.

Crown 8vo, Cloth, gilt topi 58. net por Vol.

PR^TERITA. Outlines of Scenes and Thoughts
perV aps Worthy of Memory in my Past Life.

Volume I.- With EngraviuK of " My T»o AuDts"—1810 to ISM.
Volume II.—With Plates of "Old Dorer Packet Jib" and "The Castle of

Annecy "—18S9 to 1819.
Volume III.— Containing Chapters I. to IV., together with Parts I. and II.

of DILECTA, and a THIRD hitherto unpublished Part, in addition to a
Chronology and Comprehensive Index to the whole work, and a Plate of "The
Grand Chartreuse," from a Drawing by Mr. Rusj£in^lM50 to 1801.

ON the OLD ROAD : a Collection of Miscel-
laneous Articles and Essays on Literature and Art. In 3 vols, (sold
separately).

The subjects dealt with are (inter alia) : My First Editor—Lord Lindsay's
"Christian Art "—Eastlake'a "History of Oil Painting"—Samufcl Prout— Sir
Joshua and Holbein—Pre-Raphaelitism—Opening of ihe Crystal Palace-
Fiction, Fair and Foul—Fairy Stories—Usury—Home and its Economics.

SESAME and LILIES. With the Three
Lectures, " Kinizs" Treasuries," " Queens' Gardens," and " The Mystery
of Life." Long Preface and Index. [ioth Thousand.

THE CROWN of WILD OLIVE : Four Essays on
Work, Traffic. War. and the Future of Encfland. With Articles on the
Economy of the King's of Prussia, and Inde.K. [31s^ Thousand.

THE TWO PATHS: Lectures on Art and its
Application to Decoration and Manufacture Delivered li-oS-Si). With Now
Preface, added Note, and Index. [IHh Thousand.

A JOY for EVER (and its Price in the Market)

;

The Substance of Two Lectures on the Political Economy of Art. With
New Preface, added Aiticles, and Index. [ilth Thousand.

LECTURES on ART. Delivered at Oxford in
1S70. Kevised by the Author. With New Preface and Index.

[1-lM. Thousand.

THE ETHICS of the DUST. Ten Lectures to
Little Housewives on the Elements of Crystallisation. With Inde.x.

[60(/» Edition.

MODERN PAINTERS. Complete in 5 vols, and
Indus, t'ruwu 8vo, cloth, ffilt tops, £3 28. net. With the 2Z5 Woodcuts,
the 1 Lithograph, and the 89 fuU-pnge Illustrations in Photogravure and
Half-Tone.

The Text includes the EPILOGUE written by Mr. RDSICIN in 1888. Vols.
I. and II. (not sold separately), lis. net; Vol. III., 6s. net; Vol. IV., 93. net;
Vol v., 9s. net ; Index, 68. net.

THE STONES of VENICE, In 3 vols., crown
8vo. With the Full Text and the 110 Woodcuts, the C Plates in Colour,
the other 47 Full-page Illustrations in Photogravure and Half-Tone.
Each Volume 8o;d separately, cloth, gilt top, lOs. each net.

FORS GLAVIGERA: Letters to the Labourers
ani Workmen of Great Britain. In 4 vols., each with an Index, and all

the Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. each net.

UNTO THIS LAST. Four Essays on the First
Principles of Political Economy. With No:e and Index. Fcap. 8vo,
cloth, 38. net. ['^dth Thousand.

SELECTIONS from RUSKIN. 2 vols., crown
8vo, each with Index and Portrait (sjld separately), cloth, 68. each net.

\^Fourth Edition.
By AUQUSTU8 J. C. HARE.

PARIS. An entirely New Edition. Revised and
brought up to date, witti 50 Illustrations, in 2 voU. (sold separately).

reap. 8vo, c'.oth limp, Os.

THE

LITERARY YEAR BOOK, 1900.
Edited by HERBERT MORRA.H.

AN ENTIRELY NEW COHPILATION.
Considerably Enlarged, with Portrait of Leo Tolstoi.

Crown 8vo, 4!IO pages, Cloth limp, 3s. 6d.

PART I. includos :—The eoonta of the P^ist Year in the Literary

World—A Series of Articles dealing with the Prini ipil Books of the Year

by Messrs. ANDREW LANG, W. E. HENLEY, J. JA : )BS, T. H. WARREN,
QUILLER COUCH, Q. W. E. RUSSELL, H. WiNUHAM, and other

R«preseiitati»e Men of Letters.
_.., „ _...

Special articles on ForelK" Books, Tho Dramatic Year, The
Law of CopyrlKht, and Book Sales. Obituary Notices
PART 11. contains mmiy new features, including—A Practically Oom-

plete list of Authors' addresses, with Titles of Books issu-d in 180'J, and

names of their Publishers—Plays produced in 18'JU-and much other teohiucal

information. __.

London : GEORGE ALLEN, 156, Charing Cross Road.
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DAVID NUTT.
IMPORTER OF FOREIGN BOOKS,

THEOLOGICAL. CLASSICAL. «n.l EIlCCATIONAL
BOOKSELLER and I'CBLIBHER.

.>( 2rO--J71. Stmiiil. ti.ia REMOVED to

Hos. S7-a9, LONO •CRB. W.O.

OATALOQUE8.

TTT ILLIAHS ft NOBOATB,
* * IMPORTERS or rOREIQR BOOKS,

II, Hanriatta Btnat, Oofaat Oardea, 90, Booth Fradertok St.

SdlDbttTfh, and 7, Broad Stnot, Oxford.

OATALOOUES pott frM on applloation.

FORKiaN LITKRATURB.

ALL interested in FOREIGN LITERA-
TDRE ihouM irnt« for the "BOOK CIRCDLAR,"

FEBRUARY Number Nov Ready, post free from

WILLIAMS li NORQATE.
14, Henrietta Street, Covcnt Garden, London; 20, South

Frederick Strei't, EtUnburgh ; and 7, Broad Street. Oxford.

JOST ISSt'ED.-POST FREE 0.\ APPLICATION.

OATALOGUBof SECOND-HAND BOOKS
on ORIENTAL HISTORY. LANGUAGES. LITERA-

TURE, 4c.

Williams & Noboatc, 14. Henrietta Street. Covent Garden.
Lotidou ; 3». South Frederick Street. Edinburgh ; and
7. Bioad Street. Oxford.

FOREION BOOKS and PERIODICALS
promptly mpplled on moderate terms.

CATALOGUES on appUoatlOD.

DUIiAV ft 00., >7, 80BO SQUARK.

CATALORUR of CHOICK, UoKPUL,
aed CURIOUS B*->0K3, containing Americana—Old

English Literature—Early Printing and Black Letter—Fine

Old Morocco, Armorial and Historic Bindiugs-Rarc Tracts-

Old County Maps and Toijography-Drama and Stage—Early

Woodcuts — Archa'ology — Folk - Lore— Manuscripts- Jests—

Songs—Early Military Treatises—Me<iioal — Singuhir Trials-

ScotlADd-ami other Rarities. Poet free.

A. RUSSELL SMITH, 34, Great Windmill Street, London, W.
(One minute from Piccadilly Circus).

Has OPENED an OFFICE at

1, 8 O H O SQUARE, W.,
Wliero he has on view a COLLECTION of

XV. & XVI. CENTURY BOOKS, EARLY
AMERICANA, &c.

The List of Unknown and Lo«t Books is in Preparation

Office Hours. 10— I and 2—5.

IMPORTANT.-PRINTINO AND PUBLISHINe.

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, BOOKS, Ac.
-KING, SELL k RAILTON, Limited, highwjiaaa

Printon and PublisherB, 12, Oou(th Square, 4. Bolt Ckiurt, Fleet
Street, E.C.,haTespeoiall7-built Rotary and othbr fast Machines
for printing lUnitrated or other Poblications and specialty-built
Hkohlneaior fait folding and ooTering 8, 16, 34, or 82-page
JonmaU at one operation.
Adrioe and anistanoe given to anyone vishing to oommenoe

Hew Joumala.
Faoilltiea upon the premises for Editorial Offloes free. Adver-

Ufinf and Publishing Departments oonduoted.

Telephone 6M31. Telegnph " Africanism, London."

TYPE-WRITING promptly and aconrately
done. lOd, t>er I.OiHi words. Samples and referenoes.

Uulti-Copies.—Address, Miss E. M., 18, Mortimer Crescent, N.W.

TRAFALGAR LITERARV and TYPE-
WRITIN(i BUREAC (DE MOMET A WALKER),

S, T<alal)jHr Hiiiltlings, NorthiimI>erlanil Avenue, W.C. —
Tj-plDg. Duplicating. Sliortliaud, ReixfrtiDg. Translations
(all Langunges). Literary Researches. Press Cuttings.

TYPK-WRITER.— AUTHORS' MSS.
COPIED with accuracy and despatch. Carbon Dupli-

cates. Circulars, Examtuntion Papers, *c.—Miss B. Tigar.
•St. MaitUnd Park Villas. Harerstock Hill, N.W.— Estab-
lished 1884.

"THE ACADEMY"
LITERARY COMPETITIONS.

New Series.—No. 23.

All rtad«ri attempting this wtek't

Competition {detcrihed fully on pagt

151) muit eut out thi* Coupon

and enelotf it with thtir reply.

THE RUSKIN UNION—MRMBKK8HIP
PORUH maybehad from Mr. Make ILJuouk, Treasurer.

7. Pall Mall: or Her. J. & Baoin, lloa. See., 4i, The
Albany. W.

TI7ILLA8T0N SCHOOL, CUB9HIRB.

An UXSECTARIAN FIRST GRADE PBBLtC SCHOOL.
Pees £100 per annum (Inclusirel. Foundationers elected at
Half Fees.

TO BE OPENED SEPTEMBER. 1900.

(hairman of the Ooremors • R-t. S. A STEINTHAL.
Headmaster OUV LEWIS. M.A.

For Prospeetus. Plans. Ac., applr to Mr. Lawia (at New
College, Eastliouniel, or the Clerk (Mr. E. W. Hahsuall, 38.

Barton Arcade. Manohestert.

THB PRINCB98 HBLBNA COLLEGB.
EALINO. W.

Established ISO). Incorporated \s Royal CTi'rter ISM.

Pleddent-II.RII. the PRINCE.SS 0IIBI3TIAN.
nigh.olass education for the DAnollTERS of OENTLE-

MEN, as Resident oi Day Pupils. Preparation for University
and Art Examinations. Spacious grouuds. Huiietvifliou in
games.
Training department for kiudergarten students in prepara*

tion f.>r Froebel Union Examination for Teachers.
Thir., Is a Home in connection with the College for K.O.

Students and for a few children under ten years of age.

MARGARET WILLIAMSON, I,ady Principal.

ROYAL INDIAN ENGINEERING
COLLEGE, Cooper's Hill. Staines.

The Course of Study is arranged to fit an Engineer for Em.
Sloyment in Europe, India, and the Colonies. About 40
tudente will be admitted in September, 1900. The Secretary

of State will otfer tliem forCompetition— Twelve Appointments
as Assistant EoKiuoers in the I*ublic Works Department, and
Three ApiKiintnu-nta as Assistant Superiutendents in the
Telegraphs Department, and Oi e in the Accountants^ Branch
P.W.D.— For t>articolars apply to SscartART. at College.

MHDIE'S LIBRARY
(LIMITBD).

For tht CIRCULATION and 8ALB 0/

all the BEST
BNOLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN, ITALIAN,

SPANISH, and RUSSIAN BOOKS.

TOWN BDBB0EIPTION8 from ONB GUINBA
per annum.

LOUDON BOOK SOCIETY (for weekly exchange of 1

at the houses of Subscribers) from TWO GUINEAS per a

OOCNTET BUBSCRIPTIONS fromTWO GUnnUS
per aauum.

N.a-Two or Three Friends may UNITB In ONB SOB-
SCRIFTION, and thns lessen ths Cost of Carriage.

Town and Village Cluit ntpplied on Liberal Termt.

Prospectngea and Monthly Lists of Booka gratia
and poet free.

SURPLUS LIBRARY BOOKS
Now OFrSBlD AT

GREATLY RKDUCED PRICES.

) FRIDAY.
/ March
) 30th.

ROYAL ACADEMY EXHIBITION, 1900.
RECEIVING DAYS.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

WATER-COLOURS. Miniatures, Black sod
White DrawiUKS. Engravings, EtohinKS, Archi-
tectural Drawings, and all other Works under
glass

OIL-PAINTINGS—SATURDAY, March fflst. and Monday.
April 2nd
SCULPTURE-TUESDAY. April 3rd.

Works will only be Received at the Bartiogton Gardens
E'-trance.
Hoars for the Reception of Works, 7 a.m. to It p.m.
Forms and LaVwU can he obtained from the Arademy during

the month of March, on receipt of a stamped and directed
envelope.

u NIVBR8ITY of GLASGOW.
EXAMIXERSUIP IN ENGLISH.

The University Court of the Unireraity of Glacaow will

shortly nrnoeoa to apDoint an ADDITIONAL EXAMINER in

ENGLISH for the Preliminary E.vaminatiouB.
The appoin'ment will be for a peiiod no". e?cceedinK three

years ai from Int February last, at an annual salary of £43.
Candidates should lodge twenty copies of their aiioliction

and testimonials with the undersisued on or before Thursday,
lat March.

ALAN E. CLAPPERTON,
SeeretaTT of the Glasgow UniTersity Court.

61. West Regent Street. Glasgow.

LITERARY RESEARCH. —A Gentleman.
experienced in Literary Work, and who has acoess to the

British Museum Reading Room, is open to arrange with
Author or any person requiring assistance in Literary Ke.
March, or in seeing Work through the Press. Trunslations
nndarbiken from French, Italian, or Spanish. — Apply, by
letter, to D. C. Dallas, 151. Strand. London. W.C.

A NEW CLEARANCE LIST (100 pp.)
Sent Gratis and poet tree to any addreea.

The List contains: POPULAR WORKS in

TRAVEL, SPORT. HI8T0RT, BIOQRAPHY,
SCIKNCB, and FICTION. Also NBW and Sim-
PLUS Copies of FRENCH, GKBICAN, ITALIAN.
SPANISH, and RUSSIAN BOOKS.

30-84, NEW OXFORD STRBBT;
Ml, Brompton Road, 8.W. ; 48, Qneen Victoria

Street, E.C., Loicdok ;

And at Barton Arcade, MluroHienB.

ESTABLISHED IWl.BIRKBEOK BANK,
Southampton Buildings. Chancerr Lane, London.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per CENT. INTEREST allowed on
DEPOSITS repayable on demand.

TWO per CENT, on CURRENT AOCOIINTS, on the mini-

mum monthly l>alances, when not drawn below £100.

STOCKS, SHARES, and ANNUITIES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small sums

on deposit and allows Interest monthly on each completed £1.

BIEKBECK BUHiDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSB

FOR TWO ODWXAS PER MOlTrH.

BIRKBEOK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND

rOR nvK SHILLIKOS ram homth.

The BIRKBEOK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post free

FRANCIS RATENSOROFT.
""

ROBERT BROWNING}

DARLINGTON'S HANDBOOKS.
Edited by RALPH DARLINGTON, F.R.G.S. Maps by BARTHOLOMEW,

reap. 8vo. OKE SHILLINQ EACH. Illnstrated.

THE VALE Of LLANGOLLEN.—With Special Contributions from His Excellency B. J.

PHELPS, late American Mininter
i Professor JOHN RUSKIN, LL.D. ;

""•""•" "'>'-""«ir»"-i

-

A. W. KINGLAKE, and Sir THEODORE MARTIN K.O.B.

BOURNEMOUTH and NEW FOREST.
THK NORTH WALES COAST.
BRECON and its BEACONS.
BOSS, TINTERN, and CHEPSTOW.

BRISTOL, BATH, WELLS, and WESTON-SUPER-MARE.
BRIGHTON, EASTBOURNE, HASTINGS, and ST. LEONARDS.

LLANDUDNO, RHYL, BANGOR. BETTWSYCOED, and SNOWDON.
ABERYSTWYTH, BARMOUTH, MACHYNLLETH, and ABERDOVET.
BARMOUTH, DOLGELLY, HARLECH, CRICCIETH, and PWLLHELL

MALVERN, HEREFORD, WORCESTER, GLOUCESTER, & CHELTENHAM.
LLANDRINDOD WELLS and the SPAS of MID-WALES.

THE CHANNEL ISLANDS.
THE ISLE OF WIGHT.
THB WYE VALLEY.
THE SEVERN VALLKT.

Is. -THE HOTELS of the WORLD.
the world.

A Handbook to the leading hotels throagrbont

ive for Fuch a guide-book as this, which" What would not the intelliRent tourist in Paris or Rome Sfive for Puch a

teaches so much that is outside the usual scope of such volumes ! '—The Timet.
" The best Handbook to London ever issued."—Mverpool Daily Post.

SECOND EDITION, ENLARGED, 63.-60 Illustrations, 21 Maps and Plans.

LONDON AND ENVIRONS
By E. C. COOK and E. T. COOK, M.A.

With an additional Index of 4,500 Reference! to all Streets and Placet of Iniereit^

Llangollen: DARLINGTON & CO.
London: SiKriur, Maxsull, HaHiLTOit, Keht, & Co., Ltd., The Raawny Bookstalls, and all Booksellers.
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SOUTH AFRICA AND THE WAR.—BOOKS TO READ.
A BOOK ABOUT THE BOER WAR OF 1881.

Cloth, crown 8vo, 2s.

With 8 Illustrations by R. Caton Woodville, after Sketches by Melton Prior-

M A J U B A :

BRONKERSPRUIT, INGOGO, LANGS NEK, KRDGERSDORP.
By HAMISH HENDRY.

Globe.—" The author has gone to the best, and his narrativeB haw the qualities of concise-

ness ftnd riviilness which he claims for thtin. They are concentrated, they are picturesque ;

moreoTer, they are not without their lessons for the statesmen and soldieis of to-day."

Daily Graphic—" ....\mt:f and brightly written. ...The description is extremely vivid,

and will brintj home to the mind of the reader the nature of South African warfare far mire
clearly than a more elab nateJy technical Wo'k c.uld possibly do."

London: GRANT RICHARDS, 9, Henrietta St., Covent Garden, W.C.

THE STANDARD HISTORY OF SOUTH AFRICA.
GEORGE McCALL THEAL, LL.D.

Formerly Keeper of the Archives of Cape Colony, and at present Colonial
Historiox rapher.

THE HISTORY OF SOUTH AFRICA.
With Coloured and other Maps and Plates.

Vol. .•'.: History of South Africa under the Dutch East
India Company: 1652—1795. 2 vols., 30s.

Vol. III.: 1795—1834. ISs.
Vol. IV.: 1834 1864. ISs.
Vol. V. : 1864-1872. The Republics and Native Territories.

158. [Beprtnting,

SWAN SONNBNSCHEIN & CO.. Limited. London.

NOV£LS BY ANNA HOWARTH.
JAN: »n Afrikander, second edition, crownsvo, gs.

niustraltd London A'«u;» —" The no.el has '(creat interest, but quite independently of its

rtirriuK story it. pictures of SoutU African life are graphic and attractive in the highest
degree.

African Rtriete.—'* The stoij is powerfully told, and is well worth the reading.

KATRINA : a Tale of the Karoo. Crown svo. 63.

SooUman.—" A story which will hold its own with the best African romances."
OaUg Teiespnph.—' A plain unvarnished tale which we take leave to cordially recommend

to the attention uf the novel-readiDg public "

SWORD and ASSEGAI Crown Svo, 6s
Speaker.—"A vivid and trustworthy picture of life in Natal in the forties This pleasant

and well.wntten book is woith a ihousatd of the usual South African novels."
Ma»ch«8ter Courier —*' The book is written V>oth simply and br ghtly, aud the ever-

chan^nfr fortunes "f the families of 3mit and Brownlow form the subject for excellent pic-
tures of British and Boer life

"

tendon; SMIT**. gLDCR & CO., 15. Waterloo Place, g.W.

SECOND IMPRESSION.

IN THE LAND OF THE BOERS.
By OLIVER OSBORNE.

lUastrated. Crown Svo, cloth, special Design on cover, 2s.

Daily Telegraph,—"A book with instruction and amusement in it."

Glasgow Herald.—" Seldom has an unvarnished record formed more
pleasant reading than does the account of thete adventures "

Western Morning News.—•* This is a book of no ordinary literary merit'*

R. A. EVEKETT & CO.. 42, Eisex Street. Strand, W.O.

MR. T. FISHER UNWIN'S LIST.
SOUTH AFRICA. T;r Gfo. MrCitx Tbeai., LL.D. 5s.

HOW TO READ WAR NEWS. Hints to Readers of Despatches, 4c. Is.
THE LIVES OF ROBERT AND MARY MOFFAT. Bv thrir SoK. 6s
PAUL KRUOER AND HIS TIMES. By F. I!. Sr\TBl^K. 7s. 6d.
THE POLITICAL SITUATION. Bv Olive St hbeinek. Is. ed.
A PRIMER OF SOUTH AFRICAN HISTORY. By GeoeOI McCall

Ti.i u., I.LIL ls.il

MR. MAQNUS: A South African Novel. By F. D. STAritAK. 68.
TROOPER PETCR HALKET OF MASHONALAND. By OlIVX

THE CAPTAIN OF TME LOCUSTS. By A. WlRXlK. 2ii.

KAFFIR STORIES. Hv VV. C. Sci llv. Paper, Is. 6d. ; cloth, 2s.

MR. THOMAS ATKIN8. By the Author of ' How to be Happy Though
Married." Hi. _ .

FIFTY Y«ARS OF TH* HISTORY OF THE REPUBLIO IN
SOUTH AFKICA. Br .7. C. v,.i.;t. M.r>. 2 vols. er,s. net the set.

l.f.>idfm: T KrsHKR rvWlV. PaKrnostor Sfiuare. E.G.

THE BOOK OF THE HOUR.
THE TRANSVAAL FROM WITHIN.

A Private Record of Public Affairs.

By J. P. FITZPATRICK', Author of " The Outspan."

With Index. 1 vol., 10s. net. Eighth Reprint, completing 30,000 copies.

Mr Chamberlain replying to a Westmorland corresnondent, who complained of the want
of a printed defence of the Government's policy iu the Transvaal ; "I refer you to Mr. Fita-

I'atrlck'* book."

THE MEM OF THE HOUR.
1. F.-M. LORD ROBERTS.
2. LORD KITCHENER OF KHARTUM.

Portraits by William Nicholson.
Lithographed in colours, mounted on card, 2s. 6d. each ; frflmed, 6s, each.

London ! WM. HEINEMANN, 21, Bedford Street. W.C.

EYRE & SPOTTISWQODE.
SOUTH AFRICA. Further Correspondence relating

to the Affaire in South Africa down to tl e 18th Januarj-. By post, 2s. o^d.

SOUTH AFBICA. Correspondence relating to the
Defence of Natal. By poet, 4d.

BAILEY'S INDEX to " THE TIMES " should be
C'orsulted for all References to Paesing Events in the Transvaal.

List of Blue Book« on South Af* lean AfFaIrs dating from the
Pand River Convent'on to the present date, affecting? specially the Trans-
vaal, tent on application.

Londnn : Riot; HaHinv Sfrppf. TS.^-.

FIRST LARGE EDITION NEARLY READY.
In crown Svo, Cover designed by J. A. SruiwaToir, price Is.

THE BOER
IN PEACE AND WAR.

By ARTHUR M. MANN,
Anther of " The Trttth from Johannesburg."

WITH NUMKBOUa ILLUSTBATrONS OF TRANSVAAL SCENES
AND LIFE.

NOTICE.

—

This book is likely to have an exceptional sale, and orders should
be sent in at once as theg can onlu be executed in the order of their receipt.

London : JOHN LONG. 6. Chardoa Street. Strand.

THE PROBLEM OF SOUTH AFRICAN UNITY.
By W. li.VSIL WORSP'OLD. Author of ** The Redemption of Egypt," Ac.

A lecture delivered at the Imperial Inatitute in I>ecem)>er, 1S99, with added
notes and labte of population.

Pcap. Svo, 6d. net; cloth. Is. net.
SerUto of the We k.—** Supplies all the information required for an intelli-

gent Btudv of ine question."

BOERS AND LITTLE ENGLANDERS.
The History of Ihe South African Con/entlons of 1881 and 1884.

By JOHN PROCTEB, Barrister at-Lan-.

Crown 8»o, cloth, 2s. 6d.

London : GEORGE ALLEN, l.i6. Charinj; '"ross Road.

Third Edition, with a new Prefatory Chapter dealing with the events
which have Induced the present crisis.

IMPRESSIONS OF SOUTH AFRICA.
By the Right Hon. JAMES BRYCE, M.P.

With 3 Maps, and ivith the Text of tbc Transvaal Conventions of 1881 and 1881.
Crown Svo, es.

NEW AND CHEAPEE EDITION NOW RE4DY.

SOUTH AFRICA OF TO-DAY.
By Captain FRANCIS YODNGHUSBAND, CLE.,

Indian Staff Corps. Late Special Correspondent of the Times in South Africa.
With Ilhistrations. Crown Svo, Us.

MACMILLA.N & CO., Ltd, London

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS.
THE TBANSVAAL WAR. A Lecture Delivered

in the rnh.nity f.f o,nibri.)i!c. .Nov. ;p. islKr. By .T. WESTLAKE. ti.!/.. LL.D..
Wlicwell I'ri.lrefor'.f Intematioual L«w in that Uoiversity. Demy Hvo. la.

THE CAMBRIDOe QKOORAPHICAI. SERIES.
fienernl E.htor: F. H. II. IJI'H.LEMARD. Slli.. l.itt- Li-cturer in Geogrophy at thu

t'uiversity of ('.imhi jilLfi-.

OUTLINES of MILITARY GEOGRAPHY. By
T. MILLKK MAOUIRE. LL I>., of the Inner Temiile. Banister-at-Law. Ueutenant
Inn" '

f t -iirt Rttle Voluutecirs. Ctj-wu 8to, with ZT Maim Mid Illustrations, 108. «d.
Fit-Ill .M;irsli;.l l»rtl Roberts, V.O.. writes: " A most UMful and iiuiructivc book."
j1iA«n//uni.—" The book ii extremely interf sting to the general r<rader.'

Londcn: C. J. CLAY k SONS, CambridRe University Pre*B Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.

CLARENDO N PRESS, OXFORD.
Crown Svo, Separate Issue, with numerous Maps, 6s.

The History of South Africa to the JamesoQ Raid.
Being Vol. IV.. Part L, of

By
' A Historical Geography of the British Colonies.'

O. P. LUOA8, BA.
Pall Mall Oaziette,—" It is refreshing to come across so sane, scholarly and ju'licial a

little volume. There is more assistance to the proper understanding of South African questioni

in its ;«0 well-printed pages than in anv work of the same size w« know of. llr. Luca^ prove*
|

on every page that he is one whose judgments art: fuunded on knowledge, and it would be well
if every amateur critic of South Africa were compelled to pass an examination on his book."

Scotsman.—" Mr. Lucas is a trustworthy authority and a vigoroUH writer ; and those who
dpsire to post themselves up in the past relatious of Boers, Blacks, and British in South
Afrioa could not go to a better source of information."

London : HENRY FROWDE. Oxford University Press Warehouse,
Amen Corner, E.G.
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"No Cnidon's Concordknce, nor one of the in-

nnmcrable acknowledged or nnacknowledged abridg-

menu of Ihat great work will in the least degree

supply the plaoe of this 'Analytical' Con-
cerdane*. It is the work of Bcbo1ar«, scholars

will appreciate it; and it cannot fail to be of the

greatest valnc to the intelligent general reader,"

TIte Antiquary.

How ready. The SEVENTH EDITION of

Dr. Robt. Yonng's
"
ANALYTICAL"

BIBLE . . .

nOKCORDANCE.
Arranged on an entirely new plan. Con-

taining abont 311,000 references, subdivided

under the Hebrew and Greek originals,

with the literal meaning and pronunciation

of eac^. Designed for the simplest reader

of the BagUsh Bible. By Bobebt Young,
LL.D., Author of " A New Translation of

the Bible," and " A New Concordance to

the Greek New Testament," &c.

(RevUed thi-mphoMt ly WM. B. STEVEN-
SON, JS.D. Edin., Profmnr ofHebrew and Old

Tettament ExegesU at Bala College, Examiner

in 2'heology at Edinburgh University.)

SIZE -DEMY QUARTO.

SUBSTANTIALLY BOUND IN CLOTH.

Price 21/- net.

Half-morocco, 26/- net.

A "COMPLETE ' BIBLE CONCORDANCE
ARRANGED and DESIGNED by Dr.

ROBERT YOUNG on a unique plan
to suit the requirements of THE
ORDINARY ENGLISH READER.

Note.—This work is IN NO SENSE an
Edition of CRUDEN or of any similar

Work in existence.

RECOMMENDATIONS of this

"ANALYTICAL" BIBLE CONCORDANCE
HAVE BEEN GIVEN BY

9 Heads of Colleges in connection with the
Churches of England and Ireland, 3 Arch-
bishops, 19 Bishops, 12 Deans, 17 Canons, &c.
The Faculties of Divinity in the TJniverBities
of Edinburgh, Glasgow, Aberdeen, and St.
Andrews. The Faculty of Divinity, Free
Church College, Edinburgh. The Faculty of
Divinity of the United Presbyterian Hall,
Edinburgh. Also commended by over 159
of the leading Literary, Eoclesiastioal, and
Beligiona Papers in the United Kingdom,
and warmly recommended by a large number
of Subscribers to previous Editions.

Sold by THE EEIjIGIGUS TRACT SOCIETY,
C6, Paternoster Row, London.
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The Literary Week.
IE death of Mr. H. D. Traill last Tuesday was a

shock to his friends, and to the public. It was known a
few days ago that he was confined to his room with a
sprained ankle, but nobody thought that his fruitful life

was so soon to be ended. He was conspicuous in many paths
of literature and journalism, but it was as a brilliant
satirist, humorist, and parodist in verse and prose that he
shone. His original work had not been so plentiful
during the past few years, owing, no doubt, to the en-
grossing character of his duties as editor of Literature;
but he was able to add four new Dialogues to The New
Lueian, a new edition of which was published last week.
His prose was marked by a singular indifference to any
kind of effect. He was always content to begin quietly

;

his humour was never forced—it occurred—and although
much of his fugitive work was merely " pleasant and
persuasive," it never lacked intention.

LoNDox, according to Mr. George Moore, having become
" too large, too old, and too wealthy to permit of any new
artistic movement," the Irish Literary Theatre Society
have been holding their second meeting during the past
week in Dublin. Three plays were produced—" The Last
Feast of the Fianna," a sketch of the heroic age in Ireland,
by Miss Alice Milligan ;

" Maeve," by Mr. Edward
Martyn; and "The Bending of the Bough," by Mr.
George Moore. The last has just been issued as a book.
According to the Dublin Daily Express, the organ of the
Irish Literary Movement, and one of the few daily papers
in the United Kingdom showing a distinct interest in
literature, the performances were entirely successful.

The Irish Literary Theatre has also an organ of its

own—an occasional publication called Beltaine, edited by
Mr. W. B. Yeats. In a preface called "Plans and
Methods" Mr. Yeats gives some account of the plays
which London is too large, too old, and too wealthy to
permit. "Our plays," says Mr. Yeats, "this year have
a half deliberate unity,"

Mr. Martyn's " Maeve," which I understand to symbolise
« . Ireland's choice between English materialism and her own: natural idealism, as well as the choice of every individual^K soul, will be followed, as Greek tragedies were followed by^H satires and Elizabethan masques by anti-masqups, by Mr.^" George Moore's " The Bending of the Bough," which tells

of a like choice and of a contrary decision. Mr. Moore's
play, which is, in its external form, the history of two
Scottish cities, the one Celtic in the main and the other
Saxon in the main, is a microcosm of the last ten years of
public life in Ireland. . . . Miss Milligan, not influenced
by Mr. Martyn, or by anything but old legends, has the
same thought in her " The Last Feast of the Fianna,"
which, as I think, would make one remember the mor-
taUty and indignity of all that lives. Her bard Usheen
goes to faery, and is made immortal like his songs ; while
the heroes and Grania, the most famous of the beautiful,
sink into querulous old age.

The object of the Irish Literary Theatre is to make Dublin
a centre of intellectual activity. We wish them every
success.

That must have been an interesting moment when Mr.
Thomas Hardy's eye fell upon the account of the produc-
tion of "Tess of the D'Urbervilles," at the Coronet
Theatre. Apropos, he has made the following communica-
tion : "As I find I am naturally supposed to have some-
thing to do with the production of ' Tess of the D'Urber-
villes ' at the Coronet Theatre, I shall be glad if you
will allow me to state that I have not authorised such a
dramatisation, and that I am ignorant of the form it has
taken, except in so far as I gather from the newspapers."

Tolstoy's new novel. Resurrection, a notice of which,
when it began in monthly parts, was printed in our issue
of September 9, will be published by the Brotherhood
Company early next month. Res^irrection, written in the
rough by Tolstoy some years ago and founded upon an
actual occurrence, has been completely re-written by
him during the last year and a half. The proceeds will
be devoted to aiding the Doukhobors, the sect who are
persecuted in the Caucasus for refusing to learn the art
of war. Mrs. Maude will set apart the remuneration she
receives for her translation to the same cause. The novel
will contain thirty-three illustrations by Pasternak.

With an inscription to attest its genuineness Mr.
Henley has contributed to the Daily Mail " Absent-
Minded Beggar Fund " the inkstand which was used by
Stevenson during two years of his wanderings in the
Pacific. It passed into Mr. Henley's hands on Stevenson's
death. So far £15 has been bid for it.

The organist of Bloemfontein Cathedral asks for literary
guidance. His letter, which will be found in our corre-
spondence columns, is somewhat long, but we cannot resist
such magnificent detachment. Eoberts ! The war ! The
organist of Bloemfontein Cathedral does not even mention
them.

Mr. H. D. Lowry, author of Make Believe, is writing
another book for children, entitled Blossom's Word-Booh.
It consists of a series of tiny essays on the vital meaning
of the words most used by children, some of them running
to little more than a sentence in length, while others are
longer, and include stray verses and miniature fairy tales.
The book will be illustrated.

"Fierce books down Cellar " is the sign hung out by a
foreigner in New York. Is it a theological library? In
the same city an Italian junk dealer has this sign : "A
Lot of Solemn Books Inside." Is this the humour of
which our fathers have told us ?

When the present war broke out we ventured to depre-
cate the idea that book production would be seriously
checked. Our hope has not been fulfilled to the letter,
but Mr. Joseph Shaylor, an admitted authority, has just
stated the actual effects of the war on the book trade, and
these do not prove to be very serious. Fierce books down
cellar, and solemn books elsewhere, have suffered, but
"fiction, juvenile literature, and books which appeal to
the multitude have suffered scarcely at all by the war."
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Mn. W. E. Henley makes several interesting remarks

about the reading public, or, rather, publics, in an article

on " Some Novels of 1899 " in the North American Review.

He thinks the public is like a set of Japanese boxes, one

inside another, the larger containing the lesser throughout

the series. Hence " a good writer and a good novelist is

very often felt to some extent a great way outside the

limits of the i>articular public which happens to be his."

Mr. Henley adduces Stevenson as an instance of a writer

whose appeal to his own first public, though seemingly

futile, was felt in faint and widening waves. Thus, the

comparative failure which attended the publication of

I'reamre Inland and The Black Arrow iu the Yotmg Folkt'

Paper appears to Mr. Henley in this light

:

He was but a aucce.s d'estime ; and you would have
thought that he had worked in vain. But he had not.

The iiiiksters who wrought for Ynunij Folks' Paper were (so

Stevenson told me) in no wise model citizens ; they had
tbeir weaknesses, and (on his editor's report) were addicted

to the use of strong waters, so that they had to be literally

hunted for their copy. But, being writers, they were a
level or two above the public for which they wrote. That
pubhc had seen little or nothing in Stevenson ; they saw
a great deal, and in his imitators Stevenson had, I believe,

a very considerable success with a circle of readers which
began by pohtely disdaining him. He had paid in gold,

and his gold was not recognised as current coin until it

was turned into copper. The currency was debased ? Of
course it was ; and if it had not been—here is my point

—

it would never have passed with that public which Steven-
son tried, and failed, to win. And this is the way in

which publics are, not made but, effected and influenced

by talent. In Stevenson's case, the provocation was
unusually direct, the effects were unusually gross. But
the same sort of thing has ever been, and is ever being,

done all over the novel-reading world : so that many
thousands have rejoiced in the gift of Ainsworth and
Marryat, of Kipling and Barrie and Scott, who have
never so much as heard their name?.

In a word literature has solidarity as well as diversity, and
a writer's influence is not to be measured by the sales of

his book. This is a truism, but it is worth remembering.

Or the Young Folks' Paper itself Mr. Henley says

:

" 'Twas a capital print of its kind, and its editor and pro-

prietor was a very able and intelligent man. . . . His
name was Henderson : a Scotchman and a Eadical. I

rnther think that he is dead ; but, dead or alive, he is a
person for whom I have a very great respect." Can any
reader resolve Mr. Henley's doubts ? The editor who
accepted Treasure Island is surely entitled to share the
triumph and partake the gale.

Fhom a catalogue of autograph letters for sale at

Messrs. Sotheby's auction rooms on March 5 we take the
following passage. It was written by Browning to Mr.
P. E. Jackson

:

" I was not aware, nor I suppose can my publisher have
been aware, that ' Hervieu Herve Riel ' had appeared in the
Roiiul Rmiler

; such an appearance without my knowledge
and consent was a theft, and punisbable. I consider the
poem rather the publisher's than my property, because he
gave me a hundred pounds for it, which I wanted for the
starving French, and it was only at his urgent request the
other day that I included the thing in a volume, which has
just passed through the press, and will be out in a day or
two. I could not, therefofe, with propriety, allow that
transfer to your collection, which the honesty and courtesy
of your appUcatiou would otherwise have induced me to
permit."

year 1585 by the Burgomaster, had been destroyed by a

company of English actors. The names of these netors are

given, and they include some who are known to have
belonged to Shakespeare's company. The Frankfurter

Zeitung, whence the information comes, points out that

Shakespeare "shows a curiously exact knowledge of the

local conditions of that little seaport." The Elsinore local

colour may not seem very strong to most of us, but
only those who are familiar with the town can be good
judges either of its quantity or quality. Horatio's words
come back

:

What if it tempt you toward the flood, my lord.

Or to the dreadful summit of the cliff

That beetles o'er his base into the sea.

So, also, one thinks of the lines :

Save yourself, my lord

;

The ocean, overpeering of his list.

Eats not the flats with more impetuous haste

Than young Laertes, in a riotous head,

O'erhears your officers.

It should be noted that Shakespeare's choice of Elsinore is

curious. The older piny which he worked up into his

own, and which followed the legend, placed the drama in

Jutland. Shakespeare's arbitrary preference of Elsinore,

and his truthful touches about that place, are easily

accounted fpr if we suppose that he consulted some of his

fellow-players who were of the party that broke down the

Burgomaster's fence. There is good evidence that troupes

of English actors did wander Western Europe at the

time necessary to establish this interesting theory. In

fact, the Earl of Leicester sailed to the Low Countries in

1585, taking his players with him, and four years later

Shakespeare, we know, was of that company. Many
things remain unexplained, but if the Elsinore document
be genuine there is ground for interesting research.

With a poet's ingenuity Mr. William Watson endeavours

to show that Nature is on the side of the Boers. He states

this proposition in two verses which appeared in the West-

minster Gazette

:

Past and Peesent.

When lofty Spain came towering up the seas

This little stubborn land to daunt and quell,

The winds of heaven were our auxiliaries.

And smote her that she fell.

Ah, not to-day is Nature on our side

!

The mountains and the rivers are our foe,

And Nature with the heart of man allied

Is hard to overthrow.

The prosaic fact is that the mountains and the rivers

are on the side of those who at a given moment can use

them best. A bolder figure than Mr. Watson's tells us

that the stars fought against Sisera, but the stars only

watched ; and the mountains only wait for the victor's

tread. But let a poet answer a poet. Sir Edwin Arnold has

this gruff " Eeply " to Mr. Watson in the Baily Telegraph :

Imputes he mortal passions to the mountains ?

And, for a party stroke.

Feigns he that water-ways, and river-fountains

Fight for the Boer's ill yoke ?

Enough to answer England's slanderous son.

And brand his calumny,
/ bore her files to battle, every one,

—

Her Lover—Ocean—I

!

A .MINOR mystery of " Hamlet " seems to be cleared up
by a discovery which has just been made at Elsinore, the
scene of the play. An old document has been found in
tlie archives of that ancient seaport setting forth the fact
that in 1585 a wooden fence, which had been put up in the

Lord Eosebeuy has issued his own text of his recent

speech on Cromwell through Messrs. Hatchard's, prefixing

to it the brief and pregnant preface

:

Published in self defence.

The insertion of this remark has reference, no doubt, to the

version of the Cromwell speech already issued by a.

Scottisli linn of publishers, and taken, with ackiiowledg-
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ments, from the Daily News report. A comparison, of the

two versions leavus us in no particular wonder that Lord
Eosebery has taken this course.

The first number of the Unirenal Magazine (Horace
Marshall & Son) contains a vociferous article by Miss
Corelli, entitled " Patriotism— or Self-Advertisement ?

"

We confess to some inability to read this article owing to

the portentous length of Miss Corelli's paragraphs, which
spread like prairies over the pages, relieved only by a

scrub of italics. Miss Corelli is of those who consider

that Mr. Kipling ought to have written finer war verses

than the " Absent-Minded Beggar."

A jeal poem pushed vigorously down the public throat
would have made the public voice sweeter and stronger.

A real poem would not only have built up a Fund, but a
Fame. Instead of degrading " Tommy," it might have
improved and dignified his whole position. . . . "The
Absent-Minded Beggar" stanzas will mark Mr. Kipling's

name with a fatal persistency as long as he lives, cropping
up with an infinite tedium and an exasperating sameness
at every fresh thing he writes ; and let him be wise as

Solon, classic as Virgil, and strong as Samson, he shall

never escape it. Like another sort of "Raven," he shall

see it " sitting, never flitting," on every" bust of Pallas,"

or new work he oifers to the public ; he shall demand of
it, " Take thy beak from out my heart and thy form from
off my door I

" and its reply shall be the one monotonous
devil's croak of " Nevermore I

"

Messrs. Spaldino & Houoe send us " a new and im-
portant work in five volumes." They are entitled Extra
Light Ant. Wove Quad Crown, and we have lovingly

handled them ever since they arrived. Bound strongly in

red cloth, stamped with a heraldic device in gold, and
gilt topped, these volumes are not marred by any im-
pertinent letterpress. The white vacuity of their 320
pages has refreshed our spirits, and inclined our hearts to

the paper trade. Seriously, Messrs. Spalding & Hodge
seem to know how to produce the best kind of book paper,

a paper firm and light, rough enough to please the hand
and eye, yet tractable enough to take photogravures.

Some of the critics have complained that Mr. Benson, in

liis scholarly and interesting rendering of the character of

Henry V., errs in representing him as a markedly religious

character. Mr. H. C. Beaching, in a letter to the Morning
Pout, shows that Mr. Benson had warrant for his reading.
" The key-note of one side of Henry's character," says

Mr. Beeching,

"is struck in that speech to Falttaff with which Henry IV.
closes :

' I know thee not, eld man ; fall to thy prayers.'

And in the play its^-lf there is a great deal of religions

reflection. The ' God of battles ' to whom Henry
throughout appeals is not the ' Dieu de batailles ' by
whom the Constable swears. Many of Henry's clergyK would have been proud if they had originated tlie ad-

Ht niirable saying

:

' There is a soul of goodness in things evil

H Would men obi«-rvingly distil it out."

B- But in case your critic should say that the voice here is

^K Shakespeare's and not Henry's, I would refer him to the
^K ordinance after Agincourt reported in Act IV., which
^^B reveals the mind of a zealot

:

^^Bf ' Be it death proclaimed through our host
^^B To boast of this, or take the praise from God
^m Which is His only.'

"

A KEwsPAPEB devoted to the interests of Free Church-
men, with especial reference to the work and thought of

Congregationaliets, is about to be published. The new
journal will be issued weekly, price one penny. The Eev.
VV. B. Selbie, M.A., of Highgate, will direct the theo-

logical policy of the paper, and with him will be associatod

Mr. Andrew Melrose and Mr. David Williamson, the latter

as general editor.

The Trustees of the British Museum continue to issue

their series of facsimiles of royal, historical, and literary

autographs. Among new reproductions is a fly-leaf in

Izaak Walton's prayer-book which contains the epitapli

which he wrote for his second wife :

A^^ '?''^'
.U.\. •

The epitaph should be read as follows :

Here lyeth buried soe much as could
dye of Ann, the wife of Izaak Walton,

who was
A woman of remarkable prudence,

and
of the primitive pietie.

Her greate and generall knowledg
being adorn'd with such trew humillilir,

and blest with soe much Christian

meckeness, as made her worthy of

a more memorable monument.
She dyed

(,Ala8 ! Alas! that she is ded)
Aprill 17: US&X.

Those counterblasts to "The Man with the Hoe" aie

now disposed of ; the prizes are awarded ; and oblivion

threatens the incident. It will be remembered that Mr.
Edwin Markham's gloomy picture of the toiling agri-

culturalist in his poem, "The Man witli the Hoe," was
resented by one American reader, who wished to see

agriculturalists extolled and felicitated. He offered three

prizes, of 400dols., 20()dol8., and 100 dols., for the three

poetic replies to Mr. Markham's poem which should be
judged best by a committee of three. The competitive

poems were nearly a thousand, of which only a small per-

centage deserved attention. The awards are as follows :

" The Man with the Hoe (A Eeply to Edwin Markham)."
By John Vance Cheney. First prize (400 dole.).

"The Iccapable." By Hamilton Schuyler. Second
prize (200 dols.).

"A Song (In Answer to 'The Man with the Hoe')."
By Kate Masterson. Third prize (100 dpls.).

Will no deft poetic hand give us renderings of the

tanka, those charming old songs collected in Japan eight

hundred years ago under the title of Ilyakunin-isthfi ?

The man who has most right to the honours of the task

is, perhaps. Prof. C. MacCauley, who has been lecturing

on the subject to the Asiatic Society at Tokyo. The
tatika fall into three classes : songs of nature, songs of

sentiment, and songs of love. One tanka tells of lovo

perfected, and is rendered thus by the Professor

:

From .Tsukuba's peak
Falling waters have become

Mina's still, full flow.

So, my love has grown to be
Like the river's (juiet deeps.
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Here is another

:

Like the salt sea-weed
Burning in the evening calm,

On Matsuo's shore.

All my being is aglow,
Waiting one who does Eot c )me.

The question whether it is well to issue a masterpiece

of fiction with a searching critical introduction has not

perhaps ever been debated properly. Obviously both the

author's and the reader's interests are affected, and it may
be injuriously. Mrs. Humphry Ward seems to be con-

scious of a certain demur to her introductions to the novels

of the Bronti'S, for in introducing Emily Bronti-'s novel,

Wuthertng Heights, which forms part of the fifth volume of

the " Haworth " edition, she writes :

When we are under the spell of the Bronte stories we
admire and we protest with almost equal warmth ; we lavish

upon them the same varieties of feeling as the poet, who
brings to his love no cold, monotonous homage, but

—

" praise, blame, kisses, tears, and smiles." For inevitably

the critic's manner catches the freedom of the author's. He
will not hesitate dislike ; snch a mental attitude cannot
maintain itself in the Bronli's' neighbourhood. He will

i>thke when he is hurt, and raise the pii'ans of praise when
he is pleased, with the frankness which such combatants
deseive. In each of her novels, as it were, Charlotte
Bronti' touches the shield of the reader ; she does not woo
or persuade him ; she attacks him, and, complete as his

ultunate surrender may be, he yields fighting. He " will

still be talking," and there is no help for it.

And as regards Wuthering Heights, Mrs. Ward thinks that

criticism has a real work to do with this strange novel.

She quotes Prof. Saintsbury's belief that Emily Bronte's

work has been " extravagantly praised," and Mr. Leslie

Stephen's opinion that Emily Bronte's " feeble grasp upon
external facts makes her book a kind of baseless night-

mare, which we read with wonder and with distressing

curiosity, but with even more pain than pleasure or profit."

Charlotte Bronti' herself wrote of her sister's story with

a certain caution, as did also Mrs. Gaskell. Mrs. Ward
allows much to these and other critics ; but her faith in

Wuthering Heights is stronger than theirs. She says

:

" For the mingling of daring poetry with the easiest and
most masterly command of local truth, for sharpness and
felicity of phrase, for exuberance of creative force, for

invention and freshness of detail, there are few things in

English fiction to match it."

Bibliographical.

Because I happened to say last week that readers and
reviewers " are apt to be bored" by the frequent appear-
ance of the same name on the title-pages of books, a
correspondent, signing himself "The Lobworm," suggests
that I have "let a literary cat out of the bag." Is it

possible, he asks with unconcealed irony, that reviewers
are influenced by names ? And he goes on to propose a

remedy for that evil. "Judges at shows are, or were,

supposed to be in ignorance of the contents of the catalogue
untu the awards were complete. Why not hand over
books to reviewers with no clue to author or publisher
beyond a sealed envelope, 'not to be opened until the
review is written ' ? " An ingenious notion ! but one, I
fear, which would not commend itself either to authors or

to publishers. Authors, I fancy, would rather risk the
possible boredom of the reviewers than always come before
the world in anonymous fashion.

Talking of publishers, I note that an addition has just
been made to the number of publishers who write. Mr.
J. M. Dent himself supplies the editorial introduction to

the reprint of She Stoops to Conquer which he has just

added to his "Temple Classics." Every now and then

somebody revives the cry of " Every author his own
publisher." How very much more to the purpose would
be " Every publisher his own author "

! However, I see

in that suggestion a very real danger for the biblio-

grapher. There is quite enough confusion of names as it

is. I see, for example, that Mr. Charles Dickens, grand-

son of the novelist, has been making a speech at a club

dinner. Now, this gentleman's father was also a Charles

Dickens—" Charles Dickens the Younger," as he sub-

scribed himself. Well, if Charles Dickens the Youngest
should write and publish books, the poor bibliographer of

the future will have three Charles Dickens's to struggle

with—which will be hard upon him.
"Somobody of leisure," I wrote last week, "should

writo an account of English war poetry "
; and now there

comes a "proliminary par" about a collection of war
songs which is shortly to be addod to the " Canterbury
Poets." So far as I know, this will be the first anthology
of the kind. We have had collections of patriotic verse

in which war poetry has been included, but that should

hardly bar the way of the new volume, which will, I hope,

fulfil in all strictness the promise of its title.

" S. G.," writing in the Pall Mall Gazette, says there is a
piece of information which he desires: "Who wrote
' Broken Vows,' the play which was in rehearsal at Mans-
field Park when the august Sir Thomas returned from the

West Indies ? " It is to be feared that this question wUl
not be answered until it can be put to Miss Austen her-

self—not, of course, by " S. G.," if it be true that he has
an objection to meeting the lady in Paradise. A play

called "Broken Vows" was produced in England about
thirty years ago, but that was after Miss Austen's day.

It is a little wonderfiil that there should not have been a

dramatic "Broken Vows" before 1871. "The Broken
Heart " and " The Broken Gold "—Miss Austen may have
heard of the plays so named ; but " Broken Vows " must
have been of her own coinage.

Her Title of Honour has proved, up to now, the most
lasting of the stories of the late Miss Harriett Parr. A
new edition of it appeared so recently as last October.

Next to it, apparently, in popularity are the Legends of
Fairyland, of which there was a reprint in 1897. One
well remembers when this lady's Sylvan HoWs Daughter,

Katie Brande, and so forth, were "books of the day."

Her book of essays, In the Silver -dge, was well worth
reading. It was a good thing that she elected to publish

as "Holme Lee"; otherwise there might have been a
muddle in the public mind between Miss Harriett Parr
and Mrs. Louisa Parr, as there was for a time between
Miss M. B. Edwards and Miss A. B. Edwards.

I notice that Mr. Max Pemberton, in his new story

called Fh, makes a Frenchwoman say to an English girl

:

" Ah, men have so much to live for, child. Your poet

Shakespeare has said it better than you or I will ever say

it. A woman's love is her little kingdom, but the man's
world is very wide." Is it possible that Mr. Pemberton is

under the impression that the lines

—

Man's love is of man's life a thing apart,

'Tis woman's whole existence,

were written by the Bard of Avon ? Or is this only his

exquisitely subtle way of reflecting upon French ignorance

of English literature ?

There have been of late frequent announcements of the

fact that Sir Henry Irving's next production at tlie

Lyceum will be a play dealing with the Massacre of St.

Bartholomew and having Charles IX. for its chief figure.

Nowhere have I seen any reference to the further fact that

the subject was treated by Marlowe in a play, " The
Massacre at Paris," which, however, has come down to us

only in a fragmentary and (as regards the text) corrupt

state. Sir Henry's drama, apparently, is to be an adapta-

tion from the French.
The Bookworm.
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Reviews.

The Trend of Young Verse.

By Shore and Wood. By W. Cuthbertson. (James
Thin.)

Wild Eaen. By George Woodberry. (Macmillan. 5s.)

Without a God. (Kegan Paul.

)

Out of the Nest. By Mary McNeil FenoUosa. (Gay &
Bird.)

Never since the " spacious days of great Elizabeth " has

there been such a widespread spirit of song as now, and
song which quite frequently attains a level that demands
respect. The English language is spread over two hemi-

spheres, and from both this chorus of song arises, thickly

as the voices of a wet morning-grove. For America swells

the cloud of books of verse which descend on the editorial

table. It is easy to sneer at it as "minor poetry," and
set it aside with fine Britannic scorn of anything so super-

fluous as minor poetry—in the disparaging sense to which
the word is now generally confined. Minor poetry in this

sense it is ; that is, work without strong and assured

inspiration and marked originality. Yet it has its im-

portance. Without some such state of widespread impulse

towards song great poets seldom arise. These countless

volumes of verse that annually drift over the land are, if

you please, the dead leaves which quicken the soil of the

poetic year ; and many die that some one or two may grow
lusty and thrive. But they do not die fruitlessly, as the

Philistine would assert ; the poetic soil is the richer for

them, the more likely to fertilise great work. Not to say
that here and there is work which does not all die, which
has its charm for the unhasty reader who takes an interest

in the lesser verse as in the lesser flowers. Wild flowers,

if you will, not garden flowers ; but let us welcome them
with the daisies.

It is interesting, therefore, to note what these dragon-
flies, these many-hued ephemerides of literature, are

endeavouring to accomplish ; interesting, and perhaps
instructive. What common impulse is working in the

singer from ultra-modern America, him who rhymes on
the garden-seat of a London omnibus, and the novice from
the country ? At first sight nothing seems so conspicuous

in this cloud as its many colours, its extreme diversity.

One follows Tennyson, another leans towards Wordsworth,
Eossetti, Swinburne, and endless influences are apparent

as we turn the pages. Undoubtedly that is the case

:

there is no school dominant at present, as Tennyson was
dominant in the earlier Victorian era, and wide indi-

viduality as regards manner and form is a note of this

lesser verse. But yet it is not impossible to arrive at

certain general characters, to educe a ruling tendency

:

these very various poets are more alike than they deem.
Let us take, as a first example, the work of an American
lady with the curious name of Mary McNeil FenoUosa.
Two of the very best of these recent volumes, by the way,
are American. This lady's poems are notable in two
ways. In the first place much of them is remarkably
good ; in the second place, more than half of them are

concerned with Japan. They are the records of an
American woman's residence in that delightful country,

and gain all the novelty of Japanese scenery, which yet is

not too novel—an important consideration as regards the

theme of verse. Her work is full of promise, and contains

some excellent performance. She has sensitive observation,

a gift of really original fancy, and a rich and cultivated

diction, more classic than is usual in female poets. These
qualities she has applied to the illustration of a country
which is ready-made poetry, poetry asking but to be
gathered ; and the result is full of delicacy and charm.

Hera is her vignette of " Midsummer in Tokio" :

A copper sky, grey-veiled in heated mist,

Blue roofs, white-ribbed, and clumps of sullen trees

Set close for shade, and dark with purple gloom !

The long straight moats gleam dully, set between
Stone-patient walls, whose mossy crests are twined
With forms of crouching dragons, pines that writhe
Eed-sealed and rough, with fins of living green.
A crow beats heavily through the diluted air.

Aimless with years, and vaguely bound to lip

The ancient castle-gate, black-peaked and tall.

Lone sentry at the portal of the past.

Silence has slept, but from the infrequent grass
Comes prickling mist of myriad tiny sounds

;

For there the cicadffl, those little men,
Sit twirling summer through shrill reels of song.
Off in the busy town the streets lie bare

;

But under booths of straw old dames sell fruit

And many a cooling drink. There children play
More quiet for the heat, or, drooped like flowers,

Sleep in the doors with little faces flashed.
In long straight rows the nerveless willows stand.
Weeping green rain that never falls to earth

;

While, piercing down the vista, comes a sound.
The keen, recurrent, many-fluted cry
Of Amma San, a human cicada.

O'er street, and moat, and granite-castled isle

The dusty glare of muffled light has crept,

And choked the world with languor, till the soul
Stirs panting, like the air's white flames that rise

Made visible with tremor. Then is blown,
Ci oling the air with shaded petal-wave.<i.

The great sound-blossom of a temple-bell.

It is in such impressions as this that Miss FenoUosa
shows best, for she has no power of passion. You note
the choice diction, the happiness of expression culminating
in such a line as :

Sit twirling summer through shrill reels of song.

It shows also the writer's weakness : she is not artistic,

she is deficient in selection, compression, and sense of
form. Such a line as

Under booths of straw old dames sell fruit

And mauy a cooling drink,

is prosaic and were better away ; while the whole descrip'

tion is too resolved and categorical in its detail. But
despite aU defects, it makes you feel and see the sultry

Japanese town. Here is a sonnet on " Fujisan from
Enoshima "

:

thou divine, remote, ineff'able t

Thou cone of visions based on level sea.

Thou ache of joy in pale eternity.

Thou gleaming pearl in night's encrusted shell.

Thou frozen ghost, thou crystal citadel.

Heart-hushed I gaze, until there seems to be
Nothing in heaven or earth, but thee and me,
1 the faint echo, thou the crystal bell

!

Time rolls beneath me, as the waves' long foam,
And thoughts, as drifting weeds, float vaguely by.

Leaving my ransomed soul to flU the dome
Which curves, by day, thy cloud-fringed canopy.

Measured by gods, I draw my human height

;

Then hide me weeping, I have faced the height

!

It is a far enough cry, apparently, from this lady to Mr.
W. Cuthbertson, the best pieces in whose By Shore and
Wood are ballades, rondeaus, and the like, couched in the
lighter vein. Whether angling and golf have yet had
their baUade we do not know ; but Mr. Cuthbertson, at

any rate, gives us both. His " Ballade of an Angler" is

pleasantly touched.

When winds are breathing faint perfume,
And crimson tints the eastern skies.

When like a spectre from the tomb
The wan moon slowly fades and dies,
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When overhead the skylarks rise,

Aud love-notes from the willo*8 steal

:

This is the melody I prize,

The music of the ringing reel.

When overhead the pine-lrees gloom,
Where fitfully the low wind sighs

—

The woof that threads the river's loom

—

While o'er its face the swallow flies,

I mark the Jioou's halt-sleepy eyes,

The murmutiug river's wash I feel.

And hear, while sink the deadly flies,

The music of the ringing reoV

When from afar the bittern's boom
Sweeps weirdly, and the landrail's cries

Come harshly, when the cornflowers bloom.
Like never-ceasing threnodies.

When o'er the darkened river flies

Mv careful cast ; to cheer my zeal

There comes a note of sweet surprise,

The music of the ringing reel.

Envov.

rrino", howc'er grey or bright the skies

At morn or noon or night may steal

Their onward way, I only prize

Tne music of the ringing reel.

Alien enough tliose graceful dexterities from the muse of

the lady of Japan, you think
;

particularly when Mr.
Cuthbertson sings of tobacco—as he does sing—and his
" triolet " we may quote

:

There's no tobacco like Perique
Of all that's brought across the ocean

;

From Galveston to Chesapeake,
Tlicre's no tobacco like Perique.

To praise it you will find a week
A space too short for your devotion.

There's no tobacco like Perique,

Of all that's brought across the ocean.

Yet under the wide difference of form there is a likeness

between the two. Both are impressionistic, both are busy
with nothing but the eil'ect of nature—or tobacco—upon
themselves. Tlie more one examines, the more is this

seen to be a common note of all these younger singers.

With most tlio interest is nature, with some it is life

;

but all present to nature and life a purely passive attitude,

t'loy face them sensitively only. Take up Mr. George
Woodborry's TFild Eden and you find the same trait.

This richly-coloured picture gives us the purely .impres-
sionistic note again

:

One rich hollyhock warden.
High in the midsummer garden.
Motionless points its blossoming apear
Up to the honey-pale, a'nber-clear
Dome of the golden atmosphere.
Shut aloft by the foliage-wall
Linden, rock-maple, elms over all.

Embowering, umbragi'ous, massive, tall.

That make of the garden a little dell,

A place of slumber for blade and bell

—

Of sleep and circumambient peace.
From the crimson hollyhock's flowered spire
To the one deep rose-plume drifting tire.

Where, duskily seen as the shades increase,
'Mid molten flakes of breaking fleece.

And trcllisfd with many a fading spark,
Through her summer-lattice peers the dark.

Yes, ull these young men and. maidens, as with one
consent, are making sensitised plates of themselves

;

observing, feeling, reproducing, and no more. Therewith
is another and kindred symptom — the disappearance of
the "message." We note one poet, who publishes
anonymously with Messrs. Kegan Paul an appallingly long
and most contentedly an<l conscientiously prosaic poem,
Without a God, which is a kind of autobiographic novel in
verse, and deals with the development of an individual
Boul, from the Agnostic standpoint. But the bulk care for

none of these things, and have no thought of a teaching
function in themselves. The "message " is not in season,
that is clear. This universal preoccupation with the
merely sensitive side of poetry is not quite a thing for
congratulation. It may be pardoned, on the ground that
it is the least ambitious way of writing. It is eminently
feminine, and, therefore, it is not surprising that women
are well to the front among these younger poets. In some
of the female writers there is a pathetic and wistful
consciousness of limited faculty, which does not go beyond
the detailed sense that life is bitter, or life is sweet. One
woxild not have these strain their throats. But in itself

the tendency to resolve poetry into a study of sensations is

regrettable—a vast abnegation of the greatest potentiali-

ties of English song. Thought and intellect disappear; of
the Wordsworthian tradition but the husk remains, with-
out the life-giving soul. Yet, consciously or unconsciously,
the various flight of " new poets " are all in substance
impressionist—though you may search far for the delicate

methods of the French school which writes that title on its

banners. And a proportion of them, as we have gratefully
admitted and recognised, produce work having distinct

appeal and quality, though they may have far to go along
the difficult way of perfection. On the meanings of life

their voice is weak and uncertain, if that trouble them at
all : they have gone far from the day of In Memoriam, still

further from the day of Browning. And since they are
content with

The little life of bank and briar,

it is ungrateful to ask them for more than they offer.

The Ox and the Corn.

First Principles in Politics.

(John Murray. 148.)

By William Samuel Lilly.

Mr. Lilly opens his treatise with what looks like a
paradox. From the general mind of to-day, he tells us,

the idea of law is almost unseated. We had supposed

—

the opinion is in the air—that now at last, for the first

time, the popular mind had embraced the conviction that
things which happen, probably or improbably, happen in

subjection to law. But he makes good his pretension.

It is true, no doubt, that in the realm of physical phe-
nomena we ordinary men do at last understand that the
sun is not arbitrarily eclipsed, that the weather is not
altogether fortuitous, and that our Sodoms and Gomorrahs,
when they happen upon cyclones and earthquakes, are
not by their sins the immediate cause of those shocking
cataclysms. But Mr. Lilly very well points out that, in

the ultimate signification, the sequence of cause and effect

among physicad phenomena does not properly contain that

which law connotes : for necessity has no place in pure
physics

; it is not, for instance, of necessity that material
bodies attract each other according to a certain familiar

formula. It merely happens. Necessity can be connoted
properly only in the region beyond the physical. Law is

metaphysical, for law is a function of reason ; and it is

to the devotion of tlie world to what is called physical

science that the general obscuration of the idea of law
sensu stricto may be traced.

Particularly in matters i)olitic is this exemplified. " My
dear fellow," said a contemporary to Mr. Lilly, "... there

are no first principles in politics, or last principles

;

there are no principles at all, and no laws giving expression

to principles ; it is a mere matter of expediency, of utility,

of convention, of self-interest." This was the voice of the

Zeitgeist. And over against it he entrenches himself.
" Nothing is that errs from law "—law tliat, in the

order of thought, precedes all its manifestations, the first

fact of the universe. Upon that principle—not upon the

principle of might, or of utility, or of self-interest—the
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State is built up, differing thus from the comities of

beasts—of wolves, of bees, of ants. For man is rational

;

therefore is free-willed ; and because he is free of will, can
do justice or refrain.

Justice recognises the rights of the individual. The
individual demands freedom ; and, with proper limitations,

Justice renders it to him, in four manifestations. He
lins the right to exist, limited by the duty of labour.

He has an indefeasible right to live out his own life,

to determine the use of his own faculties, so that they
be innocuously energised. He has a right to hold what
lie gets or acquires, so that he hold it, in some sense, for

the benefit of his brethren. Finally, in proportion to his

aptitude, he has a right to a share in the legislation and
administration of his country.

So far we go whole-heartedly with Mr. Lilly ; it is

agreeable to find a man who in these days cares to set

forth his convictions on a broad a priori basis. The rest

of his work is concerned with the application of his prin-

ciples to the difficult details of our complex social environ-

ment ; and it does seem, despite our prepossession by his

calm and philosophic prolegomena, as though in the

questions of Strikes and Rings, of Trade Unions and Lock-
outs, he leaves matters very much where he found them.
Thus the old—the antiquated—theories of the school

that grew out of the masterpiece of Adam Smith had at

least the merit of an imimpeachable logic. Granted the
laws of Supply and Demand, of the Higgling of the
Market, and the rest, the conclusion that prosperity

depended absolutely and solely upon the strife between
individuals and the bare survival of the fittest, did in-

exorably follow. But now, when the Shaftesburys and
Euskins have rendered intolerable to the humane observer
the hideous cruelties which, in the name of Political

Economy, must necessarily accompany the process of its

actualisation, we find ourselves left, in effect—whatever
may be our theories—in the dusk of haphazard. What,
for instance, could be more futile than Carlyle's " A fair

day's wage for a fair day's work is as just a demand as

governed men ever made of governing ; it is the ever-

lasting right of men"? "Fair"—it begs the whole
question. Of course, a fair wage is a just demand : what
the new political economy has to settle is precisely what is

a fair wage, and upon what principles it must be deter-

mined. The gentle Pope's " It is a dictate of nature,

more authoritative and more ancient than any contract

between man and man, that the remuneration of the
labourer must be sufficient to support him in reasonable
and frugal comfort " is less vague, and proportionately
less certain. For not seldom it happens that labour,

eating and drinking as it goes, is found at the last to have
produced nothing—or less. Surely, nature's recompense
in such case would be famine.
The fact is, that there remains still room for an economy

which shall formulate, upon a basis of reason and justice,

the proportions according to which the accumulations of

thrift, on the one hand, and, on the other, the industry
and skill of labour, may rightly divide their increment.

I

Milton's Quaker Friend.

T/te History of the Life of Thomas Elwood. New Edition.

Edited by C. G. Crump. (Methuen & Co. 63.)

TnoMAS Elwooi) hardly ranks among the fathers of

Quakerism. Not his, of course, were the spiritual

fountains which welled up in George Fox ; a comparison
between these men wouhl be absurd. But his name
cannot be written alongside the learned Barclay, the

sagacious Penn, or the patriarchal Isaac Penington. He
was no son of thunder, able to control the London mob,
like Edward Burrough ; and he left no pages which
Charles Lamb could pore over with the rapture he

bestowed on those of the mild Dewsbury. Men as little

known as Francis Howgill and Eichard Hubberthorne
were spiritual giants compared with Elwood. The eloquence
of these fulmined over England, and made the Quakers
a host of many times ten thousand ; they were live coals

from the altar. Unlike theirs, Elwood's books have no
prophetic fire, no Davidean tears. His journal is an airy
book, quaint, vivid, important by chance. This being so,

we think that Mr. Crump, to whom we are entirely grateful
for a correct text of Elwood's book, might have intro-

duced his hero in a lighter manner. His Introduction is

a capital resume of the history and social conditions of
early Quakerism, but it is serious and complete enough to
usher in a new edition of George Fox's Journal—a work
compared with which Elwood's is froth.

Elwood's com ersion to Quakerism was in this wise.
His father had stinted his education in favour of an
elder brother, and the result was that Thomas lived in
genteel idleness at home, attending his father, who was
a justice of the peace, to the Petty Sessions, and aimlessly
enjoying country life. Meanwhile a friend of the family,
Lady Springett, a sprightly widow with a sprightlier
daughter—the historic Guli who afterwards became the
wife of William Penn—had married Isaac Penington, and
was newly settled with her husband and her daughter Guli
(Springett) at Chalfont, only fifteen miles from the
Elwoods. What was more natural than that Justice
Elwood and his son Thomas should saddle their horses,
and go cantering into Bucks to visit their friends ? It
would have been less natural if they had known that the
Peningtons had become Quakers, but in blissful ignorance
of this they rode up to the door with light words of
greeting on their lips. Their disillusionment was sudden
and complete. " So great a change from a free debonnair
and courtly sort of behaviour . . . did not a little amuse
us, and disappoint our expectation of such a pleasant visit

as we used to have."
Young Elwood was fascinated by the Quaker rule, and

began to visit the Peningtons on his own account. Lapped
in Quaker kindness, and wanting an aim, he became a
Quaker. He soon came to London, and was entangled in
the nets of persecution which filled Bridewell and Newgate
with inoffensive Quakers. Elwood's Newgate scenes are
vivid and valuable ; but the salt of his journal is in its

earlier chapters, in which we see the impact of Quakerism
on a family of social position. It is also to be found in
the story of Elwood's connexion with John Milton, which
he recounts sparingly, and drops as a " digression." It
was as a young Quaker anxious to repair the defects in
his education that Elwood was introduced to the poet, in
London, in the capacity of a reader and pupil.

I . . . took myself a lodging ... as near to his
house (which was then in Jewyn-street) as conveniently as
I could, and from thenceforward went every day in the
afternoon, except on the first days of the week, and sitting
by him in his diuing-room read to him in such books in
the Latin tongue as he pleased to hear me read. At my
first sitting to read to him, observing that I used the
English pronunciation, he told me, if I would have the
benefit of the Latin tongue, not only to read and under-
stand Latin authors, but to converse with foreigners either
abroad or at home, I must learn the foreign pronunciation.
To this I consented, he instructing me how to sound the
vowels ; so different from the common pronunciation used
by the Enghsh, who speak Anglice their Latin.

Elwood's simplicity, his well-bred, candid address, and his

earnestness in religion won upon the poet. The casual
relation quickly warmed to friendship, and when Milton
wished to leave London during the Plague it was Elwood
who took " a pretty box " for him near Chalfont. And
here, visiting the poet, Elwood was banded the MS. of

Paradise Lost by Milton himself

:

He asked me how I liked it and what I thought of it,

which I modestly but freely told him, and after some dis-

course about it, I pleasantly eaid to him :
" Thou hast said
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mush here of ' Paradise Lost,' but what hast thou to say
of ' Parddise Found '

't
" He made uie no answer, but sat

some time in a muse ; then broke off that discourse, and
fell u]>'.>u auother subject.

After the sickness was over, and the city well cleansed

and become safely habitable again, be returued thither.

And when afterwards I wont to wait on him there, which
I seldom failed of doing whenever my occasions drew me
to London, he showed me his second poem, called " Para-
dise Kegained," and with a pleasant tone said to me

:

" This is owing to you, for you put it into my head by the
question you put to me at Chalfont, which before I had
not thought of."

That scene and dialogue are Elwood's patent of immor-
tality. Yet one must allow a closer significance to the

forgotten "Testimony of the Monthly Meeting at Hunger-
hiU": " He was a man of very acceptable and agreeable

conversation, as well as sober and religious . . . his

memorial is sweet to us."

Tabulated Hysterics.

7'Ao Pfi/chology of Religion. By E. D. Starbuck. (Walter
Scott.)

In outward aspect this work is commonplace enough ; to

the ordinary reader it will not make an immediate appeal.

But on opening it we found oiirselves face to face with a new
departure, and in ten minutes had decided that it was one of

the most astonishing books of the day. For Dr. Starbuck,
wishing to probe the religious experiences of his fellow-

creatures, has adopted a method which, though fairly

common in America, has not yet taken firm hold on Eng-
lish prejudices. He has "circularised" a large number
of people, setting them certain questions to answer as to

their age and weight, their mental and physical symptoms
before, during, and after conversion ; and, curiously

enough, he obtained quite a number of answers. " What
circumstances and experiences preceded conversion ? " asks
Dr. Starbuck ;

" any sense of depression, smothering,
fainting, loss of sleep and appetite?" "How did relief

come ? " he continues. " What were your feelings after the
crisis—sense of bodily lightness, weeping, laughing?"
And so on up to Question Eleven. Fearing to miss a
single pang. Dr. Starbuck adds: "State a few bottom
truths embodying your own deepest feelings."

The questions were addressed mostly to Americans, and
among the replies were bottom truths from Episcopalians,

Presbyterians, Baptists, Negroes, Japanese, and one
Hawaiian. Knowing the difficulty of skimming the merest
froth of thought, one sympathises with the solitary

Hawaiian trying to state a bottom truth about his deepest
"feelings.

But this represents only the beginning of Dr. Starbuck's
labours. Having obtained replies from 120 females and
72 males, he set himself to make deductions from those
answers, and having collated the results, the weights, the
ages, the sexes, the loss of appetite, the insomnia of
the converts, he has set forth a series of tables
in which we have as clear a view of the " conversion-
curves" as the Meteorological Office gives us of the rise

and fall of the barometer. The age curve, for example,
shows us conversions starting at seven years, and mount-
ing gradually till it reaches its x;ulminating point at six-

teen. But the curve differs iil the cases of males and
females. "Among the females there are two tidal waves
of religious awakening at about 13 and 16, followed by a
less significant period at 18; while among the males the
great wave is at about 16, preceded by a wavelet at 12,
and followed by a surging up at 18 or 19." And the
chart gives evidence that if a man is not converted by his
twenty-third birthday he runs very small risk of being
converted at all. Moreover, the height and weight chart
gives practically the same results. For "during the

period of most rapidly bodily growth is the time when con-
version is most likely to occur." This is only what might
have been expected A priori, for the age of puberty is, of
course, the period at which the angel stirs the pool of
emotion. But it is when he comes to the bottom truths
that Dr. Starbuck is most interesting, for the replies he
obtained do not by any means err on the side of reticence,
and one would have recommended a doctor rather than a
camp-meeting revivalist for the treatment of the symptoms
described. "Loss of sleep or appetite" is pretty evenly
distributed between the sexes, but "weeping" was
naturally a predominant feminine symptom. It is not easy
to conjecture why the number of males who were afflicted

with temporary deafness before conversion should more
than double that of the females, though we might hazard
a reason to explain the fact that these premonitory
symptoms last with a youth nearly three times as long as
they last with a g^rl.

In justice to Dr. Starbuck, we should state that ho treats

his subject with perfect gravity. But it is rather startling

to find the emotional experiences which most people regard
as too sacred for open discussion set forth like the rise

and fall of market prices. Nor can we admit that he has
added anything to our sum of knowledge. We all know
that the phenomenon called " conversion " by revivab'st

preachers is a sort of hysterical outburst which is likely

to occur at the moment when the child becomes an adult

;

nor do we need bottom truths from Hawaii to teach us
that.

From Oxford.

Nova Anthologia Oxoniensis. Edited by Robinson Ellis,

M.A., and A. D. Godley, M.A. (Clarendon Press.)

The power to write a neat copy of elegiacs or iambics is

no longer regarded as the crown and coping-stone of a
liberal education. Doubtless this is as it should be.

Philology, archaeology, palppography, and a dozen other
interests have stepped in to fill the vacant place, and it is

in every way better that the student should read his

Greek and Latin texts largely, with some thought for

the ideas which they convey and the modes of life which
they mirror, than that he should spend his time in learning
to reproduce, however faithfully, the diction and the

prosody of a somewhat arbitrarily determined " classical

"

period. Even style he will probably learn better, so far

as it is to be learnt at all, from attempts to express him-
self in his own tongue than in .any other way. Verse
composition is an accomplishment, a pretty trick of the

finished scholar : it is not an instrument of education.

As an accomplishment, however, we hope it may flourish

long
; and that it still does flourish, at Oxford at least, the

elegant little volume before us is sufficient witness. The
contributors are some fifty in number, and their University
careers must cover among them about as many years. At
one end of the series comes the late Master of BaUiol, the

only one of the company, we fancy, who is not still living

;

at the other Mr. J. S. Phillimore, the recently appointed
and very young Professor of Greek at Glasgow. A few
among them have attained to distinction in other than
academic fields. Does Sir Alfred Milner, in the heat and
dust of South African controversy, recall his " Kubla
Khan " in VirgiUan hexameters ?

—

And midst this tumult Eubla beard from far

Ancestral voices prophesying war.

At louge resonare audivit avitaa

JEaeas voces, cortum et praedicere bellum.

The average level of merit seems to us at least up to that

of any similar volume of the same kind with which we are

acquainted. One or two of the writers deal with their

difficulties rather cavalierly. The special point of "left
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the daisies rosy " is missed when it is turned into " left the

lilies red behind her." On the other hand there are some
who are remarkably successful not merely in translating

the words of their texts, but in preserving much of the

atmosphere and poetic quality. In Latin we should single

out the President of Magdalen's version of Tennyson's

Invitation to the Isle of Wight

:

You'll have no scandal while you dine,

But honest talk and wholesome wine,

And only hear the magpie gossip
Garrulous under a roof of pine.

Nil cenam tibi condiet malign!
Sed sal candidior. salubre vinum,
Et solus prope fabulator aves
Pinus culmine tectus increpabit.

Al^o Prof. Phillimore's really charming bits from
" Thyrsis " and " The Scholar Gipsy "

:

Shepherds had met him on the Hurst in spring

:

At some lone alehouse iu the Berkshire moors*
Or the warm ingle-bench, the smock-froeked boors

Had found him seated at their entering.

But, mid their drink and clatter he would fly

:

lUam vere novo pastores colle vagantem,
Ilium cinctutos petereut cum nocte Sabinis

Montibus hosp tium, sola invenisee taberna
Agricolas, sella ante Lares Vestamque sedentem

:

Mox fugere elapsum turba strepituque bibentum.

Also almost any of Prof. Eobinson Ellis's renderings into

Latin lyrical metres. Perhaps the happiest is from Ben
Jonson

:

See, see, her sceptre and her crown
Are all of flame, aod from her gown
A train of light comes waving down.

Sceptrum cernitis ut vomat
Ignis flammifero cum diademate '(

Ut de veste tremens deae
Decurrat liquidi fascia luminis.

In Greek Prof. Murray's choric ode and his Theocritean
hexameters are admirable and ingenious : but best of all

we think are Mr. Arthur Sidgwick's true and poignant
renderings from Browning. Both " Never any more " and
" O lyric love " are as good as they can be. And Browning's
very modern subtlety must, so far as difficulty goes, be at
quite the opposite pole from, say, " Samson Agonistes " or
"Sohrab and Eustum." The absence of any index to the
work of the different translators is most irritating.

By Alfred Kinnear.

South Africa and the War: II.

The War in South Africa : its Cauies and Effects. By
J. A. Hobson. (Nisbet & Co. Ts. Cd. net.)

The Death or Glory Boys. By D. H. Parry. (Cassell & Co.)

To Modder River with Methuen.

(Arrowsmith. Is.)

Two Million Civilian Soldiers of the Queen, and IIow to Raise
Them. By Richard Bennett. (Simpkin, Marshall. 6d.)

Mr. Hobson is on the side of the Boers, but he expounds
their case so temperately that the most imperialist reader
will find his book helpful. Indeed, all through these pages
there is a see-saw of statement and admission which pro-
duces thought rather than conviction. Mr. Hobson writes
with knowledge derived from a visit to South Africa in the
summer and autumn of last year. His opportunities for

studying the political situation were specially good : he
was at Pretoria during the critical negotiations, at Bloem-
fontein when the Free State resolved to stand by the
Transvaal, and at Cape Town when the first shot was
fired. He talked with prominent men in the two Re-

publics and in the Colony, and that he made the most
of his time is clear ; still it is necessary to point out

that a knowledge of South African politics acquired in

a few months can hardly be profound. Mr. Hobson says

many striking things, but he reveals the timidity of an
honest learner rather than the assurance of a ripened

student. Take Mr. Hobson's character-sketch of Mr.
KJruger. On one page we are told that a perfectly sound
explanation of his wealth is found in his legitimate land

operations. On another we have this cautious passage :

It is idle to shirk the accusations brought against the

President ; they are not merely the vague whispers of

agitators on the Rand. Many Transvaalers not hottile to

the general policy of Mr. Kruger are evidently staggered
and perplexed by certain aspects of that policy and certain

incidents in his career. Enemies b Idly cast in his tet th
persoLal corruption, insisting 1 hit he has taken largo sums
of money, not merely for the dynamite, but for other
concessions and dealings ; that he has allowed some
members of his family and a little clique of personal
friends to enrich themselves by abuse of i fticial power and
by lobbying. Upon ihis matter I have probed many well-

informed persons, and can get no sure conclusion. One
thing is certain, that Kruger has not what we should call

a "nice sense of honour" in these matters. The case of

the Salati Railway is conclusive on this point.

Again in his analysis of the Outlanders' motives we have a
double-action sentence like this :

Many of these men, as I shall show, were chiefly

prompted by purely selfish motives, which would ulti-

mately lead them to use politics against the common
weal ; but some were moved by a genuine interest in the

cause of good government, quickened by the irritation

which a sharp-witted business man feels when ho sees

incompetent people round him muddling things and
wasting the public resources.

And when Mr. Hobson comes to the question of official

corruption, he gives facts, puts in demurs, redistributes

blame. But the same frank admission comes: "There
does exist a corrupt gang at Pretoria." Then as to the

aims of the war. Mr. Hobson thinks that in effect " we
are fighting in order to place a small international

oligarchy of mine-owners and speculators in power at

Pretoria." We feel very sure that if such motives

prompted the war, quite other motives will be enlisted in

settling the country after a costly victory. But even Mr.
Hobson admits that this international oligarchy—which
we believe to have no future existence—"may be better

for the country and for the world than the present or any
other rule." Mr. Hobson's honesty may weaken his

argument, but it is not wasted. His exposition of the

state of affairs in South Africa, as he sees it, should sow
valuable and humane ideas in the minds of those who read
his book.

A handy addition to regimental histories is that of the

17th Lancers, otherwise the "Death or Glory Boys."
The regiment, which is one of the smartest and most
famous of the British cavalry, was raised in 17.59 by
Colonel John Hale, the friend of Wolfe, who took the

despatches home after the fall of Quebec, and as a reward
for his services was allowed to raise and command a
regiment of light horse. Colonel Hale was not long in

getting to work, as in 1761 a draft of the regiment was
sent to Germany to serve under the celebrated Marquess
of Granby and Prince Ferdinand. In 1775 it went to

America, where it fought in most of the actions in the

American War, returning home in 1787. In 1795-96 it

was in the West Indies, in 1806-7 in South America,
and from 1810 to 1820 in India. Later on it served

through the Crimean War, taking part in the famous
charge of the Light Brigade, the Mutiny, and the Zulu
and Afghan campaigns. Such a roll of services deserves

a vates sacer, and Mr. Parry has accordingly produced a

work which will be read with interest even by those who
have never had the honour of serving under the skull
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nnd croFKl>one8. Of coiirsp, Mr, I'orry's book is a mere
tender to the Hon. J. F<jrtescue'8 standard llintory of the

\'th Lanctri, puLlisbed boiue years ago. But the 17th is

a regiment worsliipped of the people, and the price of Mr.
Fortosoue's book soared above the ordinary pocket.

We hope that the desire to be early in the field with war
books will not be responsible for much writing so undis-

tinguished as IVfr. Kinnear's. The following sentences,

witli the amazing printer's bungle at the end, are not un-
typical of tliis hasty newspaper performance

:

The losses iimongst the rankers have proved so heavy,
however, that I am afraid to think of the track of sorrow
that must follow the return of the Brigade to the Metro-
polis. I draw a decent veil over the sickening anxiety of
the girls of the perambulator of the Bird Cage Walk and
the Green Park. Many of these young ladies, wheeling
their infantile charges in all innocence of the losses they
have Mistaiued, will look, and look in vain, for the once
familiar faces, as I have said in detail, my friends the
Guards held Methuen's right, and assiettd in hurling the
Boers slowly across the river.

Mr. Kinnear's book has its better and more informing
jiages, but haste mars it throughout.

Compulsory service in the A'olunteer forces, as these are

at present constituted, is suggested by Mr. Richard Bennett
as the remedy for our unpreparodness for a great war.
Every youth of eighteen years would, under Mr. Bennett's
scheme, be compelled to join the local equivalent of the
present Volunteer corps ; and the author calculates that

this diluted form of conscription would yield a splendid
civilian army of two millions.

Other New Books.
Nigeria. By Canok Robinson.

Canon Robinson, who is Canon Missioner of Ripon and
Lecturer in Hausa in the University of Cambridge, here
gives the results of his recent journeys among the Hausa
people in the Western Soudan. His volume, both for its

ethnological value and as an entertaining account of some
of the myriad inhabitants of our new protectorate, should
find many readers. It will perhaps be particularly in-

teresting to those spectators of the Diamond Jubilee pro-
cession who were struck by the fine military fitness of the
Hausa troops. The Hausas, of course, are not to be
classed with savages in the ordinary use of the word :

they are Mohammedans for the most part, and do not
lack for good sense. Indeed, Canon Robinson, who comes
to these people with much sympathy and a singularly
broad mind, admits the impaue into which their questions
occasionally led him. Once, for example, he was suggest-
ing to a native the undesirability of the Prophet's law
permitting four wives to each man. " The argument
which he used," says the Canon, "was one to which it

seemed impossible to suggest any reply " : he held up
his hand and drew attention to the fact that God had made
it as a pattern of human society—as He had united ono
thumb to four fingers so He intended one man to be united
to four wives. Another native—a boy—after being care-
fully instructed as to his divine origin, asked if God
("Up-Up") had also made the mosquito ("buz-buz").
The missionary hastened to say that He had. "Then,"
said the boy, " why does Up-Up let the buz-buz eat me ?

"

There is, of course, a reply to this question, but it seems
to be efficacious and satisfying only among more civilised
querists. Some of the quotations from Hausa poets which
Canon Robinson gives seem to suggest that there is ' as
much moral wisdom among this nation as need be, and
example and practice alone are required from us. These
are fair specimens of the Hausas' higher sententiousness

:

"This life is a sowing-place for the next; all who sow
good deeds will behold the great city."

" Whoever chooses this world rejects the choice of the

next; Le beizes one cowrie, but loses two thousanl
cowries."
'Wc liiive a journey before us which caunot be put

usidfl, whether you are prepared or uupiepared,
Whether by night or just before the dtwu, or in Ihe

morning when the sun has risen."

But in certain practical matters the Hausas are less
happily inspired. For instance, they will not eat eggs,
the reason being that if the egg were left it would become
a fowl, and that would make a much better meal. A very
agreeable book. (Marshall. Ss. net.)

The Earl ok Bbaconsfield. By Harold E. Gokst.

The new volume in the curiously various and compre-
hensive " Victorian Era " series. If we say of Mr. Gorst's
book that it is a useful guide to Disraeli's career, we
shall, perhaps, be expressing the case fully enough ; for
it is much more that than a guide to Disraeli himself.
To penetrate that impassive Eastern exterior and lay bare
the very man requires gifts of a different order from those
exhibited in this work. But so far as it goes, the mono-
gfraph is praiseworthy, although the author's view has
not the largeness we should have liked. He is a partisan
too steadily. For Mr. Gladstone and all his ways he has
profound disdain, and no opportunity is lost of aggrandis-
ing Disraeli at the expense of his great opponent. An
historian of nicer perception would have known that this

is unnecessary : neither man was invariably right or wrong,
and Disraeli would lose nothing by an insistence on certain
of his faults. From the very first—when he went to the
theatre in velvet, carried a tasseled cane, cultivated a
bunch of ringlets over his left cheek, and wore his rings
outside his gloves—a 'glamour settled upon Disraeli's

personality ; but it has changed in character since his

death, and no one would be more amused than he to view
the reverence, almost as for a saint, in which his name is

now held by certain of the young Tory school—an emotion
which will only be fostered by Mr. Gorst's book. For good
Imperialists to venerate Disraeli's later policy and deeds
is only right ; but there is no call to drop the voice when
they speak of him. He was too humorous, too cynical,

too Oriental a man for that. With all his admiration,
Mr. Gorst does not, even politically, make so much of his

hero as ho might. For instance, the very interesting and
characteristic story of the acquisition of the Suez Canal
shares is not told — a story in which Disraeli plays a
brilliant part. On Disraeli's social side the book is weak

:

considering that his letter to Carlyle (his old enemy),
offering him a jjension, is described as exquisite in its

delicacy, it ought to have been given, it only as an illus-

tration of Disraeli's epistolary tact. And why did not Mr.
Gorst find room for that perfect comparison of Gladstone
and Disraeli which was produced at Chelsea in one of the
old critic's more inspired sardonic moods ? It is true that
it hits Disraeli rather hard, but Mr. Gorst would have
had the satisfaction of knowing that it hit Gladstone
harder. (Blackie. 28. Cd.)

Old Friends at Cambridge. By J. Willis Clark.

Mr. Clark tells us that this volume must take the place
—at any rate for the present—of that volume of Recollec-
tions or Memoirs which frequently he has been urged to

write. It is not, we fear, a very good substitute. The
recollections of the Registrar of the University of Cam-
bridge—one who has known most of her sons for the
past half century, and is himself among the most zealous
of them—would certainly be more to the point than a collec-

tion of reviews and biographical notices reprinted from
the Church Quarterly and the Saturday. The book is in-

teresting, for it deals, among others, with Whewell and
Thirlwall, Lord Houghton and Henry Bradshaw, E. H.
Palmer and Richard Owen ; but it lacks the personal charac-

ter which we have the right to expect from a work entitled

Old Friends at Camhridge, Mr. Clark suppresses himself
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totally. Instead of the record of liis own friendships, the

book might be merely the fruit of perusal as critic of the

biographies of these men as they have appeared. Bishop
Thirlwall, for example, Mr. Clark says he never even saw.

More, the articles, with the exception of that on
Whewell—the best of them—have been printed almost as

they were written, at periods ranging from seventeen to

four 3-ears ago ; which means that much interesting infor-

mation that has since come to light—and we are always
collecting new data about notable men in whom we take

an interest—has been disregarded ; while in not every case

have what Mr. Clark calls the obvious and necessary cor-

rections been made, for the author of the Life of Prof.

Palmer is alluded to throughout as Mr. Besant, although

he has been a knight since 1895. In short, we cannot help

looking upon this book as rather a scamped performance.

With the expenditure of more thought it might have been

a real biographical treasury—not, perhaps, worthy to stand

beside Dean Burgon's Twelve Good Men, for Mr. Clark

lacks the required temperament, but worthy of an adjacent

place.

We cannot find anything that is very quotable, but the

story which Mr. Clark repeats of WhewoU's indifference

as a tutor may bf new to our readers. Whewell took his

duties very lightly, and considered the whole thing a bore

and an interference ; so much so, that it is alleged of him
that among a list of pupils which he once gave to his

servant to bid to a wine party after Hall was an under-

graduate who had been dead some weeks. '" Mr. Smith,

sir? Why, he died last term, sir," said the man. " You
ought to tell me when my pupils die," replied the tutor

sternly. (Maomillan. 6s.)

Queer-side Stories. By James F. Sullivan.

Mr. Sullivan is not only an artist with an appreciation of
the queer side of things ; as a writer he is possessed of a
rather extravagantly boisterous sense of fun ; and many of

the stories in this volume are undeniably funny. Funny
is the precise word, for the reader's response to Mr.
Sullivan is rather a guffaw than a chuckle. When he
hits upon a good idea, as the idea of the surviving
Centaur, or thf man afflicted with the malady of foreseeing
the future, who can spot the winning number at Monte
Carlo, or see the coming misfortunes of his friends, then
Mr. Sullivan is really funny : and the good ideas give

colour to a considerable proportion of the volume. But
when he strikes on a worked - out claim, such as the
" Beauty College Co.," it is only natural that the comic
element is small ; for Mr. Sullivan depends entirely upon
incident ; and when the incident fails Mr. Sullivan fails.

Aa an instance of his method we may take the story of

Moo/eby, which in motive has many points of resem-
blance to Mr. Wells's story of the man who could work
miracles. It illustrates admirably tha different methods of

treating the grotesquely supernatural which the two writers

adopt. Mr. Wells interests us in the commonplace clerk

who suddenly discovers himself to be possessed of miracu-
lous gifts ; indeed, the charm of the story lies in the
pathetic inability of the stick-and-a-pipe young man to

raise his imagination to the level of his possibilities.

That is comedy. Mr. Sullivan's Moozeby is only a puppet
in the hands of circumstance, and we are interested only
in the absurdity of incident. Which is farce. But if

Mr. Sullivan's characters are not characters at all, only
marionettes dancing to the jerk of the author's hand, it

must be admitted that he jerks shrewdly. (Downey & Co.)

LuciAjf, THE Syrian
Satirist.

By Lieut. -Col. Henry
W. L. HiME.

enough, but he does not dispose of that first - hand
learning which marks M. Croiset's Ensai sur Lucien, nor

has he the critical gift which made the brilliant exposi-

tion of the Syrian writer in Mr. Charles Whibloy's
" Studies in Frankness " so attractive a thing. In
fact, Lieut.-Col. Hime shows rather a heavy hand in

dealing with the literary felicities and delicate ironies

of his chosen author. His solemn indictment of Lucian's

morals can only provoke a smile. Lucian has no
reverence or humanity. He laughs at Helen among the

shades or the Cynic Proteus immolating himself in the
flames out of philosophy—and in a dirty shirt. This, says

Lieut.-Col. Hime, is "awful mirth." Well, but what
does one go to Lucian for if it is not to be entertained by
witty inhumanity ? He does not claim our tears or our
aspirations ; and there are Sternes enough for the melting
mood. We do not wish to part on terms of ill-will with
Lieut.-Col. Hime, for after all it must tend to tlie

emollience of manners that moderns should read the

classics, even with imperfect apprehension ; and, fortu-

nately, he puts us in a good temper by finishing up with
a long extract from the ever delightful Vera Rutoria. In
the company of the Hippogygians, who dwell in the Moon,
and are reigned over by none other than Endymion and
the Lactanopters who ride upon fowls with wings of

lettuce and wort leaves, and the Caulomycetes who have
shields of mushrooms and spears of asparagus stalks, and
the Cynobalians who are dog-faced men and. bestride

winged acorns, and all the rest of the happy Selenian host,

we are willing to have done with criticism and end with
nothing less than gratitude. (Longmans.)

It is a little difficult to see the object of this volume.
Probably Lucian has been a leisure delight and solace to

Lieut.-Col. Hime, but that hardly justifies him in writing
a monograph. He has got up his subject carefully

Fiction.

Tlis Princess Xenia. By H. B. Marriott Watson.
(Harper & Brothers. 6s.)

Mr. CnRiSTOPiiER La^ebert was idling his youth away in

Dreiburg, the capital of an independent but particularly

small Teutonic State, when a lawyer from London called

upon him with the information that he had inherited four-

and a half millions of money. Christopher did not rush
immediately off to Paris to spend it, nor even to London,
Being a young man of fancies, he conceived the idea of

becoming Providence to this State and to the two equally

small and equally independent States which bounded it on
either side. Beginning with an entanglement in a revolu-

tionary society, he gradually inserted himself into the

politics of the three States, and took a hand in the great

game of playing off Austria against Germany. The
bestowal of the Princess Xenia in marriage made a large

item in the game. Xenia desired one prince
;

policy

demanded another. Christopher used his millions to please

the lady. In the result his meddling brought death and
disaster into the lands over which Christopher had con-

stituted himself Providence. A German army corps inter-

fered, and, when confronted with a German army corps,

this Providence whose omnipotence extended only to four

millions and a half had to confess a miserable failure.

Xenia found herself without even a home, and we are led

to suppose that she married the ex-Providence, who had
still some three millions left.

Such, briefly, is the matter of Mr. Marriott Watson's
modern romance. It is a most readable and carefully-

wrought book, aud though one may commence by being
prejudiced by the author's mannerisms and affectations

and his lack of resource at critical moments, one finishes

by a surrender to the general charm and glitter of the tale.

It is ingenious, subtle, and sometimes brilliant, and some
of the characters, notably the yMase-adventuress Katarina,

are very well done. The chief fault of it seems to be that

Christopher possesses but little talent for intrigue. He
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has a habit of getting himself into corners, and from these

Mr. Marriott Watson extricates him by means that are

neither novel nor convincing. His escape from the session

of the secret society (end of Chapter II.) is an example of

this: "A crash followed, the wall rocked and opened, and
his body disappeared beneath the tangled confusion of the

curtain." The curtain device is really too old. The
author refers to the " magnificent imperturbability " of his

hero. We may say that this imperturbability is carried to

excess. And further, Christopher uses his millions

crudely. He pays them, whereas a genius at the trade

would merely have manipulated them :

" I uaderataad that the claim of Germany is for teu

million marks. Your Highness, Herr Chancellor, gentle-

men of the Couaoil " He felt swiftly in his pocket,

and produced a bundle of documents. " There," he cried,

flinging them with theatrical effect upon the table—" there

lies this miserable debt ! In that packet you will find,

Mr. Treasurer, securities for close upon twelve million

marks. Your Highness, I think now that Germany can
trouble you no further."

Amazement ran round the room like an electric shock,
starting the faces of the Councillors ; and then a cry broke
from the Treasurer, who loved a fiill purse and bad a
pedantic pride in his office, and who had seized upon the
roll.

" Aob, God! your Highness," he shrieked, "they are

English ! It is good. English consols, English railways,

English corporation bonds—there is no sight so beautiful !

"

He wiped his spectacles, which had grown moist from his

emotion.
" It is an answer to our prayers," miurmured the Grand-

Duke.

We have referred to Mr. Marriott Watson's mannerisms
and affectations. These are mainly literary. We will

mention a few instances out of scores. Would a man in

the last distress speak to a girl thus : "I have the mis-
fortune to be pursued ; my life is at stake. Believe me, I
loould not disconcert you so much upon a lesser provocation."

On page 92, Xenia's eyes are described as "large and
equitable." Did they, then, resemble a certain insurance
company, or a right of redemption under a mortgage?
On page 26 is the phrase :

" A sudden thrill plucking at

his nerves." A string would vibrate after being plucked,
but how can a thrill pluck ? Finally, we consider that the
following sentence has been tortured out of both elegance
and correctness: "The maid took him to the door, and as
he passed out, placing his hat in the act on his silvered

hair, watched him with rude respect."

Babes in the Bush. By Rolv Boldrkwood.

To remind the reader that this novel is by the author
of Robbery Under Arms and The Squatter's Dream, is to

indicate its character. Prairie life, sheep-bells, hard
riding, shrewd finance, and civilisation in the desert—
these, and love, are the ingredients of a virile story.

(Macmillan. Cs.)

The Money Sense. By Johx Stbanoe Winter.

A story with an avowed moral. "The story of

Angelique is not a far-fetched one ; alas I it is not an un-
common one ; ... it is the story ... of any woman who
marries from other than the one motive ... A comfort-

able home—what is it ? A silken curtain—a flounce of

lace—an indigestible dish !
" (Grant Eichards. 68.)

Cindeh-Path Tales. By William Lisdsey.

Athletics might well have produced more fictional litera-

ture than it has done hitherto. Here we have nine
attractive short stories dealing with racing and jumping,
&c., &c. A group of workmen who were " putting the

shot " in their luncheon hour are well described in

"The Hollow Hammer." Here we read: "Among
the few remembrances of my books is that dialogue

of Plato which describes the sensations of Socrates at

first seeing the beautiful youth Charmides. Well (may
Socrates forgive me the comparison), I had the same
feeling when I first looked at Angus MacLeod on that

June day, back in the ' 'sixties.' " (Grant Eichards. 63.)

Uncle Peter. By Sema Jeb.

A work of somewhat tortuous autobiography. The
story is not easy to follow, partly by reason of the author's

interjections and asides ; but at the outset Uncle Peter and
he dwelt in unity on the Norway coast. Afterwards come
school and university life, sport and love, and in the end
Uncle Peter deals in furs and converts the heathen.

(Unwin. 6s.)

Dora Myrl. By M. McD. Bodkin, Q.C.

Mr. Bodkin's first work of fiction was Paul Beck, the

Rule of Thumb Detective. Dora Myrl supplies Paul Beck
with a companion, for she is a lady detective. This book
is a series of twelve episodes, all tending to display Miss
Myrl's superlative gifts of deduction and opportunism.

We must confess that some of the mysteries which she

unravels are fairly obvious. (Chatto & Windus. Ss. 6d.)

Notes on Novels.

[These notes on the xcee'Ks Fiction are not necessarily final.

Reviews of a selection will follow.
'\

Their Silver Wedding Journey. By W. D. Howells.

A pleasant story, fuU of the Howellian detail, of

a tired New York editor and his wife who had met in

Europe in their youth, and now, to brace their nerve
and escape from American ruts, re-visit Europe. Their
time is spent mainly in Germany. There is much plea-

sant travel gossip, and, indeed," this is strictly a novel
of travel, written with the quiet alertness and comparative
independence of dialogue which are the author's note

:

" There were not many young people on board of saloon
quality, and these were mostly girls. The young men
were mainly of the smoking-room sort; they seldom
risked themselves among the steamer chairs. It was gayer
in the second cabin, and gayer yet in the steerage, where
robuster emotions were operated by the accordion."
(Harper & Bros. 63.)

Captain Satan : The"Adventures
OF Cyrano de Beroerac. From the French.

This is a translation of Louis Gallet's novel founded on
the exploits of the seventeenth century " poet, philosopher,

swordsman, and hero," who has become one of the most
striking figures in modern drama. A portrait of the hero,

whose full name was Savinien Hercule de Cjrrano Bergerac,

is given as frontispiece, and the book has a timely relation

to the forthcoming production, by Mr. Wyndham, of an
English version of M. Eostand's famous play. (Jarrold. 63.)

The Preparation of

Eyerson Embury. By Albert E. Carman.

A novel of industrial life and social purpose laid in the

Canadian college town of Ithica. The motto is from the

Light of Asia :

. . . But, looking deep, he saw
The thorns which grew upon this rose of life

;

How the swart peasant sweated for bis wage.
Toiling for leave to live.

(Unwin. 6s.)
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The Fiction of Popular

Magazines.

An Inquiry.
The large circulations achieved by the three principal

sixpenny illustrated magazines are the fruit of the most
resolute and business-like attempt ever made to discover

and satisfy the popular taste in monthly joumalisin. The
conductors of these periodicals postulated an immense
remunerative public which knew only " what it liked,"

and cared for no other consideration whatever ; and then
they proceeded to prove its existence. They were so

fortunate as to be unhampered with any preconceptions

about art and the ethics of art. Training their ears to

catch the least vibration of that vox populi which for them
was divine, they simply listened and learnt ; and they
learnt the quicker by sternly ignoring those beautiful and
plaintive cries which had misled their predecessors in the
same enterprise—the cries of originality, of force, of

cleverness, of mere loveliness, of artistic or moral didac-

ticism. In other terms, the great Commercial Idea was
at work naked and strenuous in a field where all previous
labourers had clothed themselves in the impeding mantle
of some genteel unmercantile Aim, divulged or uncon-
fessed. Singleness of purpose, especially when reinforced

by capital, is bound to triumph, and it has triumphed in

this case. After much research and experiment, the
formula for a truly popular magazine has been arrived at

;

development is accordingly arrested, at any rate, for a
time ; the sixpenny monthly is stereotyped into a pattern,

the chief details of which can be predicted with exacti-

tude from month to month.
Now the fine flower of every magazine is its fiction,

predominant among the other " features " in attractiveness,

quality, and expense. It is the fiction which first and
chiefly engages the editorial care, which has been most
the subject of oxperiment, and which (perhaps for that

very reason) is in the result the most strictly prescribed.

We shall be justifi'>d in believing that tho imaginative
literature now printed in the popular magazines coincides

with the popular taste as precisely as the limitations of

human insight and ingenuity will permit. It assumes, of

course, varied forms ; but we are concerned only with the

most characteristic form—that which is to be found equally
in fach magazine, and which may, therefore, be said to

apeak the final word of editorial cunning. This form,
without doubt, is the connected series of short stories, of

five or six thousand words each, in which the same
characters pitted against a succefsion of criminals or
adverse fates, pass again and again through situations

thrillingly dangerous, and merge at length into the calm
security of ultimate conquest. It may be noted, by the
way, tbat such a form enables the reader to enjoy the
linked excitements of a serial tale without binding him to

peruse every instalment. Its universal adoption is a
striking instance of that obsequious pampering of mental
laziness and apathy which marks all the most successful

modem journalism. Dr. Conan Doyle invented it, or

reinvented it to present uses. The late Grant Allen added

to it a scientific subtlety somewhat beyond the appreciation
of the sixpenny public. Mr. Rudyard Kipling has not
disdained to modify it to his own ends. But the typical

and indispensable practiser of it at the moment is Mrs.
L. T. Meade. The name of Mrs. Meade, who began by
writing books for children, is uttered with a special

reverence in those places where they buy and sell fiction.

She is ever prominent in the contents bills, if not of one
magazine, then of another. She has the gift of fertility

;

but were she twice as fertile she could not easily meet the
demand for her stories. With no genius except a natural
instinct for pleasing the mass, she has accepted the form
from other hands, and shaped it to such a nicety that

editors exclaim on beholding her work, " This is it! " And
they gladly pay her six hundred guineas for a series of
ten tales.

In a sequence entitled The Brotherhood of the Seven
Kings, by Mrs. Meade and Mr. Robert Eustace (it should be
stated that Mrs. Meade employs a collaborator who, to use
her own words, supplies " all the scientific portion of each
story "), the hero is a philosopher and recluse, young, but
with a past, and the sinister heroine is a woman of bewitch-
ing beauty who controls a secret society. Mrs. Meade has
said to an interviewer that her stories "are all crowded
with incident, and have enough plot in each to furnish
forth a full novel." This is quite true. There is no
padding whatever ; incident follows incident with the curt-

ness of an official despatch. In every story the recluse

and the beauty come to grips, usually through the medium
of some third person whom the latter wishes to ruin and
the former to save. In nearly every story the main
matter is the recital of an attempt by the heroine or her
minions to deal out death in a novel and startling manner.
Some of these attempts are really ingenious—for example,
those by fever germ, tzetse-tzetse fly, focus tube (through
the wall of a house), circlet and ebbing-tide, explosive

thermometer. Others—such as those involving the poison-

scented brougham and the frozen grave— seem a little

absurd ; and the same is to be said of the beauty's suicide

in an oxy-hydrogen flame giving a heat of 2,400 degrees
Centigrade. Besides all these mortal commotions, the
book teems with minor phenomena in which science is put
to the service of melodrama. Thus, after the detective

had covered the heroine with his revolver, " the next in-

stant, as if wrenched from his grasp by some unseen
power, the weapon leapt from Ford's hands, and dashed
itself with terrific force against the poles of an enormous
electro-magnet beside him . . . Madame must have made
the current by pressing a key on the floor with her
foot . . .

' It is my turn to dictate terms,' she said, in a
steady, even voice." But perhaps the marvels of modern
science are best illustrated in this succinct and lucid

explanation of the d-estiucticn of a priceless vase: "It
was not till some hours afterwards that the whole Satanic

scheme burst upon me. The catastrophe admitted of but
one explanation. The dominant note, repeated in two bars

when all the instruments played together in harmony, must
have been the note accordant with that of the cup of the

goblet, and, by the well-known laws of acoustics, when so

played it shattered the goblet."

For the rest, the well-tried machinery of coincidences,

overheard conversations, and dropped papers is employed
to push the action forward. " It is strange how that

woman gets to know all one's friends and acquaintances,"

says the hero of the heroine. And it is strange. The
descriptive passages present no novelties. Of a duke it

is said :
" He was well dressed, and had the indescribable

air of good-breeding which proclaims the gentleman."

The symptoms of mental uplifting and extreme agitation

are set forth in quite the usual manner :
" Two hectic

spots burned on his pale cheeks, and the glitter in his

eyes showed how keen was the excitement which consumed
him." On the rare occasions when the hero allows him-

self to soliloquise for the reader's benefit, his thought and
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language are conceived on the simple theatrical lines of an
address to a jury: "From henceforth my object would
be to expose Mme. Kolusky. By so doing, my own life

would be in danger ; nevertheless, my firm determination

was not to leave a stone unturned to place this woman
and her confederates in the felon's dock of an English
criminal court." Lastly, it is to be observed and specially

remembered that the "love-interest," so often stated to

be indispensable to the literature of the British public,

amounts to notliing at all in Tlw Brotherhood of the Seven

Kitign. Certain pretty and amiable girls (Vivien Delacour
is one, and Qeraldine de Brett is another) cross the stage
from time to time, bringing some odour of pure passion

;

but in the dry light of that science which dominates and
pervades every theme, these wistful creatures and their

adorations are absolutely negligible.
" Wonderful imagination !

" exclaims the reader whom
the stories are so cleverly designed to allure, echoing the
question of the hero's legal friend, Dufrajer :

" Who
would believe that we were living in the dreary nineteenth

century ? " Ask this reader what he wants in fiction, and
he will reply that he wants something '

' to take him out

of himself." He thinks that he has found that magical some-
thing ; but he has not found it, nor does he in truth want
it. Nothing in a literary sense annoys him more than to

be taken out of himself ; ho always resents the operation.

The success of these most typical stories depends largely

on the fact that they essay no such perilous feat. In the
whole of The Brotherhood of tlis Seven Kings I have dis-

covered not a trace of imagination, no attempt to realise

a scene, no touch of vehemence nor spark of poetic flame.

Nor is there any spirituality or fresh feeling for any sort

of beauty. The spirit and the things of the spirit are

ignored utterly. That coma of the soul in which nine men
out of every ten exist from the cradle to the grave is thus
never disturbed as imagination must necessarily disturb it.

Imagination arouses imagination, and spurs the most
precious of human faculties to an effort corresponding in

some degree with the effort of the artist. To enjoy a work
of imagination is no pastime, rather a sweet but fatiguing
labour. After a play of Shakespeare or a Wagnerian
opera, repose is needed. Only a madman like Louis of

Bavaria could demand Tristan twice in one night. The
principle of this extreme case is the principle of all cases :

effort for effort, and the greater the call the greater the
response. The listener, the reader, is compelled by a law
of nature to do his share. The point about a member of

the sixpenny public is that he coldly declines to do his

share. He pays his sixpence ; the writer is expected to

do the rest, and to do it with discretion. There is to be
no changing of the aspect ; no invitation to the soul, that
poor victim of atrophy, to run upstairs for the good of its

health. The man has come home to his wife, his slippers,

and his cigar, and shall ho be asked to go mountaineering ?

What, then, is it in these gesta of scoundrels and detec-

tives which suits and soothes him ? It is the quality of

invention— a quality entirely apart from imagination. To
see the facts of life—A«« facts, the trivial, external, vulgar,
unimportant facts—taken and woven into new and sur-
prising patterns : this amuses him, while calling for no
exertion. He watches the wonderful process (and, of
course, it can be made wonderful) as a child watches its

Australian uncle perform miracles of architecture with an
old, familiar box of bricks. But he surpasses the child
in simplicity, because he fancies the box of bricks has
changed into something else. He fancies he is outside
the dull nursery of his own existence, and watching
brighter scenes; yet the window-bars were never more
secure or the air less free. Pathetic and extraordinary
self-deception!

E. A. B.

The Amateur Critic.

The Style- Maker's Style.

Allusions to Mr. Henley's old literary dictatorship, and his

brood of young stylists, are so numerous that it amuses me to

B(><> how Mr. Henley is now writing with new pyrotechnics

of style. In the March Pall Mall Maga%ine, Mr. Henley
takes solemn leave of the year 1899. " The year's end
was ever a time for meditation." Ye gods and little fishes

!

Fancy Mr. Henley allowing one of his old contributors to
" meditate " in print at the end of a year. Brixton might
meditate, but no Scottish observer. " Mr. Phillips, who is

(I insist on it) [when did Mr. Henley insist in the old

days ?—He merely legislated], has taken up the formula of

Lear and Othello and Hamlet, and into this tremendous
mould has poured his hectic, earnest, amiable, extremely

well-meaning, and at times indubitably elegant self : with
the result that everybody must applaud and admire him to

a certain point ; and that nobody outside the chorus but
must urge him to cut Shakespeare and the form which
Shakespeare beggared and exhausted, and do (I can't help

it : slang is good enough for me in a high-toned case like

his) ' a little bit on his own.' " Again, how different ! In
the next sentence we find Mr. Henley exclaiming :

" Keats
—dear Keats! You were reared in a sterner school."

Henley—dear Henley—so were you. " I can say little of

the Stevenson Letters ; for the very simple reason that I

decline to write, on any terms, about R. L. S. until the

final estimate is given to the world." Does Mr. Henley
expect to see the final estimate of Stevenson? I hope
he will, that so he may live long, or Stevenson be soon

"placed." Mr. Colvin's eloge of Stevenson is "a thing

chaste yet spirited, academic yet significant, elegant and at

the same time touched with vision and emotion." Dear,

dear !—in the old days Mr. Henley' wrote nouns. To-day
his "Ex Libris" is like his own description of A Double

Thread: "a fairy absurdity tempered by effects in epigram."
W. 8. H.

A King of Men.

I, TOO, have seen the forest-bred lions in the arena described

in your "Things Seen" last week; but in the impression

it left upon me they did not figure as bleared-eyed and
broken-spirited ; nor can I think of their tamer as a per-

petually smiling gentleman. What I seemed to be seeing

as this wonderful performance went forward was a most
interesting pact between man and beast, a mutual com-
promise, an armed neutrality. In return for hours of

indolence and repletion, and not too severe a discipline,

the lions consent to a little submissive mountebanking
twice a day ; but they keep their dignity even on the

see-saw, and a thousand signs during their possession of

the arena made it clear to me that their independence is

still intact, that the instant these terms are broken, the

instant that the indolence and the repletion are interfered

with or the hand of discipline is too heavy, the under-

standing will be broken, and the tamer must look to

himself. His nerve was superb, his watchfulness unceasing

and deadly. The faintest suspicion of mutiny and a domi-

nating glance shot out, the terrorising whip flicked, and
all was well. But think of the strain ! At first the lions

held all my gaze, but after a while it was the tamer and

not the tamed that won. There went a man who held his

life in his hand ; a momentary giddiness, a fall, a second

of mistrust in self, and the end would come : so one felt.

Sooner or later, it has been written, the lions always

conquer, the tamers always perform once too often. Yet
here was a man in the midst of a score of them. Surely

it is worth while for the king of beasts to be cramped and
humiliated a little if a king of men can be thus evolved !

P. B.
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A Gap in Literature.

How is it -that no one nowadays will be at the pains to

describe towns ? Is Leicester so like Norwich, is Leeds
so like Birmingham, and are all so like London that towns
are no longer worth distinguishing and describing? A better

field for observation than this does not offer, and yet it lies

fallow. Our topographers write fine things about the

country; they spin legends and day-dreams round our ruins;

and they digress—ah, how they digress!—to London and
books. A tall chimney on the hori/on is their signal to

retreat; and they boast of their ignorance of Sheffield.

Even small towns are lightly dismissed. "Where shall I

find in a recent book four pages of observation and com-
ment on a town the size of ]?ontefract ? I turn to Mr.
Arthur H. Norway's Highways and Byways in Yorkshire, a
charming book ; but what do I find about Pontefract ?

Mr. Norway stands on the castle hill and gossips and
laments in an improved Howitt vein about Eichard the
Second, and tells a tale of the Cavaliers, and wishes he had
space to speak of "half the memories of Pontefract."
Page after page passes, and I look in vain for a vignette

of Pontefract of to-day. Yet the past should be seen
through the present. The castle from which Mr. Norway
surveyed history looks down on fields of liquorice. This
liquorice is ma<le into the Pontefract Cakes, tiny circular

sweetmeats, on every one of which an impression of the
castle is stamped ; and these cakes are sucked by children
all over the North of England. Not a word about this

in Mr. Norway's pages. Not a word about the oldest

inhabitant's memories. Ten or fifteen years ago a
giant lived at Pontefract; was there nothing to say
about him ? And surely my memory is not at fault

in recalling that Pontefract sent a prize-fighter to

represent it in Parliament ! Why do we miss these local

facts and flavours ? When he comes to Whitby Mr.
Norway writes charmingly about Hilda—who could not ?

—but he has nothing to say about the Whitby jet, the
peculiar wealth of the beach, and a source of profit to

local lapidaries. In the same way York suffers by Mr.
Norway's close pre-occupation with the anti(^ue and the
picturesque. He can rhapsodise on St. Mary's Abbey
without noticing Etty's grave. We are told nothing
about the Ouse, its traffic and its winter floods ; nothing
about the city's populous railway life, its campus martius

at Strensall. We are told how a very ancient mayor of

Scarborough was tossed in a blanket, but fhe present
place of Scarborough in the affections of Yorkshire, its

spa and harbour life, and its strong Quaker tone, are not
touched upon. When he comes to Leeds Mr. Norway
sees Kirkstall Abbey—that is all. He says that, with this

exception, " I am as ignorant of Leeds as Tristram was of
Calais." As to Wakefield he is equally frank : It is " the
town which was made illustrious by its association with
Pinder who fought with Eobin Hood," and Mr. Norway
adds in excuse for another dive into legend :

" I have neither
patience nor leisure to search through the hilly streets for

characteristics of the citizens." And yet this is the business
of topography. Without such observation towns become
mere texts for historical essays and sentimental retrospects.

Is English town life of no literary account ? I do
not love Leeds, but I think I could find something to

say about it. Leeds has its own life, and the Leeds man
is not as the Manchester man. Is the roughness and
joUity of Briggate not worth contrasting with the sober
buttoned-up behaviour of the people in Corporation-street,
Birmingham ? In Mr. Norway's pages I find no attempt
to describe Yorkshire towns; Halifax and Bradford and
Sheffield are not even indexed. It may be said that this

ia a book for tourists, but are tourists entirely without
curiosity in these matters ? In any case, where am I to look
for keen, clever characterisations of English towns as they
are? Mr. G. W. Steevens's work was indeed unfinished.

W.

Illic Jacet.

Oh hard is the bed they have made him,

And common the blankets and cheap.

But there he will lie as they laid him :

Where else could you trust him to sleep ?

To sleep when the bugle is crying

And cravens have heard and are brave.

When mothers and sweethearts are sighing

And lads are in love with the grave.

Oh dark is the bedside and lonely.

And lights and companions depart,

But lief will he lose them and only

Behold the desire of his heart.

Oh thin is the quilt, but it covers

A sleeper content to repose.

And far from his friends and his lovers

He lies with the sweetheart he chose.

A. E. Hous.w.\N.

Correspondence.

An Enquiry from South Africa.

Sir,—I have lately been reading Lord Beaconsfield's

novels, and write to ask whether you could either supply

me with a key to the various characters, or else tell me
where I may find one ? It would, no doubt, be au easy

task for anyone well posted in the political history of the

earlier part of this century to identify not only every

important character, but also all the important events

which figure in these stories ; and such a list would add

immensely to the interest of ordinary readers like myself,

who find themselves ill-supplied in this respect. There

might, in the case of Disraeli's novels, be more justifica-

tion than usual for the " Introductions " so fashionable at

the present time.

In this connexion I have been wondering what may be

the technical definition of (1) the historical novel proper,

and (2) the modern roman A clef, and wliat the actual line

of demarcation between them ? In which class are we to

place Lord Beaconsfield's brilliant works? The subject

has raised some interesting questions in my mind, which

I should be glad to see treated at length by a competent

hand. For instance, how should we class The School for

Saints, by John Oliver Hobbes ? I am, unfortunately, no

historical student to appreciate fully the accuracy of Mrs.

Craigie's sketch of her period ; but I should suppose that

both The School for Saints and its companion, Robert

Grange (which I have not yet seen), will rank, in the next

century, as standard historical novels.

Again, am I right in assuming that the true roman a clef

must present one or moro portraits drawn not morely from
" the life," but from the life of some distinguished public

character? On this assumption, Mr. W. H. Mallock's

piquant New Republic would be a model of the roman

a clef, for its characters are all thinly disguised portraits of

more or less famous persons. We know that many of the

actors in Dickens's and Thackeray's stories are literary

reproductions of obscure people, known to and studied by

these observant writers—but while they seem to have con-

fined themselves to the delineation of character rather than

of actual events in the lives of individuals, other authors,

whose names occur to me, have combined both character

and incident. The only instances among the classics

which I can recall, for the moment, are George Eliot in

one of The Scenes from Clerical Life, Charlotte Bronte in

The Professor, and George Meredith in Sandra Belloni (?)

;

but among the modems examples are more numerous.

Stalky &, Co., by Mr. Kipling ; The Green Carnation, Flames^,

and "The Boudoir Boy" (short story), by Mr. K. S.
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Hichens ; A Child of the Jago, by Mr. Arthur Morrison ; The

JournalUt, by Mr. C. F. Keary ; Dodo, by Mr. E. F. Ben-

son ; Aylwin, by Mr. T. Watts-Dunton ; The Hypocrite and

Mift MaUvoUnt, by Mr. "E. G." ; The Colomu, by Mr.

Morley Eoborts ; and The Individualitt, by Mr. W. H.

Mallock, in which {pace the author) it is difficult not to

detect more than one "study from the life." It is com-

paratively oasy for anyone acquainted with "town" and
" 'varsity " life since tiie early nineties to fit names to a

great many of the characters in the above list—but there

must bo a great many more, either unroad or undetocted

by myself. I can, for example, well believe that several of

Miss Violet Hunt's creations have walked or do walk this

earth, though I have either not met or not recognised their

prototypes in the flesh. I cannot help feeling that a

thorough treatment of this subject by a professional

student of modem fiction would be of interest to the

reading public.—I am, &c., P. V. K.

South Africa : Jan. 29, 1900.

" Her Sky-Blue Eggs."

Sir,—I have read with much interest in my Academy
your review of Mr. Le Gallienne's latest work. A gentle-

man with such a pretty pen for describing nature as

Mr. Le Gallienne should know better than accuse a wren

of laying a sky-blue egg.—I am, &c.,

Thomas Calloway.

Freshwater, Isle of Wight : Feb. 19, 1900.

New Books Received.

[TA^M notes on tome of the New Boohs of the week are

preliminary to Reviews that may follow.']

From Sea to Sea. By Eudyakd KirLiNo.

Mr. Kipling has collected the stories, articles, and special

correspondence which he contributed to the Civil and

Military Gazette and the Pioneer between 1887 and 1889.

But he evidently does not wish these volumes to be

taken too seriously. He says: "I have been forced to

this action by the enterprise of various publishers who,

not content with disinterring old newspaper work from the

decent seclusion of the office files, have in several instances

seen fit to embellish it with additions and interpolations."

Yet no student of Mr. Kipling's writings would be without

his impressions of the United States, with the rollicking

description of San Francisco, and the terribly uncom-

promising picture of Chicago. (Macmillan. 2 vols.

6s. each.)

Thb Bending of the Bough. By George Moore.

This is one of the three plays which are being given

this week at the Irish Literary Theatre in Dublin. Mr.

Moore's play, which has five acts and eighteen characters,

deals with municipal life, its ideals and corruptions. We
have already quoted a portion of Mr. Moore's introduc-

tion, which appeared as an article in the Fortnightly Review.

(Unwin.)

The Enousu Catalogue of Boqks foe 1899.

Once more this indispensable annual catalogue is issued.

All the well-known and well-tried features are retained.

(Sampson Low. 6s. net.)

The Life of John Nixon. By James Edmund Vincent.

We have here a contribution to the literature of

self-help. Mr. Nixon, a great South Wales coal-owner,

rose from the position of a collier's overman to be a

millionaire. His name was not widely known outside

South Wales. Commercial self-interest was the prominent
principle of Mr. Nixon's life, and there is no endeavour
to place him on a pedestal ; but it is claimed by his

biographer that he was the soul of honesty and " one
of the chief founders and a pioneer among the prin-

cipal promoters of the prosperity of a gfreat district of

the country." (John Murray. 10s. 6d.)

The County Palatine By Gallabd Thomas
OF Durham. Lapslby.

A work like this is sure of its interested readers, few
but loyal. The aim of the book is clearly explained by its

author. " During the middle ages . . . the coimty of

Durham was withdrawn from the ordinary administration

of the kingdom of England and governed by its Bishop

. . . But the community of Durham had the same social

and economic requirements and dangers as'the rest of the

kingdom ; accordingly there developed in the county a

group of institutions reproducing all the essential charac-

teristics of the central government. To exhibit the growth
of these institutions ... is the object of the present study,

which thus becomes the constitutional history of an

English county." (Longmans. lOs. 6d.)

Cyclopaedia of Classified Dates. By Cuables E. Little.

This is a big work in every sense. It contains about

95,000 entries of important historical events. There is a

threefold classification : first, the classification by countries,

or by geographical location ; second, the classification by
dates ; third, the classification according to the nature

of the event itself. This classification, it will be noted,

answers the questions .which one must ask concerning any

event: Where? When? What? (Funk & Wagnalls.)

In addition to the foregoing, we have received :

history and biography.

Bartlett (J. V.), The ApoBtolio Age : lU Life, Doctrine, Worship, and
Polity .. (T. & T. Clarlc)

Brierley (Helen), Morgan Brierley (Rochdale : J«me» Cle)?K)

Groser (H. G.), Field-Marshal Lord Roberis (Melrose) net 1/0

8CIEN0E AND PHILOSOPHY.

Hiller (H. Crott), Heresies. Vol. II (Rii^hards) S/0

HallibQrton (W. D.), Handbook of PhysiolOjjy (Marray) IVO

POETBY. CBinOISM, AND BELLES LETTBKS.

Andrews (.lohn", A Journey Bound My Room. From the French of

De MaiBtre (Bryan 4 Co.) net 2/6

BDCOATIONAL.

Stock (St. George), Logic (Blackwell)

Downie (John\ Macanlay's Essay on Horaca Walpole (Blackie) 2/0

Lyde (Lionel W.), A Geographv of the British Empire (Black) net 10
Lyde (Lionel W.), The Age of Hawke (B'aok)

LaminglW. Cecil). Liiry, Book V (Blackie) 2/«

Harvard Sfudiet in (I laaical Philology. Vol. X (Ginn * Co.) net 6/0

MISCSn^LAXEOUB.

Wilson (Dr. Andrew), Brain and Body : The Nervous System in Social Life
(Bowden) 1/6

Little (Charles E.), Cyclopscdi'i of Ciassifled Dates (Punk & Wa«nalla) 40,0

Hymns of Modern Thought, tcith Mutic ..(Honghton t Co.)

NEW EDITIONS.

Browning (Robert). The Earlier Monologues (Dent) 1/6

Tennyson iLord), Maud, and Oiher Poems 'Deni.) 1/6

Spencer (B.),Cako8 and Ale (Richards) 2/0

Boulger (G. S.), Flowers of the Field (8.P.C.K.)

Borrow (George), Lavengro (Gresham Pub. Co.)

Goldsmith (C), She Stooos to Conquer (Dent) net I/O

Whyte-Melville (G. J. , The White Ro»e (Ward, Lock) S.«

The Works of Shaietpeare. (Larger Temple Ed.) Vols. VII. and VIll.
(Dent I net 4/6

Milton (John), Poetical Works (Clarendon Press) 7/«

Jlilton (John), Poetical Works, Oxford Miniattire Milton (Frowde) 3

• * New Novels are acknowledged elsewhere.
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Our Weekly Prize Competitions.
Result of No. 22 (New Series).

Wb asked last week for fonr-lined mottoes suitable to be inscribed

on a house. The response has been very large, and we should like

to have room for more of the quatrains than are below given. The
most suitable is, we think, this by C. C. Bell, Epworth, Doncaster :

I who designed this House to be
As 'twere the outer Shell of Me,
Would that Myself in It exprest
Might win my Friend to be my Guest.

Here is. a selection of the best of the others :

I prithee stay, good friend,

Here is thy journey's end :

A home of joy and peace
Where cares and sorrows cease.

[F. E. A., Manchester.]

Look East for Light,

Look West at Night,
Seek God above,

At home seek Love.
[E. v., London.]

A window on the sunny side.

A little door, too low for pride.

Too strong for want and woe to pass

—

Hie hit hitat felicitat.
[A. R. R., Forest Hill.]

Whenever from my walls my sons depart,

However far they roam,
I still must be a memory in the heart,

For I am Home.
[S. L. 0., Cambridge.]

Brick is my bdly, human is my soul
;

Thus man and mansion make a perfect whole.
Body, long mayst thou unimpaired endure,
And soul, as long be happy and secure t

[E. C. W„ Oxford.]

May this, my tent upon the field of life.

Prove a safe refuge from the ills of strife.

Here let me find, howe'er my fortunes trip.

Good sense, good humour, and good fellowship.

[F. E. W., London.]

Though built of mortar, brick, and stone,

Hope, fear, love, joy, and grief I've known
;

And wandering- hearts where'er they roam.
Still turn to me, for this is Home.

[M. C. B., Ascot.]
Saws, enough to fill a tome,
Speak the joys of " hearth and home "

—

Stones supply a hearth, I take it ;

But a home is what you make it 1

[L. W., London.]
This house of mine no palace is,

Xo lordly towers it hath, I wis
;

Yet am I blest—in that its nooks
Contain " old wine, old friends, old boobs "

!

[F. M., London.]

Say not this house was built in vain
If ever in these walls be heard
Just one small faith-reviving word,

Or one small utterance soothing pain.

[E. G. H,. Cambridge.]

R Replies received also from : T. V. N., South Woodford ; G. E. M.,

London ; W. T. B., Manchester ; J. D. A., London : A. H., Witton
Park ; W. M., Newport ; W. C. C, London ; R. M., Brighton ; C. S,

Brighton ; G. R. G., Shelton ; B., West Bromwioh ; M. H., Ascot
E. H,, Didsbury ; H., Brighton ; M. P., Wallingford ; V. D., London
R. W. M., London ; J. G., Bradford ; L. L , London ; T. B., Artane
C, Redhill ; E. G. B., London ; T. W. K., Coatham ; M. .T., London
F. 6. C, Hull : J. B. H , Sheffield ; C. S. 0., Brighton ; K. G. W.
Gerrard's Cross ; R. B. W., Sudbury ; K. E.-R., Matlock ; E. S. H
Bradford ; W. M. R,, Manchester ; C. H. F., London ; M. H,
Twyford ; W. E. T., Caterham Valley ; B. G , Barnsley ; E. B
Liverpool ; C. S., Lsndon : C. M. W., Meltham ; A. G., Gourook
G., Reigate ; A, E. H., London : F. G. G., London ; M. P. F
Birmingham ; E. D , London ; G. N., Clifton ; A. B,, Isleworth
J. R M., Manchester : M. A. W., London ; H. P. B., Glasgow
G. W. S., London ; T. C, Bnxted ; P. S. W., Sutton ; T. B,

Cheltenham ; T. G. A., London : S. F. W. S., Kingston-on-Thames
E. F. M., Whitby ; F. H. B., Sutton ; T. S., Brighton ; B. R,

London ; T. H. J., London ; A. P. W. : Winchester ; F. M. S.

Bristol ; M. C, Braintree ; V. B. M., Cambridge ; C. M. G., New
town ; E. K. L , Birkenhead ; E. C. M. D., Crediton ; L. L., London
D.. W„ Aspley Guise ; S. H., Warwick ; H. S., London ; E. D,

London ; W. A, T. F., London.

Competition No. 23 (New Series).

Last week's competition seemed to find so much favour that we
have designed No. 23 on similar lines. We ask again for quatrains,
bu*; they are to deal VnU time rather with birds than with domes-
ticity. We offer a priza of a guinea for the best four-lined poetical
inscription suitable to be painted on an aviary. .

Rules.

Answers, addressed " Literary Competition, The Academy, 43,
Chancery-lane, W.C," must reach us not later than the first post
of Tuesday, February 27. Each answer must be accompanied by
the coupon to be found in the first column of p. 172, or it can-
not enter into competition. Competitors sending more than one
attempt at solution must accompany each attempt with a separate
coupon ; otherwise the first only will be considered. We wish to
impress on competitors that the task of examining replies is much
facilitated when one side only of the paper is written upon. It is

also important that names and addresses should always be given.
We cannot consider anonymous answers.

Cue Special Peize Competitions.

(^PoT particulars see inside page of cover.')

Received during the week : Gwyne'd, Niphates, Valentine, Club,
Rinaldo, DafiEodil, Pater, Brevier, Shep, Wallis, H. B., Cleada,
Vagrant, The Angler, Marsyas, Andante, Neva, R. Besir.

NEW WORK by the late G. W. STEEVENS.

READY 27th FEBRUARY.

At all Booksellers and Bookstalis.

FROM
CAPETOWN to LADYSMITH.

in Unfinished Record of the Sooth African War.

By G. W. STEEVENS,
Author of "With Kitchener to Khartum," "In InJia," &o.

With Maps. Orowa 8vo, 38, 8(1.

Summary of Contenft.—Yir&t Glimpses of the Struijgle—The Army Corps
has not left England!—A Pastor's Point of View—Will it be Civil Warp-
Loyal Aliwal : A Tragi-Comedy—The Battle of Blandslaagte —The Bivouac

—

The Home-coming from Dundee—The Story of Nicholson's Nek —The Guns a'
Rietfontein—The Bombardment—The Devil's Tin-Tacks—A Diary of Dulnesa—
Nearing the End—In a Conning-Tower—The Last Chapter. By Vernon
Blackburn.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.
TWENTY-FIRST EDITION.

WITH KITCHENER to KHARTUM. With 8 Maps
and Plans. Crown 8vo, 6b.

THIRD EDITION.

IN IMDIA. With a Map. Crown 8vo, 6s.

FOURTH EDITION.

THE LAND of the DOLLAR. Crown Svo, 6s.

CHEAPER EDITION.

WITH the CONQUERING TURK. With 4 Maps.
Demy Svo, 6s.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD & SONS, Edinburgh and London.

JTJ3T PUBLISHED.—Crown Svo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

THE EARL OF
BEACONSFIELD.

By HAROLD E. QORST.
Forming the New Volume of the ' Victorian Era Series."

London : BL.VCKIB & SON (Limited), Old Bailey.
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OATALOQUES.

WILLIAMS * NOBGATB,
IMPOETERS or rOREION BOOK^,

14, Burtdte SInM. Oonot Oudm. w. South PmUrtek Bt

Bdlntmrffh. and 7. Broad Straat, Oxfocd.

OATAI/OOITEB pott fiM on appUoatioo.

rOREIQN LITERATURE.

ALL interested in FOREIGN LITERA-
TDRE »hould writ. «or Ike "BOOK CIRCULAR,"

r£BKUABV Namber Now Read;-, poat Inetrom

WILLIAMS i NORaATE,
14, H«nnetta Str«,5t, Cuvent liardeo, London ; 20, South

Frvderick Street. Edinburgh ; and 7, Broad Street. Oxford.

JUST ISSUED.-POST FREE O.N APPLICATIOH.

C1ATAL')OUKof SECOND-HAND BOOKS
' on ORIENTAL HISTORY, LANOUAOES, LITERA-

TURE, tc.

VlLUAlu * NoaOArl, 14, Henrietta Street. Covent Garden.
London; 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh; and
7, Broad Street, Oatoril.

-pAEDEKER'S & BADDELET'S
-^ TOURISTS' GUIDE BOOKS.

Hew folly detailed CATALOGUE lent poet free on applioation.

DULAU t CO., 37, Sono Socui. LoKDOX, W.

Has TEN ED an OFFICE at

1, SOHO SQUARE, W.,
Where lie lia« ou view a COLLECTION of

XV. & XVI. CE^TURY BOOKS, EARLY
AMERICANA, &c.

The List of Unknown and Lost Books is in Preparation.

Office Ilouis, 10-1 and 3—5.

IMPORTANT.-PRINTINO AND PUBMSHINa

XTEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, BOOKS, &c.
XN —KING, SELL ft RAILTON, Limited, hiah-clauB

Mnten and PubliBhere, 12, eotuh Square. 4, Bolt Ooorl, Fleet

Street, E.C., haTespeoliaiT'bailt Rotary and otherfast Machines
for minting lUnstrated or other Publloations and speoiaUy-built

Maobinflsior fast folding and covering 8, 16. 91, or sa-page

Journals at one operation.
, , ,

AdTloe and assutanoe given to anyone wishing to oommenoe
Hew Joumals.
Faculties upon the premises for Editorial Offloes free. Adver-

tising and Publishing Departments oondaoted.

Telephone ftstsi. Telegraph ** Africanism, London."

TYPE-WRITING promptly and accurately
done- lOd. per l.ooo words. Samples and references.

MulU-Oopies.—Address, Miss E. M., IS, Mortimer Crescent. N.W.

LITERARY RESEARCH. — A Gentleman,
ezperience<l in Literary Work, and who has access to the

British Museum Reading Room, la open to arrange with
Author or any person requiring assistance in Literary Re-
search, or in seeing Work through the Presv. Translations
undertaken from French, Italian, or Spanish. — Apply, by
letter, to D. C. Dallas. 151. Strand, London. W.O.

PORTRAIT SUPPLEMENTS

"THE ACADEMY,"
Ca» ftill be obtained separately, or the Complete

Set for 3s. ed.

BEN JONSON.
JOUN KEATS.
SIR JOHN gCCKLINO.
TOM I1001>.
THOMAS GRAY.
ROBERT L. STEVENSON.
SIR WALTEK SCOTT.
SAMUEL RICHARDSON.
THOMAS DE (iUlNOEV.
LEUill HUNT.
LORD .MACAULAY
KOBERT SOUTHEV.
8. T. COLEKIDOE.
CHARLES LAMB.
MICHAEL DKAYT('N.
WALTER S. LANDOR.
SAMUEL I'EHYS.
EDMUND WALbER.
WILKIE COLLINS.

JOHN MILTON.
WILLIAM COWPER.
CHARLES DARWIN,
ALFRED, LORD

TENNT80II.
HENRY W. LONGFELLOW
ANDKEW MAKVELL.
KOItEHT BROWNING.
THOMAS CAKLYLE.
PERCY BYS8HE SHELLEY.
CHARLES DICKENS.
JO.\ATHAN SWIFT.
WM M THACKERAY.
WILLIAM BLAKE.
SIR KICMARD STEELE.
.VLK.X.INDER POPE
DOUOLAS .lERROLD.
FRANi IS BACON.
IlENRIK IBSEN. ,*

"THE ACADEMY"
LITERARY COMPETITIONS.

Now Series.—No. aj.

All reatUrt attempting thit wmI^i
Competition {detorihed fully on page

111) mwt cut out thit Coupon
and enoloie it with their reply.

PUBLISHER wantB well-educated YOUNG
MAN immediately, with some fxtwrlence of Book

Pnbliahlog Buuness. especially Advertisiug; knowledge of
tTp«writing and sliorthand aleo desirable.—Apply by letter,

detail, of experience, ftc—F. S. 8., 18, Henrietta Street

R I T I S H MUSEUM.
giving <]

B
The READING ROOMS will be CLOSED from TU UR8DAY.

Hiacn let, to MONDAY, HAniu Sth, incluilro.

E. MADNDB THOMPSON.
Dirtctor and I'rincit>ul Librarian,

Britiah Muieum, SUst Februat;. loro.

CIVIL 8BRVI0B COMMISSION.—
FORTHCOMING EXAMINATION.

DRAUOIIT.S.MAN iu the Hydrographic Department of the
Admiralty (17.ail. l.llh March.
Expertuess in Hydrographical Chart Drawing eueutial.
The (late Bpecifle<l is the latest at which applications oan be

reoeiyeiL They must Ije made on forms to lie obtained, with
particulars^iom the Secret\by, Civil Senrice Commission,
London, S.W.

ROYAL INSTITUTION of ORKAT
BRITAIN, Albemarle Street, PIcoadlllT, W.

THURSDAY NEXT, Harci lat, at 3 o'olook, CHARLES
WALDSTEIN, Esq., LittD., Ph.D., L H.D.j Slade Profeisor of

Fine Art in Ihe University of Camliridne. FIRST of THREE
LECTURES on ' RECEN^T EXCAVATIONS at the AROIVE
IlERAEUH l:n GREECE).' Illustiateil liy Ltutem Slides.
Haifa-Guinea the Course.

SATURDAY, Mascii 3rd, at 1 o'clock, the Right Hon. LORD
RAYLEIOH. M.A., D.C.L., LL.D., Sc D., F.R.8., M.R.L,
Professor of Natural Philosopliy, R.I. FIRST of SIX
LECTURES on ' POLARISES LiaHT.' One Ouinea the
Course.

THB PRINCESS HELENA COLLBGB,
EALING. W.

Established 19X>. Incorporated by Royal Charter imL
Predd«lt-H.R.U. the PRINCESS CHRISTIAN.

HI|li.«I>H education for the DAUGHTERS of GENTLE-
MEN, as Resident or Day Pupils. Preparation for Univsmily
and Art Examinations. Spacious grounds. Suiwrrisiisi iii

^mss.
Training department for kinderfiarten students in prepara-

tion for Fraebei Union Examination for Teachers.
There is a Home in connection with (he College fdr K.9.

Students and for a few children under ten years of age.

MARGARET WILUAMSON, Lady l-rineiVtL

WIMBLEDON HIGH SCHOOL.— Mn.
.1. T. TRENCH receives OIBLS as B0ASDEK8 at

Lyndeahurst, Woodside, Winble<loo. Raferenee permttled to
Miss Hastings, Head Mistress, th* Mamnls and Marcbtgaaaa
of Lansdowne, Bishop and Mrs. Barry, Col and Mis. Cheufix
Trench, and others.

MUDIE'S LIBRARY
(LIMITKD).

ROYAL INDIAN ENGINEERING
COLLEGE, Cooper's Hill, Staines.

The Course of Study is arranged to fit an Engiueor for Em-
Sloyment in Europe, India, aud the Colonies. About 40

tudents will be admitted in September, 1900. The Secretary
of State will offer them for Competition—Twelve Appuintmenta
as Assistant Engineers iii the Public Works Department, and
Three ApixiintmiUts as Assistant Superiuteiidents in the
Telwraphs Department, and Ooe in the Accountants' Branch
P.W.D.—For particulars apply to SECRETAaT, at College.

BSTABLISHJBD 18S1.BIBKBEGK BANE,
Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane, London.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per CENT. INTEREST allowed on
DEPOSITS repayable on demand.

TWO per CENT, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the mini-
mum monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.

STOCKS. SHARES, and ANNUITIES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small sums

on deposit and allows Interest monthly on each completed £1.

BIBKBEGK BUILDrNG SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE

roa TWO OUINEAS FXR MOMTH.

BIBKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND

roa riTB shillihos fcr Hoara.

The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full partionUus, post free

FRANCIS RATEN80R0FT, Manager.

SUBSCRIPTIONS for 3 Months, 6 Month*

and 12 Months

CAN BE ENTERED AT ANY DATS,

THE BEST and MOST POPULAR BOOKS
of the SEASON ABE NOW in

CIRCULATION.

Prospectuses of Terms free on appUcatlMi.

300K SALE DEPAETMENT.
Many Thousand Surplus Copies of Books always OM SALB

(Second Hand). Also a large Selection of

BOOKS IN LEATHER BINDINGS

SUITABLE FOR

BIRTHPAY AND WEDDING PRESENTS.

30 to 34, NEW OXFORD SXBEET

;

841, Brompton Koafl, 8.W, ; *S, Qaeen Victori»

Street, E,C., Loitdok ;

And at lO-lt, Banun Arcade, MaHOHism.

A CHABHINO GIFT BOOK!
6s,, claret roan, silt, lUostrated.

LONDON IN THE TIME OF THE DIAMOND JUBILEE
London : Simpkin, Marshall t Go. Llangollen : Darlington & Co,

DARLINGTOTsTs^HAND BOOKS.
Elited by RALPH DARLINGTON, F.R.G.S. Maps by BARTHOLOMEW,

reap. 8to. one shilling each. lUostrated.

THE VALE of LLANGOLLEN.—With Special Contributions from His Excellency E. J.

PHELPS, late American Minister ; Professor JOHN RUSKIN, LL.D.; EOHERT BROWNING;
A. W. KINGLAKE, and Sir THEODORE MARTIN K.O,B.

THB CHANNKL ISLANDS.
THB ISLE OP WIGHT.
THE WYE VALLEI.
THE SEVERN VALLEY.

BOURNEMOUTH and NEW FOEKST.
THE NORTH WALES COAST.
BRECON and its BEACONS.
ROSS, TINTBRN, and CHEPSTOW.

BRISTOL, BATH, WELLS, and WBSTON-SUPER-MARE.
BRIGHTON, EASTBOURNE, HASTINGS, and ST, LEONARDS.

LLANDUDNO, RHYL, BANGOR, BETTWSYCOED, and SNOWDON.
ABERYSTWYTH, BARMOUTH, MACHYNLLETH, and ABERDOVBY.
BARMOUTH, DOLGELLY, HARLECH, CRICOIETH, and PWLLHELI.

MALVERN, HEREFORD, WORCESTER, GLOUCESTER, ,St CHELTENHAM.
LLANDRINDOD WELLS and the SPAS of MID-WALES.

1S.-THE HOTELS of the WORLD.
the world.

A Handbook to the leading hotels thronghovt

" What would not the intelligent tourist in Paris or Rome give for such a golde-book as this, which

teaches so much that is outside the usual scope of such volumes !"—rA» Tintes.
" The best Handbook to London ever issued."—it»er/)00« Daily Post.

SECOND EDITION, ENLARGED, 68.-60 lUostrations, 24 Maps and Plans.

LONDON AND ENVIRONS
By E. C. COOK and E. T. COOK, M.A.

With an additional Index of 4,500 References to all Streets and Places of Interett.

LlangoUen: DARLINGTON t CO.
London ; SiKfKtw, Maeshali, Huultoit, Kbiit, & Co., Ltd., The EaUw<vy Bookstalls, and aU BookseUan.
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SOUTH AFRICA AND THE WAR.—BOOKS TO READ.
ILLUSTRATED AND THOROUGHLY REVISED EDITION,'

JESS. By H. Rider Haggard. With 12 FuU-
Pag^e Illustrations by Maurice Greiffenh^gen, Crown 8vo, .*ia. Od.

PA LL MALL GAZSTTS.— "T\\e story is :i capital one. and the interest never flags for
amr)ment The iiuthor knows his eroiind thoroughly, and hia vivid descripti us of Transva^il
sceuery and his clever sketches of the iuhal'itants are all admirable."

RHODESIA AND ITS GOVERNMENT.
By H. C. THOMSON, Author of ** The Ghitral Campaigii " and of " The
Outgoing Turk." With, 8 IllustratiODS and a Map. Large cr. 8vn, 10s. 6d.

I.VVSSTORS' REVIEW.—"A work that onthi to be read by every intelligent politician in
the three kingdoms vho wish''6 to understand the ^outh African problum in its various,
changeless, yet ever-changing phases."

London : SMITH. ELDER, & CO., 1.5, Waterloo Place, S.W.

TH£ BOOK OF THE HOUR.
THE TRANSVAAL FROM WITHIN.

A Private Record of Public Affairs.

By J. P. PITZPATRIC?. Author Of " The Outspan."
With Index. I vol., lOs. net. Eighth Reprint, completinf; 30,000 copies.

Mr ChamberlaiD replying to a Westmorland correspondent, who comidained of the want
of a printed defence of the Govcrumeut's policy in the Transvaal : "I refer you to Mr. Fitz-
Patrtck's book."

THE MEM OF THE HOUR.
1. F.-M. LORD ROBERTS.
2. LORD KITCHENER OF KHARTUM.

Portrtiits by William Nicholson.
Lithographed in colours, mounted on card, 2s. 6d. each ; framed, Gs. each,.

I London ! WIW. HEINEMANN, 21, Bedford Street. W,C.

SOW READY EVERYWHERE.

THE WAR IN SOUTH AFRICA :

Its Causes and Effects.

By J. A. H O B S O N.
Demy 8vo, 73. 6d. net.

" Precisely the book most needed at the present juncture most scrupu-
lonslycantions, temperate, and intrinsically valuable."—^c'lo.

"Let the reader study thia book, and then, if he will, return to Mr.
Fitzpatrick's ' Transvaal from Within.' "—Westminster Gazette.

J. NISBEr & CO.. Ltd., 21, Bemers Street, W.

lOfOOO Oo/ties already sold.
SECOND LARGE EDITION READY NEXT WEEK.

In crown 8vo, Cover design, price Is.

THE BOER
IN PEACE AND WAR.

By ARTHUR M. MANN,
Author of " The Truth from Johannesburg."

WITH NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS OF TRANSVAAL SCENES
AND LIFE.

Lnndon : JOHN LOXG. 6 ChnndoR Street. Stfand.

THE BOOK OF THE HOUR.
THIRD EDITION.

OUR LIVING GENERALS.
By ARTHUR TEMPLE, Author of " The Making of the Empire."

Art vellura, gilt top, price 3s. 6d.

Biographical Sketches with fine Porfraita of Twelve Generals, no fewer than ten
of whom are now at the front.

" Pleasant and proud reading.**—5a^«r(iaj/ Review.
" A capital book, breezily and brightly written.*'—5<, James's Budget,
*' The li«t is well chosen. Men of whom the nation is justly proud."

Naval and Military Record.

ANPggW MELROSE, 16, Pilgrim Street, London g.C.

Third Edition, with a new Prefatory Chapter dealing with the events
which have induced the present crisis.

IMPRESSIONS OF SOUTH AFRICA.
By the Right Hon. JAMES BRYCE, M.P.

With 3 Maps, and with the Text of the Transvaal Conventions of 188X and 18M.
Crown 8vo, Cs.

NEW AND CHEAPER EDITION NOW READY.

SOUTH AFRICA OF TO-DAY.
By Captain FRANCIS YOUNGHUSBAND, CLE.,

Indian Staff Corps. Late Special Correspondent of the Times in South Africa.
With Illustrations. Crown fevo, 6s.

MACMILL\N & CO., Ltd, London.

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS.
THE CAMBRIDOe HI8TORICAU 8ERIC8.

OenenI Editor: G. W. PROTHERi>. Litt \> . lion. Fellow of Kinn's College, Cambridge.

A HISTORY of the COLONIZATION of AFRICA by ALIEN
RACES. By Sir H. H. .IldlNSTlJX. K.C II.. H.M. Special Commissioner in Uganda,
Author t,( "British Central Africa," &c. With 8 Maps by the Author and J. G. liar,
tholomew. Crown Hvo. (jj.

"As a text-book of Africiii study his book supplies a want which has been generally
felt, and should be in proportion warmly welcomed."—Times.

THE CAMBRIDOE QEOORAPHICAL SERIES.
General Editor; F. U. H. GL'ILLEMARI), M.U.. late Lecturer in Geography at th»

University of Cambridge.

OUTLINES of MILITARY GEOGRAPHY. By T. Miller
,MAi>UIRE, LL D.. of the Inner Temple, IJ;inn.ster :tt-Law, Lieutenant Inns of Court
Kirtf; Vuluoteers. Cniwn tfvo, with 27 Maps and Illustrationa, lOa. (til.

Fiel'i-Marsliitl L<jrd Ro»ert5, V.C. writ*« :
" A most ujteful and instructive book."

London: C .1. CLAY k 80NS. Cimbridge Uniyeraity I'rcs< Warehouae Ave Maria Lane.

CLARENDO N PRESS, OXFORD.
Crown 8vo, Separate Issue, with numerous Maps, 6s.

The History of Sooth Africa to the Jameson Raid.
Being Vol. IV., Part I., of " A Historical Geography of the British Colonies."

By C. P. LUOA9, B A.
Pall Mall Gazette,—"It ia refreshing to come across so sane, scholarly and judicial a

little Tolume. There is more assistance to the proper understandiiig of South African questionB
in its 340 well-i-rinted pages than in any work of the same size we know of. Mr. Lucas proves
on every page that he is one whose judgments are founded on knowledge, and it would be well
if every amateur critic of South Africa were compelled to pass an examination on his book."

StOTSsiAN,—" Mr. Lucas is a trustworthy aulhor.ty ana a vigorous writer ; and those who
desire to poet themselves up in the past relatious of Boers, Blacks, and British in South
Africa could not go to a better source of information."

London; HENRY FROWDE, Oxford University Press Warehouse,
Amen Onrner, E.G.

T. NELSON A SONS, Publishers.
JUST PUBLISHED.

The TRANSVAAL WAR ATLAS
Containing 2i Mnpx, specially prepared from the latest Surveys,

also a History of the Botrs and Boerland.
Fully Illustrated. Price U. net

;
postage, 2d.

This Atlas will Ns of advantage not only io following ihe present war, but in
acquiring an intolligeno appreciation of the great problems which will await
solution in South Afr c i when the war is over.

** Among th"- miny aids to a proper understanding of the geography of
South Africa none is more hrlpful than a little ' War Atlas* issued by
T. Nelson dk S.ns.'*- Daily Telegraph.

T. NELSON & 80N8, 35 & 36, Paterno«tor Row, London, E.C.

;

Par'<m'l<'. Kdiiilinrifh ; and n'pw Ynrk : and of «U Booksellers,

MR. T. FISHER UNWIN'S LIST.
SOUTH AFRICA. Bv Gno. McCall Thkal, LL.D. 5s.

HOW TO READ WAR NEWS. Hints to Readers of Despatches, &c. Is.

THE LIVES OF ROBERT AND MARY MOFFAT. liv their BoS. Ss
PAUL KRUOER AND HIS TIMES. By F. R. Stathau:. 7s. 6d.
THE POLITICAL SITUATION. Bv Olive ScHBEiifEK. Is. 6cl.

A PRIMER OF SOUTH AFRICAN HISTORV. By GeoBGl McCall
TiiK.,1.. l.L.II. 1«. .i.l.

MR. MAQNUS: A South A-frican NoveL By F. R. Statkau. 6?.

TROOPER PETER HALKET OF MASHONALAND. By O1.IVI

THE CAPTAIN oF THE LOCUSTS. By A. Wernkh. 2a.

KAFFIR STORIES, iiv W. C. Scllly. Paper, Is. 6d. ; cloth. 2s.

MR. THOMAS ATKINS. By the Author of '• How to be Happy Though
.Matrjcd." in.

FIFTY VEARS OF THE HISTORV Or THE REPUBLIC IN
SOUTH AFRICA. By J. C. V..i.;t. M.D. 2 vols. 2.58. net the set.

London : T. FISHER UNWIN. Patflrnoater aouare, K.C.

A BOOK ABOUT TrlE BOER WAR OF 1881.

Cloth, crown 8vo, 2s.

With 8 Illustrations by R. Caton Woodville, after Sketches by Melton Prior.

M A J U B A:
BRONKERSPRUIT, INGOGO, LANGS NEK, KRUGERSDORP.

By H AMIS H HEN DRY.
(»to/»«.—"ThcftutlK-rhas gone to the best, and his narr.itfvi'g have the 'lu dities of conclse-

neM ftu<1 vividnfst w Idch he claims for them. They are C4>nc6iit rated. tht;y are picturcsi'iue ;

moreover, thry arc uot without their leswjnsfor the staleiinifn and soldieiauf to-<iay."

DaUu firaphic.—" brief and brightly written., . The dMcription is extremely vivid,
and will lirin^ home to the mind itt the reader (he oaltire of s,jti(h AfrlCrau warfare far more
clnjfly than a more eUb>iately techuicat wo k e old i>oMibI> do."

London : GRANT RICHARDS. 9, Henrietta St., Covent Garden. W.C.

W. GLAISHER, Discount Bookseller,
265, HiKh Holborn, London.

Cash Prices.

SI»EOIA.Ij offers. s. d.

NIchol.on's (C; Fifty Years in South Africa. Plates.
2110 P)>. Crown .Svo, cUith. ll'uli.Oa.) 1 6

Sir Richard F, Burton's Wanderings in West Africa.
2 vols. (Pub. 21s.) * 6

Dr. Oarl Peters'a New Light on Dark Africa. Fully Illus-

trated. Imp. 8vo. (Pub. IBs.) 5 O
Stanley's in Darkest Africa. Best Edition. 2 vols. (Pub. 42'».) 12 6
Stanley's The Congo and the Founding of its Frao

State. 2V.J3. (Pub. 128.) 10 O
&o. &c. 4c.

Apply for OLAISBER'S Extensive OATALnOUE of Publi hers'

Remainders at Reduced Prices,
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Mr. T. FISHER UN WIN'S
LIST.

OKOHOB MOORE'S KEW WORK.

THE BENDINO of the BOUGH.
By the Author of " Kvclyn Innes." Cloth,
3». lid. net. [Jutt out.

MS. THOMAS ATKINS: a Study
ill Red, Uluc. and Kliaki. By the Rev. K. J.
HARDY, M.A., Chaplain to her Majesty's Forces
at DttbUn, Author of " How to be Happy Though
Married," Ac. Fully Illnstrsted. Cloth, 68.

"THE STORY OF THE NATIONS" SERIES.—
N«W VOLCMI.

MODERN ITALY (1748-1898). By
PIETRO ORSI, Professor of History in the
R. Liceo Foscarini, Venice. With over 40 Illoft.

tratione and Maps. Cloth, 68.

SOUTH AFRICA (Story of the
Nations Series). Br GEORGE MoOALL THEAL,
LL.D. Fifth Edition, complet'npr the Fifteenth
Thousand, now ready. Illustrated, and with Map
and Index. Cloth, 68.

THAT REMINDS ME By
Sir EDWARD RUJ8BLL,Ediiorct the Liverpool
Daily Post. Third Edition just published, with
Portrait, cloth, 12e. net.

" All who take it up will find it thoroughly readable
from cover to cover."— Westminster Oazette.

A POWERFUL NOVEL BY A KEW WRITER.

The PREPARATION of RYERSON
EMBURY : a Novel of Canadian Life. By A. R.
CARMAN. Cloth, 6s.

EOME NEW VOLUMES IN

UNWINS QREBN CLOl H LIBRARY.
68. each.

1. THE WATERS of EDERA. By
ODIDA, Author of "Lc Solve," "The Silver
Christ," Ac.

" Many scenes in the book, in the vividness of the
impression and the ijrip with which the writing holds
the reader, are fli ted to stand by the side of her best
work."—Z>oi7v Telegraph.

2. THROUGH FIRE to FORTUNE.
By Mrs. ALEXANDER, Author of " Brown,
V.C," "A Winning Hazard," &o. Also in
decorated cover.

3. SHAMELESS WAYNE. By
HALLIWELL SUTCLIFFE, Author of
' Ricroft of Withens," ' By Moor and Fell,' &c.

" A story of thrilling interest; it is most exciting
throughout, and the reader who takes it up will not
willingly lay it down until he has read it from cover
to cover."—PoJi Mall Gazette.

4 WAS it RIGHT to FORGIVE?
By AMBLIA E. BARR, Author of " Prisoners
of Conscience," "I, Thou, and the Other
One," 40^^ [.Shortlp.

SAND and CACTUS. Arizona
Sketches. By WOLCOTr BEARD. Cloth, 6a.

UNCLE PETER : a Romance of the
Nineteenth Century. By SEMA JE8. Cloth, 6s.

" One of those books which sustains its interest to
the last page."

THE LIFE and LETTERS of
SUSAN B. ANTHONY. By IDA HUSTEO
HARPER. Fully Illustrated. 2 vols., 32s.

The life story of this well-known reformer is in
itself a history of the evolution of woman's stains in
the nineteenth centory.

A FASCINATING BOOK OF AFRICAN TR4.VEL.

A WHITE WOMAN in CENTRAL
AFRICA. By HELEN CADDICK. With 16
Illustrations, Cloth, 68.

EXPERIMENTS on ANIMALS.
By STEPHEN PAGET. With an Introduction
by Lord LISTER. Illustrated. Cloth, 6i>.

London: T. FISHEB UN WIN,
11, Paternoster Baildinga, E.G.

GASSELL&GOMPANY'S
ANNOUNCEMENTS.

"THE GREAT WORK ON SOCIAL ENGLAND.'
Timet, February ti, 1900.

Vols. I. to III., price 16s. each j Vols. IV. and V.,

price I7s, each; and Vol. VI., price 18s,

SOCIAL ENGLAND : a Record of
the Progress of the People in Religion. Laws,
Learning, Arts, Industry, Commerce, Science,

Literature, and Manners, from the Esriicst Times
to the Present Day. Bt VARIOUS WRITtRe.
Edited by the late H. D. TRAILL, D.C.L.

jaST PUBLISHED, price Ss.

JOHN RUSKIN: a Sketch of his
Life, his Work, and his Opinims. With Personal

Reminiscences. By M. H. SPIELMANN.
Containing numerous Portraits and other Illus-

trations.

ILLUSTRATED EDITION.
READY SHORTLY, price 68.

THE GARDEN of SWORDS: a
story of the Siege of Btrasbnrg. By MAX
PEMBERTON.

JUST PUBLISHED, price 6s.

" THE DEATH or GLORY BOYS "

:

the Story of the 17th Lancers. By D. H. PARRY.
With Frontispiece.

"In every respect the 'Death or Glory Boys' are

fortunate in their historian, whose book, which makt s

so timely an appearance, is one that no Englii-h

patriot, proud of the unsurpassed valour and devotion

of his country's military heroes, can afford to miss."
M orll.

MEMORIES and STUDIES of
WARandPEACE. By ARCHIBALD FORBES,
LL.D. Cheap Edition. 6s.

THE BLACK WATCH. The
Record of an Historic Regiment. By ARCHI-
BALD FORBES, LL.D. es.

BRITAIN'S ROLL of GLORY; or,
the Victoria Cross, its Heroes, and their Valoar,

By D. H. PARRY. Illustrated. Cheap Edition.

3s. 6d.

PERIL and PATRIOTISM : True
Tales of Heroic Deeds and Startling Adventures.
Profusely Illustrated. In 2 vols., 4s each; or

1 vol. 7s. 6d.

THE WARS of the 'NINETIES.
A History of the Warfare of the Last Ten Years
of the Nineteenth Century. By A. HILLIARO
ATTERIOQr. Profuselylllustrated. Complete
in 1 vol., 7s. 6d.

SCARLET and BLUE ; or. Songs
for Soldiers and Sailors. By JOHN FARMER.
Cloth, 5s. Words only, paper, 6d. ; cloth, ltd.

BRITISH BATTLES on LAND
and SEA. By JAMES GRANT. With about
800 Illustrations. Cheap Edition. Complete in
i vols., 3s. 6d. each.

HISTORY of the FRANCO-GER-
MAN WAR, CASSELL'S. Containing about 50O
Illustrations. Cheap Edition. Complete in 2
vols., 6s. each.

IN a CONNING-TOWER; or. How
I took U-^l.^. Majestic into Actiori. By H. O.
ARNOLD - FOR8TCR, M.P. With Original
Illustrationa by W. H, (.>veren(l. 6d.

A GUN-ROOM DITTY BOX By
a. STEWART BOWLES. With a Preface by
Rear-Admiral LOROCHARLES BERESFORD,
O.B., &c. 2s.

CASSELL k COMPANY, Ltd., London, Paris

New York, and Melbourne.

CHATTO&WlNDUS'SNE ff BOOKS

ROBERT BUCHANAN'S K'mv Novel,

ANDROMEDA: an Idyll of the
Great River, is now ready. Crown
8vo , cloth, gilt top, 6s.

QEORGE n. SIMU'S New Book of
Stories, WirHOUr the LIMELIGHT
(Theatrical Life as it is), will be

reidy on March 8th. Crown 8w, cloth^

3g. (irf.

BEHTHA TBOMA^S New Novel,

THE SON of the HOUSE, mil be

ready 01 March 3:i/td. Crown 8vo,

cloth, gilttop, 6s.

aTsECRET of the^ORTH SEA.
By ALGERNON CISSING. Crown 8vo. cl <th, gilt top. 6s.

"It is stn'Dft. picturt^'iue, and as pasfiiouately one-motived
as ' U'uthenug lletuhts.'"— H'or/i.
"Tbe Htory ifi a gool one, sinewy and dramatic, with a first

chapter as well contrived to Hiigitest comioK mystery and wbet
the appetite hs any we remember : aud through it all blow tbe
winds of the N'lrthumbriau coa*t.'*~i><iiii? MaH.

" The very winds of tbe North Sea coast «*:em to blow over the
rival farms of Coldrjfe and Crakehall in Mr. GiBsinx'g pages."

_____^_ Literafiirt.

SOUR GRAPES By J. F. Cornish.
Crown 8vo. cloth, gilt top, 63.

' We are introduced to some eiceeiingly attractive Devon-
shire people, among whom tiusceptible male rf-aders will have
difficulty lu deciding whether kitteuish Ruby Brabrooke or true-
hearted Barl>ara Ashteigb is the more winsome."—Scotsman.

A COURT TRAGEDY. By Albert
D. VANDAM, Autlior of "An En^lisliman in Paris.
With 6 lUuslrations by J, Barnard Davis. Crown 8vo
cloth, S3. 6d.

'* If you have read Mr. Vandam's ' Boglishman in Paris,' and
its piquant chapters of C^iirt scandal, you will know what to
e.\i>ecc from any deliberate efTo t at romance issuing from this
smart chronicler's pen. 'A Court Tragedy," in fact, maybe
fairlydeseribed as an imaginary |>age writ largeoC Mr.Vandam's
'Anecdotjil Europe' Mr. \ anoac
picture^tjiie writiiiK."— KcAo.

dam has certainty a gift of

IN LONDON'S HEART. By
GEORGE R. SI VS, Author of " Revues and Vagftbonds,"
k'Z. Crown Svo. cloth, 3i. 6d.

" We confess to naviiig read the book right through, and
moft of those wlio take it up will do the came."—S/^etotor.
"Mr. Sims knows the Lond.-ii i.f toKiHy, especially on its

shady sidf, as Dickens knew the London of sixtv years ago; and
be can tiandle his material—h s roouey-lenderi, mudererg,
detectives, and what not—with eminent skill Tbe plot 1*

skilfully contrived, and the story is exciting."— tflasi/ow Htrald,
"Merits the description 'a raltling nood story,' if ever story

deserved such a passport to the favour of the jaded novel reader.
The author's very best qualities are displayed in this vividly-
written, skiUuUy-co structed. aad graphically-depict«l drama.

There is at leist one c*>aracter. Ciptain llalford, who is

wortny of Dickens himself."—A'^wrfing Li/e.

DORA MYRL, the LADY DE-
TECTIVE. By M. McD. BODKIN. Q C. C.own Svo,

cloth, 3s. Oi.
" Dora Myrl. we have no hesitation in saying it, was one of

the most remarkable specimens of new womanhood ever
evolved in modem tt ancient tictiou. At the age of eighteen
she was already a Cambridge \V ranger; by twenty she had
completed her medical education, givm up medical practice,

and successively occupied the posts of telegraph girl, telephone
girl, aud lady journalist. Fortunately lor the reading public,

she found her tiue vocation while aciiiig as a companion to &
weak-minded matron, who was beng blackm.aileti by an uu*
scrupuluus nurse, and thoLceforth leapt into a large sind lucra*

tive practice. ... Its simplicity and vivacity are ii resistible."
Spectator.

THE WEB of FATE. By T. W.
SPEIGHT, Author of "The Mj-steries of Heron Dyke.-
Crown 8vo, cloth, :f3.6d.

OUR GREATEST LIVING SOL-
DIERS. By CHARLES LOWE. M.A. With 8 Portraits.

Crown 8vo, clotli, as, fid.
'" Our Greatest liiving Soldiers* will be found a most valuable

and interesting little book just now liy many who desire to know
something of our military chiefs. It is written with all the
picturesque liveliness and 'go ' that one expects from the author
of "Prince Bismarck.'. ...His facts are sound and most attrac-

tively combined."—PaH ifall GxuetU,
" The most spirited and, for its size, capable book of the kind

that has appeared. Mr. Lowe comes to his task armed with
knowledge, enthusiiism, and a practiseU pen and \\ s vivid little

life-sketches are excellent and eukimlliug rtadiug. There is

somi'tbinii epic in the na'Tative."--/V(i7« Mail^ _^^

WALFORD'S COUNTY FAMILIES
of the UNITED KINGDOM (1900).

Coutaioiug Notices of the DeFCent, Birtli. Marriage. Eduoa-
t'ou. ic., of more than l'i,<.>0J distinguished Heads of
Families, their Heirs Appa'ent or iresumptive, the ttttices

thev hold or have held, their Town and Country Addresses,
Clul»8. Ac. Royal 8vo. cloth, ."SOa.

THE GENTLEMAN'S MAGAZINE
OneShiUiiik' Mantbly.-foiitentsfor MARCH.

Ave, CiL'sar! by W. It, Wallace— Pniuts :ibi.nit S|H-;ikers, by
James Sykes. —Tbe Founder of a Dynast \. by E Perronet
Thompson.—A Black Night, by J. Lawson.—Ru^kin Hall: the
Poor Man's Collfge, by M. Berkeley,—A West Country Potter,

by (ieorge Sweetman.—The Dog in Literature, by C. TroUope.—
Qaston de Raousset-BouUx>n. by D. Sampson.—New Year's l>a]r

lOO-J, by E. M. Butliorfortl.-Mr. Lang on our Taste in Utera-
ture, by Sylvanus Urban.

London : Chittok Wivnus, 111» St. Martin's Lane,W.C.
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The Literary Week.
The Society of Authors hope to begin the practical

working of their Pension Fund with a grant this year of

£50. Mr. Anthony Hope Hawkins announced at the
annual meeting that while they did not invite outside
financial help, they would not refuse it. At present
the capital account is nearly £1,000, and the annual
income close upon £100. It has been estimated that
an income of £.500 or £600 would meet all claims.

Mr. MuUett Ellis's resolution, protesting against railway
bookstall monopoly, inspired, we imagine, by Messrs.
Smith & Son's treatment of his book, was defeated. Mr.
Hawkins spoke good sense when he remarked, that it

would do the Society no good to issue hruta fidmina of that
description without a substantial grievance being first

proved,

Me. Dalton, who has assisted Mr. TraiU since the
foundation of Literature, has been appointed editor of that
journal. Another item of interest connected with Print-

ing House-square is that Mr. A. B. Walkley has been
made dramatic critic of the Times. It will be curious to

see what effect his new environment will have on Mr.
Walkley's volatile personality.

We regret to learn of the death of Mr. Ernest Christo-
pher Dowson, which occurred suddenly, on Friday of
last week, from syncope. Ernest Dowson, who was
only thirty-two years of age, was educated at Queen's
College, Oxford. Shortly after leaving the University
for London he became a Catholic. His first work was
published in the two books of the Ehymers' Club.
This was followed by a volume of short stories with
the title of Dilemtnaf, and by a poetical comedy, "The
Pierrot of the Minute." Later his poems were collected

into two volumes—one, Verses, published in 1896, the other,

Decorations, to appear in a few days, and to contain prose
as well as verse. In collaboration with Mr. Arthur Moore
he wrote two novels, A Comedy of Masks and Adrian Rome.
He published also several translations from the French,
among them being his version of Balzac's Fille aux Teux
d'Or.

The first few years after Ernest Dowson had left college
he spent at Bridge Dock, Limehouse, which belonged to

his father. Here he laid the principal scene of A Comedy
of Masks, and much of the melancholy of the gray stream
flowing sadly past the windows of his little library in the
dock-house informs his sombre verse. On the death of his
father he escaped from his somewhat irksome life at the
dock, and went to France, a country which had a charm
for him his own never possessed ; and there, on the coast
of Brittany or in his favourite " Quartier " in Paris, with
rare visits to London, he spent the rest of his short life.

He was hoping to return to those clearer skies and that
freer existence when death came so suddenly. The bulk
of his poetry is intensely personal, the expression of a
delicate and mournful spirit with a very frail hold on life,

almost an aversion from it.

The pity of it is that it is impossible to help such
broken, ineffectual lives, because they will not help them-
selves. Their sufferings are of their own making, and
what that suffering was in Ernest Dowson's case he alone
knew. Happily, he was cared for in his last days by the
friend in whose house he died. When that friend found
him, shortly before his death, he had been a day without
food, and was in such an advanced stage of consumption
that he could barely stand on his feet. Death, which
came to him very quietly, was, indeed, the consoler. It

was the easiest thing that had happened to him.

The first number of the Pilot, Mr. Lathbury's sixpenny
"weekly review of ecclesiastical and general politics,

literature and learning," will be issued this week. On
March 17 the Londoner, under the editorship of Mr. A.
Kalisch, will enter the lists. It is described as " a new
weekly review," and the price will be twopence. The title

seems familiar; but it is, of course, of London that one
is thinking—the little journal that flashed through the
town in 1877, and disappeared, alas! in 1878. In the
preface to Ballades and Rondeaus, published in 1887, the
late Mr. Gleeson White wrote : "In a Society paper, the
London, a brilliant series of these poems appeared. After
a selection was made for this volume, it was discovered
that they were all by one author, Mr. W. E. Henley."

It has been remarked that the title of the new volume
of poems, Withotit and Within, by Mr. Edmond Holmes,
was used by Dr. George Macdonald in 1857. Mr. Holmes,
however, can rost secure. The title of Dr. Macdonald's
volume is Within and Without. The copy that lies before
us has the bookplate and signature of Mr. Edmund Yates.

Me. Punch's appeal for funds for the Hospital for Sick
Children has met with a magnificent response. In two
weeks nearly £8,000 has been received.

The next number of the Anglo-Saxon will contain some
unpublished letters of Lord Beaconsfield.

The formation of a Russian official Academy of Letters

is announced. The first Immortals are elected, and
one is mystified by unheard-of names. Tolstoy we
know, and he is one of the band. The others are

Vladimir Solovieff (philosopher and poet) ; A. M. Zheni-
chuznikoff (a humorist) ; A. A. Potyekhin (novelist,

dramatist, and portrayer of the moujik) ; A. F. Koni
("jurist and orator"); Count Golenishtcheff-Kutusoff

(lyrical poet) ; Vladimir Korolenko (writer on social sub-

jects) ; A. Tchekhoff (psychologist) ; and the Grand Duke
Constantino Constantinovitch (author of a book of verses).

We learn from the Anglo-Russian that the Grand Duke
has just made a sensation in literary and theatrical circles

by his Eussian translation of "Hamlet" and by acting

the chief part of that play.
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An American Academy of Immortals, unofficial, has

boon postulated by the readers of the New York Literary

Life. The list includes publicists, philanthropists, painters,

&c. We give below the names of the literary men elected

by the wisdom of our contemporary :

Historians.
John Fiske. John B. McMaster.
A. T. Maban. Edward Eggleston.

Essayists.
T. W. Higgiuson. John Burroughs.

Dramatists.
Bronson Howard. David Belasco.

Humorists.
Samuel L. Clemens. Fraok R. Stockton.

Novelists
Wm. D. Howells. Bret Harte.
Mary E. Wilkins. Marion Crawford.

Poets.
E. C. Stedman. B. H. Stoddard.
Joa(|uio Miller. J. W. EUey.

Critics.

H. W. Mabie. M. W. Haseltine.

Journalists.
Whitelaw Reid. E. L. Godkin.

Henry Watterson.

Of the four men who obtained the largest number of votes
only two are writers. Mr. Edison received the largest
number of votes, 28.5 ; Mr. Clemens came next with 24.3

votes ; and Mr. Carnegie next with 221 votes. Mr. T. W.
Higginson was fourth with 198 votes.

Counterblasts to the praise of Buskin were to be
expected. The worst of the conscious counterblast is, that
it usually has the exaggeration of a reply rather than
the calm of a judgment. Its office, indeed, is to state
the other side, not to sum up. Remembering this, we give
a taste of the article, " Mr. Euskin," in the March Blaclc-

icood. Maga was ever an independent thinker, and scornful
of rash enthusiasms. Here are some of its home-thrusts at
the seer of Brantwood :

His Disciples

:

The moral pathologist of the future wiU have much to
say of the parasites of the nineteenth century. A long
chaptor will be devoted to that well-known variety, the
Gladstonian Toady {assenbttor locuples); and the press-
references to it in the index will be Place and Peerage.
But space will, neverthpless, be found to do justice to the
idiosyncrasy of the Toady of Robert Browning, and of the
Toady of John Ruskin.

His Learning

:

His erudition gets the better of him; much learning
hath turned his brain. ... In the middle of a discussion
on some problem of political economy, he interrupts us
by a long-winded and wholly fantastical commentary on
some plain-sailing passage in Shakespeare. . . . Desirous
of knowing the true theory of value, we are whisked off to
St. Ursula or some other holy person of Italian nationality.
Ambitious of grasping the rationale of genuine patriotism,
we are transported to Victor Carpaecio. Eager for in-
formation as to the currency, we are fobbed off with an
etymological explanation of the Florin. Thirsting for
instruction about our cereal supplies, we are referred to
the practice of the Otomac Inditms.

His Art Criticism

:

As regards the criticiam of art, Mr. Ruskin's true pro-
genitor was no less a persomige than Denis Diderot. . . .

Pictures have no charm for him unless they are anecdotal,
or unless they give scope for "trimmings" and flue
writing. The difference between the two men is the
purely superficial one, that Diderot likes one kind of
anecdote and "trimmings," and Mr. Ruskin likes another.
Diderot writes like a good-natured, easy- going, free-
living man, with high animal spirits and a boundless
capacity for physical enjoyment. Mr. Ruskin is a sort of
Puritan Procnistes. He curtails or extends the corpus vile
of painting or sculpture to serve his own turn.

His Style

:

His fine passage, if tolerably numerous, are neither
long nor consecutive. Sabaras of insufferable pedantry
lie between them. Yet the oasis is woith taking somu
trouble to reach. . . . He has enriched English prose
with new cadences of extraordinary beauty, and that by a
deft manipulation of the notes he has produced the most
strange and moving effects can scarcely be denied by the
most bigoted devotee of the older - and for common 2)ur-

pnses better—school of writing. He is, par excellence, the
master of the purp]^ patch.

The annual exhibition of the Eoyal Amateur Art
Society (President, H.R.H. the Princess of Wales) will be
held at 7, Chesterfield-gardens, Mayfair, by kind per-

mission of Mr. and Mrs. Beer, from March 20 to 23
inclusive, in aid of the Marchioness of Lansdowne's
Officers' Families' Fund, the Parochial Mission Women
Fund, and the East London Nursing Association. The Hon.
Mrs. C. Eliot, 8, Onslow-gardens, S.W., is the honorary
secretary of the exhibition. The Loan Annexe wiU com-
prise, besides an interesting exhibition of photographs by
members of the Photographic Salon (Linked Ring), a
valuable collection of old miniatures on ivory of all

countries, and specimens of pinchbeck. The Dowager
Lady Newton will be much obliged if owners of either

miniatures or pinchbeck, who are willing to exhibit, will

kindly communicate with her at 20, Belgrave-square, as

soon as possible.

In the current Alma Mater Mr. Oscar Browning describes

the late Mr. G. W. St^evens's editorship of the Cambridge
Observer, the paper on which he whetted his journalistic

wits ere he came to London :

The Observer was very oiitspoken, and did not veil its

opinions in decorous journalistic language. It was also

somewhat abstruse, and its meaning might be mistaken
by the casual reader. The consequence was that Cam-
bridge printers, who seemed to be a puritanical class,

were shocked at some of the things which they were
expected to put into type, and not infrequently struck

work. References to the Church Catechism seemed to

them profane, and they were not prepared to question the

fact that the world was made in six days. So it came
about that Steevens not infrequt-ntly came to me just

before the paper was to appear, " Bother those printers."

He did not say " bother," but words to that effect. The
article had to be cut short and the gap supplied by bogus
advertisements, which were never paid for. I do not

know whether he met with similar difficulties in London.
Still, the Observer went on, and happy are those who
possess a copy of it. When Steevens went into London
journalism the perusal of that Term's Observer was suffi-

cient to secure him at once a regular engagement on a
first-olass London paper, and a good salary.

Defoe had no answer to a cruel critic's question as to

how Robinson Crusoe could have his pockets stuffed with
biscuits while swimming naked from the wreck. He
simply corrected the passage. Mr. Lang and Mr. Mason
will make a similar correction, no doubt, in future editions

of Parson Kelly. Meanwhile Mr. Lang says :

Mr. Mason and I owe our apologies to the readers of

this [£()?j;/m«7i'«] magazine for making Mr. Wogan " rub
his bauds," while we, and history, had correctly stated

that hands he bad none to rub, having lost his arm at

Fontenoy. Now when Agamemnon, in Homer, carves a

lamb, after being wounded in the arm, German critics

detect a multipl>'x authorship. But Agamemnon had been

wounded a fairly long way back in the narrative, and _
I think the poet forgot, or did not care. We have no
such excuse, and, as a matter of fact, it was the coUabo- "
rator, who did not write the chapter, that foisted in Mr.
Wogan's two hands, regardless of the statement of the

other collaborator, who again overlooked the interpolation.
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It ia good that a man should be fully persuaded in his

own mind. Mr. H. Croft Hiller, whose work entitled

Heresies is continued by the issue of its second volume, is

in this happy state. He says :

In the two volumes now issued of Beresies I profess to

have established, partially or completely as the case may
be, the following main points :

That truth is cnly any sensation of belief.

That right morality is acted belief and nothing else.

That the sole concern of morality is justice.

That our present social system is utterly inconsistent

with justice.

That the only rationally tolerable religion is the theism
I propound, involving one God and absolute determinism
consistent with individual responsibility, but inconsistent
with individual faculty-monopoly.

In future volumes Mr. HiUer will advance his views
regarding God, creation, soul, and immortality.

What is Right ? is the title of a thin penny monthly
magazine in a yellow paper cover. The editor is convinced
that the Boer "War is not right. Apparently, too, the
principle of non-resistance to evil is to be applied even to

the law courts, for we have injunctions like this lightly

sown up and down the pages :
" Never attempt to punish

anyone who has robbed you or has done anything in any
way against you, for God never intended that one man
should punish another." We are unable to gather from
the first number what things will usually be labelled
" right " by our new contemporary ; but we are cheered,

and a little surprised, to find that though it is not right to

commit a pickpocket, it is right for wives to let their

husbands smoke in the drawing-room.

Tire imminent retirement is announced of Dr. Sewell,

the venerable Warden of New College, Oxford. Dr.
Sewell is said to be the only man living who has spoken
to men who saw Dr. Johnson at work in the Bodleian
Library.

The Elf, No. 2, amuses us
of happy amateurs. The
letterpress appears on one
side of the page only, and
vast expanses of margin
enshrine little fiighta of

song and allegory. " We
are the Gentle People,"
sings Miss Nora Hopper
on one page, and with-
out reading further we
instantly apply the words
to the young promoters of

The Elf; here is the title-

page of their frail and flaky

little magazine. The liter-

ary matter of The Elf is

one long iEolian murmur
of pretty words and fan-

cies. Thus

:

it is so clearly the work

THE ELF
a little book.

WINTER

1890.

Published at Peartree Cottage,
Ingrave, Essex.

No word could I (peak in answer, for the eyes of Death
were full of toars and his voice was broken with sobbing.
As we drew on, great light began to glow through the

dark trees, and the distant voices of a thousand angels
burst into song. And, borne upon the faint last breeze of
the night, came the sound of the bells of a New Year.
And the heart of the city came out and wept tmder the

clear sky, and the gates of the Great Flood were opened,

mercy burst over the earth, so that the stars leaned over

and smiled each at his own image therein.

The illustrations of The Elf are incidents in a veldt of

margin ; but, being loose, they soon drop out, and become
a sliding, vanishing litter of artistry.

Students of style should read Mr. David MacRitchie's

article, in the March Longman's, on Scott's proof-

sheets of Itedgauntlet. Ballantyne's inept suggestions

—

they are mostly inept—and Scott's varying treatment of

them, make these proof-sheets highly interesting. A com-
plete survey of the sheets goes to prove that Scott wrote

rapidly and revised little. Finish, selection, verbal re-

search were out of his way. In such things, says Mr.

MacEitchie,

he was the very opposite of Mr. Stevenson, who has

told us how, in his youth, he deliberately made himself the

"sedulous ape" of earlier wiiters, jotting down in his

pocket note-book every word or phrase of theirs that he
thought would aid him in acquiring an effective style.

Scott was built on quite another plan from that. He was
nobody's "ape"; but a great, original genius—and out of

the abundance of his heart his mouth spoke. If, as his

hurrying thoughts found utterance, they took shape in a
somewhat inchoate form, that was a defect that he endea -

voured to remedy afterwards, after a fashion. But of the

self-consciousness of the stylist he had little or nothing

. . . What we learn, then, from the Hedf/auntlet proofs is

that Scott's " literary methods and style " hardly gave him
a moment's thought.

Mr. MacEitchie's remark about Stevenson's dependence on

other writers belongs to a phase of Stevensonian criticism

of which we are hearing much just now. In the Pall

Mall Magatine Mr. Honley, comparing Stevenson and

Bunyan, observes that Bunyan was born a master, while

Stevenson was born a student of Bunyan.

The editor of the Literary Year Booh for 1900 has asked

a number of critics to select, and discourse upon, the book
published last year which particularly appealed to them.

Some of the selections were as follows :

Mr. Andrew Lang :
" Some Experiences of an Irish R.M."

Mr. W. E. Henley: Bunyan's "Life and Death of Mr.
Badman."

Mr. T. Herbert Warren (President of Magdalen) : Poetical

Works of Robert Bridges, Vol. II.

Mr. Laurence Binyon : "The Vinedresser, and Other

Poems."
Mr. Quiller-Couch : Stevenson's Letters.

Mr. George W. E. Russell: Sir Herbert Maxwell's "Life
of Wellington."

Mr. Joseph Jacobs: Spencer and Gillen's "Native Tribes

of Central Australia "
; Prof. Ward's " Naturalism and

Agnosticism."
Mr. Bernard Capes : Autobiography of Mrs. Oliphant.

Mr. Horace Wyndham : Lieut. -Gen. Butler's " Life of Sir

George Pomeroy-Colley."
Canon Benham : Edward N. Westcott's " David Harum."

Producers of short stories will do well to read an

article on the subject by Mr. E. Charlton Black in No. 2

of the Lnternational Monthly (Macmillan). Mr. Black very

truly represents the short story as the tentacle of fiction, or

its active search-light—which ever you please, neither of

the similes being Mr. Black's. " The short-story writer,"

says Mr. Black, " is the true explorer and conqueror of the

modem world, and the work is only begun." On one

point Mr. Black is very sound : he will have no art for

art's sake in the short story. He is simply stating the

truth when he says :

In all the short stories which have survived the genera-

tion that first read them, there is clear recognition of the

fact that the light of every soid burns upwards ;
there are

everywhere glimpses of the hidden nobilities that are the

heritage of every human being, no matter how narrow and
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sordid the physical enyironment may be. This is a truth
that the elaborators of the later French conte never have
been able to g^asp ; and no amount of " close atmosphere,"
no delving after freaks and freakish sentiments to be
tricked out in freakish plirases, no extraordinary forms of
speech or deviations from the honest, which is, after all is

said and done, the only artistic way of telling a thing, will
make these later coiites live. Their literary art is simply
one of vulgar, open-mouthed curiosity.

The stor^ of Sophie Dorothea of Celle, Consort of
George I., is the 8u\)ject of a new work by Mr. W. H.
Wilkins, which Messrs. Hutchinson will issue. Much of
Mr. Wilkins's matter is new ; and many of the love-letters
which passed between Sophie Dorothea and Count Konigs-
marck will be ropublisbed from the originals.

In his L«ftres d me Etrangcre, just published, Balzac has
this advice for women writers :

" Write as much as you
please, only do as all women should, bum what you have
written !

"

Spkakino of short stories, the New York Literary Life
nsks its readers to name the ten best examples from
American authors. Meanwhile it asks :

" What about
this list: Hale's 'Man Without a Country,' Aldrich's
' Marjorie Daw,' Bret Harte's 'Luck of Eoaring Camp,'
Stockton's ' The Lady and the Tiger,' O'Brien's ' The
Diamond Lens,' Mrs. SpofEord's 'The Amber Gods,'
Eebecca Harding Davis's ' Life in the Iron Mills,' William
D. O'Connor's ' The Carpenter,' Eichard Harding Davis's
' Gallagher,' and Perkins's ' The Devil Puzzler.' "

To the Times of Thursday Mr. Swinburne sent his
second contribution on the war. It is called "The
Turning of the Tide: February 27, 1900," and concludes
thus:

The winter day that withered hope and pride
Shines now triumphal on the turning tide
That sets once more our trust in freedom free,

That leaves a ruthless and a truthless foe
And all base hopes that hailed his cause laid low.
And England's name a light on land and sea.

Bibliographical.
Does " S. G." of the Pall Mall Gaiette know Mansfield
Park so thoroughly as a critic of Miss Austen should, or,
when he wrote, the other day, of "Broken Vows " as the
play of which so much is said in the early part of the
story, was he guilty merely of a slip of the pen, the result
of a momentary lapse of memory ? I confess I took him
at his word, whereas I ought to have known better, and
corrected him. But, alas ! it is many years since I read
Mansfield Park, and I have never returned to it. Mean-
while the correction comes from Mr. Austin Dobson,
who obligingly writes to my Editor as follows: "The
play in Mansfield Park is 'Lovers' Vows,' Mrs Inchbald's
adaptation of Kotzebue's ' Das Kind der Liebe'. It was
produced at Covent Garden in 1798. John Taylor {Records
of My Life) says that he suppUed the lines for the
rhyming butler' mentioned in Chapter XIV. of Mansfield

Park- &^^ It was in playing ' Lovflrs' Vows ' that Charies
Kean feU in lo ve with his future wife, Miss Ellen Tree."

Genest, by the way, says that it was Thomas Palmer, of
Uath, who wrote not only the butler's rhymes but the
epilogue to "Lovers' Vows." Mrs. Inchbald (in her
preface to the printed text of her piece) says that the
lines were composed by the author of the prologue. Was
the prologue, then, written by John Taylor? Perhaps
Mr. J^obson can tell us. Is it, moreover, an absolute ascer-
tained /«<;(! that Charles Kean " fell in love with " Ellen
Tree while playing with her in "Lovers' Vows"? All

that Kean's biographer tells us is, that it was as actors in
" Lovers' Vows " that Kean and Miss Tree "first met"
upon the boards. This was in December, 182B. They
were not married until January, 1842—a little over thirteen
years later. Mr. Dobson may be—probably is—right;
but what is his authority?
Under the title of " Barrie's First Book," a writer in

the Yotmg Man tor March favours his readers with an
account and analysis of Better Bead almost as long as the
" book " itself. He finds the germ of the jeu d"esprit, as
he calls it, in an article by Mr. Barrie which appeared in

the Sf. James's Gazette for April 21st, 1885—the "book"
itself not being published till 1887. Of the precious first

edition of Better Bead not even our great national library
possesses a copy ; its copy is one of the second edition,

1888. Thus early has Better Bead become " scarce." I
believe Mr. Barrie has not reprinted the " book," and in
so doing he has been wise. Some day, I daresay, collectors

will be seeking for copies of the libretto of "Jane Annie,"
the Savoy opera in the production of which Mr. Barrie
collaborated with Dr. Conan Doyle. This, probably, was
one of the weakest librettos ever written ; and the number
of weak librettos has been large.

The Eev. W. J. Dawson, greatly daring, proposes to

give to the world a poem on Savonarola, defiant (he cannot
be ignorant) of the fact that he has been anticipated in
this performance by a poet laureate. Eeally remarkable
is the extent to which Savonarola has occupied the minds
of English writers, from George Eliot downwards. There
are some ten or twelve biographies of him from English
pens, beginning with that of J. A. Heraud in 1843.
E. E. Madden's came in 1853, A. C. Macleod's in 1882,
P. E. Cooke's in 1883, A.J. Hapgood's in 1895, J. O'Neil's
in 1898, H. Lucas's in 1899, and so forth. Milman devoted
an essay to Savonarola thirty years ago, and Mrs. Oliphant
put him more recently into one of her historical portrait
galleries. And yet, even now, what does our reading
public know about him ?

The Eev. Anthony C. Deane appears to resent the harm-
less appellation of " Chaplain to Punch." Very rightly he
takes his clerical calling seriously. Nevertheless, one
cannot get away, alas ! from the literary sins of our youth.
History records that Mr. Deane published in 1892 a
volume of Frivolous Verse ; that was his own name for it.

Two years later came some JToliday Rhymes, and, after
another two years, some poetical Leaves in the Wind. There
is record, further, of a book of Poems, by Mr. Deane, pro-
duced so long ago as 1889. Precisely when Mr. Deane
took orders I do not know, but I need not tell him that
English literature boasts of a good many clerical humorists
—men who found humour and clericalism quite compatible.
One of the books promised to us for the spring is The

Queen's Garland, a collection, made by Mr. Fitzroy Carring-
ton, of Elizabethan lyrics. This, of course, will range
with The Kings' Lyrics, by the same compiler, issued by
Messrs. Duckworth last December. The Kings' Lyrics weis
"composed" in the States, and Mr. Carrington, we take
it, is an American.

It should be remembered concerning the late Mr.
Andrew Tuer that, apart from his elaborate monographs on
Bartolozzi and the Horn-Book, and his diverting adven-
tures among old books for children, he was the author of
an opuscule on copyright in titles, called, if I remember
rightly, John BulPs Womankind, and printed in 1884.
In none of the notices of the late Mr. Traill have I

observed any reference to what was, in fact, his last (com-
plete) contribution to letters—TA* JVew Fiction, and Other
Kssays on Literary Subjects. This was published in the
autumn of 1897, and consisted of articles reprinted (with
revision and additions) from reviews and magazines. It
included papers on Lucian, Pascal, Eichardson, and
Matthew Arnold (whom he hardly appreciated), with two
or three Dialogues.

The Bookworm,
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Reviews.
Literary Ventriloquism.

The New Luciati. New Edition. By the late H. D. TraiU.
(Chapman & Hall. 6s.)

The imaginary-conversation medium is one with which
all persons should play who are seriously dissatisfied with
history or with common verdicts upon history. Each
puppet, after certain rules of the game have been
observed, can be made to speak just as their summoner
wishes, and he, at any rate, will have the satisfaction of

seeing his own view of the case made plausibly vocal.

The only vehicle for defence which can surpass the
dialogue is the monologue, but that requires a fibaer artist.

Many men can make a show with an imag^ary con-
versation who would be lost if such a task as "Bishop
Blougram's Apology" or "Andrea del Sarto " were set

before them. We can conceive that a decent quality of
invention can carry one fairly well through a dialogue,
but for the satisfying monologue imagination is needed.
The first thing that we ask of an author, who, like

Lucian and Landor, summons the illustrious dead and
sets them conversing or justifying their lives, is that he
shall be witty. Without wit no task could be so flat as,

to take an instance from this volume, the discussion
between Wilkes and Lord Sandwich. With wit all is

well—provided, of course, that some attention is paid to

the probabilities, and the minds of the shades approxi-
mate more than a little to the minds of the men. Mr.
Traill is witty : what he chiefly lacks is interest in

character. We do not feel in any of these dialogues that
the people themselves interest him greatly ; their point of
attraction is their use in expressing opinions or proving a
theory. Landor, we feel, often made conversations for the
sheer love of hearing his favourites speak, and because it

was for him a sure way of getting into their minds a little

and identifying himself with them. We can believe that
just as the great Tartarin found that he could think only
when he talked, so did Landor find that only when he
imagined himself to be using the words of his characters
did he really comprehend those characters. Mr. Traill

has not this sensuous pleasure in personifying the remark-
able dead : the something to be proved, the point to be
cleared up, the opinion of his own to be stated with the
added force which the authority of the great name of the
spokesman will give it—these are the important things.
Hence his dialogues are largely polemical where Landor's
are poetical.

An interesting example is the criticism—excellent criti-

cism, too—of Matthew Arnold, in the dialogue between
Landor and Plato. Landor (in Mr. Traill's book) thus
speaks of the poet of " The Strayed Eoveller " and
" Empedocles on Etna," and we feel that Mr. Traill thinks
precisely so too :

Lan. a certain priest of our religion has told us that
the letter killeth, but the spirit giveth life. It is by
informing the ideas, the imagery, the expression of the
modems with the Hellenic spirit ; it is by cultivating the
Hellenic passion for symmetry and balance, the Hellenic
pride in continence and self-restraint, the Hellenic delight
in pure beanty of form, and the Hellenic contempt for the
glare of colour, that the elevation of our Uterature is to be
compassed ; and there was one in pre-eminence by whom
this excellent work has been greatly advanced.

Lan. His poetry is instinct with the grace and soothes
US with the repose of your most fierfect art ; and though
in form it is chastened to the utmost severity of the
statuesque, there can be few— and I should despise them

—

who have ever found it cold.

Lan. As a teacher I own he has been less successful.
The qualities in which he shone as a poet appeared some-
what to fail him when he descended—or ascended, one
would say with more propriety—from practice to precept.

Pla. Wherein, then, does he fail as a teacher ?

Laic. I cannot better answer that question than by
recalling your admired reply to the censure of Diogenes.
Stimping rudely upon the carpet of Eastern fabric with
which the tloor of your abode was covered, " Thus," cried
the Cynic, " do I tread upon your pride, O Plato." " And
with greater pride, O Diogenes ! " was your just and
dignified^ retort. In pronouncing judgment upon the
faults :.! his countrymen, our apostle of culture has too
often merited a like rebuke. In his descriptions of himself
as a modest seeker after truth, there is something too
much of the pride that apes humility. He praises the
nohU naivete oi the "grand manner" in language which
seems a little too conscious of its own elegance ; and he
preaches simplicity in a style which is by no means free
from afifectation. That grace of the nude which distin-
guishes his imaginative work gives place in his criticism to
a picturesque, but too minutely studied, arrangement of
drapery; and while his poetry has always affected me with
the charm of pure English, I often find it hard to tolerate
the Gallicisms of his prose.

We do not seem to be listening to Landor in this passage.
Landor the enthusiast, Landor the intolerant, we know.
This new Landor is too chastened, too low spoken.
Indeed, this dialogue is one of the least successful. Per-
sonally we cannot forgive it for the shrinkage which
Plato is made to undergo during its progress.
Among the new dialogues is an amusing passage of

arms between Coleridge and Dr. Johnson on the matter
of romantic poetry and the Lyrical Ballads revolution. »

Johnson is admirably done; but Coleridge suffers.
Coleridge was a humorist and a wit and a Johnsonian;
and Mr. Traill has forgotten all three characteristics.
But Johnson is so good that the poorness of Coleridge
may be forgiven. In order to illustrate the theories of
the new school, Coleridge repeats the "Ancient Mariner,"
to which Johnson listens on the understanding that he
may criticise. Johnson's argument is that the super-
natural in poetry may be permitted only so long as the
same law of causation is observed as that which governs
the affairs of men. Coleridge holds that the poet may
imagine whatever liberties he please. Here are some
Johnsonian criticisms at the close of the recital

:

John. Stay, Mr. Coleridge. I promised not to interrupt
your recital of the remainder of your poem, and I have not
done so ; but I am under no pledge to refrain from per-
stringing some of its more obtrusive absurdities. It seems
from Part V. that your Polar Spirit—who, as we know,
could raise " a good South wind " by a nod of his spiritual
head—must needs slide under the keel " nine fathom
deep" in order to propel the ship himself. Is that your
notion, sir, of allowing your supernatural being to operate
by natural causes ? It further appears, too, that he was
somewhat precipitate in slaying the whole crew as acces-
sories after the fact to the murder of the albatross, since
he has to raise them from the dead in order to navigate
the ship ; though why the navigation of a ship which is

being propelled by a spirit under her keel should require
the resurrection of anybody but the steersman, or why the
other mariners " 'gan work the ropes" of a vessel with no
wind to fill her sails, you have not told us. No, sir, nor
why the resuscitated dead should again fall lifeless on the
deck—still less why "a man all light, a seraph man,"
should stand like a link-boy on every corse. Least of all

do you condescend to explain the ship's course on her
return home. She has been sailing northward through
the Pacific, when suddenly the Mariner exclaims

:

" Oh ! dream of joy ! is this indeed
The lighthouse top I see ?

Is this the hill ? is this the kirk ?

Is this mine own countree ? "t

Never.was question more justified by circumstances. For
if, as I presume him to be, your mariner was an inhabitant
of the Eastern and not of the Western Hemisphere, he
could only have reached his "own countree" byway of
Bering Strait, and by skirting the continent of North
America, through the impenetrable icefields of the Arctic
Ocean.
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The pity of it is that, as we hare said, the Coleridge is not

credible. Mr. Traill should have made some lesser shade

contend with Johnson and recite Coleridge's poem.

The other new dialogues arc Parnell and Butt, Wilkes
and Lord Sandwich, Napoleon, Michelet and E.enan, and
Gladstone and Qordon. Beyond the definition of Gordon's

religion the dialogue is not remarkable and might, we
think, have been left undone. To our mind neiUier the

true Gladstone nor the true Gordon speaks in it.

Finally, to illustrate Mr. Traill's idea of Tennyson's
view of our present state, we may quote the very interest-

ing and sagacious passage which brings the conversation

between the two golden-mouthed poets to a close. Tenny-
son is telling Yirgil that Claudian's lines, beg^ning

Htec est in gremium victos quee sola recepit,

are much quoted by the Briton of these days for their

sentiment. The dialogue continues :

YiK. I applaud the sentiment, though I reprehend the
verse. But why should the lords of a greater empire than
the Koman take any Bomau poet for their spokesman 't

Have you no poets of your own race to celebrate it ?

Ten. None ; or none at least in so majestic a strain as
yours.

Vie. Yet you yourself, they tell me, were one of the
greatest of your country's poeta. How came you to leave

the glories of its lule unsung 'i

Ten. I have not so left them, when occasion offered.

But my opportunities were few and late. When my
powers were in their prime, my coimtrymtn were iudifferent

to their Empire ; and when they awoke to its greatness, I

was old.

YiR. And has no poet who has succeeded you been
inspired by the theme P

Ten. Yes, many; but only one pre- eminent iu power,
and to him both grandeur and grace are lacking. His
voice is a ttumpet-blast and his song a battle-cry, the
fitting poetry, doubtless, of a people whose empire, great
as it is, is still in the making. Through his strains you
hear the fierce delight of stiife, and even the high elation

of victory ; but never, as in yours, the proud consciousness
of dominion and the large calm joy of rule.

Vie. But when your work is accomplished, will not that
note of sovereignty be heard f

Ten. It may be so ; and perhaps I should rejoice that
that time is not yet. For— let me not anger you—the
history of your own nation instructs us, that when the
poet of a people exchanges the Spartan fife for the lyre,

and the untutored call to arms for the cunningly fashioned
hymn of empire, it is a sign that they have scaled their
predestined heights of conquest, and that their foot is

already on the downward slope.

It is sad to think that the mind which gave us the
clean and shrewd and penetrating common sense of this

interesting book should now be lost to us for ever. Yet
common sense is not the only note of the "New Lucian "

;

its dedication, at least, afEords a deeper revelation of the
author. We will end with it

:

To E. T.

" Live joyfully with the wife whom thou lovest all the da}S
of the life of thy vanity, which He hath given thee under the
sun, all the days of thy vanity ; for that is thy portion in this
life, and in thy labour which thou takest under the sun. What-
soever thy hand findeth to do, do it with thy might ; for there
is no work, nor device, nor knowledge, nor wisdom in the
grave, whither thou goest."—EOCL. ix. 9-10.

What matter though such thing/s have never been,
Nor shall be 'i the Ecclesiasfhath said.

Though but in mockery the Samosatene
Imagined his confabulating dead F

What matter though nor knowledge nor device,

.

Nor work nor wisdom in the grave there be 't
—

Does not the Preacher bid us once and twice
Live out in joy love's life of vanity ?

So live we, then ! nor heed what whisper tells

That closest union heaviest reckoning pays
Iq shock of loss and anguish of farewells
At that eternal parting of the ways.

Moral Gower.

TuE Comi-lete Woeks of John Goweu. Edited by G. C.
Macaulay. Vol. I.: The French JForh. (Clarendon Press.)

This is the first instalment of one of those monuments of

tedious and unremunerative toil which, even in these days
of commercialised literature, there are still scholars to put
together, and which the Clarendon Press, to its honour, is

always ready to publish. The complete work will extend
to four volumes, and is uniform in outward seeming with
Prof. Skeat's magnificent editions of Chaucer and Lang-
land. Nor, so far as we can judge, is Mr. Macaulay's

careful and erudite work in any way unworthy to stand by
the side of that of the older scholar. The present volume
is in some ways the most interesting of all, for the Mirour
de VOmme, of which it is mainly comprised, has not
previously seen print. Until 1895 it was believed to be
lost, and the story of its discovery by Mr. Macaulay is one
of the minor romances of letters. It is mentioned by
Gower himself in the earliest version of his Confeuio
Amantu under the title of Speculum Hominis. In the
later versions it becomes Speculum Meditantk, probably
in order to secure a jingle of endings with the Con/essio

Amantis itself and the Fox Clamantis. Mr. Macaulay
mentioned this one day to the Cambridge University
librarian, Mr. Jenkinson, and he at once produced the
MS. of the Mirour de V Omme, and upon examining it Mr.
Macaulay was able to identify it beyond doubt with the
missing poem. Of the history of the MS. little is known.
It came from the library of one Edward Hailstone, and
about the middle of the eighteenth century it seems to

have been lying about the kitchen of a farmhouse. This
is inferred from some illiterate jottings upon several of

the margins. On one page, for instance, occurs the name
" Glosterr " and the statement :

" Margat . . . leved at

James ... in the year of our Lord 1745, and was the
dayre maid that year . . . and her Swithart name was
Joshep Cockhad Joshep Cockhad carpenter." So are the
fleeting pastoral loves of Margat . . . bound up for over
with the immortal verses of a dull, dead poet.

Mr. Macaulay teUs us plainly enough that he has edited

the book more in the interests of the philologer than of the
lover of literature. As a storehouse of late Anglo-Norman
forms—for, as Gower himself confesses, he very much
speaks his French " after the scole of Stratford-atte-

Bowe "—it is certainly valuable. Here and there, too, it

adds an item to our not very extensive knowledge of

Gower's personal history.

This is interesting, not because the poet's work is, at its

best, worth much, but because he is a typical figure.

With Chaucer, Langland, Wyclif, he stands at a parting of

the ways in English history. More than any one of them,
perhaps, he gathers up in his work the three distinct

elements which were henceforward to be merged in the

fuU stream of our literature. With almost e<iual facility

he writes French in the Speculum Meditantis, Latin in

the Vox Clamantis, English in the Confeuio Amantis.

He would seem to have been a man of good family, owning
property in Kent and elsewhere. He was a layman,
although he has been identified with the Gower who held

the living of Braxted Magna in Essex. Some have tried

to make him out a lawyer. Mr. Macaulay, more plausibly,

suggests that he was a merchant. He desires, indeed, a

special tax upon lawyers ; but for the merchants he makes
some exceptions to his general condemnation of society,

and he evidently shares the antipathy of the "City" to

the Lombards. Mr. Macaulay thinks that his special

occupation was the wool trade. We know that late in life

he married one Agnes Groundolf, but from the Mirour

it appears that this was a second marriage. More im-

portant is the tale of his relations to Chaucer. It was to

"moral Gower" and "philosophical Strode " that Chaucer
dedicated his "litel myn tragedie" of " Troilus and
Criseyde,"; and Gower, in liis turn, paid in the first
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version of the Confissio Amantis a delicate compliment
to Chaucer by the mouth of Venus :

Aud grete wel Chaucer whan ye mete,
As my disciple and my poete.

For in the iioure of his youth,
In sundry wise, as he wel couth,
Of ditties and of songes glade.

The which he for my sake made,
The lond fulfilled is over all

;

Whereof to him in speciall

Above all other I am moste holde.

In the later versions of the Confeuio Amantis, however,
the reference to Chaucer was suppressed, and similarly

Chaucer, in the " Man of Law's Tale," and its Prologue,
takes occasion to make an attack upon Gower. The
reason of this is not known. The two poets seem to have
remained upon the same side in politics—they both courted
Richard the Second, and both ratted to Henry the Fourth
—and it can only be conjectured that some shadow of

personal or professional animosity had arisen between
them. Professor Courthope suggests that Gower had
piqued Chaucer by forestalling him in his plan of com-
pleting a series of stories in English verse linked together

by a central design, after the fashion of Boccaccio's De-
cameron ; and as the Confessio Amantis is finished, while the

Canterbury Tales are not, this is at least possible. An age
which takes delight in the minor personalia of authors wiU
doubtless find these speculations more interesting than
Gower's verse at least can claim to be. In his old age
Gower retired with his wife to the priory of St. Mary
Overies. He was by this time blind, and he ended his days
in pious observances. He benefited the priory largely by
his will, which is still extant. Besides provision for the

keeping of hisobit, he left the monks two chasubles, a missal,

a chalice, and a martyrology ; and begged that he might be
buried in the chapel of St. John Baptist. He is still at

peace there, with a fine effigy upon his tomb. His chubby-
faced head rests upon his three ponderous volumes. A
collar of SS is about his neck, and his ample locks are

bound with a fillet of roses. As we have hinted, it is

difficidt to read anything that he wrote, but it is none the

less decent that lovers of London and of poetry should
now and then do him the grace of a visit to St. Mary
Overies.

Music and Melancholy.

Songs of the Glens of Antrim. By Moira O'Neill. (Black-

wood. 38. 6d.)

OvEB here in England I'm helpin' wi' the hay,
And I witht I was in Irolaud the livelong day ;

Weary on the Englitih hay, und sorra take the wheat

!

Orh ! Corrytiieela ami the lilue sky over it !

There's a deep dumb river flowin' by beyont the heavy
trees,

This Jivin' air is moithered wi' the bummin' o' the bees
;

I wisht I'd hear the Claddagh burn go runuin' through
the heat

Past Corrymeela, ivC the blue sky over it.

D'ye mind me now, the song at night is mortial hard to

raise,

The girls are heavy goin' here, the boys are ill to plase

;

When one'st I'm out this workin' hive, 'tis I'll be back
again

—

Ay, (Jvrrymrila, in the same soft rain.

The puff o' smoke from one ould roof before an English
town !

For a shnugh wirt Andy Feelan here I'd give a silver

crown.
For a curl o' hair like MoUie's ye'U ask the like in vain,

Swett Corrymeela, an' the same soft rain.

That poem has been singing in the present writer's head
ever since he first read this book, a fortnight ago. Stveet

Corrymeela, an' the same soft rain, Sweet Corrymeela, an' the

same soft rain, day after day. And not only this, but other

poems too, for Moira O'Neill is one of those singers whose
notes home in the inward ear which is the joy of solitude.

They faU as gently and soothingly as Corrymeela's same
soft rain.

There is little of criticism to say about this wistful,

gentle, melodious book. It contains twenty-five poems,
and all are intensely Irish, all are simple and true and
very human and very musical. Here is a ballad—" The
Grace for Light "—which, whatever one's own childhood
was like, or however distant, cannot leave one quite

unmoved. The grace for light may be a new phrase to

many of our readers : it was new to us ; but what a
charming rite

!

When we were little childer we had a quare wee house,
Away up in the heather by the head o' Brabla' burn ;

The hares we'd see them scootin' an we'd hear the crowiu'
grouse,

An' when we'd all be in at night ye'd not get room to

turn.

The youngest two She'd put to bed, their faces to the wall.

An' the lave of us could sit aroun', just anywhere we
might

;

Herself 'ud take the rush-dip an' light it for us all,

Au' " Ood he thanked ! " she would say

—

"now we have
a light."

Then we be to quet the laughin' an' pushin' on the iloor,

An' think on One who called us to come and be
forgiven

;

Himself 'ud put his pipe down, an' say the good word
more,

" May the Lamb o' God lead us all to the Light 0'

Heaven !
"

There's a wheen things that used to be an' now has had
their day,

The nine Glens of Antrim can show ye many a sight

;

But not the quare wee house where we lived up Brabla'

way.
Nor a child in all the nine Glens that kuows the grace

for light.

Technically this, like all of Moira O'Neill's poems, could

hardly be improved. Yet how familiar are all its words,

how hackneyed its rhymes, how common its metre ! Its

secret is, of course, its personality. Just as Mill is said to

have felt sad when he thought of the time that was coming
when all the combinations of musical notes should be
exhausted and new melodies impossible, so may students

of poetry have felt that a day was imminent when " for-

given " and " Heaven " linked together could never be
plausible again. Yet Moira O'Neill has done it. It is

such poetry as hers that may for ever convince these

pessimists that the death of poetical melody and freshness

is no nearer than it was when poets first lisped. Techni'

cally, we have said, Moira O'Neill is almost beyond im^

provement. But this, we imagine, is the result only of

extreme pains. The art has concealed art, for the singer

seems to take her verse " as easy as the grass upon the

weir," to quote the only poem (Mr. Yeats's "Down in

Salley Gardens") of which we are ever reminded by this

new singer.

Here is another haunting lyric, " A Broken Song":

Where am Ifrom ? Prom the green hills of Erin.

Have I no song, then ? My songs are all sung.

What 0' my love ? "Tis alone I am farin'.

Old grows my heart, an' my voice yet is young.

// she tvas tall ! Like a king's own daughter.

Jf she iraafdir ! Like a morain' o' May.
When she'd come Igughin' 'twas the ruuuin' wather.

When she'd come blushin' 'twas the break o' day.

Where did she dwdl ! Where one'st I had my dwellin'.

Who lovfd her lest ? There's no one now will know.
Where is she gone ? Och, why would I be tellin' !

Where she is gone there I never can go.

Moira O'Neill is that rare blend, a poet who goes direct I0

the heart and a poet who satisfies the artistic eye.
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*' Where Forlorn Sunsets Flare."

Innermost Atia.

2l8.)

By Ealph P. Cobbold. (Heinemann.

A HAN might choose a worse recreation than the arm-
chair study of books about Central Asia. They would
admit him to the most secret and awful parts of the earth,

perhaps even to the most beautiful. Books dealing with
these regions are multiplying fast, inspired mainly by the
shadow of that tremendous event, which may never come,
the Eussian advance on India. This has been the inroiration
of books like Lord Dunmore's The Pamirs, Lord Curzon's
The Pamirs and the Source of the Oxus, Mr. E. F. Knight's
Where Three Empires Meet, Krausse's Russia in Asia, and
other works almost as well known. It is significant that
Mr. Cobbold's own pages smell of Eussia, although in his
visit to the Pamirs he proposed only to shoot ibex.
Perhaps the most interesting point which he makes
about our g^eat Bival is the anomaly which is presented
by the unscrupulous cleverness and strength of arm shown
by Eussia in her dealings with the wild peoples of
Central Asia, and the miserable financial outcome of all

her operations. Hundreds of millions of
,
roubles are

squandered in the maintenance of garrisons and outposts
which guard only sandy wastes or black-faced mountains.
Mr. Cobbold confesses himself puzzled by a state of
things which has now lasted many years, and shows no
immediate sign of change. He has these words for our
comfort

:

It would take a bolder man than I to forecast the
outcome of Eussia's next departure, nor does it come
within my sphere to discount it, but so surely as her
onward strides have been aided by the vacillation of
British governments, who have been unable to cope with
her ability and her lack of scruple, so surely shall we find
that Bussia will be hoist on her own petard, and after
being rent to her foundations will serve in succeeding ages
as a lesson to future nations of the futility of ability
without scruple, persistence without pity, and dominion
without religion.

This is splendid optimism, all the more striking because
throughout many pages Mr. Cobbold has been showing us,

by instance and anecdote, how secret and vice-like is the
Eussian grasp both on the peoples and problems of inner-
most Asia.

It would be a shame if the glories of the Pamirs and of
the passes by which these great upland valleys are
approached coidd not be separated from foreign politics.

Mr. Cobbold is happily able to detach his travel impres-
sions from his imperial views. He is a traveller at
heart, and with him travel is poetry and philosophy ; a
sojourn Ln London does but fill him with a new yearning
for Himalayan heights and simple peoples. Nor can we
wonder that Mr. Cobbold confesses to such feelings ; to
have seen what he has seen, and to have dwelt where he
has dwelt, must mean, to a man of any imagination, a
transformation of the mind, a complete change of per-
spectives and inclinations. How Siall a man live in
Kensington who has seen Eakapushi ? Mr. Cobbold has
seen Eakapushi.

Some five miles beyond Cbalt we turned a comer, and
upon the vision broke such a spectacle as would fill the
least impressionable of mortals with wonder and awe.
The great mountain Eakapushi; 26,000 feet high, towered
above us, 19,000 feet rising before our eyes straight up
from the valley. We all got off our ponies and sat down
and looked silently. Speech would have beeij a vulgar
intrusion, for it was a vision solemn and beautiful beyond
any of this world's sights and shows. Eakapushi is the
noblest of mountains, matchless in form and nature. Her
sunny lower slopes lay green and smUing, giving place
higher up to forests of mountain ash, juniper, and birch,
golden and crimson and autumnal hues. Above stretched
the dark moraine up to the vast snow-fields and glittering
glaciers. Even the great quiet shades in the mountain

were radiant with reflected light more brilliant than man
could depict; the sunlight moved along, revealing the
delicate rippliug lines which mark the concealed crevasses
and the waves of drifted snow. It sparkled on the edges,
it glittered on the icicles, it sbonn on the heights, it

illumined the depths, till all was aglow and the dazzled
eye returned for relief to the qniet forests. By sunlight or
moonlight Eakapushi's splintered icy crest is the one
object which unfailingly attracts the passing traveller ; in
the imagination it becomes invested with a personality.

We have left ourselves no space to describe Mr. Cob-
bold's route, or his principal stopping-places, which were
Kaahgar, Viemy, Balkash, and Charog. In the last

place, and near it, he was detained by the Eussian
authorities, and really we are not so surprised as
Mr. Cobbold would have us be at this event. We fancy
that the Eussian authorities who detained our traveller on
honourable terms will curse their own leniency when they
read his pages. Mr. Cobbold's photographs, by the way,
are a joy.

" The Prince of Gentlemen."

The Book of the Courtier. Prom the Italian of Count
Baldassare Castiglione. Done into English by Sir

Thomas Hoby, Anno 1561. With an Introduction by
Walter Ealeigh. "Tudor Translations." Edited by
W. E. Henley. (David Nutt. IBs. net.)

If you are not " too grave or too busy a man," any book
on any ideal is worthy of a glance. Por, however dull it

may be, human nature wiU " break in," as Mr. Edwards's
cheerfulness did upon his philosophy. We have passed a
tolerable hour in surveying even The Social Duties and

Domestic Hahits of the Wives of England, assisted by the

discreet Mrs. Ellis. One's pet books of the sort, where the

subject and its treatment are alike noble or lovable in

themselves, should always be kept within easy reach of

one's armchair and the fire. Holy Mr. Herbert, meek Mr,
Walton, mellifluous Mr. Taylor should never be out of a

temperature of sixty degrees. Neither should The Courtier

of Count Baldassare Castiglione. But the warmth of sun-

shine is emphatically for him. He is bland as a summer
morning, magnificent as a summer noon, fragrant as a

summer evening. He is the flower of the "Courtly
Civilisation."

Alas, how that gorgeous exotic out-flames our home-
grown slips of the same stock ! Peacham's " Compleat
Gentleman," although " fashioned as absolute in the most
necessary and commendable qualities " as poor Peacham
could compass, is too much of an athletic Master Mum-
blazon and downright Peveril of the Peak to ride willingly

abreast of this suave Signer from Italy. Braithwait's
" English gentleman of selecter ranke and qualitie " wears

too mortified a band and too steeple-crowned a hat to feel

at ease with this Courtier in the " Citye of Urbin," among
" silver plate, hanginges of verye riche cloth of golde,

auncyent ymages of marble, verye excellente peinctinges

and instruments of musycke of all sortes." The sun's

radiance in " Urbin " scatters indeed a "liberal largesse "
:

here it gilds clouds and glorifies fogs.

The flushed redundancy of the Eenaissance is, of course,

patent in the imperial profusion of the character and
attainments of this Paragon of Pagan Christianity. He
is a "Gentleman borne and of a good house." "Of a

good shape, and well proporcioned in his lymmes," show-

ing "strength, lightnes, and quicknesse." "A perfecte

horseman for everyo saddle." He has the arts of swim-
ming, of leaping, of casting the stone, of .wrestling. But
he must beware how he practise them with '

' men of the

countrey," for it is " too ill a sight and too foule a matter

and without estimation to see a Gentilman overcome by a

Cartar." 'Tis almost surprising that he "may sette a
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syde tumblyng, clymynge upon a corde, and suche

matters." 'However, they may be waived as " tasting

somewhat of jugglers crafte." His voice is " shrill, clere,

sweete and wel framed with a prompt pronunciacion." He
"much exercises himselfe in poets, and no lesse in

Oratoiirs and Historiographers, and also in writinge both
rime and prose." He is to have " cunning in drawing,
and knowledge in the verye arte of peincting," for
" Lovers ought to have a eight in it." But it is im-

possible to schedule further his '

' chiefe conditions and
qualities." Their " breef rehersall," appended to the

book, occupies nearly live pages. And already they are

sufficient to dazzle the reader. "Nay, more than suffi-

cient," said the Lord Ludovicus Pius, " for I beleve that

there is no vessell in the worlde possible to be founde so

bigge that shal be able to receive al the thinges that you
will have in this Courtyer." Certainly not : but then an
ideal is to practise what the perfume of a rose-garden is to

each several flower.

And yet we have peeped only at the accomplishments of

the Courtier. Some critics, indeed, have not perceived

that the book treated of anything else ; but Mr. Raleigh
has shown himself to be the perfect " whiffler " to the new
triumphal progress of this "culled and choice-drawn cava-

lier" by thinking otherwise. Although his Introduction

is distinguished by minute learning, combined with a
happy knack of generalisation and a clear sight of the

correlation of his author with times past and present, per-

haps Mr. Ealeigh in no place shows his aptitude for his

task more convincingly than where he says :
" Castiglione

deals less with accomplishments and decorum than with
the temper and character which beget decorum." That is

perfectly true, and doubtless, though Castiglione in part

denied the accusation of his contemporaries that he
"identified himself with his model," his book is, in fact,

as consciously "a picture of his own disposition" as

Walton's, for example, was of his. The Count's tem-
perament was delicately sensitive to every stroke of

beauty and of glory, finding in Nature and in Man^above
both, in Art— a rich but ordered feast for the senses and
the soul. To such an one high birth, fine raiment, kings'

houses, valour, honour, love, and courtesy are but the fit

environments and proper qualities. We will take our
leave of the "Prince of Gentlemen," and of the good
knight, his translator, in this strain of music, breathing
his more exalted mood of platonic rapture

:

Voucheafe (Lorde) to barken to cure prajers, power thy
telfe into oure hartes, and wyth the bryghtnesse of thy
most holye fire lyghten oure darkenesse, and like a trustie

guide in thys blynde mase, showe us the right waye

:

refourme the falsehood of the senses, and after longe
wandringe in vanitye gyve us the ryght and sounde joye.

Make us to smell those spirituall savoures that relieve the

Vfrtues of the understandinge, and to heare the heavenlye
barmonie so tunable, that no discorde of passion take

place anye more in us. Make us dronken with the bottome-
lesse fountain of oontentation that alwaies doeth delite,

and never giveth fill, and that giveth a smacke of the

right blisse unto who so drinketh of the renning and cleere

water thereof. Pourge wyth the shininge beames of thy
light our eyes from mysty ignoraunce, that they maye no
more set by mortall beawty, and wel perceive that the

thinges which at the first they thought themselves to see,

be not in deede, and those that they saw not, to be in

effect. Accept oure soules, that be offred unto thee for a
sacrifice. Burn them ia the livelye fiaine that wasteth al

grosse filthinea, that after they be cleane sundred from the

tjody, thei may be copied with an everlastinge and most
sweet bonde to the heavenly beawty. And we severed

from oure selves, may be chaunged like right lovers into

the beloved, and after we bo drawen from the earth,

admitted to the feast of the aungelles, where fed with
immortall ambrosia and nectar, in the ende we may dye a
most happie and livelye death, as in times past died the

fathers of olde time, whose soules with most fervent zeale

of beehouldinge thou diddest hale from the bodye and
uoopleddest them with God.

Other New Books.
The Story of English

Literature.
By Emma Salisbury

Mellows.

We are sorry for the children who are to be introduced
to the enchanted realms of English literature through the
medium of this barefaced compilation. A few extracts
will best make clear the character of the work. Miss
Mellows's conception of the evolution of poetic style is

exemplified in these introductory remarks to the chapter
on " The Age of Dryden "

:

Shakespeare, the great artist of the natural in poetry,
had, with his wonderful genius, portrayed living men and
women, and their lives and passions, in true and mag-
nificent verse ; but the later poets of his school indulged
in most ridiculous flights of fancy, and sometimes expressed
themselves in extravagant and sensational language which
was really most unnatural. Thus a b ot was spoken of

as " the shining leather that encased the limb "; coffee

was " the fragrant juice of Mocha's berry brown." These
degenerate poets had lost all the youthful fervour of the
BUzabethans, and had not learnt that just and beautiful
arrangement of nature which we call art.

We should be glad to know to which members of Shake-
speare's "school" Miss Mellows ascribes these ingenious
eighteenth century paraphrases Her sense of proportion
may be judged from the fact that she devotes a page and
a half to Ascham, omits to name Campion, and dismisses

the lyric of a quarter of a century as follows

:

Eobert Herrick wrote in his Hespervles some very
deUghtful verse ; and the names of Thomas Carew,
Richard Crashaw, George Herbert, Henry Vaughan,
Eichard Lovelace, Sir John Suckling, William Habington,
Edmund Waller, Abraham Cowley, Andrew Marvell,
George Wither, and Francis Qaarles, are remembered in

connexion with many beautiful lyrics.

Finally, her notion of the sort of criticism of a writer

which is likely to be useful to a child is here illustrated

:

Matthew Arnold, with whom the critical spirit prevailed

even in his verse, is author of poems which have been
declared to be " as solid and pure as granite and gold."
Dante Gabriel Rossetti wrote ballads and sonnets (in-

cluding "The Blessed Damozel " and "The King's
Tragedy ") of great interest on account of their sincerity,

novelty, and exquisite melody.
His sister Christioa has gained a lasting place in litera-

ture by her sonnets, " Monna Innominata," numerous
poems for children, and much sacred verse.

William Morris, a teller of old-world stories after the

manner of Chaucer ; Coventry Patmore, author of The
Angel in ike House; and Macaulay, whose ballads were at

one time very popular, are other names connected with
this era.

In the face of these grave defects of method and equip-

ment mere blunders of fact, which are pretty frequent,

may go disregarded. (Methuen.)

Old London Taverns. By Edward Callow.

That period which most of ua never saw, and which
history has hardly begun to record—that magical " sixty

years ago " of the poets and sentimentalists—will always
furnish material for interesting books. Mr. Callow was
dining and wining in London restaurants when Queen
Victoria came to the throne. Enough ! cries the reader,

sure of interesting talk. " Cosy roughness," sociability,

good plain food, and zealous waiting, were the character-

istics of the chop-houses and coffee-houses of Mr. Callow's

recollection. Homeliness had not been ousted by splen-

dour. The well-to-do customers of the Fleece and Sun
(long vanished from Finch-lane) selected their chops and
steaks at Banister's, the butcher next door, and brought
it to the Sun and Fleece to be cooked

:

On entering the Fleece, a good-sized room with a sanded
floor presented itself to view. On one side, half-way up
the room, was a small bar, and opposite to it was the
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fire and gridirou. Sucb things as bilver giids were uuboru

at that time. AH round the remaining space were the

cuitomary cosy little boxes with room for four, and no

more, to sit with comfort. Decorations or embellishments

there were none ; but though the place looked rough it

was scrupulously clean.

No customer was very long before being attended to by
the waiter, who reefivi d his orders for befr or wine. The
former, as at other chop-houses, was served in the pewter

pot : and the wine, particularly port, was of a quality

rarely to be met with nowadays. 80 soon as the chop or

steak was ready, it was produced on a pewter or china

plate, BS requited, and was flanked by another plate filled

with Houry potat-ies, boiled in their "jackets," that

would have delighted the soul of an Irishman to

behold.

It must not be forgotten that these comforts and these

cheery, sensible ways are kept alive in the City. "Joe's"

and " Snook's" and " Monger's," and the Cock in Thread-

needle-street (where spoons, forks, and even soup-basins

were of solid silver) may have gone ; but 's and

's still remain, supplying the juiciest chops and steaks

on the real old willow-pattern plates, and beer in cleanest

pewter. Sanded floors and black-handled cutlery complete

the charm.
Mr. Callow's strength is in his personal recollections.

When he goes farther back, and is dependent on books,

he is less companionable, less accurate. We should like

to know what grounds he has for the statement that the

Cheshire Cheese in Fleet-street was fret^uented by Dr.

Johnson, and that " wit and wisdom flashed and sparkled

across the tables when such men as Johnson, Reynolds,

Dick Steel, Goldsmith, Chatterton, and Garrick met there."

The Cheshire Cheese is not mentioned by BoswoU, and
was certainly not the scene of such distinguished meetings

as the above. That Johnson went there is not improbable,

but neither is it established. We believe that Mr. Percy

Fitzgerald has stated that in his youth he met old moa at

the " Cheese " who had seen Dr. Johnson there. But the
" Cheese " is more associated with the Johnson Club than

with Johnson. (Downey. 63.)

The Mysteries of Chronology. By F. F. Arbuthnot.

Mr. Arbuthnot is an irritating person. He tells us that

to write a good book on chronology a man " must be a

scholar with a good knowledge of Greek, Latin, Arabic,

and many other languages, besides being well up in

archeology, astronomy, chronology, geography, history,

numismatics, and palivsography." He also tells us that he

possesses none of these qualifications. A very few pages

serve to show that this is no mock-modesty on his part,

and it becomes obvious that he had better have left the

book alone. Chronology at the best is a dull subject, and
a treatise which attempts to treat it more or less scienti-

fically and fails is worse than useless. Mr. Arbuthnot
does not appear to have so much as heard of the leading

authority on his subject. Dr. H. Grotefend, whose Chrono-

logy of the Middle Ages and of Modem Times would have
cleared up most of his difficulties, and corrected many of

his errors for him. He would then have abstained from
floundering after that will-o'-the-wisp, Hardouin, and
would have done a real service by translating for Eng-
lish readers Grotefend's useful little " Taschenbuch " or

"Manual," and appending to it a table of the regnal

years of English sovereigns. We suppose that Mr.
Arbuthnot intends a mild joke when he proposes "a
new English era to be called the Victorian, dating from
Ist January, 1837, the year of the accession of our reign-

ing sovereign." But if not, does he expect other nations

to adopt this era, or does he propose that a little mathe-
matical calculation should be gone through every time a
foreigner has to use an English, or an Englishman a
for eign date ? (Heinemann.)

A History of Gothic Aht
IN ENOiiANR. By Edward 8. Phiob, M.A.

This handsome volume, liberally illustrated with the

most lucid of diagrams and with a number of admirable

architectural drawings by Mr. Gerald C. Horsley, is uni-

form with Mr. Blomfield's well-known History of Renais-

sance Architecture. That is already a standard autliority

on its subject : so should this be. Mr. Prior writes of the

great ecclesiastical architecture of the thirteenth and four-

teenth centuries with genuine enthusiasm and ample
learning. His differentiation of structures and styles and
schools is no merely formal or pedantic on6. He strives to

correlate these with their underlying causes in the mason-

craft of the various groups of English stone-quarries, in

the diverse architectural needs of the monastic, the cathe-

dral, the parish systems. You may read his book, if you
will, as a complement, or indeed an antidote, to Prof,

Moore's Development and Character of Gothic Architecture, a

revised and enlarged edition of which we lately noticed in

these columns. Prof. Moore found the essence of Gothic

in "a system of mechanism maintained by thrust and
counterthrust," and, in harmony with this definition,

declared that true Gothic must only be looked for in

France—perfect true Gothic perhaps only at Amiens
itself. Mr. Prior protests. He claims a distinct place and
dignity for English Gothic, and in fact rejects the funda-

mental assumption from which Prof. Moore's theory

proceeds. The essential aim of Gothic was not structural

perfection, but beauty. Economy of material was only

the means by which it arrived at beauty. "The Gothic

spirit was that of aspiring growth, the leaping upwards of

a flame, the piercing of the air with spire and pinnacle,

the uplifting of the ribbed vault." Mr. Prior goes on to

point out that structural perfection was re.ached as a means
to the realisation of this ideal. Nor will he admit the

dependence, often asserted, but hardly proved, of English

Gothic upon French models. He claims for the two styles

a common origin and independent developments, the

English building remaining to the end " monastic," while

the great French cathedrals were the monuments of " lay"

or at least "secular" artists, in more or less conscious

revolt against monastic domination.

Mr. Prior's treatment is perhaps hardly as wide as his

title, for nine-tenths of the book is devoted to architecture.

Sculpture, painting, glass-staining, and the like are treated

with comparative slightness in so far as they serve the

master art ; and the minor and domestic arts hardly at all.

In conclusion, Mr. Prior has our sympathy in his vigorous

onslaughts upon the practice of so-called "restoration."

Sir Gilbert Scott, Mr. T. G. Jackson, and other eminent

persons, have amongst them destroyed more mediivval

buildings than all the Puritans, and five centuries of wind
andwedther. (Bell. Sis. 6d.)

Christmas in French Canada. By Louis Frechette.

Few people in England realise how the old French life

and character still survive in Canada among a hardy race,

transplanted under the old monarchy, and living con-

tentedly under the British flag, secure from the revolutions

and civil tumults which have distracted its mother
country. To those who know the Frenchman of the

Continent it seems little short of incredible that men of

the same race should live among the snows of the far

north, a race of farmers and trappers and voyagours, free

from the nervousness and excitability which distinguish

their cousins left behind in Europe. M. Louis Frechette

is a French Canadian who, with the laudable ambition of

bringing home the characteristics of his race to the English

public, has written in his second language, English, a

collection of short stories and sketches dealing with the

North-West. He takes us to the settler's isolated cottage,

the well-to-do farmer's residence, and the homes of the

city, revives the old legends, and brings back to life the
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picturesque types whose idiom, habits, costumes, and
superstitions have disappeared, or are disappearing rapidly.

The stories are altogether delightful, and being written
in a tongue slightly unfamiliar to the author, have an
additional charm. (Toronto : Morang & Co.)

The XCVth Regiment in the By Majoe H. C.
Crimea. Wylly.

This little volume is the first of the " Derbyshire Cam-
paign Series," and will be followed by four other books
dealing with the battles of the 9.5th in India and Egypt.
The series makes an admirable start, and, with the excep-

tion of Balaclava, in which the regiment was not engaged,
gives a sketch of the whole Crimean campaign. Being
told from the point of view of a regimental unit, the story

has more actuality than if it dealt with the whole army.
By way of comparison with the present war it will be
interesting to note that of the thirty-two officers who
embarked in 185-1 no fewer than twenty-two were killed

or wounded, one receiving more than twenty wounds. Of
the sergeants nineteen out of forty-six were killed or

wounded within six weeks of landing, while of the rank
and file 3.50 were killed or wounded in the three days'

fighting in the autumn of 1854. Major Wylly has pro-

duced a very excellent instalment of regimental history.

(Sonnenschein.)

Sport and Life. By Baillie-Grohman.

Mr. Baillie-Grohman is well known as a climber of

mountains and a shooter of big game, and any book by
him commands the instant respect of all sportsmen. The
handsome volume which he has just issued tells the story

of fifteen years, on and off, in the hunting grounds of

Western America and British Columbia. For some years
Mr. Baillie-Grohman's temporary home was on the Pacific

Slope, and he crossed the ocean to and from Europe some
thirty times in that period. His earlier chapters deal

with shooting big game and the Game Laws of America.
Perhaps to the general reader the most interesting chapters
will be those which tell how Kootenay emerged from its

wild state, with stories of real Wild West experiences.

Mrs. Baillie-Grohman contributes an informing chapter on
" The Yellow and White Agony," which is, being inter-

preted, the Servant Question in the West. The book is

illustrated with seventy - seven photographs, including
pictures of the best trophies of North American big game
killed by English and American sportsmen. This is a
book for the country house, and for everyone who cares

for free out-of-door life and untrammelled sport. (Horace
Cox.)

Fiction.

Savrola : a Tale of the Revolution in Laurania. By Winston
Spencer Churchill. (Longmans. 6b.)

The situation of the republic of Laurania is not precisely

defined by Mr. Churchill, but it undoubtedly lies some-
where between the Mediterranean and the Baltic, and it

might fairly be called, in some respects, a " composite
photograph " of sundry European states. Laurania had
Buffered for five years from a military dictatorship im-
posing itself by force against the will of the people, and the
tale tells how, and with what bloodshed and dishonour,
this dictatorship was overthrown. Savrola was the
chivalrous leader of the people, and he is a fine character,
though rather inclined to emit "views." The Dictator's

wife, LucUe, is shamefully permitted by her husband to

entangle herself with Savrola for political purposes, but
she ends by loving Savrola (this is the " human interest"),

and the book concludes with the flight of the lovers from
Laurania, the Dictator having met his death.
The various incidents of revolution — the mutiny

of the army, the personal collision between Savrola
and the Dictator, the street fighting, and the contest

between the navy and the land forts—are described with
an expert vigour and picturesqueness ; but there is

nothing in the book so good as Mr. Churchill's recent
narrative in the Morning Post of his capture by the Boers.
The satire in which the story abounds is rather forcible

than keen. Thus, of newspapers, apropos of the shooting
down of an unarmed mob by the soldiery :

The Courtier, the respectable morning journal of the
upper classes, regretted that so unseemly a riot should
have taken place at the beginning of the season, and
expressed a hope that it would not in any way impair the
brilliancy of the State Ball which was to take place on the
7 th. It gave an excellent account of the President's first

ministerial dinner, with the menu duly appended, and it

was concerned to notice that Senor Louvet, Minister of the
Interior, had been suffering from an indisposition which
prevented his attending the function. The Diurmtl Gusher,
a paper with an enormous circulation, refrained from
actual comments, but published an excellent account of
the maasarre, to the harrowing details of which it devoted
much fruity sentiment and morbid imagination.

Savrola is an ag^eable, " rattling " book, and an
achievement remarkable enough for an author aged
twenty-three. It is very obviously the work of a brilliant

and original man, a man of multifarious experiences and
aptitudes, a man who could shine in whatever quarter he
might choose, and shine so that all must gaze on the
effulgence of him. But it is not the novel of a novelist.

Its real interest lies more in the personality it discloses

than in the strength and beauty of the work itself.

Mirry Ann. By Norma Lorimer.
(Methuen & Co. 63.)

The Isle of Man has of late been vulgarised, not only by
its tourists, but also by its novelists ; the days of its aloof-

ness and simplicity can never come back. On the other
hand, many years will pass before, in the remoter parts

of it and in the intimacies of its village life, it loses those
characteristics which make it so valuable both to the
ethnographer and to the student of human nature. Miss
Lorimer, to judge by her acquaintance with Manx customs
and her realisation of the Manx spirit, is probably a native

of the Isle of Man ; but whether she is or not she has
written a Manx novel which is at once sincere, poetical,

and in the best sense true. She knows the hearts of the
fisher folk, and she has felt the influences of Manx land-

scape, so forbidding and yet so full of sentiment. Those
who have idled through the fishing villages that lie

between Douglas and Port Erin will appreciate her various

descriptions of Colby and the perception that has gone
to the making of them. Here is a little night piece :

In the little island there are lingering twUights, and the
days were now touching their longest. But the villagers did
not wait for darkness to close their day, work began too
early for that. Before the heavens had deepened for the
night, and while wide-winged bats were still floundering
in the sky, the house-doors were shut and the white
window-bUnds drawn closely down. Enough coal and
light had to be burned in the winter ; and if m late spring-
time it was still grey twilight when chapel was over, and
the evening meal finished, what need was there of the un-
necessary extravagance of burning lamp -oil? Here and
there a light could be seen fiom some low window,
where the geraniums and fuchsias, which shut out the
bright sunshine in the daytime, were now reflected like

skeleton flowers on the white blinds. At regular intervals

of time Langness lighthouse from its distant point shot
out its bright shaft and turned it on the village as if to

show with greater distinctness the still peacefulness of the

scene. Even on such an eventful day as this, if their men
were at sea, bed-time came soon for the women, and the
Colby street was early qiuet. A new day would begin
betimes, with its gossip and its sadness.
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Beyond saying that the heroine is well and strongly

drawn, we have no space to deal with the characters or

the plot of Mirry-Ann ; nor are these so important as

the general atmosphere and suggestiveness of the book

as a whole. Miss Lorimer has obvious limitations as

a prose artist, and the slow march of her events by no

means possesses that inevitability which is essential in a

great novel. Mirry-Atm, in "fact, is not a great novel;

scarcely even a fine one ; but it is distinguished for all

that, and Miss Lorimer has within her the root of the

matter.

The WhiU Dove. By William J. Locke.
(Lane. 68.)

We would not deny that this is a novel somewhat beyond
the average in conception, and much beyond the average
in execution, but at the same time we do not think that

Mr. Locke is travelling along the true path of develop-

ment. In fact, this seems to us the least satisfactory of

his four novels. It is often mawkish — and that is the

whole of our charge against it. The book is a tale of two
adulteries ; but this accident of theme has nothing to do
with the mawkishness, for the story is neither impure nor
ignobly suggestive. One of Mr. Locke's characters has a
phrase, " the banality of meretricious prettiness." It is

of this banality that Mr. Locke is guilty. An extract will

illustrate

:

"Perhaps after a time, when I am dead and gone—

a

man must die some day, you know—you'll Hk-i to come
back to the old house and devote yourself entirely to
research and be independent of two-guinea fees and that
kind of thing. That would be nice, wouldn't it, Ella ?

"

The girl's heart throbbed at the share implied, but a
tenderer feeling quieted it at once.

"It would be impossible without you, Uncle Matthew,"
she said.

He rose with a laugh. " None of us are ind'spensable,
not even the most futile. I'm going to dress. You'll dine
here, of course, Syl ? And Ella, tell tht-m to get up some
of the ' 84 ' Pommery to drink good luck to Syl."
He walked out of the room with the brisk air of a man

thoroughly pleased with life ; but outside, in the passage,
his face grew sad, and he mounted the stairs to his dress-
ing-room very slowly, holdmg on to the balusters.

The younger folks remained for a while longer in the
library. Sylvester bent forward and broke a great lump of
coal with the poker.

" I'm not fit to black his boots, you know."

The sentimentality of the book is too crude. Mr.
Locke is a clever man, with a feeling for art, and we
cannot avoid the suspicion that in The White Dove he has
sought to please others rather than himself. If the book
is a full and sincere expression of the artist in him, then it

seriously belies the promise of earlier work.

Notes on Novels.

[Th0te notes on- the weeVs Fiction are not necessarily final.
Reviews of a selection will follow.']

AnDBOMBDA. ^. By Eobeet Buchanan.

Mr. Buchanan has chosen an admirable setting for his
new story. It is on Canvey Island, that low, desolate
strip of mud and grass opposite Benfleet, between Graves-
end and the Nore, that we meet " Anniedromedy," as she
is called by her foster-parents. " Half mermaid and half
able seaman is our gel !

" says old Endell, the fisherman.
To young Somerset, the artist, she is the Goddess of
Canvey Island. A story of love, a birth-mystery, art,

water, and moonlight. (Chatto & Windus. 6s.)

The World's Mercy. By Maxwell Gray.

Stories by the author of The Silence of Dean Maitland.
The first, which gives the book its title, tells how a
young doctor drank, and maltreated his wife ; and how,
in the end, she took to drink, was attended by her husband
(now reformed) and died forgiving him. (Heinemann. 6s.)

Nemo. By Theo. Douglas.

Those who accept occult phenomena, and those who
associate them with imposture, will alike be interested in

this strong and well-constructed story by the author of

Iras : a Mystery. The characters of the unscrupulous old

conjurer, "Professor" Bannerman, and his frail and
psychologically gifted daughter, Mary, are well drawn.
Mystery, excitement, humbug, and detection keep the story
thoroughly alive, and the love interest is never dropped.
(Smith, Elder. 63.)

A Man of His Age. By Hamilton Dhummond.

Readers of historical novels may remember an excellent

story of Coligny's day entitled For the Religion. The
present work is a sequel to that book, containing the
further adventures of Blaise de Bernauld. It is equally
rich in good intrigue and fighting. (Ward, Lock. 6s.)

The Web of Fate. By T. W. Speight.

Another of this practised writer's carefully constructed
melodramatic stories. It is perhaps enough to say that
the central character plots to kill his old sweetheart and
her husband on their wedding day by luring them into a
quicksand ; and is afterwards captured, hocussed, and tied

to a mill-wheel, which is then set in motion. The rest

must be looked JEor by the reader. (Chatto & Windus. 68.)

The White Terror. By Felix Gras.

The success enjoyed in this country by Felix Gras'

The Reds of the Midi will incline many readers to read this

romance of the French Revolution and the years following

that cataclysm. The story extends to the battle of

Waterloo and is all action. (Heinemann. 6s.)

The Loyal Hussae. By Alan St. Aubyn.

Fourteen stories by the author of A Fellow of Trinity.

The first three are military, and each is prefaced by a

quotation from " The Absent-Minded Beggar." In "The
Loyal Hussar," a young lover hearing, on the day that his

banns have been published for the second time, that there

has been another reverse in South Africa, gives himself up
as a deserter in order to rejoin his regiment at the front.

It is not, we believe, a sure way, but apparently he was
successful. Of what happened after that the author is

silent. (Digby, Long. 3s. 6d.)

The Engrafted Rose. By Emma Brooke.

A new novel by the author of A Superfluous Woman.
The title refers to Rosamunda Thoresbye, a changeling.

For three-quarters of the book the reader knows that she

is a changeling, but can only suspect at random whose
child she really is. An implacable old Squire, an ill-fated

estate, and the two lovers of Rosamunda help to make up
a story which would be more attractive were it not so

heavily charged with fate and the sense of impending
calamity. (Hutchinson. 68.)

Marvels and Mysteries. By Richard Marsh.

Oh, the blessedness of Scotland Yard ! "Mr. Bidder
had a telegram in his hand. Here it is :

' Come up at once.

Stone, Scotland Yard.' Mr. Bidder was the senior partner

in the firm of Bidder, Tuxwell, and Harris, of Birken-

head." Of course. Such stories are always readable.

We advance to yams about hypnotic suggestion, and
metempsychosis — nine entertaining stories in all.

(Methuen. 68.)
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Unfinished.*

Me. Steevexs's journalistic method was in danger of

tiring by its brilliance. His hail-storms of observation

were magnificent, but their very fascination had their own
monotony. The fact is, that the new and sensitive

journalism which he originated, and which gave him his

opportunities, employed only those faculties which were of

instant market value. They left in abeyance so much that

should have warmed, softened, modified, and given enduring

import to his hot impressionism. Acting in strict and
dutiful concert with his employers, Mr. Steevens collected

raw material with unexampled quickness, and sent it to

London, duly made up, with elfish skill and promptitude.

But it was made up for to-morrow's use ; it was a brilliant

contribution to the breakfast-table. Mr. Steevens would
have claimed no more. And yet more may be unhesi-

tatingly granted. There is reason to think that the man
who, at thirty, had developed certain literary powers so

far, would have developed those other powers and qualities

which were needed to give his writings the form and
significance of literature. Emotion, reflection ; revelation

of personality, and not merely of personal faculties;

spiritual, as distinct from physical, keenness of vision

;

these, and the ripeness which comes at its own pace, would
have touched Mr. Steevens's powers to deeper issues. But
it was not to be.

It was not to be ; and with gratitude and interest we
accept the last expression of Mr. Steevens's genius as a

descriptive writer. There is little in the book before us

that calls for new remark. Still we notice that it is precisely

when things are " humming " that the writing is best.

Steevens was a little at loss when dulness reigned. He
would not relax his method, look within himself, and
indulge other powers than those he was sent out to

exercise ; duty forbade, the conditions forbade. But
when the bugles blared with purpose, what vigour, what
efficiency ! Mr. Steevens never did anything better than
his account of Elandslaagte, unless it was his account of

Omdurman. Perhaps Omdurman gave him the finer

opportunity, for nothing like that host advancing in white

linen and the love of Allah has been seen or heard of by
living men. But now take the battle of lead and water

—

Elandslaagte

:

It was about a quarter to five, and it seemed curiously

dark for the time of day. No wonder—for as the men
moved forward before the enemy the heavens were opened.
From the eastern sky swept a sheer sheet of rain. With
the first stabbing drops horses turned their heads away,
trembling, and no whip or spur could bring them up to it.

It drove throngh mackintoshes as if they were blotting-
paper. The air was filled with hissing ; underfoot you
could see solid earth melting into mud, and mud flowing
away in water. It blotted out hiU and dale and enemy in

one grey curtain of swooping water. You would have
said that the heavens had opened to drown the wrath of

man. And through it the guns still thundered and the
khaki columns pushed doggedly on,

• From GipHovm to Lidysmith : an Unfinished Record of the

South African War. By Q. W. Steevens. (Blackwood. -33. 6d.)

The infantry came among the boulders and began to

opea out. The supports and reserves followed up. And
then, in a twinkling, on the stone-pitted hill-face burst

loose that other storm—the storm of lead, of blood, of

death. In a twinkling the first line were down behind

rocks, firing fast, and the bullets came flicking round
them. Men stopped and started, staggered, and dropped
limply, as if the string were cut that held them upright.

The line pushed on; the supports and reserves followed

up. A colonel feU, shot in the arm ; the regiment pushed
on.

Unwillingly we break the red-hot chain of narrative, and
seize a later, the supreme, moment

:

Fix bayonets ! Staff officers rushed shouting from the

rear, imploring, cajoling, cursing, slamming every man
who could move into the line. Line—but it was a fine no
longer. It was a surging wave of men—Devons and
Gordons, Manchester and Light Horse all mixed, inex-

tricably ; subalterns commanding" regiments, soldiers yell-

ing advice, officers firing carbines, stumbling, leaping,

killing, falling, all drunk with battle, shoving through
hell to the thr.iat of the enemy. And there beneath our

feet was the Boer camp and the last Boers galloping out

of it. There also—thank Heaven, thank Heaven !—were
squadrons of Lancers and Dragoon Guards storming in

among them, shouting, spearing, stamping them into the

ground. Cease fire

!

How sure and vivid, too, is the after-picture of the old

wounded Boer on the dark hill-side :

We found Mr. Kok, father of the Boer general and
member of the Transvaal Executive, lying high up on the

hill—a massive, white-haired patriarch, in a black frock-

coat and trousers. With simple dignity, with the right

of a dying man to command, he said in his strong voice :

"Take me down the hill and lay me in a tent; I am
wounded with three bullets."

Few Englishmen read those sentences in the Daily Mail

without misgiving, none without pity.

Mr. Steevens's more humorous and dramatic vein is

seen in the chapter "In a Conning Tower." They were

drinking draught beer when the boom of a gun was heard.

The captain picked up his stick and said " Come." They
climbed up a ladder of rock and looked abroad.

"That gunner," said the captain, waving his stick at

Surprise Hill, "is a German. Nobody but a German
atheist would have fired on us at breakfast, lunch, and
dinner the same Sunday. It got too hot when he put one

ten yards from the cook. Anybody else we could have
spared ; then we had to p;o."

We come to what looks like a sandbag redoubt, but in

the eyes of heaven is a conning-tower. . . .

" Left-hand Gun Hill fired, sir," said a bluejacket, with

his eyes glued to binoculars. "At the balloon"—and
presently we heard the weary pinions of the shell, and saw
the little puff of white below.

" King up Mr. Halsey," said the captain.

Then I was aware of a sort of tarpaulin cupboard imder

the breastwork, of creeping trails of wire on the ground,

and of a couple of sappers.

The corporal turned down his page of Harmsworth's

Magazine, laid it on the parapet, and dived under the

tarpaulin.

Ting-a-ling-a-ling ! buzzed the telephone bell.

The gaunt, up-towering mountains, the long, smooth,

deadly guns—and the telephone bell 1

If anything could add to the sadness of Mr. Steevens's

death it is the sharp-set life that one meets in the best of

these pages. Life, quick life, abounds, and vision such as

one cannot associate with the darkness of death. There

is a grim oddness in his remark, when he caught

sight of Table Mountain in this his last journey— "more
like a coffin than a table." A thousand regrets linger

round this book, and hopes that almost refuse to die with

him who inspired them. But the closing memorial

chapter, written by Mr. Vernon Blackburn, recalls alike

the certainty and the seriousness of our loss.
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Things Seen.

Imperialism.

Suddenly through the open window came the joyous
sound of fifes, cheers, and the rhythmic tramp of trained
feet. Idly I turned to the window, and there were the
men in khaki swinging down the street. The sun shone
out, the fifes set the blood galloping, the people shouted,
and the dark houses were alight with waving handker-
chiefs. Overhead - strong, stern, fatherly-loomed St.
Paul's, and as the men in khaki came swinging round her
walla enthusiasm caught me and lifted me out of myself.
I swept the world and saw everywhere the children of the
old home waving their strong arms, shouting, and hurry-
ing forward to the sound of the Imperial clarion.
Patriotism, Imperialism—in a flash I saw all they meant

!

My temperate blood grew hot, my pulse raced, and leaning
from the window I shouted, and cheered, and cried with
the rest. The fifes died in the distance, the men in khaki
swept westward, the crowd scattered, the omnibuses moved
on, and I turned back into the room. A book was lying
on the table, a little book, a collection of Coleridge's Table
Talk. I opened it at random, and my eye fell upon this
passage

:

"The tru'i key to the declension of the Boman empire

—

which i8 not to be found in all Gibbon's immense work—
may bp stated in two words : the imperml character over-
laying, and finally destroying, the natioiml character.

Nevertheless, that afternoon I bought a khaki necktie.

The Lighted Window.

It had been a day of bitter weather—snow, sleet, frost,
and a cutting wind, and the sight of my fellow creatures
had given me sad thoughts. All mankind seemed to be
stunted and warped. The men and women who had
flitted past me, shoulders rounded, heads bent, proclaimed in
every movement :

" See to what mankind has come. "We
are spoiled by the hard life of cities." And aa the cab in
which I was seated crawled through the dark streets the
procession of these figures passed and repassed before my
mind's eye, and I thought hungrily of the ample, simple,
joyous life that is our birthright, if we but knew how to
claim it.

The rumbling of the cab lessened. I jumped out
into the dark, unpropitious night—the night of hurrying,
degenerate figures. The cabman, very old and grey,
jerked his head towards the horse. It stood staggering,
and he himself was frozen with the cold. I paid him,
but his numbed hand could not hold the money. It
dropped and disappeared in the snow. I gave him more
money, doubling it within his listless hand. He swung
himself off the box without speaking, coaxed the animal
to move homewards, and I, turning away, came full face
to a lighted shop window. Straightway that bitter day,
and the poor travesties of humanity who had hurried
through it, were forgotten. The window was full of glass-
covered trays, and in the trays gleamed rainbow humming-
birds

; moths with diaphanous outstretched wings ; butter-
flies of exquisite workmanship

; radiant shells ; and
iridescent beetles gold and green, green and gold, and of
perfect form. That shop-window in a dark London street
was sheer loveliness. It proclaimed what all created
things should be ; what those hurrying, bent, undersized
figures might be if man could but read the laws of life
and follow them with wisdom. I turned away from that
lighted window in tlie dark London street, but the hurrying,
undersized figures no longer clouded my vision. I saw

through them and beyond. And those brave words
of Philaster's drummed through my brain.

Oh that I had been nourished in these woods
With milk of goats and acorns, and not known
The right of crowns nor the dissembling trairs
Of women's looks ; but digged myself a cave
Where I, my fire, my cattle, and my bed.
Might have been shut together in one shed

;

And then had takfn me some mountain-girl.
Beaten with winds, chaste as the hardened rocks
Whereon she dwelt, that might have strewed my bed
With leaves and reeds, and with the skins of beasts,
Our neighbours, and have borne at her big breasts
My large coarse issue

!

Paris Letter.

(From our Frtneh Corretpondtnt.)

M. Edouaed Rod is always a serious and healthy writer.
You must not look for wit or humour in his books, still

less for eloquence or charm. A prudent reserve is his
great characteristic ; sincerity and simplicity are his best
qualities. His new book, Au Milieu du Chemin ("In Life's
Middle Way "), is another of his sober studies of the conse-
quences of passion. It breathes of troubled conscience, of
an implacable rectitude, and an unsleeping preoccupation
with truth. The hero is the inevitable man of letters so
dear to the heart of a writer essentially a man of letters
himself. He takes his profession gravely, as M. Ilo<l does,
but without enthusiasm ; is like his creator, dull, sober
and sincere. In analysing the position modem life and
judgment have made for modem writers, he haa the'
wisdom to pronounce it excessive : he qualifies poets and
novelists as " the workmen of the illusions of the heart
and the senses."

"Not only do our works harm," he meditates, when
brought face to face with the distressing fact that a
betrayed girl has committed suicide, prompted by a similar
denouement in one of his own novels, which was the last
book she read,

it is our life, we ourselves, what we are, what the talent
we have has made of us, or the fashion of the hour that
has seized us. F.ir we occupy a place prodigiously dis-
proportionate to the efficacy of our social n'lle; we are
flattered far beyond our merit, unless we should be abused
far bejond reason. In each case theie is too much noise
made about us. At a time when talent is the portion of
the man in the street the little each one of us has lays
claims to the rights of genius ; and the imbecility of the
public hastens to grant them. And so each of us grows
to regard himself as the axle of the world, and gargles his
throat every evening with the day's compliments, is

occasionally made drunk by hii own immortality as a
plausible illusion. And both our life and soul suffer from
these excesses. We end by disdaining the common law of
men, which alone is good. We take pride in not resembling
them or, at least, in possessing something which they lack,
a gift that lifts us above them. We want to live after our
own fabhion with the sentiments, the pleasures, the
passions that we guard from the control of usual expe-
rience, because they are our own. Whit errors thus do we
commit without suspecting the consequences ! What de-
formities art and poetry cause our being to undergo, even
in our very acta . . .

M. Hod excels in a delicate and suggestive examination
of conscience. Converted to nationalism under the influence

of the eminent Brunetitre, the discoverer of Bossuet, who
has persuaded him that the entire world, to be logical and
sincere, must become Roman Catholic, M. Rod jeers at

his old religion, Protestantism ; but he may thank that
abandoned creed for the one quality that lifts him above
the crowd of cheap novelists of the hour. It is because of
that individualist training, which excites the anger of
M. Brunetitre, that M. Rod's heroes go wrong and suffer

A
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and become strong in their own sincere and conscientious

way. Their nobility lies in that personal delicacy of moral
nature which forbids them facile errors and vulgar plea-

sures.

This, to-day, in France, suffices to constitute originality.

In the end Clarence, the applauded dramatist, has decided
he must regularise his relations with a divorced woman,
whose faithful lover he has been for years. His arguments
at last convince the lady, who, having suffered through
marriage, loathes the institution.

We shall grow old without having anything that gives
force to life when maturity comes : home, family, sure
friends. We shall grow old separated in the eyes of every-
body, while alone malicious voices will pronounce our two
different names together. Never shall we be entirely the
two beings that make but one, the strong single trunk
from whence spread the branches of the future. Each will
follow hig way. For the moment our ways are mingled.
But dare we assert that the chances of the journey will not
separate them ? So many can rise up at any moment.
To-morrow, in an instant, the unexpect«d may start up
between us, and neither our love nor our will suffice to
abolish it.

The chain of marriage is such a simple necessity that

almost all men accept it without discussion. The boot is

a moral and sensible one, above all a convincing sermon

fon the irrefragable necessity for the subservience of the
BO-called exceptional being to the common laws that have
fashioned society, and by which alone society can be
maintained.

The Liberal party in France (that is, the old sect of

^D^eyfusards) gained a triumph last week in the election of

M. Paul Hervieu. All the forces of nationalism were
brought to bear against him, but in spite of the efforts of

that singular pair, MM. Coppee and Lemaitre, Hervieu
was elected, to the grief and discomfiture of Nationalists,

Catholics, and Royalists. M. Bourget, whose conversion
has cast him upon the bosom of Brunetiere, forgets his

old masters and his old loves, Taine ami Zola, and now wars
against intellect and individuality, and, of course, voted
against M. Hervieu. For the Academy has, alas ! become
an arena of politics instead of a temple of literature.

M. Auguste Filon's new book. Sous la Tyrannie, is a
feeble satire upon Republicanism, and the no less . feeble

portrayal of life under the Second Empire. Gambetta is

naturally a lively and obvious prey of the Imperialist

caricaturist. But Gambetta has been turned to such vivid

and excellent account by Daudet that we were in no need
of M. Filon's insignificant portrait. Had Daudet not

I

written Numa Roumentan M. Filon's false great man might
have seemed to us a clever seizure of a type. The story is

well written, but not exciting. The sordid-minded poet,

histrionic, lying and hypocritical, excellent man of affairs,

is doubtless a squalid caricature of Victor Hugo.
H. L.

Correspondence.

Stevenson's Beginnings.

Sib,—The following notes on the original publication of
Treasure Island may help to resolve Mr. W. E. Henley's
doubts.

The editor and proprietor of Young Folks' Paper,.to whom
Mr. Henley refers in his article in the North American
Rerietv, was Mr. James Henderson. Mr. Henderson is not
dead, as Mr. Henley "rather thinks," although Young
Folks' Paper is long since defunct. The paper was started
some thirty years ago as a juvenile offshoot from the same
proprietor's prosperous Weekly Budget, and it bore origin-
ally the title Our Young Folks' Weekly Budget. At the time
when " Treasure Island " appeared in its columns it had

become known as Young Folks. In subsequent stages of

its career it passed successively under the names of Young
Folks' Paper and Old and Young.

It was Dr. Japp, I believe, who introduced Stevenson
to Mr. Henderson. This was early in the year 1881.

Mr. Henderson offered to take a story from the young
Scotsman, and, as indicating the kind of story he desired

for Young Folks, he gave to Stevenson copies of the paper
containing a serial by Charles E. Pearce—a treasure-

hunting story, entitled " Billy Bo's'n." In his " My First

Book " article in the Idler, Stevenson seems to suggest
that " Treasure Island " was already formed and planned
in his mind prior to the time at which it was thought of

as a serial for Young Folks \ but there is evidence that in

"Billy Bo's'n" he found and adopted many suggestions
and incidents for his own narrative.

As a result of his introduction to Mr. Henderson,
Stevenson wrote his story of Jim Hawkins and Long John
Silver, and sent it in with the title of " The Sea Cook."
Mr. Henderson did not like the name "The Sea Cook,"
and took an editor's privilege of altering it to " Treasure
Island." The first instalment was published on October 1,

1881. Stevenson's name was not on it: it was set forth
as being by Capt. George North, to convey the idea that
it was the work of a mariner. It was not considered of

great importance in the paper, for it occupied a second
place to a serial called " Don Zalva the Brave," by Mr.
Alfred R. Phillips, one of the "masters" whom Mr. Henley
refers to as being "in no wise model citizens." Only the
first instalment was illustrated—by a rude woodcut repre-

senting Billy Bones chasing Black Dog out of the " Admiral
Benbow." The subsecj^uent seventeen instalments were
foisted into the paper in driblets of two or three columns
of small type.

Mr. Henley is right in his belief that " Treasure Island "

was as a serial a comparative failure. It certainly did not
raise the circulation of Young Folks by a single copy. Far
different, however, was the effect of " The Black Arrow."
This story was written designedly, and again at the
suggestion of Mr. Henderson, in the style of historical

narrative which had proved so popular in the stories of

Mr. Alfred Phillips. It appeared in Young Folks from
June 30 to October 30, 1883, by " Captain George North "

again, and was enormously successful with boy readers,

raising the circulation of the paper by many hundreds of

copies a week.
I had myself the privilege of being editor of Young

Folks' Paper at the time when Stevenson was living in

Bournemouth, and I remember writing asking him for a
new serial story in 1885. He agreed to write one, but
demanded higher terms than those which had satisfied him
in the cases of "Treasure Island" and "The Black
Arrow." " You must pay me not less than thirty shillings

a column," he wrote. The columns, I may say, contained
each about 1,200 words. There was no haggling over
terms such as these. Mr. Henderson, indeed, at once
offered a considerably higher price for the work. The
required story was frequently delayed, but at last it

appeared as " Kidnapped," and ran serially in Young Folks

from May to July, 1886.

In preparing "Treasure Island" for book publication,

Stevenson did not alter much. Here and there he struck

out a paragraph, here and there he added one. He
softened down the boastfulness of Jim Hawkins's personal
narrative, and Dr. Llvesay, who was originally somewhat
frivolous and familiar in his language, he made more staid,

as became one of his profession. In only one instance was
a chapter heading altered—"At the Sign of the Spy
Glass" being substituted for " The Sea Cook."—I am, &c.,

Robert Leiohton.
40, Abbey-road, N.W.
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New Books Received.
[Thft0 notet on tonif of tht New Books of th^ week are

preliminary to Reviewt that may follow.~\

IrfB. BoEB States: Land
AND Pkople. By Prof. A. H. Keank.

With the dignity of a scholar, and an accomplished

ethnologist, Prof. Keane says : "This volume is not meant
to be a ftigitive piece . . . Written in the interests neither

of Boor nor Briton, it aims at presenting a permanent
record, such as may be consulted with confidence, of the

more salient aspects of the Land and People." A work of

clear aims and thorough execution. (Methuen. 6s.)

Sir David Wilkie. By Edward Pinninqton.

Not every volume of the "Famous Scots" series has

appealed to English folk, but this biog^aphicsd sketch of

Sir David Wilkie should fiad readers everywhere. Still,

Mr. Pinnington does right to restore Wilkie to his own
country and kindred, and to maintain that the artist who
spent most of his life in London was by temperament and
constitution a Scot. (Oliphant. Is. 6d.)

A History of Modern By Dr. Haraxd
Philosophy. Hoffding.

We have here a portly contribution to the history of

Philosophy, emanating from Copenhagen, where the author

occupies a professorial chair. It is a characteristic circum-

stance, however, that the present translation, by Mr. B. E.

Meyer, is from the German edition of the work. (Mac-
millan. 2 vols. 30s. net.)

A Journey Eound My Eoom. Trans, by John Andrews.

Mr. Andrews has tried his hand at translating Xavier le

Maistre's little masterpiece, and has produced a pleasing

version. The "Journey" was written by le Maistre

when, as a young soldier, he was confined to his quarters

for forty-two days in consequence of a duel. The book is

too well known to need description, but its humour,
suggestive of Sterne, and its whimsical reflections, which
are not unlike EUa, will always keep it green. (Bryan
&Co.)

How Women May Earn
a Living. By Helen Churchill Candee.

"To all those women who labour through necessity and
not caprice " : such is the dedication of this attractive

series of papers on "The Ideal Boarding-House," " Foot-

lights," " Household Industries," " Architecture and
Interiors," " Opportunities in Shops," and many other

new-womanly industries. (Macmillan. 48. 6d.)

In addition to the foregoing, we have received :

THEOLOGICAL AND BIBLICAL.

Benson (Edward While), The Apocalypse : An Introductory Study of the
Revelation of St. John the Divine (Macmillan) net 8/6

Gray (G. B.), The Divine Discipline of Israel (Black) net 2/8
Biggs (O. R. D.), The Epistle of Paul Ihe Apostle to the Philippians

(Methuen) net 1/6

Wright (Rev. A.), The Gospel According to St, Luke in Greek
(Macmillan) net 7/0

POETRY, CRITICISM, AND BELLES LETTRES.
From the Book Beautiful (Greening) 3/6
Milligan (Alice), The Last Feast of the Fiuina (Nutt) net /6

Bentley (H. ('.), Poems (Batchards)

HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY.
Robinaon (Wilfrid C), Bruges: An Historical Sketch

(De Plancko, Bruges)
Badham (F. P.), Nelson at Naples: Refuting Recent Misstatements of

Captain Maban and l>rof. J. K. Langton (Ntut) 1/0

SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHY.
Jevons (Fnmk B.), Evolution (Methuen)
Andrews (W.), The Diurnal Theory of the Earth .....(Sampson Low)

MISOELLANIOUS.
Rcddic (Cecil), Abbotsholme (Allen) net 10/6
Apollo, Ideal Physical Culture (Greening) 2/6
Keith (Q. S.), Plea for a Simpler Life „ (Black) 2/0
Uaslnok (Paul N.), Practical Staircase Joinery (Oassell) I/O

Our Weekly Prize Competitions.
Result of No. 23 (New Series).

A ND.MBKU of interexting replies have followed our retjuest for

fuur-lined mottoes tnitable for an aviary. Itest we like this :

No bla%t, no snows shall visit: hero
;

No hawk shall swoop to spoil the nest

;

Safe will I keep you thro' the year
;

Then sing to me at my behest.

The snlhor is L. Longfield, I.~>, Parliament-hill, Hampetead Heath
;

bnt whether Mr., Mrs., or Miss, we have no knowledge, althongh
one clanse of the rules, printed each week, specially asks that this

information be given.
Among other quatrains are these :

No pri loners we, but, on the wing,
Lightsome and joyous notes we sing ;

Nor envy those that cleave the air.

For have we not all love and care 1'

[C, Redhill.]
" The Bird of Time has but a little way
To flutter—and the Bird is on the Wing."

Yea, Omar, these too have their little day.

And, wisely, fret not at their bars, but sing !

[E.F.MoC., Whitby.]

Tho' our flight's not bounded
By the sky above,

Yet our life is rounded
By the hands of Love.

[T. V. N., South Wooiford.]

This prison will bnt safety bring :

Yet should you for the lost scenes long,

Fret not that idle lies the wing,
But seek the skies again in eong.

FL. L., London.]

H. G. H., Whitby, one of our most faithful competitors, has mis-

read apiary for aviary, and sends the following ;

A (Treat queen rules within this humming cone.

Her court full many a slothful fav'rite sees.

Yet—mark the moral 1—at the last each drone
Falleth a prey to the assiduous bees.

Replies received also from W. E. T., Caterham ; W. C. T., Liver-

pool ; T. H. 8., London ; C. S. 0., Brighton : T. E, 0., Brighton
;

E. H. H, London; E. K. L, Birkenhead; L. M. L., Stafford;

W. T. B., Manchester ; E. W. London ; R. H. L. S , Edinburgh :

A. S , Edinburgh ; R. W. M., London ; K. E. B., Edgbaston ; A. D. B

,

Liverpool ; K. J. W., (Jerrards Cioat ; A. D. H., Hove ; .1. D. A.,

London ; R. 0. B., London ; R. M , Brighton ; B. R., London ;

T. J. B., London ; L. W., Lor don ; N. A., Beckenham.

Competition No. 24. (New Series).

Wb have been hearing a great deal ot late about the best books
for chiliiren : bat nothing has been said of a branch ot children's

literature which is of hijrh importance, and in the choice ot which
many parents are much iu need of help. We refer to what are

kniiwn in the f.imily as Sunday books. We offer a prize of a guinea
this week for the best list of ten Sunday book-s for children.

Rules.

Answers, addressed " Literary Competition, The Academy, 43,

Chancery-lane, W.C," must reach us not later than the first past

of Tuesday, March 6. Each answer must be accompanied by
the coupon to be found in the second column of p. Iii2. • r it can-

not enter into competition. Competitors eending more than one
attempt at solution must accompany each attempt with a separate

coupon ; otherwise the first only will be considered. We wish to

impress on competitors that the ta^k of examining replies is mnch
facilitated when one side only of the paper is written upon. It is

also important that names and addresses should always be given.

We cannot consider anonymous answers.

Our Special Prize Competitions.

(.for particulars see inside page of cover

^

Received during the week : Babie, Saltire, Portage, Carl Grimm,
Kingston, Bodno, M. Dunois, Larmia, Non Spero, Fern Seed, Psyche,

Labia Minor, Charon, Job, The Scarlet Gown, Jack Straw, Puck.

NEW NOVEL BY THE AUTHOR OF "A BRIDE ELECT."

At all Booksellers' and Libraries. Crown 8vo, fe

NEMO. By THEO. DOUGLAS,
Author of " A Bride Elect," " Iras : a Mystery," " Carr of Dimfcaur," 4e.

London : SMITH, ELDER & CO., 15, Waterloo Pl«o», 8.W.

J
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MESSRS. METHUEN'S NEW BOOKS.
IMPORTANT NOTICE.

PART I., KOW RE\DY.

THE HISTORY OF THE BOER WAR.
WITH NUMEROUS MAPS, PLANS, PORTRAITS, AND ILLUSTRATIONS.

In Fortnightly Parts of 40 pp. each, crown 4to, Is. each Part.
MESSRS. METHUEN have much pleasure in anaouuoing that they are about to issue a military history of the present campaign in

South Africa which shall supply the pablic with a connected and impartial account of the atirrine events of the Boer War.
The text has been based primarily on official despatches, while free use has been made of the copious reports of correspondents and

private letters. The best foreign criticisms, especially those of German experts, have been studied.
The work will be published in Fortnightly Parts. Parts I., II., and III. will include an Introduction dealing fully with the Boer

forces and armaments and the history of the campaign in Natal down to the investment of Ladysmith. Parts IV. and V. will deal with the
mobilisation of the Army Corps, and the operations of Lord Methuen and General Gatacre down to the battles of Stormberg and
Magersfontein. The author has endeavoured to write with impartiality and accuracy, and he has very sparingly employed criticism of
the tactics of individnal generals.

Each Part will consist of 40 pages, crown 4to, and will be printed in large and readable type. Every care has been bestowed on the
maps and plans, and it is believed that no military history of recent years has been more generously equipped in this respect. The plans
have been drawn from authentic information by one who is not only an admirable draughtsman, but who is intimately acquainted with the
regions described. The work contains numerous Portraits—in many cases specially drawn—of the leaders on both sides. The illuttrations
have been selected with the object rather of illustrating the text and of rendering intelligible the conditions under which our troops are
fighting, than of supplying exciting but inaccurate pictures. The Publishers believe that the work when complete will form not only a
detailed and highly interesting narrative of one of the most important wars in which England has been engaged, but will also be a weighty
contribution to military literatoie.

With a Map

They

Mits THE STRONG GOD OIROUM STANCE,

Me»in. METHUEN have Just published THE BOER STATES, % -^- ^- J^BANE, M.J.
Lrown OVO, b*. The book ia a compute account, historical and deicHptive, of the Transoail and the Orange. Free State.

hate ju^t published MARVELS AND MYSTERIES, by richARD marsU, Author of ''The
Beetle." Crown 8ro, 6».

HELEN SaiPTON'S New Novel,

ready. Crown 8fo, 6«.

They have Just published MIRRY ANN, h NORMA LORIMER, Author of '' Josinh's Wife." Crown 8co, 6.s.

;

and Mr. W. E. NORRIS'S New Book, AN OCTAVE. Crown 8vo, price Qs.

I

They will publish very shortly CEASE FIRE! '^ ^'*^* "f ^^^ Transvaal War of '81, by J. MACLAREN
COBBAN. Crown Svo, 3s. 6d.

1
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THE MATABELE CAMPAIGN, 1896 By CoL
R. S. S. BADEX-POWELL. With nearly lOO Illostralions Cheaper
fcfliuon. Large crown Svo, 68.

[THE STORY of the LIFE of THOMAS ELLWOOD.
Edited by C. G. CRUMP, M.A. Ciown Svo, 68.

Tk- V.i- •
I.

[MbTHIBS's ST4VDAKD LiBEiBY.
inis bdition is the only one which contains the complete liook as originally

DbUabed. It contains a. long introduction and many foot-notes.

PHE SCIENTIFIC STUDY of SCENERY. By J.E.
MAKB, F.R.8., Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridye. Illustrated.
Crown 3vo, e".

fm^ elementary treatise on geomorphology—the study of the earth's outward
imna. It IS for the use of students of physical Eeography and geology, andwUl also be highly interesting to the general reader.

THE LETTERS of ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON
to his FAMILY Knrl FRIENDS. Selected and Edited, with Notes and
Introductions, by SIDNEY COLVIN. tecond Ediiioo. Demy 8«o,
2 vols , 2.5.S net.

'

"Irresistible in their raciness, their variety, their animation of extra-
oroinary fascination. A delightful inheritance, the truest record of a 'richly
comoonnded spirit

' that the literature of our time has preserved."— Time*.
Unique in modem literature."—Dniiy Tele/raph.

THE LIFE and LETTERS of SIR JOHN EVERETT
ifw J';JJ='

P^^'iJent of the Royal Academy. By his Son, J. G.
MiLUASa. With 319 Illustrations, of which « are in Photogravure.

_ 2 vols., royal Svo, :«8. net.
Of such absorbing interest is it, of such completeness in gcipe and beauty.

apecial tribute must ije paid to the extraordinary completeness of the illlustra-
tioni. - Graphic.

THE HIGHEST ANDES By E. A. FitzGerald.
With 2 Maps, 61 lUnatrations, 13 of whic'i are Photogravures, and a
Panorama. Royal Svo, 30s net.

The narrative of the highest ascent yet recorded,

j^ "6 have nothing but praise for Mr. Fi zGerald's admirable narrative. A
oooit which is not only popular in the best se 'se of the word, but is u permanent
and s^lid contribution to ttie literature oi mfj mtaineering."— 7"!me*.

TENNYSON AS A RELIGIOUS TEACHER. By
''. F. G. .MASTERMAN. Cro'nSFO, Os.

CHRISTIAN MYSTICISM. The Bampton Lectures
for isao. By W. R. INGE. M.A., Fellow and Tutor of Hertfori College,
Oiford. Demy Svo, 128. ad. net.

" > A complete survey of the subject from St. John and St. Paul to modern
times, covenng ttie Christian Platonists, Angostine, the Devotiinal Mystics,
uie iledni-val .Mystics, and the Nature Mystics and Symbolists, includingBohme and Wordsworth.

j . s
|

THE CAROLINE ISLANDS. By F. W. Christian.
With many Illustrations and Map8, Demy Svo, 12s. 6d. net.

This bonk contain-* a history and complete de^criptinn of these islands—
phyi^ical features, fauna, flora ; the habits and the roligioas beliefs of the
inhabitants.

THOUGHTS on HUNTING. By Peter Beckford.
Edited by J. OTHO PAGET, and Illustraied by G. H. J.iimrn. Demy
Svo, lOs. G I.

This e liti n of one of the most famous cUsics of epr^rtconta'na an intro-
diict-on nn 1 m iny footnotes by Mr. Pdgit, and ii thus Ijroaght up to the standard
ul modern knowledge.

EDUCATIONAL REFORM.
Crown Svo, 2s. Bd.

An attemi>t by an expert to forecast the action and influence of the new-
Secondary Education Act, with suggestions lor useful developments.

A SHORT STORY of ENGLISH LITERATURE-
By EMMA S, MELLOWS, Crown 8vo, y^. 6d.

The history of English literature told in a simple stjle for young students.
It is p'rticulaily rich in biographical detail anl contains a considerable number
of illustrative extracts.

A HANDBOOK of NURSING. By M. N. Oxford,
of Gay's Hospital. Crown Svo, 38. 6d.

This is a complete guide to the science and art of nursing, containing copious
instruction both general and particular.

By Fabian Ware, M.A.

THE NOVELS OF CHARLES DICKENS.
Crown Svo, each volume, cloth, 38. net ; leatlier, 48. net.

With Introductions by GEORGE GISSING. Illustrations by B. H. NEW,
and Notes by F. G. KITTON.

THE FIRST VOLUMES ARE—
THE PICKWICK PAPERS. With Illustrations by

E. H. New. 2 vols.

THE LITTLE LIBRARY.
Pott 3vo, cloth, Is. 6d. net ; leather, 2s. ij 1. net.

A NEW SERIES OF CLASSICS,
Carefully Edited with Introductions and Notes and Pnoto^r.ivure Frontispieces.

VANITY FAIR By W. M. Thackeray. With an
Introduction by 8. GWYNN. 3 vols.

THE PRINCESS. By Alfred, Lord Tennyson.
Edited by ELIZABETH WORDSWORTH.

METHUEN & CO., Essex Street, London, W.C.
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TUU PRISCESS UKL8SA COLLEGE,
EALINO. W.

bUldUhMl IWO. Incorponiloa !> Koyal Cliirter 1888.

Fraidnt-il.au. lliePKINCESS ClIBISTIAN.

HMmUm «luo«lon for llie DAUOIITERS of OBNTLE.
MEK, u lUddolit 01 IHy Pupils. Pro|«iniUon for UDlyer.!!;

aiKl Art BzamiiuiUoui. 8|«u:ioui irouoJj. Superrialou lu

TrntniHK 'l*l>*rtinMil for kiodt-nnrten students in prepara-

tion forPrwlN-l Uulon Examination f.)r Teaohm.
Ther* is a Homo in tH.nne<-tion witli llie College for K.«.

8tu<l«Dts and for a few children under ten years of age.

UAKOAKET WILMAMSON. Udjr Prioolp.l.

CIVIL 8EBVICB COMMISSION.—
FORTllCOMING EXAMINATION.

DRAUGHTSMAN in llie HsdTigniptilo Bepartmont of the

Admiralty (ir-Ml l:ith Uareh.
.

Expertne«*t in iiydrographical Chart Drawing essential.

The date si>eeiaed is the Irttest at which applications can t)e

received. They must l)e made on forms to ne obtained, with

Krtieulara, from the SKCKicTjkRV, Civil Service Commission,
ndon, STW.

ROYAL INDIAN ENGINEERING
COLLEGE. Cooper's Hill. Staines.

The Coarse of Study is arranged to fit an Engineer for Em.
ployroent in Europe, India, and the Colonies. About 40

Btndents will be admitte<l In September. 1900. The Secretary

of State will oifer them for Competition—Twelve App.^intmeuts
as Assistant Engineers in the Public Works Department, and
Three Appointments as AB!,iBtant Superintendents in the

TelMraphs Department, and One in the Accountants' Branch
P.WJ).—For particulars apply to Secretart. at College.

High-Class Bookbinding.
Valoable Books and MS. Bound and Repaired with

fp*eat (sare. Miscellaneoas Books bound in any
fctvie or pattern.

JOHN FAZAKERLEV,
40, Paradise Street, LIVt RPOOL

0ATAL0QUE8.

TO BOOKBUYERS and LIBRABIANS of
FREE LIBRARIES. - The MARCH CATALOGUES

of Valuable SECOND . HAND WORKS and NEW RE-
MAINDERS. ofTered at prices greatly reduced, are Now
Beady, and will be sent post free ui>on application to W. H.
Smitb h Son. Library Deiiartment, 18B. Strand. London, W.C.

TTTILLIAUS ft NOBOATE,
' ' IHPOKTEBS OF FOREISN BOOKS,

11, Henrietta Street, Oovent Garden, M. Son.b Frederick St.

fidinborgh, and 7. Broad Street, Oxford.

OATALOaUES post free on applloaUon.

FOREIGN BOOKS and PERIODICALS
promptlj supplied on moderate terms.

OATALOOCrCS on appUoation.

DULAU ft CO.. S7. BOHO SQUARE.

BOOKS, Rare and Oat of Print, Sapplied.
I'leasfl 8tate wants. CataloRaes free. Books bousbt for

cash. Wanted. " Loma Doone." 3 vols., 1869 ; 258. offered.—
The Hollaxd Co., Book Merchants, BitmiDgham.

STORIES, ARTICLES. *c .accurately Typed.
Punctuation and revision when deeired. Absolute

reliability. Hijihest references from Loudon Editors and
Authors.—Write Miss FiiiEsn, 62, Ludgate Hill, E.C.

IMPORTANT.-PRINTING AND PUBLISHING.

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, BOOKS, &c.
—KINO. SELL k RA^LDN, Limited, high-class

Printers and Publishers, 13, Qou. h S luare, 4, Bolt Court, Fleet
Street, E.O.,havespeoiall7-built ) ot try and other fast Machines
lor printing illustrated or other PuuUcations and specially-built
Haohinea for fast folding and covering 8, 16, 24. or Sft-page

Joonials at one operation. - ,
AdTlce and aaslstanoe given to anyone wishing to oommenoe

Mew Journals.
Faoititiea upon the premises for Editorial Offices free. Adver*

tising and Puolishlng Departments conducted.

Telephone 65121. Telegraph " Africanism, London."

TYPE-WRITING promptly and accurately
done. lOd. per IJm words. S'^mples and references.

Hulti-Copiee.—Address. Miss E. H., 18, Mortimer Crescent, N.W.

TRAFALGAR LITERARY and TYPE-
WIUTINO BUREAU {DE MDMET & WALKER),

S. Trafalffiir BuiMinws. Nortliumberlaud Aveuue. W.C.

—

Typing. Duplicating. Hhortliaiid. Reporting. 'lYanslations
(all Languages). Literary Researches. Press Cuttings.

TYPE-WRITER.— AUTHORSr MSS.
COPIED with accutacy and despatch. Carbon Dupli-

«ateB. Circulars. Examination Papers. Ac—Miss E. Tioab,
S3. Maitland Park Villas. Haversitock ilill. N.W.- Estab-
lished laei

TYPE-WRITING. — Reliable. All work
done by the piece at low fees, for cash.—Miss Jusie Lies.

16. Cambridge Street, S.W.

LITERARY RESEARCH.— A Gentleman,
ezperianeed Id Literary Work, and who has access to the

British Moaenm Reading Room, is open to arrange with
Author or any person requiring assistance in Literary Ke*
naroh, or In seeing Work through the Prc«p. TrausUiions
nndactiilisn from Frenob, Italian, or Spanish.- Apply, by
latter, to D. 0. Dallas. 151. Strand. London, W.C.

THE NINETEENTH CENTURY
No. 277.—MABCH, 190O.

THE BREAKDOWN of VOLUNTAEY ENLEaTMENT. By 8idkiv Low.
THE A ITlIAIi STRENGTH of OUR FORCES St HOME. By the Right Hon. Eakl Nobtbbkook, G.C.8.1.

THE FUTURE of MOUNTED INFANTRY. By tha Righl Hon. LosD DiSfHiK, late Rjyal Scots and
Lieatenaot Imperial Yeomanry.

THE RELIEF FUND i. By the Right Hon Eini, N(L90V, ao original Commiuioutr Royal Patriotic Fand.

THE t'lVIL and MORAL BENEFITS of DRILL. By the EeT. G. Stii Rukkt, Vicar of Christ Church,
Greenwich.

SENU88I and hia THREATENED HOLY WAR: a Warning. By T. R. THUBtniL.
THE PROBLEM of the MIDDLE EAST. By General Sir Thom*s Goidov, E.C.I.E.

SCRIPTURE and ROMAN CATHOLICISM. By Dr. St. Qioegi Mivi.n, F.R.S.

CROMWELL'S CONSTITUTIONAL EXPERIMENTS. By J. P. Waius, Editor of the State Trials-

ON SOME''blPFICCLTIES INCIDENTAL to MIDDLE AGE. By Mrs. HcG« Bitt.

WOMEN WORKERS : How they Live ; How they Wish to Live. By Miss Emilt Hobbodsi.

IN DEFENCE of SIR DAVID CHALMERS. By Ladt Ohalhkes.

THE STORY of the BULWEUCLAYTON TREATY. By Bexjamix Tavlok.

THE "TEMPERANCE" E8PLY to SIR ALGERNON WEST. By Tbomas P. Wkittakse, M.P.

THE NEWSPAPERS. By Sir WiKVSS EiiB.

London : SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON & CO., Ltd.

MONTHLY. TRICE IIAl.F-A-CKOW.N.

TheOONTEMPORARY REVIEW
CONTKSTS FOR MARCH.

COIX)NEL_F. N. MAUDE.^^.^^^
and MOPERN WEAPON|

ROBERT DONALD HOCSiNG the I'OOB

JULIA WEDGWOOD JOHN RUSKIN
Tlw Hon. STEPHEN COLERIDGE. ,„

SOME LONDON HOSPITALS and their AUDITED

The DUCHEBS of SUTHERLAND. A GARDEN of MERCY
D. 8. CAIKNS SCIENCE and PROVIDENCE
CHARLES JOHNSTON .. THE ISHAN-S MARTYRDOM
MICHAEL G. MULHALL. ,^„ „„ . __

FORTY YEARS of BRITISH TRADE
LORD HOBHOUSE. TUB BATTLE of the CENTURIES
THOMAS HOLMES. ..„„„ „,,„„„„HOME INDUSTRIES and HOME IlEKOISM
A. R. ROPES MAETERLINCK
E. SAINT-OENIX .. MONASTIC ORDERS UP TO DATE

I. Romas Catholic FETisiiiaM.

London: The Coli'mbis Compast (Limited). Columbm House,
43 and 43a, Fftter Lane. E.C.

MUDIE'S LIBRARY
(LIMITED).

ENLARGED AND CLASSIFIED CATALOGUE

(Over 600 pages, Svo, bound in green cloth).

All the Principal Works in Circulation ai
j

the Library

ARRANGED under SUBJECTS.
j

Forming a Comprehentitc Guide to Notable

'

Puilieaiiotis in moat Branchet of i

Literature.
\

Boolis of Permanent Interett on Political
j

and Social Topics, the Army, Navy,

Arts, Sciencr, Philosophy, Sport,

Theology, History, Biography, and

Fiction. p,,^^ ,^_ g^_

Also a FOREIGN CATALOGUE, contain-

ing Books in Frbkch, German, Italian,

Russian, and Spanish.

beady JANUARY, 1900.

Price Is. 6d.

MUDIE'S LIBRARY,
30-31, NEW OXFORD STREET;

211, Brompton Road; and

48, Queen Victoria Street, London.

THE COMMONWEALTH.
A aOQIAL MAGAZINE.

Edited by Canon HENRY SCOTT HOLLAND,
and others.

Monthly, 3d
; po«t fre« ft>r a year, 48.

The MARCH NUMBER contains :-

SOME PERSONAL RECOLLECTIONS of RUSKIN. By
Canon Hknht Siott Hollaxd.

SOUTH AFRICA OUTSIDE the WAR.-IL
HOW to TEACH CHILDREN the DUTIES of CITIZEN

SHIP. By Miss Hakinoton.

THE PRIMATE and some LABOUR LEADERS.
The DUTY of the CHURCH in REL.\TION to UAHBLINO

I. By Jo IK Hawks.
CHRISTIANITY the BASIS of SOCIAL UNITY. By Cinoa

Bars Err.

A BOY of BOW. By Miss C. A. FoiriM.

HEALTH VISITORS.
THE MASONS of HEAVEN.
THE GIFT. Ac, 4c.

'• I have myself found great stimulus from the little m-intblr
paper, the ' Oommonwe:mh.' and I think that many Tou'.dfiaa
It useful in the same way. however far they may he, like my-
self, from sharing all the opinioDs which it expresses."-
Page C7 of the Bisuop o\ Rocbester's "Primary C larse""

(MacmlUan i. Co., Ltd.), 1889.

London: Wells Gardner, Dartok A Co., 3. Pateniost«r
BuUdiugs, E.C. ; and 44, Victoria Street, 8.W.

THE

GEOGRAPHICAL JOURNAL.
Price 2s.—CosTKNTs.—MARCH.

A FR4GMENT of the GEOGRAPHY of ENGLAND : Sooth-
West Susies. By Hiou Robeki Mill, D.Sc. F.R.S. E.

A JOURNEY from FORT JAMESON to OLD CHITAMBO
and the TANGANYIKA PLATEAU. By Robbrt Oodrko-
TON. Depuiy Admiuistrator, Northern Rhodesia.

THE "SUDD" of the WHITE NILE.
MILITARY GEOGRAPHY. By Colonel Sir T. H. Hoi i.icm,

K.C.I.E., C.a, R.E.
NARRATIVE of a JOURNEY to the LAKES RAKA.S-TAL

and MANASAROWAR, in WESTERN TlBtT. under-
taken iQ September, 1849. By Lieut -General Sir Richard
Str.cuev. R B., G.C.S.I , F.R.S.

A JOURNEY through ABYSSINIA to the NILE. By Hbr-
HERT Weld Bll-ndeli..

THE DANISH "INOOLF" EXPEDITION.
THE MONTHLY RECORD.
OBITUARY—The Slarquis of lothian, K.T. — Sir William

Wilson Hunter. K.C S.I..CLE Sir Henry William Uore-

Bootb. Bart.—M. Henri Coudreau.

CORRESPONDENCE—The Regions of the Oliovanga. By
Fked. S. Arsot.

LAKE RUKWA. By L. A. Wallace
MEETINGS of the ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL .SOCIBTV.

SESSION 1899-lSKW.

GEOGRAPHICAL LITERATURE of the MONTH.
NUMEROUS MAPS and ILLUSTRATIONS.

Edward St-akford, 2«-ar, Cockspur Street, Charing Cross, 8.W.

"THE ACADEMY"
LITERARY COMPETITIONS.

N-sw Series.—No. 34.

All rtadtn attempting this tosek's

Competition {detcnbed fully on page

190) muit cut out this Coupon

and enclose it uith their reply.

B8TABLI8HED lUI.

BI R K B.E OK B A N K^
Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane, London.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per CENT. INTEREST allowed oa
DEPOSITS repayable on demand.

TWO per CENT, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the mini-

mum monthly balances, when not drawn below lElOO.

STOCKS, SHARES, and ANNUITIES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the enooura«ement of Thrift the Bank receives small stuns

on deposit and allows Interest monthly on eaoh oompleted £1.

BIRKBEOK BTJILDINO SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HODSB

rOR TWO OtllltBAS PRR MONTH.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETy.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND

rOR riVK SHILLINOB FEa MOKia.

The BIBKBEOK ALMANACK, with fuUparticuUrs, post free

FRANCIS RAVENSOROFT, Manager,
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SOUTH AFIICA AND THE WAR. BOOKS TO READ.

THE WAR IN SOUTH AFRICA

:

Its Causes and Effects.

By J. A. HOBSON.
Demy 8vo, 78. 6d. net.

"Precisely the book most needed at the present janoture most scrapu-
lonslycautious, tempertite, and ininneically valuable."

—

Echo.
"Let the reader study thin hook, and then, if he will, retam to Mr.

Fitzpatrick's ' Transvaal from Within.' "

—

Westminster Gazette.

THE BOOK OF THE HOUR.
THIRD EDITION.

OUR LIVING GENERALS.
By ARTHUR TEMPLE, Author of " The Making of the Empire."

Art velluni, i?ilt top, price 3s. 6d.

Biographical Sketches with fine Portraits of Twelve GJenerals, no fewer than ton
of whom are now at the front.

"Pleasant and proud reading."—&i<Mrda» Seoiew.
"A capital book, breezily and brightly written."—jSi. James's Budget.
" The list is well chosen. Men of whom the nation is justly proud."

Naval and Military Record.

.T NISBET k CO.. Ltd.. 21, Bemers Street. W. ANDREW MELROSE, 16, Pilgrim Street, London E.C.

THE TRANSVAAL BOERS:
A HISTORICAL SKETCH.

By AFRICANUS.
Price Is. net, paper covers ; 2s., in cloth. Poet free 3d. extra.

PICTURES of TRAVEL. SPORT, and ADVENTURE
By GEORGE LACY ("The Old Pioneer"), Author of "Liberty and Law,"*o. Demy
Svo, cloth, with about 50 Illustrations, price 15s.

" It is difficult to put the book down."—Literal«re. "A most engrossing book."—^6erd«i»
Free Press. " Permanently valuable as an account of Boer life."—Z>aili/ JVews. " His pictures
are positively enchanting. . . . A rich treasare-housfe of romance andadventure."-So«(A Africa.

Fop an excellent Sketch of the Life of LORD ROBERTS.
KEAIi VOl.C.ME II. OF '

HEROES of the NINETEENTH CENTURY. By
G. BARNETT SMITH.

Vol. I., Wellington, Garibaldi, Gordon, Grant.
Vol. II., Nelson, Roberts, Sir Charles Napier, Livingstone.

Large crown Svo, 16 Illustrations in each volume, cloth gilt, bevelled boards, gilt edges.
Price 5s. each.

" A gallery of builders of the Empire which apiieals strongly to one's patriotism, and is
therefore a book to be bou»ht."-f(ill Hall Gazette.

C. AKTIIUIl PEAR.SON LIMITED. Henrietta Street London, W.C.

The story of SOUTH AFRICA
By W. BASIL WORSFOLD.

Cloth bonnd, price Is. 6d.

London: HORVCE WAR-SHALL & SON.

FROM CAPETOWN TO T.ADYSMITH.
By G. W. STEEYENS.

A BOOK ABOUT THE BOER WAR OF 1881.

Cloth, crown Svo, 28.

With 8 IllustrationB by E. Caton Woodville, after Sketches by Melton Prior.

M A J U B A

:

BRONKERSPRUIT, INGOGO, LANGS NEK, KHDGERSDORP.
By HAMISH HENDRY.

Glo6e.—*' The author has gone to the best, and his narratives have the qualities of conoiee-
ness and vividness which he claims for them. They are concentrated, they are picturesque

;

moreover, they are not without their lessons for the statesmen and soldiers of to-day."

P"*i^,^™PA'<^-—" •hrief and brightly written..<. The description is extremely vivid,
ana will bnng home to the mind of the reader the nature of South African warfare far more
clearly than a more elaborately technical work could possibly do."

London : GRANT RICHARDS, 9, Henrietta St., Covent Garden, W.C.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Tke SECOND IMPBESSIOXof G. W. STEEVEN^' ftoo* on

the TRANSVAAL WAR, entitled " FROM CAPETOWN TO
LADYSMITH," is naw on. Sale at all BookiiUers and Bookstalls.

With Maps. Crown 8ro, 3$. 6d.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD * SONS, Edinburarh and London

T, NELSON * SONS, Publishers. NEW PAPERS, ISSUES, &c.JCST PUBLISHED.

The TRANSVAAL WAR ATLAS
Containing 1% Maps, xpccialiy prepared from the latest Surveys^

also a history of the Boers and Boerland.
Fully niQstrated. Price U. net

;
postage, 2d.

This Atlas will b© of advantacre not only in followinjr tbe proeent war, but in
acquiring an inteiliRenc »tppieciation of the gieat problems which will await
solution in Sontb Afnci wtien the war is over.

*' Among the many aids to a proper understanding of the geography of
South Africa none is more helpful than a little ' War Atlas* issued by
T. Nelson & Sons.'*- Daii.t Tblegraph.

T. NELSON & 80N8, 35 A. 36, Paternoster Row, London, E.G.;
Farkside, EdinborKh ; and New York ; and of all Booksellers,

i

NOW READY, the SECOND NUMBER of

THE PILOT
(Originally intended to be called " The Teibune.")

A Weekly Review of Ecclesiastical and General

Politics, Literature, and Learning

EDITED BY

D. C. LATHBURY
GUaRENDON press, OXFORD.

1

Crown 8vo, Separate Issue, with numerous Maps, 68.

1 The History of South Africa to the Jameson Raid.
Being Vol. IV., Part I , of " A Hintorical Geography of the British Colonies."

By C. P. LUOA8, B A.
Pau. Mau. nAWTTE.—"It is refreshlnij to come across bo sane, scholarly and ju'licJal a

little Tu.umd T.i r<j g more a«?iBUDce to the proper umierstaDding of South African fiueBtiong
Id iU.llii well-prii-t-d pa^e* Ihiri in anv work '.f thf s*me biz-j we know of. Mr. Lucas proves
nn«»«ij p-.Ke That If; is ofi« whf«e jiidtfincuU are f-uiideil ou knowledge.and it would J>eweU
itevtrr nmiiteur c-itic o( 8.?utn Alrici were nompylled to pasa an examiuation on hia Ixxik."

ScoT*)iA*t.—" Mr. Lucai is a Iruatwrjrtliy tiuthor tj ana a vigorous writer ; and tho§e who
df-are to p««t theni«elve8 ii > id the jAst reUtioijB ot Boers. Blacks, aod British in South
Africa could not go to a l-etter source of iuformation.''

London: HENRY FROWDK, Oxford University Presa Warehouse,
Amen Comer, K.(;.
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Great FRENCH TRIBUTE to

WELLINGTON and

the BRITISH ARMY of TO-DAY.

" THE REVUE DES DEUX MONDES "

(the French Nineteenth Century), in its recent

Review of the War in Sonth Africa, eaya :

" IF WELLINQTGN CONQUERED
NAPOLEON it teas not because of any

intellectual superiority, but by reason of that

COOL STUBBORNNESS which hi,

countrymen of to-day have certainly not lost,

but which is also possessed in no less degree tty

their present adversaries in South Africa

" Recent events have reminded the English
that campaigns begun by them with reverses

have often ended in victory for their arms, due
more to their stubborn tenacity than to their

courage, unsurpassed though that is.

" The battles on the Modder and Tugela

remind them of those famous LINES OF
TORRES VEDRAS, where Wellington

held at bay all the efforts of Napoleon*s armies

;

vainly they dashed.themselves against that wall

of iron, yet theyi were composed of heroic

soldiers led by generals^itised to *la grands
guerre.*

" This Htt{e comer of Portugal was the

theatre— we may say it although we were the

defeated -of ONE OF THE MOST
GLORIOUS MILITARY EVENTS IN
THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD.
The English were invincible behind those
' Lines,* and when they emerged from them it

was to drive Sapoleon*s armiesfrom the whole
Iberian peninsula.**

See Sir HERBERT MAX-
WELL'S NEW LIFE OF
WELLINGTON (Large Fourth

Edition now at preaa) for an in-

tensely interesting description

how Wellington converted the

tongue of land on wfiich Lisbon

stands into a vast Fortress, covering

about FIVE HUNDRED SQUARE
MILES OF GROUND.

MAPS of the
TORBES VEDRAS LINES and all

WELLINGTON'S GREAT BATTLES are
given in the work.

The PHOTOGRAVURES and OTHER
PORTRAITS are of great interest.

"AN ADMIRABLE BOOK."
—LORD SALISBURY.

ASK FOR IT AT THE LIBRARIES and
Booksellers' , or if any difficulty it experienced

in obtaining it write to the Publishers,

2 vols., royal Svo, 36s. net.

SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON & CO., Ltd.,

St. Danstan's House, Fetter Lane, E.G.
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The Literary Week.
The Author is in meddlesome travail over the clause of

our Special Competitions announcement which says :
" The

editor reserves the right of printing any of the MSS. sent

in." This simple and usual condition was made in order
that we might be free to print, for the encouragement of

the writers, a few of the unsuccessful attempts. How
does the Author interpret our words ? Why, thus :

As it stands, which of course cannot be meant, this

clause givei the editor all the MSS. sent in : he may do
what he pleases with them—-i.e., he may, if he pleases, selj

them to other papers without giving the authors anything^

" Which, of course, cannot be meant." Then why suggest
it, and why elaborate this idea—as the Author does at

considerable length? We do not believe that our inten-
tions are misunderstood, still less suspected, by a single
one of our readers or competitors—the only people con-
cerned. The suggestion that our clauso might enable us
to set up a MS. shop is surely the wildest ever made by
the Author, and that is saying a good deal.

Mr. Eudyard Kipling has been given a pass by Lord
Roberts, enabling him to go wherever he pleases in South
Africa. That promises well for the booksellers.

A POSTHUMOUS book by Mr. Traill, not, unfortunately,
in his humorous vein, will be published this month. A
contribution to Messrs. Sands's "Imperial Interests" series,

it will tell the story of Egypt from the date of English
intervention.

Miss Ellen TnoRNEVCROFT Fowxer, in her new novel
The Farringdom, will follow the method, for which there
are many precedents, of introducing characters from
former novels. Thus Isabel Camaby will appear, and Lady
SUverhampton from The Double Thread. The Farringdom
is mainly a story of Methodist life in the Midlands.

We have received the following letter

:

Sib,—I see by the Academy that Mr. A. B. Walkley
has been made dramatic critic of the Times. Who is he ?

Evidently I oitght to know as his " volatile personality " is

recognised by you. I plead ignorance.—I am, &c.,

F. C. Burnand.
Mr. Bumand is quite right, he ought to know. But perhaps
he wrote his letter as a joke for Punch—and rejected it.

A supplemental volume of TFho'» Who has been issued
dealing with personalities at the war. The biography of
Sir Eedvers BuUer is more accurate, but not so amusing,
as the following from Bookg of To-Bay

:

Buller, General Rt. Hun. Sir Eedvers Henry, G.C.B.,
K.C.M.G., K.C.B. ; 6. 1839. General Commanding in
Chief of Forces, Natal. Origin of name unknown, but
supposed to be the comparative of John Ball. Recreations :

Beading (anything bat Joubert's Maxims) and crofsirg
rivers. Mottoes : ''No cross no crown," and " Faint heart
never won fair Lady(smith)." Club : White's.

The present war has created the woman war corre-

spondent. Lady Sarah Wilson is in Mafeking, and Miss
Mary H. Kingsley has just left for South Africa to repre-

sent the Morning Post.

Who would have thought that a Special Army Order
issued in 1900 would destroy the significance of a popular
song written in 1798 :

O Paddy dear, and did you
hear the news that's going
round ?

The shamrock is forbid by law
to grow on Irish ground.

She's the most distressful

country that ever yet was
sefu,

They are hanging men and
women for the wearing o'

the green.
Then since the colour we must
wear is England's cruel red,

Sure Ireland's sons will ne'er

forget the blood that they
have shed.

You may take the shamrock
from your hat and cast it

on the sod.

But 'twill take root and
flourish there, though under-
foot 'tis trod.—From " The
Wearing of the Oreen," 1798.

Gallantry of Irish Regi-
ments IN South Africa—Distinction to be
WORN ON St. Patrick's
Day.

Her Majesty the Queen is

pleased to order that in future,

upon St. Patrick's Day, all

ranks in Her Majesty's Irish

regiments shaU wear, as a dis-

tinction, a sprig of shamrock
in their hpad-dress, to com-
memorate the gallantry of her
Irish soldiers during the recent

battles in South Africa.

—

From a Special Army Order,

1900.

Mr. Stephen Phillips, who began his career as an
actor in Mr. Benson's company, will give a reading of

Paolo and Francesca at 20, Dean's-yard, Westminster, on
Thursday, March 29th. Canon and Mrs. Wilberforoe will

be Mr. Phillips's host and hostess. The public, we under-
stand, can purchase tickets.

The Queen has accepted a copy of Mr. G. W. Steevens's
From Capetown to Ladysmith. In acknowledging the
volume Sir Arthur Bigge wrote to Messrs. Blackwood
& Sons : "I have to express the Queen's sympathy with
Mrs. Steevens in the sad loss of her husband, cut off in

the midst of his brilliant and useful career."

Again we must testify to the excellence of Messrs. Gay
& Bird's series of leather-bound Bibelots. The latest

contain the shorter poems of Keats, and it is a perfect

pocket volume.

In the course of the action by Mr. Edward VizeteUy
against Mudie's Select Library, Limited, heard this week
by Mr. Justice Grantham, one or two interesting statements

about this old-established library were made. This was
the first libel action that had been brought against it.

From five thousand to six thousand books are offered by
publishers to Mudie's annually. About four thousand
are taken. The library has special "readers" for new
French and German books, but not for English books,
though some supervision is exercised over these also.
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Prof. Knapp has shown much tact in keeping his

editorship of George Borrow's Lavengro, the first volume of

the new edition of Borrow's works which he is editing, as

inconspicuous as possible. This is all the more praise-

worthy because his editorial services have been unusually

large and important. The text of the present edition is

based on the first issue of 1851, and seven passages of

considerable length which Borrow for some reason sup-

pressed in MS. have been restored to their original

places in the story. These hitherto unpublished episodes

will, of course, awaken the highest interest in all good

Borrovians. Not one of them is short enough to quote

here, but we are tempted to give a portion of the scene

which Prof. Knapp calls

Cromwell's Statue amd the "Daiey.maw's Daughter."

At last I came to a kind of open place from which three

large streets branched, and in the middle of the place

stood the figure of a man on horseback. It was admirably
executed, and I stood still to survey it.

" Is that the statue of Cromwell ? " eaid I to a drayman
who was passing by, driving a team of that enormous
breed of horses which had struck me on the bridge.

" Who y " 8«id the man in a surly tone, stopping short.

"Cromwell," said I; "did you never hear of Oliver

Cromwell?"
" Oh, Oliver," said the drayman, and a fine burst of

intelligence lighted up his broad English countenance.

"To be sure I have; yes, and read of him too. A fine

fellow was Oliver, master, and the poor man's friend.

Whether that's his figure, though, I can't say. I hopes it

be." Then, touching his hat to me, he followed his

gigantic team, turning his head to look at the statue as he

walked along.

That man, had he lived in Oliver's time, would have
made a capital Ironside, especially if mounted on one of

those dray horses of his. I remained looking at the statue

some time longer. Turning round, I perceived that I was
close by a bookseller's shop, into which, after deliberating

a moment, I entered. An elderly, good-tempered looking

man was standing behind the counter.
" Have you the Dairyman' s Dauyhter ? " I demanded.
" Just one copy, young gentleman," said the bookseller,

rubbing his hands ;
" you are just in time, if you want one

;

all the rest are sold."
" What kind of character does it bear ?

"

" Excellent character, young gentleman
;
great demand

for it ; held in much esteem, especially by the Evangelical

party."
" Who are the Evangelical party ?

"

" Excellent people, young gentleman, and excellent

customers of mine," rubbing his hands; " but setting that

aside," he continued gravely, "religious, good men."
" Not a set of canting scoundrels ?

"

The bookseller had placed a small book upon the

counter ; but he now suddenly snatched it up and returned
it to the shelf ; then, looking at me full in the face, he
said, quietly :

" Young gentleman, I do not wish to be un-
civil, but you had better leave the shop."

These has been much talk—and, we suspect, little under-

standing—of the term symbolism as applied to certain

modem developments in literature. It was therefore to be
desired that an enthusiast should tell English readers

what is understood by symbolism by those who profess it,

and how and why they came to profess it at all. Accord-
ingly Mr. Arthur Symons has written an account of latter-

day literary symbolism in the form of a series of essays on
the symbolists themselves^frcJm Gerard de Nerval, who
is put forward as its unconscious father, to Maurice
Maeterlinck, who " has realised, better than any one else,

the significance, in life and art, of mystery."
'

I speak often in this hook of Mysticism, and that T, of

all people, should VMiture to speak, not quite as an out-

sider, of such things, will probably be a surprise to many.
It will be no surprise to you, for you have seen me
gradually finding my way, uncertainly but inevitably, in

that direction which has always been to you your natural

direction. Still, as I am, so meshed about with the

variable and too clinging appearances of things, so weak
before the delightfulueas of earthly circumstance, I hesi-

tate sometimes in saying what I have in my mind, lest I

should seem to be saying more than I have any person*!

right to say. But what, after all, is one's personal right ?

How insignificant a matter to anyone but oneself, a matter

how deliberately to be disregarded in that sutely imper-

sonal utterance which comes to one in one's most intimate

thinking about beauty and truth and the deeper issues of

things

!

The mind which accepts symbolism with British

caution, and finds much that passes for symbolism

ridiculous, is reflected in an article on Maeterlinck, which

Mr. A. E. Eopes contributes to the Contemporary. Mr.

Bopes's contention is that symbolism should be used only

when the writer has a meaning which cannot be put into

plain words, or cannot be expressed in proper artistic

form. " Beyond this symbolism is unnecessary and

irritating. A painter may symbolise . . . , but for him
wilfully to abstain from rendering what can be rendered

truthfully would be coxcombry." Applying such tests to

Maeterlinck, Mr. Eopes asks

:

Is Maeterlinck's written dialogue such that his silences

can be credited with an infinity of meaning ? Never, or

hardly ever, do his characters utter the inevitably right

word of passion or emotion : the one speech that the

person would say. It is cruel to contrast the riotous

exuberance of Shakespeare's young fancy with the abso-

lute OUendorf of La Princesse Ma'eine. Take the famous

dialogue of the Cowherd and the Nurse

:

Cowherd. " Good evening I

"

Nurse. " Good evening !

"

Cowherd. " It is a fine evening."

Nurse. " Yes, fine enough."
Cowherd. " Thanks to the moon."
Nurse. "Yes."
Cowherd. " But it has been hot during the day."

Nurse. " Oh ! yes, it lias been hot during the day."

Cowherd (going down to the water). " I am going to

bathe," &c.

This is not simplicity ; it is impotence. And it is the

same in moments of strong emotion. The characters

never speak out their souls lik« Lear over the dead

Cordelia. They simply repeat ejaculations three tim^s.

Hjalmar finds his love lying murdered, and tSis is all he

has to say :
" Yes ! yes ! yes ! Oh ! oh ! Come ! c-ime !

Strangled ! strangled I Maleine ! Maleine ! Maleine I

Strangled ! strangled ! strangled ! Oh I oh ! oh I Stran-

gled ! strangled! strangled I" If this be tragedy, then

tragedy can be written with a rubber stamp.

So Mr. Eopes—to whom the essential Maeterlinck has

evidently not been revealed.

An interesting feature of the book is Mr. Symons's
dedicatory letter to his brother in symbolism, Mr. W. B.
Yeats. In the course of this letter, which, in a double
sense, is italicised, Mr. Symons says

:

Mr. W. B. Yeats, to whom, as we stated above, Mr.

Symons's book on symbolism is dedicated, is himself

beckoning us this week into a special path of literature.

His collection of modern Irish verse is presented to us

with an introduction, in which Mr. Yeats proclaims

the existence and the revival of a genuine Irish poetry,

native to the soil, and burning only in hearts where Irish

ideals are cherished and Irish models loved. Mr. Yeats

even believes that the movement for the preservation of

Gaelic will result in something far higher. Gaelic is

gathering new poets to its service, and Mr. Yeats assures

us that some of Dr. Hyde's translations are passed from

mouth to mouth, by peasants who can neither read nor
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write, in Donegal, Connemara, and Galway. Nor does he
doubt that

Ireland, communing with herself in Gaelic more and more,
but speaking to foreign countries in Euglish, will lead

many that are sick with theories and with trivial emotion
to some sweet well-waters of primeval poetry.

Here, at least, is a vernal voice in a tired, bookish age.

Is the general literary worker going to have seven lean

years following seven fat years ? The soothsayers say so,

only they do not limit the years to seven. A little while

ago Mr. Andrew Lang solemnly warned us that the age of

superannuation for scribblers is getting dangerously near

to thirty-five, and that times unpropitious for the providers

of literary luxuries are coming upon us. " Claudius Clear,"

of the Brituh Weekly, echoes this gloomy vaticination.

There is to be a " Eeturn to Grub Street"—not, indeed,

for novelists, who will reside more and more in Park-lane,

but for the reviewer, the leader-writer, the Literary jour-

nalist. Writing in one or in all of these characters,

" Claudius " says :

Things do not look so well for us. Leaders are

gradually disappearing from the daily papers. The change
is very slow, but it is sure. I could easily mention one
or two great and powerful papers whose middle pages
used to be covered with sparkling and erudite productions,

in double-leaded type, containing the richest treasures of

long accumulations of common-place books. In these

papers now you will find two or, at the furthest, three

columns of clear, orderly, business-like writing on the

latest telegrams. But the Sala, or shall I say the salad,

days are over. The halfpenny papers have come in, and
they want no three-deckers. Their leaders are like the

American, short and more or less pithy. Then what am
I to say about the sixpenny weeklies, from which many
of us have derived comfortable incomes ? Will it ever be

possible to establish another in this country again ?

Monmful is the story of recent attempts made, in some
cases by very able men, but all ending in collapse.

"Claudius" has a suggestion to make. It is that Lord
Eowton should be invoked to provide a home, say on the

sunny side of Gower-street, for authors whose incomes do

not exceed £300 a year.

Thus provided, we should hold the fort till a better time

comes, till people grew tired of rubbish, till the system of

education in this country was changed. We should be

prepared to write for next to nothing, and so to help good
papers to live through the time of stress, and with the

dawn rf a better day we shall be recognised as the saviours

of English literature.

"Claudius Clear" bases his remarks on the overwhelming

flood of non-literary literature—the " scrap" and " tit-bit
"

evil in its later portentous developments. That there is

another and more hopeful way of regarding this " revolu-

tion in journalism" is shown in the article by " E. A. B."
which we print this week. Our contributor contends that

the masses are reading their way to the light, and that

the present dissipation is but a symptom of youth, and
of maturity to come.

Mb. AtrotrsTiiTE Bihbell has sent to the Cornhill his

Eflinburgh address of last November, on the riddle :
" Is

it possible to tell a good book from a bad one?" It is

possible to wish to do so, and this wish, deeply felt and
constantly used, is all. Certainly Mr. Birrell's expression

of this wish was the most eloquent passage in his address

:

Speaking for myself, I could wish for nothing better,

apart from moral worth, than to be the owner of a taste at

once matily, refined, and unaffected, which should enable

me to appreciate real excellence in literature and art, and
to depreciate bad intentions and feeble execution wherever
I saw them. To be for ever alive to merit in poem or in

picture, in statue or in bust; to be able to distingiush

between the grand, the grandiose, and the merely bump-
tious ; to perceive the boundary between the simplicity

which is divine and that which is ridiciUous, between

gorgeous rhetoric and vulgar onamentation, between pure

and manly English, meant to be spoken or read, and

sugared phrases, which seem intended, like lollipops, for

suction ; to feel yourself going out in joyfid admiration

for whatever is noble and permanent, and freezing in-

wardly against whatever is pretentious, wire drawn, and

temporary—this indeed is to taste of the fruit of the tree,

once forbidden, of the knowledge of good and evil.

If Mr. Birrell is not so witty as usual, it is probably

because he has a depressing conviction that the literary

conditions of the day tend to make " No " the true answer

to the question, " Is it possible to tell a good book from a

bad one?" He happily remarked : "A great crowd of

books is as destructive of the literary instinct, which is a

highly delicate thing, as is a London evening party of the

social instinct." One thing, however, is possible. It is

possible to read Shakespeare every day. How many of us

do that ?

Apropos Mr. Birrell's remarks, the effect of excessive

book production on literature may be studied best in

Germany, where the annual production of books is equal

to the combined productions of England, France, and the

United States. No wonder that Dr. Hans Fischer can

write as follows in a Leipsic paper :

In the year 1898 Germany published 23,739 works,

which means about sixty-five for every day of the year.

Of these, 3,063 belonged to the department of heller lettres,

or an average of eight and one-sixth volumes per day of

epic, dramatic, and lyrical productions. It is not to be

wondered at that in view of this productiveness books have

lost their influence and their dignity. They are becoming

as multituflinous as old coats, and booksellers are be-

ginning to dispose of th(m by the poimd as though they

were beefsteaks. And of all these books in the depart-

ment of helles lettres there are exceedingly few that have

any worth or value, the majority of them being more than

objectionable either from a literary or from a moral point

of view.

The advertisement transparencies which twinkle and

change by night in the streets of London are by no means

eye-sores, and yet we had not supposed that " Bovril" in

letters of fire would inspire poets. A contemporary draws

attention to a love-sonnet, by a new singer, which con-

cludes with these lines

:

As a tall, gloomy building blazons high

Upon his forehead one bright jewelled name,

Frowning in darkness as the letters die.

Through swift withdrawal of their jetting flame.

To smile again in rows of rosy light

The instant, that the sweet name reappears,

So smile I when you cross my inward sight.

Who otherwise am gloomy unto tears.

Messbs. Waed, Look & Co. are about to issue their

Standard Dictionary, for a short period, at two-thirds of

the ordinary price. Thus, in half-russia this dictionary can

be obtained for £2 instead of £3, and in the other styles

of issue similar reductions are made. The Standard

Dictionary is a fine work with many admirable features of

its own. It contains nearly 5,000 illustrations, specially

drawn, and a number of pictures in colour showing the

natural colours of birds, gems, and flowers, and the correct

appearance of national flags, &c.

The "And other Stories" nuisance is the theme of a

letter we have received from a correspondent, who signs

himself "Old Bird." He was recently "gulled into pur-

chasing a work the name of which, upon acquaintance,
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proved altogether inappropriate." For less than a third of

the volume trutli fully represented the advertised title, the
remainder being composed of—other stories. The cover
of the book followed the same inglorious lines of decep-
tion. "In another flagrant example at my elbow only six-

teen out of 1 73 pages give honest fulfilment of obligations

;

the rest contains—other stories." '^— ""~-""— -J— *'

g^evance is a genuine one.

Our correspondent'

d

Thb evolution of literary decency is the subject of a
paper by Mr. Andrew Lang in the current Blackwood.
Mr. Lang asks how it was that the coarse animal ex-
pedients for raising a laugh used by Fielding, Smollett,
Sterne, and their contemporaries, were completely
abandoned within forty years, never to return. Two
causes he finds : the rise of a large and middle-class
reading public, and the Wesleyan reformation. As for
the " new licence," Mr. Lang thinks its force is expended,
but he points out—we are afraid with some justice

—

that "it is ladies to-day who throw their caps highest
over tho windmills, both in licentiousness of idea and
physical squalor of theme—always, of course, for lofty
moral purposes."

Bibliographical.

Good Mrs. Inchbald ! If she could revisit the glimpses
of the moon, she would be inclined, I think, to take pride
in the measure of interest in her play called " Lovers'
Vows" now being exhibited. 'Twas but a poor play,
and lives, one may almost say, only in the pages of Miss
Austen. Nevertheless, the "agreeable rattle" who once
chattered in the columns of the Star has brought to bear
upon it a goodly array of learning (it woidd seem, recently
acquired) ; and Mr. Austin Dobson has not disdained to
address my Editor a second time upon the subject. Mrs.
Inchbald says, in the preface to her play, that the lines

for the rhyming butler were written by the hand which
penned the prologue. Mr. Dobson told us last week that
John Taylor wrote the rhymes ; he now tells us— on
Taylor's own authority—that the prologue was by Taylor
also. Genest, therefore, was wrong in ascribing the
rhymes (and epilogue) to Thomas P^mer, of Bath. In-
cidentally, Mr. Dobson, in his new communication, admits
that it is not certain that Charles Kean fell in love with
Ellen Tree when they figured, in 1828, in " Lovers'
Vows." The assumption that they did so was, he says,
only "poetical," and "not confirmed" by Mr. Dobson's
authority. Mr. Dobson adds :

" There is, I may observe,
sufficient information as to ' Lovers' Vows ' in my intro-
duction to Mansfield Park (Macmillan, 1897). But intro-

ductions, I fear, are not much read nowadays !
" That

depends. Mr. Dobson's introductions, one may fairly take
for granted, have multitudinous readers. «

I am a little sorry to see that Mr. Lewis Melville, who
wrote the Life of Thackeray, proposes to give us by and
bye a volume of Thackeray's Stray Papers. I take for
granted that this book will consist of work by Thackeray
which has not hitherto been reprinted. The question will
be, Was it worth reprinting? We have already had

—

apart from the "authoris&d" publications by Messrs.
Smith & Elder—the essay on George Cruikshank, and the
volume entitled Sultan Stork, both issued by Mr. Eedway

;

Loose Sketches, brought out by a publisher- named Sabin

;

and, last year, reprints of Mn^ Grumpus, of Hitherto
Unidentified Contributions to " Punch," and Writings in the
" National Standard " and " Constitutional." These seemed
to exhaust the Thackeray " finds," and one hoped that the
great writer might be left alone for a time. But the
passion for grubbing up the hack products of a distin-
guished author seems unappeasable, and its gratification is

one of the penalties which modern genius has to pay for

its own existence.

Personally, I revel in Sir M. E. Grant Duff's Notes from
a Biary. It is, to my mind, the perfection of a bedside-
book—easy to handle, clearly printed, and so scrappy (as

well as varied) in contents that it can be put down at any
moment without the feeling of breaking an intellectual

continuity. I say " it " because I am regarding the work
as a whole. As a matter of fact, the new volumes are the
seventh and eighth. And how many more are we to

have? The more the merrier, say I. Meanwhile, the
prospect may appal the less enthusiastic. The first two
volumes covered twenty-one years' diary; the third and
fourth, seven years ; the fifth and sixth, five years ; and
now the seventh and eighth cover only two years ! They
close with the < close of 1888, and we are told by their

author that he hopes to continue his diary to the last day
of 1900. Future volumes, therefore, will cover twelve
years, and one wonders if there will be as many volumes
as years.

How large, in the literary life, is the element of luck !

Before she wrote Red Pottage Miss Mary Cholmondeley had
written and published The Banvers Jewels (1887), Sir

Charles Banvers (1890), Biana Tempest (1893), and A
Bevotee (1897); it was not, however, till she sent forth

Red Pottage that anything like wide popularity came to

her. That The Banvers Jewels and Sir Charles Banvers

made so little impression may have been owing to the fact

that they were published anonymously. This, however,
was not the case with Biana Tempest and A Bevotee, while
The Banvers Jewels was reprinted in 1897 with its author's

name. Now Biana Tempest appears in sixpenny, paper-

covered form, and, no doubt, will be carried by Red Pottage

into hundreds of households into which it had never pene-

trated before. Biana. it is worth noting, came out

originally in the old three- volume shape, going into a
single volume in the following year.

I note that the new work on Dr. Robert Wallace is to

include his Reminiscences, which, it they cover the ground
of his Edinburgh professorship and of his connexion
with the Scotsman newspaper, shoidd be piquant enough.

The Scotsman was never more readable than when Dr.

Wallace wrote its leaders on ecclesiastical questions. We
are to have, I see, reminiscences from Mr. Arthur 4

Beckett also. That gentleman's latest book
(
London at the

End of the Century) was of the nature of "memoirs," and
it is not 80 very long since he gave us his Greenroom

Recollections. Journalists are rather apt to use up their

" copy " of this sort in pursuance of their daily avoca-

tions, and then, when they come to write their formal

reminiscences, it too often happens that they have

scarcely anything left to tell us.

It is a happy thought which promises us at this par-

ticular time a new edition of Sir Arthur Helps's Spanish

Conquest in America. The work was issued originally in

four volumes between 1855 and 1861, and there lias been

no reproduction of it during the past twenty years, at any

rate. It will now re-appear in four-volume form.

The book on TIis Egyptian Campaigns which Mr. Charles

Royle announces is, I take for granted, a reprint, no

doubt revised and with considerable additions, of the work

on the same subject and with the same title which he

published in 1886. The narrative then extended from

1882 to 1885; and I presume it has now been brought

down to date.

The recent feminine denunciation of free libraries, at

Torquay, has naturally recalled Mrs. Malaprop's charac-

terisation of circulating libraries as " vile places." It was,

however, into Sir Lucius OTrigger's mouth that Sheridan

put the more familiar description of such a library as "an

evergreen tree of diabolical knowledge," blossoming

through the year. What would poor "Sherry" think of

some of our present-day novels?
The Bookworm.
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A Poet on Poetry.

What is Poetry ? By Edmond Holmef. (John Lane.)

Mb. Edmond Holmes has set himself a greatly daring

task in this very suggestive little book. From Aristotle

downwards men have attempted to answer the question,

"What is poetry?" and have met with but indifferent

success. We will not say that Mr. Holmes succeeds where
they failed ; but he does describe the modus operandi of

poetry in a novel and stimulant way. At first sight the

motto of his book, taken from Carlyle, seems to be in

direct conflict with his thesis. " Poetic creation, what is

this but seeing the thing sufficiently ? The word that will

describe the thing folio «rs of itself from such intense clear

sight of it." So speaks Carlyle, as quoted by Mr. Holmes.
Yet the first postulate laid down by Mr. Holmes is that

"Poetry is the expression of strong and deep feeling."

The two appear irreconcilable, if either be laid down
singly. The truth is, that neither should be laid down
singly. The basis of the poetic faculty is neither intuition

alone, nor emotion alone. (For, be it observed, Mr.
Holmes is really investigating rather the poetic faculty

than poetry itself : he is inquiring into the operation of

poetry in the mind of the poet.) The basis of the poetic

gift is intellectual insight, or intuition, combined with
emotional sensibility. The union is so subtle, that the

poet may be said in a manner to see through his sensitive

nature. " I see it feelingly," he might enounce with Lear.

Mr. Holmes had done better to take as his postulate

:

" Poetry is the expression of truth seen feelingly." For
that, indeed, is the foundation, the modus operandi, of the

poetic faculty. But, in fact, this is Mr. Holmes's basis, and
his failure to enunciate it distinctly exemplifies a lack of

precision in thought which somewhat mars a deeply con-

ceived and mainly right essay.

He implicates sight in feeling—the very union which we
have ourselves postulated. The more pity that his posi-

tion is not made water-tight by being logically announced,

instead of illogically implied. He arrives at it in this

way : the poet's feelings, he truly observes, are not

different from those of other men ; or else they could

awaken no sympathy in others. But what the poet

possesses in a highly developed state is latent in other

men. Now where there is feeling there is something to

be felt. The poet's higher range of feelings, therefore,

correspond to a higher range of truth (or realities, as Mr.
Holmes prefers to say, curiously discriminating reality

from truth—in which we refuse to foUow him) latent or

invisible to others as these higher feelings are latent in

others. Through these intense and subtle feelings he is

led to discern these higher truths, which in turn beget
emotion, and emotion leads on to further truth, in per-

petual interaction. It is justly and delicately apprehended.
But here we have assumed that union of intuition and
feeling, of intuition in feeling, which should explicitly

have been postulated.

Explicitly formTilated, it is absolute truth, and we can
accept with pleasure and a clear conscience Mr. Holmes's
further utterances. In his own words :

" If the deeper
and truer properties of things are to be apprehended at

all, they must be apprehended emotionally, for they are so

great and real that tliey must needs kindle emotion in all

who are permitted to discern them. In this way insight is

ever tending to generate emotion, just ae emotion is ever

tending to generate insight."

The poet, accordingly, through his emotional insight,

discerns the real order of things. In himself, or in

nature ? asks Mr. Holmes. And he answers, in effect

:

"In both together." Self and nature are so interfused

that they reciprocally illuminate each other. The poet

projects himself into nature as much as he absorbs nature

into himself. They are, in Mr. Holmes's philosophy, as

twin parts of a whole. Accordingly the poet " leaves it to

the second-rate novelist to describe scenery, as we call it.

It is the spiritual significance of outward things which
appeals to him. The intense sympathy which he feels for

outward things is thrown back, like reflected light, on the
inner life of man ; and the all-pervading unity of nature
makes the outward order a symbol at every turn of the
inward." Nay, Mr. Holmes proceeds, " feelings about
outward things are ever transforming themselves into feel-

ings about inward things." All this is admirably said,

and quite true in application ; though we would rest this

unity between seU and nature upon a more explicit, a
deeper philosophy than that adumbrated by Mr. Holmes.
On the nature of the imagination Mr. Holmes's thought

is more confused, though still full of suggestion. " The
essence of imagination," he says, " is the perception of

hidden truth "—the function which he has already (and
truly) assigned to intuition, insight (or, as we should call

it, the intellect) acting through the sensitive or emotional
nature. In fact, he mixes imagination with intuition,

whereas imagination is rather the servant of the faculty

which sees into truth, though closely united with it, and
indeed indispensable to it. It is the gift which discerns

hidden analogy—it might almost be said hidden identity

—

the correspondences between the various orders of creation.

Hence one of its chief manifestations (as the name would
suggest) is in the discovery of images (excluding, however,
that more superficial order of imagery which belongs to

fancy, and has no root in reality). For the same reason

it is a combining faculty, as Mr. Holmes realisea.

"Imagination," he says, "is the power of realising

familiar in new combinations, in combinations which go
beyond the limits of our actual experience." Which at

least describes a mode in which it operates, if too partial

for a definition or even a complete description. But he
throws out an illuminative remark. "Nature is one with

itself from pole to pole of its being ; and, therefore, to

know any given portion of it is to have a partial or rather

potential knowledge of the rest." Just so. One plan

runs through all the orders of nature—and man—though
the expression varies with the conditions imposed by the

medium in each order. To know one part of nature, then,

is to know all which corresponds to it in the other orders,

provided you have the key to the mode of correspondence.

Imagination brings to light this unsuspected mode of

correspondence ; but to survey nature in its totality of

relations more is needed. Again, Mr. Holmes gives the

Uluminative word. " We must have a knowledge of it so

true and deep as to enable us to penetrate ... to that

centre of things which can be reached from all parts, and
is the same for all parts, of the ensphering surface."

Deeply true. To understand the ramifications you must
survey them from the roots. This, "where one centre

reconciles all things " (as Crashaw has it), Plato's reposi-

tory of ideals is the poet's true goal.

Mr. Holmes has hardly reached the centre which he
surmises, or there would be less blemishes of confused

thought in his work. But he has written a brUliant essay,

full of the insight of which he speaks. It is essentially

poet's work, and Mr. Holmes will do yet better when he
acquires the thinker's precision of statement. We wish

we had space to quote his excellent words on the distinc-

tion between creation and imitation, which, he truly says,

are one in the poet whose creation does but imitate that

hidden order which he finds in nature. The poet, in fact,

makes little worlds on the plan of God's great world. His
creation is a re-creation. But this, and infinite other

suggestive flashes, we must leave unnoticed. Our one

quarrel is, that Mr. Holmes's manner of tracing every-

thing to emotion, without explicitly bracketing with it

insight, lends misleading countenance to those who would
make of poetry an appeal to the emotions, and the emo«

tions only.
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Variants of the English Language,

America To-day : Obiervatioiu and Reflectiom. By William
Archer. (Heinemann.)

In Mr. Archer's record of a recent sojourn in the United
States there is a pleasant chapter on " The American
Language." Perhaps it may be considered that he takes
the subject too seriously. "Not all the causes of dissen-

sion between England and America," says Mr. Archer,
"have begotten half the bad blood that has been
engendered by trumpery questions of vocabulary, gram-
mar, and pronunciation." We are not at all sure that
this is right. Sometimes a company of American actors
play in a London theatre, and then the general impression
18 that the performance is effective by virtue of its singular
restraint. French players rant, and English players rant

;

but American players, never. Even in the most exciting
situation the Americans speak in a subdued monotone
which is telling. In their theatrical speech the Americans
have a repose which marks a caste seemingly a good deal
higher than that which is represented by the players in
the ordinary English house of melodrama. It is needful
to point this out in considering Mr. Archer's generalisation
about the variants of the English language. The fact is

a broad one of much importance. At the first glance it

seems to tell against his theory which we have quoted.
The first glance, however, is not the final consideration

;

and we think that we can interpret Mr. Archer. Although
all London admires the performances of American players,
it is not at all clear to us that the quality which excites
the admiration is either the written locutions or the cadence
of our friends from over the sea. Frequently the locu-

tions are beautiful, or neat ; but they are never so beautiful
or so neat as to be superior to those of any one of many
English playwrights. Always the American manner of
delivering the words is telling ; but it would be hypocrisy
to say that the American cadence is as good as that of
educated Englishmen. The explanation is simple. That
which tells in the American acting is its repose. The
Americans, when they give us the pleasure of a visit, are
like still strong men in a blatant land. They never raise
their voices, and they never swagger. That is to say, what
we admire in them is the peculiar virtue with which we
Englishmen credit ourselves : reserve and quietude in
times of crisis.

Still, in justice to Mr. Archer and his theory, it must
be admitted that the ladies and gentlemen of whom we
are speaking are persons who are playing parts. They
are not quite themselves. They are exemplifying ideals
of human character. They do that peculiarly well; but
it is play-acting all the time. Now, here we have another
problem. It is from America that many of the most
humorous works in literature have come. Why do these
books impress us so ? They impress us, not because the
situations are more comical than those which occur or can
be invented here, but because they are described in mini-
mising words. The Americans have discovered a secret
of effect in humour. When a Frenchman or an English-
man has a funny experience to tell, he tells it pompously,
in the biggest words that can be found in Dr. Johnson's
Dictionary

; and he delivers the yarn, smiling or frowning,
as if he were on the stage of the resonant Adelphi. When
an American is at the same point of vantage, he adopts
another method. He talks as if he were bored, uses the
smallest words he can find, expresses extremities of fortune
in languorous phrases; and gains a great result. He
impresses us by his repose in crisis, which is the most
admirable of all manly qualities. Still, hfe is merely
acting. There is absolutely no reason for believing that
if an American and an Englishman were together in the
forces which are fighting against our enemies in
South Africa the casual remarks of the American
would be in any respect superior to those of the Briton

;

but it is equally certain that if both had subsetjuentiy to

render an account of the warfare, the American would be
humorous and dramatic, and the Briton either tediously
matter-of-fact or nearly dumb. The American would
tour about the country, like Lieut. Hobson, receiving
the unanimous kisses of all the women on " both sides "

;

the Briton would withdraw himself to his club, or to some
uninhabited wilderness where grouse were to be shot or
trout were on the rise. From this thought it becomes
obvious that, despite the reticence of their words and
their restraint in cadence, it is the Americans who are the
first artists in literature and in drama. Still, we do not
blame them. They figlit as well as the Britons ; and, as
they add another grace to life, the grace of literature,

theirs be the due. They have a right to our respect, not
only on accoimt of their dignified bearing towards life and
the drama, but also on account of English scholarship.

Archbishop Trench, one of our best authorities in

philology, rebuked the Americans over certain " neolog-
isms " which are not neologisms at all. Of these were
the phrases "to bellitle " and "to berate." Both of
these, as Mr. Archer says, are thoroughly sound. The
phrases were taken to America by the Pilgrim Fathers.
They survive there, while they have become more or less

obsolete in the land of their origin, England. Simi-
larly, Mr. Euskin, Mr. G. M. Tucker, and others,

have condemned all the additions to our common speech
which have been made by America. Mr. Buskin pro-
nounced them "vile"; Mr. Tucker, "absolutely licen-

tious." Both critics wrote with insular and insolent

arrogance. There is slang in every language ; but he is

an ignorant and unimaginative person who takes it for

granted that all slang is necessarily in bad style. There
are certain slang locutions which are of the highest rank
in the art of literature. These are the locutions which,
composed from words in common use, transfigure the
speech of the commonalty into the speech of genius.

Here are a few common words : rogue, a, what, oh, peasant,

am, slave, I, and. Each of those words is a word in the
vocabularies of all of us ; but not all of us have the gift

of making good use of them. Look at Shakespeare's
arrangement

:

Ob, what a rogue and peasant slave am I

!

Here are a few other words : Spain, came, seas, when,

lofty, the, up, towering. Each of these words is in the
possession and at the service of every crossing-sweeper

;

but listen to the arrangement of them by Mr. William
Watson

:

When lofty Spaia ciiue towering up the seas.

There is a great distinction in that phrase, even as there is

a great distinction in the remark of Shakespeare about the
rogue and peasant slave. Whence the distioction springs
Mr. Archer does not know. He did not have the case
before him when ho wrote his essay; but he ought
to have had it, or some other of equal relevance.

Mr. Archer is in sympathy with the art of distinction

in language ; but, clever and charming as his essay
is, it does not indicate a quite perfect analytic per-

ception into the nuance. "Gentlemen," said an American
statesman to a deputation of politicians, "you need
proceed no further. I am not an entirely dishevelled
jackass !

" Mr. Archer cites this as an example of the
American genius in the literary art. We admit that it is

very good, because it is vivid and amusing ; but we should
have been glad had Mr. Archer, in his travels, found a
better example of the American way with words. When
Bums spoke of the " wee, modest, crimson-tippit fiower,"

he described the daisy with much greater distinction than
the American statesman described himself. Still, we are
g'rateful to Mr. Archer for his having given us the oppor-

'

tunity to show that good style in literary expression comes,
not from the use of uncommon words, but from the un-
commonly good use pf words which are in the vocabulary
and at the bidding of us all.
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South Africa and the War.—III.

The Bo(r Slates, Land, and People. By A. H. Keane.
(Methuen. 63.)

Who's Who at the War. (Black. 6(1. net.)

Field-Marshal Lord Roherts : a Biographical Sketch. By
Horace G. Groser. (Melrose. Is. net.)

The History of the Boer War. Part I. Illustrated.

(Methuen. Is.)

Prof. Keane is an ethnologist of the highest reputation,

and this succinct work is likely to be used for many years

by those who wish to be parties, in act or spirit, to the

solution of the South African problem. The noticeable

weakness of nearly all the contributions which have
already been made to the subject has been a lack of

thorough historical and ethnological knowledge of the

Boer race and of the vast inferior races with which the

Boers have had dealings. The result has been that the

South African question has been accepted in this country

as comparatively simple. The large majority of English-

men see in the Boers a morose and truculent race who are

bent on securing huge political advantage for a paltry

political return. A minority sees in the Boers a simple
pastoral race which is being forced out of its cherished

habits of life, and deprived of its sturdy independence, by
a horde of gold-seekers and land-grabbers. Both these

views are crude ; and, as they stand, will prove unservice-

able in the coming adjustment. It would be well if a
book like this, which makes small appeal to passion, but
rather seeks to state the broad truths of history and racial

evolution, were to find ten thousand intelligent readers.

The refreshing begin - at - the - beginningness of Prof.

Keane's method should alone commend his book to every
inquiring mind. At the same time his pages are tough
reading, and require that the map belonging to them
should be ever spread. Only so can the reader hope
to follow Prof. Keane's description of the countries and
climates of South Africa in their relation to the Boer
character and history ; only so will the parts played by the

Bushmen, the Hottentots, and the great Bantu nations in

forming the character of their Boer enemies and oppressors

be understood.

At last, but not till his eighth chapter. Prof. Keane
allows the reader to put to him the question : Who
are the Boers ? The ethnological answer is not simple,

but technically tlie Boers are " a new race, the out-

come of a blend of divers old elements of Caucasian
stock transferred from Europe to South Africa during the

second half of the seventeenth century, and these modified
under the influences of a changed environment." Prof.

Keane expands this definition in many pages, not one of

which can be called dull at such a time as this. He
enables us to watch the formation of the Boer character,

which is in some respects unlike any other national

character in the world. The following passage has great
weight and interest

:

There is in the Boer temperament a strain of subtlety,

of what is called " slimness," of which they are themselves
fully conscious, and on which they rely in their political

and social relations inter ae and with the outer world. The
quality was acquired in uolonial times under an adminis-
trative system highly calculated to foster such a mental
twist, and it found ample field for its expansion when the
Boers trekking from the Coloi y were able to eet up house
for themselves on the inland plateaux. lu studying their

dealings with the lower and higher peoples with whom
they have been in continuous contact, this factor, usually
overlooked, has to be steadily borne in mind, both as a
danger to be guarded against and as a cue in forming a
just estimate of their deeds or misdeeds. At times they
seem almost like irresponsible beings—like the Negro,
non-moral rather than immoral— capable of terrible

atrocities in their treatment of the heathen and the
" Canaanites''; capable of astounding duplicity in their

negotiations with the paramount power. These things are

often stigmatised in strong language, being, after all,

mainly due to a mental obliquity of vision, which, how-
ever, has to be reckoned with.

The notion that there is something cruel and impious
in our interference with Boer autonomy and the integrity

of the Boer Eepublic will hardly survive in any man who
is acquainted with the Boers' dealings with inferior races.

It was mainly in order to keep their slaves, miscalled
" apprentices," against the British Abolition Act that the

Boers executed their "Great Trek" northward in 1834;
and one soon begins to associate their lazy habits in those

days with their more recent wish to thrive at the expense
of the Uitlanders. A keen observer of Boer temperament
has pointed out that habits of indolence which it will take
generations to eradicate were acquired by the Boer when
he wandered through the boundless wastes of South Africa,

carrying with him his Hottentot slaves. "His pipe
seldom quitted his mouth, except when he slept, or ate his

three daily meals of mutton sodden in fat. The good lady

of the house, equally disdainful of toil, remained almost as

immovable as her lord. . . . Newspapers never penetrated
the vast solitudes of the Karoo. Ignorance, stupidity, and
prejudice found here a rich soil in which to thrive, and
the fruits of it are to-day manifest in the condition of the

northern border of the Transvaal Eepublic." But the

Boers soon found that the world is not constituted for the

advantage of a surly and wandering race, hovering be-

tween savagery and civilisation, and scorning both. End-
less broils with the KaflB.r races, wars and slaughters and
hiring of mercenaries, brought the Boer community in

1877 to its last shilling of public money, and to its last

feeble stand against the formidable Zulu nation. Had
wise counsels, and particularly those of Sir Bartle Frere,

been followed at that critical time Great Britain's cham-
pionship of the tottering Boer Republic against savages

might have become the basis of a great Federal act. What
really happened we all know. What thousands do not

seem to know, or to realise, is that the causes which have
led to the present disastrous struggle in South Africa are

seated very deeply in history, that the great fermenting-

vat of South African politics has never ceased to simmer
and threaten since the Great Trek, and that we are now
witnessing a groat racial adjustment which is bitter and
bloody mainly because it has been postponed. Prof.

Keane's work places the situation in the light of history

—

the only light in which it should be studied.

In Who's Who at the War we have a war supplement to

the regular Who's Who. The matter is printed in the

familiar double columns, and is as full as can be desired,

except that the "recreations " of officers are stated rather

infrequently. Hunting, shooting, polo, fishing, and
travelling are the usual entries under this head. Colonel

Baden-Powell figures as the most versatile recreator of all

the band. He delights in " pig-sticking (winner of Kadir
Cup), polo, big game shooting, hunting, yachting, stage

managing, acting and singing, painting and etching."

The unassuming little biographical sketch of Field-

Marshal Lord Eoberts which Mr. Horace G. Groser has

written will be useful to those who are not possessed of

Lord Eoberts's own autobiographical work. Mr. Groser

incidentally makes it clear to us that Lord Eoberts has

always possessed those scouting instincts which have proved

so needful in tlie Boer War. So clear a narrative of so

fine a life can be welcomed as something better than a

piece of book-making.
The serial history of the Boer War which Messrs.

Methuen have begun to issue in fortnightly parts is a
business-like and attractive production, and an admirable
supplement to the newspaper records. The first part,

consisting of forty pages, brings the history up to the

Boer advance.
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The Critics and 1899.

The LiUrary Tear Book, 1900. Edited by Herbert Morrali.

(George Allen. 38. 6d.)

HrriiEETO the editor of Th« Literary Year Booh has been

in the habit of summing up the year's achievements

himself, in a rapid and more or less exhaustive summary,

which was not as satisfactory as it might be. This year a

new method has been adopted. The new editor in his intro-

ductory article avoids altogether the enumeration by name
of 1899's illustrious books, and instead calls upon certain

prominent critics to pick out their own fancies from the

welter. The result certainly is a gain in piquancy, but we
cannot consider the plan a good one for a work at once so

impartial and informing as a Literary Year Book ought to

be. The good year book's ideal surely should be to record

faithfully and abstain from adjectives. However, Mr.

Morrah, the editor, has thought otherwise, and since

he has collected these appreciations let us examine

them.
Mr. Lang begins, and with more than his usual breath-

lessness— in his best sprinting form— he extols Some

Experiences of an Irish R.M., a diverting medley by the

authors of The Siher Fox. Then comes Mr. Henley in

praise of The Life and Death of Mr. Badman, which is not

exactly a book of 1899, but happened to be reprinted

then. In Mr. Henley's article we find this interesting

passage

:

Even in my own time rural England was not exactly a

saints' nursery. And in Bunyan's day it may very well

have been worse than it was in mine ; so that I am by no

means disposed to question either Bunyan's accuracy^ or

Bunyan's sincerity. Especially as I find him expressing

himself in an English as fresh and clean and wholesome as

a morning meadow, as redolent of England as a new-
turned clod. Reading this book, indeed, is like coming on
the beginnings of Stevenson ; and, to me at least, the

beginnings are more pleasing and more refreshing than the

end. Bunyan was born a master. Stevenson was born

—

a student of Bunyan. There is the difference.

We observe that Mr. BuUen, who writes about ships and

sperm whales, has lately stated that from Bunyan and the

Bible he also derives his style. Who would have thought

that The Pilgrim's Progress produced The Way We ITave

in the Navy ? The brave old tinker must have as many
shoots as has the Bunyan tree.

We come to R. L. S. again in Mr. Quiller-Couch's

admirable essay on the Stevenson Letters. It is late to

say anything new about those fascinating volumes, but we
do not remember to have seen the following point—and it

is a good one—made before. Distance, says Mr. Couch,

while it makes the letter-writer's task especially irksome,

gives him at least one tremendous advantage. It forces

him above the level of the humdrum. As Bagehot says

somewhere, you cannot sit down and address a friend in

New Zealand as though he lived across the street. You
say, albeit quite unconsciously, " This letter will travel so

many thousand mUes," and this gives you a sort of respect

for the sheet of paper. It may not tie you down to

seriousness, but it may deter from slipshod scribbling.

We do not—I appeal to common experience—shout banali-

ties in the ear of a deaf man. And the distance between
you makes a deaf mtm of your correspondent. You
insensibly raise the pitch qf your voice, and just as

insensibly economise your strength. You select, you cast

out superfluities, you leave what you can to your friend's

intelligence : you do all this merely for the sake of con-
venience—but you happen to be following 'the very first

rules of good writing.

Hence part at least of the literary merit of Stevenson's

Samoan and other foreign correspondence. The deduction

is probably a fair one ; but it is amusing to compare with
Stevenson's heightened impetus Lamb's paralysis of mind
when confronted by a distant correspondent.

Two poets come in for some strong "backing"—Mr.
Bridges by the President of Magdalen, and Mr. Sturge
Moore by Mr. Laurence Binyon. Mr. Bridges has, of

course, been "appreciated" often before, and he will find

nothing in the article (which seems to us sound and pene-
trating) to surprise him. But Mr. Sturge Moore, we con-

ceive, is not yet accustomed to this kind of thing, and
some of Mr. Binyon's superlatives should warm his poetic

heart. This is the conclusion of the matter

:

For my part, I cinnot but hope that Mr. Moore will

purge himself of certain awkwardnesses of manner which
seem caught from Browning, such as the too frequently

omitted relative; that he will care more for "divine
limpidity " ; that he will not allow his great pictorial gift

to overcharge his verse ; and that he will learn sometimes
to be content with less expression to the eye, in order to

be more expressive to the ear. Bat his faults are all faults

of excess, not of lack ; they are as nothing to his excel-

lences ; he is equipped for great things ; and his present

performance suffices to make some of us look forward to

his future with the confidence of conviction.

After Mr. G. W. E. EusseU, M.P., on the Life of

Wellington, and Mr. Joseph Jacobs on an anthropologicsil

work, and Prof. Ward's Naturalism and Agnosticism, we
come to Mr. Bernard Capes on Mrs. Oliphant's autobio-

graphy, and Mr. Cope Comford on Mr. Arthur Morrison

—

that is to say, we come to " style." Readers of the Acujemy
know that for literary architectonics Mr. Bernard Capes is

the man. He begins this article with a dissertation on
autobiography in general, treating it as the author's

best vehicle for his rehabilitation— as the best means by
which he can reply to his " oblique-eyed critics " and

set himself right with the world. Thus

:

He has been called, say, superficial, or artificial, or

imitative : indeed, if he has any originality he can hardly

escape one of these charges. But be knows he is none of

these things, and why should he not make a last dying
speech and confession—of what he is in fact ? Well,

supposing he makes it ; and on Monday, perhaps, wrings
from Posterity an acknowledgment of his innocence ? On
Tuesday. Posterity will be back again hammer and tongs

at the old disproved evidence of platitude ; and on Wednes-
day, Posterity will have forgotten all about him. The
truth is, of course, that no author has a message that the

public hasn't dictated to him ; and if he insists upon it

that he has—why, the deuce of an audience is he like to

get to listen to him.

This, then, is the moral

:

A I'oeuvre on connait I'ouvrier. Think not, then, poor

Martinus, to profit thyself with an autobiography. Dost
thou want thy quarrelsome critic with thee in Paradise,

that thou wouldst urge him to repentance ? Consign to

Hades, rather—to the mosaic of its pavement—thy last

volume of good intentions, that so shall he be for ever

condemned, who once rejoiced, to sit upon it

!

Among other English works picked out for recommenda-

tion are Sir William Butler's Life of Colley and Mr.

Maitland's Musician^s Pilgrimage. No word of the Browning
love letters, of Paolo and Francesca, of Mr. Mackail's Life

of Morris, or of Mr. Dooley. David Harum, however,

has an appreciation.

On its practical side, The Literary Year Book is better

than it has yet been. It is now fairly useful. But we
expect, and the literary public will demand, that greater

usefulness shall be attained. The obituary is not good.

The lists of authors, booksellers, &c., contain inaccuracies
;

and we are not sure that the list of authors, necessarily

incomplete, is a good feature. We should like to see the

best novels of the year briefly described, with a state-

ment of their plots, principal characters, &c. Other

weighty books, useful for reference, might have their

contents and standpoints indicated. When it comes to

Year Books we are a very Gradgrind in our hunger for

facts.
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" The Irish Literary Theatre."

The Bending of the Bough : a Comedy in Five Acts. By
George Moore. (T. Fisher Unwin.)

The fighting Preface to this play makes an unpleasant
hor» d'muvt-e to a repast of some delicacy and distinction.
Mr. Moore never does and never did shine in dialectics.
He can feel; and that is the end of him. Also it is

enough; he should be content to leave the rest to Mr.
Bernard Shaw and other Euperts of the movement.
As for this peevish and resentful manifesto, at the
best it is superfluous. A work of art ought to be its own
manifesto. Ibsen—Mr. Moore's great exemplar—does not
trouble himself or the public with manifestoes; nor, so
far as we know, did Shakespeare. Mr. Moore's unfor-
tunate preface is full of misstatements, crudities of thought,
and hopeless inconsequences. His two complaints seem
t» be that artists don't make money, and that writers who
are not artists ought not to make money. He will have
it that masterpieces cannot be produced for money. Yet
Mr. Sidney Lee tells us that Shakespeare wrote for money
to the tune of something like four thousand a year. But
really the whole argument about the remuneration of
artists is vieuxjeu, and ought to be forbidden by pact, as
tiresome and futile.

To come (by this so sinister avenue) to The Bending
of the Bough. Briefly, it is a serious and worthy play,
well conceived, well imagined, and well written. In the
" municipality " of its theme (if we may change the mean-
ing of a word), and in certain details of construction, it at
once reminds one of a masterpiece—^» Enemy of the
People. Mr. Moore finds his material and environment
in the purely civic afEairs of a borough. The play opens
with a meeting of aldermen. Impecuoious Northhaven
has a quarrel with wealthy Southhaven ; and Jasper Dean,
of Northhaven, possesses the gift of moving the people.
Private interest demands that Northhaven shall not enrage
its rich neighbour; public honour demands that a just
claim shall be firmly enforced. It lies with Jasper to
decide which course Northhaven shall take. But Jasper
is betrothed to the niece of Southhaven's mayor. Under
the influence of one Ealph Kirwan (the real hero) he starts
righteously, but in the end he yields to his MiUicent, and
accordingly Southhaven triumphs. Mr. Moore would pos-
sibly justify Dean's conduct. Says one of the characters:
" I do not expect my friends to agree with me ; but I hope
that in time they will learn what I have learnt—that the
State is founded on such happy lives as Jasper's and Miss
Fell's will be, that our private interests are the founda-
tion of the State, and that he who does the best for him-
self does the best for the State in the long run." Even
Kirwan peaceably concurs. We have said that Kirwan is

the real hero of the piece. He is decidedly the prime
mover of the action—an idealist of the strictest austerity,
and very Ibsenesque in his moral contours.

Dkan. My name is upoa their lips, but it is you they
are cheeriog.
KiRWAV. Very likely. The man who cheers never

knows whom he is chetriog.

And again :

Ferousox. And 80 you spend your time thinking,
Alderman Kirwan ?

KrRWAN If I've thougUt Wfll, I've done everything
that is required.

Ferouson. We want action.
Kirwan. If I've thought well, someone else will act

well.

This is Ibsen, with a touch of W. B. Yeats ("The Song
of the Sad Shepherd").

There is more in The Bending of the Bough than may
meet the Saxon eye. Jasper Dean says :

" We were
talking of the spiritual destiny of the Celtic race ; because
of its spiritual inheritance it is greater than any other

race." And, indeed, for the Celt this play may well be
a torch flaming in the darkness. It is certainly, inter alia,
an allegory of the relations between England and Ireland,
and sometimes the realistic envelope which should conceal
that allegory runs too thin for artistic decency ; as here :

Latjrknce. "What do you think, my dear Mayor [of
Southhaven], if you were to—well, to buy a house here,
and grounds, and to say that you would stay part of the
year with them, and spend money in entertaining ?
The Mayor. I'd wilUngly do that {lookir,,, round), for

I hke the place; but I don't think they'd accept my
company as an equivalent for the supposed debt.

This may raise a facile cheer in the Dublin Theatre, but
it detracts from the true merit of the play.
What is the artistic significance of The Bending of the

Bough ? It is apparently put forth as something new and
superior—at any rate in theory. But is it? We think not.
Though Mr. Moore would look up to Ibsen (and rightly,
for this play is steeped in Ibsen), he would look down on
Mr. Pinero. Has he the right to do so ? Again we think
not. He may argue that he has widened the scope of
the drama in England—that is to say, in Ireland. We do
not see that he has done anything of the kind. We
do not see that the passions of boroughs, and the large
ethical questions which underlie them, excel in importance
the passions of individuals and the large ethical questions
which underlie them. Mr. Moore belongs to a class of
artists who think that they have a monopoly of serious-
ness.

The Manners of the Malay.

Malay Magic. By Walter William Skeat. (Macmillans.)

There are at least two ways in which this heavy book
might have been made both better and more attractive
than it it is. The author might, more majorum, have gone
into the history of the matter, giving us some slight sketch
of the Malay race and its afiinities, of the different immi-
grations of culture into the Peninsula, and of the develop-
ment in other countries of the superstitions which the
Malays appear to have borrowed; and we should have
then have had a work which would be interesting alike to
the scientific and to the desultory student of folk-lore. Or
he might, in the manner which Scott and others have en-
deared to us, have allowed his native authorities to speak
and act for themselves, in which case he might have in-
terested the general public, while satisfying the more exact-
ing in notes showing the provenance and relationship of
his different patches of local colour. But Mr. Skeat has
chosen neither of these lines of attack. Assuming, appar-
ently, that all his readers are alike acquainted with the
history of the Malay Peninsula and with the growth of the
superstitions that he sweeps together under the head of
magic, he sets down in the dry and bald manner current in
the Proceedings of learned societies the curious practices
that have come under his own notice, while the timber-work
of his structure is supplied by copious extracts from the
charming little romances on native life of Mr. Hu^h
Clifford and Sir Frank Swettenham. The effect is "as
incongruous as would be the appearance of one of his
own Malays in the free and graceful costume of his
own country supplemented by the formal wig, powder,
and patches of an early Georgian beau.

This apart, there is much that is both novel and of
interest to be gathered from Mr. Skeat's book. Although
the vast majority of the Malays are Mohammedans and
the practice of magic is strictly forbidden by Islam, the
" Pawang," or medicine-man, is still the all-important
figure in native life. Does the Malay want to fell a tree ?

—

the Pawang must bum incense at the outskirts of the
forest and repeat a charm before the timber can be
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touched. Does he go camphor-gathering?—the Fawang
not only accompanies him to show where the camphor is to

be found, but compels him to speak a language different

from that of his everyday life during the whole of the

expedition. Does he wish to sow a field with rice?

—

the Pawang must bum incense in the plot and sprinkle it

witli rice-flour and water. When the rice is ready for

reaping the Pawang must be in attendance to take " the

soul of the rice," which is carefully laid up for future

ceremonies. If the Malay goes a fishing, the Pawang
ofiors sacrifice, repeats charms, and enforces the fishing

taboo, which includes abstinence from ladies' society,

umbrellas, and boots. When snaring birds, the Pawang
must perform elaborate rites with the decoy, or nothing
will enter the traps. If you take a tiger in a pitfall, the
Pawang has to explain to the quarry that it was not he or
you which set the snare, but the prophet Mohammed.
And in domestic life the services of the Pawang are quite

aa much in requisition. He files the teeth of the young
men—a ceremony only to be accomplished after many
charms, and of course sees to the doctoring of young and
old, which last, indeed, is probably his most important
office. Even a theatrical company takes a Pawang round
with it, who prays the god of theatres not to " afilict with
poverty or with punishment any of the actors or actresses, the
musicians and bridegrooms, and the buffoons both young
and old." If all tales be true, the same wishes must often

be repeated by theatrical companies in England. As for

each of these services he receives, after the manner of

Pawangs all over the world, a fee, small according to

European ideas, but no doubt adequate to a Malay, a
Pawangship in a family—the ofiice is generally hereditary
—is a very good thing to have.
To many people all this wiU, of course, seem nothing

but charlatanry and imposture ; but it does not follow that
this is the case. In many, perhaps in most, cases the
Pawang really is what he professes to be, the " wise
man " of the village community. In his knowledge are
stored up the traditional signs of the presence of game,
of the weather, of the fittest time for agriculture, and very
likely of disease and of the means of its cure. Thus, Mr.
Skeat tells us that the Pawang of a mine generally has
a wonderful -nose for tin, and can generally give a much
better guess as to its whereabouts than the Chinese
foreman. He is, therefore, often able to guide the
simple community to the realisation of its wishes, and, at
the very least, does much to continue the observance of
customs which have been found to be beneficial to it. And
if he finds that his commands are more readily obeyed if

he appeals to the superstition of his flock rather than to

their self-interest, is he, therefore, to be blamed ? Accord-
ing to Prof. Haupt, the sanitary regulations specified in
the Pentateuch were only placed under a religious sanction
because none other would have caused their observance by
a Semitic nation ; and the theory has, at the least, been
favourably received by distinguished Orientalists. Hence,
the Pawang may be of great assistance, or the reverse,
to the Englishmen upon whom the government of the
Peninsula really rests ; and it is of great importance to
all concerned in it that the native ideas regarding his
functions and office should be properly understood. This,
as we read Mr. Blagden's preface, seems to be his main
reason for recommending Mr. Skeat's book to the public

;

and we are bound to say that we think he has proved his
case.

Other New Books.

Mu. Thomas Atkins. By the Eev. E. J. Haedy.

It is said that, when Henry D. Thoreau lay dying in
Concord, his friend Parker Pillsbury sat by his bedside

;

and he leaned over and took him by the hand, and said :

" Henry, you are so near to the border now, can you see
anything on the other side ? " And Thoreau answered :

" One world at a time, Parker."

From " Life Beyond Death," by Minot J. Savage.

Mr. Hardy has two qualifications to write an amusing
and informing book about soldiers : he has long held the
position of H.M. Chaplain to the Forces, and he is the
author of JIow to be Sappy though Married. The present
work comes at the psychological moment. Mr. Thomas
Atkins (Who invented this abominably ugly name, and why
do we persevere with it?) is the man of the hour, and,
apparently, it is impossible to read too much about him.
Mr. Hardy's book treats him with extraordinary thorough-
ness in all his capacities, somewhat in the manner of a
naturalist's memoir on a curious animal. Many good
stories occur by the way, the best of which is in a foot-

note to page 79. "I once asked a soldier in hospital
what kind of book he would like me to get for him out of
the library. He replied : ' Well, sir, I can read almost
anything, if it is not the life of a General.' " There
speaks human nature and plenty of it! The hospital
chapter has some grim fun. We read that a newcomer when
assigned a bed in a ward will be told with glee by the
others that "The last bloke what 'ad that cot pegged
out." In Bermuda, says Mr. Hardy, the bandroom ad-
joined the hospital, and when it was known that a man
would not last long " The Dead March in Saul" used to

be practised. " This," he adds, "naturally depressed the
dying man." Here is a recent anecdote : " The boys of a
cavalry regiment who attended at my religious instruction
had been reading of their youthful hero [the child who at

Elands Laagte shot three Boers] ; so the next time in the
Catechism I asked one of them what was his duty to his
neighbour, adding— ' Suppose he be a Boer ? ' The boy
replied, solemnly but firmly, ' To shoot him, sir

!
'
" As

these catechised boys of to-day are to be the fighting men
of to-morrow the destinies of the Empire may be considered
safe. (Unwin. 6s.)

Sir David Wilkib. By Edward Pinnington.

On a popular day at the National Gallery few pictures
have more interested spectators than Wilkie's "Village
Festival," "The Blind Fiddler," and "John Knox";
and yet there are many English painters of eminence of
whom the ordinary person is more eager to know per-
sonal facts. Wilkie's was scarcely the kind of painting
that leads to curiosity concerning the painter's private
life ; whereas—to take the case of Wilkie's friend—though
Haydon could not manipulate paint with a tithe of
Wilkie's amazing skill and felicity, almost the slightest

sketch of him excites the desire to learn something of the
man behind it. Which is a roundabout way of saying
that the failures are almost always more interesting than
the men who notably succeed. Wilkie, once " The Village
Politicians " was hung in the Academy, succeeded. There-
after he was a prosperous painter, rising in time to

knighthood and everything that the prosperous painter
expects as his due. The whole story is to be read in this

little book ; but it is not very entertaining. That, how-
ever, is less Mr. Pinnington's fault than Sir David
Wilkie's. (Oliphant, Ferrier & Co. Is. 6d.)

Puritan Preaching in England. By John Beown, D.D.

This is an edition of the interesting lectures which Dr.
John Brown, the author of the Life of Bunyan, delivered

at Yale last year from the Lyman Beecher Chair. Be-
ginning with a study of the preaching of the Friars the
lecturer passes in review various great preachers of the

past—Colet, Latimer, Henry Smith, Thomas Goodwin, and
Baxter—until he comes to our own times, the four exam-
ples from which chosen by him are Binney, Spurgeon,
E. W. Dale, and Dr. Alexander Maclaren, of Manchester.
Dr. Brown prefers always homely eloquence and inner tire
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to beautiful periods and polished rhetoric. Of one of

Latimer's sermons lie says :
" That was living talk straight

from the soul of a living man, and if you could always
get these two things together, no one would ever dream of

saying that the time will come when the pulpit will be
superseded by the press. For the g^eat work of the

Church of God in the world a living man must always be
more than a printed sheet." We quote two passages
cited by Dr. Brown for their beauty. Thus spake Thomas
Playfair, Court Preacher to King James the First, in a
sermon called " Heart's Delight " :

" For suppose now, as

St. John speaketh, the whole world were full of books,

and all the creatures in the world were writers, and all the

grass piles upon earth were pens, and all the waters in the

sea were ink
;
yet I assure you faithfully all these books,

all these writers, aU these pens, and all this ink, would not

be sufficient to describe the very least part either of the

goodness of the Lord Himself, or of the loving-kindness

of the Lord towards thee." And thus spake Thomas
Adams, who has been called the Shakespeare of the

Puritans :
" Oh, how goodly this building of man appears

when it is clothed with beauty and honour ! A face full

of majesty, the throne of comeliness, wherein the whiteness
of the lily contends with the sanguine of the rose ; an
active hand, an erected countenance, an eye sparkling out
lustre, a smooth complexion arising from an excellent

temperature and composition. Oh, what a Workman was
this, that could raise such a fabric out of the earth, and
lay such orient colours upon dust !

" (Hodder & Stough-
ton.)

Eaglehawk and Ckow. By John Mathew, M.A., B.D.

" Eaglehawk " and " Crow " are common clan-names
among the tribes of Australia ; and Mr. Mathew's book
is partly an anthropological study of the Australian
aborigines, partly a philological "survey" of the grammar
and vocabulary of their languages. Upon the philology

we shall offer no remark ; the anthropological section is

interesting as being the second detailed work on the sub-
ject which has appeared in the course of the last twelve
months. Unfortunately, Mr. Mathew, though acquainted
with some of Messrs. Spencer and GiUen's researches

among the Arunta tribe, does not appear to have written

with their epoch-making work on Central Australia before
him. His own independent account of Australian civilisa-

tion is, however, exceedingly valuable and interesting.

He is particularly good and full on the ethnological ques-
tion. The Australians, we gather, are not a pure stock.

The fond is a Papuan type, akin to that of the extinct

Tasmanians; but there have been invasions at various
times, firstly of a Malay element, and, secondly, of a
higher Caucasian element akin to the Dravidians of India,

both of which have left traces upon the physiology and
the culture of the continent Perhaps it is to one or other
of these foreign elements that we should assign those
"high gods" Daramulun and Baiame, so imperfectly

assimilated with the general trend of Australian thought,
knd yet clearly not of missionary introduction, which have
proved such a serious stumbling-block to Mr. Andrew
Lang. This view is supported by the Indian character of
the strange cave-paintings of apparently divine personages
discovered by Sir George Grey and others.

A curious lacuna in Mr. Mathew's book is the absence of

any account of the extent to which, and the circumstances
under which, the Australians practised (or should it be
practise?) cannibalism. He tells us that " grubs found in

green trees were highly esteemed ; so were snakes, bandi-
coots, porcupines, emus, and men." He tells us that the
Tasmanians and certain " low " Australian tribes were not
cannibals. And that is all, although no subject can be
more important than cannibalism in its bearings on the
evolution of culture in general, and of religion in par-
ticular. (Nutt.)

Plea- foe a Simpler Life, and
Fads of an Old Physician. By G. S. Keith, M.D.

up have
now brought

Both the books of which this volume is made
been published separately. Dr. Keith has
them together, and added a new preface, in the hope that
their helpfulness may be increased. Certainly it is a very
reasonable argument that ho advances—although it is

hardly to be expected that all medical men will agree.
Practically, except as surgeons and as sanitary authorities.

Dr. Keith would have doctors superseded altogether, their

place being taken by common sense. One of his great
rules is rest for the system during an illness. "Keeping
up," as the phrase is—that is to say, good feeding and
stimulants—he abhors. Hot water is his principal stimu-
lant ; and he has always found fewer evils arising from
starvation than excess. Men working too hard with their

brains, and bent upon finishing a task, should, he holds,

eat little or nothing until they have done. We can recom-
mend this book very heartily. Its particular precepts may
not suit everyone, but its tone is broad, healthy, and
sane. (Black.)

Fiction.

Their Silver Wedding Journey. By W. D. Howells.
(Harper & Brothers. 68.)

It happens that some time has elapsed since last we read
anything of Mr. Howells's, and Their Silver Wedding
Journey surprised us at once by its freshness and by its

quick renewal of an old charm. In the midst of the
towering beanstalk reputations which have sprung up
during the last year or two across the Atlantic, the fame
and importance of Mr. Howells have, perhaps, been
temporarily overshadowed. But it seems to us that he
must of necessity emerge again. This book is a most
agreeable and delicate diversion, executed with a finished

technical neatness quite Gallic in character. It is a trifle,

made up of trifles ; it may have neither breadth nor depth
;

but it is pretty almost to the point of beauty, and it is the
negation of all crudeness, exaggeration, and stridency.

Mr. Howells, on the title-page, is at the pains to call it

" a novel." Yet it is scarcely a novel. The best descrip-

tion of it is to be found in a conversation between Mr. and
Mrs. March, the staid married couple (their Wedding
Journey is not forgotten) whose travels make the story :

" It could be done, if you were a mind to think so. And
it would be the greatest inspiration to you. You are
always longing for some chance to do original work, 10
get away from your editing, but you've let the time sfip

by without really trying to do auything ; I don't call

those little studies of yours in the magazine anything

;

and now you won't take the chance that's almost forcing
itself upon you. You could write an original book of the
nicest kind ; mix up travel and fiction

; get some love in."
" Oh, that's the stalest kind of thing !

"

" Well, but you could see it from a perfectly new point
of view. You could look at it as a sort of dispassionate
witness, and treat it humorously—of course, it ia ridiculous

—and do something entirely fresh."

"It wouldn't work. It would be carrying water on
both shoulders. The fiction would kill the travel, the
travel would kill the fiction; the love and the humour
wouldn't mingle any more than oil and vinegar."

" Well, and what is better than a salad !

"

As a matter of fact, though the fiction and the travel in

the book do not exactly engage in internecine warfare, the
travel distinctly gets the better of the encounter. You might
call the thing "Mr. Howells's Impressionist Guide to the

Cities of Germany." Hamburg, Leipsic, Carlsbad (which
has 150 pages to itself), Nuremberg, Ansbach, Wurzburg

i
which is honoured by an historical retrospect), Weimar,
terlin, Frankfort, Cologne (exhausted in a couple of
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paragraphs), Diisseldorf— all these honourable and pictur-

esque burgs come in for treatment. The touch through-

out is the touch of Howells at his best—quaint, tidy, ever

so slily humorous, diverting always. As for the plot,

constructed upon flirtations and more serious aSairs, it is

negligible. We havo enjoyed this mild and urbane

volume, so much so that we are ready to condone its

excessive length—over six hundred pages.

. Zao-Ti the Cekstwl. By M. Bird.

(Hutchinson & Co. 6s.)

The writer who endeavours to interest us in a story which

has China for scene, a Chinaman for hero, and Chinese

ideas as motive grapples with a difficult task ; and it must

be admitted that the creator of Lao-Ti has performed his

task passably well. In order to enjoy the story the reader

must, morally and intellectually, stand on his head, or he

will not appreciate the inverted view of the Chinese. It

will be difficult for the average Englishman to sympathise

with a celestial who, wildly in love with his brother's

widow, persuades her that she must seek her dead
husband's soul by way of the "rope necklace"; the

average English widow will scarcely enter into the feelings

of Sien-sha, who determines dutifully to hang herself

before an admiring crowd ; nor would a European, lying

at the point of death, find much consolation in the know-
ledge that his coffin was being made, and made with extra

care, by an enemy who thought he was making it for

himself. But the Chinese are different.

Later on that evening, as quiet fell on the barges, the

regular tap-tap-tap of Yen-Chin's hammer came fitfully

to their ears. Lao-Ti bent over Li-Chio, to whom con-

sciousness had returned.
" Do you hear that knocking ? " he asked.
" What ? " queried Li-Chio faintly.

"It is Yen-Chin, who makes a grand coffin; and it is

for you," he said.

Li-Chio listened with a keener interest, and smiled

contentedly as the rhythmical pat-pat filled the silence.

" How very good you are," he said weakly. " You
think of everything." And, still smiling, fell asleep.

The book is well written, though somewhat diffuse, since

the plot will hardly carry the pages. One feels the desire

to compress rather than the longing to know more ; but

the atmosphere, whether it be Chinese or not, is precisely

the atmosphere we expect in a Chinese novel.

Notes on Novels.

l^lTteie notes on the week's Fiction are not necessarily final.

Reviews of a selection will follow.^

Besubrection. By Count Tolstoy.

This is the complete version of the Russian novelist's

new story, which has been appearing serially all over the

Continent and in this country. In Russia the censor has

interfered considerably with the .text ; but in the English

edition, translated by Louise Maude, it is given in full.

Thirty-three realistic and very interesting drawings have
been made for the book by Pasternak, a Russian artist.

(Henderson. 6s. net.)

Logan's Loyalty. By Saeah Tytler.

This popular novelist has solved the Scottish dialect

question in her own way. Thus in this Highland story of

the time of Waterloo we read :
" Canny, Logan, canny

(be quiet), jou hurt me most of all when you give him the

wyte (blame) of whatever is wrong." And, again :
" ' You

are too good for him, mother,' persists Logan, 'for what
is he with all his gifts and graces but a cankered carle ?

'

(crabbed elderly man)." (John Long. 6s.)

Among the Man Eaters.

A
and

By John GAaaiir.

thrilling story of cannibalism in the New Hebrides

Solomon Islands. " Most of what I have written,"

says the author, " has come, at one time or other, under

my own observation, and it is correct." The volume is

added to the excellent " Over-Seas Library." (Unwin. 28.)

Maitland of Coetezia. By F. L. Puxlky.

Cortezia is a Spanish republic under British rule;

Maitland is the British Administrator; and Mareinar is

the chief of the National Party, who demand a wider

franchise and judges of their own appointment. Mait-

land's resistance of their claims is not rendered less

obnoxious by the circumstance that he loves Mercedes,

who is loved by Mareinar. In the end comes a stirring

revolution. A good story. (Richards. 6s.)

Sir Walter's Wife. By Emily Richings.

The heroine of this story is Elizabeth Throgmorton, the

wife of Sir Walter Raleigh, and the novel reader is assured

that the story has been built up from papers in the Record

Office, and from the works of half a dozen historians.

Indeed, the preface seems to herald a serious history rather

than a novel. (Drane. 6s.)

A Host of Thorns. By H. Costerton-Wilkinson.

A story of agreeable conventional sentiment written

round the " Old Hall." " The Old Hall was hallowed by
many a legend. . . . 'Thoughts, dearie—thoughts.' . . .

Dr. Pierce had pronounced concussion of the brain. . . .

' That's my box,' she said to a passing official. . . . Mrs.

Lee saw the riderless horse galloping up the avenue. . . .

' Oh, d it all,' exclaimed Rivers, stamping up and

down and disappearing through the shrubbery. . . .

' Grace, I shall love you for ever.' " (Simpkin Marshall.)

A Martial Maid. By Anne Elliot.

Claire Bertram is the martial maid, but her fighting is

not with lethal weapons. She fights in the interests of

Theodore Leyburn, touching whose birth were many odd
circumstances. For Theodore's mother was shipwrecked

off Cape Town, and lost her memory for a year (in which

Theodore was bom) ; and meanwhile Theodore's fatlier,

in England, believing himself a widower, had married

again. And when her memory returned, and she dis-

covered this marriage, Theodore's mother did not interfere,

but died in reality and left Theodore's claims to recog-

nition to the martial maid. (Hurst & Blackett. 6s.
)j

Mary Paget. By Minna C. Smith.

A story of old Bermuda, based on historical documents

in Lefroy's Memorials of the Bermudas. It purports to be
written by Mary Paget herself. Mary was the wife of

CoUingwood Paget, one of those who sailed in the Sea-

Venfure with Admiral Summers in 1609, and was wrecked
on Smith's Island : an accident which led to the acquisition

of England's first colony. A pretty, old-fashioned, simple

story. (Macmillan. 68.)

The Gikl at Rrv'ERFiELD

Manor. By Pereington Peim.

Riverford Manor is on the banks of the Mersey, but

the story opens, where it ends, in Kalara Bungalow, in

the Queensland bush. A pleasant love-story with spacious

backgrounds. (F. V. White & Co. 68.)
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The Revolution in Journalism.

An Enquiry.

It is a common saying of literary reactionaries that this is

an era of " bits," " cuts," and " snippets," that the taste

of the reading public is fatally impaired, and that the

golden ages which began with Chaucer are for ever closed.

Our bookstalls (they lament) " groan " with "trash " that

can appeal only to the half-instructed, while serious pro-

ductions of an improving and solid nature ask in vain for

attention. Such, stated briefly and stripped of vitupera-

tive epithets, is the indictment. The answer to it is, as to

part, that it is unsupported by evidence ; and, as to the

rest, that the present condition of our bookstalls, de-

plorable though it may seem to the myopic and unimagina-
tive, betokens not decadence, but progress. The praisers of

times past, in their narrow survey of an epoch, have over-

looked two important phenomena—the Education Act of

1870 and the growth of commercial enterprise. The
Education Act created a new reading public, a public not
to be confused with that which bought Macaulay—and
Martin Tupper. This new public had no tradition of self-

culture by means of books. It found itself with the
mechanical power to read, but with neither the habit of

reading nor the disciplined intellect which are both
necessary to render that mechanical power effective. Put
it in a library, and it was as helpless as a sparrow tugging
at a biscuit. It felt a desire for what its detractors have
called " literary pabulum," but it could not define its need
further than to assert positively that the stuff offered was
unsuitable.

Then, with the hour, came the man. The man
happened upon a nice, interesting little paragraph in

a newspaper, and, enjoying it, said :
" That is a real tit-

bit. Why should there not be a paper consisting entirely

of such things ? " Memorable and momentous words,
making a historical occasion which was the inception at

once of Sir George Newnes's vast fortune and of a whole
publishing movement ! Tit- Bits appeared, and was copied
and elaborated in numberless forms. The innovation was
welcomed not only by the public of the Education Act, but
by a large section of the older public which had hitherto

sought fruitlessly for what it wanted. The conjunction of

these two masses, so different in everything except the

lack of artistic and intellectual culture, produced a market
gloriously dazzling to the commercial instinct. Lancashire
discovering India was not more profoundly stirred than
the man of commerce when the success of the Tit- Bits

school of journalism indicated to him the existence of this

market, which his instinct told him might be indefinitely

strengthened and widened by a due application of mercan-
tile methods of nursing. The man of commerce knew well

the lesson enforced again and again by a series of checks
to British trade in various parts of the world during the
last two decades. He knew the reproach against England
that the British merchant always seeks to dictate to the
buyer what he shall buy ; and he could see that this had
applied in a peculiar degree to English journalism. At
once he effected a revolution, and the attitude of publisher
to public was radically changed. The public, which

hitherto had accepted meekly what the publisher provided,

found itself elevated to a throne, with the publisher

obsequiously bowing at the foot thereof. The old auto-

crats of Maffa and Cornhill may be conceived as saying to

their readers :
" This is good for you ; in consideration of

a just payment we permit you to read it." And when
these august periodicals were issued, the readers

approached the perusal of them, certainly with some
pleasure, but also with the austere and braced feeling of

duty to be performed. The modern editor proceeds upon
a different path. He explores the nature of the demand
to be met as patiently and thoroughly as a German
manufacturer. With a mixture of logic and cynicism he
states boldly that what people ought to want is no affair of

his, and in ascertaining precisely what they in fact do
want, he never loses sight of the great philosophic truth
that man is a frail creature. He assiduously ministers to

human infirmities. The public would like to read, to

instruct itself, educate itself, amuse itself, elevate itself,

but—no effort and no sacrifice must be involved in the
process. The way must be made straight, every obstacle

shifted, every lion killed in advance. Inducements must
be offered, and all the yielding must be on one side. Only
by such means can a new market, however vast potentially,

be set upon a secure and steady basis. The new tactics

could not fail to prosper, and they prospered beyond any
expectation ; their prosperity was so conspicuous that the
most stiff-necked and conservative purveyors of literature

were fain to adopt them.
If it should be asked what is the immediate, or what

will be the ultimate, result of this revolution, now so com-
pletely accomplished that the ancient condition of things is

already forgotten, the reply would be that the one is not
unfavourable and the other will surely be favourable. Let
us admit that the new school of journalism, especially in

regard to periodicals not newspapers, has in a sense

swamped and flowed over the old; that was inevitable,

seeing that the output of to-day is probably a hundred
times that of twenty years ago. Let us admit that the

"tone" (mysterious attribute !) of even the best organs
has lost some of its former fine austerity under the con-

tagion of modern methods : that does not prove that the

general taste has declined ; it proves rather that journalism,

as directed by the commercial idea, is a truer mirror of the

general taste than once it was. Why, indeed, should the

general taste have declined ? Why should it not have
improved with the improvement of civilisation ? Since

our poets and novelists spring from the common stock, is

not the multitudinousness of these, and the comparatively

high level of their technical excellence, some proof that

the inclination towards literary art is gaining frequency

among us ? For poets and novelists must still be bom,
must still be the result of inherited traits and of environ-

ment. Let us admit, lastly, that any representative modem
journal is, judged hy the absolute standard, compact of

offence to nostrils delicate enough to appreciate fully the

virtues of comeliness, quietude, and asceticism in art and
culture. What then ? There are degrees. Most questions

are questions of degree. Is it not better that the man in

the street, a creature scorned but nevertheless admirably
unaffected, should read an English sixpenny magazine than
that he should read, say, the Sunday edition of the New
York Journal ? And is it not better that he should read
the Sunday edition of the New York Journal than that he
should read nothing ? Ignorance and indifference are the

worst. A " smattering"—poor, despised achievement—is

finer than these. And the crudest excitement of the

imaginative faculty is to be preferred to a swinish pre-

occupation with the gross physical existence. Therefore,

when those of us with delicate nostrils happen to pass the

bookstalls which " groan " with offence, let us, casting off

the mere dandyism of art, remember that these same book-

stalls disclose the germ of a tremendous movement, and
that everything must have a beginning. E. A. B.
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Thomas Hardy: an Endiuslasm.

Two men were discussing Thomas Hardy.

"His influence," said the younger, "is not solely the

influence of a master of style. He has perfected the novel

:

a very lofty genius shall have arisen when Hardy's art as

a novelist ceases to be the standard. He ideally completes

his work. One may go back and try to discover how the

enthralment, the absolute illusion, was wrought ; but one

must go on first simply believing. Hardy is a great

thinker, a great seer, a great humanist—I had almost

added a great poet ; and, indeed, in the true, if not the

conventional, sense he is that also."
" But," said the elder, " isn't he a bit of a pagan ?

"

" No, no ! He has something of the philosophy of

Marcus Aurelius. But he is certainly not a pagan accord-

ing to the paganism so commonly expressed in modem
literature—the puling, giggling, sniggling effeminacy that

dawdles in utter cowardice and atrophy of soul about the

pleasant weak things of sybaritic existence. Hardy is

not content with sunning himself in decadent egoism by
the shores of old romance. He is a man every inch of

him ! He has power ; and he has the tenderness, passion,

and pure emotion without which power in literature is no
more admirable or spiritually significant than power in

building a stone wall or laying a drain-pipe. But he has

more than all this : ho has an unerring conception of moral
order—so unerring is it that he seems to be incapable of

allowing wrongdoers to escape the consequences of their

wrongdoing. He will weep over them, shelter them as

long as he can under his wonderful sympathy. But he
won't—he can't let them off !

"

" I confess," said the elder, "that Hardy hasn't struck

me in this light. Do you suggest, then, that ho has what
ip caUed faith ?

"

" I not only suggest it, I assert it as being the only

intelligent criticism of his work. One sees it everywhere-
in his all-pervading compassion, in his terrible Hebraic
inevitableness, in his power to bring his reader down to

the dust in solemn questioning of the mysteries of life and
death. He takes us to the doors of tragedy, of terror, and
we gaze in and are purified. Beading him I have stopped

to cover my eyes with my hand ; he has shown me more
than I could bear, and my soul has craved to be alone in

the silence and stillness of an awful isolation. That, of

course, is the ascendancy of genius ; all the industrious

talent under the sun could not do it. There are people

—

I have scarce patience to speak of them !—who say that

Hardy is at war with heaven. God help that heaven

!

Hardy's so-called blasphemy is nobler and- more instinct

with faith than are the loud hosannahs of other men."
" But," said the elder, " what about Te^s and Jude ?

"

The young man sprang to his feet, his eyes aflame.

"Those books have a moral earnestness unequalled in

English literature ! This might be proved out of the

mouths of the men who have had the incredible arrogance
—or the sheer stupidity—to condemn them on the ground
of morality. A bookseller told me that immediately after

the review in the Pall Mall Gazette, infamously headed
' Jude the Obscene ' (Ah, the shame, the shame, the
infamy of it!), he had orders for the book from four men
of notoriously loose life ; and with one consent they
came back and protested that tljat was not at all the
sort of thing they wanted. Hardy has suffered, espe-
cially in recent years, from misrepresentation ; for every
pure and unique thing is liable to vitiation by impure
and ignoble minds. And I don't think that even the
finest critics yet realise how great a book Jud« the

Obsaire is. They are, perhaps, content to leave it to the
judgment of posterity. It sums up all the weariness and
unrest, all the vague haunting terrors of this strange
generation. It will be the most graphically suggestive of

all documents to the religious and ethical hiatonana of our

age. It is a beacon set on a hill, and we are ga/ing from
the valley of our humiliation, and cannot quite compre-
hend. It is prophetic : one hoars in it the cries of men
afraid of that which is high and that trhich is in the way
—the breaking of the golden bowl at the mud-poisoned
fountain of a materialised civilisation ; one sees in it the

waning of the stars of hope, the shadows of the long

night that is ftilling upon us. Ah !—think—think

—

Hardy can't help that ! But he loves the truth ; he faces

it with brave sad eyes that are only dim with pity ; and
he must proclaim it. Jude the Obncure is a sublimely

courageous appeal to the Lord God Omnipotent to have
mercy once more upon His wandering children of the

bondage. Believe me, so great a mind as Hardy's could

not be profane ! To think that you must imagine the

deity of the littlest of Little Bethels ! Surely he is great

in the Christ-like way— because he dares to look on
sorrow ; dares to hold sorrow by the hand and call out

for succour in the wilderness of an eclipsed faith almost

universal in the world and in the Church. 80 of old the

prophets called, and it was accounted unto them for

righteousness. You know how precious exquisite work-
manship is to me ; and in this Hardy is my master. But
literature that is beautiful merely in its technique is, after

all, one of the luxuries of the intellectual Scribes and
Pharisees. It cannot appease the deep perplexities and
longings of the human heart. To do that it must be for

all—like the parables of our Lord—not simply for two or

three gathered together in the often unholy and more
often selfish name of culture. It must touch the soul ; and
to do that it must possess what is at once the higher and
the lowlier distinction of obedience to the moral law.

There may be revolt, for man is weak, and foolish in his

pride, and genius must express itself even at the footstool

of the Eternal. But—as in Thomas Hardy—there will be
acquiescence ; and that in literature is the power that con-

soles, and inspires, and lives."

Vincent Beown.

The Amateur Critic.

Commendatory Verses.

One of the many features of interest in the folio editions

of Shakespeare's plays are the verses contributed by the

author's friends in commendation of his work, It is there

that one finds the two most notable poems that have been

written on Shakespeare— namely, Ben Jonson's lines on

the Droeshout portrait, and the " Swan of Avon " poem.

The custom was a popular one in the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries, especially in the case of a

posthumous publication such as the folio Shakespeare.

In modem reprints, however, these first generous tributes

of Hugh Holland and L. Digges, with Heminge and
Condell's "Dedication," and their address "To the great

variety of Eoaders," are no longer to be found : fashion

has eliminated them. The subject is one which would

bear writing upon at some length, but my present object

is to put in a plea for the revival of commendatory verses.

Some years ago Mr. Heme Shepherd printed in front of

his edition of Chapman'g Homer three such poems, in-

cluding Keats's sonnet. And Mr. Gollancz, to excellent

purpose, has provided each volume of the "Temple
Shakespeare " with a commendatory poem. I should like,

I say, to see this practice revived ; for instance, I would

prefix "Adonais" to Keats's poems; in Shelley I

would give Browning's " Memorabilia " and Swinburne's
" Cor Cordium "

; in Chatterton I would have the notable

verse from Wordsworth's " Resolution and Independence "

and Coleridge's " Monody " ; Browning should have

Lander's fine sonnet and George Meredith's "To Brown
ing Dead in Venice."

Olivbe Geebn.
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A Book that Held Me.

I HAD rummaged the little comer of the Edinburgh Uni-
versity Library devoted to fiction for a novel. I was
turning away empty-handed when my eye fell upon a thin

volume in a corner. It was alone there, very forlorn look-

ing in the gloom. I took it, never even glancing at the
name. I read it, read it pantingly—devoured it is the
right expression, I believe. I read it yet again, and it held
me, and for three nights I tossed and dozed and dreamed.
That girl - oh, most alluring and pitiful creature of man's
imagination—that snakelike nature with its surging, curbed
humanity— the idea of it baffled me. The child-like

question buzzed—can't be true '? Gradually the insistence

of the question subsided, and, though little less moved by
the poignant anguish of Elsie Tenner, the beauty of the
novelist's message appeared. I was an ardent youngster,
and the desperate righteousness of the message, coiiveyed

so kindly, so humorously, so whimsically, and I think I
may add so passionately, fired my soul. I have since seen
the same subject of human responsibility thrashed out by
philosophers of dry, shackled minds, but the kindly
generous lesson of Oliver Wendell Holmes seems best to

hear.

As a story, the book has innumerable faults, but it is

good to read ; it leaves the mind sweeter and gives one a
tenderer thought for faulty humanity. It is hard to read
too ; but the tears it compels are cleansing.

John Macleay.

Dismal Fiction.

There is a popular belief that for every one novel reader
who delights in having his feelings harrowed there are,

perhaps, ten who go to Mudie's for something that is, if

not exactly humorous, at least not doleful. But it does
not argue that because the few books of a cheerful char-

acter published in the course of a year attain great success
that public preference is g^ven to them. Perhaps the gift

of humour is rare ; at any rate, the output of well-written
novels with bad endings is far greater than of those that
end weU. There is little doubt that novels of a sad,

if not tragic, cast are read by a large public, which is

attracted rather than repelled by their sombre tones. The
typical tragic novel is that from which the feeling of

impending doom is never entirely absent; it may be
relieved by the occasional introduction of some comic
element, which does not, however, serve to dispel the
gloom, for it is part of its atmosphere. Is it not the same
amyKY] that fascinated the old Greek playgoer which now
attracts the modem novel reader ? It may be the secret

of the fascination of the " unhappy ending "; the following
of that relentless fate which pursues the characters to the
last chapter. During the past forty years the tendency of

the great writers of fiction has been travelling in the
direction of tragedy—witness the works of Turgenev, of
Tolstoi, of Flaubert, of Hugo, of Thomas Hardy. At an
earlier date it was otherwise ; save for a few notable
exceptions, the novels of Fielding, Scott, Mies Austen,
Dickens, and Thackeray end well. An editor told me only
the other day that among his unsolicited contributions
powerftd stories on tragic or painful lines so greatly pre-
dominate that he has often to decline excellent work for

this reason alone, while he is in absolute want of stories

in a cheerful vein. The slum novel as it is now known is,

copjparatively speaking, a new field for tragic writing,
and its popularity is doubtless the result as much of mere
curiosity as of a morbid love of the dismal ; it has pre-
sented a new and sensational phase of life to the novel
reader who delights in striking contrasts. In the hands
of a writer of Mr. Arthur Morrison's power the gloom of the
slum novel is much relieved by his native wit and fancy

;

but from a less capable pen it is a form of fiction that is

far from pleasant. 0.

Correspondence.

Stevenson's Beginnings.

Sib,—-The account of the origin of Treamre Island given
by Mr. Robert Leighton in your last week's issue is at

several points so much mistaken that I have asked Dr.
•A. H. Japp to tell the story in liis own words. I herewith
append his communication, which I think may interest your
readers.—I am, &c., Sidney Colvin.

British Museum : March 7, 1900.

" E. L. S. had often heard of me through friends of his
in Edinburgh, and when I printed a letter in the Spectator

about Thoreau, he wrote to me wishing to know me per-
sonally, and asking if I would soon be in Edinburgh, as
he was going there to be for some time with his father
and mother in Heriot Row. He found the Edinburgh
east wind too much for him, and wrote to me, after some
weeks, saying that ho had to make ' new tracks,' and that

he had gone with his parents to somewhere near Pitlochry,

not far from his beloved Tummel, the ' wale 0' Scotland,'

as he called it. Still, my holiday and journey to Scotland
were delayed, and again I was informed that the family had
made another move, and had gone to the Cottage, Castle-

town of Braemar. There, accordingly, I went as invited,

and stayed some days—days that are delightful to me to

think of. The pastime of the afternoon was the reading of

a chapter of a romance of adventure, which had been begun
mainly with the idea of interesting Sam [Mr. Lloyd
Osbourne], his stepson, as Stevenson himself says, giving
him ' something craggy to break his boy-mind on.' Steven-
son himself tells that, as this had already gone on for a
week or two, the kindly feeling of the family retreated from
the idea of inflicting the former mutilated members of ' The
Sea-Cook ' on me ; but I implored them not to deprive me
of that pleasure, as I was sure ' my pleasure ' would
relieve them from any notion of ' infliction

'
; and in

Stevenson's little attic there, where he wrote and worked,
I listened to him reading those earlier chapters. And
such reading — dramatic, varied skilfully in tone and
inflection, as his slim body gently swayed in his charac-
teristic fashion ; MS. in hand as he read, and now and
then swaying too—as I shall never forget. His father

was as keenly interested in the story as Sam Osbourne
was; his enjoyment was shown in his expression, and
his judgment in occasional suggestions offered after the
reading ; and sometimes Mrs. Stevenson would put in a
sagacious word too. It was a delightful melange every way.
I had thus heard the whole of the story in first pencil

draught before I left. One half of the story, which had
been revised carefully and recopied, I brought away with
me in my portmanteau, with the view of insuring that it

should be printed, and not lost to the world as dozens of

Mr. Stevenson's former story efforts had been ; and, though
I had then no connexion whatever with Mr. James Hender-
son, whom I knew as coming from my own district in

Scotland, I took the story to him—very proud, I confess,

to be able to tell him that I had brought him ' a work of

genius.' He accepted the story, as I had been able to

give him an outline of the whole plot, and though he did

not give quite so much as I had hoped for my ' work of

genius,' yet it was something, and an assurance of perhaps
more to come ; since R. L. S. kept his copyright. Almost
all the copy of the story passed through my hands to Mr.
Henderson, who was never introduced to Stevenson by mie,

in any formal sense ; but getting, of course, into corre-

spondence with Mr. H. about proofs, R. L. S. naturally

called to see him early in the following summer as he
passed through London to Bournemouth ; when, on special

terms offered by Mr. Henderson, he agreed to write the
' Black Arrow.' This, strangely enough, had much more
pull on Young Folks' readers than the more artistic

' Treasure Island ' had had.
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Mr. Leighton, therefore, is quite wrong in his state-

ment that Mr. Henderson oSered to take a story from the

young Scotsman, ' and gave him papers indicating the

kind of story he wanted.' Treatwre Island was written

absolutely for the sake of writing it, and in conformity

with the ideas suggested by the map which B. L. S. had
elaborately drawn and coloured in sympathetic competition

with his clever boy step-son, as he himself tells in the

IdUr article (reprinted in the volume J/y Firtt Book) ; so

that the statement that he found and adopted many
incidents from Billy Bo'in is thus wholly met and disposed

of.

The alterations on the final book form of Tr»asur»

Itland were really slight.

Alexanbeb H. Japp."

A Personal Explanation.

81K,—In reference to a paragraph in your last issue

relating to myself, will you permit me to explain that I

don't " deserve the harmless appellation of ' chaplain to

Punch ' " except for the reason that it has given some
people a false impression of my connexion with the paper.

I am proud to be a frequent contributor to it, but I am not

a member of the staff. And when a recent contribution of

mine to another journal figured on the title-page as " By
the chaplain of Punch," a number of strangers assumed
that I make frivolous literature my one occupation. There-
upon they showered reproachful letters on me, suggesting
that I am breaking my ordination vows ! When one is

being driven off their legs by parish work, and preaching
five or six times a week, as I am throughout Lent, this

seems a rather undeserved reproach to hurl at a humble
citrate who writes frivolous verse and prose as a recreation,

and as a means of supplementing a not munificent stipend.

Nearly all my lighter literary work appears over my
signature or initials. I am not in the least ashamed of it.

But ashamed I should be, and rightly so, if—as these
people have been led to imagine—I made it the main
business of my life after taking holy orders.—I am, &c.,

Anthony C. Deanb.
March 5, 1900.

" Cog " and «' Mich."

Sib,— I write with no eye, either single or double,
towards your Prize Competition ; but here, if I mistake
not, are two good old English and good old Shakesperean
words which should not be allowed—in President Grover
Cleveland's phrase—to lapse into desuetude.
One of these words is "mich," in the sense of "play

truant"; the other is "cog," used of a schoolboy who
dishonestly purloins matter from his neighbour's slate.

People now say "copy," but "cog" is by all odds the
better word.

Both "mich" and "cog" were words very familiar to

my youthful ears. But, you see, that was a long time
ago.

By the way, in Shakespeare's " Twelfth Night " Maria
describes Mdvolio as one " that cons state without book."
Maria's meaning is anything but clear. Suppose we read
"cogs stole wit out of books"—would not the phrase
become at once much more intelligible and pertinent ?

Passaic, New Jersey : John Baxtes.
Feb. 18, 1900.

New Books Received.

[_Th«»« notet on tome of th« Neto Book* of the week are

preliminary to Reviewt that may follow.~\

Lavengro. By Geoeoe Bobeow.

Prof. Knapp's edition of Borrow's works is inaugurated
by the appearance of this well-equipped volume. The
correct text of 1851 is followed, and certain passages

needlessly suppressed by Borrow are restored. Prof.

Knapp's notes are rigidly compressed and are dictated by
need—not zeal. (John Murray. 6s.)

A Book of Ibish Vebse. Selected by W. B. Teats.

The Young Ireland movement is exhibited, and will be
stimulated, by this collection of verse inspired by Irish

ideals, and Irish models, and written by Irish men and
women in the last two centuries. We refer elsewhere to

the hope with which Mr. Yeats regards the poetical

future of Ireland. (Methuen.)

The Symbolist Movement in

LiTEBATUBE. By Aethub Syhons.

We acknowledge elsewhere the need for a statement of

the aims of the modem " symbolists." Mr. Symons
attempts to supply the need by critical sketches of such

symbolists as Gerard de Nerval, Eimbaud, Verlaine,

Larforgue, Mallarme, Huysmans, and Maeterlinck. " To
spiritualise literature, to evade the old bondage of rhetoric,

the old bondage of exteriority "—such, Mr. Symons tells

us, is the aim of these men. (Heinemann.)

Notes fbom a Diaby,
1886-1888.

By the Et. Hon.
Sir M. E. Grant Dpff.

Sir M. E. Grant Duff continues his reminiscences, of

which six volumes have already appeared, from the date

of his departure from Madras. He hopes to continue his

anecdotal diary to the last day of 1900, so that it will

cover just half a century. (Murray. 2 vols.)

Passages in a Wandebing Life. By Thomas Arnold.

This is the autobiography of a younger brother of

Matthew Arnold. As the title of his book implies, Mr.
Arnold has been a great traveller. After alluding to Dr. -
Arnold's precept to his children — work, Mr. Arnold
remarks half regretfully on his abandonment of Oxford
life and his emigration to New Zealand. The frontispiece

portrait of Mr. Arnold strikingly recalls his distinguished

brother. (Edward Arnold. 128. 6d.)

The Morals of Suicide. By Eev. J. Gubnhill.

Granted that a book against suicide is needed, or that

its "morals" can be usefully discussed, this is a learned
and thoughtful examination of the subject. The author
approaches suicide from the standpoint of a Christian

Socialist, and the metaphysical element is banished from
his pages. (Longmans. 6s.)

Collected Wbitinos of Samuel Laycock.

Lancashire men and women, and all who are interested

in local poetry, will find in this volume a well-edited selec-

tion of Laycock's verses. Only verse written for passing

occasions, or conspicuously below the author's ordinary

level, has been excluded. The volume is therefore a
purified, and also an expanded, edition of Laycock's

volume, Warhlin's fro' an Owd Songster. Why not have
retained this old personal title ? Laycock sang of all the

domestic and industrial life of Lancashire, though he was
not above celebrating his own minor troubles in verse

;

witness the poem, " Oh, this Boil !
" The illustrator,

Mr. F. W. Jackson, has caught the poet's spirit admirably.

(Oldham : Clegg.)
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In addition to the foregoing, we have received :

THKOLOGICAL AND BIBLICAL.

Little (W. J. Knox), A Manual of DeTotion for Lent (Isbister)
Adderle7 (James), Tbe Epistle of St. James. With Notes for General

Readers (Wells Gardner)
Botu^iillon (ReT. F), Uantlfnls Plucked and Rubbed in Walking through

tte Field of the Word of God (Wells Gardner)
Dearmer (Rev. Percy), The Little Lives of the Saints (Wells Gardner)

HISTOEY AND BIOGRAPHY.

Dickinson (W. H.), King Arthur in Cornwall (Longmans)
Adams (Charles F.), American Statesmen : Charles Francis Adams

(Houghton, Mifflin & Co.)
Dimock (Rev. A.), Cathedral Series: St. Paul's (Bell)
Bonsai (Stephen), The Golden Horseshoe (Macmillan)

TEAVKL AND TOPOGRAPHY.

Wheeler (Mrs. C. H.), Missions in Eden .- Glimpses of Life in the Valley
of the Euphrates (OUphant) 3/6

SOIENOK AND PHILOSOPHY.

Burnet (John), The Ethics of Aristotle (Methuen) net 15/0
Charities Register and Digest: 1900... (Longmans) 4/0

EDUCATIONAL.

Higham (J.), Ivanhoe. School Edition (Black) 1/6

6/0

2/6

1/6

6/0

1/6

6/0

MI8CBLLANB0US.

Moret-Sanders Encyclopfedic English-Cierinan and German-English Dio-
tionsry. Abridged Edition (Grevel & Co.)

Beid (Herbert), Play the Man : Talks with Boys on the Battle of Life
(Oliphant) 2/6

Aikin (W. A.), The Voice : Its Physiology and Cultivation (Macmillan) 3/6
Carpenter (J. E.), Soldier Songs (Warne & Co.) 1/0
Lucas (J. J. S.), Nordrach at Home, or Hygienic Treatment of Consump-

tion (Arrowsmith)
Gould (F. J.), Will Women Help? (Watts 4 Co.) 1/0
Smart (W.), Taxation of Land Values and the Single Tax (Maclehose)
Leland (Charles Godfrey) and Ward (H. Snowden), Useful Arts and

Handicrafts (Dawbam & Ward) net 7/6

NEW EDITIONS.

Botfetti (D. G.), Poems (Siddal Edition) : Containing " Dante at Verona,"
Ac

Choimonde'ey iMary), Diana Tempest (Macmillan) /6
Foster (M.) and River8(W. H. R.), A Text Book of Pliysiology (Macmillan) 10/8
Paikin (George E.), Edward Thring: Lite, Diary, and' Letters (Macmillan)
Sterne (Laurence), Tristram Shandy and Sentimental Journey. 2 Vuls.

(Macmillan)
Stanley vArthnr Penrhyn), Life and CorrespoDdenoe of Thomas Arnold,

D-D (Ward, Lock)

8/0

7/0

2/0

* # New Novels are acknowledged elsewhere.

The Best Sunday Books.

Our Weekly Competition.

Result of No. 24 (New Series).

Wb asked last week for list j of ten Sunday books for children, that
branch of nursery literature having been somewhat disregarded in
recent inquiries into children's reading-. A large number of answers
has resulted, dealing with which it seems best to adopt the method
of judgment by general sense. According to this method the fol-
lowing are the best ten Sunday books, against each being placed
the number of votes it has recbived :

Pilgrim's Progress (Bunyan) 31
Parables irom Nature (Mrs. Gatty) l'>

Ministering Children (Mrs. Cbarlesworth) 13
Agathos (Wilberforce) .„ 10
The Story of a Short Life (Mrs. Ewing) 8
The Book of Golden Deeds (Miss Yonge) 9
The Child's Book of Saints (Canton) 7
The Prince of the House of David (Ingraham) ... 7
Jessica's First Prayer (Hesba Slretton) 7
Tbe Child's Bible 6

The list that comes nearest to this selection is that sent in by Mr.
John B. Payne, The College, Winchester, which runs thus :

The Child's Bible.

Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress,
Wilberforce's Agathos.
Life of Our Lord (Mrs. Marshall).
Hebrew Heroes (A. L. 0. E.l.

Palgrave's Treasury of Sacred Song.
The Wide Wide World.
Prince of the House of David.
Throne of David.
Jessica's First Prayer.

Beplies received also from J. B. M., London ; P. L, N., York
;

M. H. C, Cambridge ; C. M. W., Meltham ; E. M. T., London ; M. T.,
Hull ; A. B. S., Epworth ; M. F., Bridgworth ; G. N., Clifton

;

A. C, Edinburgh ; B. H , Carlisle ; M. A. W., London ; C. W,, Lon-
don ; W. P.. London ; R. W., Sutton ; H. W., London ; C. F., Chard

;

B. M. W. B., Brighton; D. S,, London; 6. W., London; A. F.,

Tiverton ; M. H. M., London ; C. J., London ; J. A. C, London

;

G. S. T., Redhill ; A. B., Isleworth ; C. F. P., Caterham ; M. S.,

Beokenham ; E. W., Over ; Z. M., Whitby ; E. K., Ambleside ;
" Ivy

Leaves," Liverpool ; M. A. C, Cambridge ; R. W. M., London ; B, R.,
London ; A. S. M., Holywood.

Competition No. 25 (New Series).

Two weeks ago, as most of our readers must be aware, an
elephant broke away from the Crystal Palace and ran for some
miles through Kent, pursued by hundreds of people. After many
hours he was tracked to a wood near Bromley, captured, and
then led back to Sydenham in triumphant procession. We ask
our readers to celebrate this unusual event in verse, not exceed-
ing fourteen lines. The poem may take the form of narrative, or
an address to the elephant.

Rules.

Answers, addressed " Literary Competition, The Academy, 43,
Chancery-lane, W.C," must reach us not later than the first post
of Tuesday, March 13. Each answer must be accompanied by
the coupon to be found in the first column of p. 212, cr it can-
not enter into competition. Competitors sending more than one
attempt at solution must accompany each attempt with a separate
coupon ; otherwise the first only will be considered. We wish to
impress on competitors that the task of examining replies is much
facilitated when one side only of the paper is written upon. It ia

also important that names and addresses should always be given.
We cannot consider anonymous answers.

Our Special Prize Competitions.

{^For particulars see inside page of cover,')

Received during the week : Sappho, Blank, Paul Roman, Vilmar,
John Cragdon, Derryillawn, The Chestnut Cat, Chaffinch, Iris,

Adam, Columbia, Lyra, Irene. Tabberwook, Norlan C-lt, Infelix,
" The Boy Guessed Right," Salopean, Sandwich, Tantalus, Felix
Stowe, Grange, Francis le Steaiug, Lois, George, Laurie, Burley,
Marabab, Azul.

HARPER & BROTHERS' PUBLICATIONS

NEW FICTION.

JOURNEY.
The best work Mr.

JUST OCT.

THEIR SILVER WEDDING
C:olh, 6s.

" Travel and tale blend happily in this delightful book,
Howells has done."

—

Speaker
" Admirably realised and maintained throughout."

—

Spectator.

THIRD EDlTIOy NOW PREPARING.
MR. H. B. MARRIOTT WATSON'S NEW NOVEL.

THE PRINCESS XENIA. Illustrateii. Cloth, 6s.
*' In plot the story is boldly invented, seethes with intrigue and excitement,

and endd happily."

—

Spectator,
" Distinctly clever and oris^na.\.'*—Sirminffham Gazette.
"We would place "The Princess Xenia' in the very forefront of modern,

romance.*'

—

Pall 3Iall.

THE BARRYS : a Novel. By Shan P. Bullock,
Author of " The Charnaer," &c. Cloth, 6s.

*' Mr. Bullock's novel is the best we have read this autumn. Every scene,
every chHracter. grips the heart."

—

British Weekly,
•' A story that makes a strong appeal to human sympathies, and shows a keen

kuowledge of Imman nature."

—

Bookman.

TALES Of SPACE and TIME. Bj H. G.
WELLS, Author of**When the Sleeper Wakes," "The Time Machina,"
&c. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

"Mr. Wells never for a moment fails to maintain his grip on the reader.
That is why his stories are so deservedly popular,"

—

Manchester Guardian.
•' Tne ingenuity with which the abidintf principles of romance are adHpted to

the imaginaiT conditions of the mechanical millennium is nothing short of

masterly.*'—/Spec^a? or.

NINTH THOUSAND.

WHEN the SLEEPER WAKES: a Story
of the Years to Como. By H. G. WELLiS. With Illuetratione.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, Gs.

" A brilliant effort, both of the imagination and of erudition.'*—Qw^en.

WITH SWORD and CRUCIFIX. By E. S.

VAN ZILE. Crown 8vo, cloth ornamental, 6s. lllustialcd. A Story
of De la Salle's last voyage on the Mississippi.

LONDON .AND NEW YORK.
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rrxAa PBINCBS3 UELBNA COLLEGE
X EALINO, W,

iublbhed 1830. Inconwnhitlh]' Royal Ohirler 1886.

iPnddrat-n.BH. the PRINCESS CHRISTIAN.
XMl-oliui Munition for the DAUOHTERS of OENTLE-

MINiu ftMldont or Day Pupi L«. FreinraUon for DnlToraity

and Art Examiaatiuoa Spacious grouods. buporriidon iu

Ti»taln« deiiartment for kindergarten itudonla in prepala-

tioa for Froelxl Union Examination for Teaohtn.
Tbare i» a Homo in connection witli llio Collage for K.G.

fltodittla and for a (aw children under ten yeiurs of age.

MARaARET WILUAM80N, Vtif Prinolpal.

CiviL SERVIOB COMMISSION.—
!

rORTaOOMINQ ESAHINATION.
DRAU0HT9UAII in the Hydoographic Department of the

Admiralty (17-23I- 13th March.
Bxpertneaa in Ilydrographioal Chart Drawing eaaentlaL
The' date apeeifled is the latest at which applications oan be

xeeelTad. They mnst be made on forms to oe obtained, with

Krtie^ilars, from the Ssoananr, Civil Serriee Commisaioo,
ndo^. bTW.

OTAL INDIAN ENGINEERING
COIiLEOE, Cooper's Hill. Staines.

ThelCourae of Study is arranged to fit an Engineer for Em-
Sloyment in Eulopa, India, and the Colonies. About 40

tndeaU will be admitted in September. 190O. The Secretary
of State will offer them for Competition-Twelve Appointments
as Aaaistant Engineers iu the i'ublio Works Department, and
Three Appointments as Astiistant Superintendents in the
Telwraphs Department, and Ore in the Accountants' Brauch
P.w/D.—For particulars apply to Skcbetart, at College.

K

WIMBLEDON HIUH SCHOOL.— Mrs.
J. T. TRENCH receives GIRLS as BOARDERS at

lamdeohurst. Woo(lBi»U>. Wimbledoo. Referenre permitted to

Miss Hastiugs, Head Mistress, the Marf^uis and MarchioneBS
of lABbdowne, Bishop and Mra. Barry, Col and Mrs. Cheneviz
Trvneh, and others.

High-Class Bookbinding.
Yaloable Books and MS. Boun«t and Repaired with

f^reat care. MiscellaneouB Books boand in any
fctyle or pattern.

JOHN FAZAKERLBV,
40, Paradise Street, LIVKRPOOL

OATALOQUE8.

TTT ILLIAHS & NORGATE,
^ ' lUPOKTGBS or rOREION BOOKS,

14, Henrietta Street. Oovent Garden, M, Sonth frederlok St.

Kdinbor^ and 7, Broad Street, Oxford.

OATAIiOGUBS poet free on application.

BAEDEKER'S & BADDELEY'S
TODRISTS" GUIDE BOOKS.

New folly detailed CATALOGUE sent post tree on appUoatioo.

DUIiAU A 00., 37, Bono BquA&x. Lukdoh, W.

QTORIES. ARTICLES1.4C .accurately Typed,
^z Punctuation ana revision when derireiL Absolute
reliability. Highest refereocea from Loudon Editors and
Aathora.—Write Miss FaiKi«D, 6-2, Ludgate Hill, B.C.

IMPORTANT.-PRINTING AND PUBLISHING.

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, BOOKS, &c.
—KING, SELL & RAILTON, Limited, high.ola8S

Frloten and PuDUshers. 12, Gouzh Square, 4, Bolt Court, Fleet

Street, E.C., haveepeoiBlly-built Rotary ana otberfast Machines
for printing lUoetrated or other Publications and specially-built

ICaMiineexor fait folding and oovering 8, 16. 24, or S2-page
Joomala at one operation.
Advice and aaiiitaaoe glren to anyone wishing to commence

Kew Journals.
faoiUtiee upon the premises for Editorial Offices free. Adver-

kUise and Puolishlng Departments conducted.

Telephone 6B1S1. Telegraph " Africanism, London."

TYPE-WRITING promptly and accurately
done- lOd. per 1,000 words. Stmples and references.

Ifnltl-Copies.—Address. Miss E. M., 18, Mortimer Crescent. N.W.

TYPK-WRITER.— AUTHORS' MSS.
COPIED with aocutacy and despatch. Carbon Dupli-

oateSa Circulars, Examiuatiou Papers, Ac—Miss B. Tioar,
33, Maltland Park Villas, llavcrstock Hill. N.W. — Estab-
lished 1884

LITERARY RESEARCH. — A Gentlemaji,
experienced In Literary Work, and who has access to the

British Museum Reading Room, is open to arrange with
Author or any person requiring aasistanoe in Literary Re-
search, or in seeing Work through the Preep. Translations
undsrtaku) from frenoh, Italian, or Spanish. —Xppty, by
latter, to D. C. Dallas, 151, Strand. London, W.C.

"THE ACADEMY"
LITERARY COMPETITIONS.

Nijw Series.—No. 35.

All rtadtr* attempting thu wetk'i

Competition {detoribed fully on page

211) mutt cut out thi» Coupon

and encloie it with their reply.

PORTRAIT SUPPLEMENTS
TO

"THE ACADEMY,"

Ca» lUU be obtained teparately, or the Complete

Set for a». id.

BEN JONSOS.

JOHN KEATS.
SIB JOHN SUCKLINQ.
TOM HOOD.
THOMAS QBAT.
ROBERT L. STEVENSON.
SIR WALTER SCOTT.

SAMUEL RICHARDSON.
THOMAS DE QDINCEY.
LEIGH HUNT.
LORD MACAULAY.
ROBERT SOUTHET.
S. T. COLERIDGE.
CHARLES LAMB.
MICHAEL DRAYTON.
WALTER S. LANDOE.
SAMUEL PEPYS.

EDMUND WALLER.
WILKIE COLLINS.

JOHN MILTON.
WILLIAM COWPER.
CHARLES DARWIN.
ALFRED, LORD

TENNYSOII.
HENRY W. LONGFELLOW
ANDREW MARVELL.
ROBERT BROWNING.
THOMAS CARLYLE.
PERCY BYSSIIE SHELLEY.
CHARLES DICKENS.

JONATHAN SWIFT.

WM. M. THACKERAY.
WILLIAM BLAKE.
SIR RICHARD hTEELE.
ALEXANDER POPE.

DOUGLAS JERROLD.
FRANCIS BACON.

HENRIK IBSEN

MXTDIB'S LIBRARY
(LIMITED).

Tor the CIRGTTLATION and SALE oj

all the BEST
RNQLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN, ITALIA

SPANISH, and RUSSIAN BOOKS.

TOWK 8UBB0BIPTIONS from ONK GUINEA
per Annam.

LONDON BOOK SOCIETY (for WMklr nohiogaof Bnte
at tha hotiMi ol Sabforib«ral from TWO GUINEAS p«r annniii.

OODNTBT SUBSCRIPTIONS fromTWO GUINEAS
per annum.

M.&—Two ot ThTM Friasda ma; UNITE In ONE 8UB-
90RIPTI0N, and thai leaMn th. Coat of OarriaKe.

B
BSTABLIBHES 18SI.IBKBECK BAN

Soathampton BuildiSLgs, Chanoery Lane, London.
K,

TWO-AND-A-HALP per CENT. INTEREST aUoired on
DEPOSITS repayable on demand.

TWO per CENT, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the mini-
mnm monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.

STOCKS, SHARES, and ANNUITIES pnrohased and wld.

SAVrNGS DEPAETMENT.
Fortheencotinuement of Thrift the Bank receives small sums

on deposit and aUows Interest monthly on each completed £1.

BIBKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE

rOB TWO OUIKKAS FEB UOKTB.

BIRKBEOK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND

FOB riTE 8BI1J.II«1S PBB HOITTB.

The BISKBECK ALMANACK, with fnll partlonlAn, poet tree

FRANCIS RAVSNSOROFT. Manager.

Totcn and Village Clubs tupplied on Liberal Terme.

Proapeotnaes and Monthly Lists of Books gratis
and post free.

SURPLUS LIBRARY BOOKS
Now OrriBED ar

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.

A NEW CLEARANCE LIST (100 pp.)
Sent Gratis and post free to any address.

The List contains: POPULAR WORKS in

TRAVEL, SPORT, HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY,
SOIBNOK, and FICTION. Also NKW and SUR-
PLUS Copies of PRKNCH, GERMAN, ITALIAN,
SPANISH, and RUSSIAN BOOKS.

30-34, NKW OXFORD STREET;
241, Brompton Road, S.W. ; 48, Queen Victoria

Street, E.0„ Loirnoir

;

And at Barton Arcade, Maiobistib.

Now Ready, Second Edition, crown Sto, cloth boards
18. 6d., post free.

THE CHARTER of the CHURCH. Lec-
tures on the Scriptual Principle of Nonconformity.
By P. T. FORSYTH, M.A., D.D.

"Explains the position of religious dissent with

great force and elotiuence."—JI/anoAej^r Guardian.
•* Nothing could bo more timely than these learned

and suggeetive lectures."—CArt»<ta» World.

ALEXANDER & 8HBPHBABD, LIMITED,
21 .t 23, Fumival Street, Holbom, London, E.O.

A CHABMINO OIFT BOOK!
6s., claret roan, gilt. Illustrated,

LONDON IN THE TIME OF THE DIAMOND JUBILEE
London : Simpkin, Marshall 4 Co. Llangollen: Darlington t Co,

DARLINGTON'S HANDBOOKS.
Elited by RALPH DARLINGTON, F.R.CS. Maps by BARTHOLOMEW.

Fcap. 8to. one SHILLINQ EACH. Illustrated.

THE VALE Of LLANGOLLEN.—With Special Contributions from His ExoeUenoy E. J.

PHELPS, late American Minister ; Professor JOHN EUSKIN, LL.D. j ROKBRT BROWNING;
A. Vf. KINGLAKE, and Sir THEODORE MARTIN K.O.B.

BOURNEMOUTH and NEW FOREST.
THE NORTH WALES COAST.
BRECON and its BEACONS.
ROSS, TINTERN, and CHEPSTOW.

BRISTOL, BATH, WELLS, and WESTON-SUPER-MARE.
BRIGHTON, EASTBOURNE, HASTINGS, and ST. LEONARDS.

LLANDUDNO, RHYL, BANGOR, BETTWSYCOED, and SNOWDON.
ABERYSTWYTH, BARMOUTH, MACHYNLLETH, and ABERDOVEY.
BARMOUTH, DOLGELLY, HARLECH, CRIiXIETH, and PWLLHELI.

MALVERN, HERKKORD, WORCESTER, GLOUCESTER, & CHELTENHAM,
LLANDRINDOD WELLS and the SPAS of MID-WALES.

THE CHANNEL ISLANDS,
THE ISLE OF WIGHT.
THE WYE VALLEY.
THE SEVERN VALLEY.

Is.-THE HOTELS of the WORLD.
the world.

A Handbook to the leading hotels throughont

" What would not the intelligent tourist in Paris or Rome give for fuch a guide-book as this, whldl

teaches so much that is outside the usual scope of such volumes ! '—The Timet.
" The best Handbook to London ever issued."-i/i««rpooi Daily Post.

SECOND EDITION, ENLARGED, 68.—60 Illustrations, 24 Maps and Plans.

LONDON AND ENVIRONS
By E. C. COOK and E. T. COOK, M.A.

With an additional Index of 4,500 Beferencet to all Streets and Plaees of Interest

Llangollen: DARLINGTON & CO.
, „

London : BiKPKiir, Mamhail, HiHiLtoif, Ksbt, 4 Co., Ltd., The Railway Bookstalls, and aU Booksellers.
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SOUTH AFRICA AND THE WAR.—BOOKS TO READ.
OUR SOUTH AFRICAN EMPIRE, and HOW

WE MADE IT. By ARTHUR GOODRICU. Crown 8to, pictorial wrapper in Red
and Black, price Sixpence uet.

This is a jxipular and comprebensive history of the land that at the present moment U
riveting so much .attention, and will be found exceedingly useful as a reference book and
guide to Cape Colony and the Transvaal.

HOW to BEAT the BOERS : a Conversation in
Hades. A Remarkable Pamphlet by FRANK HAJtRIS. Price Sixpence.

Dr. CosAS Doyle savs ; "An excellent idea."
Sir Chasles piLKE says :

" I have read Mr. Frank Harris's pamphlet with interest, as I

do everything which comes from its author's pen "

The St. JameM'9 Gazette says: *'We have received a brilliant pamphlet embodying a
' Conversation in Hades,' written by Mr. Frank Harris We believe they contain the right
answer to a question which has hitherto been askeil in vain by every Englishman."

London: C. ARTHUR PEARSON, Ltd., Henrietta Street, W.C.

THE TRANSVAAL BOERS:
A UISrORICAL SKETCU,

By AFRICANUS.
Price Is. net, paper covers ; 28., in cloth. Post free 3d. extra.

The story of SOUTH AFRICA
By W. BASIL WORSFOLD.

Cloth bound, price 1p. 6d.

Lnnrton : HOEACE MARSHALL & SOX.

A BOOK ABOUT THE BOER WAR OF 1881.

Cloth, crown 8vo, 2s.

With 8 Illustrations by R. Caton Woodvitle, after Sketches by Melton Prior

M A J U B A:
BRONKERSPRUIT, INGOGO, LANGS NEK, KRUGERSDORP.

By HAMISH HENDRY.
&Io&e.—"The author has gone to the best, and his narratives have the qualities of concise'

ness and vividness which he claims for them. They are concentrated, they are picturesque ;

moreover, they are not without their lessons for the statesmen and soldiers of to^lay.*"

Daily Graphic.—** brief and brightly written The description is extremely vivid,

and will bring home to the mind of the reader the nature of South African wariare far more
clearly than a more elaborately technical work could possibly do."

SECOND IMPRESSION NOW READY.

FROM CAPETOWN
TO LADYSMITH.

By G. W. STEEVENS.
With Maps. Crown 8vo, 3s. Gd.

"At once graphic, pathetic, humorous, practical, and tells just what every-
body wants to know."—Times.

London : GRANT RICHARDS. 9, Henrietta St., Covent Garden, W.C. WILLIAM BLACKWOOD & SONS, Edinburgh and London.

SECOND LARGE EDITION' READY.

THE WAR IN SOUTH AFRICA

:

Its Causes and Effects.

By J. A. HOB SON.
Demy 8vo, Ts. 6d. net.

" His arfjuments are certainly worthy of consideration by those more
impartial persons belonging to neither extreme camp who desire help in

arriving at complete truth."

—

Athenteum^
" It is possible to read » ith interest and withpleasure far into thesepages with-

out ceasing to lose faith in the author's impartiality and ability."—Kaiiy News.
*' A sound and careful study."

—

Sptaker,

3. NISBET & CO., Ltd., 21, Bemers Street, W.

THE BOOK OF THE HOUR.
THIRD EDITION.

OUR LIVING GENERALS.
By ARTHUR TEMPLE, Author of " The Making of the Empire."

Art vellum, gilt top, price 3s. 6d.

Biographical Sketches with fine Portraits of Twelve Generals, no fewer than ten
of whom are now at the front.

*' Pleasant and proud reading."

—

Saturday Review.
•* A capital book, breezily and brightly written."

—

St. Jameses Budget.
*' The list is well chosen. Men of whom the nation is justly proud."

Kaval and Military Record.

ANDREW MELROSE, 16, Pilgrim Street, London E.G.

NEW PAPERS, ISSUES, &c.

NEW SERIES.—UNDER NEW EDITORSHIP.
NOW READi', No. 133, price One SliiUing and Sixpence.

FRIENDS' QUARTERLY EXAMINER
A Religious, Social, and MlfcelUneous Review.

CONTENTS o» JANOARY NUMBER.
IN THE SHADOW OF CONSCRIPTION W. C. Bbaitiiwaite, B.A., LL.B.

HEISRICH 8CHLIEMANN Thomas Hod8ii», D.CL.
DANIEL QCARE Isaac Sbabp. B.A.

ON the CILTIVATION of ARTISTIC TASTE Lucy Harrisok.

FRIENDS- SCHOOLS AND CITIZENSHIP Robirt BriscE Watsox. LL.D.

TO THE DIVINE MEMORY AND THE DIVINE PANCT .. Abtblr Rowstkk£, B.A.

•A SIPPER OF THE LORD" AT CORINTH Josifh Edxosdsok.

ROYAL COMMISSION ON LIQUOR LICENSINO LAWS Josuca Rowxtkei.
A PLEA For EDCCATIONAL MUSEUMS .. Jojatbak Hutcbinsox. P.R.S., LL.D.. 4o.

Lonifon: WEST, NEWMAN Jk CO , 54, Hatton Qarden.

TOLSTOY'S LATEST WORK.
Crown Svo, pp. xvi-585. Art canvas 6?. net.

RESURRECTION:
A Novel.

With 33 Illustrations by PASTERNAK. Translation by

LOUISE MAUDE.
London :

FRANCIS RIDDELIi HENDERSON, 26, Paternoster Square.

NOW READY, the THIRD NUMBER of

THE PILOT
(Originally intended to be called " The Thibuke.")

A Weekly Review of Ecclesiastical and General

Politics, Literature, and Learning

EDITED BY

D. C. LATHBURY
E&itorial anJ) H&vertising ©fflces

•2, EXETER iSTBEET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

PRICE SIXPENCE.

PORTRAIT SUPPLEMENTS
TO

"THE ACADEMY,"
Consiiting of Tliirty-aeven Portraits of Old and New Celebrities in

Literature, may still be obtained, siiigly, or in complete sets for

3«. 6rf., on application to the Office, 43, Chancery Law, W.C,
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MACMILLAN & CO.'S
New and Forthcoming Books.

NOTES ON THE WAB
TO THE

RELIEF OF LADYSMITH.
By the MILITABT EXPERT of the

DAILY NEWS.
Crown 8T0, 3g. Od. Zl^xudiaUly.

Hishways and Byways Series.

NBW VOLUME.

HIGHWAYS AND BYWAYS
IN NORMANDY.

By PERCY DEARMER, M.A.
With Ulnstrations by JOSKPH PKNNELL.

Extra crown 8 to, 68. iShortly.

ySW VOLUMES of the USIFORM EDITION of

RODYARD KIPLING'S PROSE WORKS.

PROM SEA TO SEA,
AND OTHER SKETCHES)

LETTERS OF TRAVEL.

By RDDYARD KIPLINO.
In 2 vols., extra crown 8vo, red cloth, gilt tops, 6g. each.

BY LORD ROBERTS.
BY LORD ROBERTS.

BY LORD ROBERTS.
PORTY-ONE YEARS IN

INDIA.
Containing 4i illustrations and Plans.

LIBRARY EDITION. In 2 vols., 8vo, SBs.

POPULAR EDITION. In 1 vol., extra crown 8vo,
IDs. net.

A CONCORDANCE to FITZGERALD'S
TRANSLATION of the RUBAIYAT of OMAR
KHAYYAM. By J. R. TUTIN. Extra crown
8vo, parchment, 8s. 6d. net.

THE GOLDEN HORSESHOE.
Extracts from the Letters of Captain H. L.
HERNDON. of the 21st U.S. Infantry, on Duty
in the Philippine Islands, and Lieutenant
LAWRENCE GILL, A.D.C. to the Military
Governor of Puerto Rico. Edited by STEPHEN
BONSAL. Crown 8vo, 6s.

NEW AND ABRIDGED EDITION.

EDWARD THRING, Headmaster of
Uppinijliam School. Life, Diary, and Letters.
By GEORGE R. PARKIN, C.M.G., M.A., Hon.
LL.D., University of Now Brunswick. With
Portrait. Crown 8vo, 6s.

NEW AND NOTABLE NOVELS.
Crown 8vo, Rilt tops, 6s. each.

JO.OOO COPIES HAVE BEElf SOLD IN
ESQLAND AND AMERICA.

VIA CRUCIS. By F. Marion
CRAWFORD.

BABES in tlie BUSH. By Rolf
BOLDRBWOOD.

Field.—" As good as any of its predecessors."
OaOt Telegraph.—" Bristles with thrillinK in-

cident.^'
Outlook.—" A lively and picturesque story."

THE CAMBRIC MASIC By fi. W.
CHAMBERS. '

Wettmiruttr Gazette.—" A. spirited and gtirrinir
•tory." "

Ltttrature.—" Holds the reader throughout."

DONNA TERESA. By F. M. Peard.
Spectator*—"A cfaarminglj writton story,"

MARY PAGET : a Romance of Old
Bermuda. By MINNIA CAROUNE SMITH.

Academy.—"A. pretty, old-faahioned, simple story."

MACMILLAN k CO., Ltd., London.

Mr. T. FISHER UNWIN
has pleasure in announcing

thai he is just publishing.

in his Qreen Cloth Library,

"ARDEN MASSITER":
a novel of Italian Political

and Social Life, by DR.

WILLIAM BARRY. Author of

" The Two Standards," Ac.

;

and "THE RHYMER":
a Story of Robert Burns and

his Loves, byA LAN McA ULA Y.

To be had at the Libraries

and of all Booksellers, 6s.

each.

CHATTO&WINDUS'SNEWBOOKS

RHYMES OLD and NEW. By
MARGARET B. S. WRIGHT. Cloih, 3s. 6d. net.

This is a thoroughly representative collection of
well-known nursery rhymes, and aa such should be
of interest to all children as well as to those who are
no longer yonng^

THREE CLANRANALDS: Higli-
land Tales of the 16th and 17bti Centuries. By
MOELA.R. Cloth ^It, 6s.

The author has depicted some etimng* events of the
troublesome times when the Stuarts filled the throne,
or "claimed their own/* and appealed to the loyalty
of the Highland clans ; an appeal which was answered
by none more readily than by the dauntless Clan-
ranalds, descendants of the Lord of the Isles, the
princely chief of all the Macdonalds.

"THE STORY OF THE NATIONS" SERIES.—
New Volume just out.

MODERN ITALY (1748-1898). By
PIETRO 0R8I, Professor of History in the

R. Liceo Fosoarini, Venice. Fully Illustrated,

and with Map and Index. Cloth, Ss.

A BRIEF HISTORY of EASTERN
ASIA. By T. C. HANNAH, M.A. Cloth. 7s. 6d.

A concise history of the whole of Asia east of Persia
from the earliest tines to the present day, the last

chapter being devoted to an account of the present
position of affairs in the East. The book is written
m a popular style, all needless names and dates being
omitted, and it is hoped it may prove useful for schools.

NBW NOVEL, by the AUTHOR of "PRISONERS
of CONSCIENCE," &c.

WAS it RIGHT to FORGIVE?
By AMELIA E. BARR. (Unwin's Green
Cloth Library.) 6s.

" It is the work of a practised writer, and it reveals

deep injsight into human character its interest is

untailing."—(Scoismon.

A .TALE OP THE CANNIBAL ISLANDS OF THE
SOUTHERN SEAS.

AMONG the MAN EATERS. By
JOHN GAGGIN. (Overseas Library.) Paper,

Is. 6d.; cloth, 2s.

NEW SIX-SHILLING NOVELS.

THE SON of the HOUSE.
By BERTHA THOMAS, Author of "The Violin-

Player." {March ti.

ANDROMEDA: an Idyll of
the Great River. By ROBERT BUCHANAN,
Author of "The Shadow of the Sword."

" The interest of the story never flags."
Dady ChronicU.

A SECRET of tihe NORTH
SKA. By ALGERNON QISSING.

" It IB Strong, picturesque, and as passionately one-
motived as ' W utheiing Heights.' "— World.
" A strong, thoughtful story, written by a capable

hand. One almost feels the hurricane ana scents the
brine through its pagee. ' The Kittiwake ' is an
achievement in characterisation."—Boo*»i«n.

SOUR GRAPES : a Romance.
By J. F. CORNISH.

" An absorbing story, the remarkable plot of which
is unfolded in a style at once vigorous ana polished.

The book will be read with interest by all who can
appreciate a good story well told."—iS<ua«o.
" Susceptible male readers will have dJfQculty in

deciding whether kittenish Ruby Brabrooke or true-

hearted Barbara Ashleis^h is the more winsome.'
Scotsman.

THE ORANGE GIRL. By
Sir WALTER BESANT, Author of " All Sorts

and Conditions of Men." With 8 Illustrations.

SEVENTH EDITION.

"A delightful heroine a meet fascinating crea
ture."—r'rt nifi/ Fair.

TERENCE. By B. M. Groker,
Author of •' Diana Barrington." With 6 Illus-

trations.

*' Told wiih a full measure of Mrs, Oroker's vivacity
and huxnonT.'*Spectaior.

STORIES AT THREE-ANO SIXPENCE.

WITHOUT the LIMELIGHT:
THEATRICAL LIFE AS IT IS. By GEORGE R.
SIM8.

"A very graphic picture Tlie fact that the book it here
and there autoblosmphical will adJ to its attraotiou for the
public.'*—Giofr*.

IN LONDON'S HEART. By
GEOROE R. SIMS, Author of "Rogues and V:iKa-

bonds." *c.

"Mr. 81ms knows the Loudon of to-day, especially <m its

shady side, as Dickens knew the London of sixty years aftu ; and
be can handle hU material—h's money-lenders, muiderers,
detectives, and what not—with eminent skill—The plot is

skiUully contri?ed, and the story is exciiiug."—tflasi/ow Herald.

DORA MTRL, the LADY DE-
TKCTIVE. ByM. McD. BODKIN. Q.C.

" A Sherli.K:k Holmes iu petticoat-, pretty, refined, and
pifiuaut*t M'here is this wonder to be found? She is Dorm
Myrl, the lady detective When a learned Q.C. beguiles his

leisure with detective stories, we naturally expect somethfog
very difFerent from the ordinary result, and we are not ai»-

aupoiuted. . . .The adorable Dora is quite a new kind ol detec-

tive, and a distinct improvement on her predooewon."
Mominff Liader.

A WHITE WOMAN in CENTRAL
AFRICA : a Record of a Joomey taken alone by
a Lady across Africa. By HELEN CADDICK.
IS Illnstrations. Cloth, 6s.

" The author is a traveller by nature her book is

extremely pleasant to naA,"—Literature,
"The book makes excellent reading."— ITorW.

London: T. FISHER UNWIN,
FatemoBter Square, E.C.

A COURT TRAGEDY. By Albert
I>. VANDAM, Author of "An EiiElishman iu I'aris."

With « lUusir-itions.
'* Mr. Vandam'B excellent story. . . .If only 'A Court Tragodr'

represenied t)ie average standard of modem fiction, we should
begin to believe iu the possibility of the millennium."

Literary World.

THE WEB of FATE. By T. W.
SPEIGHT, Author of " The Mysteries of Heron Dyke."

"Arrests attention from the beginning and holds attention to

the end."—tftawKW Htivld.

OUR GREATEST LIVING SOL-
DIERS. By CHARLES LOWE. M.A. With 8 PortraiM-

Crown 8VO, cloth. 3a 6d.

" Mr. Lowe come« to his task armed with knowledge,
enthustatm. and a practised pen, and his vivid little Ui»
sketche« are excellent and enkindling reading. There is 9om»
thing «pic in the uarratiTe."—i>aUv MaiX,

London : Chatto& Wurnus, 111, St. Martin's liane.W
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The Literary Week.
MiS3 Maetiiteau requests that recipients of letters

written by the late Dr. Martineau will be so good as to

send them to her at 35, Gordon-square. The letters are

for use by his biographers at their discretion, and will, of

course, be returned.

Next Tuesday is Dr. Ibsen's seventy-second birthday.

The day will be signalised in this country by the publica-

tion of the English translation of his new play, " When
the Dead Awaken."

Eeviewing David Sarum in the North American Review,

Mrs. Craigie points out that in capturing the hearts of

all classes of Americans this novel has done what is hardly
possible to an English novel acting on the English
public. The best novel that could be written here would
leave vast portions of the nation untouched. Mrs. Craigie

suggests that Newman's hymn, "Lead, Kindly Light,"
and David Copperfield " most nearly accomplished a feat

which has now become impossible to other English literary

powers of the first rank."

Mr. KiPLUfo has nearly completed a long story, the
scene of which is laid in India. The opening chapter will

be published in ^cClure'a Mtgaiine towards the end of this

year.

It is often hinted that Tommy Atkins does not know
his Kipling as Mr. Kipling knows Tommy. But a
Highlander in Eoodebosch Hospital was able to tell Mr.
Kipling that he knew by heart several of the Barrack
Room Ballads and also several pieces in the Seven

Seat. Poet and reader were mightily pleased with each
other, and tlie wounded hero writes thus to his friends

:

How often have I read and admired Kipling without
ever a thought of seeing him, let alone my having such a
long talk with him. I recognised him at once from his

photo. He has eyes that make you smile when you look
into them. His utterance is very rapid and very distinct,

and struck me as being decidedly Scotch. I wish he had
stayed longer; I could have talked with him all day. I

believe he is gathering material for his book.

We believe so too.

" The Rohan," Mr. Hall Caine's new novel, with a new
series of " Dolly Dialogues " by Mr. Anthony Hope, will be
the features of The New Magazine, an American venture,
the first number of which will be issued on June 1st.

Mr. E. H. Eus&eU, who is described as "the American
Harmsworth," will be the editor and publisher. Mr. W. E.
Hearst will be a large shareholder in The New Magazine,
and we understand that the resources of the Nho York
Journal will be placed at the disposal of the magazine.

Dr. Eobeetson Nicoll must have been amused to see
how seriously his suggestion has been taken that the
mmny side of Gower-street should be utilised as a site for

a home for decaying authors. One of the commen-
tators has gone so far as to assert that Gower-street has
no sunny side. Still, there are many struggling writers to

whom a superior kind of Eowton House, in a good neigh-
bourhood, would be a boon.

The Topelca Capital, the religious paper which Mr.
Sheldon is editing for one week "as Jesus would," is a
huge success, but clergymen think that the newspaper is

irreverent, and rival journalists say it is a ponderous tract.

FiioM the Bazaar, Exchange, and Mart

:

Wanted, novels, cheap ; or exchange new underclothing,
dressing jacket.

Fiction's your only wear nowadays.

Mr. J. T. Bedford, who died the other day at the age
of eighty-seven, was our old friond " Robert," the shrewd
and witty " waiter" of Punch.

Mr. W. T. Maud, the Special Correspondent of the
Graphic, who was with Mr. G. W. Steevens through the
two campaigns in the Soudan, and who shared with him
a house in Ladysmlth, has sent to Mrs. Steevens an
account of her husband's last hours, from which we are
permitted to make an extract. The letter is dated
Ladysmlth, January 18th, three days after Mr. Steevens's
death. After explaining that they all thought the danger
was past, his temperature having again become normal,
Mr. Maud says :

" On Friday, January 12th, his tempera-
ture suddenly rose, and hemorrhage set in." Three days
later a consultation was held.

They told me there was no hope, though they did every-
thing that was possible to save him. When they had gone,
I returned to the sick-room, sent out the two nurses, and
together we passed through the great ordeal. I said

:

"The Doctors think you are very ill. I will cable home,
do you wish to send a message ? " " Yes, write it out and
read it to me for my approval," he replied. I wrote

:

"Steevens dangerously ill." "Do you mean that I am
dying ? " he asked. " They think it very serious,"

I answered, for I was afraid. Again, "Am I dying?"
" Yes :

" " Soon ? " " Soon !
" He was looking straight

into my eyes. He never flinched. There was no trace of

fear in that brave heart. Death had no terrors for him. He
dictated the message which I sent to you. . . , After that
he turned towards me, saying :

" Well, this is a sideways
ending to it all—let us have a drink." " Eight, old boy,
I will open a fresh bottle of champagne," and I did so.

"But you are not drinking," he said. I made some
excuse. All the morning we had been giving him tea-

spoonfuls of it every ten minutes, also brandy and milk.

About one o'clock he commenced to rally, and took
nourishment so freely that my hopes bounded up again.

I left him in the charge of both nurses, and lay down to

sleep. They called me an hour later, and I saw at a glance

that the end was near. . . . He imagined himself back at

Merton Abbey. Dr. Davies was present all the time, but
there was nothing more to be done. He was asleep,

breathing quite quietly and regularly. At 4.30 in the

afternoon he passed away peacefully — so peacefully.

There is nothing more to tell—save this, that all through
his illness he was so patient, and he fought splendidly

against it to the very end.
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Mr. Hxrbebt Moehah, the editor of the Literary Tear
Book, writes to us :

Tour reviewer sugt^sts that the directory of authors
should be omitted from the Literary Year Book. I am
afraid that this would cause great disconteut, and that I
am moro likely to please people by making it complete.
But it is the counter-suggestion which puzzles me. I
think it is a good one. Only it involves the old difficulty

of criticism. How I am to gfive the jjlots of " the best
novels " without making invidious distinctions is the ques-
tion. And why novels more than other books ? I hope
your reviewer will find time to amplify his suggestions to
me.

We do not doubt that the omission of the directory of
authors would cause discontent among small literary fry.

But Mr. Morrali maj' as well abandon all other features if

he intends to make his list of authors complete, for their
names would fill the book. What we wish to see in the
Literary Year Book is more really useful information. We
see no difficulty in giving the plots and characters of the
best novels. Criticism would not come in at all. In these
days of all-prevalent fiction it would be very useful to be
able to recapture, at a glance, the background, local
colour, principal characters, plot, and avowed moral (if

any) of a last year's novel. The system might also be
applied to the best biographies, histories, essays, &c., of
the year—selecting the books likely to be consulted. Done
well, this annual pricis of the year's best books would be
most useful.

Me. Edwaed Markham, author of "The Man with the
Hoe," that not very remarkable poem which has achieved
in America a popularity second only to David Marum, has
composed a new poem, from which we quote some strong
lines. Called "Lincoln, the Great Commoner," it was
read by the author at the Eepublican Club dinner in New
York

:

The colour of the ground was in him, the red Earth,
The tang and odour of the primal things—
The rectitude and patience of the rocks

;

The gladness of the wind that shakes the com

;

The courage of the bird that dares the sea

;

The justice of the rain that loves all leaves

;

The pity of the snow that hides all scars

;

The loving kindness of the wayside well ;

The tolerance and equity of light
That gives as freely to the shrinking weed
As to the great oak flaring to the wind

—

To the grave's low hill as to the Matterhorn
That shoulders out the sky.

Another light-hearted venture in magazinedom. It is

called International Art Notes, and in shape is so long and
narrow that we admire the self-control which at last put a
limit to its attenuation. Primarily International Art Notes
is the organ of a little band of women artists who have
received their art education in Paris and have formed
themselves into the " Paris Club." The " Paris Club " was
opening an exhibition of its works at the Grafton Gallery,
when it suddenly occurred to someone : If an exhibition,
why not a magazine ? 80 " the type was chosen, the shape
of the publication decided upon, and the printers did the
rest within ten days. ... It rests with the Art public to
Bay whether it shall rise or fall." It does—it always does.

Thk Memories and Impressions just put forth by the
Hon. George Charles Brodrick, Warden of Merton College,
contrast favourably, by their modesty and seriousness,
with the general run of books of reminiscences. Mr.
Brodrick was for many years a leader-writer for the
Times, and his naemories of that newspaper, and of Mr.
l)elar,e, are decidedly interesting. In all, he contributed
about 1,600 leading articles to the Times. He wrote the
leader on the Tichbome Case, and this cost him " the

greatest effort in concentration " that he ever attempt«d.
Mr. Brodrick has some interesting remarks on that power
of improvising which every journalist must acquire. The
death of Cavour took the Times office by surprise, and
Delane urgently begged Mr. Brodrick to write an obituary
article. This was at about three in the afternoon, and,
says Mr. Brodrick

:

Few writers could have been less qualified to execute
such a task, for I was very ill informed about Italian
politics, and did not fully share the admiration of Cavour
felt by many of my friends. Moreovor, of the only two
biographical records which I could procure (after con-
siderable delay), one was in Italian, which I did not
understand, the other being in French, and both ended
before the most remarkable part of his career beg^n.
Meanwhile, I was ransacking my own memory and some
other scanty materials which I possessed. Everyone has
more in his mind on any given subject than he can realise,

until he comes to rally it under high pressure. So it

proved in this case. About five o'clock I made a start,

and though I had to dine out. I escaped speedily from the
dining-room, and completed two columns and a half by
one or two o'clock in the morning. I have reason to
believe that my hasty composition not only passed muster
with the general public, but was approved by persons
familiar with Italian history, one of whom afterwards
assured me that, while he noticed some omissions, he could
find no material errors in it. What amuses me now, in
reading it over, is the suggestion of reserved knowledge
which pervades it, whereas all my goods were really
exposed in the shop window.

The Vale Press artists think that "no edition of Shake-
speare's Plays at present exists that is notable as a finel^'-

printed book on paper whose permanence is undoubted."
So the Vale Press is going to issue its own Shakespeare,
printed in a new "Avon" fount of small pica type, and
adorned with borders and half-borders by Mr. Rickett.

Each play will be issued in a demy 8vo volume, and
separate schemes of internal decoration have been arranged
for the Tragedies, Comedies, and Histories. Good ! The
world will soon have its well-printed, enduring edition of

Shakespeare. Scholars, book-lovers, critics—rise, welcome
it in your myriads ! Stay—what is this ? " Only 310 sets

of the Vale Shakespeare will be printed, of which 100 sets

are for sale in the United States of America and 187 sets in

Great Britain. . . . The whole of the English edition of

the Vale Shakespeare has been taken up by collectors and
the trade." Vale !

Unfortctnately these special editions are always ex-

ploited by speculators, and those who have never before

made a penny out of books succumb to the temptation.

Only last week a gentleman having bought his right to a
copy of the edition at 1 63. a volume, transferred the right

the next day, at a profit of 5s. a volume. The publication

of the edition would have begun last year had it not been
for the fire at Messrs. Ballantyne's, which destroyed the

type and the sheets of the first two volumes.

The author of "Father O'Flynn" has four spirited

verses in the Spectator in the metre of " The Wearin' o'

the Green." We quote the last two :

A heart of fire has Lancashire for fightin' inch by inch,
But the Irish, though they started last, were first into the

trinch

;

They took the front, they bore the brunt, o'er kopje and
ravine,

On Pieter's Hill M»juba's ill they righted for their Queen.

And so upon St. Patrick's day the Queen hers^'lf has said

Each Irish regiment shall wear the Green above the Red

;

And she is comin' o'er to us (who away so long has been),

And dear knows but into Dublin she'll come wearin' of the
Oreen

'
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It will be interesting to see how the critics deal with
" Wynton Eversley's " novel, Th Dean of Barrendale.
Staring them in the face is the following modest notice :

As the Author's name happens to be that of a novelist of
world-wide reputation, he sets aside bis conviction that an
Author should sign his work with bis own name, and
adopts the nonx de plume of

WYNTON EVER8LEY.
Following this, and deepening the awe or the caution of

the reader, is the following comprehensive dedication

:

To all in perplexity, doubt, or sorrow, especially to the
heart of Youth oppressed by the inequalities of life, the
strenuous yearning after Truth, the sense, above all, of

failure in noble effort, and the anguish of forbidden love

;

to the student, the wife, the priest, the operative, the
sooiiil enthusiast, to all human elements in this confused
epoch, I dedicate this book ; not, indeed, flattering myself
that it can solve problems, or by any magic anticipate
God's appointed angel Time ; but believing it to hold in

solution the more necessary qua'ities of endurance, serenity,

and hope.

The growth and slow solidification of tit-bit literature

is worth watching. Eusks are succeeding to pap, and
year by j'ear the readers who have been educated by the
Board schools are being tempted with more solid fare.

Mr. Newnes, who founded Tit-Bits, soon saw the possi-

bility of developing the more instructive pages of that

journal, and he produced his scientific " story " series.

Everywhere the public is now offered compressed and care-

fully flavoured knowledge. Mr. Dent who has flooded

the country with classics which thousands have bought
for their dainty exteriors has now turned his attention to

science and general knowledge ; witness the first two
Temple Cyclopadic Primers. Here, in 137 pages, we
have an Introduction to Science, and in 160 pages a Roman
History. A g^eat many other volumes, as dainty in dress

and as informing in substance, are promised.

LiTEBATUEE as she is organised. The American Bookman
says

:

Since Mr. Richard Harding Davis's recent marriage
there have been signs that his attractiveness as a hterary
idol for the matinee girl is on the wane. His photographs
are no longer bo eagerly sought and so lovingly cherished,

and there is only wanting the right sort of young man
who will write tbe right sort of books with the right sort

of insouciant hero and the right sort of stately heroine

—

and then wiU come the cry, " Le roi est mort : vive le roi !
"

^H Mr. William Le Queux has an entertaining article

^^n the American Bookman on the mistakes made by Eng-
lish novelists in dealing with foreign life. Mr. Le Queux
says he knows of no novel which describes the play at

Monte Carlo correctly.

The novelist's rules of roulette— generally miscalled
rotiye et noir—are hopelessly wrong. The interesting

character in fiction who goes to Monte Carlo never fails to

play with higher stakes than the Administration permits,

and always wins utterly impossible sums. Never once, to

my knowledge, has a writer of romance been able to
wholly avoid the many pitfalls in describing the easy, yet
extremely involved, game of roulette ; and as for trente-et-

quarante, few novelists have ever been bold enough to

refer to it. Monte Carlo sounds reckless, and therefore a

scene there always "grips," even if written by one who
has never presented his card at the bureau.

Similarly Eussia is a sufferer, and Mr. Le Queux suggests

a new light in which the obstructive tactics of the Russian
censors may be usefully regarded by English authors

:

The descriptions of Russian revolutionists and Eussian
police—always called the Third Section—are invariably

ridiculous. Why the police should be called the Third
Section is another unsolved mystery. I once lent one of

the most popular and thrilling Russian novels—one that

had sold in England and America by tens of thousands

—

to a very prominent Russian writer and critic who had
spent fifteen years in Siberia on account of his revolutionary
writings. He returned it gravely, saying :

" There is not
a single sound fact in it from cover to cover ! Such a book
does the cause of Russian Freedom more harm than good.
I don't wonder at the Press Bureau prohibiting such
rubbish from entering Russia I

" And this was a work at
that moment on everyone's tongue in England—a real

serious work which made its author's reputation, and
brought him instantly to the front, and about which clergy-
men preached, taking the facts as genuine !

Lastly, Mr. Le Queux declares that of recent years, with the

exception, perhaps, of Mr. Marion Crawford and Mr. Max
Pemberton—he does not except Ouida—not a single author
has written a novel about Italy without going to pieces.

The use of "Si" for "Yes" is universal in English
writers, instead of "Ja," which is the usual "Yes" of

Italians.

In an article on Mr. Euskin in the March Studio, Mr.
E. T. Cook suggests that Euskin suffers as an art critic

from two causes—forgetfulness and misunderstanding.
The forgetfulness of what Mr. Euskin wrote fifty years ago
blinds people, for instance, to the fact that the present

admiration of Velasquez is in no way in advance of what
Euskin wrote half a century ago, when he pronounced
him "the greatest artist of Spain," and "one of the

greatest artists of the world," a master of " consummate
ease " who was " never wrong." Again, the emphasis
with which Euskin enforced the claims of artists who were
not fully appreciated when he wrote has been attacked

when the need for that emphasis has passed away, and
has been treated apart from its context. In urging the

claims of Turner Euskin seemed to disparage Claude ; but
to say that Euskin was blind to the merits of Claude is

wrong. Such, in brief, is Mr. Cook's argument.

The weakness of most of the war verse which has been
poured of late into the newspapers is perhaps due to the

fact that our poets have been content to sit at homo and
be inspired by censored telegrams. Not thus were the

great war poems written, as Mr. Austin M. Steevens, who
writes on " The Warrior Bard : Ancient and Modem," in

the Westminster Review, is careful to show. In ancient

Greece poets made their pens mighty by acknowledging
their swords mightier and unsheathing the latter. Scott's

minstrel boy had the root of the matter in him :

Land of song ! cries the warrior-bard,

Though all the world betrays thee.

One sword, at least, thy rights shall guard.
One faithful harp shall praise thee.

The author of "Chevy Chase" fought with those whose
deeds he proclaimed, and hence Sir Philip Sidney could say

that this ballad, although " sung by some blinde crowder,"

stirred his heart " more than a trumpet." And in the

grand old Border ballad of "Kinmont Willie" it is no

stay-at-home poet who stirs our blood :

Wi' coulters and wi' forehammers
We garred the bars gang merrUie.

Mr. Steevens says :
" It is significant that the poet says me,

not they ; in this simple fact lies all the difference between
the old Warrior Bard and the new." The contention is

fair at the present moment ; but, as a matter of fact,

much fine war poetry has been written by poets who never

took the sword.

In the March Fortnightly Review Fiona Macleod begins

to write in her own characteristic way of lona.
_
Dr.

Johnson's famous rolling passage about the island is in

no way recalled—except in contrast—by Fiona Macleod'

s
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more searohing and flexible sentences, from which we are

tempted to quote.

It is but a small isle, fashioned of a little saud, a few
grasses salt with the spray of an ever-restless wave, a few
rocks that wado in heather and upon whose brows the sea-

wind weaves the yellow lichen. But since the remotest
days sacrosaut men have bowed here in worship. In this

little island a lamx) was lit whose flame lighted pagan
Europe, from the iSaxon iu his fens to the swarthy folk

who came by Greek waters to trade the Orient. Here
Leaniing and Faith had their tranquil home, when the
shadow of the sword lay upon all lands, from Syracuse by
the Tyrrhene Sea to the rainy isles of Orca. From age to

age lowly hearts have never ceased to bring their burthen
here. loua herself has given us for remembrance a Fount
of Youth more wonderful than that which lies under her
own boulders of Dun-I. And here Hope waits. To tell

the story of lona is to go back to God, and to end in God.

TnE sudden making of the war-expert is one of the

many curious literary accompaniments of the Boer War.
Mr. Dooley has naturally looked the war expert up and
down, and this is his account of that amazing person :

" A war expert," said Mr. Dooley, " is a man ye niver

beerd iv befure. If ye can think iv anny wan whose face

is unfamilyar to ye, an' ye don't raymimber his name, an'

he's got a job on a pa-aper ye didn't know was published,

he's a war expert. 'Tis a har-rd office to fill. Whin a war
begins th' timptation is sthrong f'r ivry man to grab hold
iv a gun an' go to th' fr-ront. But th' war expert has to

subjoo his craviu' f'r blood. He says to himsilf, ' Lave
others seek th' luxuries iv life in camp,' he says. ' F'r thim
th' boat-races acrost th' Tugela, th' romp over th' kopje,

an' th' game of laager, laager, who's got th' laager ? ' he
says. ' I will stand by me counthry, he says, ' close,' he
says. ' If it falls,' he says, 'it will fall on me,' he says.

An' he buys himsilf a map made be a fortune-teller in a
dhream, a box iv pencils, an' a field-glass, an' goes an'

looks f'r a job as a war expert. Says th' editor iv th'

paper :
' I don't know ye. Ye must be a war expert,' he

says. ' I am,' says th' la-ad."

Bibliographical.

It is to he hoped that the representations of " ' Hamlet

'

in its entirety " which Mr. Benson has been giving at the
Lyceum have sent playgoers generally to the actual text

of the play as Shakespeare finally left it. It is astonishing
how ignorant the ordinary theatre-goer is of the said text.

He has never heard it in the playhouse (till now) " in its

entirety," and great have been the surprises for him. Mr.
Forbes Eobertson brought Fortinbras on at the end of his
" Hamlet " revival at the Lyceum; but even he shrank,
apparently, from conceding to the warrior his earlier place
in the play. For the most part, Shakespeare, as English
men and women know him, is the Shakespeare of the
"boards." All the more reason that the critical press
should keep a stem eye upon the Shakespearean revivalist,

and insist upon no tricks being played upon the Bard.
" Cutting " there must be, in most cases ; but the public
should always be advised to turn to the play as printed.
The notion of issuing a selection from Archbishop

Trench's verse, under the title of In Time of IVar, is good
and timely. That the worthy prelate was genuinely a
patriot he showed by many a piece of verse, notably by
Lis sonnet on "Gibraltar." But the example thus to be
set might well be followed. Why should not Tennyson's
publishers make up a little volume of his patriotic verse,
which would include, of course, the "Ode on the Death
of the Duke of Wellington," one of the most stirring of
British manifestoes ? It was really Tennyson who led the
way in the modem patriotic movement among the poets.
Now, too, seems to be the time for a reissue of Mr. and
Miss Wedmore'a collection of Foems of tin Love and Prida

of England, which nught be augmented with advantage
At present it contains nothing of Tennyson's, but why
should it not comprise such verse (of the kind wanted) as

is now out of copyright ?

The best of us will make a slip now and then. Last
week, in an illustrated paper of some pretensions to

literary standing, there was a short story, at the head of

which stood the motto :

God's in His Heaven, and all is well.

Now, if this was intended to represent a well-known
couplet by Browning, I need not say how far it was from
the fact.

"Captain Arthur Haggard (Arthur Amyand)" is the

legend on the title-page of Captain Haggard's latest

publication. It was in 1894 that the nom-de-guerre of
" Amyand " was first used, in connexion with the book
called Only a Drummer Boy ; it was used again in the

following year on the title-pages of Comrades in Arms and
With Rank and File : Sidelights on Soldier Life. One sees

that Captain Haggard has utilised the name of "Amyand"
only for his volumes dealing with military matters. His
first appearance as an author was made in his own name
in 1 889, when he put forward Dodo and I. His relative,

Mr. Rider Haggard, had had five years' start of him as a
writer of fiction

—

Dawn and The TFitch's Head being pub-
lished in 1884. Captain Haggard threatens to become
quite a voluminous author, his publications (of all sorts)

numbering nine already.

Mrs. Humphry Ward seems to be reserving what she

has to say about Anne _ Bronte for the reprint of The
Tenant of Wildfell Hall, which will appear shortly in the

Haworth Edition of the Bronte works. It would be
interesting to know what measure of popularity that story

at jiresent possesses. It is naturally included in all repro-

ductions of the sisters' fictions—as, for instance, in Messrs.

Downfey's edition of 1898 and Messrs. Dent's of 1893.

But is it much read, or even read at all? Since 1889 it

has been published in separate form only once—in 1894,

by Mr. E. E. King. This would seem to suggest that the

demand for it—by itself—is not particularly great.

The announcement of a new volume of verse from the

pen of the Warden of Glenalmond, the Eev. J. H. Skrine,

reminds me that Mr. Skrine has been tolerably industrious

as a poet. In that character he came out originally in

1892 with a drama called Columho. This was followed in

1895 by the dramatic romance entitled Joan the Maid, and

this, again, in 1896, by Songs of the Maid. Last year he

issued Thirty Hymns for School Singing, but I have not

seen the book. Last year, too, he published a collection

of sermons. No wonder Mr. Skrine is a poet: he must

find ample inspiration in Glenalmond and its picturesque

surroundings.

"Who is Mr. Walkley?"- Fancy that—from "The
Baron de Book-worms "

! I fear that when Mr. Walkley's

Frames of Mind came out it was carried off by one of the

Baron's assistants, and a similar thing must have happened

eight years ago, when Mr. Walkley brought out his Play-

house Impressions. Traly "A. B. W." has not published

much in book form, and ignorance of "Spectator" would

have been just pardonable and no more. But Mr. Walkley

has written largely over his own name in more than one

daily paper, and he has been widely advertised by Mr.

William Archer.

So Eobert Burns is to be the central figure of a work

of fiction called (not too complimentarily to the poet) The

Rhymer. Burns, if he is permitted to revisit the glimpses

of the moon, need not resent being made the hero of a

story, for he has already been made the leading personage

in a play, {t is not so very long ago since a drama,

called simply and nakedly " Eobert Bums," was enacted

on the boards of an Edinburgh theatre, from which, after

a week's run, it disappeared into the illimitable inane.

The Bookworm.
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Reviews.

Mr. Kipling as Globe-Trotter.

From Sea to Sea. By Eudyard Kipling. 2 vols. (Mac-
miUan. 12s.)

These volumes are not uninteresting reading " on their

own," as the London idiom has it; and they are valuable
as the early fruits of their author's genius. They show Mr.
Kipling on those travels without which his later books
would have been very different, and they show also rather
oddly how very like Mr. Kipling just out of his teens was
to many other young men just out of their teens, with a
kindred interest in life and letters. " the little more
and how much it is !

"—of course ; but working back from
what Mr. Kipling has since done—from, say, the story of
Purun Dass in the second Jungle Booh, and "Without
Benefit of Clergy," and "The Hunting of Kaa," and the
"Eecessional," and "The Finest Story in the World,"
and "The Courting of Dinah Shadd "—one is a little

surprised by the ordinariness of these descriptions of

travel. Except in one or two rare instances—notably the
account of " seeing life " in Hong Kong— the book is only
a shade better than many another of its kind. Also it is

far younger than we knew that Mr. Kipling had ever been,
especially when it is remembered that he had written The
Story of the Gadslys some half-a-dozen years before he left

India on this voyage at all. This, of course, may very
likely be due to the fact that Mr. Kipling is here, to some
extent, off his guard. Also he was writing letters for a
paper, and, being a good journalist, he did not unduly
strain matters. Also, he was writing about himself, and
that is always a betrayal of an author's age ; in dramatic
essays it can be hidden. And yet—so many years after

The Story of the Gadibys—one is a little amused by the
youthful insistence upon jokes in which nakedness is

involved, and the record of such scraps of conversation
between himself and his fellow-traveller as this :

It rained monsoonishly, and the Professor discovered a
castle which he needs must see. " It's Osaha Castle," he
said, " and it has been fought over for hundreds of years.

Come along."
" I've seen castles in India. Raighur, Jodbpur—all sorts

of places. Let's have some more boiled salmoo. It's good
in this station."

" Pig," said the Professor.

Indeed, there are too many indications that Mr. Kipling,

but for the goodness of Providence (of which he is in

these pages repeatedly and vocally thankful), was within

no great distance of becoming a new humorist.

Perhaps the most interesting thing to do with From Sea
to Sea is to search for the seeds which afterwards bore
fruit. Take, for instance, Hans Breitmann, the orchid

hunter, whom we meet in " Bertram and Bimi " and
" Eeingelder and the German Flag " (in Life'i Handicap).

Mr. Kipling met him on the steamer running down to

Penang— "a German orchid-hunter fresh from nearly

losing his head in the Lushai hills, who has been over
most of the world." The orchid-hunter told him the story

of the Bad People of Iquique, which Mr. Kipling straight-

way narrated for the readers of the Pioneer. It is a

poor story, not to be compared with '
' Eeingelder " for a

moment, and Mr. Kipling proves his instinct for a good
telling by serving up the indifferent yam to his news-
paper and saving the others for careful treatment. In the

same chapter, which describes a few hours in Burmah

—

Mr. Kipling's only visit there—we find this passage: "I
should better remember what the Pagoda was like had I

not fallen deeply and irrevocably in love with a Burmese
girl at the foot of the first flight of steps." Surely that

moment fathered " Mandalay."
But it is time to look a little at the truer Kipling as he is

revealed in these early writings. A glimpse of him may

be had in the account, in " Letters of Marque," of a
ramble through Jeypore. After a while the traveller (the

narrative is rendered almost unreadable by the author's
trick of alluding to himself as " The Englishman "—

a

mistake corrected into the first person singular in From
Sea to Sea) strayed into the Maharaja's palace, and while
he was idling there

a figure in saffron came out of a dark arch into the
sunlight, almost falling into the arms of one in pink.
" Where have you come from P " "I have been to see ,"

the name was unintelligible. " That is a lie ; you have
not !

" Then, across the court, someone laughed a low,
croaking laugh. The pink and saffron figures separated
as though they had been shot, and disappeared into
separate bolt-holes. It was a curious little incident, and
might have meant a great deal or just nothing at all.

The ordinary young-man traveller would have missed that,

or treated it differently.

Here is a grimly humorous illustration of the inveterate
artistry of the Japanese, of their overpowering instinct for
a picture

:

Long ago a great-hearted king came to Nikko
Elver and looked across at the trees, up-stream at
the torrent and the hills whence it came, and down-
stream at the softer outlines of the crops and spurs
of wooded mountains. " It needs only a dash of
colour in the foreground to bring this all together,"
said he, and he put a little child in a blue and
white dressing-gown under the awful trees to judge the
effect. Emboldened by his tenderness, an aged beggar
ventured to ask for alms. Now it was the ancient privilege
of the great to try the temper of their blades upon beggars
and such cattle. Mechanically the king swept off the old
man's head, for he did not wish to be disturbed. The
blood spurted across the granite slabs of the river-ford in
a sheet of pvu-est vermilion. The king smiled. Chance
had solved the problem for him. "Build a bridge here,"
he said to the court carpenter, " of just such a colour as
that stuff on the stones. Build also a bridge of grey stone
close by, for I would not forget the wants of my people."
So he gave the little child across the stream a thousand
pieces of gold and went his way. He had composed a
landscape. As for the blood, they wiped it up and said no
more about it ; and that is the story of Nikko Bridge.
You will not find it in the guide-books.

Mr. Kipling for the most part escaped adventures. The
world passed before him as a panorama, and he saw it in

comfort. But at San Francisco, in a Chinese gambling
den, he was for a moment or so in the midst of peril. A
Mexican and a Chinese had a difference :

Mark how purely a man is a creature of instinct.

Rarely introduced to the pistol, I saw the Mexican half
rise in his chair and at the same instant found myself full

length on the floor. None had told me that this was the
best attitude when bullets are abroad. I was there prone
before I had time to think—dropping as the room was
filled with an intolerable clamour like the discharge of

a cannon. In those close quarters the pistol report had
no room to spread any more than the smoke—then acrid

in my nostrils. There was no second shot, but a great
silence in which I rose slowly to my knees. The Chinaman
was gripping the table with both hands, and staring in

front of him at an empty chair. The Mexican had gone,
and a little whirl of smoke was floating near the roof.

Still gripping the table, the Chinaman said: "Ah! "in
the tone that a man would use when, looking up from his

work suddenly, he sees a well-known friend in the doorway.
Then he coughed and fell over to his own right, and I saw
that he had been shot in the stomach.

After San Francisco the book loses interest. One feels

that Mr. Kipling, at that period of his life at any rate,

was wasted on America, nor was he happy there. He
was happy in seeing the IJret Harte country :

There were the pines and madrone-clad hills his miners

lived and fought among; there was the heated red eaith

that showed whence the gold had been washed ; the dry

gulch, the red, dusty road where Hamblin [Hamlin] waa
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uaed to stop tbe stage in tbe iatervals of his elegant leisure

and superior card-jjlay ; there was the timber felled and
sweating resin in the sunshine ; and, above all, there was
the quivering pungent heat that Bret Harte drives into
your dull brain with the mag^c of bis pen. When we
stopped at a collection of packing-cases dignified by the
name of a town, my felicity was complete.

And he was happy in meeting Mark Twain ; but between
the two, the West and the East, he was wretched and
bewildered, particularly so at Chicago.
We ought to point out that From Sea to Sea has been

published in self-defenco. Pirates are about, and if any
edition is to be circulated there may as well be an authori-
tative one—that is Mr. Kipling's very reasonable argu-
ment. We could wish, however, that the proofs had been
rather more carefully read.

At the Bar of History,

Exploralio Evangelica. By Percy Gardner, LL.D. (Black.)

The interposition of qualified laymen has done much of
recent years to give a bent to the speculation and research
of divines. To name English writers only, Matthew
Arnold, the author of Ecce Soma, the author of Super-
natural Chridianity, each in his turn has assisted to vitalise
controversy, and to turn theological studies into something
more than a grimoire. Ecclesiastical dovecotes may once
more be fluttered, but the impartial observer can only
welcome the appearance in the same field of so critical and
trained an historical investigator as the Lincoln Professor
of ArchtBology at Oxford. Prof. Gardner's competence
has already been proved by more than one admirable
volume upon the subjects of his chair. He now approaches
a cognate theme, in the handling of which those habits of
weighing and considering evidence which he has acquired,
80 to speak, in corpore rili, must necessarily stand him in
good stead.

The title of the book is borrowed from a once famous
treatise of Prof. John Grote's. The sub-title—" A Brief
Examination of the Basis and Origin of Christian Belief"
—expands and explains it, while the general trend of the
conclusions arrived at is given by a quotation from Amiel
to which the writer more than once returns. "What an
age especially needs," said the French thinker, " is a trans-
lation of Christianity from the domain of history to the
domain of psychology." Side by side with this dictum,
Prof. Gardner puts another by Jowett : "Eeligionis not
dependent on historical events, the report of which we
cannot altogether trust. Holiness has its sources else-
where than in history." These two quotations strike
the keynote of the whole essay. Obviously, therefore, it
is two-sided. Partly it is negative, or, rather, critical, for
it discusses with the merciless logic of history the basis of
traditions on which, in the mind of the plain man, Chris-
tianity rests

: partly it is constructive, or, rather, recon-
structive, for it attempts to replace that basis, found
untrustworthy, by another in the heart and moral ideals of
man. Prof. Gardner, in fact, emulates, on a more concrete
plane, the feat of Kant : he excludes theological concep-
tions from the sphere of Reason as Speculative, to re-admit
them in the sphere of Season as Practical.
The critical section is wedged in between two sections of

reconstruction in the actual ordering of the book ; logically,
perhaps it should come first. In a couple of hundred
close-packed, but clear, pages Prof. Gardner gives a most
lummous survey of most of the vexed questions of New
Testament criticism. He deals successively with the
character of the documents and the preconceptions and
ideals, literary and doctrinal, with which they were
written, the narrated events of the life of Christ, the
element of the miraculous in these and the recorded teach-
ing of the Master, the intellectual conditions, Jewish and

Hellenistic, under which the doctrinal ideas of the first

centuries took shape. On all these subjects he gives, from
the standpoint of an independent and judicial critic, a
thorough-going support to the main contentions of the
" advanced " writers of the second generation—such men,
for example, as Adolph Harnack and Albert R<'>ville. This
testimony is all the more important, firstly, because, as we
said, it is that of a trained historian; and, secondly,

because it is in no sense that of a foe to Christianity. On
the contrary, Prof. Gardner writes, '

' after many shrinkings
and hesitations," from a profound conviction that a cree<l,

to which he is sincerely and, we gather, even devotedly
attached, can only gain from an honest and thorough-
going study of its own foundations. His own conclusions
are soberly but uncompromisinjrly expressed. He is not
afraid to face the complete elimination of the miraculous
from the Gospel narrative. Miracles, he insists, were
bound to be attributed to the Founder of Christianity.

They " have been in all ages of the world's history attri-

buted to those who appeared to have a spiritual mission
for mankind." The cause of this is " a confusion between
the power of men over the souls and bodies of other men
and their power over external things." History must
draw a sharp distinction between " miracles proper—that
is, complete deviations from the course of nature," and
phenomena which, though abnormal, are not unparalleled
by human agencies acting under scientific observation.

Among the latter are included numerous recorded
" miracles " which may be roughly classed as faith-

healing, and which are not consequently miracles in the
sense of acts of superhuman power testifying to the
divinity of the agent. Of miracles which, if they hap-
pened, would really be miracles, so far as our present
knowledge of the laws of nature can be trusted. Prof.

Gardner sets aside (a) those recorded only in the Fourth
Gospel, and (i) those recorded in the narratives of the
infancy. The author of the Fourth Gospel is "a great
constructive thinker," but "he regards reported facts as
mere material to be accepted or rejected as may suit the
necessities of his doctrinal fabric." Similarly, the miracles
recorded in the early chapters of the Third Gospel, though
" superior in ethical and literary character" to the childish

fancies of the apocryphal gospels, are essentially of the
same legendary type as these. Certain other miracles in

the First and Third Gospels occur in distinctively Petrine
passages, and Prof. Gardner suggests that Peter or the
exponents of his tradition had "a readiness to accept the
miraculous on easy terms." There remain some three or

four "miracles properly so called" which perhaps offer

the strongest resistance to dissolvent criticism, because
they are found in "incomparably our most sober and
trustworthy record" of the life of Jesus, the Second
Gospel. These are the stilling of a tempest at sea ; the
walking on the sea to the boat of the disciples ; the
feeding of multitudes, twice repeated ; and the cursing of

the fig tree, with its result.

There are various ways in which the miraculous element
may be eliminated from each of these stories without any
violence of hypothesis. I do not care to attempt any such
explanation, because it seems to me that no particular
explanation can reach more than a moderate degree of

probability. What is quite certain is, that any one of

half-a-dozen explanations is more likely to represent the
historic fact than an acceptance of the narrative as it

stands in a perfectly literal and unimaginative fashion.

Prof. Gardner deals in a similar way with the question of

the, for Christianity, infinitely more important miracles of

the Incarnation and Eesurrection. The " virgin-birth,"

he declares, is theology and not history. It is " a some-
what crude attempt to explain the nature of the Founder,"
and " partakes of the materialism which He seems to have
constantly rebuked." It can be paralleled from almost
every Gentile religion, and is not even accepted by several

Christian Churches. Incidentally, Prof. Gardner combats
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the renewed attempt of Prof. Eamsay to uphold the
historic credibility of the tradition which places the scene
of the Nativity at Bethlehem. As for the Eesurrection,
"the accounts are inconsistent one with another, and
intertwined with false scientific views." St. Mary Magda-
lene was "subject to nervous derangement," and "in a
matter of visions her evidence would be of very little
value."

'

This brief analysis of a part of Prof. Gardner's argu-
ment is intended to illustrate the extreme nature of the
position to which a by no means hostile critic, making use
of the ordinary canons of historic evidence, is driven when
he once begins seriously to consider the historic basis of
Christianity. Naturally these and other of his conclusions
will be—have been—impugned, and we trust that he will
be led to support his precise and lucid summary of results
by an exhaustive statement of the considerations on which
they are based. It would be unfair to leave the book
without a few words on its constructive chapters, to which
we have no doubt that Prof. Gardner attaches even
greater importance than to the rest of his book. Only, of
course, he is a professed historian, and he is not a pro-
fessed psychologist, and naturally his views carry most
authority when he is on his own ground. Briefly, his
position appears to be this : Cut adrift from the tradition,
religion finds its basis in the experience of the individual
and of the race. The individual is conscious "of sin and
its removal, and of the answer to prayer." This leads to
the conviction of a " Power within which works for right-
eousness." History reveals the working of the same
Power in the ordering of the world. Myth, legend, pro-
phecy, parable, doctrine, are various ways in which the
consciousness tries to represent to itself the activities of
this Power. They have no speculative validity, but they
have a relative validity, just in so far as they are fitted to
survive by their adaptability to the practical needs of man.
On this view, our only criticism must be, that it seems to
repeat Kant's hard and fast distinction between the specu-
lative and the practical Reason. And in reality Eeason is
not two, but one. The value of such doctrines as those of
the Divinity of Jesus or the Future Life to the Practical
Eeason itself, depends entirely on their being regarded as
speculatively true. Destroy their speculative validity,
treat them frankly as dreams, and at once their subjective
validity vanishes. Prof. Gardner's psychologic evolution
of doctrine was not its historic evolution, in which obvi-
ously speculation had a large share ; and we do not think
he succeeds in showing that the psychology without the
history will uphold the superstructure. In any case, he
shows no signs of being prepared for the rifle fire of
psychologic criticism, which the constructive side of his
theory of Christianity will have to face. And we warn
him that this will be no less searching than that which he
himself has brought to bear upon the historic entrench-
ments of the past.

After Hamlet.
The Prince. By Adolphus Alfred Jack. (Macmillan.

38. 6d. net.)

It is a tribute to the vitality of the drama that, even
under the most depressing circumstances, good wits will
attack it. At the present moment few people will read
even an excellent play, and no manager will do more than
postpone the production of one. Yet there is rarely an
ambitious writer who does not, sooner or later, essay the
conquest of the medium in which the literary art becomes
most nearly creative. Mr. Jack has written The Prince
upon what we may call orthodox lines. He has no
affinities to the symbolism of the Continental and the Irish
drama. His precursors are Shakespeare and Browning,
in both of whom he has obviously soaked himself. The
play is in five acta of blank verse, and has an Italian

setting. To our mind it shows considerable achievement
and greater promise, and deserves the careful attention of
all serious students of poetry. The interest is, of course,
mainly psychological. It arises out of a problem of
conduct, one of those problems the very statement of
which is a criticism of the scheme of things.

Men must choose
The best of two bad courses. That's the choice

;

There is no other in the world of men.

The "Prince" is Francesco, son of the Marquis of
Saluzzo. For him the choice falls between the sacrifice
of, not kingdom, but kinghood, and the sacrifice of
personal love and loyalty to a woman. He is brother to
the heir to the throne, and, as a younger son, makes a
secret marriage with the daughter of a merchant. Some
days after he learns that his brother died a few hours
before the marriage ; that he was, therefore, himself heir
at the time

; and that, consequently, his marriage, by the
law of the land, was null and void. He is now called
upon to take up the serious responsibilities of heirship,
and the claims of humanity and the personal life at once
clash. He elects for humanity, weds his brother's in-
tended bride, and sacrifices to his calling himself and his
girl wife. Mr. Jack does not put it all as baldly as this.
There is action and reaction. Francesco makes the juster
and more merciful king for his personal experience of
suffering and wrong. But this is the framework of the
play, and the final judgment—whether he actually chose
the best of two bad courses—is left in the equipoise. Tho
handling of the theme, in its statement and evolution,
seems to us somewhat unequal. The first two acts do not
quite grip. The issues remain a little obscure, are not
quite broadly enough put. But you learn, firstly, that
Mr. Jack has a real power over blank verse ; and, secondly,
that he knows how to keep it in proper subordination to
dramatic effect. The chief criticism that we should make
on the style is that it is, if anything, too much under the
domination of one of Shakespeare's manners—the involved,
tortuous manner of parts of " Hamlet." There are
phrases which startle one by the completeness with which
they have caught the trick of it

:

The sleep that's now upon him
Was not as welcome. What a cast was there
'Twixt churchyard food and youth.

Or again :

.... to remember me
Of these ambitious might-be's I forgo,
The weak thoughts of a mind that slips and swings
And starts at what it would.

The rhythm again, in the distribution of its pauses, the
cunning variety of its accents, is curiously Shakespearean.
But though it is a real achievement to be able to write
like "Hamlet," it is perhaps better still to be able to do
so and to refrain. The lesser authentic voice is really more
than the inspired echo, and Mr. Jack will, we hope, strike
out more freely. But, before we pass on, there are some
fine passages in these first two acts—not purple patches,
for they only stand out above a continuously high level of
diction and phrasing—which we must quote. The first is

a fragment of dialogue between the father and mother of
Francesco

:

Marchioness. . . . There's nothing changed,

—

Only, our sanguine garment's faded :

Ob, not more sweetly in the morning sang
The morning birds, when all our world was young,
Than sounds their pipe to-day.

Marquis. We'll seek them, then,
And in the garden where we found our loves
Dream, while we hear that plain song, Time has stood
In one continuing season,
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The second is a bit of soliloquy by the blind Meager

Qflrardo Lanzetti, father of Francesco's love, Aurea:

Lanzetti. ... I am so blind

—

Bat then my hearing's rare. You cannot know thtm,

These frail delights that come to men who are old

And blinded. Music pipes all day. The breeze

Makes music, and the small birds with their wings

Beat a rat-tat for me ; the air's alive

With voices and innumerable sounds.

The tree-squirrels hurry through the shaken wood,
I hear it, and I hear the breath of men.
And, when the silence and blank darkness comes.

The whistle of Time's passage.

The third is a fine dramatic movement, and makes us
desire to see the play on the stage.

With the third act the dramatic situation gets hold of

you. The • scenes during which Francesco is deciding on
his renunciation are admirable. He sends a letter of

explanation to the deserted Aurea, and departs for Mont-
ferrat, to woo the Princess Domenica in his brother's

place, and to assume the responsibilities of sovereignty

there. How he understands those responsibilities, and
the sincerity of the motives which led him to ruin his life

and Aurea's rather than shirk them, are shown by another

good scene, in which he does justice, not as the commoner
mind conceives justice, upon two criminals. Meanwhile
the letter has failed to reach Aurea. In the dress of a lad

—Shakespeare again—she sets oflE in search of her hus-

band, falls among robbers, and is rescued by the Count
of Acqui, who, not knowing her story, falls in love with
her.

At7R. Yon are a gentleman.
Count. And you the star,

The single planet burning in the west,

Making the other silver fires of heaven
Show faded as the lady moon, and cold

As all my world without you. Would I speak,

Or could I trust my life on few short words,
I'd say—O hear me I—when you came it seemed
As if the fielded grass was springing flowers,

And there was colour everywhere, sound, scent.

Warmth everywhere ; and now I think the earth

Alway contained but you, was always rich
;

I cannot think what fashion had my thoughts
If it is truth I was without you once.

And wondered at the spiritual life of birds

That are a part of air.

Aurea and the Count reach Montferrat, and the Count,
who now knows the story all but the deserting husband's
name, puts it to Francesco, in Aurea's presence, whether
she is not free to marry him.
We are not careful to enumerate all the defects of Mr.

Jack's work. They are there. Not enough is made of

the interludes with the dancing girls. Aurea's attitude to

the Count of Acqui needs a little development; and so

forth. But we can honestly say that few recent books of

poetry have interested us so much as Mr. Jack's. He has
put fundamental brainwork into it, a sense of style, a real

feeling for dramatic expression. And all these things are
rarer in literature than could be desired.

South Sea Thrills.

Among the Man-Eaters. By John (Jaggin. (Unwin. 2s.)

"To be eaten," says Mr. Gaggin, without emphasis, "is
mostly the ultimate fate of many of the hardy white
adventurers in the western South Seas ; such is the final

result if the trader remains long enough. It may be
postponed for years, or it may happen at once ; but the
result is generally certain, sooner or later." Mr, Gaggin
went to Fiji in the cotton rush of 1871, and in later years
he knocked about the Solomons and other fearsome South
Sea paradises as a British Government agent. He appears

to know every beach, custom, and lingo. He has had
cannibal acquaintances who recognised him after years of

absence, and who remained true to him when they found
he was stiU lean. Again and again the ovens of Fiji or

Malicolo or Engela seem to have been heated for Mr.
Gaggin's reception, but a stout heart and a ready revolver

always brought him through. The superiority of many
of these cannibal over non-cannibal races is very marked.
Thus tho islanders of Savo, the best canoe builders and
sailors in the Solomon group, are compared by Mr. Gaggin
to tho Vikings. They flash over the seas in canoes sixty

feet long and eight or ten feet wide, and the best whale
boats cannot overtake thom. A superb and pitiful scene is

thus described by Mr. Gaggfin

:

While here at Boli harbour one day, the white mis-
sionary being absent, a great Savo war canoe, chanting
their weird war song, came sweeping round the point under
fifty paddles. All the villagers took to the bush at once,

but our boat faced the canoe, and halted her. It appears the
head chief of Savo had built a new house, and it had no
" Ttiana " yet, so it had been sent to Florida for two boys.

One fine lad was tied up, covered with leaves, at the

bottom of the canoe. The mute agony and entreaty in
the poor lad's eyes were more than I could stand, so I
oflFered seven brand-new Tower muskets, one after the
other, for the lad, and was refused. I must say I longed
to tackle this man-eating canoe. Yet I dare not. I was
a Government agent, an official, I was at a missionary
town. Even if the missionary was at home, we could not
save the boy except by force. A British man-of-war was
cruising around. Had I used force to save the lad I would
have been arrested in a week, and tried for my life in a
month. I hesitated. I suppose the native chief saw his

danger from my face and yelled something. The canoe
shot off like a great sea bird, my boat could not overtake
her ; the moment to act had passed. That poor lad's face

haunted me for a week.

One day on a Solomon beach a little girl played Friday
to Mr. Gaggin—her Crusoe. She ran to him and, before

he was well aware of it, placed his foot on her neck

:

One knows what this means well enough. In hot war
it means that if a chief allows his foot to rest on the de-
feated one's neck the man's life is safe, but he is a slave

for ever, rescue or no rescue. I was puzzled at the child's

action. It was soon explained. Shortly afterwards down
came a lot of villagers, and insisted on taking the

youngster. I told them what she had done. They said

they did not care ; her mother was being cooked in the

town, and the child should go to the ovens with her.
" Never," I said. " What ! we who had eaten betel nut

together many times to quarrel for a mere child, to whom
I had granted life in their own way." I swore they should
kill me first. They replied

—

" Oh, that was an easy thing to do."
A bold front was the only thing now. Luckily I had my

sixteen-shooter. Springing back, and putting a mark on
the sand with my foot, I swore I would shoot the first man
who crossed it. I said before, the natives do not care to

face an armed white in the open. They knew I could

answer for a dozen of them or so, and, although clubs

were up and bows bent, they hesitated—as well they

might ; and I knew I had mastered them. Then one pro-

posed I should buy the child fairly : they cared not to

fight a friend. To this I at once agreed, and a musa was
thus avoided, and a mission axe—worth tenpence—made
me a slave-owner. Tell it not in Oath.

Treachery is the weapon of cannibals, and it is pleasant

to have Mr. Gaggin's assurance that " no natives will face

an armed and determined white in the open—even one.

This is a rule." Certainly they never faced Mr. Gaggin,

whose skUl and bravery shine between his lines and
make his off-hand yams more enchaining than a golden

style, A group of literary men would be silent in Mr.
Gaggin's presence ; they would give him strong cigars and
bid him talk. A man who has rubbed noses by the half-

hour with hideous chiefs on Pacific islands, who has held

Cliristmas revel with cannibals in booming ocean caves,
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who has known how near a good ship in a waveless lagoon
may be to bloody massacre, may write as he pleases, if he
will only write. This is the age of statement. Even our
accomplished writers run to statement ; they minister to

the passion which men are feeling to know how life is

lived in mean streets and Indian cantonments, and in the
uttermost parts of the ocean. Mr. Gaggin goes on stating

in his cool, homy-handed way, and for the time he is king.
He says his stories are correct

;
you believe him. Indeed

his stories do not greatly transcend what has been recently

written in more sober terms by Capt. Cayley-Webster.
Mr. Gaggin thinks—with other authorities—that canni-

balism began in sheer hunger for flesh food, and that the
mitigation of the evil arose when Capt. Cooke brought
pigs to the Pacific. It is " a South Sea axiom " that if

fifty English people were deprived of all meat or fat for

a sufiiciently long period they would—but it is only a
South Sea axiom. Mr. Gaggin's book is compact of
grim realities—is such a tale as OtheUo whispered to the
blanched cheek of Desdemona. Its general accuracy is

above suspicion, and criticism has therefore nothing to say
to its bluJEE and unassuming statements. We should add
that the book is included in the " Overseas Library," a
series which has our hearty admiration.

Other New Books.

By Moob and Fell. By Halliwell Sutcuffe.

Here we have a novelist elevating his favourite back-
groimds into a separate theme. In Ricroft of Withem Mr.
Sutcliffe has shown himself the novelist of the Yorkshire
moors, boldly occupying the ground on which the Brontes
wreaked their passion and their genius. Passion abides
with Mr. Sutcliffe : he really knows, reaUy loves, the
forlorn moors and sunny dales of West Yorkshire. His
book deserves a finer word than topography, shall we
say it is topography of a fine order ? We named the
Brontes : Mr. Sutcliffe has a chapter on them and on their

bleak Haworth. By the same token he is at issue with
Charlotte Bronte and with Mrs. Humphry Ward about
the sources of Emily Bronte's inspiration in Wuthering
Heights. Mr. Sutcliffe pictures the shy Emily knocking
boldly at the doors of moorland farmhouses, and making
herself at home in their great kitchens

;
pictures her talk-

ing " like the upland folk who have given her welcome.
. . . presently she will go to the far mistal, to have a look
at the roan cow . . . she will be insatiably curious as to

all farm implements . . . she will get into wordy conflict

with the oldest farm hand." Mr. Sutcliffe says the Joseph
of Wuthering Heights may be found in any low-lying farm
among the moors. Thus he scouts Charlotte Bronte's idea,

ratified by Mrs. Humphry Ward, that Emily " had
scarcely more practical knowledge of the people round her
than a nun has of the country folk who sometimes pass
her convent gates." A pretty difference of opinion, in-

volving the question whether we are to regard Wuthering
Heights as a patient reproduction of Yorkshire moorland
life by a keenly observant, yet imaginative, woman, or as

a triumphant evocation of it by a woman of rare poetic

and creative genius.

All this leaves unsaid needful words about this book,
which no one who has truly loved one scrap of England
can read immoved. For here we have the language not
of mere tourist description, but of yearning memory. The
very stories which lighten the pages, like that of Jose
Wark's bamboozling of the Army doctor, or the Bingley
schoolmaster who saddled a stranger's mare in mistake
for his own horse, are told, not for their effect as stories,

nor for any Yankee symmetry or completed humour they
possess : they are told for their slow revelation of character

bred from the soil. Soil and sun and wind, and the
human Uvea they have done so much to mould—these are

Mr. Sutcliffe's theme. How vast the starry night above
the rocks of Ponden Kirk, how dolorous the rain-winds
of November on Haworth Moor, how slowly in the summer
heat the folk move about Eyistone vUlage, how remotely
under the moonlit fells throbs the dance of Burnstall
Fair! Old squirearchical days, old Methodist days, old
ghost stories—not yet out of the blood—Mr. Sutcliffe

knows them all. In its small world and way, this is a
true book. (Unwin.)

Shakespeabe's Much Ado about Nothing.
Edited by Hobace Howabd Fubness, M.A.

The merits of Mr. Fumess's "New Variorum" Shake-
speare do not, at this time of day, need preaching : it is

enough to chronicle the welcome issue of yet another
volume of the Comedies. Mr. Furness has, naturally
enough, no revolutionary theories to propose about
" Much Ado "

; but his patient and laborious compilation
of aU the ore and much of the dross in what a hundred
commentators have written on the play will save the brains
and economise the time of many a student. His own
critical divagations, moreover, are always learned, touched
with humour, and on the side of sanity. He attempts to
discover some traces of a " first state " of the play, and
apologises: "This, of course, is pure conjecture—but
does it herein differ from the majority of Shakespearean
assertions?" He thinks that this "first state" was the
"Benedicte and Betteris" played at court, according to
Lord Treasurer Stanhope's accounts, in 1613. It is just
possible, but on the whole it seems more likely that
"Much Ado," like others of Shakespeare's plays, was
known by more than one name. One does not see why a
" first state " should continue to be played after the re-

vision had taken place. The court of King James did not
share the ideals of the Elizabethan Stage Society. In any
case Mr. Furness will have nothing of Mr. Brae's theory
that we are to look for a "first state " of " Much Ado " in
the lost "Love's Labour Won" mentioned by Francis
Meres. We think he is right. The name would fit any
one of half a dozen comedies. The popular fancy is

"All's WeU that End's Well": the claims of the
" Tempest" and the " Taming of the Shrew " have been
urged : Mr. Furness thinks, and so do we, that there is

something to be said for "As You Like It." " But it is

all guesswork, from which the guessers alone retire with
intellectual benefit. However, ' the fox is worth nothing,'
says Sydney Smith, ' it is the catching alone that is the
sport.' " Mr. Furness tUts at a dictum of Coleridge, that
Dogberry and his comrades are dragged into the play,
" when any less ingeniously absurd watchmen and night
constables would have answered the mere necessities of

the action." On the contrary, Mr. Furness thinks that

Shakespeare " was forced, by the necessities of the action,

to have stupidity rule supreme at those points where he
has given us the immortal Dogberry," and his analysis of

the dramatic value of the watchmen scenes is a pretty
enough page of criticism. (J. B. Lippincott Co.)

Notes fbom a Diaby,
1886-1888. By Sir M. E. Gbant-Dujtf

Eeviewing Sir Mounstuart Grant-Duff has come to

resemble the child's pastime of threading chestnuts on
a string; with this difference, that the child deals with
chestnuts exclusively, whereas the most engaging of

living diarists varies them with other kinds. When he
records with appreciation that a poor wicket-keeper has
been compared to the Ancient Mariner, in that " he
stoppeth one of three," we have to sigh a little, because
this was a joke which we have known for a lifetime ; but
then will come such a story as the following, to atone for it

:

" When Lord Ampthill was young he kept a collection of

much-cherished serpents in a room which opened into his

mother's. ' But don't you,' some one said to Lady William,
' find that very disagreeable ?

' ' Oh, yes,' she replied,
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' very disagreeable indeetl ; but I like dear Odo to have

home ties. '
" We select several others. Thorwaldsen the

Eoulptor said: "The clay is the life of the statue, the

plaster is its death, the marble is its resurrection." Oa
meutioning a trick that the Khedive had of saying con-

tinually, "Ceci et <&," someone told of an old country

gentleman who similarly had a habit of saying, "Little

dogs, little dogs," which he repeated incessantly, sometimes

insulting those of his hearors who did not know him.

Some one, in the time of the Busso-Turkish war, met
Euskin, and told him that Plevna had fallen. " Plevna ?

"

.said lluskin ;
" I never heard of it. I know of nothing

later than the fourteenth century." " Capital speech that

of yours," said an M.P. to Lord Charles Beresford ;
" very

good speech indeed ; but you don't look liko a statesman."
" I daresay not ; no more do you look like a weathercock."

The diarist's discretion prevents us from doing more than

guess at the weathercock's name; but everyone will do
that. Lamartine was so fond of dust that he preferred

always driving in the second carriage in order to enjoy it.

An American paper once contained this annoiincement

:

" Mr. Browning has declined to furnish us with a poem in

exchange for a thousand dollars. We find ourselves more
unable than ever to understand Mr. Browning." Old Sir

William Erie remarked to some one who offended him

:

" You don't know the strength of the expression which I

am not using." Matthew Arnold wrote in a visitor's book
in 1884:

Of little threads our life is spun,
And he spins ill who misses one.

Sir Mountstuart Grant-Duff cannot be said always to have
elicited the utmost possible from the eminent persons

whom he met. We find this entry in his diary for May
23, 1887: "I asked him [Bret Harte] what was the

industry of Crefeld, where he had been consul. ' Silks

and velvets,' he replied ;
' in the production of these it

comes second to Lyons.' " Whereas he might have talked

about Yuba BiU, or told of one of the other occasions on
which Mr. Brown's sarcasms had half cleared out the

town! But these are very attractive volumes none the

less. (Murray.)

Fiction.

Resurrection. By Leo Tolstoy.

(Henderson. 6s. net.)

In the summer of last year we dealt fully with Count
Tolstoy's new novel as far as it had then gone in its serial

publication. And now that the complete book has been
published, and we have read it to the end, we realise that in

choosing that time for our article we acted upon what was
nothing short of an inspiration. For the melancholy truth
has to be confessed that this novel, which began so finely

and of which so much was expected, declines into some-
thing very little better than a tedious tract. At a certain
stage the publication was interrupted while the author
made up his mind how to go on—or, at least, that was the
report. With the book before us, there is, alas ! only too
much reason to believe it ; for though the story is now
brought to at least one of its possible conclusions, it is

without life, tenseness, enthusiasm, and, worse than all, it

is diffuse and wayward.
Prince Nekhludoff, it will be yemembered, years ago

seduced his aunt's servant. He forgets the whole affair
until, serving on a jury, he recognises the girl in the
prostitute charged with poisoning a merchaiit. She is

convicted and condemned to Siberia, and Nekhludoff first

throws himself into the attempt to procure her acquittal,
and afterwards determines to go to Siberia with her and
marry her in order that her lot may be the lighter. To do
this he gives up his old friends, his social ties, his property.
That is the story of Remrrection, culminating in Nekhlu-
doff's discovery that perfect peace of mind is his.

The trial, the seduction, the dealings with lawyers and
officials, and the Prince's relations and friends are, as we said

last summer, done wonderfully. The whole thing lives. But
with the departure to Siberia the story flags, and apparently

the author's power weakens. Life stories of other con-

victs are drawn across the trail, and the end, in which
Maslova, the prostitute, declines to permit Nekhludoff to

carry out his part of the expiation, is inconclusive. In
fact, what began as a convincing and realistic drama of

awakened conscience and convict life constructed by a
g^eat artist, terminates as if it were part of the heavy
octavo of a zealous prison reformer. It is sincere and
moving in a way ; but, oh, the novel that is lost

!

Notes on Novels.

[ These notes on the week's Fiction are not necessarily final.

Reviews of a selection will follow.^

The Kiss of Isis. By Caitain Abthur Haooaed.

Captain Haggard, who is a brother of Mr. Eider Hag-
gard, teUs how a British officer came under the power of

the Spirit of Evil (who had a face like a leper), and
remained in bondage until he could be released by the

kiss of Isis. He at last wins to the goddess, and behold

!

she is Ena Peilden, an heiress and his love. (Hurst &
Blackett. 3s. 6d.)

The Steong God Ciecumstance. By Helen Shipton.

A serious novel. The hero, a clergyman, is unjustly

suspected of fraud in coaching his pupils for examinations.

He makes a good fight, and is loved by two women, one
of whom sacrifices herself that he may be happy with the

other. A novel above the ordinary level. (Methuen. 6s.)

A Maker of Nations. By Guy Boothby.

The maker of nations is Mr. Joseph Spielman, who
pulls wires to perfection. But it is Dick Durrington,

soldier of fortune, who is the central figure of this

story. When we say that it opens in a gambling saloon

in Cairo, and passes to a South American Eepublic in a

state of war, students of Mr. Boothby will know enough.

(Ward, Lock & Co. 5s.)

The Harvestees. By J. S. Fletcher.

This story is "truly rural," but it does not exclude

tragedy. Love and poaching supply the chief interests.

" Black Archer," the poacher, is not provided with the

right vocabulary : a poacher would not speak of birds

"outlined against the sky "
; he would not speak of his

"desig^ns" when planning a night's sport ; nor would he

say to his son, " I have determined to shoot you if you
persist in your stupid conduct." (John Long. Gs.)

Without the Limelight. By George E. Sims.

In his own way Mr. Sims is always effective. Here he
shows us what theatrical life is behind the scenes : how,
for instance, the fairy queen of a pantomime had to turn

out of her sordid lodgings on Christmas night and sleep

in a mourning coach, and breakfast in the midst of an
imdertaker's stock. The little good-hearted servant-maid,

who asks everyone to excuse her vulgarity, is an amusing
figure. There are twelve stories. (Chatto & Windus.)

Marcelle or the Latin Quarter. By Chas. Holland.

In this story, Mr. Holland tries to do for the Latin

Quarter of to-day what Henri Murger did for it fifty

years ago. We are among artists and models, we sip

absinthe on the Boule Miche. There is much cafo and
studio talk like this: "If old Tissit illustrates the

Apocrypha I should advise him to buy ' Le Bain de

Suzanne ' for a frontispiece." (Pearson. Ga.)
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MR. WM, HEINEMANN'S NEW PUBLICATIONS.

INNERMOST ASIA:
TRAVEL AND SPORT IN THE PAMIRS.

By KALPH P. COBBOLD, late 60th Rifles.
With Maps and iiumorous Illastrations from Photoptraphs. 1 vol., demy 8vo, 21s.

The tlonang /"<«'.-" To Hie lover of sport anil travel Mr. CobboWs book will lie welcome.To the student of politrcal developments in the East it will possess value for such light as it
throws on the way m which Russian doings in a remote comer of Asia strike an observer on
the spot.

PINK AND SCARLET;
OR, HUNTING AS A SCHOOL FOR SOLOIERINa

By Lieat.-Colonel E. A. H. ALDERSON.
Profusely Illa8trated. 1 vol., 7s. 6d. net.

BWfkwMiii ifaoaHne.—" A sportsman everywhere makes a good soldier. A man with an
eye for ground will in war. be a genius, for the ground is always with a soldier. Uuntingmen make good soldiers : they learn the value of the ground they gallop over."

LORD ROBERTS AND LORD KITCHENER AT THE FRONT.
Portrait.-s by William Nicholson.

1. LORD KITCHENER OF KHARTUM.
2 FIELD MARSHAL LORD ROBERTS.

Mounted on card, 2a. 6d. each ; or framed, 6b. each.

DR. IBSEN'S NEW PLAY.

WHEN WE DEAD AWAKEN.
A Play in Three Acts by HEVRIK IBSEN.

Translated by WILLIAM ARCHER.
Cloth, Ss. net. [_yext week.

ROSTAND'S OREAT PLAY.

CYRANO DE BERGERAC.
Translated by GLADYS THOMAS and MARY GUILLEMARD.

Cloth, 2s. Cd.
; paper. In. 6d.

If.B.—Thit is the only published Translation of Rostand's Play, in which
Mr. Charles Wyndham will appear thortly in London.

HAUPTMANN'S NEW PLAY.

THE SUNKEN BELL: a Fairy Play.
By GERHART HAUPTMANN.

Cloth, Is. net.

TWO PLAYS BY PROFESSOR GILBERT MURRAY.

CARLTON SAHIB.
| ANDROMACHE.

Cloth, 2s. ed.
;
paper, Is. Cd. each.

MR. ARTHUR SYMONS'S NEW WORK.

THE SYMBOLIST MOVEMENT IN
LITERATURE.

By ARTHUR SYMONS.
1 vol., 6».

A NEW VOLUME OF "LITERATURES OF THE WORLD."

A HISTORY of RUSSIAN LITERATURE.
By K. WALI?ZEWSKI.

Crown 8vo, 6s,

AMERICA TODAY:
OBSERVATIONS AND REFLECTIONS.

By WILLIAM ARCHER.
1 vol., 6s.

W. D. IlowELU in hiUnilura.—" Full of suggestion for tlie reflective Americau as well as
comfort for the sensitive American, Rarely has this Republic been treated by so kindly, go
tioiucientiolu, and so competent a tiand."

A NEW AUTOBIOGRAPHY.

MY FATHER AND L
By Countess DE PULIGA.

With Portraits. 1 vol., 6b.

NEW SIX-SHILLING NOVELS.
THE REBEL. By H. B, Marriott Watson.
HEARTS IMPORTUNATE. By Evelyn Dickinson.
THE WHITE TERROR. By Felix Gras, Author of

"The RedBof the Midi."

THE WORLD'S MERCY, and other Stories. By
MA.XWELL PRAY.

FOLLY CORNER. By Mrs. Henry Dudeney, Author
of '* Tbii Maternity of Harriott Wicken." [Second Impression,

London : WM. HEINEMANN, 21, Bedford Street, W.C,

SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON & GO.'S
NEW AND FOETHCOMING BOOKS.

A FOURTH KDITION IS READY OV

SIR HERBERT MAXWELL'S
NEW LIFE OF WELLINGTON.

2 vols., 36s. net.

"AN ADMIRABLE BOOK."-LORD SALISBURY.
" Excellent."— ri»te». " Masterly."—faB Mall Oasette.

A THIRD EDITION IS IN PREPARATION OP

SIDE LIGHTS on SOUTH AFRICA.
ROY DBVEREUX. With Map. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, fs.

" Does not contain a single dull page."—Pa« Mall Gazette.

By

BURMA. By Max and Bertha Ferrars.
30O pp. Text, and 4.50 Illustrations from PhotORraphs. 1 vol., demy 4to,
cloth extra, aos. net. ISeady shortly.

Illustrated Prospectus postfree on application.

Demy 8vo. New and Cheaper Edition. Illustrated.

RUINED CITIES of CEYLON: being a
Description of Anuradhapura and Polonaniwa. By HENRY W. CAVE,
^•^' [/« preparation.

Demy 8vo, with 38 FuU-page Illastrations and Maps. 14s. net.

THE REMARKABLE HISTORY of the
HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY, including that of the French Traders of
North-Western Canada, and of the North-West, XY, and Astor Fur
Companies. By GEORGE BRYCE, M.A., LL.D., Professor in Manitoba
College, Winni])eg ; Delegud Regional do 1"Alliance Scientiflque de Paris

;

Member of General Committee of British Association; Fellow of
American Association for Advancement of Science ; Author of
"Manitoba" (1882); "Short History of Canadian People" (1887);
" Canada " in Winsor's Nar. and Crit. Hist, of America, Ac.

, , „ [Beady shortly.
Illustrated Prospectus post free on application.

FuUy Illustrated. Royal Svo, 148. net.

EXPERTS on GUNS and SHOOTING. By
G. T. TEASDALB BUCKELL. [Beady.

Fourteen years' experience as Editor of Zand and Water has brought the
.\uthor into contact with all the new Gunnery Inventions as well as with the
Inventors themselves. The views of the latter the Author records, each upon
his strongest point in Gunnery, when, and only when, he can endorse them
from his own long experience of sport.

IMPORTANT WORK FOR ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND OTHERS.
Crown Svo, with Numerous Illustrations. 128. 6d. net

STANDARD POLYPHASE APPARATUS
and SYSTEMS. By MAURICK A. AUDIN, M.S., Mom. Am. Ins. E.B.

" The book is well supplied with illustrations and diagrams, which help out
the already lucid demonstrations and descriptions of the text. It should be
the more welcome because its subject is relatively novel in practice and
hitherto little dealt with, if at all, in technical literature of so general an
address as this."

—

Scotsman.

THE DIUTURNAL THEORY of the
EARTH; or. Nature's Syi-tem of Constructing a Stratified Physical
World. By WILLIAM ANDREWS. With Portrait of Author and
2 Maps. Svo, pp. 576, His. net. IBeady.

Tenth Edition, Bevifed and greatly Enlarged. Cloth, 8s.

INSTRUCTIONS in PH0T0&R4PHY. By
Captain W. DE W. ABNEY, C.B., R.K., D.C.L.. F.R.S.

The Standard Manual of the Photographic Practitioner. [Nearly ready.

THE FLORAL ART of JAPAN. Being
a Second and Revised Edition of "THE FLOWERS OF JAPAN AND
THE ART OF FLORAL ARRANGEMENT." By J08IAH CONDER,
F.B.I.B.A. With 11 Full-Page Coloured Plates, 65 Full-Page Outline
Plates, and 30 Smaller Illustrations in the Text, all by Japanese Artists.
Super-royal 4to, cloth gilt, 45s. net. [Beady.

INVALUABLE TO ALL INTERESTED IN BOOKS.

THE ENGLISH CATALOGUE of BOOKS
for the YEAR 180(1. Royal Svo, clolh limp, Ds. net; or half-ronn, limp,
7s. 8d. net. [Beady.

It contains, as usual, the full Titles of all the Books of the Year ISOii, under
Author and Subject in one Continuous Alphabet, as well as a ClassiUcation
under leading subjects; and a List of London Publishers and their full
Addresses.

London: SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON, & COMPANY, Ltd.,
St. Donstan's Houae, Fetter Lane, £.C,
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SMITH, ELDER, & CO.'S NEW BOOKS.

NEW VOLUME BY OONAN DOYLK.
To be Published ou Murcli Brth. With a Fruiiliepieco. Crown 8vo, Oa.

THE GREEN FLAG,
And other Tales of War and Sport.

By CONAN DOYLE,
Aatbor of " The White Comp»ny," " Rodney Stone," &c.

COMPLETION OF DR. W. H. PITCHETT'8 NEW PATRIOTIO
WORK,

HOW ENGLAND SAVED EURDPE

:

The Story of the Great War (1793-1815).

By W. H. FITCHETT, B.A., LL.D.,
Author of "Decas that Wou the Empire," "Fights for the Flag," &c.

Ou April Ith. With 10 Portraits and 10 Plans. Crown 8vo, Oa.

Vol. IV.—WATERLOO AND ST. HELENA.
CosTEXTS or THE Pkmviocs Volumks;—

Vol. I.-FROM THE LOW COUNTRIES TO EQYPT. With 16 Portraits
and H Plans.

Vol. 11.—THE BTRUOGLE FOR THE SEA.
Plans.

Vol III.-THE WAR IN THE PENINSULA.
Plana.

Sptctator.—" Exactly the sort of history desired by the million The
work 18 worthy of the author of ' Deeda that Won the Empire ' and ' Fights for
the Flag."

"

Literature.—" A glowing piece of work. We should take pleasure in know-
>"Sf that thousands of British boys had obtained this volume."

Sketch.—" Such books as Mr. Fitchctt's are the makersof Bnglishmeu in the
n'spest sense of the term Those who are acquainted with his earlier work
will find in this example of bis genius the same vivid word-picturing capacity,
the same vivid descriptive ability, and the same vivid character-drawing."

With IB Portraits and 6

With 16 FortniitjB and 16

NEW VOLUME OF
THE "HAWORTH" EDITION of the

LIFE AND WORKS OF THE SISTERS BRONTE.
To be completed in 7 vols., large crown 8vo, with Illustrations, Os. each.

On MARCH 20th. With a Portraitof Anne Bronte, a Facsimile of the Title-page
of the First Edition, and Full-page Illustrations.

Large crown 8vo, cloth, gilt top. Cs.

Vol VL-THB TENANT OF WILDFELL HALL. By ANNE BRONTE.
With a Preface by Mrs. HUMPHRY WARD.

Guardian.—"Wrs. Humphry Ward is a critic of the first order. Never
before have the Bronte sisters been so accurately placed, so delicately differ-
cntiated alike from one another, and from others of their craft."

V Vol yil.-THE LIFE OF CHARLOTTE BRONTE. By Mrs-GASKBLL. With an Introduction and Notes by CLEMENT K.
8HOETEK, completing the edition, will be publiahed on April 26th.
Prospectus of the edition on applinat.ion.

THE DICTIONARY OF NATIONAL BIOGRAPHY.
The Last Volame but One.

On March 26tb. Royal 8vo, 15s. net in cloth;
edges, 20s. net.

or in half-morocoo, marbled

VOL. LXII. (WILLIAMSON—WORDE) OF THE

Dictionary of National Biography.
Edited by SIDNEY LEE.

NoTi.-^ Full Prospectus qf" The ZHcticnary of National Biography," with
Specimett Pages, may be luid upon application.

''*, ^°'' '"** published on January 1st, 1886, and a Volume has bee/j

w^^t *^f7 "^f
"on'ts since that date. Volume LXIII., completing thework, will be pubbshed on July Ist, 1909.

i i. s "iu

NEW NOVEL BY THE AUTHOR OF "A BRIDE ELECT."
Just Published. Crown 8vo, Os.

NEMO.
By THEO. DOUGLAS,
Author of " A Bride Elect,"
" Iras : a Mystery," " Carr of

Dimsciur," 4c.

NEMO.
By THEO. DOUGLAS.

Spectator.—'"iir. Douglas shows a distinct
gift for the handling of the uncanny. If the
reader embarks on 'Nemo' under proper con-
ditions, it should certainly ' gar Jiim grue.'

"

Academy.—"A. strong and well-constructed
«tory Mystery, excitement, humbug, and
detection keep the story thoroughly alive, and
the love interest is never dropped."

Pall Mall Gair<i«e.—"Altogether a story that
makes one hasten back to it as soon as possible,
if it has, by chance, to bo temj-.orarily put
down, and that one is sorrj- to have linished."

London : SMITH, ELDER & CO., 15, Waterloo Pl»oe, S.W.

A & C. BLACK'S LIST.

NOW EEiDY.—Crown 8vo, doth, price 2s. 6d. net

THE DIVINE DISCIPLINE OF ISRAEL.
An Address and Three Lectures on the Growth of

Ideas in the Old Testament.

By G. BUCHANAN GRAY, M.A,
Professor of Hebrew and Old Testament Exegesis in Maaeiield

College, Oxford, Author of " Hebrew Proper Names."
" Thoughtful, scholarly, and reasonable."—Ok<loot.
" We recognise to the full the value of auch teaching as Mr. Gray's."

Spectator.

NOW READY.—remy 8vo, cloth, price 7s. 6d. net.

THE GRAMMAR OF SCIENCE.
By KARL PEARSON, M.A., F.R.S.,

ProfeEsor of Applied Mathematics and Mechanics in Univeisity
College, London.

Seoand Edition, thoroughly Revised and much Enlarged.

Contains Two entirely New Chapters on Natural Selection and
Heredity, embracing a Popular Account of Prof. Pearson's

own more recent work in this direction.

Containing 33 Illustrations in the Text.

- " It is still a grammar in that it deals with the foundations of science ; but a
far more ambitious title might have been given to so comprehensive a work."

The Bookman.
" This powerful book We recommend all readers, and especially scientists,

metaphysicians, theologians, and last, but not least, the writers of scientific
text-books to read and digest this well-written, clearly reasoned description of
what science and scientific method ia."—Pall Mall Gazette,

NOW READY, SECOND AND ENLARGED EDITION.
Crown 8vo, cloth, price 7s. 6d.

A HISTORY OF SOCIALISM.
By THOMAS KIRKUP.

**Mr, Kirkup's bo:)k was recognised at its first appearance as the standard
history of Socialism, and careful study has only revealed new excellences, and
confirmed our judgment."—TA^ Bookman,

" Mr. Kirkup has done more than any other writer to expound the history
and philosophy of the Socialistic movement ; to present it without the exaggera-
tion of the enthusiast, or the contemptuous and meticulous criticism of extreme
iiidividualists .On all historical and philosophical i)oiuts connected with bis
subject the book is notably learned and interesting."—.SalSurcfay RecUw-

NOW RBA.DY.—1 vol., crown 870, cloth, price 38. 6d.

A PLEA FOR A SIMPLER LIFE, AND
FADS OF AN OLD PHYSICIAN.

By GEORGE S. KEITH, M.D.

With Portrait of the Author and a New Preface.

" We can recommend this book very heartily. Its particular precepts may
not suit everyone, bat its tone is broad, healthy, and sane."

—

The Acaaemy,

NOW READY, SECOND EDITION.
2 vols., demy 8vo,ftloth, price 248.

SOCIAL LIFE OF SCOTLAND IN
EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.

THE

By HENRY GREY GRA.HAM.
Crowned by The Academy, January, 1900.

" He shows U8 a Scotland in which the gentry were just beginning to drink
tea, adorn their rooms with wall-paper, and wear linen next their skin. He
sketches the rise of the theatre, art, and a new literature in Edinburgh. The
dress, the sports, the eating habits, and the social amenities of the age take
life again in Mr. Graham's pages, in which literary stylo is the efficient, not
obatmsivc, haudjnakl of what may be called tesselated hiatoTj."—Academy.

NOW READY, price 6d. net.

WHO'S WHO AT THE WAR.
Containing the Biographies of Distingniehed Persons in South Africa-

Taken from the well-kaown biographical annual, " Who's Who."

With Additional Names, List of Regiments, Lists of Officers Killed
and Wounded, Vocabulary and Bibliography.

" A handy and timely selection from ' Who's Who.' "—Literature.
" This is a useful little book which supplies information that is often asked

for about the careers of the principal officers now loading in South Africa

it is arranged on the now familiar plan of the annual, ' Who's Who,* and is

therefore as convenisut as possible for ready reference."

—

The Ttmes.

A. & 0. BLACK, Soho Square, London.
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spring |.uitauncements <^u}jplemcitt.

SATURDAY: MARCH 17, 1000.

The Spring Publishing Season.

New Books and Announcements.
Pekhaps only an eye accustomed to th.e publishing arena
would see in the following lists the restraining influence

of the war on book production. That influence is really

very marked, yet among the surviving announcements are
many of great interest. Mr. Basil Ohampneys' Life and
Correspondence of Coventry Patmore is a book to which many
look forward. Mr. Lang's History of Scotland from the

Roman Occupation and Mr. Leslie Stephens's The English
Utilitariani will be welcomed by serious students. Science

will be the richer for what it finds in Dr. Nansen's memoirs
of his Norwegian North Polar Expedition. Prof. Knapp's
edition of the works of George Borrow, begun by the
issue of Lavengro, will be continued. Mr. W. H. Mallock
wUl give ua both prose and poetry. Mrs. Meynell's study
of John Euskin, and Mr. Richard Le Gallienne's critique

of Mr. Kipling, are sure to excite discussion. These are
but chance drops in the plenteous shower. On the whole,
the Spring publishing season of 1900, though attenuated,

is distinctly " in being."

Mr. George Allen. '

Morrah (Herbert), The Literary Year Book, 1900 3/6
Eedditi (Cecil), Abbotsholme (1«89-1899J: Ten Years'

Work in an Educational Laboratory net 10/6
Buskin (John), Giotto and His Works in Padua. A new

small edition of the work formerly in the possession
of the Arundel Society, with index and explan-
atory criticisms of the Frescoes depicting the Life of

the Holy Family net 7/6
Euskin (John), Praeterita. New Edition. Now complete

in three volumes each net 5/0
Hare (Augustus J. C), Paris. New Edition. 2 vols 6/0
Blake (J. M.), In the Wind of the Day net 3/0

Messrs. Bell & Sons.

Champneys (Basil), Coventry Patmore : His Family and
Correspondenoe

Prior (E. 8.), A Elistory of Gothic Art in England net 31/6
Gatty (Mrs. Alfred), The Book of Sun-Dials. Revised

and greatly enlarged by H. K. P. Edfn and Eleanor
Lloyd. With a chapter on Portable Dials, by Lewis
Evans, F S.A. New edition (the fourth) net 31/6

Mowat (William), A Treatise on Stairbuilding and Hand-
railing, including a Section on Stone Stairs. In-
tended for the Use of House and Ship-Joiners,
Builders, Architects, and Students net 28/0

Crane (Walter), Line and Form
Long (George), Marcus Aurelius Antoninus. The twelve

books. New edition, printed in large type at the
Chiswick Press net 12/6

Hamilton (Mrs.), Gregorovius' History of the City of
Kome in the Middle Ages. Vol. VII. The Fifteenth
Century. In two Parts each net 4/6

Gwatkin (H. M.), Studies in Arianism : the Character of
the Reaction following the Council of Nicaea

Wood (General Sir Evelyn), Achievements of Cavalry.
With a chapter on Mounted Infantry. Cheaper Re-
issue net 3/6

Bodley(G. F.), Poems net 5/0
Welles (Charles Stuart), The Lute and the Lays : a Book

of Poems not 3/6
Browne (Editli), Readings on the Life of Our Lord 2/0
Douglas ( Helen), The Silver Cross : a Selection of Poems

for the Sick and Suffering 2/6
Tiioe (Ralph Waldo), In Tune With the Infinite ; or, Ful-

ness of Peace, Power, and Plenty net 3/6
Needham (Lieiit.-Col. the Hon. Henry C), Croquet.

"All England" series 1/0

Secoombe (Thomas) , The Age of Johnson ( 1 74 8- 1 798) 3/6

The Chiswich Shakespeare (with Intro'^uctions and Glos-

saries by John Dennis, Illustrations by Byam Shaw)

:

Hamlet, The Merchant of Venice, Othello, Romeo
and Juliet, King John, As You Like It, Macbeth,
The Tempest, The Winter's Tale, King Lear, A Mid-
summer Night's Dream. Shortly : Twelfth Night,

Richard II each, net 1/6

Handbooks of the Great Masters : Rushforth (G. McNeil),
Carlo Crivelli.—Brinton (8elwyn), Correggio.—Rea
(Hope), DonateUo.—Williamson (G. C), Perugino

each 5/0

Messrs. A. & C. Black.

Mallock (W. H.), Lucretius on Life and Death net 10/0
Mallock (W. H.), Doctrine and Doctrinal Disruption

probably, net 7/6

Crockett (W. S.), The Scott Country probably, net 3/6

Cheyne (Rev. T. K.), Enoyclopsodia Biblica : a Dictionary

of the Bible. Vol. II., E to J net 20/0
Gray (G. Buchanan), The Divine Discipline of Israel. ..net 2/6

Pileiderer (Otto), Evolution and Theology net 6/0

Hayman (Rev. H.), The Epistles of the New Testament, net 3/6

Duff (Archibald), Old Testament Theology; or, the His-

tory of Hebrew Religion. Vol. II. The Deutero-
nomic Reformation in Century VII. b.c 15/0

Tuker and Malle-on (Misses), Handbook to Christian and
Ecclesiastical Rome. Parts III. and IV. in 1 vol. ... 7/6

Kirkup (Thomas), A History of Socialism 7/6

Keith (George 8.), A Plea for a Simpler Life, and Fads
of an Old Physician. 1 vol 3/6

Smith (W. Anderson), Temperate Chile 10/6

Forbes (James D ), Travels through the Alps. New
Edition net 20/0

Montagu (Rear-Admiral the Hon. Victor A.), A Middy's
Recollections (1853 to 1860). Second Edition 3/6

Scott (D. H.), Studies in Fossil Botany
Creightou (0.), Microscopic Researches in Glycogen.

Part II. net 7/6

Lankester (Prof. Ray), A Treatise on Zoology. Part III.

The Euhinoderma net 15/0

Ingram (J. K), OatUnes of the History of Religion 3/6

Mitton (G. E.), The Gifts of Enemies 6/0

"Who's Who at the War" net /6

Messrs. Blackwood & Sons.

Memorial Edition of G. W. Steevens's Works. Vol. I.

Miscellaneous Writings. With a Memoir by W. E.
Henley, and a Photogravure Portrait

Boyd (Mary Stuart), Our Stolen Summer : The Record of

a Roundabout Tour
Steevens (G. W.), Prom Capetown to Ladysmith 3/6

Kennedy (Vice-Admiral Sir William), Hurrah for the Life

of a Sailor! Fifty Years in the Royal Navy 12/6

Lang (Andrew), A History of Scotland from the Roman
Occupation n>-t 15/0

Fayrer (Surgeon-General Sir Joseph), Recollections of My
Life

Hensman (Howard), A History of Rhodesia 6/0

Meynell (Mrs.), John Ruskin : With the Biographical
Chronology compiled by Sydney C. Cockerel! 2/6

Mitchell (Alexander F.), The Scottish Reformation : Its

Epochs, Episodes, Leaders, and Distinctive Character-
istics. Being the Baird Lecture for 1899 6/0

O'Neill (Moira), Songs of the Glens of Antrim 3/6

Pullin (A. W.), Talks with Old English Cricketers

James (Capt. Walter H.), Modern Strategy
Hueffer (F. Madox), The Cinque Ports : An Historical

and Descriptive Record
Fulton (T. Wemyss), The Sovereignty of the Sea : An

Historical Account of the Claims to the Exclusive
Dominion of the British Seas and of the Evolution of

the Territorial Waters, with Special Reference to the
Rights of Fishing

Watt (William), Aberdeen and Banff net 7/6

Periods of Eu,roj>ean Literature :

Osmond (T. S.), The Romantic Triumph net 5/0
Smith (Q. Gregory), The Transition Period

Hamley (Gen. Sir E. B.), Operations of War Explained
and Illustrated
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Munro (Robert), Rambles and Studies in Bosnia-Herze-

gOTina aud Dolmatia net 12/6

Conder (Lieut.-Col. C. R.). The Hebrew Tragedy 3/0

Haliburton (Hugh), Horace in Hnmespun. New Editiou

Naville (Edonard), The Transvaal Question from a Foreign
Point of View /6

Fiction.

Cipes (Bernard), From Door to Door 6/0

Courad (Joseph ), Three Tales of Laud and Sea 6/0

Orier (Sydney C.), The Kings of the East : a Romance of

the NearFutiire 6/0
The Prison House : a Romance 6/0
Gerard (Dorothea), One Year 6/0
" Zack," On Trial. Second Edition 6/0
Clouston (J. Storer), The Lunatic at Large 6/0
Collins (W. E. W.), The Don and the Undergraduate: a

Tale of St. Hilary's College, Oxford 6/0

Messrs. Cassell & Co.

Edwards (H. Sutherland), A Volume of Reminiscences ... 7/6

MacWhirter (J.), Landscape Painting in Water Colours ... 5/0
Hillier (M. D. A.), New work on Tuberculosis 7/6
Luff (Dr. A. P.) and Page (F. J. M.), A Manual of

Chemistry. Illustrated 7/6
Selfe (Rose E.), With Dante in Paradise : Readings from

theParadiso 2/0
Forster (H. O. Arnold), Our Great CHy 1/9

Cassell's Illustrated Guide to Paris, containing a plan and
guide to the Great Exhibition /6

Cassell's Pictorial Guide to the Clyde. With 12 coloured
plates /6

Spielmann (M. H.), John Ruskin : a Sketch of His Life,

His Work, and His Opinions, with Personal Remi-
niscences 5/0

Cassell's Dlustrated History of the Boer War in weekly
numbers /I

Royal Academy Pictures. In five Parts, 1/- each ; or one
volume 7/6

"Work," half-yearly volume 4/6
Cassell's Gazetteer of Great Britain and Ireland. Vol. II.

Cheap Editiou
Britain's Sea-Kings and Sea-Fights, a new monthly.

With descriptions written by leading writers, in-

cluding B. Fletcher Robinson, Commander Claud
Harding, Major G. Le M. Gretton, Tighe Hopkins,
Major Arthur Griffiths, A. Hilliard Atteridge, Her-
bert Compton, and F. Norreys Connell. The Illus-

trations will consist of reproductions of Original
Drawings by thn following, amongst oth^r leading
artists :—F. H. Towiisend. Charles W. Wyllie, H. R.
Millar, Gordon Browne, H. C. Seppings Wright, and
of Famous Paintings, as well as of curious and in-

teresting Old Prints Maps, Plans, and Portraits /7

Messrs. Chatto & Windus.

Knowles(F. L.), A Kipling Primer 3/6
Holliugshead (John), According to My Lights 6/0
03born(E. B.), Greater Canada 3/6
McCarthy (Justin), A History of the Four Georges.

Vols. IIL and IV eash 12/0

Fiction.

Gissing (Algernon), A Secret of the North Sea 6/0
Cornish (J. F.), Sour Grapes : a Romance 6/0
Croker (B. M.), Terence , 6/0
St. Aubyn (Alan), Mrs. Dunbar's Secret 6/0
Hall (Owen), Eureka 6/0
Meade (L. T.), An Adventuress ; 6/0
Buchanan (Robert), Andromeda: an Idyll of the Great

River 6/0
Tytler (Sarah), A Honeymoon's Eclipse 3/6
Tytler (Sarah), A Young Dragon 3/6
Thomas (Bertha), The Son of the House 6/0
Bindloss ( Harold), Ainslie's Ju-Ju 3/6
Speight (T. W.), The Web of Fate 3/6
Muddock (J. E.), The Golden Idol 3/6

New Editions.

Dobson (A.), Thomas Bewick and His Pupils 3/6
Poe (E. A.), Choice Works : With lutroduction by Charles

Baudelaire 3/6
Taylor (Theodore), The Golden Treasury of Thought 3/6
Milne (James), The Romance of a Pro-Consul 6/0
Forbes (Archibald), The Life of Napoleon III 6/0
Braud, Observatiims on Popular Antiquities 3/6
De Windt (Harry), Through the Gold-fields of Alaska to

Beiing Straits 6/0
Wilde (Lady), Ancient Legends, Mystic Charms, and

Superstitions of Ireland 3/6
Harte (Bret), Tales of Trail and Town, &c. Vol. X. of

Collected Works 6/0

Clarendon Press.

Gwilliam (G. H.),The Peshitto Version of the Gospels ...

Burney (C. F.), Notes on the Hebrew Text of the Books
of Kings

Bedpath (U. A.), A Concordance of the Proper Names iu

the Septuigint, &c
Sanday (W.), Studia Biblica. Part V ,
Cowley (A. E.). Samaritan Liturgies ^|
Turner (C. H.), Latin Versions of the Canons of the Greek ^|

Councils of the Fourth and Fifth Centuries. Part II. H
Rhys (John), Celtic Folklore : Welsh and Manx V
Sedgefield (W. J.), A Translation into Modem English of

King Alfred's O. E. Version of Boethius
Hall (Joseph), King Horn
Macaulay (G. C), The Complete Works of John Gower.

Vols. II.-IV
Skeat (W. W.), The Canon of Chaucer
Ker (W. P.), Dryden's Critical Essays
Colling (J. Churton), Plays and Poems of Robert Greene
Boas (F. S.). The Works of Thomas Kyd
Jenkyns (Sir Henry), British Jurisdiction Outside the

United Kingdom
Earle (John), The Alfred Jewel
Stevenson (W. H.), Asser's life of Alfred
Payne (E. J.). Voyages of the Elizabethan Seamen. II...

Rogers (J. E. Thorold), History of Agriculture and Prices.

Vols. VIL and VIII
Airy (Osmund), Burnet's History of My Own Time.

Vol.11
Poole (R. L.), Historical Atlas of Modem Europe, from

the Decline cf the Roman Empire. Part XXVI
The folloiinmj texts are in i>reparation for the eerier

of Oxford Classical Texts (Scriptortim Classi-

cnrum Bibliotheca Ojconiensis) : Sidgwick (A,),

-33schylu8.—Seaton (R. C), Apollonius Rhodius.

—

Geldart (W. M.) and Hall (F. W.), Aristophanes.—
Du Pontet (R. L A.), Ciosar.—Ellis (R.), CatuUus.—
Clark (A. C), Owen (S. G.), and Pausset (W. Y.),

Cicsro.—Wilkins (A. S.). Cicero, Op. Rhet.—Reid
(J. S.), Cicero, Op. Phil.—Purser (L. C), Cicero, Epp.
—Butcher (S. H ), Demosthenes.—Murray (G. G.),

Euripides. — Richards (G. C), Herodotus.— Monro
(D. B.) and Allen (T. W.), Homer.—Wickham (E. C ),

Horace.—Owen (S. G.), Juvenal and Persius.

—

Lindsay (W. M.). Martial.—O wen (8. G.), Ovid.—
Hardie (W. R.), Pindar.—Lindsay (W. M.), Plautus.

—Phillimore (J. 8.), Propertius.—Cook (A. M.),

Sallust.—Starkie (W. J. M.), Sophocles.-Tyrrell
(R. Y,), Terence.—Postgate (J. P.), Tibullus.—Hirtzel
(F. A.), Vergil.-Marchant (E. C), Xenopbon

Messrs. Duckworth & Co.

Stephen (Leslie), The English Utilitarians. 3 vols. ...net 25/0

Piiey (Francis W.), A History of the Baronetage net 10/6

Ibsen (Henrik), Love's Comedy. Translated by Prof. C. H.
Herford net 3/6

Largent (Rev. Father), St. Jerome 3/0

Percival (John), Agricultural Botany, Theoretical and
Practical net 7/6

Jackson (Benjamin D.), A Glossary of Botanic Terms...net 7/6

Rogers (Rev. W. Moyle), A Handbook of British Bubi ...

The Queen's Garland : Lyrics of the Reign of Queen Eliza-

beth. Selected by Fitzroy Carrington net 2/6

Adams (C. F.), The Life of Charles Francis Adams 7/6

1
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Mr. Elkin Mathews.

Skrine (Canon), The Queen's Highway. Part I

Dobell (Sydney), Home in War Time. Edited by W. G.

Hutchinson
Jackson (Holbrook), The Eternal Now, aud Other Poems
Chapman (E. E.), A Little Child's Wreath

Messrs. Gardner, Darton & Co.

Burn (J. H.), For Quiet Moments : Devotional Readings.

From the Published and Unpublished Writings of the

Right Rev. G. H. Wilkinson, D.D., Bishop of St.

Andrews
Dearmer (Rev. Percy), The Little Lives of the Saints

Adderley (James), The Epistle of St, James. With Notes

for General Readers ..-•

Bourdillon (Rev. Francis), Handfuls, Plucked and Rubbed
in Walking through the Field of the Word of God :

being Short Meditations and Expositions designed

both for Private Use and for Eeadiug Aloud

Hopkins (EUice), The Power of Womanhood ; or, Mothers

and Sons : a Book for Parents and those in Loco
Parentis. Second Edition

Messrs. Hutchinson & Co.

Wilkins (W. H.), The Love of an Uncrowned Queen :

Sophia Dorothea Consort of George I., and her corre-

spondence with Philip Christopher, Count Konigs-

marck
Richardson (The late Sir Benjamin Ward). Disciples of

iEjculapius : Biographies of Leaders of Medicine

Hutchinson (H. N.), and Others, The Living Rices of

Mnnkiod : a Popular Account of the Customs, Habifs,

Pursuits, Ceremonies, &c., of the Baces of Mankind
Throughout the World

Burtou (Lady Isabel), The Passion Play at Ober-Am-
mergau

Peters (Madison C), Justice to the Jew
Sanderson (Edgar), The Fight for the Flag in South

Africa: a History of the War from the Boer Ulti-

matum to the Advance of Lord Roberts

The Life of Mr. Henry Broadhurst, M.P., told by Himself
" Thormanby," Kings of the Rod, the Rifle and the Gun
Sanderson (Edgar), Hero-Patriots of the 19th Century ...

Melville (Lewis), Thackeray's Stray Papers

Sanderson (Edgar), Historic Parallels to I'Affaire Dreyfus

FlCXION.

Fowler (Ellen Thomeycroft), The Farringdons
" Rita," A Woman of Samaria
Lynn-Linton (Mrs.), The Second Youth of Theodora

Desanges
Fraser (Mrs. Hugh), Mama's Mutiny
"Iota," TheMiux
GaUon (Tom), Kiddy
Raine (Allen), Garthowen
Brooke (Emma), The Engrafted Rose
Hyne (Cutcliflfe), The Lost Continent

Meade (L. T.), The Temptation of Olive Latimer
White (Percy), The Heart of the Dancer
Kennard (Mrs. Arthur). The Second Lady Delcombe ......

Rhys (Ernest), The Whistling Maid
MacMahon (Ella), Fortune's Yellow
Hayes (F. W.), A Kent Squire
Kennard (Mrs. Edward), Tony Larkin
Eversley (Wynton), The Dean of Darrendale...

Wedmore (Frederick), The Collapse of the Penitent

Swan (Annie S.—Mrs. Burnett - Smith), The Burden
Bearers

Bird (M.), Lao-ti the Celestial

Messrs. Jarrold & Sons.

Gallet (Louis), Cyrano de Bergerac. English translation

Jokai (Maurus), The Day of Wrath. Translated by
R. Nisbet Bain

Rodziewicz (Marya), Anima Vilis

Mikszith (Kalman), St. Peter's Umbrella
Griffiths (Major A.), In Tight Places

Mr. John Lane.

Churchill (Lady Randolph Spencer), 2'Ae Anglo-Saxon

TJeDjeiu .• a Quarterly Miscellany Vol. IV net 21/0

Des Echerolles (Mdlle.), Sidelights on the Reign of

Terror. Translated from the French by M. C.

Balfour net 12/6

Lane (Charles Henry), All about Dogs : a Book for

Doggy People net 7/6

Le Gallienne (Richard), George Meredith : Some Charac-

teristics. New Revised Edition net o/O

"E. V. B.," Seven Gardens and a Palace net o/O

Le Gallienne (Richard), Sleeping Beauty, and Other Prose

Fancies net 5/0

Roberts (Harry), The Chronicles of a Cornish Garden...net 5/0

Helps (Sir Arthur), The Spanish Conquest in America.

New Edition. -1 vols each 5/0

Phillips (Stephen), Paolo and Francesca : a Play. Tenth
Thousand net 4/6

Le Gallienne (Richard), Rudyard Kipling: a Criticism

net 3/6

Holmes (Edmond), What is Poetry ? an Essay net 3/6

Money Coutts (P. B.), The Mystery of Godliness : Poems
net 3/6

Seaman (Owen), In Cap and Bells : a Book of Verse.

Fourth Edition net 3/6

Benson (Arthur Christopher), The Professor, and Other
Poems net 3/6

Le Galli-nne (Richard), The Worshipper of the Image : a

Tragic Fairy Tale 3/6

Street (G. 8.), The Trials of the Bautocks 3/6

Flowers of Parnassus (a Series of Famous Poems) :

I. Gray's Elegy in a Country Churchyard and Ode
on a Distant Prospect of Eton College.—II. Browning
(Robert), The Statue and the Bust. — III. Phillips

(Stephen), Marpessa each, net 2/0

Fiction.

Kiug (Douglas), Ursula 6/0

Cobb (Thomas), Severance C/0

Harland (Henry), The Cardinal's Snuff Box C/0

Barry (John D.), The Acrobat 6/0

Roberts (C. G. D.), A Sister to Evangeline 6/0

Mr. John Long.

Elson (George), The Last of the Climbing Boys 6/0

Grein (J. T.), Dramatic Criticism net 3/6

Mann (Arthur M.), The Boer in Peace and War. Illus-

trated 1/0

Fiction.

Roberts (Mbrley) and Montesole (Max), The Shadow of

Allah 6/0

Fletcher (J. S.), The Harvesters 6/0

Besman (Emeric Hulme) The Experiment of Dr. Nevill... 6/0

Tytler (Sarah), Logan's Loyalty 6/0

Walker (William S.), Native Born 6/0

Marsh (Richard), Ada Vemham, Actress 6/0

Kernahan (Mrs. Coulson), Fruits of Frailty 6/0

Turner (Edgar), The Girl with Feet of Clay 6/0

Chatterton (G. G.), The Angel of Chance 6/0

Eeardon (Richard), The Crowning of Gloria 6/0

Perkins (Rose), The House of Hardale 6/0

Dothie (W. P.), Paul the Optimist 6/0

Crommelin (May), Bettina 6/0

Anonymous, Merciless L)ve 6/0

Rodd (Ralph), A Fighter in Khaki 3/6

Hume (Fergus), The Bishop's Secret 3/6

Speight (T. W.), Juggling Fortune 3/6

Buchanan (Robert), Father Anthony. New Edition.

Illustrated 3/6

Kernahan (Mrs. Coulson), Trewinnot of Guy's. New
Edition 3/6

Messrs. Longmans & Co.

Shaw (William A.), A History of the Euglish Church
during the Civil Wars and under the Commonwealth,
1640-1660. 2 vols 36/0

Corbett (Julian ), The Successors of Drake
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Nansen (Fridtjof), The Norwegian North Polar Expedition,
18!);j-18i»t). Vol. I. With 44 plates and uumeroos
iUugtratioDS in the text. Demy 4to. The whole
work is estimated to form five or six quarto volumes,

which it is hoped will be finished in the course of

about two years Vol. I., net 40/0

Hall (Right Rev. A. C. A.), Confirmation 3/0

PuUan (Rev. Leighton), The History of the Book of

Common Prayer
The Story of the life of Dr. Pusey. By the Author of

"Charles Lewder"
Celli (Angelo), Malaria, According to the Nenr Researches
Ordinale Conventus Caulium : the Rule of the Monastic

Order of Val-des-Ohoux ia Burgundy. From the
Original MSS. preserved in the Bibliotheque Na-
tionale, Paris, the Archives of Moulins-sur-Allier, &c.
With an Introduction by W. De Gray Birch

MacKinnon (Dr. James), The History of Edward the
Third 16/0

Ingram (T. Dunbar), A Critical Examination of Irish

History: being a Replacement of the False by the
True. From the Elizabethan Conquest to the Legis-'

lative Union of 1800
Stone (Rev. Darwell), Oatlines of Christian Dogma

Fiction.

Haggard (H. Rider), Black Heart and White Heart, and
Other Stories 6/0

Weyman (Stanley J.), Sophia 6/0

New Edition.

Puller (F. W.), The Primitive Saints and the See of Rome

Messrs. Sampson Low, Marston & Co.

Maxwell (Sir Herbert), Life of Wellington : the Restora-
tion of the Martial Power of Great Britain. 2 vols.

Fourth Edition net 36/0
Ferrars (Max and Bertha), Burma net 30/0
Eardley-Wilmot (Capt. 8.), Our Navy for a Thousand

Years. Second Edition 6/0
Devereux (Roy), Sidelights on South Africa. Third Edition 6/0
Maban (Captain A. T.), Lessons onthe War with Spain net 10/6
Andrews (William), The Diuturnal Theory of the Earth ;

or, Nature's System of Constructing a Stratified

Physical World net 16/0
Wilson (H. W.), The Downfall of Spain. Second Edition

net 14/0
Bryce (George), The Remarkable History of the Hudson's

Bay Company net 14/0
Conder (J.), The Floral Art of Japan 45/0
Bowles (T. Gibson), The Declaration of Paris
Maclean (Edgar 8.), History of the American Privateers
Windeband (Dr.), History of Ancient Philosophy.

Translated by Dr. H. E. Cushman
PalUser (Mrs. Bury), China Collector's Pocket Companion.

Ninth Edition
Harrison (Mary), Guide to Modem Cookery 3/6
Palgrave (Sir R. F. D.), Chairman's Handbook. Thir-

teenth Edition 2/0
Johnston (Sir H. H.), The River Congo, from its Mouth

to B616b6. New Edition 2/6

Messrs. Macmillan & Co.
Hort (The late Fenton John Anthony), Village Sermons

in Outline
Daily^Newt (Military Expert of). Notes on the War to the

Belief of Ladysmith 3/6
Keltie (J. Scott), The Statesman's Year Book : 1900 10/6
Bury (J. B.), A History of Greece
Dearmer (Percy), Highways and Bjrways in Normandy.

With Illustrations by Joseph Pennell 6/0
Hyslop (A. R. F.), Euripides: The Andromache 2/6
Smyth (Herbert Weir), Greek Melic Poets .'

6/0
AUchin (W. H.), A Manual of Medicine
Jorgensen (Alfred), Micro-Organisms and Fermentation.

Translated by Alex. E. Miller
Boyle (Sir Courtenay), Hints on the Conduct of Business,

Public and Private

Fiction.

Macmillan'i Two-SJiilling Library : Alexander (Mrs.),
The Admiral's Ward, The Executor, The Freres,
Look Before You Leap, Which Shall It Be ?—
Cholmondeley (Mary), Diana Tempest.—Fothergill
(Jessie), From Moor Isles —Eiddell (Mrs.), Berna
Boyle, George Geith of Fen Court, Susan Dfummond.—Bdwardes (Mrs.), A Ball Room Repentance, Ought
We to Visit Her ? each 2/0

New Editions.

Macmillan't Library of English Claasica : Boswell's Life of
Johnson. 3 vols. — Carlyle's French Revolution.
2 vols.—Fielding's Tom Jones. 2 vols each vol. 3/6

Messrs. Methuen.

Eeane (A. H.), The Boer States : a History and Descrip-
tion of the Transvaal and the Orange Free State 6/0

The Story of the Boer War. With Maps, Plans, and Por-
traits. In Fortnightly Parts each 1/0

Hackett (John), A History of the Church of Cyprus.. .net 12/6
Petrie (W. M. Flinders), A History of Egypt, from the

Earliest Times to the Present Day. 6 vols each 6/0
Kennedy (James Houghton), St. Paid's Second and Third

Epistles to the Corinthians 6/0
Granger (F. S.), The Soul of a Christian 6/0
The Churchman's Bible (Edited by J. H. Bum) : Biggs

(C. R. D.), The Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the
Philippians net 1/6

Jevons (F. B.), Evolution 3/6
Burnet (John), The Nicomachean Ethics of Aristotle...net 15/0
Lindsay (W. M.), The Captivi of Plautus net 10/6
Oxford Classical Texts.—Messrs. Methuen are about to

publish, in conjunction with the Clarendon Press, a
series of classical texts edited by competent scholars
from the best MSS. The first volumes are : Jones
(H. Stuart), Thucydidis Historiae, Libri I.-IV., 3/C.—
Burnet (J.), Platonis Opera, Tom. I. (Tetralogiae
I. -II.), 6/0.—Bailey (C), Lvcreti Cari De Rervm
Natvra, 3/0.—Pumeaux (H.), Comelii Taciti Opera
Minora, 2/0.—Sidgwick (A.), Aeschyli Tragoediae
Cum Fragmentis, 3/6.

Micbell (E. B.), The Art and Practice of Hawking 10/6
Masterman (Charles F. G.), Tennyson as a Religious

Teacher 6/0
Yeats (W. B.), An Anthology of Irish Verse 3/6
Oxford (M. N.), A Handbook of Nursing 3/6
Marr (J. E.), The Scientific Study of Scenery 6/0
Ware (Fabian), Educational Reform 2/6
Mellows (Emma S.), A Short Story of English Literature 3/6
Hare (A. T.), The Construction of Large Induction Coils 6/0
Hill (Miss), The Theory and Practice of Millinery 2/6
French (W.), Experimental Chemistry 1/6
Channer (C. C.) and Roberts (M. E.), Lace-Making in the

Midlands, Past and Present 2/6
Delbos (Leon), The Metric System 2/0
Hill (Henry), A South African Arithmetic 3/6
Botting (C. G.), A Key to Stedman's Easy Latin Exer-

cises net 3/0
The Novels of Charles Dickens (with Introductions by

George Gissing, and Notes by F. G. Kitton) : The
Pickwick Papers. With Illustrations by E. H. New.
2 vols.—Nicholas Nickleby. With lUustratious by
R. J. Williams. 2 vols. — Bleak House. With
Illustrations by Beatrice Alcock. 2 vols. — Oliver
Twist. With Illustrations by E. H. New. 1 vol.

each 3/0

Fiction.

Malet (Lucas), The Gateless Barrier 6/0
Norris (W. E.), An Octave 6/0
Roberts (Morley), The Pltinderers 6/0
Cobban (J. Maolaren), Cease Fire ! 3/6
Glanville (Emest), The Despatch Rider 6/0
Nisbet (Hume), For Right and England 6/0
Marsh (Richard), Marvels and Mysteries 6/0
Lorimer (Norma), Mirry-Ann 6/0
Shipton (Helen), The Strong God Circumstance 6/0
Stuart (Esme), An Unknown Quantity 6/0
Ridge (W. Pett), A Son of the State 3/6
Glanville LErnest), The Inca's Treasure 3/6
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The Novelist : a monthly series of new novels by popular
authors at Sixpence. Each number is as long as the
average SLx-ShUling Novel. Numbers I. to VII. are
now ready, and No. VIII. will be : Prisoners of War.
By Boyson Weekes

New Editions.

Collins (J. C), The Early Poems of Alfred, Lord Tennyson 1/6
Beeching (H. C), In Memoriam, by Alfred, Lord Tennyson 1/6
Wordsworth (Elizabeth), Maud, by Alfred, Lord Tennyson 1/6
A Little Book of English Lyrics 1/6
Lucas (E. v.), Pride and Prejudice, by JaneAusten. 2vols. 1/6
Gwynn (3.), Pendennis, by W. M. Thackeray. 2 vols. ... 1/6
Kinglake (A. W.), Eothen 1/6
Lucas (E. v.), Cranford, by Mrs. Gaskell 1/6
Toynbee (Paget), The Inferno of Dante. Translated by

H. F. Gary 1/6
Matheson (Annie), John Halifax, Gentleman, by Mrs.

Craik. 2 vols 1/6
Henderson (T. F.), A Little Book of Scottish Verse 1/6

Mr. Murray.

Beresford (Lord Charles), Our Naval Heroes. By Various
Writers

Cecil, M.P. (Evelyn), On the Eve of the War : the Record
of a Journey through Cape Colony, the Orange Free
State, Transvaal, and Rhodesia, with Interviews with
Presidents Kruger and Steyn, &c 5/0

Cooke (C. Kinloch), A Memoir of Her Royal Highness
Princess Mary Adelaide, Duchess of Teck. 2 vols. ... 32/0

Warburton (Col. Sir Robert), Eighteen Years in the
Khyber, 1879-1898 16/0

Byron (Lord), Letters, Vols. III. and IV.; Works,
Vol. Ill each 6/0

Henson (Rev. H. H), Church Problems : a View of
Modem Anglicanism. By Various Authors

Ripon (Lord Bishop of), A Popular History of the Church
of England 6/0

Milman (Arthur), Henry Hart Milman, D.D., late DeMi
of St. Paul's 16/0

Gore (Canon), An Exposition of the Epistle to the
Romans. Vol. II 3/6

Elworthy (P. T.), Horns of Honour net 10/6
Denison (Right Hon. John Evelyn), (Viscotmt Ossington),

Notes from My Journal when Speaker of the House
of Commons, 1857-1882 net 10/6

Orant-DufF (Right Hon. Sir M. E.), Notes from a Diary,
1866-1888. 2 vols 18/0

Knight (Prof.), Lord Monboddo and Some of His Con-
temporaries ,

Longridge (Rev. George), A History of the Oxford Mis-
sion to Calcutta 7/6

Thruston (Major A. B.), African Incidents : Personal
Experiences in Egypt and Unyoro 14/0

Beddard(F. E.), A Book of Whales 6/0
Thomson (J. Arthur), Heredity

[ 6/0
Law Without Lawyers : an Epitome of the Laws "of

England for Practical Use. By Two Barristers -at-
Law g^O

Tule (Col. Sir Henry), The Book of Ser Marco Polo, the
Venetian

: Concerning the Kingdoms and Marvels of
the East

White (Sir W. H.), A Manual of Naval Architecture.'for
the Use of Officers of the Royal Navy, Officers of
the Mercantile Marine, Yachtsmen, Shipowners, and
Shipbuilders net 24/0

Vincent (J. E.), A Memoir of John Nixon 10/6

New Editions.

Lnmsden (Sir Peter 8.) and Elsmie (George B.), Lumsden
of the Guides net 7/6

Trotter (Captain L. J.), The Life of John Nicholson:
Soldier and Administrator net 7/6

Sir Robert Peel : The Life of. By Charles Stuart Parker.
_ ^„ Vols. I. and II. 32/0 ; Vol. III. 16/0
Knapp (Prof.), New Edition of George Borrow'g Works

:

The Bible in Spain ; Lavengro ; The Romany Rye
each 6/0

Messrs. J. NIsbet & Co.

Hobson (J. A.), The War in South Africa : Its Causes and
Effects net 7/6

Brodrick (Eight Hon. G. C), Memories and Impressions 16/0

London (Bishop of), and Others, The Church Past and
Present: Essays on the Historical Position of the

Church of England net 7/6

Bowen (Rev. the Hon. W. E.), The Dates of the Pastoral

Epistles: an Essay in Criticism net 2/6

Messrs. C. Arthur Pearson, Ltd.

Bookwalter (John W.), Siberia and Central Asia
Pemberton (T. Edgar), The Kendals
Glyde (John), Memoir of Edward Fitzgerald

Fiction.

Upward (Allen), The Accused Princess
Holland (Clive), Marcelle, of the Latin Quarter
Lee (Albert), The Gentleman Pensioner
Higgin (L.), Lyona Grimwood, Spinster
Downe (Walmer), A Daughter of Destiny

Mr. Grant Richards.

Shaftesbury (Rt. Hon. Anthony, Earl of), Characteristics

of Men, Manners, Opinions, Times, &c. 2 vols.. ..net 12/0

Morris (W. O'Connor), The Campaign of 1815 12/6

Munro (H. H.), The Rise of the Russian Empire 10/6
Dixon (W. S.), The Sport of Kings 6/0
Spencer (E.), The Great Game, and How it is Played 5/0
Spencer (E.), Cakes and Ale. New Edition 2/0
Begbie (Harold), The Struwwelpeter Alphabet. Illus-

trated by F. Carruthers Gould 3/6
Gluckstein (S. M.), Queen or President ? An Indictment

of Paul Kruger 2/6
Paston (George), Mrs. Delany (Mary Granville) : a Memoir,

1700-1788 7/6
Allen (Grant), A Memoir. By Edward Clodd 7/6
Belfort-Bax (E.), Marat : a Historical Study 10/6
Nisbet (J. F ), The Insanity of Genius, and the General

Inequality of Human Faculty Physiologically Con-
sidered 6/0

Le Gallienne (Richard), Travels in England 6/0
Shore (Arabella), First and Last Poems net 5/0
Hiller (H. Croft), Heresies, or Agnostic Theism, Ethics,

Sociology, and Metaphysics. Vol.11 5/0
Tylor (Louis), Fellow Wayfarers : a Record 3/6
Hopper (Nora), Songs of the Morning net 3/6
Brown (Horatio F.), Drift : Verses net 5/0
Housman (A. E.), A Shropshire Lad. New Edition ...net 3/0
Wynne (Charles Whitworth), Ad Astra : Poems net 6/0
Warren (Henry), How to Deal with Your Banker S/6
Sutro (A.), The Cave of Illusion, Drama in Four Acts:

With Introduction by Maurice Maeterlinck net 3/6
Peacock (Wadham), The Story of the Inter-University

Boat Race 2/0
Robertson (John M.), An Introduction to English Politics 10/6
Macdonald (J. F.), Paris of the Parisians , 5/0
Farmer (J. 8.), Regimental Records of the British Army

net 10/6

Fiction.

Marsh (Richard), A Second Coming 6/0
Winter (John Strange), The Money Sense 6/0
Dunne (P. P.), Mr. Dooley in the Hearts of His Country-

men 3/6
Allen (Grant), HUda Wade 6/0
Bowles (M.), Charlotte Lsyland 6/0
Morrow (W. C), A Man: His Mark 3/6
Chambers (R. W.), Outsiders 6/0
Tarkington (Booth), The Gentleman from Indiana 6/0
Paxley (Francis L), Maitland of Cortezia 6/0
Bramah (Ernest), The Wallet of Kai Lung 6/0
Lindsey (W.), Cindar-Path Tales 3/6
Norris (Frank), Blix : a Love Idyll 3/6
Cobb (Thomas), Scruples : a Novel 3/6
MuUholland (Rosa), Onora : a Novel 3/6
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. Messrs. Seeley & Co.

Binyon (Laurence). Thomas Girtin : His Life and Works.

With twenty reproductions in Autotype net -12/0

Shand (Alexander Innes), General John Jacob of tLe

Sciude Light Horse 10/6

Marshall (Beatrice), Emma tfarshall : a Memoir 6/0

MouIp (Rev. H. C. G.), The Secret of the Presence, and
other Sermons 3/6

Eardley- Wilmot (Ciptain S.), Our Fleet To-day and its

Development durinpr the last Sixty Years 5/0

Norris (W. E.), The Fight for the Crown. Cheaper
Edition 3/6

Kerr (Richard), Wi7ele8S Telegraphy Popularly Exj lained.

Fourth Edition. Revised 1/0

Messrs. Smith, Elder & Co.

Bent (Theodore), Southern Arabia 18/0
Wilson (Beckles), The Great Company, 1607-1871 : Being

a History of the Honourable Company of Merchant
Adventurers Trading in Hudson's Bay 18/0

Thackeray- (Col. Sir Edward), Biographical Notices of
Officers of the Royal Bengal Engineers 12/6

Molteno (P. A.), The Life and Times of Sir John Charles
Molteno, K.C.M.G., First Premier of the Cape
Colony 28/0

Martin (Benjamin Ellis) and Martin (Charlotte M.), The
Stones of Paris, in History and Letters 18/0

Macnaraara (N. C), The Origin and Character of the
British People 6/0

West (Sir AlgOTuon), Rejollections, 1832 to 1886. Second
E^iUon 21/0

Kroptitkia (Prince), Memoirs of a Revolutionist 21/0
Lee (Sidney), Life of William Shakespeare. Library

Edition. Illustrated 16/0
Pitchett (W. H.), How Englacd Saved Europe: The Story

of the Great War, 1793-181.5. Vol. I. From the Low
Countries to Egypt.—Vol. 11. The Struggle for the
Sea. -Vol. III. The War in the Peninsula.—Vol. IV.
Waterloo and St. Helena each 6/0

Pitciirn (E. H.), Unwritten Laws and Ideals of Active
Careers 7/6

Earle (Mrs. C. W.), More Pot-Pourri. Third Impression... 7/6
The Haworth Edition of the Life and Works of the Sisters

Bronte. Introductions to the works are supplied by
Mrs. Huiuphry Ward, and an Introduction and Notes
to Mrs. Gaskell's " Life of Charlotte Bronte," by Mr.
Clement K. Shorter. The following are published : Vol.
I. Jane Eyre.—Vol. II. Shirley.—Vol. III. Villette.

—Vol. IV. The Professor.—Vol. V. Wuthering Heights
and Agnes Grey. The following will be ready on
March 26 : Vol. VL The Tenant of Wildfell Hall, by
Anne Bronte ; and, on April 26, the final volume, Vol.
VII. Life of Charlotte Bronte, by Mrs. Gaskell, each 6/0

Sidney (Lee), Dictionary of National Biography. Vol.
LXII. The final volume will be published on
July 1, 1900 net 15/0

Fiction.

PhiUipps-Wolley (Clive), The Chicamon Stone : a Legend
of the Yukon Basin 6/0

Douglas (Theo.). Nemo 6/0
Hutchinson (Horace G.), Little Lady Mary, &c 6/0
Doyle (Conan), The Green Flag, and other Tales of War

and Sport 6/0
Crockett (S. R.), Little Anna Mark 6/0
Colmore (Q.), The Marble Face 6/0
Hardy fFrancis H. ), To the Healing of the Sea 6/0
Birrell fOlive), Love in a Mist 6/0
Jewett (Sarah Orne), The Queen's Twin, and other Stories 5/0

Messrs. Swan Sonnenschein & Co.
Meakin (Budgett), The Land of the Moors : a General

Description 15/0
Penny (Mrs. Frank), Fort St. George, Madras .'. 10/6
Tschudi (Clara), Eugenie, Empress of the Frendi 7/6
Claviere (R. de Maulde la), The Women of the Renaissance
HDl (Alexander), A Run Roimd the Empire : Being the

Log of Two Young People who Circumnavigated the
Globe

, 3/6
ricker (Dr. Karl), The Antarctic 7/6

The Campaign) of the Derhi/shire Reglmtni : Raiues (Gen.

Sir Julius), The 95th (The Derbyshire) Regiment in

Central India.—Gosset (Major E. A. Q.), The 2Dd
Battalion Derbyshire Regiment in the Egyptian Cam-
paign of 1882.—Iggulden (Capt. H. A.), The 2od
Battalion Derbyshire Regiment in the Sikkim Expe-
dition of 1888 1/0

Social England Series (Edited by Kenelm Cotes) : Cooke-
Taylor (R. W.), Course of Industrial Empire.—Cor-

nish (F. W.). Chivabry.—Brown (Prof. G. Baldw n),

History of the Fine Arts.—Vinogradoff (Prof.), The
English Manor.—Balfour (Henry), The Evolution of

Household Implements.—Smith (Lucy Toulmin),

Mysteries and Miracle Plays.—Smith (C. Fell), The
Social Petition of Women.—Clowes (W. Laird), The
Navy each 4/6

Bleak (Dr. W. H. J.), Specimens of Bushman Folklore ...

Dalbiac (Col. P. H.), A Dictionary of Foreign Quotations

(French and Italian) 7/6

Carpenter (Edward), Eros and Peyche and the First Book
of the Iliad of Homer 2/6

Ives (George), Eros' Throne : a Book of Verse 2/6

Marshall (William). Herbert: a Poem
Metchim (D. Bridgman), Atlantis: The Book of the

Angels
Carlsen (W.), War as It Is 1/6

The Public Schools Year Book, 1900. Edited by three

Public School Men 2/6

Balmforth (Ramsden), Some Social and Political Pioneers

of the Nineteenth Century 2/6

Millin (G. F.), Commerce and Christianity

Phipson (C. B.), The Science of Civilisation ; or. The
Principles of Agricultural, Industrial, and Commer-
cial Prosperity

Smith (Alfred), The Housing Question 1/0

Mark (H. T.), The Sound and Sight Method of Teaching
French ...

Pestalozzi (J. H.), How Gertrude Teaches Her Children... 3/6

McMillan (Margaret), Early Childhood 3/0

Mark (H. T.), An Outline of the History of Educational
Theories in Eagland 3/0

Mn T. Fisher Unwin.

Moore (George), The Bending of the Bough net 3/6

Aberdeen (Countess of). The Transactions of the Interna-

tional Congress of Women. 7 vols each, net 3/6

Wright (M. E. S.), Rhymes Old and New net 3/6

Crampton (G. C), A Story of an Estancia 3/6

Pike (G. Holden), Cromwell and His Times 3/6

Symons (Arthur), The Complete Works of Mathilde Blind 7/6

Yeld (George), Scrambles in the Eastern Graians 7/6

Hannah (I. C. ), A Brief History of Eastern Asia 7/6

Hardy (Rev. E. J.), Mr. Thomas Atkins 6/0

Beame (Catherine A.), Pictures of the Old Frerch Court 10/6

Story of the Nations Series : Orsi (Pietro), Modern Italy,

. 1748-1898. — Scott (Sir John), Modern Egypt. —
Boyesen (Prof. Hjalmar H.), Norway each 5/0

Caddick (Helen), A White Woman in Ceijtral Africa 6/0

Sports Library: Dale (T. F.), Riding, Driving, and
Kindred Sports.-Fegan (B.), and Others, Football,

Hockey, and Lacrosse each 2/6

Harper (IdaHusted), Life and Work of Susan B. Anthony 32/0

Jones (David B.) and Rhys (John), The Welsh People

:

their Origin, Language, and History 16/0

Overseas Library : Gaggin (John), Among the Man-
Eaters.—Montagnac (Noel de), Negro Nobodies : a

Study of Life in Jamaica.—Bulfin (W.), Tales of the

Pampas each 2/0

How to Read War News : a Vade-Mecum of Notes and
Hints to Readers of Despatches, &c 1/0

Fiction.

Barry (William), Arden Massiter 6/0

Smith (Isabella), The Minister's Guest 6/0

McAulay (Allan), The Rhymer 6/0

Sutcliffe (Halliwell), Shameless Wayne 6/0

Alexander (Mrs.), Through Fire to Fortune 6/0

Barr (Amelia E.), Was it Right to Forgive ? 6/0
" Ouida," The Waters of Edera 6/0

Carman (A. R.), The Preparation of Ryerson Embury 6/0

Gingold (Helene), The Chillingfield Chronicles 6/0

Jeb (Sema), Uncle Peter 6/0
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FEEDERICK WARNE & CO.'S PUBLICATIOJSS.
ASXE PBATT-S FLOWBRING PLANTS,

GRASSES, SEDGES, AND FERNS
OF GREAT BRITAIN.

Is now Publishe*-! Complete in 4 vols.

Roy»I 8vQ, cloth gilt, gilt top, £2 8s. net ; in 4 vols.,
medium 8vo, liajf-morocco, gilt top, C:J net.

The Standard Work on the British Flora.

ANNE PRATT'S

FLOWERING PLANTS,
GRASSES, SEDGES, AND FERNS

OF GREAT BRITAIN.
Edited and Revised by EDWARD STEP, P.L S

Illnstrated with 319 Colonred Plates, accurately
reproduced in the Natural Tints, and Four

Black-and-Wbite Diat^rams.

Royal avo, with 1100 pp.

In 4 vols., medium 8?o, cloth gilt, gilt top, 4:3 net

;

ditto, half-morocco, gilt top, £'.^ 12s. net.

FAVOURITE FLOWERS
GARDEN AND 'greenhouse.

By EDWARD STEP, F.L S.

The Cultural Directions edited by WILLIAM
WATSON, F.R.H.8., Assistant Curator

of the Boyal Gardens, Kew.
Illaatrated with 316 superb Colonred Plates, Drawn

anil Coloured with minute care from the actual
Living Plants.

Medium Svo, over 700 pp.
The STANDARD says;—"The volumes are all

alike in their interest. The pictures awaken many a
pleasant memory of old times to tliose who have
drifted into cities ; they will be coveted by all and
purchssed by many."
The DAIL V CliROMCLE says :-" We wish that

everybody who takes pride in his garden could afford
a copy of this beautiful work. 80 much disappr>iDt-
ment would be avoided, so much labour saved, and so
ropeh greater in proportion would be the results.**

THE
ROMANCE OF WILD FLOWERS.
A Companion to the British Flora.

By EDWARD STEP, P.L.S.
With upwards of 200 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth

gilt, gilt lop, Cs.

The PALL MALL GAZETTE says:—"No one
is better qualified to write a popular l)ook on the
British flora than Mr. Edward Step. He is the guide,
counsellor, and friend of every Held club, and his
knowledge, gained as it is from Nature herself rather
than from the library or the class-ro<3rD, is placed
Ijefore the unscientific reader in just such form as he
or she can easily comprehend. Print, illustrations,
and text are alike excellent, and this library should
appeal to every lover of the country.**

SERIES I. AND II.

In small foap. Svo, cloth gilt, round comers, 78. 8d.
each ; and in morocco, 10a. ed. each.

WAYSIDE AND WOODLAND
BLOSSOMS.

A Pocket Guide to British Wild Flowers.
By EDWARD STEP.

Each containing 138 Coloured and IS Black-and-
White Plates.

The First and Second Series of these Handbooks
pmctically deal with the whole of the British Wild
Flowers which come under the notice of the ordinary
Botanist.

Large crown Svo, cloth, 3s. fid. each.

J. D. HARDING'S ART MANUALS.
LESSONS on ART. By J. D.

llAtUiING. Containins; 127 Lessons, 165 pagfs
of Toxt, W Lithographic Plates, and 103 Outlines.

LESSONS on TREES. By J. D
HARDING. Containing fi) Lessons on 63 Litho-
graphic Plates, together with Descriptive Text to
each Lesson,

The late Mr. Si heiv wrote ;—" They are deservedly
praised, for they are the only works by a modern
draughtsman which express in any wise the energy
of trees and the law of growth, of which we have
been speaking. There are no lithographic sketches
which, for truth of general character, obtained with
little cost of time, at all rival Harding's.'*

"MRS. BURNETT HAS NEVER WRITTEN
BETTER THAN IN THIS STORY."— Ftda Press.

Crown 8to, 480 pp., cloth giU, 6a.

IN CONNECTION WITH

THE

DE WILLOUGHBY
CLAIM.

BY

FRANCES HODGSON BURNETT.

PRESS OPINIONS.

The DAILY TELEGRAPH, Nov. 29. 1899.

*' We have no hesitation in saying that Mrs
Bomett's new work is one of the most movinp: novels
of the year and it contains scenes of a most tender
and pervading sweetness As is always the case in

Mrs. >lodg8on Burnett's beet work, it is the lovable-
nessof her characters which gives such charm to

her pages To pass from scenes of keen pathos to
others of such tender nharm, from the pittous figure
of Margery to that of the radiant Sheba, is an employ-
ment which, however affecting to our emotions, is

very fascinating it is an exceedingly attractive
novel."

The WEEKLY SUy, Dec. 2, 1S93.

*• * The De Willoughby Claim' shows the gifted
authoress at her best. The novel is one of the mo^t
human tbat has been published this jear, and is full

of that sweetness and pathos we have come to look
for in Mrs. Hodgson Burnett's work. Tt'e characters
are all lovable It is the biggest thiug Mrs. Hodgson
Burnett has attempted, and she has been rewai'ded
with conspicuous succees."

The MANGHESTEB ODARDIAy, Dec. 5. 1899.

** Mrs. Prances Hodgson Burnett has never written
anything better than this story."

The DAILY CHRONICLE, Dec. 8, 1899.

" Mrs. Burnett has never written better than in

this story. She has never delineated character more
delicately, more sympathetically, her pathos has
never been truer, her humour more engaging. The
book gives one the impression of having been written
with great and worthy care. No writer, not the very
ablest, who made a point of turning ont, say, three
novels a year, could possibly have done anything so
good as 'The De Willoughby Claim.' The book is

well worthy to be read, and will be read by the wise."

The EAST ANGLICAN DAILY TIMES,
Dec. 7, 1899.

" Whatever Mrs. Burnett chooses to write is sure of
an interested and eager welcome from the multitude
of her admirers Felicia, Tom de Willoughby, and
Margery are characters not easily to be forgotten,
and the sterner figures are drawn with more power
and snreness than Mrs. Burnett has anywhere else
compassed. This is certainly the finest story Mrs.
Burnett has given us—and that is saving a great
deal."

The COURT JOURNAL, Dec. 9, 1899.

" We have had to wait for ' In Connection with the
De Willoughby Claim ' to find Mrs. Burnett at her

,

best, or, we shouli say, perhaps, revealing qualities '

that were hardly suggested by her previous works,
i

But it is futile to attempt to describe the charm of the
j

book. It mast be read to be aopreciated^ which may
sound paradoxical, but is not."

The LIVERPOOL POST, Feb. U. 1900.

"In working out this story Mrs, Burnett shows all

the artistic Mkdl, insight into human character, ani
literary power that were so conspicuous in 'Litile
Lord Fauntleroy ' The novel is full of delightfully
drawn pictares of life."

Orowu Svo, cloth gilt, gilt top, 38. 6d,

JOHN RUSKIN:
His Life and Teaching.

With Bibliography and Portrait.

By J. MARSHALL MATHER.
" It would be difficult to obtain a more Incid and

comprehensive idea of John Raskin and his life-work
in a small compass than can be assured by a careful
study of that admirable little monograph. ' In its

revised and enlarged form,' says the SPECTATOR,
' the book is a most excellent aid to the understanding
of the very nature of the great art critic and philo-
sopher, as well as of the brilliant productions of his
pen.* Mr. Mather only claims for his little volume
that it is an outline of Raskin's life and teaching in-

tended for those who are purposing a careful and
detailed study of his works, but it is so excellently
done, with so firm a touch and so clear a perception
of essentials, that to those who have no time for the
detailed study referred to, it will give a most ueefol,
interesting, and just idea of the great teacher and his
work."

READY SHORTLY.
POPULAR EDITION, crown Svo. sewed. Is.

JOHN RUSEIN:
His Life and Teaching:.

By J. MARSHALL MATHER.
Reprint of the above well-knnwn work, Ftrongly

liound, including the Bibliography, but omitting the
Portrait.

CHEAP POPULAR ISSUE.
Crown Svo, sewed, picture cover, Is,

JOHN BULL & 00.
By MAX O'RELL.

The MANCHESTER GUARDIAN says: "This
popular edition of the book in which Max O'Rell takes
stock of Canada. Australia, New Zealand, and South
Africa is very serviceable reading at the present time
for all who are prepared for naked truths, pleasant
and unpleasant, but always shrewd and interesting,
from the one Frenchman who is at home with us and
knows our qualities and defects."

Pocket Volume, bound in Khaki.

Small 24mo, cloth, red lettered, gilt top, la.

SOLDIER SONGS.
A NEW MILITARY SONG-BOOK.

Containing the latest Popular Songs, inclading

THE SOLDIERS of the QUEEN,
PRIVATE TOMMY

|
WHO CARRIES THE
GUN.

THE UNION JACK.
TO THE FRONT.

ATKISS.
THE DEATHLESS
ARMY.

THE OLD BRIGADE &o. &o.

To which are added the Collection Edited by
J. K. CARPENTER.

THE ARMY AND NAVY
BIRTHDAY BOOK.

By Lieut.-Col. SECCOMBE.
Neatly bound in khaki-coloared cloth, Is. 6d.,with

Twelve Original Coloured Plates and Illustrations for
every Day in the Year.

Also kept in Art binding, watered silk sides, inlaid
panel, gilt edges, 2s. 6d.

And in varioas leather bindings.

BY THE AUTHOR OP "SCARLET AND STEEL.

RED COAT ROMANCES
By E. LCVINGSTON PRKSCOTT.

Illustrated by Richard Simkin.

Crown Svo, cloth gilt, gilt top, 3s. ed.

The DAILY MAIL says: "There is humour and
character as well a.s a touch of quiet pathos in these
seven tales of garrison life. Amonj^ the best of them
are M'orporal by Purchase.' *.Iudpmerit by Default,

The Blue-Eyed Babe," and ' Poor Little Jacky.' All

of them have heart, all of them show an intimate
knowledge of Tommy Atkins, and all are worthy to be
read."

A COMPLETE CATALOGUE mn;/ he had post free on application from the Publishers.

London: FREDERICK WARNE & CO., Chandos House, Bedford St., Strand, W.C, and New York
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MESSRS. WW. BLACKWOOD & SONS'

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

By O. W. STeeVENS,
Daily Mail War Correspondent.

BF.COND rxrPRESSION. NOW BEADT.

FROM CAPETOWN TO LADYSMITH.
By 0. W. STEEVENS,

Author of " With Kitchener to Khartum," &o.

With Maps. Crown 8ro, 38. Sd.

AffODEurr EXTa-ijXSxz "^jvritetib.

JOHN RUSKIN.
By Mrs. MEYNELL.

Crown 8vo, 28. Od. iShortly.

A HISTORY of SCOTLAND from the BOMAN
OCCUPATION. By ANDREW LANG. In 2 vols., demy 8vn. Volume I.

With a Photogravure Frontispiece and Four Maps. Pnce 158. net.

{_lmmedialely,

HURRAH for the LIFE of a SAILOR I Fifty Years
lit T«» RovAi. NivY. By Vio-Admieal Sib WILLIAM KflNNEDY,
K.C.B., Author of "Sport, Travel, and Adventure in Newfoundland and
the West Indies." With numerous Illustrations from Sketches by the
Author. Demy 8vo, 12s. 8d. [/» April.

FROM DOOR to DOOR.
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The Irish Literary Movement.*
Mr. Yeats as Shepherd.

At the present rate of events we shall all soon bo claiming
Irish descent. We have seen Mr. George Moore sob his
way from London to Dublin with Art in his portmanteau.
On Saturday thousands of Englishmen will be wearing
clover leaves in honour of St. Patrick. In April the
Queen's visit. It is all very pleasant and important ; and
now, to give the joy its crown of song, Mr. W. B. Yeats
comes wandering by—with dreams in his eyes—telling us
that Ireland's new poets are to " lead many that are sick
with theories and trivial emotions to some sweet well-
waters of primeval song." It is most true that many of
us are sick with theories ; all the bolder then is Mr. Yeats
when he advances another. It is not as though his chosen
band of poets were living in Ireland, cultivating the
Muse on a few potatoes. Mr. Yeats himself lives in
London and has been seen in hansom cabs; and Mrs.
Hinkson, Miss Nora Hopper, Mrs. Clement K. Shorter,
and Mr. Lionel Johnson are all Londoners; several
of them, indeed, have sung the praises of London with
rapture. However, Mr. Yeats produces documents

—

an anthology of modem Irish verse and an introductory
essay—in support of his message ; the least we can do is

to examine these.

At once we are captivated by Mr. Yeats's knowledge,
his subdued fervour, and his golden phrases. He tells

first how slowly and fitfully English-speaking Ireland
found poets after the dissolution of the bardic order in
the wars of the seventeenth century. Irish poets rose,
but they were of little use to Ireland. Goldsmith came
to London ; Swift was, in Mr. Balfour's phrase, an Irish-
man only by the visitation of God, and against his will

;

Congreve turned gentleman at an early age ; and Pamell,
Denham, and Eoscommon hardly count. Moore, with all

his Irish melodies, was not very melodious. But at last
a little band of translators arose who put old Gaelic
verses into English; and then came a band of "Young
Ireland " poets like George Barley and Samuel Lover and
James Clarence Mangan and Edward Walsh. Most of
these were too given to politics ; " they had no time to
listen to the voice of the insatiable artist, who stands
erect, or lies asleep waiting until a breath arouses him,
in the heart of every craftsman." Mangan—the laureate
of the g^oup— eschewed politics, but not opium. Mr.
Yeats says of this unhappy poet :

" Mangan knew nothing
of the happiness of the outer man ; and it was only when
prolonging the tragic exultation of some dead bard that
he knew the unearthly happiness which clouds the outer
man with sorrow, and is the fountain of impassioned art."
That explains "Dark Rosaleen," with its glorious energy
that seems to outlive its last stanza, and go thrilling
wordlessly through space and time. Undoubtedly, with
Mangan we come to the 'osses. A little later came
Samuel Ferguson, William Allingham, and Aubrey de
Vere, working apart from politics, and turning an ear not

° A Hook of Irish Verse, Selected from Modem Writers, by
W. B. Yeats. (Methuen.)

only to the Gaelic bards, but to the poets of the big
world. To Allingham Mr. Yeats awards this fine
praise : " He is the poet of the melancholy peasantry of
the West, and, as years go on, and voluminous histories
and copious romances drop under the horizon, will ta^e
his place among those minor immortals who have put
their souls into little songs to humble the proud."
That is the criticism of a poet. But Mr. Yeats knows
that these poets of Fenian days are not worthy of all
imitation. From their successors of to-day a finer and
more alluring craftsmanship is asked, in alliance with the
old passion, the immemorial legends. A spell more potent
and more delicate is needed to evoke poetry from a world
full of cross-currents of noise and vulgar energy. Un-
fortunately, the world is much with the young Irishman
he goes to Trinity College, or to the English Universities,
and the poet is worn out of him. " He loves the mortal
arts which have given him a lure to take the hearts of men,
and shrinks from the immortal, which could but divide
him from his fellows." Still Mr. Yeats has his little flock
of the faithful. Besides the London colony, there is the
mysterious A. E., whose poetry "has a more disembodied
ecstasy than any poetry of our time." By the way, A. E.
is accounted the " chief poet of the school of Irish mystics
which has shaped Mr. Charles Weekes." When Mr.
Yeats talks like that we realise that we have not the
wedding garment. For of Mr. Weekes we know nothing
beyond the fact, mentioned with respect by Mr. Yeats,
that he " published recently, but withdrew immediately, a
curious and subtle book." Such fawn-like flight is surely
far above three signed copies, and unobtainable vellum.
Then there is Mr. John Eglinton, "best known for the
orchestral harmonies of his Remnant," and behind these a
pale wavering crowd of " young writers, who have thought
the labours that bring the mystic vision more important
than the labours of any craft." Is it possible that Mr.
Yeats can at any moment lay his hands on a poet with
mystic vision, and no visible means of support ? If so, the
Irish literary movement may indeed endure.

So much for the poets, what of their work ? Criticism
of individual poems is not needed. The questions to be
answered are surely these : Do these poems, gathered from
many hands in two centuries, seem to belong to each other

;

do they form a recognisable homogeneous body of verse
about which general conclusions can be formed ? Secondly,
if they are homogeneous, have they qualities which entitle
them to be accepted as good leaven? have we here an
influence, and a valuable influence? To these questions
our answer is "Yes." For setting aside all other and, as
we think, minor considerations, we find in these poems
a love of nature more intimate and spiritual than we think
could be found in any collection of English or Scottish poets
of the same, perhaps even of a higher, literary rank. The
Irish heart has loved Nature not only with the love of a
bruised patriot, but with the old indefinable temperamental
love of the Celt for Mother Earth. These Irish poets do
not seem to come to Nature with eyes, they seem to be
dwelling with her in spirit ; they love to be alone with her,
not naming her trees and flowers, not curiously observant
of detail, but deeply conscious of her large life and her
warm permanent embrace of them in life or death. It
recurs—this note—in many keys, many standards of
expression, but it is the recurrent and magisterial note of
all these poems. You have it in Sir Samuel Ferguson's
ballad of " Aideen's Grave "

:

Here, far from camp and chase removed,
Apart iu Nature's quiet room,

The music that alive she loved
Shall cheer her in the tomb.

The humminjt of the noontide bees,
The lark's loud carol all day long.

And, borne on evening's salted breeze,
The clanking sea-bird's song,
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Shall round her airy chamber float,

And w-ith the whispering winds and streams,

Attune to Nature's tenderest note

The tenor of her dreams ;

And oft, at trauriuil eve's decline,

When full tides lip the Old Green Plain,

The lowing of Moynalty's kine

Shall round her breathe again.

You have it in Mr. Charles Weekes's " Think " :

Think, the ragged turf-boy urges

O'er the dusty road his asfes

;

Think, on seashore far the lonely

Heron wings along the sand

;

Think, in woodland under oak-boughs
Now the streaming sunbeam passes

;

And bethink thee thou art servant

To the same all-moving hand.

You have it in alliance with fairy lore, in William

Allingham's " Fairies " :

High on the hill-top

The old King sits

;

He is now so old and gray
He's nigh lost his wits.

With a bridge of white miit

Columbian he crosses,

Ou his stately journeys
From Sleeveleague to Bosses

Or going up with music
On cold starry nights,

To sup with the Queen
Of the gay Northern Lights.

You have it as the gift of memory—that childiah memory
whose lightest caprice is worth all the acquisitions of

study

:

Pour ducks on a pond,

A grass-bank beyond,
A blue sky of spring,

White clouds on the wing

:

What a little thing

To remember for years—
To remember with tears

!

You have it as sheer description, which achieves more by

what it selects than by what it says, in Mrs. Hinkson's
" Children of Lir "

:

Dews are in the clear air, and the roselight paUng,

Over sands and sedges shines the evening star.

And the moon's disk high in heaven is sailing,

Silvered all the spear-heads of the rushes are

—

Housed warm are all things as the night grows colder.

Water-fowl and sky-fowl dreamless in the nest.

But the swans go drifting, drooping wings and shoulder,

Cleaving the still waters where the fishes rest.

You have it when no bird sings, the poet refusing all

material help to his thought. Thus A. E.

:

What of all the will to do ?

It has vanished long ago,

For a dream-shaft pierced it through
From the Unknown Archer's bow.

What of all the soul to think P

Some one offered it a cup
Filled with a diviner drink.

And the flame has burned it up.

What of all the hope to climb ?

Only in the self we grope
To the misty end of time

:

Truth has put an end to hope.

What of all the heart to love ?

Sadder than for will or soul.

No light lurod it on above
;

Love has found itself the whole.

Wherefore, if we came gingerly to this book, and did not

at once put away the smile of incredulity, we lodge it on
our shelves with gratitude and respect.

Things Seen.

The Lesson.

He asked for a match, which should, in the fitness of

things (common decency, even!), have been denied him
severely, but was not denied him; and, for the little

comedy that followed, there is one who, realising every-

thing, bears his responsibility lightly, nor can find it in

his heart to be other than grateful exceedingly (to himself

by example—the condemned match his!) and most im-

penitently glad.

The cigaretted, but matchless, was seven, perhaps

—

perhaps eight ; his smaller companion, six. The owner of

the match that changed hands is—well, never mind . . .

old enough to know better! The attenuation of the

cigarette, maybe, influenced him. It was such a cigarette as

in Piccadilly or Bond-street you may see in neat crimson

boxes, labelled " Ladies'," and possibly " Scented " : in

less notable thoroughfares cigarettes of such narrow
dimensions are to be seen in packets of six (is it ten ?),

in the windows of shops trading comprehensively in

tobacco, sweets, newspapers (the like and unlike), at a
penny a packet ! Whatever the poison enwrapped in the

meagre roll, its proportions were infinitesimal. So much
excuse had the match-giver. . . . But excuse ? ... It

was not the poison, but the principle— and, there! he
hugs himself, making and seeking no excuse whatsoever.

A favour was asked of him, he granted it regally—nay,

more, giving quickly, he gave twice.

Seven, then, the asker, holding cigarette and match
securely in one hand, took Six by the other, and led him
to a doorway close by. Into the recess Seven pushed Six

with some energy, and then, putting his head out, looked

up and down the street. All was safe, it seemed. The
g^ver of the match, as an accomplice, evidently "counted "

no longer. Nothing was to be feared from him, it was
plain—so do sinners commit themselves !—and he was
suffered to look on undisturbed.

"Now," said Seven.

Six looked pale but determined—as one who has made
up his mind and will see something through.

"Put it in y' mouth," said Seven. "Not that end,

silly ! Don'tch see the silver tip ?
"

"Aw-right," said Six.

Seven struck the match in a workmanlike way, shading
the flame at once with his cupped hands. Oh, but Seven
was experienced ! And oh, but the match-giver was
hardened, to have looked on unmoved—unmoving rather

let us say—at the infamy !

" Draw," said Seven authoritatively.
" Draw ? " said Six doubtfully.

"Yus, dror it, y' silly!"

Six drew.
" That's right," said Seven. "You'll do. Dror again.

That's better. Now spit !

"

The Flag.

When midnight fell on the day of national rejoicing I
turned from the garish streets still thronged with delirious

crowds and went homewards. The shouts died away,
glimmering lights took the place of the flaring illumina-

tions, and so I came to a great Scjuare silent save for the
rustling of the tall trees. As I passed through it the door
of one of the solemn houses opened, disclosing an old man
with a letter in his hand. He paused a moment on the
threshold, and then, reaching out, grasjied a flag that had
been stuck with others above the doorway, and descended
the steps. A servant who came running up the stairs at

that moment observed the incident and smiled. As the

old man crossed the road to the pillar-box he shouldered
the flag, squared his shoulders, and stepped out as if he
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were marching to music. He posted his letter, and
returned across the roadway with the flag fluttering in the

night breeze, and his chin tilted in the air. Now all the

day and night I had been watching patriotism—patriotism

inspired and encouraged by the contact with excited

patriots, patriotism whose infection caught and carried

London away in a whirl of enthusiasm. But here was
a man—alone, at midnight, and old—doing a thing for its

own sake, without onlookers, without encouragement

:

doing it secretly, and so bravely. His action seemed to

me rather remarkable, and I said as much to the police-

man at the comer. His manner was noncommittal ; but he
stalked a few steps nearer to the house, at the open door

of which the servant stood waiting his master's return.

As the old man ascended the steps and replaced the

flag, the servant caught the policeman's eye, smiled, and
winked.
The policeman turned to me, and remarked with the air

of one who says a good thing :

" No man's a hero, sir, to his own valet."

"You know how Hegel explains that proverb, " I said

sharply.

He stuck his hands into his belt and shook his head.

"Can't say as I do !"

" Not because the hero is no hero, but because the valet

is only a valet."
" Well," said the constable as he turned on his heel,

" there's room for all sorts in the world."

I

Mr. Kipling and Mark Twain.

The interview with Mark Twain which Mr. Kipling enjoyed
in 1889, and which is described in From Sea to Sea (reviewed
elsewhere in this number), is in some respects the best
interview that we have ever read. Historically the meeting
was of the highest importance, for, as we have before
remarked in the Academy, Mark Twain was the greatest
factor in the literary education of the younger man, and
the younger man's homage suggests that he knew it.

The thing that stmck me first was that he was an
elderly man

;
yet, after a minute's thought, I perceived

that it was otherwise, and in five minutes, the eyes looking
at me, I saw that the grey hair was an accident of the
most trivial. He was quite young. I was shading his
hand. I was smoking his cigar, and I was hearing him
talk—this man I had learned to love and admire fourteen
thousand miles away.
Reading his books, I had striven to get an idea of his

personality, and all my preconceived notions were wrong
and beneath the reality. Blessed is the man who finds no
disillusion when he is brought face to face with « reverfd
writer. That was a moment to be remembered ; the
landing of a twelve-pound salmon was nothing to it. I
had hooked Mark Twain, and he was treating me as though
under certain circumstances I might be an equal.

That was how Mr. Kipling felt. And he wrote to the
Pioneer :

" Tou are a contemptible lot, over yonder. Some
of you are Commissioners, and some Lieutenant-Governors,
and some have the V.C., and a few are privileged to walk
about the Mall arm in arm with the Viceroy ; but / have
seen Mark Twain this golden morning, have shaken his
hand, and smoked a cigar—no, two cigars—with him, and
talked with him for more than two hours ! Understand
clearly that I do not despise you ; indeed, I don't. I am
only very sorry for you, from the Viceroy downward."
It must sometimes occur to the author of this interview,
not without sadness, that there is now no one of whom he
can write like this. Youth has its compensations—and,
indeed, hero-worship is by no means the lea^t of them.

For a wJiile copyright was the subject of talk. And
then the younger man asked if Tom Sawyer married Judge

Thatcher's daughter. The question was not answered,

but this is how Marl: Twain spoke of that immortal boy :

" I have a notion of writing the sequel to Tom Sawyer
in two ways. In one I would make him rise to great
honour and go to Congress, and in the other I should hang
him. Then the friends and enemies of the book could take
their choice."

Here I lost my reverence completely, and protested
against any theory of the sort, because, to me at least,

Tom Sawyer was real.
" Oh, he is real," said Mark Twain. " He's all the boy

that I have known or recollect ; but that would be a gpod
way of ending the book"; then, turning round, "be-
cause, when you come to think of it, neither religion,

training, nor education avails anything against the force of

circumstances that drive a man. Suppose we took the
next four-and-twenty years of Tom Sawyer's life, and
gave a little joggle to the circumstances that controlled

him, he would, logically and according to the joggle,

turn out a rip or an angel."
" Do you believe that, then ?

"

" I think so. Isn't it what you call Kismet ?
"

"Yes; but don't give him two joggles and show the
result, because he isn't your property any more. He
belongs to us."

Then came humorous words on autobiography, truth-

telling, and conscience, and anon Mark Twain dropped
into autobiography himself. Says his companion and
observer

:

He spoke always through his eyes, a light under the

heavy eyebrows ; anon crossing the room with a step as

light as a girl's, to show me some book or other ; then
resuming his walk up and down the room, puffing at

the cob pipe. I would have given much for nerve
enough to demand the gift of that pipe—value, five cents

when new. I understood why certain savage tribes

ardently desired the liver of brave men slain in combat.
That pipe would have given me, perhaps, a hint of his

keen insight into the souls of men. But he never laid

it aside within stealing reach.

Once, indeed, he put his hand on my shoulder. It was
an investiture of the Star of India, blue silk, trumpets,

and diamond-studded jewel, all complete. If hereafter,

in the changes and chances of this mortal life, I fall to

cureless ruin, I will tell the superintendent of the work-
house that Mark Twain once put his hand on my
shoulder; and he shall give me a rocm to myself and a
double allowance of paupers' tobacco.

So, to a large extent, may young men to-day feel also

about Mr. Kipling, for if any man may be said to have
succeeded Mark Twain, it is he. Not that Mark Twain's

sway is done, by any means, nor that Mr. Kipling has
given us a Suckleherry Finn ; but the American is read less

than he was a dozen years ago and the Anglo-Indian
reigns at this moment over the male Anglo-Saxon intellect.

Correspondence.

Stevenson's Beginnings.

Sib, — Allow me to endorse Dr. Japp's letter in the
Academy, March 10, as the correct account of my con-

nexion with the original publication of Treasure Island.

Following Dr. Japp's letter, Stevenson's own account of

the origin of Treasure Island would be timely and conclusive.

Here is an extract from his article, entitled "My First

Book

—

Treasure Island," which appeared in the Idler maga-
zine, August, 1894 :

" At Castleton of Braemar, on a chill September morning,
by the cheek of a brisk fire, and t"ie rain drumming on the

window, I began T/ie Sea Cook, for that was the original

title. (It was Mr. Henderson who deleted the first title

—

The Sea Cook.) . . . Day by day, after lunch, I read aloud
my morning's work to the family. It seemed to me original
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as sin ; it seemed to belong to me like my right eye. I
had counted on one boy; I found I had two in my
audience. My father caught fire at once with all the

romance and childishness of his original nature. His
own stories, that every night of his life he put himself

to sleep with, dealt perpetually with ships, roadside

inns, robbers, old sailors, and commercial travellers be-

fore the era of steam. He never finished one of these

romances ; the lucky man did not require to ! But in

H-ftuure hland he recognised something kindred to his own
imagination ; it was his kind of picturesque : and he not
only heard with delight the daily chapter, but set himself
acting to collaborate. When the time came for Billy

Bones's chest to be ransacked, he must have passed the
better part of a day preparing, on the back of a legal

envelope, an inventory of its contents, which I exactly

followed ; and the name of ' Flint's old ship '—the Walrus
—was given at his particular request. And now who
should come dropping in, ex machina, but Dr. Japp, like

the disguised prince who is to bring down the curtain
upon peace and happiness in the last act ; for he carried in

his pocket, not a horn or a talisman, but a publisher

—

ready, in fact, to unearth new writers for my now old
friend, Mr. Henderson's Young Folks. Even the ruthless-

ness of a united family recoiled before the extreme measure
of inflicting on our guest the mutilated members of The
Sea Cook ; at the same time, we would by no means stop
our readings ; and accordingly the tale was begun again
at the beginning, and solemnly redelivered for the benefit

of Dr. Japp. From that moment on I have thought
highly of his critical faculty; for when he left us, he
carried away the MS. in his portmanteau."

Before the story commenced (October 1, 1881) in
Young Folks, Stevenson called on me, bringfing the cor-

rected proofs of the opening chapters, and it was at that
interview—my first with him—I expressed my dislike to
the title The Sea Cook, and suggested Treasure Island (the
name of the "map"), which he readily agreed to. The
latter part of the story was written at Davos, Switzer-
land.—I am, &c., James Hendkeson.
Red Lion House, Eed Lion Court, Fleet Street

:

March 14, 1900.

A Revolution in Journalism.

Sir,—Eeferring to your most admirably written article

called " A Eevolution in Journalism," in this week's issue,

may I enter a mild protest against the existing tendency
in all serious journals to deprecate the class of papers
represented by Tit-Bits ?

Were such papers to consist exclusively of " snappy

"

paragraphs, bare of all useful information, the sneer would
be justified. But this is not so.

In order to illustrate my contention I turn to a recent
issue of Tit-Bits, and find among other things: (1) A
detailed explanation of military journalism

; (2) an account
of the workings of the Meteorological Oflace

; (3) a bio-
graphical account of Sir George White

; (4) nearly 200
scientific facts; (5) a story which, although of minor
literary merit, is possessed of a certain interest.

The above features alone should, in my opinion, redeem
the paper from the charge of being made up of " snappy

"

"

paragraphs.
Further, I believe that papers of the Tit-Bits order

build up a taste for serious reading—a taste which, in the
absence of such papers, might never develop.

I have only expressed very briefly—and I feel very
poorly—my opinion on this subject, and I sincerely trust
that, with your usual impartiality, you will publish this
letter as a kind of gentle counterblast to the article called
"A Eevolution in Journalism."—I am, &c.,

„, P. Beaotoy.
Playgoers' Club, Strand, W.O.: March 9, 1900.

Obsolete English Words.

Sir,—If the fact that I live in partihus infidelibus {vide-

licit, United States) will excuse my belated letter, I would
like to say how interested I have been in your lists of

obsolete English words that your correspondents would
restore. On reading them I took down my copy of a
book which has attracted some attention over here among
Shakespeare "cranks" (we Americans call all devotees
"cranks"), A Studg in the Warwickshire Dialect, in which
Dr. Appleton Morgan (the President of the New York
Shakespeare Society) claims to demonstrate the Shake-
spearean authorship of Shakespeare by discovering in

every one of the plays an abundance of Warwickshire
dialect words and pronunciations {i.e., that the puns in the
plays would be unintelligible unless the vowels were pro-

nounced as pronounced to this day in Warwickshire), and
out of it alone I have taken a few words which (if I am
not too belated, as aforesaid) I would like to call attention

to as being, I think, picturesque, suggesting to the mind's
eye something of what the act itself, if performed before

us, might sound like, or seem to eye or ear to be :

(\) Backfriend, meaning a surety, a backer.

(2) Bibleback, meaning stout (the Bible of those days being
a stout volume).

(3) Brevet, meaning to flirt.

(4) Burning daylight, meaning to procrastinate.

(5) Cumber, meaning tribulation, anxiety,

(6) Cold crowdings, meaning hard times (perhaps a scarcity

of fuel as produced by res antjmia domi) and huddling
together to keep warm.

(7) Mumblenews, meaning a talebearer or gossip.

(8) Next, meaning immediately.

(9) Stitchwhile, meiniog an instant or moment of time.

(10) Still (i.e., quiet), meaning respectable, gentlemanly, or
ladylike.

Perhaps some of your ingenious readers will give us a
narrative framed to contain these pictorial vocables.—

I

am, &c., Ira Holmes Harris.
14, College-place, New York City: Feb. 25, 1900.

Our Weekly Prize Competitions.

Competition No. 25 (New Series).

In response to our request for poems of not more than fourteen
lines, celebrating the adventures of the elephant which escaped
from the Crystal Palace, we have received a budget of sonnets and
other verse. The best of these effusions is that which follows,
contributed by Mrs. Guy Branson, i4, Sandon Road, Edgbaston,
Birmingham :

He hatched a plot behind his twinklinff eye.
He seized his chance—his longed-for liberty.

Free from his prison bars, his galling chain.
Free—and "My Lord the Elephant" again,
Alas ! how brief a respite from his woes,
Fast round his hiding-place his captors close,

From Bromley Woods in hopeless trammels caught
Triumphantly he's back to Sydenham brought.
Once more the circus-ring, the gaslight flare,

The sea of faces and the music's blare

—

The tricks and gambols he—a slave—must need
Perform to amuse this puny human breed.
Ah ! sad, my Lord the i)lephant, is he
Who—captive—knows the joy of being free I

Replies received also from T. C, Buxted ; C, Rtdhill ; F. H. B.,

Sutton ; H. C. H., Oxford ; P. C. F.. Cambridge ; B. F. M. C,
Whitby ; E. H. W., London ; E. B. S., Ringwood ; E W. H.. Streat-
ham ; R. W. D. N., London

; C. L. E., Matlock ; C. M. W., Hudders-
field ; S. T., Redhill ; P. K., London ; L. L , London ; and 'Sympa-
thiser," Oxford.

Competition No. 26 (New Series).

A correspondent writes :
—" This morning, as I was nearing the

end of a journey in an omnibus, two elderly ladies got in, and at
once continued a conversation which seemed to have been engaging
them for some time. One said :

' Well, of course, it's her own
affair ; but what Peter's going to do I can't think. It isn't as if

there was only Henry and the spaniel ; there's Margaret as well.
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And John is expected home at any minute. Poor John!' 'Yes,

indeed,' said the other. ' Poor John ! and so fond of it all, too !

'

In the pause which followed, in which both ladies shook their

heads solemnly, I had to alight. Might there not be the kernel of
one of your interesting prize competitions in this fragment / " We
take our correspondent's hint, and oSer a prize of a guinea to what
seems to us the most reasonable answers to the questions which
follow

:

(a) Who was " she," and what was her own affair ?

(>) Who was Peter, and why should her conduct put him out ?

(c) Who was Henry ?

(d) Who was Margaret 1

(<) Who was John, why should he be called " poor John," and
what was it of which he was so fond ?

Answers should be as brief as possible.

EULK8.

Answers, addressed " Literary Competition, The Acajjemy, 43,

Chancery-lane, W.C," must reach us not later than the first post

of Tuesday, March 20. Each answer must be accompanied by
the coupon to be found in the first column of p. 240, or it can-

not enter into competition. Competitors sending more than one
attempt at solution must accompany each attempt with a separate

coupon ; otherwise the first only will be considered. We wish to

impress on competitors that the task of examining replies is much
facilitated when one side only of the paper is written upon. It is

also important that names and addresses should always be given.

We cannot consider anonymous answers.

OuE Special Prize Competitions.

(_Far particulart tee inside page of cover.')

Received during the week : Canadienne, Lethe, T. Lavicrep,
Francesca, Inedito, Weye Farrer, Bee-Bee, Endeavour, Kirodo,
Klapa, Sirins, Mondelambe, Catfordian, Webspinner, Lamorra,
Brynach, Dnm Spiro Spero, Hathor, Whirlpool, Grellier, Florae,

Woolhana, Dormie, Cecil Gray, Antique Mores, The Dingo,
Maryomet, Eerma, Irene, Babie, Annonrylles, Ariel, Passionate
Pilgrim, Catalle, Sarasvate, Noe, Rose Mortimer, Chasm, F. Luckett,
Hermon, Memor.

New Books Received.

[_Th«se notes on tome of the New Books of the week are

preliminary to Reviews that may follow.^

Eabelais. Translated by Sm Thomas Urquhart.

This is a most welcome edition to the Tudor Transla-
tions, and Mr. Whibley's introduction, running to nearly

a hundred pages, puts the reader in possession of all the
main fiicts about Babelais and his translator. Mr.
Whibley has some interesting remarks on Rabelais' con-
temporaries, whose freedom of expression seems to have
rivalled his own. (Nutt.)

Edward the Third (1327-1377). By James Mackinnon.

Some of the soundest historians have devoted their study
to a single reig^ and this method, which has many
advantages, is carried out with great care by Mr.
Mackinnon, who contends that a history of Edward III.

required to be written. Official documents and the
chronicles of the period form the basis of his narrative,

which is by no means an apology for its hero. (Longmans,
Green & Co. 18s.)

The Art ajtd Practice of
Hawktsg. By E. B. Michell.

The modem revival of hawking has produced no book
which, on a first glance, is more full and authoritative than
this handsome treatise by a falconer of thirty years' ex-
perience. Every branch of the subject is treated.

(Methuen. lOs. 6d.)

Chronicle of the Year's
News of 1899.

Compiled by George
Eyre-Todd.

This is the second year of issue of this publication,
and we find useful memoranda wherever we dip. How
deeply the Dreyfus case coloured the year is shown by
nearly one hundred and fifty entries under this head.

Owing to the exceptional pressure on our space other acknow-
ledgments are held over.

W. THACKEB&CO-'SNEW BOOKS.
AN edition DE luxe OF THE WORKS OF

WHYTE-MELVILLE.
Edited by the Rt. Hon. SIR HERBERT MAXWELL, Bart., M.P.

"Vols. 1 to 13, demy 8vo. gilt tops, £C 168. 6d.

The volamea are printed from new type on hand-made paper, specially
manufactured for this edition, and handsomely bound in buckram with
gilt tops.

Coloured Frontispiece on Japanese Vellum and other Full-Page Illustrations
by well-known Artists.

WITH SAMPSON THROUGH the WAR. By
W. A. M. GOODE. An Account of the Naval Operatious of the North Atlantic Squadron
during the Spanish War of 1893. With Chapters specially contributed hy Rear-Admiral
Sampson, IT.S.N., t'apt. R. D Evans. U.3.N.,and Commanaer 0. C. Todd, U.SN. With
Portraits of Officers. lUustrationg and Maps. 8vo, cloth, 10s. 6d.

" A graphic account ot what took place."— Eiiomear.
"A very admirable history of Admiral Sampsou's doings."—J^owi-Jial of Commerce.
" Extremely intercBting right through, and very well illustrated."—mivif ami Army.
" Perhaps one of the beet of works on the war."— TA* Sketch.
" Seldom indeed have the technicalities of naval warfare been so popularly dealt with."*

JVaiUieal Magazine.

THE IMPERIAL RUSSIAN NAVY. By Fred. T.
JANE, Author of " All the World's Fighting Ships," " The Torpedo in Peace and War,"
Inventor of the Jane Naval War Game (Naval Kriegspiel), ic, &c. With Maps, Plans,
and 16D Illustrations from Sketches and Drawings by tlie Author and from Photographs.
Royal 8T0, 303. Let.

" Mr. Jane's book is valuable, and it is certainly very instructive."—Army and Navy Gazette.
" Ce magoifique ouvrnge 6dit€ avec un soin tout particulier."—Le Vacht.
" To naval students this volume will be of the utmost value"— Wettern Jfomino News.
"An up-to-date, well arrauged, and concise Eucycloyiedia of the Bubject."—/Muy Newt.
" Fills a distinct gap in our naval literature."—i>ailtf ChronicU.

THE TORPEDO in PEACE and WAR. By Fred
T. JANE. Author of "Blake of the Rattlesmtke," "All the World's Fighting Ships."
Inventor of the Jaue Naval War Game. ic. With about 30 Full-Page auda great many
smaller Illustrations, the greater part of which are reproductions of Sketches made at
Sea oa board Torpedo Craft by the Authur. Oblong folio, cloth gilt. lOs. tJd.

THE CARLSBAD TREATMENT, and How to
Carry It Out Anywhere. By LOUIS TARLETON YOUNG. M.D. New and
Revised Edition with Illustrations. A valuable book of Reference for Doctors and
Patients. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

A SUMMER in HIGH ASIA. A Summer Ramble
through Baltistan and Ladakh. By Capt. F. E. S. ADAIR ilate Rifle BrJgiule), Author
of ' Sport in Ladakh." With a Chapter on Central Asian Trade by Oapt. S H. Godfrey,
late British Joint Commissioner at Leh. Illustrated by a series of beautiful Photo-
graphs and Drawings taken on the spjt, and a Map of the route. Medium 8vo, cloth
extra, 128. 6d. net

"There ate few guides as good andas interesting."

—

Dailu News.
"Thid record of big game will appeal forcibly to B\yortsmeri."— Publisher^ Ciretdar.
'* He gives striking pictures of scenes of grandeur."— Brod/orU Observer.
" A Very readable book of sport and travel."

—

Spectator.
" The general reader and the naturalist will, scarcely less than the sportsman, find much

in the book that is attractive or amusing."-Scotsman.
" We cordially commend it to all sportsmen."—*rhe Asian Calcutta.

A JAUNT in JAPAN ; or, Ninety Days' Leave in
the FarEait. By Oapt. S. C. F. JACKSON, D.8.0. the llampshire Regt., D.A.A.li.
Bombay. 8to, doth, 43. Ikl. Dec.

BULLET and SHOT in INDIAN FOREST, PLAIN.
and HILL. With Hints to Beginners of Indian Shooting. By C. E. II. RUSSELL-
late Senior Deputy Conservator of Forests, Mysore Service. Demy 8tu, cloth, lOs. tid.

" A useful addition to Indian sporting literature."-5j>ec(a(or.

THE ROD in INDIA : being Hints how to obtain
Sport, with Remarks on the Natural History of Fish and their Culture. By H. S*

THOMAS, F.L.S. Third Edition. Revised. With numerous Illustrations. Demy Svo'

cloth. 153.

USEFUL HINTS to 70UNG SHIKARIS on the
GUN ami RIFLE. By " THE LITTLE OLD BE.VR." Crown Svo. Secoml Edition.

THE SPORTSMAN MANUAL in QUEST of GAME
in KULLU, LAHOUL. and LADAK, to the TSO MOit.\RI LAKES. With 1» Maps.

By Lieut.-Colonel R. H. TYAOKE, late H.M.'a 98th aiid yitn Regiments. Fcap. Svo, Ss.

PHIL MAY'S ANNUAL, Is. Humorous Sketches,
Powerful Stories.

" Al)ouuda in comical sketches."— TAi Time».
" As bright and witty as ever.*'—iJatiy Graphic.
" Stronger anil funnier than in any previous year."—Z)a«j/ Mail.
** Up to the clever caricaturist's beat form."—Glasgow Herald.
" ScreamtDgly funny."—Lt/«rari/ World.

W. THACKEB & CO., 2, Creed Lane, B.C.

MUDIE'S LIBRARY
(LIMITED).

SUBSCRIPTIONS for 3 Months, G Months, and 12 Months
CAN BE ENTERED AT ANY DATE.

THE BEST and MOST POPtJLA.R BOOKS of the SEASON
ARE NOW IN CIRCULATION.

Prospectusea of Ttrma free on application.

BOOK SALE DEPARTMENT.
Many Thousand Surplas Copies of Books always ON SALE

(Second-hand). AUj a large Sehction of

BOOKS IN LEATHER BINDINGS
SUITABLE FOK

BIRTUpAT AND WEDDING J'RHSENTS.

30 to 34, NEW OXFORD STREET
;

241, Brompton Road, S.W. ; 48, Queen Victoria Scrent, E.G.

London
;

And at 10-12, Birtan Arcide, Manchester,
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0ATALOQUE8.

BI'OTHERAN'S PRICE CURKENT
OF LITERA.TURB.

MONTHLY LIST OF FRESH PURCHASES
IX 8ECOXD.1IAXD BOOKS.

No. t98, JDU poliliabed for MARCH, inclades a collec-

tion of works on Australasia and the Pacific.

P08I free from

HKMRT 80THERAN ft 00., Booksellers,
140, Strand, W.C. ; and .•)?, Piccadilly, W.

TTT ILLIAH8 ft NOBQATE,
'' IMPOKTEBS or POREIOH BOOKS,

U, B*Bl1«IU StrMt, OoTant Gudan, 90, Botith rrtdariok 8L
XdinbDitli, iDd 7. Broad atrMt, Oxford.

OATALOeOES post (roe on appUoatlon.

F°REIGN BOOKS and PERIODICALS
promptly lupplied on modent« tenai.

OATALOQUES od appUoation.

DDLAU ft CO.. tr. 80H0 SQUARE.

WANTED. INQUIRFES for ESTIMATES
for I'KlNTINti PERIODICALS, MAGAZINES.

BOOKS, 4c. I>y & Firm of Priuters in the Proviuces (with
utrect oommunjcation with Li>adou). £(iuii>i>e<l with Linos
and pUuji for producing high-vlass work.—Aaare«t, " Publica*
Tioss," John liadihm A Co.. Salisbury Square, E.C.

IMPURTANT.-FRINTINO AND PUBLISHING.
XTEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, BOOKS, &c.
XN —KING, SELL k RAIiyroN, Limited, high-class
Rlntortuul Publishers. 12. Goueh Bi^uare, 4, Bolt Court, Fleet
tDrMt^B.a.baT«ipeciairy-l>uiU Rotitryandotherfast Machines
for prutuif iUoftrat^d or other Publications and specially-built
XMhliHt for fast folding and oovering 8, 16, 34, or S3-page
Joomals at one operation.
AdTloe and aaristanoe glren to anyone wishing to oommenoe

Haw JoumaU.
Facilities ur>on the premises for Editorial Offloea free. Adrer-

tlslng and Publishing Departments conducted.
Telephone 65121. Telegraph ** Africanism, London."

High-Class Bookbinding.
Valuable Books and MS. Bonnd and Repaired with

(frost care. Miscellaneous Books bound in any
style or pattern.

JOHN FAZAKERLEY,
40, Paradise Street, LIVERPOOL

BOOKS, Rare and Out of Print, Supplied.
I'liMBsBtate wants. Cataloftnes free. Books bought for

cash. Wanted. Bradley's "Ethical Ktudios." 20a. of^red

—

Th k HoLLayp Co., Book Merch.iuta, BiniUusham.

PUBLISHERS and Editors decline MSS.,
bat do uot state the reason. By putting right what is

wrong, well-known -Vuthor ensures the ultimate success of nearly
every MS. i>aaeine throuch his hands. Pees very moderate.
Particular free.— A.. II. Delaincre Kaad, Kaynes Park. S.W.

STORIES. ART rCLE3,ic, accurately Typed.
Punctuation and reriiion when desired. Absolute

reliahility. Highest references from London Editors and
Authors.—Write Miss Fhiind, 62. Ludgate Hill, B.C.

TYPE-WRITING promptly and accnrately
.. . , i""? '**. P" 'l** "ords. S»mples and references.
Multi-Copies,—Address. Miss E. M., 18. Mortimer Crescent, N.W.

YPE- WRITER.— AUTHORS' MSS.
COPIED with accuracy and despatch. Carbon Dupli-

oatos. Circulars. Examination Piipers, Ac—Miss E Tigar
as, Maittand Park ViUas. Harerstock HUl, N.W -EstiS:
lishcd 1881

TRAFALGAR LITERARY and TYPE-
WRITING BUREAC (DE MOMET ft WALKER),

s, Trafalgiir Diiihliniis, Northumberland Avenue, W C —
Tynlng. Uupliaiting. Shorthand. Reporting. Translations
(all Languages). Literary Researches. Press Cuttings.

TYPE-WRITING, well and quickly done, at
n J S'ST"'* .o'l'txai — 5Irs. AN'Dcnsox, 65. Warrender Park
Road, Edinburgli.

TYPEWRITING; TYPE-WRITING;
TYPEWRITING. -NOVELS. PLAYS, ESSAYS care!

fully TYPED. Difficult MSS. receive spicial ttt«ntfo,S^
B«foreucc. to Author8.--Wiite for terms to E. Unaliiii, 23.
(Mxkspnr Street. Pall Mall, London.

LrrEBARY RESEARCH. — A Gentlei^,
WW.. •»R«1«»«lJ" yt«r»fl' Work, and who has access to the
British Uusram RMdlng Room, is open to arrange with
Author or any P,<rMn requiring asslsUince in Literary Re-
search, or In ,Ming Work through the Press. Translation,
nndertaken from French, Iwlian, or Spanish. -Annlv h°
latter, to D. C. Dallas, 1M. Strand. Loudon. W.C.

-Apply, by

"THE ACADEMY"
LITERARY COMPETITIONS.

New Series.—No. 26.

All rtadert attempting this week's
Cotrpeiition {described fully on page
ii39) mutt cut out this Coupon
and enclose it with their reply.

MR. HIDNEY LEE wUl deliver a
LECTDRE on "8HAKESPE<RE and the ELIZA-

BETHAN FLAYOilER,* in the PPEirt'ER HALL, at
¥UEEN'8 COLLEGK. U and 48. Uarley Sireet. W.. on
(JESDAY, MA>ca 'M, at : p.m.
For tickets (pnce HalfHi-crown) apply to the Ladi Ruiuext.

THB PRIN0E3S HELENA COLLEGE
EALING. W,

SsUbliihed 18M. Inoorporated by Royal Charter 188S.

Preddent-II.R.U. the PRINCESS CHRISTIAN.
Hlch-olaM education for the DAUGHTERS of GENTLE-

MEN, as Resident oi Day Pupils. Preparation for Unlrersity
and Art Examinations. Spacious grounds. Su;tenrisiou lu
games.
Training department for kindergarten students in prepara-

tion for I roelwl Union Examination for Teaohm.
There Is a Home in connection with the College for K.G.

StudMita and for a few children uuder ten years of age.

MARGARET WILLIAMSON. Ijuly PrinolpaL

ROYAL INDIAN ENGINEERING
COLLEGE, Cooper's UUl. gtalnes.

The Course of Study i, arranged to fit an Engineer for Em-
Sloymenl in Eurojie, India, and the Colonies. About 40
tudenu will be admitted In September, liioo. The Secretary

of State will offer them forCompetitlon—Twelve Api>jintments
lu Assistant Engineers in the Public Works Department, and
Three Apixiintmi-nls as Assistant Superiuteudents In the
Telegraphs Department, and Oee in the Accountants' Breach
P.W.D.—For particuUrs apply to SEcanAsr. at College.

NIVERSITY COLLEGE SCHOOL,
GOWER street, W.C.u

Headmaster- J. LEWIS PATON, M.A.. late Fellow of
St. .'ohn's Coll^f. Cambridge.

SUMMER TERM commences ilONDAY. April 3utii.

Tlie School 18 carried on in strict accordance with the prin-
ciples laid down by the Founders of University College, and is
organised as a flrst-graile MtKiem and Classical School.
Examinations for Entrance Scholarships will I>e held on

June l»th.
For Prospectus apply at the Office, Gower Street, W.C.

J. M. HORSBURGH, M.A.. Secretary.

M ASON UNIVERSITY COLLEGE.
BIRMINGHAM.

ASSISTANT LECTURESHIP IN THE FRENCH
LANTJUAGE.

The Council invite APPLICATIONS for the above appoint-
ment. Stipend £1'2^ per annum.
Candidates must be Graduates of a University, above the

Freuch Bachclier standard, and speak fluent English. A know-
ledtte of Spanish will be a recommendation.
Atiplications, accompanied by Testimonials, should be sent

to the undersigned not later than Saturday, the Slit instant.
The Candidate elected will be required to enter upon his

dnties on April 23rd. IIKW.
Farther particulars may be obtained from

GEO. H. MORLEY. Secretary.

"TTNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LIVERPOOL.

FRENCH LECTURESHIP.
,

APPLICATIONS ate invited for the post of FRENCH
LECTURER at University College, Liverpool, to be forwarded
uot later than April 28th to tbe College Registrar, with twenty-
five copies of testimonials. The Lecturer will be re'iuired to
commence his duties on the 1st of October.
The appointment in for five years. Salary £2.50 a year, one-

third of the Day Classes fees, and the whole of the Evening
Classes fees.

For all particulars apply to the Registrar.

B

LONDON LIBRARY.
ST. JAMES'S SQUARE, S.W.

Patsok-H.K.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES, K O
PsEsiDENT—LESLIE STEPHEN", Esa.

Vice-Pbesidents-The Right Hon. A. J. BALFOUR. M P the
Right Rev. the LORD BISHOP of LONDON, HERBERT
SPENCER, Esq.; the Right Hon.W.E. H.LfecKY. MP
D.C.L. ' '

TacsTEES—Right Hon. Sir M. GRANT DUFF. Right Hon
LORD AVEBURY, F.R.S., Right Hon. EARL of ROSE-
BERY.

The Library contains about 2O'),0OO Volumes of Ancient and
Modem Literature, in Various Languages. Subscription, £3
a year ; Life-Membership, according to age. Fifteen \'olumes
are allowed to Country and Ten to Town Members. Reading
Room Open from 10 till half-past 6. CATALOGUE, Fifth
Edition. 18*s. 2 vols., royal 8vo. price 21s. ; to Members. 16s.

C. T. HAGBERG WRIGHT. LL.H.. Secretary and Librarian.

ESTABLISHED 18S1.IRKBECK BANK,
Southampton Buildings. Chancery Lane. London.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per CENT. INTEREST allowed onDEPOSITS repayable on demand.
a'loweQ on

TWO per CENT, on CURRENT AOOOCNTS, on the mini-mum monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.

STOCKS, SHARES, and ANNUITIES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the enconra«ement of Thrift the Bank receives small sums

on deposit and allows Interest monthly on each oompletwl £1.

BIRKBECK BUILDINQ SOOIETT.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE

roa TWO ountKAs rsa mostb.

BIEKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOOIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND

roa FIVE BHILLIHOS FER MOHTH.

The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with fuUpartloulan, post free

FRANCIS RAVBN8CR0FT, Vasafer.

JARROLD & SONS' NEW LIST.
JUST PUBLISHED.-FIRST EDITION EXHAUSTED,

SECOND EDITION NOW READY'.

THE ADVENTURES OP
CYRANO DE BERGERAO,

Entitled CAPTAIN 8ATAN. 6*.
From the French of LOB IS GALLET. With Sl>ecilill

engraved Portrait of Cyrano dc Bergerac.
" Plenty to entertain In the volume, the story is always la

movement, an<l stirring loctdeuta follow each other In insx-
haustililu succession."—Ail/y ATeics.

SECOND EDITION SOW READY.
THE ADVENTURES OP

CYRANO DE BERGERAO,
Entitled CAPTAIN SATAN. 6s.

With •pselally nunved Portrait ol Cyrano de Boriene.
-Captain .Satan "forma a nmaooe d adventure of a mo^

exciting character, with the renowned Cjtano de Bergerac and
his " heroic " nose for hero. Throughout the work we ara
brought closely In oonUct with Cyrano, and a vivid picturs ol

the famous swashbuckler-poet is given.

BY THE AUTHOR OF '• QUO VADIS."
SK'.iM. K1I[T1"\ Ni'W IIE.MIY.

IN the NEW PROMISED LAND.
By UENRVK 8IENK.IEWICZ, Author of "(^uo Vadlfc"
Translated from the original Polish by Count 8. d«
80I8SONS. With a new Photogravure Portrait of Henrrk
Sienkiewicz. 2s. ed. . —
"A vivid example of Henrjk Sienkiewicz' talent. The

simple history of two Polish peasants is told with keen force

and skill, so that their patient suffering, instinct with pathos
and eloquent in the extreme. A powerful narrative."

Daily TeUfrmpk.

CURTIS YORKC'8 LATEST POPULAR NOVEL
TUIHI' EDITION.

JOCELYN ERROLL. By Curtis
YORKE. With fine I'liotusravure of the Author. Author
of 'That Little Girl," "Once." "A Romance of Modem
London," 4c. (Is. .

" Will l« read with Interest. Pauline Etherodge U skilfully

touched in."—Daih/ Chronu:l€.

THE LIFE-STORY OP MOZART.
A SOCL-STIHRING MUSICAL ROMANCE.

THE TONE KING. 6s. ByHeribert
RAU. Translated by JULIA E. S. R.\E. With Photo-
gravure afttr Jaeer's Portrait of Mozart. [.SV.cond Sditum.

"A lively Rtory. Mr. Ran has lucidly and sympathetically
chronicled the leading incidents in Mozart's life ; ana the nai>
rative of his achievements as hoy and man is delightful readliic

throughout."—Z>fli/tf Te}e{rra)th.

LESLIE KCITH*d SUCCESSPUL NOVEL.
S1*:(*)NI> KniTIi'N.

WAYFARERS ALL. 6s ByLesUe
KEITH, Author of "Lisljeth." " My Bonnie Lady," 4c.

" An extremely entertainiug aud svmitathetic romance. The
Misses Green are masterly ehtracterisations, and so are Ruth's
fascinating children "—Dailj/ TtUffraph.

London: Jakrold & Sows, 10 & 1 1, WarwickLane, B.O.

OLIPHANrS NEW BOOKS.

FAMOUS SCOTS SERIESs-iV^t- roi.

SIR DAVID WILKIE.
And the SCOTS SCHOOL of PAINTERS. By EDWARD
PIXSIKGTON. Cloth, Is. 61. ; extra gilt. 25. 6d.

List o/M< 4isri« post /ntm appUcatUm.

VILLAGE LIFE IN CHINA

:

A StuJv iu Sociology, liy AKTllCR H. SMITH. D.D..

Author of " Chiuese t;haracteristics." With 31 Illustration*

from Photographs. Price "s. 6d.

The SIXTH THOUSAND is NOW READY of

CHINESE CHARACTERISTICS.
BytheSAME AUTHOR. With 16 Illustrations. Price 6s.

* The best Ixwk on the Chinese people."—£w(min«r.

MISSIONS IN EDEN:
Glimpses of Lif.' in the \alley of the Euphrates. By Mrs.
CROSBY H. WHEELER. With 9 Full-Page Illustra-

tions. Price 38. 6d.

West A-Frican Life and Adventure.

IN AFRIC S FOREST and JUNGLE
Or. Six Years among the Yorubans. By R. H. STONE.
With 9 Full-page Illustrations. Price Ss. 6d.

PLAY THE MAN ;

Talks with B..vs .-» ilu- Battle of Life. By HERBERT
REID. With Frontispiece l-y Mrs. Traiuair. Price 28. Bd.,

cloth extra, gilt edges.

DR. WHYTE'S BIBLE CHARAO-
TERS -THE OLD TESTAMENT CHARACTERS.

By ALE.XANDER WIIVTE. D.D. Complete in 3 vols.—

Til.,

ADAM to ACHAN. 3s. ed.

OIDEON to AnSOLOM. 3a. 6d.

AHITOPHEL to NEHEMIAH. 9s. Od.

Of nnn BookstlUt; or poU free from the Publithtrs.

OLIPHANT, ANDERSON & FEBSIER,
21, Paternoster Square, E.G. ; and Edinburgh.
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SOUTH AFRICA AND THE WAR.—BOOKS TO READ.
PUBLISHED TO-DAY.

TOWARDS PRETORIA.
TOWARDS PRETORIA.

By JULIAN RALPH.
Extra crown 8vo, bound in Khaki and Scarlet, price Os.

A Record of the War to the Capture of Bloemfontein.

Amonp the many gifted correspondents at the seat of war, none has made a

better name for the briLliance and vividness of his letters than Julian Ralph of

the Daily Mail. He has made excellent use of the material gathered on the

field of action and produced this fa*ciDating story of the War.

C. ARTHUR PEARSON, Ltd., Henrietta Street, W.C.

THIRD IMPRESSIOH MOW READY.

FROM CAPETOWN
TO LADYSMITH.

By G. W. STEEVENS.
With Maps. Crown 8vo, 3s OJ.

" At once graphic, pathetic, humorous, practical, and tells just what every-
body wants to know."—rimes.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD & SONS, EdinburKh and London.

A BOOK ABOUT THE BOER WAR OF 188t.

Cloth, crown 8vo, 28.

With 8 Ulnstrations by E. Caton Woodville, after Sketches by Melton Prior.

M A J U B A:
BRONKERSPRUIT, INGOGO, LANGS NEK, KBCGERSDORP.

By HAMISH HENDRY.
Globe.—" The author has gone to the best, and hia narratives have the Qualities of coocise-

nen and yiviilness which he claimg for them. They are concentrated, they are picturesque ;

moreover, they are not without their lessons for the statesmen and soldiers of to-oay-"

Dailv Graphic.—" brief and brightly written.. ..The deecrijjtion is extremely vivid,

and will bring home to the mind of the reader the nature of South African warfare far mire
clearly than a more elaborately technical work could possibly do."

\ London : GRANT RICHARDS, 9, Henrietta St., Covent Garden. W.C.

THE TRANSVAAL BOERS:
A HISTORICAL SKETCH.

By AFRICANUS.
Price Is. net, paper covers; 28., iu cloth. Post free 3d, extra.

The story of SOUTH AFRICA
By W. BASIL WORSFOLD.

Cloth bonnd, price Is. 6d.

LoT)rtnn : HOR\CE MAR'^HALL & SON.

! SECOND LARGE EDITION READY.

THE WAR IN SOUTH AFRICA

:

Its Causes and Effects.

By J. A. HOBSON.
Demy 8vo, Ts. 6d. net.

"His argnments are certainly worthy of consideration by those more
impeutial persons telonging to neither extreme camp who desire help in
arriving at complete truth."—Athenteum.

" It is possible to read with interestand with pleasure far into thPse pages with-
out ceasing to lose faith in the author's impartiality and ability."

—

Daily t^ews.
" A sound and careful study.**

—

Speaker,

THE BOOK OF THE HOUR.
THIRD EDITION.

OUR LIVING GENERALS.
By ARTHUR TEMPLE, Author of " The Making of the Empire.'*

Art vellum, ijilt top, price 3s. 6d.

Biographical Sketches with fine Portraits of Twelve Generals, no fewer than ten
of whom are now at the front.

*' Pleasant and proud reading."

—

Saturdny Review.
"A capital book, breezily aud brightly written."—5<. James's Budget.
" The list is well chosen. Men of whom the nation is justly proud."

Naval and Military Record.

3. NISBET & CO., Ltd., 21, Bemera Street, W. ANDOFW MELROSE, 16, PilKrim Street, London E.G.

SELECTIONS FROM

ALEXANDER & SHEPHEARD'S PUBLICATIONS.
WORKS BY DU. MACLAREN.

Crown 9vo. cloth boards, price 68. each, post free.

THE BEATITUDES, and other Sermons.
"An excellent eznosition of the Beatitudes full

of thought and knowledge and power,"
British Weekly.

CHRIST'S "MOSTS," and other Ser-
mons.

THE WEARIED CHRIST, and other
SermonB.

*' They show the eame wonderful fertility of apt and
beaatitnl illnstration«, the tame exquisite nae of
lan^age, the eame direct heart-searctaing power
which we are accastomed to find in all Dr. Maclaren's
works."—CArwiton World Pu'pit.

THE GOD of the AMEN, and other
SermoBs

•* The Bereial sermons contained in this volume are
replete with ft keen spiritual insight, combined with
an aptness of Ulostration and beauty of diction which
cannot fail to both impress and charm the reader."

3tethoditt Times.

PAUL'S PRAYERS, and other Sermons.
**Tbey are plain enough to be understood by the

nnleamed, and yet have sufficient ricbnesB and
cogency to attract the most cultivated.**

JVew Fork Observer,

THE HOLY of HOLIES. A Series of
Sermons on the Utb, 16th, and 16th Chapters of
the Gospel by John.

" No British preacher has unfolded this portion of
Scriptuire in a more scholarly style."

North British Daily Mail.

THE UNCHANGING CHRIST, and other
PermofiB.

V Otstingnished by the flneHt scbolarship and most
exquisite literary dnitiu'*- Christian Leader.

Ciown 8vo, cloth boards, price 38. 6d., post free.

ILLUSTRATIONS from the SERMONS
of AI.EXA.NDER MACLAREN, D.D. Edited
and Selected by JAMKS HENRY MARTYN.
Containing over 5(J0 beautiful and suggestive
illustratioas. With a Textual Index and Alpha-
betical List of Subjects.

Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

"THINGS THAT ARE MADE." Devo-
tional Meditations in the Haunts of Nature. By
Rev. A. J. BAMFORD, B.A., of Royton.

The Freeman saj'-a :
'* Preachers and teachers will

find in them many helpful suggeEtions."

The Glasgow Herold pays: "Tbey will probably
interest and instruct many who would an ordinary
sermon flee.'*

Now Beady, Second Edition, crown 870, cloth boards
la. 6d., post free.

THE CHARTER of the CHURCH. Lee-
tares on the Scriptual Principle of Nonconformity.
By P. T. FORSYTH, M.A., D.D.

"Explains the position of religious dissent with
great force and elwiuence.'*— 3/dncAe»^er Ouardian.
" Nothing con'd bo more timely than these learned

and sugge8ti\e lectures."

—

Christian World.

Second Edition, crown 8vo, cloth boards,
price Is. 6d., post free.

THE CONDUCT of PUBLIC MEETINGS.
By J. HUNT COOKE. A Clear and Concise
S/^noal for all Public Speakers.

Twenty-first Thoisand. Limp cloth, price 6d.,
post free.

OUR PRINCIPLES : a Congregrationalist
Church Manual. By G. B. JUHNBON.

Post 8vo, cloth, with Portraits,
price 6s., post free.

WELSHMEN In ENGLISH PULPITS ; or.
Sermons by English Congregational Ministers
Irom Wales. With Introduction by Rev.
CHARLES A. BERRY, D.D. Edited by Rev.
DANIEL WATERS.

The Expository Times ssys :
" And here we have

thirty excellent portraits of prominent and eloquent
Congregational preachers, with their thirty sermons,
and the price in but a few shillings."

Crown 8vo, Illnstrated, pries 28. 6d. post free.

CONVICTED OF HEROISM.
John Penry, Martyr, 1559—1593.

A Tale of
By HERBERT

M. WHITE, B.A. Illustrated by Frank H,
Simpson.

"Excellent, unusual grasp of events, nobility of
ideal, vividnets, and grace of style."

Rev. Akchibald Dvrr, D.D.

Fcap. 8vo, price la. Od., post free.

THE AMBITIONS of S r. PAUL. By Rev.
W. GAURETt HORDEE.

CowTEBTs : Concerning Ambition—Three, not One
—The First Ambition—The Second Ambition—The
Third Ambition.

London: ALEXANDER & SHEPHEAED, Limited, 21 and 22, Eurnival Street, Holborn, W.C.
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MESSRS. LONGMANS & CO.'S

XjIST.
OH MONDAY NEXT. OllEAPEE EDITION.

WilK 71 PortniU frotA I'hMgnplit.

Larxe oroWD 8ro, 7s. tkL Dei.

THE BOOK OF GOLF AND
GOLFERS.

By HORAOe a HUTCHINSON.
with loDlrihulfiini l.v MiM AMY I'ASCII?:. II. II. HILTON,

J. II. TAVI.OIt. II. .1. WlimilAM. »U<1
U<s»n. .SUTTON i. SUNS.

CuAr. OOXTEXTS.
I. IU8T0RICAU By H. li. Hi-niii»»o».

II. nOLF u a GAME. By B. U. Hiltos.

III. AI'l'BOACIII.NO. By II. J. T»vi.o«.

IV. now to FKAOTISE. By II. G. IUrcui»«o».

V. A PORTRAIT <iAI,LF.KY. By U. G. Ill THiisiox.

VI. GOLF In the UNITKn 8TATE.S. By H. J. WumHAH.
VII. LADIES. By Axr Benvct Pascoc.

VIII. METHODS of PLAY. By 11. G. HuTcmKsox.
I.\. PRAt-TICAL CLUB-MAKING. By J. H. Tavloe.
X. CLCBS sDil BALLS. By B. 11. Iluicuinsoii.

XI. LAYlNO-OUTanil UPKEEP of GREENS. By Vtttn.
Hvnos & 8oH8, of Reiding.

INDEX.

A HISTORY Of the ENGLISH CHURCH
DURING the CIVIL WARS and UNDER the (OM.
MONWEALTH. ItHiUBrti. By WILLIAM A. SHAW,
Litt.D., Ktlitor of the "Calendar of Treaaury l*ap«r8."
•J vols., 8ro, at>i.

A HISTORY of GREECE. By Evelyn
.\ lUloTT. M.A.. LL.D. Part HI. From the Thirty Years'
I'tiiCf to t)i(- fall or the Thiity at Atheus, 44.5-403 ii.c.

C'rowu Hvo, njs. lii.

THE ANNDAL CHARITIES REGISTER
and DIGEST for l»ii. BeioK a Claesiacd Register of
Charitiea In or availahle in the Metropolis. With au Intro*
duction by C. «. LOCH. Secretarv to the Council of the
Charity Organisation S..('iety, Loiiilon. 8vo, 4s.

TBB OXPOSS LIBRARY OF PRACTICAL
TBEOLOGY.

Pr<Hlac«d under the Editorsliipaf the Rev. W. C. E. NEWBOLT,
M.A.. and the Rev. V. £. BRIGUTMAN, M.A.

TWO NEW VOLUMES.

CONFIRMATION. By the Right Rev.
A. C. A. HALL, D.I)., BiBhoy of Vermont. Crown 8vi>. Da.

[Ready.

THE HISTORY of the BOOK of COMMON
I'RAYKK. BjtheKev. LEIdHTON I'ULLAN, Fellow of
St. John Baptiit'it Culloge, Oxford. Crown 8vo, Ss.

{On Monday mxt.

LONGMAN'S MAGAZINE.
APRIL.-Priee SIXI'ENCF,.

ONE of OUR.Sl:L^•E.S. By L. B. Walkobi), Author of " Mr.
Smith," Ac. (Continued.;

THE WOMEN of the SALONS. By S. O. Till E.iTrai:.
I. Ma«lame du Deflaud.

KING OLAFS SWORD. By Walwr Hikrim Polloik.
A RUSTIC ARGUS. By M. E. Fkascis (Mrs. Francis

Bluudell).

LITERARY DOGMA. By Frask Ritchie.
IN the NAME of a WOMAN. By AaruiK W Mjbciiuost,

Author of "By Ri^ht of Sword," "A Uash for aThrone."
»c. Chanters I.-IV.

AT the SIGN of the SHIP. By AxDttEw Laso.

LONGMANS, GREEN & CO.,
LondoD, New York, and Bombay.

NOW READY, demy 8ro, cloth, 12s. 6d., post (re*.

Prospectus on application

THE SILVER MAP of the WORLD COM-
.MEMOIUVTIVE of DRAKES GREAT VOYAGE 1677.80.

A Geographical Essay.

By MILLER CHRISTY,
(With some Remarks on the Voyages of FROBISHEB and theBROTHERS ZENO.)

Illustrated hy 10 Facsimile Maps.

HENRY STEVENS, SON A: STILES,
39, Qrent Russell Street, London, W.C.

Send for CATALOGUE (just out) of new and important HIS-
TJKICALaud GEOGRAPHICAL PUBLICATIONS:

T OVB, SPORT, and a DOUBLE EVENT.
,'-'. By W. B. GiLPis. Author of "Ranchlind," 4c
London: Tli« Luibeciiall Peess, Ltd, SO. Leadenlmll Street,
^C. IThree-and-Sixpeuce.

TOLSTOY'S LATEST WORK.
Crown 8vo, pp. xvi.-jiss. An canvas, (is. net.

RESURRECTION:
A Novel.

With 33 Illn«trations by PASTEENAK. Translation
by LODISE MAUDE,

London :

FBANCI.'? RIDDELL HENDERSON,
26, Paternoster Square,

W.mCKER&CO.'SNEWBOOKS
AN EDITION DE LU.XE OF TUB WORKS OF

WHYTE - MELVILLE.
EDITRD Ur TUB

Rlsrht Hon. SIR HERBERT MAXWELL,
Bart., M.P.

Vols. 1 to 13, domy 8vo, yilt tops, k& 16«. 6d.

The volames are printed from new type on band-made
paper, Kpecially msnufactared for ihw editioD, and
baudaomely bound ia buckram with gill tops.

Coloured Frontispiece on Japanese Vellum and other
Full-Page Illustrations by well-known Artists.

WITH SAMPSON THROUGH the
WAR. By \V. A. M (JOOltE. Au Accnuut of the Naval
Optratiom of tin- No'ih Atlanlic S^iuadron ilurtuir the
Spanish War of IHiiS. With Chantwri 8[>eciallr cotitributwi
l<y Kear-Aduilral Hampton. IF. S.N. , lUpt. R. I> Krans.
U.S N..aud ''ommanatT C. 0. Toad, US N. With Portraits
(if Ofliovrs. llluNtratioDa aiid Maps. Hvo. cloth, 10^ 6J.

" A graphic accoii it o( what took place."— HngineMr.
*'A very admirable hiiitory of Admiral Sampfou'i* doings."

Journal of Cvmmerfe.
"Kxtremely interetting right through, and very well illus-

tnited."—JVaiv and Army.
" Porhapt one of the be«t of works on the war."— 7**4 Skttck.
" Seldom indeed have the techoicalitics of uaval warfare been

BO popularly dealt ytith."—Nautical Moffazine.

THE IMPERIAL RUSSIAN NAVY.
By FRED. T -lANK. Author of " All the World'a Fighting
Ships," " The Tori-edo in IVace and War." Inventor of the
Jane Naval War liame (Naval Krteg^piel). Ac., &c. With
Maps, Plans, and lAO lUtisirationit from 8ketcbe«and Dmw-
ingH by the Author and from Photographa. Koyal 8to,
30s. net.

"Mr. Jane's liook is valuable, and it is certainly very in-
structive."—^1 rmy and Navy Gazette.

*' Ce magnitique ouvrage editC- avec uu soin tout particulier."
Le Yacht.

To naval students this volume will be of the utmost value.**
U'e*(«"n Morning A'eurt.

"An up-to-date, well arranged, and concise Eucyclopicdia of
the fubject."— />aii// NewM.

*' Pilla a distinct gap in ournaval literature."—iJaiZy Chronicle

THE TORPEDO in PEACE and
WAR. By FRED. T. JANE, Author of "Blake »,f the
RattUmake." *' All the World's Fighting Ships." Inventor
of the Jane Naval AVar Game, Ac. With alraut ;Hi Full-Page
and a great many smaller Illustrations, the greater part of
which ore reprotluctions of Sketches m^de at Sea on board
Torpedo Craft by the Author. OblouR folio, cloth gilt,
lOs. 6d.

THE CARLSBAD TREATMENT,
and How to Carry It Out Anywhere. By L0UI8 TAR-
LETON YODWG, M.I). New and Revised Edition with
Illustrations. A valuable book of Reference for Doctors
and Patients. Crown 8vo, cloth, tis.

A SUMMER in HIGH ASIA, A
Summer R.imhle through BaltisLin and Ladakh. Bv Capt.
F. E. 8. ADAIR (late Kifle Brig.uie). Author of -'Siwrtin
Ladakh." With a Chapter on Central Asian Trade by Capt.
S II. Godfrey, late British Joint Commissioner at Leh.
Illustrated by a series of beautiful Photographs ami Oraw-
ingb taken on the ep^t, anda Map of the route. Medium
8vo, cloth extra. 12s. f>d. net

** There aie few guides as irood and as intereating.*"

.. r.-^. , ,.. .
Daily Ntwi.

This record of big game will appeal forcibly to siwrtsmen."
„ „ . ... Piibtiglura' Circular.
He gives striking pictures of scenes of grandeur."

, , , ^ Bradford Ohmrvtr,
A very readable book of sport and travel."—spectator.

"The general reader and the naturalist will, scarcely less
than the sportsman, find much in the book that is attractive ur
amusing."—.Scotsman.

" We cordi.aUy commend it to all sportsmen."
Tlie Asian CAcuttH.

A JAUNT in JAPAN; or, Ninety
Days' Leave in the Far EiiBt. By Capt. 8. C. P. JACKSON,
D.8.O. the UampbhireRegt., D.A.A.O.Bjmbay, 8vo. cloth.
49. 6d. net.

BULLET and SHOT in INDIAN
FOKKST, PLAIN, and HILL. With Hints to Bi-riuiiere
of Indian Shooiiog. By c. E. 31. KUSSELL. lat.- Senior
IJeputy Conserrator of Forests, Uysore Service. Demy 8vo,
cloth, ius. 6d.

" .V useful addition to Indian sporting literature."—5/.e<-(a(or.

THE ROD in INDIA : being Hints
how to obtain Sport, with Remarks on the Natural History
of Fish and their Culture. By II. 8. TIIUMAS. F.L S
Third (Edition. Revised. With numerous Illustration!.
Demy 8vo, cloth, )53.

USEFUL HINTS to YOUNG
SHIKARIS on the GUN and KIFLE. By "THE
LITTLE OLD BE.VK." Cro\»n svo. Second Edition.

THE SPORTSMAN MANUAL in
QUEST of (!AMi: in Kni.LU, I.AHOUL. and LADAK,
to the TSO MOHAIII LAKES. With !l Sal>5. liv Lieut.
Colonel K. II. TYACKE, late H.M.'suSth and 31th Kegi-
meDts. Fcap. Svo, tss.

PHIL MAY'S ANNUAL, Is.
Humorous Sketches, Powerful Stories.

"Abounds in comical skttc!ies."—TA4 Timet.
'As bright and witty a* evvr."—Daily Graphic.

^^
Stronger and funnier than in any previous yeaf."—Z>aUtf MailUp to the clever caricaturist's Iwt form."—GlMffow Herald.
Screamingly funny.-—Liferor// World.

W. THICKER k CO., 2, Creed Lane, E.G.

FROM

WALTER SGOTT'S LIST

THE CAUTERBDRI POETS.

Stjaare 8vo, cat and uncut edges. Is. |ter vol. ; aUo
"GniTnre" Edition, in nrt linen binding, each
Volume with Frontispiece in PhotogniTure, le. per
Volome.

NEW VOLUME.

War Songs and Ballads

of Martial Life.
SELECTED, with an I.VTRODUCTORT NOTE.

By JOHN MACLEAY.

RECENT VOLUME.

NAVAL S0N03. and other
SONCiS and BALLADS of SEA LIKE, Selected,

with an Introductory Ntte, by FRANK EINDER.

THE CONTEMPORARY i^CIENCE SERIES.

Edited by HAVELOCK ELLIS.

NEW VOLUMES.
Crown Svo, cloth, price Os. With Illostrstions.

The HISTORY of the EURO-
PEAN FAUNA. By R. F. SCUARFF, B.Sc,
Ph,D„ F.Z.S.

Crown Svo, cloth, price Os. With aboQt 200

Illustrations.

THE RACES of MAN: a
Sketch of Ethnography and Anthropology. By
J. DENIKEE.

Crown Svo, cloth, price 6g. With Diagrams.

THE PSYCHOLOGY of RE-
LIGION. Bj Prof. STARBUCK, Stanford

University, California. With an Introduction by
Prof. WILLIAM JAMES, of Harvard Univereity.

The author of this book deals for the first time in a
Bcientifis (though s>*mpatbetic) manner with the facts

of religious life. He bhovrs that conversion and the

other stages of religions development may be brought

into line with the biological facts of life. His work
is founded on precise information derived from a
large number of people, and is of special interest to

teachers and ministers of religion.

NEW VOLUMES IN THE ** EMERALD;*
"OXFORD," and other crown Gvo LIBRARIES

HARRY COVERDALE'S
COURTSHIP. By FRANK SMEDLEY. Illos-

tiated. Price 2s,

THE BIBLE in SPAIN. By
GEORGE BORROW. With Frontispiece.

Price 2b.

Demy Svo, 167 pp., printed on antique laid paper,

lx)tind in art linen, price 5s. net.

SOME RECORDS of a CIS-
TEROIAN ABBEY ; HolmCultram, Cumberland,
By Rev, G. E. GILBANKS, M.A. With 18 lUus-

trations by Major F. H. Oldfield, B,E., and others.

Complete Lists of any of the above Series

pott fnc on application.

London : WALTER SCOTT, LiMITKB,
Paternoster Square, E C.
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The Literary Week.
Mabch 31 is the latest date for receiving MSS. for our
Special Prize Competition, particulars of which will be
found on page 2 of the cover of this number. Judging by
the number of MSS. we have already received, the task of

selecting the winners will be a heavy one. The awards
will be made in our issue of April 21, on which occasion a
Special Double Number of the Academy will be issued.

Those who indulge in the mild excitement of our
Weekly Competition will observe that this week it takes
the form of the best Book Tea suggestion. Here is one
which gained a prize at a recent gathering. A lady appeared
with a war telegram pinned to her dress, giving the
speech of a distinguished general to the children who had
endured the siege of Ladysmith. He looked at the wasted
forms and pallid faces, and as he looked tears came into
his eyes, and he said in a broken voice : "It will be all

right now, children. You shall have a long holiday and
plenty of bread and jam." Answer: "The Woman in
White."

We who follow the trend of modem fiction are aware
of three very plainly marked characteristics : (

I
) That

women are increasingly active in this branch of literature
;

(2) That much of the best modern fiction comes from
America

; (3) That far aad away the most popular form
of fiction in America is the historical novel. Take, for
example. Miss Mary Johnstone's By Order of the Company,
which we review elsewhere in this number. It is a remark-

Miss Mahy Jounstone.

able perforniiinoe when we consider that the authoress is

not jet twenty -nine 3 ears of age. The i^oei Buyer, horn.

which we reproduce the accompanying portrait of Mies

Johnstone, states that this novel raised the circulation of

the Atlantic Monthly during its serial publication by 50,000
copies. Miss Johnston is a Virginian by birth and ancestry.

The Dictionary of National Biography will be completed
in June. It is announced that the Lord Mayor will

signalise the publication of the last volume of Mr. George
Smith's heroic enterprise by giving a "literary entertain-

ment." Lord Eosebery, Mr. John Morley, and the Bishop
of London are expected to be present on the occasion.

The articles on village life which have appeared from
time to time in the Outlook above tlie pseudonym
" Clarissa " are to be published in volume form. The
dedication of the book wiU run : "To my brother, George
Wyndham."

We regret to learn that there is no improvement in the

condition of M. Edmond Eostand, who is suffering from
congestion of the lungs. A chill caught at the rehearsals

of " L'Aiglon" was the beginning of the illaess.

Mr. Goldwin Smith has been on the old quest of trying

to trace the personality of Shakespeare in the plays. The
result will be contained in a short book, Shakespeare : the

Man, soon to be published.

Mr. Gilbert Murray, who wrote a scholarly Uittory of
Ancient Oreek Literature three years ago, has attempted to

recapture Greek life and feeling through the more literary

medium of an original play, entitled "Andromache." Mr.
Murray dedicates his effort to Mr. WiUiam Archer in the

following interesting terms

:

My dear Archer,—The germ of this play sprang into

existence on a certain April day iu 1896 which you and I

spent chiefly in dragging our reluotant bicycles up the

great hills that surround Riveaulx Abbey, and discussing,

80 far as the blinding rain allowed us, the questions whether
all sincere comedies are of necessity cynical, and how often

we had had tea since the morning, and how far it would
be possible to treat a historical subject loyally and uncon-
ventionally on a modern stage. Then we struck (as, I

fear, is too often the fate of those who converse with me)
on the fcubject of the lost plays of the Greek tragedians.

We talked of the extraordinary variety of plot that the

Greek dramatist found in his historical tradition, the force,

the fire, the depth and richness of character-play. We
thought of the marvellous dramatic possibilities of an age
in which actual and living heroes and sages were to be
seen moving against a background of primitive superstition

and blank savagery ; in which the soul of man walked
more free from trappings than seems ever to have been
permitted to it since. But I must stop ; I see that I am
approaching the common pitfall of playwrights who venture

upon prefuces, and am beginning to prove how good my
play ought to be ! , , , We agteed that a simple historical

play, with as little convention as possible, placed in the

Greek Heroic Age, and dealing with one of the ordinary

heroic stories, ought to be, well, an interesting experiment.

The "experiment" is issued at a price which would have

commended itself to the democratic Athenian citizens

—

eighteenpence.
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Is the past week there has been a bad outbreak of

politics among the leaders of the Irish Literary Movement.

Mr. Edward Martyn, the author of " Maeve," has re8igne<l

his office of Deputy Lieutenant and Justice of the Peace

for CO. Oalway after certain correspondence had passed

between him and the Ijord Chancellor. Mr. Martyn had
not, it is stated, favoured the singing of the National

Anthem at his residence on the occasion of a meeting held

there to promote the Irish Soldiers' Fund. Are we to

believe that Mr. Martyn could act as the representative of

the Queen in dispensing justice to her subjects, and yet

refuse those subjects permission to acknowledgo her

sovereignty in the usual way ? Wo hesitate to believe it.

Meanwhile, Mr. Yeats has foresworn gentleness, and
wishes to call a meeting, under the presidency of Mr.
John O'Leary, to dissociate Ireland from the welcome
to be given to the Queen in Dublin. Mr. Yeats says the

advisers of the Queen have sent her to Ireland out of

" national hatred—hatred of our individual national life."

Mr. George Moore attributes the Queen's visit to the
" necessities of empire." We are sorry these young men
have such thoughts, but, particularly, we wish they would
not talk about Art one week, and hatred the next ; offer

first to lead ua to "well-waters of primeval poetry," and
then brandish the shillelagh of primeval politics.

A WRITER in the Atlantic Monthly gives an amusing new
view of Stevenson, gathered from the speeches delivered

at an essay-meeting held in an American puritanical circle.

The best of it is that this view of Stevenson is quite

logical—given a certain class of minds. Thus

:

The evening's programme began with a biographical

sketch of Stevenson, given by an elderly woman, who said

that she bad never had any esteem or liking for him, but
she felt bound in fairness to admit that, on looking up the

facts in his life, she had become convinced that there must
have been something attractive about his personality to

make so many people speak well of him. ... It devolved

upon another elderly woman to give her opinion of The
Matter of Ballantrae. She declared that the book did not
contain a single pleasant paragraph. It was the sort of

thing, she thought, which perhaps would interest boys.

... A retired school teacher, who had been asked to give

her impression of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, said she had
found the literary style of the book very faulty in some
respects. Many of the sentences ended with prepositions.

With regard to the story considered simply as a story, she

hardly knew what to say. It was a very disagreeable

book. It might be that Stevenson had httd a purpose in

writing it. In that case, possibly it might do good. . . .

An editor read a paper, in which he spoke in the customary
strain of admiration of both Stevenson and his books. At
the close of his eidogy, which was rather coldly received,

the widow of a Baptist minister asked in a significant

tone, " What were Stevenson's religious opinions?" The
manner of the question clearly implied, " I am sure nothing
satisfactory can be said of them." This was evidently, to

many present, hitting the nail squarely on the head. . . .

A returned missionary from some of the heathen islands of

the Piicific said she had never met Stevenson, although his

boat, the Eijuator, lay for some weeks at the island where
she was. She had heard too much of him to wish to see

him. . . . When pressed for details, she said that Steven-
son's influence over the natives was pernicious, and the
example he set them greatly to be deplored. By appearing
in the native dress on certain occasions, he counteracted
the efforts of the missionaries to make their converts wear
the garb of civilisation and cease to go barefooted. He
also smoked cigarettes in the sight of the islanders. . . .

When the meeting adjourned, there seemed a disposition

on the part of the members to regard the author of The
Matter of Ballaiitrae with charity.

Asked by the editor of the Library to reply to a paper
which that magazine had printed in favour of open access,

Mr. Foskett wrote a caustic article against open access

which the editor declined to print without considerable

alteration. Mr. Foskett has now printed his article in

pamphlet form. In it he insists that the evils of open access

are manifold, and that they include serious loss by theft,

damage by wind and dust, wearing out of bindings, and
bewilderment to the poor " ignorant reader " to whom
open access is supposed to be a blessing. Mr. Foskett

watched a boy who came for " somethin' interestin',

mister," exploring the shelves of a public library.

He climbed up the shelves, and in many odd positions

handled books of all sorts and sizes up to a total of nine-

teen volumes. I have no note of his misplacements ; but
he was twenty-sewn minutes at the shelves, and finally, in

apparent bewilderment, he took a technical book on art in

mistake for " somethin' interestin', mister," in the travel

or tiger-hunting line. I found this out as he was leaving,

and he said he should "bring the book back termorrer."

. . . Now what that boy wanted was a little personal

guidance and help. Such ignorant, yet deserving aspirants

are increasingly getting aid in the most efficiently served

libraries, and it is in this direction that development is

eminently desirable.

In short, Mr. Foskett considers that where the indicator

system is supplemented by personal advice, the best results

and the least mischief are achieved. In such libraries " a

reader, not knowing precisely what he wants, has only to

give a hint, and all the likely books (except fiction) are

actually brought to a table for him, where he can leisurely

examine and choose the book for his home-reading." Mean-
while, the Library for March prints an article admitting

that " unless open access is thoroughly safeguarded it

must infallibly lead to anarchy and waste." For " safe-

guards " Mr. Foskett reads detectives, and on the whole he
seems to have the best of the argument.

Les Jtun»»—a new American monthly magazinette—is

redolent of new art and vague ideals. The cover is of

brown paper, and the letterpress and illustrations are

printed in a bricky red. We really do not know what
Lei Jeunes is bent on doing, except to write Art with a

capital A. It is lurid and languishing, or both. Sings a

poetess

:

I wish my lover were a tear.

That I might drink with burning lip

;

Can there be rarer volupoy.
Than all his life and love to sip.

With passion-trembling Up ?

We must find time to run over our list of volupcies before

we answer this.

The battle of Open Access sways this way and that in

the Library world. We are sending no war correspondent
into the fray, but we hear the shouting of the captains.

Mr. Edward Foskett sends us a pamphlet on the subject.

Mr. a. E. FLETonER writes on " The Ideal Newspaper "

in the April Young Man. He tilts at capitalists who run

newspapers, and editors who play up for baronetcies or

knighthoods. His general charge against present-day

journalism is that it records what is least worth knowing,
and forces upon the public information which had best

be forgotten. On the literary side of journalism Mr.
Fletcher has special right to speak, for it was under his

editorship that the Daily Chronicle introduced a daily

treatment of literature into the newspapers. Mr. Fletcher

stoutly maintains that journalism ought to be literature,

and says

:

If the newspaper is to be the Englishman's Bible of the

future, let us take care that it models its style on that of

the sacred books from which all our best writers, poets,

and orators have caught their inspiration. You can only

have a great literature in great language—the strong and
simple language of great meo. The language of journal-

ism compares, I think, badly with that of our best writers.

I would earnestly urge young men and women who may
be thuiking about choosing journalism for their life work
to think over the mischief they will do if, instead of going
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bitck to the great masters for their style, they carry on the
journalistic tradition that the language of daadies and
nincompoops is rather to be chosen than " the tongue that
Shakespeare spake."

We have received from Mr. David Nutt a handsomely
produced volume containing facsimiles of all the signatures

to the international petition presented last year to the

Czar on behalf of the liberties of Finland. The interest

of the volume centres in the English section, where we
find the characteristic signatures of Mr. Herbert Spencer,

Mr. George Meredith, Mr. Thomas Hardy, Mr. Leslie

Stephen, Prof. Sully, and many others. In the French
section we find on one page the signatures of M. Zola
and M. Anatole France, &c.

Mr. H. Heathcote Stratham makes an amusing point

about Euskin in the Fortnightly when he says :

It is one of the most curious among the many para-
doxes connected with him that, while he once emphatically
declared that a man can hardly draw anything without
benefiting himself and others, and can hardly write any-
thing without doinjt mischief, he should nevertheless have
chosen to comparatively neglect his artistic capabilities in

order to become one of the most voluminous writers of his

age.

The original MS. of Sir Walter Scott's St. Eonan's

Well, which Mr. Buskin bought from Scott's publisher,

has just passed into the hands of Mr. WUliam Brown,
of Edinburgh. The MS. is said to differ somewhat from
the text.

Mb. Justin McCarthy names the following as " Dis-

appearing Authors," in an article bearing that title in the

North American Review

:

Charles Kingsley.
Anthony Trollope.

Charles Reade.
Charles Lever.

Broadly speaking, we suppose that Mr. McCarthy is right,

though it is, perhaps, too soon to say that Trollope's fate

is sealed, since his claims have recently been urged in

more than one quarter, and a new edition of his works is

in prospect. Mr. W. D. Howells has added his voice

to those raised on Trollope's behalf in England, and
the New York Literary World recently opined that

Trollope's best novels deserve a place on the same
shelf as Dickens and Thackeray, if not between them.
Mr. McCarthy justly distinguishes between authors

who really disappear and authors of the revolving

light order who blaze, fade, and blaze again. In this

class he places Macaulay and George Eliot, Tennyson, and
Browning, all of whom will grip the public again more
thoroughly than they do at the present time. But Mr.
McCarthy is surely wrong when he says that the modern
reader, as we know him, " has never troubled himself

even with an attempt to read Jane Austen's novels." An
appreciable part of the work done in this ofiice in the last

three years has been that of entering, reviewing, and
comparing new editions of Jane Austen's novels ; and we
happen to know that our work in this field is not yet
completed. Is it all lost labour ?

" My Favourite NoveUst and His Best Book " is the
general title of a series of articles in Munsey'a Magatine
to which English writers are making contributions. This
month it is Dr. Conan Doyle's turn. The gist of his article

is contained in the head-lines placed over it by the editor.
" Dr. Conan Doyle finds something admirable in almost
every school of fiction, but names as his special favourites
the romances of Sir Walter Scott, and Charles Eeade's
great historical novel, The Cloitter and the Hearth."
Charles Keade, it will be noticed, is among the " disappear-
ing authors " named by Mr. Justin McCarthy.

Last month Mr. Henley, writing of Robert Burns in his

Pall Mall causerie, employed asterisks to disguise the poet's

name. This month he writes it in full. The reason is

that the Twenty-fifth of January has passed since he last

wrote. " The ' Immortal Memory ' has been drunk all over

Scotland ; and, as far as I know, only once have I been
referred to as a ' body snatcher.'

"

In last week's Wotes and Queries Mr. W. F. Prideaux
began a series of "Notes for a Bibliography of Edward
FitzGerald," which promises to be useful and interesting.

The preoccupation of the public with FitzGerald's render-

ing of the "Eubaiyat" of Omar Khayyam has involved

the neglect of his other works in which, as Mr. Prideaux
points out, even the devotees of Omar may find much to

interest them. It would be strange, indeed, if this were
not so, seeing that FitzGerald brought nearly as much to

the " Eubaiyat " as he found in it. In his "Agamemnon,"
for instance, we find lines which bear a striking afiinity to

the " Eubaiyat " translation. Thus :

Call not on death, old man, that, call'd or no,

Comes quick ; nor spend your ebbing breath on me.
Nor HeUna, who bit as arrows be

Shot by the hidden hand behind the bow.

And, again

:

But thus it is ; All bides the destined Hour ;

And Man, albeit with Justice at his side,

Fights in the dark against a secret Power
Not to be conquer'd—and how pacified ?

Mr. Prideaux finds another reason for the neglect of

FitzGerald's less known works in the fact that they

appeared in very small editions. When, in 1868, Prof.

Cowell wrote begging a copy of Euphranor FitzGerald

replied

:

Oh, yes ! I have a Lot of them : returned from Parker's

when they were going to dissolve their House ; I would
not be at the Bother of any further negociation with any
other Bookseller, about half-a-dozen little Books which so

few wanted : so had them all sent here. I wiU therefore

send you six copies.

A dramatised version of Mr. Hewlett's The Forest

Lovers is about to be produced by Mr. Frohman in New
York. Should the play prove a success it will be seen

upon London boards.

By a slip we last week attributed Moore's " Minstrel

Boy " to Sir Walter Scott. We had certainly no intention

to do Ireland another injustice, or (to use the expression

of a correspondent) place "a fly in the ointment of a

nation's grateful joy." Several correspondents have sent

us facetious letters on the subject.

During the four months' siege of Kimberley the Diamond
Fields Advertiser appeared daily until within four or five

days of the relief, when it was stopped by the authorities

for military and administrative reasons. A London
journalist, who was in the besieged town, thus describes

the efforts of the editor and his staff to maintain the

semblance of a newspaper :

On many days the journal was a newspaper in name
only—a composition of cuttings from many old numbers
of Tit- Bits and other periodicals. Recourse, too, was had
to the Kimberley library, and the history of the previous

Transvaal war and sieges was re-written and re-served.

Contributions were invited from residents, and we had
some wonderful effusions in prose and verse, the latter

being the most remarkable. However, the inhabitants

paid their 3d. and got their paper—such as it was. Now
and again we did obtain some interesting news, as, when a

dispatch rider brought in a fairly recent copy of the Cape

Times, for which, I believe, as much as £5 was paid. Then
it was quite amuting to see the editor, sub-oditor, and re-

porters eagerly scanning the paper, with breathless interest;
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and, needless to state, scissors and paste were quickly eii

^videtiee, and the readers of the Dinmond Fields Adverilter

considered they had an excellent paper the next morning.

Of coarse the paper was reduced in size.

Copies of tJiis paper and of the Ladytmith Lyre should be

valuable now.

We notice this week the new Oxford edition of the

Complete Works of Moli^re. In his interesting quarterly

Periodical Mr. Frowde gives a list of quotations from
Moliere's plays which may be said to have passed into use

in England, either in their French form or in translations.

The list is not so long as one might have expected it to be,

but it is of sufficient interest to quote.

" Le monde, chSre Agnes, est une etrange chose."

VEoole det Femmes, Act ii., 8c. 8.

" Ah I pour etre devot, je n'en suis pas moins homme."
Le Tariuffe ou L' fmpoateur, Act iii., 8c. 3.

" II y a fagots et fagots."

Le MMecin malgre Lui, Act i., Sc. 0.

" Nous avons change tout cela."

—

Ih,, Act ii., 8c. 4.

" Le veritable Amphitryon
Est rAmphitryon ou Ton dine."

Amphitryon, Act iii., Sc. 5.

" Je parle a mon bonnet."

—

UAvare, Act i., 8c. 1.

" Les beaux yeux de ma cassette."—76., Act v., Sc. 4.

" Par uia foi ! il y a plus de quarante ans que je dig de la

prose sans que j'en susse rien."

Le Bourgeois Oentilhomme, Act ii., 80. 4.

" Entre lui, vous et moi, jurons, jurons, ma belle,

Une ardeur etemelle." lb., Act iv., Sc. 1.

" Je le soutiendrai devaut tout le monde."
76., Activ., 8c. 3.

" Que diable alloit-il faire dans cette galere ?
"

Les Fourberiis de Scapin, Act ii., Sc. 7.

" La grammaire, qui sait regenter jusqu'aux rois."

Les Femmes Savantes, Act ii., Sc. 6.

"Ah ! il n'y a plus d'enfants."

Le Malade Imaginaire, Act ii., Sc. 8.

Bibliographical.

I DID not think that I should live to accord entire

approval to any utterance by the late Mr. W. E. Glad-

stone ; but the thing has happened. Messrs. Hutchinson
& Co. are good enough to circulate monthly a publication

which they call The Book Lover, and in which they give a
disinterested account of the various works which they
have just issued, or are about to issue. In I'he Book
Lover for March there is an interview with Mr. W. H.
Wilkins, who is going to publish with them a biography
of Sophie Dorothea of Celle. It appears that Mr. Wilkins,
who put forth, eight years ago, a novel called St. Michael's

Eve, was so fortunate as to include Mr. Gladstone among
his readers. Of course, Mr. Gladstone wrote to Mr. Wilkins
on the subject, and these were the golden words he used :

" It seems to me that with us at the present day talent is

running overmuch into the field of invention ; and that,

setting apart the few cases where an author is conscious

of strong creative power, other fields of history and
research are more fruitful." Mr. Wilkins says that he has
acted on this hint. Now, if all good Gladstonians would
accept the suggestion of the Master, and cease writing
novels—unless " conscious of strong creative power "

—

what a much brighter universe this would be.

As a bibliographer, I have a sense of personal indebted-

ness to the gentleman who has just published a novel

balled Th« Dean of Darrendale. He says he has not put

his real name on the title-page because it happens to be
identical with that of a novelist already well-taiown. Ho
therefore calls himself " Wynton Eversley." He is wise.

He is also fair, for obviously a new " Thomas Hardy

"

(to take an example at random) ought not, at this time of

day, to take advantage of the popularity and fame
achieved by the author of Tess of the D' UrberviUet. More-
over, if a new " Thomas Hardy " had any ambition to

become popular and famous, he could not do worse for

himself than produce books which (if really admirable)

would almost certainly bo attributed to the earlier comer.

My own. interest in the matter is purely bibliographical,

and that is why I am sorry that there is an English and

an American Robert Bridges, and an American and an
English Winston Churchill. It is not right that the

difficulties of the unhappy bibliographer should thus be

complicated. The American Robert Bridges, coming after

the English, ought to have called himself Robert Bridges

the Second. That would have established his identity,

and made everything pleasant.

Let us hope that it will never be considered the duty of

a bibliographer to trace, for the benefit of the public, the

wanderings of fictitious characters from novel to novel.

One does not complain when the Mark Antony of " Julius

Ca)sar" turns up in "Antony and Cleopatra," and the

Bolingbroke of "Richard II." reappears in " Henry IV.,"

because these were historical characters, and reappear

legitimately ; but when it comes to authors of pure fiction,

whether of plays or novels, carrying their creations from

one work to another, it is time to protest against the strain

upon the memory and the recording pen. We know that

the Sir Novelty Fashion of Cibber's Love's Last Shift

reappears in Vanbrugh's Relapse as Lord Foppingfton ; but

the system is not to be encouraged, though Thackeray

and TroUope used it. We are now told that some of the

characters in Miss Fowler's Isabel Camaby and (I think)

A Double Thread are to reappear in her next novel, The

Farringdons. It is just possible that some of us may
not recognise them. The creations of the modern story-

teller do not always make a marked impression upon the

mind.
I am beginning to think that I am in my way a first-

class prophet. Only the other day I suggested that

Sydney Dobell's war poems might well receive attention,

and lo and behold comes a brief annoucement that they

are shortly to be reproduced. Not very long ago, too,

a correspondent wrote to ask me whether William Penn's

Fruits of Solitude could be obtained in England. R. L.

Stevenson had referred to the work in one of his letters,

and that had given it a new lease of lite. I told my
correspondent that there had been comparatively recent

reprints of the Fruits, but that I could not be sure any one

of them was "in the market." I suggested that some
publisher might find it worth his while to reprint the said

Fruits. And now I read that the work is to be reprinted

soon under the editorship of Mr. Edmund Gosse, whose
labours ^t the Board of Trade liappily are not so exhausting

as to prevent his engaging in such literary enterprises.

" The Cave of Illusion, a drama by Alfred Sutro, with an

introduction by Maurice Maeterlinck "—nothing could be

more appropriate. It is a sort of quid pro (im. Did not

Mr. Sutro translate into English M. Maeterlinck's AUadine

and Palomides, and also his Treasure of the Humble ? The
least that M. Maeterlinck could do after this was to

" introduce " a drama by his English translator.

Ought Mr. A. C. Benson to have christened his forth-

coming book The Professor, and Other Poems ? Somehow
or other, that title, The Professor, seems sacred to Charlotte

Bronti^, though Heaven knows why. There ought to be

no monopoly in literature. Professors, nowadays, are as

numerous as blackberries. You remember with what
admirable tact and irony Matthew Arnold deprecated the

title.

Tub Bookworm.
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Reviews.

A New-Old Movement.

The Symbolist Movement in Literature. By Arthur Symons.
(Heinemann. 63.)

In tbis grave and admirably-written volume Mr. Symons
has a subject which suits his idiosyncrasy ; and the work
is, in most respects, better— more spontaneous, more
sympathetic, more constructive, and more homogeneous

—

than any section of Studies in Two Literatures. He has
always had a tendency towards the exotic, the mysterious
(if not the vague), the Un-obvious ; and he has always
shivered away from contact with that positivity of daily

common facts, that hard Britannic physioolism (cult of the
cold tub), toute cette vieille Extirioriti inflexible, which
characterise so deeply our nineteenth-century poetry and
prose. Here, in this movement which found its most
child-like exponent in Verlaine, its most brilliant in

Mallarme, and its loftiest in Maeterlinck, there is nothing
to dismay, and everything to enhearten, a spectator of life

and letters such as Mr. Symons. It is only natural, then,

that he should be at his best. And his best is really

something quite distinguished. Mr. Symons has nursed
and watched over his critical talent with an almost
maternal care and conscientiousness. We have seen it

grow, during some ten years now, not only in strength,

but in fineness and beauty. Essentially Gallic in literary

temperament, Mr. Symons yet owes more to Walter Pater
than to any other. His highly-wrought style possesses, in
a measure, every quality of Pater's except the crowning
quality of wistfulness. It is a notable style, elaborately
perfected, ardent in its "chimerical search after the
virginity of language," reverent in its attitude towards
words, precise without being hard, and musical without
affectation. As a critic Mr. Symons perceives gradually
rather than by instant intuition. Instead of flashing the
limelight into the cave, he examines it with a tinted
lantern, showing you this and that, and ultimately
directing an illuminating final ray upon the most secret

arcanum of the grot. Take this, of Verlaine :
" From the

moment when his inner life may be said to have begun,
he was occupied with the task of unceasing confession, in
which one seems to overhear him talking to himself, in
that vague, preoccupied way he often had."

In the art of personal portraiture—a valuable and
legitimate, if somewhat modem, adjunct of criticism—Mr.
Symons specially excels. There are several examples
which might be quoted. We will give his picture of Joris
Karl Huysmans at the house of " the bizarre Madame X. ":

He leans back on the sofa, rolling a cigarette between his
thin, expressive fingers, looking at no one and at nothing,
while Madame X. moves about with solid vivacity in the
midst of her extraordinary menagerie of Mc-a-brac. The
spoils of all the world are there in that incredibly tiny
salon ; they lie underfoot, they climb up walls, they cling to
screens, brackets, and tables; one of your elbows menaces
a Japanese toy, the other a Dresden china shepherdess

;

all the colours of the rainbow crash in a barbaric discord
of notes

; and in a corner of this fantastic room Huysmans
lies back indifferently on the sofa, with the air of one
perfectly resigned to the boredom of life. Something is

said by my learned friend who is to write for the new
periodical, or perhaps it is the young editor of the new
periodical who speaks . . . ; and Huysmans, without
looking up, and without taking the trouble to speak very
distinctly, picks up the phrase, transforms it (more likely
transpierces it) in a perfectly turned sentence, a phrase of
impromptu elaboration. Perhaps it is only a stupid book
that someone has mentioned, or a stupid woman ; as he
speaks the book looms up before one, becomes monstrous
in its dulness, a raasterinece and miracle of imbecility ; the
unimportant little woman grows into a slow horror
before your eyes. It is always the unpleasant aspect of
things that he seizes ; but the intensity of his revolt from

that unpleasantness brings a touch of the sublime into the
very expression of his disgust. Every sentence is an
epigram, and every epigram slaughters a reputation or an
idea. He speaks with an accent as of pained surprise, an
amused look of contempt, so profound that it becomes
almost pity for human imbecility.

Eegarding the " Symbolist movement in literature " (Mr.
Symons should have said "in French literature," for he
deals with nothing else), it appears to us that there is no
Symbolist movement. There is a movement, but it is not
Symbolist. Or, rather, it is no more symbolist than all

poetry is symbolist. Mr. Symons fails, brilliantly, to
justify the term. He quotes Sartor to the effect that in
the Symbol there is "some embodiment and revelation of
the Infinite—the Infinite is made to blend itself with the
Finite, to stand visible, and, as it were, attainable there."
And he adds that it is in this sense that the epithet is

applied to the now famous French school. But is it ? In
order to arrive at the Infinite via a Symbol you must first

have the Symbol. And it does not seem that the Symbolist
work is rich in symbols. Mallarme, who is the self-

conscious artist of the movement, its authoritative
expounder, lays stress on Suggestion, not on Symbolism.
" To name is to destroy ; to suggest is to create." There
lies the formula, and Mr. Symons's chosen extracts (ex-
quisitely translated, by the way) support it. Where, in
any but the usual degree common to every true poet, is

the Symbolism of Mallarmo's " Sigh " or his "Sea-wind " ?

The fact is, this movement ought to have been called
the "Evocative" movement. (It never wiU be, but it

should have been.) "To evoke, by some elaborate, in-

stantaneous magic of language, without the formality of
an after all impossible description ; to be, rather than to
express." That was the aim of the fine flower of this
school. The miracle was to be immediate, not wrought
by an apparatus either of Symbolism or any other ism.

There had been " evocatives " long before Arthur
Rimbaud roused the wondering enthusiasm of Verlaine.
Scores of examples of "creative suggestion"—conceived
in the very spirit of our French Symbolists—exist in
Elizabethan literature. Provided he had not read Shake-
speare, would any cautious person be prepared to deny
that the last line of the following description of a nun's
life (note the second word particularly) was not translated
from Mallarme ?

For aye to be in shady cloister mew'd . . ,

Chanting faint hymns to the cold, fruitless moon.

Mr. Symons finds Symbolism (let us yield to the word)
first in Gerard de Nerval, and he traces its course onwards
through de I'lsle Adam, Eimbaud, and Laforgue, to
Verlaine, Mallarme, and Maeterlinck. And though, as
we take it link by link, we see no flaw in the chain, it is
ultimately clear that the Symbolism of Mallarme was an
essentially different thing from that of de Nerval. The
movement might almost be divided into two halves, partly
concurrent : the first consisting of de Nerval, Rimbaud,
and Verlaine ; and the second of de I'lsle Adam, Laforgue,
Mallarme, and Maeterlinck. The former were children of
Nature, singing they knew not how nor why ; the latter
were children of Art, subservient to theories of almost
scientific precision.

The essay on Mallarme is the most brilliant in the whole
volume

;
it stands unequalled among all Mr. Symons's

critical work, with the possible exception of his apprecia-
tion of Aubrey Beardsley. It belongs, indeed, to a very
high order of criticism. The subject is one of intense and
complicated difiiculty ; but Mr. Symons has treated it with
a delicacy and a sureness of perception, an instinct for
clarity, which can scarcely be overpraised, and which
nearly make plain some of the abstrusest " divagations "

of Mallarme's decadence. His courage in advancing a
theory of the way in which Mallarme wrote verse and
the reasons for Mallarme's later unintelligibility is only
surpassed by the pereuaeive convincingness of the theory.
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The Jovvett Lectures.

A Critical Ilittory of a Futurt Life in hra«l Judaitm and in

Chrittianily. By E. H. Charles, D.D. (Adam &
Charles Black.)

Dr. Charles wns for some years a curate of the Church
of England at Whitechapel, Kensington, and Kenning^n
successively, and is now Professor of Biblical Qroek at
that most Protestant of Protestant institutions. Trinity
College, Dublin. He is also well known to science as the
translator from the Ethiopic and the Syriac of the Book
of Enoch, the Book of Jubilees, and other of the lesser
known Apocrypha, and is, perhaps, since the death of
Dillmann, the greatest living authority on Apocalyptic
literature. He is, therefore, thorougUy well equipped
for the task he has here set himself, and the trustees of
the Jowett Lecture Fund may be congratulated upon
having chosen him to deliver the lectures for 1898-1899, of
which this book is a reprint. They could hardly have
found anyone with better credentials either for learning or
for orthodoxy.
Of the pre-Exilic or, as he prefers to call it, the Hebrew

notions of a future life Dr. Charles has not very much to
say. Passing by without mention the older view of War-
burton that the Jews in the time of Moses had no concep-
tion of a future life at all, he tells us that their conception
of a life after death was not wholly independent of
"Yahwism," but actually opposed to it, being, in fact,

itself a survival from heathen times. Following Stade and
others, he regards the main body of the Israelites as given
up to the worship of thoir ancestors, of whom he considers
the teraphim to have been the images, and it is by this
that he explains the law of the levirate, or the " raising-up
of seed" to a deceased brother. Hence it is not to be
wondered at they looked upon the dead as having vague
powers of annoyance towards the living that could only be
propitiated by sacrifices, and considered their Sheol as
a dreary abode quite outside the sphere of " Yahwe's " rule.
These views he thinks go back to the period when " the
Hebrew clans lived in the valley of the Euphrates, and
shared this and other beliefs with the Babylonians of that
time "; and, although they received some modification as
the worship of Yahwe became more prominent, they were
not abandoned till a very late date. " Down to the Exile,
and later, the beliefs of Israel with reference to a future life

were heathen to the core, and irreconcilable with any intelli-

gible belief in a sole and supreme God," and these beliefs,

he says later, found their final expression in Sadduceeism.
It was the prophets, he thinks, and especially Isaiah, who
first taught that the righteous should after death bo
restored to " communion with God and with the righteous
community "; and it was this belief, strengthened, no doubt,
by contact with Persian thought in Babylon, that led to
the faith in the resurrection which filtered down through
sects like the Chasidim until it reached its fullest develop-
ment among the Pharisees. But it may be noticed that the
blessedness of the dead was never held to extend to the
Gentiles. Some of the larger-minded prophets thought
that the Gentiles might in the last days be raised again to
be servants of Israel ; but Ezekiel—of whom Dr. Charles
seems to have a particular detestation—Haggai, Zechariah,
Nahum, Habbakuk, and Daniel all prophesy their total
destruction. By the time the author gets to his Book cf
Enoch (say 170 b.c.) he finds that the punishments of
God, which for the Jews are corrective, are towards the
Gentiles merely vindictive. "In no case," he says,
speaking of the literature of the immediately pre-Christian
period, "does it appear that tlie Gentiles could attain to
a blessed resurrection."

Meanwhile, an idea destined to exercise a yet greater
effect in the future of the nation was gradually taking the
leading place in Jewish thought. This was the theory of
a miraculous personage who should lead the Jews to the
subjugation of the whole earth. This ideU was not fully

developed, according to Dr. Charles, until after the Exile,
as he considers that " the Branch " foretold bv Jeremiah
is not an individual, but a dynasty. " Most of the passages
in Amos, Hosea, Isaiah, and Micah which promise the
advent of the Messianic kingdom and of the Messiah " are,

he considers, later interpolations, but during the Exile the
idea took definite shape, and thereafter " the day of
Yahwe," as it was called, was looked forward to as the
period when the sceptre of the world should be given to

Israel, leaving the Gentiles either to exist as slaves to the
chosen race or to be totally destroyed. In the formation
of this idea he again assigns the initiative to Ezekiel,
although he points out that that part of the Book of Enoch
which is known as the Similitudes is the first writing in

which the Messiah is looked upon as a superhuman being.
From that time onward the expectation of a supernatural
leader who should enable the Jews to oppress the Gentiles
never ceased to occupy their minds until it brought about
their final rebellion and consequent extinction as a nation
imder Hadrian. This idea Dr. Charles traces with great
distinctness throughout the whole range of Apocryphal
and Apocalyptic literature. He does not tell us very much
as to its ultimate origin, although he points out the
influence of Parsism upon certain writers such as the
pseudo-Daniel. But an unbiassed student might perhaps
see in it the racial fondness for a " holy war" which has
80 often led Semitic nations to dream not altogether fruit-

lessly of an orgle of blood and plunder brought about by
supernatural aid. The r6le of the Mahdists in the Soudan,
now happily extinguished, is but the last as well as the

most familiar instance of this.

There remains the eschatology of the early Christian

Church, as to which Dr. Charles speaks with no uncertain
sound. At the outset of the ministry of .Tesus, he tells us,
" He had, we can hardly doubt, hoped to witness the con-

summation of" the Messianic kingdom " without passing
through the gates of death." That, later, He expected to

return during the then existing generation he holds, too,

to be proved beyond question, and to this faith the early

Church were committed. He thinks, too, that Jesus
plainly taught that only the righteous would rise again,

although this doctrine was modified—as he thinks, wrongly
—in the Gospel of St. Luke. The idea of " the Millennium,
or the reign of Christ for 1,000 years on the present earth,

or any other form of the temporary Messianic kingdom,
cannot be said to belong to the sphere of Christian

doctrine "
; while the doctrine of eternal damnation is " a

Judaistic survival of grossly immoral character." Finally,

he considers the eschatology of St. Paul points " either

to the final redemption of all created personal beings or

—

and this seems the true alternative—to the destruction of

the finally impenitent." " This destruction," he says

cryptically, "would not be of the nature of an external

punishment, but subjective and self-executed."

Dr. Charles always writes with clearness and point, and
the full references to authorities that he gives will enable

scholars to check his conclusions for themselves. For our
own part, we fancy that, like most clerical writers, he is

rather too much inclined to look upon both the Jewish and
the Christian religions as things to be considered apart

from all other faiths, and to attach too little weight to

the influence that the nations among whom the Jews were
cast may have had in matters like eschatology. Thus, the

theory that the world would finally be destroyed by fire

was a favourite with the Stoics, and was publicly taught

by them about the time when the Jewish ideas of a final

cataclysm began to take shape. So, too, the idea of

a superhuman being leading his own worshippers to

the conquest of other nations, was familiar enough at

the same period to the Greek worshippers of Bacchus, or

of his prototype the Egyptian Osiris ; while the likeness of

the Johannine Apocalypse to the Persian book of Arda-
Viraf has been often pointed out. But such points fall

into the background when we consider the manner in
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whicli Dr. Charles treats the Bible, which formerly was
looked upon as the very mainstay and sheet-anchor of

Protestantism. According to Dr. Charles, it was the

non-fulfilment of prophecies which was " one of the

main sources " of the numerous Apocalypses which
profess to give an account of " the last things," and
he uses those among them which are uncanonical as if

they were on a perfect equality with those in the Canon.

Ezekiel's views on many points he holds to be " demon-
stably false," while he finds many incongruities and incon-

sistencies in the eschatology of the New Testament. He
even thinks it " easily conceivable " that " some ideas

morally irreconcilable should exist in the same [inspired]

writer." As for the text, he treats it in the way that the

higher critics have already made familiar to us. It has
before been said that most of the Messianic passages in the

early prophets are treated as interpolations ; and the same
treatment is extended to the statement in John v. 28, 29,

that they have done good shall come forth from their

graves " unto the resurrection of life ; and they that have
done evil unto the resurrection of damnation." This
passage, says Dr. Charles, is so plainly inconsistent with
its context that it must be cut out, and he would deal in

the same way with the words " at the last day " where
they occur in the following chapter. We do not pretend to

take up the cudgels for the Protestant faith against one so

well qualified to speak on its behalf as Dr. Charles, but if

this is its last word on Biblical inspiration, we should like

to know the sanction for the rest of its dogmas.

Moliere.

(Euvre» Complete) de Moliere. (Oxford : Clarendon Press.

58. ; India Paper, 9s. 6d. Miniature Edition, 4 vols., 14s.)

In these days, when farcical comedy (not always of the
most laughter-moving quality) overflows our theatres, it

is worth while to turn to the greatest master of laughter
that has yet appeared, and realise how far we are de-

generate. One could not do so in a better or handier
little edition than that just issued by the Oxford Press.

It will g^ve all who wish to renew their acquaintance with
Moliere an opportunity of doing so with pleasure, and, it

may be hoped, tempt to him many new readers. There
is nothing in our own literature to expound the comedy
of Moliere ; it is altogether French. It is not the witty
comedy of our Restoration dramatists, with its glitter of
epigram, antithesis, and ludicrous simile, couched in

exquisitely turned and easy form. Still less is it Eliza
bethan comedy. In fact, it is not comedy at all, but the
sublimation of farce. There are exceptions : The Misan-
thrope rises to serious comedy ; while Tartuffe, in construc-
tion and execution one of Moliere's masterpieces, in

conception is sombre and almost virulent to a repellent

degree. The central character is so loathsome, that we
are unable to abandon ourselves to the spirit of mirth

;

we feel ourselves in the hands of a serious and mortal-
wounding satirist ; and the delineation is carried through
unflinchingly to the odious last, no detail of blasphemous
hypocrisy spared us. It moves to hatred and indignation,

which is not the function of comedy.
But this is by the way. What wo have said holds true

with regard to the bulk of Moliere's work : it depends on
broadly humorous situation and exquisite fooling, a con-
stant succession of the most fertile and unexpected absur-
dities, put into the mouths of conscious or unconscious
buffoons. The characters are nought, well-thumbed stage
types which do not count, handed down from the old
Italian comedy : the miser, the credulous old pantaloon,
the clown, the brace of lovers (otherwise harlequin and
columbine), the heroine's maid and confidante, who makes
comic love with the clown, ultimately crystallising into the

soubrette of French comedy—these, with trimmings, provide

the bill of fare in play after play. Congreve could remark
even of the rich English stage that the characters available

for comedy were really very few, and had a tendency to

revolve round certain fixed types ; but it is far more the

case with the French stage of this period. Even when
a new character seems to present himself in Moliere, he
presently proves to be one of the old lay-figures in an
up-to-date dress. M. Jourdain, the rich bourgeois with an
incurable wish to make himself a gentleman on the " while

you wait " principle of refashioning, in point of character,

is our old friend the pantaloon in a new situation. Moliere

does not attempt to draw you a French bourgeois as he
lived, moved, and had his being, as Shakespeare would
have done in like circumstances. He is content to have
put his credulous old man into a new position, which
affords endless variety for his capacity of blundering. It

is on that capacity that the play turns : Jourdain is the

unconscious buffoon, as in another play Sganarelle is the

conscious one. Moliere, being himself an actor, carries

the element of farce as far as the most downright stage-

tricks. In Ze Medicin Malgre Lui there is a venerable

bit of business about Sganarelle's bottle, which he passes

from side to side, and finally hugs to his stomach, under
the belief that his interlocutors are going to take it from
him, which gestures, as the original remarks with delight-

ful wrti'wfe', "font un grand jeu de theatre," make a flne

stage trick indeed. Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme in its

final scenes adventures joyously upon wild farce; the

egregious M. Jourdain seated solemnly in his chair,

dressed as a Turk, while the rest of the characters, in

similar masquerade, dance round him singing burlesque
verses in lingua franca, and cudgel him, under pretext of

making him a Turkish dignitary.

But individualised character, as it is outside Moliere's

design, so also it is not missed by reader or spectator.

You do not even think of it while his personages are

pouring forth their rich follies. His spirit of drollery is

inexhaustible, and would cover the sins of a score of

ordinary playwrights. He is an artist, of course, like all

Frenchmen ; his plays are skilfully constructed ; and he
is fertile in invention of comic situation. But the wonderful
endowment of his animal spirits ; the opulent flow of

humour, saturating everything ; the sheer mirth of the

man—this is the prominent and unrivalled gift which
carries us away. Fully half of the play to which we
lately referred, Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme, consists of

nothing but M. Jourdain's interviews with his various
teachers ; there is no plot going forward, no action. But
the mere procession of the bourgeois' absurdities is irre-

sistible. The best of these have passed into proverbs,

such as the famous :
" For forty years I have been

speaking prose without having the least idea of it, and
I am most infinitely obliged to you for having told me so."

But the whole of the scene with the Philosophical Master,
in which this occurs, is admirable humour

:

PniL. Master. The vowel O is formed by opening the
jaws, and approaching the lips by the two extremities, the
upper and the lower : O.
M. JoiTKDAiN. O, O. Nothing could be more just. A,

E, I, O, I, O. This is admirable. I, O, I, O.
Pnn. Mas. The opening of the mouth makes exactly

as it were a little circle, which represents an O.
M. Jour. O, O, O. You are right ; O. Ah, what a fine

thing it is to know something

!

The surprise and infantile delight with which the bourgeois

receives and airs the most elementary scraps of knowledge
is deliciously rendered. There is about the drollery in

these scenes something of the bon enfant which is character-

istically French
;
perhaps we might say characteristically

southern ! For there is a childlike easiness of unbending
in southern fooling which northern fooling lacks, and
whereby it escapes the jack-pudding offensiveness to

which Teutonic farce is liable. If the Teuton can touch
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gt«at«r heights than the man of Latin race (as seems

probable from a comparison of literatures), it must be
confessed he is very much less happy in coming down from
them. Southern liuniour is gay ; and it is this gaiety of

humour, radiating tlirough MoHtTO, this ebullient laughter,

wliich makes him tho greatest of modem comic dramatists.

Not Shakespeare has it in such wealth, though here and
there ho may touch a note of purer humour. Yet occa-

sionally wo hnd ourselves reminded of Shakespeare in

reading Molit-re. For example, in the very play from
which we have just quoted, M. Jourdain's ridiculous

contest of politeness with Dorante recalls Slender's similar

contest with Page in the Merry Wives ; while the absurdity

with which he closes it, " J'aime mieux etre incivil qu'

importun," is a literal translation of Slender's final sentence,

"I will rather be unmannerly than troublesome." Yet
Moliere had never read Shakespeare ! One likes to find

such incidental coincidences and resemblances between the

two great masters—both actors and both dramatists. If,

however, as we have said, Moliere has nothing of that

character-drawing which, in Shakespeare, makes Sir

Andrew Ag^echeek totally distinct from every other

Shakespearean fool, and Sir Toby Belch quite unlike

FalstafE (whom in any other hands he would certainly

have resembled), it would be a mistake to think that we
get from Moliere no picture of his age. On the contrary,

he comprehensively reflects the France of his time. But
that is dependent on other things than character-drawing.

He did not so much set himsefi to paint manners as to

seize on what he foimd ridiculous and laughter-worthy in

the France of his day. Accordingly he must remain,
perhaps, without influence on the modem stage, which is

above all closely realistic. Yet our writers of farcical

comedy might learn from him the secret of that fountain
of laughter which was his above aU men's. Perhaps,
however, it cannot be transferred to our stage ; and the
history of adaptations from him would tend to prove so.

For in all the spirit has evaporated. We must be content

with our Moliere in the pretty little volumes which the
Clarendon Press has given us.

An Industrious Singer.

Sgngg of the Morning.

Richards.)

By Nora Hopper. (Grant

Miss Hopper has her place among the band of Irish poets
that constitute what is called the Celtic renascence. They
are a band whose claims to recognition it is impossible to

ignore, as is shown by the specimens of their work col-

lected in Mr. Yeats's Book of Irish. Verse. Mr. Yeats
himself, Mrs. Hinkson, Dr. Douglas Hyde (in his transla-

tions from the Gaelic), Mr. John Eglington, and the
exceedingly strange and subtle writer signing himself
" A. E.," can show a body of verse which makes high
claim for the advances of the sister isle. Miss Hopper in
this volume does not suffer us to forget that she belongs
to the Celtic band. Yet it is hardly because of the poems
which insist on their Irish birthright that we hail the
present book as a gain upon her previous achievement.
Those poems seem to us among the least original in the
collection : they belong distinctly to a brand of poetry for
which many writers seem to have the recipe, and are
neither better nor worse than others in this particular
"line" of goods. We know the substratum of Irish
legend, the edifice of sentiment as cheap in Ireland as in
England, and wearily common to both, the Irish phrases
interspersed at due intervals in the composition like
raisins. This kind of national sentiment is a flavouring
essence, which can be applied to any poem with guaranteed
effect. The spice of Gaelic names cannot render novel
to English readers the mechanical picturesqueness of such
ballads.

Nor yet do we care specially for Miss Hopper in another
class of poems, which forego the deliberate consciousness
of nationality, and essay that sensuous picturing of nature
and glow of external colour which a whole school of writers
have caught—directly or indirectly— from Ilossetti. A
profusion of words like stained glass characterise work of
this order ; and the words are all there in Miss Hopper's
verse. But the glittering diction is not inevitable, seizes

us by no magic
; we can see (as it were) how the thing is

done. Once or so she deliberately tries her verbal gift in
an impression—" On the Embankment "; but she fails to
endue her words with nervous organisation, they are but
paints. The final stanza directly remembers Bossetti

:

Of gifts it makes to days and nights
I took three memories away

:

The scent of leaves that rotting lay,

The pigeon's call, the wandering lights.

The Pre-Raphaelite master sang :

Prom perfect grief there need not he
Wisdom or even memory :

One thing alone is left to me

—

The wood-spurge hath a cup of three.

That is a slight matter; more serious is it tj speculate
what Miss Hopper means in " Kew Gardens " by :

Tho peonies stand
Like purfled flames on either band.

The locus olassicus for the word is the passage where Milton
speaks of Iris' " purfled scarf." One cannot help a dark
suspicion that Miss Hopper supposed it to be a form of
" purpled." Only so can we explain its application to

peonies. But the poem (in spite of the cuck los' " drawl-
ing voices sad and soft "—a luckless phrase) has a fine

close

:

The wild-fowl by the water-side
Cry as if man's first day had died,

And Adam, naked, stood alone
'Neath the first darkness he had known.

Miss Hopper, this would show, is capable of better things
than " word-painting." She is capable of very good things
indeed ; and the best of them occur when she shuts one
thought in a lyric closed like a lantern and complete. The
lyric germinates from the single idea (to use another image)
and ceases with the full imfolding of it. Of all this class,

in which Miss Hopper most truly comes to her own, the
finest is " Southernwood," to which we referred when it

appeared in the Pall Mall Gazette ; a very beautiful poem,
in which intimate feeling shelters its self-betrayal imder
gracious veils

:

So I have harvested my womanhood
Lito one tall green bush of southernwood

;

And if the leaves are green about your feet,

And if my fragrance on a day should meet
And brace your weariness, why, not in vain
Shall I have husbanded from sun and rain
My spices if yon chance to find them sweet.

I have grown up beneath the sheltering shade
Of roses : roses' poignant scents have made
My sharp spice sweeter than 'twas wont to be.

Therefore if any vagrant gather me
And wear me in his bosom, I will give
Him dreams of roses ; he shall dream and live,

And wake to find the rose a verity.

Gather me, gather. I have dreams to sell.

The sea is not by any fluted shell

More faithfully remembered than I keep
My thought of roses, through beguiling sleep

And the bewildering day. I'll give to him
Who gathers me more sweetness than he'd dream
Without me—more than any lily could

;

I that am flowerless, being southernwood.

Charming, in a lighter and impersonal vein, is the poem
called "Monday," with its dainty and appropriate fancy.
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Miss Hopper, indeed, frequently has happy lights of

fancy, as

:

The moon is a vampire to-night. She has sucked from the

stars

Their splendour of silver : they lean to us weary and white

Like prisoners' faces pressed pale against window-bars.

Altogether, we may perhaps say that the thing in which
Miss Hopper shows most (Hstinct advance is the personal

lyric. Her work is always accomplished, but in such

poems as " Southernwood " it touches a higher mood and

a more unquestionable inspiration. It is distinguished

poetry indeed.

"The Great Clerk Grostest."

Robert Grosseteste, Biihop of Lincoln. By F. S. Stevenson,

M.P. (Macmillan.)

Robert Gbosseteste—" Seynt Roberd," as men loved to

call him—stands side by side with his friend Simon de

Montfort among the leaders of thirteenth century England.
Eminent in letters and philosophy, he left the calm ways of

academic life for the thorny thickets of political and ecclesi-

astical warfare. His Ufe was written by Richard, a monk
of Bardney, early in the sixteenth century, and by Samuel
Pegge late in the eighteenth, and has now been re-written

by Mr. Stevenson with sufficient learning, industry, and
sympathy, and perhaps with an imperfect feeling for the

vigorous and picturesque in biographical narrative. A
man of Suffolk by birth, Grosseteste was trained at Oxford,

migrated to Paris, and back again to Oxford, where he
is believed to have become the first Chancellor of the

growing University. He had rare learning for his age
both in Greek and Hebrew, wrote on theology, philosophy,

mathematics, and natural science, and earned from the

erudite and critical Roger Bacon a commendation denied
to Alexander de Hales, Albertus Magnus, and Thomas
Aquinas. Bacon, indeed, put him on a level with Solomon,
Aristotie, and Avicenna. Wycliffe even thought him
greator than Aristotle. In 1235 Grosseteste succeeded
Hugh de Wells as Bishop of Lincoln. He rapidly rose to

a real, if not a formal, primacy in the English Church, and
for the rest of his life championed Anglican independence
alike against the secular power and against the extravagant
pretensions of the See of Rome. He wrestled with the

Pope on the claim of presentation to English benefices

and threw him. Within the borders of the Church itself

he was a reformer, somewhat austere. His visitations

were a terror to the laxer chaptors and monastic houses.

The secular clergy ho compelled to observe sumptuary
regulations long disregarded. He thundered against

fairs in churchyards, the drinking bouts known as " Sco-

tates," the Feast of Fools, and even, like the Puritans
after him, the harmless ritual of the King and Queen of

May. He was one of tlie first to welcome the Dominican
and Franciscan friars when they landed in England, and
he acted as theological lecturer to the school which the

Franciscans set up in their cell at Oxford. Nor did his

pastoral duties draw him wholly from humaner studios.

He brought Greeks to teach in England, translated St.

Ignatius, St. John of Damascus, and Dionysius the

Areopagite, made an English version of Walter of Henley's
Treatine on Huibandry, and wrote Les Reules Seynt Robert,

not for monks or recluses, but for the management of a
great estate.

At last he won his way, as Herodotus has it, " to the

mythical." Matthew Paris narrates the mystery * his

death

:

On the game night also certain Minorites, >.. ^o were
journeying in haste towards Backden, where Robert,
Bidhop of Lincoln, then was—for he was a comforter and
frtther to the Franciscans and Dominicans—lost their way
iu the royal forest of Wauterge, and, while wandering

about, heard in the air a sound as of bells, amongst which
they clearly distinguished one bell of sweeter note than
any they had heard before. When the dawn appeared
they met some foresters, of whom, after obtaining direc-

tions to enable them to regain the right road, they inquired

what meant that solemn peal of bells which they had
heard iu the direction of Buckden, to which the foresters

replied that they had not heard, and did not then hear
anything, though the sound still greatly filled the air.

Greatly wondering, the brethren made their way to

Buckden, and were told that at the very time of night
when they had heard those melodious sounds the Bishop
of Lincoln had breathed forth his happy spirit.

As has been said, he received a local cult, and miracles

are alleged to have been wrought at his tomb in Lincoln

Cathedral. This tomb Leland saw, " a goodly one of

marble, with an image of brass over it "
; but it fell before

the Puritan iconoclasts of the Civil Wars. Fifty years

after his death, formal application was made for his

canonisation by the Deans and Chapters of Lincoln and
St. Paul's, the Abbot and Convent of Osney, King Edward
the First, the Archbishop of York, and the University of

Oxford. But the memory of Grosseteste's resistance to

papal aggression still lingered at Rome, and his shade
had to remain content with the lesser "seynt-ship" of

popular acclamation.

Other New Books.

Passages in a Wandeeing Life. By Thomas Arnold.

Mr. Arnold is the second son of Dr. Arnold of Rugby,
and the father of Mrs. Humphry Ward, and among his

other justifications for venturing upon autobiography were

his intimacy with Cardinal Newman and some interesting

pioneer experiences in New Zealand in the forties. Mr.

Arnold was bom at Laleham, where his brother Matthew
is buried, in 1823, and was educated at Winchester, Rugby,
and Oxford. Among his schoolfellows were the author of

Tom Brown's Schooldays and Hodson of Hodson's Horse.

Mr. Arnold's Fox-How recollections include a meeting

with Southey—"So now you've seen a real live poet!"
said he to the boy ; and Hartiey Coleridge, Wordsworth,
and Christopher North flit across these pages. Of Words-
worth he says: "The poet's ordinary dress was a loose

brown frockcoat, trousers of shepherd's plaid, a loose black

handkerchief for a necktie, a green-and-black plaid shawl

round the shoulders, and a wide-awake or straw hat, often

with a blue veil attached to it." One would like a descrip-

tion of his extraordinary dress. Hartley Coleridge reminded

Mr. Arnold of Scott's " Black Dwarf. He says of him:
" He was a melancholy ruin ; when he was in the vein he

would talk in an eloquent and richly imaginative strain,

walking about the room all the time." Of Derwent Cole-

ridge and Hartiey he says :
" They were both short, thick-

set men, and to see the head of St. Mark's College, Chelsea,

the respectable divine, walking side by side with the

incorrigible Bohemian, his brother, suggested a perplexing

subject for meditation." We find Matthew in the Oxford

chapter

:

From the autumn of 1842 to the end of 1846 my time>

and my brother's also, was chiefly spent at Oxford. He
was cultivating his poetic gift carefully, but his exuberant,

versatile nature claimed other satisfactions; his keen,

bantering talk made him something of a social lion among
Oxford men ; he even began to dress fashionably. Goethe
displaced Byron in his poetical allegiance; the trans-

cendental spells of Emerson wove themselves around him;
the charm of an exquisite style made him, and long kept

him, a votary of George Sand. The perfect handling of

words, joined to the delicate presentation of ideas, attracted

him powerfully to John Henry Newman, whose afternoon

Sunday sermons at St. Mary's he for a long time regularly

attended. But, so far as I know, Newman's tmchiny never

made an impression upon him.
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After leaving Oxford Mr. Arnold went out to New
Zealand, where he roughed it and met Alfred Domett

—

Browning's " Waring " ; then he became a school inspector

in Tasmania, married, and joined the Roman Catholic

Church. His nest move was to Dublin, where he met
Newman, and soon after was established in a position in

the Oratory school at Edgbaston. Thereafter the story

loses interest to the ordinary reader, being much taken up
with religious inquietude. There is, however, a record of

Continental travel. Mr. Arnold is now, and has been for

some years, a Fellow of the Koyal University of Ireland

and Examiner in English Language and Literature.

His is the candid narrative of a scrupidoxis and highly

cultured mind, and as such it has value apart from the

further light which it throws upon a g^eat family.

(Arnold. 128. 6d.)

Among Hobsks in South Afkica. By M. H. Hayes.

"I have seen Hayes arg^e with a tough horse," says

Mr. Kipling in one of his " Plain Tales," but he will

probably never see a critic arg^e with Mr. Hayes. A
thorough master of horsemanship and horse-breaking,

Mr. Hayes can be argued with only by the most expert of

his own class, and then who is to deliver judgment r Mr.
Hayes also plies an easy pen. His books on the Horse,
which are many, might be cited in a discussion on the

relations between matter and style as examples of the

charm of mere matter. The good horseman is always a man
of the world ; in studying horses he has to study men, and
the odds are that he will talk or write about both with
grip and picturesqueness. Mr. Hayes does ; and we do
not know when we like him best—in his horse passages or

his man passages. Here is one of the former

:

The way in which horses are broken to saddle in South
Africa is one which I have never seen practised in any
other country. It is charmingly simple, and has its good
points as well as its bad ones. It consists of tying the
head of the neophyte close up to that of a steady horse by
means of a cord connecting the respective headstalls worn
by these animals. After they have both been saddled and
bridled, the "school-master" is first mounted, and then
another man gets on the young one, who is powerless to

buck, rear, or run away, on account of his head being
fixed. Besides this, the fact of bis being alongside another
horse gives him confidence, and no matter how wild he
may be, he will learn in a short time to carry his burden
and regfulate his pace according to that of his companion.
As he settles down quietly to work, the connecting cord
may be gradually loosened out, until at last it can be taken
off altogether. This is a capital plan if one has a good
break horse, and if one knows no better way. Its great
fault is its tendency to make a horse unwilling to go alone.

Of caurse, it has no pretensions to giving ahorse a good
mouth.

Mrs. Hayes is hardly less the master of a tough horse
than her husband, and Mr. Hayes's stories of her exploits

add to the charm of a manly, horsey book. (Everett

&Co.)

Pkpys's Ghost. By Edwin Emerson, Juniok.

This is a jest of a not unfamiliar type, but hailing from
New York and carried out with g^eat elaboration. Mr.
Emerson resurrects Mr. Pepys and lends him his <Jwn

autobiography. He describes the social and Bohemian
life of " Greater Gotham," which is New York itself,

likewise his adventures (as a specif correspondent) in the

Spanish War, and "His Minor Erploifs in the Field of

Love and Fashion with his I'houghts thereon." The
fooling is sprightly and well sustained, although perhaps
it is continued rather long, and the Pepysian manner and
temper, which Mr. Emerson catches admirably, are better

suited to the urban business tlian to tho soldiering. A
few examples of this ingenious chronicle of small beer will

not be amiss. Mr. Emerson takes the trouble to explain

his topical and personal allusions in footnotes, which we
omit:

Twel/llinujht. Lay long in bed to perswade my wife how
we must spend our substance less Ughtly, my new great
coate and the silken whisp that I did give her for Christ-
mas of last year indeed costing out of all countenance, but
she, poor wretch, doth so complayne of her dull lot that I

in pity promise her to go to Mr. Dttly his playhouse once
more to see Mistress Kehan act her part, I thinking that it

must needs be the play Tudflh Night, that merry comedy
Jack Wendell did delight m« in, when we ate hasty
pudding together at coledge. So, after dinner, took coach,
and thither, but were astonied to see her take the part of
Rosalind in Aa You Like It, that pastoral play so cried up
by Mile, de Maupin. There saw we Will Winter and John
Corbin, the pamphleteer who helpeth Mr. Alden in his

office on Franklin Square, standing up right in the fore-

most pit, but I accosted him not espying Polly close by
him, yet knew not one another, and I highly contented
thereat, and glad withal to behold her smooth neck
turning now this way, now that, as if for to vex me, albeit

she feigned not to see me, because of my wife.

Mr. Pepys attempts to learn the bicycle

:

In comes my cozen James, and he must have it for me
to ride on his new-fashioned machine made of two wheels
all a-tilt and saddled. Then be sustaining and I bestriding

the pesky thing did we venture forth on the high road, I

sweating over my whole body and pulling now this leg,

now that, till he with a loud outcry overturned me where
the road was most dirty. So vexed I was, that forgetting

our kinship I out and called him a fool and like hard
names, kicking the traitorous engine with my foot ; but
he not minding my choler, persuadeth me to mount agayn
only to suffer a worser fall. Then became I as one furious

mad, for my camelott suit was all ripped and soyled, and
my new hatte, bought of Knox, the hatter, dimpled in

shamefully, with no rewards for my payns but mocks and
laughs, so I did sweare an oath to bestride none but horses

and soft carriages if God help me out of this adventure.

Mr. and Mrs. Pepys go to a Horse Show :

I in my white waist-coat and glossed beaver and shoen-

of the fashion that pleases me well, my wife in her new
gowne and purple petticoat, very pretty. At the show we
were nigh crashed unto death, the gentlemen and ladies

stepping around the hall like ye hands on a poke dial with
no regard to the horses, but to the many persons of quality

in the stalls. All were giping at the Duke of Savoy, late

arrived, making him more uneasy in his place, till he up
and out to avoid them. And so much finery and pretty

laces and handsome smocks with silken sarcenets I never

did behold, no not in former times, when the Duke of

Marlborough brought his bride, but my wife thought it a
shame to have all the frocks spoiled by a stench of stables.

(Boston : Badgor & Co.)

Alfbed and the Chroniclers.
By Edward Conybeare, M.A.

Another instalment of " Millenary " literature. Mr.

Conybeare opens with a " popular and readable " sketch

of Alfred's life, with some interesting extracts from his

own proverbs, prefaces, and translations. Thus, or nearly

thus, Alfred "expands and Christianises" the fine

quatiain of Boethius

:

Felix, qui potuit boni
Fontem visere lucidam

;

Felix qui potuit gravis

Terrae solvere vincula.

In Mr. Conybeare's rendering of the Anglo-Saxon this

becomes

:

Lo ! of all upon earth

Is the happiest he
Who hath heart to behold
That clearest of waters
That welleth in heaven
With light from the Highest

:

Who eke from himself

All swartness, all mist.

All the murk of bis mood.
To scatter hath might.
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With God aud His grace
By tales of old time
Thy thought will we teach,

Till thou readest aright

The highway to heaven,
That loved native land,

Own home of our soul?.

The rest of the hook consists of translations from the more
or less " original " authorities for the history of Alfred,

and in particular of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle and of

Asser's Be JElfredi rebus gestis. The latter, at least, might
have been done as a whole. Mr. Conybeare's work is

" popular and readable," which is all he claims for it. It

is not very scholarly, and he does not appear to have taken

the trouble to acquaint himself with the latest literature on
his subject. He does not seem to be aware that Petrie

and Hardy's edition of the " Anglo-Saxon Chronicle " has

been superseded by Mr. Plummer's, and some, at least, of

his other texts by those in the "Eolls" series. (Elliot

Stock.)

Law without Lawtbbs. By Two Babbistees-at-Law.

This bulky volume of over seven hundred pages fails to

disclose on its title-page the names of its authors, beyond
the fact that they are two members of the Bar, and we
gather from the preface that part of the work is due to

a third gentleman of the long robe, hailing from Lincoln's

Inn. While the work cannot for a moment be taken as

seriously doing what it purports to do, it is not without
a certain interest and value—though mainly to a lawyer.

Its defects as a' popular work are many, some of them
almost inevitable, such as the constant use of legal terms
and phrases not to be found explained within its covers

;

and certain of the attempts made at definition are not very
happy, notoriously the attempt to define a tort. But the
great defect of the work lies in its style and want of

proper plan of arrangement under each topic. Important
fundamental practical points ought to be kept together,

and not to be scattered anyhow under the particular head.
Thus what is said in regard to wills is so put that we defy
any lay person to draw one up from the information g^ven,

and such an important matter as gifts to attesting

witnesses is so placed as quite possibly to escape attention

altogether. The authors would have done well to translate

the Latin phrases they employ. We never expected to

find a single woman masquerading under the style of

feme sole in such a work as this. The volume displays

evidence of considerable industry, and is really a fairly

comprehensive, though ill-balanced, survey of the law. But
for a work of this kind to be of much value there is

required a legal knowledge and a power of expression in

simple and lucid English that we fear is not possessed by
these authors ; and mere industrious compilation will never
prove an e<iuivalent, for judges deliver their judgments in

the language of the law, and statutes, even when well
drafted, are not to be fully comprehended by the lay

mind. (John Murray.)

The Debbyshire CAMPAiair Sebies.

By OrFicEBS of the Eegimbnt.

Two volumes of this excellent little series are before us

—

No. 2, Central India, and No. 5, Tirah Campaign—the first

written by General Sir Julius Raines, and the second by
Captain A. K. Slessor. In 1 858-1 8.^>9 the 95th, as they
then were, took part in the Central India Campaign, and
for eighteen months marched and fought through Cutch,
Rajputana, and Central India, and took Qwalior on the
day after Waterloo Day, 1858. After taking part in the
Egyptian Campaign of 1882, and the Sikkim Expedition
of 1888, the 9.)th, now the 2nd Battalion Derbyshire
Regiment, went through the Tirah Campaign of 1897-
1898. They were at Dargai and the Arhanga Pass, and
the other battles of the war. The Derbyshire Regiment is

to be congratulated on these little books, which bear the
appropriate motto, " Lest we forget." (Sonnenschein)

Fiction.
By Order of the Company. By Mary Johnstone.

(Constable. 6s.)

T1T13 is one of the best historical novels we have read
for a long time. Miss Johnstone can write, and she
can re-create a period. Particularly, she knows the
spirit of the American virgin forest. Perhaps it is the
sense of that encompassing beauty and terror which
gives so pronounced an individuality to her books, and
saves them, despite their lavish and often startling use
of incident, from the taint of sensationalism.

The present romance is a clear advance in conception
and execution on her earlier work, The Old Dominion,
itself a fine achievement. There is the same Virginian
setting, but the period, in this case the reign of James I.,

is more closely realised and more vividly presented,

giving, indeed, an admirable study of Colonial life with
some strong characterisation. Once launched on the
story, we are swept on from adventure to adventure. Yet
it is possible that had the author held in check that daring
imagination of incident which is at once her great power
and her besetting temptation, she would have given us b
subtle as well as a strong study of character. There is

demand for both qualities in the situation to which she
introduces us. The Lady Jocelyn Leigh, a ward of the
king, has fled over-seas disguised as a serving-maid, to

escape the suit of Lord Carnal, the king's all-powerful
favourite. When the men of the colony go out to choose
their mates from the ship's cargo of women, Jocelyn,
assailed by an insolent wooer, turns for refuge to Captain
Ralph Percy, whose wife she becomes. But though she
has accepted a husband's protection, she has no thought of
yielding him more than the coldest dutlfulness. Thence-
forth Percy has two aims in life : to win the heart of

the woman whose hand he has won, and to shield her
from Lord Carnal, who has tracked her and appears in

Jamestown in all his dangerous pomp and power. The
duel between the two men is deadly, for Carnal is ready to

use as weapons law or the king's whim, or, at need, the
scalping knives of the Indians or the poisons of his Italian
physician. Exciting episode is crowded on episode—plot

there is practically none—and the perils and escapes would
g^ow incredible were they one whit less vigorously related.

As it is, there is but one part of the book, the capture
of the pirate ship, where belief and attention are some-
what strained. The sea is not Miss Johnstone's element

;

she gathers strength in the gathering shadow of the
woods. Unfortunately—at least, in one reader's judgment

—

the author, in the thronging external interest, has wearied
of the spiritual drama. Avowed love succeeds too soon to
the fascinating contradictions of gratitude and defiance
with which Jocelyn met her husband, and we have there-
after only their outward fates to follow. But these are
enthralling. Percy's flight from the Indians to whom
Carnal betrayed him, bearing to Jamestown the message
which is to save the colony, is a masterly piece of work, and
Nautaquas, the Indian chief who turns traitor to his race to

warn the English, his friends, stands forth an imposing
figure.

The end of the book, where wrongs are righted and
peace achieved, suffers from a comparison with the haunting
close of The Old Dominion, with its spaces of desolation and
of love. The happy ending, which is never a real ending,
cannot be so impressive as the sorrow which may be
ultimate. So the true climax of By Order of the Company
is not in its final love passage, with its regrettable touch
of prettiness, but in the farewell to Lord Carnal. Broken
and baffled, scarred out of that beauty which had been his
power. Carnal rises into a dignity of defeat. In that
scene Miss Johnstone learns the restraint which is her
chief need, and there is a memorable ring in the dying
favourite's simple confession of failure :

" The stakes were
heavy, and I have not wherewithal to play again."
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Andromtda : an Idyll of tht Ortat River. By Robert
Buchanan. (Chatto & Windus. 63.)

The right of dramatising this story its author has done

well to reserve ; for whatever may be thought of the book

as a novel, it offers material for a hopeful melodrama.

The entry of the heroine might tax the ingenuity of the

stage-manager, but should immensely well repay' it.

Somerset, an artist studying Tumeresque effects on the

lowlands where Thames flows into the German Ocean,

strolled out at night and longed to be a Ghreek.

Suddenly his heart leapt within him, and be started in

burprise, almost in terror.

Under the sea-wall on the side on which he had
strrtched himself, lay a creek of moonlit water ; across it,

almost fifty yards away, rose a grass-covered slope leading

to shadowy sea-meadows ; and suddenly, moving rapidly

in the water below him, and floating up the creek, he saw
—what ? Did his eyes deceive him ? "Was he mad or

dreaming P Of course it was impossible, but it seemed to

his excited vision like the form of some human being

!

Something white like marble ! Arms stretched out softly

and oaring the still stream ; a form submerged, yet dimly
shining through the water as it swam along ; and above
the moonlight shining down upon it, a face set in black
hair, which fell like seaweed over ivory shoulders !

To Mr. Buchanan, we remark in passing, must be as-

signed the honour of having discovered the extraordinary

luminosity of the Essex moon. But we are soon snatched

up to Bloomsbury ; and there " Anniedromedy," having
inherited wealth from her husband overseas, drops into an
engagement with Somerset. The arrival of the Monster,

the husband, at this point will fill the least experienced

nursemaid with a delicious sense of verified prognosis.

Perseus has his chance and—not to put too fine a point

upon it—funks ; and the Monster, after knifing his " lily-

fingered " rival, behaves handsomely. Here lurks Mr.
Buchanan's little surprise :

" A new turn to the fable,

isn't it ? This time Andromeda is a modem missie, our
friend Perseus a bit of a prig, and the Monster has turned

out to be a man."
Only he had not, except in the intention of the author.

For the fact is that, not in his case alone, the " char.-

drawing " is smudgy and unconvincing. Nor can we dis-

cern any serious effort to preserve the atmosphere of the

fifties on which in his first page the author picturesquely

insists. To be the work of a man who has done better,

this is bad work—that promises worse.

Notes on Novels.

[7%*M notes on the weeJc's Fiction are not necessarily final.

Reviews of a selection will follow.^

The Bebel. By H. B. Mareiott Watson.

A new historical romance by the author of Galloping

Dick. Sub-title :
" Being a Memoir of Anthony, fourth

Earl of Cherwell, including an Account of the Rising at

Taunton in 1684, compiled and set forth by his cousin,

Sir Hilary Miice, Bart., Gustos Eotulorum for the County
of Wilts." Mr. Marriott Watson takes full advantage of

the conversational opportunities of Stuart times. Charles
the Second is among the characters. (Heinemann. 6s.)

Hearts Importunate. By Evelyn Dickinson.

A story of New South Wales and colonial emotions.
The principal hearts are those belonging to Ealph Hazell
and Avis Fletcher. " She shrank back quicklier yet.
' You don't understand. Why do you make it so hard
for me? The world was right. I ought to have been
someone else's wife . .

.' His eyes flamed. He stood a

minute weighing her words, then :
' What do I care for

that ? I have been someone else's husband.' " (Heine-
mann. 6s.)

The Gentleman from
Indiana. By Booth Tarkinoton.

An American story by a new author. The hero is an
editor, who, coming to a town where corruption is rife,

vows to cleanse it, and at his personal risk does so. The
chief menace to the community is a lawless band known
as the White Caps, between whom and the editor there is

a deadly feud. The end is peace, but there are shooting-

irons on the way. (Richards. 6s.)

A Kent Squieb. By F. W. Hayes.

Another historical romance (" One warm afternoon to-

wards the middle of October, 171 1 ") of prodigious length.

To some extent the story is true, the hero being Ambrose
Gwynett of Thornhaugh, who is not unknown to by-way
historians. The scene is laid alternately in France and
England, and the author not only supplies his own illus-

trations but announces that the sequel. The Further

Adventures of a Kent Squire, is in the press. (Hutchin-

son. 6s.)

The Wallet of Kai-Lung. By Ernest Bramah.

The best way to describe this very novel book is to say

that if Pooh-Bah of " The Mikado " were to set out to

write stories, he would write much as Mr. Bramah does.

The floweriness and dignity of his diction, and much of

his humour, distinguish these pages. Kai-Lung is a
wandering romancer. (Richards. 63,)

Love, Sport, and a DorBLE Event. By W. B. Gilpin.

A story with an equine hero. "Bogside's" racing

performances are described in great detail, and the author's

last words of farewell are given to "Bogside." Incident-

ally, Hugh Carlton and Leslie and Nora McBride make
love. (Leadenhall Press. 3s. 6d.)

The Love of Parson Lord,
AND Other Stories. By Mary E. Wilkins.

Five short stories of New England life, very character-

istic of their author, whose portrait is given as frontispiece.
" Three Old Sisters and One Beau " is a charming little

sketch, ending thus : " The old Bride passed up the aisle

with her old Bridegroom, and a smile of youth, that

triumphed over age and memory, shone on her old face

through her white veil, and no one ever knew whether she

wore her own or her sister's wedding-gown, or had wedded
her own or her sister's old Beau." (Harpers. 6s.)

The Acrobat. By John D. Barry.

"What's at the Cirque Parisien?"—"At the Cirque

Parisien? There's Mademoiselle Blanche, the acrobat.

They say she's a marvel, monsieur—and beautiful—the

most beautiful woman in Paris. She dives from the top

of the building backwards—hundreds of feet." This is

the story of Blanche's dives, of her English rival Miss

Lottie King, and of her lover Jules. (John Long. 63.)

Chrystalla. By Esme Stuart.

A pleasant village-life novel with a few quiet characters,

including an historian, who is in the midst of a work on

the Saxon kings when be receives a legacy. The legacy is

Chrystalla. Chrystalla's story and the Saxon kings mingle
pleasantiy in this flowing, unexciting story. (Methuen. 63.)

Garthowen. By Allen Raine.

Mr. Raine is the novelist of Wales, and here, as in A
Welsh Singer and By Bericen Banks, he gives us a romantic
idyll fidl of fresh air and sea-murmur, quaint character,

folk-lore, and piety. (Hutchinson. 6s.)
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The Eaglet.

I.—M. Rostand, Sarah, and Paris.

M. Edmond Eostand, at thirty, found himself last week
on the pinnacle of glory. True, Victor Hugo was there

already at twenty-one ; but M. Eostand is not by any
means a Victor Hugo. Two years ago " Cyrano de
Bergerac "—a "masterpiece" of superficial brilliance, of

no solid literary or dramatic value whatever, but with a
taking "go" and swing in measure and sentiments calcu-

lated to carry popular applause—made him famous. The
success o^ " Cyrano " won him the grateful admiration of

the College Stanislas, which in earlier days had expelled

him ; and on the occasion of a visit of the entire school to

the theatre to applaud the ancient black sheep's genius,

M. Eostand addressed it in lines composed expressly for

the occasion, in which the youth of to-day was lyrically

adjured to sport on all and every occasion la panache.
" L'Aiglon " is the Napoleonic panache worn with in-

efEectual fervour. From the dramatic, intellectual, and
psychological points of view, the new play is a long step

in advance of "Cyrano." It is more mature, and here
and there may be detected a ringing echo of Hugo in his

great hours. It is packed with vibrating lines that touch
the chord of the French heart. There can bo no doubt
that as a play the piece, during the first four acts, is

superb. This admitted, your attitude towards it will be
intensified or modified by your sentiment with regard to

the Napoleonic legend. Personally, I regard that legend
as the hugest horror of history, and Bonaparte as a monster
befitting a tale of Gehenna. And so all these magnificent
lines about the tricolour flag of the Emperor washed
above in star-dew and drenched below in blood, these

frantic reminiscences of iniquitous victories, these French
sentimentalities about the " Old Guard " and "The Little

Hat," the Eagle and the Eaglet, leave me unmoved, with
a feeling of lassitude and dismay before such a futile

expenditure of emotion and generous sentiment. Besides,

I find the moment ill-advised for the panache, with
England and France showing their teeth to one another
and rumours of war in the air. These exceptions made
to the value of the play as a whole, Paris, M. Eostand,
and his great interpreter, Sarah, have equal reason to

congratulate themselves. Paris has a thrilling experience
to register, and the triumphs of dramatist and actress are
equally great. Sarah Bernhardt is incomparable as the
Duke of Eeichstadt. I went to see her with some mis-
giving, I will own, after my recent deception in her
Hamlet. Here, too, she sometimes strikes the hysterical

note of Hamlet, but here it shocks less. I would she did
not scream or yell so much in her emotional crises ; but,

apart from this touch of dramatic charlatanism inseparable
from her triumphant genius, her new role is undoubtedly
one of the best I have seen her in. After the brutal

disfigurement of Hamlet it comes as a refreshment and
a wonder. She looks so young and charming, as if she
really were at life's aurora and not at its wane ; she makes
such a slim, graceful, delicate young prince, with the touch
of early blight upon a pallid visage, that it surpasses the
belief of man that it is an old woman who has evoked
forufl this boyish silhouette of history.

I have said that the earlier acts of " L'Aiglon " are the
best, and I wiU accentuate this statement by the assertion

that the sixth act is a grotesque and hideous blot upon
a really fine work. It is an accepted fact that Sarah must
die in every piece, since she started by dying so well in
" La Dame aux Camellias " and " Frou-Frou." And so,

to afford her a new occasion to break her audience's
heart by the moving sight of another consumptive death,
M. Eostand had to compel us to assist at the last moments
of his Franco-Austrian Hamlet. The whole scene is

absurd and offensive; in the worst of taste and of a
maudlin bathos—intended for pathos. I own my sym-
pathies were altogether with Mettornich, who seemed
heartily sick of the dying Duke's tirades, his monologue,
and the attitude of all the weeping women about him, and
who cynically cried, the instant the long-drawn last breath
left the Duke's body :

" You will put on his white
uniform." There is not an effect in this act that is not
supremely ridiculous—from the first, when the Archduchess,
the aunt who is in love with her eaglet of a nephew, begs
him to communicate with her alone, the plot being that all

the Imperial family shall assist at the Viaticum, as
Austrian Court etiquette demands, unseen by the dying
lad. "Where was the necessity of this burlesque of
religion, with its tawdry and ignoble sentiment. The
Duke, who is not thinking of God or hereafter, but only
of his missed fortune and his father's blood-washed
glory, goes off in his dressing gown to receive the
last sacrament, and a very motley, unimposing crowd of
women pour in behind him and kneel down. The usual
effaced evocation of la Valliere is there, who screams with
emotion ; and the Duke, turning, discovers the domestic
plot. He is, I know not why, frightfully angry to find

that he has been "robbed of his death," and hastens to

make good the larceny by dying with all the proper
amount of sentimentality and self-consciousness worthy of
the son of Napoleon. He calls for the cradle presented to

the King of Eome by Paris, and begins to rock it ; and
everyone weeps when he pathetically says that it is the
Duke of Eeichstadt who is rocking the King of Eome.
Is it possible to conceive a more idiotic climax of a really

striking play? Again, Marie Louise kneels to beg his

forgiveness. Forgiveness of what ? That she hastened
to forget a brutal parvenu whom she never loved, and
whom she was forced to marry to cover her father's

humiliation? As an Austrian and a princess nothing
could be more natural than her attitude to her exiled
husband ; and yet M. Eostand makes her son weep for

the embraces and sympathy of Josephine, and heap curses
on his mother's head because she could forget that she
had been the wife of a hero. But Bonaparte was no hero
for Marie Therese. He was the hard conqueror of her
people, the price of whose conquest she was. It would
have been more subtle, if less French, to have presented
us with a Duke of Eeichstadt with a complex mingling of

sympathies on the Austrian side along with those of his

father's race. Is it possible to believe that there was
nothing of the archdukes in Marie Louise's son, the
Emperor Franz' grandson, and that only the blood of the
Corsican soldier prevailed ?

One more criticism, and all the rest is praise. The
evocation of the battle of Wagram is an ingenious and
original scene, but the Prince is too hysterical, his mono-
logue is spoiled by being made too long and "stringy,"
and his emotion, as is inevitably the case when Sarah's
nerves are strained, is too violent and boisterous. The
most effective and touching incident of the act is the death
of the brave and sympathetic Flambeau, one of the Old
Guard, excellently acted by M. Guitry, who dies on the
field of Wagram believing himself back on the great day
of battle. The Prince, holding him in his arms, fans the
fires of delirium. "What is the Archduke doing?" he
shouts. The Prince, with a splendid vigour and verve,

describes the movement of the Archduke. " He has dished
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himself," shouts the dying soldier in the slang of the boule-

vards. " And what is the Emperor doing ? " The Emperor
makes a gesture and says . " Victory," shouts the

Grenadier, and falls back dead. The Prince's monologue
which follows is in parts singiilarly impressive, and the

wave-like wail of the souls that haunt the field of Wagram
is of a marvellous and poetic originality upon the

stage. It is reverie that takes on corporeal shape when
the voices of a sickly and imaginative boy's soul roar round
him and fill him with the fatal significance of the past.

May it not be, he asks himself with anguish, that he was
destined as the expiatory victim of his father's glory?

More concision and restraint would make this monologue
worthy to take its place beside the great monologues of

drama.
In the scene with the Emperor Franz, the Duke of

Eeichstadt is at first irresistibly charming, and, in his

explosion of rage afterwards, superbly convincing. All

the effects of this act are thrillingly dramatic— the

apostrophe, full of concentrated hate, that Mettemich
addresses to Napoleon's hat ; the scene with the Grenadier

in his French uniform, who terrifies the Chancellor as

a spectre of an abhorred past ; the admirable climax of the

mirror, when the imhappy and doubting Prince is

confronted with his weak Spanish-Austrian countenance,
in which lies no hint of paternal force and genius.

"L'Aiglon" should end with the arrest of the Duke of

Beichstadt on the field of Wagfram. For all that precedes

it, from the bright and effective opening, is a triumph of

dramatic art. The play is full of Imes that will be remem-
bered, even after its vogue will have passed. Who will

forget the Prince's scornful dissertation on the " but," the

fatal limit of his freedom ? or Flambeau's admirable de-

scription of the Old Guard's undying sources of enthusiasm?
or tiie laconic bitterness and cynicism of the Prince's reply

when asked what he wanted more than the space of the
park of Schoenbrunn to ride in—" Europe " ? One under-
stands why " The Eaglet " should be something more than
a new play for Paris—a sensation.

H. L.

There is surely a strange irony in the fact that M.
Rostand's interest in the son of Napoleon the First

was awakened by an English artist's portrait. The head

of that son, here represented, is from an engraved copy

of the drawing of the Duke of Peichstadt made by Sir

II.- -Which —the King of Rome, or

Master Lambton ?

It is naturally on the psychological side of the Duke of

Eeichstadt's character that M. Bostand has fixed his atten-

tion. The wonder is that the theme, with all its possi-

bilities, has been left for so late a dramatist to seize. And
the wonder grows when we learn the precise source of M.
Eostand's inspiration, as communicated by himself to an
interviewer representing the TFestminster Gazette. We
win quote his statement in full before making any
comment

:

The idea of placing on the stage the Duke of Reiohstadt,
or the _ " Son of the Man," as he was called (said the
dramatist), was suggested to me by an aqua-forte repro-
duction of a picture by Sir Thomas Lawrence, representing
the young Prince, at the age of twelve or fourteen, draped
in the folds of a long mantle, and standing in a rocky and
mountainous landscape. When still a child the portrait
had been placed in my bedroom at Marseilles, and ap-
pealed to my youthful imagination by the expression of
infinite melancholy and dreaminess which the English
artist had imparted to it. In a like manner the reading
of the marvellous adventures of-Cyrano de Bergerac during
my school days prompted me later on to depict on the
stage the career of the Gas<;on hero.
The work of Sir Thomas Lawrence I allude to (continued

M. Bostand) must not be confused with another portrait
of the Duke of Reichstadt, painted by him at Vienna in
1818. My aqua-fcrtt, which I have, unfortjnately, lost
since, was a reproduction of a full-length portrait, painted
in 1827, and which, I understand, is now the property of
the Marchioness of Lavalette, in London.

THE KINa OF EOME.

T)rawn at Vienna by Sir Tliomat Lawrence, P.B.A.

Thomas Lawrence at Vienna, about 1825. Our reproduc-

tion shows the upper portion of the " long mantle

"

mentioned by M. Rostand. But this mantle is really the

only point in which M. Eostand's careful description agrees

with Lawrence's drawing. For in the drawing there is no
background of mountains, nor is the expression of the face

one of " infinite melancholy or dreaminess." Moreover,

no such portrait as M. Eostand describes is catalogued by
Lord Eonald Gower in his exhaustive list of Sir Thomas
Lawrence's works, nor does the Print Eoom of the British

Museum help us to an identification. M. Eostand's belief

that the original of his aqua-forte is in the possession of

the Marchioness of Lavalette, in London, seems founded
on another misconception. We believe there is no
Marchioness of Lavalette now resident in London, though
there was a Comtesse de Lavalette many years ago.

Moreover, it is incredible that a painted portrait by Sir

Thomas Lawrence of the second Napoleon should have
escaped notice. Baffled by these difficulties, the present

writer sought the help of Mr. Algernon Graves, of Pall

Mall, who assisted in compiling Lord Eonald Gower's
catalogue, issued with superb illustrations by the Goupil

Company. Mr. Graves felt positive that no such portrait

as M. Rostand describes is in existence. He also made a

suggestion which is startling and whimsical, but which it

is difficult to reject entirely. It was that M. Rostand had
either been looking all the time at Sir Thomas Lawrence's
well-known portrait of Master Lambton, or had hopelessly

mixed up his impressions of two pictures—the Master
Lambton and the simple drawing of the Duke of Reichstadt,

from which our reproduction is taken. In the former

portrait young Lambton is represented in the midst of a
" rocky and mountainous landscape," and his expression

can be accurately described as " one of infinite melan-

choly and dreaminess." It would be singular if M.
Rostand had been inspired to dramatise the life of

Napoleon's son by his vague recollection of the portrait

of a young scion of English nobility. Yet the suggestion

is not unnatural under the circumstances.

The idea of dramatising the short life of Napoleon's

son, known variously as Napoleon II., King of Rome, and
Duke of Reichstadt, was an inspiration. Many people
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have almost forgotten that this unhappy young Prince
ever existed. They have rarely, if ever, realised that,

while Napoleon was meditating on his shattered life on
St. Helena, his heir, for whose birth he had moved
heaven and earth, was living a life of tame splendour
in the Court of Vienna — oppressed by the shadow
of his father. The prince's entry into the world had
been so difficult that Napoleon, to hearten the unnerved
doctors, told them to treat his Queen " as you would a
bourgeoise in the Eue St. Denis " ; and when at last they
asked him which life they should spare, he answered, with
a justice which in his case had more than usual signi-

ficance :
" The mother's, it is her right." In the end all

went well. The chUd uttered a feeble cry, and Napoleon,
entering the ante-chamber in which the high functionaries

were assembled, announced the event in these words : "It
is a King of Eome."
The child was never King of Eome, except in a sense as

hollow and titular as ho was Emperor of France. De-
lightful stories are told of Napoleon's affection for his

boy, how he would upset his toys in sport, or give him
claret by dipping his finger in a wine-glass, and allowing
him to lick it. When the crash came the young Prince
was taken by his mother to Vienna, where he lived out
his short perplexed life of twenty-one years.

Things Seen.

The Man with Mercy.

He literally carried it about with him. It was a news-
paper: what, I suppose, would be called a new journalistic
venture. There are many; but this peculiarly was his.

He must, I fancy, have been proprietor, editor, staff,

and everything else. Through the autumn and winter,
in all sorts of weather, I have seen him on the Parade
holding Mercy by the hand. I thought at first it was his
favourite paper, and that, in the preoccupied way of
enthusiasts, he had forgotten to put it in his pocket.
Then I began to notice that he always held it precisely in
the same way, with proud diffidence at arm's length:
always so that the title was left conspicuous. He was a
serious man ; there was a kind of forlorn dignity about
him. When he chanced to be gazing dreamily across the
sea (and he was invariably doing this when the sea was
calm) I would peer at the folded sheet : " Mercy, a
Journal for " That was as much as he would give
away for nothing. He walked more resolutely on stormy
days, in the manner of one making for a definite goal. I
inquired at several newsagents', but no one seemed to
have heard of Mercy. Then I began to feel shy as he
approached me with his perpetual signal ; the pathos
of it grew upon me, and in nervous moments I would
cross the road or bolt down to the lower esplanade to
avoid him. Yet he seemed an exceeding gentle man. Once,
however, I saw a ilash of indignation in his eyes. This
was when a florid parson, strutting patronage of the Eng-
lish Channel, in company with a brilliant young woman,
smiled ironically and said something to her.
He is still keeping it up. I saw him again to-day. It

was bitterly cold, and he had a benumbed look and walked
with an unaccustomed weariness, as though the east wind
had lowered his circulation and he was in despair of
getting it up again. His hand was blue, and his nose
was blue, and poor Mercy looked rather blue too. There
were few passers-by, and none to care. The fashionable
world, cosy in furs, rolled to and fro in its carriages. The
sea had a great hungry roar.

Shadows.

A EAMSHAOKLE Conveyance awaited my arrival at the way-
side station. The steed was a feeble-looking animal,

the driver decidedly bucolic, and I prepared for a tedious

and uninteresting drive with as much resignation as I

could muster.
We rumbled off through the sleepy little Devonshire

village, and out into the lanes beyond, at a pace that

somewhat belied the mild incapacity of the grey mare's

appearance.
I tried to draw my companion into conversation, but

gave up the attempt, for I could elicit no more response
than a laconic "Ees fay" or "I worn zo " to my most
brilliant efforts.

It was a long drive, and a faint white mist lay close

about the meadows, rising to the upland, and shrouding
banks and hedgerows alike, until they stood shadowy,
wraith-like phantoms on our way.
As I watched the change creeping swiftly over the land-

scape, a weird fancy stole into my brain, a thought of all

the human life that through the ages had clustered about
this country side. Long lines, generation after generation,

stretching far back into history, of sturdy peasants and
herdsmen, who had dug and planted, sown and reaped,

and then had sunk themselves back to the earth they had
known so well.

They seemed to throng the meadows, curious primitive

folk, long since forgotten, voiceless multitudes of the past,

dull bovine creatures, dumb almost as the beasts they had
tended, they pressed about me in the eerie dusk. I had
never given them a thought before, but now their ghostly

hands constrained me ; and a realisation of their hard lives,

of their unillumined toil, of the oblivion that had wiped
away even their names, rushed over me, compelling me to

understand.

As I stepped from the chiU and darkness into the

warmth and welcome within, and felt the clasp of friendly

hands upon my own, there still lingered in my mind the

thought of those cottage hearthstones cold for centuries,

and simple homesteads long since bare and open to the
winds of heaven.

A Fine Elegy.

In reviewing Mr. J. C. Bailey's collection of English

Elegies a little while ago, we quoted two stanzas from
Mr. J. W. Mackail's beautiful poem, "On the Death of

Arnold Toynbee." Since then we have been asked by
several correspondents to print this poem, which we give
below. It is taken from Love's Looking- Glass, published
for Mr. J. W. Mackail, Mr. H. C. Beeching, and Mr.
J. B. B. Nichols by Messrs. Percival & Co. in 1891.

On the Death of Aknold Toynbee.

(Mar<:h 10, 1883.)

(Jood-bye ; no tears nor cries

Are fitting here, and long lament were vain.

Only the last low words be softly said.

And the last greeting given above the dead

;

For soul more pure and beautiful our eyes
Never shall see again.

Alas ! what help is it,

What consolation in this heavy chance,
That to the blameless life so soon laid low
This was the end appointed long ago,

This the allotted space, the measure fit

Of endless ordinance ?

Thus were the ancient days
Made like our own monotonous with grief

;

Prom unassuaged lips even thus hath flown
Perpetually the immemorial moan

Of those that weeping went on desolate ways,
Xor found in tears relief.
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For faces yet grow pale,

Tears rise at fortune, and true hearts lake fire

In all who hear, with quickening pulse's stroke,

That cry that from the iufiuite people broke.

When third among them Helen led the wail

At Hector's funeral pyre.

And by the L»tin beach
At rise of dawn such piteous tears were shed,

When Troy and Arcady in long array

Followed the princely body on its way.
And Lord Aeneas spoke the last sad speech

Above young Pallas dead.

Even in this English clime

The same sweet cry no circling seas can drown,
In melancholy cadence rose to swell

Some dirge of Lycidas or Astrophel
When lovely souls and pure before their time

Into the dusk went down.

These Earth, the bounteous nurse.

Hath long ago lapped in deep peace divine.

Lips that made musical their old-world woe
Themselves have gone to silence long ago,

And left a weaker voice and wearier verse,

O royal soul, for thine.

Beyond our life how far

Soars his new life through radiant orb and zone.

While we in impotency of the night
Walk dumbly, and the path is hard, and light

Fails, and for sun and moon the eingle stir

Honour is left alone.

The star that knows no set,

But circles ever with a fixed desire.

Watching Orion's armour all of gold

;

Watching and wearying not, till pale and cold
Dawn breaks, and the first shafts of morning fret

The east with lines of fire.

But on the broad low plain
When night is clear and windy, with hard fro^t,

Such as had once the morning in their eyes.

Watching and wearying, gaze upon the skies.

And cannot see that star for their great pain
Because the sun is lost.-

Alas ! how all our love
Is scant at best to fill so ample room

!

Image and influence fall too fast away
And fading memory cries at dusk of day

Deem'st thou the dual recka aught at all thereof,

The ghost within the tomb ?

For even o'er lives like his
The slumberous river washes soft and slow

;

The lapping water rises wearily.
Numbing the nerve and will to sleepj and we

Before the goal and crown of mysteries
FaQ back, and daie not know.

Only at times we know,
In gyves convolved and luminous orbits whirled
The soul beyond her knowing seems to sweep
Out of the deep, fire -winged, into the deep ;

As two, who loved each other here below
Better than aU the world.

Yet ever held apart.
And never knew.lheir;[own heart's deepest things,

After long lapse of periods, wandering far
Beyond the pathw»ys of thejurthest star,

Into communicable space might dart
With tremor of thunderous wings

;

Across the void might call
Each unto each past worlds that raced and ran.
And flash through galixies, and clasp and kiss
In some slant,chasm and infinite abyss

Far in the faint sidereal interval

Between the Lyie and Swan.

Correspondence.
Mr. Barrie's "Better Dead."

Sib,—Our attention has been called to your paragraph

in your issue of 3rd inst. relating to Mr. J. M. Barrie's

Better Bead. The book has never been out of print, and
several editions have from time to time been printed. The
book, moreover, was included, with our consent, in the

author's '.'Collected Works," published in America by
Messrs. Charles Scrlbner's Sons and here by Messrs.

Hodder & Stoughton.—We are, &c.,

Swan Sonnenschein & Co., Ltd.

The Italian Affirmative.

Sir,—Mr. Le Queux is scarcely correct in his somewhat
sweeping assertion upon the Italian affirmative. The
Italian language is sometimes spoken of as " la lingua

del si," and " si " is the grammatical expression employed
in polite conversation. No doubt, colloquially, " gia

"

is used very much to express emphatic assent ; but English

writers scarcely display ignorance in adopting " si," con-

sidering that it is employed almost exclusively in d'Annun-
zio's romances, " g^a " being seldom made use of by the

writer.—I am, &c., F. H. Picton.

Applegartb, Maidencombe: March 19, 1900.

By Walter Wimon Greg.

New Books Received.
\These notes on some of the New Books of the week are

prelimituiry to Reviews that may follou).'\

A History of the
English Church, 1640-1660. By William A. Shaw.

Mr. Shaw tackles the very difficult period in the history

of the Church of Eugland created by the CivU War, when
there took place the most complete and drastic revolution

which that Church has ever undergone ; when, in short,

its whole structure was temporarily demolished. Inci-

dentally, in his preface Mr. Shaw denounces the system

under which parish registers are left in the keeping of

incumbents, holding that all such precious muniments
earlier than the present reign should be iastantly removed
to a specially organised department of the British Museum.
(Longmans. 2 vols. 36s.)

A List of English Plays
Written Before 1643

AND Printed Before 1700.

A bibliographical work with an excellent aim. For the

convenience of students the British Museum press-marks

are appended to all the editions preserved in the national

library. The book has been printed for the Bibliographical

Society. (Blades, East & Blades.)

Outlines of the History of Eelioion.
By John K. Ingram.

The "outlines" are those recognised by Comte, and
the author's aim is to give the quintessence of Comte's

system of religion in a form which wiU allure his readers

to go direct to Comte's bulkier works. (Black. 3s. 6d.)

Pink and Scarlet. By Brevet Lieut.-Colonel

E. A. H. Alderson.

The device on the red cover of this handsome book
consists of a sword and riding-whip crossed, with an inner

cross formed by an army revolver and a hunting horn. As
the tools of war and hunting are blent in the device, so

the author's aim is to show how a young soldier can make
his hunting "the very best of instruction in his profes-

sion." Lieut.-Col. Alderson mentions that he has had to

conclude his book hurriedly owing to his receipt of orders

to proceed on active service. (Heinemann.)
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In addition to the foregoing, we have received :

THBOLOGICAL AND BIBLICAL.

BonidiUon (Rev. Francis), Handtuls Plucked and Rubb:d in Walking
Through the Field of the Word of God (Wells Gardner) 2/6

Iverach (James), Theism in the Light of Present Science and Philosophy
(Hodder 4 Stoughton)

Costelloe (B. P. C), The Gospel Story (Sands & Co.)

poErar, criticism, and belles lettres.

Sargeaunt (W. D.), The Banks of Nene : Songs and Sonnets
(Bozeat Vicarage) /I

Robinson (Lilian), Rosemary Songs and Sonnets (Horace Marshall & Son)
Mackay (John), War Songs and Songs and Ballads of Martial Life (Scott) 2/0

How (Frederick Douglas), Lighter Moments from the Notebook o> Bishop
Walsham How (Isbister) 2/6

Whiitaker (Joseph), All in a Life: Poems (Spring, St. Anne's-on-Sea)
Fotkett (Edward), Hugh Trebarwith : a Cornish Romance (UnwinJ net 2/6

HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY.
Iggnlden (Capt. H. A.), The 2nd Battalion Derbyshire Regiment in the

Sikkim Expedition of 1889 (Swan Sonnenschein) net 1/8

Cutis (Rev. Edward L.), A Handy Book of the Church of England
(S.P.O.K)

Brinton (Selwyn), Correggio (Bell & Sons) net 6/0

Gardiner (Samuel Rawson), Letters and Papers Relating to the First

Dutch War, 16521664. Vol. II (Navy Records Society)

Shaw (William A. ', A History of the Chu' ch of England Duling the Civil

Wars and under the Commonwealth, 1640-1660. 2 vols. .. (Longmans)
Christy (Miller), The Silver Map of the World : A Contemporary Medallion

Commemorative of Drake's Great Voyage (1577-80) (Stevens)
Jenks (Edward), A History of Politics (Dent) net 1/0

Eley (C. King), The Cathedral Church of Carlisle (Bell 4 Sons) 1/8

80IEN0E AND PHILOSOPHY.
Burnet (John), The Ethics of Aristotle (Methuen)
Warner (Francis), The Nervous pystem of the Child (Macmillan) net 4/6

Jone-s (Harry C.), The Theory of Electrolytic Dissociation, and Some of
its Applications iMacmillan) net 7/0

EDUCATIONAL.
Hippmann (Walter), DerScheik von Alessandria und Seine Sklaven von

Wilhelm Hauff (Camb. Univ. Press) 2/8

Johnson (R. Brimleyl
Ryland (Frederick), Pope's Essay on Criticism (Blackie) 1/8
Lami' g (W. Cecil), Eutrtjpius (Wackie) 1/8

Lygias ; Eratosthenes and Agoratus iClive) 2/8
Chrvbtal (G.), Algebra : An Elementary Text Book. Part II. Second

Edition (Black) 12/6
Cookson (George), English Poetry tor Schools. Book II. : Secondary

(Macmillan) 3/6
Harris ((Charles), Goethe's Poems (Isbister) 3/6

. MISCELLANEOUS.
C. H. B., Thoughts for Nurses : Their Life and Work, Difficulties and

Encouragements (S.P.C.K)
Peacock (Waaham), The Story of the Inter-University Boat Race

(Grant Richards) 2/0

Brficke (Bmst\ The Human Figure : Its Beauties and Defects
(Grevel & Co.)

Hayes (M. H.), Among Horses in South Africa (Everett) 6/0

%* iVotff Novels are achnowUdged elsewhere.

Our Weekly Prize Competitions.

Result of No. 26 (New Series).

The terms of this competition were set ia the following way :

—

A correspondent writer:—"This morning, as I was nearing the
end of a joumej in an omnibas, two elderly ladies got in. and at

once continued a conversation which seemed to have been engaging
them for some time. One said :

' Well, of courfe, it's her own
affair ; bat what Peter's going to do I can't think. It isn't as if

there was only Henry and the spaniel ; there's Margaret as well.

And John is expected home at any minate. Poor John !

'
' Yes,

indted,' said the other. 'Poor John ! and so fond of it all, too !

'

In the panse which followed, in which both ladies shook their

heads solemnly, I had to alight. Might there not be the kernel of
one of your interesting prize competitions in this fragment ? " We
take our correspondent s hint, and offer a prize of a guinea to what
seems to ns the most reasonable answers to the questions which
follow

:

(it) Who was " she," and what was her own affair ?

(A) Who was Peter, and why should her conduct put him out 7

(c) Who was Henry ?

(rf) Who was Margaret ?

(/•) Who was John, why should he be called " poor John," and
what was it of which he was so fond ?

Answers should be as brief as possible.

M»ny ingenious theories have reached us, and we have decided to
dividt; the prize between two competitors : Miss M. A. Woods, 17,

Gower-street, W.C, who sends this :

" She " is a well-to-do widow, who ia about to contract what
her friends coni'ider an imprudent second marriage, taking
with her her little boy, pet dog, and younger sister.

" Peter " is the widow's impecunious barrister brother, in
whose house she has hitherto lived, and whose resources will

be seriously diminished by the loss of the liberal boarding-fees

she has paid for herself aad her establishment.
" Henry " is the widow's little boy.
" Margery " is the younger sister, the sunshine of the home

and darling of her brothers, but pecuniarily dependent on her

sister, and obliged to fall in with her plans.

"John" is another brother, who ia returning invalided

from South Africa, and is pronounced 'poor" both on this

aocount and because of the disappointment awaiting him in the

dispersion of a household to the members of which—especially

to his little nephew and to Margery—he is greatly attached.

and Miss Boddingtou, 21, St. Petersburgh-place, London, W., who
sends this

:

"She" was a lady with pome small amount of money of her
own, who looked after her brother "Peter's" children and
superintended the management of his house, besides con-
tributing something towards the maintenance of himself and
family, Xow she was going to be married, and Peter, a

widower, holding a position as clerk, would not have sufficient

mean3 alone to keep up his home. " Henry " was his son, and
was not yet old enough to earn anything. He had a spaniel

of which he was very fond. " Margaret " was Peter's invalid

daughter. " John " wm an admirer of Peter's sister, but she
did not return his affection. He was in thi army and a con-

nexion of Peter and his sister, and when in England lived with
them. He had now been invalided home, and would return to

find the inmates of the household, of whiyh he was so fond,

about to separate.

Replies received also from: K. B. B., Birmingham; C L. E.,

Matlock ; B. C. H., London ; G. N., Bristol ; B. G.. Barnsley ; A. B.,

Isleworth ; Miss C, Ipswich ; B. C. Ealing ; C. B F., Bag^hot

;

F. A. A., Windermere ; E. M. B. U., Loudm ; E A.. Ilfracombe ;

R. K. R., Glasgow: "Lingardia," Colwich ; L. K, Hiijhgate
;

E. S. H., Idle : H. 6 H., Whitby ; E M. L , Loudon ; K G. W.,

Slough ; E M. S., London : M. B . Matlouk ; C. IP , Boss ; G. M.,

Bedford ; H. L. B., Groningen ; L. L , Ramsga'e ; N. A., Beckenham :

J. E Y., London ; A. S H., Dalkeith ; Mr^. M., Montrose ; H. S. U
,

Chetsfl-^ld : A. W.. London ; C. C, Lindon : E. M. L , Burton
;

B. R., London ; S. E. M , Edinburgh ; H. W., Farnborough ; S. T.,

Abingdon ; M. W., Hull ; D. A L.. London ; P. K,, London
;

Mrs. C, London ; F. T.,-London ; E. H., London.

Competition No. 27 (New Series).

Book-teas have now been in fashion in the suburbs for some time,

but society seems only just to be awakening to their fascinating

possibilities. In the book-tea each guest; has to come provided with
a symbolic book title. Thus, if the book chosen ia Ax a Man Sowi,

a button loosely hanging by one or two threads will be displayed
;

if IlazrU'g Annual, there will be a bunch of catkins or nuts in the
button hole. Another good instance is referred to on our first page
—an effort of imagination which Mr. Arthur Symons ought to note
for the second edition of his work on Symbolism. We offer this

week a prize of a guinea for the best book-tea title. Competitors
may send as many examples as they like, but in judging we shall

prefer those that are new to us to those thit are familiar.

Rules.

Answers, addressed " Literary Competition, The Academy, 43,

Chancery-lane, W.C," must reach us not later than the first post
of Tuesday, March 27. Each answer must be accompanied by
the coupon to be found in the first column of p. 200, or it can-

not enter into competition, Gompetitois sending more than one
attempt at solution vduat accompany each attempt with a separate
coupon ; otherwise the first only will be considered. We wish to

impress on competitors that the ta-k of examining replies is much
facilitated when one side only of the paper is written upon. It ia

also important that names and addresses should always be given.

We cannot consider anonymous answers.

OUB Special Prize Competitions.

QFor particulars see inside page of cover.')

Received during the week: Salitelma, Rurapelstillykin, John
More, Hilda Mareow, Hearthstone, Dum Spiro Spero, Shrewberian,
Sudo, Hamerton Yorke, W. B. W., Rhymer, Ego, Glendower, Soho,
Fern Seed, Miriam Forester, " The Boy Guessed Right," Blackwater,
Fao-a-ballah, Michael Jones, Geo. Cusack, Rib, Kaye, Zodiac, G. J.,

T. C, Chytoon, Chance, Soot, Moidore, Opal, Oaiarg, Ex-Coloniis,

Nuneaton, Ladore, Urbana, Baddesley, Semibreve, Eight Forty-Oae,
Mig, Lois, Phintias, Manprat, Spero, Una. ^'eroDioa Lancaster,

Shehallioni, Thurloe, Sextus, Natura, H. T,. S. S. A., Ethelon,

Silencieux, Lybian, M, Leigh, M. C. B , Iota, Rusticui, Celia May,
Kenna, Imperia, Claymore, Old Pard, jarno, Soriptor, Canadienne,
Iris, Citoyen D., Uuio, Teotrio, Speranzi, Criterion.
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OATALOaUES.

w ILLIAMS k NOBaATB,
IMPOKTEBS or rOREION BOOKS,

14, HiarialU BtrMt, Oovwt Oardan, >0, Boath rr*d«riok Bt.

Edlttbaifh. ud 7, Brtwd StTMt. Oxford.

OATALOOUES pMt ftM on kppllMtloo.

BAEDEKER'S k BADDELET'S
TOURISTS' GUIDE BOOKS.

Hew folly d«Ull«d CATALOGUE Mnt po«t free 00 appUoatioo.

DULAir h 00.. V. BOBO 8«vabs, LoOTlw^.

WANTED. INQUIRIES for ESTIMATES
for I'RINTINO PERH>I>UAL«. MAGAZINES,

BOOKS, kc , by a Firm of PrintiTs iu the Provinces iwith

direct communication with Loailon). E<iuit>ped with Liuofi

and i>Irii« lorinxxluciug high-class work.—Ad-lrew, "Pcblica-
Tio!(i*."John Madilou * Co.. Salisbury Square, B.C.

IMPORTANT.-PEINTING AND PUBLISHING.

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, BOOKS, &c.
—KING, SELL k RAlI/rON, Limited, high-olasa

Prlnton and PuDUihera. IS, Ootuh Square. 4, Bolt Oourt, Fleet

Stiw4, E.O., hareipMiaUy-baUt Botaryuw otherfaat Uaohlnes
ftr prmttiu illttitrat«d or other PnbUoatloos and AjMolally-baitt

Matiilnealor fait folding and oovering 8, 16, 94. or 2S-page
Joomala at one operation.
Advice and aaiittanoe given to anjone wiahing to oommenoe

Hew Jonrnalf.
FaolUtlee upon the premlMi for Editorial Offloei free. Adver*

tiling and PuoUahlng Departments conducted.

Telephone CBW. Telegraph ** Afrieaniam. London.'

High- Class Bookbinding.
Vsluabte Books nnd MS. Boanri and Rei)Aired with

great care. Miscellaneoas Books bound in any
fctyieor pattern.

JOHN FAZAKERLEV,
40, Paradise Street, LIVERPOOL

PUBLISHERS and Bditorn dtftcJine MSS.,
but do net state the reaBou. By putting right what is

wroDg, well-koowii Author ensures th« uitimtte sticcem uf nearly
erery MS. pasftiDi; through bin hand«. Fee<t '^'vry moderate.
Farticutara frte.— A.. 11, Delamere Hoad, Ksynes Park, S.W.

TYPE-WRITING promptly and accurately
done- lOd. per l.ooo words. S>m|>Ie« and references.

Multi-Copies.—Address. Miss E. H., 18. Mortimer Crescent. N.W.

TYPE-WRITING; TYPE-WRITING;
TYPE-WRITINO.- NOVELS. PLAY.S. E4SAY8 care-

fully TYPED. DiHioult MS!4. receive special attention.
Rtferenoe* to Authors.—Write for terms to E. Ukaiiah, 23,

Cockspur Street. Pull Mall, Loudon.

TO AUTHORS.—MSS., SCIENTIFIC and
LEGAL DOCUMENTS. PLAYS. 4c.. promptly TYPE-

WRITTEN. New first-class Machinery. Moderate terms.—
L. Mills, 31. Cauldwell Street. Bedford.

LITERARY RESEARCH.— A Gentleman,
ezperieoced In Literary Work, and who has access to the

Bntlah Museum Reading Room, is open to arrange with
Author or any person requiring assistance in Literary Re-
waroh. or In seeine Work through the Pros?. Translations
undertaken from French, Italian, or Spanish.- Apply, by
IHter, to D. C. Dallas. 151. Strand. London. W.C,

K,
ESTABLISHED IWl.BIRKBECK BAN

Boath&mpton Building,, Chanoery Lane, London.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per CENT. INTEREST aUowed on
DEPOSITS repayable on demand.

TWO per CENT, on CDRRiMT ACCOUNTS, on tbe minl-
mam monthly balanoea, wbtin not drawn below £100.

STOCKS, SHARES, and ANNUITIES poTohaMa and nld.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
Tor the enoounwement of Thrift the Bank receives small sums

on depodt and allows Intereet monthly on each completed £1.

BIEKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PDRCHASE A HODSK

von TWO Gmnui rsa mohtm.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
HOW TO PCRCHASE A PLOT OP LAND

roa riTa ibillimoi ran momth.

Tbe BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full paitlonlan, po,t tree

rBAHOIS RAVBBSCROIT, Masaxer.

"THE ACADEMY **

LITERARY COMPETITIONS.
Now Series.—No. 27.

AU r»ad«ri atUtnpting thit week's

Cotrpetition {detoribed fully on page
;i5'J) mutt cut out thit Coupon

and enclose it with their reply.

TUB PRINCES HBLBNA COLLBGB
BALING. W.

EaUbliihed 1930. Incorporated by Royal Charter 188«.

Preddent-U.R.H. tbePRINCE88 CHRIIiTIAN.
Rlgh^laa education for the DADOIITERS or (lENTLE-

MEr<. as Resident of Day Pupils. PreiMtmtiuu for Uuirt^rsity
and Art Examinations. Spacious grounds. Superylsion in
games.
Traininir department for Idndergarten students in prepan.

tion for Froebel Union Examination for Teachers.
There Is a Home iu connection with I he College (or K.O.

Stadents ani for a few children under ten years of age.

UARUARET WILLIAMSON, Lady PrinclpsL

ROYAL INDIAN BNOINBBRING
COLLEGE, Cooper's HIU, Staines.

MUDIB'S LIBRARY
(LIMITOD).

The Coone of Stndy is arranged to fit an Engineer for Em-
gloyment In Europe. India, and the Colonies. About 40
tmeots will be admitt^jd in Heptember, 1900. The Secretary

of State will ofTer tbem forComi^tltiun—TweWe Appitiutments
as Assistant Engineers iu tbe Public Works Department, and
Three Afpoiutmunts as Assistant Superintendents in the
Telegraphs Department, and Ooe in tbe Acoounlanta* Brmnoh
r.W.D.-For particulars apply to SccanART, at Collie.

M ASON UNIVERSITY
BIRUINOUAU.

COLLEGE,

ASSISTANT LECTURESHIP IN THE FRENCH
LANUDAOE.

Hie Council invite APPLICATIONS for the above appoint-
meut. Stipend £12^ per annum.
Candida es must l>e Graduates of a Cniversity, above the

Freiich Bachetier standard, and speak fluent English. A know-
ledge of t^panish will be a recommenilatiou.
Applications, accompante<l by Testimonials, should be sent

to the uudet signed nor later than ttatunlav. the 31st instant.
The (.'tindidate elected will he required to enter upon his

duties on April 23rd, 1!)00.

Further particulars may t>e obtaiue<l from

0£0. H. MORLEY, Secretary.

WIMBLEDON HIGH SCHOOL.— Mm.
J. T. TRENCH receives CIBLS sa BOARDERS at

Lyndenhurst. WoocUide, Wimbledon. Reference i>ermitte<l to
Miss Hasting!), Head Mistress, the Maniuis and Marchioness
ot Lansdowue, Bishop and Mrs. Barry, Cul. and Mrs Ch«n«Tlx
Trench, and otheia.

ENLARGED AND CLASSIFIED CATALOGUE
(Over 600 pages, 8vo, bound in f^^en cloth).

All tbe Frinoipal Works in Circalatii>a at

tbe Library

ARRANQCD under SUBJECTS.

Formiag a Compreluniirf Guide to A'otable

Publieations in meet Branchet of

Literature.

Boakt of Permanent Iiiterett on POLITICAL
and Social Topics, the Army, Navy,
Arts, Scikncb, Pbilosopht, Spobt,

Thbology, History, Bioobapuy, and
FICTION.

p,,^, ,^ g^^

Also a FOREIGN CATALOGUE, contain-
ing Books in Fkbnch, Gebman, Italian,

Russian, and Spanish.

READY JANUARY, 1900.

Price Is. 6d.

MUDIE'S LIBRARY,
30-3t, NEW OXFORD STREET;

2tl, Brompton Road; and

48, Queen Victoria Street, London.

POKTKAIT SUPPLEMENTS
TO

"THE ACADEMY."
Contisting of Thirty-seven Portraits of Old and New Celebrities in Literature, may

still be obtained, singly, or in complete sets for 3s, 6d., on application to the

Office, 43, Chancery Zone, W,C,

OHABMINO GIFT BOOKI
6s.« claret roan* f?ilt, IllaBtrated,

LONDON IN THE TIME OF THE DIAMOND JUBILEE
London : Simpkin, Marehall & Go. Uan^llen : Darlington k. Oo.

DARLINGTON'S HANDBOOKS.
Elited by RALPH DARLINGTON, F.R.G.S. Maps by BARTHOLOMEW.

Fcap. 8vo. ONE SHILLING EACH. lUaetrated.

THE VALE of LLANGOLLEN.—With Special Contributions from His ExoeUency B. J.

PBKLPS, late Amoricaa Minister ; Professor JOHN RU8KIN, LL.D. ; ROBERT BROWNING;
A. W. KINGLAKB, and Sir THEODORE MARTIN K.O.B.

BOURNEMOUTH and NEW FOREST.
THE NORTH WALES COAST.
BRECON and its BEACONS.
ROSS, TINTERN, and CHEPSTOW.

BRISTOL. BATH, WELLS, and WESTON-SUPER-MARE.
BRIGHTON, EASTBOURNE, HASTINGS, and ST. LEONARDS.

LLANDUDNO, RHYL, BANGOR, BETTWSYCOED, and SNOWDON.
ABERYSTWYTH, BARMOUTH, MACHYNLLETH, and ABERDOVBY.
BARMOUTH, DOLGELLY, HARLECH, CRIOCIETH, and PWLLHELL

MALVERN, HEREFORD, WORCESTER, GLOUCESTER, & CHELTENHAM.
LLANDRINDOD WELLS and the SPAS ot MID-WALES.

THE CHANNEL ISLANDS.
THE ISLE OF WIGHT.
THE WYE VALLEY.
THE SEVERN VALLEY.

1S.-THE HOTELS of the WORLD.
the world.

A Handbook to the leading hotels throughout

"What would not the intelliirent tourist in Paris or Rome give for fuch a guide-book as this, which
teaches so much that is outside the usual scope of such volumes ! '—Tha Timet.

" The best Handbook to London ever issued."—iirerpooi Daily Post.

SECOND EDITION, ENLARGED, 68.—60 Illustrations, 21 Maps and Plana.

LONDON AND ENVIRONS
By E. C. COOK and E. T. COOK, M.A.

With an additional Index of 4,500 References to all Streets and Placet of Interest.

Llangollen: DARLINGTON k CO.
Lcndon: Sixpkiv. Maukail, Hakiltov, Kiit, 4 Co., Ltd., The Railway Bookstalls, and all Booksellers
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JOHN LANE'S LIST,

Volume IV. Now Ready.

THE

ANQLO=SAXON REVIEW
A QUARTERLY MISCELLANY

EDITED BY

LBDY HflHDOIiPH SPEHCEH CHflRCBlIiIi.

Small folio, bound in Leather. Price 21s. net.

CONTENTS.
On the Binding of this Volume

Humplebee

Angling Reminiscences in England and
the Tropics

Sigord

The Likeness of the Night

On a Portrait of Edgar Allan Poe

The Crimea and the Cape : Parallel and
Contrast

Kacanlay and his Critics

A Note on Raskin

Some Letters and Recollections of Lord
Beaconsfield and Others

Between the Red Moon and the Moor

A Famous French Chateaa

The lAtter-Day Fighting Animal

Pretoria

A Century of Women
Caterina Comaro

What Can be Done for the Drama ?

The Master of the Game

ImpresBions and Opinions

Notes on the Portraits

Ctkil Davrkport, F.S.A.

GriosaE GiSSlNG.

SUSAW, COCKTBSS OF MaLMESBURY,

Maubicb Bariitg.

Mrs. W. K. Clifford.

Francis Howard.

Major Arthur Griffiths.

Hkbbikt Paul,

Frederick Wkdmore.

Lady Dorothy Nbvill,

Dora Orebnwell McChirvby.

v. Hussey-Walsh.

POCXTITEY BiGBLOW.

C. W. Boyd.

Ladt Jkuite.

Albth^a Wibl.

William Ahchbk.

W. A. Baillib Gkohmait.

LlOITEL ClST, F.S.A.

With 7 Illustrations in Photogravnre.

NEW NOVELS.
THE TRIALS of the BANTOGES. By G. S. Street,

Author of •• The Autobiography of a Boy," Ac. Crown 8vo, ?8. 6d.
[Just out.

A SISTER to EVANGELINE. By Charles G D.
ROBERTS, Author of "The Forge in the Forest," &c. Crown 8vo, Cs.

[Just out,

THE ACROBAT. By John D. Barry. Crown 8vo, 6s.
IJuit out.

ONE QUEEN TRIUMPHANT. By Frank Mathew,
Author of " Defender of the Faith," " Spanish Wine," Ac. Crown
8vo, 88.

THE WHITE DOVE. By W. J. Locke, Author of
" Idols," " Dercticte," " Study in Shadows," &c. Crowa 8vo, ee.

[Second Edition.

THE JUDGMENT of HELEN. By Thomas Cobb,
Author of "Carpet Courtship," "Mr. Passingham," &c. Crown 8to,
cloth, 68.

THE REALIST. By Herbert Flowerdew, Author
of '* A Celil^ate's Wife." Crown 8vo, 6h.

THE WORSHIPPER of the IMAGE. By Richard
LE 6ALLIENNE, Aathor of "Qaeet of the Golden Girl," &c. Crown
8ro, 3b, 6d. [Jittt out.

READY NEXT WEEK.

RUDYARD KIPLING: a Criticism. By Richard
LE GALLIENNB. With a Bibliography. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6(1. net.

Th0 Best and Cheapest Diotionarym

THE CONCISE

ENGLISH DICTIONARY.

CHAELES ANNANDALE, M.A., LL.D.,

Editox of the " Imperial Dictionary."

NEW EDITION, CONTAINING OYER 100,000 ENTRIES.

Foap. 4to, 864 pages, cloth, 3s. 6d.

Also, in half-persian, 5s. 6(1 ; half-moros :o, 7s. 6d.

ANNANDALE'S CONCISE DICTIONARY has, since its first

pablioation, held a ppe-emlnent plaee among One-Volume
English DiCtionaFies. it is now issned, in an extended form,

at so low a price as to bring it within the reach of everybjdy,

The CONCISE DICTIONARY contains more printed matter
than any Dictionary of similar price.

A computation shows that the matter in this Dictionary com-

priaes 1,755,000 words, while that in a rival Dictionary is only

1,000,000 words.

The General Voeabulary is very ample. All important

modern terms pertaining to Science, Technology, and the

Arts are clearly and accurately explained.

The Deflnitions and Explanations are exceptionally full

and detailed, giving so much information that this Dictionary may
justly claim the character of a Concise Cyclopaedia.

The Etymology shows results obtained by the most recent

investigators, and the eOPPect pronunciation of the words is

given on an exceedingly simple system.

The Appendices comprise full Pronouncing Lists of—

Greek, Latin, Scriptural, and other Ancient Names.

Modern Geographical Names,

Modern Biographical Names.

ALSO-

Key to noted Names in Fiction, Mythology, ifeo.

Alphabetical List of prominent English Writers, with Dates

of Birth and Death.

Words, Phrases, and Noteworthy Sayings, from the Latin,

Greek, and Modern Languages, met with in Current

English.

Abbreviations and Contractions used in Writing and Printing.

Forms of Address in Ceremonious Communications with

Persons of Title and Official Position.

Principal Moneys of the World, and their Equivalents in

English Currency.

SOME OPIMIOMS or THE PRESS.
** We can heartily recommend this neat and handy volume to all who want a

copious and trustworthy English dictionary of reasonable dimensions."
Athenaum.

" Stands towards other dictionaries rf the smaller character in the relation

of the 'Imperial' to rival lexicons—in other words, it holds the 'premier'

pince.'*—Spectator.

" ' The Concise Dictionary ' stands first—and by a long interval—among all

the one-volume English dictionaries,"

—

Academy.
" In clearness of type, in size, shap', and arrangemoot, the volnme leaves

nothing to be desired. Till Dr. Murray's great work is completed, it is not

likely to be soperseded."—yo«r»»oi of Educati «.

JOHN LANE, Publisher, London and New York. London : BLA.CK1E & tsON, Limited, 50. d Bailey.
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MESSKS.

WM. BLACKWOOD & SONS'

LIST-
ANDREW LANQ'a HISTORY OF SCOTLAND.

THIS DAY 18 I'DBLISHBD, VOL. I.

A HISTORY of SCOTLA.ND
from the

BOMAN OCCUPATION.
By ANDREW LANG.

Dam; 8ro, with Photogravure Frontispiece and
4 Hape, lEs. net.

NEW NOVBU BY SYDNEY C. QRIBR.
THIS DAY 18 PDHLI8HED.

THE KINGS of the EAST: a
Romance of thf Near Futurp. Jty SYDNEY C, GKIER.
Author of "}tia Excr.Utucj'n Euitlish QoverDesB." ** In
Furthest Ind," "An UDcroimed King," ftc., Ac Crown
STO. 6s.

ENGLAND AND THE TRANSVAAL.
NOW READY AT ALL BOOKSELLERS'.

THE RIGHTS of ENGLAND in the
.SOPTIt APRICAX WAR. By E. PETAVEL. D.D.. of
Ganeva, lau l-Mtor of th« Sirlsi Chnroh. Enilell Street.
BlponiBbury. London. Trauslatea by the Rev. Canon
ST. JUUN, D.D.. Sub.Deanof Oluncetter. Croim 8ro, 6d.

SECOND IMPRESSION NOW READY.

THE TRANSVAAL QUESTION.
From a Fureicn I'-ii t of View. Traiislnted from the
French o( t.DnUARI» NAVILLK. (;eiicva, Coriespouding
Member of ihe Institute of France. Crovu 8vo, 6d.

'* A fair &n(Lunbia.s«ed account of the events which led to the
present war in South Africa. These words, coming fiom the
pen of a foreigner, are especially v&luable."~£ooArman.

SErO>;D IMPRESSION NOW READY.
SONGS of the GLENS of ANTRIM.

By MOIRA U'NEtLL. Artistically bound, with gilt top.
Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d

• Will come with something like the force of a rcrelation....
Altogeth>rchanniug.''--Sp«ctotor. :

"One of the most charming books of verse ever produced."

Wistiul poems of the love of Ireland."—.<4cidemi/.

SECOND EDITION, REVISED.

CHURCH and FAITH: Being
K&s;iy* r,i, the Teachine of the Church of England. By
))r WAi E, Deiin FARRAR. Dr. WRUillT. Rev. R. E.
BARTLEiT. I"ilncfp.il UaURY. Canon MEYRICK, Prof.
MOCLE. rhancellor .SMITIL M. BARL'iW. Sir
RICHARD TEMI'I.E. Bw(., E. H. BLAKENEY. and
J. T. Til.MLlNSi.N Wiih Introduction by the LORD
BISHOP of HEREFORD. Post Svo. 7s. 6d. net.

"ThiB ren]arkabl*> vohime should henceforth take it« placeM a atandard authority on the c)ueKti»n of Media^valism oerttM
Anglicaniam. and jt should certainly be in the hands of all
Churchmen who have to take part in the controversy."—Hoct.

"COUNTY HISTORIES OF SCOTLAND."

ABERDEEN and BANFF. By
WILLIAM WATT With Maps, and Plan of Aberdeen in
liWl by (iordou of Rothittnay. Demy 8vo, 78. &1. net.

A SUITABLE QIFT FOR EASTER.

PRAYERS from the POETS. A
raleudir of D«votinn. E.lited by LAURIE MAGNUS,
M.A. and CE'IL HEADLAM, B.A. Second Edition,
BcTlaed. Fcap. 8v ., 5s.

** The best sa«red anthology we have yet come across. Every
pieM In toe C"ilection ig truly spiritual."—5aturdatr Review.

BLACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE.
No. 1014. APRIL. KW. 2s. 6d.

RUSSIA'S SEA POWER. — THE RIDERS OP THE
PLAINS, nr C. H«»ih,ry.Wii i.iam,, DISRAELI AND THE
COLONIES, nv W. KicH.i. MI.SING3 WITHOUT
METHOD. TRIBUTE TO THE FLAG, »r Naujt K
BLlssirr. U>RD JIM, A SKETCH, iiv Josspu Co»««d.

KAUES OF PLACE*, bv Sib lUaniKT Mixwer.i., Bart.

SCOTLAND AND MR rioLDWIN SMITH, iiy Anoaew Laso
ON HER MAJESTY'S SERVICE, bv A. R FLCTcnia.

—

"

A COMIC CHEiTEKFIELD, bt Joni Bl'cu<x. THE WAR
OPERATIONS IN SOUTH AFRICA: V. With Map. THE
PROSPECTS or PBACB.

SMITH, ELDER & GO.'S

NEW BOOKS.

NEW VOLUME BY
CONAN DOYLE.

AT ALL BOOKSKLLKRS' and LIBRARIES
WITH a FRONTISPIECE. Crown 870, 6s.

The Green Flag
AND OTHER STORIES OF

WAR and SPORT
BY A, CONAN DOYLE,

AUTHOR OF "THE WHITE COMPANY,"
" RODNEY STONE," io.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD &
Edinbargh and London.

SONS.

NEAR COMPLETION OF THB

DICTIONARY OF NATIONAL BIOGRAPHY
PUBLIOATION OP

THE LAST VOLUME BUT ONE.
" Ahsolnlely indUpeiisab'e to every wcll-

furnuhed library."—TIMES.

NOW READY.—Royal Svo, 15s. net in cloth; or in

half-morocco, marbled edges, 208. net.

VOL. LXII. (WILLIAMSON—WOBDBN) OP THB

DICTIONARY OF

NATIONAL BIOGRAPHY.
Edited by SIDNEY LEE.

*' The matfnum opus of our ixonerAiion."— Truth.

VOL. LXIIi. (WORDSWORTH -ZULEISTAN)
COMPLETINQ THE WORK, WILL BE

PUBLISHED ON JUNE 3eth.
NoTB.

—

A Full Prospectus of *' The Dicticnary of
National Biography," with Specimen Pages, may
be had upon application,

NEW VOLUME OF
THE "HAWORTH" EDITION of the

LIFE AND WORKS OF
THE SISTERS BRONTE.

NOW READY.—With a Portrait of Anne Bronte, a
Facsimile of the Title-page of the First Edition, and
G Full-paj?e Illustrations. Large crovni 8vo, cloth,
gilt top, 6s.

Vol. VI THE TENANT of WILDFELL HALL.
By ANNE BRONTE. With a Preface by Mrs.
HUMPBRY WARD.

G«ardian.—*' Mr.. Humnhry War^l is a critic of the firat

order. Never Ijefore tiave the lironti: sisters been so accurately
fdaced, so delicately diilerentiated ahke from . ne another and
rom others of their craft."

•.* Vol. VII —THE LIFE of CHARLOTTE
BRONTE. By Mrs. GASKELL. With an
Introduction and Notes by CLEMENT K.
SHORTER, completing the edition, will be pub-
lished on Apnl 30th.

ProBpectoB of the edition on application.

thecornhill magazine
For APRIL Price ONE SHILLING.

COXTESTB.

THE SOULS Of the SLAIN. By Tiionis IliEBv.
SOUTH AFRICAN REMINISCENCES.-IV. The Settlers.

By Sir Jonx Roiiinson, K.C.M.O., late Premier of Natal.
MISTAKE in WAR By Lieut.-Col. F. N. MiUDa, late R,B.
THE CHAPTER'S DOOM. By Bebkarb Carss.
COI/JNIAL MEMORIES.-V. By Lady BaoonE.
IN a BARREN and DRY LAND. By H. Snaas.
ON PADS. By Lady (iiiovn.

AN ACCOUNT of his STEWARDSHIP. By Miss Alice L.
MlLLIUAN.

MR. BI.ACKMORE. By Sn a»t J. Reid.
ATHLETICS and HEALTH. By W. Beach Tbokas.
CONFERENCES on BOOKS and MEN.—XII. Bj Uebakls

SVLVAK.
THE ISLE of UNREST. Chaps. X.-XIL By H«»KT Srroit

Merkihan.

London: SMITH, ELDER & CO.,
15, Waterloo Place, S.W.

MACMILLAN & CO.'S
NEW BOOKS.

KEW roLVMBS of the U\1F011M KDTTIOlf qf

RODYARD KIPLING'S PROSE WORKS.

PROM SEA TO SEA.
AND OTHER aKCTCHESl

lp;tters of travel.
By RUDYaBD KIPLING.

In2 vols., extra crown Svo, red cloth, rUI top*, 68. each.

The PRINCE : a Play. By Adolphus
ALFRKI) jack. Grown Syo, :)». ed. net.

Academy.—"To our mind it shows considerable
achiovemtnt and gi eater promise, and deserves the
careful attention of all serious students of jjoetry

We can honestly say that few recent bonks of poetry
have interested us so much as Mr. Jack'.s

*'

THE EVERSLEY SHAKESPEARE.

THE PLAYS of SH-VKESPEARE.
Edited, with Short Intro<lucii"ii8 ami Footuotesi

by Prof. C. H, HERFORD. Globe 8vo» Re-issue
of the Plays in Beparato volames, boond in oloth,

price iB. each ; roan, 2s. each.

NEW AND NOTABLE NOVELS.
Crown Svo, gilt tops, 68. each.

80,000 COPIES OF

F. MARION CRAWFORD'S
VIA CRUCIS

HAVE BEEN SOLD in ENGLAND and AMERICA.

ROLF BOLDREWOOD.
BABES in the BUSH.

Daily Telegraph,—" Bristles with thrilling in-

cident.'*
Field,—" As good as any of its predecessors.'

R. W. CHAMBERS.
THE CAMBRIC MASK.

Daily Chronicle.—" Tbo book is charming and
amusing withal ; it ripples with light comedy."
Literature.—" Holds the reader throughout."

F. M. PEARD.
DONNA TERESA.

Daily Telegraph,—" A brilliantly-told story."

MARY PAGET : a Romance of Old
Bermuda. By MINNA CAROLINE SMITH.

Academy. —"A pretty, old-fashioned, simple story.

MAGMILLAN'S MAGAZINE.
Price Is.—Contents for APRIL

1. ANTHONY'S FORTUNE. By Abtmck BEcaroEB.
Chapters XL—XIII. „ .,,...

2. THE BATTLE of TRAFALOAR. From UnpubUshed
Pal>ers by Sir IIimpubev Seithocse, R.N.

3. HEl.NE in PARIS. By W. Beach Tuohas.
4. PEEUlNli an ARMY.
5. OUR RIMMAOE SALE.
6. THE I'UTtRE of the NE RO. By A. Maceice Lovr.

7. THE HUNTER. „ ,„ ,

8. THE CAMPAIGN of DOUAI. By Capt. Cauwes IBoyal
Irish Fusiliers). Chapters X.—XII.

THE TEMPLE BAR MAGAZINE
Price Is.—Contents for APRIL.

1. CORB.\N. By CoxsTAKCE SwTH. Chapters L-III.

•A THE DEBT WE OWii to FRANCE.
3. A TOY MARRIAQE. „
4. PRINCESS LIEVES and lier FRIENDSHIPS.,, _^.„,„
6. A MEM SAHIB in PLAOUE-STRICKEN BOMBAY.

Parti.
«. THE BARNACLOCH BRANCH.
7. CO-tlEIIlES of a CAMPAIGN.
». THE KEYS of LllMA.
a. EUUBNIE I)E aUERIN.

10. FROM the PER.SIAN. „ „ „„„„,.
11. THE FLOWER of the FLOCK. By W. E. NOERIS.

Chapters XIII.-XVI.

THE CENTURY MAGAZINE.
lUuBtnited.—Price Is. 41.—Aumial Sul>M;nption, post free, 169.

Th« APRIL KUMBhR contains—

PASHIOXABLE PARI8. ('The Paris of To-Day" Series.)

By Rit'BAKu WuiTKiNO.
RED MAGIC. By .Vhbik Ca..teh Goodwk.
IlAUUSmi'Sof aRKll'ILER Part I. By BeNJAMis Wood.
OLIVKR CRO.MWKLL. Vl,-Tl»e Urisis of 1647. 4c. By the

Right Hnu. John Mhiilev, M. P.

DR. NORTH and his FRIENDS.-II. By the Author o(
*• Hugh Wynne," S. Wki i Mitchell.

And numerouM oth9r StorUs and A rt ieU§ of General IiUerttt.

ST. NICHOLAS.
Illustrated.—Prlea Is.—Annual Subscription, poet free, 131.

Tlic APRIL NUMBER contains:-

JOSEY and the CHIPMUNK. Serial. By SvoXEr Reid.
ARE YOU GOING to the PARIS EXPOSITION? B;

.MaaOABET £. Calpweli..
PUNCH and JUDY: AN APRIL JOIUi. Stoiy. Bj

E. Louise Liodki.i..

JERRY and TOMMY. Story. By Mrs. EomiiD Oossl.

And nianerouM other Storiet /or th« yownff.

MA.CMILLAN & CO., Ltd., London.
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The Literary Week.
The flood of war books is rising. Four volumes describ-

ing the actual fighting are already in circulation—Mr.
G. W. Steevens's From Capetown to Ladysmith, Mr. Bennet
Burleigh's The Natal Campaign, Mr. Julian Ralph's
Towards Pretoria, and Mr. A. Kinnear's To Modder River

with Methuen. Mr. Winston Churchill's book tarries yet a
little. Most of the war books are merely newspaper articles

strung together and characterised by that oracular method
of utterance which the modem special correspondent has
adopted. That note is less conspicuous in the letters

that Mr. Charles E. Hands is contributing to the Baily
Mail. His account of "The Fight for the Convoy," in

last Tuesday's issue, had a humour and a detachment that

made it delightful reading. If Mr. Hands cared to do so,

we can well believe that he could write one of the few war
books that wiU outlive the war.

" Perhaps," remarks a contemporary, at the close of a
two-column review of Ibsen's "Dramatic Epilogue "in
three acts, " When We Dead Awaken "— " perhaps when
the play is acted in England, much that is now dark may
be made clear." That may be so, but it will require
nothing less than the stage of Drury Lane Theatre to give
the concluding episode its proper efEect. Here are the
directions :

\_Sudilenly a Bound like thunder is heard from high up
on the snnw-field, which glides tind whirls doirnwards
with rushing speed. ProfESSOE Eubek and Ibene
can he dimly discerned as they are whirled along with
the moMti iif snow and buried in them.^

The Sister of Mercy.

[i5i'v s a shriek, stretches out her arms towards them and
cries'] Irene

!

[^Stands silent a moment, then makes the sign of the cross

be/ore her in the air, and says]

Pax vobiscum I

[Maia's triumphant song sounds from still farther
.down belou:]

The Poet Laureate, being a Court official, has charac-

teristically chosen Spring and Autumn in Ireland as the

title for his new volume of poems.

Apropos the failure of Messrs. Appleton of New York,
the British Weekly understands that all royalties to

English authors will be paid, including arrears, and that

all contracts will be kept. Messrs. Appleton were the

publishers of David Harum. It is said they cleared

j£40,000 on that transaction.

Two hundred ptunds is still required to cover the

estimate for the memoiial to William Black, which will

take the form of a lighthouse on Duart Point in the
Sound of Mull. Contributions may be sent to the Hob.
Treasurer, care of Messrs. Coutts, 59, Strand.

Mr. Thomas Hakdy's grave Muse finds a sombre and
sympathetic theme in the poem of sixteen stanzas, " The
Souls of the Slain," that begins the April issue of the

Cornhill Magazine. It is hardly poetry ; it is the utterance

rather of a reflective nature, expressing itself uneasily and
with effort in lyrical language. Like all Mr. Hardy's verse,

it has a symbolistic undercurrent, haunting, and not soon
forgotten. He imagines himself at the Bill of Portland,

"which stands, roughly, on a line drawn from South
Africa to the middle of the United Kingdom—in other

words, the flight of a bird along ' a great circle ' of the

earth, cutting through South Airica and the British Isles,

might land him at Portland Bill" :

And with darkness and silence the spirit came on me
To brood and be still.

Thither flew the souls of those who have fallen in Africa,
" and I heard them say, ' Home !

'

"

Then, it seemed, there approached from the northward
A senior soul-flame
Of the like filmy hue

:

And he met them, and spake ;
" la it you,

O my men?" Said they, " Aye I We bear homeward
and hearthward

To list to our fame I

"

But they are told that, now they are dead, it is not of their
" glory and war-mightiness " that the bereaved at home
think. It is on the little unhistoric acts of the beloved

dead that they dwell, "deeds of fondness or fret, ancient

words that were kindly expressed or unkindly."

Then bitterly some :
" Was it wise now

To raise the tomb-door
For such knowledge ? Away !

"
. . .

But the rest :
" Fame we prized till to-day

;

Yet that hearts keep us green for old kindness we prize now
A thousand times more !

"

Thus speaking, the trooped apparitions

Began to disband
And resolve them in two ;

Those whose record was lovely and true

Bore to northward for home : those of bitter traditions

Again left the land.

« • »

And the spirits of those who were homing
Passed on, rushingly.

Like the Pentecost Wind

;

And the whirr of their wftyf*riog thinned,

And surceased on the sky, and but left in the gloaming
Sea-mutterings and me.

To the same number of the Cornhill Mr. Stuart J. Eeid
contributes a valedictory appreciation of his friend the

author of The Maid of Sker, the book by which Mr. Black-

more chose to be known rather than by Lorna Boone. Mr.

Eeid gives a touching account of the old man's last days

:

He said that he often sat half the ni^ht with a book
over the fire in despair of sleep. I asked him what kind

of book had power of solace, and I was not surprised tx)

flud that the old fastidious scholar was living in fancy in

the world's youth, as became a man who in boyhood had
seen the glory of life in the enchanted pages of Homer.
To the last he knew the secret of eternal youth, and was
never a pessimist, either in regard to himself or the world.
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TuK sale of the late Mr. Augustin Daly's books in New
York last week was a peculiar affair. Oreat pressure had
been used to have it transferred to London, but without

success ; and while Americans gloried in the most im-

portant sale of literary property ever held in the United
States, English collectors may be said to have sulked and
stayed away. Mr. Daly's collection was simply magnifi-

cent, and one's heart aches at the distribution of treasures

so essentially English. Milton's own copy of Paradise

Lost, scores of letters of Charles Lamb to his friends, the

original draft of Dr. Johnson's letter to Lord Chesterfield,

the original MS. of " The School for Scandal," and copies

of the four folio Shakespeares were among the five

thousand " lots." It is contended that better prices would
have been realised in London, and the American catalogue

of the sale is derided by English booksellers as a thoroughly
unskilled piece of work.

The fascinating, if murderous, process known as
" grangerising " was never carried out more magpiificently

than by Mr. Daly. His masterpiece in this line was
the Dublin (1792) edition of the Douai Bible, which in

its natural state is a single quarto volume. Mr. Daly
distended it to forty-two volumes royal folio by the

addition of over .8,000 illustrations, which included original

drawings by Kaphael, Cipriani, Paul Veronese, and others.

Croker's edition of BosweU's Life was enlarged by Mr.
Daly from two volumes to ten by the insertion of over
2,000 portraits, views, and MSS. ; while Cunningham's
Life of Nell 6wyn was enriched by 800 portraits, auto-

graphs, and even the tradesmen's bills presented to the

Merry Monarch's favourite.

The new Carlyle letters, published in Chambers' Journal
for April, show the shaggy sage in a kindly Hght. Therein
he appears as a subscription-raiser on behalf of Bums's
sister, Mrs. Begg, who in 1842 was helped by a small
Government pension and a private fund, instituted by
Robert Chambers, to supplement it. To Dr. Chambers
Carlyle writes as follows (the phrase, '

' Worship of Heroes,"
is explained by the fact that in the previous year Carlyle
had published his lectures on Hero Worship)

:

Templand, Thomhill, Dumfries,
3 AprU, 1842.

My Dear Sir,—Your Samaritan endeavour on behalf
of Biirng's sister is worthy of all praise. It strikes one as

a most tragical fact, this that you announce. How many
tavern dinners are eaten j early in all quarters of the globe,
and froth -speeches delivered, in elegiac commemoration of

the broken-hearted Robert Burns, with " Ah, the barbar-
ously-entreated Poet ; ah, if we had him here now !

"—and
his own sister is yet here, and one of those tavern dinner
bills would be a benefit to her ; and froth-speech is still

all that results! "Be ye warmed, be ye fed,"—o»r
pockets remain buttoned, only our fooliBh mouths are open,
to eat and to jibber. It fs damnable. Such" " Worship of
Heroes " is like much else that it holds of—a thing requir-
ing peremptorily to he altered. I for one thank you that
you have stirred tj act in this matter, instead of dining and
talking.

The remaining letters show how thoroughly Carlyle pur-
sued his object, that of rendering substantial help to Mrs.
Begg and her two daughters. In the end the pension was
fully secured to the three women, and £400 or so besides.
Filially Carlyle wrote to Dr. Chambers in these terms of
satisfaction and good-hearted interest

:

Your project for these young women and their mother
meets, in every feature of it, my entire approbation.
They will do better in Ayrshire every way, since they
themselves wish to go thither. The scene is, at any rate,
more genial, as I suppose, for represent itives of Bums;
by removal from Tranent, where they have from poor
become "rich," they escape a multitude of mean village
envies, and other impediments; they have free scope to
beginon new ground a new course of activities. Being,

to all appearance, sensible young women, I think there is

no danger but they will do well. Their sixty pounds
a-year i« perhaps after all just about the happiest sum for

them. Work is still useful, neces'ary ; but no longer
tyrannous tread-mill necessity ; they are not dangerously
hfted into a new sphere of existence, but rendered easy in

the old one. We may hope, a blessing will be on that

poor good household, aud better outlooks on all sides are

opening for them,

Colonel Peideaux continues his very fuU " Notes for

a Bibliography of Edward PitzQerald" in Ifotes and

Queries. Last week's instalment included notes on the

three editions of the " Eubaiyat." Two hundred and fifty

copies only were printed of the first edition, of which two
hundred were made a present to the publisher. February
15, 1859, was the precise date of publication. From
Col. Prideaux's notes the following facts may be gleaned

:

The first edition of the "Eubdiydt" (1859) contained

seventy-five quatrains. An Indian reprint of this edition,

privately printed at Adiyar, Madras, with no indications

of editorship, contained some critical matter and a few
additional quatrains.

The second edition (1868) contained 110 quatrains.

The third edition had nine quatrains cancelled, leaving

only a hundred and one.

The fourth edition (1879) shows little variation on the

third.

Considering what has already been done by zealous

Omarians (that is the word), no one need be surprised to

hear of the existence of a Concordance to their gospel—

a

thing lovely in white vellum and crimson ribbons, ten

and three-quarter pages of which—beautiful pages too,

exquisitely printed—are taken up in informing the student

in how many places in the four versions the article " the
"

occurs. We have nothing to say about the book except

that it is ; that it costs six shillings more than the poem
itself ; and that we wish we had as much time on our
hands as its author, Mr. J. R. Tutin, must have had.

Some of our poets have written war poems, but Canon
Rawnsley has already written and published a whole volume
of such verses. His Ballads of the War (Dent) contains fifty-

three poems, dealing in poetic-journalistic, or journalistic-

poetic, strain with events and incidents as tliey have risen.

The inspiration of many of the pieces is found in the

newspaper extracts appended to them. Mr. Winston
Churchill's armour train exploit, the burial of General

Wauchope, Lord Eoberts's departure, the C.I.V. at

St. Paul's, and a dozen individual heroisms receive their

mead of patriotic rhyme. Bugler Dunn is not forgotten,

though in this case the transition from the paragraph

to the poem is hardly perceptible :

" What shall we give to you, bugler boy,
FiT the bugle they lost in Tugela's wave
The day you fell on Colenso plain ?

"

And the bugler- laddie he answered brave,
" Give ?—give me leave, in the Queen's employ.

To go to the Front with my bugle again I

"

Even the Queen's visit to Netley has received its sonnet.

Mr. Lang's " Sign of the Ship " this month is sad, gay,

and acute by turns. He has tender words for Frederick

Tait, of the Black Watch—a champion golfor

:

His prowess at his favourite game was merely the cause
that made him so widely known, and, where known, he
was belovei by old and young ; by everybody, from the
boys who carried his clubs, to the men, women, and
childien that liked to follow him, and watch his smiling

'

strength and honest, open face. He brought sunshine

where ie came, and his mere presence added zest to life.

. . . Wounded in his first fight, slain in his second, he 1

I
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parses into the world of those whom the Gods loved. In
the words which Tennyson unconsciously borrowed from a
magnificent speech of Claverhi use in Old Mortality :

His memory long shall live alone,

In all our hearts, like mournful light,

That broods above the fallen sun
And dwells in heaven half the night.

Passing on to the War, Mr. Lang protests against lies,

false rumours, and premature statements, all calling for

suspended judgment ; and then comes a page about Mr.
Traill. Concerning Paolo and Francesca, Mr. Lang has
much to say in praise and blame. He doubts the acting
qualities of the drama :

Lucrezia's speech on her want of progeny is merely
excellent, and the second-sighted old woman is capital.

But does not the most rudimentary sense of humour
suggest that the business with the papers, and the eternal
interruptions about not having any children, are grotesque,
and, on the stage, must inevitably stir the merriment of
any but the most friendly and desperately serious audi-
ence? Riium Teneatis? "D n them, they have found
it out," said Fielding, when the audience hit the blot
which he had hoped they were too stupid to notice. You
never can be sure that an audience will be too stupid to hit

the blot.

" William the Conqueror "
; while a new and broader

Quakerism is suggested by the description of " a choir

song, with full band accompaniment— ' See the Conquering
Hero Comes.' " It was not ever thus ; but if George
Fox's leather breeches are getting a little worn, a khaki
patch will do no harm at the present moment.

From time to time we receive copies of school magazines.
Three lie before us now. No. 1, The Gryphon, is the
journal of the Yorkshire College, and is a well-produced
monthly. In "Hints to Young Authors" one of its

writers indulges in three columns of school-boy satire

;

but we look in vain for something to quote. More
interesting are the reports of meetings of the College
" Literary and Historical Society." Stevenson's philosophy
was thus summed up by the writer of the paper on
which the debate was founded :

His is a voice crying in the wilderness, not " Repent
ye," but " Get pleasure !

" Life is great fun if yon have
only brains enough to make a fool of yourself. Choose
that vocation in life which will give you the worthiest
pleasures. An artist's is the best life, for in the life of the
artist there need be no hour without its pleasure ; and if

you cannot be an artist, see the artistic side of things.
The really great and admirable, according to Stevenson,
is <he man who, whatever misfortune may come, keeps bis
lip stiff, and makes a happy fireside, and carries a pleasant
face about to his friends and neighbours.

School magazine No. 2 is the Vlula of the Manchester
Grammar School. Here, too, we have reports of an active

Debating Society. On February 28 it was moved, " That,
in the opinion of this House, the influence of the Press is

injurious to the true interests of the country." The
remarks of one speaker were " wound up by a quotation
from Cowper, which evoked some laughter." Another
debate started from the motion, " That much of the
criticism directed against the modem Shakespearean revival
is misplaced." One boy " drew an ingenious comparison
between a play marred by the splendour of its scenery
and a jewel flouted by the brilliance of its setting." The
same speaker, who evidently has his eye on a bishopric,

"objected to the representation of religious processions
upon the stage accompanied by torchlight, this promoting,
as he believed, ritualistic tendencies in the more susceptible
of the audience." Prodigious !

School magazine No. 3 is entitled Pa»t and Present, and
it differs from the others in being the organ of a group
of schools. Published at the Friends' School, Botham,
York, it is the receptacle of news gathered from other
Quaker schools, such as Ackworth, Leighton Park, Saffron
Walden, Sibford, &c. It is a newsy little print, and must
be enjoyed by its subscribers. The sympathies of the
Ackworth scholars for the sufferers in the Indian Famine
have been aroused by the reading of Mr. Kipling's story,

Those of our readers who attempted, in last week's
competition, to elucidate the fragment of conversation

which passed between two elderly ladies in an omnibus
will be interested in the following letter which we received

on Monday morning

:

March 24, 1900.

Sib,—My sister and I have been much amused by your
competitors' attempts to unravel our litt'e conversation.

Now that the prize is adjudicated, it may interest them to

learn the true solution of the mystery.

We were discussing my step-mother's intention of dis-

missing an aged, intemperate, but lovable old gardener,

Peter—a serious matter for him, as he is too old to get a
fresh place ; and his paralysed daughter Mai garet, his

motherless grandson Henry (aged five), and a decrepit

spaniel are dependent on him. Also, his soldier son John,
who has been wounded in the War, is expected home
daily. John is very fond of loafing round the Hall,

doing odd jobs and generally identifying himself with the

family.

Hoping this explanalion may be of interest,—I am, &c..

One of the Old Ladies in the Omnibus.

British book production in its present state will be
represented at the Paris Exhibition by a collection of 267

volumes, exclusive of Bibles and Prayer-books, especially

selected by the Publishers' Association. A beautifully

printed catalogue of these books has been issued, and the

selections seem to have been made with much discrimina-

tion. It may be interesting to indicate their characti r by
the following specimens taken at random :

Enci/ilopcfdia Bihlica. Edi'ed by the Rev. T. K. Cheyne
M.A., D.D., and J. Sutherland Black, M.A., LL.D.

The Plays of W. E. Henley and R. L. Stevenson.

A Study in Temptations. By John Oliver Hobbes.
From the HilU of Dream. By Fiona Macleod.
Gaiiitbnrnugh and his Place in English Art. By Walter

Armstrong.
London Impressions. Etchings and Pictures in Photogravure

by William Hyde, and Essays by Alice Meynell.

The Tidal Thame'. Illustrations by W. L. Wyllie, A.R.A.,
ar.d Descriptive Letterpress by Grant Allen.

The Art of William Morris. By Aymer Vallance.

Drni Qiiixole de la Mancha. By Miguel de Cervaute.o. With
Introduction by J. Fitzmaurice-Kelly and John Ormsby.

Pen Drawing and Pen Draughtsmen. By Joseph Penuell
The Works of Lor-l Byron. Edited by E. H. Coleridge, M.A.
Sense and Sensibility. By Jane Austen. The Winchester

E'lition.

The Happy Prince and Other Tales. By Oscar Wilde. Illus-

trated by Walter Crane and Jacomb Hood.
7he Life and Letters of John Donne, Dean of St. Paul's.

Revised and Collected by Edmund Gosse.
The Poi-ms of Shakespeare. Edited by George Wyndhani.
Thf Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire. By Edward Gibbon.

Edited by J. B. Bury, M.A.
Huon of Bordeaux. Done into English by Sir John Bourchier,

Lord Bemers ; and now Retold by Robert Steele. Illus-

trated by F. Mason.
English Illvstration : " The Sixties," 18.')fi-1870. By Qleeson

White.
The Nature Poems of George Meredith. Illustrated by WiUiam

Hyde.
The Life of William Morris. By J. W. MHckail. With Six

Photogravure Portraits, and Sixteen Illustrations by E. H.
New.

Children's Singing Games. Collected and Edited by Alice B.

Oomme. Illustrations by Winifred Smith.
The Art of VelaS'juez. By R. A. M. Stevenson.

Footsteps of Dr. Johnson \_Scotland']. By George Birkbeck Hill.

With lUuslrations by Lancelot Speed.
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The book of the hour, in a literal sense, is undoubtedly

Mr. Wadham Peacock's Story of the Inter- Univernty Boat

Race. It is a compact account of every Oxford and

Cambridge boat-race from the first in 1829 down to last

year. The 1829 race was held on June 10, at Henley, and

Oxford's victory was celebrated with fireworks. The great

race did not exclude a minor one between wherries. " The

actual founder of the race," says Mr. Peacock, "will

probably never be discovered," so quickljjr does doubt

enshroud history ; but, " in all likelihood, Charles Words-

worth, of Christ Church, Oxford, deserves as much of the

credit as anyone." It was only after thirteen races that

the rowing colours light and dark blue were adopted.

Mr. Peacock devotes a chapter to "The Making of a

Blue," and another to the Start and general conditions of

the race as it is now rowed. It is hoped to issue the book

yearly, with new information, and with any revision which

further inquiry and long memories may render needful.

Bibliographical.

"To Tennyson," said the Daily News the other day,
" belongs the distinction of having first g^ven voice to our

latter-day Imperialism." And our contemporary pro-

ceeded to quote some lines from his poem on the opening
of the Indian and Colonial Exhibition. But Tennyson had
shown his Imperialist leanings long before that. When,
in 1872, he published the completed Idylls of ths King in

sequence, he added an epilogue, addressed to the Queen,
in the course of which he referred to the current proposal

to let our Colonies shift for themselves, saying

:

Ih this the tone of empire ? here the faith

That made us rulers ? this, indeed, the voice

Aud meaning, whom the roar of Hougoiunont
Left mightiest of all peoples luider heaven ?

. . . The loyal to their Crown
Are loyal to their own far sons, who love

Our Ocean Empire with her boundless homes
For ever-broadening England, and her throne
In our vast Orient, and one isle, one isle,

That knows not her own greatness.

It is worth noting, further, that the notion of a practical

alliance between the English-speaking peoples on both
sides of the Atlantic had occurred to Tennyson so long ago
as 1852, when he contributed to the Examiner a song
entitled " Hands all Eound." Thirty years later he
reprinted the first stanza of this poem, but he did not
reprint the following lines, which may, however, be found
in the Memoir by his son (vol. i., p. 346)

:

Qigantic daughter of the West,
We drink to thee across the flood,

We know thee and we love thee best,
For art thou not of British blood ?

Should War's mad blast again be blown,
Permit not thou the tyrant powers

To fight thy mother here alone.
But let thy broadsides roar with ours.

In the same year (1852), and in the same periodical,
Tennyson, in "Britons, Guard Your Own," curiously
anticipated a recent phase of the " Volunteer " movement

:

We were the best of marksmen long ago,
We won old battles with our strength, the bow.

Now practice, yeomen,
Like those bow-men.

Till your balls fly as their shafts have flown.

Some of the stanzas of " Britons, Guard Your Own," were

republished some years ago with a musical setting by

Lady Tennyson. They have since been reproduced in the

Memoir (vol. i., p. 344). But the whole song is worth

remembering.

It is rather singular that Mr. F. W. Hayes should have

based a work of fiction {A Kent Squire) on the story of

Ambrose Gwynnett (the man who was saved from hanging,

even as he swung on the gallows), for it is not so very

long—about two years—since Miss Elaa d'Esterre-Keeling

made the same story the basis of a prose romance, to

which she gave the title of Th Queen's Serf: Adventures

of Ambrose Gwinnett in England and Spanish America. But

Miss Keeling had herself been anticipated by no less a

personage than Douglas Jerrold, who dramatised the

leading incident in Gwynnett's career in a play produced

at the Coburg Theatre about seventy years ago, and after-

wards very popular in America.

I read in Bishop Walsham How's Lighter Moments this

little story: "A certain rector, who was not a lively

preacher, always closed his eyes when saying the Prayers.

His curate wrote the following epigram

:

, I never see my rector's eyes

;

He hides their light divine ;

For when he prays he shuts his own.
And when he preaches mine."

This struck me as somewhat familiar. I turned, therefore,

to George Outram's Lyrics, Legal and Miscellaneous, and

therein I found the following, " On Hearing a Lady Praise

a Certain Eev. Doctor's Eyes" :

I cannot praise the doctor's eyes

;

I never saw his glance divine

;

He always shuts them when he prays,

And when he preaches he shuts mine.

This is the better version, and, I take it, the original.

Tales from Tennyson—at first sight this does not seem

to be a very promising adventure. Tennyson was not

great in the invention of fable. His largest work was
based upon Malory. His plays, save " The Falcon " and
" The Promise of May," are historical in basis; of "The
Falcon " he borrowed the story, and that of " The Promise

of May " is hardly worth the telling. There is, of course,

the story of " The Princess " and of " Enoch Arden " and

of the English "idylls," such as "Dora"; but, on the

whole, the prospect is not inspiriting. We shall see, in

due time, what the Tennyson tale-teller makes out of his

subject.

The new head of the Subscription Library at Hull—Mr.

William Andrews—should find a good many of his own
publications in the collection over which he is to preside.

He has been an industrious compiler. Here are a few of

the volumes that he has put together : A Book of Oddities,

Curious Epitaphs, historical Romance, Modern Yorkshire

Poets, Famous Frosts and Frost Fairs, Curiosities of th«

Church, Yorkshire in Olden Times, Old- Time Punishments,

Old Church Lore, The Doctor in History, Sf-c, Curious

Church Gleanings, The Lawyer in History, ^-c, Legal Lore,

England in the Days of Old, Bygone England, and a series

on the " bygones" of English counties.

They say that the version of " Pericles" which is to be

performed at the Stratford-on-Avon Shakespeare Festival

is to be that which Mr. John Coleman constructed a good

many years ago, and which has never yet been produced.

For that version Mr. Herman Merivale wrote five lyrics

for musical treatment—an invocation to Ceres, a march
and bacchanal, a dirge, a hymn to Neptune, and a thanks-

giving ode. It will be interesting to note whether these

are used at Stratford or not. Those who are curious in

regard to them may read them in Mr. Merivale's volume,

entitled Florien, which appeared in 1884.

Thb Bookworm.
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Reviews.

Russian Literature.

A Sistory of Hussian Literature

(Heinemann. 6s.)

Litterature Susie. Pax K. Waliszewski.
et Cie.)

By K. Waliszewski.

(Paris : Colin

How difficult it is for the people of one nation to enter

sympathetically into the national spirit of another people

we all know, and a fresh illustration of this truth is afforded

us by M. Waliszewski's History of Hussian Literature.

Somebody has remarked that German and Russian
novelists have never been able to draw a sympathetic

picture of a Frenchwoman ; the fine shades and touches

are always wanting, and the portrait becomes a caricature.

Well, we fear that Russian literature stands to M.
Waliszewski in the relation that a true Frenchwoman
stands to the conscientious German novelist. Always he
misconceives and misinterprets her, though he labours

hard to make his picture accurate, complete, and en-

lightening. M. Waliszewski is both learned and vivacious,

he has numerous credentials, he has followed up his

subject with zeal, he is bold in theory, and has mastery
over detail, but—he is notably deficient in sympathy and
in intuition, and his own attitude, that of a French Pole,

is half-antagonistic throughout to the Russian spirit he is

seeking to unveU to the English reader.

He is unsympathetic to the Russian genius, because,
for one thing, he attaches an extreme importance to the
origin of the ideas of the chief Russian writers ; and
having (as he thinks) triumphantly traced Tolstoy to

Buddha and Christ, Dostoievski to Rousseau, and every
other Russian of note to some other European of note, he
succeeds in falsifying his estimates of each writer's signifi-

cance by using academical valuations. It matters very
little where ideas come from, but it matters everything
what use they are put to ; and we ourselves would advance
the theory that nine-tenths of the great authors of every
country are great through being the warm and fertile

seed-beds, as it were, in which their nation's genius, its

inherited tendencies, and its potentialities fructify and
come into bearing, under the special stimulus of each
generation's particular outlook. The richer each indivi-

dual's seed-bed, the more does he bring to flower in

the light of day all the dormant inheritance of the
nation's life. And in this respect Tolstoy's gospel of

passivity and self-renunciation is a most valuable " find
"

to the critic, for it presents to us in the most emphatic
way the Russian's tendency to mysticism and his devotion
to an overpowering idea. Yet M. Waliszewski finds it

necessary to argue with Tolstoy for twenty pages, and to

criticise and refute his philosophy, whereas Tolstoy's

philosophy of life is to his genius what the yolk is to the
egg— »'.#., the fecund principle of life! The only rational

manner of criticising Tolstoy is to analyse the nature of

his genius, as it manifested itself in his early work, from
Childhood, Boyhood, and Youth onward, and to show that

when he looks at the world it is with the piercing eyes of

a great moralist in whose brain is always lurking the
moral idea, " What is the nature of this man before me ?

Is his life good or bad ? " And, further, it is the critic's

duty to trace how Tolstoy's intense preoccupation with
moral problems smothered his subsidiary artistic pleasure
in the examination of life's problems, how the artist in

him protested and broke away from time to time, and was
finally sUenced and held in bondage by the moralist. The
whole world regrets Tolstoy's long silence in art, but it is

for the critic to show how inevitably Tolstoi should develop
into Tolstoyism.

We have said that M. Waliszewski is out of sympathy
with'the Russian mind, and our reason for asserting this

is that throughout his volume he seems averse, disinclined,

and indeed resolutely determined not to take the verdict

that the great Russian works of art pronounce on Russian
life, civilisation and character, but to saddle them aU with
a side European verdict of his own making. Thus
Turgenev's verdict on Bazarov, no ! Gogol on Tchitchikov,

no ! Ostrovski on the old Muscovite civilisation, no

!

Dostoievski on Raskolnikov, no ! On Sonia, no ! Tolstoy

on Resurrection, no ! Tckehov on The Peasants, no

!

Dobrolioubov on Ostrovski, no ! In dozens of cases M.
Waliszewski advances ingenious or learned or brilliant

reasons to show us why we should discount the beliefs and
judgments of Russian literature itself. Now this ex-

tremely critical attitude of mind, however stimulating it

may be to literary students, is out of place when you seek
to introduce one people into the mind, the genius, the
national spirit of another people. The first object the
literary critic should set himself, in dealing with a foreign

literature, is to explain this strange people's life, their

conception of life, the spirit of each age, the inevitability

of the intellectual movements of the various generations,

and he will look round in the literature for the chief types,

among authors g^eat or obscure, whose work best reflects

all that is a national revelation and fundamentally signifi-

cant of the people's life and their mental characteristics.

The critic will seek to criticise very sparingly the con-

ceptions and ideas of the great authors in particular,

because by doing so he gets himself between the literature

he is explaining and the reader he is seeking to reach.

The reader does not want him the critic except as a far-

sighted introducer, he wants to understand, to penetrate,

to realise fully how this foreign nation feels and thinks

and acts, and why it is these people have thoughts and
feelings so different from his own. Each literature is

valuable because it gives the clue to a new world of

interest, beauty or strangeness, and the critic who would
guide us there must be a sympathetic interpreter, he
must not set himself above the literature he is criticising.

But M. Waliszewski too often does set himself above the
work of the author he is examining. Let us take his

treatment of Turgenev. He gives Turgenev high praise,

glowing praise, for one half of his work, for his poetic

idyllic power in A Sportsman's Sketches, and for some of his

portraits of women, but he condemns unsparingly the
"portraits of the men of his time"—such as Roudine
and Bazarov—as "not being true." Now it is quite
obvious that M. Waliszewski is in line here with the aver-

age commonplace man who does not understand that

Turgenev, being the supreme artist, went in search of and
found the essential, the underlying idea in men and
movements, and because he did not draw the surface
photographic truth of the movement round him, his por-
traits were voted untrue. To say that "there is nothinjr

or hardly anything in Bazarov of the terrible revolutionary
whom we have since learnt to look for under this figure,"

is absurd. Bazarov is the revolution, the revolution that
science, applying itself to politics, evoked in the mind of
the whole younger generation. Bazarov is Backunin,
Karl Marx, the Terrorists, the Anarchists in their whole
attitude to life. But, of course, the average man never
fathomed this, and M. Waliszewski comes too airily and
positively with his verdict, " No, Turgenev the great
artist was wrong !

" And here we think that one lays one
finger on M. Waliszewski's chief defect ; for the accom-
plishment of his critical task he has very little artistic

feeling, though he shows much aptitude for, and great
responsiveness to, philosophic and critical investigations.

Accordingly he is apt to underrate the Russian genius,
which he rightly defines as resting " in certain methods of
feeling," the while he is apt to overdo his "literary
parallels " and derive Russian nature from Western ideas,

and not the ideas enough from the Russian nature. To
say of Turgenev, "his work as an artist is founded as a
rule on that of the great English novelists, Thackeray and
Dickens. His humanitarian and democratic leanings mark
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him the pupil of George Sand and Victor Hugo, and his

philosophical views betray the inflaence of Schopenhauer.

The Russian does not possess the intellectual solidity and

the virile strength of the Anglo-Sason;" to say this, and to

succumb to the mania for drawing " literary parallels," is

to get all criticism of Turgenev out of focus. Tur-

genev's art was innate, his philosophy was innate, his

humanitarianism and his pessimism were innate, and
though the information that M. Walbzewski conveys to us

in the above-quoted sentence is not literally incorrect, it

deserves no more than a footnote to be added to the main
disquisition on Turgenev's genius.

We have not space here to combat M. Waliszewski's

judgments on other Russian authors, or on Russian litera-

ture generally, and we by no means wish to imply by this

that we are ungrateful for the whole body of M. Walis-

zewski's learned and often brilliant commentary. His
pages on Neikrassov, Lermontov, Shtchedrin, Garchine,

and many of his remarks on Dostoievski, strike us as being

as just and sympathetic as his pages on Dobrolioubov,

Turgenev, Pouchkine, and Tchehov strike us as being

arbitrary and inadequate. He may be more sympathetic

to Russia and the Russian mind than we have gathered

from his chapters ; but if this be so we may point out to

him that by carrying on in his volume half-hidden warfare

with the two most striking movements nineteenth-century

Russia has evolved—viz., the Slavophile movement and the

Nihilist movement—he has at one blow placed in oppo-

sition to himself the most Russian of the Russian writers.

Nowhere does M. Waliszewski condescend to draw a

picture of the constant warfare the Autocracy has carried

on against the Intelligenti
;
yet if he had once stated fairly

and squarely the oppressive conditions under which the

Russian author can alone make himself heard, the English

would understand the course that Russian literature has

inevitably undertaken and its own sombre character as well.

M. Waliszewski has, however, kept a profound silence on
this head, and perhaps this action of his is not so out of

place in the French edition of his work as in the English

translation.

South Africa and the War.—IV.

The Natal Campaign. By Bennet Burleigh. (Chapman &
Hall. 6s. net.)

Towards Pretoria. By Julian Raljih. (Pearson, Ltd. 6s.)

Queen or President ? An Indictment of Paul Kruger. By
S. M. Gluckstein. (Grant Richards. 2s. 6d.)

War with the Boers. By Harold Brown. (Virtue & Co.)

The Transvaal in War and Peace. By Neville Edwards.
(Virtue & Co.)

Mr. Bennet BiJKi,EiGn's book may be named as the latest

type of war literature. Consisting of 400 pages, every

word of it has been written in unavoidable haste. It is

the telegraphed record of battle and bivouac, lifted

from the newspaper and put into cloth covers. It

must be taken for what it is—a rough description of the

war. Any comments or conclusions which it contains

must be regarded as the comments and conclusions of the
moment—needing ratidcation and subject to change. Mr.
Burleigh will no doubt write another book describing the
second half of the war, and write it under the same hard
and hasty conditions. A third book, sifting both its

predecessors, would doubtless ba "needed to give us Mr.
Burleigh's final and mature account of the Boer War.
These things being so, we have only to remark that this

book is very readable in the ordinary newspaper sense.

Mr. Burleigh is a thoroughly experienced and very hard-
working war correspondent, and if his descriptions do not
fire and freshen the imagination like those of Mr.
Steevens, they are always intelligible and packed with
genuinely observed detail. They are printed almost

exactly as they have appeared in the Daily Telegraph.

Here is an anecdote in which some curious amenities of

the battle-field are revealed. At Colenso Colonel Thackeray
found himself in a dangerous comer to which he had
advanced with a mixed lot of Dublins, Connaughts, and
Borderers. This is what happened

:

Some of the Boer« pushed south, whilst Colonel
Thackeray and his men were moving towards the rear.

Having learned that a general retirement had been
ordered, the Boer leader culed to Colonel Thackeray that
he was a prisoner, with the rest of the s<ldiers. "Oh
no," said Colonel Thackeray, "we wt-re firing all the
time. You advanced under the Red Cross, as if it were
a flag of trace, and we let you." " Well, now, you must
lay down your arms," said the Boer Commandant. " No

;

why should we ?" asked Colonel Thackeray ; "let us go
bac^ and begin again." Then the gallant Inniskilling

started to argue the point. Strange to say he almost
convinced, and, at any rate, gained the respect of the Boer,
who said at last, bluntly, " Well, I have no orders. Per-
haps you are right. I'll turn my back and won't see

you. So you can clear off with all your men." Colonel
Thackeray did so with promptitude.

If Mr. Burleigh's narratives are told in the English of the
morning paper, they often haunt the reader as mere state-

ments of fact. It was Mr. Burleigh who told England of

that superb incident in the battle of Colenso, when the
gunners would not leave their guns. At the last,

four men persisted in serving two g^uns and remaining
beside their cannon. One of either pair carried the shell

;

the others laid and fired their beloved 15-pounders But
two men were left. They continued the unequal battle.

They exhausted the ordinary ammunition, and finally drew
upon and fired the emergency rounds of case—their last

shot. Then they stood to " Attention " beside the gun,
and an instant later fell pierced through and through by
Boer bullets.

Such deaths make life seem rich.

Mr. Julian Ralph brings less experience, but more
literary resource, to his narrative of the operations under
Lord Methuen. His chapters are in the main identical

with his despatches to the Daily Mail. The battles of

Belmont, Graspan, Modder River, and Magersfontein were
witnessed by Mr. Ralph, and he gives a description of

each which may fairly be called vivid and stirring. It is

the fact, however, that in the multitude of narratives there

is an inevitable loss of effect ; the reader looks instinctively

for what is fresh or different in the work of any single

war correspondent. Mr. Ralph's fresh note is his descrip-

tions of camp amenities, the feelings of battle, the life of

the camps when no shots were being fired. He describes

a modem battle as a singularly sober affair. The immense
distances involved thin out the dramatic effects wonder-
fully. Sounds are many, but they are too far separated

to mingle ; the " roar of battle " is not often heard

:

You may hear one of our big guns loosed three miles

over on the right, and another two miles on the left. If

you are near they make a tremendous noise, yet I have not
heard any explosion so loud as a good strong clap of

thxmder. The gims of the enemy cough far in front of

you, and their shells burst within your lines with a louder

sound—but with no real crash or deafening roar. . . .

The scene of battle—the general view—is exceedingly
orderly. There may be a desperate scrimmage where a
company or two are storming a kopje, but level your glass

on yonder hill, and what do you see—a fringe of tiny jets

of fire from the top where the Boers are, and our men in

khaki rising, and reclining, and occasionally firing, as they

win their way upward. The general view displays an
arrangement as methodical as a chess-board.

Then as to the " writhing and groans of the wounded."
There is no writhing, and the groans are few and faint.

Nor are men made profane by their wounds — the exact

contrary, Mr. Ralph says, is the tmth. To receive a

wound feels " exactly as if you had received a powerful

shock from an electric battery, and then comes a blow as
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if your foot (or arm, or whatever part it miglit be) was
crushed by a stroke with a tremendous mallet. . . . The
relief that is given by the dressing of a wotmd must be
exquisite, for you hear next to no groans or moans after

a doctor has given this first attention." The title, Towards
Pretoria, could more properly be given to Mr. Ralph's
next volume, already promised ; this one should have
been. Toward* Bhemfontein.

The question in Mr. Gluckstein's title has been answered
in few words by Lord Salisbury, and we confess that we
have no great mind to read Mr. Gluckstein's extended
echo of the only answer which commends itself to the

nation. Mr. Gluckstein is patriotic, and we share his

main conclusions ; but his style does not attract. He
deals in metaphors. The Boers are " biting the hand that

fed them." We are "grappling" with a " crux." "The
cataract before their eyes" (the eyes of the British

masses) "is removed," and in their hearts is planted
" the bulb of a new patriotism." What argumentative
value can there be in this contemptuous statement about
the Boers :

" The Bible formed the alpha and omega of

their education ; an ancient and broken-down harmonium
suflBced to gratify their musical instincts " ? Mr. Kruger
is by turns a "senile despot," a " polished conspirator,"

and " a haughty autocrat "
; his fellow Boers are " mental

pigmies." Since we are going to be flooded with war
books, let it be asked of each : is it necessary ? and is

it well written ? We are afraid that Mr. Gluckstein's is

neither.

Although Mr. Harold Brown's book is obviously a
product of the hour, it exhibits much painstaking inquiry
into the deep-seated causes of the War. In its fifteen

chapters only historical and preliminary events and condi-
tions are discussed. Mr. Brown gives in popular form the
varied information which Prof. Keane has already collected

for a somewhat higher class of readers in his recent Boer
States, Land, and People. The illustrations, which are
many and excellent, aid the reader materially in forming
a conception of the Boer race in its developments from
the days of the Dutch East India Company downwards.
Judged by its first volume, this work promises to be a
stirring yet temperate record of a great racial struggle.

Mr. NeviUe Edwards supplies pointed, interesting notes
to what is virtually a big photograph album of the life of

South Africa. In these heterogeneous photographs of
soldiers, guns, gold-fields, Boer homesteads, black miners,
Transvaal market-places, level miles of veldt, and rugged
passes of the frontier mountains, one realises bit by bit

the bigness and complexity of the South African problem

;

and as the photographs are all good, one can examine with
interest a pass in the Drakensbergs or General Buller's

private saloon on the Dunnottar Castle. As a book of

miscellaneous South African pictures and facts. The
Transvaal in War and Peace is excellent handling.

An Untrained Bard.

Collected Writings 0/ Samuel Laycoelc. (Simpkin, Marshall.)

These are the selected, rather than " collected," writings

—

almost wholly verse—of a Lancashire man bom at Marsden,
among the Lancashire moors, in 1826, who was placed in
a Staleybridge cotton-mill when he was a boy, and spent
the seventeen best years of his life as a weaver in that
town. For six years he was librarian and hall-keeper in
the same place, finally ending his days at the unpoetic
seaside town of Blackpool. His verse is written in the
Lancashire dialect, for the working-men of whom he was
and among whom he lived. No one who is acquainted
with the "self-taught genius," the "poet of the working
classes," as he exists outside of romance, will expect high
accomplishment from verse so conditioned. Bums was far
from being " self-taught," and inherited a tongue which

had been made the vehicle of a veritable literature by a

succession of singers, named and nameless. The truly

"untrained bard" has seldom that originality which is

looked for at his hands. It is a futile and ill-considered

expectation—for this reason, if no other : that he has
not the knowledge what to avoid. Much of a poet's force

is absorbed in the preliminary exclusion of what is used
and has lost its virtue—as the stomach excludes what is

improper for nutrition—before he can proceed to the pro-

duction of truly fresh work. But the untrained poet fails

in this all-necessary elimination, because he is ignorant of

what he should eliminate. He has not the width of read-

ing which would inform him that this phrase, that idea,

was hackneyed. And he uses with innocent complacency
images and phrases juiceless as a sucked orange.

Nor has the Lancashire Doric any of the imaginative

strength which often transfigures the homespun weeds of

her Scottish cousin. She is a sturdy, clean-shaped lass,

but unnourished by any breath of the heights. It is

much then, above all in these modern days, if we get
work which is simple, direct, and attempts no hackneyed
graces. Laycock's work is at least this, and it is credit-

able that Lancashire operatives should be fed on such
wholesome and genuine food. It is utterly above the

stuff on which the London operative is fed. Here is

Laycock's best known and perhaps best poem, " Bonny
Brid," written during the hard days of the Lancashire
cotton famine

:

Tha'rt wflcome, little bonny brid,

But shouldn't ha' come when just tha did

;

Toimes are bad.
We're short of pobbies for eawr Joe,
But thit, of course, tha didn't know,

Did ta, lad ?

Aw've often yeard mi feyther tell,

'At when aw coom i' th' world miael'

Trade wur slack

;

And neaw its hard wark pooin' throo

—

But aw munno fear thee,—iv aw do
Tha'll go back.

Cheer up ! these toimes '11 awter soon

;

Aw'm beawn to beigh another spoon

—

One for thee ;

—

An', as tha's such a pratty face,

Aw'll let thi have eawr Charlie's place,
On mi knee.

Come, come, tha needn't look so shy,
Aw am no blamin' thee, not I

;

Settle deawn,
An' tak' this haupney for thisel,'

Ther's lots of sugar-sticks to sell

Deawn i' th' teawn.

Aw know when first aw coom to th' leet,

Aw're fond o' owt 'at tasted sweet

;

Tha'll be th' same.
But coom, tha's rever towd thi dad
What he's to co thi yet, mi lad.

What's thi name ?

Hush I hush I tha mustn't cry this way,
But get this sope o' cinder-tay

While it's warm

;

Mi mother used to give it me,
When aw wur sich a lad as thee,

In her arm.

Thi feyther's noan been wed so lung.
An' yet tha sees he's middlin' thrung

Wi' yo' o.

Besides thi little brother Ted,
We've one upsteura, asleep i' bed,

Wi' eawr Joe.
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But tho* we'va childer two or three,

We'll mak' a bit o' reawm for thee,

Bless thee, lad I

Tha'rt th' prattiest brid we have i' th' neat.

80 hutch up closer to mi breast

;

Aw'm thi dad.

This poem, which we have quoted almost entire, was, of

course, hailed as worthy of Bums at his best. It is far

from that ; the diction is not only homely, but plebeian
;

there is no magic in its simplicity. But it is heartfelt;

mars itself by no unhappy ambitions ; and has a household

appeal which no man, untrained in the higher walks of

song, need be ashamed of feeling. It discovers a heart

of soundness in a people when fliey can put forth from
their own ranks such truthful writers of verse, and relish

their productions.

Omar the Manichee.

Solomon and Solomonic Literature. By Moncure T>. Conway.

(Kegan Paul.)

" Solomon is alive " — that is Mr. Moncure Conway's

message to his brother Omarians, to whom he dedicates

this book. For, essentially, Solomon is the genius of

Free Thought.
The home of the wise king—for his existence as an

actual person is not denied, though it may be held doubtful

—cannot be certainly determined ; for to the folklore of

which he is the hero Palestine, Persia, Arabia, and India

contribute. Thus the famous judgment was anticipated

by the wise lady Visukha. When a similar case had
perplexed the wise men of an Indian court, Visakha said :

Speak to the two women thus :
" As we do not know to

which of you two the boy belongs, let her who is the

strongest take the boy." When each of them has taken

hold of one of the boy's hands, and he begins to cry out on
account of the pain, the real mother will let go . . . but

the other, who has no compassion for him, will not let go.

Then beat her with a switch, and she will thereupon

confess the truth of the whole matter.

The visit of the Queen of Sheba finds many parallels in

Oriental legend, but is not therefore necessarily deprived

of its historical character. And she has the credit of con-

tributing elements to the final personification of Wisdom.
In literature the true Solomon has been garbled and
glozed by insolent Jahvist editors, who made it their

business to reconcile with what the Jewish Church taught

as to the character of the' national deity the traditional

sayings of the Wise King—since they dared not altogether

suppress them.

The orthodox legend being that the Lord had put
supernatural wisdom into Solomon's heart and never

revoked it, in spite of his "idolatry" and secularism, it

followed that the naughty man could not help continuing
to be a medium of this divine person. Wisdom, and that it

might be a dangerous thiiig to suppress any utterance of

hers through Solomon—-unwitting blasphemy. However
profane or worldly the writings might appear to the

Jahvist mind, there was no knowing what occult influence

there might be in them, aud the only thing editors could
venture was to sprinkle through them plenteous dis-

infectants in the way of " Fear-of-the-Lord " wisdom.

In Jesus of Nazareth the Solomonic spirit was mani-
fested once more, manifested most admirably, to the world.

He was nurtured upon the Solomonic literature, and in His
public teaching, as Mr. Conway by an array of parallel

passages endeavours to show, reproduced it freely for the

instruction of His contemporaries. His original contribu-

tion to human thought was, says our author, the idea of

a ffood God—"a unique God in Judoea, and almost in

modem Christendom." This idea could be reached only

by a process of dichotomy, deriving evil and good from
severd sources. "Deliver us from the evil one" is the

only original clause of the Lord's prayer. As to this
aspect of the teaching of Jesus, Mr. Conway writes :

We live in an age whose clergy deal apologetically with
the prominence of the Adversary of Man in the teachings
of Jesus. For this fundamental principle of Jesus, Jewish
monotheism has been substituted. But there are many
records to attest that the moral perfection and benevolence
of the Deity, which is certainly incoDsist<>nt with His
omnipotence or His " permission " of the tares in nature,
was the only new principle of religion affirmed. . . .

But the Master of Christendom also has suffered at the
hands of "Jahvist commentators" ; for He likewise,

when He took up the burden of Wisdom, and rebuked the
Jahvist superstition that those on whom a tower fell were
subjects of a judgment, must have his stupid corrector to
add : "Except ye repent ye shall all likewise perish."

We have attempted no more than to give a general notion
of an interesting book. It will be seen that Mr. Conway's
philosophy is simply Manichajism ; and into that old, old
controversy we have not the slightest inclination to follow
him. Nor can it be said that his curious research into the
sources and significance of the Solomonic literature, in-

cidentally interesting as are its results, makes any con-

clusion sure. But it provides him plentifully with
illustration, and it is always refreshing to watch how
the discarded heresy of a past age is new furbished to

serve as a novelty for the passing moment.

Ending- Drake's Work.

Tfw Downfall of Spain : Naval History of the Spanish-

American War. By H. W. Wilson, Author of "Iron-
dads in Action." (Sampson Low & Co. 10s. 6d. net.)

The smoke of those battlefields has hardly cleared, the

wounds yet ache which were got in them, yet their history

is here before us. We do such things now, and greater

things—as the rising flood of Boer War books shows

—

and we do not know that it is less reliable than the older

and slower way. Such productions are not histories,

properly speaking, of course : they are memoirs pour servir
;

and such is the light in which we must regard Mr.
Wilson's history of the recent Spanish-American war.

But though it makes no claim to the wholeness and artistic

quality of history proper, in point of careful accuracy it

might compare favourably with many a narrative produced
on the old tardy and solid methods. Of that the name
of the author of Ironclads in Action is alone sufficient

guarantee. No man was more technically competent to

write the story of a war mainly naval, and he has done
his work well, clearly, with the most conscientious refer-

ence to first-hand authorities wherever it was possible.

He apologises, indeed, for giving the ipsissima verba of

important orders, and so forth ; but if it irritate the facile

reader, it is none the less a fault on the right side in

a work meant to have value for the reference of future

writers.

The war, too, was worth doing, though not, as regards

scale, of first-rate importance. It was none the less an

historically memorable war : at the end of three centuries

it completed the work which the ruin of the Armada
began. Over two centuries after Drake was in his grave

the great struggle against the Spanish colonial power
reached its sorry last. And the coup de grace was adminis-

tered, not by England, which commenced the struggle, but

by England's revolted colonies, by a Saxon race beyond

the seas, not yet planted when the Armada sailed to its

doom. And when the dust of Spain's aged colonial empire

rolled away, Europe beheld in its stead the apparition of

America in the Eastern hemisphere. Wherefrom what
consequences shall come may no man say.
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As a war it was curious to a point almost of burlesque
from some aspects. For it was the strife of two nations
neither ready to fight, and with, great difficulty in getting
at each other. As of two men, we will say, abusing each
other across a high wall, while each strains violently to

get on his misfitting hoots. But unreadiness was the one
point the strong new country and the weak old country
had in common. Spain's councils were incompetent, her
navies and armies misdirected by the politicians at home.
Having a fleet none too strong, she divided it—as England
did her armies at the beginning of the present war. The
American fleet, on the other hand, seems to have been
ably handled by the naval department of the Government.
They had one object, and they kept steadily to it. Spain
was to be beaten at Cuba, and beaten by blockade. Bar
up the two chief ports—Havana and Cienfuegos—and
either Cuba must be starved into surrender or the Spanish
fleet must cross the seas and fight America in her own
waters. So America girdled in the ports, and waited. It

was a misfortune for her that her long and undefended
coast-Hue obliged her—in order to quiet popular fear—to

keep half her battle fleet inactive at Hampton Roads, when
it was badly needed to complete the blockade of Cienfuegos.
But it was kept ready to join the other half, under Sampson,
as soon as the position of the Spanish fleet should be
known.
The game succeeded. Spain had to send her fleet across

the ocean ; but, most foolishly, she sent only part of it.

The other part, under Camara, never took part in the war
at all. Cervera did what he could, with his inadequate
squadron. He could only dodge for a while, and as soon
as his whereabouts was known all was over. Telegraphs
and swift cruisers brought the two American fleets,

Sampson's and Schley's, into junction before either could
be attacked separately, and set them across the mouth of
Santiago, " bottling" the unhappy Cervera.

* The true hero of the war was not the popular Dewey,
but the abused Sampson. Dewey occupies the frontis-
piece of Mr. Wilson's book—in deference, we presume, to
the public ; for his opinion seems to be very much ours.
Manila made a brilliant noise, but the war could neither
be won nor lost in the Philippines. It was Sampson's
patience, precision, and skill in the operations that led up
to the " bottling " of Cervera, and ultimately the battle of
Santiago, which decided the war.
His blockade of Cervera in Santiago was not only ex-

tremely skilful, but daring, and daring with knowledge.
One device is thus described by Mr. Wilson

:

On nights when there was no moon a battleship was
stationed from one to two miles off the entrance to the
harbour, and was ordered to throw a search-light beam
up the channel and keep it there. "This," eajs the
Admiral in his report, ' lightened up the entire breadth of
the channel for half a mile inside of the eutrance so
brilliantly that the movement of small boats could be
detected. Why the batteries never opened fire upon the
search-light ship was always a matter of surprise to me;
but they never did."
Even riflemen firing on the sewch-lights might have

caused serious loss and annoyance; but the (Spaniards
remained inactive. "What damned impudence!" said
the British naval atUtrhe, when he watched the blockaders'
proceedings—and impudence it was, but of the coolest and
most calculating kind.

"Fighting Bob" Evans, of the Iowa, gives a detailed
account of his own share in this " damned impudence,"
which is eminently worth quoting

:

" Admiral Sampson signalled me to take the Iowa up
the harbour-mouth. ' How far must I go ?

' I signalled
back, I confess with considerable anxiety, as, besides
Cervera's fleet, the forts, and batteries, there were doubt-
less countless torpedoes in there. ' Go in until you can
distinguish the movements of a small rowing-boat in the
harbour,' came back the answer. ' How long must I
stay:" I again anxiously signalled. 'All night,' was

I

the answer. I went up that harbour imtil I could not
only plainly follow the movements of any small boat
ahead of me with my glass, but could notice the blinking
eyes of the Spanish sentries as the search-light struck
them. For thirty-nine nights we kept that kind of watch
on Cervera."

Such men were the worthy descendants of Drake ; fit to

figure in bolder enterprises than it has now become to
" singe the beard of the King of Spain." The war, in
such hands, was a foregone conclusion.

Other New Books.
The Fibst Dutch War, 1652-1654. Vol. II.

Ed. by S. E. Gardiner.

This, the second volume of this very interesting work,
compiled under the auspices of the Navy Eecords Society,
carries the story down to October, 1652, by means of a
variety of documents : instructions to Sir George Ayscue,
despatches from General Blake, Vice-Admiral Penn,
Captain Jbhn Mildmay, Commodore De Euyter, Vice-
Admiral De With, and many letters from men with the
respective fleets. On looking through these old papers
one meets, on the English side, with something of the same
strain of fervid piety and confident belief in particular pro-
tection by God, which characterises the other side's descend-
ants in the Transvaal to-day. Captain Mildmay notes that,

in a late encounter with the Dutch fleet, " God did much
appear, in many circumstances very evidently checking the
pride and arrogance of that insulting Enemy "

; again, on
the same occasion, "the Lord of Hosts appeared in His
power, putting terror in the hearts of our enemy, and a
spirit of g^eat cheerfulness and courage in our own;
wherefore let His great name have all the honour and
praise, yea, magnified be His glorious name who hath
owned our cause in this g^eat dispute, and quelled the
pride and arrogancy of that insulting enemy." This brief
praise of the Sovereign's performance in the battle of the
Kentish Knock is memorable :

'
' The Sovereign—that

great ship, a delicate frigate (I think the whole world hath
not her like)— did her part ; she sailed through and
through the Holland fleet, and played hard upon them."
(Navy Eecords Society.)

Ehymes Old and New. By M. E. S. Wright.

The author of this collection of folk rhymes, weather
couplets, and old-fashioned scraps of verse, was inspired,
she tells us, to bring them together by the circumstance
that many of them have not been included in other
volumes for children. This is true ; but it is not unlikely
that quite a large proportion were deliberately rejected
by other editors, on account of their extreme paucity of
interest. It is not enough for a rhyme to exist to
justify its inclusion in a book for children. Children want
more than mere jingle and assonance and rustic sapience.
Such sentiments as these are not really interesting

:

'Tis time to cock your hay and corn
When the old donkey blows his horn.

'Tween Martinmas and Yule
Water's wine in every pool.

The wanton boy that kills the fly

Shall feel the spider's enmity..

Five score to the hundred of men, money, and pins,
Six score to the hundred of all other things.

And 80 forth. Now and then we come to something
simple and good, as

A robin redbreast in a cage
Puts all heaven in a rage ;

but for the most part the couplets are rather cryptic and
not very musical. In one case, at any rate. Miss Wright's
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taste is to seek. This piece of verse would be funny in Out

o/lht Hurly-Burly, or the Dttroit Free Press, or " The Belle

of New York," but in a book for children it is out of

place:
Little Willie from his mirror

Sucked the merciur all off,

Thinking, in his childish error.

It would cure his whooping-cough.

At the funeral Willie's mother
Smartly said to Mrs. Brown :

" 'Twiis a chilly day for William
When the mercury went d )wn."

And to put the trumpery version of " Mary Lad a Little

Lamb " (on page 5
1
) next Blake's beautiful lines, " Little

Lamb, who made thee ? " is another unhappy lapse.

Among the country rhymes are two that we do not

remember to have seen before—this from Leicestershire :

If all the waters wa<i wan sea.

And all the trefs was wan tree,

And this here tree should fall into that there sea.

Moy, sirs I what a splish-splash there'd be

!

and this Somersetshire charm for tooth-ache (to be written

and worn)

:

Peter sat on a marble stone.

When by here Jesus came aloan.
" Peter, what is it makes you for to quake ?

"

" Lord Jesus, it is *he toothache."
" Else, Peter, and be healed."

If Miss Wright had lost sight of the children fetish

altogether, and collected her rhymes with a view to supple-

menting Halliwell, and added a few notes, she would have

made a good book. "We recommend her to consider this

volume 80 much apprentice work and take up the greater

task in earnest. (Unwin. Ss. 6d. net.)

An American Generai. By John A. Wyeth.

This book is published at a fortunate moment, for

cavalry leaders are to the fore just now, and General

N. B. Forest, the Confederate soldier, was a bom cavalry

general. He was a wonderful man, and his troopers were

devoted to him, though his very name is almost unknown
in England. He was a planter when the war broke out,

and had no training in military matters ; but had his

genius for war been reinforced by a proper education and

a systematic military training he would, probably, have

been the central figure of the American Civil War. For-

rest's great principle in war was " to get there first with

the most men "
; and one of his favourite maxims was

:

"War means fighting and fighting means killing." He
carried this out in practice, and is known to have placed

hors de combat thirty Federal officers and soldiers, fighting

hand to hand. General Taylor said of him :
" I doubt if

any commander since the days of the lion-hearted Eichard

killed as many enemies with his own hand as Forrest."

He spared neither himself nor his men, and the one thing

he would not endure was slackness or cowardice.

Every soldier under him knew it was expected that he
would fight to the death if it became necessary, and he
knew, moreover, that Forrest had no respect or mercy for

a coward. It was his oirder to his officers to shoot any
man who flickered, and be emphasised this order by his

own conduct. There was no false sentiment in the mind
of Forrest connected with war. There was an end to be
reached—the independence of the Southern confederation.

To that consummation everything must be subordinated.

To his mind the killing of one of his own soldiers now and
then, as an example of what a coward might expect, was
a proper means to the end. At Murfreesborough, in 1864,

he shot the colour-bearer of one of the infantry regiments
which stampeded, and then succeeded in rallying the men
to their duty. ... In the fight near West Point, General

Chalmers relates how Forrest leaped from his horse, and
seized one of his troops who was running to the rear, and
thrashed him soundly with a stick, forcing him to go back
in line.

Being a genius, ho learned his profession as he went on,

and his favourite method was to attack the flank and rear,

taking advantage of every scrap of cover. To anyone
interested in cavalry and mounted infantry this life of the

Confederate leader will be of great value. (Harper's. $4.)

Books about Places.

The Northumberland County History Committee has issued

the fifth volume of its great History of Xorthumherland

(Andrew Eeid & Co., Newcastle-on-Tyne). This deals with

the two parishes of Warkworth and Shilbottle, and with

their outlying chapelries of Chevington and Brainshaugb.

As in the previous volumes, the geology, architecture, and
dialect of the Coquet valley are committed to special hands.

No more romantic piece of England exists than this valley of

the Coquet, a stream whose name is music to the angler

as its shores are a land of promise to the antiquary. The
crown of the district is Warkworth, with its castle, her-

mitage, and church. The account of the Hermitage has

been written by Mr. CadwaUader Bates, who has also told

in no iconoclastic strain the story of St. Henry of Coquet
Island, who died there on January 16, 1126-1127. On
that day " a man on the island thought he heard two choir

of angels in the air chanting alternate verses of the

Te Deum. The hymn ceased, the hermit's bell rang ; the

monk of the island hastened to the cell and found

St. Henry seated on a stone holding the bell-rope, in all

the calm of sleep—life had passed away, a mortuary
candle that the saint had had no means of lighting was
burning at his side." The only buildings on the island

now consist of a lighthouse and its attendant cottages,

lamp-stores, &c. ; but these have been built upon, or

adapted from ancient work. The seal, the eider-duck,

and the tern have been banished from this little island of

fourteen acres, within living memory ; but the traditions

of Saxon monks and kings, of Cuthbert and of St.

Henry, will cling to it always. Under its editor, Mr.

John Crawford Hodgson, this magnificent county history

is making good progress, and a word of highest praise is

due to the Newcastle publishers for their part in this

undertaking.—In Nooks and Corners of Shropshire, by Mr.

H. Thornhill Tiramins (Elliot Stock), we have one more
proof—a very interesting proof—-of the fact that every

patch and scrap of England is a mine of historical and
human lore. Many of us will never see Stretton Dale,

the Clee Hills, Bridgnorth, or Mitchell's Fold—to say

nothing of the villages that dot the highways of southern

Shropshire—and yet Mr. Timmins's book reflects hours

of rich and happy inquiry among these quiet spots.

His book is all his own, for he has illustrated it himself

;

and we could wish for no more pleasant and gossipy

guidance than he offers. Mr. Tiinmins is already known
by his " Nooks and Comers " of Herefordshire and Pem-
brokeshire, and he has the real topographieal_/?atr.

—

Haunts

and Homes of the Pilgrim Fathers, by Dr. Alexander

Mackennal (Religious Tract Society), is a handsome picture

book, in which, however, the literary matter maintains its

importance among a crowd of beautiful illustrations. The
book is a topographical history of the home-leaving of the

Pilgrim Fathers. We visit the places to which the hearts

of the Pilgrims went back when they founded a new
Boston, a new Plymouth, and a new Cambridge on the

other side of the Atlantic, and each spot on which they

set foot in their journey thither—Amsterdam, Leyden,

Delfshaven, Southampton, and finally Plymouth, whence,

in the Mayflower, the homeless saints sailed for their New
Plymouth.

—

Scotland's Ruined Abbeys, by Mr. Howard
Crosby Butler (The Macmillan Company), is an American
architect's discriminating treatment of a subject which
needed a book less formidable than the existing standard .

works. Mr. Butler's book is of considerable interest to

the general reader and of distinct value to the tourist.

Mr. Butler is his own illustrator.
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Fiction.

Scruples. By Thomas Cobb.
(Grant Eichards. 38. 6(1.)

Into a little pool of London society drop a beautiful girl

of sentiment, conscience, and no sense of humour; what
sort of a splash wUl occur ? That is Mr. Thomas Cobb's
problem, if so serious a word may be used in connexion
with so light-hearted a story. And Mr. Cobb has cast

his pebble with unerring aim, and caught the bubbles
deftly. In Carpet Courtship and in Mr. Passingham he
sported pleasingly upon the surface of life, but he has
done nothing so deft as the present work. It is not
a novel ; it is a short story ; there is no development
of character, only a swift play of characters already
formed ; and the time is limited by days. The cleverness

of the thing lies in the conflict of emotions felt by quite
ordinary people under perfectly ordinary conditions. Of
leading characters we have six : Strachan, a good and
simple baronet ; Venables, a young British officer with
nothing of the man of the world about him but his clothes

;

and Wray Waterhouse, a modem pocket edition of Don
Quixote. Then we have Joan Venables, the pretty aunt of
the officer ; Amabel Cathcart, a bit of a minx who makes
things hum ; and Pauline Cathcart. The question that will

agitate the reader is who shall marry whom ; for they
are all in love in quite a gentlemanly and ladylike
manner ; and with Mr. Cobb's skilful stirring of the social

pool, and Pauline's scruples, and Waterhouse's Quixotism,
and Joan's innocent intrigues, and Amabel's flirting, one
is apprehensive of mesalliance to the end. It is impossible
to avoid " casting " Mr. Cobb's story, since his method
lies by way of dialogue— swift, easy, apposite dialogue

—

which never turns aside to say a good thing because the
author had jotted it down in his commonplace book, but
carries the story forward with each sentence. The story is

dramatic, because Mr. Cobb has learned that the art of
writing drama is the art of throwing good things into the
waste-paper basket. Therefore, without detmling the
development of the plot, it is impossible to give an example
of the adequacy of the dialogue. However, take this as
instance of its easy naturalness : Joan Venables, the pretty
aunt, is talking to Bernard Venables, the youthful officer,

about Amabel the minx ; says the youthful officer

:

" I can't stand her goicg on as she did last night.
Everyone noticed it. I'm not going to put up with it.

It's just a little too thick."
" You have only yourself to please, my dear boy."
" I don't please myself," he muttered.
" Have you asked Amabel ?

"

" I haven't exactly asked her," said Bernard.
" Wouldn't it be as well before your final renunciation ?

"

Joan suggested. "Take my advice: ask her plainly
whether she will be your wife."

" You see, I've tried ever so many times," he answered
ruefully.

"Tried?"
" She won't let me get it out, you know."
"How can she prevent you ? " asked Joan.
"Sometimes she begins to play the piano. Last time

she put her hand over my lips."
" What a curious method I

" said Joan, very solemnly.
"I can't make Amabel out," he exclaimed. "She's

immensely nice to me one hour, and she treats me like

a criminal the next. Besides, she's just as nice to
other fellows."

" It is to be hoped she doesn't silence them all the same
way," Joan retorted.

artist is to view all the parts of existence with a special
temperament, it is to possess a clue to the meaning
of things which others are unaware of ; to have an un-
written law of one's own by which to test all the mani-
festations of life and conduct. The power of the artist is a
light cast everywhere." It is this " light cast every-
where," this continual poetising of reality without dis-

torting its truth, which makes The ingrafted Rose notable
among the fiction of the day. Mrs. Brooke's somewhat
melodramatic theme turns upon the fortunes of the old
aristocratic-barbarian family of Clarels, who had lived for
centuries at a seat called Marske. (All the place-names
and surnames in this novel have a fine northern sound

—

Clarel, Marske, Hawmonde, Liedes, Thirntoft, Twelves,
Brackenholme, Eonaldsbiggin. ) We see the working of
the Clarel blood in three people : Clement Clarel, who
sold his happiness and that of others to enable him to
transmit the family traditions unimpaired ; Bryan Haw-
monde, a distant cousin, whose existence is a prolonged
defence of his own individuality against the "herd of
ancestors " within him ; and Eosamunda Thoresbye, who,
changed at birth by an unscrupulous midwife, lived for
twenty years under the impression that she was the
daughter of eminently just and respectable mill-owning
parents.

Mrs. Brooke succeeds better with her women and older
men than with her young men. Bryan Hawmonde, meant
to be an elaborate figure, is analysed before he has been
constructed, and his friend Eamshaw, who marries Eosa-
munda, scarcely seems alive.

The chief blot on the book lies, not in the theatrical
prologue, which is managed with all necessary skill, but in
the chapter recording Eosamunda's gipsy-like adventures
after she has learnt the secret of her birth. These adven-
tures never occurred, they are utterly wrong—a trick
played upon the author by an imagination which, approach-
ing the end of a heavy task, had become slightly hysteric
and unstable; but whatever the faults of The Engrafted
Rose, impotence is not among them ; even its crudities

—

and they are not few—have interest.

The Engrafted Rose. By Emma Brooke.
(Hutchinson. 68.)

Hebe is a good novel, at once strong and sound. Says
the author in a passage dealing with the principal
heroine, Eosamunda Thoresbye : " To be a genuine

The Cambric Mask. By E. W. Chambers.
(Macmillan & Co., Ltd. 6s.)

Since Mr. Chambers has produced a considerable quantity
of serious and excellent fiction, we must regard this some-
what exiguous and crudely-tinted " romance " as the
product of his lighter hours. The tale tells how a company
of lawless night-riders (who rode their horses swathed in
sheets) tried to frighten a determined man out of a remote
part of a remote county of the " Empire State " ; how,
incensed by his obstinacy, they nearly murdered him

;

and how in the end, aided by the lovely daughter of one
of their number, the determined man, Sark by name, won
his immunity and a wife. The local colour is consistently
well done. Several chapters are thrilling, and we do not
object to these. We do object, however, to the facetious
and sentimental chapters, which predominate. They are
unworthy of the author of The King in Yellow,
The book is a quaint mixture of good and bad writing.

We find, for instance, a sentence like this : "He rolled up
his pajamas [«w], stepped out of his crash bath-slippers,
and stole to the front door, upon cavorting bent, beaming
bucolic beatitude." And a little further on, some admir-
able bits of landscape painting; as thus: "Out of the
splendid azure of the west great white clouds crowded,
squadron on squadron, standing gallantly on their course
before the wind

; and silvery flaws swept the water where
the wind's wing-tips, trailing, brushed the blue surface of
the lake."

The Cambric Mask is far too faulty to have any real
value, but we should imagine that the history of its com-
position might be interesting.
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Notes on Novels.

[7iUM noUs on the u»»V* Fiction are not neeeuarily final.

Rtviewt of a itUetion will follow.']

AfiDEN Massiter. By Dk. William Babrt.

In this novel, by the learned author of The New Antigone

and The Two Standards, we have a gorgeous arrange-

ment of motives and colour—Socialism, Catholicism,

love, asceticism, and Italian skies and ruins, all ending
in a quotation from Sophocles in Ghreek. (Unwin. 68.)

The K1NO8 OF THE East. By Sydney C. Grier.

A clever "romance of the near future," by the author
of Like Another Helen. The motive is the re-peopling of

Palestine, and in the opening chapters we see a syndicate

forming for that purpose under the masterful "Count
Mortimer "—an Englishman and a Gentile. His diplo-

macies make the story, which develops all kinds of interests,

and is pervaded by an amusing cynicism. (Blackwood
& Sons. 6s.)

Breaking the Shackles. By Frank Barrett.

A story of an innocent man—Dr. Munro—condemned
to penal servitude for life, and the sleepless efforts of his
friend, Captain Tom Vernon, to prove his innocence. A
detective story, worthy of its author's reputation. (Mac-
queen. 6s.)

The Gkeen Flag, xsn othee Stories
or War and Sport. By A. Conan Doyle.

These thirteen stories are suificiently described by their
title. In "Captain Sharkey," a story of privateering
in the years following the Peace of Utrecht, we have
some snatches of verse.

So it's up and it's over to Stornoway Bay,
Pack it on I Crack it on ! Try her with the stun- sails I

It's ofiF on a bo *line to Stornoway Bay,
Where the liquor is good and the lasses are gay,

Waiting for their bully Jack,
Watching for him sailing back.

Eight across the Lowland Sea.

(Smith, Elder & Co. 6s.)

The Son ox- the House. By Bertha Thomas.

This novel, by the author of The Violin Player, deals
with Mammon. A vulgar glove-maker's fortune is the
rock on which a family of three splits up. The son of the
house is relied on by his mother to complete those social
ambitions which her vulgar husband had only partially
gratified, but Oswald develops views about the responsi-
bilities of wealth which unite his mother and his brother
Ralph in opposition to him. Ralph steals his sweetheart,
and his mother puts him into a lunatic asylum. But
Oswald is reserved for better things. An interesting story
with a variety of character. (Chatto & Windus. 63.)

Fortune's Yellow. By Ella Macmahon.

Another novel with Mammon-service for its basic passion.
The reader's interest should be aroused by the meeting of
Bernard Lake with his old fiancee, Louise Headingham,
who arrives at his Italian hotel after twenty-one years'
separation— a rich widow, with children, governesses,
maids, and trunks. Louise's eldest daughter, Nora, is

now a finely-grown young creature, and Bernard is still

feeling young. Complications! (Hutchinson. 6s.)

A Fair Brigand. By Geoege Horton.

" I tell you, we're going to climb Mount Olympus. We
are going to hobnob with the immortal gods ! We start
to-morrow morning for Volo, by boat, thence to Larissa,
and from there on foot." Thus Anderson of the fiery
whiskers to John Chandler Brown, expert in Argive

bronzes. Already one sees the "fair brigand" ahead.
A good story of its ^e, capitally illustrated by Mr.
Edmund J. Sullivan. (Ward, Lock. 38. 6d.)

The Rhymer. By Allan M'Aulay.

The "rhymer" is Robert Bums, whose loves pervade
the story—particularly his marriage with Jean Armour,
and his affair witli " Clarinda." Two sets of critics

are challenged by such a story, but Mr. M'Aulay has
obviously taken pains to satisfy both. (Unwin. 6s.)

A Sister to Evangeline. By Charles Q. D. Roberts.

The Evangeline is Longfellow's Evangeline, and the
story is laid in Longffellow's Grand Pre, and it tells how
Yvonne de Lamourie suffered exile with the rest of the
villagers. The Acadian apple-orchards and linen caps of

the g^rls give charm to the background of the story,

while the rivalry of England and France occupies, so to

speak, the middle distance of the drama. (Lane. 6s.)

The Adventure of
Princess Sylvia. By Mrs. C. N. Williamson.

The fictional-monarchical vein once more. Sylvia is

wooed at Richmond by Maximilian, Emperor of Rhaetia,
and to Rhaetia the story quickly moves. There are

baronesses, and burgomasters, and chamois and chan-
cellors ; also telephones. (Methuen. 6d.)

The Accused PRiNCBsa. By Allen Upward.

Yet another unmapped monarchy, that of Rumelia, with
its king, court, ministers, and sentinels. Throw in the
" ruby of Bhurani," and the British Government, and you
have Mr. Upward's latest recipe for an evening's beguile-

ment. (Pearson Ltd. 6s.)

A Loyal Lover. By Mrs. Lovett Cameron.

Two sisters engage the reader's attention—Elsie, the

flighty and selfish, and Venetia, the wise aijd good.

Venetia's effort to save her sister from the effects of a past

scandal, by marrying the man who had it in his power to

betray Elsie, is the " vain sacrifice"; but there is more in

the story, which is a readable library novel. (Pearson

Ltd. 6s.)

All Fools. By Marmaduke Pickthall.

Some readers may find the London adventures of Mr.
Lee-Stretton, his fellow-students, and their miscellaneous

sweethearts, entertaining ; others will yawn over such
outworn, boisterous humour. Perhaps the whole book may
be allusively described by the heading of Chapter XXXI.

:

" Of the Moon and others, with a full account of the

circumstances attending the Breakage of a Suburban
Hall Lamp." (Sonnenschein. 6s.)

The Bishop's Secret. By Fergus Hume.

More criminal mystery and melodrama by the author of

The 'Mystery of a Rantom Cab, who has dared to make a

Bishop's palace the centre of a murder case, and has found
a supernaturally clever detective in the Bishop's chaplain.

The broader humours of cathedral town bfe are not missed.

(John Long. 63.)

The Disenchantment of

Nurse Dorothy. By Florence Baxendale.

"A worm eats at the root of the common hospital

system, and causes suffering to patients and nurses

alike . . . the microbe of over-work." The story seems

to be written to establish this proposition, but Dorothy
suffered more from a house-surgeon's love than from a
matron's tyranny. (Skeffington. 38. 6d.)
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The Craze for Historical Fiction

in America.

An Enquiry.

The historical novel is not at present flourishing in this

country. It enjoyed a renewal some few years ago, when
A Gentleman of France flashed sword in every face ; but the

brief force of that movement seems already to be expended.

There can be little doubt, indeed, that the art of historical

fiction is dead in England, and that he who would succeed

in raising it must first create for it a new form, a governing

convention more in accord with naturalistic tendencies

than that which has miraculously survived all the artistic

upheavals of ninety years. Matters are otherwise in

America and France, the two countries nearest to us in art

as in life. France is witnessing, or about to witness, a

real renascence of the historical novel—a renascence which
M. Emile Faguet, employing a theory more creditable to

his ingenuity than to his sagacity, explains on the singidar

assumption that realism has exhausted the material offered

by modem existence. In America the historical novel

overtops every other sort : it is making authors rich and
turning publishers into millionaires ; the circulation of it

counts not by thousands, but by hundreds of thousands,

and the man or woman who, having omitted to peruse it,

cannot discuss it with fluency, is thereby rendered an
outcast. The two most notorious and amazing examples
of its success (at the moment of writing), Mr. Winston
Churchill's Richard Carvel and Mr. Paul Leicester Ford's

Janice Meredith, although neither is a year old, have
between them already reached a sale of nearly three

quarters of a million copies in the United States.

These two long novels—they total over a thousand
pages—both deal with the period of the American Eevolu-
tion ; they both include the figure of George Washington

;

and in other respects of tone, colour, sentiment, and inci-

dent they are remarkably alike. The chief thing to be
noted of them is their perfect lack of orig^ality ; they are

not the fruit of any inspiration, but a dish meticulously

concocted upon a recipe ; and the recipe is by no means
a new one. Conceive a musical composer who at this date

should capture the ear of the populace by an exact, but
lifeless, imitation of Mendelssohn. It is such a feat in

literature that these authors have performed. To read
their amiable stories is to wonder whether the art of fiction

has not stood still for fifty years, whether the discoveries

and the struggles of a dozen writers in France, England,
and America since 1850 are after all in vain. Esmond
is a great book, but no man of a later period could
possibly produce a great, or even a fine, book that resem-
bled it ; for time breaks every mould. Richard Carvel is

by far the better of the two American novels which I have
mentioned ; and what one feels about Richard Carvel is

that it is the work of a man who kept a bust of Thackeray
over a bookcase crowded with eighteenth century literature,

and wrote with one eye on this and the other (perhaps
unconsciously) on that airy, fairy creature known in the
States as "the matinie girl," forgetting that he, even he,

ought to have a personality. Mr. Churchill has learned

everything about his craft, except the two things which

cannot be taught—the art of seeing and the art of being

one's self. He looks only at pictures, and then, piecing

this with that and that with another, confects an enormous

canvas without once leaving the gallery. He is not

himseK— artistically he has no self— but rather the

impersonal automatic result of a century of gradual deca-

dence from one supreme exemplar. In Richard Carvel

every primary tint is lost, every sharp relief smoothed

down. The conventions which formerly had a significance

and an aim properly related to the stage of art which
evolved them, have been narrowed instead of widened, until

they are become meaningless, arbitrary, and tiresome.

The heroine with her peerless beauty, her royal tantrums,

her feminine absolutism, her secret, her hidden devotion,

her ultimate surrender ; the hero of six-foot-three, with

his physical supremacy, his impetuosities, his careful

impromptus of wit, his amazing combinations of Machia-

vellian skill with asinine fatuity, his habit of looking

foolish in the presence of the proud fair, and his sickening

false modesty in relating his own wondrous exploits ; the

secondary heroine, pretty, too, but with a lowlier charm,

meek, steadfast, with a mission "to fatten household

sinners"; the transparent villain who could not deceive

a sheep, but who deceives all save the hero
;
the " first old

gentleman "
; the faithful friend ; the boon companions

;

the body servant : all these types, dressed with archaeo-

logical accuracy, perform at Mr. Churchill's prompting all

the usual manoeuvres with all the usual phrases and
gestures. Who does not know that speech of the heroine's

ending: "And so, sir, you are very tiresome," to which
the hero must perforce reply " ruefuUy "; or that critical

moment, half-way through the narrative, when a few
words which if spoken would end the story on the next

page, are interrupted in the nick of time—" Alas, for the

exits and entrances of life ! Here comes the footman ";

or that astronomical phenomenon—" The light had gone

out of the sky "; or that solitary wild outburst of my
lady—"Her breath came fast, and mine, as she laid a

hand upon my arm, ' Richard, I do not care whether you
are poor. What am I saying ? ' she cried wildly. ' Am
I false to my own father? '

"

Let it not be thought, however, that there is no merit in

Richard Carvel, or in the more saucy Janice Meredith.

What these authors, neither of them apparently with any
strictly literary culture, could do that they have done.

In the case of Mr. Churchill particularly, one cannot fail

to perceive laborious care, a certain moral elevation, and
an admirable sense of dignity. He has been satisfied with
nothing less than his best. His style may be a beach
pebble among gems, but it is polished. He may not be a
student of character, but he knows his eighteenth century

;

he is a giant of documentation, and the mere factual basis

of his descriptions of eighteenth century life in America
and England is almost incredibly elaborate, and decidedly

effective ; whether he is giving you the interior of Brooks's

or a naval battle with Paul Jones in it, he reconstructs the

scene to the last limit of research. His historical portraits,

including those of Fox, Walpole, Garrick and Washington,
are as brilliant and hard and exact as the exercises of a

court painter. He can plan out a work, arranging the

disposition of its parts, and handling vast masses of detail

with the manipulative skill of a transport ofiicer. He
knows when dialogue should be used, and when narration

;

how to give substance to a chapter, and theatrical orna-

ment to an episode ; when the reader will best appreciate

a diversion from the main theme, and when the device of

monotony will build up a pleasing tension. He is the

type of artist who takes the Prix de Kome by dint of sheer

mathematical calculation. And withal, there is no breath

of imagfinative life in him. He could no more avoid being

tedious, profoundly and entirely tedious, than he could

add a cubit to his stature.
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America is a land of sentimentalism. It is this deep-

seated quality vrhicli, perhaps, accounts for the vogue of

history in American fiction. The themes of the historical

novel are so remote, ideas about them exist so nebulously

in the mind, that a writer may safely use the most bare-

faced distortions to pamper the fancy without offending

that natural and racial shrewdness which would bestir

itself if a means of verification were at hand. The extra-

ordinary notion still obtains that human nature was

different " in those days "
; that the good old times were,

somehow, " pretty," and governed by fates poetically just.

Enquiry would of course dissipate this notion, but no one

wants to dissipate it ; so long as it remains, there is at any

rate some excuse for those excesses of prettiness, that

luxuriant sentimentality, that persistent statement of life

in terms of the Christmas number, which are the funda-

mental secret of the success of novels like Richard Carrel

and Janice Meredith. There are, of course, other factors

special to America which have their share in the dazzling

result. One is the pride of the nation in its brief tradi-

tions. Shall not he who ministers to this pride be

rewarded ? It would be strange, indeed, if he were not.

When a man hears that his name is in the newspaper he

buys the newspaper, and a long time will elapse before he

loses the habit. 80 it is with America. We, with a

thousand thrilling years behind us, can scarcely under-

stand the preoccupation of America with her Eevolution

and her Civil War. But why not ? I say that the trail is

as charming as the disturbance of a young girl after her

first ball.

Another factor is the unique position and influence of

young women in the United States. We are told that it is

the women who rule the libraries in England ; much more

so is it the women who rule the libraries in America. And
if you would know what sort of an intellectual creature

the American woman ia, what a curious mixture of earnest

and gay, ardent and frivolous, splendid and absurd, read

her especial organ. The Ladies^ Home Journal of Phila-

delphia, which is one of the most brilliantly-edited papers

in the world, and has a circulation of over eight hundred

thousand copies a month. Hero, in this glowing and

piquant miscellany, where religion runs column by column

with modes and etiquette, and the most famous English-

writing authors are elbowed by the Tappers and Friswells

of New England, you will discern at large the true nature

of Mr. C. D. Gibson's girl—the width of her curiosity, the

consuming fire of her energy, her strange knowledge and

her stranger ignorances, her fineness and crudity, her

imperial mion and her simple adorations. It is fitting to

remark of the American woman that she has a magnificent

future. In the meantime she cannot gainsay her Ladies'

Home Journal, which stands as absolutely irrefutable

evidence both for and against her. She is there in its

pages, utterly revealed—the woman of the culture clubs,

the woman who wistfully admires the profiles of star-actors

at matiniet, the woman from whom Paderewski, at the

Chicago Auditorium, has to be rescued by the police, the

Madonna of the home, the cherisher of aspirations, the

desire of men. It is she who reads and propagates

Richard Carvel and Janice Meredith, artlessly enjoying the

sugar of them, made oblivious of their tedium by her
sincere eagerness to " get instruction " from them, to treat

them as " serious" works—not as " ordinary novels."

An explanatory word. There are far better historical

novels in America than the two mentioned. The best taste

in America esteems Richard Carvel tod Janice Meredith as the

best taste esteems them here. The interest of these novels

lies in their marvellous success, and the clue which they
afford to the secrets of a whole people's individuality.

For it is not those who read but those who (speaking
broadly) do not read that make a book popular. The
formor are few, the latter a multitude. The former we
know familiarly ; the ways of the latter are as fascinating,

as mystifying, as the ways of children. E. A. B.

Things Seen.

Augury.

From the hateful offices we emerged into the fog once

more and the dull rain and the unhomely activity of the

crowded city streets. The jude failure of our errand left

nothing to stand between my companion and all the

ugliness that was piling itself up to stare him in the face.

I had wished to save Delaunay, where I could, from the

England he hated, with no mean or little bitterness, as he

saw us from his distant Paris. I would have kept him at

home, in the unoffending West, and surrounded him, during

the three short days of this rare visit, not with my country-

men in the mass, but with the charming individuals. A
pious duty, however, drew him to the City, and the kindly

thought of seeing again his father's ward, now some six

months in London, learning English business ways, had

lightened our journey up. But the young man (there was

no hinting that English life, obviously, was not all to

blame) had no welcome for the simple and warm gaiety

with which the elder brother came ready. It was a shy-

ness, a stupid boyish shame of his countryman in the office.

I saw it directly he entered, awkward and flushing, the

outer room where we stood ; the beard Delaunay wore and

his square felt hat—one hardly needed to look further for

a reason. . . .

In the lack of converse, a silence that meant no separa-

tion between us, a swe walked side by side, but rather

an anxious and fruitless sympathy, I might acknowledge

that the disappointment was a chance, and no more

significant of our influence than the unfortunate fog and

damp of this April day was fair to our climate
;
yet I

could not help meeting with his eyes the oppressive stream

of occupied men, I found myself seeking I know not what

sign of grace in the drab crowd. In the doorwayp of the

offices I read long names that covered schemes of plunder,

and, as if to support their uttermost claims, newspaper

boys thrust in our faces posters swelling with the name

that on the Continent stood most for England's policy. We
slipped into the comparative peace of a side street—would

the spare church above the long wall pass unnoticed, or

perhaps only add for him the missing touch of hypocrisy ?

As I stared helplessly at the brown wall, feeling that no

human argument could persuade my companion that he

was not in a heaven-forsaken city, the brownness seemed to

lighten—surely a gleam lay on it—yes it was so, and, of a

sudden, with the last drop that fell, the fog was a golden

glow, intense blue in the shadows, the chestnut glistened

in a mist from the churchyard, and at that moment there

sang out from its branches, penetrating sweet, yet loud

and authoritative, four notes of a blackbird. Arrested,

we stood still for the bird to speak again, and, as fortune

would have it, two workmen who were behind us halted

also. The phrase came, longer, more elaborate, more

daring and supreme than the first. Delaunay turned his

clear brown eyes, smiling in the sudden sunlight, to mine,

and laid his hand upon my sleeve

—

" Tenez, le bon Dieu n'est pas de mon avis."

Relief.

In the silent village the windows were all veiled ; but as

I passed down the little street one of the doors opened,

and a woman came out of its shade. A young woman,

hurried and anxious—scared at the unexpected sight of

my figure, yet glad of the protection of my company. She

was slight and frail-looking, and in her arms she carried

a heavy child wrapped in u trailing white quilt. I raised

the corner, which was dragging on the road, and asked if

the baby was not too heavy for her. She poured out

her heart in little gasping sentences : " Oh, no ! she's not
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a baby ; she's a big girl—four years old—but I couldn't

stay in the house any longer, and I couldn't leave her, so

I took her out of bed and brought her along. You see,

my husband's never come home,—I'm afraid there's an
accident, and I can't rest in the house. I've walked up
and down, and I can't stay in the room. Yes, ma'am

;

my husband's the baker at the shop. They're busy now,
and it's terrible long hours for him to work, from half-

past four in the morning till eleven or twelve o'clock at

night— it's too much for him. He was bit by a dog about
a fortnight ago, and it upset him ; he's not been very well

since, and— oh!—I'm afraid." She clutched the sleepy

child tighter, and staggered on breathlessly.

At the gate of the little bakehouse yard the dog which
had bitten her husband — chained now, but jealously

watchful— barked furiously. She shrank along the

further side of the yard to the bakehouse door, where she

stood with her white burden in the yellow glare of the
fire, while the moon shed its radiance over all. " Jim I

"

—a hurried, anxious whisper—"Jim! Jiml"—this last

a sharp, terrified appeal to the silence — and then, as a
dusky, wondering figure filled the doorway, a quick sob
and an indescribable quiver of relief

—" Ah, Jim ! Thank
you, ma'am ; he's here !

"

I

A Literary Lent.

We read, but we do not read again. How long is it

since you read Milton ? We run about, crying lo

here, and lo there—and all the cool wisdom and unworn
majesty of Comus is but a memory of one's youth. We
bolt new novels as though Don Quixote had never been
written. Time was when people did not find re-perusal
hard. Byron read the Waverley novels "fifty times." Scott
read Ariosto's Orlando once every year, and Macaalay was
as loyal to Gil Bias. Father Prout found in Horace the
joy of liis youth and the consolation of his age. Goethe
read the Vicar of Wakefield at twenty and at eighty-one,
and several times between. Huet, the Bishop of Avranches,
u.sed to read through Theocritus every spring, a practice
which St. Beuve quotes with approval.

Huet (I EvequB d'Avranches) nous dit qu'il avait cou-
tume, chaque printemps, de relire Theocrite sous I'ombrage
rensissant des bois, au bord d'un rui«»eau et au chant du
rossignol. II uie semble que les Meuaoires de Mdiue. de
Staal pourraient se relire a I'entieH de chaque hivtr, a

I'extreme fin d'automne, sous les arbres de Noveuibre, au
bruit des feuilles deja eechees.

Is there one of us whose life would not be enriched by such
rules and prescriptions ? Consider Edward FitzGerald

—

than whom a mightier re-peruser before the Lord
never lived. His Letters are an education in the joys
of re-perusal. The true Critic on the Hearth is he, with
his "dear Sevigne"; and his "Great Gun," Crabbe

;

and Sophocles, "Oh, how immeasurably superior !
"— to

Euripides ; and Montaigne, blessed cargo of his lugger at

Lowestoft. He re-perused them all ; and there is a whole
philosophy of re-perusal, and of independent fireside

reading, in a letter to his old schoolfellow, W. B. Donne,
about Montaigne. Its dry good sense and secreted irony
are delightful. Here is its salient passage :'

When your letter was put into my hands I happened to
be reading Montaigne, L. III., Ch. 8, " De I'Art de Con-
ferer," where at the end he refers to Tacitus, the only
Book, he says, he had read consecutively for an hour
together for ten years. He does not say very much ; but
the Bemarks of such a Man are worth many Cartloads of
German Theory of Character, I think : their Philology I
don't meddle with. I know that Cowell has discovered
they are all wrong in their Sanskrit. Montaigne never
doubts Tacitus' facts, but doubts his Inferences ; well, if

I were suie of his Facis, I would leave others to draw

their Inferences. I mpan if I were Commentator, cer-

tainly : and I think if I were Historian too. Nothing is

more won'lerful to me than seeing such meu as Spfdding,
Carlyle, and I suppose Froude, strsining Fact to Theory
as they do, while a scatter-brained Paddy like myself can
keep clear. But then so does the Mob of Readers. Well,
but I believe in the Vox Populi of two hundred Years :

still more, of two thousand. And, whether we be right

or wrong, we prevail : so, however much wiser are the
Builders of Theory, their Labour is but lost who build

:

they can't reason away Richard's Hump, nor Cromwell's
Ambition, nor Henry's Love of a new Wife, nor Tiberius'

be«stlinf 88. Of course they had all their Gleams of Good-
ness ; but we of the Mob, if we have any Theory at all,

have that which aU Mankind have seen and felt, and know
as surely as Day-light ; that Power will tempt and spoil

the Best.

FitzGerald, to be sure, lived a recluse, and had time on
his hands. Time to be the apostle of sound reading,

which is re-reading ; and such he became and remains.

Let us confess it, we do not read again as we ought. We
need a literary Lent. Think of it—once a year—a time

of re-perusal.

Correspondence.

Maeterlinck and the " Contemporary Review."

Sir,—All lovers of M. Maeterlinck's work must have
read with mingled wrath and laughter Mr. Ilopes's article

in the March Contemporary Review, professing to give a
full and unbiassed estimate of Maeterlinck's genius and
intention. He deliberately passes over much of his best

work and submits the remainder to the most cursory

examination. For "Serres Chaudes" quotations from two
rather obscure poems are considered sufficient ;

" La
Princesse Maleine" is criticised by a comic song, and the

old, old charge of repetitions brought up against it. The
well-known parallel with Hamlet is again brought for-

ward, but any discussion of the symbolism is carefully

avoided. " Pelieaa et Melisande " is patronisingly

approved ; but we are told that it is unreal, remote from
life. Did Mr. Ropes never see the intense and haunting
acting of Martin Harvey and Mrs. Patrick Campbell ?

"Interieur" and " L'lntruse " are treated with some-
thing like fairness, but the mocking analysis of "Les
Sept Princesses " is hard reading for the earnest disciple.

In all these plays Mr. Ropes, while denying Maeterlinck
the dramatic gift, allows his power over the chords of pity

and dread—but rather thinks Mr. Kipling does it better.

He entirely misses the note of Greek tragedy which
Maeterlinck strikes ; the inevitableness of the action ; the
chorus, generally supplied by an old man or woman ; the
strange stillness of the soul which is felt through his

work. Finally, he attempts to assess Maeterlinck as poet,

dramatist, and mystic, while considering no more than
the bare plot of " Aglavaine et Selysette," and without
mention of the essays, in which the whole of Maeterlinck's
artistic creed may be found.
The Maeterlinck controversy, like the Browning

quarrels of the past, seems destruction to all fairness and
literary courtesy. We still await a cool and judicial critic

whom symbolism affrights not, and mystics do not annoy.—^I am, &c., Evelyn Undebhill.
3, Campden Hill-place.

" Disappearing " Lever,

Sir,—We observe in your notes a list of " Disappearing
Authors " [from Mr. Justin McCarthy's North American
Review article], among whom Charles Lever has a place.

During the last few years the public has paid for

editions of Lever's novels issued by us about £9,000.

Considering that several of his books are out of copy-
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right, and that there are numerous editions of these non-

copyright books in the market, we should be inclined to

regard Charles Lever as an author who was " disappearing"

with a llourish.

In a series of sixpenny out-of-copyright novels issued by
us, extending to nearly fifty volumes, ttie first three books

in point of sales are written by Thackeray, Wilkie Collins,

and Levor. The series referred to contains novels by
Scott, Dickens, Marryat, and various other masters.—We
are, &c.,

March 23, 1900. Downey & Co., Ltd.

New Books Received.
[_Th«t« notes on some of the New Books of the weelc are

preliminary to Reviews that may follow.~\

A History of Scotland from the
EoMAN Occupation. Vol. I. By Andrew Lang

«

The re\dval of Scottish literature, particularly History,

is one of the marked features of the time, and Mr. Lang's
work has long been expected with interest. It wiU be
complete in two volumes. Mr. Lang dedicates the work
to Sir Herbert Maxwell in these terms : "In studying the

records of our past, your name has come under my eyes

many hundreds of times since the days of Macchtjs,

Archii'irata, and never without pleasantly reminding me
of you, and of hours among books, or by the banks of

Test and Lea. You will oblige me by accepting this

work, that, some day, may remind you of me." Of the

present volume Mr. Lang says that it is " an attempt to

examine the elements and forces which went to the making
of the Scottish people, and to record the more important

events which occurred between the Roman occupation and
the death of Cardinal Beeton in 1546." (Blackwood &
Sons. 15s. net.)

The Trials of the Bantocks. By G. S. Street.

Here we have Mr. Street quizzing a social type, as he

did in the Autohiography of a Boy. The Bantocks were
perfect in their way, "admirably correct"; their town
house and their country house were each admirably

situated and appointed. " Mr. and Mrs. Bantock alike

had a large and unwavering dignity. . . . EusseU
Bantock, my contemporary, was a notable personage at

school, and in all the best clubs of ' the House,' in my
impretentious days at Oxford." Yet the Bantocks had
their trials, and what these were, and how they bore them,

is the matter of this volume. (Lane. 3s. 6d.)

The Love of an
Uncrowned Queen. By "W. H. Wilkins.

The romantic and clouded life of Sophia Dorothea,

consort of George I. Mr. Wilkins has found new material

for his life of a " Queen " whose fate rivalled that of Mary
Stuart's in sadness ; and with a view to doing the work
thoroughly he has visited " Celle where she was born

;

Hanover, where she lived during her unhappy married
life ; and Ahlden, where, for more than thirty years, she was
consigned to a living tomb." These handsome illustrated

volumes will be welcome to all readers who like such lives

of queens as were written by Agnes Strickland. (Hutchin-

son & Co.)

Lbttehs to Madame Hanska. • By Honork de Balzac

This is the translation of a volume recently published in

France, entitled H. de Balzac (Euvres Posthumes. Lettres a
VMrangere, 18S3-1842, purporting to contain letters,

written by Balzac to the lady who afterwards became his

wife, which were not included in the definitive edition of

Balzac's work published by Calmann-Levy in 1876. The
translator. Miss Wormeley, throws considerable doubt on

the genuineness of many of these new letters. Others

she accepts as Balzac's. We ate afraid that many readers

will be put off the volume by the complicated statements

and arguments—necessary though they be—in Miss
Wormeley's preface. (Hardy, Pratt & Co.)

In addition to the foregoing, we have received

:

THEOLOGICAL AND BIBLIOAL.

Clark (William), The Paraclete: A Series of Diocoorses on the Person
and Work of the Holy Spirit (T. 4 T. Clark) 3/8

Ethics and Beligion. A Collection of Essays by Sir John Seeley, Dr.
Felix Adler, and others (Sonnensehein) B/0

TRAVEL AND TOPOGRAPHY.
Barr (Robert), The Unchanging Bast (Chatto * Windns) 6/0

Cecil, M.P. (Evelyn), On the Eve of the War (Murray) 3/a

SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHY.

Lankester (B. Ray), A Treatise on Zoology. Part III. The Eohinoderma.
By F. A. Bather, J. W. Gregory, and K. S. Goodrich (Black) net 16/0

Conningham (J. T.), Sexual Dimorphism in the Animal Kingdom
(Black)

Kant (Immanuel), Dreams of a Spirit-Seer. Illustrated by Dreams of

Metaphysics. Translated by Emanuel F. Goerwitz (Sonnensehein) 2'6

Hight (George A.), An Essay on Mental Cultare (Dent)

POETBY. CRITICISM. AND BELLES LBTTEBS.

Goodjear (W. H.), Renaissance and Modern Art (Macmillan) 6/0

EDUCATIONAL.
Smyth (H. Weir), Greek Melio Poets (Macmillan) 7/6

Hyslop (A. B. F.), The Andromache of Euripides (Macmillan) 2/6

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Conway Parish Registers, 16111703 (Charles J. Clarke net 26/0

Cole (R. W.), The Struggle for Empire (Stock)

Paavel (B.), The Rights of England in the South African War
(Blackwood) /6

G nt (F. J.), Mock Nurses of the Latest Fashion, a.d IBM
(Bailidre, Tindall & Cox.)

Greener (W. W.), Sharp-Shooting for Sport and War ( Everett & Co.) 1/0

Murray (Dr. James A. H.). A New English Dictionary. In—Infer.

Vol V 1 Clarendon Prets) 5/0

Sherwood (Rev. W. E.), Oxford Rowing (Frowde) 10/6

NEW EDITIONS.

Borrow (George), The Romany Rye rMurray) 6/0

Larger Temple Shakespeare. Vols. 9 and 10 (Dent) each net 4/6

Little Library : In Memoriam. With Analysis and Notes by Rev. H. C.

Beaching (Methuenl net 1/6

* New Novels are acknowledged elsewhere.

Our Weekly Prize Competitions.

Result of No. 27 (New Series).

Judging by the number of replies we have received to the Book-

Tea competition, this mild and pleasant form of amusement_ Is

still popular. A few competitors accompanied their examples with

drawings. Certain books, illustrated by practically the same

symbol, were submitted from several sources. Among those thui

favoured, were : Nicholas Nwldely, In Varying Moods, Red Pottage,

Middlemarch, and We Two. We have decided to award the priie of

one guinea to Miss H. B. Stephen, Queen Mary's House, InverneaB,

for the following :

—

A sketch of two unmistakable angels in conflict.—jA'at«mZ Law
in the Spiritual World.

We print below a selection of other attempts :

—

An ingenious lady went to a book-tea with a card, on which was
inscribed the name " Godiva," pinned to her dress. The title of the

book represented was Tom Sawijer. [G. 0. P., Chelsea ]

D
B r.

Utider the Deodars (D odd r's). [E. E., London.]

A small boy, in a deserted schoolroom, doing his sums.— Thr

Solitary Summer. [J. S ,
London

]

Two penny wooden dolls, the jointed kind, fastened on the

shoulder, one doll to be bent nearly double, the other only slightly.

—Jlu- Greater Inclination. [G. N., Bristol.]

A bnlb—worn in buttonhole or elsewhere.— ComrfA up ax a

Flower. [E- P. B., Bournemouth.]

Guest brings a hoe.—Ivanlioe. [E. M., Brighton.]

Wear pinned on dress following announcement : Dr. Temple,

Bishop of London, has been appointed Archbishop of Canterbury.

—

From Sea to Sea. [F. H., Braintree.]
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I love. I will love. I have loved.

—

In Varying Moods.
[J. W. G., Liverpool.]

A small picture of Mr. Kruger smoking a pipe.

—

Paul aiid

Virginia, [V. S., London.]

Wear a label clearly written with "All VJeW'—Well After All.

Wear inscription : " To my dear niece the sum of £20.'"

—

The
Little Legacy. [S. C, Brighton.]

An empty purse.

—

Life's Handicap. [E. M. H., London.]

Wear a piece of paper with " March 15th, 12.30 p.m.," written on
it.

—

itiddlemarch. [B. S., London.]

A bottle of hair tonic or oil must be displayed.

—

For the Crowyi.

[F. M. W., London.]

Blank card.

—

No Name.
[A. A., Southport.]

Wear a large sheet of white paper pinned in front of vou with a
tiny (2) upon \\..—Wc Two. [L. M. L., Stafford.]

A sealed envelope on which is written the information :
" Herein

are contained 24 sheets of note-paper."

—

Tlie Choir Invisible.

[M. B., Derby.]

Toy crab and lobster.

—

Toilers of the Sea.

[G. B., London.]
" Oysters now in season,"

—

The Return of the Native.

[G. B., Birmingham.]

Replies also received from : L., Dover ; C. E., Manchester ; R. N.,

Sunderland ; H. J P., Birmingham ; H. W. D., London ; C. M. 6.,

Monmouth ; Z. McC, Yorkshire ; G. E. M., London ; G. M. P.,

Birmingham ; A W. G., London ; H. J., Leeds ; A. S H , Dalkeith ;

D. L,, Felix-towe ; T. B., Cheltenham ; J. H. C , Edinburgh

;

H. G. H., Whitby: H. J., London; W. P., London; D. E. B.,

London ; F. K. F,, London ; J. Y. S., Hyeres ; A. H., Durham
;

C. L. E., Matlock ; M. A., London ; G. Reigate ; J. B., Kirkcaldy
;

B., Guildford ; P. R , Manchester ; E. 0., London ; A. R. R.,

London ; F. M , London ; K. F., London ; H. W., London ; A. W. D.,

London ; A. M., London ; B. J., Cardiff ; F. F. A., Manchester

;

H. D., London ; A. D. H., London ; W., Cheshire
; C, London

;

L. W. L., Burton ; G. S. H., Bradford ; M. P. F.. Birmingham
;

F. P., Maidencombe ; H. V., Brighton ; M. M. D., London ; G. M.,
Bedford ; M. A. C, Cambridge ; E. F. E., London ; F. S., London ;

G. P. B , London ; G. W.. Hull ; .1. F. H., London ; E. M. C,
Ipewich ; A. F. T., HuU ; W. A. B , LondoL ; A 0. C, Wakefield

;

P. L. N., York ; C. M., Darlington ; G. A., Oxford ; A. S., Graves-
end : N. A., Kent ; B. B., London ; S. E. M., Edinburgh ; E. B.,

Liverpool ; E. H., Didsbury.

Competition No. 28 (New Series).

This week we offer a prize of one guinea for the best suggestion,
within the limit of 200 words, of a subject for an hiBtorical novel.

The central interest of the story and its literary possibilities should
be indicated.

Rules.

Answers, addressed " Literary Competition, The Academy, 43
Chancery-lane, W.C," must reach us not later than the first post
of Tuesday, April 3. Each answer must be accompanied by
the coupon to be found in the first column of p. 2H0, or it can-
not enter into competition. Competitors sending more than one
attempt at solution must accompany each attempt with a separate
coupon ; otherwise the first only will be considered. We wish to
impress on competitors that the task of examining replies is much
facilitated when one side only of the paper is written upon. It is

also important that names and addresses should always be given.
We caimot consider anonymous answers.

Our Spkoiai, Pbize Competitionu.

^Closes March Sltt.)

Received during the week : Skrew-tater, Egalite, Lahore, Mallard,
Rozana, De Beers, Caractacus, "Omar Kani," Olive, Riachuelo,
Clarence Lyddon, Dejoncourt, Cecil Gray, Rich Man, Calamus,
Monterey, Epsilon, Omega, Shromcc, Austral, Richard Cameron,
Habren, Silberhom, Cherub, Saltire, Shamrock, Clausentum, Fors,

Dora Ross, Michad Howe, Globe-trotter, Wanderer, Sauerkradt,
Bill. Sursum, Orion, Ariel, Miley, Seamew. M. E. T., Ho,
Redbarn, Palm Tree, Athreb, Tamkappe, Middlemarch, Owl,
Powashiek, Amor Vincit Omnia, lona. Alba, Warburton-
Bosalind, Xorman Hangn, Flip, M. Hermslake, Dexter, Gwydion,
ap-Don, Esther Grey, Jedbrooke, Work and Worship, Cyrus,
Acacia, Atrian Rozoe, Ratan, Syrinx, Trenance, Mab, St,

Julian, Mo righ's mo dhuthaich, Keil, Glen Duror, Darach,
Rochester Roggles, Mondelambe, Resurgam, Rose, Miser, Trinacria,
Y. A. M., Sinus, Agrcge, Hugo, Venezia, Inglesant, Dragon
Fly, Evelyn, Limey, Neleh, E. J. X., Doyb, Lenten, Cymorth,
Adrian Lit, Pahang, Flower-de - Luce, Trefriw Boy, EUo Ceeby,
Kinna, Veritas, Fidelia, Tflistle, Eia, Arthur Beaumont, Kintyre,
Naois, Bergfee, Dlanor, Last, C. H. Carroder, Glascon, Woden-stead,
Roger Payne, Monques, William Innea, Vidi, Ai I Dymock, Nom do

Plume, Vnyi-ddu, Thikima, Barrister, Phantastes, Menander,
TreguQC. Riiea Silvii, Dinna Forget Nar«ie, Pierrette, Relluf,

Chadwick, Coper. Cecil Yot, Equitaine, Nisbitt, Ethelred II.,

Stuart, Detjside, P. Q. H., A. Minor, Helena, Christopher R<kndell,

Thel, Orchis, Phillida, Carusothenies, Adolfscens, Ruppredito,

October, Camelford, Paul Gonffet, Blade 6' Grass, Treble X.,

Country Girl, Obve Hall, Ben Ezra, Xomad, Oakes, Hatasu, Beres-

ford, Torrington, Pheidippides, Hyssop, Isabel, Shebail, Kobold,
Narcissus, Jackanape-i, Waratah, The Window-Cleaner, Helen,
Feechen, Talbot, De Aar, (Eliphilcui, Lancashire Lass, Jago, Lan-
cashire Witih, Praiteriti, John-o'-th'-Combstones, Grecian Vase,

Aukpetia, Sassenach, Cigardtte, Albino, Camilla, Manno, Maestosto,

Amore Nihil Mollius, Scoria, Boa Accord, Metropolitan, Plavengro,
Four-leaved Shamrock, Avtincourt, St. Brelade, Touchak, Schreiber,

Fac et spera, Comoedia, B. R.

Final nch'iowledgments next week.

Announcement.

Two interesting books to be published by Messrs. Smith,

Elder & Co., not included in the lists given in our recent

Supplement, are the Anthology of Anglo-Irish Verse, edited

by the Eev. Stopford A. Brooke and Mr. T. W. Eolleston,

and a cheaper edition of the late John Addington Symonds's
Shakespeare's Predecessors in the English Drama.

AUGUSTINE BIRRELL on COWPER.
See the LEISURE HOUR for April. Od.

CHATHAM'S CHAIN and the DOGES of VENICE-
See the LEISURE HOUR for April. Oil.

LADY MEATH on EPILEPTICS in WORKHOUSES.
See, the LEISURE noUR tor X-pTH. 6d.

TROUBLESOME PUPILS AND HOW I DEALT
WITH THEM.

See the LEISURE HOUR for April. 6d.

CONSCRIPTION.
By W. J. aOROON.

See the LEISURE UOVR for April. ed.

RUSEIN and BLACEMORE,
PERSONAL REMINISCENCES of.

See tbe LEISURE IIOVR for April. Cd.

•OLD BY ALL MAQAZINE DEALERS.

READY A PRIL 18th. Two Vols. Demy 8ro, cloth gilt, gilt top.

]yith a Map and 200 Illustrations from Sketches, Photo-

graphs, Ac.
PRIOe IBs. NET.

A WORK OP EXCEPTIONAL INTEREST.

PIONEERING

oiTthe CONGO.
B; llie Bei. V. BOLHAH BEHTIRI.

Chevalier de I'Ordrc Kojal du Lion ; Author of " The Dictionary and Grammar
of the Kongo LanguaK^," " Life on the Congo," and Translator ot tue

New Testament into Kont^o.
These volomea narrate the Author's Twent.y-one Years' Experience of Life

along the Shores of the great Congo River, and the Congo Trioes which
inhahit them.

Mr. Bentley was one of the first missioQaries sent to the Congo. He visited

the Congo tnbes while they were practii;ally untuuctjod by any foreign

influence. He has lived in close contact with the people. Ho has reduced the

KoDgo language to writing ; is the well-known author of the Uletionary
and Grammar of the Kongo language, anil has trdnslated into it tlie New
Testament.

The work is very fully illustrated from Photographs and Sketches, and will

bo fouDd rich ill mattera tint should appeal to all who take an interest in the

geography and ethnology of Western Africa, and in the progress and develop-

ment of barbarotia people and wild countries.

PUBLISUBD By

THE RELKHOUS TKACT SOCIETY,
66, PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON.
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NOW READY, (leniy 8to, clolti, la. ad., pint frM.

Pritfprctiiit ou ttii|iUcnllon

THE SILVER MAP of the WORLD COM-
KEUOKATIVE o( DRAKt':) (IREAT VOVAOE 1577-SU.

A CcoffniphirAl E«My,

By MILLEE CHRISTY.
(With aoae Renurku oti llir V.itagxof FRUBIHUER and Uie

BKDTHEKli ZENO,l
IlliiHtnited by 10 Paeaimil« Mai)«.

HENHT STEVENS, SON 4 STILES,
39, GrsHi. Rusisell Street, London, W,C.

SendforCATALOUCE (ju«t outlof new and important HIS*
TuRIUALaod OEUOBArillCAL PDBLIUATIUNS,

OATALOQUE8.

WILLIAMS Sc NOBQATE,
IMPOKTEBa or rOREIQN BOOKS,

14, HtBriatta Stnat, CoTaot Oaideii, 90, Boath rndarlok Bt.

EdlnbuTSb. and 7, Broad Btnet. Oxford.

OATAT>^f3nE8 tKMt freo on appUoation.

F'
lOBEION BOOKS and PERIODICALS

promptly lupplied on modente termt.

OATALOOUBS on appUwUon.

DULAU ft CO., 17. BOHO SQUARE.

WANTED, INQUIRIES for ESTIMATES
for PRINTING PERIODICALS, MAGAZINES.

BOOKS, 4c, hy a Firm of Priutcrs io the Pronnoea (with

direct oommuuicntiou with London). Eiiuipped with Linos

and Plant lorpnxlucintf high-cUss work.—AdJreBs, " Plblica-
TI05S." John IladdoQ & Co,, Salistmry Square, K.C.

___

IMPOBTANT.-PRINTINO AND P0BLI8UINO.

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, BOOKS, &c.
—KING, SELL ft RAILTON, Limited, high-class

Printers and Publiahers, 12, Gouith Square, 1, Bolt Court, Fleet
8^eet,E.C, havespeoially-built Kotarjana other fast Machiaeg
f«r printuu; iUostrated or other Publtcations and specially-built

HAohineiior (oat folding and oovering 8, 16, 94, or SS-page
Jonmals at one operation.
Advioe and aasistanoe given to anyone wishing to oommence

Hfliw Jooinals.
IWlltiesapon the premiies for Editorial Offices free. Adver-

Mftpg and Pnolishlng Departments condaoted.

Telephone 8S1S1. Telegraph ** AMoaniim, London."

High- Class Bookbinding.
Valuable Books and MS. Bound and Repaired with

fH'eat care. MiscellaneouB Books bound in any
Btvle or pattern.

JOHN FAZAKERLEV,
40, Paradise Street, LIVERPOOL

TYPE-WRITING promptly and accurately
done. icid. per 1,000 words. Somples and references.

Multi-Copies.—Address. MIbs E. M.. 18. Mortimer Orescent, N.W.

TyPE-WRITINU ; TYPEWRITING
;

TVPE-WRITING.- NOVELS. PLAYS. E58AY8 care-

fully TYl'ED. DittiouU MSS. receive special attention.
Reference? to Autliors.—Write for terms to E, Gkaham, 23,

Cockspur Street I'<ill Mall, London.

TRAFALGAR LITEKARV and TYPE-
WRITING BUREAU (DE MOMET 4 WALKER),

3j Trafal^JT Buildings, Northumberland Avenue, W.C. —
Typing. Duplicating. Shorthand. Reporting. Translations
(all Languages). Literary Researches. Press Cuttings.

TTP E-WRIT BR.— AUTHORS' MSS.
COPIED with accuracy and despatch. Carljon Dapli-

oates. Circular., Examination Papere, Ac—Misa B. Tigar.
Zi, Maitlaml Park Villa., Haroratock Hill, N.W. — Estib-
brtied 1984.

BOOKS, OCT-OF-PRINT, SUPPLIED —
State wants. Catalcwues free. Wanted, " Georpc

Meredith's Poems." 1851 ;
" Life in Paris," 1822 ;

" Hawbuck
Orange,' ISl". ^'s. each offert-d.—HoLLiSD Co., Book Mer-
chanta. Birmingham.

ESTABLISHED 1861.BIBKBEGK BAN
Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane, London.

TWO-AND-A-HALP per CENT. INTEREST allowed on
DEPOSITS repayable on demand.
TWO per CENT, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the mlnJ-

mum monthly balances, when not drawn t>Qlow £100.
8TO0KS, SHARES, and ANNUITIES purohasea and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouraaemeut of Thrift the Bank receives small sums

on deposit and allows Interest monthly on each completed £1.

BIEKBEOK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE

rOB TWO OUINEAS PKB MONTH.

BIEKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND

roa riTK suiLLina. psa mokth.

The BIBKBECK ALMANACK. with fnllpartlonlan.po<tbtc
fRAWOIH RAVKNHnROFT. Manamr

K,

"THE ACADEMY"
LITERARY COMPETITIONS.

Njw Series.—No. aS.

All reader! attempting this weekU
Corrpetition {deicribed fully on page
210) must cut out thii Coupon
and enclote it wifi t/uir reply.

RL, STSVKN80N.—WANTBD. a OOM-
. PLETE SET o( tlu. EDINBURdll EDITION of

8TEVENH >N 8 WoKKK, in w ToU.—LowMt price to H„ oar«
of Ur. Edward Stanford, 'Jti and 'i7, Cockapur litreet. London,

R OYAL LITERARY FUND
Tlie LORD RUSSELL of K1LU>WEN, O.C.»I.<!., Lord

Chirt Justice of EnfilaiMl. will pr«icle at the IlOth ANNIVGR.
KARr r>I.VNEK.ou WEDNESDAY. M«r ',!nd. at theHOTSL
CECIL. Straud. W.C. at 7 for 7..W p in. preciaalj.
Ocntlemen willing; to scrre a. Steward, are requeated to

oommunicate with the Secretary,
LLEWELYN ROBERTS.

7, Adelphi Terraeo, W.C.

HB PRt.VCBSS EIBLBNA UOLLBGB
EALINO, W.

Eatabliahetl 18'iO. Incorporated by Royal Charter 1886.

Preiident— II.R H. the PRINCESS CHRISTIAN.

T
Stt

Hiefa-clam iMlucation for tha DAUGHTERS of GENTLE-
MEN, as Resident or Day Pupils. Preparation for Unirersity
and Art Examinations. Spacious grounds. Supervision iu

games.
Training department for kindet^rteu students in prepara-

tion for Froebel Union Examination for Teachers.
There is a Home iu connection with the College for K.O.

Students and for a few children under ten years of age.

MARGARET WILLIAMSON. Lady Principal.

ROYAL INDIAN ENGINEERING
COLLEGE. Cooper's Hill, Staines.

The Course of Study is arranged to fit an Engineer for Em*
ployment in Europe, India, and the Colonies. About 40
Students will be a<imitte<l in September, 15*00. The Secretary
of State will offer them for Competition— Twelve Appointments
as Assistant Engineers in the Public Works Dei>artmeot, and
Three Appointments as Assistant Superiutundents in the
Telegraphs Deiiartment, and One in the AccountAnta' Branch
P,W.D.— For particulars apply to Seckctart, at College.

uNIVERSITY COLIiEGB, LIVERPOOL.

FRENCH LECTURESHIP.
APPLICATIONS are invited for the \x»t of FRENCH

LECTURER at University College, Liverpool, to be forwarded
not later than April 28th to the College Registrar, with twenty-
five cupies of testimonials. The Lecturer will ije required to
commence his duties on the 1st of October.
The apiK>intmeut is for five years. Salary £250 a year, one-

third of the Day Classes fees, and the whole of the Evening
Classes fees.

For all particulars apply to the Reoistrak.

LITERARY RESEARCH.— A Gentleman,
experienced In Literary Work, and who has access to the

British Museum Reading Room, is open to arrange with
Author or any person requiring assistance In Literary Re.
search, or in seeing Work through the PresF. TranslaUons
undertaken from French, Italian, or Spanish. — Apply, by
latter, to D. C. Dallas, 151, Strand, London, W.C.

ELLIOT STOCK'S NEW BOOKS.

8BCOND EDITION. REVISED AND BNLARGED,
WITH INDEX.

Iq crown 8vo, cloth, price 68.

THE RIGHT to BEAR ARMS.
By "X," the Writer of the ScricB of Articles

wnicta appeared in the Saturday Review orer
that siffiiature
We oordlally i«oommend this little book to thoM who ar«

-orant o( laott matten. and are not above Uamlog omethiof
the elementary rule* of heraldry, even though they may be

certain of their own right to use arm*. The book Is forcibly and
clearly written, the arRumeota are unanswerable and supi) trted

by extraciB from ancient documents, and many common d»*

lusions about arms are exposed."—Spectator.

NEW WORK ON FOLK-LOftE.
Tastefully printed and bound in cloth, price 68.

STORYOLOGY: Essays in Folk-
Lore, Sea-Lon, and Plant-Lore. By BEN-
JAMIN TAYLOR.

NEW NOVELS.
In crown 8vo, cloth, gilt lettered, price 5s.

THE STRUGGLE for EMPIRE:
a Storn of the Year 2236. By ROBERT
WILLIAM COLE.

In crown 8vo, cloth, price 38. 6<1.

JACK and
E. PERRY.

CHEAP EDITION.

In crown 8vo, paper cover, lUustratoI, price 1». net.

IN MODERN SPAIN: Some
Sketclies and Impressions. By REGINALD
ST. BARBB, Author of '*France8ca Halstead: %
Tale of San Remo.'* Illustrated by A. J. Wall.

* To pick out the salient features of a race, and present them
in a manner which shall be at ouce charming and instructive,

requires judgmtnt. discrimination, and tact; and that Mr.
Reginald St. Barln; iK>s8esses these tiualttics there can be no
doubt. It is quite appare it that he does love the country ho
has chosen, and in ' In Modem Spain ' be brings to his readers

some of that romance and charm which has won for sunny
Spain the reputation of l)eing the most romantic country in the
world.'—£(acA- and WhiU.

ELLIOT STOCK, 62. Paternoster Row.
London, E.O.

JEANN/E. By

THE NINETEENTH CENTURY
No. 278.—APRIL, 1900.

THE PROPER PRECAUTIONS for IMPERIAL SAFETY. By Colonel Sir Gsorox Stdbkhaij Cubek,
K O M a F' R S

THE iNSUFFICIENT PROPOSALS of the WAR OFFICE. By H. O. Abmold-Foestib, M.P.

ARE WS MISLED ABOUT the FLEET? By H. W. Wilsow, Author of "Ironclads in Action."

THE "PARLOUS POSITION" of ENGLAND. By W. S. LlLtT.
THE BOERS and the NATIVE QUESTIO.V. By the Rev. Dr. Wiegmas, Canon of Grahamstown

Cathedral.
WHO is to PAY for the WAR? By the Right Hon. the EiRr. or Campkedowx.
PLANTING OUT STATE CHILDREN in SOUTH AFRICA. By the Right Hon. the Makqcis or

LOBHE, M.P. , ,^ o , ,

WES TMINSTER ABBEY. By Her Majesty the Qubeit oi- Rouuvsi*. (Carmen Sylva),

Ma. BUSKIN at FARNLEY. By Mrs. Atscoooh Pawkeb.

THE AUTOCRAT of the DINNER TABLE. By Heebiet Paur,.

E.'CCAVATIONS in the ROMA>< FORUM. (With a Plan.) By GiacoMO Boni.

A DUTCH FAIRY TALE. By Miss MiROAEEr RoBiirsoN.

THE SCARCITY of COAL. By BsKitBTT H. Brougb.

A LIBEaAL CATHOLIC VIEW of the CASE of DR. MIVART. By Robert Edward Deli, (late Editor

of the " Weekly Register "}.

THE FRENCH ARMY. By Paui. BBXTii.nEi«.

THE NEWSPAPERS. By Sir Wemiss Riid.

London: SAMPSON LOW, MABSTON k 00., Ltd.

MUDIE'S LIBRARY, Limited.
SURPLUS LIBRARY BOOKS

Now OrtEEIO AT

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.

Tor the CIRCULATION and SALE oj

all the BEST
ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN, ITALIAN,

SPANISH, and RUSSIAN BOOKS.
TOWN BUBBORIPTIONS from ONE QUINBA I

per annnm.
LONDON BOOK 800IETT (tor weekly eioh»ng« of Books .4 NEW CLEARANCE LIST (100 pp.)

at the house, of Subfloribera) from TWO GUINEAS per annum.

COUNTRY SUBSCRIPTIONS from TWO GUINEAS Sent Gratis and post free to any address.

„. m_ mv r.'°,"f°"""°",T»™., . r.«v«nv, Th* I-**' contains
!
POPULAR WORKS In

N.R-Twoor Three Friend, mar UNITE In ONE SUB- _„.„_- a-onv-K nraTORV BTOnilAPITT
8CRIPTI0N, and thu! lesien the (Jo«t of Carriage. TRAVEL, BPOBT, HISTORY, BlOOKATtlX,

Tovm and nilageCltihs supplied on Liberal Termt. SCIENCE, and FICTION. Also NEW and SUB-

Prosptotoces aid Monthly Lists of Books gratis
and poet free.

PLUS Oopies of FRENCH, GERMAN, ITALIAN,
i SPANISH, and RUSSIAN BOOKS.

30-34, NEW OXFORD STRBBT;
MI, Brompton Road, S.W. ; 48, Queen Victoria Street, B.C., Loitdov ;

And at Barton Arcade, Makohibtib,
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NEW NOVEL BY MR. STANLEY WEYMAN.
With Frontispiece. Crown 8vo, 6s,

SOPHIA.
By STANLEY J. WEYMAX, Author of "A Gentleman of France," &c.

*,* ThU is a Tale of londim Life in tJis dayt of Oeorge II.

London : LONGMANS. GKEEN & CO.

TOWARDS PRETORIA.
TOWARDS PRETORIA.

By JULIAN RALPH.
Extra crown 870, bound in Khaki and Scarlet, price 6s.

A Record of the War to the Capture of Bloemfonteln.
Among the many pn^ted correspondents nt the seat of war, none has made a better name for the

brilliance and vividness of his letters than Julian Ralph of the Daily Mail. He baa made excellent use of
the material gathered on the field of action and produced this faaciuating story of the War.

e. ARTMUR PEARSON. Ltd.. Henrietta Street, W.C.

the TWENTIETH CENTURV. By

MONTHLY, PRICK HALF-ACHOWN.

TheCONTEMPORARY REVIEW
COVTE.VT, l.iB APRIL.

SOME LESSO.NS of the TRANSVAAL WAR. By Je»j »e
Bloch.

TEN YEARS in JOH AXNFSBURG. By Wiliiaji Hosiiy.
THE AUSTRALIAN FEDER.ATION ACT. By He»by

BoL'BMtS HiGCIKS. Q.C.
THE CRCCIfl.'iliiN, «« an EVOLUTIONARY FORCE.-I.

By the Rev. W. W. Pevtou,
CYCLE LAW

H. Graves.
THE NE.XT POPE. By Dr. SioxrxD Mi-z.
FOGS and their TEACHIStJ. By the Rev. J M Bacox.
THE ARTaDdtheCOUNTRY:TuscanNote8. By Ver.vo» Leb.
PUBLR-noUSES. Bv N..E1. Blxiom.
WHIG I.MPKRIALISM. Bv Boi.tos Ktso
MODERN c;eRMAN LYRIC POETRY. By the Cocui DK

MONASTIC ORDERS up to DATE.—II. The Sweating of
Orphan Girla. By E. Sai:it-Ge!(ix.

MR. COLERIDGE and the MIDDLESEX HOSPITAL:
Letter to the Editor from Sir Ralph Thompson,

Obtainable of alt Bnoksellers, or of
The CoLt'MBi-s Compact (Limited). Columbus Hoose,

43 and 43a, Frtter L uie, London, EC.

AN AMERICAN

TRANSPORT IN THE CRIMEAN

WAR.
By Capt, CODMAN.

This work is particularly interesting' to
students of naval warfare. *' Capt. Codtoan
relates his experiences of an American
Chartered Transport in the Crimean War.
The Crimean War is the connecting link
between old and modern methods of war-
fare."

Frontispiece. 198 pp. Price 3s, 6d.

SIMPKIN, MARSHALL, HAMILTON & CO.

F. V. WHITE & CO.'S
LIST.

AT ALL LIBRARIES AND BOOKSTALLS.

In cloth gilt, price Cs. each.

FLORENCE WARDEN'S NEW NOVEL,

THE PLAIN MISS CRAY.
By the Author of "The House on the Marsh," &o.

MRS, L. T. MEADE'S NEW NOVEU

THE WOOING OP MONICA.
By the Author of *'Tho Way of a Woman,'*

"The Siren." &c.

"A great deal of bright and pleasant reading in the book."*
ScoUman.

ADELINE SERGEANT'S NEW NOVEL.

A RISE IN THE WORLD.
By the Author of "Blake of Oriel,"

"A Valuable Life," iSo.

" Lures the reader on by ita facile How of narrative and alert
contrivance of incident."—iS'pectator.

CONRAD H. CARROOER'S NEW NOVEL,

LOVE'S GUERDON.
By the Author of " A Bride of God."

In cloth gilt, price 3s. 6d.

NEW NOVEL BY PERRINQTON PRIMM.

THE GIRL AT
RIVERFIELD MANOR.

By the Author of " Belling the Cat," &c.

F. V. WHITE & CO.,

14. Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.

PORTRAIT SUPPLEMENTS
TO

"THE ACADEMY"
The following have appeared, ani some of the numbers con-

taining them can still he ohtained ; or Complete Sets may he

had separately for 38. 6d. :

—

BKN JONSON.

JOHN KEATS.

SIR JOHN SUCKLING.
TOM HOOD.
THOMAS GRAY.

ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON.
SIR WALTER SCOTT.

SAMUEL RICHARDSON.
THOMAS DE QUINCEY.
LEIGH HUNT.
LORD MACAULAY.
ROBERT SOUTHEY.
8. T. COLERIDGE.
CHARLES LAMB.
MICHAEL DRAYTON.
WALTER SAVAGE LANDOR.
SAMUEL PEPYS.

EDMUND WALLER.
WILKIE COLLINS.
JOHN MILTON.

WILLIAM COWPER.
CHARLES DARWIN.
ALFRED. LORD TENNYSON.
HENRY WAUSWORTH LONG-
TELLOW.

ANDREW MARVELL.
ROBERT BROWNING.
THOMAS CARLYLE.
PERCY BYSSHE SHELLEY.
CHARLES DICKENS.

JONATHAN SWIFT.

WILLIAM MAKEPEACE
THACKERAY.

WILLIAM BLAKE.
SIR RICHARD STEELE.

ALEXANDER POPE.

DOUGLAS JERROLD.
FRANCIS BACON.
HENBIK IBSEN.

A CHARMINCJ GIPP BOOK
6s., claret roan, gilt. Illustrated.

LONDON in the TIME of the DIAMOND JUBILEE
London: SiUPEiir, Ma.bbha.ll & Co. Llangollen: Dablingtoic & Oo.

DARLINGTON'S HANDBOOKS.
Edited by EALPH DAELINGTON, F.E.G.8.

Maps by BAETHOLOMEW.
Fcap. 8vo. ONE SHILLING EACH. Illustrated.

THE VALE of LLANGOLLEN.—With Special Contrihutions from
His Excellency B. J. PHELPS, late American Minister; Professor
JOHN RUSKI^J, LL.D. ; ROBERT BaOWNING; A. W. KINGLAKB;
and Sir THEODORH MARTIN, K.C.B.

BOURNEMOUTH and NEW PORBST.
THE NORTH WALES COAST.
BRECON and its BEACONS.
ROSS, TINTERN, and CHEPSTOW. __ _ _ _

BRISTOL, BATH, WELLS, and WBSTON-SUPEB-MARE.
BRIGHTON, EASTBOURNE, HASTINGS, and ST. LEONARDS.

LLANDUDNO, RHYL, BANGOR, BETTWSYOOBD, and SNOWDON.
ABERYSTWYTH, BARMOUTH, MACHYNLLETH, and ABERDOVKY.
BARMOUTH, DOLGELLY, HARLECH, CRICCIETH, and PWLLHELI.

MALVERN, HEREFORD, WORCESTER, GLOUCESTER, 4 CHELTENHAM.
LLANDBINDOD WELLS and the SPAS of MID-WALES.

THE CHANNEL ISLANDS.
THE ISLE OF WIGHT.
THE WYE VALLEY.
THE SEVERN VALLEY.

Is.—THE HOTELS of the WORLD.
leading Hotels throuKhout the world.

A Handbook to the

" What would not the intelligent tourist in Paris or Rome give for such a.
piide-book as this, which teaches so much that is outside the usual scope of
such volumes ! "—The Times.

" The best Handbook to London ever issued."—Z.it)«)7;ooJ Daily Post.

SECOND EDITION, ENLARGED, 6s.—00 Illustrations, 21 Maps and Plans.

LONDON AND ENVIRONS.
By E. 0. COOK and E. T. COOK, M.A.

Wilh an additional Index of 4,500 References to all Streets and
Places of Interest.

Llangollen : DARLINGTON & CO.
London: Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent & Co., Ltd.

The Railway Bookstalls, and all Booksellers',
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MACMILLAN & CO.'S
LIST.

NEW VOLS. REIOr OH TUESDAY.

MACMILLAN'S

LIBRARY OF ENGLISH
CLASSICS.

Edited by A. W. POLLAED.

A Series of Reprints of Standard Works in

Library Form.
Demy 8vo, oloth elegant, 3s. 6d. net per Vol.

GASSELL& COMPANY'S
ANXODNCEMENTS.

BOSWELL'S
JOHNSON.

LIFE OF
In 3 vols.

THE UNITED KINGDOM:
A Political History.

By 60LDWIN SMITH, D.C.l.,

Author of " The United StBtes," &c.

In 2 vols., 8vo, 16s. net.

TIMES.—" The most readable political history of
England yet written."

ATHBlf^UM.—" InterestinfT, and of high literary
quality,*'

WESTMINSTER G^ZJjrrJS.—" Brilliant, vigor-
ous, original."

By RUDYARD KIPLING.

FROM SEA TO SEA,
And other Sketches.

LETTERS OF TKAVEL.
In i vols., extra crown 8vo, red cloth, gilt tops, 6s. each.

THE EVERSLEV SHAKESPEARE.

THE FLAYS of SHAKESPEARE.
Edited, with Short lutrmluctions and Footnotes,
hy Prof. C. H. HERFORD. Globe 8vo, Re-issne
of the Plays in separate volumes, bound in cloth,
price Is. each ; roan, 2s. each.

By the late

ARCHIBALD FORBES.
CAMPS, QUARTERS, and CASUAL

PLACES. Extra crown 8vo, 78. 6d.

BARRACKS, BIVOUACS, and
BATTLES. Crovra 8vo, Ss. M.

SOUVENIRS of SOME CONTI-
NEXTS. Crown 8vo, Ss. Od.

COLIN CAMPBELL,LORD CLYDE
Crown 8\'o, 2b. 6(1.

SIR HENRY HAVELOCK.
Svo, 2s. 6d.

Crown

NEW AND CHEAPER RE-ISSUES.
Crown svo, Hs. Cd. each.

By E. WERNER.

FICKLE FORTUNE. By E. Wer-
NER, Crown Svo, .Is. Od.

SUCCESS, and HOW HE WON IT.
Hy E. WERNER. Crown Svo, 38. ed.

Jy W. E. MORRIS.

THIRLBY HALL. ByW. E. Norris.
Crown 8vo, 38. ed.

A BACHELOR'S BLUNDER.
W. E. NdRRlS. Crown 8vo, 38. Od.

DEAN FARRAR'S NEW WORK ON THE

LIFE OF CHRIST.

NOTICK—TB.E LIFE of

LIVES : Fresh Studies in

the Life of Christ, % the

Very Rev. F. W. tARRAR.
D.D., Dean of Canterhury^ will

he published shortly, price \bs.

NOTICE.—^ Volume of PERSONAL
RECOLLECTIONS hy S. SUTHER-
LAND EDfFARDS will shortly be

issued, price 7s, 6d.

NOTICE.—An Illustrated Edition of
MAX PEMBERTON'S recent War
Novel, THE GARDEN of SWORDS

:

a Story of the Siege of Stras-

burgf, has Just been published, price 6s.

NOTICE.—A COURSE of LAND-
SCAPE PAINTING in WATER-
COLOURS, by J. MACWniRTER,
R.A., with upwards of 20 Coloured

Plates, will be ready shortly, price 5s.

A NEW WORK BY MR. H. O. ARNOLD-
FORSTER, M P.

NOTICE.—M-. m 0. ARNOLB-
FORSTER'S New Work, entitled

OUR GREAT CITY; or, London
the Heart of the Empire, with

40 Full-Page Illustrations, will be

shortly published, price Is. 9d.

By

A. & 0. BLACK'S LIST
NOW UKADY.—Crown Svo, cloth, price 38. 6d.

OUTLINES OF THE
HISTORY OF RELIGION.

By JOHX K, INGRAM. LLD..
Anther of " A Ht»tory of Political Economy," " A

Hi-»iory of SUvery," &c.
•MVhile there have been many books written in

Knffiish to propagate I'osuiviBUJ, few iire more clear,

more readaole, or more instructive than this ; and,

whether it bring over converts or not, the work
cannot but be read with interest and ftdvantage by
tViinking men to whom the more recomlite literature

of this aoctrine is inHCcessiblo." - The Scotsman.

A TREATISE ON ZOOLOGY.
By E. BAY LANKE5TER. M. A„ LL.D., F.E 8.,

Hon. Fellow of Ejcter OoUegc. Oxford, Director of

the Natural History Departments of the British

Museum, FuUerian Profeesor of I'hysiolos-y and
Comparative Anatomy in the Royal Institution of

London. Profusely Illustrated. To be completed
in 10 Pans. NOW READY, Part III. THE
BCHINODERMA. By F. A. MATHER, M.A.,

Assisted by J. W. GREGORY, D.Sc, and E. S.

GOODRICH, M.A. Demy Svo, in iiaiwr covers,

Frice 128. 6d. net ; or in cloth, 168. net.

t is marked by three characicrisiics, which,

indeed, may be regarded ss now indispensable to any
scieutiflc work ot value—perfect lucidity in the illus-

tratiiins, which are numerous and, of course, sjiecially

drawn by, or under the dirfction of, the author; a

careful exposition of the historical development of

life-forms; and complete biblioRraphies on each

branch of the subject."—it<«ro<Mr«.

NOW READY.—Demy Svo, cloth, price 12s. Od. net.

SEXUAL DIMORPHISM IN THE
ANIMAL KINGDOM.

A Theory of the Evolution of Secondary Sexual
Characters.

By J. T. CONNINGHAM, M.A..
Containing 32 Illustrations.

" Mr. CunninRham has elaborate<l a theory of evoln-

lion in answer to the problem: What are the causes

which have produced the three kinds of structural

difference in animalB? He supports his theory by
faets and illustrations drawn mainly from the works

ot others. A book of distinct scientific imiwrtance. The
present volume is well printed, and profusely illus-

trated with carefully executed figures."-'''' nuHnnt.

THE AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL RECOLLEC-
TIONS OF ARCHIBALD FORBES.

POPULAR EDITION. PRICE OS.

MEMORIES AND STUDIES OF
WAR AND PEACE. £y ARCHI-
BALD FORBES, LL.D.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

THE BLACK WATCH. The Record

of an Historic Regiment. By AR CHI-
BALD FORBES, LL.D. Second

Impression. 6s.

••—The Outlook.

NOTICE.—^ New Work, entitled WITH
DANTE in PARADISE : Short
Readiners from the '• Paradise,"
by ROSE E. SELFE, Illustrated,

will be published shortly, price Ss.

NOTICE.—-J/r. A. T. QUILLER
COUCH S (Q) New Novel, The
SHIP of STARS, price 6s., has been

twice reprinted to meet the large demand.

HACMILLAN & CO., Ltd London.

NOTICE.—ilfr. M. H. SPIELMANN'S
New Work, JOHN RUSKIN : a
Sketch of his Life, his Work,
and his Opinions, with Personal
Reminiscences, price 5s., is already

reprinting. The Work contains numer-

ous Portraits and other Illustrations.

CASSELL & COMPANY, Ltd., London, Paris,

Kew York, and Melbourne,

NOW READY.—Demy Svo, cloth, price 7s. ed. net.

THE GRAMMAR OF SCIENCE.
By KARL PEARSON, M.A., F.R.S.,

Professor of Applied Mathematics and Mechanics in

University College, Uindon.
Second Edition, thoroughly Revised and much

Enlarged.
Contains Two entirely New Chapters on Natural

Selection and Heredity, embracing a Popular

Account of Prof. Pearson's own more recent work

in this direction.
Containing 33 Illustrations in the Text.

" There is a peculiar opportuneness about the ap-

iiearance of a new edition of this clear exposition of

the scientific method and the claims of science to be

regarded as the educational instrument, parexcellence,

for a training in citizenship We have been again

and again impressed in examining ' The Grammar
with the remarkable lucidity ot Prof. Pearson s

explanations."—iCnOKjJedpe.

NOW READY, SEOOND EDITION.
Port Svo, cloth, price 12s. 6d.

ALGEBRA.
An Elementary Text-Book for the Higher Classes

of Secondary Schools and CoUeges. Part II.

By Prof. GEORGE CHRYSTAL, M.A., LL.D.
'"
Since its publication eleven years ago Professor

Chrystal's text book ot algebra has been widely used,

and its value has been thoroughly recognised."
The Scotsman.

NOW READY.—Crown 8vo, cloth, price 38. 6d.

INTRODUCTION toSTRUCTURAL
BOTANY.

Part 11. Flowerless Plants.
Third Edition.

By D. H. SCOTT, M.A.. Ph.T>., F.B.S.,

Honorary Keeper of the Jodrell Laboratory, Royal
Gardens, Kew.

" It stands out from the ever-increasing crowd of

guides, text-books, and manuals, in virtue not only of

originality of design, but also ot the fact that the

subjects treated have been specially investigated for

the purpose of the book, so that we have not the mere
compilation of a book-man, but an account based on

the results of the author's own obser\ation."
Natural Science.

BLACK'S GUIDE BOOKS, 1900.
A Complete List of Home and Foreign Guides

sent on application.

A. & C. BLACK, Soho Square, London.
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The Literary Week.
Our Special Competition closed on March 31, and the
judging is now proceeding. The results will be published,

and, if space permits, the Prize Competition in each
section printed, in our issue of April 28. The largest

number of replies were received from poets.

Mr. Rudyabd Kipling telegraphed to the Times a poem
of twelve lines on the death of General Joubert. We
quote the first stanza :

With Ihose that bred, with thoee that loosed, the strife

He had no part whose hands were clean of gain

;

But, subtle, strong and stubborn, ga^e his life

To a lost cause and knew the gift was vain.

In A Kipling Primer, the author, Mr. Knowles, remarks
that the lines addressed to Wolcott Balestier beginning

—

Beyond the path of the outmost sun, through utter dark-
ness hurled

—

" touch almost the high-water mark of Kipling's work."
Mr. Knowles does not seem to be aware that the poem
in question is but an adaptation, shorn and changed, of

a longer poem called "The Blind Bug," contributed some
years before by Mr. Kipling to the National Observer.

There's husbandry in poets.

The Publishers' Circular understands that for the serial

rights of his new novel Mr. Eudyard Kipling is receiving

the highest price ever paid to an English writer of fiction.

The sum is said to be equal to the annual salary of a
Cabinet Minister.

Mb. John Glyde, the author of the Life of Edward
FitiGerald, published last week, is an Ipswich bookseller,

whose business was established more than half a century
ago in that town. Mr. Glyde is also the author of Suffolk

in the Nineteenth Century.

ArKoros of the Boat Race, the Daily Mail published the
following tables of "odds" showing what are the chances
of the individual Blue's choice of a profession

:

Oxford.

1 1 to 8 on the Church.
•5 to 2 against the Law.

10 to 1 against the Army.
20 to 1 against Medicine.

Cambridge.

5 to 4 on the Church.
1 1 to 8 against the Law.
3.3 to 1 against Medicine.
33 to 1 against the Army.

A NEW accession to the ranks of London publishers is

Mr. R. Brimley Johnson, whose name has hitherto been
associated with the editing of English reprints. Mr.
Johnson, who has been appointed the London repre-
sentative of the Century Company, New York, will shortly
bring out a second series of Essays in Liberalism by
a group of Oxford men who represent the advanced,
though not the coUectivist, wing of the party.

At the head of each chapter of Miss Ellen Thorneycroft

Fowler's new novel. The Faringdons, stands a snatch of

verse, and, as the verses bear no quotation marks, it is to

be presumed they are the author's composition. It should
not be difficult for the reader to construct the chapters
from their preliminary verses. Chapter V., for example, to

which this is allotted :

You thought you knew me in and out.
And yet you never knew

That all I ever thought about
Was You.

The Sphere, in its issue of
story by Mr. Thomas Hardy.

April 21, will publish a

Me. Rider Haggaed, it is announced, will act in South
Africa as one of the correspondents for Messrs. Pearson's
new paper, the Daily Express. Taking advantage of the
lull in tlio operations, some of the correspondents are
returning to England for a short while. Mr. Frederic
Villiers, the war artist of the Illustrated London News,
is among these. During his brief stay Mr. Villiers will

lecture on his experiences.

Mr. W. Algernon Locker, late editor of the Morning
Post and of the London Letter, has been appointed editor of
the Irish Times.

In 1877 Lady Dorothy Neville sent Mr. Mallock's New
Republic to Lord Beaconsfield, who read it and replied

:

"It is a capital performance, and the writer will, I think,
take an eminent position in our future literature." Mr.
Mallock has written much prose and verse since then, but
it would be too much to say that he has repeated the
success of The New Repiillic. However, he has now offered
for criticism a distinctly ambitious work dealing more or
less with that very conflict between science and religion
which has recently been dramatised, so to speak, in the last

controversy, and death of Dr. St. George Mivart. We
need not remind our readers that the aim of Mr. Mallock's
philosophical writings has always been to show that
science, taken by itself, can supply man with no basis for
religion. In his present work, which is addressed to

rhose who identify Christianity with doctrine, Mr.
Alallock seeks to show how the existence of religion is

bound up in formal doctrine as human life is inseparable
from a physical frame, and he affirms that " the only
possible authority for supernatural Christian doctrine is a
Church which is an inspired and developed organism.
Such a Church cannot dispose of the cosmic arguments,
which tell against all religions equally : but these being
set aside, and the need for doctrinal Christianity being
granted, Rome appeals to the world, as a living personal
witness, a belief in whose veracity will carry a reasonable
acceptance of the whole doctrinal system with it." Mr.
Mallock tells his readers in a foot-note that he suspended
this work for a month or two in order to make that
rendering, in English verse, of the moral philosophy of

Lucretius, to which we drew attention when it appeared in

the Anglo-Saxon.
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The tmexpected death of Dr. St. George Mivart has

a dramatic interest which will be felt by everyone who
followed his recent remarkable controversy with Cardinal

Vaughan. Crreat as were Dr. Mivart's scientific attain-

ments and career, we think that he will be remembered

—

and that for a long time - for his strenuous, pathetic,

illogical, yet nolile attempt to reconcile the authority of

his Church with the conclusions of his scientific conscience.

Writing to a friend a few weeks ago, Dr. Mivart said :

The various articles and iaw books I have written have
always represented my convictions at the time as accurately
as I could represent them. My last work. The (tround-

work 0/ Science (John Murray), has undergone no ecclesi-

astical 8up»rvision, my convictions when I wrote it being
almost fully what they now are. I have no more leaniug
to atheism or agnosticism now than I ever had ; but the
inscrutable, incomprehen'>ible enerjry pervading the uni-
verse and (as it seems to me) disclosed by science, differs

profoimdly, as I read nature, from the God worshipped by
Christians.

There is something tragically memorable in Dr. Mivart's
long suppression of his doubts, their final outburst, his

terrible break with his Church, and his death without
sacrament, though asfuredly not without honour.

After the fiery sunset, a little breeze. Ten years ago
Dr. Mivart wrote a " simple tale bf our time." It now
appears in regular novel form under the title of Cattle and
Manor. Although high matters of faith are discussed by
the characters, the story was written " without any didactic

or controversial intentiop whatever, but was merely sug-
gested by personal, social, and local experiences by the

author." To which is added : " One or two persons who
suggested certain characters therein depicted are no longer
living, but as nothing has been said to their discredit, it

has not been thought necessary to suppress them."

The doctrine of perpetual copyright was felicitously

upheld on Thursday by Mr. Samuel Clemens (Mark
Twain) before the Royal Commission on Copyright,
Lord Monk swell presiding. Mr. Clemens maintained that
cheap editions of deathless books would be ensured, not
extinguished, by perpetual copyright. Only one book in
the World, he thought, had been fairly treated since the
(lays of Queen Anne, and that was the English Bible. It
enjoyed perpetual copyright, and this had not deprived
the people of cheap editions. Mr. Clomens also pointed
out that the number of books which would be affected by
the extension of the forty-two years' limit to perpetuity
would be very few—only sixty-five books in each year's
output. Of these very few would survive a century—say,
6.50 volumes in half a million. " In America," said the
witness (we quote the report of the Daily News), " when
the number of slaves subject to the lash equalled the
population of Ijondon to-day, a woman wrote a book
which aroused humanity, swept slavery out of existence,
and purged the fair name of America from reproach. The
author is now dead

; the copyright is dead ; the children
live and the book lives ; but the profits go to tlie pub-
lishers." In the course of his remarks, Mr. Clemens told
the Commission that his MS. was once taxed as " gas
works "—" that hurt me, that did."

The first number of the Buskin Union Journal gives
evidence that the Euskin Union, formed on February 8
at St. Martin's Town Hall, is Already at work. Most
people, we fancy, will think that this ambitious Union,
which, we see, already claims to be a " national organisa-
tion," has been too hastily formed. We are quite doubtful
whether it has in it the seeds of success. There seems no
reason why the Union should not have been formed ten
years ago, instead of springing to life in the mind of the
Jlev, J. B. Booth "after returning from the Memorial

Service held in the Abbey on the day of Ruskin's funeral."

The present number of the Journal contains the corre^

spondence read at the Inaugural Meeting, the address ot

the Rev. J. B. Booth, and some flowers of Ruskin's prose.

The Book of Book-Plates (Williams & Norgate), a new
quarterly, in a brown paper cover, has just made its bow
to artists and bookmen. The purely artistic book-plate, as
distinct from the heraldic, is to be studied ; and in the first

number we have six designs by Mr. James Guthrie and
others by Mr. R. Anning Bell, Mr. Edmund H. New, and
others. The magazine will satisfy enthusiasts, to whom
alone, indeed, it appeals.

That famous aphorism in David Harum—" A reasonable
amount of fleas is good for a dog—they keep him f'm
broodin' on bein' a dog "—is not without a good scientific

basis, as a correspondent of the New York Xation points

out. In his Inquiry into the Human Faculty, Mr. Francis
Galton says

:

The stimuli may be of any description; the only im-
portant matter is that all the faculties should be kept
working to prevent their perishing by disuse. If the
faculties are few, very simple stimuli will sulfice. Even
that of fleas will go a long way. A dog is cominually
scratching himself, and a bird pluming itself, whenever
they are not occupied with food, hunting, fighting, or
love. In those blank times there is very little for them to
attend to betide their varied cutaneous irritations. It is a
matter of ob^e^vation that well wa«hed and combed
domestic pets grow dull; they miss the stimulus of flea».

If animals dicl not prosper through the agency of their

insect plagues, it seems probable that their races would
long since have been so modified that their bodies should
have ceased to afford a pasture-ground for parasites.

That reasonable pain and discomfort stimulate thoujht is,

of course, within most people's experience.

In the Anglo-Saxon Review Mr. Howard Paul has a
vigorous defence of Macaulay against his harsher critics.

Here is a salient passage :

The despairing editor of a serious journal once said that
the world was divided into people who knew what they
were writing about but could not write, and people who
could writ* but did not know what they were writing
about. Macaulay combined knowledge with the Uterary
faculty, and to Dryasdust the combination has always been
an offence. . . . Apart from detailed criticism, some of

which is exceedingly intertsting and important, the general

accusation against Macaulay really resolves itself into this,

that he overstated his case, and was too much of his own
opinion. I do not think it altogether wise to deny that

there is some truth in this charge. The proper answer is

that the vehemence of Macaulay's Whiggery and the
unqualified manner in which he condemns Marlborough
and Penn are incidental defects of a very noble quality,

the quality of moral indignation. . . . He had an almost

passionate belief in the progress of society and in the

greatness of England. For the opponents of the one and
the enemies of the other he had neither toleration nor
forbearance.

Mr. Paul's argument, which is well sustained, is not of

course to be judged by a single extract. Speaking of the

charge brought against Macaulay by Miss Martineau, that

he had no heart, Mr. Paul quotes his description of St.

Peter's Chapel in the Tower, where Monmouth was buried,

as an example of Macaulay's perception of the tears in

things. Here it is :

In truth there is no sadder spot on the earth than that

little cemetery. Death is there associated not, as in West-

minster Abbey and St. Paul's, with genius and virtue,

with pubUc veneration and imperishable renown ; not, as

in our humblest churches and churchyards, with every-

thing that is most endearing in social and domestic chari-

ties ; but with whatever is darkest in human nature and in

human destiny; with the savage triumph of implacable
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enemies ; with the inconstancy, the ingratitude, the

cowardice of friends ; with all the miseries of fallen great-

ness and of blighted fame.

When it comes to answering Matthew Arnold's well-

known criticism of Macaulay's style, Mr. Paul is more
personal than convincing

:

To say with Matthew Arnold that it has the perpetual

semblance of hitting the right nail on the head without

the reality, is in my judgment absurd. Macaulay habitu-

ally hit the right nail on the head, and he did not, as

Mr. Arnold sometimes did, knock out two tacks in the

process.

In another part of the Anglo-Saxon, we find Lady Dorothy
Neville giving reminiscences or letters of Lord Beacons-

field, Cobden, Thackeray, and Dickens.

The six best selling book in America, as reported in the

New York Bookman, are, with one exception, historical

romances, and they are popular in the following order

:

To Have and to Sold.

Bed Pottage.

Janice Meredith.

Richard Carvel.

Via Crucis.

When Knighthood was in Flower.

A MONKEY story from over the water: a pet monkey
belonging to a son of the Rev. W. G. Herbert, pastor of

the Caroline Street Methodist Church, of Baltimore, got

into the study of the clergyman the other evening, opened
a volume of the Encyclopadia Britannica, and tore out

sixteen pages of the article on Darwin's Origin of Species.

Then it turned to Butler's Analogy, and it was examining
it with great apparent delight when the clergyman
returned and put a stop to the proceedings.

LiTERATCTRE as She is Pushed may be studied to ad-

vantage in American bookselling organs. There is a
hustling directness about their paragraphs which is not

unamusing in its place. We read :

Seton Thompson's Books

Seton Thompson's books are on the boom. In New
York his lectures are the fad, and his books are in great
demand. To date he has written

:

Animnh I Have Knoim.
Sand Hill Stag.

Autohiography ofa Grizzly.

It is not true that Mr. Thompson was once a drous man.

Here is a searching query :

Why does Munsey publish the Argosy ? An examinati n
will prove that it is not made to sell. No illustrations,

the cheapest kind of paper, and no writers of merit con-
tribute t -J its pages.

Here a piece of literary biography :

StedmAN.—Edmund Clarence Stedmnn, the " banker-
poet," ha< sold his seat on the New York Stock Exchange
for 39.500 dols., but will not retire altogether from business
life. He will retain offices at No. 16, Broad-street. Mr.
Stedman will thus have much more leisure than formerly,
which he will devote to literature. He has nearly com-
pleted his Amtriran Antho'oi/y, a large volume upon which
he has been eng<ged with a corps of assistants for nearly
three years. This he regards as a rounding out of his

critical works on poetry. Mr. Stedman has been active in
" the street" for thiity-six years.

And here is an obituary notice which somehow recalls

certain examples in Jilbow-Room :

I miss ray dear old friend Chryfostom P. Donahoe very
much. His father, Patrick Donahoe, is still vigorous and
bright, and gives evidence of many years' health. Chris.

Donahoe was iU only a short while, but none of his friends

expected death would resjilt. The. Pilot is in good hands,
and will be maintained under the able editorship of James
Jeffery Roach as the leading Irish-American periodical in

this country. Chris, had all the best qualities of an Irish

gentleman. To illustrate a point, a friend remarked that
if St. Peter likes a good story and Chris. Donohoe gets
within ear-shot, he will have no trouble about his future

occupation. Another addition to the host of good fellows
who have gone before.

A more sober paper than the above is Personal Im-
pressions, a little budget of book-talk, issued by a San
Francisco firm of booksellers. Apart from literary matters
this paper is concerned for the preservation of certain

noble gloves of the biggest of trees, the Sequoia gigantea,

which are now threatened by the lumber merchants.

The question of the Housing of the Poor in crowded
towns is one of rapidly increasing importance. Mr. George
Haw has devoted much attention to the subject, and the

series of papers contributed by him to the Daily News,
under the title of "No Room to Live," will be published
immediately by Messrs. WeUs Gardner, Darton & Co., in

book form, witti revision and additions by the author.

NoN-copYBiGHT books go cheap in England now; you
can have all Shakespeare, or all Byron, for sixpence. But
an American publisher would be shocked at such niggard-
liness. Here is a price-list from the New York Herald

:

Clotu Bound Books in Sets. s. d.

Shakespeare, 15 vols., in cloth box 8 3

Charles Dickens, 15 vols 10 5

Sir Walter Scott, 12 vols 9 4
Bulwer Lytton, 13 vols '... 9 <1

George Eliot, 5 vols 4 7

Charlotte Bronte, 6 vols 4 7

Nathaniel Hawthorne, 5 vols 2 3
Couan Doyle, 5 vols 2 3

Mr. Stephen Phillips's semi-public reading of Paolo

and Francesca last week, at the residence of Canon and
Mrs. Wilberforce is thus described by a writer in the Pall

Mall Gazette

:

Mr. Stephen Phillips had everytVing to fight against,

A sunny afternoon set jaded Londoners, like the dying
Palstaff, " a' babbling of green fields," inviting them
rather to the freedom of the open road than to the close-

ness of a drawing-room in Dean's-yard ; nor are the
"rustle of lace, the purr of pretty women," however
delectable in themselves, anything but a jarring accom-
paniment to poetry. Add to these the fact that every one
checked the reader from the printed page, the turning of

leaves punctuating the cadences; and that the author,

discarding any tricks of elocution or gesture he may have
acquired as an actor, was almost austere in his methods,
and it will be realised how severe was the handicap Yei
the effect on the crowded room was thrilling in its in-

tensity. As the speaker's voice rolled easily on with just

the ebb and flow of the verse periods, the jangling of

ornaments and frou-frou of skirts gave place to the hush
of expectation. The very simplicity of Mr. Phillips's

reading provoked thought, and thought unlocked the door
of imagination.

The Daily News is entitled to acclaim the late Mr.
Archibald Forbes as " the ideal war correspondent." Later
men have written as brilliantly, and have even struck new
notes ; but reporting a war is, after all, technical work,
and Forbes combined technique with literary ability. He
had been a soldier, and was always a student of military

science ; he was the master of a pithy, glowing, and tender

style of narrative, and he could write with the speed of a
whirlwind.
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Moreover, Forbes was a commercial success. He knew,

as the Daily News points out, that a war correspondent's

duty is to be the first to see the fighting and the first

to leave the field. Many good stories have been told of

his devices for getting first to the nearest telegraph office.

One told by Forbes liimself was this

:

Here is a little scene : Time, near midnight, after a

hsrd day's work ; everybody done up. " Hullo, Jones,"

says Smith, " there's Forbes already asleep, like brass."
" By Jove, yes," quoth Jones (iuoipieut snore from Forbef)

;

" it would take ten horses to wake him up. I'll turn in,"

gays Jones ;
" time enough to get our stuff off tj-morrow,

eh ? " " Right you are," responds Smith. In ten minutes
the wearied warrior- scribes are dead asleep. Forbes rises

cautiously, passing out like a ghost ; sits him down in a
hidden comer with the stump of a tallow cundle ; writes

like a whirlwind for a couple of hours ; finishes with the

last ilicker of his dip ; saddles a horse ; off he goes, helter

skelter, across country ; gallops for an hour ; delivers his

letter
;
gallops back ; is in bed by four ; sleeps, this time,

" like brass," and no mistake. " Hullo, lazy-bones,"

exclaims Smith at 7 a.m., shaking the sleeper. " Time to

be up, old man," adds Jones. " What are you up to P
"

quoth Forbes, drowsily. " We are thinking of getting our
stuff off." " The devil you are. Why hurry ? Let's have
another snooze.' At last Smith and Jones get their stuff

off; and in three days discover, to their bepuzzlement,
that they were twenty-four hours behindhand. Very pro-

voking to Smith and Jones. But if Forbes had bei-n the

victim of the little rase, he would have been the first to

laugh over it and to congratulate his successful competitor.

Mr. Forbes died at his residence, near Regent's Park,

where in his last days he had followed the struggle in

South Africa with the keenest interest.

Bibliographical.

The appearance of the First and Last Poems of Miss
Arabella Shore forms, I suppose, iAie finale to an interest-

ing little chapter in the by-ways of literary history.

Miss Arabella and Miss Louisa Shore, the able and
accomplished daughters of a divine and scholar, began
to publish verse in 1855, when they issued a little book
of War Lyrics under the pen-name of "A. and L."

—

initials which also appeared on the title-pages of Gemma
of the Isles (1859) and Fra Bolcino (1870). Then came an
interval of twenty years, at the end of which "A. and L.

"

put forward a volume of Elegies and Memorials, followed,

in 1897, by Po^OT* by A. and £. In the last-named year
the anonymity of the sisters was discarded. Miss Louisa
Shore had died, and a selection from her Poems was now
brought out, with a memoir, by Miss Arabella Shore, and
an "appreciation" by Mr. Frederic Harrison. In the

following year came a new edition of Miss Louisa Shore's

dramatic poem, Hannibal, with a preface by her sister.

Now Miss Arabella Shore has made a selection from her
own poems, and lovers of verse can pronounce upon
the poetic outcome of both ladies. Miss Arabella Shore,

I may mention, has already been before the public as the
author of a book on Dante for Beginners (1886).
The correspondent of the Academy who in last week's

number protested against Mr. A. R. Ropes's estimate of

Maeterlinck's genius and work is not aware, perhaps, that
Mr. Ropes, under the nom-de-yuerre of "Adrian Ross," is

in the habit of writing comic songs for modern " musical
comedies." It is true that, sixteen years ago, Mr. Ropes
published, with his real name, a little volume of serious
Poems, in which (besides translations from Gautier, Baude-
laire, and De Banville) there were evidences of freshness
of thought and fancy. Of late, however, Mr. Ropes would
appear to have confined his rhythmic gift to the production
of " lyrics " for such theatrical entertainments as " Go-
Bang," " The Ballet Girl," " Morocco Bound," and other
effusions of our lighter stage—a class of literary product

which can hardly help its producer to an appreciation of

the powers and performances of Maeterlinck. Mr. Ropes
has, in his time, edited several French classics for the
Pitt Press, but even those labours, apparently, have left

him iinprepared to recognise the fascinating qualities of
" The Princess Maleine " and its fellows.

In the introductory note to Mr. John Glyde's Life of
Edward FittGerald, Mr. Edward Clodd says of Mr. Glyde
that he " has not only spent his life among books, but has
added to their number in treatises of value for knowledge
of the history of his native country." Surely for " country "

we ought to read " county " ? I can find no trace of any
contribution by Mr. Glyde to the literature of English
history. On the other hand, he seems to have issued

several publications concerning the county of Suffolk

—

such as The New Suffolk Garland (a collection of anecdotes,

ballads, songs, and so forth), Glyde's Guide to Ipswich, and
Illustrations of Old Ipswich. He appears also to be respon-
sible for The Norfolk Garland. Two books, one on Ipswich
and another on Suffolk in the Nineteenth Century, were
issued in 1850 and 185C respectively, and these, I take
it, were by an elder John Glyde than FitzGerald's

biographer.
With reference to the epigram I quoted last week from

Bishop How's Lighter Moments, Mr. J. G. Alger writes

from Paris: "On the death, nearly twenty years ago, of

James Crossley, of Manchester, my friend John Eglington
Bailey credited him with the lines :

Tou say your curate has fine eyes

;

How should I this divine ?

He always shuti them when he prays,

At.d when he preaches closes mine.

Wit, antiquary, and bibliophil, Crossley was not likely to

be a plagiary, especially as he wrote other epigrams, one
of them on Dr. Fraser [Bishop of Manchester], beginning:

Pray where did Mr. Gladstone pick up
This great steam-engine of a bishop ?

"

The fact that Mr. J. E. Bailey " credited " Mr. J. Crossley

with the above quatrain is not quite to the point. The
question rather is. Did Mr. Crossley himselE ever claim to

be its author ? It would have been singular had he done
so, for the epigram, as quoted by me last week, is included

in the Lyrics, Legal and Miscellaneous of George Outram,
the Scottish journalist, who died in 1856.

Some of my readers may find it useful to have a list of

the chief publications of the late Mr. Archibald Forbes :

—

Glimpses through the Cannon Smoke (1882), Chinese Gordon

(1884), Souvenirs of Some Continents (1885), Afghan Wars,

1839-42 and 1878-80 (1891), Barracks, Bivouacs, and Battles

(1891), Ctar and Sultan: a British Lad in the Busso- Turkish

War, 1877-8 (1894), Colin Campbell, Lord Clyde (1895),

Memories and Studies of War and Peace (1895), Camps,

Quarters, and Casual Places (1896), "The Bhck Watch"
(1896), The Life of Napoleon III. (1898).

I see that some of the newspapers have been gravely

ascribing the new book on Mrs. Delany to "Mr. George
Paston," though it is a matter of common, if not universal,

knowledge that " George Paston " is the nom-de-guerre of

a lady. A writer's desire to be known only by a pseu-

donym should, I think, always be respected ; and the book
in question, therefore, would be properly described as by
" George Paston," but, I would suggest, without the
" Mr." No one ever talked or wrote about " Mr." George
Eliot.

The promised Random Recollections of Mr. William
Tinsley will, no doubt, comprise a good deal of interesting

matter. Publishers usually have something piquant to

tell about the authors with whom they have been associ-

ated—and vice versd. If I am not mistaken, Mr. Tinsley has

already published some Reminiscences in the pages of the

magazine to which he gave his name, but which, I believe,

is no longer in existence.

The Bookworm.
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Reviews.

An Inexhaustible Book.

Lavengro. By George Borrow. (Murray. 63.)

" So, sir, I am told l.y your friend there, that you are
fond of the humanilie'."

" Yes," said I ;
" I am very fond of humanity."

The inch, of dialogue goes to the heart of Sorrow's
personality. He is a scholar by accident, and by a certain

waywardness of the intellect which takes delight in the
wilder philological surmises, the crack-brained philosophies,

tbe obscure by-ways of history. But by instinct he is the

student and lover of man. His book is a singular picture-

gallery of human types, observed with a catholic imagina-
tion, which turns the most unpromising material, not,

indeed, "to favour and to prettiness," but to wholesome
and whimsical humour. How they live, drawn with what
few and broad strokes, ineffaceable from the memory !

—

the Flaming Tinman and Isopel Bemers ; Jasper Petu-
lengro, the gipsy; Peter, the Preacher, who had committed
" the sin against the Holy Ghost " ; the fat landlord and
the maid Jenny; Francis Ardry and the " small, beautiful
female with flashing eyes "

; the Armenian merchant ; the
apple-woman, who sat on London Bridge receiving faked
dies, and absorbed in The Life of Bleated Mary Flanders

;

the publisher who sweated Borrow to compile The
Chronicle! of Newgate, and to review and translate into

German his own cosmic philosophy, destined to prove that
the world was not round, but pear-shaped. What delicious

fooling he evokes

!

I at first felt much inclined to be of the publisher's
opinion with respect to the theory of the pear. Aft^r all,

why should the earth be shaped like an apple, and not
like a pear ?—it would certainly gain in appearance by
being shaped like a pear. A pear being a handsomer fruit
than an apple, the publisher is probably right, thought I

;

and I will say that he is right on this point in the notice
which I am about to write of his publication for the
Review. And yet I don't know, said I, after a long fit of

musing—I don't know but what there is more to be said
for the Oxford theory. The world may be shaped like a
pear, but I don't know that it is ; but one thing I know,
which is, that it does not taste like a pear ; I have always
liked pears, but I don't like the world. The world to me
tastes more like an apple, and I have never liked apples.
I will uphold the Oxford theory ; besides, I am writing in

an Oxford Eeview, and am in duty bound to uphold the
Oxford theory. So in my notice I asserted that the world
was round ; I quoted Scripture, and endeavoured to prove
that the world was typified by the apple in Scripture, both
as to shape and properties. "An apple is round," said I,

" and the world is round ; the apple is a sour, disagreeable
fruit, and who has tasted much of the world without
having bis teeth set on edge ? " I, however, treated the
publisher, upon the whole, in the most urbane and Oxford-
Jike manner, complimenting him upon his style, acknow-
l-'dging the general soundness of his views, and only
differing with him in the affair of the apple and pear.

Sorrow's sympathies are limited only by Protestantism,
and his prejudices against the Church of Rome, "vile
Rome, crumbling Eome, Batuscha's town," best set them
off. He is not, however, at home in cities, happiest when
he doffs civilisation and gets down to the elemental, the
naked buff of man. He is untamed. His is no God who
" taketh no pleasure in the strength of a horse, neither
delighteth He in any man's legs." He " questions whether
philology, or the passion for languages, requires so little

apology as the love for horses." His description of the
old stallion at the fair is classic :

An old man draws nigh, he is mounted on a lean pony,
and he leads by the bridle one of these animals ; nothing
very remarkable about the creature, unless in being smaller
than the rest and gentle, which they are not ; he is not of
the rightliest look ; he is almost dun, and over one eye a
thick film has gat' ered. But stay ! there it something

remarkable about that horse, there is something in his
action in which he differs from the rest. As he advances
the clamour is hushed I all eyes are tiuned upon him—
what looks of interest—of respect—and, what is this ?

people are taking off their hats—surely not to that steed !

Yes, verily ! men, especially old men, are taking off their
bats to that one-eyed steed, and I hear more than one
deep-drawn ah !

" What horse is that ? " said I to a very old fellow, the
counterpart of the old man on the pony, save that the last
wore a faded suit of velveteen, and this one was dressed in
a white frock.

" The best in mother England," said the very old man,
taking a knobbed stick from his mouth, and looking me in
the face, at first carelessly, but presently with something
like interest ;

" he is old like myself, but can still trot his
twenty miles an hour. You won't Hve long, my swain

;

tall and overgrown ones like thee never does
;
yet, if you

should chance to reach my years, you may boast to thy
great grand-boys. Thou hast seen Marshland Shales."

Classic, too, is the chapter on the " Bruisers of England,"
with many another passage in which the red blood is man-
fully drawn. Sorrow's own pugilistic career was not,

indeed, fortunate. His father made a match of it with
Big Ben Brain, but Mr. Petulengro found him "less apt
with the morleys than the stuffed gloves"; and it

would have gone hard with him at the hands of the
Flaming Tinman, in spite of Belle's help, had not that
redoubtable ruffian brought his fist against a tree. The
fact is, that, like most who write about blood, Borrow is

himself a dreamer and not a doer of deeds. What delights

him in the pugilists, as in the gipsies, is their closeness to

mother earth. He has the passion of earth, and the
intimate charm of Lavengro is its out-of-doomess. It is

the epic of vagrancy. Borrow and Stevenson are the bom
vagp-ants : with them—and with how few ?—you might
safely trust yourself upon a pilgrimage. Out of doors,

Sorrow catches the note of essential poetry.

" Life is sweet, brother."
" Do you think so ?

"

" Think so ! There's night and day, brother, both sweet
thiogs ; sun, moon, and stars, brother, all sweet things

;

there's likewise the wind on the heath. Life is very sweet,
brother ; who would wish to die ?

"

Consider, too, the visit to Stonehenge, seen dimly in

the dew and haze of morning, like "a small grove of

blighted trunks of oaks, barked and grey." And the
Sunday morning beneath the red oaks, while Peter and
Winifred were at worship.

After a time I sat me down at the foot of the oak
with my face turned towards the water, and, folding my
hands, I fell into deep meditation. I thought on the early
Sabbaths of my life, and the manner in which I was wont
to pass them, How carefully I said my prayers when I
got up on the Sabbath mom, and how carefuUy I combed
my hair and brushed my clothes in order that I might do
credit to the Sabbath day. I thought of the old church at

pretty T> , the dignified rector, and yet more dignified

clerk. I thought of England's grand Liturgy, and Tate
and Brady's sonorous minstrelsy. I thought of the Holy
Book, portions of which I was in the habit of reading
between service. I thought, too, of the evening walk
which I sometimes took in fine weather like the present,

with my mother and brother— a quiet, sober walk, during
the which I would not break into a run, even to chase a
butterfly, or yet more a honey-bee, being fully convinced
of the dread importance of the day which God had
hallowed. And how glad I was when I had got over the
Sabbath day without having done anything to profane it.

And how soundly I slept on the Sabbath night after the
toil of being very good throughout the day.

And, finally, the idyll in " Mumper's Dingle," with its

wonderful realisation of night and silence, with the inva-

sion of the Flaming Tinman and his "mort," and the

pathetic story of Isopel Bemers.
It is an inexhaustible book ; and the episodes omitted

when it was first printed, and now by Prof. Knapp's
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care restored to the present edition, are quite on

the level of the rest. There majr once have been

reason for suppressing them, but neither Charles I. nor

Byron are any longer sacred, and Borrow's criticisms upon

one and the other are not likely to impair the popularity

of Lavengro to-day. The bit on Byron, indeed, written

before 1851, is singularly interesting as an early voice in

the reaction against his fame :

" I saw the living man at Venice—ah, a grrat poet."
" I don't think so," said I.

" Hey ! " said Francis Ardry.
" A perfumed lordling."

"Ah!"
" With a white hand loaded with gawds."
" Ah !

"

" Who wrote verges."

"Ah I"
" lieplete with malignity and sensualism."
" Yes !

"

" Not half so great a poet as Milton."

"No?"
"Nor Butler."

"No?"
" Nor Otway."
" No ?

"

" Nor that poor boy Chatterton, who, maddened by
rascally patrons and publishers, took poison at last."

" No i* " said Francis Ardry.

Wo have already described the general features of Prof.

Knapp's editorship of the volume, which is as modest as

it is thorough. " Borrovians " have every reason to

rejoice that Borrow's novels are to bo given to them, one

by one, under these auspices.

The Passton-Play.

The Passion-Play of Oher-Ammergau. Complete Text.

Translated from the German by Mary Frances Drew.
(Burns & Gates.)

The Passioti-Play. By the late Lady Isabel Burton.
Edited, with Preface, by W. H. Wilkins, M.A.
(Hutchinson & Co.)

The Passion-Play of Ober-Ammergau is once more
with us, after revolving through its decennial cycle.

Thousands will crowd to the little German village to

witness this year's representation, reinforced by the over-

fl )W of American tourists from the Paris Exhibition. For
tbem come forth these two books. The one is a translation

of the complete German text of the play, by Mary Frances
Drew. The dramatic portion was issued in 1881, the
translation of the choral portions in 1891 ; but the two
are now for the first time published in a combined form,
so as to present English readers with a version of the
complete play. The other book is an account of the
Passion-Play written by the late Lady Burton in 1880,
after she had witnessed it together with her husband.
He wrote his own impressions of the performance, which
were published at the time ; but his wife's book is now
first issued, with a preface by her biographer, Mr. W. H.
Wilkins.

The preface reminds us that this year will witness
several changes in the cast. Most important of all, Joseph
Mayer will no more play Christus. The famous peasant-
actor, of whom all spoke with sucli enthusiasm in 1880 and
1890, suffered a severe accident in woodcutting among the
hills, and relinquishes the part to Anton Lang, whom he
has himself trained in its representation. Lady Burton
writes with vivid impulse, and her book is full of interest,

but she has not the gift of recording visual, impressions.
We learn what she felt, we do not see what she saw. A
passage quoted in the preface from Sir Eichard Burton's
companion volume sets the great Crucifixion scene before

us with a force that she has not the art to achieve. We
must quote it

:

Two crosses are seen at the Pudium as the cortedn
rises ; the thieves, with bare heads and wild hair, hang on
by their arms being passed over the cross-piece. The
central cross, slowly raised from the ground by the hang-
man, dropj into its socket, and the tall white figure,

apparently only nailed ou, hangs before us. The idea is

new—a live cracifix. We have seen them in thousands,
artistic and inartistic ; but we never yet felt the reality of
a man upon a cross. The glamour of the legend is over
us, and wc look upon, for the first time, what we shall not
forget to the last.

Miss Drew's translation of the play shows it to be a
remarkable achievement from a structural, no less than
ii scenic, standpoint. The Four Gospels are gathered
into a dramatic whole with conspicuous architectonic

skill. And the book of the play is an able, if not

exactly a literary, performance. There is more than
one conceivable way in which a dramatist might have
confronted the difficulty of adapting the severe speech of

the Gospels. He might have " reformed it altogether,"

as unsuitable for stage purposes, substituting speech of

his own. He might have amplified it. He might have
poetised it, perhaps, after the example of skilful fidelity

with which Shakespeare has poetised the orations of

Coriolanus in Plutarch—which, with such scant matter,

would have involved also amplification. He might have
overlaid it with decorative luxuriance and florid Corel-

linthian adornments. The Ober-Ammergau adapters have
followed none of these methods. Their reverence has

spared us the first, their judgment has spared us tlie last.

Possibly Barrabas has not penetrated the mountain-girdle

of the German village. They have chosen, we think, the

most excellent way that could have been devised. The
words of the New Testament are preserved in their

primitive dignified simplicity. But since some addition

must needs be, they have introduced just what was
requisite, not for amplification, but for connexion

—

dramatic or merely explanatory. The Gospel sentences

are the nodal points, about which these additions are but
reticulated. It is done with exceeding care and no little

skill, such as a professional dramatist, more self-conscious

or eager to show forth his own power, might have lacked

the detachment to imitate. Only here or there is there

amplification of the evangelistic speeches, where it is

clearly demanded by dramatic exigency. Even the in-

artificiality (in a literary sense) of these additions favours

their unobtrusiveness. It must be added, on the other

hand, that in the translation their style does not always

lend itself to this laudable self-effacement, or subserve the

callida junctura with such aptness as the substance. It

lapses sometimes into conventional degenerations of lan-

guage, or again runs frequently into slipshod coUoquiali-

ties, which refuse to amalgamate with the clean sincerities

of Biblical diction. We trust this may be as un-German
as it is un-Scriptural. Returning, however, to the

qualities inherent in the original, these complementary
speeches of the adapters elucidate with remarkable clear-

ness and economy of means the concatenation and signifi-

cance of the New Testament narrative. In this aspect

it would be hard to better them. Perhaps we can best

illustrate this, and the judicious process of dove-taUing,

by going through a typical act of the drama, which will

also exhibit defects and qualities, on some of which we
may afterwards comment.

Let us take the first bringing of Christ before Pilate.

It opens with an allegorical tableau of Daniel impeached

before Darius the King. The Chorus expound the tableau,

and the scene shifts to the front of Pilate's house. The
High Council, the Temple tradesmen, and the witnesses

appear, with the Saviour encompassed by the rabble.

Ati&c a brief and needful introductory scene between
Caiaphas and his followers, Pilate emerges on the
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balcony of his house. He asks the accusation against

Christ, and receives the Scriptural answer : "If this man
were not an evil-doer we should not have delivered Him
unto thee." The Biblical recommendation follows, that

they should judge Him according to their law, with the

Biblical answer, that they are not suffered to inflict death

;

and Annas interpolates the required explanation that the

SanhedrLm has found Christ worthy of death (not furnished

in Scripture). Pilate refuses to condemn Him without
knowledge of His crimes, while Caiaphas persuades the

Governor to accept the examination of the Jewish High
Council as sufficient. Pilate refuses. " I must know
under what law and in what way He has transgressed."

For the sake of dramatic clearness, Caiaphas is made to

anticipate a subsequent answer in St. John : " We have a
law, and by that law He ought to die, because He made
Himself the Son of God." It is a very rare liberty. " In
such a speech, which is at most but the fruit of a vain
imagination, a Eoman can find nothing worthy of death,"
replies Pilate. "Besides, how can I know whether He be
the son of a god, or no ? " The indifference and the

superstition are both characteristically heathen, and good
dramatic touches. Caiaphas declares Christ " a rebel and
a seducer of the people." The Governor doubts whether
He could have excited sedition without the knowledge of

Eoman officials, and asks where or when ? They recall

Christ's crowded entry into Jerusalem. "I know this,

but no rebellion has arisen from it," rejoins Pilate.

Following the hint of Scripture, Caiaphas charges Christ

with forbidding tribute to Cfcsar, and, asked for proof,

replies : " Proof enough, since He has given Himself out
as the Messiah, the King of Israel ! Is not that a challenge

to the rule of the Emperor ? " "I admire," ironically says
Pilate, "your suddenly awakened zeal for the Emperor "

;

and asks Jesus, almost in the words of Matthew: " Hearest
Thou what heavy charges they are bringing against Thee ?

What answerest Thou ? " Eeceiving no answer, he sup-
poses Christ bewildered by the fury of His accusers, and
orders Him to be brought within the palace. The private

interview follows Scripture with scarce a break, including
the explanation that Christ's kingdom is a spiritual one,

and ending with the famous " What is truth ? " But
dramatic exigency forbids the repetition of the interview

;

and—by a very bold departure— the words of the second
interview are interpolated in the middle of the first.

Immediately after follows the message from Pilate's wife

;

he promises her to work for Christ's deliverance, and is

confirmed by a brief scene with his courtiers (perhaps not
quite necessary). He returns Jesus to the priests as guilt-

less. They renew the cry that He has outraged Jewish
law, and Caiaphas adds :

" Is he not also guilty before
the Emperor who has outraged the law which his will has
guaranteed 'i

" We may quote to the finish.

Pilate. This is just as I have said. Had He sinned
against our law, He would have been punished according
to our law, so far as you have a right to it. I cannot
pronounce the death sentence over Him, while I do not
find that He has deserved death according to the law in
which I am His judge.
Caiaphas. If He set Himself up as a king, would not

that be rebellion ? "Would He not deserve punishment for

high treason —the punishment of death ?

Pilate. If this Man has given Himself out as a king,
I should not judge these ambiguous words cause enough
for me to sentence Him. With us it is openly taught that
every philosopher is a king. You have not made it evident
to me that He has arrogated to Himself kingly power.
Nathaxael. Is there not evidence enough when through

Him the whole people were in a tumult, when the whole
of Juduja wag filled with His teaching, from Galilee, where
His first disciples assembled, even to Jerusalem ?

Pilate. Comes He out of Galilee ?

All. Yes, He is a Galiltcan !

Rabble. His home is at Nazareth, in the dominion of
King Herod.
Pilate. If this be so, then I am spared the duty of

judging over Him. Herod, the King of Galilee, is come
here to the Feast. He can now judge over His subjects.

Take Him then and bring Him to His king. He shall be
conducted thither by my bodyguard.

Amid the cries of the rabble, dragging Christ away to

Herod, the act closes. Of course, there is no literary grip

in this dialogue (at least in the English version), nor can
we expect skill in characterisation. Pilate is convention-

ally self-consequent, Herod's easy-going nature is indicated

with rather puerile touches in the succeeding act. But
the nature of Pilate's difficulty, the course of his successive

attempts to shirk it, is shown with a minimum of addition

to or alteration of the Gospel details and speeches. This
is in its way a triumph, and the whole play is in its way a
triumph. For, in the judgment of assembled Europe, it

acts.

In High Latitudes.

Modern Philosophy in France. By Lucien Levy Bruhl.
(Kegan Paul. 12s. net.)

Darwin and Darwinism. By Dr. P. T. Alexander. (J. Bale,
Sons & Danielsson. 7s, 6d. net.)

The Advance of Knowledge. By Lieut.-Col. Sedgwick, late

of the Eoyal Engineers. (George AUen.)

Mk. Herbert Spencer's staunch friend and profound ex-

positor, John Fiske, is responsible for an amusing story

about Hegel—a story which, though probably mythical, is

significant of the value to be attached to those " cloud-

capped towers and gorgeous palaces," which are dissolved

by science and common sense and "leave not a rack
behind." On being asked to explain a difficult passage,
written many years before, the great German meta-
physician gave it up in despair, frankly declaring, according
to Fiske: "When I wrote that passage there were two
who understood it—God and myself. Now, alas! God
alone understands it." The story, if not true, is typical of

the dense clouds which are certain to envelop those who
deal in " fog and fustian," and who construct the universe
on unverified and unverifiable a priori assumptions. Pro-
positions built up of empty verbal symbols, and the fatal

vice of playing with high-sounding but vague word",
cannot permanently satisfy humanity ; and, indeed, it is

marvellous that the old metaphysics have held sway so
long. But the tide is turning at last. Philosophy is now
being revised under scientific conclusions, and a large

number of the inquiries with which philosophy habitually

concerned itself are being abandoned as incompatible with
well-grounded scientific truth, and consequently utterly

useless. From time to time, however, efforts are made in

our universities to stem the tide, and now and again a man
like Prof. Ward, of Cambridge, cries in tho wilderness,

and essays the Quixotic task of restoring philosophy to its

former position in the clouds. But these efforts are
unavailing, for an immense body of established scientific

truth now checks the extravagance of the intellect left to

itself.

Books dealing with the subject-matter of philosophy or

with the history of philosophy must therefore be leavened
with the historical and evolutionary tendencies of the
age ; otherwise they will not find favour with many
readers. M. Lucien Levy Bruhl's History of Modern
Philosophy in France is, however, conceived in the right

spirit, is built up in the right way, and an English version

of it can scarcely fail to meet with a cordial reception.

The author makes his book cover a wide canvas, for, in

addition to recognised philosophers like Descartes, Male-
branche, Cousin, and Comte, he includes thinkers such as

Voltaire, Eousseau, Eenan, and Laine, who are not usually

grouped with the philosophers " by profession." His
critical summaries of the teaching of his great countrymen
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are brilliantly executed, for, being deeply imbued with the

modem comparative method, and thoroughly acquainted

with English philosophy and English evolutionary thought,

he separates the wheat from the chaff, disengages what is

permanently true from what is doubtful and erroneous,

and enables his readers to trace step by step the evolution

of philosophic thought. All this is excellent ; surprisingly

80. For M. Levy Bruhl is a French professor, and M.
Gustave Le Bon has lately been writing in disparaging

terms about French professors. We are glad, therefore,

to find that there is at least one writer who does not come
within the scope of Le Bon's sweeping indictment. The
book is well translated, is illustrated with portraits of the

leading French philosophers, and is enriched with an
exhaustive bibliography of modem French philosophy.

To pass from a book on French philosophy to a volume
on Darwin and Darwinism, Pure and Mixed, may at first

sight appear somewhat insane ; but in reality there is

method and purpose in such apparent madness. For just

as the general doctrine of evolution at large has revo-

lutionised philosophy, so one domain of phenomena—the

biological—has important bearings on the general doc-

trine. And at the present day organic evolution, with
which Darwin was solely concerned, is passing through an
acute crisis, the gravity of which is fully recognised both
by scientists and philosophers. The fact of evolution is

universally admitted, but scientists are divided into two
hostile camps upon the question of the process of evolution.

One party, called the neo-Darwinian, is championed by
Weismann, and holds to natural selection as the only

factor required ; while another party, called the neo-

Lamarckian, is championed by Mr. Herbert Spencer, and
holds that other factors must be taken into account, and
particularly the transmission of acquired characters. Good
books on this important controversy are much wanted

;

but unfortunately Dr. Alexander has not produced a good
book. We say " unfortunately " because, from his wide
reading and careful study of plant and animal Ufe, he, as

a pronounced neo-Lamarckian, was capable of doing signal

service to the side of the controversy which at the moment
most needs the support of powerful advocates. But Dr.
Alexander has simply thrown his chance away. He does not
explain, as he ought to have done, the '

' little rift within the
evolutionary lute," and then proceed to calnlly marshal the

facts and arguments which demonstrate the inadequacy of

natural selection, as Mr. Herbert Spencer did in his

rejoinders to Weismann. On the contrary, his book is one
long, bitter, and at times almost absurd, attack against
Darwin and Darwin's chief adherents and expounders.
A-ccording to Dr. Alexander, Darwin was a poor thinker, who
ought to have revised his books, but did not because " the
books went on selling

—

as they were, as they were "
; while

his friends—men like Huxley, Bay Lankester, Bussell
Wallace, and Grant Allen—are "all so logical, these fine

fellows, so philosophical, deeply philosophical and scien-

tific, as well as see so far— so very, very far ! " Even
those who are influenced by Darwinian literature are
abused, for they are described as " people who swallow
what they read from those who have gained authority by
the false and bad process of booming or of being boomed,
and who can no more compare, analyse, and think for
themselves than can the pump-handle." All this is simply
atrocious, and no Sponcerian evolutionist (and the present
writer is one) will have anything to do with an author who
soils his pages with such palpable absurdities. But Dr.
Alexander is an enigma—a crux critieorum—and when he
leaves off drivelling about Darwin and Darwinians, and
takes to launching forth into bitter invectives against Lord
Eosebery and the individualistic regime, we simply gave him
up in despair.

In The Advance of Knowledge we are transported into the
lofty regions occupied by Mr. Herbert Spencer, albeit that
we are regaled with arguments, inferences, and theories
that must greatly astonish that eminent philosopher.

unless, as seems likely, he has long ago ceased to be
surprised at anj-thing that emanates from critics and
apologists. Colonel Sedgwick's aim is to reconcile religion

and science, and this can, he assures us, be satisfactorily

accomplished by what he calls the principle of antagonism.
He details Mr. Spencer's teaching about antagonistic forces,

and the alternate play of evolution and dissolution, pro-

gress and retrogression ; but whereas Mr. Spencer holds
that every form of phenomena is a manifestation of a
Power utterly beyond us, Colonel Sedgwick believes that in

evolution and dissolution we have proof of the existence of

two " antagonist Powers which severally work good and
evil in the world, and thus operate personally within us
and about us, as religion teaches." One Power is said to

be all for law and order and the side of Good, and the

other Power is all for lawlessness and disorder and the side

of Evil. These opposing Powers are said to represent the

working of two Unknowables, if they represent the working
of any Unknowable at all, and our author contends that

even some of Mr. Spencer's writing points to the same
conclusion. "Lawlessness" in phenomena and "two
Unknowables " are utterly beyond us ; but then we do
not hold a brief to bring back the good old gods of the

race, and are therefore thoroughly uninspired. But once

the author works out the two powers of Good and Evil,

all the rest follows in succession, and science is said to

agree with the scene of man's development as given in the

Bible, the experimenting in the eating of forbidden fruit,

and the expulsion from Eden ; while science is even stated

to have shown that the Day of Judgment must come, and
may even come now at any time. Though the author
usually gives references, he does not mention scientific

authorities for any of these particular statements. We
must, however, add tnat throughout the entire volume
there is an utter absence of misrepresentation, ridicule,

and abuse ; and the author is so calm and dignified

towards opponents that we hope his example will be
followed by other writers of the same school.

Southern Arabia.

Southern Arabia. By Theodore Bent and Mrs. Theodore
Bent. (Smith, Elder & Co.)

There is so much that is excellent and informing in this

book that we can only wish that it were better compiled

;

and that the matter which, however interesting to

travellers, is purely irrelevant in a serious book of travel

had been omitted. The general reader, looking at the

sketch-map at the commencement, will be astonished that

so stout a volume should be justified by the few red lines

which mark the routes of Mr. and Mrs. Bent roimd about
Arabia. The places visited were the Bahrein Islands,

Muscat, the Hadramut (where the longest journey into

the interior of Arabia was taken), Dhofar and the Gara
Mountains, the littoral of the Eastern Soudan (where,

strange as it sounds now, the authority of the Khalifa

was a source of dread, if not of fear), the island of

Sokotra, and Beled Fadhli and Beled Yafei.

The mounds of Ali, Bahrein, were examined by Mr.
Bent, and in one of them were found ivories bearing a
close and unmistakable resemblance to ivories found in

PhiBuician tombs on the shores of the Mediterranean, and
to the ivories in the British Museum from Nimrod, in

Assyria, universally accepted as having been executed by
Phoenician artists. The result of the work left no doubt
in Mr. Bent's mind that the mounds are of Phoenician

origin, and that they were a vast necropolis of that mer-
cantile race. The islands, Mrs. Bent holds, are, then, either

the land of Punt, from which the Puni got their name,
or a sacred spot for the burial of their dead. She inclines

to the former supposition, judging from the mercantile

importance of the Bahrein Islands, and the excellent school
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they must have been for a race which was to penetrate to

all the other known corners of the globe.

The most interesting part of the journey down the
western shores of the Red. Sea was the expedition into the
interior from Mahomed Gol to a very ancient gold mine in
the Wadi Gabeit. There is an ancient Eg^tian plan of a
gold mine on a papyrus in the museum of Turin of the
time of Seti I., which M. Chabas considers to represent an
auriferous vein in a desert mountain situated to the east of
higher Egypt and very near the Eed Sea. Mrs. Bent
observes :

'

' There seems every probability that the mine
discovered by my husband was the one illustrated by the
most ancient plan in the world, and, curiously enough, the
fresh inscription we found seems to give a combination of
vowels closely resembling the name given on the plan."
It is improbable that the ancients, with their limited
knowledge of mining, can have exhau.sted the place, and
though the absence of labour and water seem against
working, the mine is situated so conveniently near the sea,

with comparatively easy road access, that labour might be
imported, and artesian wells might possibly do away with
the water difficulty.

In the account of the visit to Dhofar there is a
characteristic little piece of eastern colour. Sultan Hussein
told Mr. Bent on February 1 that a consul had been
murdered at Jedda ; but on reaphing Aden they learned
that no murder had taken place, nor did the murder occur
till May, when several consuls were, it will be remembered,
set upon by the natives. Here is a parallel case. The
present writer landed in Turkey after the Berlin Confer-
ence on September 1, 1878, and was told by the Turkish
major in charge of the detachment of troops on the beach
that Mehemet Ali Pasha had been murdered at Ipek by
the Albanians, whereas, as a matter of fact, the Pasha was
not murdered till a day or two afterwards. This shows
that these murders are generally part of a long pre-
arranged plan, well known to everyone except, perhaps,
the victim, although he, too, is often aware of the fate

which is awaiting him.
The book is well illustrated with photographs and

elucidated by some useful maps of the routes travelled.

In the appendices will be found a list of plants from the
Dhofar Mountains communicated to Kew Gardens in 1895,
and a list of the land and freshwater shells collected by
Mr. and Mrs. Bent in Sokotra. There is also a most valu-
able list of Sokoteri and Makri words, collected by Mr.
Bent in the island of Sokotra, with the English and Arabic
equivalents.

Fiction.

The Novel of Action.

Ike Rebel, being a Memoir of Anthony, Fourth Earl of Cher-

well. By H. B. Marriott Watson. (Heinemann. 6s.)

\Maitland of Cortezia. By Francis Lavallin Puxley. (Grant
Richards. 6s.)

[It is to be confessed that the novel of action, so-called,

I
furnishes a peculiar pitfall for the critic. He is but
[human, after all, and he has, in common with the average
iman, the power of visualising incidents that never occurred
land becoming excited over them. The factitious hurry of

Ithe novel of action makes him " breathless," and this he
[often counts to the glory of the book. In short, when he
lia through with his reading he would as soon think, in

Inine cases out of ten, of criticising the artistic value of a
Ixeal conflagration or a real shipwreck as of coldly dissect-

ing the fiction that lias " winded " hira. And it is a fact

none thf less strange than true that the most intelligent

commentary on the novel of action is supplied by ladies of

middle life who have no notion of Art with a capital a, but
a considerable liking for the probability, for what we may

be permitted to call the tidiness, of plot. These cold-

blooded madams will sit down to The Rebel, for instance,

and, while the assassin Harrington is crying " Stab him !

"

(p. 193), quietly put a strip of perforated card " in the

place," rise from their tea and wait tiU the recurrence

of that meal before finding out if the rebellious Earl of

Cherwell left the room alive. For these elderly ladies,

topography—and there is a plague of topography in most
novels of action—is in no wise negligible ; a too speedy
recovery from a wound is an occasion for a sniff, and a too

expansive heroine is as likely as not to be entitled a hussy
or a minx. They will have you know that the laws of

nature persist even amid battle and murder and sudden
death, and that they mean to protest against their viola-

tion in the pages of fiction. They are very sane are these

elderly ladies, and we may, perhaps, do worse than look at

the novels of action before us with some regard to their

point of view.

Mr. Watson presents us with a seventeenth century

narrative written, we are to imagine, by a minor par-

ticipator in the events which it records. The theme is

the defence by the Earl of Cherwell (the Eebel) of a
woman's honour against the machinations of the august
inventor of the Boot. The character of the Earl is a
clever conception. He has moments of clairvoyance and
moments of crass stupidity. He is mixed up in treasons

and uses men of the kind that fought at Sedgemoor for his

private ends in the name of the public good. Yet
affronted honour becomes in him a madness. His heroisms
smack of the stage, but on these the book will sell. Mr.
Watson's style, or rather that of the putative writer, is

characterised by a precision of balance, a literary primness
which is in striking contrast to the incessant commotion of

the plot which it develops.

Another anomaly is afforded by the fact that the witty

artist who delights in barbing the satirical tongue of

Charles II. should betray such a weakness for posturing.

Listen to this ; it is the narrator talking to the heroine :

Look you, madam, there lies a watch-dog whom no
threats can avert, and do prayers melt. For good or ill

there is he set, with his eyes upon your door. And when
you are retired into your chamber upon your Tower, and
are crept in terror to your bed, with but your thin white
veil and fallen hair to shield this delicate body, yonder,
you shall remember, rest those eyes that watch and guard
you.

This is caricature, you say. Not a bit of it ; it is simply
romance finding itself out, finding out its own incurable

hollowness and trick of the tom-tom. Needless to say Mr.
Watson is too clever to commit himself more than once or

twice in this particular way. In the matter of incident

—

" action," by your leave— his book makes lavish demand
on our credulity. Take, for instance, the passage

(pp. 267-8) where Cherwell, on his way to London as a
prisoner, manages to get out of his carriage while it is in

motion, spring upon a mounted trooper riding by its side,

gag him, and with a highwayman's assistance stuff him
along with another trooper into the vehicle without attract-

ing the attention of the rest of the escort ! What is best

in Mr. Watson is a native delicacy and poetry in the

delineation of women. The Countess of Cherwell is a

figure of much allurement ; and we can call to mind few
scenes where the pathos is at once so keen and so re-

strained as that in which she is suddenly confronted with

a woman who was or wished to be her husband's mistress.

As to the immorality of fastening fictitious crimes on
historical characters, however bad, the elderly ladies whoso
assistance we invoked are, we think, agreed.

Maitland of Cortezia is a different type from the rebel

earl. He is a glorification of the English administrator,

and represents therefore Authority upholding the Standard.

Perfect self-composure in the most trying situations is the

nineteenth century ideal offered by Mr. Puxley. "One
unmoved Englishman against an infuriated people "—that
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is the spectacle, and who will refuse to cheer it ? Oortezia

belongs to the geography of fiction ; but, though you will

not find a British dependency on the Pacific coast of South

America, it is plain that it may stand for either Chile or

Peru. On the whole, the romance is sua.essful in pre-

serving its actuality, yet we cannot imagine an English-

man's sister even under strong emotion addressing her

brother in the words of Ruth :
" Whither thou goest I

will go, and where thou lodgest I will lodge." The
sentimental motif—a girl falling in love with a man whom
she is sworn to oppose—is a cliche, and in these pages she

will not live for seasoned old ladies, but only for ing'enws.

The sketches of official types are admirably done, however,

and although we have deprecated one of her utterances,

the Administrator's sister is a real live woman. The book
ends, as all elderly ladies will agree, tantalisingly. It

withholds information which only the artistic sense can

supply, and that is a pity, for after all Maitland of Cortezia

is simply a yam. Mr. Puxley's Cortezian patriots, it must
be added, are of the rankest, although, " whatever else he
might be, Feman Mareiner was a gentleman" (p. 189).

There is something wrong here, for this is what we learn

of him : " What are you doing, Don Fernan ? " asks the

heroine. " I am about to execute a malefactor," he
replies. " You are not going to kiU him in cold blood ?

"

she insists. "No, Senorita," he retorts, "it will not be
cold, but who can avoid an accident ? His Excellency is

about to be so unfortunate as to be burnt in his own
house?" And then this "gentleman," who has already

promised to "amuse" himself with "His Excellency's"

sister, proceeds to threaten the heroine with his licentious

attentions. Mr. Puxley is, however, a novelist " of parts,"

and may, we think, be favourably compared with his

young contemporary, the author of Savrola, whose imagina-

tion, though better trained in some respects, has not proved
its power to bestow such pleasure.

In conclusion, if we were asked to define the weakness
of the novel of action, we should express it in one word

—

posturing. It postures not because its authors are insin-

cere, but simply because by renouncing the analytic

method they surrender to the necessity of constantly

signifying the heroic type by speeches, gestures, and
surfaces.

Notes on Novels.

\^TheM notes on the week^s Fiction are not necessarily final.

Reviews of a selection will follow.
'\

Sophia. By Stanley J. Weyman.

Mr. Weyman's new story is one of fashionable life in

the West End in the eighteenth century. It opens in

1742, and there are routs, and visits to Vauxhall and
coach rides into the country ; and a deal of pleasant

description of manners is wrought into a story which is

concerned mainly with love and social comedy. (Long-
mans. 6s.)

The Farrinodons. By Ellen Thorneycroft Fowler.

A new novel by the popular author of Concerning Isabel

Camaby and A Double Thread. The story deals with
Methodism, love, and society, and is laid in Mereshire,
" which is in the middle of England." The dedication to

the book runs :

For all such readers as have chanced to be
Either in Mereshire or in Aroady,
I write this book, that each may smile and say,
" Once on a time I, also, passed that way."

(Hutchinson. 6s.)

Becky. By Helen Mathers.

This popular novelist's latest heroine has some—just a
few—of the qualities of the great, the only Becky. But

the happier trend of her fortunes in love is indicated by
the motto-lines

:

Would you know, O curious Ben,
What true women want in men 't

Only titles that are won
By some act that they have done

;

Only manners that impart
Knowledge of their source—the heart.

(Pearson, Ltd. 63.)

Castle and Manor. By St. George Mivart.

This posthumous story was suggested, we are told in a
brief preface, by the personal, social, and local experiences
of the author. Its contents suggest that this description

is very accurate. We have aristocratic and cultured people
talking about the Anglican and Roman Churches, faith

and science, Newman and Mr. Herbert Spencer, the ec^uality

of the sexes, forms of government, &c. (Sands & Co. Bs.)

Two Summers. By Mrs. J. Clknny Wilson

A quiet romance, something in the manner of Mr.
Howells. One of the two summers is spent on the Pacific

coast, and the other in a peer's house in England. The
plot is slight, the strength and main interest of the book

—

a very charming one— being its character-drawing.
(Harpers. 63.)

The Tiger's Claw, By G. B. Burgin.

We do not gather at a glance why this cheery story of

London life—oscillating between the West End and the

City, between the Albany and Clement's-lane—is so fear-

somely entitled. But there is a tiger's claw, perhaps, in

every novel. Mr. Burgin describes various phases of

London life, including a Quakers' meeting in Bishopsgate-
street. We are a little sorry that he has joined the ranks
of the prologue writers. (Pearson, Ltd. 6s.)

The Valley op the Great By Annie E. Holds-
Shadow. WORTH.

A sad story, with a happy ending, by the author of

The Tears that the Locusts hath Eaten. The scene is an
Alpine health resort, peopled by invalids, and the principal

character is the doctor. " Life, Death, Love—these three,"

are the last words ;
" but the greatest of these is love."

(Heinemann. 68.)

A Story of the Estancia. By George Crampton.

A romance of the Argentine Republic. " Fast galloped

Don Santiago and his man over the brownish-yellow pasto,

leaving Las Aromas behind them," and so forth. Horse-
racing, intrigue, love, and cigarettes. (Unwin. 3s. 6d.)

" A 439." By Twenty-five Musical Scribes,
j

A 439 is the autobiography of a piano, and it has been
written " with a hope that the profits on the sale of this

book may yield a considerable sum for the funds of the

Incorporated Society of Musicians' Orphanage." The
piano dedicates its autobiography " To My Tuners,

Good, Bad, and Indifferent." Each writer takes

a stage in the piano's career, and we have such

pleasantly suggestive chapter headings as " My Debut,"
" She Kissed my Cold Keys," " In Hospital," " The Prima
Donna's Jewels" (written by Mr. Frankfort Moore), " Key-
board Love," and "The Touch of a Sovereign Hand."
(Sands & Co. 6s.)

Celeste. By Walmbr Downe.

This novel, by the author of Shamrock and Heather, deals

with life in the Southern States after the War of Secession,

when many gentle Southern families felt the pinch of

poverty. "Yes, when rude poverty has made it necessary, :

these high-born women have . . . graced, with their

nameless charm of manner, circumstances which woidd
have made men harsh or sour for life." Of such was
Celeste. (Pearson, Ltd. 6s.)
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The Words of Rabelais.

Say rather the words of Urquhart. But, as Mr. Whibley

says in his masterly introduction to the new edition of

Rabelais (the Tudor Translations), Urquhart "knew
Eabelais to the bone ... he was, in a sense, Eabelais

incarnate." Eabelais was drunk with new words. So was

Urquhart. In translating Eabelais the Scotsman could

find word for word, or better the words of his master.

Thus Urquhart'3 pages are a kind of drift and deposit of

Eenaissance pebbles of speech. Some of the pebbles have

lain where they were first flung; others have been polished

and worn, and then discarded ; some have survived, and

many might well have survived that have not.

Mr. Whibley is careful to show that Urquhart was

enormously indebted to Eandal Cotgrave, whose Dictionarie

of the French and English Tongues, published in 1611, is a

very "treasure house of words." A wonderful man was

Cotgrave—a kind of George Borrow among words, a loving

wanderer of all the lanes and alleys of English speech, in

an age when that speech was both old and new. " Scholar

though he was," says Mr. Whibley,

Cotgrave shared with Urquhart a love of the street-

comer and the tavern. It was not in the homes of the

great that be gathered the outcasts and footpads of speech,

for which his dictionary is (so to say) a literary doss-house.

Many an hour must he have spent wandering up and down
among the thieves and ruflers of London, or in the narrow

streets which filled the Latin Quarter of ancient Paris.

But he was no mere loafer in the cities of Europe: he

knew the countryside as well as the tavern, and you can

picture him as he tramps between the hedgerows, or sleeps

at necessity under the stars.

It is easy to see when Urquhart is drawing on his own
scholarship, acquired in the European centres of learning,

and when he is leaning heavily on Cotgrave for homely

slang, or words for the cries of animals. If Cotgrave's

work is a treasure house, Urquhart's translation is a

treasure city which every philologist loves to sack. It is

not only stored, but is paven, with innumerable curious

words, suggestive, appetising, marvellous. As

:

perennity
cunniborow
emberlucock
kekle
inpulregafize

condisciplo

substantific

opprobries

deorott
hidchbacked
chirm
dunsical
cardinalise

flabell'd

sbable
hydropic
bruzzing
empoison
squinance
Bupputation

repercussive

bedusked
swashring
suss

anatomastical
tropological

chinnified

aleatory

pervicacious

wheen
antilogies

rickling

brangled
competent
occasionative

throple
drintle

amated
behooful
interjacent

nectatian

chitterUng
philosophating
quagswagging
dandyprat
disposure
detrude
imnestle
sedulity

mirific

aquosity
patrocinate
unruinable
illicitous

imbusied
clutterments

destinated
twattle
primipilary

scatical

consistorian

commensal
primolicentittted

predicamental
unstraigtness
fatielical

jectication

plangorous

hulchy
skreak
juramentally
fatiiicency

condescendments
posited
preallably

belammed
promoval
ambage
ebrangled
impetrate
sprucified

pestilentious

stentoriphonically

emblustrioated
cogging
fatiloquent

swindging
stinched
metagrabolize
brabling
fabricitant

hebetation
anfractuosity

cautelous
imburse
sententiated

Many of these words are not wanted now. Cunniborow

(cony- [i.e., rabbit] burrow) is an Urquhartism for a

nook, a cranny. "There is not a corner, nor cunni-

borow in all my body where this wine doth not ferret out

my thirst," exclaims one of the drinkers at the celebration

of the birth of Qargantua—a birth which you are to accept

as recounted, and " never emberlucock or inpulregafize

your spirits" with vain doubts. Condisciple is a good

word still at need, and the need is surely frequent enough.
" Condiscjples of Mr. Euskin" describes the members of

the new Euskin Union ; and it is written in the Encyclo-

ptsdia Britannica that "Vigors found an energetic con-

disciple and coadjutor in Swainson." Perennity and
prejudicate need no commendation, nor clounch for clown

;

substanific is substantival writ sharp ; and dunsical is now
spelt with two c's when it is spelt at all ; " I have no

patience with the foolish duncical dog," says someone in

Clarissa Harlowe. Hulchbacked is old hunchbacked; and it

was with hulch-back't demi-knives that the monks of

Seville slit the wezans of the shepherds of Gargantua in

one of those terrible rows that arose out of the affair of

the Cake-bearers of Lerne. The monks may be said to

have cardinalised the ground with the blood of their

invaders. Elabel is to fan : " it is continually flabelled,

blown upon, and aired by the north winds." A shable

was a short sword, like a sabre; the Monk of Seville

had " a good slashing shable by his side," and the weapon
is found in Rob Roy. The verb empoison has an obvious,

if trifling, advantage over poison ; it was used by Man-
deville in connexion with a king of Damascus, and by
Dickens in connexion with the refreshment buffet at

Mugby Junction. Hydropic (produced by or containing

water, hence dropsical) is old, but common; the word is

good in surgery. Squinance has been shortened to quinsy.

Supputation is become computation ; but one would not

enforce the change on Eabelais : " You must therefore

remark, that at the beginning of the world, (I speak of a

long time, it is above fourty quarantaines, or fourty times

fourty nights, according to the supputation of the ancient

Druids) a little after that Abel was killed by his brother

Cain. ..." verily this was supputation, not mere com-

putation. Mirific is a good poet's-word, and patrocinate is

more dignified than patronage, and disposure might be

used in connexions where disposal seems thin and hack-

neyed. Says Panurge in praise of Debt: "Yet it doth

not lie in the power of every one to be a Debtor. To
acquire Creditors is not at the disposure of each Man's

Arbitrament
;
you nevertheless would deprive me of this
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sublime Felicity." And in Pantagruel's counael to

Panurge on Marriage :
" It is therefore expedient, seeing

you are resolved for once to take a trial of the state of

Marriage, that, with shut eyes, bowing your Head, and

kissing of the Ground, you put the business to a Venture,

and give it » hazard in recommending the success of the

residue to the disposuro of Almighty God." And how
the word thrives in Ben Jonson's Uhderteoodt !

A life that knew no noise, nor strife ;

Bat was, by sweetening so his will.

All order and disposnre still.

Sedulity is a very good word, yet we now rarely see

anything but its clumsier form, sedulousness, which cannot,

like sedulity, be used in the plural. Milton wrote in one

of his State Letters :
" That your Sedulities in the Eecep-

tion of our Agent were so cordial and so eg^eg^ious we
both gladly understand, and earnestly exhort ye that you
would persevere in your good Will and Affection .towards

us." Skreak is an obsolete form of shriek, and might well

be kept for certain kinds of slirieking. A frightened

woman shrieks, but a small animal skreaks. One can

prefer twattle to tvfraddle sometimes. When Panurge and
Epistemon came back from consulting the Sibyl of Panzoust,

"having presented to him the Leaves of the Sycamore
they show him the short and twattle Verses that were

written in them." Fatidicency, meaning divination, is

pretty obsolete. Says Pantagruel, praising the counsel of

dumb men : " Let us make trial of this kind of Fati-

dicency." Oddly enough the Century Dictionary prints the

word " Fatidiency " and quotes this passage where, as we
have said, the word is Fatidicency. PreaUably is simply

previously, but may be preferred to it as in Pantagruel's

remark: "However, it passeth for current, that the

imminent Death of a Swan is presaged by his foregoing

Song, and that no Swan dieth until preallably he have

sung." The word is rare. Cogging is a good old word
;

it signifies cheating by means of loaded dice, or by
flattery. When Panurge is trying to minimise the pro-

phecies of the poet Eaminagrobis, he says :
" He answer'd

but by Disjunctives, therefore can it not be true which he

saith ; for the verity of such like Propositions is inherent

only in one of its two Members. the cozening Pratler

that he is! I wonder if Santiago of Bressure be one

of these cogging Shirks." And Shakespeare makes
Coriolanus say

:

Chide me no more. I'll mountebank their loves,

Cog their hearts from them, and come home belov'd

Of all tbe traders in Rome.

Swindging is but swingeing, in the sense of lashing.

Milton has it in his " Ode on the Nativity "
:

And wroth to see bis kingdom fail,

Swindges the scaly horrour of his folded tail.

Stinched is but staunched, and brabling babbling. To
bedusk meant to smudge. Belam is still a North-country
word meaning to thrash ; more usually one hears simply
"lam." Ambage is a good word, meaning circumlocu-

tion, roundaboutness ; the physician Rondibilis explains to

Panurge how the blood passes through several Circuits,

Ambages, and Aufractuosities, to the heart. The word
was used by Chaucer, Locke, and Swift, but is now rare.

Impetrate is an interesting word, meaning to obtain by
prayer or petition, particularly of the Pope. Hence, in

Ilabelais, tne Pope says to the Abbess of Toucherome

:

" There is not anything fitting for you to impetrate of me
which I would not most willingly condescend unto." And
Jeremy Taylor says :

" When I fast, it is first an act of

repentance for myself, before it can be an instrument of

impetration for him." Commensal is a very good word,
signifying " eating together at the same table." Smollett
hais it in his translation of Oil Bias: "They surrounded
me, and with the utmost complaisance expressed their joy
at seeing me become a commensal officer of the palace."

Behooful (needful, advantageous) is more familiar as
behooveful. Shakespeare makes Juliet say

:

We have cull'd such necesfa-ies

As are behooveful for oar State to-iuorrow.

Pervioacious, meaning obstinate, is found n ^ more, though
it is found in Dryden. Bickling is a useful little word.
When Panurge gave Triboulet, the fool, a bladder with
peas in it, Triboulet was so pleased that " he slipt himself
out of the Company, went aside, and ratling the Bladder
took a huge Delight in the melody of the rickling and
crackling Noise of the Pease." So may we, without
foolishness, take delight in the wonderful words in the

Babelaisian bladder, even though many of them be ni,w

less nutritious than pease.

Things Seen.

Passengers.

The Broadway cable car was overcrowded. An old man
made his way up to the front where a yoimger man,
wife, and child were seated. The yount;er rose promptly

at the approach of the elder, and, with a good-natured

smile, said, "Take my seat, sir."

"Oh, no!" protested the new pissfnger; "keep your

seat, sir."

"Take it, sir, take it."

Looking gravely over his spectacles, the new - comer
said: " But why should I take it ? Tell me that."

" Well—well, now, for many reasons : because it's the

proper thing for me to give my seat to an older man."
"H'm! ah! I should like to kaow, sir, about how old

you think I am, sir?
"

" Sit down, sir, sit down."
The car at this point gave one of its series of hiccoughs,

and everybody standing was wrenched and twisted out of

temporary joint. The old man was jammed into the

vacant seat. Everyone had some personal damages to

repair. The air was lively with exclamations and apolo-

gies. A passenger sitting opposite left the car. The
older man then rose, and, motioning to the younger,

said :
" There now, thank you, sir, there's your seat again

;

but I'd just like to ask you once more, how old you think

I am, just for curiosity. I'd like to know."
"Oh, now! that's rather an embarrassing question to

answer before such an audience." And witli a merry
laugh—"I don't like to say. Besides, it wouldn't be

polite."

A growing interest was manifested by the other

passengers. The young wife lifted her little girl to her

knee and whispered something to her husband.
" What does she say ? " queried the old man.
" Oh, dear ! Ha, ha, ha !

" chuckled the younger.
" Why, my wife says you don't look any older than I do.

By Jove ! is that so ?
"

There was a craning of necks in the rear of the car.

Someone called, "Down in front!" No one seemed to

be getting out anywhere.
"That's pretty tough on you, sir. I was born in 1826,

and am in my seventy- fifth year."

"Well, I was forty-one last month. There's something

wrong about one of us." An explosion of laughter

followed. Even the conductor joined in, and the motor-

man peered through the door to see what was up. The
little girl waited for the laughter to subside, and as it died

out piped up shrilly, " Say, Popper, are you getting

acquainted with the people in the car ?
"

Car No. turned the curve at Forty-Fifth - street

with the conductor and one passenger in an agony of

embarrassment.

I
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A Great Preacher.

On Monday Dr. Joseph Parker, the minister of the

City Temple, will enter upon his seventieth birthday,

having been bom at Hexham-on-Tyne on April 9, 1830.

In this connexion it may be interesting to recall a

comparison which has been drawn between the eloquence

RBV. JOSTrn I'ABKEB, D.D.

Frum a phntogrnph bn Mesira. Ki'lick *i- Abbott.

of Dr. Parker and that of Chrysostom, It was on the

occasion of Dr. Parker's pulpit jubilee, in 1898, that the

Rev. Vaughan Pryce, Principal of New College, London,
spoke as follows

:

" I have often thought that an interesting and striking

parallel might be drawn between Chrysostom, the most
famous preacher of ancient time, and the distinguished

minister whom we congratulate to-day.

Both may be described as by special vocation preachers,

as obviously and distinctly called to preach as was the
great Apostle himself : the numerous homilies of the one,

with their varied and abundant excellencies, may not

unfitly, I think, have placed beside them the sermons that

have issued from the City Temple. Both preachers have
dealt with the same text-book—the Bible—and have aimed
at making its voice clear to the men and women about
them. The method of both may be truthfully called

exegetical and expository. The one is said to have
expounded the whole Bible in the services of the sanctuary

;

the other, apart from numerous volumes of discourses all

occupied with biblical ideas and with the relation of these

to the active life of busy men, has published the result of

years of systematic exposition in the many volumes of the

People's Bible. The claim of both is to be interpreters of

the Word : here is the basis of all argument and of all

appeal. In both cases the spirit of the preacher is

throughout warmly and intensely evangelical in the best

sense of that term, the Gospel being to them the mind of

God in deepest and most loving expression, a message of

life, and therefore more than a philosophy, more than a
theology. Both are known as men of conspicuous native
gifts, men of great vitality, with power of incisive speech,
pungent wit, regal imagination, with natures capable of

passionate feeling and utterance when the wrongdoings of

men have to be denounced; of tender, sympathetic, and
healing words when the sorrowing have to be comforted.
Neither can be called the preacher of a philosophy, but
there is philosophy in the preaching of both—the truest

philosophy, because a philosophy which is true to human
nature and the human heart. In the preaching of both
the ethical element abounds, and the supreme aim is to

shape the lives of men to high and noble ends, to gain
influence over them with a view to their spiritual well-

being. Consequently, with neither is the message that of

a formal orthodoxy, but always that of a vital Christianity.

The whole ministry of each may be called a protest against
unbelief, against narrow conceptions of God, of man, and
of life, a call to men to place the best highest. In both
the preaching is an epitome of the character ; the preacher's
own soul struggles are depicted ; the preacher's own
spiritual conflicts, sorrows, and victories are portrayed in

the work of encouragement and warning. Each may
properly be described as an extemporaneous preacher in
the best sense of the term, with the gift of felicitous

expression, of subtle (and sometimes almost boisterous)
humour, and with the faculties well in hand in the moment
of utterance ; each, in the best sense, popular, partly,

perhaps, through clearness and directness of speech and
urgency of appeal, partly through the power of conceiving
and expressing the emotions and thoughts of men of the
living present, and partly through fulness of apt, lively,

and often homely illustration. It is a delicate task to

compare two men like this, no doubt; nevertheless, the
comparison best expresses the present speaker's conception
of him whose long and conspicuous service we recall

to-day, and is the contribution he ventures to offer to the
celebration of this Jubilee."

Stevenson Looks In.

Surely someone is there in the shade . . . Don't go
away ! Yes ; I am the watchman to-day : the Immortals
are having their afternoon nap. Who are you ? Eobert
Louis Stevenson. You were only passing, and looked in ?

A picturesque figure ! I hear your friends love you. They
wish you to stay ? You don't seem to be quite sure about
it yourself ! That is the Empyrean : a rather dazzling
light, isn't it ? Ah !—lean on me ; come this way. It is

doubtful it you would feel at home here
;
questions might

be asked about your diplomas—perfect artistry as distinct

from genius. . . . What do I mean ? Your work ! So
runs our verdict ! Do rest on my arm ; this radiance
staggers you. The shade gave you a chill? You are
one of the unfortunate fortunates ! Had your intellectual

and imaginative capacity been equal to your superb gifts as
an artist you would have taken your place in the sacred
circle. Your case has a personal sweetness and grace

;

you have been acclaimed by the elect among mortals. But
there is an infallible criterion of greatness. Let me call it

genius. It is indefinable. Those fellows down there
scramble to the housetops with their proclamations of it.

Thoy have been trying to define it ever since Adam knew
he was naked and hid himself ; explaining this and that
about it

;
giving their own impressions of it. But the

secret is still concealed ; and it never can be divulged.
Here we never make any mistake ! . . . You are an ex-
tremely interesting imitation man of genius. You are the
very genius of the temperament of genius. You deceived
others—sometimes yourself

;
you are acquitted of base

intent ! You danced all your life on the border-line of

genius. Very clever, skilful ; in Weir of Hermiston you
almost crossed the frontier. It was then that your name
was uttered in the Empyrean ; there was a moment of

expectant silence ; then a moment of regret ; Jeremy
Taylor said a fine thing about you (I must not repeat !),

and I saw a tear in Bunyan's eye—but he did not speak.
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Ah ! pitiable, lovely fate ! . . . I must tell you that you
have railed to make good your claim. In the literature of

imagination the only irrefragable proof of genius is crea-

tive power. It is not artistry, however exquisite. It is a

unique revelation : a new birth : it gives to the world a

new thing. It is never imitative; it may confess its

masterf>, but it does not follow them. Now you . . . Oh,

yes : these things you bring are well done ; but have they

not all been done before? Your graceful egoism was
farther graced by that word of inspired modesty about

the sedulous ape. Your style is the agglomeration of

an immense variety of styles informed by your own
fhscinating idiosyncrasy, your highly cultivated taste, your
ehchanted ear for the music of Words. It is only original,

only peculiarly your own, in the sense that a woman
exquisitely dressed retains her individuality. She is the

same person ; but much of her charm is adventitious. So
—we must speak the tnith here !— your outfit is an
exceedingly ingenious arrangement of almost all the

beautiful things in the universal literary wardrobe. . . .

Plagiarism ? Not at all ! You are far too honest and
fastidious to be a vulgar plagiarist. It was, indeed,

unnecessary. For you could add colours to another's

rainbow ; filigree to another's embroidery ; facets to

another's jeweb. You have in the superlative degree the

decorative mind. You are the M. Worth of English

fiction. . . . Pray do not misunderstand me ! You are

more than that. But, being that, what could you do
with the fire of the stars, the wonders and terrors of the

illimitable deep ? You have bequeathed to your fellow-

mortals a charming little kingdom ; but was it not made
out of the great empires of the Immortals ? You were
sadly given to talking about your art and yourself as an
artist. The " phrase of distinction " (that last infirmity

of half-genius) was your Holy Greal
;
you lived in a kind

of beatific adoration of it. Your insight was curbed by
experiments in technique. You would pause to decorate

an emotion ; but pure emotion always springs to its own
ideal expression, and needs no dressing, being the perfect

nude. You would write—write— write the passion out of

a love scene. Oh, how beautifully dead Catriona is ! You
would disfigure a character with a distinguished phrase.

That is the dementia of artistry ! You know how you
would worry about "the hang of a thing" (Stevenson!

goniiis doesn't know, doesn't care!), and would give tlie

most delightful analyses of your feelings under the sweet
torment of getting it to satisfy your sensitive artistic

conscience. That is the way of the artist. It is not tlie

way of genius. Not one of those radiant ones in the

Heights is there by virtue of phrasemongery. Why—let

me tell you—the exultant irresistibility of their impassioned
souls was impatient of the medium in which they were
compelled by the dulness of mortals to express themselves.

. . . Am I a depressing person? You must not be downcast

!

Tens of thousands have yearned to get as far as you have
got : they are out there in the shade, and I must not call

them. You can barely exist here ; but you wUl live in the
glimpses of the moon. The generations who love fragrant
personality in art will not sulier you to die. The common
man, with his big hungry heart, will find small sustenance
in you ; so you will live less and less vividly. Your place
will be among the dainty, the curious, the literary " well-

attired " (as Milton said of the woodbine—Euskin has just

been pitehing into him for it) ; the dilettanti will arise in

their children and children's children and call you blessed.

You are the cleanest and most wholesome of all the
decadents. You wince at that ! But the decadent is the
worker in art whose work has no spiritual significance. . . .

You fought death nobly—brave, bright spirit ! but as you
fought it you embalmed its mask in your art. I would
not willingly grieve you; but that was your nearest
approach to an unconscious effort of genius. . . . My
dear Stevenson! here is Jekyll and Hyde. You are not,

of course, to be judged finally by this story. Blit it is

very characteristic of you ! Here you had a theme of

inspiration ; it was your chance of immortality—and what
did you do with it ? You saw in it a tale to make your
readers' flesh creep, and so you left it. There is nothing

in your books, before or after, equal to that idea. It was
a gleam upon you from the regions beyond, and had you
been a man of genius you would have been compelled in

spite of yourself to lift the whole thing out of the barren

triviality—I had almost said the silliness—of decoctions

from a chemist's shop. Not so have the great ones dealt

with the awful truth of man's dual nature ! You were
there at close quarters with the most stupendous fact of

human existence —the eternal conflict between good and
evil, the pestilence that walks in darkness, the terrific

unseen forces before which some of the finest spirits of all

time have gone down in nameless ignominy—and yet

—

and yet you were content to treat this august problem
through the agency of a chemical powder on the stomach

!

The tale has no profundity, no symbolism worthy the

name ; its terrors are the terrors of the mechanical ghost

trade. I was about to say that its only sincerity is the

sincerity of craftmanship. But you are plainly sincere in

the entire business. It was to you a yam—just a yarn

—

nothing more. ... I have brought you so far, and I ask

you to lift your eyes to that shining place, and try to

imagine what they would have made of it ! They could

not—they simply could not—have confined to a mere
exercise in writing the overwhelming mystery of the angel

and the beast in the human soul. They would have given

to it the accent altogether peculiar to intuitive imagination

—the significance which is at once illuminative and inde-

scribable. The divine spark in them would have blazed

forth, and humanity would have had an apocalypse of its

glory and its shame. And they would not afterwards, I

assure you, have been able to tell much about it. For
genius sees, and seeing reveals, and the miracle that is

wrought remains a miracle even to itself. . . . Robert
Louis Stevenson! you have not wrought miracles, or, if

you have, they are the miracles which can be taken to

pieces and examined. And that is the difference between
the artist and the creator, between fancy and imagination,

between artistry and genius. ... I am glad, nevertheless,

that you have looked in. Don't be alarmed ; that is only

the Immortals beginning to awake. You may stay awhile.

Go over there and rest on the lower slope
;
you will find it

quiet and sunny ; there are blue-bells and heather, and a

tranquil sky. . . . See ! there is Bunyan. He is almost

always alone. Shall I ask him to come and speak to

you? ... Vincent Brown.

Correspondence.

The Missing- Word.

Sir,—A few days ago Lord Strathcona, the High Com-
missioner for Canada, in his place in the House of Lords,

repudiated the word "colony " in referring to those parts

of the Empire which are not washed by the waters of the

Narrow Seas. At the time of the great Jubilee, Sir

Wilfred Laurier referred with equal directness to the fact

that Canada was no longer a colony ; that its inhabitants

were no more colonists than the inhabitants of Kent.

Canada is a nation. The Afrikander Duteh of South
Africa, particularly the old families loyal to the British

Crown, have long resented the use of the word " colonists
"

because they say they never were British colonists, though
they yield to no Briton in loyalty to Queen Victoria and
her heirs. In Australia, the affected assumption of superi-

ority by New Chums over the "colonists" is bitterly

resented, and the stony stare of the British administrator

in dealing with the inhabitants of Britain beyond sea has

been the raw material of rebellion for 140 years. The
lost possessions of England are due to this cause more than
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to any other. Why is this ? The term " colony " implies

servitude, inferiority, suzerainty, subordination- of lesser

breeds in a lower state to that of the high mightiness of

the mother country. This was the Roman and Napoleonic
conception of a colony, and we know the result. The
derivation of the word " colony " is uncertain, but the

learned Skeat suggests the root to be from kal, " to drive."

If there is one thing that the American rebellion taught
the Anglo-Saxon race, it is that the "colonists" will not

be driven or coerced even in word. What wonder, then,

that the terms "colony" and "colonist" should be as

vigorously . and sincerely repudiated by Canada as by
Kent : by Victoria or Natal as by Midlothian or Lanca-
shire ? If the British people wish to federate the British

Empire there is no tie more effective than the abolition of

the words "colony" and "colonists," and the frank and
whole-hearted acceptance of the idea that the man in

Ottawa or King William's Town is no less a Briton or a
Britisher than the man who reads his Daily Mail on the

top of the Peckham omnibus, or takes his morning gallop

in the Row. But it is necessary to clear away'the jungle

of misconception that has sprung up from the bad old

days when Englishmen claimed from settlers across the sea

tribute and respect, not merely to the Queen, but to

political institutions created by them for their own, not for

colonial, convenience. In order to dispel this misconcep-

tion, a word must be found that shall describe the subjects

of the Queen in all parts of the Empire. The matter has
been discussed for some years, but no one has yet hit upon
a happy solution. The word " Briton " excludes the

Canadian, the South African, or the Australasian. I am
inclined to think that the word " Britisher " is the only
one that satisfactorily includes the whole of the Anglo-
Saxon race, and even then the Celtic Irish may consider

themselves excluded. After the fighting on the Tugela no
word will be satisfactory to the Empire that is unsatis-

factory to the Irish. Perhaps you will, therefore, open
your columns for a discussion as to the best substitutes

for " colony" and "colonists," which by common consent
should be relegated to the dust-bin of disused language.
The part taken in the war by the Anglo-Saxon com-

munities over sea requires their recognition not as

dependencies but as equals ; as partners in the assets of

the British Empire. Parliamentary federation may be
impossible, but the need for a continuous foreign policy,

the necessity for raising the social and educationJ standard
of all classes throughout the empire, and the certainty

that the tendency of British thought is to grow more like

that of Canada and Australia than the daughter nations to

become like that of England, emphasise the importance of

discovering a word without further delay that shall be
finally accepted as descriptive of Queen's men and women
all over the world. Downing-street cannot help us. Will
fnot the poets, the men of imagination, and masters of

language, and even the men whom language masters,

Icome over and help us? The Queen is the Queen of

ICanada, but the Parliament at Westminster has no more
Ipower to coerce Canadians than the Parliament of Ottawa
fio coerce the men of Camden Town. If sympathy is closer

[between the Canadians, the Australians, and the Cape
[men at the outset of an acquaintance than with New
[Chums or Tender Foots, the comradeship on the outskirts

[of the nation comes from greater knowledge, larger

[sympathies, and a wider outlook than that of the sedentary
[and insular stay-at-homes whose separatism and peace-at-

Jany-priceism has now received a blow that has staggered
'iihumanity.—lam, &c., Ahnold White.

tout-A-fait incorrecte, d'un ouvrage publie par notre raaison,

et intitule Lettres d I'Etrangkre, par Honors de Balzac,

aurait emis des doutes serieux sur I'authenticito de

quelques-unes de ces lettres.

Nous donnons un dementi formel a cette allegation qui

est de nature sl nous causer un prejudice materiel et

surtout moral que vous comprendrez facilement.

Toutes les lettres publiees par nous sont absolument
authentiques ; les originaux sont entre les mains de M. le

Vicomte de Spoelberch de Lovenjoul (37, Boulevard du
Regent, A Bruxelles) qui consentirait certainement 4 les

communiquer k toute personne autorisee qui lui en ferait

la demande.
Nous vous demandons de vouloir bien publier la pr4sente

dans un de vos plus prochains numSros et vous prions^

Monsieur le Directeur, de recevoir I'assUrance de nos

sentiments distingues.

P. PoN. Calmann LEvy.
Paris: 4 Avril, 1900.

Lettres a I'Etrangere.

MoNsiEtm LE DiRECTKUK,—On nous communique une
note publiee par votre journal dans son numero du
31 Mars dernier, et d'aprAs laqueUe I'auteur d'une traduc-
tion, d'ailleurs non autorisee par nous, et par consequent

Maeterlinck and the " Contemporary Review."

Sir,—It is not my wish to answer in any detail Miss
Underbill's attack on my Maeterlinck article. I merely
want to explain, first, that my article was not intended as

a complete study of Maeterlinck, but rather as a discussion

of his poetry, regarded chiefly from the technical stand-

point. His essays, his mysticism and philosophy, were
outside my consideration, except in so far as they enabled
a reader to understand his artistic methods. No doubt
I ought to have called the article '

' The Poetry of Maeter-
linck," or something of the sort, to avoid misunderstanding
such as seems to have occurred.

In the second place, I must caution your readers against

accepting Miss Underbill's summary of my article as

accurate. I quote a sentence from her letter :
" In all

these plays Mr. Ropes, while denying Maeterlinck the

dramatic gift, allows his power over the chords of pity and
terror—but rather thinks Mr. Kipling does it better."

This obviously refers to the following paragraph of my
article (the only place in which Kipling is mentioned at

aU) : "This method of suggesting the supernatural [the

passage refers to 'L'Intruse,' and to that play alone]

without describing it, of building up an insistent horror

out of common but inexplicable things, is not peculiar to

Maeterlinck ; it is, in fact, the well-known device of skilful

modem writers of weird and supernatural tales. Kipling
has used it with great success, so has Guy de Maupassant.
Maeterlinck's style is more poetic than theirs, but less

convincing." This is what I said, and the meaning is

tolerably obvious. " L'Intruse " is a study in super-

natural horror, in which Maeterlinck uses, and successfully

uses, literary methods common to many modem writers.

I mentioned Kipling and Maupassant, as I might have
mentioned Stevenson and Sheridan Le Fanu. But such
practised literary craftsmen as Maupassant, and Kipling
give their readers a stronger shudder than does the

mystical Maeterlinck, possibly because these two are

habitually in contact with hard realities. I venture to

assert that what I wrote is not in the least like what Miss
Underbill says I wrote. Let your readers compare the

two passages and judge for themselves.

I must plead guilty, however, to ignoring " the strange

stillness of the soul which is felt through his (Maeter-
linck's) works," and I should be glad if Miss Underbill,

or some other disciple of the Belgian master, would so far

have pity on me as to explain what and whose soul is

referred to, what this stillness is, whether serenity or

sUence or both, and why this serenity and silence of some-

body's soul should make a great dramatic poet, when
Shakespeare had to content himself with emotion and ex-

pression.—I am, &c., Abthpb R. RoPEsa.

Aprils, 190Q.
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" Mudie's !

"

81B,—I feel surprised that the verdict against Mudie's
Library in the Vizetelly c&so has attracted so little notice.

Surely it is against the public interest. Mudie's will now
have to start a corps of censors, and books which the
public ought to read will be rejected by the Library
because of references to living persons which are doubtful
in their significance. Besides, on this new principle,

where is responsibility for the circulation of a book to

stop ? How many people " handle " a book before it

reaches the public ? Wholesale distributing agents, Her
Majesty's mails, wholesale carriers, retail booksellers, &c.
Is an action for libel to lie against aU these ? I represent
in my family an unbroken subscription of over forty
years to Mudie's, and feel that they are good ser^'ant8 of
the reading public, who ought not to be hampered in the
way they bid fair to be.— I am, &c.,

London Institution, J. Spencer Cuewen.
Finsbury Circus, E.G. : April 4, 1900.

Our Weekly Prize Competitions.

Result of No. 28 (New Series).

We offered a prize last week for the best snggestion, withia the
limits of 200 words, of a subject for an historical novel. Apparently
the task was too heavy, for very few readers have competed. The
best sngcrestion is, we think, the foUowingr, contributed by Miss
Grace Stebbin^, West Dene, Moat Croft-road, Eastbourne :

Why has no historical novel ever been woven around that wonder-
ful Prince Henry of the fifteenth century, fifth son of John I., of
Portu(;al ?

Could more fascinating hero of romance be found than the young
governor of the just-conquered military post, ardent student, pro-
phetic learner, and, uncommon combination, philosophical mathe-
matician with practical mind ?

Britons, for gratitude, owe tribute to the memory of this prince-
scholar. Many beloved invalids have been restored to health, many
precious lives prolonged by the discovsry of Madeira—discovery
primarily owing to his determination and intuitive knowledge of
what existed in the mysteries of the unknown seas.
As for the festively inclined, what thanks don't they owe the

wonderful sun-fed grapes of Madeira! What a picture might be
the famished sailor's first fea«t on the lovely island which they had
just named from its wealth of building wood.
For a touch of comedy comes his captain's discovery of Porto

Santo, and letting loose thereon one solitary rabbit and her babies,
which in two years had so multiplied as to eat their home into a
d€«ert, which, strangely enough, was the dowry of Columbus's first
wife about fifty years later.

Other suggestions include these :

The Modebn Patriot.

A youth burning to serve his country, becomes absorbed in the
problem of life presented by the masses. He is sent to South
Africa on a search for health. He finds it and wealth. There he
sees a way to realise his dreams—in a vast region holding illimit-
able possibilities as a British possession. With indomitable courage
and energy he pursues his objecf.
He meets and becomes deeply attached to the high-souled, ill-

fated hero of Khartoum, who is the one man that perceives the best
in him. Inclined to follow his hero to Khartoum, he yet sticks to
his guns in Africa, feeling his mission lies there ; and also
(perhaps) because of a secret, but hopeless, attachment to his hero's
sister, which he would overcome.

Sheer force of character, with a singleness of purpose that
brings all his powers to bear on the one issue, carries him through
with eminent success, but not without jealous envy, and aspersions
on his character as a money-grubber.

TT^^^j^'^'*'"'
°' *^* ^*''^ brings enmity swarming upon him.

His adherents are the more enthusiastic. Undaunted by frustra-
tions and disappointment, he still pushes on his work. He rescues
a despairing lad from gambling away his life, and shakes him
up to better things.
Then war intervenes to carry out his designs. In the siege of

if
°^°^*^ Kimberley the real heart of the man shows itself to

all. The lad, hit by a chance shot, dying, confesses his name a
false one. and begs him to convey his few treasures to his
mother—the love of his early life. [A.. C. London ]

Thb Forlorn Hopf,

Pietrus Jonbert, Boer, orphaned in childhood, inheriting from
Huguenot anoestors higher iastinct^, finer feelings thuu those

around him, poverty and hardships, endurtd as a matter of course
by helpless ignorance, arouse his sympathies. He determines to

rise, to show them a higher life than the mere wresting anbeistenoe
from Nature with little regard for humanity.
He seizes opportunities, but honour often prevents him from

pushing his advantage. Generally more or less misunderstood, he is

regarded watehfully, suspiciously.

Acting-President in Burger's absence fires his mind with the idea

that here lies the way of usefulness. He contests the Presidency
with his friend Kmger, is jagrgled out of his majority—as he may
have lost his bride, owing to his rival's superior riches.

Krugerites influence opinion against him as a progressionist
desiring unwished, and unneeded reforms ; as a friend to the hated
Englisher—his visit to England later, a supposed proof.

Accusations of treachery after the Raid nearly break his heart.

Then, only, he becomes aware of Kruger's jealousy, and the prevail-

ing feeling.

His opposition to the war goes against him ; but his conduct of it

is trusted in. Misfortunes follow and oppress him. Cronje's sur-

render forbodes the end. He succumbs to Death with a broken-
hearted sense of his life's failure. Then his loM is deplored, and his

character appreciated.

[A. 0, London.]

The Bomanck of Thomas Wbntwobth, Earl of Strakpobd"
AND Lucy, Lady Carlisle.

The exciting events of the time form an excellent framework for

a study of the celebrated characters who made history by the force

of their own personalities. The group of popular leaders, headed
by Pym and Hampden, once Wentworth's intimates, becoming hii

mortal foes, who hound him to death ; his own complex character
urging him, by a mixture of ambition and unselfish devotion to

Charles, to adopt a policy that has made his name execrattd ; the
vacillating King, persistently thwarting till he mined the man he
loved, and stooping to accept the supreme sacrifice of his death

;

Henrietta Maria, mischievous and intriguing, trying to win over
Strafford's enemies by midnight and backstair conferences ; Lady
Carlisle, beautiful, witty, and gay, courted equally by Voltaire and
by Laud, accused of every moral baseness, but using her utmost
finesse to save the man she truly loved—these are the actors in the
swiftly moving tragedy that brought Wentworth to the scaffold,

where, noble and dauntless, never reproaching the master who
abandoned him, he died with a courage worthy of a better cause.

Here is material for a dramatic and touching storv.

[M.C.B., Ascot.]

The BBiDCE-BniLDERS of the Middle Ages.

Eg., London Bridge, commenced 117G on site of old wooden
structure, and completed by the French priest-enginrer Isembert,

1209. Charter of engagement given by King John, though pro-

bably thus thwarting English feeling, the masons of the oouotry
being noted for their powers in throwiog archc.

It is an early instance of an almost na'.ional undertaking, lists of
donors in all parts of the country showing that the public spirit

was stirred by the endeavour to serve and beautify London.
Or, the Order of the Pontije or engineer-monks of the twelfth

century, whose bridge-building and roadmaking were great aids to

the progress of civilised intercourse.

Or, the building of Bow Bridge by order of Queen Mathilda (who,
it is suggested, was wetted in crossing the ford) : the maintenance
and repair undertaken later by the Abbess of Barking, and by her
handed on to the later monastery. The abbot permitted a house
to be built and the charge of the bridge to devolve on the tenant,

who levied taxes on passers-by, except the nobility !

This would be a romance of work, not of fighting, and claims a

Kipling or a Stevenson. The curious hero of the present historical

novel, who has five sore wounds, but recovers from them after a

meal of bread and burgundy sufficiently to ride thirty miles, would
be absent. There need be no absence of love-interest, however
the race of engineers and masons still continues.

[S. C, Brighton.]

Replies received also from Miss C, York ; L. G., Reigato.

Competition No. 29 (New Series).

On page 29(> of this number of the Academy will be found a letter

from Mr. Arnold White, pointing out the necessity for a word to

cover all Greater Britons, and not only Greater Britons but also

Irishmen. "Colonial," he points out. is too local, and "Britisher"
excludes the Irish, We offer a prize of a guinea for the best

suggestion.
Rules.

Answers, addressed " Literary Competition, The Academy, 43,

Chsnnery-lane, W.C.," must reach us not later than the first post

of Tuesday, April 10. Each answer must be accompanied by
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the coupon to be found in the first column of p. 3(Kl, or it can-

not enter into competition. Competitors sending more than one
attempt at solution must accompany each attempt with a separate

coupon ; otherwise the first only will be considered. We wish to

impress on competitors that the task of examining replies is much
facilitated when one side only of the paper is written upon. It is

also important that names and addresses should always be given.

We cannot consider anonymous answers.

OuE Special Pkize Competition.

The following were received up till the date of the closing of the
competition on March 31. The names of the prize winners will be

announced in our issue of April 28 : Josefa, Perseverentia, Nix,
Ultimo, Rnppredito. Rusby, Leonard Eliot, Peter Wynsel, Dick
Whittington, Persevere Magda, Y. A. M., Bevil MacDonald, Sleepy,

Free-will, Rhymer, Lena, Paul Ives, Aspira, Erin, M. C. B., Arden,
Annandale, Boye Tara, Coz, Sir Gujon, Catherine Seyton, Tancred,
Pegasus, Will o' the Mill, Pierrette, Bisnullah, Sostratus, Hampton
Clovelly, Chione, Locris, Hippeus, Hugo, Linda, Mabel Cook,
Oleander, Sunshine, Frances, Parva, Tarantula, Wanderer, Simple
Boodeau, Sadelbia, WeUer, Percy Schofield, Sohola Regia, Joan
Symple, Letebos, Sterne, J. J. Ellis, II Penseroso, Lorraine, Viking,

Waterwitch, Ylime, A. H., Theta, Puffin, Chelsea Bun, Mary Jane,
Wnlfruna, Aqare Sulis, T. Valmot, Erin-go-bragh. Ursa Minor,
Scribbler, Davy, Bonnet Rouge, Stella, Lee Lorton, Anna Howe,
Cornubia, W. H. L. Pool, Grace Hope, Goos, Prox, Abana, Ambo,
John Quill, The Young Usurper, The Black Rosary, Sybilline,

Haylre, Red Feather, Tweep, Seph, Tutus in undis. Ad arma ces-

tantes, Yacol, A D. A , Brentano, Wintonella. Romeo, Job WiUdns,
Brngglesmith, Errie, lona. Stream, Verbeia, Dunkeld, Super, West-
minster, Schatz. Omicron, Boreas, Bentor, Stina, Tramp, Porlock,
Trebla, Sweet Pea, Highland, Miser, Clyde, Glenorie, Dreamer,
Sauerkraut, Henry Brandauer, Sappho, Thais, John Stuart, Gobio,
Rhodesia, Gweno, Melmoth, Epictetus, L'Inconnu, Hesper, Newton
Dons, Falford, Robin Hood, Pro Patria, Fermain, Patience, Pepino,
Jsp, Palomides, Conal More, Amalfi, A. Lester, The Absolute
Stranger, Misty Law, T. Cavers, Skylark, Peter the Poet, Merrick,
Ralph Leyland, Aldah, Tartar, Joseph Marie, Yonghy Boughy Bo,
D.>leth, Sorbonue, Dinna Forget, Aliquis, Cadmus, Valentine, Skerry,
Arthur Beaumont, Allan Park, Jasper, Torquay, Ystwyth, Rolling
Stone, The Boy, Shanavest, Pictor Ignotus, Novarum, Hamerton
Yoike, O. Riginal, Leicester, Ser Hughie, The Second Person,

Trasfelaphoa, Alchemist, Ethleen, Le Reveur, Hildee, Minster,

Kiuone, Silberhorn, Adria, Hyksos, Frisia, Amapola, Mauraitbe,
tiialoc, £1 Kahira, B. Earp, Montana, ScheUen Berg.

First and Last Poems. By Arabella Shore.

New Books Received.
\_TA^ie notes on some of th« N«u) Books of the week are

preliminary to Reviews that may follow.^

DocTBDfE asd Doctrinal Disruption.
By W. H. Mallock.

We refer elsewhere to this book, of which the following

is the last sentence :
" The aim of the present volume has

been no more than this—to show the Protestant, and
especially the Anglican Protestant, of to-day, be-

wildered by doubts and difficulties, that if this voice of

the organic [Catholic] Church be illusory, all doctrinal

Christianity—the miracle of Christ's birth and death,

the miracle of the Resurrection and the Atonement, re-

garded as objective truths, are equally illusory also."

(Black. 68.)

Os THE Eve of the War. By Evelyn Cecil, M.P.

This is the narrative of a journey in the Transvaal last

autumn, in which the author met and conversed with

Presidents Krugor and Steyn, Mr. Schreiner, and other

inilaential men. He endeavours to state political aspects

of the crisis as they existed, or were thought to exist, on
the eve of the conflict. (Murray.)

Compiled by
George Paston.

Mrs. Delany (Mary Granville) :

a Memoir, 1700-1788.

This is a useful abridgment of the voluminous Auto-
hiography and Correspondence of Mrs. Delany, published in

six volumes in 1861-62 at five pounds the set. Some
unpublished letters have been drawn upon by the present
editor. (Grant Bichards.)

A note on this book will be found in our Bibliographical
column. (Grant Bichards. .Ss. net.)

Hints on the Conduct of Business,
Public and Private. By Sir Courtenay Boyle.

" The active man riseth not so much by his strength as
the expert by his stirrups," is the motto of this volume of
business maxims by the Secretary of the Board of Trade.
The sixteen chapters deal with such subjects as the Opening
and Closing of Letters, Notes, Labour-Saving Appliances,
The Use of Experts, Compilation of Reports, Interviews,
Deputations, &c., &c. (Macmillan. 3s. 6d.)

A Brief History of
Eastern Asia. By J. C. Haotiah.

By Eastern Asia Mr. Hannah means all Asia except
Persia, Mesopotamia, Arabia, Syria, and Asia Minor.
The book has a useful relation to many political problems
of the present day, dealing as it does with such great
historical processes as " The Russian Conquest of Siberia,"
" The War between English and French in India," " The
Opening of Japan and its Results," &c., &c. (Unwin.
7s. 6d.)

In addition to the foregoing, we have received :

POETRY, criticism, AND BELLES LBTTRES.

Gardner (Edmund G.), Dante (Oent) net 1/0
Haberlandt (Michael), EthnoIoKy (Dent) net 1/0
Trench (Maria), The Passion Play (Kegan Paul) net 1/0
Carrington (Fitz Roy), Tne Queen's Garland (Duckvforth) 2/6

TRAVEL AND TOPOGRAPHY.

Macqnoid (Kath. S. and Gilbert S.), In Paris 1/0

MISCELLANEOUS.

Cook's Literary and Historical Map of Linden (Cook & Son) 2/0
MacGunn (John), The Making of Character: Some Educaii'mal Aspects

of Ethics (Camh. Univ. Press)
V. W., A Book of Comfort : Being Selections from the Psalms.

(Duckworth & Co.) net 1/0
Major (Thomas), Leaves from a Squattet's Note Book (Sanfls)
Taylor ( Benjamin), Sloryology ; Estays in Folk-Lore, Sea-Lore, and Plant-

Lore (Stock)
Weguelin (H. W.), Carnations and Picotees for Garden and Exhibition

(Newnes) 3/6
Hasluck (Paul N.), Electric Bells (Cassell)
Dixon (William Scarth), The Snort of Kings (Grant Richards) 10/8
Spencer (Baward), The Great Game, and How It is Played

(Grant Richards)
Advanced Both-Keeping (Pitman & Sons)
Butiness Terms and, Phrases (Pitman & Sons)
Eyre-Todd (George), Morison's Chronicle of the Year's News of 13fl9 : a

Diary and Epitome (Morison)
Loch (G. 8.), The Annual Charities Register and Digest (Longmans)
The Official Year Book of the Church of Eniiland, 190O (S.f.O.K.)
Army Administration : a Business View^ By Centurion

(Constable & Co.)
Goodrich (Arthur), Our South African Empire (Pearson) net /6

Bonal University of Ireland: Calendarfor 1930 ... (Thorn & Co., Dublin)

NEW EDITIONS.

AfricanuB, The Transvaal Boers (Marshall & Sons)
Shakespeare's Works. Vols. XL and XH Newnes)
Annandale (Charles), Concise English Dictionary
Huxley (Thomas H.), Lessons in Elementary Physiology ......(Macmillan)
Trench (Richard Chenevix), In Time of War (Kegan Paul)
Dickens (Charles), The Old Curiosity Shop (Nelson)
Dickens (Charles), Oliver Twist and Sketches by Boz (Nelson)
Thackeray (W. M.), Pendennis (Nelson)
Smith (Sir W.), A History of Greece from the Earliest Times to the Roman

Conquest... (Idurray)
A Pictorial and Descriptive Guide to London (Ward, Lock)
Kelly (Bdmond), Government or Human Evolution (Longmans) net
The Chiswlck Shakespeare : Midsummer Night's Dream. King Lear

New Novels are acknowledged elsewhere.

2/0
1/0

a/a

7/0
1/0

7/0

Special cloth eases for binding the half-yearly volume of

the Academy can be supplied for Is. each. The price of the

bound half-yearly volume is Ss. 9d. Communications should be

addressed to the Publisher, 43, Chancery-lane.
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OATALOQUES.

TO BOOKBUTERS and LIBRARIANS of
FREE UBRARIE8 -Th. AI'RJL CATAJWGDB8

of V«lu.l>l. SECOND. UANU WORKS and NEW RE-
MAINDERX. olTgnd at pnoo icrMtlr i^Juoed. ars Now
K^uly. and will ti« i«Dt po«t frM opod appUcation to W. H,
Bmitb * Sox. Ubrarr Department, !««, StraDd. LoDdoa, W.O.

WILLIAMS ft NORGATB,
IMPORTERS or rOREiaS BOOKS,

1^ BwilatU BtTMt, Oonot QaMan, W, South rndarlak Bt.

Kdlnbnrih. and 7, Broad Btroat, Oxford.

OATAUOBXITa pott baa on appUoatlaD.

BAEDEKER'S ft BADDELBY'S
TOURISTS* OniDE BOOKS.

Maw toUj delaUed CATAUMJCE nut pott fraa oo appUoatloa.

VVLAJI * CO., a. SoBO 8«oau. Iaiidw, W.

WANTED, INQUIRTES for ESTIMATES
for PRINTING PERIODICALS. MAGAZINKS.

BOOKS, ic , by a Firm of Printirs in the I'rovinces (with

dlreet oommuDication with Loodonl. Equipped with Uaos
and Plant for pitMluciui; liigh^lwd work.—Addrea*, " Pl-blica-

noxt,* John lladdon * Co., Salislmry Square. E.C

IMPORTANT.-PRINTINO AND PUBLISHING.

XTEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, BOOKS, ftc.

XN —KINO. SELL * RAn/roN, Umitad, bigh^slaas

Ptlntan and Publilhers, 12, Oonsh Square. 4. Bolt Court, Fleet

Btraat.B.C., haTeipeoiallj-built Rotaiyand other fast Hacblnet
lor viiiitlnit lUnstrated or other PablleaUona and ipeoiaUT-bullt

lla£inetfor fast folcUng and oovering 8, IS, 24. or Sl-paxe

Jooraals at one operation.
AdTloe and assiBtanoe given to anyone wishing to oommenoe

Haw Journals.
FadUties upon the premise* for Editorial Offloet free. Advar-

tliiog and PuoUshiUii Deuartmenta conducted.

Telephone 661S1. Telegraph ** Africanism, London."

High-Class Bookbinding.
Valaable Books and MS. Bound and Repaired with

(freat care. Miscellaneous Books bound in any
fctyle or pattern.

JOHN FAZAKERLEV,
40, Paradise Street, LIVERPOOL

LITEBABY BESEABCH.—A Gentleman,
•zparlenoed In Uterary Work, uid who has access to the

Brltiih Miueain Reading Koom, It opeo to Hrrani^e with
Aathor or any person requiring aasistauce in Literary Re-
March, or in teung Work throogh the Presp. Translations
ondsrtaken fromrrenoh, Italian, or Stianfsh.— Apply, by
latter, to 1). C. Dallas. 151, Strand. London, W.O.

TyPE-WRITING.— MSS., PLAYvS, Ac.
promptly TYPED. Special attention to Scientific and

Tabular Documents. Price List and Specimens on application.

—L. Mills, 31, Cauldvell Street, Bedford.

TYPE-WRITING promptly and accurately
done- lOd. per l.ooo words. S»njple8 and references.

Uttlti-Copies.—Address. Miss E. H.. 16. Mortimer Crescent, N.W.

TYPE-WRITING ; TYPEWRITING
;

TYPE-WRITING. — NOVELS. PLAYS. ESSAYS care-

fully TYPED. Difficult M8S. receive special attention.
Reference* to Anthors.—Write for terms to E. Graiiax, 23,

Cockspur Street, Pall Mall, Loudon.

SSTABLI8BED 1861.BIBKBEGE BANK,
Southampton Buildings, Ohanoery Lane, London.

TWO-AND-A-HALF per CENT. INTEREST aUowed on
DEPOSITS repayable on demand.

TWO per CENT, on CDRRENT AOOODNTS.on the mini-
mum monthl; balances, when not drawn below £100.

BTOCKS, SHARES, and ANNCITIES purohaaed and gold.

SAVINGS DEPAETMENT.
For the encounutement of Thrift the Bank receives small sums
n deposit and allows Interest monthly on each completed £1.

BIKKBECK BTJILDINa SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HODSS

roa TWO OUINBAS PKR UOMTH.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOOIETT.
HOW TO PURCUA.se A PLOT OF LAND

FOa riTI BUILLINQS PER MOKTH.

The BIRKBECK ALMANACK. wltbfuUpartioulan, poet tree

FRANCIS RATENSCROFT. Hanager.

"THE ACADEMY"
LITERARY COMPETITIONS.

New Series.—No. ap.

All rtadtr* atUmpting thu wtek^t

Compttition {dttcribed fully on page
SOS) mtut cut out thii Coupon
and »neloi« it mth their reply.

EDUCATIONAL SBRIK3 for DISPOSAL.
— Coprrithts, SKraotTpe Plalaa. Illuatrattoos. and

Stock of 170 PablioatioDi. Proprietor retiring. ts<m
required.—Addreai K-, Acadxhy Omoe, 41, 0haue«T7 Lane,
w:c.

OYAL HTBBARY FUND.R
The LiiRD RIISSELt of KItLOWES. O.C.M <i . Lord

Chief Justice of KiisUii.I. will nraildc! at the lloth ANNIVER.
8ARV DlNNEICou WEDNESDAY, Mat 2ud, at the HOTKL
CECIL. Strand. W.C. at 7 for 7.30 p m. preciaely.
Gentlemen wilting to serre aa Stewards are requested t»

oomrouoicate with l£e Sectetarr.
LLEWELYN ROBERTS.

7, Adelphi Terrace, W.C.

ELIZABETHAN STACK SOCIETY,—
MILTON'S SAMSON AOllNISTES. at ST. GEORGE'S

HALL, LANGHAM PLACE, on WEDNESDAY, A PRIL Uth,
at 3 o'clock. Prices, Is. to 5s. Tickets at the Box Office.

GOVERNK^SES for PRIVATE PAMILIBS
-MISS LOU ISA BROUGll can RECOMMEND several

hlghlT-qualified English and Foreign G' veniesses for Resident
and Daily Eugagemeuts—Ckkts^l RsoisTar roa TaAOHiaa,
39, Cnren Street. Charing Croaa, W.C.

WIMBLEDON HICH SCHOOL,.— Mre.
J. T. TRENCH receives GIBLt as BOARDERS at

Lyndenhurst, Woodwidu. Wimbledon, Kcfereuce permitted to
Hiss Hastings, Head Mistress, the Mar>tuiH iiiid Marchioness
of Lansdowne, Bishop and Mrs. Barry. Col. and Mrs. Chenevix
Trench, and others.

THB PR[.\CBAS HELENA COLLEGE
EALING. W.

£stabli8he<l 1820. Incon*orated hy Royal Chirter 1886.

President-H.RH. the PRINCESS CHRISTIAN.
Hiffh-clHSs education for the DAUGHTERS of GENTLE-

MEN, OA IttJBideut or Day Pupils. l*reparatiou for Dnivorsity
»Dd Art Examinations. Siiacious grounds. Supervision Id
games.
TraluioK department for kindergarten etudents in prepara-

tion for Froehel Union Examinatioo for Teachers.
There is a Home in cocncction with the College tor K.O.

Studenta an'i for a few children under tea years of age.

MARGARET WILLIAMSON. I^ady Principal.

ROYAL INDIAN ENGINEERING
COLLEGE, Cooper'f Hill, Staine*.

The Conrse of Study is arranged to fit an Engineer for Em-
ploymemt in Europf>, India, and the Colonics. About -10

Btadenta will be admitted in Septem)>er. 19(K>. The Secretary
of State will offer them for Competition— Twelve Appointments
as Assistant Engineers in the Public Works Department, and
Three Appointments as As.<4i8tant Suporiutendents in the
Telegraphs Department, and Une in tlie Accounlauts' Branch
P.W.D.— For particulars apply to Skcbetarv, at (JoU«ge.

T. BARTHOLOMEWS HOSPITAL and
COLLEGE.S'

The SUMMER SESSION will begin on MAV Ist, IMO.
Stridents can reeide in the College wi'hin the iloBpital walls.

Butiject to tbi! Collegiate regulaEioiis.

The Hospital contains aservice of 75(>l>eds. Scholarships and
Prizes of the aggregate value of nearly £iiO« are awarded
anuually.
Si>edal CUsses for the Preliminary Scientific and the other

Loudon University Exuminations, for the F.R.C.S., aisd for
other Higher Examinations.

Ttiere is a large, thoroughly well equipped cricket ground.
For further particulars apply, persouallr or by letter, to the

Warden of the College. St. Birtholomew's Hospital. E.C.
A Handbook forwarded on application.

MUDIB'S LIBRARY
(LIMITED).

SUBSCEIPTIONS for 3 Months, 6 Months,

and 12 Months

CAN BE ENTERED AT ANY DATE.

THE BEST and MOST POPULAR BOOKS
of the SEASON ARE NOW in

CIRCULATION.

rrospeotosea of Terms free on application.

BOOK SALE DEPARTMENT.
Many Thousand Surplus Copies of Books always ON SALE

(Second Hand). Also a large Selection of

BOOKS IN LEATEDER BINDINGS

SUITABLE FOR

BIRTHDAY AND WEDDING PRESENTS.

so to M, NKW OXFORD STREET;

Brompton Road, S.W. ; 48, Qaeen Victoria

Street, E.G., Lovsoir

;

And St 10-12, Butun Aniade, Uaschistis.

SELECTIONS FROX

ALEXANDER & SHEPHEARD'S
PUBLICATIONS.

WORKS BY DR. MACLAREN.
Crosm 8vo, cloth boards, price 6^ oach, post free,

THE BEATITUDES, and other Sermons.
*' An excellent exDceition of tbe Bentitudos fall

of thought and knowledge and power."
British Weekip,

CHRIST'S "MUSTS," and other Ser-
mons,

THE WEARIED CHRIST, and other
Sermons.

** They show the same wonderfal fert ility of apt and
beautitul illustrations, the eame exciuiuite use of
lan^age, the same direct heart-searching power
which wo are accustomed to find in all Dr. Maclartm*!
woTk&.**-~ChristiaH World Pulpit.

THE GOD of the AMEN, and other
Sermons

•' The several sermons contained in this volume are
replete with a keen spiritual in.si;Lrht, combined with
an aptness of illustration and t>eauty of diction which
cannot fail to both impress and charm the reader.**

Methodist Tim^$.

PAUL'S PRAYERS, and other Sermoas.
"They are plain enou^^h to be uuderetood by the

unlearned, and yet have sufficient richness aad
cogency to attract the most cultivated.**

New York Observer,

THE HOLY of HOLIES. A Series of
Sermons on the Uth, 15th, and 16th Chapters of
the Gospnl by John.

"No British preacher has unfolded this portion of
Scripture in a more scholarly style.*'

North Hritish Daily Math
THE UNCHANGING CHRIST, and other

Sermons.
" Distinguished by the finest scholarship and moet

exquisite Uterary ^m&h."~ Christian Leader,

Crown 8vo, cloth boards, price 3s. 6d., post free,

ILLUSTRATIONS from the SERMONS
of ALEXANDER MACLARKN. D.D. Edited
and Selected by JAM".S HENRY MARTYN.
Containini; over 6ro beautifal and sufirgestire
illnstratioas. With a Textual Index and Alphi^
betical List of Subjects.

Crown 8to, 28. 8d.

"THINGS THAT ARE MADE." Devo-
tional Meditations in the Haunts of Nature. By
Rev. A. J. BAMFORD, B.A., of Royton.

The Freeman says :
" Preachers and teachers will

6nd in them many helpful suggestions."
The Glasgow Herald says: "They will probaUy

interest and instruct many who would an ordinary
sermon flee."

Now Ready, Second Edition, crown 8ro, cloth boards
Is. 6d., post free.

THE CHARTER of the CHURCH. Lee-
tures on the Scriptual Principle of Nonconformity.
By P. T. FORSYTH, M.A., D.D.

*' Explains the position of religious dissent with
great force and eloquence."—3/a»rA#»^er Gnardian.

** Nothing could be more timely than these learned
and suggefetive lectures.*'

—

Christian World.

Second Edition, crown Svo, cloth boards,
price Is. 6d., post free.

THE CONDUCT of PUBLIC MEETINGS.
Bv J. HONT COOKE. A Clear and Concise
Manual for all Public Speakcre.

Twenty-first Thouiiand. Limp cloth, price Sd.,
TM!)fit free

OUR PRINCIPLES: a Congregationalist
Church Manual. By G. B. JOHNSON.

Post Svo, cloth, with Portraits,
price (is., post free.

WELSHMEN In ENGLISH PULPITS ; or.
Sermons by English Congregational Minisi^ers
trom Wales. With Introduction bv Rev.
CHARLES A. BERRY, D.D. Edited by Rev.
DANIEL WATERS.

The Expository Times says :
** And here we have

thirty excellent portraits of prominent and eloquent
Congregational preachers, with their thirty sermons,
and the price is but a few shillings.'*

Ci-own Svo, Illustrated, ])ricT 2s. Od. post free.

CONVICTED OF HEROISM. A Tale ..f
John Ponr.v, Martyr, 1559—151)3. li/ HERBERT
M. WHITE, B.A. lUustrated by Frank H.
Simpson.

*' Excellent, unusual pra^p of events, nobility of
ideal, vividaees, and grace of Htyle."

Eev. Akcbibalp Dcff, D.D.

London :

ALEXANDER Sc SHEI'HEARD, Ltd.,
21 and 22, Fnraival Street, Ho born, W.'J.
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JABBOLD & SONS' NEW LIST
A book of special interest in view of the production of

MJS. OHAaLES WYNDHAM-9 NEW PLIY.
SECOND EDITION NOW READY.

THE ADVENTDRES OF
CYRANO 0£ BERGERAC. 6s.

KNTITI.EI)

CAPTAIN SATAN.
From the FrL-ncli of L<tUIS GALLET.

With Bi>eciaUj engraved Portrait of t'yrauo de Bergerac.
" A graphic word sketch of the DersoDalit^ and salient ex<

Sloits of Cyrano de Bergerac^ the splendid soldier, poet,
ramatist, and philosopher who was one of the most con-

spicnously pictoresQue Frenchmen of the seventeenth century."
Daay TelegraiA.

BY A NEW POLISH WRITER.
ANIMA VILIS:
A Tale of the Great Siberian Steppe.

Ry MARIA RODZIEWICZ.
Translated by Count S C. de POT-ssONS. 8s.

"Anima Vilis." in addition to its powerful characterisation,
purports to give a faithful presentation of Siberia and its life,
and depicts a mode of ezist*-nc : which is very difTereat from the
previous erroneous impressions of Siberia.

BY THE AUrHOR OF "QUO VADIS."
8EC0NI) EDITION.

IN the NEW PROMISED LAND.
By HENRYK StENKIEWICZ, Authorof •'Q,uo Vadis "

TraDslate<l fmm the original Polish by (ount 8. de
80IS.SUiNS. With a new Photogravure Portrait of Henryk
Slenkiewicz. >.^. fld.

"Tale of a simple-minded P"lLsh peasant and his daughter.
Their simplicity is quaintly brought out in one clever touch.
The sever&l scenes are full of colour and intensity, Hei»a
writer of |»ower."—Poli Mall (JaztUe.

MAURU8 JOK^rS FAMOUS NEW NOVEL.
FOURTH EIMTION.

THE POOR PLUTOCRATS 6s.
By MAURUS JOK AI. Author of " Black Diamonds," " A
Hungarian Nabob," &c. With fine Autograph Photo-
gravure Portrait of the Author. TranalaUd by K, NISBET
BAIN.

" For sheer vigour of dramatic incident and vivid excitement
there is not one of Jftkai's Ules that can beat this. In all the
qualities which make J'')kai's wild Hungarian genius unique,
this weird atd lurid story is supreme."—AtH Mall (inzelU.

CURTIS YORKE'S LATEST NOVEL.
TH[J:I> EDITION.

JOCELTN ERKOLL 6s. By Curtis
TORKE, Author of "Once." "Because of the Child,"
" Valentine," Ac. With fine Photogravure Portrait of the
Author.

"Will be read with int«rpst. P.iuline Etheredge is skilfully
XumtheAXur—Daily Ckronieti.

London: Jarbold 4 Sobs. 1'^ A 11, Warwick Lane, B.C.

SELECTIONS FROM

ALEXANDEB & SHEPHEABD'S
PUBLICATIONS.

WORKS BY DR. MACLAREN.
Crown 8vo, cloth boards, price 68. each, post free,

THE BEATITDDES. and other Sermons.
"An excellent exposition of ibe Beatitudes full

of thought and knowledge and power."
British Wtekly.

CHRIST'S "HOSTS," and other Ser-
mons.

"Felicitoufl eiposition, tmr^gA, intense eloquence,
and beaatiful illustration."—JTwd and Work.

THE WEARIED CHRIST, and other
Sermnns.

•* They show the same wonderful fertility of apt and
beautilu] illnstrationi, the eame exquisite use of
langnage, the same direct heart-searching- power
which we are accustomed to find in all Dr. Maclaren's
works."—CArw/tan World Pu'pit.

THE GOD of the AMEN, and other
Sermons

" The peveial sermons contained in this volume are
replete with n. keen spiritual insight, combined with
an aptness of il us* ration and beauty of diction which
cannot fail to both impress and charm the reader."

Methodist Tim«».

PAUL'S PRAYERS, and Other Sermons.
"They are plain enough to be understood by the

unlearned, ar.d yet have sufficient richness and
cogency to attract the most cultivated."

New York Observer,

THE HOLY of HOLIES. A Series of
Sennong on the Uth, 16tb, and 18th Chapters of
the Gospel by John.

" No British oreacher has nnfoMed this portion of
Bcriptuie in a more scholarly style."

North hritith Daily Mail.

THE UNCHANGING CHRIST, and other
PermonR.

" Dlstintruished by the finest scholarship and most
exqnisita Uteniry finish."- C%rutui» Leaitr.

London :

ALEXANDER & 8HEPHBAKD, Ltd.,
21 and 22, Fnrnival Street, Holborn, W.C.

THE EDINBURGH REVIEW.
No. 392. APRIL, 1900. 8T0, price 61.

I THE ALASKA BOUNDARY.
n. FICTION and PHILANTHROPY.

III. RELIGION m GREEK MTERATDRE.
IV. MORRIS and ROSSETTI.
V. THE STRDG6LE for ITALIAN INDEPENDENCE

(18I0-18W).

VI. CAPPADOCIAN DISCOVERIES.
VII. ALEXANDER LESLIE and PRINCE RUPERT.,

VIII. THE EVOLUTION of tbe STARS.
IX. PARTITION of the WESTERN PACIPIC.
X. DEAN MILMAN.
XL GREAT BRITAIN and SOUTH AFRICA.

London; LoiroMANS, Gbxen k Co.

THE ENGLISH
HISTORICAL REVIEW.

Edited by S. R. GARDINER, D.C.L., LL.D., and
REGINALD L. POOLE, M.A., Ph.D.
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London : Loxohans, Gbee:! ft Co.

PORTRAIT SUPPLEMENTS
TO

"THE ACADEMY,"

The following f,ave appeared, artd some of
the numbers containing them can still he

obtained; or Complete Sets may be had
separately for 38. 6d. :

—

BEN JONSON.
JOHN KEATS.
SIR JOHN SUCKLING.
TOM HOOD.
THOMAS GRAY.
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON.
SIR WALTER SCOTT.
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WILLIAM MAKEPEACE THACKERAY.
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MACMILLAN & CO.'S
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NEW VOLS. JUST PUBLISHED.

MACMILLAN'S
LIBRARY OF ENGLISH

CLASSICS.
Edited by A. W. POLLARD.

BOSWELL'S LIFE OF JOHNSON.
la 3 volp.

Demy 8vo, cloth elogant, 3s. 6d. net each.

• THE WAR IN SOUTH AFRICA.

THIRD EDITION, with a new Prefatory Chapter
dealing with the events which hare indnced

the present crisis.

IMPRESSIONS OF
SOUTH AFRICA.

By the Eight Hon. JAMES BRYCB, M.P.

With 3 Maps, and with the Text of the Transvaal
Conventions of 1881 and 1881.

Crown 8vo, 6s.

By RUDYARD KIPLING.

FROM SEA TO SEA,
And other Sketches.
LETTERS OP TRAVEL.

In 2 vols., extra crown 8to, red cloth, j^ilt tops, 68. each.

THE EVERSLEV SHAKESPEARE.

RE-ISSUE IN SEPARATE VOLUMES
of the

THE PLAYS of SHAKESPEARE.
Eaited, with Short IntroductionB and FootnoteSt
by Prof. 0. H. HERFORD. Globe 8vo, bound
in cloth, price Is. each; roan, gilt tops, 2s. each.

Br the late F. J. A. HORT, D.D.

VILLAGE SERMONS in OUTLINE
By thelatcFENTON JOHN ANTHONY HORT,
D.D., sometime Ualaean Frofeesor and Lady
Margaret's Reader in Divinity in the University
of Cambridge. Crown 8vo, 6b.

PRO CHRISTO ET ECCLESIA.
Crown 8vo, jrilt top, 4s. Od. net.

Work* by the late

CANON J. C. ATKINSON, D.C.L

FORTY YEARS in a MOORLAND
PARISH. Extra crown 8vo, fis. net ; Xllustrated
Edition, 128. net.

MEMORIALS of OLD WHITBY;
or. Historical Gleanings from Ancient Whitby
Records. Extra crown 8vo, 38. 6d. net.

WALES, TALES, TRAVELS, and
EXPLOITS of TWO SCHOOLBOyS. Crown
8vo, 28. 6d.

PLAYHOURS and HALF-
HOLIDAYS ; or, Further Experiences of Two
Schoolboys. Crown 870, 2e. 6d.

THE LAST of the GIANT-
KILLERS ; or, the Exploits of Sir Jack of Danby
Dale. Globe 8vo, iis. ad. : also in extra gilt bind-
ing, crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

SCENES in FAIRYLAND; or,
Miss Mary's Visits to the Court of Fairy Realm.
Crown 8vo, 4s. 6d.

NEW AND CHEAPER RE-ISSUES.
Crown Hvo, '.in. fid. each.

By E. WERNER.

FICELE FORTUNE. By E. Wer-
NER. Crown 8vo, 38. M.

SUCCESS, and HOW HE WON IT.
By E. WERNER. Crown 8vo, 38. 6d.

MACMILLAN & CO., Ltd., London.
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€HATT0&W1NPDS'S NEW BOOKS

THE UNCHANGING EAST. By
KOBEHT It \KU \\ ilh Vr.uiti*pi«!f. Or. «vo. cloth. 6«.

"A briik auM clu.idilh wniu-n volume of rxperieuoe* of

timT»» In ElOl't. Tnm.li. (he Holv IaO'I. 4c. ... .A happj lack of

datM and «eo«nii>hicnt information will not b« rM«at«d by the

il«aulto(7 ntuier.—ChiUook.

- NEW SIX-SHILLING NOVELS.

ANDROMEDA: an Idyll of the
(irc.it Kiver. Hv K<HtERT BUCHANAN, A«thorof "The
Shtidow of the Swonl."

"Mr. Bnohanao h.i* clearly tirnvii uiwu hia own early cxpcri-

«noe*ill IJottdon for much of^theittculental matter in tniflfitor>'.

'...-•Andromeda* U a itrauB« tt»Ie rendered still straiiKtr by the

C^gular beauty of ihMgirl The etory els a whole ii excel-

leni '—QUUffOW Herald.
*' It ii *lgoroaily written ; It is Mt in pictureigue scenes; it

telli a rvma&tlo fltorj-, and it describes an altractiTe heroine.

....A Teirraiulable and a verr tiympathetic atory. It is oor-

tainly ona ot the Iwst which Mr. Buuhanim haa given ua for

quit* » longtime,'*— /ffV>. ^, „,
*' In orsannR the shAtnzr sailor savage. Matt Watson, Mr.

Buctianan lias been forcible and clever; that much abused
wonl ';K>w<Tfur is cxcusiible in this case Altogether the
l>ook is good readiuK."—f<ii/ i(aU (JaietU.

" It is well couBlructeil, wtll written, and readable, and will

find, we may be sure, a very considerable public."—tfWxs.

THE SON of the HOUSE. By
BBBTHA THOMAS, Author of "Tlie Violin Player."

**A pleasant domestic story, >>uch as the author has more than
oooe •Down that she can write, and her readers will not (ail to
be ohumed bv it. Its stronger x>asaages bear fresh witness to

'her power of developing character, and working out a situation
on oonvindnf lines."—/HAeruntm.

A SECRET of the NORTH SEA.
By ALGERNON GI8SING.

"Oi engrosalug interest— A story pulsating with life, full of
energy and action, and at>t>tiiiiiiug in instances of bt«rary skill

and finish.-—PaH ifall GazeXU.
"A strong and picturesque story A powerful piece of

work- "—Sta luia rd.

SOUR GRAPES : a Romance. By
J. F. CORNISH.

. "Susceptible male readers will have difficulty in deciding
whether kittenish Ruby Brabrooke or true-hearted Barbara
Aslileigh is tht; more winsome."

—

Scotsman.
"An absorbing story, the remarkable plot of which is un-

foldeil in a style at once vigorous and polished. The book will
be read with interest by all who can appreciate a good story
well told.'-gfttdio.

THREE-ANO SIXPENNY STORIES.
A YOUNG DRAGON. By Sarah Tytler,

Author of " Mrs, Camiichael's Goddesses." lAprU 26.

-AINSLIE'S JD-JD : a Romance of the
HinterlauJ. By HAROLD BINDLOSS. Author of " In
the Niger Country."

WITHOUT the LIMELIGHT: Theatrical
Life as it Is. By GEORGE R. SIMS.

"The stories are powerful, and though ' Dagonet ' is a jester,
his jesting is often akin to ienrs."— Weekly Sun.
"A very graphic picture Thi- fact that the iMxik is here

and there autobiographical will adil to its attraction for the
public."—GJota.

MADAME IZAN. By Mrs. Campbell
PKAED. Author of " Nulma."

_ "A bright, bizarre novel, suffused by Eastern colour."
Academy.

MISS BALHAINE*S PAST. By B. M.
CROKER, Auth rof " Terence.** &c.

"An entertaining novel A very enchanting story."

^^
Vamtj/ Fair.

^EW RDITIONS.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 3a. 6d. each,

A RICH MAN'S DAUQHTER. By Mrs. J. H.
HIIIDKLL.

THE NEW REPUBLIC. By W. H. Mallock.
SKIPPERS and SHELLBACKS. By James

RUNCIMAN.
PBTTERED for LIFE. By Frank Barrett.
A MENTAL STRUGGLE. By Mrs. Hiineer-

FORD.
WHAT SHE CAME THROUGH. By Sarah

TVTLER.
BONNIE MAGGIE LAUDER. By Alan

ST. AUBYN.
THE WOOING of MAY. By Alan St. Aubyn.
THE COST of her PRIDE. By Mrs. Alex-

ANIlER.
THE STEP-MOTHER. By Mrs. Alexander.
THE WAY of a WOMAN. By L. T. Meade.
A BON of ISHMAEL. By L. T. Meade.
THE SIREN. By L. T. Meade. [Aprilis.

BIRCH DENE. By William Westall.
ROY of ROY'S COURT. By William Westall.

With (i IllustnitioiiN.

ONE MAID'S MISCHIEF. By O. Manville
l'i:^'"< Upriiis.

IN JEOPARDY. By G. Manville Fenn.
DOUBLE PUNNING. By O. Manville Fenn.

HELD in BONDAGE.
PopuLnr Edition. MXI'ENCE^

FredL Warfle&Co/sPQbllGatioiis

Jual Publlahmd.

AN INVALUABLK WORK OP REFERENCE
UHIKORM WITH

NDTTALL'S STANDARD DICTIONARY
maw i» itt Six Humlrtd anil Txeiitf-JInt noHiomt).

THE NUTTALL

ENGYGLOPyEDIA.
Being a Concise and Comprehensive

Dictionary of General Knowledge.
KDITKI) BV THE

REV. JAMES WOOD,
Editor of " NuttalPs Standard Dictionary," and

Ck)mpiler of the *' Dictionary of Quotations."

By Ooida.

BRAND'S OBSERVATIONS on
rol'CLAR ANTIQUITIES. With the Additions of Sir
IIKNRY ELLIS. A New Edition. Crown Kvo. cloth, 3i.»J.

London
: GHi.Tro& WtiTDCs, lll,St.Martin'8LaDe,W.C.

It M Issued in Four Styles, Large crown %vo.

1. In cloth gilt, strongly bound ... price 3s, 6d.

2. In half-morocco, marbled edges „ 5s. Od.

3. In half-morocco, gilt top, with
patent index ,, es. Od.

4. Iq half-calf, extra marbled
edges „ 7s. 6d.

Thi publishers of "The Nuttall Kncyclopfedia

"

believe that with the enormous spread of education
amongst all classes there exists a large demand for a
popular Encyclopiedia of General Information, in a
single volume, handy of reference, and at a price
within the reach of all—in fact a work which can be
constantly turned to for information in a concise form
on matters of daily intercourse, but foreign in the
main to the class of t<ipical and necessarily ephemeral
matter prepared for the public by the important
annuals and almanacs; And the work herewith an-
nounced has been expressly compiled tn meet this
demand.

THE DISTINCTIVE POINTS ARE :—

1. Its Cheapness.—The cloth style costs .Is. 6d.
for a volume containing 700 pages, closely, but very
clearly printed, with upwards of 16,000 terse articles,

an exceptional number of references of encj-clopjedic

character, and one which places the practical utiUty
of the work on a scale far above its one-volume rivals,

and enables it to compare favourably in usefulness
with vast treasure-houses of information, such as the
*' Encyclopaedia Britannica."

2. The Value of its Contents.—In the
Rev. James Wood, the Editor of " Nuttall's Standard
Dictionary," the Publishers have had the services of
an Editor whose skill and experience have enabled
him,Jlr«t,to select what particulars ought to be given
under each reference ; and, eecondt to present the
facts in a style at once clear and concise. He has,
therefore, been able to give within a small compass
the Bist of information which could only be obtained
after extensive literary research ; and for most pur-
poses for which reference is usually made to an
Encyclopa'dia the information given here will, it is

believed, be found sufficient.

3- Its Handiness and Readiness of
Reference.—Under one alphaljetical arrangement
its short pithy articles will yield at a glance, on num-
berless occasions, the information likely to be sought
for.
" The Nuttall Encyclopedia " is an attempt ito com-

bine in one compact volume information on nearly all

the subjects discu-ssed in larger ones. Esiiecmlly
\ such as come under the categories of HlSTORYj
BIOGdAPHY, GEOQRAPMV, RELIGION,
SCIENCE and ART, and relate to LITERATURE,
PHILOSOPHY, POl-iTiCS, &c., particularly in
connection with the names of the eminent men who
have contributed to these.

4« Its Special Features —Some special
features not usually found in an ElncycIop»dia have
l)een added, notably notices of eminent men still

living, and entries explanatory of names in Fiction;
all, however, under the single alphabetical arrange-
ment.
While it is hoped that " The Nuttall Encyclopedia '*

will be found by all classes a valuable and necessary
book of reference, its price and scope should commend
it especially to

The careful Newspaper Reader;
Heads of Families, writh children at

school, whose persistent questions
have often to gro without an answer]

The Schoolmaster and Tutor;
The Student with a shallow purse;
The Busy Man and Man of Business.

This Work can be obtained at all Booksellers* in
the United Kingdom and Colonies. Full Prospectus
on Application.

Chandos Hoose, Bedford btreetf Strand.

A. &. C. BLACK'S LIST
NOW RBADY.—Demy Svo, cloth, price 7b. 6d. not.

DOCTRINE AND DOCTRINAL
DISRUPTION

:

Being an Examination of the Intellectual
Position of the ihurch of England.

By W. H MALLOCK.
Author of " Aristocracy and Evolution," " Labour

and the Popular Welfare," 4c.

"A closely reaaoned and diepassiooate in<|uiry,

which should have interest for all tbouKhtful Church-
men."—TAe (lutlook.

'* A distinctly ambitious wc rk dealing; more rr lett

with that very conflict between science and reliKion

which has recently been dramatised, so to speak, in

the last controversy, and death of Dr. St. George
Mivart."— r»« AcaiUmy.

NOW READY.—Crown Svo, cloth, price 3s. 6d.

OUTLINES OF THE
HISTORY OF RELIGION.

By JORN K. INGR.iM. LLD..
Anthor of " A History of Political Economy," "A

History of Slavery," &c.

" It bears the character of a solemn profession of
faith, the profession of a faith deeply pondered and
long held in silence, but now in a^lvanced years
disclosed and commended to the thoughtful and open-
minded of mankind."—.li«rde»» Free Prett,

A TREATISE ON ZOOLOGY.
By E. RAY LANKESTER. M.A., LL.D., F.R S.,

Hon. Fellow of Bseter College. Oxford, Director of
the Natural History Departments of the Britiah

Museum, Fullerian Professor of Physiolojfy and
Comparative Anatomy inthe Royal Institution of
London. Profusely Illuftratcd. To be completed
in 10 Parts. NOW READY, Part III. THf
ECHINODERMA. By F. A. BATHKR, M.A.,
Assiirled bv J. W. GREGORY, D.Sc, and E. S.

GOODRICH, M.A. !»pmy Svo, in paper covers,

price 12s. 6d. net ; or in cloth, ISs. net.

•' It is marked by three characteristics, which,
indeed, may be regarded as now indispensable to .any

scientific work of value—perfect lucidity in the illaa-

trations, which are numerous and, of course, s]>eci»Uy

drawn by, or under the direction of, the author ; ft

careful exposition of the historical development of

life-forms ; and complete bibliographies on each
branch of the subject.^ —Xt/«ra/ttre.

NOW READY.—Demy 8vo, cloth, price 12s. Od. net.

SEXUAL DIMORPHISM IN THE
ANIMAL KINGDOM.

A Theory of the Evolution of Secondary Sexual
Characters.

By J. T. C0NNINGHAM, M.A..
Containing 32 Illustrations.

*' Mr. Cunningham has elalxjrated a theory of evolu-

tion in answer to the problem : What are the caueea
which have produced the three kinds of structural

difference in animals? He supports his theory by
farts and illustrations drawn mainly from the works
ofothers. Abookof distinctscientiflcimportance. The
present volume is well printed, and prnfasely illus-

trated with carefully executed figures."-TAe Outlook,

NOW READY.—Demy Svo, cloth, price "s. 6d. net.

THE GRAMMAR OF SCIENCE.
By KARL PEARSOX, M.A., F.R.S.,

Professor of Applied Mathematics and Mechanics in

University College, London.
Second Edition, thoroughly Hevisedandmuch Enlarged

Contains Two entirely New Chapters on Natural

Selection and Heredity, embracing a Popular
Account of Prof. Pearson's own more recent work
In this direction. Containing 33 Illustrations in the

Text.
" It is still a grammar in that it deals with the

foundations of science ; but a far more ambitioua
title might have been given to so comprehensive a
work."—2^e Bookman.

NOW HEADY.-Crown Svo, cloth, price 3e. 6d.

INTRODUCTION toSTRUGTURAL
BOTANY.

Part II. Flowerless Plants.
Third Edition.

By D. H. SCOTT, M.A., Ph.D., F.R.S.,
Honorary Keeper of the Jodrell Laboratory, Royal

Gardens, Kew.
" It stands out from the ever-increasing crowd of

guides, text-books, and manuals, in virtue not only ot
originality of design, but also of the fact that the
subjects treated have been specially investigated for
the purpose of the book, so that we have not the mere
compilation of a lx)ok-man but an account based on
the results of the author's own observation."

Natural Science,

A. & G. BLAOK, Soho Square, London.
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The Literary Week.
The Bill just promoted by the Trustees of the British

Museum has excited considerable surprise. It is a Bill to

enable the Trustees " to deposit copies of local newspapers

with local authorities, and to dispose of valueless printed

matter." The first proposal arises out of the immense and
continuous accumulation of newspapers at the Museum.
It is desired to relieve the pressure on the Museum's
space by placing under the custody of local bodies all

newspapers published since 1837. But surely it is

within the dates 1837— 1900, &c., that research is most
frequent. And the prospect of having to go to Eatanswill

to consult the Eatanswill Gazette is not alluring to students.

We should have thought the remedy was to pull down the

old bams and build greater. In the other matter we
sympathise with the Trustees. What they account rubbish

is probably rubbish ; it is their business to know, and
Trustees should be trusted within wide limits.

Mas. Ckaigie's new comedy in three acts, " The Wisdom
of the Wise," will follow Mr. Grundy's play at the St.

James's Theatre, according to present arrangements. "A
Eepentance " is to be performed at the Empire Theatre,

New York, this month. Miss Eahn, who made a g^eat

success as Ursyne in " Osbem and Ursyne " at the Empire
Theatre, has been engaged as leading lady by Mr. Richard
Mansfield.

Mr. Stepiten Crajte, we regjret to hear, is lying seriously

ill at the mediroval house in Sussex, Brede Place, where he
has been living for the past two years.

" Mr. C." is the title of an eight-page pamphlet, we
have received, calling itself " An Appendix to Dictionary

of National Biography, Volume 62." The use of the word
appendix by anyone but Messrs. Smith Elder seems a trifle

bold. We find that the pamphlet deals with the Woodfalls
and Sir Philip Francis ; it is for students of the " Junius "

controversy.

Mr. George Moore contributes to the North American
Review a, characteristic paper on "Some Characterists of

English Fiction." His present whim is to distinguish the
great from the small in literature, by asking himself if a
story is symbolic ;

" if it be a symbol, that is to say, if it

be the outward sign of a moral idea." Turning to women,
Mr. Moore finds that it would be as vain to seek a symbolic
novel among women as to seek a religion. He will not
even allow it in George Eliot, "who tried to think like a
man, and produced admirable counterfeits of his thoughts
in wax-work. So far her novels may be said to be
symbolical" Mr. Moore utters many other curious things
a little wearily, for the world is very inattentive, and con-
cludes with a prophecy :

" I stop without having said all.

England has produced the richest poetical literature in the
world, and in Shakespeare, in Milton, in Shelley, in
Wordsworth she will find her true immortality. Her
Empire will pass away and be forgotten like the Baby-
lonian and the Persian, for the heart only remembers ideas
and dreams."

OiTE competition last week for the best suggestion of a
subject for an historical novel may well have caused a
momentary lifting of the brows to historical novelists. It

is not pleasant to find the very subject suggested on which
you have been working for months. Thus, apropos of

"M. C. B.'s" suggestion for a historical novel on the

subject of " The Romance of Thomas Wentworth. Earl of

Strafford, and Lucy, Lady Carlisle," Mr. Frank Matthew
writes : "I have been at work upon a romance based on
the fall of Strafford for some months. I don't want to

seem guilty of prigging someone else's idea, and if you
would mention this in your columns I would be grateful."

The Dailj/ Graphic has published and sold in London
streets the Ladysmith Lyre. We hope our contemporary
will do a similar service for the Friend, the paper edited

by the war correspondents at Bloemfontein. A recent

issue contained "A First Impression," by Dr. Conan
Doyle, a little article which thrills because it narrates

the thing worth seeing by the man who can see. We are

indebted to the Daily Mail for the portions we quote.

Dr. Doyle begins: "It was only General Smith-Dorien's

Brigade, but if it could have passed, just as it it was,

down Piccadilly, it would have driven London crazy."

I watched them—ragged, bearded, fierce-eyed infantry

—struggling along under a cloud of dust. Who could
have conceived, who had seen the prim soldier in time of

peace, that he could so quickly transform himself into this

grim, virile barbarian? Bull-dog faces, hawk faces,

hungry wclf faces, every sort of face except a weak one.

Here and there a man smoking a pipe, here and there a
man who smiled ; but most have swarthy faces and loan a
little forward with eyes steadfast and features impassive
but resolute. Here is a clump of mounted infantry, a
grizzled fellow like a fierce old eagle at the head of them.
Some are maned like lious, some have young, keen faces,

but all leave an impression of familiarity upon me
;
yet I

have not seen Irregular British Cavalry before. Why
should it be so familiar to me, this loose-Umbed, head-
erect, swaggering type ? Of course ! I have seen it in an
American cowboy over and over again. Strange that a
few months on the veldt should have produced exsictly the

same man as springs from the western prairie

!

But these men are wairiors amid war. Their eyes are

hard and quick. They have a gatint, intent look, like men
who live always under a show of danger.

In another column we give, by permission of the London
manager of McClure's Magazine, some extracts from a
chapter in the forthcoming biography of Prof. Huxley by
Mr. Leonard Huxley. These letters show how, from the

first, width and proportion marked Huxley's life. He
studied, but he lived. He could leave his medusre and
crayfish, and be, in matters of faith and conduct, a

fisher of men. Loving to seek out the beginnings of

life, he did not miss the love of Woman, in whom all

beginning is statued aud exalted. When he lifted his

eyes from an almost protoplasmic cell, he could still see

life steady and whole. That he should have designed

so to live is not remarkable, for youth is generous ; it is

more noteworthy that he lived so to the end, thoroughly

warming his hands at the fire of life.
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Tub " Foreword " to the English translation of Gerhart

Hauptmann's fairy play, " The Sunken Bell," is by an
American writer, Charles Henry Metzler, who describes

Hauptmann's appearance when he visited America some
years ago.

lustead of the aggressive, self-confident man I bad
fsucied him, I saw a student—almost an ascetic. His
boyish air and shrinking gravity were curiously at variance
with the great will-power betokened by his set though
tortured, lips and the experience in his pale and weary
eyes. He had a smooth face ; a high forehead, crowned
with short and careless hair ; a well-shaped, sensitive nose.

If I had passed him in the street I might have set him
down as a perfervid young curate, or a seminarist. A
painful, introspective, haunted earnestness was stamped
upon his face—the face of a thinker, a dreamer, a genius.

Hauptmann is now thirty-six. His first play, written

under the spell of Tolstoy, was " Vor Sonnenaufgang,"
produced eleven years ago at the Berlin Leasing Theatre.
Each play that he produced raised a controversy noisy with
admiration and derision. But in "Lonely Lives" his

art became more delicate, in "The Weavers" more em-
bracive and commanding. " Hannele " and " Florian
Geyer " followed. The last play was to have been part of

a dramatic trilogy dealing with the Eeformation, but its

failure put an end to the plan. In " The Sunken Bell " we
have a fairy tale into which we are invited to read almost
what we will. Its symbolism will fit rosthetic, moral,
social, and religious interpretations. Mr. Metzler gives
his own ideas of what Hauptmann means, but the reader
will be wise to ignore these until he has read the play
in a receptive spirit. The translation is " free," and is

Mk. W. G. Collingwood has recast his Life and Worl
of John Ruskin (1893), and it is now issued in one volume,
under the title The Life of John Ruskin. There have been
added new biographical details and a number of letters

hitherto unprinted, while the story of Euskin's life has been
brought to a close in a final chapter. In this chapter
Mr. Collingwood relates that in his last days Ruskin
would pore over, and drowse over, his pet books by the hour.
One of these was A Fleet in Being, lent to him by a little

boy. "He read and re-read it; then got a copy for

himself, and might have learnt it by heart, so long he
pored over it,"

Canon Eawnsley proposes to place on the brow of
Friars Crag a memorial, in the form of an early British
cross, to John Euskin. The site has been selected because
it was the place that made the first deep impression of the
beauty of nature upon his mind. "The first thing," wrote
Euskin, " which I remember as an event in life was
being taken by my nurse to the brow of Friars Crag, on
Derwentwater." Subscriptions should be sent to Canon
Eawnsley, Crosthwaite Vicarage, Keswick.

Visitors to Nimes will soon be able to pay their respects
to a statue of Alphonse Daudet which is about to be
placed in the Square de la Couronne, with considerable
pomp, though without any contributory recognition from
the French Academy. The sculptor, M. Falguieres, has
evidently been a good deal inspired by M. Leon Baudot's
fine book about his father, for he has represented the
author in his latter years, with' his fine head poised in
meditation. It is, of course, as " I'homme du Midi," as
the author of Tartarin de Tarascon and Huma Roumestan,
and as the analyst and eulogist of southern character, that
Uaudet is to be acclaimed and enthroned at Nimes.
Daudet had a keen sense of place and climate, and their
influence on temperament and character. He used to say
that every country had its " north " and " south," with
their psychological differences ; and he loved those authors
who made much of their native air, and allowed it to

invigorate and influence their work. He would talk like

this to his son :

When a young man, be he boastful or timid, comes to
see me with his little volume in bis hand, I say to him :

"What is your country?"—" It is so and so, Monsieur."
" Is it long since you left your home and the old people ?

"
—" 80 long." " Shall you go back ? "—"I don't know."
" Why not at once, now that you have tasted Paris ? Are
they poor ?

"—•" Oh, no. Monsieur, in easy circumstances."
"Then fly to them, unhappy youth. I see you unde-
cided, young, impressionable. I don't believe you really

have in you that Balzacian energy that boils and ferments
under its attic roof. Listen to my advice, you'll thank me
for it later. Go back to the fold. Make yourself a soli-

tude in a comer of the mansion or the farm. Explore
your memory. The recollections of childhood are the
bright aud unpoisoned spring of all masterly creative

power that you possess. There is another reason you must
see

;
you have time. Make all about you—the farmers,

the sportsmen, the girls, the old men, the vagabonds—
talk with you. Let all that focus again ! And, if you
have talent, you will write a personal book, with your
mark on it, that will interest your own people first, and
the public too, if you chance to get hold of a well con-
structed plot."

Baudot's advice would surely fit the cases of a great many
young writers who have come to London to write novels on
stock subjects, leaving their liveliest inspirations behind
them. But Leon Baudot recognised the hopelessness of

such advice, and so do we.

Mk. Alfred Austin has taken the opportunity of the
Queen's visit to Ireland to reprint some travel impressions
on Ireland, which he contributed in two papers to Black-

wood's Magazine a few years ago. To these Mr. Austin
appends a poem written at Dugort, in the Island of

Achill, in 1895. We quote the last stanza of the poet's

counsel to Erin :

Live your own life, but ever at our side I

Have your own Heaven, but blend your prayer with
ours

!

Bemaiu your own fair self, to bridegroom bride,

Veiled in yoxir mist and diamonded with showers,

We twain love-linked whom nothing can divide I

Look up ! From Slievemore's brow to Dingle's shore,

From Inagh's lake to Innisfallen's Islo

And Garriff 's glen, the land is one green smile !

The dolphins gambol aud the laverocks soar :

Lift up your heart and live, enthralled to grief no more !

Comparisons between Bickens and Thackeray always
seem peculiarly profitless, and we are sorry to see that

Mr. W. J. Bawson insists on extolling Bickens at

the expense of his great contemporary in the Young Man,
a paper in which criticism has a kind of instructional

weight with its readers. That Bickens "much excels"

Thackeray as a creator of character is strange doctrine.

If for creator Mr. Bawson had written "recorder" or
" collector " we should not have complained ; but Mr.
Bawson actually goes on to ask :

" Indeed, whom is there

that Dickens does not excel?" Which has the merit of

closing the discussion so far as we are concerned. We are

glad that Mr. Bawson draws his readers' attention to

Mark Eutherford with the just remark : "He has the

secret of a certain sad fortitude of spirit, and knows how
to impart it."

" W. F. W.," whose " Notes About " are such a pleasant

weekly feature of the Pall Mall Gazette, tells the world

about the difficulty he had to obtain an inexpensive Bible

containing the Apocrypha. His experiences seem to have
been similar to those which were detailed in the Academy
by another searcher nearly two years ago. It may be re-

membered that the nearest contact with a copy of the

Apocrypha which our contributor gained was in a second-

hand bookshop in the Bromptoa-road, where the book-
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seller's only copy had just gone to " a gentleman at

Cricklewood." " W. F. W. " was more fortunate. The
Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge supplied him
with a copy of the Apocrypha in ruby 32mo (to match a
sixpenny Bible) for sevenpence. Even this copy had no
title-page, but, instead, an " apologetic-looking extract

from Article 6." The British and Foreign Bible Society,

it seems, refuses to print the Apocrypha at all. As
"W. F. W. " says: "Benefactors do not approve of

these Apocryphal utterances ; and practical considerations

must naturaUy prevail at 146, Queen Victoria-street."

However, it seems that the rarity of the Apocrypha is

itself apocryphal. Mr. Henry Frowde states that some fifty

editions of Oxford Bibles contain it ; and the Apocrypha
alone, bound in leather, and with a proper title-page, is

issued by Mr. Frowde in eight different sizes.

Moke than one literary gossipper has remarked a cer-

tain incongruity in the newspapers between the stem
tidings of the war and the trifles of criticism and book
talk. Mr. Edmund Gosse reconciled the two elements
very happily in the verses which he read at the dinner of

the Omar Khayyam Club last Thursday evening. Thqy
were as follows

:

While Zal and Rastum drew their thunderous line

Across the rolling veldts that shift and shine.

Or marching down the long sun-bitten road.

Went wheeling round Ehinocerosfontein,

We, laagered safe from all our shadowy foes.

Performed our lites and waved the double rose.

Feasted in innocently Persian mode.
And trld each other—what the master knowg.

In peace we drank ; yet never might forget
With what rare wine the wilderness was wet,
What vintage, poured f r us, the withering grass

Holds to our glory and eternal debt.

Nor will forget. Yet are we folk of peace,
We long to hear the ringing warfare cease.

And o'er our feast a purpler flush will pass
When Z:U comes home with Rustum from the seas.

Referring to the retirement of Dr. Sewell from the
wardenship of New College, the Qtieen makes a curious
slip. It says :

" It is hard to believe that any man is still

alive who has seen Dr. Johnson working in the Bodleian
Library at Oxford. But Dr. J. Sewell, the venerable
warden of New College, has done so." This is, of course,

wrong. Dr. Johnson died in 1784 ! Probably the Queen
writer had too hastily read our own paragraph, which
stated that Dr. Sewell was said to be the only man in

Oxford who had spoken to men who had seen Dr. Johnson
in the famous library—a very different matter.

Concerning our recent suggestion that a book on the
war by Mr. Charles Hands would probably be good read-
ing, a writer in Country Life says: "Mr. Hands has as
many admirers as he has acquaintances, for he is one of
the most charming little men living; but if he were to

write a book the only question is whether his friends
would be more delighted or more surprised. He has
always served his newspaper nobly, particularly in Cuba

;

but a laughing philosophy is second nature to him, and,
knowing him very well, I simply cannot picture to myself
Charles Hands sitting down to write a long book. If he
did it would be a fountain of humour and of shrewdness,
and facts would never be permitted to hamper him for a
moment."

We have received the second and third series of the
Illuttrated Topographical Record of London issued by the
London Topographical Society ; and we regret to find that
the third series is somewhat attenuated owing to want of
funds and that.a different mode of publication is likely to
be necessitated in future. This invaluable Record is too

little known. Let us state, then, that the London Topo-

graphical Society has for years employed Mr. J. P.

Emslie to make careful drawings of the exteriors and in-

teriors of interesting London buildings before their demo-
lition. In all about fifty such drawings have been issued

in the three neat paper-cover books now before us, and to

the drawings have been added interesting architectural

and historical notes by Mr. Emslie and Mr. Philip Nor-
man. Thus, in the second and third series, we have Mr.
Emslie's accurate records of Fore-street as it was in 1880,

when it still suggested the street in which Daniel Defoe
was bom; of No. 16, Fetter-lane, a reputed home of

Dryden, pulled down in 1887; and of the north end of

High-street, St. Giles's, before the formation of the

Charing Cross-road ; &c. In the third series are drawings
of old houses in Aldersgate - street, remains of the old
" Hummums " Hotel, Covent Garden, &c. We are glad

to learn that though the separate publication of these

records is likely to cease Mr. Emslie's drawings will in

future embellish the Society's Year Book.

Besides their illustrated "Record" of topographical

changes and demolished buildings in London, the work of

the London Topographical Society embraces the reproduc-

tion of maps and views in facsimile, the design being to

form a chronological series from the earliest extant maps
to recent times. Lord Rosebery is the president of the

society. Lord Welby is its vice-president, there is an influ-

ential council, and the Society conducts its operations in

its own offices at 16, Clifford's-inn, where the works
already issued may be inspected. Their most recent

undertaking is the reproduction of a panoramic picture of

the highway from Hyde-park Corner to Addison-road,

made by the surveyor of the Kensington Turnpike Trustees

in 1811. The drawing is, of course, a survey, but the

elevations on the north side are given for the whole

distance, and these compose a charming panorama of the

highway as it was in the days of stage-coaches. The
previous issues of the society include Van den Wyngaerde's
View of London, a facsimile of the original drawing made
in the middle of the sixteenth century, now in the Bodleian

Library at Oxford. Visscher's View of London in 1616,

Porter's Map of London and Westminster taken shortly

before the Great Fire, may also be mentioned, and there

are others no less interesting. ,

A PHRASE there is that needs correction. We read in a
contemporary that the late Mr. Archibald Forbes "wore
out prematurely his cast-iron constitution." We should

have thought that the constitution which enabled Mr.
Forbes to perform such extraordinary feats as his 110

miles' gallop from Ulundi, or his not less amazing feats of

endurance at Plevna, and which never broke down but
merely " wore out," had little in common with cast iron,

which, as every housewife knows, is brittle to a fault.

A " wrought iron " constitution would be the right de-

scription, in terms of iron. Yet the other epithet is almost

always chosen in such cases.

Several correspondents have written asking whether
the acknowledgments of Special Competitions which we
printed last week covered aU that we had received from
the first. No ; they were merely the last instalment.

The essays, poems, &c., received by us number many
hundreds.

Very recently a contemporary allowed a correspondent

to ask, " Does Anyone Read Shakespeare ? " We are able

to state that Messrs. Snowdon, Sons & Co , of MiUwall,

London, E., read the Plays with some diligence. They
have issued the Swan's own testimony to the merits of

their Snowdrift Lubricant for Engineers. We cannot

quote the whole of the ingenious list of quotations of

which the initial letters, when read down the page,
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^ve the legend, "Engineers Will Find Snowdrift Lubri-

cant Always Best," but we will quote part of it

:

S mooth 08 oil

!

N oted and most known

!

O rder the trial

!

W elcome ! I am glad to see thee

!

D eaeryed the praise of the world

!

B nn smooth

!

I

1 Btnn IV., Aot I, 80. Ui.

HanUtt, Act II., so. i.

Richard It., Aot I., «c. iii.

Hamlet, Aet II., sc. ii.

Cymbeline, Act V., BC. iv.

Uid*umm«r Night't Dream, Act I., so, 1.

come to answer thy best pleasure

!

Aire Well, Act II., ac. i.

F or achievement offer us

!

Benry F., Act III., sc. v.

T he very best that e'er I saw

!

Midtvmmer Night's Dream, Act V., sc. i.

L eave no rubs nor botches in the work !

Macbeth, Act III., sc. i.

XJ nrivailed merit!
Two Oentleman qf Verona, Aot V., sc. iv.

B est am I in true opinion !

Vinter'e Tale, Act II., sc. i.

R egards me with an eye of favour I

Much Ado, Act V., sc. iv.

I mmediately delivered!
Titue Andrcnicus, Act V., sc. i.

C annot but yield you forth to public thanks

!

Measurefor Meaeure, Act V., ac. i.

A pprobation for thy pUce and sway

!

Troilue and Creteida, Ace I., sc. iii.

N oble is thy merit

!

Richard II., Act V., sc. vi.

T ell the world aloud !

Measure/or Measure, Act II., ac. iv.

We have received an anonymous contribution of a
harrowing character, entitled " The Return of the Spring

:

an Author's Lament." It is interesting, and very well

written ; indeed, the author of such a composition has
little reason to lament on the score of his literary ability.

Nor do his private troubles seem to us to be incurable

;

his confession is sown with " cannots " which we simply
"cannot" accept. We give him this intimation that his

article is too long for us to use, and that it will lie at this

office until he claims it. A shorter and more inspiriting

contribution from his pen would have our consideration.

Bibliographical.

"I KIND that in Moore's Diary," writes a well-known
journalist—for all the world as if he had never read that

work till now, which one can hardly believe to be the case—" he speaks of Sydney Smith imitating, among the

various forms of hand-shaking to be met with in society,

'the high official, the Archbishop of York's, who carries

your hand aloft on a level with his forehead.' " Moore, of

course, is an authority on what he saw and hoard ; but I
prefer, in this case, that of Lady Holland, who, in her
memoirs of her father (18.55, Vol. I., p. 403), prints a
little speech on hand-shaking which (she says) Sydney
Smith addressed to a young lady, beginning :

" There is

nothing more characteristic than shakes of the hand. I
have classified them. There is the high official—the body
erect, and a rapid, short shake, near the chin "—and so
forth. This latter version is much better than Moore's

;

and I fancy the whole passage is to be found repeated in
the slender volume ctdled Wit and Wisdom of Sydney
Smith, which was published some sixteen years ago, and
which I can heartily recommend to the attention of my
brother scribe.

In writing last week about Miss Arabella Shore, I forgot
to mention that she describes herself, on the title-page of
her First and Last Poems, just issued, as " editor of the
Journal of Emily Shore." So far as I know, this is the
first public announcement of the interesting fact. If I
remember rightly, Miss Emily Shore's Journal was pub-

lished in 1891 without any editor's name. The preliminary

information, indeed, was rather meagre, and tne Journal,

very rightly, was allowed to stand on its own merits.

Unquestionably Miss Emily Shore was not the least notable

member of a notable family. She died, I think, in her

teens, of consumption ; but her Journal shows that she had
considerable mental and spiritual gifts, and that, if she

had had a longer life, she might have left behind her some
solid literary achievement. Meanwhile the Journal itself

will no doubt have the effect of keeping her memory
green, at any rate among those who have leisure and
liking for research in the bye-ways of book-land.

Yet another variant on the epigram which I quoted the

other day from Bishop Walsham How's Lighter Moments !

Says the Rev. John J. Poynter, writing from Oswestry

:

'
' I vividly remember yet another version of the lines

—

more picturesque, too, and vigorous in some ways—being

read to us students in sermon class assembled

:

My daughters praise our curate's eyes

;

I cannot see their light divine

;

For when he prays he closes his.

And when he preaches I close mine.

They were from the Spectator of that week—somewhere,

probably, in March 1877." That is all very well; but

George Outram's Legal Lyrics, &c., were printed—privately

—so long ago as 1851, and any claim to the epigram I

quoted from that volume must at least be dated prior to

that year, or it is of none effect. I still think tbat the

lines as printed in the Lyrics (latest edition, I believe,

1888) are more satisfactory than any of the versions

supplied by my kind correspondents.

Not so very long ago there was produced in London a

little one-act play called " Dr. Johnson," in which, if my
memory serves me, not only the great lexicogprapher, but

also the faithful Boswell, was among the persona. The
desire to portray " littery gents " upon the stage appears

to be spreading. The Daily News has drawn our attention

to a current American piece, by a reputable playwright,

in which Oliver Goldsmith (poor man !) is the title-

character, and in which his legendary love for Miss

Homeck is exploited for all (or more than) it is worth. It

is, however, only fair to remember that, so far as Goldie

is concerned, the Yankees are not the first sinners in this

respect. Just two years ago there was performed at a

London theatre a "curtain-raiser" entitled "The Rescue

of Oliver Goldsmith," in which, by the way. Dr. Johnson

once more figured. This had been preceded, by half-a-

dozen years, by a little one-act drama (played in the

country), for which Mr. F. Frankfort Moore was respon-

sible—a dramatic trifle, named (in simplest fashion)

" Oliver Goldsmith." There is, however, no limit to the

boldness of these plaj makers. Did not Charles Reade

introduce into his " Masks and Faces " no less a personage

than CoUey Gibber, his superior in stage-craft, if in

nothing else ?

Talking of literature and the stage, what a benefactor

the latter can, on occasion, be to the former ! The circula-

tion of the dramatised novel or poem expands as if by
magic. To put a story on the " boards " is to " boom " it

splendidly. I take it, therefore, that there is, and has

been, and will be, a great run upon the English versions

of Qmo Vadis, the tale by H. B. Sienkiewicz, which is to be
" theatricalised " at the Adelphi under American auspices

and in the provinces under Mr. Wilson Barrett. The first

translation into English of Quo Vadis published in this

country appears to have been that by Jeremiah Curtin,

brought out in November, 1896, and then (in two volumes)

in December, 1897, and again in May and July, 1898.

Another version, by Messrs. S. A. Binion and S. Malevsky,

appeared in April and July of last year, and is to be

purchased, apparently, for the small sum of one shilling.

There is a chance, therefore, of Quo Vadis becoming

familiar as a story, as well as in the garb of a drama, to

the English " man in the street." The Bookworm.
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Reviews.

The Husk of Technique.

When We Bead Awaken: a Dramatic Epilogue in Three

Acts. By Henrik Ibsen. Translated by William
Archer. (Heinemann. 3s. 6d.)

Art versus life—that is the theme of this strange piece,

which is less a self-contained play than a disastrous and
futile coda to some long-preceding dramatic action, as, in-

deed, the sub-title partially indicates. The principal

characters are four. There are, first, Prof. Eubek, the

great sculptor, and his Philistine little wife Maia, who are

vainly trying to enjoy the fruits of worldly success. Eubek
has made his name and fortune by his group, " The
Eesurrection Day," of which the central figure is "the
noblest, purest, most ideal woman the world ever saw "

awakening from the sleep of death. Since the completion

of that masterpiece he has done nothing but portrait

busts—" striking likenesses," but with something " etjui-

vocal, cryptic, lurking in and behind " them, something
that the people themselves cannot see, and that Eubek
alone can see. " At bottom they are all respectable,

pompous horsefaces, and self-opinionated donkey-muzzles,

lop-eared, low-browed dog-skulls, and fatted swine-

snouts." Eubek is fundamentally dissatisfied with him-

self and his art ; he is overset by the tedium of the world

and the desolating dull companionship of Maia, to whom
art is only a word. In vain he tells her that he is happy

—

" in a way " In the next breath, speaking in a parable, as

all the characters speak, he curtly informs the poor little

doU that she is "not bom to be a mountaineer." And
Maia, too, is restless, querulous, unhappy. She complains

that Eubek has not fulfilled his original promise to " take

her up to a high mountain and show her all the glory of

the world "
; it is in reply to this that Eubek taunts her

with her inability to climb.

Such is the impasse, when the other two characters

appear in the bathing-establishment where Eubek and
Maia are staying. Squire Ulfheim enters with an oath,

and describes himself thus :
" A bear-hunter, when I have

the chance, madam. But I make the best of any sort of

game that comes in my way—eagles, and wolves, and
women, and elks, and reindeer—if only it's fresh and juicy

and has plenty of blood in it." Maia is taken with his

unaffected animalism, and at his suggestion goes off to

inspect his dogs ; Maia has met her fate. Then comes
the fourth character, " the strange lady," dressed in white

and followed by a black nun. She gazes at Eubek " with

vacant expressionless eyes."

EtJBEK : I know you quite well, Irene.

TjiE Lady [in a toneless voice] : You can guess who I am,
Arnold.
BUBEK [tiiithout aitmoering] : And you recog^se me too,

I see.

The Lady : That is quite another matter.
Ruber : With me ? How so ?

The Lady : Oh, you are still alive.

Rttbek {not unilerstanding'] : Alive ?

The Lady [afti^ a short pause] : Who was the other ?

The woman you had with you—there at the table ?

Bttbek [a little relvdantly] : She ? That was my—my
wife.

The Lady [nods slowly] : Indeed. That is well, Arnold.
Some one, then, that does not concern me

RxTBEK [norfs] : No, of course not
The Lady : One whom you have taken to you after my

lifetime.

Rubek [suddenly looking hard at her] : After you ?

What do you mean by that, Irene ?

Irene is mad, in some respects. Among other disorders

she has homicidal mania, and the black nim keeps a strait

waistcoat for her. Irene sat nude to Eubek for the statue

of the young woman. As deeply as the sculptor himself

Irene was absorbed in the statue ; she always calls it " her

child." Eubek accepted her services and co-operation,

and then thanked her " for a priceless episode," and then

showed her the door, her who had " renounced home and

kindred " for him. Her charge against him now is three-

fold. First, he put " the work of art first—after it the

human being." Second, he was so passionless as to respect

her honour. Third, she had to give up to him her
" young living soul, and that gift left me empty within

—

soulless. It was that I died of, Arnold."

Eubek (after the manner of men) perceives the value of

the treasure he had cast aside. He hints to Maia that he

wishes to commit adultery, in order to be able to resume

his artistic activity. Maia, " unconcerned," replies that

she can go away if necessary, and adds: "But it won't

be ; for in town—in all our great house—there must
surely, with a little goodwill, be room enough for three."

Maia then goes off hunting with Ulfheim. Eubek pro-

poses adultery to Irene, but Irene, " immovable," answers :

" For our life there is no resurrection." Later, however,
" with a wUd expression in her eyes," she breaks out to

him: "WiU you have a summer night on the upland

—

with me ? " And the assignation is made. But still there

is no contentment.

Rubek [re-peats dreamily] : Summer night on the up-
land. With you : with you [His eyes met hers], oh ! Irene^
that might have been our life. And tiiat we have for-

feited—we two.
Irene : We see the irretrievable only when

—

[breaks off

short]
Rubek : When ?

Irene : When we dead awaken.
BuBEK [sTiakes his head mournfully] : What do we really

see then ?

Irene : We see that we have never lived.

In the brief third act, when " dawn is breaking " on the

lulls, Maia, out hunting with UUheim, barely saves her-

seK from the atrocious advances of that libertine ; while

Eubek and Irene, wending their way to the furthest

upland, " through the mists and then right up to the

summit of the tower that shines in the sunrise," are over-

whelmed by an avalanche. The attendant black nun,

unharmed, shrieks " Pax vobiscum "—this is her sole

speech — and Maia's "triumphant song" of freedom
sounds from below. Finis.

It is a plain, repellent tale, told with nearly all Ibsen's

old masterful skill. The play would probably " act " very

well. Every page is fuU of subtle dramatic quality, and
the great scene between Eubek and Irene in Act II. is

beyond the slightest doubt extremely powerful. The
characters are fully realised for us. They may be ex-

quisitely unnatirral, but we see them as Ibsen meant us to

see them. There is no fumbling, no uncertainty. The
supreme craftsman has been at work. But what then?

Is this ail ? Are we to pretend that we have not

tried to pierce the superficies of this sinister, abhorrent,

and sterile narrative ? Ibsen has more than once fretted

against those who try to " read into " his work messages
which he never sent. His attitude has always been :

" My
plays mean nothing." In the first act of the present play,

when Maia urges that though the world knows nothing it

can divine something, Eubek replies :
" Something that

isn't there at all, yes. Something that never was in my
mind. Ah, yes, that they can all go into ecstasies over."

We have no intention of going into ecstasies, but we do

say that the reader is compelled at least to attempt " to

divine something " under the factual envelope. By
causing all his persons to speak in metaphors, Ibsen leaves

him no alternative. The reader, like Eubek, must perforce

exclaim, "sadly and earnestly": "There is something

hidden behind everything you say." The whole piece is

a welter of dark utterances, vague symbolisms and mys-

terious figures of speech. Here is an example. Eubek
and Maia are talking of a railway journey by night

:

Rubek : I noticed how silent it became at all the little

roadside stations. I heard the silence—like you, Maia ^
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Mau : H'm I like me. Yes.

BuuEK : aud that assured me that we had orossed the

frontier—that we were really at home. For the train

stopped at all the lit'lo stations—although there was
nothing doing at all.

Mai A : Then why did it stop—though there was nothing

to be done ?

KrBEK : Can't say. No one got out or in ; but all the

same the train stopped a long, endless time. And at every

station I could make out that there were two railway men
walking up and down ihe platform—one had a lantern in

bis hand—and they said things to each other in the night

—low, aud toneless, and meaningless.

Maia : Yes, that is quite true. There are always two
uien walking up and down, and talking

There are scores of similar passages in the play—the

bramah-locked casket, the girl whose shoes were worn

very thin, the wounded bird of prey, the habitation of

the bears, the ships with no harpoon-men on board, the

heights, the valleys, the " tight place," and many more.

It is idle to assert that these may properly mean nothing.

Either they mean something, or they are absurd and

constitute a needless and irritating violation of that inner

realism of dialogue upon which Ibsen has always in-

sisted. And not only episodically, but in its large out-

lines the play has all the semblance of a parable. The
story seems always to be hiding some spiritual significance.

Hence the inevitable question: What is that spiritual

significance? Frankly, we do not know. More frankly,

we do not believe that it exists. To read When We Dead

Awaken is like beating in the dark against an agitated

curtain in the vain quest of some solid figure on the other

side. The curtain drops heavily back at every stroke, till

at length the searcher desists, baffled and weary. If,

indeed, there be aught beliLnd the curtain, it is unbodied

shapes, elusive, forroless, futile.

We, as well as any, can appreciate the tremendous force

which Ibsen has been, the singleness of his aim, and the

greatness of his achievement. But the heat of the battle

which raged round him is now cooled, and none but the

most desperate fighters—in whose ears the war-cry will

never cease to ring—can fail to recognise, if they will be

honest, that a fine genius has passed into its period of

decadence. The last four plays are fourfold proof of this.

In the mere fact of decadence there should be no cause

for sorrow, for it is a phenomenon of natural law. Every
artist, if he lives out his life, becomes decadent ; but not

all in the same way. With some the decadence is tender

and serene, as with Shakespeare. With others it is

unquiet, hysterical, inconsequent—as though the artistic

vitality, retaining its energy, had gone to sleep, and
worked creatively in a feverish and amorphous dream.
Tliis is Ibsen's case. His career has been a concentration

of himself upon himself, too complete to be entirely

healthy. Like the Ilubek whom Irene knew, he gave up
life for art. It was a grand renunciation, but even renun-

ciations have to be paid for, and Ibsen is paying for his

in the manner of his decadence,

Some Mysticisms and a Mystic.

An EiKay in Aid of ihe Better Appreciation of Catholic

Mysticism. Illustrated from the Writings of Blessed
Angela of Foligno. By Algar Thorold. (Kegan Paul.)

With Mr. Thorold's aim I have every sympathy, if I
rightly understand it. He aspires' to ingratiate Catholic

mysticism with the intelligent public ; to divorce mysticism
from its popular association with Mr. John Wellington
Wells and the saltatory education of drawing-room tables.

The motive is excellent, but it comes to mean in practice

the popularisation, and I am sure that popular mysticism
is an evil thing. The precise aim of Mr. Thorold's present
book is to present " tlie constituents of mysticism," and (it

must be assumed from the title-page) to illustrate them
from the writings of the Franciscan mystic, Angela da
Foligno. I do not see that he has presented the con-
stituents of mysticism. This is a pity, for he is a writer
of considerable distinction as regards style. His most
profound and illuminatively original points are taken
from Coventry Patmore, whom he has evidently studied.

Not that I impeach the general originality of his treatise.

I would he had taken more; above all, Mr. Patmore's
perspicuous sense of order, his pregnant condensation and
concentration upon his subject. Mr. Thorold divagates
with exasperating fluency upon the slightest provocation.
He cannot resist a controversial opening, however far it

may lure him from the matter of his professed thesis. He
thinks it necessary, '

' incidentally and by way of illustra-

tion," to describe " a hypothetical process of conversion,
and also to suggest the sort of way in which the modem
Catholic mystic may be disposed, for the sake of his own
peace of mind, to meet some current objections to Catholic

faith and practice." This incidental illustration ultimately

occupies the greater part of the treatise. I presume that

I am more or less a " mystic," in Mr. Thorold's loose sense
of the term ; but it is not for my peace of mind to pursue
and criticise him through his "incidental" divagation,

and divagations upon divagation. I cannot see that tliey

are " necessary," nor why they should absorb needful
space. A controversy on "Bible Christianity," for

example—what is it doing in this galley, or will it con-

ciliate the outsider's sympathies towards mysticism ?

Suasive exposition should surely be the means employed.
He elaborately piles the arguments for scepticism drawn
from physical science, merely to explain that the " natural

mystic" will start from a quite other basis of thought.
Why waste time in such elaborate entrenchments if you
intend to pass them by and leave them en Pair ? And
again, what a far cry from the '

' constituents of mysticism "

!

This controversisd zeal leads him into rash statements.
" To the man of mystical temperament, . . . and to him
only, is the message of the [Catholic] Church addressed."

A tremendous limitation for a body Catholic ! Or would
Mr. Thorold persuade a consensus of theologians to endorse
'

' the fact that it was the fall of Lucifer, rather than that

of Adam, which for the first time introduced moral evil,

with aU its possible consequences, into the Creation"?
This "fact" (a bold word!) sweeps away the traditional

innocuousness of Eden ; for Mr. Thorold means the phy-
sical Creation. Mais enfin, these constituents of mysticism ?

After this preparatory labour, there crawls forth (to my
eyesight, at least) but one. Adopting Coventry Patmore's

view, that the supreme justification of dogma is the

psychological value of the truth it contains, he bases

mysticism op the doctrine of the Creation. He shows (to

state it briefly) that fuU acceptation of that doctrine

implies the subjection of the whole man in his whole

being to God. But this is the basis of all true Christian

life, and only the basis of mysticism insomuch as mysticism

is the furthest and logical outcome, the ultimate flower, of

true Christian life. It is not a specific basis. Nor does it

help the reader to understand what mysticism specifically

is. Yet beyond this and an historical introduction (which

has its own elements of disproportion) there seems to me
nothing to prepare the unaccustomed reader for the highly

mystical writings of Angela da Foligno which follow—

•

abruptly and without comment. He steps into them as

from a bathing-machine—and I can fancy may gasp.

Valuable for the acquainted student, they do not appear a

good choice as an introduction to mysticism. They contain

many "hard sayings," and the earlier portions have much
of the physical character so repellent to the outsider.

Even on the average Catholic some things will come with

a douche of surprise.

I am sorry to say these things, for Mr. Thorold writes

well, and there is method in his long approach. But he

has a crocodile unwieldiness in revolving on his own axis.
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Lack of proportion crowds out or attenuates the central

matter—which is surely the nature of mysticism. If he

does not actually leave the rails, he is yet too fond of

loop-lines.

The mystic is not (as Mr. Thorold's use of the word
would seem to countenance) a student of mysticism, any

more than a scientist is one who studies books on science.

Not yet is he a devotee, a devout practiser of religion.

Mysticism is an interior ladder, at the summit of which is

God. The mystic endeavours, by a rigid practical virtue,

combined with prayer, meditation, and mortification of the

senses, to arrive at a closer union with the Creator.

Union with God is proposed as the state of the future life,

and therefore the ultimate end of the Christian. But
mysticism holds that some degree of such union is possible

in this life. It is the belief of Plato no less than St. John
of the Cross. There is an indwelling of the Divinity in

every Christian. " Know ye not that ye are a temple of

(Jod, and that the Spirit of God dwelleth in you ? " But
the gfradual purification of body and soul, with the turn-

ing of the whole man towards God, permits the Deity to

flow in with a greater closeness, until there is finally

accomplished, if not the spousal union of the next life, at

any rate a betrothal union, we may say.

These are only your espousals
;
yes,

More intimate and fruitfuller far

Than aptest mortal nuptials are.

Such, in brief, is the theory of mysticism. Its principles

are many and not in a few words to be laid down. For it

is no terra incognita ; from the recorded experience of

mystics the whole process has been mapped out elaborately.

This mystical theology, as it is called, serves, however,
mainly for the instruction of directors who have to deal

with such persons. The mystic himself can pursue no
beaten track, no guide-book path. The way to God is

through Himself, and is conditioned by His Own nature.

It is alike for no two men. And it is the study of its adapta-

tion to the personality which is so psychologically interest-

ing in the writings of individual mystics.

The process varies indefinitely with the individual con-

cerned. "The mystic is the religious genius," says Mr.
Thorold, and there is profound truth of analogy in the

saying. But that mysticism has no necessary connexion
with natural genius there could not be a better proof
than his chosen instance, Angela da Foligno. Her psycho-
logical interest resides largely in the fact that she was the

reverse of a " genius." In the unconscious betrayal and
characteristic savour of her writings, she appears obviously

to be by nature a very little woman, a woman of bounded
and self-conditioned mind, with all that incapacity of vital

conception outside the personal environment which Buskin
grieved over in her sex. Not for her a large and im-
personal outlook. A young married woman, of irregular

life previous to her entering upon the mystical way, she

seems (if one may trust her own violent self-accusations)

to have combined actual laxity with a show of religiosity.

Among her latest and most serious sacrifices to the new
way of life she mentions head-tires and the like beloved
femine adornments. At a yet later stage of her spiritual

preparation, she makes the naif confession that she ceased

to laugh at Petruccio. Clearly a light damsel, to whom
this unidentified Peterkin was dear matter of merriment

—

even more difficult to forego than head-tires. Her one
quality beyond the common is a strenuous emotionality

;

and this was nowise conspicuous in an Italian woman
belonging to a century of vehement passions. Of weak
nature, she found conversion a slow and painful process

;

she was not " saved " in a moment, after the manner of

the Salvation bench. She has no literary art, no special

gift of expression : her account of her spiritual experiences
is of a girlish naiveti. One would expect the character of

her spiritual relations to be adapted to the limitations of

her mind, since mysticism follows the natural order, which

is elevated into the supernatural without violent wrench.
And it is even so : these relations have an intimate little-

ness nothing less than startling to the general reader, and
arresting to the most experienced. A homely Bride of

the Song of Songs (so to speak), one wishes, in listening

to her, for the veil of poetry. This reason precludes us
from quoting what is psychologically most interesting in

its adjustment to the simple and personal feminine mind.
No less interesting are the numerou.s suggested analogies

between divine and natural love, and equally interdicted

from quotation by consideration for the general reader.

But psychology is baffled by another aspect of these

writings. For this unlearned woman of small mind, whose
earlier visions have all that literal and physical character

which we should a priori expect, in her later visions,

attains an altogether unexpected height of abstraction,

and subtle philosophical conceptions which I have known
to astonish at least one philosopher. The abrupt transition

to these transcendental summits from the infantile sim-
plicity of the writer's previously exhibited mental outlook,

and the prattle of her narrative style, is a chief riddle of

this extraordinary book. A riddle it will be to the ordinary
reader, whether he admits or does not admit the super-

natural element, and to many readers a profane riddle.

To myself, with all its interest from the standpoints which
I have indicated, it appears a book for which publicity, the

indiscrimate publicity of the bookseller's window, was un-
meant. I feel as if I had been eavesdropping at a convent
confessional. I can hardly think it will make one convert

to the value of mysticism. But I fear it may repel many.
Fbancis Thompson.

Newspaper Stamps and Hindrances.

Taxes on Knowledge : the Story of their Origin and Repeal.

By Collet Dobson Collet. (T. Fisher Unwin.)

The story of the hindrances which the stamp and other

Acts placed on the freedom of the Press, and on the cheap
dissemination of news, is a most interesting chapter in our
social history. If it were written as it should be it would
be full of excitement and interest : the narrative of a sort

of steeplechase in which the Press would be seen taking
the obstacles placed before it, here clearing a ditch and
there a fence, until at last it arrived where it now is,

with no masters and no censors but the public and the

advertisers. But such a history yet remains to be written,

for the present work is both dull and pretentious, and
the reader will be a very youthful and enthusiastic

admirer of the daily paper who wUl wade through all the
small beer which trickles over so many pages in these two
volumes.

But the statesmen who imposed the stamp duties and
continued them were not actuated by any " nefarious "

desire to stifle public knowledge. They may have
deserved to be pelted with adjectives, but they seem
chiefly to have been actuated by the desire to raise

money for the revenue, a desire which is natural in the
official, as is the opposite desire in the average man to

evade or abolish any tax or duty which touches his pocket.

Those who clung to the Stamp Acts were actuated by a

desire to put money in the public treasury : those who
wished to repeal the duties were impelled by a feeling

that without them cheap newspapers might be made a
very good thing. To talk of the taxes on newspapers as a
" tax on knowledge " is merely another example of the
advantage of a good cry which begs the question and
tickles the ears of the unthinking. The taxes were really

taxes on news, which is a very different thing, for news is

not knowledge, and though we are all agreed that it was
right and necessary to free the Press, yet it is just as well

to call things by their real names.
The imposition of the taxes dates from the reign of
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Queen Anne, when men's passions were still excited by
the Civil War and the Eevolution. In the process of

settling down language was used by pamphleteers which
could not be justiiied, and for the sake of peace it was as
well to stop the inflammatory writers whose words might
just possibly have thrown all England into the melting-pot
again. Considering the state of the country a couple of
centuries ago, the following passage is probably justified

in its imputation of motives, and it gives a fine idea of
Mr. Collet's style

:

Was there no way by which, without the necessity of
constant centration, private men might be prevented from
using the Press to make their opinions public 't The
pamphleteers were not rich, but they were often p-rdous
of educatiou, and not penniless. When only a few copies
of their writings were wanted they could pay for them,
but now that reading was become more common, and that
great numbers of copies were printed, the cost had, to a
great extent, to be paid by the readers. If these sheets
could be taxed their distribution might become difficult,

and when anyone attempted to evade tbe tax he could be
punished, not as a libeller, but as a smuggler, and the
character of what was printed would not come under dis-
cussion, as it generally would in a trial for libel. At the
time we are recording, 1709. these considerations appear
to have very much occupied the minds of the members of
the House of Commons.

There is, no doubt, a great deal of truth in this exposi-
tion, but the measure is one example of how Bills come to

be passed or taxes imposed for a specific, if unavowed,
purpose, and then are retained, thanks to the force of
official habit, after the reasons which prompted them have
passed away. But for a long time the Newspaper Acts
and the stamp tax was looked upon as a convenient method
of stopping those seditious persons who even as late as the
beginning of this century published observations " tending
to excite hatred and contempt of the Government and Con-
stitution of these realms as by law established," till

gradually the people and the Government advanced in their
education, and finally realised that a cheap Press, though
lending itseK to many abuses, was far more sensitive to the
control of public opinion than to that of a tax collector at
Somerset House. But what strikes one especially in all

this long history of a struggle against taxation is the very
small amount received by the Exchequer. In 1815, the
year of the Battle of Waterloo, the revenue from news-
paper stamps was only £383,695, and in 1835 it was only
£553,197, having been at its height in 1831, at the time of
the Reform Bill agitation, when it reached the sum of
£586,6-35, a wretched enough sum to squabble over for so
many years.

Lord Lyndhurst really gave the first blow to the news-
paper taxes in 1834, and the end might have come more
quickly had not the Com Law agitation turned the minds
of the great public into a more personal channel, for cheap
bread seemed more desirable than cheap news, and so the
latter got shelved. In 1851 the matter was taken up by
more serious persons, such as members of Parliament and
others, and the advertisement duty, which pressed hardly
on papers, was abolished on August 4, 1853. The com-
pulsory stamp on newspapers was abolished June 29,
1855, the paper duty was repealed October 1, 1861, and
the Registration and Security Acts in 1869.

For thirty years, therefore, the Press has been absolutely
free, and has had no restrictions placed upon it except
those enforced by public opinion and the advertisers.
How strong the pressure these pan exercise he who will
may see at any time. Public opinion is now a very real
and salutary censor.

In the Close.

Sunningmil. By F. Warre Cornish. (Constable. 6s.)

The gentle life, gently told, of a canon in the Midlands
who lives in the Cathedral Close with his sister and niece
until the niece marries, the sister dies, and the canon
himself fades away loving and beloved, "a pattern set to
show that it is possible to be a Churchman without being
a dogmatist, a critic without being censorious, a Christian
yet not over unworldly." It is the glory of the Church of
England to have produced such men, and, although we
fancy the type is rarer than it was, there are doubtless
many Philip Mores—learned, kindly, and devout—leading
the claustral life in some of the sleepy cathedral towns of
which Eugland still boasts. Whether it will long survive
the multiplication of dioceses, the increased means of com-
munication between town and town, and the general rush
and rattle of modern life, remains to be seen ; but when
it dies out life will have lost much of its picturesqueness.

Mr. Cornish's picture of Philip More, " who looked in
the first place a gentleman, in the second a clergyman, in
the third a scholar, . . . but not a don," is charming. So
are those of the grufi old organist and his pupil and
successor, "who looks like a German"; of the three old
maiden ladies who kept a girls' school of the old-fashioned
kind, and were "at home" every Wednesday; and of
More's old servant, devoted to his master, but disliking
" dinner-parties, rather because they gave others pleasure
than because they gave himself trouble." And all More's
kindliness does not prevent his conversation on most
matters from being flavoured with a delicate irony that is

as shrewd as it is good-natured.

" There is nothing more wonderful," he says, " than the
fact that a woman has nothing to learn. What she knows
about a person or a fact, especially a person, admits of no
addition or diminution, no misgiving or doubt : that is

thenceforth to be added to the facts of the case, as part of
the dossier. Now that, I think, is not a common quality
in men ; and the men who have it are just those to whom
women submit their judgmfnt; in action, that is, not in
opinion ; for whatever a woman may do or allow to be
done she always knows she was right all the time."

Or, again:

" The smaller the man, the bigger the priest. Eeble
and his friends, those who stayed with us, were clergymen
before they were priests. The modern High Churchman,
as soon as he is ordained, is tempted to thiek that he is

not only set apart, as he ought to think, but set above the
laity, as a lord over the heritage. They seem to think
they have given to them at their ordination a ticket of
admission to front places in the Kingdom of Heaven."

Or, again:

" The people we call our inferiors are not merely in-
different. They look upon us as on the whole on the
right side of nothing ; for instance, deans and canons, to
John Byles's mind, are people who walk behind vergers,
and the converse proposition does not interest him."

It is, perhaps, with a double meaning that Mr. Cornish
alludes to More as "the humourist."
The more serious purpose of the book is no doubt

shown in the catastrophe. Spurred on by the attempt
of some of his brother clergy to procure his signa-
ture to a condemnation of Essays and Reviews, More
preaches a sermon in the Minster, setting forth " the duty
of studying new doctrine, and not condemning it merely
because it was new." And then, finding that this does
not satisfy the orthodox, he follows it up by another
developing "the somewhat subtle and difficult thesis " that
" the form which religion takes is continually changing,
and so even the creeds must mean different things, to
those who repeat the words now, from what they meant
to those who framed them ; the material form in which
true doctrines were presented might easily pass into the
region of legend." The more evangelical of the chapter
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set the bishop at him, and the bishop suggests that he
should resign his preferments. On his way home from
the palace he gets a chili, which develops into a pleurisy,

and he is never after the same man. Although he resigns

his cure, he retains, with everybody's consent, his canonry,

but does not touch the stipend. At length he dies,

regretted as much by his opponents as by his friends, on
a peaceful death-bed, which is one of the most touching
things in the book.

Mr. Cornish, who, we forgot to say, is Vice-Provost of

Eton, is no doubt right ; and such tlungs were possible in

"the 'sixties and 'seventies," although, he thinks, "such
sermons might be preached without offence now." Yet it

is hard to see how the bishop could, at that time, have done
other than he did. In his love for comprehension—and he
repeatedly makes More say that the cathedrals should be
open to Nonconformist ministers as well as to clergymen
of the Church of England—Mr. Cornish, perhaps, takes
too exclusively the clerical view of the matter, and over-

looks the result that the expression of such views as his

hero's are apt to have on the, it may be, uninstructed

layman. Although he speaks of the Essays and Reviews
period as one " when science and criticism were battering

at the church doors, while the congregation inside

thought more of how they could succeed in keeping them
out than on what terms they could let them in," the
same assault with the same result was delivered many
times before Essays and Reviews was written, and is

raging with great fierceness now. The rotundity of the

earth, the plurality of worlds, the doctrine of evolution,

have each in their turn marshalled their forces against the

dogmas of the Christian Church, and Catholic, Anglican,
and Dissenter have united first in defending and afterward
in surrendering the position. Now has come the turn of

that advanced or destructive criticism which says in effect

that both the language and the evidence of the Bible may
be freely altered or rejected according as it does or does
not agree with profane sources ; and already, as readers of
the Ac.MJEMT know well, there are many within the fort

who are clamouring that this point, too, shall be conceded.

Nor is there any sig^ that matters will stop here. The
belief in miracles is challenged even in Mr. Cornish's

book. The ecclesiastical mind has a way of its own in

such matters, and we are far from saying that to it the
subtle arguments—wo will not call them casuistries or

sophistries—by which More supports his theory of com-
prehension may not seem sufficient. But to the layman,
accustomed to look upon facts from the objective side, the
spectacle of a Church—including in this phrase again all

Christian denominations— opposing while it can and
accepting when it must the conclusions of a science which
has always been distasteful to it, is likely to have a result

very different from that which Mr. Cornish hopes and no
doubt fancies.

This apart, Mr. Cornish has written a book in every
way charming, and one which deserves to be read for its

own sake, irrespective of the theological opinions of author
or hero.

Edward FiizGerald's " Great Gun."

The Poems of George Crabbe. A Selection. Arranged and
Edited by Bernard Holland. (Edward Arnold.)

Most readers of the present day would confess that their

knowledge of Crabbe was limited to the admirable parody
in the Rejected Addresses. In truth, it is scarce a parody

;

every feature of Crabbe's style is exactly caught, while it

is scarcely an exaggeration of Crabbe's own pedestrian

moments. The jingles, burlesque though they appear, are

no whit worse than Crabbe's own.

Wanton thoughts, I grant,

Were first my motive, now the thoughts of want

is a quite average example from the Parish Register.

Without saying that the Rejected Addresses gives an adequate
idea of Crabbe, it may yet be questioned whether there is

not some reason for the neglect of Crabbe. Has Crabbe,
in fact, quite the stuff to live ?

The only prominent attention which we remember being
paid to Crabbe of late years came—curiously—from no
less exacting a critic of poetry than the late Coventry
Patmore. It is an unlooked-for conjunction

;
yet, since

he put his essay on permanent record, it is worth referring

to as showing what a modern champion has to say for

Crabbe. The chief thing which strikes him, the thing to

which he returns again and again, is Crabbe's pitiless

microscopic perception. He compares it to an electric light,

wherein the very sludge and dead dogs in a tidal river

shine again. The perception is undeniable, and this

defender of Crabbe admits, in effect, that it is exercised too

indiscriminately for art, that we could spare a few of the

dead dogs. This, of coiu'se, is the merit claimed for Crabbe
since his first appearance : that he sees for himself, and
paints what he sees, even to the extent of dwelling on
ugliness and squalor.

Nature's sternest painter, yet the best.

Of the sternness there is no possible doubt, but we demur
to that "best." The description is careful, minute,
accurate; but it is far too minute, far too accurate for

poetry. There is no selection : one stanza of Tennyson
would do the thing infinitely better with a tithe of the

words. It is, in fact, excellent prose description ; every-

thing noted objectively in exact detail, nothing spared,

nothing forgotten. Whereas a poet should forget every-

thing but the few strokes which make for magic.
The following description of the Aldborough neighbour-

hood is a very good example :

Lo ! where the heath, with withering brake grown o'er,

Lends the light turf that warms the neighbouring poor ;

From thence a length of burning sand appears,
Where the thin harvest waves its withered ears

;

Bank weeds, that every art and care defy,

Eeiga o'er the land, and rob the blighted rye

:

There thistles stretch their prickly arms afai'.

And to the ragged infant threaten war

;

There poppies, nodding, mock the hope of toil,

There the blue biigloss paints the sterile soil

;

Hardy and high, above the slender sheaf,

The slimy mallow waves her silky leaf

;

O'er the young shoot the charlock throws a shade,
And clasping tares cling round the sickly blade

;

With miogled tints the rocky coasts abound,
And a sad splendour vainly shines around.
So looks the nymph, whom wretched arts adorn,
Betray'd by man, then left fi r man to soom

;

Whose cheek in vain assumes the iiiiiuic rose,

While her sad eyes the troubled breast disclose
;

Whose outward splendour is but folly's dress.

Exposing most, when most it gilds distress.

This is not only stern, but wilfully so. He sees everything
with a grim eye. Aldborough, we are told, was exces-

sively poor and squalid then ; but the surrounding country
must have been then, surely, much as it is now. The
lovely Suffolk marshes, blooming with flowers and flower-

like grasses, must have stood as they stand now. Then,
as now, the flag-lilies must have turned them into glory in

due season of the year. Yet from all Crabbe's works put
together you would gain no conception that such a country
surrounded his native village. His eye was jaundiced by
the poverty amid which he was reared until it took natively

to harsh objects. Whatsoever was arid in the country
about him he noted grimly ; but for its compensations he
had no eye—or so it seems to us.

Yet Crabbe has power undeniably ; he has truth and
pathos and a manly style (which would have been better

without Pope) ; and it is perhaps ungratefid to higgle

whether his power should exactly be described as poetical.

Nor will it do the present day any harm to read The
Borough or the Parish Register, while it may do it consider-

able good.
\l
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Other New Books.

Thk Unciianoiso East. By BoBERT Bark.

Mr. Barr's book is resolutely and implacably facetious.

Not humorous, not comic, but facetious. One would give

so much for a genuinely comic idea, for a spark of wit,

for an oasis of fine writing or even a single felicitous

descriptive epithet inspired by imagination ; but no, we
are denied everything but facetiousness. And what is so

sad about it is that in this facetiousness there are no

surprises, the expected always happens. To a large

extent such was also the case with the Innocenti Abroad,

on which book apparently Mr. Barr (although, as he tells

us, by birth a Scotsman) has modelled his style ; but it

has to be remembered that the Innocents Abroad was the

first of its kind and came into being thirty and more
years ago, and also that it was often really funny and
always the work of a powerful and original mind. Now,
in Mr. Barr's record of travel he has put no originality

and no power ; he has merely used to the utmost a con-

vention that is old to the point of exhaustion.

Thus : when Mr. Barr wishes to stay in a place, he
"lingers longer, like Lu." He has been informed that

it is quite common for French ships to lose their reckoning
and " find themselves in the position of the man in the

song, who ' dunno where 'e are.' " " France," he says

elsewhere, " has reaUy resolved to acquire the leather

medal for stupidity, and has become a troublesome neigh-

bour ; while as a colonist she is beneath contempt." A
Tunisian Arab, " like the man who broke the bank, walks
along the Bois de Boulogne with an air that is inimitable."

Concerning an Eastern coin: "There is on the larger

silver coins a cabalistic mark, which resembles an American
spreadeagle having a fit. This hieroglyphic nightmare,
they tell me, is Turkish, and means ' God save the Sultan.'

I think I could amend the phrase by substituting another
word for ' save.' " And so forth ; everywhere this tawdry
bank-holiday facetiousness, unfortunately not unmixed,
as we have shown, now and then with something very
much like bad manners.

In fairness to Mr. Barr, it ought to be said that these
chapters were written for publication in a weekly paper,
where such things are more in keeping ; but that does not
excuse the book. There is also a certain amount of

information in these pages, and Mr. Barr's geniality is

invincible ; but we cannot consider its production as other
than time iU spent. It is as well worth while to try and
write well as to write like this. (Chatto & Windus. 6s.)

The Kendals. By T. Edgar Pextberton.

Here is a book which—though, we dare say, it is

having a certain amount of vogue at the libraries, and
will find a place on the shelves of the " enthusiastic

playgoer "— does not touch literature at any point. It

professes to be "a biography," but is really a sort of
eloge chronologically arranged. Its author speaks of his
" close, constant, and valued friendship " with Mr. and
Mrs. Kendal ; and the volume is just such as a close,

constant, valued friend would pen, if he had little

faculty either for criticism or for style. Boiled down to
the bare element of fact, this book might have excuse for
existence as a pamphlet. As it stands, it is but a tedious
tale of (as the author has it) immitigated successes. A
good deal of what Mr. T. E. Pemberton here says he has
said already in his volumes on T. W. Eobertson and Mr.
John Hare. His chief fault, "however, is his prolixity,

his determination to write round a fact rather than state

ft simply and concisely. The strain of perpetual eulogium
in which he writes is explicable from his own point of

view, but particularly irritating to the fair-minded on-
looker. It is no wonder that Mrs. Kendal begged to be
omitted from the memorial ; to be exposed to the sustained
flow of Mr. Pemberton's published approval must be not

a little trying to any player with a sense of humour. For

Uie rest, the work is illustrated by a number of excellent

reproductions of photographs, representing Mr. and Mrs.

Kendal in parts they made popular. And meanwhile,

happily, those accomplished performers are stiU active in

the pursuit of their profession, and, we may hope, will

not be the legitimate subjects of genuine biography for

many a year to come. (C. A. Pearson, Ltd. 16s.)

" Story of tub Nations."—Modern Italy,

By Prof. Pietro Orsi.

The story of the Italian struggle for independence has

been told in many ways. We have had of late Mr. Stillman's

thoughtful study of the forces which wrought The Union

of Italy and della Eocca's dramatically personal memoirs.

Prof. Orsi gives harmoniously the political movements and

his characterisations of the individual actors—Mazzini,

Garibaldi, and the state-building Cavour. Ho traces the

working of the liberal spirit under the differing conditions

of the various provinces in a manner to make clear the

problems which confronted the statesmen and soldiers of

Piedmont and the revolutionaries of the rest of Italy.

Nor has he fallen into the enthusiast's error of unreasoning

resentment ; but shows that the antagonism of Austrian

and Italian was due in part to the inevitable conflict of

opposing ideals. Pleasantly he reveals Italy, as only an
Italian can, through its different provinces, with their

peculiarities of soil and spirit

:

Thus Piedmontese life is moulded by Turin, the city of

evsQ »nd regular streets, which corresponds, as it were,

with the character of its people. The delightful Liguriau

coast, fringed with villages embosomed in oUve groves,

fitly harmonises with the life around Genoa the Magnifi-

cent, famous for her marble palaces and stirring maritime

activities, which render her the first commercial port of

Italy. The fertile Lombard region has its focus in busy,

hard - working Milan, whose glorious cathedral over-

shadows a great part of Italian commercial enterprise.

Venice, that magic city of the lag ions, continues to be

one of the essentially artistic centres of the peninsula.

Emilia and the Eomagna provinces, from Parma to

Eavenna—the former capital of the Ostrogoths, and the

venerated burial-place of Dante—recognise as their chief

city time-worn fiologua, the oldest university town ia

Italy. Florence, with her placid traditions, her glorious

"humanities," reflects, in the "even tenor" of her

nxistence, as well as in her outward surrouudiugs, the

whole of Tuscan life and temperament.

In conclusion. Prof. Orsi shows us Italy of the present

in which " the prose of possession succeeds the poetry of

desire," yet which in her network of inartistic railways

and telegraph lines is linking herself with the ancient

Romans, the road-makers of the world. The author's

national sympathies may account for a certain idealisation

of the mediaeval communes and princedoms. Stranger it

is to find a professor at Venice committing himself to the

statement that the house of Farnese " never specially

distinguished itself." The master mind of Alexander

Farnese found its chief work in the revolted Netherlands,

yet he shared with Venetians the honours of Lepanto.

We may congratulate Prof. Orsi on a translator whose

English version is English, unmarred by Italian idiom,

though her rendering of the patriotic songs must be con-

fessed inadequate. (T. Fisher Unwin. Ss.)

The Morals of Suicide. By the Eev. J. Gdrnhill, B.A.

It is impossible not to feel respect for this book. The

author avows himself a Christian Socialist, and approaches

suicide as " a symptom of the sin and misery which is

seething beneath the surface of society in all its classes."

He has carefully analysed the statistics of suicide taken

from Morselli's well-known book, and has further attempted

to classify the causes of suicide as disclosed in one hundred

cases taken, " just as they came," from newspaper reports.

Unfortunately, the basis of observation is an unsafe one
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for reasonable inference,

of a suicide does not, in

get into the newspapers,
interest to keep it out.

Obviously, the real "cause"
perhaps the majority of cases,

It is generally everybody's
Again, Mr. Gurnhill himself

gives the probable annual number of suicides effected or
attempted in England as about four thousand; and of
these, one hundred is too few to calculate from. Nor do
we think that you can, as Mr. Gurnhill attempts to do,
assign one " cause "—"physical, mental, moral, or social"
—to each case of suicide. As a rule, there are factors at
work coming under all, or more than one, of his heads.
For the cure of suicide Mr. Gurnhill looks to " Christian
Therapeutics "

; and here he leaves sociology for a sphere
of theology into which we cannot follow him. (Longmans.

)

Cablo Crivelli. By G. McNeil Eushforth, M.A.

With the exception of Mr. Stevenson's Velasquez, Mr.
Eushforth's Crivelli is, perhaps, the most interesting
volume that has yet appeared in the " Great Masters
in Painting and Sculpture " series. There is nothing
added to the scanty notices already published of Crivelli's

life, for there does not seem to be any material from
which to add it. An obscure and solitary life in the
March of Ancona leaves but few records. But the analysis
of Crivelli's personality, of the growth of his art, of the
strains of tradition and influence which meet in it, is

excellent. And Crivelli's work is so isolated, clear-cut,
and individual that such treatment tends to more solid and
definite results than is always the case when it is applied
to painters more many-sided and more in the movement.
The one thing that Mr. Eushforth does not seem to us
quite to bring out is the extent and quality of Crivelli's

symbolism. He lays just stress on the union in the painter
of "much that was archaic and conventional" with "a
real appreciation of nature and searching after realism."
He mentions the festoons of fruit and vessels of flowers
that adorn Crivelli's Madonnas, the cracked and fractured
marble surfaces, the leafless trees placed in the back-
grounds, but he does not wholly explain their introduc-
tion. The realistic delight in the study of nature for its

own sake, no doubt, in part ; but everyone of these details

subserves symbolism. Nothing is more famiUar in
northern Italy than the mulberry tree stripped of its

leaves. Crivelli observes it, but surely it typifies for him
the state of the world lacking redemption. So, too, the
cracked surface of the balustrades on which the Child and
his Mother lean, while the fruit and flowers are certainly
exquisite decoration, but certainly also the fruit and flowers
of grace. And the beautifully-drawn fly in Lord North-
brook's picture, at which the Child looks with such horror,
while he holds a fluttering bird to his bosom—is not that
Beelzebub, the prince of flies ? While the birds, here and
elsewhere, pecking at the fruit or perched on the leafless

trees, are but the emblems of human souls. The sym-
bolism would not be difficult to a painter working in so
Franciscan a country as the March of Ancona. Mr. Eush-
forth's careful catalogue of Crivelli's works makes a
valuable appendix, while his illustrations are the more
interesting since some of them are from photographs
taken in out-of-the-way spots by Mr. Houghton for the
purposes of this volume. As usual, the larger pictures,
the National Gallery "Annunciation" for instance, do
not reproduce well upon the scale adopted. (Bell. 5s. net.)

Soldier Sonos. Edited uy J. E. Carpenter.

A' little khaki-bound collection of some of the best
ditties about fighting and fighting-men. It begins with
"A Knapsack and a Cheerful Heart," and ends with
" God Save the Queen." Wherever a musical setting is

known, the publisher of the music, or the air to which the
song may be sung, is given. Among recent numbers are
" Soldiers of the Queen," " Tommy, Tommy Atkins," and
Mr. Conan Doyle's " Who Carries the Gun." Mr. Kipling
is not represented at all, an omission due probably to the
iron laws of copyright. (Wame.)

Fiction.

The Waters of Edera. By Gaida.

(T. Fisher Unwin. 63.)

This book belongs to the later Italian series of Guida's
novels. It is now close upon forty years since her first

work. Meld in Bondage, was issued ; nevertheless, the
imaginative force of her last gives no sign o£ decadence.

The story is, indeed, powerful, and one can conceive that it

was "thrown oil" with masterful ease, as Victor Hugo
might have thrown it off—writing in bold scratching

strokes at a plain wooden desk : such is one's impres-

sion.

Ouida takes an Italian valley, and shows, in depicting

the life of the peasants therein, that their very existence

depended on the river Edera which watered it. Then she
moves forward a " foreign syndicate," who, for their own
sinister commercial ends, wished to divert the stream.

There was a fierce struggle between the country party and
the town party ; but, of course, the squadrons of commerce
gained the victory. The river was diverted, the valley

ruined, and the syndicate lapped in gold; incidentally,

there were a number of murders and two suicides, those of

the hero and his mother. Adone—proprietor of the vaUey
—is one of Guida's " beautiful " heroes, and she has
given him a heroine to match. Some of the pictures of the

latter are charming :

She was only a child, and her spirits rose, and she
capered about in the shallows, and ilung the water over
her head, and danced to her own reflection iu it, and forgot

her sorrow. Then she washed her petticoats as well as she

could, havinsT nothing but water alone, and all the while

she was as naked as a Naiad, and the sun smiled on her
brown, thin, childish body, as it smiled on a stem of

plaintain or on the plumage of a coot

Then when she had washed her skirt she spread it out ou
the sand to dry. and sat down beside it, for the heat to bake
her limbs after her long bath. There was no one, and there

was nothing in sight ; if any came near she could hide

under the great dock leaves iiutil such should have passed.

It was high noon, and the skirt of wool and the skirt of

hemp grew hot, and steamed under the vertical rays ; she

was soon as dry as the shingles from wbioh the water had
receded for months. She snt with her hands clasped round
her updrawu knees, and her head grew heavy with the

want of slumber, but she would not sleep, though it was
the hour of sleep. Some one might puss by and steal her
clothes, she thought, and how or when would she ever get
others.

The whole book is full of the appreciation of free,

natural beauty, and the passionate hate of cruelty and
oppression. It is unconventional in a large, rather fine

manner. Full of lofty scorn and noble dignity, it is yet

rather pathetic in its ignorances and its prejudices.

For Ouida a thing is still either wholly good or wholly

bad : there is nothing between. Her emotions have an
almost tragic splendour, but her thinking is crude. Artis-

tically the novel has one chief defect : it is not woven
with sufficient closeness ; its meshes are too big to hold
fast the reader. Otherwise it is admirable, despite the

somewhat crowded disasters at the end.

A Man of his Age. By Hamilton Drummond.
(Ward, Lock & Co., Ltd. 6s.)

As a successor to For the Religion, this record of Navarraise

intrigue, amid the counter-influences of Jeanne d'AIbret

and her " cousin of Medici," is a disappointment. Mr.
Drummond has matter to relate, and there are leaves in

his book which possess something like a romantic atmo-

sphere ; but, upon the whole, the tale is cloudy, obscure.

The reader feels the need of a guide amid this thick tangle

of allusiveness. Halfway through, he is like a traveller

who, having journeyed far in the dark, desires violently to
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know where he is. We are inclined to attribute part of

the misfortune to Mr. Drummond's mere apparatus of

narration. Our old friend Blaise de Bernauld tells the

story in the first person ; but already in the second chapter

Blaise is quoting at length from one Henri de Crussenay,

and in the next chapter Henri de Crussenay is quoting at

length from his servant Roger, and Roger is quoting other

persons. We thus have a tale within a tale within a

tale, and the system of inverted commas becomes too

complex for Mr. Drummcmd's management. This may
be a trifle, but it creates a fatal discomfort. The novel

should certainly have been written in the third person.

Some of the incidents are exciting, and some improbable

—especially that on p. 161, though we assume that Mr.

Dnimmond has authority for it. The plot as a whole is

too deliberately "concocted" and preparetl in its minor
arrangements. Here is an example :

The dusk was ^atheriug in fast as I made my way to

the Castle with Roger hard after me, three paces away.
To suit the occasion, and m'it3h the dress that custom and
ueeessity put upon me, I had changed my weapon for »
light Spanish blade, good steel enough, but more a kind
of ^a tinish to a man's dress than a sword for hard use.

Roger, too, carried a blade but little stouter than my own,
and I remember well that the swing of it in his hand as

he buckled it on puckered his faoe iuto a grim derision.
" My faith," said he, shaking it as a man would a cane,

" 'tis a good thing wo go but to make a show of ourselves,

for if it came to the keeping of my life whole within me,

I had Uefer trust the mercies of a three-foot cudgel."

Need we say that in the shortest possible space of time

the lives of Roger and his master are made to depend on
precisely those swords. The character of Blaise is con-

vincing, but some of the others are feebly drawn; Suzanne's

distinguishing marks have been a commonplace of his-

torical fiction for many years.

The Wallet of Kai-Lung. By Ernest Bramah.
(Richards. Os.)

Mk. Buamah is a humorist ; and we have to thank him
for several hours of what, in the elegant language which

passes between the characters in this book, would be

described as refined and dignified amusement. China has

before now been a happy hunting ground for whimsical-

minded satirists—witness Mr. Gilbert's " Mikado" (which,

though nominally Japanese, is Chinese enough for our

purpose) and " The Potion of Lao Tse " in Dr. Gamett's

Twilight of the Gods ; but we do not remember any work
in which so much good comic use has been made of the

Celestial's impassivity, opportunism, and floridity of

diction.

Whether Mr. Bramah has invented all these tales, or

whether they are adaptations, we do not know. Sometimes
they are so absolutely Chinese as to suggest that he has

merely given them an English form, and at other times, as in

the literary satire entitled " The Confession of Kai Lung,"
the Chinese setting is merely a vehicle ; but if Mr. Bramah
has invented all along the line his work is a very remarkable
tour deforce. What he lacks is dramatic finish. Several

of the stories have rather lame conclusions, particularly

"The Vision of Yin," but they are so persistently and
freshly amusing that this is easily forgiven. Altogether

"The Transmutation of Ling" is the best—the gravely

absurd history of a young Chinaman, whose body is turned

to gold by a magic potion, and who thereupon sells himself

to a company : an act which leq^ds to a series of exceedingly
polished adventures for the removal of gravity—to fall once
more into Kai Lung's narrative method.
For the purposes of quotation we have made a selection

from the proverbs, nominally taken from Chinese classic

authors, which Mr. Bramah has scattered about his pages

:

He is a wise and enlightened suppliaut who seeks to dis-

cover an honourable Mandarin, but be is a fool who cries

out " I have found one."

It is a mark of insincerity of purpose to spend one's time
in looking for the tacred Emperor in the low-class tea-
shops.

Although there exist many thousand subjects for elegant
couversation, there are persons who cannot meet a cripple
without talking about feet.

Money is hundred-footed, Ujjon perceiving a tael lying
apparently unobserved ou the iluor, do not lose the timn
necejsary in btooping, but quickly set your foot upon it,

for one foils nothing in diguity thereby ; but should it be
a gold piece, distrust all things, and valuing diguity but
as an empty name, cast your ealirc body upon it.

Should a jKirsou on returning from the city discover his

house to be iu flames, let him examine well the change
which he has received from the chair-cariier before it is

too late ; for evil never travels alone.

The road to eminence lies through the cheap and ex-
ceedingly uninviting eating-houses.

One word more : 2'he Wallet of Kai- Lung has to be read
very vigilantly, for Mr. Bramah is one of those who drop
good things without ostentation.

Notes on Novels.

[ These notes on the week's Fiction are not necessarily final.
~ Reviews of a selection will follow."]

The Coi,iap8E of the Penitent. By F. Wedmore.

Mr. Wedmore for the most part writes brief stories with
almost tmparalleled care. Here he gives us something
longer, his aim being to depict the emotions which are

experienced by a prodigal when the period of his welcome
terminates, and the role of penitent becomes a little tire-

some. The prodigal in question is Mrs. Vasey, ne'e Rose
Damarel, the pianist. (Hutchinson. Ss. 6d.)

The Peincess Sophia. By E. F. Benson.

Mr. Benson's Princess is the bright particular star of

the court of Rhodope, " an independent principality on
the wooded coast-line of Albania." Gambling mingles
with affairs of State, and Sophia herself has "the luck of

the devil." She introduces an era of gambling into her
little kingdom, and one of her maxims is this :

" I Like people

to be good, when being good comes natural to them ; but
the continual effort to do one's duty is paralysing to other

energies." A gay and readable story. (Heinemann. 6s.)

Smith Bbunt. By Waldron K. Post.

A story of the old U.S. Navy, opening in 1806. We
follow Smith Brunt all over the world. The writer makes
a point of the fact that Smith Brunt enjoyed none of the

newspaper popularity of later heroes. " But, 'y Guy, I

dunno,—yes, b' Guy, I do know, he was somethin' that's

just as good as ang hero, and a darn sight better than

some— he was a straight-out ofiicer of the United States

Navy." (Putnam's Sons.)

In the Wake of thk War. By A. St. John Adcock.

Mr. St. John Adcock, whose tales of London street life

have already made him a reputation, has taken some of

the minor phases of the present struggle as his subject

material. Not the fighting itself, not indeed South Africa

at all, but the family about to lose a son, the reserve man
preparing to depart, the decision to enlist—of these he

writes, and each makes a story. (Hodder & Stoughton.

2s. Cd.)

Anima Vilis. By Marya Rou/icwicz.

As may be conjectured, the author of this novel is a

Pole. She is also rich and free and independent, never

yet having met her ideal. So Count de Soissons, who
translates the book from the Polish, informs the reader.

The story is of Poles in Siberia, and it throws a strong

light on both the race and the country. (Jarrold. 6s.)
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The Rise of Huxley
I dined with a whole lot of literary and scientific

people. . . . Owen was, in my estimation, great, from the

fact of his smoking his cigar and singing his song like a

brick.

These sentences oceiir in a letter from Huxley to his eldest

sister, Mrs. Scott, written in 1850. The letter is given in

a chapter from Mr. Leonard Huxley's life of his father,

which, by enterprise and good luck, the editor of Me dure'

s

Afagazine is able to lay this month before his readers. This

chapter, heralding a biography on which great hopes are

set, tells of Huxley's early struggle to win a livelihood

by scientific work. A more moving and inspiring story of

its kind could hardly be imagined; and though it

covers only five years, years of hard-breathing effort

rather than fulfilment, the long career of Thomas Henry

Huxley is lit up and embellished by the revelations

afiorded of the young surgeon's aims, both as the world

viewed them and as he weighed them in his own wise,

self-loyal heart. On such data one boldly forms final

judgments of Huxley, assured that they will not be dis-

turbed by the completed record of which this chapter is but

a small part. It is already shown that Huxley set out, or

rather was temperamentally destined, to live the full life of

a man. Unlike Browning's grammarian, who decided not

to Live but to Know, Huxley made it his business to know
and live—accepting the harder task of reconciling the two

ambitions.

It is now fifty years since Huxley returned to England

after a spell of work as assistant surgeon on the exploring

frigate H.M.8. Rattlesnake in Australian waters. In

Sydney he had become engaged to Miss Nettie Heatliom,

and when he set foot on shore at Chatham his consuming

wish was to give that young lady a home of her own.

The letters printed in McClure's Magazine show what pains

of frustration the young lover had to undergo. In the

letter to his sister in Tennessee, already mentioned, Huxley

writes under the date November 21, 18.50 (he is at the age

of twenty-five)

:

Now, as to my own affairs—I am not married. Pru-

dently, at any rate, but whether wisely or foolishly I am
not quite sure yet, Nettie and I resolved to have nothing

to do with matrimony for the present. In truth, though

our marriage was my great wish on many accounts, yet I

feartd to bring upon her the consequences that might

have occurred had anything happent-d to me within the

next few years. We had a sad parting enough, and as is

usually the case with me, time, instead of alleviating,

renders more disagreeable our separation. I have a

woman's element in me. I hale the incessant struggle

and toil to cut one another's throat among us men, and I

li.ng to be able to meet with someone in whom I can

place impli.it confidence, whose judgment I can respect,

and yet who will not laugh at my most foolish weaknesses

and in whose love I can forget all care All these con-

ditions I have fulfilled in Neitie. With a strong natural

intelligence, and knowledge enough to understand and

sympathise with my aims, with the firmness of a man,

when necessary, she combines the gentleness of a very

woman and the honest timplicity of a child, and then she

loves me well, as well as I love her, and ynu know I love

but few— in the rpal meaning of the word, perhaps, but

two— she and you. And now she is away, and you are

away. The worst of it is I have no ambition, except as

means to an end, and that end is the possession of a

sufficient income to marry upon. I assure you I would

not give two straws for all the honours and titles in the

world. A worker I must always be—it is my nature

—

but if I had £400 a year I would never let my name appear

to anything I did or shall ever do It would be glorious

to be a voice working in secret and free from all those

personal motives that have actuated the best.

Towards the end of the letter he grips his pen a little

harder

:

I don't know and I don't care whether I shall ever be

what is called a great man. I will leave iny mark some-

where, and it shall be clear and distinct I
T. H. H., his mark.

|

and free from the abominable blur of cant, humbug,
and self-seeking which surrounds everything in this

present world— that is to say, supposing that I ani not

already unconsciously tainted myself, a result of which I

have a morbid dread.

One piece of luck he had ; he was given a shore appoint-

ment to H.M.S. Triguard at Woolwich. It enabled him

to live in London, and reap the fruits of his Rattlesnake

memoirs, which he had sent to England and which had

received instant recognition. At a bound, indeed, Huxley

had placed himself in the front rank of naturalists ; but

this was a different thing from being able to marry

Nettie. To that loyal young lady he wrote again and

again, as his fortunes swayed back and forward, yet on

the whole forward. He had unbearable spells of depres-

sion between his successes. In March, 1851, he writes:

" To attempt to live by any scientific pursuit is a farce.

Nothing but what is absolutely practical will go down in

England." Continuing to bring out his biological

papers, he suddenly received a great encouragement.

The Eoyal Society wanted fresh blood, wanted to

replace its dilettanti by workers. It was resolved to

elect fifteen men who were likely to do the Society

honour ; and of thirty-eight candidates, Huxley was one

of the chosen. On this he writes : "I was talking to

Professor Owen yesterday, and said that I imagined

I had to thank him in great measure for the honour

of the F.E.S. ' No,' he said, ' you have nothing to thank

but the goodness of your own work.' " Yet in the letter

to Nettie, in which he tells her of his election, the young

F.R.S. indulges in more pessimism :

Opportunities for seeing the scientific world in England
force upon me every day a stronger and stronger convic-

tion. It is that there is no chance of living by science.

I have been loth to believe \*, but it is so. There are not

more than four it fiva offices in London which a zoologist

or comparative anatomist can hold and live by. Owt-n,

who has a European reputation, second only to that of

Cuvier, gets as Hunterian Professor £300 a year ! which is

less than the salary of many a bank clerk. . . In literature

a man may write for magazines and reviews, and so

support himself ; but not so in scif-nce. I could get any-

thing I write into any of the journals or any of the Trans-

actions, but I know no means of thereby earning five

shillings. A man who chooses a life of science chooses not

a life of poverty, but, so far as I can see, a life of nothing,

and the art of living upon nothing at all has yet to be dis-

covered. You will naturally think, then, " Why persevere

in so hopeless a course ? " At present I cannot help

myself. For my own credit, for the sake of gratifying

those who have hitherto helped me on- nay, for the sake

of truth and science itself, I must work out fairly and

fully complete what I have begun, and when that is done,

I will courageously and cheerfully turn my back upon all

my old aspirations. The world is wide, and there is jvery-

where room for honesty of purpose and earnest endeavour.

. . . So far as the acknowledgment of the value of what I

have done is concerned, I have succeeded beyond my
expectations, and if I have failed on the other side of the

question, I cannot blame myself. It is the world's fault

and not mine.

The world did not mend its ways for long after that,

and Huxley was well-nigh maddened by poverty and hope

deferred ; few things being harder to bear than frustration
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in honourable love when a single turn of the wheel of

Fortune might confer paradise. Huxley found himself

treated with extraordinary respect by the foremost scien-

tific men of tlie day ; his work was quoted as having full

authority : and following his election to the Royal Society

in 1851, he won that Society's Gold Medal, and was
elected to the Society's Council. But what was all this

without Nettie ?

It was sore waiting, and distraught planning. A profes-

sorship of Toronto lured him, but he was pressed to stay in

England. Others saw as plainly as himself his high call,

and, more plainly than himself, his ultimate success. And
while he wore out his heart, Nettie was so distant that

his hotly-written letters took four to six months to reach

her, and her advice had lost all applicability when it came
to his hand. He even thought of throwing up England
and going out to Sydney to practise as a surgeon ; but

his " demon" forbad. He wished he understood brewing;
he could then join Nettie's father in business. But to all

such proiposals that young lady returned a decisive " No."
" A man," she said, "must pursue those things which he
is fitted to do well." The lover breathed a deep sigh of

relief :
" The spectre of a wasted life has passed before

me—a vision of that servant who hid his talent in a napkin
and buried it."

A wave of hope imbathes his spirit. "Writing in July,

1853, he says:

My course in life is taken. I will )ioi leave London—

I

will make myself a name and a position as well as an
iitcome by some kind of pursuit connected with science,

which is the thing for which nature has fitted me if she

has iever fitted any one for aoything. Bethink yourself

whether you can cast aside all repining and all doubt, and
devote yourself in patience and trust to helping me along
my path as no one else could. I know what I ask, and
the aaoriiice I demand, and if this were the time to use
false modesty, I should say how little I have to offer in

return. ...
I am full of faults, but I am real and true, and the

whole devotion of an earnest soul cannot be overprized.

.
'.

. It is as if all that old life at Holmwood had merely
been b preparation for the real life of our love—as if we
were then children ignorant of life's real purpose—as if

these last months had merely been my old doubts over
again, whether 1 had rightly or wrongly interpreted the
manner and the words that had given me hope.
We will begin the new love of woman and man, no

longer that of boy and girl, conscious that we have aims
and purposes as well as affections, and that if love is

sweet, life is dreadfully stern and earnest.

Stem and earnest it remained, for, when at last the

Fates wearied of trying his spirit, they yet doled out their

gifts with austerity. Still, it was the end of a long agony
when he got work that enabled him to snap his fingers at

the Admiralty, and when Churchill the publisher commis-
sioned a Ifanual of Comparative Anatomy, and the Wed-
minsier Review began to pay him for articles. The prospect
of being Pullerian lecturer at the Eoyal Institution was
held out to him, and, better still, Edward Forbes's post
at the Museum of Practical Geology, worth £200 a year,

was given to him. He could make another £250 a year by
his pen alone. He could marry. The course of events was
now punctual and apposite as at the end of a novelette. For
when betook his seat in the Geological Museum "it happened
that Miss Heathorn and her parents had just settled to

return to England, where they arrived in May, 1855, and
the wedding took place on July 2I."
From these glimpses it will be seen that Mr. Leonard

Huxley's life of his father is a book to anticipate with
peculiar pleasure. Even the greatest scientists are rapidly
superseded ; they did but forge links in a chain to which
there is no end. Hence the biography of a student of
Nature recjuires for its interest a deal of humanity ; life

as well as work ; and it should show a man who could
emerge from his laboratory to " smoke his cigar and sing
bis song like a brick." It should depict a Huxley.

Things Seen.

The Flower.

They were two geologists.

The elder man had a gruff and imperious voice. The J
grey eyes wore only that cold glitter that debate is wont I
to kindle in the eyes of the learned. He was, too, a

Materialist.

Suddenly, his younger companion interrupted the flow

of broken talk.

"Ah," he exclaimed with an eager gesture, "there is

a ."

I have forgotten the name, but he was pointing to a

blue flower that poised its tiny bell on a slender stem at

the other side of the stream. The older scientist looked,

and the eyes grew warmer and less keen, and the furrows

grew less deep and long, as he looked. It was a rare

Sower and a pretty one. _

"I am in luck," said the younger, preparing to leap

across the stream; "that will be an addition to my '

collection."
" I think not," slowly answered his companion.
" What do you mean ?

"

" I mean," said the elder gravely, " that no man plucks

flowers and shortens their all too brief life when I can

prevent it."

Soon the debate waxed warmer than ever. The senti-

mentality of the Materialist was absurd
;
perhaps no man

would pass that way again until the grace of the flower

had fallen into corruption. Yet some strong force in the

old man's heart made him wholly inflexible. At length

the younger man made an angry move towards the

stream. His companion quickly leaped across before

him, took his geological hammer Jroai his wallet, and sat

down sternly beside his unconscious ctiarge.

And there the Materialist sat through the afternoon

—

for his companion was stubborn too. The elder man was
the last to run for the train. And the flower lived on.

The Schooner.

Behind me the town stretched lank and g^ey and
weather-beaten. Row on row of shuttered windows and

drawn blinds suggested irresistibly the deserted theatre.

But the stage itself was full of light and movement, and I,

lying lonely among the sandhills, was the only spectator.

Over my head a lark fluttered in the sunshine, now
and then a red golfing jacket would pop up like a rabbit;

but I had eyes only for the sea. After long months of

confinement in the measured bounds of city streets my
eyes revelled in the sense of colour and distance. Brick

and stucco preserve a dull uniformitv of tone, but here

all was a maze of shimmering colours. There were

yellows and greens in the shallows, further out violet, and

then a thousand varying tones of purple up to the dark

semi-circle of the horizon.

So, though the wind whistled shrilly in the grasses, I

lounged and smoked, and was happy. That morning, as

the train rattled through the green country, thrushes were

singing in sheltered inland gardens, and the air was heavy

with the smell of new-turned earth.

Here, too, spring was calling, but with a deeper,

stronger note. Then suddenly through a gap in the line

of houses there was a flutter of bellying canvas, and a

little schooner came tacking out of the mouth of the

harbour. She was dirty and unpainted ; her decks were

choked with litter ; but she met the long roll of the waves

with a jaunty swagger, and was transformed by the sea

and the sunlight. As she steered slowly out, I saw a

fellow in the stern wave his cap defiantly to the grim,

unresponsive line of houses, that had seen so many boats

sail out. It thrilled me.
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" Disappearing Authors."

Doubts about " Dainty Editions."

Mk. JusTiir McCarthy's list of "disappearing authors"
has excited much surprise. It included Jane Austen,

whose new editions are legion; Trollope, who, it is

credibly stated, is " in " for a revival ; Charles Lever,

of whose works one firm alone (Messrs. Downey) have
sold £9,000 worth in the last few years ; and Charles
Eeade. We ourselves disputed the "disappearing" of

Jane Austen, and a correspondent quickly confirmed our

view by informing \i8 that the Kilburn Free Library
issues each of her novels to twenty-one readers per annum.
We have since made a few inquiries, which throw some
interesting and varied sidelights on the subject. First

we will give the testimony of the librarians of two of the

largest free libraries in the country, those of Nottingham
and West Ham.
Mr. J. Potter Briscoe, City Librarian of Nottingham,

writes :

Jane Austen is an unknown name to the present genera-
tion of our readers.

Trollope's works are rarely asked for.

The three Charles' are waning in popularity. Kingsley
is known through his Westward Ho ! and Hereicard the

Wake only. Beade is in slight request, and Lever is not
80 popular as he was even five years ago.
We are now overstocked with the novels of the five

mentioned authors.

Mr. Briscoe can hardly be mistaken about the status of

Jane Austen in Nottingham. We are astonished by his

report of her case.

Mr. Alfred Cotgreave, Chief Librarian at West Ham,
partly confirms Mr. Briscoe. He brackets Jane Austen
and Anthony Trollope as authors who are "certainly
not so much read now " ; and Trollope, we know, is read
very little, lacking the new and dainty editions which
have been showered—vainly ?—on Jane. The other authors
—Lever, Kingsley, and Heade— "still maintain their

popularity to a great extent at West Ham." Here is a
table of issues for one year at West Ham :

Charles Lever's Novels 260
Charles Reade's Novels ... ... 245
Charles Kingsley's Novels... ... 218
Anthony TroUope 126
Jane Austen.. ... ... ... 109

Again we are astonished, and, indeed, we are resolved

—

if we can do it with strict adherence to truth—to bring
kindlier witnesses to Miss Austen's popidarity. We will
consult the booksellers. A large City firm reports that
Kingsley's novels and Lever's military novels sell well, but
not Trollope or Beade. And then :

Whether Jane Austen be read or not it is impossible to
say ; this we know, that there have in quite recent years
been five different editions published, all of which met with
a ready and exteosive sale.

A Manchester bookseller confirms the wide sale of Jane
Austen

; and from Oxford—where TroUope, Lever, and
Eeade are reported to be in a bad way—comes the same
persistent distinction in Jane Austen's case

:

As to Jane Austen buying is not, of course, synonymous
with reading, and a mere bookseller can speak only of his
sales

; but, judging by the constant demand for her works
here in Oxford, it may be assumed that many " attempts "

to read her are made, and I venture to hope we may safely
go further and say that she is both read and enjoyed to a
considerable extent.

The only comfort we pluck from these hesitating reports
of Jane, is that they throw a doubt, which we have long
shared, but dared not breathe, on the "dainty edition."
We have a suspicion that the dainty edition is frequently
no more than a dainty sepulchre.

Hope dawns for Miss Austen when we open our reports

from Bristol and Eastbourne.
Bristol says :

" Mr. McCarthy never made a worse state-

ment of fact than when he wrote, that the modem reader
' has never troubled himself even with an attempt to read
Jane Austen's novels.'

"

Eastbourne says :
" Mr. McCarthy is altogether wrong

about Jane Austen's novels. The modern readet does read
her works. Ten years ago I woald not think of having
one of her books in stock, now I have them in two or

three editions, and find a slow but increasing sale."

Brighton says that Trollope, Reade, and Lever are not

only disappearing but have disappeared. But Kingsley
holds his own, and " as to Jane Austen, however much her
works have been neglected for years past, there has been a
greatly revived intereet in them, and they have been widely
read and still are."

It seems, then, that Jane Austen sells in the bookshops,
but is not borrowed in the libraries. This might simply
mean that she is so popular that readers insist on possess-

ing her for themselves ; but this would be a too optimistic

interpretation of the facts.

It is clear tliat Kingsley and Lever still hold their owa'
pretty well. Yet in Lever's case we are told, from two
quarters, that his sales are retarded by the lack of a good
cheap edition of his works.
Reade is in a bad way, yet an Oxford-street bookseller

prefers him before Kingsley and Trollope; and Reade's
Cloister and the Hearth is "in continuous demand" in

Manchester, where, also, his other books are " worth
keeping always in stock." TroUope is nearly extinct in

Manchester. Both Trollope and Lever are neglected at

Eastbourne : "I have not been asked for a work of theirs

for some years, and I have lately cleared them out of my
library as lumber ; and I am sorry to say that Charles

Reade is disappearing." At Bristol Trollope and Reade
are " moribund."

These reports cannot be said to contradict in any marked
way Mr. Justin McCarthy's estimates of the present popu-
larity of writers like Jane Austen, Lever, Reade, Trollope,

and Kingsley ; and they show that the most championed
and new-editioned author of them all—Jane Austen—is by
no means so safely throned as some of us had thought.

Puritan Drama. i I..

The Elizabethan Stage Society's performance of " Samson
Agonistes," in the Lecture Theatre at South Kensington, last

Saturday, was an interesting experiment, but it was hardly
more. If, as one gathers from Milton's preface, the play-
was intended more or less as a protest against tlie

Romanticism of the Elizabethans, it certainly justifies the
Elizabethans. But "Samson" was never written to be acted,

and it is therefore hardly fair to judge it as a stage play.

It is a magnificent poem, but it is not a great drama.
Even judged by the severe standard of a Greek tragedy it

is sadly deficient in incident and action. There is no
development of character. The whole thing is statuesque
to the verge of woodenness. In a sense '

' Samson Agonistes '

'

is a faithful copy of Attic tragedy, but it is Attic tragedy
seen through Puritan glasses, dour and harcj and doc-
trinaire. And Milton has not always endeavoured to

imitate the Greek tragedians at their best. The long
opening soliloquy of more than a hundred lines, in which
the hero expounds his past fortunes to the audience, was
not considered the most skUful way of unfolding a plot

even in the age of Pericles. Samson's ang^y argument
with Dalila and his dialectical discussion with Manoa
recaU Euripides in his most forensic vein, that vein which
roused the wrath of Aristophanes, while the choruses

are sometimes modeUed too faithfuUy on the most didactic

moments of Greek choruses, and often lack beauty.
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The splendour of the play lies in its lofty feeling, its

resonant verse, and in the finely-conceived character of the

hero. But more than this is required to make a plyr

interesting on the stage, and Milton gives us no more. It

is possible that if " Samson " were given in the true Greek

fashion—in a theatre on a hillside overlooking the sea,

with the blue waves dancing in the sunshine and the blue

sky overhead—it would be easier to bear. It is possible

that much of Euripides, and even of Sophocles, would

have sounded rather dull in a South Kensington

lecture theatre at once draughty and stuffy. But we
doubt whether even in the theatre of Dionysus at Athens,

or on a Sicilian hillside, Milton's tragedy would have been

successful. There is a Puritan rigidity about it, and an

absence of (the human elements of love and passion which

would always leave an audience cold. It may be urged

that something of the same criticism might be made of the

•'Prometheus ^'inctus." But the chained Titan's invec-

tives Mp&inst Omnipotence are necessarily more stirring,

more dramatic, than Samson's carefully-reasoned sub-

mission to the Divine will, and the choruses of Milton are

not the choruses of iEschylus. It was perhaps a little

unkind of Mr. Poel to emphasise this fact by the music to

which those choruses were set It may have been a

compliment to Milton's stern Puritan views to make his

Danites intone their comments as if they were verses of

the Psalms, but the setting only emphasised the rather

dreary austerity of the poet's lines. Nor were matters

improved when, in moments of grotesque excitement, the

Danites (most of whom were ladies) all spoke at once in a

curious staccato sing-song.

But it would be ungrateful to reproach the Society for

the short-comings of Saturday's performance. The pro-

blem of "staging" a Greek chorus in these days has

never been successfully solved, and we admire Mr Poel's

courage in. attempting to act " Samson Agonistes " too much
to criticise the result harshly. When all is said, one does

not go to " Samson " f( r drama. The interest of the play

is mainly autobiographical. As one sees the hero blind

among his enemies, bewailing his folly in having trusted

his two Philistian wives, one sees Milton, blind also, and
living among a generation whose ideals were other than
his, bewailing his unfortunate marriages, and longing

for strength to pull down their Dagon's temple upon the

heads of the good folk of the Restoration. The acting

was undistinguished, but it would have needed superb
elocutionary power and g^eat intellectual gifts to give

Milton's long rhetorical speeches with effect, and the

argumentative passages would probably have been intoler-

able under any circumstances. It was therefore no
disgrace for the actors to fail in so hard a field.

Correspondence.

Maeterlinck and the "Contemporary Review."

SiE,—Mr. Kopes's letter seems to call for a few words in

reply. He now tells us that his article was not intended
as a complete study of Maeterlinck's work, but merely as

a discussion of his " artistic methods." It is a pity that
these limitations were not more clearly defined at first.

When he says {Contempwary Review, page 423): "The
function of criticism is not so much to condemn or praise,

as to understand and explain." If Maeterlinck is the
greatest genius of the age, let us see in what his greatness
resides ; if he is a mere babbling idiot, let us at least

classify his idiocy and assign him to his proper ward in
the asylum of degeneracy," it is diificult to believe that
only questions of artistic method occupied his mind.
Had this been so, however, it seems doubtful whether

the technique of any writer can be justly criticised apart
from a consideration of the message which it is intended to

bear. Certainly the delicate framework on which the mystic

poets hang the filmy tissue of their thought must appear

meaningless to those who, like Mr. Ropes, deliberately

ignore their symbolism and intention. " His (Maeter-

linck's) essays," he says, " his mysticism and pliilosophy,

were outside my consideration except in so far as they

enabled a reader to understand his artistic methods."

But a knowledge of Maeterlinck's philosophy, as ex-

hibited in his essays, must go hand in hand with any true

comprehension of his technique. I am surprised that any
serious critic could doubt this. Desiring to express certain

spiritual truths, Maeterlinck chooses the medium beet

suited to his design: Mr. Ropes, ignoring the spiritual

truths, belittles the achievement because the me^um is

not to his mind.
Secondly, Mr. Ropes finds my summary of his article

inaccurate. It appears that his languid praise of Maeter-

linck's use of the supernatural applies to "L'Intruse"
alone. I credited him with perceiving the same fine

qualities in " L'lntorieur " and " Les Aveugles." Also, I

now gather that he did not mean to say that " Mr. Kipling

did it (the gradual accumulation of terror) better " than

Maeterlinck. I subjoin two extracts—the first from his

article, the second from his letter.

1. " Maeterlinck's style is more poetic than theirs («.«.,

Kipling's and Maupassant's), hut less convincing."

2. " Such practised literary craftsmen as Maupassant and
Kipling give their readers a stronger shudder than does

the mystical Maeterlinck."

Surely the strength of effect produced is the essence of

success in this class of writing !

On one point alone I can meet Mr. Ropes on his own
ground. He says he is unable to grasp " the strange

stillness of the soul which is felt in Maeterlinck's works."

I agree. But this, being purely a question of feeling, is

hardly a subject for argument ; especially with an

antagonist who confesses to a weakness for "the hard
realities " of life.

Nor, after all, is the matter a very important one. It is

scarcely probable that the hostility of the crowd wiU deflect

M. Maeterlinck from the path which his genius points out

:

nor that he, or his fellow mystics, will be tempted to

exclaim in the words of Mr. "Adrian. Ross's" most popular

ditty

:

If you do not love me I shall die ! die ! die

!

—I am, &c., Evelyn Undbrhill.

3. Campden Hill-place, W.

SiK,—Mr. Ropes is surely not serious in saying that he
does not know what is meant by " the stillness of the soul

"

in literature. It means the higher repose. In the case of

Maeterlinck it also means, I think, purity of emotion, a

sweet resignation to destiny, the atmosphere of abstract

love, the contemplative mind dwelling humbly on great

things. Mr. Ropes will find in Ibsen's last play every-

thing that " the stillness of the soul " does not mean.
When We Bead Awaken is a very pitiful revelation of soul

panic.—I am, &c., V. B.

Brighton: April 9, 1900.

The Missing Word.

Sir,—In reference to Mr. Arnold White's letter in the

last number of the Academy, I wish to point out that the

word Briton is of Gaelic origin, and that the name
Britannia was given to a country in which there was a

large Gaelic population. The term Anglo-Saxon, which
Mr. White uses, is one which excludes the " Celtic fringe

"

altogether, all Irish, Highland Scots, and Welsh, and as a

Welshman I wish to protest against it. Why not Anglo-

Celtic ?—I am, &c., Ancient Briton.
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Our Weekly Prize Competitions.

Result of No. 29 (New Series).

Last week we offered a prize for the best 8ug-?eetioa as to a new
word to cover all British subject?, whether English, colonial, or

Irish ; the request to do so being put to us by Mr. Arnold White.
Among the names suggested are " Victorians " (by many competitors),
'• Britiriahers " (by three), 'Imperials," "Qaeensmen," "Home-
landers," " Britannialists," " Empirista," " Britonians," " Free-

landers," " Britempirists," " Imperious," and " Englanders." " Vic-

-torians " is in many ways the more satisfactory word, but it is

ruled out by the fact that the word is already in use as a term to

describe natives of Victoria, in Australia, a vast tract of country.
"Britirishers " is too long. " Imperials" could never withstand the

competition of the tuft of beard which bears the same name.
" Qaeensmen " would have little point when a king was on the

throne. " Homelanders" means nothing in particular. "Empirisls"
is too near ''Empiric" " Freelanders " is not expressive enough.
Altogether we are inclined to consider " Englander " the best word,
although the participation of Ireland is not apparent in it. We
have therefore sent a cheque for a guinea to the Eev. F. G. Cole, i2,

Blenheim-street, Prince's-avenne, Hull, with whom the word
"Englander" originated.

H. W., Malton, writes : " I send a few ideas for Competition 29.

1. John Bullies.

2. R( ad-easy-uns.
3. Semi-colonists (this last contains the two-fold suggestion of

being ' unaggressive,' but never able to reach a full stop !).

4. Bigger-Burghers, might also do to counteract the Little

Englanders
As a name for the Institution to which these gentlemen belong I

propose the Lowly Roaming Empire "

Replies received from F. A., Leeds ; A. R., Manchester ; G. S.,

Aberdeen ; F. E. W.. London ; D. E. B., London ; G. P. B., London
;

A. H., Southport; M. E., London; M. M. E, London; M. H.,

London; G. E. P,, London; A. W., London; L. H., London;
G. W. S., London ; M. A , Eastbourne ; M. C, London ; E. G. F.,

London ; E. A. H., London ; A. T., London ; D. S., London
;

M. M. R., Liverpool; R. F. M'C, Whitby; G. S., Eastbourne;
B. A. S., London ; E. B., Liverpool ; A. T. R., Glasgow ; M. B

,

Derby ; G. E. M., London ; R. M., Glendevon ; E. H., London ; E. M.,
Stirling ; G. L. F , London.
Too late to compete : A. J. S. (St. John's Wood), telegraphs

—

'Kinland aind Kinlander."
Thel's MSS. for Special Competition were duly received.

Competition No. 30 (New Series).

In the Globe of a few days ago was this paragraph :
" A hostess

•who had a mania for setting her guests intellectual puzzles, by
way of keeping them quiet in the evening, offered the other day a
prize for the best parody of any well-known proverb. The painful
frowns that at once gathered on the faces of the company suggested
to one of the guests a brilliant idea ' It is not the scowl,' he said,

' that makes the skunk.' " The example given is not a very good
one, but it illustrates the game. The historic example is, perhaps,
Lewis Carroll's advice to writers :

" Take care of the sense and the
tounds will take care of themselves. ' We offer a prizs of a guinea
to the author of the best parody of a proverb.

Rules.

Answers, addressed " Literary Competition, The Academy, 43,

Chancery-lane, W.C," must reach us not later than the first post
of Tuesday, April 10. Each answer must be accompanied by
the coupon to be found in the first column of p. 32u, or it can-

not enter into competition. Competitors sending more than one
attempt at solution must accompany each attempt with a separate
coupon ; otherwise the first only will be considered. We wish to

impress on competitors that the task of examining replies is much
facilitated when one side only of the paper is written upon. It is

also important that names and addresses should always be given.

We cannot consider anonymous answers.

New Books Received.

[_T/t«M notes on some of the New Books of the toeek are

preliminary to Revitws that may follow.']

Thx Sunken Bell. By Gerhakt HArPTMAUN.

This " fairy play," to which we refer elsewhere, is

published with the written approval of Gerhart Haupt-
mann. The translator is Mr. Charles Henry Meltzer.

(Heinemann. Ss. 6d.)

The Life of John Ruskin. By W. G. Colunqwooi>.

A timely re-issue, with timely revisions, of I^r, Colling(.i

wood's two-volume work. The Life and Work\ of John
Buskin. (Methuen & Co. Gs.) ' '"

The Christian Eace. il>"ri«'/i,7 >

By the Right Eev. J. C. -EitxB, D.D.

,

Never until now has the venerable ex-Bishop of Liver-
pool published a volume of sermons. The selection hds
been made from the Bishop's MSS. by the Eev. T. J'.

Madden, Archdeacon of Warrington. (Hodder & Stoughton.
78. 6d.)

The Gentleman's Magazine Library: Emtedb*--
English Topography, Part XII. F.>a!.' MffiNE.

This addition to a capital series deals with Stirrey and
Sussex. It is rather a pity, we think, that tte names of
these counties do not appear on the cover, but Ij^Ve to be
sought on the title-page. (Stock. 7s. 6d.)

; !:.-,. -

dj 6iii ;^<i^

How England Saved Europe, a in '•,-;-;';. rr

Vol. IV. By W. H,
, J'itchetxj

This volume completes Mr. Fitchett's narrative of our
wars with France between 1793 and 1815. A good index
to the four volumes is given. (Smith, Elder. 6a.")

""

In addition to the foregoing, we have received :,
'

theological and biblical.

Glanvillo (W.), The Wei) Unwoven ; The Dolus Theory of the' B»(* at: •
.'

Acts .'. (Watts « Co.)'
Drummonil (James), IntArnational Handbooks to the New Teatameat i^Tlie

Epistles of Paul the Apoatle (Piunamjs Soos) 6/0
Muzzey (David Savllle), The Rise of the New TesLament (UacmlUan) 5/0

POETRY, CRITIOISM, AND BELLES LETTRBS. f' . ...'

Selte (Rose E.), With Dante in Paraaise ^ (Gadsell) 2/0
Smith (Justm H.), The Troubatlours at Home: Their t,ive& and

Personalities, their Songs and their World (Putnam's Sons) net 25/0
Titus and Lysander. In Five Acts '....(Stock)

Skeat (Rev. Walter W.), The Chaucer Canon (Clarendon Press) 3/d

bl>eight (B. E.), tteleotions from the Poetry of Tennyson. ..(Marshall & Son)
net 1/0

Ambler (Benjamin G.), Ballads of Greater Britain ....^(Sto^JO
<?

HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY. U i'- r'>>f'i,' '

Spence (H. D. M.), A History of the English Church ..(behtVnet' 1/0
Scaife (A. H,), The War to Date (Unwin) 3,(4

Wheeler (Benjamin Ide), Ale.vander the Great: the Merginj; of Kast and
West in Universal History (Putnam's SonsJ 5/0

Atkin's (John Black), The Relief of Ladysmith (Methuen) i!/0

Sharpless (Isaac), A History of Quaker Giovemment in Pennsylvania.
Vol.11 (Leach)

Sharple&s (Isaac), A Quaker Expeiiment in Government. ....(Ferris)

Leroy Beauiieu (Pierre), Le RSnovation de I'Asie (Colin & Cie.) i fr.

SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHY.

Morris (Charles), Man and his Ancestor ; A Study in Evolution.
(Macmillan) 6/0

MISCELLANEOUS.

Dresser (Horatio W.), Voices of Freedom, and Studies in the Philosophy
of Individuality (Putnam's Sons) 5/0

Blake (Rev. J. M.), In the Wind of the Day (Allen)

Hasluck (Paul N.), Practical Metal-plate Work (Cassell) 2/0

McMillan (Margaret), Early Childhood (Sonnenscheln)
Wood (Kev. J.), The Nuttall Encyclopiedia (Wame) 3/6

Roxburgh (T. L.) & Ford (J. C), The Handbook of Jamaica (Stanford)
The Chord, No. i (Unicorn Press)

The Higher Land, No. 6 (Putnam's Sons)

NEW EDITIONS.

Whyte-Melville (G. J.), Tilbury Nogo (Ward, Look) 3/6

Chaffers (W.), Marks and Monograms on European and Oriental Pottery

and Porcelain. Revised and edited by Frederick Licliiield. Ninth
Edition ;

(Gibbings)

New Novels are acknowledged elsewhere.

Special cloth oases for binding the half-yearly volume of

the Academy can be supplied for \s. each. The price of the

bound half-yearly volume is 8». 9(?. Communications should be

addressed to the Publisher, 43, Chancery-lane.
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OATALOQUES.

SOTHERAN'S PKICE CXTBRENT
Of LITBRATURB.

MONTHLT LIST OF NEWLY- PURCHASKD
BKCWND-HAND BOOKS IS UTERATUBB,

SCIENCE, AND ART.

No. (96, Jul published tor APRIL.
Pom free from

BKNRT 80THKRAN 4 CO., Booknellert,

140, Strand, W.C. ; or 37, Piccadilly, W.

WILLIAMS k NOBQATB,
IXrOBTERS OF rOREIOH BOOKS,

U, HmriatU BtiMt. OoTWt Sardan, K, South Frtdnlek St.

dmbsTgli, ud 7, Broad Stioat, Oxford.

OAVAhOOVtS poat traa on appUeatlon.

jpoiRBIQN BOOKS and PERIODICALS
promptly aappUad on modarata tarmt.

0ATAI/0QDB8 <m application.

SUIiAU * 00., IT, 80H0 BQUABB.

WANTED, INQUIRIES for ESTIMATES
for PBINTINO PERIODICALS. MAGAZINES.

BOOKS, »<: , lar a Firm of Prtntew Id the PrortnoM (»ith

dlract oommanfoalion with London). Equipped with Unoa
and Plant (orprodooing high^law work.—Ad.lr«<», PonLiCi-

nom." John Haddon i Co.. Sallsburr Squara. E.C.

IMPOBTAMT.-PRIMTINO ASB PDBLISHIBO.

SEWSPAPBRS, MAGAZTNBS, BOOKS, Ac.
-KINQ, SELL * BAIMOH, Uinltad, hixh-olaia

«, ud Pnbliahaia, U, Gooih Sqnale, «. Bolt Oonrt, Float

lMat.B.a, baTaipaaiallT4>nilt Botar; and othartaat Machinal
SnS&tlBf lUnrtiatad or othar PnbUoaUoni and ipaoiallT-bnilt

SSSaafor fait <oldln( and aoTarinc 8, !«, 94, or ts-pwa
Jooinals at ona oparatlon.

, ,

,

AdTlca and aaiiitanoa liren to anjona wishing to oommanoa
aw jooraala.

raailitlea npon the pramlaea for Editorial OOcaa (raa. AdTar-
'

[ and PuDlishing Departmenta oondaoted.

Telephone mn. Telegraph ** AfricanlBm. London."

High-Class Bookbinding.
Valuable Books and MS. Bound and Repaired with

great care. Miscellaneous Books bound in any
ttyle or pattern.

JOHN FAZAKERLBY,
40, Paradis* Straat, LiVRPOOL

TYPE-WRITING promptly and accurately
done. lOd. oer 1,000 worda 8«mplee and referencM.

Mnlti<;opl«a.—Addreae. HIh E. M., :8. MortimorCreaoent, N.W.

TYPE-WRITING; TYPE-WRITING;
TYPE-WRITING. -NOVELS. PLAYS, ESSAYS care-

fully TYPED. Difficult M8S. recelre special attantion.

Raferenoei to Authors.—Writ* for terms to E. Gbaham, S3,

Cockspur Street. Pall Mall. London.

TRAFALGAR LITERARY and TYPE-
WRITING BCREAD (DE MOMET t WALKER),

S, Trafalgar Buildings, Northumljerland AveDue. W.C. —
Typing. IJuplicating. Shorthand. Reporting. TranslatlonB

(^Languages)^ Literary Researches. Preaa Cuttings.

TYPE-WRITER.— AUTHORS' M8S.
COPIED with accuracy and despatch. Carbon Dupli-

cates. Circulars. Examination Papers. Ac—Mies E. Tioab,
a,»ialtland Park Villaa. Harerstock Hill, N.W. -Estab-
lished 1984.

I8TABLIBHBD 18(1.BIRKBEGK BANK,
Southampton BulldiDgs, Chancery Lane, London.

TWO-AKD-A-HALF per CENT. INTEREST allowed on
DEPOSITS repayable on demand.

TWO par CENT, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the mini-
mum monthly balances, when not drawn below iElOO.

STOCKS, SHAKES, and ANNUITIES purohaaad and sold.

SAVINaS DEPARTMENT.
For the enoonramment of Thrift the BankracaiTes small sums

on dapoait aiid allows Interest monthly on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BUnJOrNG SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE

roa TWO octssas rsa mouth.

BIBEBEOK FREEHOLD LAND SOUIKTY.
BOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND

roa riTB bhu-lisos raa mohtb.

Ths BIBRBEOK ALMANACK, with tuU particulars, post tree

FBANOIS BAVEHBCROFT, Manaiar.

"THE ACADEMY"
LITERARY COMPETITIONS.

N«w Series.—No. 30,

All rtadtrt atUmpting thit wttk'i

Compttition {dtierHtd fully on page

819) muit etU out thit Coupon
»nd tnelou it with thtir rtply.

ROYAL INSTITUTION of GREAT
BRITAIN, Albemarle Street, Piccadilly, W.

LECT0KE ARRANGEMENTS AFTER EASTER, 1800.

LSCTDBX HOL-B, S o'CLOt'S P.M.

HUOH ROBERT MILL, Esq.. D go • LLD F.R..|.E .

Ubrarl.n lloyal l*jgTii>hlca Socfetf.-THUEE LECTURKS
on STlDIBilnBKITISH OEOOllAPHY-: (llTheEnglUh
Utkos; L'l Thi- Clyde Sm Area; (a) A Comtr of Sussex. On
Tl!ligDAV.S. April 24, May 1. ». IlaU-a-GuinM the Course.

ALEXANDER II ILL. M.A^.l).. Master of Iwwnl us Col-

lege. Cambridge.-TWO LRCTCRKS on -BRAIN-TISSUE
coo>lde.-ed ss tl.e APPARATUS of THOUGHT." (Illustratwl

by Pbotomicrxitmuhs of Brain-tlssue.1 On TUESDAYS.
May IS, 22. Hftlf-a-Guinea.

R. WARWICK BOND, Es<i., MA -TWO LECTURES on
(1) "ROSKIN, MAN and PROPHET-; (J) " RBsKIN. the
8RVANT of JLRT." On TUESDAYS. Hay !». J une 5. Half.
a-<iulnea.

l-rofessor DEWAR. MA.. LUD.. F.R.S.. M.R.I . Fulleriaii

lTof™«>r of Cb.mi»try, H.I.- POUR LK(MURE8 mi "A
CENTURY ofCllEMl.STKVintho ROYAL INSTITUTION."
On THUBaDAY.S. Ai.ril i«. May 3. 10. 1?. Haifa-Guinea.

The RcT. Canon AINGER, M.A . LLD.-THREE LEC-
TURES on •' CHAUCER." On THURSDAYS, Hay M. 31.

June 7. Half-a-Guinea.

STANLEY LANE-POOLE, Esq.. MA- lOlonK Professor of

Arabic at Trinity College, Dublin.- TWO LECTURES on
"EGYPT In the MIDDLE AGES." On SATURDAYS.
April 28. May 5 HalfaGuinea.

ALFRED IIU.LIER, M.D., B.A TWO LECTURES on
'SOUTH AFRICA, PAST and FUTURE." On SATUR-
DAYS. May 12. 19. HaU-a-Ouinoa.

Sir FREDERICK BRIDGE, M us. Doc.. Oriinist of Weat-
minster Abbey ami Gri^bam Professor "f Music—THREE
LECTURES on "THE i;llOWTH of CHAMBER MUSIC,
from ALLEORTS SYMPHONIA (1580- liw) to HAYDN'S
FIRST OU.VRTET." (With Mu.ical Illustratious.) On
SATURDAYS. Miy 26, June 2, 9. Half-a-Guinea-

Bubecriptiou (to Non-Members) lo all Courses of Ijectures
(extending from Chilstmas to Midsummer). Two Guineaa
Tickets issued daily flt the Institution, or sent by post on receipt

of Cheque or Post-tjffice Order.

Members may purchase xor less than Tiibke Sikole Lectcre
TiCEETS, available for any Afternoon Lecture, for Half-a-
Guinea.

The FRIDAY EVENING MEETINGS will bo resumed on
APRIL 27th, at 9 p-m., when the Right Hod. Lord KELVIN
will Hire a Diicounie on ' NINETEENTH CENTURY
CLOUDS over the DYNAMICAL THEORY of HEAT and
LIOHT." SucceediDK Discourses will nrotiably be given by
Professor T. E THORPE. SIDNEY LEE. Esq , Professor
J. A EWINO. FRANCIS FO.K, Esq.. Sir HENRY R03C0E,
and other gentlemen. To these Meetings Members and their

Friends only are admitted.

Persons desirous of becoming Members are requested to apply
to the SeciirrARv. When propoied they are immediately
atlmitted to all the Lectures, to the Friday Eveiiiog Mt-etiogs.
and to the Librarj' and Ri-adiug R4K>ms ; and their Families are
a4lmUt«d to the Lectures at a reduced charge Payment : First
Year, Ten Guineas ; afterwards. Five Guineas a Year ; or a com-
position of Sixty Guineas.

ROYAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY
(Incorporated by Royal CTharter).

Patron-HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN.
President—A. W. WARD, Esq., Litt.D.

THURSDAY. Araii-lSth. 5p.m., at ST. MARTIN'S TOWN
HALL, Charing Cross, the following Paper will be read :

"TRIBAL HIDAGE and the HUNDREDS in the
SEVENTH CENTURY," by W. J. CORBETT.
M.A , F.R Hist.S.

HUBERT HALL, Director and Hon. Seci«tary.

116, St. Martin's Lana. London, W.C.

ROYAL LITERARY FUND,
The LORD RUSSELL of KILLOWEN, G.C.M G.. Lord

Chief Justice of England, will preside at the 110th ANNIVER-
SARY DINNER, on WEDNESDAY. Mav 'Jud. at tlie HOTJSL
CECIL, Strand. W.C, at 7 for 7.30 p m. precisely.
Gentlemen willinff to serve as Stewards are requested to

communicate with the Secretary,
LLEWELYN ROBERTS.

7, Adelphl Terrace, W.C.

ROYAL INDIAN ENGINEERING
COLLEGE, Cooper*! Hill, Staioes.

The Oouree of Study Is arraDged to fit an Engltieer for Em-
ployment in Eurono, India, and the Colonies. About '10

Studemts will be admitted in September, 1900. The Secretary
o( State will offer them for Competition—Twelve Appointments
as Assistant Eoglneera in the Public Works Departmeut. and
Three Ap|K)intment8 as AssistaDt Superiutfudents in the
Teleirraphs Department, and One in the Accountants' Branch
P.W.D.—For particulars apply to SEcaKTARV, at College.

TTNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LIVERPOOL.

FRENCH LECTDRESUIP.
APPLICATIONS are Inrlted for the post of FRENCH

LECTURER at Uuiversity CoUeKe. Liverpool, to be forwarded
not later than April 2Hth to the College Rt^istrar, with twenty-
five copies of testimouiaU, Toe Lecturer will be required to
ooinmence his dutiei on the ist of October.
Ttie appointment in for five years. Salary £250 a year, one-

third of the Day Classes fees, and the whole of the Evening
Classes fees-

For all partloulars apply to the Reoistrar.

u NIVERSITY COLLEGE SCHOOL,
GOWER STREET, W.C.

Headmaster-J. LEWIS PATON, M.A , late Fellow of

St. John's College. Cambridge.
SUMMER TERM commences MONDAY, Apbii, 30th.
The School is carrie<l on in strict accordance with the prin-

ciples laid down by the Founders of University College, and is

oncauised as a flrst-grade Modem and Classical School.
Examinations for Entrance Scholarships will )>e held on

June mb.
For Prospectus apply at the Ofhoe, Gower Street, W.C.

J. M. H0R8BUR0H, M.A., Sacrat«I7.

ALL EXAMINATIONS.
PREPARATION by CORRK3PONDENGB

on a THOROUGHLY INDIVIDUAL SYSTEM. The
9tXYV Inoludea Graduatas of Oxford. Cambridge. LondoQ,
sad Royal Unlvsrsitles.

SINGLE SUBJECTS TAKEN: Utin. Greek. Frsoeh.
Oarman, Hathamatlos, Sdaooa, Locie, Political Eoonomy, Aa.

Addreaa Mr. J. CHASLE8T0N. BA. (London and Oion.),

37, Chanoery lAue, London, W.C.

EDUCATIONAL SERIES for DISPOSAL.
— Copyrilhts, Btaraotype Plataa. Illustrations, and

Slock of 170 Pablioatlons. Proprietor retiring. IS.OOS

required-Addreaa K.. Acadihv OMoe, 41, Chancery Lana.
W.C.

GENTLEMAN, withMvenl vasn' axporiaiiae
in London and Naw York FINE-ART PUBLISUINO

HoDSESand well scqnalnteil with the rine-ArtTrule in tha
UNITED ST.tTES, would like a POSITION In an ENGLISH
PUBLISHING HUDSe. where his knowledge of Amarican
conditions would be of advantage, and for which he aouU
travel in the States and Canada Address E. F. BccanoLl,
222, West 50th Street, New York.

THE PRINCESS HELENA OOLLBOB
EALING, W.

Bstablished 1820. Inoorporatod by Royal Cliarter 1886.

President-H.R.H. the PRINCE.SS CHRISTIAN.
nigh-oUas education for the DAUGHTERS of GENTLB.

MEN, as Resident oi Day Pupils. Preparation for UnlrarsltT
and Art Examinations. Spacious grounds. Suparvision Id

games.
Training department for kindergarten students in prapaia-

tiou fur Froeliel Union Examination for Teachers.
There is a Home in conoectiuu witli the College for K.0

Students and for a few children under ten years of age.

MARGARET WILLIAMSON, Lady FrinclpaL

S^
BARTHOLOMEWS

COLLEGE.
HOSPITAL and

The SUMMER SESSION wUl bflgin on MAY 1st, 1900.

Students can reside in iheOoUese within the Hotpital walU,
subject to the ColleitUte reguUtions.
The Hospital contains aiervioe of 7S0 beds. Scholarships and

Prizes of the aggregate ralue of nearly £900 are awarded
annually.

Special Classes for the Preliminary Scientific and the other
Loudon University Examinations, for the F.R.C.8., and for
other Iliifher Examinations.
Then* is a large, thoroughly well e^iuippod cricket ground.
For further particulars apply, personally or by letter, to the

Warden of the College, St. Bartholomew's Hospital, E.O.
A Handbook forwarded on application.

MUDIB'S LIBRARY
(LIMITBD).

ENLARCED AND CLASSIFIED CATALOGUE
(Over 600 pa^s, Svo, bound in green cloth).

All the Principal Works ia Cironlation at

the Library

ARRANQED iindar SUBJECTS.

Forming a Comprehemire Buide to Notable

Publications in most Branchet of

Literature.

Bookt of Permanent Interett on POLITICAL
and Social Topics, the Army, Navy,

Arts, Sciencb, Philosophy, Spobt,

Theology, History, Biooeaphy, and
Fiction. ^^^ „, ^^

Also a FOREIGN CATALOGUE, contain-

ing Books in French, German, Italian,

Russian, and Spanish.

READY JANUARY, 1900.

Price la. Sd.

MUDIE'S LIBRARY,
30-31, NEW OXFORD 8TRBKT;

•M, Brampton Road; and

48, Qaeen Victoria Street, London,

LONDON LIBRARY,
ST. JAMES'S StjnARE, S.W.

FATaoM—H.II.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES. K.O.
Paxsionrr-LESLIE STEPHEN. Esq.

ViCE-PaisiDiins—The Right Hon. A. J. BALFOUR. M.P., tha
Right Rot. the LORIi IllSIlol'of LONDON. HERBERT
SPENCER. Esq. ; the Right Hon. W. E. 11. LECKY, M.P.,
D.C.L.

TaosTiis-Rlght Hon. Sir M. GRANT DOFF, Right Hon.
LORll AVEB0Ry, F.R.S., Right Hon. EARL of ROSE-
BERY.

The Library contains about 2iW,noo Volumes of Ancient and
Modern Literature, in Various Languages. Subscription, £3
a year; Life.Memliership, acconliUK to age. Fifteen Volumes
are aIlowe<l to Country and Ten to Town Memiiers. Reading
Room Open from M till halt-iMuit 6. CATALOOUE, Fifth

Edition. IH-^s 2 vols., royal 8to. nrice 2lB. ; to Members, iSs.

C. T. UAtjBERQ WRlOHT,LL.D., Secretary and Librariao.
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TO ABTliTS.—A handsome BESIDESCE and
STUDIO, St. John's Wood, 80, Boundary Road
{with varanf possession' , leading out o/iJie Abbey
Boadt close to the London and MarlborougH
Boad Stations and 'bus routes. Grand detached
Leasehold Besidence, in good repair, with modem
drainage, comprising 6 bed and dressing rooms,
bath room {hot and cold\ 3 reception rooms on
ground

,
floor, splendid Studio, and usual o^ces

;

large garden. Bental value £130.

MB. LEOPOLD PARMER will SELL the
ahove. with various other Properties, by AUCTION, at

the MART, Tokenhouse Yard, K.C., on MONDAY, Apeil aoth,
1900, at 3 o'clock.

P*rticularB and ronditions of Sale may be had at the Mart,
.C. : of Messrs. T. White k Sos^. Solicitors, 18. .Tohn Sfreet,
edford Row, W.r;. ; and the ArciioSEEK, 46. Gresham Street,
aok, E.C., and Kilbani, N.W. Telephone : 29S. Loadoa Wall

CATALOGUES.

\Tr ILLIAMS & NORGATE,
^ ' IMPOHTERS OP FOREIGN BOOKS,

14. Banrletta Btreett Covent Garden, 20. South Frederiok St.

Edinburgh, and 7. Broa4 Street. Oxford.

OATALOGUES post free on application.

"OAEDEKER'S & BADDELEY'S
^-^ TOURISTS' GUIDE BOOKS,

Hew folly detailed CATALOGUE Bent poet free on application.

DITLAIT ft CO.. 37. Soao Squakb, Lohdoit, W.

WANTEn, INQUIRIES for ESTIMATES
for PRINTING PERIODICALS. MAGAZINES,

BOOKS, ftc , by a Firm of Prioters in the Proviocea (with
direct communication with London). Equipx>ed with Linos
and Plant for producing high-class work.—Address, " Pl'blica-
Tioss," John Haddon X Co., Salisbury Square, E.C.

IMPORTANT.—PKINTIKO AND PUBLISHING.

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, BOOKS, Ac.
—KING, SELL k RAILTON, Limited, bigh-olass

Printers and Publishers. 12, Goush Square, 4, Bolt Court, Fleet
Street, E.C.,haveBpecialIy-built Rotaryand other fast Machines
for printing illustrated or other Pahlications and specially-built
Hachinee for fast folding and covering 8. 16, 24, or 83-page
JoumaU at one oi>eration.

Advice and assistance given to anyone wishing to commenoa
New Joomals.

Facilities upon the premises for Editorial Offices free. Adver-
tidng and Publishing Departments conducted.

Telephone 661S1. Telegraph ** Africaniam, London."

High- Class Bookbinding.
Talnable Books and MS. Bonnd and Repaired with

great care. Miscellaneous Books bound in any
fctyle or pattern,

JOHN FAZAKERLCY,
40, Paradise Sireet, LIVERPOOL

TYPE-WRITING p'omptly and accurately
doDfl lOd. per 1,000 woMi. StmpleB and referenoM.

MllItl..CopiM.—Addrnh MiM B. M., 18. Mortimer Crewent, N.W.

TYPE-WRITING; TYPEWRITING:
TYI'E.WR1TING.->0VEL.«. PLAYS. ESSAYS oare-

fnll; TYPED. Otmcalt W»i. recei.e upedal attention.
B.ferrooe« to AathonL-~Writ« for term* to E. Gbabam, 23,
CkKkipur Street Pall Mall, London.

ESTABLISHED 1851.

BIRKBEGK BANK,
Sonthj- • - " ' - *

20 / on the minimum monthly balances, ^^^ /
/ when not drawn twiow iBlOO. ^^ / (

DEPOBIT ACCOUNTS
2_j0 / on i>epo8its, repayable on ^Jl.°/

2 /o demand. (^2 ' *

Southampton Building*. Cliaocery Lane. London. W.C.

OtTBBENT ACCOUNTS
on the minimum mouthiy balances,

r when not drawn twiow iBlOO. ^^ f O
DEPOBIT ACCOUNTS
on Deposits, repayable on ^\ ^J^

fo demand. 4^m*l i O
STOCKS AND SHABES.

Stocks and .Shires PorchaMed and Sold for Cristomers.

The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post
free.

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.
TelepKon*. No. '5, Holbom.
Ttteffraphic Ad'lreaa : **BiRKimnL. Londox"

"THE ACADEMY"
LITERARY COMPETITIONS.

Njw Series.—No. 31,

All readsrt attempting thit week't
ComptUtion {detcribed fully on pagf
040) mutt cut out thit Coupon
and tneloM it with their reply.

ROYAL INSTITUTION of GREAT
BRITAIN, Albemarle Street, Picoadilly, W.

TUESDAY NEXT. April 24, at 3 o'clook, HUGH ROBERT
MILL, Eki., D.Sc, LL.D., F.R.8.E., Librarian of tlie Royal
(ieograj)hicai Society. FIRST of THREE LECTURES on
"STUDIES in BRITISH fiEOGRAPllY"; (1) The English
Lakes ; (2) The Clyde Sea Area ; (3) A Corner of Sussex. (The
Tyndall Lectures. ) llalf-a-Guinea the Course.

THURSDAY lApril U6th), at 3 o'clock. Professor DEWAR,
M.A.. LL.I>.. F.R.S.. M.R.I. . Fullerian Professor of Chemistry.
R.I.. FIRST of FOUR LECTURES on "A CENTURY of
CHEMISTRY in the ROi'AL INSTITUTION." Haifa-
Guinea the Course.

SATURDAY (April 28thl. at 3 o'clock, STANLEY LANE-
POOLE, Esq.. M.A.. M.K.I. A., Professor of Arabic at Trinity
College, Dublin, FIRST of TWO LECTURES on "EGYPT
in the -MIDDLE AGES." Half-a-Guinea the (.'ourse.

Subscription to all the Courses in the Season, Two Guineas.

Tickets may be had at the Office of the Institution.

The FRIDAY EVENING MEETINGS will be resumed on
APRIL 'rth, at 9 o'clock. The Right Hon. Lord KELVIN,
OC.V.O.,I).C.L., LL.D., F.RS., M.R.L, on 'NINETEENTH
CENTURY CLOUDS over the DYNAMICAL THEORY of

HEAT and LIGHT." To these Meetings Members and their
Friends only are admitted.

ROYAL LITERARY FUND.

The llOth ANXrVERSAHi: DINNER will take place on
WEDNESDAY, Mat 2ud. at the HOTEL CECIL. Strand.
W.C, at 7 for 7.30 p.m.

The LORD RUSSELL of KILLOWEN, G.C.M.G., Lord
Chitf Justice of Englantl, in the Chair.

FIRST LIST OF STEWARDS.
The Right Hon. Mr. Justice
Andrews.

The Hon. William Waldorf
Astor.

J. B. Atlay, Es.i-
A. C. Benson. Esu.
Horatio H. Iteotlty. Esq.
The Hod. Sir E. T. Bewiev.
The Hon. Mr. Justice Buckley.
JWarst n C. Buszard, Esq.,

<^.C., Recorder of Leice?ter.
T. G. Carver. Esq., Q.C.
Evelyn Cecil, Esq., Si P.
William Clowes, Esq.
The Right Hon. Lord Justice

Collins.
Julian CorI»ett, Esq.
W. L. Courtney, Esq., LL.D.
F. C. Danvas. Esq.
The Lord Davey,
Edward Dicey, Esq.. C.B.
Henry F. Dickens, Esq.. Q.C.
Sir J. Whittaker Ellis. Bart.
The Rev. J. H. EIUn.
William F. Pladgate, Esq.
The Rev. T. Fowler. D.D.,
Vice - Chancellor of the
University of Oxford.

The Rev. Herbert Branston
Gmy, D.D., Warden of Brad-
field College.

William Ellerby Green, Esq
Sydney (irundy. Esq.
Samuel Hall, Esq . Q.C.
Cecil A- Harmsworth, Esq.
Frederick Harrison. Esq
Anthony Hope Hawkins, Es<i,

C. E. H. Chadwyck Healey,
Esq., Q C.

Maurice Hewlett, Esq.
Johu Holiams, Esq.
Sir John Hutt->n, L.C.C.
F. A. Inderwick, Ea.i., Q.C.
The Rev. W. R. Inge.
R. H. Inslis-Palgrave. Esq.
F.RS.

Henry Arthur Jones, Esq.
The Hon. MrJusticelflwrance
Sir Edward L Lawsoii, Bart.
The R^v. Walter Lock, D.D.,
Warden of Keble.

The Ven. the Archdeacon of
London.

T. Norton Longman, Esq.
Frederick Mscmillao, Esq.
Edmund Macrory, Esq., Q.C.
The Right Hon. Mr. Justice
Madden.

Henry Manisty, Esq.
Sir Theodore Martin, K.C.B.,
K.C.V.O.

C. W. Mifcbell. Esq.
J. Fletcher Moulton, Esq.,
Q.C. MP. F.R.S.

John Murray, Esq . F.S.A.
T. P. tVConn r. Esq.. M.P.
J. C. Parkiiisou, Esq , D.L.
K H. Pemlwr, Es-i.. Q.C.
John S. Phen6, Esq.. LL.D.,
FS.A.

A. W. Pinero. Esq.
SirHarrv B. P.>land. Q.C.
Samuel Pope, Esq., Q C.
Henry C. Richards. Esq.. Q.C.
M.P. FS.A.

The Right Hon. Lord Justice
Kigby.

The Very Rev. the Dean of
Salisburv.

R*-ginald J. Smith. Esq., Q.C.
Edward Slanford, Jtin., Eeq.
William Stebting. Esq.
E. Steiukopff, Ep'i.
Thf Rev. Dr. Wace.
A. P. Watt, Esq.
Sir Kichard E.Webster, Bart..
GC.M.O..Q.C.. M.P.

J. Lowiy Whittle, Esq.
H. (Spenser ' ilkinson. Efq.
Benjamin WilliamHon, Esq.,
T.C.D.. n.Sc.. F.RS.

W. Basil Worsfol.l, Esq.

Applications for Dinner Tickets should be sent to the
Secretary,

LLEWELYN ROBERTS.
7. Adelphi Temee, W.C.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LIVERPOOL.

FRENCH LECTURESHIP.
APPLICATIONS are invited for the post of FRENCH

LECTURER at University College. Liverpool, to be forwarded
i-ot later than April 28th to the College Registrar, with twenty-
five copies of testimooials. The Lecturer will be required to
commence his duties on the Ist of October.
The appointment is for five years. Salary £250 a year, one-

third of the Day Classes fees, and the whole of the Evening
Classes fees.

For ail particulars apply to the Registrar.

ROYAL INDIAN ENGINEERING
COLLEGE. Cooper"! Hill, Staines.

The Course of Study Is arranged to fit an Engineer for Em-
ploymeat in Eurone, India, and the Colonies. About 40
Students will be admitted in September, 1900. The Secretary
of State will offer them forConipetition— Twelve Appoiutraenis
as Aaaistant Eoginct-rs iu the Public Works Department, and
Three Appointments as Assistant Superintendents in the
Telegraphs Department, and One in the Accountants' Branch
P.W. D.—For particulars apply to Secrctarv, at College.

S'
r. BARTHOLOMEW'S HOSPITAL and

COLLEGE.

The SUMMER SESSION will begin on MAY Ist. 19' 0.

Students can reside in the College within the Hospital walls,
subject to the Collegiate regulaticius.

Tlie Hospital contains a st^rvice of 750 I>eds. HcholareliipB and
Prizes of the aggregate value of nearly £9(X) are awarded
annually.
Special Classes for the Preliminary Scientific and the other

I.«ijdon University Examinations, for the F.R.C.B., aiid for
other Higher Examinations.
Titere IB a large, thoroughly well equipped cricket ground.
For further particulars apply, personally or by letter, to the

Wai!Dkn of th<: College, St. B,irtholomew*B Hospital. KC.
A HandtHKik forwarded on application.

EDUCATIONAL SERIES for DISPOSAL.
— Copyrights, Stereotype Plates. IHustrations, and

Stock of 170 Publications. Proprietor retiring. £3,000
required —Address K.. Academt Office. 43, Chancery Lane,
W.C.

ASSISTANT SCHOOLMISTRESS.— Miss
LOUISA BROUGH can RECOMMEND University

Graduates, Trained and Certificated High School Teachers,
Foreign Teachers, Kindergarten Mistresses, &c. — Centra.i.

Reqistky for Teach ebs, 25, Craven Street, Charing Cross, W.C,

ILL ASTON SCHOOL, CHESHIRE.W
An UNSECTARIAN FIRST GRADE PUBLIC SCHOOL,

Fees £100 per annum Onolusive). Foundationers elected at
Half Fees.

TO BE OPENED SEPTEMBER, 1900.

Chairman of the Governors .. .. Rev. S. A. 8TEINTHAL.
Headmaster GUY LEWIS, M.A.
For Prospectus. Plans, &c., apply to Mr. Lewis (at New

College, Eastbourne), or the Clerk (Mr. E. W. MAttSfiALL, 38,
Barton Arcade, Manchester).

WIMBLEDON HIGH SCHOOL.— Mrs.
J. T. TREN'CH receives GIRLS as BOARDERS at

Lyndenhurst, Wnodside. Wimbledon. Reference permitted to
Miss Hastiugii, Head Mistress, the Marquis and Marchioness
ot Lansdowne, Bishop and Mrs. Barry, Col. and Mrs. Cheneviz
Trench, and others.

ALMOST READY.

CONTENTS-SUBJECT INDEX
TO

GENERAL AND PERIODICAL LITERATURE.
(About 7B0 pp., large crown 8vo.)

Price to Subscribers, "s. (>d. ; Published price, 10s. 6d. net.

Intending Subscribers to the above Work are advised that the
List will be Closed at an early date Full Prospectus, Reviews,
Specimen Pages, &c.. sent upon application to

A. COTGREAVE, Publin Library, Stratford, London, E.

ALL EXAMINATIONS.
PREPARATION hy CORRESPONDENCE

on a THOROUGHLY INDIVIDUAL SYSTEM. The
STAFF includes (rraduates of Oxford. Cambridge, London,
and Royal Universities.

SINGLE SUBJECTS TAKEN: Latin, Greek, French^
Germ.in, Mathematics, Science, Logic, Political Economy, Ac.

Address Mr. J. CHARLESTON, B.A (London and OxolL).

37, Chancery Lane, London, W.C,

METHOD GASPEY-OTTO-SAUER
For the S'udy of Modern Languages

Published by JtTLICJS GROGS, Hbidblbkeo,

JUST OUT.

ELEMENTARY GERMAN GRAMMAR
Combined with Exercises, Readings, and Con-
versations. By Dr. EMIL OTTO. Revised by
Dr. J. WRIGHT. Seventh Edition. 8vo,
cloth, 28.

ELEMENTARY FRENCH GRAMMAR
By Dr. J. WRIGHT. Second Edition, with
Vocabulary. 8vo, cloth, 2s,

ELEMENTARYSWEDISH GRAMMAR
Combined with Exercisee, Headings, and Con-
versations. By HENRY FORT. 8vo. cloih, 23.

At present the Grammars of **Qa8pey-Otto-
Bauer's" Methoa comprise German, rrenchi
Dutcht Italian, Russian, Spanish^
Swedish. Besides the Grammars exist smaller
Guides, Beading and Conversation Books.

For complete fJatalo^es (also for Germans, French.
Italians^ Portuguese and Brazilians, Spaniards, &c.)i
gratis and post free, apply to

Messrs. Dunu & Co,, 37, Soho Square;
D. Ndtt, 67-69, Long Acre

;

S. Low, Makstom & Oo., Fetter Lane, Fleet Streets.
liOndOD.

Now ready, APRIL Number, New Series, price 48.

MIND:
A ^Mrterly Review of Psychology and Philos^pht

Edited by Dr. G. P. STOUT.
With the co-operation of Prof. Hsxry Sidowick, Dr. E. Cairi>»

Proft'seors Wakd and E. B. Titcikner.

Contents : I. llegers Treatment of tlie Categories of the Idea :

.1, E. McT*«;OART.— II. Remarks ou the Predicates of Moral
Jadgmcnts: E. Wkktkkmari-k.— III. Prof. MlluateiberK as
Critic of Categories: It B. Halhasc:.—IV. Vitalism: a Brief
IliHtory and Critical Review(l)-. C. S. Mvers.— V. Discussions:
Comparison of some Views of 8peucer and Kant : Dr. 8. Toi,vez
Prestos. Perception of Change and Duration : a Reply : 3. H.
HoDOSOW—VI. Critical Notices : .Tamt-s Ward. Naturalism and
Agnosticism "• A. E. Taylou. Josiah Koyce, Tlie World and the
Individual: .1. E. MoTauoart.-VII. New Books.—VIII. Philo*
B'jphlcal Periodicals.—IX. Notes: Tbe Compb.-te Pendulum.

WILLIAMS & NOROATE,
U, HoaMetU Street. Coveut Oanleu, London ; 20, South
Frederick street, Edinburgli ; and 7, Brosd Street, Oxford.

LITERABY RESEARCH. —A Gentleman,
experienced fn Literary Work, and who has aooeu to Ih*

British Museum Reading Room, is open to arrange ^tb
Author or any person requiring assistance in Literary R«>
•earch. or in seeing Work through tbe Presp. Translation!
andertaken from French, Italian, or Spanish. —Apply, by
letter, to D. C. Dallas, 151, Strand, London, W.C.
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CHATTOaWINDOONEW BOOKS

THE UNOHANOINO EAST. By
BttBERT BABR With >"ri.nti«pieoe. Cr. STo, cloth. 6«.

"A briik »inl cti»rifully wrutrii volume of rxiwrlence* of

Innllo Eopt.Tniuli. llii; Hob Uuvl, Ae.....A liai>«7 'set o(

<htw mod nncninhUad iDtonuUou will not Ix nnatwl br tha

OmnitBrj niStr.-OtiUook.

NEW SIX-SHILLING NOVELS.

ANDROMEDA: an IdyU of the
Ornit Kivvr. By ROHEaT BUCHANAN. Authorof "The
Shrtdow of the Swonl."

"Mr. Ituchaunu hiu cle«r1y drawn upon h(§ own early exp«ri-
•DOM HI Ix>U(toti fiirmucliof thriuci(lt>iital niitlter In thitfftiory.

....'Andromcila' in a strauKetaln reutlerrd ttitl itraDger by the
iiDRtilar )>«Auty of ihxgirl The story as a whole lit excel-

lent '—^laaeow Htralfl.
'• It t« viirorouily written ; It U i«t In picturesque scenes ; it

tell* a romantJo stnry. and It desorilie* an attraclive heroine.
....A T«ry readable and a Tery Bytnimlliuttc story. It is OC''-

talnly one of the )tv»t which Mr. Buchanan has gireu us for
quite a \ova timv."~Kchu.
" lu oraatiQff the Hhneer sailor savage. Matt Watson, Mr.

Buchanan has bevn torcil>le aud clever : that much ubu&cd
word 'powerful' is excusable in this case Altogether the
book is pkmI reading."— /'a/i Mall OoMtU.
"It in well constructed, well wrllt«rD, nnd readable-, and will

find, wo may be sure, a very cousiderablc public."—Wtofte.

THE SON of the HOUSE By
BERTHA THOMAS. Author of 'Tlie Violin riayer."

"A pleasant domestic »[ory, 8uch as the author Iktia mort- than
«OOe snown that the can write, and her rtaders will not fail to
tie charmed by it. Ita strocger pamoees bear fresh witness to

ber I'ower of devolupiug character, and working out a situation
OD cwQvinoing lines."— .4tA«tusufii.

A SECRET of the NORTH SEA.
By AL»;KKN0N <:ISSIN0.

"Of engnisiiiiK' iuterest Astonr pulsating with life, full of
«Derjtv aiid action, aitd abounding in instances of hterajry skill

nd finish "— /'aif Mall Giuette.
"A strong and picturn^iue story A powerful piece of

wot k-*"—5ta»i(farJ.

SOUR GRAPES : a Romance. By
J. F. CORNISH.

"Susceptible male readers will hare difficulty in decidiug
whether kittenisli Ruby BrabrooVe or true-hearted Barbara
Ashl<figh is the more winsome."—^eotemaii.
"An al«orbing story, the rtrmarlcable plot of which is uo-

foldfl in a style at once vi|tur<>u« and poli8he«l The book will
be re id with intwreet by all who aiu appri.-<;iatc a good 9tory
well told."— .Sfwfio.

THREE-AND SIXPENNY STORIES.

A YOUNG DRAGON. By Sarah Tytler,
Author of " Mrs. Carmichacl's Ooddesacs," lApril 26.

JUNSLIE'S JU-JU : a Romance of the
HinterlaiKl. By HAROLD BINDLOSS. Author of "In
the Niger Country."

WITHOUT the LIMELIGHT: Theatrical
Life as it is. By OKORGE R. SIMS.

" The stories are powerful, and though ' Dagonet ' is a jester,
his jesting is often akin to IvAn."— Weekly Htm.
"A very graphic picture Thit fact that the Ixwk is her«

and there autobiographical will add to its attraction for the
public."—GIo6«.

MADAME IZAN. By Mrs. Campbell
I'RAED. Author of " Nulma."

"A bright, bizarre novel, suffused by Eastern colour."
Academy.

MISS BALHAINE*S PAST. By B. M.
CROKER, Authrof " Terence." Ac.

"An entertaining novel A very enchanting story."

.
Vanity Fair.

NEW EDITION3
Crowu 8vo, dotb, 3a. Od. each,

A RICH MAN'S OAUQHTER. By Mrs. J. H.
RIDDELL.

THE NEW REPUBLIC. By W. H. Mallock.
eKIPPERS and SHELLBACKS. By James

KDNCIMAX.
PETTERED for LIFE. By FranK Barrett.
A MENTAL SrRUQQLE. By Mrs. HunKor-

FORD.
WHAT SHE CAME THROUGH. By Sarah

TVTLER.
BONNIE MAGQIE LAUDER. By Alan

ST. .41:BVX.
THE WOOINQ of MAY. By Alan St. Aubyn.
THE COST of her PRIDE. By Mrs. Alex-

ANIlKR.
THE aTeP-MOTHER. By Mrs. Alexander,
THE WAY of a WOMAN. By U T. Meade.
A SON of ISHMAEL. By L. T. Meade.
THE SIREN. By L. T. Meado. |.4prt! 19.

BIROH DENE. By William Westall.

'*°X?* BOVS COURT. By William Westall.

^''Ji.^***"''* MISCHIEF. By O. Manvllle
r'-^''- [A,^U 19.

IN JBOPARDV. By Q. Manyllle Fenn.
DOUBLE CUNNINO. By O. Manvllle Fenn .

HELD in BONDAGE. By Ooida.
I'oi.Mliir EJftion. .-ilXrENCE.

BRAND'S OBSERVATIONS on
'J[JyJ'^?.,?^J"*'i,"'G*'.• .^"h ""= Addition, of sirHLiNRT ELLIS. A New Edition. Crown 8to. cloth, Ji. ed.

Iiondon
:
Ohuto& WiiiDirs,lll,St.Uartm'8ljane,W.C.

SBIiECriONS FROM

ALEXANDER & SHEPHEARD'S
PUBLICATIONS.

W0RK5 BY DR. MACLARBN.
Oronm 8vo. cloth boArds, price 6b. each, post free.

THE BEATITUDES, and other Sermons.
** An excellent oxixwition of the Beatitudes fall

of tbonght and knowledge and power."
British Wteklf.

CHRIST'S "MUSTS," and other Ser-
mona.

** Felicitnuit expoBilion, ruffged, intense eloquence,
and beaatiful illustration."— Iforc^ atui Work.

THE WEARIED CHRIST, and other
Sermons.

*' They bIiow the samo wonderful fertility of apt and
beautiful illuatrationn, the t'ame exqumite use of
lang-ua^, the same direct heart-soarcbiiiK power
which we are accustomed to find in all Dr. Maclaren's
works.*'—CArM^ian World Pu'pit.

THE GOD of the AMEN, and other
Sermons

" The several sermons contained in this volume are
replete with a keen spiritual insight, combined with
an aptness of illustration and beauty of diction which
cannot fail to both impress and charm the reader."

3teihoditt Times.

PAUL'S PRAYERS, and other Sermons.
"They are plain enough to be understood by the

onleamed, and yet have sufficient richness and
cogency to attract the most cultivated."

New York Observer,

THE HOLY of HOLIES. A Series of
Sermons on the 14th, 15th, and 16th Chapters of
the Gospel by John.

" No British preacher has unfolded this portion of
Scripture in a more scholarly style."

North Hritigh Daily Mail*

THE UNCHANGING CHRIST, ana other
Rermong.

" DistinKni^hed by the finest scbolarship and most
exquisite literary flnigh."— CArM<ia» Ltader.

London :

ALEXANDER & SHEPHEAED, Ltd.,
21 and 22, Kuroival Street, Holborn, W.C.

PORTRAIT SUPPLEMENTS
TO "THE ACADEMY,"

The following have appeared, and tome of
the numbers c<mtamin</ them can still be

obtained; or Complete Seta may be had
separately /or 3s. 6d. :

—

BEN JONSON.
JOHN KEATS.
SIR JOHN SUCKLING.
TOM HOOD.
THOMAS GRAY.
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON.
SIR WALTER SCOTT.
SAMUEL RICHARDSON.
THOMAS DE QUINCEY.
LEIGH HUNT.
LORD MACAULAY.
ROBERT SOUTHEY.
S. T. COLERIDGE.
CHARLES LAMB.
MICHAEL DRAYTON.
WALTER SAVAGE LANDOR.
SAMUEL PEPYS.
EDMUND WALLER.
WILKIE COLLINS.
JOHN MILTON.
WILLIAM COWPER.
CHARLES DARWIN.
ALFRED, LORD TENNYSON.
HENRY WAUSWORTH LONGFELLOW.
ANDREW MARVELL.
ROBERT BROWNING.
THOMAS CARLYLE.
PERCY BYSSHE SHELLEY.
CHARLES DICKENS.
JONATHAN SWIFT.
WILLIAM MAKEPEACE THACKERAY.
WILLIAM BLAKE.
SIR RICHARD STEELE.
ALEXANDER POPE.
DOUGLAS JERROLD.

I
FRANCIS BACON.

I HENBIK IBSEN.

A. & . BLACK'S LIST
NOW RKiDT.—Demy 8vo, clotb, price 7b. 6d. net.

DOCTRINE AND DOCTRINAL
DISRUPTION

:

Being nn Examination of the Intellectual
Position of the ihurch of England.

By W. H MALLOCK.
Aulbor of " Aristocracy and Evolution," " Labour

and the Popular Welfare," &c.

"A closelr reasoned and dispassionate in(|uiry,

which should hare interest for all tboaKbttul Chorcb-
men."

—

The tiutlook.
" A distinctly ambitions work dealing more or leu

with that very conflict between science and relision
which has recently been dramatised, so to speak, in

the last controversy, and deatb of Dr. St. George
Mivart."— The Academy.

NOW 1{E.\DY.—Crown 8vo, clotb, price Sb. 6d.

OUTLINES OF THE
HISTORY OF RELIGION. J

By JOHN K. INGRAM. LL.D.,
"

Author of " A History of Political Economy," "A
History of Slavery," Ac.

" It hears the character of n solemn profession of

faith, the profession of a faith deeply pondered and
Ions: held in silonco, but now in advanced years
disclosed and commended to the thouKhtfut and open*
minded of mankind."

—

Aberdeen Free Press,

A TREATISE ON ZOOLOGY.
By E. RAY LANKE3TER, M. A., LL.D., F.B 3..

Hon. Follow of Kxeter College. Oxfoi-d, Director of
the Natural History Departments of the british

Museum, FuUerian Professor of Physiology and
Comparative Anatomy in tbe Ro.> al Institution of

London. Profusely Illustrated. To be completed
in 10 Parts. NOW EEADV, Part 111. TMK
eCHINODERMA. By F. A. BATHiSR, M.A.,
Assi.sted by J. W. GREGORY, D.Sc, and E. S.

GOODRICH, M.A. Demy Sv, in paper co»er»,

price 12s. 6d. net; or in cloth, IBs. net.

** It is marked by three characteristics, which,
indeed, may bo regarded as now indispensable to any
scientific work of value—perfect lucidity in the illns-

tratiuns, which are numerous and, of course, specially

drawn by, or under tbe direction of, the author; a
careful exposition of the historical development of

life-forms; and complete bibliographies on each
branch of the subject."

—

Literature,

NOW READY.—Demy 8vo, clotb, price 12b. fid. net.

SEXUAL DIMORPHISM IN THE
ANIMAL KINGDOM.

A Theory of the Evolution of Secondary Sexual
Characters.

By J. T. CUNNINGHAM, M.A
Containing 32 Illustrations.

"Mr, Cunningham has elaborated a theory of evoln.

tion in answer to the problem : Wnat are tbe caotes

which have produced tte three kinds of structural

difference in animals? He supports his theory by
fai-ts and illustrations drawn mainly from the works
ofothers. Abookof distiuct^c-entificimportanco. fhe
present volume is well printed, and profusely illus-

trated with carefully executed figures."—yAeOuWoo*.

NOW READY.—Demy 8vo, cloth, price 7s. ed. net.

THE GRAMMAR OF SCIENCE.
By KARL PEARSON. M.A., F.R.S.,

Professor of Applied Jlathemittics and Mechanics in

University College, London.
Second Edition, thoroughly Revisedandmuch Enlarged

Contains Two entirely New Chapters on Natnial
Selection ana Heredity, embracing a Popular
Account of Prof. Pearson's own more recent work
in this direction. Containing 33 Illustrations in the

Text.
" It is Hill a grammar in that it deals with the

foundations of science; but a far more ambitioua

title might have been given to so comprehensive a
work."

—

The Bookman.

NOW READY.—Crown 8vo, cloth, price 3s. ed.

INTRODUCTIONtoSTRUCTURAL
BOTANY.

Part II. Flowerless Plants.
Third Edition.

By D. H. SCOTT, M.A.. Ph.D., F.R.S.,

Honorary Keeper of tbe Jodrell Laboratory, Royal
Gardens, Kew.

" It stands out from the ever-increaHing crowd of

guides, text-books, and manuils, in virtue not only of

originality of design, but also of the fact that tbe
subjects treated have been specially inrestigated for

the purpose of the book, so that we have not the mere
compilation of a book-man but an account based on
tbe results of the author's own observation."

Natural Science.

A. & C. BLACK, Soho Square, London.

J
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The Literary Week.
The results of our Special Competition will be announced
in a Special Supplement in next week's issue of the

Academy.

It is evident that in suggesting "The Romance of

Thomas Wentworth, Earl of Strafford," as a good
subject for an historical novel, " M. C. B. " was some-
thing of a seer. Last week Mr. Frank Matthew wrote
to say that he had been at work upon a romance
based on the fall of Strafford for some months. And
now Miss Dora McChesney writes to teU us that she has
been gathering material for a romance on Strafford's

career for the last five years. Mr. Matthew wrote : "I
don't want to seem guilty of prigging someone else's

idea." Miss McChesney writes :
" I should not care to

have it appear that the theme was suggested to me by any
chance mention." We shall be pleased to register any
other timely declarations on the subject.

The first number of the Daily ExprtM, Mr. C. A.
Pearson's new morning newspaper, will appear on Tuesday
next, April 24.

To-MORROw (Saturday) the Daily Mail will print the
first of a series of South African letters from Mr. Rudyard
Kipling. The sum collected by the Daily MaiV» clever

working of the " Absent-Minded Beggar " poem exceeds
£97,000. This is at the rate of £2,000 a line.

Mr. Eddyabd Kipling has in hand a new series of
animal stories on the lines of the " Just So " stories. He
was moved to write them by the receipt of a letter from
the seven-year-old son of Mr. Doubleibiy, his American
publisher. Little Nelson Doubleday dumanded to be told
" How the Elephant Got His Trunk," "How the Giraffe
Got His Rubber Neck," and "How the Kangaroo Got
His Long Legs." Mr. Kipling has done his best to
oblige, and the story of the elephant and his trunk has
already appeared in the Ladies^ Ilnme Journal.

The eagerness of Americans to read new novels can only
be described as astonishing. Hardly a month passes but
a new candidate leaps into favour, and into a circulation

that must rouse pangs in the breasts of many British

authors. The latest recruit is The Gentleman from Indiana,

by Mr. Booth Tarkington. Its growth in popular favour
is tabulated in one of the leading American weekly papers
thus:

4,667 copies were sold by November 1.

8.498 copies were sold by December 1.

ISjOLJ copies were sold by January 1.

17 76.3 copies were sold by February I.

22,646 copies were sold by March 1.

In the first week of March alone, over 6,000 copies were
sold.

A remark of the Boston Transcript th&t " it's the kind of
novel that Abraham Lincoln might have written," seems
to open out a new field in criticism.

It is with sincere regret that we record the death of Mr.
R. A. M. Stevenson, at the age of fifty-three. He was
Robert Louis Stevenson's cousin. Several of the Letters
in the two volumes edited by Mr. Colvin were addressed to

him, and for many years, the years when his cousin was
winning his way, the two lived in intimate companionship.
He was the "young "man with the cream tarts" in

R. L. S.'s story of " The Suicide Club." Those who knew
R. A. M. Stevenson wondered that he did not achieve
more, for his gifts were many and rare. But his tempera-
ment was not the temperament that leads to worldly
success. He lived fully, but he was the least ambitious of
men. Choosing painting as a career, he studied under
Ortmans and Carolus Duran, and exhibited fitfully ; but
the keenness of his critical vision, his interest in all the
schools of painting, his versatility, prevailed against him
as a producer. Then he became an art critic, writing
brilliantly for the Saturday Review, and during the past
few years for the Pall Mall Gazette, where, latterly, he
showed an unexpected tolerance. His principal publica-
tion was Tlie Art of Velasqiiet, but writing never made any
real call to him. It was in talk that he expressed himself.

To listen to him, when he was in the mood, was a privilege.

His mind was reflective with all its agility and brilliance

;

and while ideas rained from him, he was also a listener.

But one must not enlarge upon him as a talker. R. L.

Stevenson has done that once and for all. He is

Spring-Heel'd Jack in "Talk and Talkers," who "may at

any moment turn his powers of transmigration on yourself,

create for you a view you never held, and then furiously

fall on you for holding it." Here is the passage from
" Talk and Talkers " describing Spring-Heel'd Jack :

The very best talker, with me, is one whom I shall call

Spring-Heel'd Jack. I say so, because I never knew any
one who mingled so largely the possible ingredients of

converse. In the Spanish proverb the fourth man neces-
sary to compound a salad, is a madman to mix it : Jack is

that madman. I know not which is more remarkable :

the insane lucidity of his conalusions, the humorous elo-

quence of his language, or his power of method, bringing
the whole of life into the focus of the subject treated,

mixing the conversational salad like a drunken god. He
doubles like the serpent, changes and flashes like the shaken
kaleidoscope, transmigrates bidily into the views of others,

and s ), in the twinkling of an eye and with a heady rap-
ture, turns questions inside out and flings them empty
before you on the ground, Uke a triumphant conjuror. It

is my common practice when a piece of conduct puzzles me,
to attack it in the presence of Jack with such grossness,

such partiality and such wearing iteration, as at length
shall spur him up in its defence. In a moment he trans-
migrat'es, dons the required character, and with moon-
struck philosophy justifies the act in question. I can fancy
nothing to compare with the vim of these impersonations,
the strange scale of languuge, flying from Shakespeare to

Kant, auil from Kant to Major Dyngwell

—

" As fast as a musician scatters sounds
Out of an instrument—

"

the sudden, sweeping generalisations, the absurd irrelevant

particularities, the wit, wisdom, folly, humour, eloquence
and bathos, each staitling in its kind, and yet all luminous
in the admired disorder of their combination.
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Wk suppose that few people read Cowper's poetry in

these days when we are all for the "lyric cry." But we

shall hear a great deal about Cowper in the next fortnight

He dietl April 25, 1900 ; and his Centenary is to be cele-

brated at Obey next Wednesday. For those of our readers

who wish to be there in spirit we give the substance of the

programme which has been arranged :

12.30. Luncheon at the Bull Hotel.

1.0 Visitors will be able to see Cowper's summer-house.

(No charge.)

1.30. Children of Olney, wearing favours of buff and
green (Cowper's co'ours), will assemble in front

of Cowper's House—which has been presented

to the town by W. H. Collingridge, Esq.—and
sing " God moves in a mysterious way." Every
child will then receive a copy of the biography

of Cowper, kindly presented by the Religious

Tract Society.

2.30. Museum pubUcly opened. Admission 6d.

3.30. PubUo meeting. Admittance 6d. Beserved seats

Is. Chair to be taken by W. W. CarUle. Esq.,

M.P. Speeches by Dr. Robertson NicoU, Mr.
Clement K. Shorter, and others.

5.0 From 5 to 7 Cowper's house at Weston Underwood
will be open to visitors. (No charge.)

7.30. Special service at the church. Sermon by the

Very Rev. F. W. Farrar.

We wish the celebration success, but on paper it looks a

trifle formal.

Wno is the young Brahmin about whom Mr. W. B.

Yeats writes so prettily in the Speaker ? It seems that be

made a great impression on " some among us "
; that is

—

we doubt not—among " us " of the Irish literary move-

ment. " Us " had been addicted " when we were all

schoolboys " to reading " mystical philosophy and to

passing crystals over each other's hands and eyes." Then
came a day when " somebody told us he had met a

Brahmin in London who knew more of these things than

any book." So the young Brahmin was written to, asked,

BO to speak, to come over into Macedonia and help " us."

And being of a meek spirit he came, saw, and conquered.

On the very evening of his coming they brought him to

a club—a club !—and bade him talk metaphysics, which
he did in such sort that he " awed into sUence whatever
metaphysics the town had." But next day he was
remorseful; he looked back on his triumph at the club

and called it " intellectual lust." That was clever.

You shine first as incendiary, and then as fireman.
" And sometimes he would go back over something
he had said, and explain to us that his argument
had been a fallacy, and apologise to us as though he had
offended against good manners." 0, Bab, are aU thy
ballads spent ? He told them that his father, who had
been the first of his family to leave his native village for

two thousand years, had repeated over and over as he lay

dying, "The West is dying because of its restlessness."

No one seems to have smiled at this. He said " very
seriously," " I have thought much about it, and I have
never been able to discover any reason why prose should
exist." Even then no one seems to have come away. We
hope we are not irreverent, but the article secretes many
smiles for the reader. The Brahmin taught " us " other
things, and among them this: "That all action and all

words that lead to action are a little vulgar, a little trivial

;

nor am I quite certain that any among us has quite awoke
out of the dreams he brought us." No ? Not recently ?

library under his care, and has warned collectors against

acquiring certain choice specimens now improperly at

large

:

During the month of January or February some person,

who has had access to the bookstack, has cut from a large

number of the older books the front covers, on which the

book-plate is pasted, leaving the volumes on the shelves,

to all appearance umnutilated till removed from their

places.

Many of the plates thus obtained have passed through

the hands of Dr. C. E. Cameron, of Boston, who chums
to have come by them honestly, but has been arrested for

larceny and awaits trial in June. Several persons who-
purchased specimens of these plates from Dr. Cameron
have generously and honourably returned them to the

Library ; but there are still many plates unaccounted for,

which are likely to be offered to unsuspecting purchasers,

and I beg to warn all such that any of the older engraved

book-plates of the Harvard Library now in the market are

to be viewed with suspicion, for the books which bear

them have but rarely ever been allowed to pass from the

possession of the Library, and at present this almost never

occurs.

The book-plates which particularly excite the interest of

collectors are those which mark the gpfts of Governor John
Hancock, Thomas HolUs, the Province of New Hampshire,

and other generous donors, received just after the destruc-

tion of the Library by fire in 1764.

Other particulars are given, and will be found in the

Librarian's recent letter to the Times.

We referred a few weeks ago to the flourishing state of
the book-plate cult, as shown in the birth of a new
magazine dedicated to the subject. Alas, book-plate
culture has its dark, even its criminal side. A man may
smile and smile, to see his collection grow, and be a villain.

The librarian of Harvard University has just spread
abroad the news of depredations committed in the fine

OuK recent estimate of the merits of the American

historical novel, as now being written and sold by the

hundred thousand, is not contradicted by some remarks of

the New York Commercial Advertiser, which, with a mixture

of business shrewdness and literary cynicism, pronounces

the historical novel a good object of enterprise. " Any man
with a literary temperament, and a capacity for compila-

tion," it says encouragingly, " stands a very good chance

of success in this field."

The critics are bland and the publij cordial, and there

will be plenty of people to say that the fifth historical

novel is better than any of the preceding four, and the

sixth is more wonderful yet. And while hard work is

necessary, it is a kind of work that can be systematised

and makes comparatively slight drain on the creative force.

It is a good, straightforward, definite job, with materials

ready to your hand. A part of it consists in rearranging

certain well-tried properties, and some parts coidd almost

be let out on sub-contract. Almost anyone will soon be

able to handle the George "Washington scenes, and duels

will become a mere matter of clerical routine.

Nor need style and technique present any difiiculties, for

we are assured

:

You do not have to create an atmosphere. It is already

made for you. Historial associations will help you out M
when your art fails. Rig a man up in small clothes and ^
silk stockinos, give him a sword and a peruke and four or

five old expletives, and a hot temper and a brave hearr,

and the thing is half done. Put in a few "ans" and
" 'tweres," and " 'tises," and " say I's," and the conversa-

tion will fit any past century you like. . . . Richard

Carvel's conversation often spans three centuries in a single

sentence. But none of these things are noticed if enough

happens. That is the one relentless law of the present

historical novel. The hero must be kept busy from

beginning to end, with never an instant's pause in heroism.

The art that can so build a character that he holds you

whether he is doing anything worth mentioning or not, is

not needed here. For the business of clinging to the masts

of sinking ships, hurling back insults in other people's

teeth, standing unmoved amid fearful carnage, and wait-

ing for a proud, capricious beauty to recognise his worth,

there is scarcely any need of a character at all. He is not

a man but a hterary storm centre, and requires only four

or five large, plain virtues and a good physique.
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We are asked if we can give the date of composition
and the author's name of the following poem. It is called
"Illusion":

God and I in space alone,

And nobody else in view,
And " Where are the people, O Lord ? " I said,
" The earth below, and the sky o'erhead
And the dead whom I once knew ?

"

" That was a dream," God smiled and said,
" A dream that seemed to be true.

There are no people, hving or dead

;

There is nothing but ME and you."

" Why do I feel no fear ?" I asked,
" Meeting you here this way.

That I have sinned I know fuU well

;

And is there a heaven, and is there a hell,

And is this the Judgment Day ?
"

" Nay, those were but dreams," the great God said,
" Dreams that have ceased to be

;

There are no such things as sin or fear

;

There is no you
;
you never have been

;

There is nothing at all but ME."

the sweete aire of applause. They are now (Honorable
Ladies) your owne, being freelie giuen to your Ladiships
by the true hearted affection of their Author.

I

In the " Euskin Memorial Number " of Saint George is

printed the following touching letter from Mr. Euskin to
his publisher, written on April 15, 1878 :

Deab Allen,—How good and kind you are, and have
always been. I trust, whatever happens to me, that your
position with the copyright of my books, if anybody cares
for them, and with the friends gained by your honesty and
industry, is secure on your httle piece of Kentish home
territory. I write this letter to release you from all debt
to me of any kind, and to leave you, with my solemn
thanks for all the energy and faith of your life, given to me
80 loyally, in all that I ever tried to do for g^ood, to do now
what is best for your family and yourself.
As I look back on my life in this closing time I find

myself in debt to every friend that loved me, for what a
score of lives could not repay, and would fain say to them
all, as to you, words of humiliation which I check only
because they are so vain.

Ever (Nay- in such a time as this what " ever " is there
except "to-day"—once more—) your thankfid and sor-
rowful friend—Master, no more

—

J. Euskin.

LiTERARy collectors to whom pompous and fulsome
dedications are objects of interest (and they are often very
amusing) may not be familiar with an example to which
the Eev. George J. C. Scott draws our attention. It is

found in a hook of Esmyet by Sir William Come-Walej s,

the Younger, Knight, printed at the Hand and Plough, in

Fleet-street, 1 600. The dedication is written by a friend
of the author, and we quote a portion of it

:

To the Bight Vertuous and Most Honorable Ladies
the Lady Sara Hastings, the Lady Theodosia Dudley, the
Lady Mary Wingfield, and the Lady Mary Dyer. . . .

The worke of it selfe being vertuous, it cannot but be
gracious to your Lsdiships; for in this backward Age
(too much declining from Vertue) who are more fit to pro-
tect and defend her then your Ladiahips, who are so
neerely aUied to Vertue, that she hath chosen you for her
Temple, therein inthrined her selfe, and in you onely
desireth to be adored. Your Ladiships are neerely
conioned in blood, three of you being Sisters by nature,
the fourth by Loue ; but that ooniunction is nothing so noble
(although very noble) as that sweete combination of your
spirits, which are all so denoted to God, that though
there be a Quatemity of your persons, yet those persons
are so guided by those Angel-like spirits, that they make
up a delightful harmony, a 8oule-ravishing Musick, and a
most pleasing and perfect Simpathy of Affections.

If then your Lidiships shall patronize these Essayes,
what venemous tongues shall dare to infect them ? If you
like who will dislike them? What you allowe, nothing
but Enuie, Detraction, and Ignorance wil disallow, whose
infectious breaths shall be so purified by the precious
balme of your Vertues, that all shall sodainlie dissolue into

The date of the decline of the fulsome dedication is

perhaps marked by the sensible action of Mrs. Delany,
who, being pressed in 1749 by a Mr. Ballard to accept the
dedication of his work, Memoirs of Learned Ladies, insisted

on writing the dedication herself. At any rate, she sent
Ballard the following as a model, with an injunction that
its tone of distant respect should not be exceeded :

Madam,—I am very much obliged to you for your
indulgence in giving me leave to dedicate part of this

work to you ; and, as I am informed you were resolved
against siddresses of this nature, I will not tire you with
encomiums on your family, your person, or your qualifica-

tions, as my intention in publishing the book is to raise

the mind above the common concerns of this world ; and
I hope the examples here set before you will animate you
to good and great actions, and then your obligation to me
will be at least equal to mine to you.

But this did not suit Mr. Ballard, and the dedication,

which was to have been so sober, appeared as follows :

To Mrs. Delany, the truest judge and brightest pattern
of aU the accomplishments which adorn her sex, these
M moirs of Learned Ladies in the seventeenth and eigh-
teenth centuries are most humbly inscribed by her obedient
servant, George Ballard.

Eeferring to our article on "Disappearing Authors,"
Messrs. M'Geachy & Co. write to us from Glasgow :

Your method of asking booksellers in different parts of
the country regarding the sale of books by Jane Austen,
TroUope, Kingsley, Eeade, and Lever, is a very wise one.

The reports show a variety difficult to explain. For why
should an author sell well in one part of the kingdom and
not in another ? With us, as large retail booksellers, the
books by Jane Austen have a large sale. We think there
are signs of a renewed interest in her writings. Charles
Eeade's Cloister and the Hearth is one of the best selling

novels we have, and Never Too Late to Mend and Hard Gash
have a steady sale. Eingsley is stUl popular, though
many of his books have fallen into the background.
Westward Ho ! is, of course, the favourite, but Hypatia
atid Hereward the Wake are constantly selling. Lever and
TroUope are decidedly slow at the present time. In
these two instances there is the absence of good editions

at a moderate price, and when such editions are published
an increasing interest »iU at once be shown by the
public. The "dainty edition" has raised the taste of

the present generation with regard to the general get-up
of their books. These must be well printed and neatly
bound.
A revival of interest in a writer not too well known has

occurred in connection with the uniform issue of George
Borrow's works by Mr. John Murray. For many jears,

admirers of Borrow asked for a worthy edition of his

books. The result has been remarkable, and the expres-
sions of new readers show that these delightful books have
lost none of their charm.
Of course, we speak only for ourselves. The experience

of every bookseller differs according to his position on
the map.

In her introduction to Anne Bronte's little read novel
Wildfell Hall, just issued in the Haworth Edition, Mrs.
Humphry Ward tells a story showing that Anne possessed
" the Brontii seriousness, the Bronti' strength of will."

When four years old she was asked what a little child like

her wanted most. " The tiny creature replied— if it were
not a Bronti' it would be incredible— ' Age and experi-

ence.' " Anne Bronti^'s gift was not ecjual to Charlotte's

or Emily's, and Mrs. Ward introduces an interesting

comparison between the poetical powers of Anne and
Emily. Both girls, it happened, wrote verses expressive
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of their longing to be at home, and it is here that the

difference in their powers comes out

:

From the twilight gchoolroom at Boehead, Emily tunu

in thought to the distant upland of Haworth and the little

tone-built house upon its crest

:

" There is a spot, 'mid barren hills,

Where winter howls, and driving rain
;

But, if the dreary tempest chills,

There is a light that warms again.

The house is old, the trees are bare,

Moonless above bends twilight's dome,
But what on earth is half so dear

—

80 longed for—as the hearth of home ?

The mute bird sitting on the stone,

The dank moss dripping from the wall.

The thorn-trees gaunt, the walks o'ergrown,

I love them—how I love them all !

"

Anne's verses, written from one of the houses where she

was a governess, express precisely the same feeling, and
movement of mind. But notice the instinctive rightness

and swiftness of Emily's, the blurred weakness of Anne's

:

" For yonder garden, fair atid wide,

With groves of evergreen.

Long winding walks, and borders trim.

And velvet lawns between

—

Bestore to me that little spot.

With gray walls compassed round,

Where knotted grass neglected lies.

And weeds usurp the ground.

Though all around this mansion high
Invites the foot to roam.

And though its halls are fair within

—

Oh, give me back my Home !

"

Bibliographical.

The introduction of Shakespeare, with a " speaking " part,

into a novel called Mary Paget, reminds one of similarly

bold adventures in the past. I cannot recollect whether
the late William Black had the courage to put the bard
bodily into his Judith Shakespeare (perhaps one of my
correspondents will tell me), but we can all recall Landor's
Examination of William Shakespeare, and some of us have
not forgotten a certain play called (with delightful brevity

and simplicity) " Shakespeare," which had a brief career

in a London theatre some eight years ago. In the last-

named, if I remember rightly, the bard was presented

as a young man, who, after engaging himself to Anne
Hathaway, goes up to London and loses his heart to

Elizabeth Throgmorton. If my memory serves me, the

author of this piece portrayed the poet as firing o£E bits of

blank verse from the plays which he was afterwards to

write I And we had not only Shakespeare, but Spenser
and Baleigh and Ben Jonson, whose spoken utterances, I

regret to say, did not at all suggest the power or charm of

their published efforts. But there is no limit to the self-

confidence of the prosent-day playwright. Did not one
such follow Home in putting Christopher Marlowe on the
boards ? and was not Moliere similarly treated by another ?

Such a handbook of British and American fiction as
Mr. A. E. Baker is said to have compiled or to be com-
piling should be, if adequately done, an eminently desir-

able work. We have no such manual at present. It is

true that Mr. Percy Russell published, in 1894, A Quids
to British and American Novels, in which he discoursed
successively of the historical, the military, the political,

the Scotch, the Irish, the religious, the "temperance"
tale, and so forth, and that he supplied a couple of some-
what useful indices. Mr, Bussell s book, however, lacked

authority as criticism, and in the way of fact was not

sufficiently precise and systematic. Now, Mr. Baker, I

gather, will be systematic or nothing, and we may depend,

I think, upon his accuracy in detail. An absolutely com-

plete classification of English (which includes American)

fiction would be a boon if it could be achieved ; but can

it? Is it not out of the power of one man, even though he

should have devoted all his working hours to it ? It

seems rather a task for a syndicate or a society, every

member of which would contribute from the fruits of his

or her reading.

Mr. Beerbohm Tree having selected " Rip Van Winkle"
as the next subject for stage interpretation, we may
expect that there will shortly be an increased demand for

Washington Irving's famous narrative. It so happens

that no fewer than three illustrated editions of the tale

were issued in London last year—one by Mr. Macqueen,

another by Messrs. Putnam, and the third (with ." Christ-

mas Eve ") by Mr. Nister. In 1898 the tale formed part

of a little volume of Irving miscellanies published by
Service & Paton. Previously to that there was Messrs.

Macmillan's illustrated edition in 1893. Of Th« Sketch-

Book itself the recent reprints have been numerous—one

in two volumes in 1894, a "student's" edition (and a

cheap one besides) in 189.5, and yet another in 1897.

Those playgoers to whom Irving's narrative is new will

be surprised to find how elaborate a superstructure the

playwrights have built upon a slight foundation.

The promised new edition (illustrated) of Leigh Hunt's

Old Court Suburb will be welcome to many, though the

book, which is not yet half-a-century old, is by no means
out of print. Messrs. Hurst & Blackett, I believe, still

Eublish it in neat one-volume form. In all probability it

as not been much read of late. Many people fancy that

the suburb in question is Chelsea, whereas, of course, it is

Kensington. It will be remembered that an illustrated

edition of Hunt's other topographical and historical book.

The Town, was brought out in 1893. Hunt was one of

the first to write what may be called the picturesque guide-

book, and his example was improved upon by certain of

his more recent imitators. Both The Town and The Old

Court Suburb are somewhat out of date, but a little

judicious annotation is all that they require.

The poets of the future have some reason to dread the

doubtful glory of a " penny edition " of their works. I

was glancing the other day through Messrs. Newnes's

penny Tennyson, and found that the simple title "Godiva"
had been enlarged into " The Lady Godiva "

;
" The

splendour falls on castle walls " had been headed " Dying,

Dying, Dying "
; the stanzas beginning " Ring out, wild

bells," had been entitled "Ring Out—Ring In "
; while

those beginning " Love thou thy land " had been christened
" Patriotism "

! More than this, I found that the editor

had taken it upon himself to number not only every

stanza in the book, but even the paragraph-sections of

such narrative poems as the " Morte d'Arthur." I say

nothing about the paper and the printing of the penn'orth,

but I think the text of the poet should have been presented

as he left it.

Turning over the pages of Sir M. Grant Duff's latest

instalment of Notes from a Biary, I found him asking a

Roman Catholic ecclesiastic whether he knew " the story

of Gregory XVI. offering his snuff-box to a Cardinal, who
declined it, saying, ' No, your Holiness, I have not that

vice,' to which the Pope immediately replied, ' If it had

been a vice, you would have had it.' " Now, this colloquy

is almost word for word identical with a weU-known
passage of arms between Claude Melnotte and Beauseant

in "The Lady of Lyons," and it would be interesting to

know whether this anecdote of Gregory XVI. was in

circulation before Bulwer wrote the play ; if it was, the

dramatist obviously " conveyed " the jest — which was

unfair to its author.
The Bookworm.
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Reviews.

A Needless "Life."

The Life of Edward FitzGerald. By John Glyde.

(Pearsons, Ltd. 63.)

Mk. Gltde's book contains some new stories of FitzG^e^ald

and some interesting local matter ; but as a wbole it is the

failure which every student of FitzGerald's Letters might

have not unkindly predicted. No " Life," properly speak-

ing, of Edward FitzGerald is possible
;
you might as well

ask for a " Life " of Amiel, who never lived, but merely

proposed to do so. FitzGerald did not even plan a life

;

finding himself alive, he settled down to vegetate intel-

lectually. Look at his portrait. What a kindly, heavy

EDWABD FITZGEEALD.
From a Photo. 4» Cade * White.

satuminity ; what a resolution to be only so much awake
as he deemed worth his while ! FitzGerald let the world
alone, and the world ought to return the compliment. We
can do with biographies of soldiers and Parliamentary
hands, and we have recently had the biography of a
successful coal merchant. That is all right ; but when
a man is so sublimely indifferent to the footlights and the
gold dust as was Edward FitzGerald, we ought to cherish

that instance of retiredness. We are all grimed and pushing
and envious ; here was a man who was not ; for heaven's
sake let it be somewhat difficidt to find him in libraries as

it was in life. The very notion of anything so pat and
measureable as " The Life " of Edward FitzGerald is

unpleasing to us. We prefer to go burrowing for the
Life in the Letters—Letters which, for a certain quaint
nookinest, are unsurpassed in the language. What would
FitzGersdd have said if he had picked up a harmful,
unnecessary "Life" of his "dear Sevigne," in whoso
Letters he lived for days together ?

Mr. Glyde has meant well, and there are things in his

book which lovers of the Letters may like to note. Fitz-

Gerald once made for his own use a list of all the characters

in Mme. Sovigne's Letters, and at another time he drew
up a chronology of Charles Lamb's life. Well, Mr. Glyde
finds us in material for making such book-marker notes,

but this is to condemn his book as a work of art. Our
special regret is that Mr. Glyde did not limit himself to

the task for which he was competent, and for which there
was an opening—that of tracing FitzGerald's footprints

at Woodbridge, Boulge, Lowestoft, Aldborough, and his

other Suffolk haunts. The local information he has
collected would have made a thin, but very acceptable,
pamphlet. Thus from London, from Nishapur, and

from Woodbridge had poured three contributory streams of

intelligence about FitzGerald ; and the local tribute would
have had a charming entity, would almost have defied

criticism. But "The Life"—oh, no! The very words
toll us back to the Letters—which are a thing most
precious and absolute. They are medicine for minds that

would fain repel the world a little while using it, that long

for peace though declining it. Ah, these dear half-way
philosophers, whose teachings require of us no sudden
flight from the pavement to the empyrean, but who
show us how a man may simplify his life ! FitzGerald

was one of the band, and in that kind we name him with
Horace, and Montaigne, and with Matthew Arnold, wistful

at the grave of Senancour. Formal duty seems to require

us to describe Mr. Glyde's book in detail ; but the pages
slip past our fingers. They are good for excavation.

There are things to pencil into the margins of the Letters,

but they are not such things as these :

'
' Fitz-Gerald

(Mr. Glyde will hyphenate the name) had old-fashioned

tastes, and in poetry and great love for the ancients. . . .

In the world of Fiction he revelled in Sir Walter Scott's

works." Nor does the reader of the Letters want to see

FitzGerald's moods stated in terms like these :
" He found

more real enjoyment in the fisherman's cottage than in the

home of the squire, where, he said, awful formalities stifle

the genuine flow of nature." That is banal and
inexact. Banal and inexact, too, is Mr. Glyde's descrip-

tion of FitzGerald's feeling toward London as one of
" hatred." He did not want to live in London ; nothing
would have induced him to do so. But he always
paid London the compliment of excusing himself. The
tacit reproaches of his friends were not lost on him

;

though he would not live in London, none knew better

than he that he could not well live without London. He
never plumed himself on his retirement. Living out of

the world, it was he who felt the drawbacks. "People
affect to talk of this kind of life as very beautiful and
philosophical," he wrote to Frederic Tennyson, "but I

don't ; men ought to have an ambition to stir and travel,

and fUl their heads and senses ; but so it is." So it was
to the end. He trudged Suffolk roads, saw the sea dimple,

read old books and the Eeviews, collected pictures, pottered

among his flowers, fed his doves, and wrote the most
unaffected letters about it all.

The Letters have been given to us with a liberal hand,

and we are not sure that we want—or ought to take—

a

single fact about FitzGerald that comes to us but through
them. We are not a whit interested in Mr. Glyde's chapter

about FitzGerald's marriage and what the " ladies of

Woodbridge "—confound them !—thought of it. We do
not care to peer into the little cottage at Boulge, and
note its bachelor chaos ; nor are we very grateful for the

information that FitzGerald always wore his hat when
seated by his fire, and that he fidgetted his beard with

a paper-knife while his reader read to him. Somehow a

knowledge of these things seems a little mean ; we put it

aside. Even Mr. Glyde's list of books in FitzGerald's

library—classified (as assuredly FitzGerald did not cla<"ify

them) under Fine Arts, Essays, Music, Dramatic, &c.f '-is

curiously unacceptable. The books do not interest 'us

until FitzGerald has taken one of them off the shelf

himself. We do not want to know the bounds of his

resources, the thus-far-and-no-farther of his browsings
alone. Charles Lamb was sorry that he had ever seen

the MS. of " Lycidas," with Milton's corrections, and we
should regret taking an inventory of those bookshelves

at Little Grange. All this may seem fanciful and even
ungracious ; but if so it comes of our allegiance to the

Letters. Not a jot of their charm must be imperilled.

We like to think that Nature ordains such lives as

Edward FitzGerald's to be medicine to other lives. Fitz-

Gerald's Letters are antidotal and curative. And the Letters

are FitzGerald's life, therefore the life was good and
effective. That is very simple reasoning, but what is to
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upset it? FitzGerald might have done greater things?

lieally !—greater than his liOtters ?—those delightful

recoraa of desultory culture, those naive statements of the

things which a rich, yet oddly restricted, nature cared for,

and the things it didn't care a rap for? We doubt it.

To write the I^etters it was necessary that FitzGerald should

live in a Suffolk village, where you could hear the rasping

of a saw down the length of the main street. He was
lazy, but remember that he had the special grace not to

repent ; and if he refused laborious days, neither did he
sport with Amaryllis in the shade. The result was the

Letters, and the English " Eubaiyat." And these are

enough.

Pale, Tender, and Fragile.

Decorations, in Verse and Prose. By Ernest Dowson.
(Leonard Smithers & Co.)

This little volume derives a painful interest from its being
the last work of a young poet, who recently died iinder

sorrowful circumstances. The verse (for the prose is little

but verse not run into mould) is in substance agnosticism
imsustained by the joy of life ; in style it is exceedingly
craftsmanlikc and perfect, with a sense of form that lends
appropriateness to the title. " A poet of one mood in all

his lays," Mr. Dowson's vorse has an almost morbid grace
and delicacy, which can only be conveyed by Eossetti's

word gracile, and a decadent melancholy. Without fire or
figurative quality, it lends itself best to negatives.

He belongs to those who find their affinities in the
decadent frailty of such French poets as Paul Verlaine.
It is not, however, the later symboliste Verlaine to whom
he leans, but the more typical Verlaine of the sighful,

faint impressions. To photograph sensitively the effect of

a scene, an incident, upon the emotions, and reproduce it

in verse with all its delicate transience, without comment,
without reflection—an effect, or rather affect (if we might
coin the word for the occasion) transferred from the sensi-
bilities of the poet to those of the reader—such is the aim
of this French school, in which stood foremost the poet
with the satyr-visage and the touch in verse as of maiden's
fingers. No interpreters they of nature, but rather strings
moved by the wind—and with a like melancholy plaint in
all their music. There is much of kindred character in
Dowson's poetry, though it need not follow that he deliber-
ately or consciously adopted the same artistic shibboleth.
His sympathies he has openly shown in a few poems
which are direct translations from Verlaine. It may well
be that Verlaine is inimitable ; it is very sure that Verlaine
is untranslatable. All Mr. Dowson's finished art and
native sympathy has failed to capture the uncapturable
charm of the originals : the sense is there, and somewhat
of the subtly simple diction, but the delicate sigh of the
verse has volatilised through the grosser English syllables.
Nor does the English writer always convey the expres-
sional nuances of lie Frenchman. Take a poem at which
many readers of the Academy, some time ago, tried their
hands in our " Competition " column. Thus Mr. Dowson

:

The 8ky is up above the roof,

So blue, 80 soft

!

A tree there, up above the roof,
Swayeth aloft.

A bell within the sky we see.

Chimes low and fsiut

:

A bird upon that tree we see
Maketh complaint.

Dear Qod ! is not the life up there
Simple and sweet ?

How peacefully are borne up there
Sounds of the street

!

What hast thou done, who comest here
To weep alway P

Whore bast thou laid, who comest here,
-Thy youth away ?

It is good; but no reader would surmise from it that the
original was a masterpiece famous in modern French
poetry. " Swayeth aloft" misses the exact significance of
herce sa palme, upon which the felicity of the lino depends

;

and the translation goes to pieces upon the last stanza,
which no translation can suggest. So does a poem of
which the original has not the peculiar technical difficulty

of this:

Nay ! the more desolate,

Because, I know not why
(Neither for love nor hate)
My heart is desolate.

Whither has vanished the melodious childlike wail of

C'est bien la pire peine
De ne savoir pourquoi,
Sang amour et sans haine
Mon cueur a tant de peine ?

Mr. Dowson himself has more of Verlaine in spirit than
in form, for he tries many modes—villanelle, rondeau,
sonnet ; but there is always the one manner—subdued,
minutely finished—searching his diction fastidiously rather
than ostentatiously, with no startlingly refracted colour.

And the substance is always one—a cry of premature
disillusion and weariness. To him and the young poets
of his class the days have come in youth of which they
say, "They please me not." To him or to his French
models ; for one would have a surer conviction of these

writers' sincerity in their pessimistic chorus if it were not
so plain that the pessimism was A la mode de Paris. Yet
the prevalence of the disease need not be doubted. He
rebukes " A Lady Asking Foolish Questions ":

Why am I sorry, Chloe ? Because the moon is far

:

And who am I to be straightened in a little earthly star ?

Because thy face is fair P And what if it had not been ?

The fairest face of all is the face I have not seen.

Because the land is cold, and however I scheme and plot,

I cannot find a ferry to the land where I am not.

Because thy lips are red and thy breasts upbraid the snow ?

(There is neither white nor red in the pleasance where I go
)

Because thy lips grow pale and thy breasts grow dun and
fall?

I go where the wind blows, Chloe, and am not sorry
at all.

That is the daintily sung confession of unfaith which is

the melancholy burden of all Mr. Dowson's verse (though
nowhere else does he slip into such unpleasantly ungallant
phrases as he uses to the hapless Chloe). It is Shelley's

"longing for something afar," with the addition that

there is no something afar. We hear it again in the
mournfully musical lyric, " Venite Descendamus ":

Let be at last ; give over words and sighing.
Vainly were 3l things said

:

Better at last to find a place for lying
Only dead.

Silence were best ; with songs and sighing over

;

Now be the music mute

;

Now let the dead, red leaves of autumn cover
A vain lute.

Silence is best ; for ever and for ever,

We will go down and sleep,

Somewhere beyond her ken, where she need never
Come to weep.

^ Let be at last : colder she grows and colder

;

Sleep and the night were best

;

Lyiog at last where we cannot behold her,

We may rest.

When he is not attempting an impossible rivalry of

translation, he handles verse with accomplished melody,
as in this poem. Pale, tender, and fragile like that which
has in it the seeds of death, it fitly exemplifies Dowson's
not strong nor strongly original muse. And now—he has
gone down and slept.
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A Pearl of Great Price.

A History of the Textual Criticism of the New Testament.

By Martin E. Vincent, D.D. (Macmillan.)

Peefectly honourable men, no doubt, were the Brothers

Elzevir, publishers, of Leyden. Yet, by means of an

BlBgani format and a boastful phrase, they succeeded in

landing on the book-market of Christian Europe a version

of the New Testament from the corrupt test of which a

quarter of a millennium has not been more than sufficient

time to emancipate public opinion. " Here then," they

announced on the title-page of their edition of 1633, "you
have a Text Eeceived of All Men, in which we give you
nothing garbled or corrupt." This vaunted "Eeceived
Text " was essentially the text of Erasmus, founded on a

few inferior MSS. So little, indeed, did Erasmus under-

stand his responsibility that his solitary twelfth-century

MS. of the Eevelation giving out before the last six verses,

he scrupled not to supply an indifferent Greek rendering

for which he had no MS. authority at aU. The degrees

by which the Textus Eeceptus has been ousted from the

extravagant esteem in which for so long a time it was held

is clearly and concisely told in the book before us.

In 1628 Charles I. received from the Patriarch of Con-

stantinople the Alexandrian Codex, known familiarly as

A ; and in 1 657 Bishop Walton, of Chester, published his

f.ondon Polyglot, with the diverse readings of this ancient

MS. at the foot of the pages. Courcelles and Fell, Dean
of Christ Church, led the way to John Mill, who, in 1707,

published at Oxford an edition of the New Testament in

which he foreshadowed the results of modern methods.

He estimated the variants known in his time at 30,000.

The Greek MSS. collated to-day, nearly 4,000, yield more
than five times that number.
As time went on and diligence was multiplied, the

extraordinary difiSculty of reconstructing in its purity the

Text, of which the original autographs had perished,

became more evident. The method of counting authorities

for a given reading was soon shown to be fallacious. By
reason of greater age one MS. may outweigh the authority

of a dozen others of later date. Not that age is by any
means decisive ; for whereas a MS. of the fourth century

may have been copied from one but littie older than
itself, a MS. of the eleventh century may have been copied

directly from one of the third century, which in turn

may derive immediately from the autograph. Another
maddening consideration is that a MS. is not necessarily

of the same value throughout : internal evidence may show
that different parts are copied from different examplars.

And this leads to the classification of MSS. according

to their genealogy, which was first attempted by Bengel,

a Lutheran pastor of Wiirtemburg, in 1734. He also it

was who first formulated the now familiar canon that

"the difficult reading is to be preferred to the easy," since

it is more likely that the scribe has altered a passage with

a view to removing a solecism, or an apparent contradic-

tion or misquotation, than that he should have introduced

such a thing. This principle Griesbach, who published
his text in 180.5, breaking for the first time clean away
from the Textus Eeceptus, embodied with others : that

not single documents but recensions (a word used rather

awkwardly for families) of MSS. are to be counted ; that

the shorter reading is to be preferred to the longer, on
account of the scribe's tendency to include marginal notes
in the text and to fill out an ellipse ; and that the reading
which at first sight appears to convey a false sense is to

be chosen. The classification of MSS. also received a
further development at his hands.

Passing over Lachmann and lesser names we come to

Tischendorf, famous for the discovery, in the monastery
of St. Catherine on Mount Sinai, of the fourth-century
Aleph (Codex Sinaiticus). This he borrowed and carried
off to Cairo, where, with the aid of two German secre-

taries of seraphic energy, he transcribed the 110,000 lines

of it and noted the 12,000 changes made by later hands.

This document is, perhaps, one of fifty prepared by order

of Constantine for the churches of his eastern capital in

331. It contains some thousand readings sustained by
the oldest Fathers and Versions {i.e., translations), and not

found in the Vatican (B) or Alexandrian (A) codices.

The Sinaitic MS. had great weight with Westcott and
Hort, whose New Testament appeared in 1881. Dr. Hort
assigns it, with B, to the oldest of his four great families

of MSS. ; their coincidences he attributes to " the extreme
antiquity of the common original from which the ancestors

of the two have diverged." The Eevisers of 1881 (whose
text varies in over 1,600 places from the text used by the

divines of King James) follow closely the readings favoured
by Westcott aud Hort.

Yet even now the traditional reverence for the Eeceived
Text is not dead—unless, indeed, it was buried with the
late Dean Burgon of Chichester. Burgon's wit and
delicious perversity make his Revision Revised one of the
most entertaining of books. His argument in favour of

the Eeceived Text is based on the conviction that the
Divine Spirit which guides the Church would never permit
the words which He dictated to be lost or changed. The
reversion to ancient authorities, therefore, he altogether

mocks. If these documents have been preserved, that

shows, he declares, only that they are worthless : had they
been of value they would have perished long since of

honest handling. After pouring contempt upon Aleph,
B, A, and C, the Dean proceeds :

Imagine it generally proposed, by the aid of four such
conflicting documents, to readjust the funeral oration of

Pericles, or to reedit Hamlet. Bisiim teneatis, amici ? Why,
some of the pset's most familiar lines would cease to be
recognisable: e.g., A.—"Toby or not Toby, that is the
question." Aleph.—" To be a tub or not to be a tub, the
question is that." C.—" The question is, to beat or not to
beat Toby?" D (the " Bingular codex").—"The only
question is this, to beat that Tuby or to be a tub ?

"

With this delightful nonsense, which illustrates the
lighter side of a science which has been pursued with
such passionate devotion, we may take leave of Dr.
Vincent's admirable little book. Nothing could be better

adapted to the use of those who would gain a general
view of the results and fascinating methods of Textual
Criticism in this particular field.

Andromache Up to Date.

Andromache. By Gilbert Murray. (Heinemann.)

It was an audacious experiment of Prof. Murray's to

take a classic theme and to write around it a modern
drama in a manner obviously inspired by Ibsen and by
Maeterlinck. Mr. G. W. Steevens attempted a some-
what similar feat in " The Dialogues of the Dead."
But, as the Latin grammar puts it, you may expel Nature
with a fork, yet she will always be back upon you ; and
the completeness of Prof. Murray's design is more than
once marred by the fatality of classical reminiscence.
" Now, by Thetis, stranger, in shape God has made you
king-like, but within a very fool!" comes as an odd
patch on the web of dialogue ; and Andromache and the

rest are but too ready, on the slightest provocation, to

break out in lines and half-lines of the blank verse which
is their natural speech. " I am a king's son ; I must
have my kingdom," says Orestes, and we believe Prof.

Murray hopes that it will be read as prose : and Andro-
mache ;

" The gods' hearts may be hard, but man's is

tender ; only very hungry and sore afraid and wUd as a
hunted beast on the mountain." Apart from such
blemishes, the drama is astonishingly clever and unex-
pectedly interesting. The bald, unadorned way of speech,

all arabesques and rhetoric strictly excluded, through
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which, rather than in which, the characters express them-

Belves is admirably handled. Is not this Maeterlinckian ?

Pyiadks.

Nay, you fear nothing; that is why I must fear for you.

Orestes.

What is there to fear for me ? Most like I shall come
back just as I am.

Pyi.adbs

That is the one thing that cannot be !

Andromache was the subject of Attic dramas by Sophocles,

Euripides, and lophon. That of Euripides is alone extant,

and from the plot of this Prof, Murray's is varied. It

was, perhaps, discreet to select for rivalry one of the least

effective of even the Euripidean masterpieces. Hector

slain and Troy taken, Andromache becomes the booty of

Tyrrhus, son of Achilles and King of Pthia, to whom she

bears a son, Molossus. Pyrrhus marries Hermione,

daughter of the deathless Helen. Hermione has no son,

and hates Andromache. To Pthia comes, in disguise,

Orestes, healed at last of the Furies. He is in search

of Hermione, whom he saw and loved of old in her

father's halls. Orestes and Hermione plot flight. There

is a HwUe. Pyrrhus is slain, and Andromache stabs Helen.

These are the dry bones of Prof. Murray's drama. In his

treatment of it they become the vehicle of a symbolism.

The dramatic situation is that of the questing soiil between

the two ideals, the Wisdom of Life and the Passion of Life.

Andromache represents the Wisdom of Life. Through
suffering she has attained : she knows and loves. The
old angers are swallowed up in humanity. Molossus has

slain his first man amid the rejoicings of the Court.

Andromache would have him make atonement.

Andkomache.

May your eyes never see half the pain mine have seen !

I grew past feeling for it, too, long, long ago. I saw men
writhe and bite the dust, without caring for them or

counting them. They were so many that they were all

confused, and the noise of their anguish was like the

crying of cranes far off : there was no one voice in it, and
no meaning. And then, as it went on growing, and the

sous of Priam died about me and the folk starved, and
my husband. Hector, was slain with torment, all the

voices gathered again together and seemed as one voice,

that cried to my heart so that it understood,

Molossus.

What did it say, mother ?

Andromache.

It spoke in a language that you know not, my son.

Molossus.

Did it speak Phrygian ?

Andhomaciie.

It spoke the language of old, old men, and those whose
gods have deserted them.

Molossus.

But you could tell me what it said.

Andromache.

l^Looking at him, and not ajieivering.'] Why did you ever
wish to kill that herd-boy ?

Molossus.

We had taken their cattle before. They always fight us.

ANDROMAfllE.

Would it not be better (hat they should live at peace
with you ?

MoLOssrs.

Why should I fear their blood-feud P I would sooner
be slain than ask favours of them. My father would
avenge me well

!

Andromache.

And who will be the happier ? Listen. Can you hear
that little beating sound -down seaward, away from
the sun ?

Molossus.

It is the water lapping against the rocks,

Andromache.

There is a sound like that in the language I told you of.

Old, old men, and those whose gods have deserted them,
hear it in their hearts—the sound of all the blood that

m«>n have spilt and the tears they have shed, lapping

against great rocks, in shadow, away from the sun.

Molossus.

But, mother, no warrior hears any sound Lke that.

Andromache.

Hector leamt to hear it before he died.

This touches upon the eternal verities. In Hermione
Orestes seeks the Passion of Life, one inexhaustible and
unfading as her mother Helen. But Hermione is no
Helen; she is a thwarted soul, passionate indeed, but
perverse, for the ideal of Ptwsion is unrealisable by men

;

and the dramatic conflict of the play resolves itself into

the opposing influences of the two women upon Orestes.

The eyes of Hermione " beaconed him through the dark
of the sea." He still dreams his ideal in her, "daughter
of Helen, ageless and deathless," fails to realise in her the

very woman she is ; but in the presence of Andromache
her beauty pales, and she is shrunken ; and when she

stabs Andromache it lets Orestes into a secret. He bids

his men begone with Hermione to the ship, and stays

looking down upon the dying and strangely transfigured

woman. He is initiate.

Prof. Murray has put a good deal into this play : it is

at least, as we said, interesting from beginning to end

;

but part of the interest is barely legitimate, for it comes from
watching to see how the writer will get over the difiiculties

which he has almost wilfully imposed upon himself. He
does not get over them entirely ; and would not his work
liave really been more effective if he had chosen a theme
in the handling of which he would not have had to waste

his energies in combating the accumulated instincts of

his readers and himself towards a traditional mode of

treatment ?

The Trewe Kirk Discernit.

The Scottish Reformation. Baird Lectures for 1899. By
the late Alexander F. Mitchell, D.D. Edited by D. Hay
Fleming, LL.D. With a Biographical Sketch by James
Christie, D.D. (Blackwood.)

As distinguished from the movement which transformed

the Church of England, the Scottish Reformation pro-

ceeded upwards from below. It was more purely a religious

movement. It began indeed within, among Churchmen

;

and its first aim was no more than to eliminate from the

existing system the gross abuses of simony and nepotism

which in Scotland, as elsewhere, honeycombed the whole

system of patronage. But the Lutheran doctrine of justifi-

cation was in the air, and Patrick Hamilton was its proto-

martyr—" bumte, at commando of the king selfe, for

obstinatie and wickednes." He had the audacity to

maintain that "faith, hope, and charity are so linked

together that he who hath one of them hath all, and he

that lacketh one lacketh all," and the like. And as is wont

to happen when one man has the courage to suffer for his

convictions, the reek of his burning '

' infected all on whom
it blew." In 1534 was held a great assize over which the

king, James V., presided as great justiciar. Over a score

of confessors sxiffered confiscation of goods; Alexander
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Alane (known in literature as Alesius) was driven out of

the country ; Norman Gourley and David Stratoun fur-

nished a holocaust to the Moloch of Orthodoxy ; and so

forward, mainly by contrivance of that prelate of large

intelligence, consummate ability, and indomitable energy
whom, not inaptly, Dr. Mitchell styles "hierarchical

fanatic "—Cardinal Betoun. The hour of the reformers
would seem to have struck when in 1543 the Regent, the

Earl of Arran, proclaimed freedom to read the Scriptures

in the vulgar tongue ; but he almost immediately repented
of his temerity, and loaded his head with appropriate

The coming of Wishart, in 1559, marked a change in

the character of the movement; with him it definitely

assimied a schismatical character. His method was to

gather into conventicles those whom he could persuade.

Also, he must pass through the cloud and through the fire,

and make room for a greater.

John Knox— " that maist notable profet and apostle of

our nation "—in his childhood had been a pupil of Wis-
hart's ; of him he learned the little Greek he knew. A
firmness which came near to obstinacy, an independence
which was very much like pride . . . and a passionate

force sometimes mistakenly attributed to a vindictive

temper— these are some of the qualities predicated of him
by D'AubigEC'. Knox had received the order of priest-

hood, but, having acquired " a taste for the truth," ceased
to say mass and (strangely) took to the law. Presently,

in obedience to an harmonious call, he assumed the office

of a preacher, and the vaulting of St. Andrew's Cathedral
rang weekly with vituperation. The assassination of

Cardinal Betoun, in the margin of his History, he is

content to note as "the godly act" of James Melvine.
This same godly act was the reason why for some nineteen
months, with others of the conspirators, he tugged at an
oar from the bench of a French galley. English influence

secured his release in 1549. He came to England and took
part in the first revision of the Prayer-book. He was
appointed to be chaplain to the monarch whom Dr. Mitchell
styles "good King Edward," and, it is said, received the
offer of the Gloucester bishopric. After the accession of
the " bigoted Queen Mary," the English court, he found,
was no place for him. He departed, therefore, to the more
propitious air of Geneva and the company of Calvin, between
whom and the people of Scotland he served the office of a
conduit; and thence he sounded that Blast against the
Monstrous Regiment of Women which was designed to

shake the security of Mary, but merely exasperated Eliza-

beth ; wherein his later explanations, which involved so

unpalatable a doctrine as that kings rule in virtue of elec-

tion rather than by right divine, did not mend matters.

At this time he returned to St. Andrew's and frankly
proceeded to triumph over the enemies of the Lord. " We
doe nothing," he wrote, "but goe about Jericho, blowing
with trumpets as God giveth strenth."

The result of the struggle was by this time assured.

The new faith was springing vigorously on the soil left

fallow by the careless security of the clergy. In Scotland,

as elsewhere, the Roman Catholic Church had saved, out
of a sometime devoted people, but a remnant.
The author goes at length into the history of the Book

of Discipline and the Book of Common Order ; and by
the discretion of his enthusiastic editor, a lecture upon
Alesius, though not properly one of the series delivered

on the Baird foundation, has been inserted. If it is with
a certain sense of disappointment that we close this volume,
that is to be attributed solely to a certain flaccidity of
style which may readily be excu.sed to a man strenuously
using, as it proved, the last spark of his vitality for a
comprehensive purview of the period which for many
years he had made so particularly bis own. We confi-

dently hope that it will interest, in the great events which
it chronicles, a wider public than that to which the lectures
are primarily addressed.

'"Twill Serve."

Periods of Ectropean Literature.—The Romantic Triumph.
By T. S. Omond, M.A. (Blackwood. 5s. net.)

The title of this book rather suggests a novel than the
latest addition to Prof. Saintsbury's " Periods of European
Literature." It is the sequel (the association of ideas
will not away) to The Romantic Revolt—a no less cozening
title—its predecessor in the series, which dealt with the
general rebellion against eighteenth- century classicism

;

and the period it covers is, roughly, from 1810 to the
decline of the Romantic movement in the 'fifties. The
design is to summarise the time during which the Romantic
movement was at its zenith ; and in English literature

it may be said to have as its culmination Scott and
Browning.
The period is impossibly vast, beyond the mere number

of years embraced by it. It is, perhaps, the most opulent
period of European literary history. In England it

means Scott, Coleridge, Wordsworth, Shelley, Keats,
Tennyson, Browning, De Quincey, Ruskin, Carlyle,

Dickens, Thackeray, the Brontiis — to take up but a
random handful of the golden sands ; in France, Dumas,
De Vigny, De Musset, Lamartine, Sainte-Beuve, Stendhal
—all that brilliant band of poets and prosateurs, with the
great name of Hugo towering in the midst, and the red
waistcoat of Gautier flaming in the forefront ; it means
historians like Sismondi, Thierry, Michelet ; novelists
like George Sand and Prosper Merimee. As if these
were not enough, Germany presents to us the Schlegels— August, the great populariser and critic of Shake-
speare ; Friedrich, who wrote The Philosophy of History

;

Tieck ; Hoffmann ; TJhland ; Brentano ; Fouquo, who
gave us the undying figures of Undine and Sintram

;

Richter, inspirer of Carlyle ; Niebuhr, the historian
;

ScheUing .and Hegel, in philosophy ; while in its later

period we have the poetry of Heine and the pessimism
of Schopenhauer. Yet here is no pause : Italy offers

Manzoni, of / Promessi Sposi fame ; Leopardi, the poet,

as Schopenhauer was the philosopher of pessimism ; Den-
mark has Hans Andersen ; Russia, Poushkin and Gogol

;

Poland, Mickiewicz. And this is but (in Tarquin's
phrase) striking off the tallest heads of the poppies.
Throngs surge behind these. It was truly a wonderful
time of blossoming.
To deal with such enormous wealth of material upon

any comprehensive plan, within the compass of one smaJl
volume, was not possible. In this respect Mr. Omond's
task was harder than that of his predecessors. In effect,

his volume resolves itself into a cursory review of the
chief authors in the several countries of Europe, with a
few introductory and concluding remarks on the Romantic
spirit and movement. It is, doubtless, the fault of the
unwieldy subject, too near for perspective, yet already
fading into a doubtful semi-familiarity very puzzling to

deal with ; but Mr. Omond's volume does not impress us
so much as others of the series. He disavows any design
of novelty in his criticism ; and has, in fact, adopted the
safe method of adhering to the received criticism of the
day on all important points. The few exceptions wherein
Mr. Omond has liberated his own soul do not encourage
us to wish that he had oftener departed from the beaten
track. He is led into railing at Mrs. Browning's delicate

phrase, "sylvan tenderness," applied to the eyes of the
hare. Mr. Omond is not, in fact, a distinguished critic.

But, on the whole, he is adequate, if never stimulating,
and sometimes a trifle exasperating. The book is a fair

book, considering the subject and its difficulties
; there

have, as we say again, been better in the series, but
" 'twill serve." And we may, at any rate, congratulate
Mr. Omond that he has spared us yet another attempt to

define the Romantic spirit. " For this relief, much
thanks."
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Other New Books.
Mrs. Delany

(Mary Ok.\nvili.e). Compiled by Geohoe Pastox.

In the second edition of his AnecdoUt of Painting Horace

Walpole refers to Mrs. Delany as " a lady of excellent

taste, who, at the age of seventy-four, invented the art of

paper mosaic, with which material (coloured) she executed

in eight years within twenty of one thousand various

flowers and flowering shrubs with a precision and truth

unparalleled." The reader who wishes to know exactly

what this work was like may turn to pages 230-231 of

this volume. Mrs. Delany never wrote a book, or made
herself notorious; she was neither wealthy nor learned,

and yet she was a great lady—" a truly great woman of

fashion," Burke called her. Mrs. Delany's Autobiography

and Correspondence in six volumes, edited by Lady
Llanover was gratefully received in 1861-62 by a public

willing to pay five pounds. These volumes having sunk

—

by their own weight one thinks—out of present ken,
" George Paston " has distilled some of their fragrance

and interest into a volume that may hope to be read by a

generation of casual readers. In these reduced pages we
are still brought into the politest circles of the reigns of

three Georges. We dine with Swift, and watch Madame
D'Arblay bungle the bow of Queen Charlotte's necklace

;

we hear the " Beggar's Opera " praised, and Tristram

Shandy denounced ; and we see Mrs. Delany almost marry
Wesley, and almost snub Johnson. This is the (abridged)

book of her loves, her two marriages, her discreet friend-

ships, her perfections of behaviour and address. Its long,

busy murmur of acquaintance is in ceaseless and delight-

ful contrast with the self-centred, sociaUy-unerring mind
of the great lady it portrays. Taken as a whole, the

record is crammed, as the present editor is pleased to say,

with " familiar trifles of everyday life that put marrow
into the dry bones of history, and blood into its flaccid

veins." (Grant Eichards. 7s. 6d.)

Memoirs of the Baroness
Cecile de Courtot. By Mobitz von Kaisenbebg.

This volume takes its place in the entertaining "Ver-
sailles Historical Series," which already includes the

memoirs of the Due de Saint-Simon and of the Prince de
Ligne. The period opened up is that of Napoleon's First-

Consulship, and although the letters and diaries quoted
belong to the von Alvensleben family, of Kalbe, in

Altmark, the real heroine of the story they unfold is the
young Baroness Cecile de Courtot, who fled to Kalbe from
the very steps of the guillotine, and afterwards returned
to Paris, as one from the dead, to enjoy the favour of the

First Consul and the restoration of her property. The
delicious quiet and garden fragrance of old German life

—

a life g^ven up to " the cultivation of an exaggerated
sentimentality and perfervid romance "—are mingled in

the narrative with the horrors of Robespierre's reign, and
the crescendo gaieties and splendours of Paris in the days
when it was learning to give Napoleon carte blanche.

The most striking record is of the interview granted by
Napoleon to Cecile de Courtot in the matter of the
restoration of her property, which had been torn from her
in the Revolution. Cecile was able to remind the First
Consul that tliey had met as boy and girl. He had rescued
her from the attack of a bull at Brienne, in Champagne,
in 1783 ; and a few years later she had shown her deliverer,

by the gift of a laurel wreath at the Military College at
Brienne, tliat she had not forgotten the service. On men-
tion of this wreath the First Consul completely changed
his manner, which had been cold and repellant

:

Overwhelming emotion shone in his dark eyes and
trembled iu his voice when be spoke.

" 80 yoH wrre that sweet, kiud girl, Mademoiselle? Oh,
ask what you will of me, I promise you be'orehsnd to

gfrant it—no matter what it is. Will you accept a pension
—a post of any kind !' You shall have your property
back— I am more than overjoyed to have it in my power
to Beive you !

"

Tou may imagine, my Annaliebe, how startled and
amazed I was at this sudden outburst, this rapture of

kindness, from the man who, but a moment before, bad
shown himself so stern and unapproachable ! I had no
answer ready ; all I could do was to falter without
rfflection, " Oh, Sire, what have I done to deserve this

gratitude ?
"

" What, this too ! " broke in Bonaparte in a tone of

measureless excitement. " The royal title—for the fir«t

time—from your lips, my dear, infallible little Prophetess

!

And once more your words will come true," he continued,

with the strange, far-away look of a Seer. " Yes, I shall

one day wear the crown and clasp the Royal mantle round
my shoulders—now I know it for certain. Voii set that

laurel wreath on my young head in the far-off days at

Brienne—the laurel crowu that was to be followed by so

many others. Vou whispered to me then, ' May it bring
you good luck !

' and truly it did, as you very well know.
I am a fatalist, Mademoiselle, and since yuu have foretold

it me, 1/tel the Crown of France upon my brow, I see the

Sceptre of the grfat Realm already in my hand I How
can I ever thank you enough V

"

The translation of these curious, if not too convincing,

memoirs has been made, from the German, by Miss Jessie

Haynes. (Heinemann. 98.)

Missions in Eden. By Mrs. Crosby H. Wheelbh.

Eden is situated in the Valley of the Euphrates, under
the shadow of Mount Ararat, and at Harpoot are the

headquarters of an American mission of which Mrs.

Wheeler has been an active member for forty years. This

book is a kind of homely circular letter to inform those

who are interested in the Christianising of Armenians of

the progress of the good work. Here, for example, is a

passage from the description of Euphrates College at

Harpoot: "At the left, as we enter the hall, we find

Professor Nahigian in the chemical room teaching physics.

He is busy with experiments, and his class of juniors look

bright and appreciative. He married our sweet Mariam.
Further along are the recitation rooms, while on the right

is the college haU. . . . Teacher Nazloo is here, and in

her sweet, ladylike way is teaching a class in moral science.

In a recitation room just beyond, Mrs. Wheeler is teaching

a class in English literature. The girls are much interested

in Lady of the Lake, judging from quotations written on the

blackboard. Miss Barnum is teaching physical geography
in the next room." The sidelights on Armenian life and
character are not uninteresting, and the zeal of the author

cannot but command respect. (Oliphant, Anderson &
Ferrier.

)

The Poetical Works of Edited by the Rev.

John Milton. H. 0. Beeching.

The Poetical Works of From the Edition of the
John Milton. Rev. H. C. Bekchino.

The first of these volumes is a handsome library edition

in one volume. Mr. Beeching adopts the principle of

preserving the spelling, punctuation, and so forth used

by Milton himself. This has been done comparatively

rarely for Milton, although for 8hakesi)eare often

enough, and for many other poets in the antiquarian

editions of the late Dr. Grosart. So far as Milton is

concerned, Mr. Beeching makes out a good case for his

method, pointing out in an Introduction that the poet

evidently took pains to oversee the spelling of his works,

and that upon a knowledge of it a correct appreciation of

moot questions of rhythm and emphasis often depends.

There are plenty of annotated Miltons, and Mr. Beeching

has wisely contented himself in the present one with giving

a full text, a slight apparatus criticus, and some good

facsimiles of title-pages and handwriting. Tlie general
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eSect of the original editions is very finely reproduced.

The other volume is called the " Oxford Miniature

Milton," and is an elegant little edition on India paper,

light and suitable for the pocket. The text is that of

Mr. Beaching, but the spelling is modernised. (Clarendon

Press.)

Fiction.

Arden Masiiter. By Dr. William Barry.

(T. Fisher Unwin. 6s.)

In this novel Dr. Barry has poured out all his intimate

knowledge of Italy—modern Italy; his appreciation of that

Italy which has passed, and his aspirations concerning

that Italy which is to come. Arden MamUr is one of the

best English novels of Italy with which we are acquainted,

and certainly we regard it as measurably superior to the

author's previous books. It is fuU of emotion and a

certain cultured sentimentality which pervades and poetises

every sentence. Only a scholar could have written it

;

only a poet could have written it ; and only a philanthropist

could have written it. Dr. Barry combines these three

"abilities"; and decidedly, with modern Italy for an
objective, they all have full play and opportunity. Arden
Massiter is a Socialist journalist, who goes out to the

Peninsula under the impulsion of some vague sympathy.

In London he has trafficked with the underworld of

Italian political intrigue. In Rome he picks up the

threads again, rather against his will. Unwittingly he
kills a man, and lo ! instantly he finds himself the doomed
butt of the camorra and other sinister agencies. He takes

refuge with his friends the ancient family of Sorelli, at

their immemorial castle of Eoccaforte. He falls in love

with Costanza, pale daughter of princes—a figure beauti-

fully drawn, but surely drawn under the influence of

d'Annunzio. Eoccaforte and Costanza are singularly like

the castle and Massimilla in The Virgins of the Rocks.

There is the same feeling, the same still atmosphere around
them.
The events of the tale are tragic and dramatic, and the

tension grows till it is finally broken. Episodes of brigands,

beggars, conspirators, statesmen, and high-bred women
follow one another quickly, and the theatres of them are

heroic—faded but superb interiors, moimtain heights, and
the great streets of decayed capitals. Arden Massiter is

a "full" book. It teems with incident, character, sugges-

tion ; it must be read s owly, savoured paragraph by
paragraph ; it shines everywhere with a notable distinc-

tion. Moreover, it is a homogeneous piece of excellent

craftsmanship. The sole fault we would charge to it is

a lack of brute strength. It is too mild, bland, and

—

shall we say it?—too " cultured." It is like a suave and
broad-minded Italian prelate, who knows all men, all

hearts, all histories, and who would be a man were it not

for an ever present finicking tendency to use the panorama
of life as a spectacle, to survey it with finger-tips gently

touching, and embroider it with an exquisite discourse of

his own sensations

:

Ancient sculpture has always affected me like music,

but not as the highly coloured, deeply shadowed modem
harmouies which, in their melting of many tones together,

leave one vibrant, yet exhausted, as after some passionate

experience. No, rather like the fine, clear settings of

PaJestrina, I should say, whi -h fa'l upon one out of a
cloudless heaven. When I spent day after day contem-
plating in the still palaces this divine company from
Olympus, or Thebes, or Tbessaly, the intense and shining
?uietne88 could not fail to equalise the pulses of my blood,

t was the expression of a beauty in which sense had little

share. I call to mind certain mornings at the Vatican,
when I seemed to have those imperial courts and stanze

to myself. The universe, I could have dreamt, was white

sunshine^no refraction of its rays anywhere ; but standing
out fair and pure the deathless forms, each so individual,

so consummately distinct, that they seemed victorious over
mortal griefs by the very perfection of the attitude in

which they fought and tnumphed. There was a strange
innocence, too, upon the youthful faces ; by a miracle of

art the flesh itself had all the tender purity of blossoms
in their prime

;
gaze long enough and you had gone back

to the world's childhood, when the spirit wrote its naive
desires upon a tablet of Parian marble, unstained as the
snow which breath of man has never sullied. These figures

had a kind of consecration, a detachment from our sorrows,
that lifted me, like the tragedians' verses to which they so
frequently took my thoughts, into an ever-enduring still-

ness beyond time and chance.

Who could find fault with such a passage ? Yet it is the
inmost spirit of that passage, and of a hundred others,

that has somewhat marred Arden Massiter for us. We
have a suspicion that, as some men are amateurs of rare

books, 80 Dr. Barry must be an an amateur of life—that

he would give a high price for a rare experience and put
it in a lovely binding and contemplate it for hours.

The Sky- Pilot. By Ealph Connor.
(Hoddor & Stoughton. 6s.)

This tale of pioneer life, " beyond the great prairies and
in the shadow of the Eockies," is well written (except

where the writing becomes "fine"), and a passably
sincere version of things that the author has observed.

Mr. Connor knows his subject with thoroughness, and
presents it dramatically. In fact, he is a story-teller.

His chief fault—and we cannot condone it—is that he
persistently sugars his stuff with sentiment, until the

sweetaess cloys. The "sky-pilot" (minister, of course),

Arthur Wellington Moore by name, who comes to take

spiritual charge of Swan Creek, much against Swan
Creek's desire, is one of those impossible heavenly saints

that are found only in novels. A mild little man, he
conquers the ranchers by the greatness of his game at

baseball, humbly explaining that ho " played a little at

Princeton." Then the hymn-books begin to appear, and
in a few weeks Swan Creek scarcely knows itself. At the

end of the tale Arthur Wellington Moore dies, and the

chapter is headed " The Pilot's Last Port." Wo might
tolerate the pilot, for ho has his qualities, but we certainly

cannot tolerate Gwen, This is Gwen :

" Yes," assented Bill, " she's a leetle swift."

Then, as if fearing he had been apoUgising for her, he
added, with the air of one settling the question :

" But
she's good stock I She suits me !

"

The Duke helped me to another side of her character.
" She is a remarkable child," he said, one day. " Wild

aud shy as a coyote, but fearless, quite ; and with a heart
full of passions. Meredith, the Old Timer, you know, has
kept her up there among the hills. She sees no one but
himself and Ponka's Blackfeet relations, who treat her
liKe a goddess and help to spoil her utterly. She knows
their liogo and their ways—^goes oflF with them for a week
at a time."

" What ! With the Blackfeet 't

"

" Ponka and Joe, of course, go along ; but even without
them she is as safe as if surrounded by the Coldstream
Guards, but she has given them up for some time now."

And so on for many chapters, just as if the Bret Harte
school had never existed. It would be easy to find fun in

The Sky - Pilot. Nevertheless, despite circumstantial

evidence to the contrary, we are convinced that Mr. Connor
in writing it was actuated by perfectly honest literary

motives. He possesses much natural technical skill, but
in the larger matter of attitude towards life he has a great

deal to learn. Such a detail will not prevent many people

from enjoying this naivo novel.
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Notes on Novels.

[7%«M not^t on tht iceik'i Fiction art not n«cet»arily final.

Reviews of a telection mil follow.
"^

His 'Pbbntiob Hakd. By Sydney Phelps.

Joan of the Swobd Haitd. By S. B. Cbockett-

A long mediwval romance, crowded with characters

whose business is mainly fighting and love making.

Joan, Duchess Joan of Hohenstein, ruler "of that cluster

of hill statelets which is called collectively Masurenburg,"
is a heroine after Mr. Crockett's heart. She fences better

than most, she defies an unattractive bridegroom, she

masqiierades as a boy, and in the end marries the man of

her choice. He is a Cardinal, but that is nothing to Mr.
Crockett. An interview with Pope Sixtus in Chapter Lll.,

some talk about ducats, and then the " sweet-voiced

choristers " and " the white-robed maidens " scattering

flowers. (Ward, I.ock & Co.)

The Qh-ts of Enemies. By E. E. Milton.

A readable novel by the author of A Bachelor Girl

in London. A great deal hinges on a bet made by young
Tim A'entris that he would marry the first girl who wore a
hat trimmed with blue whom he met in the town. (A. &
C. Black. 6s.)

Tub Plain Miss Cray. By Florence Warden.

If a heroine is dubbed plain we know that she will do
wonders, like Paganini's single string. When, therefore, the

reader is told that Miss Cray had a voice which, though
neither loud nor shrill, " had a singular quality of com-
pelling attention," he knows that she will compel the

right sort of attention in due time. A readable and
amusing story by the hand that wrote The Home on the

Marsh. (White & Co. 63.)

Ainslie's Ju-ju. By Harold Bindloss.

Ainslie's ju-ju, a talisman which possessed the power of
protecting its wearer from sudden death, was '

' a little

oblong of ivory, roughly carved in representation of a
serpent's head, with curious characters graven upon it,

somewhat resembling the signs of the zodiac upon the
Accra rings." The story deals with an expedition to darkest
Africa and the disasters that attended it, but the ju-ju
ensures Ainslie's happy marriage at the close. (Chatto &
Windus. 38. 6d.)

The Anoel of Chance. By G. G. Chatterton.

A comedy of a watering-place, with some neat character-
drawing in it. The Angel of Chance (or Fate) brought it

about that Clifford Anstey and Rachel Meredith " drifted
together in so unorthodox a fashion that possibly the
London County Council might have denied them a licence
for it." In other words, they met in the sea, converging
from their respective bathing machines. An amusing
book. (Long. 6s.)

Aletta. By Bertram Mitford.

Mr. Mitford, who is known for his South African
stories, here gives us a tale of the Boer War, in which
he makes a courageous attempt to portray those Boers
" who do not go to bed in their clothes, who do wash, and
whose persons and dwelling-houses are distinguished by
the ordinary conditions of cleanliness and civilisation." It
is a refreshing change from the wearisome insistence upon
the other side of the case. (White. Ss. 6d.)

Love's Guerdon. By Conrad H. Carroder.

A typical domestic religious " romance of the West
Country," compact of the Maypole Inn, Mrs. Loxton, the
stony road to Netherdene Farm, and " We know from the
Pauline epistles." (White & Co. 6s.)

Sydney Phelps is, we suspect, a woman, and her story
follows old-established feminine lines. The hero is Ralph
Vivian, curate, a model of the manly graces. And in the
end " Good luck to your fishing, little fellow I

" says ho to

his wifelet : "you threw a good line and caught my hear,

over two years ago." " Will the line hold, Ralph ?

"

asked Ethel, drawing closer to him. " Yes, for ever."
(Long. 6s.)

The Second Lady Delcombe. By Mrs Arthur Kennard.

Another contribution to what may be called house party
fiction. The society is the society that stays in country
houses, and the conversation is continuous and steadfastly
smart. Here is a passage :

" ' He has chucked the Army,
you know.' 'I didn't know. What brought on the
crisis?' 'Want of the needful.' 'What does he intend
to do ?

' 'Go into the land agency business, I believe.'
' Poor old girl

!

'
' All the same a hundred years hence, I

expect.'
"

The House of Hardale. By Rose Perkins.

Mr. Hardale was a banker, with all the outward signs
which successful banking imparts. But he quarrelled
with his son, and his son died. (" I have gone the pace,"
he wrote, "and Death, the grim old fellow who tarries at
no man's bidding, is coming with long, swift strides down
the shadowy way to hurry me off. It's consumption, dad

;

rapid.") But he left a child, and she, together with an
unprincipled adventuress, g^ves life to the melodrama.
(Long. 6s.)

Outrageous Fortune. Anon,

This " Story of Evelyn Grey, Hospital Nurse," contains
a seducer in the shape of a superlatively wicked High
Church vicar, and other unpleasing people, including the
heroine, whose misfortunes seem to be at least as deserved
as her ultimate happiness. (Greening. Ss. 6d.)

Veldt and Laager. By E. S. Valentine.

'

' Some of the tales in this book are true ; some have
been related by the Boers themselves ;

" aU of them are
intended to bring out the chief traits of Boer character.
They should be popular in the sixpenny form in which
they appear. (Methuen. 6d.)

A Flash of Youth. By C. J. Hamilton.

A crude story of love, unfaithfulness, squalor, hymn-
verses, and death - beds, covering twenty years and
enacted in two hemispheres. The scamp of a husband
returns at last to find his wife playing the "Moonlight
Sonata." " She always plays when it's beginning to get
near sun-down." Alethea dies and forgives. (Sands & Co.
6s.)

The Experiment of Doctor
Nevill.

By Emebic Hulmx-
Beaman. %

i

To the fourth chapter of this pseudo-scientific novel the
author prefixes the warning "To be skipped by the
squeamish reader." With as good reason he might have
placed these words on his title-page, for the whole novel
is grim and gruesome reading. It tells how Lord Carsdale's
recovery from an injury to his brain was brouglit about
by the insertion into that organ of a portion of the brain
of an executed murderer—with the drawback that his

lordship promptly developed the murderer's traits. How
this operation was justified, and how its evil effects

were finally counteracted, and the hero's marriage with
Lilian Wroughton rendered possible, we leave to the non-
squeamish reader. (John Long. 68.)
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The late Richard Hovey.

An American Poet.

All readers who take an intimate interest in contemporary
verse probably know two slim little American volumes
entitled Songs from Vagahondia and More Songs from
Vagabondia, by Mr. Bliss Carman and Mr. Eichard Hovey,
a small edition of which was issued in this country by
Mr. Elkin Mathews ; and all who do know them will learn

with regret that Mr. Hovey is dead. He died a few weeks
ago of apoplexy, after undergoing an operation, and his

age was only thirty-five. Thereby America loses one of

her best poets, and from the world passes a clean, resolute,

discriminating mind.
Eichard Hovey was not a great poet, nor had he an

abundant gift of music ; but he loved the light and he
loved the open air and he believed in men. He was also

always on the side of youth, as lyric poets ought to be.

He could write

:

For we know the world is glorious,

And the goal a golden thing.
And that God is not censoriou*,

When His children have a fling.

There is no doubt that in Eichard Hovey's poetical

t making Whitman was a great influence, and latterly in

his work there were signs that he would not be unwilling to

stimulate Americans as Mr. Kipling has stimulated Eng-
land ; but he was more himself than anyone else, and by
adopting for the most part very free and easy measures
this individuality was intensified. For there is no question
that, except with the greatest, severe poetical forms are

capable of tyrannising over a poet's intentions. Eichard
Hovey was happiest in this kind of irregular ecstatic

chant

:

I said in my heart, " I am sick of four walls and a ceiling.

I have need of the sky.

I have business with the grass.

I will up and get me away where the hawk is wheeling,
Lone and high,
And the snow clouds go by.
I will get me away to the waters that glass
The clouds as they pass.

To the waters that lie

Like the heart of a maiden aware of a doom drawing
nigh

And dumb for sorcery of impending joy.

I will get me away to the woofls.

Spring, like a huntsman's boy,
H4II00S along the hillsides and nnhoods
The falcon in my will.

The do}?wood calls me, and the sudden thrill

That breaks in apjjle blooms down country roads
Plucks me by the sleeve and nudges me away.
The sap is in the boles to-day.
And in my veins a pulse that yearns and goads."

That is from a poem entitled "Spring." The same vein
is pursued in " The Faun," which perhaps represents Mr.
Hovey's best work in this manner. Here is a passage
from "The Faun":

Oh, goodly damp smell of the ground!
Oh, rough Kweet bark of the trees

!

Oh, clear sharp cracklings of sound ! .

Oh, life's that's a-thrill and a-bound
With the vigour of boyhood and morning and the noon-

tide's rapture of ease !

Was there ever a weary heart in the world ?

A lag in the body's urge, or a flag of the spirit's wings ?

Did a man's heart ever break
For a lost hope's sake ?

For here there is lilt in the quiet and calm in the quiver of

things.

Ay, this old oak, grey-growu aiid knurled,
Solemn and sturdy and big,

Is as young of heart, as alert and elate in his rest.

As the oriole there that clings to the tip of the twig
And scolds at the wind that it buffets too rudely his nest.

A man who writes like this, whatever his matter may be,

is, we fear, to some extent shirking his responsibilities
;

but many readers care nothing for that provided the matter

is to their mind. Mr. Hovey, however, could adhere to

the demands of an intricate stanza when he liked, and in

his very persuasive lyric called "The Wander-Lovers " he
even invented, we believe, a new lilt. Thus :

Down the world with Maria !

That's the life for me !

Wandering with the wandering wind.
Vagabond and unconflned !

Roving with the roving rain

Its unboundaried domain

!

Kith and kin of wander-kind,
Children of the sea I

The poet had other moods than these. There is in his

volume Along the Trail, published in America in 1898,

another of those poems concerning Death, the most curious

of which is perhaps James Thomson's grim fantasy entitled
" In the Eoom " (in The City of Dreadful Night). Mr.
Hovey writes in the person of a dead man awaiting burial.

These are the last stanzas

:

Ah, if she came and bent above me here.

Who lie with straight bands bound about my chin !

Ah, if she came and stood beside this bier

With aureoles as of old upon her hair
To light the darkness of this burial bin !

Should I not rise again and breathe the air

And feel the veins warm that the blood beats in ?

Or should I lie with sinews fixed and shriek

As dead men shiiek and make no sound ? Shoidd I

See her gray eyes look love and hear her speak.

And be all impotent to burst my shroud ?

Will the dead never rise from where they lie ?

Or will they never cease to think so loud ?

Or is to know and not to be, to die ?

To conclude, these lines from " The Quest of Merlin," in

which the Angels address the old magician, indicate that Mr.
Hovey had, perhaps, imaginative triumphs before him :

Put a bit in the teeth of the storm.
And a noose on the neck of the sea ;

Say to ice, " Thou shalt keep me warm,"
And to air, " Be a bridge for me "

;

What hast thou gained for thy toil

But a vaster gulf for prayer ?

Thy bread and wine and oil,

.

And still the darkness there ?

Thou shalt measure the stars
;

Orion and the Pleiades

Shall send thee embassies ;

Thou shalt chart the cities of Mars ;

Thou shalt sift Aldebaran
As gold dust in the pan

;

Algol shall undusk
For thee his demon trouble ; . . .

In vain ! All is husk,
To be cast out with the stubble.

Among Mr. Hovey's other literary work, which in-

cluded a good deal of criticism, was a volume of trans-

lations from Maeterlinck, published in 1894, including

"Princess Maleine," "The Intruder," "The Blind," and
"The Seven Princesses," the first translation, we believe,

that America saw. Mr. Hovey latterly conducted courses

in literature at Barnard College.
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Things Seen.

The Rabbit.

I SAT by the open door of the cottage reading Richard
Jefferies, alone, save for Adam, a rheumatic antique, who
came, once a week, to tend the garden. "When last I

looked up from my book, I observed the crown of his

hoad below the dip in the garden, bobbing as he dug.
Turning again to my book, I read this passage :

There is a slight rustle among the bushes and the fern
upon the mound. It is a rabbit who has peeped forth
into the sunshine. His eye opens wide with wonder at

tbe sight of us ; his nostrils work nervously as he watches
us narrowly. But in a little while the silence and the
stillness reassure him : he nibbles in a desultory way at the
stray grasses on the mound, and finally ventures out into

the meadow almost within reach of the hand. It is so
easy to make the acqutintance—to make friends with the
children of nature. Fi om the tiniest insect upwards they
are so ready to dwell in sympathy with us—only be tender,
quiet, considerate, in a word, gentlemanly towards them
and they will freely wander around. And they all have
such marvellous tales to tell

At this point a shout from Adam broke into my reading,

a high-pitched, compelling shout. The bobbing head had
disappeared. I ran down the garden to find him lying
flat on the ground, yellow earth heaped about him,
and his venerable head and shoulders thrust into a hole

;

his hands were outstretched into the intricacies of the

burrow, and his muffled voice was crying '
' I'll get him yet

!

I'll get him yet
!

" Then suddenly he uttered a grunt
of pleasure, and his right hand grasped a ball of fur.

With an exulting cry he dragged forth the rabbit. Then
—it was done in a second—he broke its neck, and held
the creature at arm's length. I saw the film pass over its

eyes, and its little front paws cross themselves in the act

of death. I touched the small warm body, and thought

:

" It was not easy for you to make friends with the
children of man." And Adam said :

" I'm almost wore out
myself, but, thank God, I've still got the strength to make
war on them vermin. Yes, vermin ! Let one of them get
inside your wire fence—and you'll know it. Last autumn
I had forty wall-flowers ; they nibbled thirty-five of them
right down to the roots ; and as to carnations, why a rabbit
will come a mile to get one. Thought they was harmless
little things, did you ? I knows rabbits. I'd like to have
a guinea for every hundred I've killed. Why, if I hadn't
caught he there wouldn't have been a bit of green left in
the garden."

The Preserve.

Last Sunday afternoon, ^his father being away, I told my
little nephew of the benevolence of nature, and that little

boys must be kind to all flying and creeping things, even
as God was kind to us. Afterwards having shown him the
beauty of the world from an upper window, we put on our
hats and went for a walk, observing the primroses by the
brook side, the shy anemones, and the tender sprigs of green
shooting from every dark twig. I explained to him how
all that breathed—the insects, the birds, the moles, the
rabbits and the mice alike felt the impulse of the awaken-
ing of spring, towards a busy, useful, joyous life. My
little nephew listened, nodding his grave head. Presently
we came to a wood dark with saplings, and there we saw
the first butterfly—a yellow butterfly. "Look," said
little Edward, "there's a fly-away primrose." I com-
mended the simple simile, and explained to him (the
conceit was excusable) how tlie happy little creature
carried the glad tidings of spring from one unfolding
flower to another and told each flower to be good and
happy for spring had come. But Edward was not listening.

His round eyes were fixed on a withering crow, half-eaten

by insects, whose neck had been stuck into the fork of a

sapling. All along the side of the wood hung other crows
—awful warnings !

" Do crows like the spring, uncle? "

asked Edward. " All (Jod's creatures love the spring," I

answered. " But it would never do to let them destroy the

pheasants' eggs. So the keeper kills them and hangs
them up as a warning to other naughty birds." Edward
nodded his head. He was a wise child. We walke<l

on. Presently he uttered a cry of delight. There,

within two feet from the g^und was a nest, and in

it were two blue-speckled thrushes' eggs. Edward took

one daintily between his fingers. "It's quite cold," ho
said; "and, uncle, what's the iron thing for?" I
explained that the eggs were old eggs, that they tempted
predatory birds, such as jays and magpies, to stand

on the "iron thing," which was a trap to catch them
by the leg, holding them sometimes all night. Edward
reflected a moment, then he said :

" Jays don't like

the spring, and birds eat other birdseses' eggs."

Presently Edward showed some inclination to examine
a large squat steel trap that stood in the middle of the

pathway, but I claimed his attention for a pretty,

rounded sort of arbour shaped like a beehive, covered with

grasses and trailing greenery. We peeped in. The floor

was strewn with spent cartridges. Edward looked at me
inquiringly. " That," I said casually, for he was not a
boy to whom one could gloss the truth, " is where the man
hides when he wants to shoot, er—er, wood-pigeons at his

ease." On the way home Edward said, thoughtruUy

:

"What lots of things they kill to preserve other things.

Do they preserve them in glass cases, uncle?" " No," I

answered, " they preserve them to shoot them." '' Oh !

"

said Edward. When we reached home he told his father

where he had been. "In the wood!" said his father.

" Why, that's trespassing. If they had caught my little

boy there they would have locked him up." " Father,"

said Edward, " you won't preserve me, will you ?
"

Paris Letter.

(From our French Correspondent.)

The lady who describes herself as the author of Aniitii

Amoureuse has just published a sequel to that remarkable

book. If it may be said that few sequels succeeil, Le
Doute plus fori que VAmour is one of the most amazing
failures I have ever read. We are introduced to a startling

habit in fiction. The author continually jogs our memory
by a footnote :

'
' See Amitie Amoureuse." Surely the

reader of the sequel of a story should be at liberty to

remember or forget the former volume, and not be

reminded in this authoritative and inartistic fashion in the

presence of middle-aged friends who are saying nothing in

particular that in a previous book they were burning

lovers on the point of setting the Seine on fire. The
author is no doubt a writer of considerable talent, witty,

mordant, of wide culture, and of a morbid sensuality. As
ever}' chapter is headed by a translated quotation from

Shakespeare, it is apparent that Mme. Lecomte du Nouy
is an ardent student of that Immortal, and in her delinea-

tion of the passion of love she dots the j's with all the

ruthless candour and precision of the seventeenth century.

Denise and Philippe, the writers of those delightful letters

of Amitie Amoureuse, here are shown in middle age of no

particular charm or consequence. Helene, so captivating

as a chUd, is a young girl like another, siifficiently well-

bred, pretty, and intelligent. That she has something of

her mother's wit and mental independence is proved by
the fresh and brilliant letters she can write, for the

author's literary form of predilection is the epistolary, in

which it must be admitted she excels. Here is a capital

description of the provincial atmosphere of Tours, whither

I
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B4leiie is traiispotted after her marriage *ith Jacques, the

officer r

Talk of the esprit de corps of the regiment ! That esprit

seems to me the lack of all esprit. The cavalry despise the
infantry and even the artillery i The titled officet avoids
the untitled otftcer unless a bridge of gold unites them.
Among the civilians you visit some and u .t others. Why f

Mystery. And so we sulk the prefect, the magistrate.

Brave young women wear themselves out uninvited to the

garden parties and hunting parties where we shine ; we
have the bad manners to make up chques most haughtily
exclusive ; we are devilishly provincial, we are idiots, but,

but in the neighbouring castles we are received because we
are "'born and on horseback." Don't read it "born on
horseback," which is not exactly what I meant, though
even such an extraordinary adventure as that would give

us a distinguishing touch. . . . Mamma, humanity is

ftuiously stupid when it is not criminally hateful. ... To
have acquired my present predominant position I had to

snare them with their favourite talk. The queen, the
kiog, my father's friends, the celebrated ambassador, as

appropriately flung into the air as a bunch of hair in the
soup. I launch out also grandmother de Nimerck, my
uncle Gerald, mentioning his prospective admiralship, who
married, you know, of course, Count Suenon's daughter

—

the Suenons, you remember, descendants of the kings of

Denmark. This I murmur disdainfully, as who should,

say, you'll forgive them, I hope, for no longer reigning.

I retdly can't understand why those Suenons should inflict

this little hamiliation upon us. . . . On the other hand, I
say little about you. Good heavens ! a mother called

Denise Tremors, who doesn't like society, who will not
deign to be an ambassadress, who is simply a great artist,

scorning honours and gold, what, in conscience, can you
expect me to make of her ? In you, no food for my dis-

creet charlatanism, I declare it emphatically."

It is greatly to be pitied that the author should not have
given more attention to this narrow, intolerant, and vulgar
provincialism so luminously touched off in a couple of

pages and then dismissed, instead of dwelling so tiresomely

on the eternal details of the wedded loves of Helene and
Jacques. And the tragic note, too, misses its effect because
it is not treated with largeness or intensity. It would be
difficult to conceive a character more common, insignificant,

and uninteresting than Jacques de Luzy, who lies clumsily,

and defends himself grotesquely. He is the familiar type
of officer, well-bom, well-tailored, well-bred, no brains, a

bit of a brute, with an inordinate and perfectly unjustifi-

able self-conceit. Women appear to delight in this kind
of male, but in a novel, which is not a battle-field, he is

a very inadequate hero. It is of so little importance to

us whether Jacques killed his brother-officer or not

;

and the sorrows and doubts of Helene leave us cold and
unmoved.
When I saw the name of Anatole le Braz to the Gardien

du Feu I hastened to read it, hoping it would prove some
wild and mournful Breton legend. But no. It is a
Breton*tale spun round the vulgar and fatiguing theme of

adultery, well told, with a sober and literary elegance,

revealing the frightful ferocity that slumbers in the dreamy
and good-natured Celt. This keeper of a Breton light-

house is married to a beautiful creature he idolises, and
who betrays him with his companion. When the husband
discovers her infidelity, he sets himself to watch for a
moment when the lovers shall be together to burn them
alive. It is very Celtic and horrible.

M. Leon Daudet has written a new novel. La Romance
du Temps Present. The author, with a lamentable gravity,

takes himself aa a Great Man. He is exasperatingly
pretentious. He has discovered hi.s affinity in a certain

unlettered Jacquemine, a creature of superlative beauty
and untutored genius, born to understand him, the Ghreat

Man, the Man of Letters I Oh, for a breath of simplicity !

Oh, for a genial blast of gaiety and unconsciousness ! Even
the cheerful blackguardism of Villon is a refreshment for

the jaded readers of these endless pages devoted to the
conscientious revelation of the Superior Man, the careful

cultivation of the genius of the Man of Letters. He is

such a deadly dull modern bore, this Man of Letters ! He
is never for one moment foolish, or wistful, or absent-

minded, or vague, or gay. He is never, never, never

anything on earth but the self-conscious, attitudinising,

sermonising, ridiculous Man of Letters. Such is M. Leon

Daudet, with none of his illustrious father's gaiety and

charm, none of his sunny temperament, none of his wit,

humour, and exquisite art. He is a bore who writes very

unpleasing French, and is content to regard himself as a

scientific observer of life and men and manners—bless the

thing, whatever it may mean.
H. L.

Correspondence.

"Stevenson Looks In."

Sib,—Mr. Brown is at vast pains to fabricate a phantom
foe whom, after all, he fails to overcome. " In the litera-

ture of imagination the only irrefragable proof of genius

is creative power." Has " genius " been claimed for

Stevenson in the domain of imaginative literature, at least

by those who appreciate him best and love him most?

They are content to rest his hope of immortality upon his

work as a moralist, to believe that while Browne and

Steele and Lamb are read the subtler, more delicately

-

complex artist in life and emotion will not be forgotten.

Two at least of the men I have named are assured of such

chance of immortality as is open to any English writer.

Is it by virtue of their "creative power"? In any ease

Mr. Brown should play fair. Let him overlook, if his

artistic and ethical conscience allow him, the finest and

most characteristic portion of Stevenson's work ; let him
restrict himself to that which is admittedly inferior. At
least he should judge his author by what he himself pro-

claims that author's highest effort

—

Weir of Sermiston.

Instead of which he falls foul of Br. Jekyll ! Ingenious ?

Yes. But honest? H'm!
Meanwhile is it true that in the " literature of imagina-

tion the only irrefragable proof of genius is creative

power " ? I presume the poems of Alfred de Musset and
the novels of Honore de Balzac are equally examples of

the literature of imagination. It is easy to say which
writer has the most creative power, harder to be sure

which has the most genius, while it is safe betting that

the poems will long outlive the novels. The creative

power of Racine is immeasurably superior to that of La
Fontaine, but the honhomne is like to live as long as the

author of Phedre. There can be little doubt but that Le

Neveu de Rameau displays a "creative power" in patho-

logical psychology far transcending that of Candide. But
if mankind had to choose between the masterpieces of

Diderot and Voltaire, I know full well what the choice

would be. Does the ^iieid shine by its creative power, or,

rather, is it not a supreme masterpiece in virtue of its

"exquisite artistry " ? I fancy, too, that Virgil (as also did

Horace) "worried about the hang of the thing" quite as

much as Stevenson. The whole of Horace's life-work

goes easily into one volume of the Edinburgh edition. Is

Horace the less one of the world's immortals in literature ?

Browning was certainly more careless than Tennyson
" about the hang of the thing " ? Is he the lesser genius

in Mr. Brown's eyes ?

One might go on asking such questions for ever, but it

would be too cruel. The very reverse of what Mr. Brown
contends for is the truth. The " radiant ones are on the

heiglits" by virtue of " phrasemongery," by virtue simply

of their saying something better than anyone else has said

it. In the long run only what is " phrased " survives.

If Stevenson be held to have failed in imaginative

literature, it is not because he sought too keenly for the

right word, the right phrase, but because he often did not
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find them. Hence his poetry is the weakest portion of his

<rttir# : the penalty of failure to find the right word is so

far greater in verse than in prose. There are half-a-dozen

of his tales which would be masterpieces but for the

unconvincing phrase here, the second-rate word—the

" interjected finger " of Mr. Moore's criticism—there. One
tale at least, Olalk, seems to me almost flawless. Almost,

hut alas ! not quite. With Buskin's music ringing in my
ears, I still think the close of that noble and beautiful

story the finest passage in English prose for the last half

century.

Indeed, Stevenson is like to become "classic" in the

true sense of the word, and in a measure denied to any

otlier English writers of the half century save those

equallj' careful " phrasemongers " Tennyson and Buskin.

I make bold to predict that the chrestomathies of 1950

will contain far more examples from Stevenson than from

Mr. Meredith or Mr. Hardy. If creative power were
indeed as Mr. Brown imagines the supreme note of genius,

then Mr. Meredith might claim to rank with the highest.

But mankind at large will in the future, as in the past,

continue to regard expression as the chief gift of the

artist.—I am, &c., Alfred Nutt.

Sir,—It is difficult to understand why Mr. Vincent

Brown, in a paper entitled " Stevenson Looks In," pub-
lished in your issue of April 7, should have been at the

pains to reproduce the critical remarks and— if I may be
allowed to say so—the rather nauseating familiarities of a

certain Watchman towards someone whom he mistook

for the late Bobert Louis Stevenson. It was certainly a

case of mistaken identity, for B. L. S. has long since

—

alas !—gone to his own place ; and be that where it may,
it is assuredly not the place where good Watchmen go to.

Nor, despite the gentle kindliness of his nature, was
Stevenson the man to suffer a—Watchman—gladly.

So much for the manner, for the matter of the Watch-
man's criticisms one can but shrug one's shoulders and
pity the poor man. Carlyle has pointed out that we can

only see in anything what we have brought with us the

power of seeing—and there is the whole trouble in a nut-

shell. But from the wordy maze of depreciation I dis-

entangle three definite charges.

First. That Stevenson was not a genius. It is a

question for posterity. Certainly, we, who still hear the

voice and feel the touch of the dead man we never saw in

the ttesh, cannot claim to be impartial judges. But can
the Watchman so claim ?

Second. That Stevenson was a decadent because
—

'tis a
strange definition, but let it pass—his work had no
spiritual significance. Is there no spiritual significance in

the Visitor who came to Markheim in the house of

murder, in the piteous abasement of debased Huish, in

the talk with the old Cevennes peasant in Travels with a

Donkey, in the incident of the overturned canoe in An
Inland f^oyage ? He that hath eyes to see let him see.

Third. That Stevenson had no creative power. This
again is clearly a matter of opinion and of discernment.
But the Watchman settles finally the question of his own
fitness to pronounce judgment when he says it is so
because all the things wliich Stevenson did had been
done before. In a sense this is, of course, true ; but any
Literature Primer, or Mr. ^'incent Brown himself, could
have told him that this disgraceiul defect was shared by
Shakespeare also—to mention one name only.—I am, &c..

Netting Hill: April 17, 1900. Chaloner Lyon.

That Epigram.
Sir,—Our " Bookworm " is, I think, right in rejecting

the numerous claimants for the " curate's eyes " epigram

;

but has he searched for it in the epigrams of the late Mr.
R. E. Egerton Warburton, of Arley, co. Cheshire, of
hunting song celebrity ? There are numerous editions of

his poems, and the above subject is treated there in a

somewhat better literary form than any of those yet given

to us in your columns.

Some people praise our curate's eyes.

—

Their colour I cannot divine

;

He always shuts them when he prays,

And when he preaches, closes mine.

As to Mr. Crossley's authorship, I well recollect his coming

over to Arley, in the early seventies, and taking notes of

what interested him there

—

e.g., tlie legend over front

door:

This gate is free to all good men and true.

Bight welcome thou—if worthy to pass through.

So that he may have entered the epigram in question in

his note-book.—I am, &c., Bobert B.vi-eman.

Benthall Hall, Broseley : April 17, 1900.

The Missing Word.

Sir,—The award in the above-named competition does

not seem to me a very satisfactory one. Scotch, Irish, and

Welsh people would not, I am perfectly certain, care to be

referred to as Englandera. After reading Ancient Briton's

letter in the last number of the Academy, I should think

Briton would be a more suitable term. Why Englander

should be chosen I fail to see, as that word, like Anglo-

Saxon, also excludes the " Celtic fringe," and has no more

better claim to cover all British subjects than the words

Scotlander or Irelander would. I am afraid, whatever word

may be found suitable, it cannot be Englander, which is a

name that all true-hearted Scotsmen, Irish, and Welsh
would instantly object to.—I am, &c., H. Logan.

Sandgate, Prestwick: April 16, 1900.

A. J. E. writes : "In relation to Mr. Arnold White's

letter, and the words I submitted for your last week's

Competition, I beg to send you some lines for publica-

tion "
:

InVOCATION !

'Tis thy glory, England—thou in the cause of Right

Hast won, and in that cause alone, would'st win, lands

Glad to yield thee empire, and for thy Empire fight

:

Then, call them not tby Colonies, but

—

Kinlartds !

Own their people kindred, forth to the world aloud,

Despite the plaint of narrow-minded Inlanders :

Yea, speak thou them as Mother, of her oflFspring proud :

I hail ye, loyal children, as— A/y Kinhimlers !

In reference to this competition another correspondent

suggests the word " Shakespearean."

Maeterlinck and the "Contemporary Review."

Sir,—If Miss TJnderhill works as hard at understanding

Maeterlinck's Erench as she has done at misunderstanding

my English, even " Serres Chaudes " ought to have no
mysteries for her. The phrase in her first letter to which

I objected was as follows: "In all these plays [Miss

Underbill had mentioned five] Mr. Bopes, while denying J
Maeterlinck the dramatic gift, allows his power over the ^
chords of pity and dread—but rather thinks Mr, Kipling

does it better." What Miss Underbill really meant to

refer to by the word "it" in this somewhat loose sentence

I will not undertake to say ; but I took " it," naturally

enough, as meaning tlie exciting of pity and dread

generally in the minds of readers. In that case, Miss

Underbill's words, whether with or without her own
intention, implied that I had compared Kipling with

Maeterlinck generally, and declared the former to be the

greater master of pathos and terror.

As I had done nothing of the kind, I explained what
my allusion to Kipling really was. While I was dis-
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cussing " L'Intruse," L of course, mentioned Maeterlinck's
method of producing an effect of supernatural horror in

that play, and pointed out that Kipling, Maupassant, and
others use a similar method in introducing the super-
natural. But I said that to my mind the novelists were
"more convincing"—or, to quote the Fat Boy, they
" make your flesh creep " more than does Maeterlinck's
"Intruder." This does not imply that Kipling and
Maupassant are able to touch " the chords of pity and
dread " with greater mastery than is shown by Maeter-
linck. Supernatural horror is only one of these chords,
and by no means the finest. Sheridan Le Fanu " does it

better" than Kipling, some think.

But my simple explanation seems to have confused Miss
TTnderhill entirely. "It appears," she says, "that his

languid praise of Maeterlinck's use of the supernatural
applies to ' L'Intruse ' alone. I [Miss Underbill] credited
him with perceiving the same fine qualities in ' L'lnterieur

'

(sie) and 'Les Aveugles.'" It was the comparison with
Kipling, not the praise of Maeterlinck, languid or other-
wise, that I restricted to "L'Intruse"; although, as the
supernatural element comes in at the very end of " Les
Aveugles," and does not come in at all in " Interieur," I
do not see what great difference that makes. I tried to do
justice to " Les Aveugles " and " Interieur " in their
proper place, and Miss Underbill herself acknowledged
that I had treated the latter play " with something like
fairness." But no matter; Miss Underbill goes on to say,
"I now gather that he did not mean to say that 'Mr.
Kipling did it (the gradual accumulation of terror) better '

than Maeterlinck." Let me point out that I never said
that "Mr. Kipling did it better" than anybody; the
words are Miss Underbill's own.
But in her first letter Miss L^nderhill never defined what

she meant by " it
"—never hinted that it referred to " the

gradual accumulation of terror," or to the introduction of
tlie supernatural. In fact, the latter subject is not even
nientioned in her first letter. How was I to know that
she meant to refer to the supernatural—if she did—by
that accommodating " it " ?—I am, «S:c.,

April 14, 1900. Arthub E. Ropes.

[This correspondence must now cease.]

New Books Received.
\T/itM notei on some of the New Booh of the week are

preUmiiwry to Reviews that may follow.']

Shakespeake the Man. By Goldwin Smith.

Prof. Goldwin Smith is a man of such mental range
and activity that almost any serious work may be expected
from him at any time. His Guesses at the Riddle of
Existence has a kind of titular affinity to this guess at
the riddle of Shakespeare's existence. The author does
not hunt for facts. All the labours of Shakespearean
biographers have produced, in his estimation, only
" entries in municipal records, names on a roll, a lease,
or an inventory," &c. "That orange has now been
squeezed dry. It would seem better worth while to
consider under what general influences— social, political,
and religious—the life was passed." Prof. Smith con-
eiders this in seventy-and-seven pages, with margins wide
enough for an S.T.C. to annotate every sentence. (Unwin.
28. 6d.)

Makers of Literatuhe. By George E. Woodberry.

Essays on Matthew Arnold, Landor, Shelley, Lamb,
Whittier, Byron, Crabbe, and others. They are reprints
of articles from American reviews and magazines united
by no other bond than that they " comprise all of the

author's critical work which it seems desirable to reprint."

Ee-re-print would be the better word, since many of the
papers appeared in 1890 and the title Studies in Letters and
Life. (MacmiUan.)

By the Eev.
The Genius of Protestantism. R, M'Cheyne Edgar.

This is a thick-and-thin defence of the Eeformation.
The following passage in the Preface seems to shut out

discussion: "And between two systems which treat so

differently ' the faith once for all delivered to the saints
'

it ought not to be difficult to decide. No thoughtful in-

quirer will commit himself to Eome's policy of mere expe-
diency, when he has the alternative of a completed Canon
and the promised aid of the Holy Spirit. No one, more-
over, will quarrel with the Eeformation who has taken the
time and trouble to appreciate the Protestant spirit." It

is just possible that the thoughtful inquirer will decline

such partial guidance as Mr. M'Cheyne Edgar promises
(Oliphant. 6s.)

The Eelief op Lauysmith. By John Black Atkins.

Mr. Atkins has been representing the Manchester Guardian
in South Africa, and readers of his account of the war in

Cuba, contributed in despatches to the same newspaper,
will be prepared for good work. In his Cuban book Mr.
Atkins gave the spirit as well as the facts of the struggle,

and was prodigal of anecdote and telling by-way touches.

(Methuen. 6s.

)

In addition to the foregoing, we have received :

theological and biblical.
Hort {Fenton John), Village Sermons in Oatline (MacmiUan) 6/0
Pro Chnsto et Ecclesia (MacmiUan) net 4/8

HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY.
Gardner {E. G.), Temnla Primers: Dante (Dent) net I/O

Ordinale Conventus Vallis Cduliam ; The Rule of the Monastic Order of
Val-des^Cboux in Burgundy. With an Introduction by W. De Gray
Birch (Longmans) net 20/0

TRAVEL AND TOPOGRAPHY.
Geddie (John), Romantic Eiliaburgh (Sands & Co.) 6/0
Do- aldson (Gertrude), Crumbs Gathered in the East (New Century Press) 3/6

8CIEN0E AND PHILOSOPHY.
Haberlandt (Dr. Michael), Temple Primers : Ethnology (Dentl net 1/0
Sweet (Henry), Temple Primers: The History of Languaae (Dent) net 1/0
Carus (Dr. Paul), The Soul of Man... (Open Court Publishing Co., Chicago) 3/6

EDUCATIONAL.
Norton (H. G.), A Book of Courtesy (MacmiUan) 2/8
Fort (Henri), Elementary Swedish Grammar (Nutt)
Wright (Dr. J.), Elementary French Grammar (Nuttj
Otto (Dr. BmU), Elementary German Grammar (Nutt)

JUVENILE.
Widt World Adventure (Mewnes) 2/6

UIBCBLLANBOUS.
Queen's College. Galway : Calendar for 189!)-1000 (Uniy. Press, Dublin)
The Journal of Theological Studies. April (MacmilUn) net 3/0
Harrison (Eveleeu), U'jme Nursing iMacmiUan) 4/6
Birch (W. de Gray), Catalogue of Seals in the Department of Manuscripts

in the British Museum. Vol. VI (The Trustees)
The Annual of the British School at Athens. No. V (MacmiUan)
Brummel and Beau. Deportment for Dukes, and Tips for Toffs.

(Simpkin, Marshall) 1/0
St. Nicholas. Vol. XXVII MacmiUan)
The Century Magaztne. Vol. LIX.' (MacmiUan) 10/8

NEW EDITIONS.
Library of English Clawics : Boswell's Life of Johnson. 3 vols.

(MacmiUan) each 3/4
The Confesbions of Saint Augustine (Kegan Paul) net 15,0
Crawford ( F. M ), Saracinesca (Blackwood) d
Jurgensen (Alfred), Micro-Organisms Rnd Fermentation. Third Edition.

(MacUiUlan) net 10/0

%* New Novels are acknowledged elsewhere.

Special cloth cases for binding the half-yearly volume of

the Academy can he supplied for \s. each. The price of the

hound half-yearly volume is 8«. 9d. Communications should he

addressed to the Publisher, 43, Chancery-lane,
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Parodied Proverbs.

Our Weekly Prize Competition.

RESfXT OF NO. 30 (NEW SERIES).

The taste of parodying proverbs Btetns, even at Eastertide, to be

popular, and a great number of results of the wisdom of many, the

wit of one, and the ingenuity of on« more, have reached uc. Best

we like this, sent by Mr. J. J. Bell Xorthoote, Dowanhill-gardens,

QIasifow '.

A Pat may look at a Qaeen,

Among others are

:

Duplicity's the brother of oonv«nti)n.
[J. G. B., Liverpool.]

More waist less speed. [F. S., Cambridge.]

It's a wrong gain which has no earniair.

[H. W. D., London.
J

It's a long worm that has no turning.
[G. J. L., Lismore.]

[H. M. S., West Malvern.]

A switch in time saves crime. [M. B., Derby]
[A. E. W., Inverness.]

Other replies : C. S. O., Brighton ; E. B., Liverpool ; F. B., York-

shire ; A. E. R., London ; Peggy, London ; O. E., Matlock ;
H. T.,

Epsom ; A. E. T.. Clifton ; G. N.. Clifton ; D. R., London ; M. A.,

Eastbourne ; M. E., London ; L. L., Ramsgate ; J. H. S., Buxton ;

F H. J., London (see rules) : F. E. W., London ; B. H., London
;

F. A. A., Windermere : R. P. M. C, Whitby ; R. W., Sutton
;

D. F. H., London ; P. K., London ; Miss E., London ; J. L., London

(see rules') ; S. S. M., Edinburgh ; C, Redhill ; J. L. H., London
;

G. W. S., London ; F. v. S , London : L. M. L., Stafford ; A. W.,

London ; S. T., Redhill ; T. C, Buxted ; A. A„ Southport ; B. R.,

London.

Competition No. 31 (New Series).

We offer a prize of a guinea this week for the best list of the

twelve most popular characters in Dickens, in their order of popu-

larity. Everyone has hia own favourites—one would put Mr.

Mioawber first, another Mr. Pickwick, a third would vote for Mark
Tapley. a fourth for Captain Cuttle, and so on. In judging this

competition we shall resort to the pUbiicite method, selecting for

the prize the list which corresponds in the greatest number of

items with the general sense.

RuLEe.

Answers, addressed "Literary Competition, The Academy, 43,

Chancery-lane, W.C," must reach us not later than the first post

of Tuesday, April 24. Each answer must be accompanied by

the coupon to be found in the first column of p. 321, or it can-

not enter into competition. Competitors sending more than one

attempt at solution must accompany each attempt with a separate

coupon ; otherwise the first only will be considered. We wish to

impress on competitors that the task of examining replies is mudi
facilitated when one side only of the paper is written upon. It is

also important that names and addresses should always be given.

We cannot consider anonymous answers.

Spring Announcements.

Second Series.

Messrs. Sands & Co.

Humphery (George), The Land of the Amazons
Sladen (Douglas), In Sicily 32/0

Wright (H. Seppings), Thirty Years in South Africa

Imperial Interest Library : Gorst (Harold E.), China
;

Traill (H. D.), Egypt; Bryden (H. A.), South Africa

each 6/0

Sladen (Douglas), Edwaid the Black Prince: an Epic
Drama net 6/0

Costello«(B. F. C), The Gospel Story 6/0

Thurston (Rev. H.), The Holy Year of Jubilee

Kerr (Lady Amabel), A Son of St. Francis : St. Felix of

Cantalice 3/6

Steele (F. M.), Convent Life

Major (Thomas), Leaves from a Squatter's Note-Book 3/6

A 439 : the Autobiography of a Piano. Written by
Twenty-five Musical Scribes 6/0

Fiction.

White (Percy), The West End 6/0-

Uivart (St. George), Castle and Manor ; a True Tale of

our Time 6/0

G. G., The Punters : a Racing Romanc«f 6/0

Mee (Huan), A Diplomatic 'Woman 3/6

Louis (A. B.), The Devil's Kitchen 3/6

Belloc (Bessie R.), The Flowing Tide 6/6

Bayley (A. E.), The Secret of Scotland Yard 3/6

Messrs. R. A. Everett & Co.

Greener (W.W.), Sharpshooting, for Sport and 'War..net 1/0 & 1/6

Sporting Sketches : being Recollecfiong and Reflections

on a variety of subjects connected with Sport,

Horses, and Horsemen never before published. By
Nat Gould. Illustrated 6/0

Boxers and their Battles : Anecdotal Sketches and Per-

sonal Recollections of Famous Pugilists. By " Thor-

manby." Illustrated 6/0

Hayes (Captain M. H.), Among Horses in South Africa .. 5/0

Barton (Frank T.), A Handbook of Clinical Veterinary

Medicine 1*^/6

Barton (Frank T), A Handbook of Clinical Veterinary

Surgery 10/6

Dudley Lampen (Rev. C), Barcali the Mutineer: a Novel 6/0

Hynam (Ethel), The New Illustrated Fairy Book for 1900 6/0

Hayes (Captain M. H), Riding and Hunting. Enlarged

from the Third Edition of " Riding on the Flat "

Hayes (Captain M. H.), Stable Management in England
Miller (E. D.), Modem Polo. Edited by Captain M. H.

Hayes
Osborne (Oliver), W. H. E., the Voloxophist: a Novel ... 6/0

Eoberton (Wm.), Andromeda : a Lyrical Drama, and

Other Forms 6/»

Messrs. Dent & Co.

Temple Encydopeedk Primers : An Introduction to Science,

by Dr. Hill.—A History of Polities, by Prof. E.

Jenks.—The English Church, by the Very Rev. Dean
Spence.—Roman History, by Dr. Koch.—South Africa,

by Basil Worsfold.—The History of Language, by

Dr. Sweet.—Introduction to Dante, byE. G. Gardner.

-Greek Antiquities, by L. D. Bamett. —The Races of

Mankind, by Dr. Haberlandt.—The Civilisation of

India, by Romesh C. Dutt.—The Human Frame and

the Laws of Health, by Drs. R«dmann and Seiler,

Professors in the University of Lausanne. — The

English Constitution, by the Rt. Hon. Leonard

Courtney. — Modern Chemistry, by Prof. William

Ramsay Per vol., net 1/a

In the MediKval Towns Series : Moscow, by Wirt Genare.

—Assisi, by Lena Duff Gordon.—Florence, by E. G.

GardneV. Illustrated by Nelly Ericksen. . .per vol., net 3/6

In the Temple Classics : Cowper's Task.-Vaughan's Silex

Scintillins.-Carlyle's Heroes and Hero Worship.

—

Selections from Matthew Arnold's Poems.—Gold-
smith's Citizen of the World. 2 vols. ..per vol., net 1/6 & 2/0'

The Temple Classics " Extra Series " : Caxton's Version of

the Golden Legend. Edited by F. S. Ellis. 6 vols.

—Vasari's Lives of the Painters. Translated by

Allen Hind. 8 vols.—The Romaunt of the Rose.

Translated by F. 8. Ellis. 4 vols. . . .per vol., net 1/6 & 2/0

In the Haddon Hall Library : Forestry, by Dr. Nesbit.—

Hunting, by Mr. Otho Paget—Out-Door Sport, by

the Hon. Robert H. Lyttelton each, net 7/6

Continuation of the New Translation of Victor Hugo's

Romances—Les Miserables. 10 vols per vol., net 2/6

The Completion of the Larger Temple Shakespeare. 12

vols. Edited by Israel Gollancz per vol. .
net 4/6

Hinds (Allan B.), Garner of Saints: a Handy Guide to

the Lives of the Saints

Ne-w Edition.

Our Lady's Tumbler: a Twelfth Century Romance.

Translated by Rev. Philip 'Wickgteed net 1^

I
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CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS.
MEMOIRS PRESENTED to the CAMBRIDGE PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY on the

OCCASION of the JUBILEE of SIR (J. G. STOKKS, Bart., Hon. LL.D., Hon. Sc.D., Lucasian Pnifossor, lsi:)-l,sli!l. Demy 4to, 2lG. net.

AN APPENDIX to SAYINGS of the JEWISH FATHERS, containing a CATALOGUE
of MA.NDSCEIPTS and NOTES on the TEXT of ABOTH. Edited by C. TAYLOR, D.D., Master of St. John's College, Cambridge. Demy 8vo, 7a. 0(1. net.

READY MAT 1. NEW WORK BY SIR JOSHUA FITCH.

EDUCATIONAL AIMS and METHODS. Lectures and Addresses by Sir Joshua Fitch,
M.A., LL.D-, late Her Majesty's Inspector of Traming Colleges, and Author of "Lecmres on Teaching," "The Arnolds and their Inflaence on English
Education " Crown 8vo, 5s.

The forthcoming' volume consists of lectures ami addresses given in Cambridge, or before the Teachers' Gnild and other bodies of teachers in England and in
America. Its general aim is to direct attention to various aspects of educational theory and of practical work; and it includes several monographs on the lives of
distinguished ana representative teachers.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

LECTURES on TEACHING, delivered in the Qniversity of Cambridge in the Lent
Term, 1880, Crown yvo. New Edition, os.

THE EARLY HISTORY of ENGLISH POOR RELIEF. By E. M. Leonard, formerly
Student of Girton College. [Yn the press.

IMMEDIATELY—THCBD EDITION' OF "OEDIPUS COLONEUS."

SOPHOCLES. The PLAYS and FRAGMENTS, with Critical Notes, Commentary, and
Translation in English Prose, by E. V. JEBB, Litt.D., M.I'., Re^jius Professor of Greek in the University of Cambridge. Demy 8vo.

Part II. OEDIPUS COLONEUS. Third Edition. 12s. (id.

THE WESTERN MANUSCRIPTS in the LIBRARY of TRINITY COLLEGE, CAM-
BRIDGE. A Descriptive Catalogne by M. R. JAMES, Litt.D., Fellow and Tutor of King's College, Director of the Fitzwilliam Museum. Vol. I., containing
sn accoont of the Manuscripts standing in Class B. Boyal 8vo, 15s. net.

CAMBRIDGE SERIES FOR SCHOOLS AND TRAINING COLLEGES.
General Editor—W. H. WOODWARD, of Christ Church, Oxford ; Principal of University (Day) Training College, Liverpool ; and Lecturer on Education

in Victoria University.

THE EDUCATION of the YOUNG in the REPUBLIC of PLATO. Translated into
English, with Notes and Introduction, by B. BOSANQUET, M.A., LL.D., Author of "A Companion to Plato's Republic." Crown Svo, 2s. Cd.

THE MAKING of CHARACTER: Some Educational Aspects of Ethics. By John
MacCUNN, Balliol College, Oifonl ; Professor of Philosophy in University College, Liverpool. Crown Svo, 2s. Od.

Literature.—^* An acute and thoughtful book.**
Leedn Mercurn.—" A volume which deserves to be not merely road, but studied by all practical educationalists.'*

A SHORT HISTORY of the EXPANSION of the BRITISH EMPIRE, 1500-1870. By
W. H. WOODWARD, Christ ChDrch, Ozford; now the Principal of the University (Day) Trainin^^ College, Liverpool, and Lecturer on Education in
Victoria University. With 7 Miii>8, crown 3vo, cloth, 4s.; cloth e.xtra, gilt top, Es.

Athena-tm.—" Thoroughly to be lecoramended."
Manchester Oitardian.—** M.r, Woodward has produced a volume which has set a high standard for the series A workmanlike and scholarly piece of

historical study."

TBE CAMBRIDGE GEOGRAPHICAL SERIES.
General Editor—F. H. 11. GUILLEM AUD, M.D., lute Lecturer in Geography at the University of Cambridge.

OUTLINES of MILITARY GEOGRAPHY. By T. Miller Maguire. LL.D., of the Inner
Temple, Barrister-at-Law, Lieutenant Inns of Court Ritle Volunteers. Crown Svo, with 27 Maps and Illustrations, lOs. 6tl.

FIELD-MARBHAL LORD ROBERTS. V.C, writes:—" A most useful and instructive b>ok."
PaU Mall Oazette.—** Wc can strongly recommend Dr. Maguire's excellent treatise to our readers of all caUinK-^—sailor, soldier, or civilian."

THE CAMBRIDGE BISTORIGAL SERIES.
General Editor—G. W. PBOTHERO, Litt.D , late Professor of History in the University of EiUnb irgh.

A HISTORY of the COLONIZATION of AFRICA by ALIEN RACES. By Sir H. H.
JOHNSTON, K.C.B., Her Majesty's Special Commissioner in Uganda, Author of " British Central Africa," &c. With 8 Maps by the Author and J. G.
Bartholomew, Crown 8vo, 6b.

JVdm*.—*' As a text-book of African stady this book supplies a want which has baen generally felt, and should be in proportion warmly welcomed."

THE REVOLUTIONARY and NAPOLEONIC ERA,
]

HISTORY of SCOTLAND. Vol. I , To the Accession
17s'.MHl.i. liy J. H. ROHK. il.A., Christ's College. Wiih Maps and Plans. ' of Mary Stewart. By P. HUME BROWN, M.A.. LL.D., Author of
Crown "ivo. Third Impression, 4a. Od. "The Life of George Buchanan," '* The Life of John Knox," »S:c.

Crown Svo, with 7 Maps, Cs. [Vol. II. in the press.

THE UNION of ITALY, 1815-1895. By W. J. OUTLINES of ENGLISH INDUSTRIAL HISTORY.
.STILLMAN, L.H.D. (Concordia , late Correspondent to the Times in By W. CUNNINGHAM, D.D., Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge,
Borne, Author of "Tlie Cretan Insurrection of ItKjn," and of "Herze- and E. A. M(ARTHUI{, Lecturer of Gtrton College. Crown Svo, Second
gorins and the late Uprising. ' With 1 Maps, Second Edition, crown i

Edition, is.

*'"'*••
!

AN ESSAY on WESTERN CIVILIZATION in its

OTlATKr i^^ nTiirh^Klvaa ^.^A TwnKM 1/ITQ itqq economic aspects (Ancient Times). ByW. CUNNINGHAM, D.D..
SrAlN, Its (jrnJSAiMJSiSo ana UJSUAY, 14(9—1(00

' Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. Crown Svo, with Maps, Is. «a.

liy Major MARTIN HUMK. With an Introduction by B. ARMSTRONG,
M.A. With Maps, Second Edition, Revised and Corrected. Crown Svo, Us,

A HISTORY of the AUSTRALASIAN COLONIES,
from their foundation to the Tear lHfl:i, By K. JKN'KS, M.A., Retuler in

THE UNITED STATES of AMERICA, 1765—1865.
Us KDWAUD CHANNING, Assiptant Professor of History in Harvard
University. Crown Svo, witn Maps, Os.

IRELAND, 1494— 1868, with Two Introductory
English Law in the University of Oxford, formerly Dean of tbe Faculty I Chapters. By W. O'CONNOR MORRIS, County Court Judge of the
of Law in Melbourne University. With Maps. Crown svo. Second 1 United Counties of Roscommon and Sligo, and sometime Scholar of Oriel
KditiOD, «B.

I
College, Oxford. Second Edition. Crown Svo, with Map, Bs.

London: C. J. CLAY & SONS, Cambrxdgb UNiVEEsrry Press WAUEH.>uaF.. Ave Maria Lane.
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W. THACKER & CO/S
NEW BOOKS.

CLOWES NAVAL POCKET BOOK
lOOa EaiKfil bv L. G. CARE LA.UGHTOV. The
most T&ltiftble Work of Refereoc9 now available,

eonuiniDK ft full tiet of Baltleshipe, Ironcla^lii,

Guiiboatfl. Cniisers, Torpedo Boats, ft Liet of Dry
Dockn, uid nther valuable Informatiou, ooDOern-
injr ALL TKK NAVIES OF" THE WORLD,
Fifth Year of Issue. Cloih. ISmo, 68. net.

"Ilifooeof tlie moct usefal aud huidr worka of ref«renc«
00 n*nl nuUUra tluU I kaowof. ui<l iovaluftble toall who take
an Interoit In iiaraJ matier*.'—Lord C'iia 'Lks Bkkch»-urd
"Thia mlombla. oonoiM, and well-pioktru bjok The

MTanminent of the mait«r for purpoaes of reference is ad-
ntlralue."-^eofmait.

** The iDfonaatiou oontaturd upon the navies of the world It

tnoal complete and eompreheuftire."—/'alJ Malt it tetU.
"A ha'iHy rolunie fur US'* anywhere and everywhere

SorprislDftlr accurate A marvel of cheapn^'W.''
A'aval and MilUary Rteord.

A SUMMER in HIGH ASIA. A
Summer Rnmble throuffb BaltistAn and Ladskh.
By t'apt, F. E. 8. ADAIR (la*«' Rifle Biigade).
Aathor of *'Sport in Ladakh." Witha (Miajteer
on Central A*i*n Trade by Capt. H, S. GODFREV.
lit« British Join I-Commissioner at, Leh. Illus-
rated by a Series of beautimt PbotOf^rapbs and
Drawings taken on the spot, and a Map of the
Route. Medium 8vo, cloth extra, IZs. 6a. net.

•• There are few (culdea ai uood and a^ interestluK."
Saiiy A>ipt.

" Thii record of big game will appeal forcibly to iport«meu.*.
Publishert' Circular.

lie ffirea striking pictures of scenes of grandeur **

Bradford tjburvir.
A Terr readable book nf sport and ln.vel."—Spectator

**Tbe gvneral reader and the naturalist will, scarcely less
tbtii the siM>rtsman. find much in the book that is attractive or
amaiXug "—SccUmtm

*' We cordially commend ft to all sportsmen."
Asian (Calcutta).

A JAUNT in JAPAN; or, Ninety
Days' L«iive in the Par East. By Capt. 8. C. F.
JA'JKSDN. D.8.O., the Hampshire Reifimem,
r).A.A.O. Bombay. 8vo, clotb, 4s. (id. net.

BULLET and SHOT in INDIAN
FOREST, PLAIN", and HILL. With Hints to
Kesioners of Indian 8ho'^>tii)ff. By C. K. M.
HD83BLL, late Senior Deputy Oonservator of
Forests, Mysore Service. Demy 8vo, cloth, lOs. 6d.

"A useful addition t4> Indian sporting literature."—5/«<!(oft)r.
"Way be commendi:*! as dutaiuiug some well-told stories of

iport and much advice irom which bt-giuuers may protit."
••Often ent«rt(tiuing enough."— /i"**!*/. [AtAemtum.
" It is eminently practical, well written, and instructive."

.. „ . . ,
Land ami Wattr.

Wt have nothing but praise for his accuracy and for the
value of his practical advice.'—^afurrfa// Revisw.

The IMPERIAL RUSSIAN NAVY.
By FRED T. JANK, Aulh<ir of "All the World's
Fighting Ships," "The Torpedo in Peace nnd
War," Inventor of the Jane Naval War Game
(Naval Kriegapiol), 4c. With Maps, Plans, and
160 lUnstrat ions from Sketches and Drawings by
the Antnor and from Photographs. Eoyal 8vo,
30a. net.

''Mr. Jane'it book is vitlu&ble, and it is certainly very In-
alructive."—^rniy anil Vavj/ QajtiU.
" Ce nugniUque onvraffe wit« avec un sotn tout particulier,"

•'To naval itudents this volame will be ot thw utmotit value."

., , ... „ .
WegiemMomint/ yews.

Ad u|>-t&4at«. well arranged, and ooncise eQcyclup.-ciia of
the snbject. — ZtoUtf .Veit'*.
" Fill* a distluot gay in our naval literature."

Dailt Cknniat.

WHYTE- MELVILLE'S WORKS.
EDITIOM UK hi:XE. Ediied bvlhe liight Hon.
Sir IIEIIBKKT MAXWELL. Bart, -M.P 'Ihe
Volumes are printed from New Type, on Hand-
made Paper, specially manufactured for this
Edition, and handsomelr bound in buckram, with
git top*. Cclonred Frontispiece on Japanese
Vellnm and other FullPsge lUnstratione by
well-known Artist-. Vols. I. to XIII., demy 8vo.
gilt tops, £6 IDs. ed.

Other Folunut to folloa.

WITH SAMPSON THROUGH the
WAR. By W. A. M. GOODE. An Account of
the Naval Operations of the North Atlantic
Bqnadron darn g the Spanish War of lfc»8. With
Chapters sjiecially coritribTited by Bea^-Admiral
BAMPSO.-J, U.8.N., Cant. R. D. KVAN8, U.8.N
and Commander C. C. TODD, U.8.N. With For.
traits of Ullicers, Illostrations, and Maps. 8vo
ololh. 1(M. «d.

' F ,

"A graphic aocount of what took place."— ffinrinMr.
"A very admirable history of Admiral Sampwin'a doings."

„__. , .
Journal of Comvi>tTte.

"ntrenaU iDterrstIng right through, and wry well illus-
tfated."—A'avy and Army.
" Perliapa oa« of the best of worki oa the war."—^IrefcA.
"SeMMn Indeed have the technicalities of naval warfsre beea

to popularly dealt wilh.'—ATaKlit-al .Uomuios.

W. THACKER ic CO., 2, Creed L»ne, B,0.

F. V. WHITE & CO.'S
LIST.

AT ALL LIBRARIES AND BOOKSTALLS.

TWO STIRRING ROMANCES OF THE WAR.
In cloth gilt, price 3s. Od. each.

ALETTA : a Tale of the Boer In-
vasion. By BERTRAU MITFORD, Aathor of
"The Ruby Siiord," "The Induna's Wife," &c.

THE EMPIRE MAKERS: a
Romance of Adventure and War in South Africa.
By UUMK NISBKT. Author of "Bail Up."
"Tb" Rushran fiber's Sweetheirt," "The Rcvenf^e
of Vulerio," Ac.

Mow SlX'ShUUng MovoiSm
WILES of the WICKED. By

WILUAM LK QUEUX, Author of *' Ttie Day of
Temptation," " The Bond of Black," &c.

Punch Bays: *' WhoeTer takes up this book, if be l>e of an
excitthle temperameiit and impreMionaI>le nature, must l>e
prefarod to titilisu two hours at least of hit leisurt;, so as to go
tbroujrh with ti •! a single silting,"

The Literarij WorUl sajs :

•* Tliere Is no writer of sensationnt
6ctiou ti>-day who knows better tlian Mr. Le t^ucux how to work
up a myBteiyanil hold the reader eotranoed while he slowly but
surely unravels the plot, keeping hte lecret almost till the very
last paxe

THE PLAIN MISS CRAY.
By FLORENCE WARDEN, Author of "The
House on the Marsh," Ac.

LOVE'S GUERDON. By Conrad H.
CARRODBR, Author ot " A Bride of G<xl."

In cloth jrilt, price 3s. 8d.

THE GIRL AT RIVERFIELD
MANOR. By PERRINGTON PRIMM, Author
of " Bellinj? the Cat," &c.

7h« ScoUTttati says: "This novel is interesting Will be
read witli pleMure. The plot is developed with considerable
skill and streugth."

Th^ Aca'feini/ sajs : "A pleasant love-story, with spacious
backgrounds."

F. V. WBITE & CO.,
14, Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.

DIGBY,LONGiCO^«OKS
FALSELY ACCUSED. By G. Nor-

WAY. Author of ' A I^aiiKer'iufif'oiispirator."ic. Clotli.Ss
Hookinan.—" A tUTiWitig tale Tlie hook will not disappoint

those who like a sensational story."

NEW NOVEL BT MRS. LODGE.

DAVID POLMERE. By the Author
of '* The llyater>' of Monk^wood," Sic. Cloth, Os.

FOR THREE MOONS. By Frances
CAMPBELL, Author of "The Marriage of Thomasina.*'
CI th, 6s.

i/j(«ro(ure.~" There is a gootl deal of 'go' and ipirit in the
bojk— Thereader will l>e amused by it." _

NEW ROMANCE HV BRUCE HACKING.

THR TREASURE TEMPLE.
Scotsman.—*"I he tal^ ii one of excitiufj adventure and of

hairbreadth escapef. It is told with t.pint, and will 1«3 read
with keen iuterest."
Glatgow HeraliL—** A rattling story of adventure." __

THIRD IMPRESSION. NOW RfiADY.

A ROMAN MYSTERY. ByR.Bagot.
Mr. SwtNiiURNE writes: "1 have rend witli sustained and

unflagging iutercttt 'A Roman Mystery.' I think it 'iui(e an
admirable story. I have l<;nt and recommended it."

ANNE JUDGE. SPINSTER. By F. W.
ROBINSON, Author of "Grandmother's Money," &c.
Cloth. 6*.

TA« i^ (Aejwrum.—"We commend this book to the public."
7"** Daiiv TtUgraph.—" We cordially recommend the novel."

_ The (Juardian.—" A clever and a pleasing novel."*

UNDER the LINDEN. ByGillanVase
AUetupum.—"A clevor story The literary work is good.

The volume may lie nommeuded."
Standard.—'* Will giTi- the reader a good tfeal of amusemeut."
JiiMikman."" A picturcG'iue and pleasing story."
<.'rapA)c.—'The stoty will be found interest! ncr."
Swtamati.—-' The novel i* fresh and thoughtful."
Pvhlie Opinion —" A remarkable novel.

NEW NOVEL BY C. RYSBRIDOE.

EDGARS RANSOM. Cloth, 6s.
'A well-written and well-worked-out itory."

Ha/oMt /ftw»-L«tUr.
'[The book is to Iw commended.''—Jtrodford Ohaarvr.

THE "LETrRE DE CACHET," and
Other Stories. ByC. II. (Yown Hvo, cloth, 38. 6d.

"A dainty imagination wedded to a facile pen marks the
work of the writer of this book."—Ltoi*d>.

London: Digbt, Long & Co., 18, Bouverio St., KC,

DAVID NUTT, 57-59, Long Acre

A SELECTION FROM MR. NUTTS LI8T
OF RECENT PUBLICATIONS.

SCOTTISH VERNACULAR LTTERATURE

:

a Succinct History. By T. F. IIENDBRSUN. Crown Hvo.
x-4ft4 pp. Printed at the Constable Pren. Buckimm, top
Bilt,6«.

CoHlMits.—The SooUlsh Vernacular—V iiutrelsy and Romauoa
—Historical Poetry—Tlie Scottisli Fabliau and the Decay of
Romance — The Early Chaucerians — Dunlfar and Walter
Kennedy—Gavin Douglas and Sir David I^mdsay—Minor and
Uiter Poets of the Sixteenth < entury Anonymnu* Postryof
the Pift«enth and Sixteenth Centuriea—VeriMonltr Prose->
Tnditlonpl Ballads and Songs—Before RamMj—Ramaiy to
Huros—Bums afterwards.

"NORTHKRS UBRARTr—VtA.W,
SVERRISSAGA. The Saga of Kingr

Sverri of Norway. Tniuslate*! by J. SEI'HTON, M.A.
Re«d< r in IceUniiic in tnivcrsity Colle«e. Liverpool. With
lutroiluction. 2 Appendices tl. The >Ut«y-Book Ptologae
1 1. Anecdoton Svorreri : a Dafoaoe of the King agafnat the
Bishops and Clergy, out of the Oanon lAW), and 8 Maps
illuHtrativt'of Norwegian History in the Twelfth Century.
4to, xxx-'J8f« pp , half-huokram, ISs. net.

ECCLESIASTES. An Introduction to
the B?ok. an Exwetical Analysis, and a Translation, with
Notes. By TBOMAS TYLER, M.A. A New Etlition.

Demy 8vo, xii-108 pp., te. net.

OnUeiUit.—The Character. Authorship, and DAte of Ecclo-
siastes— Its Kelntion t^* Job The I'Mlms. the Prophets, and the
Book of Wisdom—The Design and tlie Book and its Connexion
wilh.Ie*iKh Hig^)ry-Maui^e>«t Iiifluen<eof Greek Philoeophy
—Style, Diction Integrity of Text, KwceptioQ into Canon, Ac.

EAGLEHAWK and CROW. A Study of
the Australian AMriginef. inclnding an Inquiry into th^ir
Origin, and a Survev of Australian Lanffoages. By JOHN
MATHEW M.A.. B.D. Demy 8vo, xvL-288 pp. With
LiDguistic Map of Australia and lUustrationt. Cloth,
uucut, 18'. net.

*»• Upwards of 70 pp. are occupied by the Comparative
Tablcft, in which some Fifty Dialect*, drawn from all i>art« of
the l^ontinent, nre repn-seotei. The material thus accumu-
lated is graphically set forth on the Linguistic Map.

POPULAR STUDIES IN MYTHOLOGY^
liOMANCK AM) FOLKLORE,

Issued at fid. net (post frt-e, 7d.i each.

A'oi. 6 and 'I have juBt appeared.

No. 5. THE POI»UL4R POErRY of thtt
FINNS. By CHARLES J. BILLSON, M.A.

No. 0. THE FAIRY MVTHOLOQV of SHAKE-
SPEARE. By ALFRED NUTT.

The /•tU-tcing Xxtmliir$ hive al'fwln >".e>t ijifu«d and 'ttH
ixeeitfed with marked favour bfi thu J'resn and Pv'Aic :—

So. 1. CELTIC and MEDI>EVAL ROMANCE.
By ALFRED NUTT.

No. 2. FOLK-LORE e What Is It, and what
is the go<xl of it ? By E. S HARTLAND.

No. 3. 088IAM and th^ 0«8IANIC LUERA-
TURE. By ALFRED NUTT.

No. 4. KINO ARTHUR and his KNIQHTt.
By JESSIE L. WESTON.

Further Numbers are in active preparation. 8ubscril>ers of
fte. &1. will receive the Numbers alr»-ndy issued, and Nos. 7-13 a*
thej* appear.

A CHEAP RE-ISSUK OF MR. TYLER'S EDITION OF
THE SONNETS.

SHAKESPEARE'S SONNETS. Edited.
with Notes and Introduction. >'v TH. TYLER, M.A.
With Apjwndin: The Herbert Fitton Theory of Sliake-

speare'K Sonnets. Square demy Hu\ xx-318-*.rj pp. With
the following IllustratiouB : I'ortriits <'i William ilerlwrt,

Karl of Pembroke, of his Mother, Mary. Countess of Pem-
broke, of Mrs. Mary Fitton, and of the Fitton Tomb at
Otkwsworth. Cloth, uncut, tis. net.

•»• Mr. Tvlei's edition of theSonnets. originally Isauetl st V2a..

won immediate reC();inition as one of the Standard Wurks u|»on

theobsiure and delicate questions involved in the iutervreta-

tion of the Sonnets. Whilst Mr. Tyler's Introduction, extend-

ing to iw page I, is mainly concerned with the exposition of his

theorv of llie relations between Pembrnke, ShaXesneare, and
Mrs. Fitton, the running commentary is devot«i! to the general

elucidation of the Sonnets. In the Appendix (the Herbert
Fitton Theory), which may be had sepamtely for Is. net, Mr.
Tyler defends his position against the criticism of Mr. Sidney
Lee

ARADIA ; op, the GOSPEL of the
WITCHES of ITALY. Difcovered. partly Edited, and
Translated by CHARLES G. LELAND illans Breitmann).
Crown Hvo, xvi-l.^l pp. Printed on Hand-made Paper,
cloth, top gilt, :i». fkl. net.

Cftn(«n'«.—How Diana gave Birth to Aradia—The Salihat.

Treguenda. or Witch-Meeting — How Diana made the Start

Kaiu—The Charm of the .Stone consecrated to Diana—The
ConjtirAtion of the I^mon—Spells to win Love, to find orbny
anything, to have a good Vintage and very goo«l Win--^Tana
and Endamone. or Diana and Endymitm—Madonna I'iant--

The House of the Wind -Tana the Moon Goddess— Diana and
the Children—The Goblin Messengers of Diana and Mercury-
Lavern.i.

ARISTOTELIS POETICA. Textum
recognovit. emendavit, in ordinem digessit secundum
s*.rieni typis d stinxit T. ^. TUCKER. Litt.D.Caiit- Svo.

T>2 pp., sewed, 2j. 6d. net.

NELSON at NAPLES. A Journal for
June l'i-:!J, ]7S»t. refuting recent Mis-starements of Capt.
Mahau and Prof. J. K. Uughwn. By F. 1'. BADHAM.
Demy ?<»o, sewe^l, Is, not (Is. la. post free).

THE LAST FEAST of the FIANNA. A
Dramatic Legend. By ALICE MILLIGAN. Himo, sewed,
0d. net rd. post free).

•«• Tliis it tlie niece which was i»erfornied with so much
success during the last seasm of tlie liiih Literary Theatre.
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SMITH, ELDER & CO/S PUBLICATIONS,
THE CAREER OF A COLONIAL STATESMAN.

AN IMPORTANT WORK ON SODTH AFRICAN POLICY.
NOW READY.—In 2 vols., demy 8vo, with 2 Portraita and 4 Maps, 28s.

THE LIFE AND TIMES OP

SIR JOHN CHARLES MOLTENO, K.C.M.G.,
First Premier of the Cape Colony.

ComprisiDg a History of Representative Institutions and Responsible Government at the Cape, and of Lord Carnarvon's Confederation

Policy, and Sir Bartle Frere's High Commissionership of South Africa."

By P. A. MOLTENO, Author of "A Federal South Africa."
IMMEDIATELY.—Large post 8vo, with Portraits and Historical Chart, 10s. 6d.

SOUTH AFRICA, PAST AND PRESENT:
An Account of its History, Politics, and Native Affairs.

Followed by some Personal Reminiscences of African Travel.

By VIOLET R. MARKHAM.
COMPLETION OF DR. FITCHETT'S POPULAR PATRIOTIC WORK

HOW ENGLAND SAVED EUROPE.
The Story of the Great War (1793-1815).

By W. H. FITCHETT, M.A., LL.D., Author of "Deeds that Won the Empire," "Fights for the Flag," &c.

JUST PUBLISHED.—Vol. IV. WATERLOO and ST. HELENA. With 16 Portraits and 10 Plans.

Contents of the Pbevious Volumes :

—

Vol. I. FROM the LOW COUNTRIES to EGYPT. With 16 Portraits and 8 Planr.

Vol. II. THE STRUQQLE for the SEA. With 16 Portraits and 6 Plans.

Vol. III. THE WAR in the PENINSULA. With 16 Portraits and 15 Plans.
SPECTATOR.—"'Riiusily the Bart of history desired Ijy the million The I j,T7'l!:i> A Tm> n —" k i.lnwin» nipre of work. We Bhoald take pleasnre

rF.^gT-':^-^
"' "•" '"'"-"^ <" "•^'^ ""»' ^"^ "^'' Empin3- and 'Fightsfor

| .„S^mtsandsStlhry. hJobtainea t.is volume."

DR CONAN DOYLE'S NEW VOLUME.
AT ALL LIBRARIES AND BOOKSELLERS'.—With a Frontispiece. Crown 8vo, 6a.i

THE GREEN FLAG; and other Stories of War and Sport.
By CONAN DOYLE, Author of "The White Company," "Rodney Stone," &c.

5J>j;C7U7'0.ff.— "Apait from their topical chiiraoter, the contents of "The
Green H !ap ' will be welcomed on their own merits. Dr. Doyle is an admirable
narrator, and when his theme is arma virumque nobody can be better company."
PALL MiLL GAZETTE.—"A. volume where all is swinging, fuU-

colonred, and sure to please."
SPBAKBR.—"'TheTe are soae things in Dr. Conan Doyle's new volume

which are ap good as anything he has ever done."

DAILY TELEORAPH.—" Few novelists of our time could have told the

story in such stirring Innguage, and the battle picture is perfect of its kmd
Altogether, the volume is admirable." ^ ,, . ...

YORKSHIRE PO 92'.— 'There is not a weak story or a dull page m this

volume. Constructive skill, genuine humour, and a mystery of style combme
to make this the most attractive volume ot short stories we have tor some time

seen."

NEW AND MUCH ENLARGED EDITION.
With nearly 100 hitherto Unpublished Letters from the Brontesi

Father and Daughters, Phctrgra^nre Portraits of Mrs. Oasktll
and of tfae Rev. A. B. Nicholls, a Portrait of the Rev. Patrick
Bronte, 11 New Illastrations. Faotimiles of a Letter by
Charlotte Bronte, and of a lage from Charlotte BronU'-'s MS
of "The Secret," &o.

On APRIL 30 h.—Large c-own Svo, cloth, gilt top, 6s.

THE LIFE OF CHARLOTTE BRONTE.
By Mrs. GASKELL.

WITH AN INTRODUCTION AND NOTES
BY CLEMENT K. SHORTER.

%• This volume is the SF.VENTH and CONCLUDING VOLUME
of THE HAWORTH EDITION of "THE LIFE and
WORKS of the SISTERS BRONTE."

THE CORNHILL MAGAZINE.
For May. Co::tents.

The Sirens Ry W.i.tkb Hooo.
Mr. Benson and Shake-
spearean Drama. By SiniisT
Lie.

•oHth african Reminiscance*
—V. Settlers a* Soldiers,
By Sir JoHir Robiswit, K.C.M.G.,

;

late Premier of Naial.
Miss Qunton of Pough-
keopsie. By lleirsv .Iames.

From the Boer Republics.
I

B> H. C. TH0MS05.
The Felons of OMr Land. By

|

lAdy GkBooKT.
The DMilculties of Mr. SuM.
By A. D. 0. M.nv.

PUBLISHED TO-DAY.—With 33 Illustrations. Crown Svo, 6s.

THE ORIGIN AND CHARACTER

OF THE BRITISH PEOPLE.
By NOTTIDGtE CHA.RLE3 MA.ONAMARA, F.R.C.S.,

Author of ' Story of an Irish Sept," " History of Asiatic Cholera," &

Price One Shilling.
The Man who Died. By
HOKAIE Av.VE.SI.EV Va( HKliL.

The Qreat Birds of the South-
ern Seas, liy r. Parkinson.

The Modern Parent. By
Stbphkw GwvKir.

The Home Army. By Heskbih
PidCHABn.

In a southern State. By
Captain I. 8. A. HsRKOitr).

Conferences on Books and
Men.-Xili. William Cowper.
By Ubbanus Sylvan.

The Isle of Unrest. Chaps.
XII(.-XV. By HisaT Bitoh
MxBRlKAir.

NEW AND CHRAPER EDITION OP SYMONDS'S "SHAKESPEARE'S
PREDECBStORP."-SHORTLY.—Large crown Svo, 7s. 6d.

SHAKESPEARE'S PREDECESSORS in
the ENGLISH DRAMA. Hy JOHN .VDDISGTON SYJIONDS.

't* This volume will be uniform with the New Editions o£ Symonds's

Travel Sketches and " The Renaissance in Italy."

NEW NOVELS.
PUBLISHED TO-DAY.—Crown 8vo, 8s.

LITTLE LADY MARY; and

HER BEST FRIEND. Tvo Stones.

By HORACE G. HUTCHINSON,
Author ot " Creatures of Circumstances," " My Wife's Politics," &c.

TO the HEALING of the SEA. By
FRANCIS H. HARDY, Author of "The Mills of pods." Crown

svo, 03. [^ ''"I ""•

THE CHICAMOiTsTONB : a Legend of
the Yukon Basin. By CLIVE PHILLIPPS-WOLLEY, Author of One

ol the Broken Brigade," &c. Crown Svo, 6s. IShortiy.

London: SMITH, ELDER & CO., 15, Waterloo Place, S.W.
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CHATTOiWINDDS'SNEW BOOKS

M. ZOLA'S New Booh,

FRUITFULNESS,
Translated and Edited hy EJRNEST
A, VJZETELLY, wUl be ready m
May 11. Croivn 8ro, cloth, 3s. 6d.

The foUoming are some extracts from notices (if the
French original, FBCOSDITB:-

" ' VvcottAitis ' is the triutnpliaut soug of life victoHotu. Id
It th« author chiutB suhlimoly 'the |>ovro of et«rnal life hy
«t«niAl love.' He ttiufTS tht> caiittclu of a whole-hearted—any,
whole-«4JUled—union of love l>«tweeD roan aud womAn.**

iUt'utw u/ Hevieua.
" Kwn thin ithort review reveals how hooeKt, how moral, how

human and comely fi the fnhle of ' F£ronditv.'. .

.

.It has many
PMM of the ftreatect Iteautr, and ia a distinctly moral book.
BoiDe ent^n^nsiDg transUtor should edit it for EnRland—Aud
for tMMtcrity,"— MaiirA««l«r tivardian.
"V"tt*' cvrtaiiily there is iiu verbal artist working in £uroi>e

KMlay whoc'juld have carried so tremendous an undertAking
toiK> Iriumphatit a close for a few hours I have laugheil
auil tamcut^'d, buffertd, triumphed, and despaired with the
hatlow* who i>eople ita pagM ; aud since I haotwn to be called
upou to itp<-ak my word respecting it, I am glad xnd proud of
the privilege of puhltc'v thanking a man of lofty genius for a
great an <l living l>ook. —Hkwkv Mcrray. in the Sunday Sun

AINSLIE'S JU JU: a Romance of
tti. Mint^Tlanil. By HAROLD BINHLOSS. Author of

111 the Niger Country." Crown 8vo, cloth, lis. fid.

" It is a capital tale in every way—in plot, incident, charac-
terlsatiou. and literary style—and defterres lo be widely read."

GUuffow HeraXd.
*' The strangeness, peril, and fascination of Auglo>Afrlcau

life are amply illustrHted."—Z>umIee Aflmrti»er.
*' Always interesting and iiowerful; an able and attractive

tory, which deserves to be widely read "—Scotaman.
"A powerful story, well told, full of incident, strenuously

nihontinauHl to enliance the main interest of the characters
and the fulfilment of their destiny."—Jtfomtii^ Po»t.

A YOUNG DRAGON. By Sarah
TYTLER, Author of *' A H<iiieymoon's Kclipse," 4c. Crown
8tfo, cloth, Sg.6d. ^

THE UNCHANGING EAST. By
ROBERT BARR. With a Frontispiece. Crown 8vo, cloth,
gilt top, 6&.

" It id a story of travel as humorous as that of Mark Twain's
' Tramp .Vtiroad,' yet in no way » ef>py of that famous work, but
sp^rklinK with a fun that is all its own."— LI'>y</'(i Htwa.

'* A pleiuutiit lKK)k of travel, likely to I>e read with interest
and enjoyment by anylxKiy who lias gone or is going that way."

'* Mr. Barr*M book of travel Is written in such rollicking spirits
that one hardly likes to sit down seriously to review It. His
journey was one long ' lark,* and his book might be described
by the same term The book, in short, is delightfully In-
ipiritlng.**- doming Pott.

NEW SIX-SHILLING NOVELS.
ANDROAIEDA: an IdyU of the

Great River. By ROBERT BUCHANAN. Authorof " The
Shadow uf the 8word.'

"This singularly powerful story Here is a strong and
stirring story, set in pioturestiue surroundings and breathing
the bri-ath ol life in every line of it,"— V'antfw Faxr.
•*lu croating the shaggy sailor savage. Matt Watson, Mr.

Buchanan ha.i been forcinle and clever ; that much abused
.Altogether, the

a Romance. By

word "iKtwerful' is excusable in this l_,
lK>ok is gooil reading."—i*aH JfoU QatetU.

THE SON of the HOUSE. By
HKIITM A THOMAS. Author of ** The Violin-Player."

"K* all.round merit is of quite a high order, and there are
timen when it might not unfairly be called hrilli.int. Well
devise.I, with a sufficiency of thought and stuff in it. it is skil-
fully and euRily put together, vivaciously written, and full of
elever workmanship. Altogether, it is a book eutertainiug Iwth
in matter aud manner throuKhout"—/"aW MallGasttU,

A SECRET of the NORTH SEA.
By AHJEKNON GI-SSING.

"Of engrossing interest.... A story pulsating with life, full of
energy and action, and abouudiug in instances of litersJT skillnd ftnlsh "-Poll UaU QaaetU.

'* A strong aud pictureftiue story..... A powerful piece of
work-"—S(a.idara.

SOUR GRAPES
J. i\ CORNISH.

"Susceptible male readers will have difficulty In deciding
whetlier kittenish Ruby Brabrooke or true-hearted Barbara
Ashl*iKh iM the more winsome."-5«>t«n*aii.

ACADEMY NOTES (foundedn3y
HKNKV 1;L.V<;K1U:RN| will W ready on the OPEN.
IiNi» ItA.\ in MAV, tut usual, aud will contain many
Copyright Picture* not to be found elsewhere. Demrsvo.

J
One Shilliog.

THE GENTLEMAN'S MAGAZINE
"II.- ShtlllliK- Monthly. C-.mints f.ir .^lAY

f.^J'Z '>^*'-"IJ "' '"^ C(1I/IUK. By H....1D BiKiiLo,..MAKAT .» 111! K.NUl.lSIIMAN. By W. R„ii«t».
OHVLLS. By Wii.i.i,)< T. I'alkbh
THK l-ETTEBS „< HE llKOSSEg. By Ai.Buit LoiisCottok.
EAST 1/(INI)(IN in the MI IU)I,E A<iE8. Bv Hakiild K. Uilu
L<)VKH ciitrNTKH-SF-Ebl, By C. Wvx:< Wiixi.).,.

Sft;*
''. KBKRIlAHIi .l.r (iKEINER. By H. Scnow W11..0K.

WlMKFEIiAl.K RhVISITEll
A ri,KA li^r a Ml TiiIIIAN CODE. By J. E. K. Stfi-uiks.
A FIN .1.- SIECLK I'll.liKr.MAtlK By F. W. LoiiwogD.
INfiMN 1KE4TIF,.-. By K B.ii»ii.,r», B A.
LUXfRV iu noOK-COLLECTINCi. By SrmKi-, U«»a».

Umdon
: OrattoA WiitDDs,lll,St.Martin'a Lane,W.C.

JUST PUBLISHED.—2 voU., demy 8yo,

cloth gilt, gilt top, 168. oet.

Witli a Map and 2U6 IlluttratieM.

PIONEERING
ON THE

CONGO.
By W. HOLMAN BENTLEY,

C!hevalier de rOrdre Rojal tin Lion; Author of "The
Dictionary ami Qrammar of the Kon^ I.angi2age.*'

"Life oo the Congo "; Translator of the ^ev^
Testament into Kon^, Ac.

This is a work of ezoeptional interest, and
narrates the anther's twenty-One years'
experience of life alon;; the shores of the
^reat Congo Rirer, and the Congo tribes which
rnhabit them. Mr, Bentley was one of the
Urst missionaries sent to the Congo by the
Baptist Society. He visited the Congo tribes

trhile they were practically nntouohed by any
foreign inflnenoe. He has lived in close con-
tact with the people, he has reduced the

Kongo Langruage to writing, is the well-

known author of the Dictionary and
Grammar of the Kongo Language, and has
translated into it the New Testament. He
has given in this work a full record of the
triumphs of the Gospel among these savage
tribes.

" It is a f^reat story well told, and wld by the man
who above all others is able to write with intimate
personal knowledge extending over the entire period,
and with many excellent qnaliflcations which are
seldom blended in a single individoal The type is

excellent, the binding suitable, and the illustrations
ahundant and admirably executed ftvery public
library should, by some means, be supplied with a
copy. Merchants who are interested in the African
trade will find many signiticant facts and Bhrewd
observations ; travellers and settlers in tropica)
conntries will find many sagacious hints for the
guarding of health against the deadly perils which
lurk in air and soil and water."

Published by the Religious Tbact Society,
66, Paternoster Bow, London.

Crown 8vo, 6s., cloth boards,

EVANGELICAL
BELIEF.

By JOHN BROADHURST NICHOLS.

CONTIHTS.

EXTERNAL CHARM OP ROMANISM.
JUSTIFICATION OP PROTESTANTISM.
THE RULE OF FAITH.

PBIVATE JUDGMENT.
THE CHURCH.
THE CHURCH—CATHOLICITr.
THE CHURCH—HER AUTHORITY,
CHRISTIAN MINISTRY.
CHRISTIAN WORSHIP.
THE SACRAMENTS.
JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH.
DISCIPLINE OF THK CHRISTIAN LIFE.

RELATION TO THE UNSEEN.
THE EVANGELICAL OUTLOOK.

"It is the work of a scholar and a writer. Its
subject has been hotly contested and thoroughly
sifted of late ; and yet Mr. Nichols is neither partisan
nor stale. His exposition of * Juslitlcation hy Faith '

is a theological contribution of striking value. His
faith in the Evangelical religion is as strong as his
grasp of its menning. For our part this is the book
we recommend - not the polemical, but the exposi-
tory—iu the present crisis."

—

Expository Times,

"A capital piece of controversial writing, clearly
and ably reasoned."—iScoffman,

Published by the Rblioious Tbact Socibty,

56, Paternoster Row, London.

A. & C. BLACK'S LIST
NOW READY.—Demy 8vo, cloth, price 7s. M. not.

DOCTRINE AND DOCTRINAL
DISRUPTION

:

Being an Examinatton of the Intelleetual
Position of the Church of England.

By W. H MALLOGK,
\uthor of •' Aristocracy and Kvolution,'* **Laboar

and the Popular Wolfnre," &c.
*' Siudeats of Mr, Matlock'tt work io otlier direc-

tioDB, knowing his quality, will read him here with
the asRarance that the cause ho pleads will liavo the
1 est said for it that a strong? and subtle int«11ect,

expert in many knowled^s and saturated with the
modem gpirit. can offer.*'—TA« Christian WorM,

NOW READY.—Domy 8vo, cloth, price 16s.

OLD TESTAMENT THEOLOGY
Or, The History of Hebrew Religion.

Vol. II. The Deuteronomic Reformation in

Century VII. b.c.

By ARCHIBALD DUFF, M.A., LL.D..
Professor of Old Testament Theology in the United

College, Bradford.

A continuation of the Author's " History of Hebrew
Religion," which seeks to present in order the religious

thinking of each writer, t«) note the significance of the

sequence, and the constant rise of reu^ous problems
and efforts for solation.

NOW READY.—Crown 8vo, cloth, price Ss. 6d.

OUTLINES OF THE
HISTORY OF RELIGION.

By JOHN K. INGRAM, LL.D.,
Author of " A History of Political Economy," "A

History of Slavery," &c.

" It bears the character of a 8olemn profession of
faith, the profession of a faith deeply pondered and
long held in silence, but now in advanced years
disclosed and commended to the thoughtful and open-
minded of mankind."—i46er<ie«» Free Preta.

A TREATISE ON ZOOLOGY.
ByE. RAYLANKESTER,M.A.,LL.D.,F.R8.,
Hon. Fellow of Kxeter Collejre, Oxford, Director of
the Natural History Departments of the British

Museum, FuUerian Trofessor of Physiolos:y and
Comparative Anatomy in the Royal Institution of
London. Profusely Illustrated. To be completed
in 10 Paru. NOW READY, Part III. TMB
ECHINODERMA. By F. A. BATHER, X{.A.»

Assisted by J. W. GREGORY. D.Sc.. and E. 8.
GOODRICH, M.A, Demy 8vo, in paper covers,
price 128. 6d. net ; or in cloth, 16s. net.

" It is marked by three characteriBtics, which,
indeed, may be ref^anied as now indispensable to any
scientific work of value—perfect lucidity in the illns-

trations. which are numerous and, of course, 8i>ecially

drawn by, or under the direction of, the author ; a
careful exposition of the historical development of
life-forms; and complete bibliographies on each
branch of the subject."

—

Literature.

NOW READY.—Demy 8vo, cloth, price 12s. Cd. net.

SEXUAL DIMORPHISM IN THE
ANIMAL KINGDOM.

A Theory of the Evolution of Secondary Sexual
Characters.

By J. T. CUNNINGH4M, M.A..
Containing ;i2 Illustrations.

"Mr. Cunningham has elalwrated a theory of evolu-
tion in answer to the problem ; What are the causes
which have pnxluced the three kinds of structural
difference in animals? He supports his theory by
facts and illustrations drawn mainly from the works
of others. A bookof distinct scientific importance. The
present volume is well ]>rinied, and profusely illus-

trated with carefully executed figures."—jPAeOuWoo*.

NOW READY.—Crown 8vo, cloth, price lis.

THE GIFTS of ENEMIES: a Novel
By G. B. MITTON,

Author of ** A Bachelor Girl in London,"
"B^ aud Tow," Ac.

This is the record of aman's life from the time when
he waited in half unconscious boredom for dead men's
shoes, into which he was destined never to Ptep, to the
day when ho discovered the richness and variety of the
best that life can g-ive. The hero. Sir Neil Hawtrey,
is by turns cricket professional and journalist, and his
life is by no means lackiuf^ in adventure and incident.
For the first time in a novel the actoal playing of
cricket takes a prominent place ; but it is so inter*

woven with the story that it will not be found teiions
even by those who know nothing of the game. A club
raid in .Soho is described so vividly as to sujri^eat that
the author was present at the time. Hawtrey*8
journalistic experiences include the exposure of a City
company, a step which has a dramatic effect on his
own fortunes. All who care for a vijforous and truth-

ful accountof present-day life will welcome this novel.

A. & C. BLACK, Soho Sqoare, London.
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The Literary Week.
In our Special Competitions, the results of whicli, with

the prize papers, are given in a Supplement included in

the present issue, eight hundred and one MSS. were
submitted. They were divided thus :

Poetry Competition 314
Short Story „ 128

Essay „ 64
Things Seen ,, 157

Topographical Essay Competition 1 09

Epigrammatic Criticism Competition 29

801

Our search was not rewarded by the discovery of any
new writer of exceptional gifts ; but the care and the

industry shown is very creditable to the amateur authors

who have submitted their efforts to us. The competitors

hail from all over the world—India, Africa, America, and
China—the majority of the efforts being by women. Six

competitors will certainly be pleased. We can only

express our regret that 795 must be disappointed.

Mb. Winston Spencer Chuhchill has declined to hurry
over the production of his book on the Natal Campaign.
It will be published , we believe, this month. Mr. Chiy:chill

is also at work on a history of the whole war.

The annual dinner of the Society of Authors will be
held on May 16. Mr. Pinero will take the chair.

Two years ago Mr. J. Or. Frazer, author of the Golden

Bough, published his great edition of P..u8anias' Description

of Greece, at the somewhat prohibitive price of six guineas.

Messrs. Macmillan have now included in their " Eversley "

series a book of some 400 pages, which contains the

introductory essay on Pausanias himself, and many finished

sketches of GJreek topography, scenery, and antiquities

which occur incidentally in the work as Mr. Frazer follows

Pausanias through his itinerary.

E. K. L. writes: "I think I noticed some while
back a reference in the pages of the Academy to the
linguistic inaccuracies of the British novelist. The
following extract is from ChapterVI. of M. Andre Theuriet's
La Petite Derniere which is appearing by instalments in

the Revue (leg Deux Mondes :
' Venez ! je suis de I'avis des

Anglais : Two it a company, three is none !
' I am not a

great reader of modem French fiction, and it is quite
possible that slips of this hind are not infrequent, but as
a faithful student of Matthew Arnold I had always
imagined the Jierue to be quite impeccable on points of

scholarship."

Mr. Bee.\ard K. Sandwell writes: "The authorship
of 'Illusion,' which you query in last week's Academy,
is by Ella Wheeler Wilcox, a poet of considerable repute
in America, though whether she is known on this side I

trow not. It appeared in the Chap- Book (H. S. Stone
& Co., Chicago), Vol. V., No. 2—that is, June 1, 1896. I
may add that the Chap-Book was the first, and incompar-
ably the best, of the American group of 'intimate'

periodicals, was edited for a time by Bliss Carman, was a
fortnightly, and died after becoming in 1897 an ordinary
and respectable review."

Mr. Sandwell sends the following " corrected version " :

Ood and I in space alone,

And nobody else in view.
And " Where are the people, Lord " I said,
" The earth below and the sky o'erhead,

And the dead whom once I knew !

"

" That was a dream," God smiled and said

;

" A dream that seemed to be true.

There were no people living or dead,
There was no earth and no sky o'erhead

—

There was only Myself and you."

" Why do I feel no fear," I asked,
'

' Meeting You here this way ?

For I have sinned, I know full well

;

And is there heaven, and is there hell,

And is this the Judgment Day ?
"

" Nay ! those were but dreams," the great God said

;

" Breams that have ceased to be.

There are no such things as fear or sin

;

Tfapre is no you —you never have been

—

There is nothing at aU but Me !

"

The Cowper celebration at Olney seems to have been
very successful, and it has wonderfully freshened the poet's

laurels. At Olney Cowper's characteristics were set forth

in an interesting way by Mr. Clement K. Shorter, who was
happy in his choice of a subject, " The Sanity of Cowper."
Comparing Cowper with other poets, Mr. Shorter said

:

He did not indulge in vulgar amours, as did Burns and
Byron ; he did not ruin his moral fibre by opium, as did
Coleridge ; he did not shock his beat friends by an over-
weening egotism, as did Wordsworth ; he did not spoil his
life by reckless financial complications, as did Scott ; or
by too great an enthusiasm to beat down the world's
conventions, as did Shelley. I do not here condemn any
one or either of these later poets. Their lives cannot be
summed up in the mistakes they made. I only urge that
as it is not good to be at warfare with your fellows, to be
burdened with debts that you have to kill yourself to pay,
to alienate your friends by distressing mannerisms, to
cease to be on speaking terms with your family—therefore
Cowper, who avoided these things, and, out of the three-
scoie years and more allotted to him. lived for some forty
or fifty years, at least, a quiet, idyllic life, surrounded by
loyal and loving friends, had chosen the surer and safer

path.

In connexion with the Cowper Centenary an effort is being
made by the churchwardens of East Dereham, in Norfolk,

where Cowper died, to complete the restoration of the
church at a cost of £1,400, and to erect a memorial window
at a cost of £400. Contributors to the fund will have
their names recorded in the parish papers, and will also

receive a photograph of Flaxman's well-known monument
of the poet in the church.
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Cowi-kr's life in Ix)ndon, before he described himself as

" a stricken deer tliat left the herd," has naturally been

little mentioned in a week when the eyes of his admirers

have been fixed on Olney. A correspondent sends us the

following notes on the few London localities connected

with Cowper

:

On leaving Westoiinster School, where he had been

cousisteutiy bullied for eight years, Cowper was placed in

an attorney's office in Ely- place, as an apprentice to the

Law. Here Thurlow, the future Lord Chancellor, was hU
fellow-clerk, and Cowper tells us that they were "em-
ployed from morning to night in giggling and making
giggle, instead of studying the law." The giggling and
making giggle were redoubled when the lads went, hs

they often did, to the house of Cowper's aunt, Mrs. Ashley

Cowper, in Southampton-row, where Cowper's two girl

cousins welcomed them to mischief. The Cowper house

was Number 30, and was the ninth beyond Southampton-
court (now Cosmo-place), going northward. It has re-

cently disappeared in the alterations which are preparing

Southampton-row for its destiny of feeding the new
"boulevard" between Holburu and the Strand.

His three years' apprenticeship ended, Cowper took
rooms in the Middle Temple, removing later to the

Inner Temple. His rooms in Pump-court have not been
identified ; but we know that he gave £250 for them, and
that his windows looked into the court where, he says,

"there are lime trees ; and the sound of water, though
passing only in pails and pitchers, is rather agreeable."

During his few years of fairly happy life in the Temple
Cowper mixed with some old Westminster scholars, who
dined together every Thursday, and called themselves the
Kousense Club. Their leader was the vivacious Bonnell
Thornton, whose burlesque "Ode on St. CeciUa's Day"
{" In strains more exalted the salt-box shall join," &c.) so

tickled Dr. Johnson. Here Cowper lived in expectation
that the ofiice of Clerk of the Journals to the House of

Lords would fall to him. In 1756 he scribbled a few
essays for Thornton's Connoisseur, the five papers num-
bered 111, 115, 119, 134, and 138 being from his ppn.
Everyone knows what happened when the House of

Lords' post was ready for the shyest of men. He quailed
hopelessly before the difficulties of the office. Sitting
in Dick's Coffee House—the eighteenth century haunt
which disappeared from Fleet-street only a year or two ago
—he read an article on suicide which seemed to fit his case
and sanction the deed he contemplated. He walked out into
the fields with a bottle of laudanum in his pocket. Fear-
ing, however, to swallow the poison, he returned to the
Temple, and ordered a coach to drive him to Tower Wharf,
where he conceived there would be opportunity for another
kind of exit. But the Thames tide was low, and a port' r

on the quay looked so forbiddingly that Cowper retreated
into the couch, and was rattled through the night streets
to the Temple. This wild hackney- drive to the Thames
may be considered Cowper's last experience of London.
His friends now stepped in.

_A coEREsi'ONDENT writes to ask whether there is an

'I
inexpensive edition of Jane Austen's works which is

light to the hand, and printed in large, clear type. I
don't want the ' dainty ' editions—they are pretty to the
eye, and light to hold, but the type is small. "What I
rather have in my mind is a volume something like the
' Standard ' edition of the Waverley Novels, published by
Black two or three years ago. These were 28. 6d. each

—

a volume to each novel ; they are light to hold, easy to
road, and have a decent appearance on the bookshelf."
We should say that Messrs. I^acmillan's 3s. 6d. edition
meets our correspondent's requirements.

The late Duke of Argyll was a splendid figure. The
aristocracy of talent and the aristocracy of birth, and vast
wealth to support both, were his. A Scottish innkeeper,
bewildered by the conjunction, said: "His Grace is in a
verra deeficult poseetion whatever. His pride of intellect
will no' let him associate with men of his ain birth, and
his pride of birth will no' let him associate with men of
his ain intellect." The Duke began his controversial

writing at a remarkably early age. Lord Houghton said

of him, " He was but seventeen when he wrote a pamphlet.

Advice tr> the Peers, and he has gone on advising us evflU

since." He gave advice, too, to men of science-, to socialists,

and to working men. Lord Tennyson, his intimate friend,

was also his sincere admiter, and his character sketch of

the Duke, eonveyed in the following lines, is worth
recalling i

O, Patriot Statesman, be thou wine to know
The limits of resistance, and the bounds
Determining concessions ; still be bold
Not only to slight praise but suflfer scdfn

\

And be thy htrart a fotttess to maintain
The day against the moment, and the yeari

Against the day ; thy voice, a music heard
Thro' all the yells and counter-yells of feud
And faction ; and thy will, a power to make
This ever-changing world of oircumstancej

In changing, chime with neVet-Changing Law,

tJSDEli the Leading " (Jeorge Douglas Campbell," foiir

pn^B ate devoted to the Duke of Argyll's works in khA

iintish Museum Catilogue. Of these the most memotaDlB
are : The Reign of Law, The Untt^n loHndations of Society,

and The Philosophy vf Bdief. In 18j4 the Duke gaVe the

world a volume of poems, entitled Burdens of Belief, a%A
Otfmr Poems. These poems evoked a good deal ot fdVoUr-

able comment, and that they ^et-e hot without quality

may be seen in the tollowihg invocation to Autumn :

Come humished autumn with thy wealth if flame
And lofty clouds that float in tender blue

;

Come leaves with tints too blended for a name,
And lakes resoftening lights that come from you;

Come gentle shadows on the mountains thrown.
High slopes all roseate at the close of day

;

Come harvest fields by golden stubbles known,
And garnered sheaves that have been borne away

;

Come perfect stillness as of sorrow born,
The passing year, as if resigned to die,

Holding reversed her sad and empty horn.
But loving yet her garlands where they He

;

Come northern wings that fly the icy seas.

Whose crash and roar break down the Polar lands

—

Come fold your pinions where ye meet the breeze
From Southern tides that bathe our warmer sands

;

Come lengthened shadows and the shortened day.
And night slow-passing on the ways of space.

With earlier gold that flames itself away
Into the splendours of her starry face.

A biography of the Duke may be confidently expected.

Of autobiography his works contain little.

Mr. Vizetelly's version of FecondiU is almost ready.
It is a translation, with certain alterations dictated by a
regard for British susceptibilities. Mr. Vizetelly says :

For me the problem was how to retain the ensemble of

ihe narrative and all the essence of the lessons which the
work inculcates, while recasting some portion of it and
sacrificing those matters of form to which exception was
taken. It is not for me to say whether I have succeeded
in the task ; but I think that nothing in any degree
offensive to delicate susceptibilities will be found in this

present version of FecondiU.

Messrs. Ghatto & Windus are the publishers.

Mr. Jerome K. Jerome's sequel to Three Men in a Boat,

entitled Three Men on the Bummel, will be published on
May 1 by Mr. Arrowsmith. The first edition consists of

20,000 copies.

Mrs. Eichard Eeynolds, of Cliff Lodge, Leeds, who
died last Saturday, had been acquainted with some cele-

brated men. The daughter of Mr. Samuel Marshall, a
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Quaker schoolmaster of Appleby, she had formed a friend-

ship with Wordsworth, with whom she had many a walk
and talk in the garden of his Grasmere cottage. She also

knew Coleridge.

Mr. Thomas B. Mosher, the well-known publisher of

Portland, Maine, sends us the following letter which has

just been sent to him with a request that he would forward
it to the addressee—Edward FitzGerald !

Sidney, O. : April 9. 1900.

Mb. Edward PitzGeuald,
Dear Sir,—I am seeking to prepare for issue soon after

the close of the present year a new departure in the line

of a book of Quotations.
Already th' re are msny compilations of somewhat similar

works, but all are mostly devoted to ancient or aged litera-

ture, and none entirely, if any even partially, devoted

to current literature, as my proposed work, "Quotations
from Productions of the Twentieth Century," vol. i., will

be.

This work, if I succeed, will contain only quotations

from books making their advent in the one year 1900.

The authors quoted and the works quoted from will be
duly credited, and no matter will be used without proper
consent bt'ing obtained.

Thus will quota'ions ke^p pace with the times, and thus
will the reading public be told who are the writers of

to-day and what tbey are writing, &c.

The work, if pubUshed, wiU be a legitimate book of

reference.

The books of 1900 will be so numerous that no one
person coidd be expected to read more than a very small
per cent, of them ; but I have provided myself with
readers, and will procuie more—enough to keep even with
the tide.

Are you willing to devote your book, Rubaiyat of Omar
Khayyam, to me for reading and use as per above state-

ment ?

If so, please forward a copy thereof, together with your
consent to the same, to—Yours, &c.,

J. W. CONKLIN.

Mr. Mosher has recently issued a quarter-dollar reprint of

the Rubaiyat, which has enjoyed a very large sale ; and
doubtless it is FitzGerald's fate in America, as in England,

to be talked about and quoted by people who have no real

appreciation of his genius. Mr. Mosher has also received

communications for Miss Christina Eossetti, Mr. Walter
Pater, Mr. John Addington Symonds, and Mr. Percy
Bysfihe Shelley

!

The Sunderland Public Library has just been presented

by Mr. Field Stansfield with a letter written by Charles

Dickens to his father, Mr. Clarkson Stansfield, H.A.
Dickens describes various visits in one of his reading
tours. The weather had been wild all over the country,

"whirlwinds everywhere," and Dickens adds this post-

script, interesting to Northumbrians

:

I wish you could have been with me (of course in a
snowstorm) one day on the Pier at Tyneniouth. There
was a very heavy sea running, and a perfect fleet of Screw-
Merchantmen were plunging in and out on the turn of the
tide at high water. Suddenly there came a golden
horizon, and a most glorious Rainbow burst out, arching
one large ship as if she were Sailing direct for Heaven.
I was so enchanted with the scene that I became oblivious

of a few thousand tons of Water coming on in an enormous
roller, and was knocked down &rx<\ beaten over by its spray
when it broke, and so completely wetted through and
through that the very pockets in my pocket-book were full

of sea.

It was at Tynemouth, by the way, that Dickens was
tickled by the story of a poor dressmaker who, when a
lady, lodging in the same house, sent her up a plate of

goose on Christmas Day, returned it with a request that

the lady would " disseminate her goose in her own sphere."

In last week's Londoner Mr. Owen Seaman has these

pleasant verses

:

TO MR. AUSTIN DOBSON
After Himself.

(Rondeau of Villon.)

At sixty years, when April's face
Retrieves, as now, the winter's cold,

Where tales of other Springs are told
You keep your courtly pride of place.

Within the circle's charmed space
You rest unchallenged, as of old,

At sixty years.

Not Time nor Silence sets its trace

On golden lyre and voice of gold

;

Our Poets' i?oet, still you hold
The laurt-ls got by no man's grace

—

At sixty years.

Mr. J. M. Barrie, who will attain his fortieth birthday
on May 9, is the subject of an article in the Temple
Magazine. The stories told of him mainly illustrate his

wish not to be interviewed, anecdoted, or otherwise dis-

turbed. When asked on one occasion to contribute an
account of his life to a volume of " living celebrities,"

Mr. Barrie began a mock biography thus : "On arrival

in London it was Mr. Barrie's first object to make a
collection of choice cigars. Though the author of My
Lady Nicotine does not himself smoke, his grocer's message
boy does. Mr. Barrie's pet animal is the whale. He
feeds it on ripe chestnuts."

American slow humour—as distinct from American
slick humour—has its points. Eead the following slowly.

Bead it line by line.

John Henderson lay dying. He was a man of sterling

qualities and fair position, a thrifty follower of life's

duties, respected by all that knew him. The old family
physician bent over his bedside. They had been boys
together.

"John," the old doctor spoke huskily, "you are going
to die. I have done all that I can. I think I ought to tell

you this. I know that you are not afraid of death, but
before you go there may be something that you would like

to say, or something that you would Hke to have done.
We have known each other all our lives. Tell me if you
want anything and it shall be done."
The sick man was silent. He looked toward the open

door of the bedroom, moved slightly, and then spoke.
" There's only one thing. And you won't think that

it's trivial and foolish, will you, doctor ? Fifteen years
ago, just as I was becoming old enough to desire some
rest and to think I had earned it, I built this house. My
oldest daughter was then just coming nineteen. There
are, as you know, five others. The youngest is nineteen
now. Now, if you don't think it's asking too much, if

you will pardon a tired old man's last request, there's just

one thing I would like to have you do for me. You say
I've got two hours more to Uve. I wish that you'd take

me up and put me on the lounge that stands in the corner

of the parlour. I hain't scarcely had a chance to go in

there for all these fifteen years, and if it ain't asking too

much, and you think I won't discommode the girls more'n
I ought to, I'd kind o' like to be in there once for a little

while before I die."

The valuable Catalogue of Drawings by Briti»h Artistt

now being compiled by Mr. Lawrence Binyon, who besides

being a poet is an assistant in the Print Department of

the British Museum, has reached its second (D-H ) volume.

The name which fills the greatest number of pages is that

of John Doyle, the " H. B. " of bygone Ftmch numbers.

But greater names than Doyle's are, of course, included,

as Flaxroan, Gainsborough, Girtin, and Hogarth, and,

among foreign artists. Hollar and Holbein.
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From the article on Euskin in the April Quarterly

Beriew : " For tender pathos and exquisite poetry nothing

can surpass the touching lines with which he ended his

last notes on Turner's drawings

:

Morning breaks, as I write, along these Coniston Fells,

and the level mists, motionlef s and grey beneath the rose

of the moorlands, veil the lower woods and the sleeping

village and the long lawns by the lake shore. Oh, that

some one had but told me in my youth, when all my heart

seemed to be set on these colours and clouds, that appear

for a little while and then vanish away, how little my love

of them would serve me when the silence of lawn and wood
in the dews of morning should be completed, and all my
thoughts should be of those whom by neither I was to

meet more."

While in Ireland the Queen accepted a copy of that

excellent book Some Experiences of an Irish R.M., by E. A.

Somerville and Martin Ross.

Mr. John Lane has this week added Browning's The

Statue and the Bust to the " Flowers of Parnassus " series.

The Gresham Publishing Company announce that early

in May they will reissue Thompson's Gardener's Assistant

under the editorship of Mr. William Watson. Mr.
Watson is an assistant curator at Kew Gardens.

Bibliographical.

It is impossible to gather from the accoimts in the daily

papers whether or not Mr. Herman Merivale's " Lyrics of

Pericles " (to which I referred the other day) were used in

Mr. Coleman's adaptation of the play as performed this

week at Stratford-on-Avon. The said "Lyrics" were
written specially for the adaptation, into which the element
of music was intended to enter largely. Five in number,
they do not rise to a very considerable poetic height.

Take, for example, these lines in "Thaisa's Dirge" :

Thaisa fair, under the cold sea lying,

Sleeps the long sleep denied to her by Earth

;

We, adding sighs unto the wild winds' sighing.
With all our mourning imder-moum her worth

;

The white waves toss their crested plumes above her.
Bound sorrowing faces with the salt spray wet.

All are her lovers that once learned to love her.

And never may remember to forget.

This last line, I need not say, is much more Victorian than
Elizabethan. Better than this is the invocation to Ceres,
beginning

:

Goddess of the golden horn.
Plenty's queen when man was bom,
Hear us when we bend the knee.
To thine high divinity :

Hear the infant's hungering cry,

Mothers' prayer no more deny

:

Shed thy store o'er field and town,
Ceres, send thy blessiog down.

Altogether, this endeavour to go hand in hand with
Shakespeare was not so successful as could be desired. It
is not so easy to collaborate with the Bard. Mr. Swin-
burne once wrote a song for introduction into performances
of " The Merry Wives of Windsor "

; but, charming as it

was (it is preserved in full in Mr. Hollingshead's Gaiety
Chronicles, page 271), it was not Shakespeare: it was
Swinburne, and very good Swinburne too.

Most of the literary talk this week is about Cowper, of
whose Task, I see, there is a new illustrated edition. There
is no getting away from Cowper. Last year there came
from America a book about him by Marion Harland—one

of a series called "Literary Hearthstones" (fancy!).

From the same generous source we also got last year a

selection from the poems. In 1898 there was an illustrated

edition of John Gilpin ; in 1896 came a selection from the

poems and a collection of the shorter poems ; to 1 895

belong an edition of the poems (Aldine) and a selection

from the Letters. The last-named had been preceded in

1 893 by a compilation of the Best Letters, sent over here

from the States. Then in 1892 Mr. Wright wrote

Cowper's Life, Mr. Benham edited his Letters, and Mrs.

OUphant edited his Select Poems. The two latter addi-

tions were to the "Golden Treasury" series; they had
appeared originally in 1884 and 1883 respectively.

Farther back than that, I think, we need not go, except to

mention Mr. Goldwin Smith's Ifonogrcph on Cowper and
Mr. Neve's Concordance to the Poems (which came out in

1887).

Two more anthologies are promised— one by "Q.,"

which is to cover the whole ground of English lyric

poetry, and the other by Mr. J. L. Brennan, which is to

deal only with the period From Blah to Arnold. The
latter, I gather, is to illustrate " the romantic revival " ;

for the former I see no particular raison d'etre, imless
" Q. " is going to make a determined effort to supersede

The Golden Treasury. Moreover, is not Mr. Arbor even

now in the throes of producing a mammoth anthology

of English verse ? " Q. " has already given us The Golden

Pomp — the rather affected title of "a procession of

English lyrics from Surrey to Shirley." Let us hope
that the new collection will not be on so elaborate a sc^e

as that.

Mr. Seaman's rondeau, addressed to Mr. Austin Uobson
on the occasion of the latter completing his sixtieth year,

is no doubt a neat Title piece of work, albeit not very

smoothly turned. I should prefer to it Mrs. E. Nisbet's

rondeau in celebral ion of Mr. Dobson, beginning

—

Your dainty muse her form arrays

In soft brocades in byegone days.

J. Eussell Lowell penned a rondeau of thanks to Mr.
Dobson for a copy of his Old World Idylls, but he seemed
not to move quite comfortably in the shackles imposed
upon him by the "form" adopted. He was hampered,
too, by a prosaic " refrain."

The monograph which Mr. Hector Macpherson has

written on the subject of Mr. Herbert Spencer, and which
is advertised to appear to-day (Friday), is not the first

attempt that has been made to popularise Mr. Spencer's

career and thought. So recently as 1894 Mr. W. H.
Hudson's book on the Philosophy and Life of Mr. Spencer

was published here, reaching a second edition ; and to the

same year belongs the appearance of the first part of Mr.
F. H. Collins's Epitome of the Synthetic Philosophy. The
issue in 1894 of a little collection of Aphorisms from Mr.

Spencer's writings may also be said to have done some-

thing to introduce the philosopher to " the man in the

street."

We are to have a sixpenny edition of The New Magdalen,

which Wilkie Collins published originally in 1873. Con-

sidering how large an advertisement the book has had
through the medium of the dramatised version, in which

Miss Ada Cavendish and (latterly) Miss Janet Achurch

were so popular, it is a little surprising that the story has

not had a greater vogue. I am open to correction if

wrong, but I fancy there has been no fresh edition

of the work since 1874, though, of course, there may
have been many reprints from stereos.

I see that Messrs. Chatto & Windus announce the im-

minent publication of a story by Mrs. Pender Cudlip

entitled Comrades True. Now, a tale named Comrades

True was issued in 1891 by Messrs. Oliphant, Anderson

& Ferrier, who would have, I suppose, some ground of

complaint against Mrs. Cudlip if she now used the title.

The Bookworm.
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Reviews.

' The Divine Chit-Chat of Cowper."

The Letters of Cowper^ Bohn's Libraries* (G. Bell &
Sons.)

Cowper's Letters. " Golden Treasury " Series. (Mac-

millan & Co. 28. 6d.)

Chablks Lamb's remark, that he coiild call no man his

friend who was offended by the divine chit-chat of

Cowper, has, after what has been abeady a long life of

usefulness, during the current week been a good deal

overworked. A Cowper Centenary such as is now raging

at Olney was bound to bring it forth, for no one else has

put the case so well. " The divine chit-chat of Cowper "

is the exact phrase. Turning over the four volumes of the

poet's Life and epistolary prattle in Bohn's Library (as we
have been doing again the past few nights), the truth of

Lamb's position is more and more apparent to us. Not to

care much about those letters is a natural and conceivable

enough state of things for many good minds to confess to
;

but to be offended by them ? The man who should be

offended by them was truly out of the Elian circle of

sympathies.

While yielding to no one in affection for Cowper's

letters, we admit to a conviction that a sympathetic yet

strongly blue-pencilled editor would certainly do them no

harm. Side by side with a pellucid stream of good sense

and good humour trickles a rivulet of Huntingdon small

beer which could be diverted out of the volumes without

injury. We do not mean such an excellent piece of

humorous writing as the account of the invasion of the

poet's home by the parliamentary candidate—a passage

from which Dickens may have learnt something—of which

this is a portion :

Candidates are creatures not very susceptible of affronts'

and would rather, I suppose, climb in at a window, than

be absolutely excluded. In a minute, the yard, the kitchen,

and the parlour were filled. Mr. Orenville, advancing

toward me, shook me by the hand with a degree of

cordiality that was extremely seducing. As soon as he

and as many more as could find chairs were seated, he

began to open the intent of his visit. I told him I had no
vote, for which he readily gave me credit. I assured him
I had no influence, which he was not equally inclined to

believe, and the less, no doubt, because Mr. Ashbumer,
ihe draper, addressing himself to me at this moment,
informed me that I had a great deal. Supposing that I

could not be possess* d of such a treasure without knowing
it, I ventured to confirm my fi st assertion, by saying, that

if I had any I was utterly at a loss to imagine where it

coidd be, or wherein it consisted. Thus ended the confer-

ence. Mr. Grenville squeezed me by the hand again,

kissed the ladies, and withdrew. He kissed Ukewise the

maid in the kitchen, and seemed upon the whole a most

loving, hissing, kind-hearted gentleman. He is very

young, genteel, and handsome. He has a pair of very

good eyes in his head, which not being suflBcient as it

should seem for the many nice and difficult purposes of a

senator, he has a third also, which he wore suspended by
a ribband from his buttonhole.

That is Cowper's happiest descriptive manner ; happiest

and least restricted. The amused satirical mind is at play

and enjoying the game. But only now and then do we
get anything so unusual as the visit of a candidate or the

escape of a hare. A selection of Cowper's Letters does, of

course, exist : the excellent little volume in the " Golden

Treasury " series ; but there is still much to be done to

prepare a serviceable and convenient edition which should

answer the purpose of the " general reader."

Yet as to what the general reader knows, or thinks, or

needs of Cowper, we are not competent to speak. " John
Gilpin " has fortunately become a nursery classic, so that

it is impossible to avoid that; but, after "John Gilpin,"

who has read through "The Task"? Who knows

(remember that we are speaking of " general readers ")

even the subject of "Tirocinium"? The exquisite lines

on receiving his mother's picture are still read, few collec-

tions of poetry being without them, and the same may be

said for a few of the shorter pieces, such as " The Loss of

the Royal George" and "The Dog and the Water Lily,"

and the translation of Vincent Bourne's " Jackdaw." But

in how many homes are Cowper^ Poems household words

to-day ? And yet his message is still what it was ; the

world has altered not at all, except on the surface, and no

one is doing his work better. The debt which English

poetry owes to Cowper is considerable, for he was the first

acceptable revolutionist against the artifice that held the

muse captive for so long before his day. We say accept-

able, because, strictly speaking, Crabbe came before

Cowper, but for every one reader that Crabbe had Cowper

must have numbered fifty. Cowper was the first accept-

able eighteenth-century poet to go straight to nature. It

is with the names of Wordsworth and Coleridge that the

great revolt is associated ; but Cowper came before them.

Cowper's work was done almost before the "Lyrical

Ballads " were talked of between the two young enthusiasts

walking in the Quantock Hills. That is, of course, all

right. Most, if not all, great movements have had a

humble foreshadower before the critical time and the

chosen force arrive, and Cowper was the last man to want

public praise. " I am merry," he wrote to Newton con-

cerning " Table Talk," " that I may decoy people into my
company, and grave that they may be the better for it."

That expresses his ambition. And to-day, no less than

ever, it is well to be decoyed into the company of this

kindly, keen-eyed, witty, poetical gentleman, whether his

medium is the limpid verse of his poetry, or the easy,

crystal, clear prose of his letters.

For how perfect a control of words he has for the ex-

pression of his divine chit-chat ! No matter what he has

to say, whether he describes an Olney neighbour, or the

sudden apparition of the hunt as he walks abroad, or the

health of Mrs. Unwin, or his views on Pope, or discusses a

religious point with one of his correspondents, he is always

the same, always deliberate and perspicuous and musical,

and yet forceful. It is the prose of everyday life carried

out to its highest power. Let us give a few excerpts taken

almost as we find them. First, a glimpse of the poet at

home (in 1782) in a letter to Joseph Hill

:

How different is the complexion of your evenings and

mine I—yours, spent amid the ceaseless hum that pro-

ceeds from the inside of fifty noisy and busy periwigs

;

mine, by a domestic fireside, in a retreat as silent as retire-

ment can make it ; where no noise is made but what we
make for own amusement. For instance here are two
rustics, and your humble servant in company. One of the

ladies has been playing on the harpsichord, while I, with

the other, have been playing at battledore and shuttlecock.

A little dog, in the meantime, howling under the chair of

the former, performed, in the vocal way, to admiration.

This entertainment over, I began my letter, and having

nothing more important to communicate, have given you

ay account of it.

Such was Cowper's life for years and years, varied only

by his occasional lapses into melancholia. Here is a

criticism

:

I return you many thanks for Boswell's Tour. I read it

to Mrs. Unwin after supper, and we find it amusing.

There is much trash in it, as there must always be in every

narrative that relates indiscrimately all that passed. But

now and then the Doctor speaks like an oracle, and that

makes amends for all. Sir John was a coxcomb, and

Boswell is not less a coxcomb, though of another kind. I

fancy Johnson made coxcombs of all his friends, and they

in return made him a coxcomb ; for, with reverence be it

spoken, such he certainly was, and flattered as he was, he

was sure to be so.

Here is a pleasant fancy forming part of an apology for
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having bo littlo time in which to write letters. Cowper

wonders how the antediluvians found the days go :

I will suppose myself bom a thousand years before

Koah was boni or thought of. I rise with the sun; I

worship ; I prepare my breakfast ; I swallow a bucket of

guatA' milk, and a dozen good sizeable cakes. I fasten a

new string to my bow, and my youngest boy, a lad of

about thirty years of age, having played with my arrows

till he h»8 stript off all the feathers, I find myself obliged

to repair them. The morning is thus spent in preparing

for the chase, and it is become necessary that I should

dine. I dig up my roots ; I wash them ; I boil them ; I

find them not done enough ; I boil them again ; my wife

is angry ; we dispute ; we settle the point ; but in the

meantime the fire goes out, and must be kindled again.

All this is very amusing. I hunt ; I bring home the prey

;

with the skin of it I mend an old coat, or I make a new
one. By this time the day is far spent; I feel myself

fatigu«<^, and retire to rest. Thus what with tilling the

ground and eating the fruit of it, hunting and walking,

and running, and mending old clothes, and sleeping and
ri^iIlg again, I can suppose an inhabitant of the primieval

world so much occupied as to sigh over the shortness of

life, and to find at the end of many centuries, that they
had all slipt through his fingers, and were passed away
like a shadow. What wonder then that I, who live in a

day of so much greater refinement, when there is so much
more to be wanted, and wished, and to be enjoyed, should

feel myself now and then pinched in point of opportunity,

and at some loss for leisure to fill four sides of a sheet like

this'r

Finally, a sentiment not without pertinence to-day, when
discussions concerning patriotism often rage too fiercely :

Mr. Newton and I are of one mind on the subject of

patiiotism. Our dispute was no sooner begun than it

ended. It would be well, perhaps, if, when two disputants
begin to engage, their friends would hurry each iu^o a
separate chaise, and order them to opposite points of the
compass. Let one travel twenty miles east, the other as

many west ; then let them write their opinions by the
post. Much altercation and chafing of the spirit would be
prevented ; they would sooner come to a right under-
standing, and running away from each other, would carry
on the combat mor« judiciously, in exact proportion to the
distance.

Let us hope that the Cowper Centenary will prompt
many persons to turn their attention to Cowper's letters.

A United Italy.

A mUory of Italian Unity : being a Political History of
Italy from 1814 to 1871. By Bolton King, M.A.
2 vols, (Nisbet.)

"It is easy to demonstrate that an united Italy has had
its disappointments ; it would be easier to prove that a
divided Italy would have had more." The reader of Mr.
Bolton King's two portly volumes will cordially endorse
this latter opinion. Nor will it need the eight hundred
pages which Mr. King has covered to convince him. The
Listory of Italy from the invasion of the Barbarians down
to the middle of the nineteenth century is only less con-
fusing in its complexity than the history of Germany over
the same period, in that the factors were, perhaps, some-
what more permanent. It is difficult to write the history
of either Germany or Italy as of an undivided whole, for
the theoretical bonds which did exist were only retained
because they did not bind, and the central points exercised
a centrifugal rather than a centripetal influence. Hence,
in any case, a history of Italy is a formidable work. The
wealth of new material on which Mr. King has drawn
must have greatly increased the magnitude of the task
which he set himself. The result is a vast storehouse of
accumulated and ordered historical facts in the history of
modem Italy, put together with the consummate skill of
a trained historian, and written down with very consider-

able attention to the form of composition. But to the
ordinar}' reader such detailed treatment is forbidding.

The whole tone of the book presupposes such an acquaint-

ance with the history of modem Europe, and of Italy in

particular, that even fairly well informed readers will

probably find themselves soon out of their depth. The
tact is, that Mr. King has assumed too hastily that hia

readers are as enamoured of the subject as ho is himself,

while he is also conscious that he is telling the story of

the struggle for Italian unity to the British public for

practically the first time at any considerable length.

Thus, the author must not be surprised if he speaks only

to a limited audience. The compensation will be, we fear,

not to his pocket, but to his pride of authorship ; for it is

a book that should be possessed by every public library

and every private one that can afford it, while no future

historian of Europe in the nineteenth century will be able

or, indeed, wiU want to ignore it.

Recent events have helped to cement the bonds between
Italy and England. An Englishman has no thought about
Italy but to wish her well. Her manifest unrest and
insecure unity fill him with nothing but apprehension and
sorrow. But perhaps, on the contrary, the fact that she

has got so far on her road towards unity ought to give him
ground for much hope. That a groat deal yet remains to

be done before the Sicilian and the Lombard feel them-
selves really part of the same nationality is quite true

;

but of the vast difficulties already overcome on the road
towards such a consummation this book is a record. We
have long ago consecrated the great names associated in

idea, though by no means always in practice, with the

great achievement. Mr. King does not remove any of

them—Mazzini, Garibaldi, Cavour, Victor Emmanuel

—

from the pedestal to which popular fame has raised them,
but he shows them in their weakness as well as in their

strength. The hero of the first volume is Mazzini, of the

second Cavour; for the note of the time to 1849 was
•aspiration, that of the following years achievement.

"The movement," says Mr. King, "that Mazzini and
Gioberti and Pius (IX.) had inspired had been essentially

religious. . . . Their generation praised God ; the new
generation thought more of keeping its powder dry. . . .

Mazzini flinched from no sacrifice. . . . The new move-
ment . . . put its faith in discipline." Hence Mazzini in

his later years descended into a vulgar conspirator, and
did more harm than good to the great cause. The fact

was that he was a theoretical republican. " In the Republic
Mazzini saw the ideal Commonwealth, where privilege

was banished, where the poor were made the State's first

care, where association and education opened an infinite

vista of progress." But Italy needed the strongest of

monarchies, strong enough to command the confidence of

the great body of the Italian people, and skilful enough
to pursue a cunning and successful foreign policy. Never-
theless it is true that " it was MazzLni's faith that made
a united Italy possible, that led even beyond the existiag

fact, beyond the schemes of federation, that till now had

been the utmost bourn of national hope, on to what
seemed the Utopian and impossible, but which his teacliing

was to make the gospel of the nation. Only through unity,

he believed and made them believij, could Italy be strong

arid democratic ; only when Rome became her capital

could she hold her place among the nations of Europe,

and teach a nobler ideal of government." Again, Mr.

King says finely of Mazzini :
" He had the genius to

see that men require unselfish motives to stir them to

noble deeds, that they will never rise above themselves

save for a great and good cause, that it needs some sacred

idea which goes to the souls of men, to move them to

action that means loss of love or home or life."

Cavour reaped what Mazzini and his followers had
sowed. " He had his ideals, but he kept them to liimself,

and ... he rarely allowed himself to be drawn a step

beyond what the practical opportunities of the moment
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warranted. His object was to make the constitution

march." "Open-minded opportunist" that he was, for

him the unity of Italy was boiind up with monarchy and
the predominance of the House of Piedmont. The political

end was to be attained somehow, and it was attained, but
rather as a g^ft from a magnanimous patron in the shape
of the French Emperor than as a spontaneous effort of the

Italian people. Hence came most of the difficulties of

subsequent years. For Mazzini's ideal Italy would have
had to wait long generations, and it might have worked
out in a shape that he would have been the first to

repudiate, but one is almost inclined to believe that the

resulting unity would have been sounder and more natiiral

than the somewhat hasty and artificially created unity

which we see.

It is true that outside circumstances were not propitious.

Cavour's death removed at a critical moment the one man
who held all the necessary diplomatic threads. Napoleon
m. gave assistance which was both indispensable and
deplorably mischievous. Almost the one stroke of luck

was the Crimean War, of which Cavour took such magni-
ficent advantage to assert the right of his country to a
place in the councUs of Europe. No less mischievous than
the French Emperor was Pope Pius IX. His undignified

attitude increased the sympathy for Italian unity in neutral

Europe, and did untold harm to his own Church, if not to

the cause of religion itself. To Garibaldi was due the union
of Naples and SicUy with the rest of the kingdom. After
that was accomplished, he was a restless and mischievous
free-lance. Finally, Victor Emmanuel—" a rough, good-
natured, bad-tempered man, of phenomenal ugliness, plain,

almost boorish, in his tastes, without a trace of genius,

but with a certain robust, direct common sense "—enables

us to understand the limits of Italian unity. There was
little idealism about the result. Victor Emmanuel, Cavour,
and Napoleon III.—a less idealistic trio perhaps scarcely

ever existed. But the unity has been achieved, however
artificial, and common sense would seem to dictate its

maintenance. Nattirally the way in which a real unity
shall be ultimately attained must be left to the Italians

themselves, but Mr. King's excellent book will help their

many English pympathisers to understand and appreciate
the magnitude of the work that still remains to be done.

Old Wives' Tales.

Storyology : Essays in Folk-lore, Sea-lore, and Plant-lore.

By Benjamin Taylor. (Elliot Stock.)

rMK. Taylor does not affect to treat scientifically the
subject of folk-lore. His object is professedly popular.
He has been content to present his reader with certain

posies of old-world superstitions, gathered under a few
;

broad divisions, which are largely indicated by the title.

Nevertheless he cannot resist a little dalliance with the
theory of myths ; and he plutnps boldly for the purely
material view of their origin from the soil, from actual

things, persons, and events. Plurality of interpretation is

a scandal to him. In his modem, analytical prepossession
that a single thing can have but a single significance, he
overlooks the possibility that a myth may, in the mind of

its inventors and early understanders, have had several

meaning^, all parallel or cognate. The sky may have been
"an airy, infinite, radiant vault," as a matter of literal

knowledge, yet symbolically a person ; nor would this

prevent it, for the convenience of another myth, assuming
the association of " a material roof." How can they be
all right ? may be a natural question ; but the thing is

possible. It is the old story of the two sides of the shield.

Only the mythological shield has many more than two
sides.

Mr. Taylor does, in dealing with the rod, admit that it

was obviously a sign of authority, and that its origin was

symbolic ; but he is far to seek when he tries to determine

that origin, suggesting Noah's olive-branch, Aaron's rod,

and what not. Not to go too far into the matter, the rod

was connected with the tree, and so symbolised vital

potency or energeia (in the Greek sense). A man's rod

signified the special potency, the sap, that was in him as

an individual—what we should now call his personality.

With this concurred the uses of the rod or staff, as support

or weapon ; for a man's vital potency was alike his stay,

his strength, and his source of effect or compulsion upon
others—of authority upon others. The king's rod showed
the divine potency in him as king. And the material of

the rod showed the kind of power symbolised—gold,

divine power ; the reed (brittle, and growing in the

waters) mere natural power, and so forth.

But we will not "consider too curiously," as Horatio
says ; the more that explanation is not Mr. Taylor's

strong point. Let us rather gather a handful of the

picturesque superstitions which he has pleasantly collated.

The moon is one of his most interesting themes. We
protest, however, at the outset against the unprincipled

attempt of Mr. Baring-Gould to lay a mythological hand
upon unoffending and innocent nursery-rhyme. Jack and
Jill are wondrously traced to a Scandinavian Hjuki and
Bil, who were caught up by the moon as they were carry-

ing a pitcher of water from the well Brygir. With a
refinement of sacrilege, Mr. Baring-Gould proceeds to

reduce Jack and Jill to moon-spots, and to suggest that

their successive falls represent the consecutive vanishing
of the moon-spots. And doubtless the cow which
vaulted the same luminary was the cow of Isis, nor
is it dubious that the invocation to the cat may have
had some obscure connexion with the puss-headed Pasht
—come the fiddle whence it may !—and, in short, the

possibilities are too frightful. This kind of thing, at least,

must be resisted.

It is more humanising to read that country lasses

sat astride stiles to greet the new moon with—"A
fine moon ! God bless her !

" as if she were a new-born
child. The Samoan man-in-the-moon, by the way, is a
woman (if we may be suffered the bull). She was one
Sina, who was cutting mulberry-bark for cloth, in a
famine-time, with her child by her. Up rose the fuU
moon—like a great bread-fruit, thought Samoan Sina.
" Why cannot you come down and let my child have a bit

of you ? " she asked—rash-tongued, for the moon, irate at

being considered edible, came down with a vengeance, and
took the whole " show " (as our cousins say) up with her.

In the full moon the Samoans still see Sina and her child's

face, and her board and maUet. Now (though Mr. Taylor
does not notice this) the name Sina is simply a feminised
form of Sin, the old Canaanitish moon-god, who has left

his name on the Desert of Sin (traversed by the Israelites)

and in many other forms. It is interesting to find that
"glamour" really rises from the association of the moon
with magic. Glam, in the nominative form gldmir, is a
poetical word in the prose Edda of India, which was, it

seems, an old name for the moon. There is a charming
legend of Southern India, told by Miss Frere, which
accounts for why the sun is blazing and avoided (by
Hindoos), the wind parching and abominable in the hot
weather, but the moon grateful, bright, and cool. Gluttony
is at the bottom of it. They are all children of a very
distant star, it appears, and one day they went to dine
with their uncle and aunt, the Thunder and Lightning.
(Most unexpected relatives!) Sun and Wind ate all they
could, but the Moon put away bits of everything for the
mother under her beautiful long finger-nails. (Heaven
save the lady's husband from a predestinate scratched face,

as Beatrice would say!) When they got home. Sun and
Wind not only had nothing in answer to their mother's

inquiries whether they had remembered her at dinner, but
"cheeked" her into the bargain. Moon, however, with a

bright smile, shook her hands, and showered down the finest
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feaat ever was seen. Wherefore their mother cursed the

Sun and Wind, but gave perpetual blessing to the Moon.

A more home-association is recalled by the rocont passage

of Good Friday ; for the hot-cross bun is nothing but a

Christianised relic of tlie cakes which the Jewish exiles (in

Jeremiah) offered to the " Queen of Heaven." These had

the image of the goddess, instead of the cross ; and moon-

rakes are still made in China during the great moon-

festival of the eight month.

The sea affords Mr. Taylor another plentiful crop, but,

on the whole, of less interest thain might be looked for.

It is largely connected with odd derivations. It is odd,

for example, to learn that the John Dory was supposed

to be the very fish from which St. Peter took the coin for

the temple-tribute ; and the two marks on either side the

mouth are the impressions of the Apostle's thumb and
forefinger, wherev^nth he drew it from the sea. Now,
St. Peter beirg tlie door-keeper of Heaven, John Dory
is just a corruption oijanitore. " Mother Cary's chickens "

are from the mediaeval belief that those birds were the

Madonna's storm warning, " Mother Cary " being Mater

Cara, the "Beloved Mother." "Davy Jones's Locker"
requires a mighty deal of believing. "Davy" is traced

to the Hindu Bevas, regarded as evil spirits—from which
root is our Devil. "Jones" is identified with Jonah, who
was marooned in a desert whale ; while the "locker "is
(toughest of all) traced to Loki, the Scandinavian spirit of

UI, who might be supposed to have his. receptacle for lost

souls at the bottom of the soa.

Perhaps that morsel will suffice for the reader's present

digestion. Mr. Taylor's book is readable and gossipy,

and will pass an agreeable hour for such as are interested

in "old wives' tales " without caring to study them deeply

or scientifically—if science can be predicated with regard

to our present knowledge of the subject. And to more
than this it does not pretend.

Edwardus Gratiosus.

The History of Edward, the Third. By James Mackinnon,
Ph.D. (Longmans.)

Dr. MacKinnon's monograph is based on " the investiga-

tion of contemporary evidence," and, if an apology for

writing once more the history of Edward the Third is

required, it may be found in the number of " new or
improved sources" made available during recent years.

Not only have many of the minor chronicles of the
fourteenth century been issued in the "Eolls" series, or in
corresponding Scotch, French, and Belgian collections, but
even Froissart himself has been, as Dr. Mackinnon puts it,

" re-created " in the magnificent editions founded upon
contemporary texts of M. Luce and Baron de Lettenhowe.

Dr. Mackinnon's volume is by no means an eulogy of
Edward the Third. He realises the bigness of the man,
"the incarnation of the aggressive English spirit," who
had the will and the strength to make the history of
England practically the history of Western Europe for
half a century. But it is his final judgment, as it must
surely be that of every unprejudiced student of the period,
that the energy was misapplied and misdirected, and that
the policy which threw France and Scotland into flames is

one of the more disastrous examples of the craving of kings
for aggrandisement. Dr. Mackinnon, indeed, is no drum
and trumpet historian. He is a little impatient with the
details of marches and slaughters ; and, having lifted the
veil of chivalry, holds it but in scant respect. "In the
wars of Edward III.," says Hallam, "originating in no
real animosity, the spirit of honourable as well as courteous
behaviour towards the foe seemed to have reached its

highest point." But Dr. Mackinnon somewhat grimly
pomts out that the courtesy soon vanishes when you get on

the actual track of one of Edward's expeditions, with its

invariable accompaniment of wasted fields, and burned
villages, and violated women. The trappings of chivalry
and romance, however, are certainly not wanting through-
out the reign. Imposing in appearance, and of fascin-

ating bearing, the king himself well became a pageant.
Edwardus Chratiosus—Edward the Graceful—the chroniclers
call him, although history has not adopted the epithet.

In the court feasts of the reign, elaborate heraldic and
chivalric ceremonial reached its highest point. The
establishment, in imitation of King Arthur at Tintagel, of
a Hound Table, and that some years later of the still

surviving Order of tho Garter, are familiar events. Frois-

sart, indeed, confused them, but they are distinct. Less
known is the story of the " Yow of the Heron," taken by
Edward in 1337, before the Hundred Years' War began.
The instigator was Robert of Artois.

One day Robert went a-hunting with his falcon and
caught a heron, with which he entered the royal banquet-
ing ball at London, where Edward was holding high
festival in honour of his guest, John of Hainault. Robert
presented the bird to the kiug, saying that he offered the
most timid of birds to the least courageous of monsrchs,
for had Edward been a man of spirit be would ere now
have laid claim to the crown of France. The king reflected

a little. " It is not true," replied he at length, "that I
am wanting in courage. I was maliciously deceived when
I did homage at Amiens to Philip of Yalois. But now
I vow to Grod, to the heron, and to the queen, that before
a year has run I shall place on her head the crown of
France, even if I have but one Englishman to oppose to
six Frenchmen." At this Robert laughed a loud and grim
laugh, and calling a damsel from the b»nqueting-t«ble,
placed the heron in her hands, and besought her to aid
him to bear it manfully in war, like King Poras, who long
ago had sworn on a peacock, borne by a young lady fair.

He then conducted her before the queen, the Earls of
Salisbury, Hereford, and Suffolk, the Bishops of Durham
and Lincoln, the Lord of Fauquemont and Walter de
Maany, who each vowed on the heron to carry war into
the kingdom of France. He next turned to John of
Hainatdt, who would fain have excused himself, saying,
with unchivalrous bluntness, that he would serve whoever
would pay best. At which the English lords laughed
heartily, and ultimately John of Hainault took the vow
with the rest, the queen adding that, with the sanction
of her husband, she vowed to Gjd and the heron that if

the king crossed the sea to vindicate his rights, she would
foUow him in his travels.

Dr. Mackinnon, we think, takes this picturesque narrative

rather seriously as history, but at least it illustrates the

temper of the fourteenth century chroniclers and their

public.

We find in Dr. Mackinnon's book a learned, a judicious,

and not an unentertaining treatment of its subject. The
style is, perhaps, a little uncouth, more particularly when
he gambols. Carlyle would appear to have stUI his hold

upon the Scotch imagination, and you recognise him, but
how far off, in such a passage as the following

:

Once more, what a fool of a world is this misguided
fourteenth century. Clearly lunatic, and, as is always the

case with lunatics, unconscious of the fact. Otherwise we
should not find sanguinary clerics ascribing to " our Lord "

the honour of such savage orgies, and giving thanks to

God accordingly. Heigho I what a perverted moral sense

sometimes lurks under stole and tunic.

Nor can we commend the absence of an index, and of what
is rapidly becoming recognised as no less essential in a

work of erudition than an index, a bibliography or hand
list of authorities.
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Discreet Satire.

Th« Trials of the Bantoch. By G. S. Street. (Lane.

3s. 6d.)

It is Mr. Street's pleasant way to assume in his books,

with unusual skill and verisimilitude, objectionable

characteristics that are really foreign to his nature. In
his Autoliography of a Boy he played at being a hateful

and very kickable little decadent pig. In the present

work he is a social parasite, a tame cat, a flatterer attached

to a wealthy upper middle-class family. This position

enables him to see all that passes and afterwards to

record it. As, for the most part, there is nothing to see

but selfishness and paltriness, snobbishness and g^eed, the

result would bo monotonous indeed were it not for Mr.
Street's happy equipment of the historian with a gift of

toadyism that causes him to view such displays with
approbation. His unassailable belief in the perfection of

Mrs. Bantock in spite of every evidence to the contrary,

and the naive manner in which this belief is stated, save
the situation, so that what is a merciless indictment of the

indulgence and spiritual apathy of the unthinking and
self-righteous rich is also a work of amusing humour.
The book is, however, too long. Two, at least, of the

episodes might well have been omitted. The man who
slapped Mr. Bantock on the back is a stage figure not
worthy of a place in Mr. Street's first-hand gallery, and the

account of the athletic sports is singularly unprovocative
of laughter and not in the least convincing. We can
neither believe that Mr. Bantock would have joined the
sack race nor that he would have won it. Mr. Street

might also have deleted certain repetitions, and we doubt
if the chapter entitled " Moss " is quite necessary to the
picture. But for the rest we have nothing but praise.

Perhaps the best thing in the book is the " Ordeal of

Eussell Bantock." We quote part of the description of

Bussell Bantock which serves as preamble to his g^eat
trial:

His private income is at present only two thousand a
year, and in his opinion that is an insufficient sum on
which, in his position, to marry ; in a few years it will be
considerably increased, and then, I believe, he will add
his influence to the institution of matrimony ; in fact, I

know that he has already fixed on his future house, though
not yet on the lady. In this matter he is wisely careful
not to commit himself, being aware that in the course of a
few years his inclrnations might change—unless, indeed, a
peculiarly desirable person (in point of rank or money)
were to be attainable, in which case he has told me in con-
fidence that he might hurry matters to an earlier issue. I

need hardly say that he belongs to two irreproachable
clubs. He has httle time for literary cultivation, but
keeps up an acquaintance with contemporary letters by
reading the reviews of new books in the Times, and he has
told me that he woiUd be quite charmed to meet a few of

the better-known writers of the period, simply as writers,

and not counting those whose social position would make
them in any case people one Ukes to know. In fact,

Bujisell is an accomplished and admirable example of
English young manhood : he is buiiness-ltke and far-

seeing, and, not disdaining the amusements natural to his

years, he pursues them with unvarying discretion.

The ordeal was the necessity, one Sunday morning in the
height of the season, to walk up Piccadilly in a frock-coat
surmounted by a pot hat. Another member of Russell's
club had accidentally taken his tall hat, leaving only the
pot hat in place. Eussell would have taken a cab had
not Lord X. suddenly accosted him and asked him to

walk his way for the purpose of discussing the conditions
attaching to the grouse moor which Mr. Bantock thought
of renting from his lordship. As Mr. Street says, " You
see the tragedy."

I have always admired the Spartan boy who said
nothing of the fox that gnawed his vitals, but what was
he to Bussell Bantock ? I watched him ; his face was
calm ; every now and then he made an intelligible reply
to Lord X. But, of course, when he had an opportunity,

he stopped for a moment to explain his distressing costume

to his friends. And even that slight mitigation was
presently denied him. After the third occasion Lord X.,

with almost inconceivable brutality, exclaimed :
" If you

mention that hat again I shall smash it in ; I'm sick of it."

Bussell bit his lip, but took the brutal hint. Not a word
of reproach did he say, and he was only twenty-six years

old!

A Melancholy Economist.

Tlu Psychology of Socialism. By Gustave Le Bon. (Fisher

Unwin. 16s.)

M. Gustave Le Bon in this volume bases his whole case

against Socialism on the assumption that Socialism is a

religion, differing from most religions in that immediate

material gain takes the place of the hope of immortality.

But as he believes that it is vain to try to suppress a

religion, we are at a loss to understand why he has written

a book of 07er 400 pages to prove the contrary. Perhaps

the explanation is that he cannot reconcile what is logically,

on his hypothesis, inevitable with the meliorism which his

study of politics has forced upon him.

This self- stultification continually appears. For example,

permitting himself to hope that regeneration might come
to the Latin bureaucratic nations by way of education, he

forgets for a moment his fatalism ; but, suddenly recovering,

he adds characteristically that a reform of education "would
imply this veritable miracle—the transformation of the

national mind." Again, after beseeching his readers to

do their utmost to keep Socialism from being tried in their

country, he smiles at his own counsels, knowing that they
" are perhaps as vain as the vows made to an invalid

whose days have been numbered by fate." The interest

of the volume is in the revelation it gives us of M. Gustave

Le Bon's philosophic bias.

The truth is, that Socialism is much less a faith to-day

than it was at the time of the French Eevolution, and
consequently it is much more reasonable in its demands.

M. Gustave Le Bon does not think that there is any
considerable Socialistic faction in England. He forgets,

probably, that the democracy here uses its " dangerous "

men and puts them into positions of trust—a more excellent

way than thrusting them into prison or suppressing free

speech. We must not forget to mention that M. Gustave Le
Bon does not find that Democracy tends towards Socialism

:

on the contrary, he believes that the liberty and free com-

petition which are the characteristics of the Democracies

of England and America make for individualism. This is

very loose thinking ; collectivism and individualism must
necessarily in complex Democracies run side by side. It

is difficult to realise that at any stage of the political

evolution either individualism or collectivism could be
perfectly eliminated. So long as human nature has a

social as well as an individual element so long will it

surround itself with institutions which shall express this

duality. A better title for the book would have been

"Economic Facts and Fancies "
; the Socialism here treated

is decidedly obsolescent, and the Psychology—the little

there is of it—is superficial.

M. Gustave Le Bon in his last two books, The Crowd
and The Psychology of Peoples, showed his mastery in

what might be called "drag-net" psychology. He has

a fine intelligence for seizing and contrasting racial

characteristics ; for analysing the emotions and elementary

concepts of a crowd ; but he lacks the dexterity and micro-

scopic sight which is able to distinguish slight variations

between group and group. " When people are gathered

together to consider a question of politics, religions, or

morals, they are the dead, not the living, who discuss.

They are the souls of their ancestors that speak from their

mouths, and their words are the echoes of the eternal voices

of the dead, to which the living are always obedient. "_ It

is in such writing as this that M. Gustave Le Bon is at

his best.
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Other New Books.

The Grkat Game. By Edwakd Spknceb.

Edward Spencer is the name on the cover, but the title-

page lets us into the secret that this is but a mere private

appellation, the name by which the author is known to the

postman and Kelly's Directory. Publicly Mr. Spencer is

Nathaniel Gubbins, of the Sporting Life or PinVUn, and
in that capacity numbers readers and admirers who are as

the sands on the seashore for multitude. T)u Great Game
seems to represent the first skimming of the milk-pan of

Mr. Spencer's recollections of the turf during the past

thirty years, for it cannot by any means exhaust his

memories or impressions. Not a dull page, not a dull

paragraph, is there in this cheery, slangful work. The
whole turf is mirrored here : its good humour, its cynicism,

its philosophy, its easy morality, its enthusiasms, its jokes.

Here is a glimpse of Leviathan Davies, one of the old

Imokmakers who had the grand manner

:

It 18 safe to prophesy that we shall never again see the

like of Davies in a betting-ring. Possessed of an unusual
stock of energy and unusual powers as a ready reckoner,

a stranger to fatigue and fear, he was absolutely unique as

a layer of odds. Amongst the earliest recollectionB of the

writer's is a day on Newmarket Heath in the fifties. And
as I write I can see the stifiF, portly figure of the then
Marquis of Exeter, as, mounted on a bald-faced cob, he
entered the outer circle of what was then the betting-ring.

At that period there was hardly a suspicion of the tumiilt

which now prevails on the reserved lawn ; and fielders, for

the most part, instead of bellowing their wants, used to

wait till a customer approached them.
" Is Mr. Davies here !" " inquired the Marquis, in most

courteous tones ; and very soon the Leviathan was facing

him on the other side of the railings.
" What can I do for you, m'lord ''

"

" What odds do you offer against my horse ? " inquired

the noble owner of , I forget the animal's name, but
it was one of the family of " Knights " who used to carry
the Stockwell colours.

" D'you want it to money, m'lord ?
"

" Certainly," said the marquis.
" I'll bet you £10,000 to £3,000, m'lord."
" Write it down, then," said the white-chokered noble,

who turned his cob's head and cantered off.

Mr. Spencer's chapter entitled " Under the Seat " should
be valuable to students of current slang. Altogether an
amusing and entertaining book. (Eichards. .5s.)

Evolution. By Frank B. Jevons.

Whatever he writes upon, whether it be primitive religion,

Greek archaeology and literature, or metaphysics, Dr.
Jevons never fails of being at least interesting. His
present volume, which appears in " The Churchman's
Library," and may be said to belong to the metaphysic of
apologetics, is no less thoughtful and no less ingenious
than its predecessors. That it is logically sound we
cannot bring ourselves to think ; and the margins of our
copy are peppered with signs of interrogation and dissent.
It is Dr. Jevons's desire to show that the processes of
evolution in the physical world are not, as Huxley urged,
indifferent to man's ideals of the good, or, as he puts it

theologically, that "the process of evolution is a revelation
of Divine love." He attempts to prove this by an analysis
of religious faith, which he regards as having precisely
the same amount of logical justification as the "faith"
which he asserts that men of science place in the " Uni-
formity of Nature," and which is presupposed in the
scientific theory of evolution itself. This seems to us very
hazardous reasoning. The faith in Uniformity, so far as
it is an intellectual necessity at all, is only justified so
long as the fact of Uniformity remains uncontradicted.
A single well-authenticated miracle would destroy it at oncp.
Faith in the omnipotence of good is, on the other hand,

contradicted daily by the existence of evil. "We do not,

of course, speak in either case of subjective faith, but

only of its logical or pseudo-logical basis. We do not

find Dr. Jevons convincing, but his book deserves the

careful consideration of all who are interested in such

metaphysical problems. (Methuen. 3s. 6d.)

A HiSTOaiOAL COMMENTAEY
ON St. Paul's

Ei'LSTLE TO THE Galatians. By W. M. Rasisay, D.O.L.

Prof. Ramsay, who has the rare merit of combining
with his profound scholarship a certain g^ace of style and
the fire of real enthusiasm, is concerned mainly with the

question who those Galatians were to whom St. Paul
addressed his letter. Commentators have been as unani-

mous as it is in the nature of commentators to be in hold-

ing that St. Paul's converts dwelt in the cities of Northern
Galatia. The Aberdeen professor, whose knowledge of

historical Asia Minor is unrivalled, exhaustively examines
the evidences bearing, however remotely, upon the status

and conditions of Northern Galatia with reference to the

phrasing of the Epistle. And he clinches his argument in

favour of the South Galatian communities by two or

three striking considerations. What was the effect of

the letter ? On the North Galatian hypothesis, nothing :

for the silence of the author of the Acts can be explained

only by the supposition that these churches were lost to

Paulinistic Christianity and that in kindness the painful

episode was passed over lightly by the historian. This

Dr. Ramsay refuses to believe of " this unique and
marvellous letter, which embraces in its six short chapters

such a variety of vehement and intense emotions as could

probably not be paralleled in any other work." To
suppose it unsuccessful were " to despair of Paul."

The letter, with its commanding and almost autocratic

tone—though I feel and confess that these adjectives are

too strong and ignore the emotion, and sympathy, and
love which breathe through the words and take much of

the sting from them—is one that could be justified only by
success. If it failed, then it deserved to fail. No man
has eny right to use such a tone to other men nnless it is

the suitable and best tone for their good ; and the issue is

the only test whether it was suitable and best.

It will be seen that Dr. Ramsay has the precioxis power of

imagination. (Hodder & Stoughton.)

Tennyson as a
Religious Teacher. By C. F. G. Masterman, M.A.

Mr. Masterman' 8 elaborate contribution to the " copious

literature " that has gathered round Tennyson is perhaps
hardly justified by the importance, in itself and for itself,

of the poet's religious thinking. He lived, indeed, in a

current of ideas, and always regarded himself as a thinker.

But ideas were of importance to him mainly as they

affected his imagination, and he was capable of holding

contradictories in solution without any very great mental

distress. He was carried along with, rather than led, the

stream of contemporary thought. Mr. Masterman's
liberal quotations make it clear, moreover, that the poems
in which Tennyson was most occupied with ideas are by
no means those in which he reached his highest pitch of

literary excellence. The book, however, is a serious and

a thoughtful, and a well-reasoned book. Mr. Masterman
comprehends the scheme of Tennyson's religion and
personal and social ethics probably more lucidly and j ustly

than he ever comprehended them himself : and tho study,

just because Tennyson was so little removed from the

plane of thought of ordinary men, becomes of interest as

an account of tendencies and compromises of thought

common to many more or less speculative minds of the

last generation. They are not the tendencies or the com-
promises prevalent just now, because we are of another

generation. But they helped to make us, and have at

least an historic interest. (Methuen.)
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Books of Travel.

In giving to the world a number of letters, and a mass
of N^otes on Sport and Travel (Macmillan), written by her
father, George H. Kingsley, Miss Mary Kingsley sketches

in her pleasant, hearty way the characteristics of the three
Kingsley brothers, Charles, Henry, and George. They
were all remarkable men ; but Miss Kingsley claims that

her father was " certainly the happiest of the three
brothers." He was a born wanderer, and it was his

delight as a medical student to be done with the term's

work at the hospital, shoulder a knapsack, and be off

for a long, solitary ramble through Germany, Switzerland,

or Austria, the Ehineland or the Thiiringen Wald, and
the remote Carpathians. He had wide, quick sympathies,
and asked nothing of life but variety and freedom. His
power of adapting himself to all surroundings and com-
panies was intuitive and remarkable. " He could listen

with rapt attention to the poems of a German school-

master, comparing them to every effort of the Teutonic
lyre, from Aine Mariechen up to Bekranfz mit Laub. He
coidd talk about guns with the foresters ; he could crack
jokes with Herr Wirth and flirt with his rosy-cheeked
daughters ; and doubtless, even in those immature days,
he put into practice his favourite precept for travellers,

and also for men who stay at home :
' Always make love

to the old ladies.' " In later years George Kingsley's
wanderings took a world-wide range ; he was much in the
South Seas, much in the Canadian forests ; he cruised on
a British warship, and indulged in " sub-glacial angling "

far north, Labrador way. This record completes a trilogy

of fame, and for its own sake was well worth giving to the
world, for it is the portrait of a true Englishman. The
Caroline Islands : Travel in the Sea of the Little Lands
(Methuen). Mr. F. W. Christian gives us a learned and
voluminous description of the islands forming the great
Caroline group. His book is a serious ethnological and
scientific account of islands which have hitherto been
familiarised to us in the books of Stevenson and Louis
Becke, from both of whom he received valuable advice.

But Mr. Christian's master in South Sea exploration is

the German traveller and naturalist J. S. Kubary, who,
although little known to fame, spent many years in

unobtrusive painstaking work among the islands of the
Pacific. Mr. Christian's special theme is the lonely island
of Ponape, with a mysterious ruined city on its east coast

—a South Sea Pompeii—which he wiU not believe was
the work of pirates or early Spanish voyagers, but to

which he ascribes an interesting and complex native origin
—supporting his views by ethnological and philological

arguments, which can probably be rightly weighed only
by a few German students. Mr. Christian's book is a
mass of rare information, of patiently accumulated detail

in archccology, folk-lore, natural history, and geography.
But the glamour of the islands is not lost on him :

" Like
Stevenson in Apemama ' I heard the pulse of the besieging
sea,' sound sweet to the ears of those who dwell in the little

sea-girt lands." To all who are contemplating a tour
in the lovely and richly interesting valley of the Ehone,
we can commend Mr. Charles W. Wood's Jn the Valley of
the Rhone (Macmillan). Mr. Wood's book is written on
the old-fashioned lines, is full of talks with guides and
peasants, little historical digressions, and miscellaneous
chit-chat. It is also admirably illustrated. At Chillon,

Aries, Le Puys, Avignon, Vaucluse, we have the same
inexhaustible flow of pleasant travel talk and lively

retrospect. A Narrative of Crimes in the Mediterranean
(Oliver & Boyd) is a journal kept by William Black, a
naval surgeon, during the Greek War of Independence
(1822-1826). Mr. Black was surgeon on H.M.S. Chanticleer,

and his journal is now issued by his nephew. The book
consists of good travel descriptions, illustrated from the
author's sketches, and criticism on the fighting between the
Greek and Turkish fleets. It is admirably produced by the
publishers.

Fiction.

The Rhymer. By Allan M'Aulay. (Fisher Unwin. 6s.)

This is a bold attempt for a beginner, as we suppose Mr.
M'Aulay to be. It is nothing less than to construct a
novel of which the secondary plot turns on the love-affair

of Eobert Burns and Clarinda—otherwise Mrs. Maclehose.
The book has decided promise. The characters, if none of

them very original or subtle, are drawn with decision and
clearness; they live and have their being. Herries, the
hero, is a very irritating prig, and the author did not
mean him to be ; but he lives : Mrs. Maclehose lives,

pretty, sentimental, good-natured, vivacious, and slipshod
of principle

; Burns himself lives, if not as he lived some
hundred years ago. The story is conventional, but it is

well and freshly told : it is studiously simple, and moves
in a simple atmosphere ; there are but four chief characters
in all. It is something to have treated such a theme, and
made it nor dry, nor pretentious, nor unreal. Mr.
M'Aulay, one may well expect, will do better work than
The Rhymer.
For it has many shortcomings, besides those which we

have already implicated. Some of the traps which are set

for the historical novelist the author has avoided. He
has skilfully indicated the local colour of the place and
period by unobtrusive side-touches, eschewing the pedantry
of formal description ; we realise the old Edinburgh, its

old fashions and pleasantly ancient ways, without being
called upon to stand aside from the story and observe.
But the language has been a stumbling-block ; his speech
bewrayeth him. Mrs. Maclehose, for instance—for chief

instance—talks now very pretty eighteenth-century talk,

perfumed with " la's !
" and the like, as with old lavender

;

and presently she is gossiping unashamed modern Scots

—

nay, falls sometimes upon jarringly present-day phrases,
"Nature has been kind to me in some respects, but one
essential she has denied me utterly ; it is that instantaneous
perception of the fit and unfit, which is so useful in the
conduct of life." Why, this is some critical article in a
Victorian weekly ; it is certainly not Clarinda. Even the
Scots, to a Southron judgment, seems to show a similar

tendency to ebb and flow into plain English. Better had
Mr. M'Aulay altogether abandoned the effort to tincture

his dialogue with archaisms, and contented himself with
keeping a distance from obtrusive modernity.
Nancy Maclehose herself has been very plausibly con-

ceived and sketched from the indications of her corre-

spondence with Bums. But the great feat which obviously
insists on our judgment is the prominent introduction of

the ploughman-poet as a realised personality. Here the
author has failed—but failed mildly. As mirrored in the
attitude of others. Bums is too modem. " The world's poet,

the singer for all time and for all hearts !
" Nancy calls

him. Not only the attitude, but the very phrases are
modem. Fashionable Edinburgh flattered and raved
about Burns as a peasant-prodigy, a poet of new and
striking genius. But that he was a singer for aU time
even his female devotees had scarce formally conceived

;

and if the idea of his becoming a "world-poet" had ever
entered their heads—as there is little likelihood and no
evidence that it ever did— they would have lacked the
epithet to utter it. For that matter, few but Scotsmen
would now give him the title. " Ye may glower," says
the working-man in the Edinburgh street, " and your eyes
be fu' o' pride—for that is Robert Burns !

" And the
working-man is again an anachronism, for the universal,

boastful peasant proprietorship in Burns is modern, a
plant of slower growth than Mr. M'Aulay would have us

imagine.
In Bums himself the author has essayed a task nigh

impossible : to depict the union in one man of the satyr

and the angel, the sensualist and the genius. The result,

as it was bound to be, is lop-sided. To depict the satyr
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WM eaay, to suggest the genius difficult. For the genius

can only be suggested, not delineated. Genius is too

elusive an attribute for that. As a consequence, we get

the satyr very vividly, but a very faint image of the

genius. The latter fails to impress himself. The touches

employed for the purpose are too obvious, too conventional.

Bums in these pages is a robust and virile young farmer

with strong and unrestrained passions and a taste for

ballad music. Worse still, the artifice to which ho is made
to lend himself for revenge upon Herries, and from which

issues the calamity of the somewhat conventional heroine,

is of inexcusable dastardliness. "We get no sufficient

palliation from the circumstance that he was drunk, and

worked upon by his boon comrade Nichol. The thing

remains unpardonable, unthinkable. It is a fault in art.

But if Mr. M'Aulay has not succeeded, he might easily

have done worse. For Bums, at any rate, is a personality,

and (that one touch apart) a conceivable personality. Mr.
M'Aulay, we repeat, has shown considerable gilt, and it

is likely he may show more.

l\oo Summers. By Mrs. J. Glenny Wilson. (Harper.)

Of the two summers, one passes in an unnamed island of

the South Pacific, the other in an English country house.

The story is of the simplest. Tells how Edward Lindsay,

a middle-aged barrister, finds in Julia a g^l to whom
years before he had rendered a service—a loan of money
to release her from an embarrassment not whoUy uncon-
nected with the attentions of a foreign nobleman. Tells

of Julia's secret betrothal to Theo Ashby, the undistin-

guished author of Friends of Aunt Marians. Tells of

Lindsay's escape from treacherous breakers. Tells of a
lady who " spoke in a low, sweet, throaty voice, in short

sentences—matters of fact and direct questions—which she
handed to her guest at intervals, as if she were cutting
pieces of bread from a very plain loaf "

; of a curate who
played " incuratical " music. Drops incidentally into

criticism, thus

:

" Yes, I think George Eliot is very pretty, but I don't
think her characters are very nice always. I do like really
fine characters in a book. Now, with Miss Brown-Smith's
people one has so much to admire ; they are so true and
noble. . .

."

This is Mrs. Wilson at her best

:

Every peak and buttress and precipice was wrapped in
a lovely garment, shading from deepest purple to fading
lilac, like the iridescent plumage of a pigeon's breast.
The foothills were darker in their impenetrable sheath of
forest ; but the plunging cUifs and the great shoulders of
the middle range floated and trembled and almost breathed
in living intensity of colour. Quick as the light ran over
the ridges the hurrying shadow followed it. Moving
bles of veiled simshine, shafts of golden air, were building
and casting down and building up again their beautiful
house of dreams, all through the amber peace of the quiet
autumn afternoon.

At her worst, facetious and ungrammatical, she shall not
be quoted at all. The story is so slight that it has seemed
not worth wliile to repeat it here ; but it is told with a
kind of tea - table smartness that gently detains the
attention.

Notes on Novels.

[TTieu notes on tfui week's l-t'ctton are not necetsarilif final.

Reviews of a selection willfollow.']

A Mountain Eubopa. By John Fox, jun.

This little story (it is a short novel with wide margins),
by the author of The Kentuckiam, secures the reader's
confidence at once. Capital is the opening description of

the meeting between the polished Clayton and the heroine,

riding on a bull in the Jellico Valley in the Far West.
The bull shied at Clayton, and, some meal being spilt,

the girl was angry. But afterwards she reflected on this,

to her, new type of man : " He was mighty accommo-
datin'. " But whiit," she asked herself as she rode slowly

homeward—" whut did he take off his hat fer ? " (Harper
& Bros.)

Outsiders, an Outlinb. By R. W. Chambeks.

The struggles of two young men in New York, by the

author of Ashes of Empire. One of them hawks a book
round. It is refused by Messrs. Klaw Bros. " Our Mr.
Gouge " explains why :

" Yeth, thir, becauth you are

unknown. . . . There are other publishers in town. . . .

There are Harperth, Stokeths, Scribnerth, Appletonths,

Holths, Macmillanths, Putnamths — all of them thome-
timeths take bookths from unknown authors. . . . Then
there are cheap publisherths. . . ." (Grant Richards.

68.)

A Gay Conspibacy. By E. W. Chambees.

Mr. Chambers is prodigal of novels this week. Here
we have a romance of the court of Luxembourg—spies,

diplomatists, lovers, grand duchesses and Excellencies.

Are not such dramatis personce being done to death ? But
this story promises well, and is well illustrated. (Harper
& Bros. 68.)

Little Lady Maby
and Her Best Friend. By Horace G. Hutchinson.

Lady Mary is a social pet who can do anything she
likes—kiss her hand to a man in White's Club as she
drives past in her mail phaeton, and become the wife of

a Prime Minister. A story of social life—gay and
touching and entirely readable. (Smith, Elder. 6b.)

Steve, the Ootlander. By Arthur Laycock.

"A Romance of South Africa." But first it is a
romance of a Lancashire village and factory life. After
that the veldt, and Eland's Laagte. " The surgeon gave
the bride away." (Digby, Long. 68.)

With the Grand Aejty By Thomas Henby
TO Moscow. Teeoan.

An historical novel closely following Napoleon's march
to Moscow and his disastrous retreat. Illustrated. (Simp-
kin, Marshall. 6s.)

The Teeasube Temi'le. By Bbuce Hackikg.

We find nothing credible in this eighteenth century
story of Jacob of Bristol and Felix Hannington, who
hate each other like poison, draw up Shylockian bonds,
and call each other " Jew " and " Christian " in ordinary
conversation. There are adventures of the hidden-treasure-

silent-valley-Brahman-temple order. (Digby, Long. 68.)

A FlOHTEB IN KlIAKI. By Ralph Rood.

" A Romance of the Present Boer War," but the war
comes in late when Lance Tyndal has enjoyed and lost a

fortune. The story ends with the relief of Ladysmith.
(John Long.)

OuE Remabi£adle Fledgeb. By Harvey Buxton.

Frederick Horatio Pledger is a schoolmaster whose
" menticultural activities were of a prosilient and desultory

nature." We spend much time in the schoolroom, and
the author, infected perhaps by its atmosphere, flings

about words like " consociated," "colligate," "trans-

animated," "droiled," "scholical," and "disploded."
(Digby, Long. 6s.)
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Compehhon Supplement.

MACIWILLAN & CQ.'S NEW BOOKS.
READY THIS DAY. AT ALL BOOKSELLERS' AND LIBRARIES.

NEW NOVEL

AGXES and EGBRTON CASTLE,
Authors of "The Pride of Jennico" (37th Thousand),

THE BATH COMEDY.
Crown 8vo, gilt top, 6s.

A f!i,y, bastling extravaganza of lore and jealousy.

ROLF BOLDREWOOD'S
LATEST NOVEL.

BABES IN THE BUSH.
A St(yry of Australian Settlers in Early Days,

Crown 8vo, gilt top, Bn.

By RODYARD KIPLING.

FROM SEA TO S EA,
and other Sketches. Letters of TraveL

By BUDYAED KIPLING.
In 2 voIh.. extra crown 6vo. red cloth, gilt tops. Us, eftcb.

MIQHWAYS AND BYWAYS 8Ktt>Ea.-lfeiv Volume.

NORMANDY.
By PEBCY DEARMEE, M.A.

With 150 Illustrations by JOSEPH PKNNELL. Extra crown 8vo, cloth
elegant, gilt top, 68. IBeady un Tuetdag.

By LORD ROBERTS.
FOETY-DNE YEARS IN INDIA. With lUustra-

tions and Plans. LIBR/LRY EDITION : In 3 vols., 8vo, 3fis. POPULAR
EDITION : In 1 vol., extra crown 8vo, 10s. net.

THE AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTH.
IMPERIAL

National Unity,
8vo, 4a. ed.

FEDERATION.
By GEORGE R. PARKIN,

MAOMILLANS MAGAZINE.
Price Is.—Contents for MAY.

l.-ASTHONVS rORTUNE. Chaoters XII[.-XV. By A.ulOE Bkcskohd.
i -THE DESIGN of AFRIKANllERI-iJl. Bj Chablm W. Bo»d.
l.-TIIE rHIIRCH anil the PDORLAW By tli.- Re». J. F. Coamsn.
i-\ isl'IRlTnALISTS CAMl' in NEW ENGLAND. By Ai.oERSo» Blahwood.
.i-KIGllTING and FOXllLNTINli. By T. E. Kiimir..
6.-THE RF.TOHN of the HEA.SONS. By the Rev. !. M. Bacoj,
7.—8TDDIE3 in gHAKESl'EAREX IIIitTURY. I. Bichard the Second. By J. L. Ettv.
8—THE CAMPAIGN of DOUAI. Chjplera XIII.-XVI. By Capt. Caieses (Royallriah

Foailien).
••• ALSO READY. VOLUME 61 (NOVEMBER to APRIL), i)rice 7s. 6d.

THE TEMPLE BAR MAGAZINE.
IMce Is.—Content, for MAY.

1.-C0RBAN. Chapters IV.-VI, By Cohstajcce Smjtii.1—"OLD OBABB."
i-ENDYMIO.N ii BARRACKS. Part IL
4._A MEM J-AMIB in PL.VOUE-STRICKEN BOMBAY,
r,.-THE IIARIIOIR PARTNERS.
6._W00LURIW;E .'HANOR, the HOME of the TtlRBERVILLES.
7.-0THEK I.MIISI IIETI0N.>I. and the BROWNING LETIERS.
8,— THE FLOWER of the FIjOCK. Chapters XVII.-XX. By W. E. NoK«r».

•,• ALSO READY. VuLl'ME U:i (JANDARV to APRIL), price •>». Ikl.

THE CENTURY MAGAZINE.
Illustrated,—Price Is, 4d.—Annual Subscription, post free, 16b.

Tlie MAY NUMBBR contalns-

PAR18IAN PASTIMES. ('The Paris of To-Day'Series.) By RiciiAnn Wuiteiko.
OLIVKR CRiiMWELU-VII. By the Riglit Hon. Jons MoaLEt, .M.P.
A LITERARY SHRINE : Dove Cottage, the Home of Wordsworth and De Qninoey. By

Wll.l.lAM K.-SPQIIT.

OS. NORTH and bi. PRI ENDS.-III. By the Author of " Hugh Wynne," S. Wii« Miicuill,
And numerouM otiur Htorua and ArticUt of Getieral Inlerett.

'.' ALSO READY, VOLDME m (NOVEMBER to APRIL), price 10s. 8d.

ST. NICHOLAS.
Illustrated.-Price Is.— Auitti.^l .Su)>Bcription, post free, 12a,

The MAY NUMBER contains:—

THE ENCHANTED AD.JUTANT-BIRD. Fairy Story. By Tnooa Jesxs,
PRETTY POLLY PERKIN.'*. Serial By GAuaisLLE E, J»i
WATCJIES for^CAKES story. By Clabinc. Beowsclu

Story.

PRETTY POLLY PERKIN.'*. Serial By Gaueislle E, J»ce«o«,
WATCHES for CAKES Story. By Clabince Beowselu
THE lOCKG PEARL-FISHER. Story. By James K. Reeve,

vin4 nwntroua otiivr Storimi for Uu yoimg.
.' ALBo RE.VDV. VOLUME 37 iSOVE.MBER to APftlIL), price «8. (Id.

MACAIILLAN c^ CO., Luii'i'£U, Loiidoii.

The Problem of
M.A. With Map, crown

WM. BLACKWOOD & SONS'
NEW PUBLICATIONS.

T» A Few Days will bb Published,

OUR STOLEN SUMMER. The Record of a Round-
ABOUT TOUK. By MARY STUART BOYD.
A. S, Boyd. In I vol., large demy Svo.

With 170 Illustrations by

At all Book.sellkss' and Libk.vbies,

FROM DOOR TO DOOR.
Author of "Our Lady of Darkness," '

Muette," Ac, &c. Crown 8vo,*Cs.

By Bernard Capes,
' Ad^'entures of the Comte de ia

Is A Fbw Days will be Published.

JOHN RUSKIN. "Modern English Writers." By
Mrs, MEYNELL. With a Biographical Chronology. Crown 8to, 2s, Od.

ADMIRAL KENNEDY'S REMINISCENCES.

HURRAH FOR THE LIFE OF A SAILOR!
Fiyrr Tiabs iit the Royal Navy. By Vice-Admiral Sir WILLIAM
KENNEDY, K C.B., Author of " Sport. Travel, and Adventure iu New-
foundland and the West Indies." With numerous lUuBtrations from
Sketches by the Author. Demy Svo, 12s. 6d.

"Sir William Kenneily'sbook is a pearl of price. Bright with huui'^ur, gay wiadum is

found on every pige. It la beyouil the power of any reviewer to coudense such a book. It
muBt be read to Ije enjoyed....Altogether this is a most delightful hook.""—Daily Chronicle.

"Among the most interesting and amusinz books of its kind Written with aii

unsophisticated freshness and a sense or humour which keeps us cither iu laughter or ou the
tiptoe of expectation— We only wish that everyone who undertakes to write his reniiuis-
oences bad naif the literary faculty of Admiral Kennedy, half the sense of humour, and half
the same power of combining perspicuity with brevity in his descriptions and anecdotes-"

atandard-

SYDNEY QRIER'S NEH NOVEL,

THE KINGS OF THE EAST. A Romance of the
WEAK Fltuke. By SYDNEY C. GRIER. Author of "Like Another
Helen," "An tJucrowned King," " His Excellency's English Governess,"
" In Furthest Ind," Ac. Crown Svo, 6s.

" The intelligent reader will quickly perceive the possibilities of tbis plot in the hands of

an expert like Mr. Grier. . .The story keeps up its interest all through."—,Spfc(aeor.
"

' The Kings of the Kast ' should win the somewhat rare distinction of interesting the
public by careful work. It is dramatic in the best sense."—<S'afurc£aj/ Review.

" It is imtHMsible to give an idea of all )hat this book contains—of the adventures, of the
different love atories, the high hopes, and deep disappointments which are related without
padding of any sort"—A'wrtdai/ Timz»,

ANDREW LANG'S HISTORY OF SCOTLAND.

A HISTORY OF SCOTLAND FROM THE ROMAN
OCCUPATION. By ANDREW LANG. Vol. I. With Photogravure
Frontispiece and 4 Maps. Demy 8vo, ISs. net.

" sir. Lang is justified in undertaking the ambitious task which he hae set himself. IIu
jiuseesses undoubtedly many of the best qualifications for it—amazing industry and power of
hard work, originality and independence of judgment, a critical temper with a saving sense
of humour, icsigfit into character, and a briglit and facile pen. . . . lie is always suggestive an
stimulating lie is by no means a mere narrator, for he has a gift of seizing .ind presenting
with lucidity certain leading ideas which light up the whole history."—.4(/wmtum.

" lie has proved master of his task ; all doubt about that must be dispelled by his first

volume He e.xcels in reviving the seeming aud sentiment of tlie middle ages. We do not
remember to have read a synthetic sketch of social conaitions of any given period at once so

faithful and so vivid as tliat of twelflh-century Scotland We have no hesitation iu
pronouncing the latest history of Scotland to be the most readable, and, taking account of

the OK that bBs been made of recent specialist research, the most complete."—Liferaturc.

This Day its Pcblished.

ABERDEEN AND BANFF. Being a New Volume
of the *'Coua\tv HiST0ii«.4 op Scotland." By WILLIAM WATT,
Editor of Aberdeen "Daily Free Press." With Maps. Demy Svo,

78. 6d. net.

"It is a model of what such u book should l>e. It is always to the point, selection and
compression are observed witli masterly skill, and practically the history of Aberdeen is

almost a study of what is essential in the making of Scotland."
Mr. Anukkw L.iNU in the Dxily Sews.

BLACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE.
No. 1015, MAY, 1900.— 2s. Od,

THE NEW HISTORY OF SCOTLAND. AN EPI.SODE OF THE INDIAN
MUTINY; Mv AitvENTCROos Escai'e—The Sieoe—We Take to the Koats-Disaster-The

Fate of iU CiMI'asioss. SOME PROBLEMS OF RAILWAY MANAGEMENT.
VALUE OF THE WATER OF THE GREAT RIVERS OF INDIA.— LORD JIM: A
SKETCH. Bi JOSEPH CONRAD. MUSINGS WITHOUT METHOD: Tue CuAaAtiER

Ot TflE ASAKCUIST — iRBESrOKSinLE BlOCHAfllERb — TuK ANARCHISTS Of LiTERATCHE —A
Mopest CoTfcKiK—The Cult of Edwaro FitzGehalp-Toiuas Smollett anu his latest

CBiTic— DIARY OF A BOER BEFORE LADVSMITH. TWO GREAT SOLDIERS,— THE INTELLIGENCE DEPARTMENT, Bv MajorGeneual F, S. RUSSELL,
CM.G., MP, THE WAR OPERATIONS IN BOOTH AFRICA : VI.-BLOEiiroMKiK—

OoB Lost OppoBTCSiTiEa—The Lapysuitu Keliei Operatio.ss : A Critici»h chom the

Frost—A Beo&eh Ipol, _^ ^__^

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD & SONS,
KuiNiiUKGii ANU London.
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FROM

MR. GRANT BICHABDS'S LIST.

SKC'OSD EDITION, RBVI8KD AND ENLARGED.

THE OPEN ROAD: A Little Book for
W»Tfarer». Comiulod by E. V. LUCAS. Willi eud papers deeifrned by
Wiluun Hydo. Fcap. 8ro, cloth extra, Rilt edgea, Ss. ; India paper,

lambakin, 78. ed.

Spectator.—" ll is a deliRbtfal little book for the pocktt just the book
U* \>* read in the lutd-day rc8t ou » llower-starred moand by the edge of a

Klaoier, or ou a bench of rock ' seated in hearing of a hundred streams* that

lire huro'ing down the mountain side. The cyclist may open it as he lancbea
in acinic old posting inn in England or Scotland, as he lies ou the Irish turf, or

lis he sitft ouiaidu a Nurman or Flemish cabaret."

MRS. DELAN7 (MARY GRANVILLE).
A Memoir, 1700.1788. Compiled by UEORQE I'ASTON. With seven
Illustrations in Photogravure. Cloth, large crown 8vo, 78. 8d.

Scof*ma«.—" 'Tis like reading a book by Thackeray to go through this

entertaining memoir of fashionable life in the last ccntnr}' As readable a
biography aa ever was iienned."

Speaker.—" ' George l>«ston ' has made what Swift would call an agreeable
lounge book."

VOLS. I. AND II. NOW READY.

HERESIES. Or Agnostic Theism, Ethics,
Sociology, ami Metaphysics. By H. C. HILLER. Cloth, crown 8vo,
As. each vol.

Scotsman,—** The book is an exposition of an advanced ayatom of free-

thought, it is intellectuaUy subtle and often interesting The book is serious
and ori^'inal enough to deserve the attention of those who seek an intellectual

solution of the material and moral problem of the universe."
Morning Leader. -" A most interesting volume."

GRANT ALLEN'S HISTORICAL GUIDES.
Fcap. 8vo, green cloth, with round corners to slip into the pocket. Price
38. Gd. net each.

1. Paris. 2. rioronce. 3. Cities of Belgium. 4. Venice.
Tiiiie*.—*' Good work in the way of showing atudeuts the right manner of

approaching the history of a great city These useful little volume!^."

NEW FICTION.
A SECOND COMING. By Richard Marsh, Author

of " The Beetle," &c. Cloth, crown 8vo, Bs.

THE MONEY SENSE: a Novel. By John Strange
WINTER, Author ot " Bootle's Baby,'\ic. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

MR. DOOLEY in the HEARTS of HIS COUNTRYMEN.
By F. P. DUNNE, Author of "Mr. Dooley in Peace and War.'* Crown
8vo, cloth, 39. 6d.

UILDA WADE. By Grant Allen. With 100 Illus-
trations and Cover designed by Gordon Browne. Imperial 16mo, cloth, Cs.

CHARLOTTE LEYLAND : a Novel. By M. Bowles.
Author of " The Amazing Lady." Crown 8vo, cloth, 6h.

OUTSIDERS : an Outline. By R. W. Chambers,
Author of " Ashes of an Empire," &c. Crown 8vo, cloth 68.

{.Second Edition.

THE GENTLEMAN from INDIANA. By Booth
TARKINGTON. Crown 8vo, cloth, (!8.

MAITLAND of CORTEZIA. By Francis L. Puxley.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 6.s.

THE WALLET of KAI LUNG. By Ernest Bramah.
Crown 8vo, cloth, Gs. {Second Hdition.

SPUN YARN : Sea Stories. By Morgan Robertson.
Cloth, crown 8vo, 68.

THE SPENDTHRIFT. By Francis Dodsworth.
Cloth, crown 8vo, 68.

A MAN : His Mark. By W. C. Morrow, Author of
" The Ajje, the Idiot, and other People." Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

CINDER-PATH TALES. By W. Lindsey. Crown
8vo, cloth, ;is. 6d.

SCRUPLES : a Novel. By Thomas Cobb, Author of
"Mr. rasaingham," 4c. Crown 8vo, cloth, 38. Od. [Second Edition.

ONORA : a NoveL By Rosa MuUholland, Author
of " Nunno." Crown 8vo, cloth, ;i8. <;d.

NEW VOLUMES OF POETRY.
SONG of the MORNING. By Nora Hopper, Author

of " Balladn in Prose." Fcap. svo, halt parchment, 3s. Ud. net.

A SHROPSHIRE LAD. By A. E. Housman.
(breviary Scries.) 2lmo, Rreea Iciithur, gilt top, 3s. net.

DRIFT : Verses. By Horatio F. Brown, Author of
' Venetian Studies," Ac. Fcap. 8\o, 5a. net.

FIRST and LAST POEMS. By Arabella Shore,
Author of " Fra Dolcino." Crown Sto, cloth, Ss. net.

4<

Cbe Britis!) W)eeklp" edition
OF

BoDn's £ibrarie$

Ooer Six Million Volumes of liohn't Librarie* have been sold

sincv Mr. liohn Jirat Introduced his aerits of Enylieh Classics to

the EwjHah public. In all probability you luive sonic of the

volumes already on your book shelves. You know their value.

They are what Buskin cilled " The books of all Time," thereat

classics, the books worth buying. They are books of enduring

worth, an inexhaustible treasure for the mind, books ivhole value

you cannot fully appreciate until you have read and re-read them,

"lovid them and loved them ayiin,"

The Best Books of all time and how you may

obtain them.

In Bohn'fl Libraries you have a collection of some 800 volumes of

the very best of the worlds literature. Bohn's Libraries contain

only first-class editions of really standard works. They are honestly

complete ; they are edited by the first authorities ; they are care-

fully printed on good paper, and are bound in a new, strong, and
serviceable binding.

Yon have only to glance at the complete Ust of " The British

Weekly " Edition of Bohn's Libraries to see how wide, indeed, how
universal, is its scope. The great featnre of the special offer is that

the purchaser may choose for himself his list of one hundred or of

fifty volumes from the complete catalogue of nearly 800 works.

You will readily appreciate the advantages of such an offer. You
need not purchase one single volume for which you have no use, of

which you are not in need. With every fifty or one hundred

volumes of " The British Weekly " Edition of Bohn's Libraries

there is presented free a copy of Webster's great International
Dictionary, a dictionary which surpasses all ocners in accuracy

and utility. Or if you already possess the Dictionary you may
choose in its stead any ten volumes from the complete list of " The
British Weekly " Edition of Bohn's Libraries.

Loudon : 'i, Uenriett* Street, Ciovent Garden, W.O.

The Terms of the Special Offer of 100 or 50 Volumes

of BOHN'S LIBRARIES :-

100 Volumes, chosen by tho purchaser from a List of nearly 800 of

the World's Standard Books, together with a copy of Webster's magnificent

International Dictionary (Price £2 28.), or 110 Volnmes of Bohn's Libraries

«)itto«< the Dictionary *'*

50 Volames, chosen by the purchaser from a List of nearly 800 of the

World's Standard Books, together with a copy of Webster's magnificent

International Dictionary (Price £2 28.), or 00 Volames of Bohn's Libraries

without the Dictionary *'

"The British Weekiy" Edition of Bohn's Libraries

may be purohased on XTbe TTdueS instalment Plan,

all the volumes being delivered on reoeipt of Firot

Payment of 21s.

FULL PARTICUL*H8, WITH A LIST OF VOLUMES

FROM WHICH TO SELECT, WILL BE SENT POST

FREE IF YOU MENTION THAT YOU REAP THIS

NOTICE IN "THE ACAOEMV."

Apnijf to

BOHN DEPARTMENT, Hodder & Stoughton,

27. PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON.
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Coritpetttion Supplement.
SATURDAY: APRIL 28, i900.

Our Special Competitions.

The Results.

We offered six prizes of five guineas each to the success-

ful competitors in the following literary exercises :

—

FivB QuDTEAS for the best original short poem. Not
to exceed twenty-four lines.

Five Guineas for the best original short story. Not
fewer than 1,500 words, and not more than 2,000 words.

Five Guineas for the best original essay on a non-

literary, light, every-day subject. Not to exceed 2,000

words in length.

Five Guineas for the best original " Things Seen," in

the manner of those published in the AcADEMy during the

past year. Not to exceed 350 words.

Five Guineas for the best orig^al paper on a British

or foreign city, town, or village. It should take the

form of a personal, impressionistic description, and must
not exceed 2,000 words in length.

Five Guineas for the best original set of epigrammatic
criticisms of six British or American living novelists. No
single criticism must exceed 100 words in length.

The Awards.

Poetry Competition.

"The Mocking Dawn," by Miss A. de Albert!

("A. D. A."), 43, Cotleigh-road, West Hampstead.

Short Story Competition.

"He, She, and It," by Miss Emily Hughes ("Ser
Hughie "), 96, The Grove, EaUng.

Essay Competition.

" On Wood Fires," by Miss H. M. Euss (" Brynach "),

Braunton, North Devon.

Things Seen Competition.

"A Case of Conscience," by Miss Lorimer ("Dinna
Forget"), 1, Bruntefield-crescent, Edinburgh.

Topographical Essay Competition.

" Rye of the Marshes," by Mrs. Stepney Eawson (" Joan
Symple"), 21, Gbeycoat-gardens, Victoria-street, W.

Epigbammatic Criticism Competition.

Six Epigrammatic Criticisms by Mr. Ernest A. Baker
(" Sterne "), Midland Railway Institute, Derby.

To each of the above a cheque for Five Guineas has

[ been sent.

Poetry Competition.

This competition has disappointed our expectations in

all but numbers. Judging from the quality of the verse

occasionally sent us in response to competitions of more
specialised kind, or that which has in other ways come
before us for judgment, we had a right to hope that a
chance so unfettered in all but length would evoke a
certain amount of poems of more than average quality.

But such has not proved to be the case. Three hundred
and fourteen poems were sent in to us for judgment.
Of these a surprisingly large number were put out of

court from the beginning by the perverse neglect of

our plainly printed statoment that no poem must exceed
twenty-four lines. The contributors acknowledged no limit

but tiieir own sw.et will. A very few neglected our

instruction that the poems should be typewritten. None
of these, however, we may add for their comfort, was dis-

qualified on that ground alone. With regard to the rest,

the level of achievement was unencouragingly low. It

was remarkable what a proportion of competitors had
not even attained a good technique of verse. Few reached

the level of fair magazine poetry. There was, as might be

expected, a considerable sprinkling of poems inspired by
the present war, and it must frankly be said that these

were the worst of all.

"The Mocking Dawn," by Miss A. de Alberti, to which
we have awarded the prize, has some strong imagery in

the last two stanzas. " The Crocus," by Miss Alice Archer
SewaJl, of Ohio, U.S.A., shows considerable fancy and a

choice diction (though " leave " for "put forth leaf " is

vile), but she too obviously exhibits her study of Coventry
Patmore, while the final image of "The Crocus" is

borrowed from Mr. Aubrey de Vere's " Ode to the

Daffodil." Mr. Dolf Wyllarde's " Diana," though not

markedly original, deserves commendation for a certain

elegance and delicacy ; and Miss Herbertson's " Our Lady
of Sleep," on account of its technique and completeness.

The Mocking Dawn.

By Miss A. de Alberti.

Through the sweet watches of the mellow night.

By kindly Nature decked for love's delight,

While earth lay sleeping drugged by summer's breath,

And lovely hours sank slowly to their death,

I kept my lonely vig^l, all in vain.

Till Nature's smile seemed changed to chill disdain.

Then, as the bride whose bridegroom tarries long

Shrinks from the biting jest and vulgar throng,

I shuddered that the day should see the shame
That stung my ashen cheeks to crimson flame

;

While stealthy dawn crept up, and loud and free

The jeering cocks shrilled their malicious glee.

With smiling insolence, the dainty morn
Stared at my haggard face in silent scorn

;

I heard the whispered mockery of the trees

Nudging each other in the morning breeze,

With gusty laughter shaking all their leaves,

And cynic sparrows tittering in the eaves.

Then like a red -faced jester rose the sun
Reeling above the clouds, and one by one
Sent wide his shafts, as if in drunken mirth,

Pointing derision, till the waking earth

Grew one broad smile that mocked me standing there.

Making a spectacle of my despair.

Short Story Competition.

The short story is a tempting form of art. It looks

easy ; a few days, or even a few hours, may complete the

attempt. We were not surprised, therefore, to receive a
good deal of immature work, much of it quite destitute of

promise : what disappointed us was that we found so very
small a number of stories that, on the first reading, could
be set aside as possible candidates for the prize.

It is not easy to account for the gloom which pervades
the one himdred and twenty-eight efforts. Gloom, that

is, pertaining to the essence of the subject-matter; for

sorrows and horrors are treated so largely as matters of

course that we do not find ourselves regarding them as

evils 80 much as proper material for literary experiment.

Not but that in the heap we found some light and
humorous stories—a few. Of them, however, it shall

suffice to say that alike in subject and treatment they are

conventional. The war has furnished forth two or three

writers, but the subject seems hardly to be ripe for

imaginative treatment. And the preternatural is not
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altogether neglected. A death-wraith and a thought-

vampire are treated with the seriousness proper to an age

of scepticism.

On the whole, that which we find lacking is vision.

Not more than half-a-do/en of these tales leave on the

mind a mark of a day's endurance. Many show signs of

diligent attention to the sense of words and to their sound

;

few carry conviction either of sincere observation or of

vital selection. The writer of the short story that is to

be something more than the hashed-up reminiscences of

other men's creations must look for himself, must listen,

mark, remember for himself, and for himself must search

out the secret things of the heart.

We should have awarded the prize for the Best Story to

Mr. Andrew Deir for " A Heart of Hemp " if it had con-

formed to our conditions in the matter of length. But it

considerably exceeds the maximum of 2,000 words for

which we stipulated. Mr. A. Myron's "Murgot" stood

next in our favour, but it also exceeded the 2,000 words.

We have therefore decided to give the prize to Miss Emily

Hughes for her story, "He, She, and It." We should

have preferred to reward a study of real life. This,

however, has not seemed possible.

He, She, and It.

By Miss Emily Hughes.

He started from the west, She from the east, and the

question was whether they would ever meet. They did

not expect to meet, for neither knew of the other's starting.

Neither evon knew of the other's existence, for that matter.

Yet it was very desirable that they should meet.

I shall say nothing about the two journeys, eventful as

thoy were, until that crucial day when they had both

reached the same wood, and when the momentous question

of their meeting would be decided according to the roads

they both chose.

That day was one of the loveliest which even the wood
had ever seen. In it every springing thing wore such

a festive face that She almost forgot her Song which She

could not finish, and His frown relaxed over the Problem
He could not solve. The birds were so hilarious that you
had to laugh, the bees so fussy over their business that it

made you hot ; on the green moss the little white flowers

looked for all the world like pearly smiles, while the dance

of the leaves with shadows for partners was nothing less

than ecstatic.

She, on Her side of the wood, noting all this, said

:

" I feel like the sea when it ripples in sunshine !

"

And He, noting it on His side of the wood, said

:

"I think the sun is in the Crab to-day; it is the first of

summer."
Then simultaneously She remembered Her Song and He

His Problem. And they said together, at separate ends
of the wood

:

" But surely I shall finish it to-day !

"

" But to-day I'm certain to solve it!
"

So they sat down to rest, to listen, and to look.

Before them each were two roads—one, of course, north
of the other. But the northernmost road before Her met
the southernmost before Him. If He turned north He
would never meet Her, for that way led out of the wood
toward a fathomless lake. And if She took the south
road She would miss Him, for it led into a pitiless desert.

All three roads were a day's journey long.

As She sat on the moss in Her blue gown, not wondering
at all yet about the way, an old man came upon Her from
behind, he also about to enter the wood.
"Which is the way to go ? " he said.
" To go ? Oh, where do you want to go ? Not that I

know the way either
!

" She laughed under the leaf-

shadows.
" There are two roads," he said, pointing with a stick

that made Her shudder. It was spotted and knotted like

a stiffened snake.
" Yes, I see," She said, " but both go through the

wood "

"No, they don't!"
" Both are beautiful

"

"No, they're not!"
" And as many, butterflies are going along the one

as the other—with bees and birds," She persisted, looking

the path up and down from the tree-tops to the pink

soil.

He shook his stick along the south road.
" Go that vtLj" he said, " if you want to meet no other

passengers. Butterflies, bees, and birds, forsooth I

"

There were no less than a hundred inflections of scorn

in his voice as, flourishing his ugly stick, he passed on
along the north road.

She looked along the south road. And, though it

seemed to her that every bee had suddenly begun to

attend a funeral, every butterfly to have fallen faint by
the way, and every bird to have sent every other to

Coventry, She said to Herself

:

"Ah, I will not follow you—better your counsel !

"

At about the same time, to Him on the opposite verge

of the wood, came a gay young maid, swishing the grass

where He lay with her skirts. She almost passed Him

—

He was dressed, like the forest, in green and brown.
" Oh! " she said, and they stood looking at one another.

But she looked at Him less than at the Book of His
Problem held like treasure in His hand, yet most of all at

something He wore by a long chain from His belt.

" What is it ? " she asked, lifting the chain and separ-

ating the two things slung upon it. " A little box of

gold and a broad silver key. May—may I open it?

"

" You cannot. The key does not fit."

" Oh, what a pity ! What is inside ?
"

" The Secret," he replied gravely.
" An important secret ?

"

"Very."
" Why, then, /should break it open."
" I shall find the key some day. It is of gold, like the

casket."

"Why do you keep the silver one? Do you expect

that to change to gold one day ?
"

He started, seeing mockery in her eyes and on her lips.

He firmly withdrew from her the casket and key, putting

them out of sight.

"No, hardly," He replied; "it is true I do not know
why I keep the silver key. But—I have kept it."

" Give it to me," she said ; '^please give it to me." She
touched His hand with her hands and looked beseechingly,

"But "

"It is of no use to you." She tried to find it. But
He drew back.

" It was born with me," He said ;
" I cannot give it to

a—a—stranger." He turned His back on her and heard
her pass sobbing into the wood.

Almost with a flush of pity He followed her—she took
the south road—but in hesitation His fingers clutched the

Book of His Problem. Then He said :

" No, I will not follow her. She may ask me next for

the casket. I shall perhaps lose the Secret to her tears

and my Problem wiU never be solved."

He was about to turn by the north road when the old

man—who must have ridden his ugly cudgel as a broom-
stick through the wood—met him, emerging. He accosted

Him, chuckling, and shook his stick toward the north.
" That is a good road," he said. " Good and solitary

;

but both are safe—quite safe—quite safe !
" and passed

on his way crackling.
" Gratuitous advice," said He, looking now along the

south road as a child looks upon forbidden things,
" teaches resolution to flounder, not to swim. To cross

such an old fellow's impertinent counsel and captious foot-

1
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steps at the same time is a great temptation." Then He
began to study His Problem.
By this time She had been accosted in turn by the gay

maiden who, having gone through the wood, was quite

gay again.
" Dance with me !

" she said to Her, catching fingers as

they met. And up and down they flitted and whirled, and
swayed together in the faint, fluttering lacework of shadow
and shine, until both fell panting on the sward, when out

from Her bosom sprang a casket and a key hung by a
long chain about Her neck. They were in the hands of

the gay maid in a moment.
" A silver casket and a tiny golden key," she said ;

" but
the key does not fit."

" Why, no," She answered, "but some day I shall find

the key that will."
" But why do you keep this little key of gold ?

"

" It is so beautiful," She said.

" But no use."

"Well, for one thing—a thing so little as this—it is

enough to be beautiful. Do you see how it is shaped like

a bird—how the wards are wings ? I always think it a
bird carrying a Secret like my casket. Not that Secret,

but another, and I wear them together."
" Give me the key—or the casket !

"

She caught back Her chain with its treasures and sprang
away.

" Give '
" She cried, " I would rather give you my life

;

but I don't give away even my life to—to strangers !

"

She braced Herself against a tree-trunk, caught up Her
blue gown, and actually prepared to fight.

The gay damsel stood with arms akimbo, laughing.
"Well done!" she cried; "but the fight would be

hotter than the dance. I decline. Only tell me the Secret
of your casket."

She drooped Her head and whispered

:

" It is the Secret of my Song."
" Ha-ha-ha ! Tral-la-la-la !

" laughed the gay maid, and
skipped back into the forest. Her laugh went on, ripple,

ripple through the wood like the very rustle of the leaves,

until at last it fainted far off among the branches.
She stood listening until the wind and the bees were all

She heard. Then She began to sing Her Song, for it was
nearing noon. But, as always. She could not finish it.

The music snapped, like a brittle twig—ran suddenly dry,

like a spring drained by the noonday. She fingered Her
silver casket, sighing

:

" Oh, for the key !
" Then She prepared to take the

path that ran southwards.
But suddenly there rang a cry from the depth of the

wood—a cry so piteous that She stopped with Her hand
on Her heart.

"What is it? Oh, what is it?" She listened. It
rang again, making a shivering track along the branches.

" Ah, it is that yf&j," She said, looking along the north
road. She caught up her gown and ran swifdy, swiftly,

full of pity, that way into the wood's heart.

She had not finished Her Song. Nor had He solved
His Problem. He, too, fingered His casket.

" I must find the key," He said, " I am tired of this.

Ah, which road to take !

"

He weighed many pros and cons with his usual nicety.

The scale dippe<l for the north road. So He turned His
.face thither. At that very moment the piteous cry came to

Him too, but more faintly, for the wind was from the
west.

" Some helpless thing in a plight," He muttered, and
plunged into the wood by the southern path.

80 of course they met—very near the middle of the
forest, for She ran as fleetly as Ho almost.
They met, flushed, breathless, with chains and treasures

dangling.
" Oh," He cried, holding out Hia hand, " you have the

golden key !

"

"Why," She cried in the same breath, tendering it,

"you have the golden casket !

"

But He did not take it. He doffed His cap.

"I beg your pardon," He said; "you have the silver

casket. We therefore exchange keys." And He loosened
His from its chain.

"Of course," She said; "and then we shall know the
Secrets—or at least I shall know mine and you yours.

How exciting it is ! But really now I am to know I am
quite afraid of knowing. I dread it. Indeed, I would
rather know yours than my own. Oh," She cried with in-

spiration, " let me discover your Secret for you and you
mine for me ? It will break the news !

"

Her eyes sparkled. She clasped Her hands. He looked
dubious, but agreed.

" We therefore exchange caskets, not keys," He said.

They did and walked a little apart, standing with their

backs to one another, opening the caskets.

He heard Her laughing—a little gurgle of pleasure.

She heard Him cry, " Hurrah !

"

" Well," She called out mischievously, " be quick ! Tell

me the Secret of my Song."
He turned quickly.
" What : You hav'n't the Secret of my Problem too ?

"

" Indeed, no, but something much nicer—the Secret of

my Song," She cried, flourishing the bird-like key. " How
very funny ! It was the wrong caskets we carried all the
time, not the wrong keys."

Then She sang Her Song and He solved His Problem.
Then they looked at each other.

Suddenly they remembered the cry they had followed
into the wood.

" What was it ?" they asked together. "Hark! There
it is again, close by."
She stared up into the branches and laughed.
" It was just a mocking-bird after all !

" She said.

Essay Competition.

SiXTY-i'OUR essayists contended for this prize

ing is a list of the titles of the papers :

A Leak in the Eoof,
The Angler.

The follow-

Beauty.
The Magnetism of Beauty.
Woman Old and New.
Heredity.
Proverbs and Maxims.
Bullying at School.

The Weather.
Points for Parvenus.
The Relation between Sex and

Tobacco.
At Homes.
The Suburban Yoimg Man.
Questions of Taste.

The Interest of the Common-
place.

Interesting Social Role Played
by Pet Dogs.

The Philological Invasion.

Edgar Allan Poe.
Champtiry.
Unwelcome Knowledge.
Railway Travel.

On the Joys of Railway
Travelling.

Straw.
A Rigmarole on Stupidity.

A Railway Waiting Room.
Tenderboy, the Scomer.
On Shaking Hands.
Going to Town.
Door Knocks.
Door-Knocking Nuisances.
The Land of "Might Have
Been."

Smoke Fancies.
" Non-Literary Subjects."

The Amateur Tramp.
" Robert. '

A Study in Natural Histjry.
The Virtue of Silence.

On Talking.
Truth for Half-a-Crown.
Common Sense and the Sense

of Humour.
The Visionary Delights of

Spring.
On Going to Bed.
All Fools' Day.
The Influence of Soap.
On Prejudice.

"P.P.C."
Inertia.

Moustaches.
Forest Folk.
Wanted—a Rustic Revival.
The Scandinavian Domestic.
In Praise of Prigs.

On Wood Fires.

On Hats.
Lotus Culture.

On the Deplorable Dec*y of
Egotism.

An Early Traiu.

Our Hobbies.
A Plea for Queen Auue.
The Mobile Man,
The Delights of Dreamiog.
Moral Advice.
Foriicula Auricularia.

The Pig.
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The qualities of a good essay ? Well, the more of wit

and fancy and grace it has the better. It must be re-

fined, and it must be original. It must be spirited, and it

must be correct.

Subject matters little in essay writing ; treatment is all.

Nevertheless certain treatments have been so long wedded

to certain subjects that the amateur should be forewarned.

We seem to hear back numbers of All the Tear Round and

Housthold Word* rustle their dusty leaves when we find

disquisitions on " Door Knocks," " Shaking Hands," and
" Moustaches." These things are solemnly classified in

the good old facetious way; we have the "long silky

drooping moustache," the "short crisp moustache," the

"heavy moustache" and, of course, the "nondescript."

Door-knocks are aristocratic, democratic, and official, and

so on. Eailway travellers, landladies, and other social

types have also been classified to death. If the old

method is to please it must be cleverly renewed. An
essay is nothing if it is not clever. Also, somehow, and

somewhere, it must go pretty deep. When it is ended, we
must feel that an angel has stirred the pool. It may deal

with trifles, but must not wholly spend itself on trifles;

it may tickle with a straw, but it must relate the straw to

the universe.

We must confess that very few of the essays we have

received approach these ideals. A g^eat many exhaust

themselves in facetious observation which ends with itself,

which opens no window into the world or the heart of man.
Eeal themes and thoughts are not evolved. Or, where they

are, the transition from the particular to the general, the

material to the moral, is usually too clumsy or abrupt.

Some of the best written essays are too serious, and lack

the relief of good quotations, apposite stories, &c.

Much of the writing is tortured, and represents what we
may call the churning style : "Oh, the placidity, the soft

soid-soothment of living in the country—in secluded, breezy

Arcady! Phyllis and Corydon in a back-lane cottage,

their crooks exchanged through the Bazaar for bicycles,

the whilom oaten pipe turned to a briar, while a pig or two
in the rear represent the fleecy flocks of ante-nuptial days."

Thus begins an essay on " Door-Knocking Nuisances."

The author of an essay called " Tenderboy, the Scomer,"
has been studying Lyly's Uttphues unwisely, or the

drear punsters of forty years ago—we are not sure which.

Anyhow his chum produces a particularly clotted kind of

nonsense. Thus :
" To judge by the traveller's observant

eye—at times, perhaps, too observing to pay due observance
to charity of mind—nine-tenths of accepted debtors to the

bank of Tenderness keep the tendering of their accept-

ances until the approval-signing blushes of the cashier are

sympathetically witnessed by the veiled light of a fleece-

(&aped Dian."
We need not say that these specimens of style do not

represent the average performance in this competition.

Among essays which we can praise are Mr. Edmund
Forbes's " Smoke Fancies "

; the Eev. T. Constable's
"Non-Literary Subjects"; Mr. Lewis Longfield's "The
Angler"; Miss Maude Blundell's "Forest Folk"; Miss
B. C. Hardy's "In Praise of Prigs"; Miss Emily Hughes's
"On Hats."
The essay to which we award the prize, "On Wood

Fires," by Miss H. M. Russ, is in the true essay vein,
though it does not perform all that an essay may. It is

well constructed and embellished.

On Wood Fires.

By Miss H. M. Eras.

Hazlitt sang the praises of the coal fire, and grew
eloquent as he summed up the list of fireside joys. He
makes his readers thrill with him over such a moment as
" gently levering up the coals, and seeing the instant and
bustling flame above ! . . . That ardent acknowledgment,

as it were, of the care and kindliness of the operator."

But Hazlitt was scarcely an epicure in fires, notwith-
standing his affection for the poker. He evidently praised

the best he knew, and he conjured up such a vision of

comfort and well-being that we almost forget any fire can
have greater fascinations than one of " glowing coals."

Then comes the recollection of the less fierce but softer

warmth of the wood fire, the intimate, caressing sound of

the crackling logs, and we are its partisans at once, and
certain that, as long as our wood-basket can be kept well

filled, our coal-scuttle may remain empty.
A wood fire has one fault, but does not a little flaw in a

friend's character endear him to us the more as proving
him to be human? It will not suffer neglect, and ia

inclined to sulk if we do not give it our constant attention.

But it is so much less effort to throw a log on the hearth
than to take up a heavy scuttle, or to shovel in the depths
of the inconvenient box, that we do not complain of the

extra services the wood fire demands. Even if it grow
sullen under neglect a little coaxing and a careful choice

of the best-shaped logs will soon charm away its ill-

temper, and make it bright and cheery again.

Ajid it is such a companion—at once soothing and
suggestive. A Hchen-covered, gnarled log from an old

apple tree blown down by an autumn gale fills the mind
with spring thoughts. Once it was clad in pink, and out-

lined against a clear blue sky. Perhaps a chafiinch's nest

hid there, exquisitely decorated with lichen to look like

the branch itself, and only betrayed by the white under-

feathers in the tail of the little sitting bird showing over

the edge. Hex and laurel bum well. Shall we not
always, when throwing a branch of laurel on the fire,

think of the birth of Virgil as told in the beautiful legend
lately given to us? " The Queen of the Fairies cradled

him in a cradle made of roses. She made a fire of twigs

of laurels ; it crackled loudly. To the crackling of twigs

of laurel was he born." Fir g^ves forth an aromatic scent,

and brings to the mind a picture of tall, straight trunks,

with slanting rays of light and blue distances. Seasoned
wood bums more brightly than raw green logs which have
lately been hewn, but even these will make a good fire if

skiLtully managed. A clear, hot foundation must be kept,

and the wood piled high above it, fresh fuel being con-

tinually thrown on the top to take the place of the vanish-

ing logs beneath. It has a charming effect ; the brilliancy

below, with tongues of flame reaching up to the dull,

damp, filzzUng wood above. Pride uplifts the heart of the

builder of that fire as he sees what a good result can be
obtained from unpromising materials. One rule must be
carefully observed, never to turn a log. The temptation

is great, to see the sudden flash and the shooting flames,

but the glory of it swiftly passes, and the rest of that log's

career will be a blackened, charred, and smouldering
disgrace.

Again, what glamour about a fire of wreck-wood ! The
round holes in the beams through which the blue flame

comes leaping ; the clear, delicate colours, green, orange,

and the blue of a southern sea. Sailors' yarns should be
told round a wreck-wood fire. If the sailor is absent, and
Treasure Island not to hand, imagination will weave some
tales on its own account of distant seas and adventure, of

the perils and the fascination of a seafaring life.

But a fire is not always conducive to peace and comfort.

It may be as delicate a subject of contention as religion.

Our own article of belief as to the most effectual way of

applying the poker is, in our opinion, necessary to the

fire's salvation. Our neighbour's treatment will be only

too likely to be the means of casting it into outer darkness.

Two ancient ladies living in a quiet village had the last

years of their life poisoned by continual quarrels over

their fire. In summer time they were the most gentle of

women, but winter left them ripe for murder. Even
young people are not altogether free from this baleful

influence, as may be seen at a picnic when part of the
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game is the building and lighting of a fire. It begins in

play, but it ends in deadly earnest. Each, helper is so

certain his is the only method, but the furtive poke of an
enemy undoes his schemes, and recrimination is the order
of the day until the welcome singing of the kettle restores

good humour. When boiling water is wanted no longer,

and the last stragglers are climbing the steep paths home-
ward, the fire as Ukely as not shows what it can do. The
flame rises steadUy against its background of sandstone
cliff ; an Arabian Nighfs effect on the desolate, forsaken
shore, with the fading light turning the rocks black
against a wan sea.

A fire in the open carries our thoughts to camp-fires and
gypsy-encampments

; to Mumper's Dingle and that summer
evening when Lavengro and Isopel Bemers sat by a fire-

of green ash with the kettle hung above it.

Ash when green
Is fire for a qaeen,

she told him.
Then Lavengro made the one compliment he ever seems

to have achieved.

"And on fairer form of queen, ash fire never shone,"
said I, "than on thine, beauteous queen of the dingle."

Poor Isopel ! She did not want to be a queen.
" Something less would content me."
But Lavengro had not yet made up his mind to call her

wife. He must first exasperate her by making her decline
" master " in Armenian. Then came the storm, and the
hissing embers warned them that their fire would soon be
extinguished. It seemed a prophecy of the dying out of
the fire of hope in Isopel's heart.

Was it a green ash fire again which Lavengro kept
burning all night that the Dingle should not look dark and
dreary if Isopel returned? And the next evening, to
reward him for his kind thought, she had the fire and
kettle ready for him ; that memorable evening when they
conjugated the Armenian verb siriel together.

Perhaps we all have our own little personal fads with
regard to fires. For myself, I have not often accomplished
my ideal : it needs a happy combination of time and cir-

cumstances not always available. First, it must be Sunday
afternoon, with that peculiar soothing hush inseparable
from the country day of rest. Then I must collect the
materials for my fire : it is only so I shall reap the full

enjoyment of the masterpiece I have in mind. Besides,
I love the labour of my trade, which is fire-making, there-
fore, Stevenson would say, the gods have called me to that
work. The house I am thinking of is on the side of a hill

with a little wood rising behind and sloping down to a
holy well and a winding stream. It is there I must go
first for my faggot of green ash. How still it is on this
clear winter day I A sudden scurry as I pass tells of some
wild creature running to earth, and a clumsy blackbird
here and there resents my presence with a scramble to
wing and clamorous scolding. A robin sings, perched on
the lower branch of a beech-tree, its breast the colour of
one of thf faded leaves not yet fallen. Blue tits are busy,
and call incessantly. The more graceful long-tailed tit is

also to be seen, but its bell-like call-note will not be heard
just yet. How pleasant it is to scuff along amidst the
clattering leaves

!

The high year's flauTiting crown
Bhattered and trampled down.

My faggot is soon ready, but although I have learned a
little of my trade from Borrow, ho has not taught me the
whole. Green ash is the foundation of my fire, but its
crowning glory will be the largo cones from the fir-trees on
the crest of the wood. There it is not so still as in the
lower sheltered parts. A fresh breeze from the sea is
blowing over the hill, making music among the pine-
ncfdles. Gold-crests are busy; their thin, high-pitched
call-note, the tinkling cymbal of the birds—giving the

charm of bird-melody that is seldom entirely lacking in

the woods.
When my basket is filled with the great cones, I wander

slowly back, picking up my faggot on the way, and feeling

that I have earned by an hour's work a long, luxurious,

lazy time. The wood-fire has died down, and on the

bright embers I pile the green ash, covering it with fir-

cones all set up in right order to show their exquisite form
when the flames shall reach them. Then for a comfortable
chair, some favourite books, and a time of pure enjoyment

!

The green ash crackles and hisses ; the little flames go
creeping in and out until they reach the fir-cones. These
burn steadily in one great glow of intense firelight,

unfolding until they look like branched trees in a forest

on fire. Subtle aromatic scents are wafted from them, and
my Sunday afternoon sleep will surely be visited by dreams
of the East. My slumbers, however, are shortened by the
necessity of throwing on fresh cones from time to time.

I have a fancy, too, for a little reading from St. Francis of

Assisi, " Christ's poor little one," that ascetic with the

tender heart and gentle ways towards all his fellow-

creatures, from the rulers of the land to his '

' little sisters,

the birds." And as the afternoon wears on, my supply of

sticks and cones dwindles, and is presently exhausted, and
my ideal fire becomes a memory only.

Perhaps a wood-fire is never more satisfactory than in

its last moments. If the logs have been piled high during
the day, the glowing embers which they leave give out an
intense and brilliant heat. It is difficult to tear oneself

away from such grateful warmth. Eaking the embers
seems to make them glow the more. We are tempted to

linger on and watch the brightness fade. How beautifully

the fire dies ! Not like Hazlitt's coal fire, sullenly cooling

into the hardness of cinders—"the fading embers tinkle

with a gaping dreariness "—but vanishing softly into white
ash and nothingness.

Things Seen Competition.

One hundred and fifty-seven manuscripts were submitted
for this competition, of which nearly fifty were selected for

a second examination. Many of them showed good
observation, and reached a very fair degree of excellence.

The war was the most popular topic, several of the
efforts describing the departure of '

' gentlemen in

khaki." A large number were tragic, the percentage of

gloomy and morbid " Things Seen " being quite as large
as the percentage of gloomy manuscripts in the Short
Story Competition. " A Case of Conscience," by Miss
Lorimer, to which we have awarded the prize, is an
uncommon incident told with point. The following are

worthy of mention :
" The Automatic," by Miss Marie

Taylor ; "A Lady and Gentleman," by Miss Constance
Glasby; "Ending," by Mrs. Curry; "A Certain Priest,"

by Miss Ethel Ashton; "Juggernaut," by Mrs. E. Under-
hiU; "The County Workhouse," by Mr. B. McEvoy

;

"The Beggar," by Miss Lois Barraclough.

A Case of Conscience.

By Miss Lorimer.

The mid-day Eussian express had started, and was already
speeding through the undulating country which girdles

Vienna. The fruit trees were in bloom, the ditches
golden with irises, and every streamlet sparkled in the
sunshine. In my compartment were two women, each
bound on a longer journey than myself. The first, an
Austrian of the small shop-keeping class, had with her a
boy of three years old and a baby. The other was a
young unmarried English lady.

Presently the guard came to examine our tickets. The
Englishwoman's and my own were returned without
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remark, but over the Austrian's there was demur. She
was entitled to take one child free, but for the second she

must pay. The young mother was obviously distressed

—

]^>erhap8 liad not the fourteen florins demanded. The
^lard looked sympathetic. He was sorry, lie said, but

the money must be paid unless—and he turned with an
insinuating smile to the Englishwoman—"unless when
the Ohfr-Schaffner comes round the Gniidigt would say the

little boy was hers ? " I?'or the moment the Englishwoman
was silent ; a struggle raged within her. Could she tell a
lie, pose as a juothor, on a foreign strand and in the

presence of foreigners? Besides, the boy, in his cheap,

ready-made suit and imitation lace collar, was not quite

—

quite . But she looked across and caught the mother's
imploring glance. " Very good," she said. " When the
Obfr-Schajt'ner comes I shall say the little boy is mine."
Ten minutes later appeared an awo-inapiring official in

blue and gold uniform, and with waxed moustache. The
daughter of Albion did not flinch. She put an arm round
the little vulgar boy and drew him maternally towards her.

But Providence was kind. The social leap which in her

own eyes she had takon was not apparent to the Ober-

Schaffner; he took the situation for granted. " How old is

the boy ? " was his only question ; and mustering her best

Viennese accent, and without a blush, the Englishwoman
answered: "Three years old."

Topographical Essay Competition.

For this competition we received one hundred and nine
topographical sketches, of which a very large number are
well written and interesting. A geographically-arranged
list of the subjects chosen by competitors may have
interest.

The British Isles (43 papers).—St. Andrews, Norbury
(Derbyshire), Selby, Whitby, A Devonshire Village, Oxford,
Cambridge, Bristol, Momingeide, St. Ann's, Eye (2 papers),
" It is my native place," Eichtnond, Worcester, Bath (2 papfrs),

Stratford-on-Avon, Ambleside, Aberusk, Scilly Islands, Lon-
don (;} papers), Lewes, Windermere, Oxford (2 papers), Yarrow,
Arrochur, Shrewsbury, Ardvasar, Lamoma, Liverpool (2

papers), Loch Goil Head, Staithes, St. Helens, Shanklin, St.

Fillans, Winchelsea, Instow Quay, Whiston.

Fbakce (12 papers).—St. Briac, Douamenez, Eouen, Ay-
waille. La Eochelle, Mont S. Michel, Nimes, Malines, Paris,

Boulogne, Tregunc, Village near Dican.

North-West Europe (10 papers) —Bolsward (HollBud).
Homburg, Bruges, Amsterdam, Heidelberg, Antwerp, Bygland,
Eudolstadt-Schwarzburg, Hamelin, Lewenberg.

Switzerland and Italy (19 papers). —Zinal, Guipuzcoa,
Siena (3 papers), Florence, Gubbio, San Gemignano, Varallo,
i^urich, Tereglino, Davos Platz, Gorisch, Laon, Assisi, Venice,
Capri, Montreux.

The Near and Far East (14 papers).—Nanuoya (Ceylon),
Delhi, Peghawur, Poona, Colombo (2 papers). Eosetta, Damas-
cus, Cairo, Constantinople A Burmese Jangle Village, Nicosia
(Cyprus), Bangkok, Singapore.

America (0 papers).—San Francisco, Manchester Minor
(Canada), Concord, Weston (Canada), Chicago, Boston.

Elsewhere (5 papers).—Durban, Old Novgorod, Sydney,
Punta Arenas, Nejadvo.

It is obvious that in offering a prize for the best
account of a town or village we did not intend to invite
bald guide-book descriptions, however full and accurate.
Nor has any single competitor submitted such a descrip-
tion. All have striven to write on a higher literary plane.
And yet the failure to achieve a good literary plane is the
conspicuous feature of these essays on places. In a sense,
the essays are too conscientious. The writers have con-
considered how much they could convey in 2,000 words,
instead of considering how much the reader could plea-

santly receive. There has been too little selection and
suffusion ; the place, and the impressions created by it,

have not been sufficiently related to the rest of life. The
writer himself has not been sufficiently the master of his

subject ; we see him as a diminutive stranger entering a

place and beckoning us from our arm-chair to follow

him in all his detailed trudgings, errors, and inventories.

Whereas we want to remain in our arm-chair and be
charmed.
The definiteness that wearies—as distinct from the de-

finiteness that charms—is the prevailing vice of these Place

essays. It infects many well written, well packed essays,

which, for this cause, lack wine, life, enchantment—call it

what you will. There is a type of essay in which this

definiteness and multiplicity take the more literary form of a
well-arranged mosaic or catalogue of sights and sounds,

these following each other in sharp succession. An account

of Singapore, byMr. Hugh Clifford, fails of the prize because,

though excellent in its way, it wants more of the relief of

comment and reflection ; it is not sufficiently fused. When
this fault is associated with poor observation it is, of course,

simply maddening. Thus in an account of Liverpool we
read :

" Now taking our course to the best streets, the

traffic changes its character : trams, omnibuses, cabs,

hansoms, gentlemen's carriages, and electric trams are the

chief vehicles. The passers-by are also in keeping. Be
the weather wet or fine, there is always at certain hours of

the day a stream of well-to-do and struggling middle-class

people, ladies in equal proportion to the men."
Having thus indicated the sort of condemnation under

which most of these essays fall—of course, in very different

degrees — we may add a few notes on individual per-

formances. Among British subjects certain essays on small

towns and villages deserve notice as being inspired by
long acquaintance, or nativity, rather than by a single

visit. Miss H. M. Euss, who takes the essay prize, sends

a pleasing sketch of a Devon village. Miss M. H. Lin-

acre's "Norbury" (a Derbyshire village), Mr. A.Alexander's
" Selby," Mr. E. A. Baker's " Bath," are all good in their

way ; and Mr. Wilfrid C. Thorley's description of a sleepy

village is quite good, though too much limited to scenery.

Among foreign subjects is a gay little picture of Heidel-

berg, by Miss Gina Hoffmann. Bolsward, in Holland,

is pleasantly described by Miss Marie Westenberg ; and
three papers on Siena, by Mr. L. Villari, Miss Anita
MacMahon, and Miss Mabel M. Bich, are all commend-
able efforts.

Several descriptions of cities and villages in the East

are noteworthy. Miss Swan Scott-Moncrieff's " Eosetta "

is distinctly good. Peshawur is described well by Major-
General L. H. E. Tucker.
The prize essay, by Mrs. Stepney Eawson, on "Eye"

gives the spirit of the place by a wise choice of a few
striking features. There is a proper fusion of statement

and comment, and the details of the writing are good.

Rye, of the Marshes.

By Mrs. Stepney Eawson.

Haven in the rich centuries that have taken wing,

borough—half village, half townlet—of to-day. Eye,
erstwhile of the Company of the Five Ports, stands ever

on her "little hUl," even as she stood in the days when
her loving townsman, the astrologer Samuel Jeake, wrote

so graciously and curiously of her. Of that splendid rage

of the sea about her feet, that " flux and reflux " on which
her historian dwells, we have now but scant pledges. The
sea walls and dykes crumbled long ago. There remains,

at least on her seaward front, that g^een space, the name
of which—"The Salts"—has all the tang of brackish

regret.

To come upon Eye from the land side—that is, from the

heart of Kent—is to see her but imperfectly, with half-
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averted vision. The train, a handful of trucks, halts at

the foot of a sleepy mound. With the poor approach
suggested by modern workmen's cottages and the cheap
masonry of a station the beauty of the upper roofs on the

hill is but dimly apprehended. Not yet, not until the
iron roadway is left and the height below Playden is

scaled, do you see her wholly, as she lies like a rich

reddish stone embedded in dusky green enamel. I would
have you come upon her so at sunset in spring, when there

is yet light enough by which to drink in the wall-flower

petal hues of her tiled roofs, the dear irregularity of her
outline, which shows how the grey church of Eye, with its

wide tower, outstrips the rest. Just as in the ages when
the Church was guardian of her conscience does this

House of the Virgin outsoar the other houses of Eye. No
dwelling has been more tenderly adorned by Franciscan
and Flomish artist and English artificer ; none has been
more strenuously scoured of ornament at the will of men.
The very tongues of the tower were torn out by invaders,

but the bells that jangled unwillingly at Dieppe in the

ears of their captors came back by the hands of brave men
to Eye. So, since the dimib so rarely recovers his speech,

and miracles are few, is it not fit that St. Mary's voice

should sway the town, while the grotesque " quarter-boys "

—-corpulent cherubs on either side of the clock—should
beat the quarters on the dial in the borough which no
longer knows the curfew ?

On the spring evening on which I would have you look
from Playden on Eye there must be no wind, so that the
stUI, straight smoke from the red roofs at the base of the
slope may cast a bloom over those above. And thus your
eye may pass to the long line of green fiats to tlie left,

beyond which lies the sea, sullenly beating behind dunes.
At that glance there flashes to mind a phrase in which
Elise Eeclus pictures a sister town of the "mershe."
"Faubourg delaissee au milieu des marais," he calls

Eomney. Delaissee ! The word is untranslatable ; it is

carved upon every stock and stone in Eye. To-day she is

Uke a soldier left by the roadside, who raises himself on
his elbow to shade his eyes and watch his troop vanish in

the dusk. So does Eye gaze after the sea that has turned
his back upon her. He lashed her feet, he gnawed her
hem; he was a fierce lover, but, though the Gaul could
pillage and outrage, she never yielded to the sea. He
lashed her skirts. Yet, by the same token. Eye was
always thirsty ; she always lacked pure water on her
"little hUL" The rain streams patter from her sides into

the marsh to-day ; her cisterns are hard to fill. The
waterings and "lavants" from the hills leave her arid,

for the Eother and the Tillingham and the Brede suck in

greedily all the runnels in the flat, green country by the sea.

A magnificent romance is that of the still marsh, a his-

tory of sluice and flat (the old maps double the " t") and
channel and " leuell," of wall and dyke and meeting of

streams. A horrid strife was between men and men, ship-

owner and landowner, landlord and tenant, because of it.

Why pay rent for land encrusted with brine ? Again, the
merchant coveted a hollow in which his navies, holding
French sUk and wine, could rock in deep water. By
stealth he dredged, and, when the owner of that spit of

marsh below the Eye walls came in the morning, lo ! he
knew that no spring tide could have carved so smoothly.
And he made a dam to spite his enemy. But the work of

both was undone in an hour by the jeering sea, that had
.still puckishnesR enough to return upon its steps at seasons

of the tide and moon. How strange and pitiful it is

!

There are no sluices any more. There is shingle, blue
and mauve ; and the Eother splits and winds itself out in

the " slub " on the " Winshalse " side of the town. There
are patches of blue thistle on the shingle, where the

fishing-rod of Glaucus hangs over the yeUow sea poppy,
and there, too, are quivering larks and restless g^ey wag-
tails.

Delaissee ! How else picture the town from the clifEs of

Winchelsea two miles away, or from the straight white

road that goes between the two ? That road runs through

the flat marsh, sheep-dotted, with tossing roed plumes that

show the sunken ditches here and there. 80 still, so

lovable is Eye from the white road ; so rich the clustering

roofs of red, and dove colour, and deep cobalt, rising from
that green sea of marsh. Everywhere marsh : to the

right, till it meets the sea ; to tho left, till it touches the

hills of Udimore where the woods are deep, the lanes

high-hodged, and the smoke of the red and white oast-

houses goes up in white columns against an evening sky.

Eye is indeed like a soldier, for she was ever the centre

of war. The sea attacked her in fierce tenderness on this

side, and then, when she put on fresh buckram with a sea

wall, he besieged her anew on that. And she did not

know her good fortune while it lasted, for, so long as h(>r

lover's arms encircled her on three compass points, he was
her defender from the side of Gaul, but, when he sulkily

loosened his hold, a man, born a king, and third of tho

Edwards, was forced to give her, as duenna, a fort in the

green place that the sea had bared.

The wars have gone over her head, but she is still the

same Eye, with the same alleys, the old sites, the old

names. Her two hundred and seventy-ono rods contain

her stUI, as when Jeake planned his horoscopes in his

black and white house with the two gables in Mermaid-
street, and saw, in a vision, the letters C.E. and I.E., by
which he knew that after Carolus Eex II. should come the

Nazarene Himself.

Upon the salts and in the alleys you wiU find russet-

skinned and rosy children. Some of them have strange names.
They are little Huguenots, in blood, from crown to heel.

But they know nothing of the toil of their refugee sires, of

the tireless fingers of forgotten men and girls in the cellars

and crypts. Catch a brown-eyed boy and ask him what he
does here. He looks at you in shy scorn. " Pl-ay," he
whispers, and then blushes because you ask whether it is

the salt damp wind that makes lashes curl. Not even the

permanent way can bring back to Eye her old business of

the days when the sea was about her. She is occupied cer-

tainly, like an anxious housewife, with a tender joy in

methods that are old and circuitous. There is corn to buy
and thresh, and barges to unload in the Eother, and ale to

brew. And people get married, or fall out, and make
bargains, as before ; so that the town lawyers behind their

flat fronts of Georgian brick, in which their doors stand

level with the cobbled street, have sufficient to keep their

waistcoats filled and their seals active. Yet, though the

golfer hurries boisterously through the alleys to the toy

train that runs to the links on the marsh, there is no other

haste in Eye. She is the seat of contemplation and of

gentle gossip and of neighbourliness. Her citizens woo
and marry as Jeake did. He has written, as if contempla-

tion and nicety held him in chains, of the moment when he
took Elizabeth Hartshorn, witty and virtuous, to wife.
" I was married," he writes in his diary, " to Mrs. Eliza-

beth Hartshorn by Dr. Bruce, about thirty-five minutes
past nine a.m., in the presence of Mr. Thomas Miller,

Nathaniel Hartshorn (brother to my wife), and the sexton,

we going, though in the daytime, yet so much incognito,

that there was no concourse or notice taken. The day was
cloudy, but calm. The sun shone out just at the tying the

nuptial knot, and also just at its setting."

If he were not frightened by that strange psalmody
that echoes in his own storehouse to-day—for Eye supports

at least five distinct and mournful things called Sects

—

that gentle bridegroom would surely sit purifying his

heart and seek to combat by prayer and discipline those
" malefique rays " of the stars that were to him an unend-
ing fairy tale. To know Eye best is to know it through
him, and, fresh from his gentle science, to creep softly

past her houses by dawn and dusk. To watch the young
moon over a garden wall in the tufty leafage of a mulberry

;

to climb the rugged Ypres Tower and plumb its dungeons

;
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to walk under the Landgate and contrast its huge masonry
with the potty dwellings beyond, and these again with

the austere fa<;ad« of Peacock's School that Thackeray
knew ; to trace the Wishe, the dry Conduit, the Mint
(where Eye made her own pence), the Court House (with

its ghosts of rubicund "jurats" and relics of torture and
chastisement), the Watchbell-street (where hung once the

alarum that told of French inroad), to dip your fingers

in the cool, small well under a silver maple by which
Queen Elizabeth rested—this is to learn Eye stone for

stone.

Once under the light of lanterns hanging from rowan
trees in a garden where the townsfolk of Eye danced on
the g^ass for sheer midsummer frolic, I had the happiness
to draw Henry James aside and ask him where the ancient

greatness of Eye lay buried. He thought that she had
not the dignity of hor continental equals, because her
feudal relics are less massive, and so the less able to

overawe the petty buildings, the petty commerce of our
time. In this, the contrast between old and new being
less perpendicularly accentuated, she lacked, in his eyes,

the mere zest of such juxtaposition. But the secret of

her charm he could not, or woidd not, tell. So I triumphed,
and left him to gaze once more at her across the wet sand
and lilac beach and one deep pool, belted with stunted
trees, in which her opalescence was mirrored—the woman
who was cold to love, the forsaken borough entrenched
upon her " little hill "—Eye, of the Marshes.

Epigrammatic Criticism Competition.

This was the least popular of the Competitions. It

entailed an acquaintance with the life-work of six living
novelists, also a capacity for good epigrammatic writing,

which is not a common gift. In many of the sets submitted
two or three of the criticisms were good, but few of the
competitors were able to sustain a level of excellence
throughout the set. Mr. Ernest A. Baker, to whom we
have awarded the prize, approached nearest to an all-round
level of intelligent and searching criticism. Among the
writers of the remaining twenty-eight sets submitted we
may mention Miss Katherine N. Elwes, Miss Dora G.
McChesney, Mr. Herbert Jamieson, and Mr. Martin
Hobson.

Meredith.

His poetic comedy shows men evolving their destinies.

Life he interprets as an ordeal—the fool passing through
spiritual failure, through laughter and misfortune's
chastening unto wisdom. He philosophises on the present
beholding a splendid epoch, whereto his heroes and radiant
heroines belong—magnanimous creatures, passionate,
chaste, divinely strong.

Their Olympian speech; the lyrical diction his muse
requires, scorning pedestrian prose; the wit, tropes,
aphorisms would astound an Athenian audience.
Humour lurks in the minor characters, tragic irony in

the situations.

His idealism rests on clear knowledge, humane tolerance,
an open-eyed, patient optimism, finding plenary satisfaction
in righteousness.

Hahdy.

His dramas charm most by their scenery, woodlands,
heaths, hamlets, skies, blended in Theocritean harmonies.
The tragedies inflame oftener than soothe ; the pathos is

an accusation.

Philosopher, he finds a philosophy of life impossible.
Deifying Chance, he blasphemes his fetish.

His characters are generalisations or sheer ideas, vitalised
by emotion. The rustics of the comic interludes deliver
his less sardonic witticisms

Most unequal of geniuses, he descends from the poetry
of country life, from sublime ideals of insensate will and
nemesis, to Zolaesque animalism. Technicalities clog a
limpid style. The inspiration of his serener paganism was,

alas ! transient.

KlPUNO.

Man in action is his theme, combatting, subduing,
governing nature, animals, men. Loving civilisation

little, he worships courage, enterprise, obedience. His
strenuous tales are an epic of manhood and of Empire.
The intolerable glare of his realism illumines all indis-

criminately, ugly and bestial things, tender and heroic;

muscularity sanctions grossness.

His fables are above allegory, the animals more than
symbols. His the vernacular of brutes, Brahmins,
Hooligans.

Youthful cynicism sobered, he reads the eternal in

human doings, sees conscience invoking fiends, but eschews
neat generalisations.

Prejudiced, impatient of thought, restlessly inquisitive,

from Whitechapel to Cabul he gamers Uterature for

Demos.

Jambs.

Microscopic analyst of the cultured mind, curious ob-
server of human phenomena, artist delighting in technique.

Momentous themes he avoids ; a connoisseur, hunting
far and wide preciosities of conduct, which he registers

dispassionately, discovering intangible graces, delicate

pathos, subtle humours, unmarked of the common under-
standing.

Forsaking passion and sensuous beauty, he g^rows

sophisticated, coldly intellectual in his investigations into

social tendencies, which he pursues to speculative regions.

Ijaying shade on impalpable shade, his style becomes
abstruse, allusi-fre, overburdened, eloquently reticent.

Evil and ugliness he esteems for their aesthetic value

;

fineness of breeding is the desirable virtue in this Novel
of Manners.

Babbie.

Bom humourist in the age when wit and the fimny man
are eliminating humour, yet not quite free from mannerisms
of the comic paper.

Lacking constructive art, his books are collections of
anecdotes, sketches of real people, heightened by the fancy
and fondness of a lover. Autobiographer, historian of his

own kin, he discovers his own heart in the story of literary

aspirants and exiles from Thrums ; his Scotch tenderness
exploits feelings that the Southron conceals. Such humour
and pathos are begotten of the same sympathetic insight,

the same exaggeration marks both.

GiSSING.

Patient explorer of social conditions, movements, and
maladies. Whole sections of society are his personages,
their atoms studied as products of environment, with the
observant care of a determinist.

He addresses the intellect, rarely the emotions
; yet the

Science subserves Art : the literary epicure relishes the
subdued beauty of style, the Zolaesque grandeur of this

nether world in its multitudinous details. Nor does he
underrate character and will ; his Kirkwoods and Idas,

less credible than the unillustrious many, betray an
intuitive faith in mankind.

His pessimism jibes not at Providence, but, indicting

Civilisation, uncovers both petty sins and crimin^d

enormities.

I
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SIR THOMAS URQUHART of CROMARTIE, 1611-
1661). By JOHN WILLOOCK, Lerwick. 6b.

" We welcome Mr Wiltcock's Life of Urquhart. whicli will introduce to the vast majoritv
of readers a quaint, original, and highly flamboyant indinduality.**—^Vofe^ and (^usrt««.

OLIPHANT, ANDERSON, & FERBIER,
21, Paternoster Sqaare, E.G. ; and Edinbargb.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.
THE FIRST VOLUME OF

THE WORLD'S EPOCH MAKERS.
Edited by OLIPHANT 8MEATON

I.S NOW READY, viz. :
-

CRANMER and the ENGLISH REFORMATION.
By A. D. INNE8, M.A.

AND WILL BE FOLLOWED 8HORT1.Y BY

WESLEY and METHODISM.
By F. J. SHELL, M.A.

LUTHER and the GERMAN REFORMATION.
By Prof. T. M. LINDSAY, D.D.

The Volnmes composing this Series will constitate, when their issue is

complete, a valuable conspectus of the origin and progress of the most
pr. m-nent niovements that have taken place in theology, philosophy, and the
lietory of intellectual development from Buddha to the present day.

Publishel Price THRSE SHILLINGS Each.

Detailed Progpectus on applicatiitn,

T. & T. CLARK, Edinburgh.

MR. JOHN LONG'S
NEW AND STEIiaNG NOVELS.

Prica 6». ea^h.

THE EXPERIMENT of DR. NEVILL.
Emeric Hulrae-Beaman.

THE HARVESTERS.
LOGANS LOYALTY.
HIS PRENTICE HAND.
THE ANGEL of CHANCE.
THE HOUSE of HARDALE.

Price 3s. iJd. each.

A FIGHTER in KHAKL
THE BISHOP'S SECRET.

J. S. Fletcher.

Sarah Tytler.

Sydney Phelps.

G. G. Chatterton.

Rose Perkins

Ralph Rodd.
Fergus Hume.

London : JOHN LONG, 6, Cbandoa Htteet, Strand.

MUDIE'S LIBRARY
(LIMITED).

FOR THE CIRCULATION AND SALE OF
ALL THE BEST

ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN, ITALIAN,
' SPANISH, and RUSSIAN BOOKS.

TOWN SUBSCRIPTIONS from ONE GUINEA per atinum.

LONDON BOOK SOCIETY (for wot-kly exchange of Books at the houses of
Subscribers) from TWO GUINEAS per annum.

COUNTRY SUBSCRIPTIONS from TWO GUINEAS
per annum.

N.B.—Two or Three Friends may DNITB in ONE SUBSCRIPTION, and
thus lessen the Cost of Carriage.

TOWN and VILLAGE CLUBS SUPPLIED 011. LIBERAL
TERMS.

Prospectttses and Monthly Lists of Books gratis and post free.

SURPLUS LIBRARY BOOKS
Now Offered at

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.

A NEW CLEARANCE LIST (100 pp.)
Sent Gratis and post free to any address.

The List contains : POPULAR WORKS in TRAVEL, SPORT,
HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, SCIENCE, and FICTION. Also NEW
and SURPLUS Copies of FRENCH, GERMAN, ITALIAN,
SPANISH, and RUSSIAN BOOKS.

30 to 34, NEW OXFORD STREET
;

241, Brompton Road, 8.W. ; 48, Queen Victoria Street, B.C.,

London
;

And at Barton Arcade, Manchester,

A CHARMING GIFT BOOK
68., cluret roan, gilt, Illustrated.

LONDON in the TIME of the DIAMOND JUBILEE
London: SiHPKiir, Muukall i Co. Llangollen: DAELiifGTOK & Co.

DARLINGTON'S HANDBOOKS.
Edited by EALPH DAELINGTON, F.E.G.S.

Maps by BAETHOLOMEW.
Fcap. 8vo. ONE SBILLING EACH. Illustrated.

THE VALE Of LLANGOLLEN.—With Special Contributions from
His Eiceliency B. J. PHELPS, late American Minister; Professor
JOHN RUSKIN, LL.D. ; ROBERT uaoWNING: A. W. KINGLAKE:
and Sir THEODORE MARTIN, K.C.B.

BOURNEMOUTH and NEW FOEKST.
THE NORTH WALES COAST.
BRECON and its BEACONS.
BOSS, TINTBRN, and CHEPSTOW. _ _ _

BRISTOL, BATH, WELLS, and WESTON-SUPER-MARE.
BRIGHTON, EASTBOURNE, HASTINGS, and ST. LEONARDS.

LLANDUDNO, RHYL, BANGOR, BBTTWSYCOED, and 8N0WD0N.
ABERYSTWYTH, BARMOUTH, MACHYNLLETH, and ABERDOVBY.
BARMOUTH, DOLGELLY, HARLECH, CRICCIBTH, and PWLLHELI.

MALVERN, HEREFORD, WORCKSTBR, GLOUCESTER, & CHELTENHAM.
LLANDRINDOD WELLS and the SPAS of MID-WALES.

THE CHANNEL ISLANDS.
THE ISLE OF WIGHT.
THE WYE VALLEY.
THE SEVERN VALLEY.

Is.—THE HOTELS of the WOBLD.
leading Hotels throughout the world.

A Handbook to the

" What would not the intelligent tourist in Paris or Rome give for such a
guide-book as this, which teaches so much that is outside the usual scope of
such volumes !

"

—

The Times.
" The best Handbook to London ever issued,"—Liverpool Daily Post.

SECOND EDITION, ENLARGED, 6s.—60 Illustrations, 21 Maps and Plans.

LONDON AND ENVIRONS.
By E. C. COOK and E. T. COOK, M.A.

If'dh an additionallndex of 4,500 References to all Streets and
Places of Interest.

Llangollen : DARLINGTON & CO.
lioadoa : Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kkvt k Co.

The Hallway Bookstalls, and all Booksellers'.

Ltd.
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THE ORESHAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,

25, FarrlDgdon iTenae, London; 130, Bath St., Glasgow.

THE BRITISH EMPIRE : its Progress
nml Kxpaniion lit Homo mid Abroad in the Nineteenth Coiilarj'. Com-
prijins a Dwcripiion and Ilisiorv of the Britieh Colonies and Dependen-
cio». By EDGAR 8ANDKRSON, ll.A. (Cantab.), Author of "History
of the BritiBh Kmpire," "Outlines of the WorldV History," 4o., to.

Beautifully UUintraied throuBhont with Full-Paije Dntwinga by Gordon
Browne, B.I., W. H. MarReteon, W. II. Uvarond, W. 8. Stacey, W. L.

Wyllie, A.R.A., Bnoch Ward, R. Caton Woodville, R.I., *c., «c. eTols.,

aper-royal Bvo, cloth eleKant, olivine edKes.

The followioK are some of the subjects which are treated in ^reat detail :—

The Dark Continent. KnRJuecring. Klcctricity.

Moral and Social Advance. Commerce. Literature.

Romantic Events. Art. Great Industries.

India as it Was and Is. Science. Great Kiplororg.
Philanthropy. Railways.

America. Thrift. Banking.
South Africa. Postal Reform. Shipping.

THE BOOK of the HOME. A Practical
Cnide to (ieneral Hoiiseliold Manft^omenr. Produced nnder the peneral
Editorship of H. C. DWIDSON, aKsistod by over One Hundred
Spociahst«. CopiouBly Illustrate*! by Coloured PlatPs and Kn^rravinKs io

the Text. In 8 dlrisional volumes, euper-royal 8vo, bound in cloth,

coloured edges, price os. each.

The contents of the book may I)e grouped under four beads. The first deals
with all matters concerning the House—the choice of its site, laws regarding
landlord and tenant, sanitation, furnishing, removats, artistic decoration, &c.,

and also tbc ^rden. In the second the daily routine of the Household is con-

8idere«l~the dulies of servants, the mane^enient of kitchen, laundrr, and
store-room, house-i-Ieaning, Ac, together with plain, fancy, and invalid cookery.
In the third are di&cnssed such subjects as the legal and custoraarj- duties of

Master and Mistress, insurance and the making of a will, account-keeping,
shopping, dre«s, home occupations, visiting and entertaining, and indoor and
outdoor amusements. And in the* fourth sound, systematic, and practical

advice is given as to the management and education of children from infancy
to the time when they are starUid in life on their own acconn*.

THE GARDENER'S ASSISTANT. A
Practical and Scientific K\'iM)sition of the Art nf Gardening in all its

Hranchoa. By ROBKRT THOMPSON, of the Royal Horticultural
Society's Gardens, Ghiswick. Ac. New Edition, Revised and entirely
Remodelled under the Direction and general Editorship of WILLIAM
WATSON, F.R.H.S., Assistant Curator Royal Gardens, Kew. with Con-
tributions fr< >m eminent Bpecialists. Illustrated by numerous Engravings
in the Text, and a Series of Coloured Plates. In 6 imperial 8vo divisional
Tola., bound in cloth. IBeady shortly.

The Gresham Publishing Company

beg to announce that early in

May they will commence publica-

tion of the New Edition of

THOMPSON'S GARDENER'S
ASSISTANT, under the Editor-

ship of Mr. WILLIAM
WATSON, Assistant Curator,

JR(>yal Gardens. Kew.

THE ORESHA.M PUBLISHING COMPANY,
2o, Farriogdon Avenue, London ; and 130, Bath Street,

Glasgow.

MAY, lOixi.—Price SIXPENCE.

LONGMAN'S KflAGAZINE.
ONE of OUBSEI.VEa. By L. H. Wii.ronD, Author of "Mr. Smith," 4c.

(Continued.)

AT the GATE. By E. Nb uit.

JOHNSON'S MONUMENT. By KnWiiiD E. Moekis.

A GIOTTO of the COTESWOLDS. By Mr«. Ai.hk Ha«k«k.
THE 8T0DY of PLANT LIFE. By Thomas Coom-TRnscn.
IN the NAME of a WOMAN. By Akthck W. MAicauoiir, Author of "By

Right of Sword," " A Dash for a Throne," Ac. (Continnod.)

AT the SIGN of the SHIP. By Asdiiw Laito.

LONDON : LONOMANS, GREEN k CO.

FROM MR. MELROSE'S LIST.
NOW READY. SECOND EDITION.

Price One ShilUnK Net.

FIELD - MARSHAL LORD ROBERTS,
V.CK.I'., Ci.C.H.

A BIOaRAPHICAI. 8KBTCH.

Author of " Tht Kingdom of Manhood" ^c*
" The Horj- is complete and glurious in itnelf. . . . Wnrth rereailinK. . . .

A rouBins little book."—A. James's OazetU,
" Admirably -welded together into a siirring and dramatic story."

LiUrart World,
** T^ entrancing narrative. . . . Well printed ami neatly twund.'

Christian Leader.
" A close and vivid account."—yf6«r<feen Fret Tress.
*' Ta8t<'fully got up."

—

Scotstnan,
" Pitcs full justice to the drum and trumpet career of the veteran aoldier. . . .

Could eaeily sell at three or four times the bumble shilling."
Dundee AdverCiser.

A BOOK FOR THE HOUR.
THIRD KDITION.— Price 38. 6d.

OUR LIVING GENERALS. By Akthob Tehplb,
Author of "Iho Making of the Empire." Art vellum, gilt top.
Biographiittl Sketches, with fine Portraita of Twelve General^, no fewer
than ten of whom are now at the front.

"Pleagant and proud reading."—J(o<»rda» Sevieut.

THIRD EDITION.—Making Six Thousand Copies.

THE MAKING OF THE EMPIRE. The Story
of Our Colonies. By ARTHUR TEMPLE. Author of "Our Living
Generals," &c. Profusely Illustrated. New Editiou, with an additional
Chapter, bringing down the record to December, 1807. Imp. 16mo, cloth

boarap, price 3s. 6d.
SECOND EDITION.

TOlD from THE RANKS. Recolleclions of
Service During the Queen's Reign. By Privates and Non-Commissioned
Officers of the British Army. Collected by E. MILTON SMALL. Illus-

trated by W. B. Wollen, RJ. Antique-laid paper, uncut edges, gilt top,

price 3s. 6d.

A NOTABLE BOOK OF DAILY lilBLE R£AB«rGS.

IN THE HOUR OF «tl.eNCE. By Alexander
SMELLIB, M.A. Imp. I6mo, cloth bo'ards, 6s.

Books of Bible readings are common enough, but only onoe in many years
does one appear which takes a distinctive place, and leaps into large and per-

manent popularity. Such a book was ' Come Ye Apart, and such a book is

" In the Hour of Silence."
"All is original and all of choicsstquality The thought is never abstruse,

but in touch with the simple realities of our spiritual life; yet it is always
fresh We have not had a book of daily meditations so near to what it ought
to be as this is, though many have tried to furnish one."

—

Expository Times,

LORD ROSKBERY'S CROMWELL.

OLIVER CROMWELL. A Eulogy and an Apprecia-
tion. By the Right Hon. the EARL OF ROSEBERY, K.G., K.T.
(id. net.

Price

"COMRADES"; and Other Strai-jht Talks with Boys.
By E. C. DAWSON', M.A., Author of "The Life of Bishop Hannington,"
" Success to You !

" (Be. Crown 8vo, cloth, Ss. 6A.

CHILD VOICES. Twelve Sketches of Child-lifo, full

of quaint humour and fancies. By W. E. CULE, Anthor of "Sir
ConBtant/' &c. Illustrated by Ctiarles Robinson. Imp. lOmo, clotb, gilt

edges, 3s. 6d. net.
** lu every way the book is a beautiful one."— 6«arrfta».

NEW ILLUSTRATED EDITION.

JOHN HALIFAX, GENTLEMAN. By Mrs. Craik.
With 7 Illustmtions by Ayton Syminfjton. Imp. ICmo, cloth, bevelled

boanis, rough edges, gilt top, ^^». Gd.

THE NATURAL HISTORY OF THE YEAR.
For Young People. By J. ARTHUR THOMSON, M.A., Professor of

Natural Philosophy at Alierdeen University. Profusely Illustrated.

Imp. Ifimo, cloth boards, 'ii. fid

" The whole course of Nature's changes through the seasons are set forth by
a writer whose accurate kuowled^'e gives him more than ordinary claim upon
the attention of his readers."

—

Darin Mail.

BIRDS OF OUR ISLANDS. By F. A. Fulcher.
Profnsoly llUistrsted. Large imp. Iiimo, cloth boards, gilt edges, 6s.

" Young people with a taste for the study of ornithology will find an excel-

lent introduction to the subject in 'Birds of Our Islands." The author writes

plainly and pleasantly on the habiis and haunts of many varieties of the

feathered trilre."—Sco^smon.

BOOKS FOR THE HEART. Kdited, with Intro-

duction to each Volume, by ALEXANDER SMKLLIE, M.A. Fcap. 8vo,

printed on antique wove paper, cloth boards, gilt top, price a. 8d.

each volume.

GRACE ABOUNDING TO THE CHIEF OF
SINNERS. BV.IOHN BUNYAN.

Dr. Alexisdkb Whvtb, Author of " Bnnyan Characters," writes :—" My
best thanks for your beautiful 'Grace Aboanding.' Go on with such good work."

THE RELIGIOUS AFFECTIONS. By Jonathan
EDWARDS.

" My heart lx)undcd when I saw ' Religious AIToetions ' announced nuder

jour editorship, and so cheap too Many whoso blessing is worth earning

will bless you for Edwards' masterpiece in this beautiful shape." Alixiitdii

YfaxTz.—Edinburgh.

ANDREW MELROSE, 16, Pilgrim Street, London, E.G.
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A Birthday Tribute to Herbert

Spencer.

Me. Heehert Spencer has just completed his eightieth

year, having been bom on April 27, 1820, and, though it

is not customary to celebrate the birthday of a philosopher,

an exception may fittingly be made in favour of one who
towers above all others in the realms of thought. But
though a tribute to Mr. Spencer wiU undoubtedly be
generally considered appropriate at this time, it is some-
what difficidt to produce a garland which will be pleasing
to the general reader. For Mr. Spencer exists only in his

books, and as these abound in sweeping generalisations

and close reasoning, they are not quite so popular as
the writings of Eudyard Kipling or Marie CoreUi, and
they have not yet reached the edition de luxe stage, as

have the philosophical works of Mark Twain. With the
majority of people the acquisition of new ideas is a
difficult process, and the exercise of the brain is extremely
fatiguing. Sir Walter Scott's humble friend and trusty

henchman, Tom Purdie, used to declare that the reading
of the Waverley Novels was a great comfort to him, for

whenever he was ofE his sleep, which occasionally happened
to him, he had only to take one of Sir Walter's novels,

and before he had read two pages he was sure to fall into

a refreshing slumber. It is much to be feared that, for

producing exhaustion and bringing on drowsiness, pro-

found philosophical books will be regarded by most people
as immensely superior to anything which bears the name
of the " Magician of Abbotsford."
But though Mr. Spencer's birthday is an interesting

event, and will this year be more generally noticed than it

has ever been before, it certainly will not bring forth

anything in the way of those light gossipy personalities

which the general public so much delights in. There is

only one Spencer, the profound thinker and laborious
worker, and he cannot be made to figure in any other
character. It has been very different with one or two
other philosophers. David Hume, for instance, as depicted
in the pages of his biographer, John Hill Burton, and his

clerical friend, "Jupiter" Carlyle, was at all times fond
of l« mot pour rire, and a regular frequenter of convivial

gatherings like those of the " Poker Club," while he coidd
roll off playful letters such as no philosopher has written
before or since. He even carried his playfulness so far

that on one occasion he wrote to Eoberteon, the historian,

that he could not swallow certain expressions in the History

of Charles the Fifth, adding the startling words : " No ; I
will see you d d sooner!" One is scarcely prepared
for that from the author of the Treatise on Human Nature.
John Stuart Mill also had a personal side which was
striking enough, for he had for many years a platonic

affection for another man's wife, which moved his father
to wrath and estranged him from many friends ; while
after his platonic affection blossomed into matrimony he
was never weary of singing his wife's praises in an
absurdly high key. These " anomalies " have greatly
e.Tercised the grave and learned gentlemen who have acted
as Mill's biographers. Then the ascetic Auguste Comte
had his Clotilde, and the grave Descartes his Princess

Elizabeth, while Voltaire, whom M. Levy-Bruhl, following

the example of Kant, includes among the philosophers,

appeared in absurd enough attitudes. But with Mr.
Herbert Spencer the case is totally different. For we may
safely dismiss as mythical those smart epigrammatic sayings
and amusing anecdotes which are associated with his name,
and of which the present writer has made a goodly collec-

tion. Doubtless these products of the imagination will

possess some value at a future date, as affording interesting

evidence of the way the popular mind believed that a pro-

found thinker should speak and act under all conceivable

circumstances. But Mr. Spencer bears no resemblance to

his mythical portrait. In him we have the philosopher

who has kept his door closed, and been entirely absorbed
in his task, a huge one, demanding keen scientific percep-

tion, accurate observation, and precise generalisation.

Made painfully aware in early manhood that his tenure of

life was precarious, obliged for long periods to abandon
work altogether, and at other times able to accomplish

only an hour or two of work per day, he has been com-
pelled to husband his resources and keep himself aloof

from the distractions of the world. His Synthetic Philosophy

is the greatest intellectual task ever accomplished by man,
and yet it is the work of one who for fifty years has been
more or less an invalid, and obliged from time to time to

utter in the prefaces to his books despairing notes about
his feeble health, and the uncertainty attending his future.

There is nothing like this in the annals of literature. M.
Taine approaches it, for when that gifted thinker settled

down to his monumental work, Les Origines de la France

Contemporaine, he was aware that his time was short, and
that he must labour with might and main to accomplish

his task. But just as he neared the end he passed away,
and we can only guess what his final summing up might
have been. In magnitude, however, M. Taine's work, the

entire work he had mapped out, falls far short of Mr.
Spencer's. There is, indeed, no comparison that way, his

Synthetic Philosophy being unique among the efforts of

men.
The general public is undoubtedly aware that Mr.

Spencer is a tridy great man, and has learned something
about him ; but its knowledge of him has been caught on
the wing, and is, therefore, superficial ; and the real man
and his work are known to only a very select audience.

And from the nature of the case it could not be otherwise.

For he has worked out a profound all-embracing formula
of evolution, and he has applied that formida to every
branch of phenomena ; and he who believes that we have
arrived at the age of reason, and that humanity is to be
fashioned and led by knowledge and reasoned thought,

has observed humanity to little purpose. As Renan puts
it : " On subit le raisonnable, on ne le croit pas." In
general, people are mostly influenced by feeling, and have
merely a nodding acquaintance with reason. The result,

in the case of Mr. Spencer, is obvious enough. He has
acquired name and fame throughout the entire civilised

world, and his name is truly '

' familiar in our mouths as

household words"; but this familiarity is with his name
only, and does not extend much further. His teaching
has reached the public largely through the medium of

opponents and hostile critics, who have distorted and
misrepresented him, and made him appear ridiculous

enough. Theologians, who, according to Buckle, are
" remarkable for the certainty of their knowledge on
subjects about which nothing is known," have treated

him with the unfairness common to them ; metaphysicians
have refused his peace-offering, and mangled and muti-

lated him; and the teachers of the "new religion of the

stomach " have poured out boiling hot vituperation and
abuse. And these are not things of ancient history. Mr.
W. H. Mallock has devoted a volume

—

Aristocracy and
Evolution—to the work of demolishing a purely imaginary
Spencer ; while Prof. Paulsen, of Berlin, has lately been
displaying an ignorance of Spencerian ethics which ia
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truly Riua/ing. Even so recently as in the March number

o! the Fortnightly Reriew, Prof. Ward, of Cambridge,

closed a long lirtUum fulmen by declarmg that " How-
ever great Mr. Spencer's personal merits may be, his

philosophy, I sincerely believe, deserves the worst that

has ever been said of it." Truly, " it is a mad world,

my masters" ; and Mr. Spencer has had painful experience

of the profound depth of his own philosophical doctrines.

Mr. Spencer's admirers are not always free from blame,

and occasionally make statements which are inaccurate and

misleading. There are writers who, like M. Gustave Le
Bon, declare quite ex cathedra that Mr. Spencer's teaching

is admirable so far as it goes, but that it requires at certain

points to be supplemented by profounder views which

have escaped the English philosopher. But whenever

M. Ije Bon condesconds to pass from generals to particulars

in support of his allegations, we find that " the profounder

views" have all been fully elucidated by Spencer, and

even clinched according to his custom by striking analogies.

There are others who, like Prof. W. H. Hudson, would

have us believe that Spencer's writings are " couched in

a singularly condensed and unattractive style." But
surely such individuals have paid little attention to authors

and the -styles appropriate to different kinds of subject-

matter. From historians who mostly treat of the crimes,

follies, and misfortunes of men, we expect the free gait

of a Macaulay or a Froude, and from prophets who gener-

ally pass large judgments on the universe without being

at the trouble of trying to ascertain what it consists of, we
look for the tingling rhetoric of a Ruskin or a Carlyle.

And Spencer has always been careful to vary and adjust

his style according to circumstances, using clear measured

sentences when engaged in exposition, becoming at times

placidly severo when dealing with critics, playfully ironical

when handling palpable absurdities, and rising to grave

and sober eloquence when face to face with the mystery

which lies at the heart of things. There are passages in

his writing as stately as anything in Milton's prose, while

there are occasional little side-thrusts which pierce as

deeply as any of Voltaire's winged arrows. The infinite

eternal energy which imderlies all phenomena, the awful

periodicity of the universe, and

The moving row
Of magic shadow shapes that come and go,

are never far from his thoughts, and prompt him at times

to utter words which are not far removed from the

emotional language of the poet. His lighter side is equally

effective. Nothing could be neater than the passage

where, after contrasting the conduct of rude tribes with

that of Europeans during the greater part of the Christian

era, noting in the one case the peaceful daily life and the

restilting virtues, and in the other the political burglaries

to acquire territory, and the long list of individual and
national sins, he exclaims, " What a pity these heathens

cannot be induced to send missionaries among the

Christians!" If Spencer's profound views fly over the

heads of most peopfe, it is not for lack of style in pre-

senting them, but simply because the road to the popular
mind is so obstructed that bolts of close reasoning cannot
be driven into it no matter how deftly the bolts are
moulded.
And yet Spencer has triumphed, and triumphed unmis-

takably. When he finished his task, four years ago, he
expressed surprise at his aud&city in having undertaken it,

and fltill greater surprise at having completed it. He
might fittingly have added his surprise at the deep mark
his teaching has made. For, notwithstanding misrepre-
sentation, ridicule, and abuse, and in spite of the hostility

shown to him in our halls of learning and strongholds of

tradition, his dominant note has caught on and leavened
the thought of our time. It is true he is a philosopher,

and the world is apt to dismiss philosophers and philo-

sophies after the manner of Byron's lines

:

When Bishop Berkeley said there was no matter

And proved it, 'twas no matter what he said.

But Spencer cannot be dismissed in that summary manner,

for he is not a philosopher after the manner of a Hegel, a

mere resuscitated schoolman, spinning meaningless jargon

and empty verbal symbols; and still less is he a philo-

sopher after the fashion of a John Stuart Mill, an analyser

of old theories and conceptions and a master of logical

acuteness, but without any fresh gospel for humanity.

Logical acuteness and power of subtle analysis Spencer

possesses in a pre-eminent degree ; but he has something

more valuable—a distinctive message, and a distinctive

message founded on the bed-rock of science. He has

enriched us with a flood of new ideas, for he has given us

the philosophic formula of evolution, and from that all-

embracing base he has worked out the evolution of the

solar system, of the totality of life upon the earth's sur-

face, of conscious intelligence and the products of conscious

iutelligence. He has placed philosophy on a new founda-

tion, and, relying solely on the materials furnished by
science, he has raised a vast superstructure which covers

the entire field of knowable phenomena, and includes what

men are all interested in, the great questions of conduct,

society, and religion. The old fanciful metaphysics are

steadily disappearing in spite of the efforts bestowed upon

their renovation, and the new Spencerian philosophy is

steadily rising, for it has a message to mankind about the

practical affairs of life and action. The extravagancies of

the old metaphysics have had their day, and the philo-

sophy of the imagination is being steadily supplanted by

the philosophy of science, because the new philosophy is

enriched with notes which must make it more and more

acceptable to humanity. And the author of this new-

philosophy, this fresh message to mankind, which is

destined to supplant the barren negations of a bygone

age and the absurdities of the schoolmen and their

descendants, has done his work well, and has played a

great part. He has proved himself a daring explorer and

skilful pathfinder and a profound interpreter of that com-

plex phenomenon called civilisation. He has laboured to

reconcile conflicting schools and creeds, to eliminate what

is mere dross and meaningless words, and put men in

possession of what is true and eternal. His gospel is

essentially one of construction, of healing and of recon-

ciliation. And the very criticism he has been subjected to

is conclusive proof of how powerfully he has stirred the

hearts of men.

In Memoriam R. A. M. S.

You are not here, and yet it is the spring

—

The tide you loved, compact of sun and rain.

And all sweet life and colour wakening,

Losing your touch the world falls grey again.

With you we strayed through faiiry palaces,

Threaded green forests dark with ancient trees,

Solemn with pomp of immemorial shade,

Whore by still pools the wood-nymphs bathed and
played

:

Unconscious as a happy child at play,

Of all forgotten splendours you were free.

And all the present wealth of night and day

—

O, you, and you alone, could lead the way,
Yours was the key.

Yours was the golden touch, loved and lost,

Or ever the wintry years that bring the frost

Could blur your radiant spirit, you are fled.

Eld shall not make a mock of that dear head,

Nor Time account you with his tempest-tost.

Young with imperishable youth you sped :

Yours is the peace, ours the unnumbered cost.

EosAJiuNU Markiott WaisohJ
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An Index Expurgatorius of

Words.
In a^ very interestinj: article on " English, Good and
Bad, m last week's Litvrature, Mr. James E. Thufsfleld
teferred to a list of words and phrases which William
Cullen Bryant fotbade his contributors to use, when he
was editing the New York Evening Post. The list
18 quoted by Mr. Fraser Eae in his book, Columbia and
Canada, with no comment save a mention of Bryant's zeal
for punty of speech. As it seems probable that many
readers of the Academy may like to have such a list by
them, it 18 given beloW almost in full—a fe* needless
Americanisms being omitted.

Words PaoHiiiiTEb by- William Ci'r.Lux Bryant.

PO NOT USS P(jB

Above, or over more than.
Action :;;...;;;.;;..;..; proceeding.
Aftferward* u... afterwai^d.
Aggregate total.
Artiste

, artiit.
Aspirant
Auditorium auditory.
Authorbss ;. ;..;,..;

Average .i4i....,i ordinar^j
Bagging capturing.
Balance remainder.
Banquet dinner or supper.
B<;at defeat.
Bogus
CaU attention direct attention.
Casket coffin.
Claimed for asserted.
Colli'led

Commence begin.
Conclusion close, end.
Cortege procession.
Couple two.
Decade ten years.
Debut
Decease as a verb
Develope to expose.
Devouring element fire.

Donate
Emploje
Endors'i approve.
Eq route
" Esq " ,,..'
*"*'' autamn.
Freshet flood.
Gents
Graduates is graduated.
Hardly scarcely.
Humbug
Inaugurate begin.
Indebtedness a debt.
In our midst
Interment burial.
Issue question or subject.
I'om extract or paragraph.
Jeopardise
JiibUant rejoicing.
Juvenile boy.
Lady wife.
Lasf latest.
lengthy long.
Leniency lenity.
[ioafer

Loan .' to lend.
fjocate'i

Wajority more, relating to places or
circumstances.

PtIat«^riaUy largely.
Mutual common.
Nominee candidate.
Ifotice...... observe, mention.
Oa5cia'> .,,... officer,

(Oration

Do NOT USE Fob
Over his signature
Pants pantaloons.
Parties ., persoDs.
Partially partly.
Past two weeks last two.
PolterS ..;.....; i

Portion ;.... parti
Prior to ,<.,(, , ,. before.
Progress advance or growth.
Proximity nearness.
Quite prefixed to good, large.
Residence house.
Raid attack.
Realised .....;. obtained,
Record .,., character or reputation.
Reliable , trustworthy.
Repudiate reject or disowtl,

Resident , inhabitant.
Retire as an active verb
Rev the Rev.
Role the part.

Roughs
Rowdies ,

Seaboard sea coast.

Section .., district, region.
Sensation noteworthy event.
Spending passing.
Standpoint point of view,
Start begin, establish.

State , say.
Stopping staying or sojourning.
Subsequently .., afterward.
Taboo 4>4

Take action <,...., act or do.

Talent talent, or ability^

Talented
Tapis
Tariff schedule of ratfs.

Telegrams despatches.
The deceasel
Those wanting those who want.
Transpose occur.
Try an experiment make an experiment.
Vicinity neighbourhood.
Wharves wharfs.
Which in " which man."
Would seem seems.

Although this list is interesting and helpful, it may
be compared to a bag filled with bones of contention

—

and these fairly rattle. Take Bryant's first objection :

''Above " is not to be used in the sense of " more than."
That is to say, we may not write :

" There are above a
hundred misprints in this edition." Well, we should
prefer "more than" a hundred here, but we dare not
insist in face of the Bible sentence: "He was seen of

above five hundred brethren at once." Swift, in Oicllwer's

Travels, has "I heard a knocking for above an hour," and
there are many other sanctions. For " over" in the sense
of "more than" there can be no justification. The
objection to "afterwards" for "afterward" seems fan-

tastic. Aggregate is certainly often used when "total,"
" entire," or " whole " would be more correct. "Aggre-
gate " pre-supposes that the elements forming a whole are
separately visible, or are being contemplated. Hence,
we think, one would say " the aggregate shipments of

tea," but not the " aggregate export of tea."

"Artiste." Vile word, say the purists. But it and
other vile words have something to say for themselves.
It is said that you may not write :

artiste for artist,

official /or officer,

scientist for man of science,

lengthy /or long,

as if "artiste," "official," "scientist," and "lengthy"
were vulgar synonyms for "artist," "officer," "man of

science," and " long." Thoy are not ; and it is the fact that

many words which appear to be corruptions of other words
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are really rudr but healthy offshoots, doing special duty.

It is idle to contend that " artist" ought to be used in all

casps where "artiste" is heard. "Artist" is one of the

least precise words in the language, yet with all its

breadtli it can rarely be trusted to indicate the commonest
types of artist—persons who arc proficient in a small

minor art, as distinct from one of the fine arts. A ballet-

dancer, a hair-dresser, or a cook, is called an artiste because

in such cases it has been found that " artist " ret^uires a
context or a qualification. In short, " artiste " is a useful,

if ugly, variation of " artist," and it was improvised to do
the work which " artist " failed to do. Coin a better

word if you will, but meanwhile " artiste " has a right to

exist. SimUariy "ofi&cial" is not usually used for
" officer," as Bryant's injunction implies. There is a dif-

ference. An " officer " of the P. & 0. Steamship Company
is a captain or mate, in uniform; an "official" of the

P. & O. Steamship Company is a man from the office, in

a tall hat. No doubt journalists write of " officials

"

where they might write " authorities "
; but there is a

general and frequent need to distinguish between the

"officer" with his badges and known duties and the
" official " with his more disguised and indefinite power.
" Scientist " may be a horrid word, but the circumlocution
" a man of science " becomes too cumbrous in a scientific

age. If people need a word, and their language has it

not, they will make one in a hurry. They will adapt a

cognate word according to some simple analogy or fancied

law, and there is your word—not born, but manufactured.

Can you complain that it exists, or expect it to be beauti-

ful ? " Lengthy " has been a good deal reviled, and its

invention has been charged to Americans. As a matter

of fact it is found in Gower. The justification of " lengthy "

is that it relieves " long " of certain duties. So many
things are long that, in the myriad action and inter-

action of daily speech, it was found convenient to describe

some things as " lengthy." And so we say a " long
pole" and a "lengthy argument." You may certainly

speak of a long argument ; but, if so, do you not imply in

a subtle way that the argument, though long, began and
ended on one occasion and without interruption ; whereas
" lengthy " suggests tedium, intermittence. Surely
"lengthy annotations" is usually more exact than "long
annotations." A " lengthy dispute " conveys more than a
" long dispute "—you see that the quarrel rose and sank
and wandered until everyone was sick of it. It becomes
clear that many words rejected of the purists are really

rough-hewn comer stones, filling crevices in the language.
One of Mr. Bryant's most doubtful prohibitions is that

of " in our midst." Yet Mr. Thursfield is particularly

glad to see this expression banned. Bryant gives no
equivalent for " in our midst," and Mr. Thursfield excuses
him by saying :

" I suppose he thought that anyone with
the slightest sense of grammar would see that a collective

possessive pronoun cannot in such a collocation be sub-
stituted for a discretive genitive case." This sonorously
begs the question. Surely there is room for argument.
If we may not say "in our midst," meaning "in the
midst of us," it must be wrong to say :

" in our absence " for " in the absence of us,"
" sing your praises " for " sing the praises of you,"
" to his dismay " for " to the dismay of John,"
" on his behalf " for " on behalf of him."

Mr. Thursfield thinks that " in the midst " is always used
in the Bible with the genitive case, never with the
possessive. Perhaps. But Milton wrote in Samson
Agonigtet

:

And in my midst of sorrow and heart-grief
To show them feats.

On the whole, there seems to be no sound objection to " in
our midst."

" Average " is no doubt abused, but we should defend
it in the expression "the average man." It may be used
for "ordinary" in many ways which we cannot stop to

define. Enough to quote Browning's " Bishop Blougram's

Apology "
:

We mortals cross the ocean of this world
Each iu his average cabin of a life

—

The best's not big, the worst yields elbow-room.

What is the objection to "collided"? "Aspirant,"
" commence," " balance " (for a remainder not expressed

in figures), and " claim " (for " assert") are all very properly

condemned. " Couple " is too freely used, and " decease "

as a verb is abominable. But '• endorse " for " approve "

has something to say for itself. You approve a course of

action not yet carried out
;
you endorse an action already

completed. In this sense endorse is a good word ;
nothing

could be more significant. But when a speaker rises and

says : " I endorse all that Mr. So-and-So says," he justly

falls under Bryant's wrath. " Freshet " for " flood " is a

leader- writer'sword—apiece of professionalism. "Hardly"
and " scarcely " should be discriminatively separated in

one's mind. " Leniency " is not required, " lenity "being

identical in meaning and nearer to the root. " Partially "

is often used when " partly " would be better ; and yet

there is a distinction which often justifies the selec-

tion of "partially." "Partly" suggests that the part

indicated is known and measured by the writer ;
" parti-

ally " suggests only a general incompleteness. " Eecord "

for " character " or " reputation " is not pleasant.

" Eetire " as an active verb (he was retired on a pension)

is not unpardonable in connexions where it is almost a

technical term. "Eole" was adopted because it was

needed ; and metier was brought in to reinforce it. It is

our own fault that these words are rife. "Transpire"

has never been defended ; and "vicinity" seems to us to

be the least useful word in the language. " Would seem"
is a curious phrase. It is milder than "it seems"; but

instead of "it would seem " write, if possible, " it almost

seems." "Try an experiment" is nonsense. "Subse-

quently " is original sin.

Correspondence.

The Missing Word.

Sir,—May I give Mr. Logan my reasons for preferring

Englander to Briton as the generic title of a subject of

the Empire ? In the first place, it makes no vain attempt

to be inclusive. The compliment which the word " Briton "1

pays to Scotland and Wales is an insult to Ireland!

greater than any seeming slight given by " Englander."!

Again, " Briton " has a territorial and racial significance
;j

Englander was coined with no such connotation. Forj

the phrase "Little Englander" means one who would

circumscribe the Empire, not one who would excludal

Wales, Scotland, or even Ireland. Being a new word,!

its general adoption could be prefaced by the statementl

that it refers only to the centre of unity of the Empire. I

Having no racial significance it is better suited thanl

Briton as a title of our Dutch and Indian fellow subjects.!

A great advantage would foUow its use in that the term!

Briton or Englishman would be free from all ambiguityj

and would be confined to a native of that particular

province.—I am, &c., E. G- Cole.

Hull: April 21, 1900.

Suggestions Wanted.

Sir,—I wish to form a small library in country quarter

which will include the best twenty novels published in the

last ten years. Will you and your readers kindly assist

me in making a selection ? I would prefer that each year

of the decade should be represented by one or two books

This point, however, is not essential. I simply wish in

my small library to get the very best novels published!

in the ten years.—I am, &c., " Country Mousb."

April 21, 1900.
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The Etymology of Beagle, &c.

of Gutturalization.

The Effects

SiK,—The etymology of "beagle," the name of the
small himting dog, has baffled all our leading lexico-

graphers—Murray (1888), Whitney (1889), Webster-
Mahn (ed. 1890), Skeat (ed. 1898), who respectively label

the word "derivation obscure," "origin unknown,"
"perhaps of Celtic origin" (absurd), "of unknown
ongin "

;
yet it seems to be capable of a very simple

explanation. A free exercise of the element of comparison
upon which Brachet was so fond of laying stress leads one
inevitably to the conclusion that "beagle" is nothing
more than a gutturalized form of "beadle."

It may be laid down as a phonetic law that the dental

explosives (voiced d, voiceless t) when immediately fol-

lowed by the dental liquid / are liable to conversion into

the corresponding gutturals (y, i). Thus, if " beadle " be
uttered very quickly the hearer will find it impossible to

distinguish the sound from that of " beagle" ; while the

lower classes frequently call a fiddle a " figgle "

;

beetles, "beekles"; a whitlow, a " wicklow "; fettle,

"feckle," &c.

Bearing this law in mind, we are now able to explain such
surnames as Pegler and Biggie or Bickle or Bickell (where
not representing Bighill), which are merely gutturalized

forms of the original names Pedler and Biddle (Beadle)
respectively ; and also to state why, from a mistaken
notion that the pronunciation was at fault, the brook
Arkle Beck in Yorkshire has been turned into Artie Beck
in Lancashire.

A clear testimony to the real existence of gutturalization

is found in Joyce's Irish Local Names Explained (p. 4). He
says that d is often changed to g, as in Drumgonnelly in

Louth, which should have been Anglicised Drumdonnelly

;

compare also the use of k for t in the Doric dialect of

Greek.
We first hear of the beagle in the fifteenth century. It

seems plain, then, that the rough peasant youth of that

period began to sportively apply to the hunting dog the
name of the individual by whom they were frequently
hunted—viz., the beadle, whose functions corresponded to

those of the modem constable or detective ;
" beadle " in

their coarse pronunciation becoming " beagle," which
crept into the literary language as a separate word, to the
confusion of etymologpists for centuries afterwards. It is

something more than a mere coincidence that " beadle "

and " beagle " (fig. sense) stand in our dictionaries with
practically the same significations.

We are now able to g^ve the origin of another etymo-
logical puzzle :

" beak," the slang word for a magistrate.
Formerly, like " beadle," it meant a constable, an officer

of justice. It is merely a shortening of "beagle," as
" tec " is a slang abbreviation of " detective "

; and,
touching upon still another etymological uncertainty, it

is not too much to claim that after all the Anglo-Saxon
verb ledian (or, perhaps, biddan), "to beg," "to pray,"
is, under concession of French influence (0. Fr. hegard),

the ultimate source of " beg."—I am, &c.,

April 21, 1900. Hy. Haerison.

George Wishart.

Sir,—I am much intcrosted in tho statement of the
reviewer of Dr. Mitchell's Scottish Reformation to the effect

that George Wishart's "coming" was in 1.559. This
destroys the scandalous old story that Beaton had Wishart
strangled and burned in 1.546. That Knox in childhood
had been a pupil of Wishart's, " of him he learned the
little Greek he knew," is also novel information. I
know not whether more to admire the docility of Knox or

the miraculous precocity of Wishart : for Knox was eight

or nine years old when Wishart, his Greek tutor, was born.

This, at least, is the view of Mr. Hume Brown, and Laing
was of the same opinion. That Knox, " strangely, took to

the law " is, perhaps, not so strange, most notaries being

clerics at that date, as I understand.—I am, &c.,

A. Lang.

1, Marloes-road, .: April 21, 1900.

New Books Received.

\These notes on some of the New Books of the week are

preliminary to Reviews that may follow.^

Herbert Spencer :

THE Man and His Work. y Hector Macphbrson.

On Mr. Spencer's eightieth birthday appears this study

of his philosophical work. The author's aim is to
" present to the reader Spencerism in lucid, coherent

shape "—an excellent aim in which he has had the

approval of Mr. Spencer. At the same time, Mr. Spencer
" does not stand committed to the detailed treatment of

the subject." (Chapman & Hall.)

The Life and Times of John
Charles Molteno. By p. a. Molteno.

Sir John Charles Molteno was the first Premier of Cape
Colony, and this biography, in two handsome volumes,

scarcely needs other justification at the present time. It

is full of matter for the reflection of politicians of all

shades. Sir John Molteno was closely associated with Sir

Bartle Frere, whose actions figure largely in the narrative.

Mr. Molteno challenges some of the statements in Mr.
Martineau's biography of Frere. (Smith, Elder. 2 vols.

28s.)

Hurrah for the Life of
A Sailor !

By Vice-Admiral
Sir William Kennedy.

This is not, as its title might indicate, a rollicking song
or a jaunty little book of impressions ; it is a vice-admiral's

solid autobiography of nearly 350 pages. But the title

haa the right ring about it, and what follows it is the good
old stuff about three-deckers and cutters, about China
Seas, and wreck and battle; in short— fifty years of the

Navy. (Blackwood. 128. 6d.)

Pioneering on the Congo.
By the Rev. W. Holman Bentley.

Mr. Bentley is a Baptist missionary of twenty-one years'

experience on the Congo. While his narrative is essen-

tially a missionary's, it contains much ethnological and
political matter. Mr. Bentley writes with admiration of

the " courage and enterprise " with which the Belgians have
developed the Congo State. His two volumes are profusely

illustrated with photographs. (Religious Tract Society.

2 vols. 168. net.)

Carnations and Picotees for
Garden and Exhibition. Y H. W. Wegublin.

A very charmingly produced little book on a branch of

horticulture which has its devotees in a noisy world. Tho
chapter on "The Carnation in Town Gardens" will be
useful to London amateurs. (Newnes.)

In addition to the foregoing, we have received :

poetry, criticism, and belles lbttres.
Whitelaw (Bobcrt), The Sixth ^,neid of VerRil, Translated. .. (Over, Rnffhy)
Macdonell (Arthur A.), Short Histories of the Literatures of the World :

Sanskrit Literature (Heinemann) f/0

It98 (George), Kros' Throne (Sonnenschein) 2/8
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THBOLOOIOAIi AND BIBLICAL.

Hon1« (H. C. 0, Kpfaomn Btudic* (Hodder & StOQghton) 6/0

Uort(F^nlon 1. A.), Villus Scnnong in Outlina (Mncmillan)

HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY.

Inne* (A. D.\ The World's Epoch-Maker*: Cranmer and the EnEllsh
Reformation (T. 4 T. Clark) 30

Roliineon (Cbss. N.), With Rolierlg to the Transvaal. Part II ...(Newnes) l/il

Allen (O. W.), The Miexion of Evil : A Problem Iteoonsidt rod
(SkefBugton) 2/6

Muni (H. J. L. J.), Cathedral Series : The Abbey Church of Tewkesbary
(Bell) 1/1

Maonamara (Nottidf^ C), Ori^n and Character ot the Briliah People
(Smith, Eldtr)

Bowles (Thomas Gibson), The Declaration ot Paris of 1856 . (Sampson Low)
Balmfonh ( Ramsden), Some Social and Polliical Pioneers ot the Nineteenth

Oentoty (Sonnenaohein) 2/6

TEATKL AND TOPOGRAPHY.

Boddy (Alex. A.) , From the Egyptian Ramleh : Sketches of Delta Life and
Scenes in Lower Efrypt (Gay 4 Bird)

Harpers' Guide to Paris and the Exposition of 19<H) (Harper 4 Bros.) 3/6

msCELLANKOUS.

Birch (W. de Gray). Catalof^ie of Seals in the Department of Manuscripta
in the British Museum. Vol. VI (The Trustees)

The Annual ot the British School at Athens. No. V (MacmillanI net 7/B
Warren (Henry), How to Deal with Your Banker (Grant Richards) 3/«
Tod ;a. U.), Handbook.s to Public Schools : Charterhouse (Bell) net 3/6
Warner iP. P.), Cricket in Many Ohmrs (Reinemann) 7/6
Macdonald (J. J.), Pas>more Edwards Institutions (Strand Newspaper Co.)
Jorgeosen (Alfred), M'croOrganiams and Fermentation. Tliird edition.

(Macmillan)
Harrison (Kreleen), Home Nursing (Macmillan)
AUcbin (W. H.), A Manual of Medicine. Vol. I (MicmiUan) net 7/6

NEW EDITIONS.

Johnson (Samuel), Raeselas. Edited by Justin Hanraford (Greening) 3/6
Goldsmith (Oliver), Temple Classics: Citizen of the World. 2 vols. ...each 1/6

%* Ifeto Novels are acknowledged elsewhere.

Special cloth eases for binding the half-yearly volume of

the Academy can be supplied for 1». each. The price of the

bound half-yearly volume is 8«. 9rf. Communications should be

addressed to the Publisher, 43, Chancery-lane.

The Twelve Most Popular

Characters in Dickens.

Our Weekly Prize Competition.

BESULT OF NO. 31 (NEW SERIES).

In this competition for a list of the twelve most popular characterij

in Dickens, we stated that in judging we should resort to the
pUbUicite method, selecting for the prize the list which corresponded
in the greatest number of items with the general sense. The list

submitted by Mr. John P. Rapsey, 10, Olaskin Road, Hackney,
contained eleven out of the twelve characters chosen by the
popular vote, Mr. Rapsey's list is as follows :

—

1. Mr. Pecksniff. 7. Sam Weller.
2. Mr. Pickwick. 8. Sidney Carton.
.S. Mr. Micawber. !). Mr. Mantalini.
4. Little Nell. 10. Mark Tapley.
5. ".Sairey" Gamp. 11. Captain Cuttle.
6. Dick Swiveller. 12. Peggotty, sen.

The Popular Vote.

Compiled from all tliA.Id.ts Submitted.

..,„., . . VOTKS.
1. Mr. Pickwick 61
2. Sam Weller 60
3. Mr. Micawber 59
4. Captain Cuttle 58
6. Mark Tapley 54
6. Little Nell 43
7. Mrs. Gamp 42
8. Sidney Carton 29
9. Mr. Pecksniff 27

10. David Copperfifld 24
11. Dink SwivpIIer 23
12. Mr. Peggotty 16

Unler 16 Vatet.

1. Oliver Twist I."i

2. BetoyTrotwood 13

3. The Marohioness 12

4. TraddUs 10

6. Mr. Mantalini 9

6. Nicholas Nickelby 8
7. Mrs. Nickelby 8

8. Paul Domboy 8

9. Tom Pinch 7
10. Uriah Heap 6
11. Flo Dombey 5

12. Little Dornt _ r,

Other replies received from : A. H., London ; T. A., London
;

A. W., London ; A. E., London ; L. L., Ramsgate ; M. and A. A.,

Sonthport ; H. S., Weston-super-Mare ; J. T., Epsom ; M. D.,

Beokenham ; R. 0. B., London ; C. London ; E. S. B , Cardiff

;

D. F. H., London; S. B. Great Malvern; M. P., Walliogford;
H. R., London ; A. P., Wolverhampton ; W. T. W., London

;

J. M. S. y., Manchester ; C. A., Glasgow ; J. B. N., York ; F. M.,

Sheffield ; M. B., Liverpool ; J. S., London ; G. S , Eistbourne

;

G. E. B„ Ascot ; M. E. R , Tenby ; R. C. W., Cheshire ; M. A. C,
Cambridge ; E. W. B , Torrington ; M. P. H., Hanwell ; H. N. D

,

London ; H. T. H., Newbury ; C. A. E., Malvern ; M. A , East-

bourne ; C, Dorkirg ; P. B , Bournemouth ; .7. D. W , London
;

A. B. B., Brighton ; B. W., Sutton ; M. F. L., Stafford : J. F. F.,

Didcot ; A. N. R., London ; J. H. S., Manchester ; J. G., Doncaster
;

C. C, Edinburgh ; E. G. B., Liverpool ; M. M. C , Greaaboro'
;

E. H. H., London ; M. E T., London ; C. M.. Ballat«-r ; C. R.,

Ballater ; C. B., Clifton ; H. G. H., Rnswarp ; R. L., Glasgow

;

M. M., Edinburgh ; S. D. A , Bideford ; M. R., Falkirk ; A. E. G.,

London ; P. W., Oxford ; C. F., Hastings ; E. L., Bnrton-on-Treut.

Competition No. 32 (New Series).

Although Ciwper's 'History of John Gilpin" is artist iciUy
complete, it is still a tale unfinished. Gilpin, pursued by "six

gentlemen upon the road," wins the race to town and arrives safuly

hom». Bnt what of Mrs. Gilpin and the children? They are still

at the Bell Inn at Edmonton. How did they re'urn ? And what
pasBed when the Gilpin family, reunited round their own table in

Cheapside, reviewed the adventures of the day? We offeraprizi

of One Guinea for the best attempt to supply this information in

four or five stanzas which mitiht properly precede the last (existing)

stanza of the ballad, Cowper's four final verses run :

Stop thiet I stop thief I —a highwayman !

Not one of them was mute
;

And all and each that pass'd fiat way
Did join in the pursuit.

And now the turnpike gates again
Flew open in short spao» ;

The toll-men thinking us before

That Gilpin rode a race.

And so he did, and won it too,

For he got first to town
;

Nor stopp'd till where he had got up
He did again get down.

[Here insert the new stanzas,']

Now let us sing, long live the King,
And Gilpin, long live he

;

And, when he next doth ride abroad.

May I be there to see 1

Rules.

Answers, addressed " Literary Competition, The Acadbmt, 43,

Chancery-lane, W.C," must reach us not later than the first post

of Tuesday, M»y 1. Each answer must be accompanied by

the coupon to be found in the first column of p. 37(5, or it can-

not enter into competition. Competitors sending more than one

attempt at solution must accompany each attempt with a separate

coupon ; otlierwise the first only will be considered. We wish to

impress on competitors that the ta'k of examining replies is much
facilitated when one side only of the paper is written upon. It ifl

also important that names and addresses should always be given.

We cannot consider anonymous answers.
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MESSRS. HUTCHINSON^ &CO;S NEW BOOKS.
THE SECOND THOUSAND AT ONCE CALLED FOR.

AN IMPORTANT WORK BY THE AUTHOR OF "THE ROMANCE OF I3ABKL, LADY BURTON."

THE LOVE of an UNCROWNED QUEEN. Sophie Dorothea, Consort of George I., and
her Correspondence with Philip Christopher, Count Koni^smarck (now first puhhshed from the Originals). By W. H. WILKINS, M.A. In 2 vols.,
demy 8vo, cloth gilt and jjilt top, 36s. With Photo^^ravare Portraits and 40 other Full-Page Portraits and illustrations.

** This highly interesti-tg work."

—

Athemeum.
"These singularly spirited and dramatic volumes will help in foture to relieve tho tedious interval between Pepys and Walpole."

—

Daily Telegraph,
"Mr. Wilkins is cordially to be congratulated. He has made a valuable contribution to a neglected department of history. He has written a book which is as

exciting as an historical novel by Dumas, and to the judicious reader a good deal more interesting. His picture of life at the Hanoverian Covirt is graphic and com-
plete ; his Btory is romantic, not to sav sensational."— LiYera^Mre.

" It is the most human, therefore the most attractive, romance my Baronite has read for many a day.*'— Punch,

READY ON MONDAY NEXT. THE FIRST BOOK ON THE 8IBGE OF KIMBERLEY.

BESIEGED by the BOERS : a Diary of Life and Events in Kimberley during the Siege.
By E. OLIVER ASHE, M.D., F.R.C.S., Surgeon to the Kimberley Hospital. In crown 8vo, 38. (id. With 21 lUustra' ions.

THIRD L.VRGE AND POPULAR EDITION OF MRS. HUGH FRASER'S GREAT BOOK ON JAPAN.

A DIPLOMATIST'S WIFE in JAPAN. With over 200 beautiful Illustrations.
One larj?e \o\., hanrisome cloth gilt, 12s, net.

*' Never before bave the more charming aspects of Japan been so attnictively presented."

—

Athenceum.

JUSTICE to the JEW. The Story of What he has Done for the World. By Madison C.
PETERS. In demy 8vo, 7s. 6d.

" In the course of his able and strenuous defence of the Jews, the author presents in concise and well-arranged order many interesting and valuable facts,
which shoold make the book of considerible worth,'*

—

Glasgow Serald,

By I ilBEaT DE S4INT-A.MAND, Author of *' Famoas Women of the French Court.*'

Each Volume in crown 8vo, cloth gilt, with Portraits on Plate Paper, Cs,

LOUIS NAPOLEON and MADEMOISELLE
DE MONTIJO. IThird Edition.

NAPOLEON IIL and HIS COURT.
1 Second Edition.

THE COURT of the SECOND EMPIRE.
[.Second Edition.

PRANCE and ITALY. rSecond Edition,

NEW SIX SHILLING NOVELS.
THE FARRINGDONS. By Ellen Thorneycroft Fowler. mh Thousand.

" ' The Farringdons * appear to us to mark a real artistic advance in the writer. Elizabeth Farringdon is certainly Miss Fowler's che/d'auvre. We know few
characters in recent fiction so consistent and so human The book will be highly praised, and it thoroaghly deserves it. We have not for a long time read a book
so fresh, so sincere, eo truly humorous ; a book which so enthrals the reader by its wit and by its vivid realisation of character.**

—

Litefatxire.

A DOUBLE THREAD. By Ellen Thorneycroft Fowler. [som Thousand.

THE MINX. By "Iota." ^second Edition at pr«>s.

Mr. W. L CocETNBY, in the Daily rWe^rapA, says:—"In * The Minx * 'Iota* shows inaight, a knowledge of how a good story is constructed, a clear manage-
ment of her detail, which make the novel as a whole the best thing she has ever done. It is a pretty theme which Mrs. Ciffyn proposes to herself, and she carrien

it out with no little skill and graphic eflect."

GARTHOWEN. By Allen Raine. iTurd Edition.

"Charming alike in conception and execution, 'Garttowen* should add largely to the number of this delightful writer's admirers and also to his growing
reputation. Mr. Raine will \ie hard put to it lo better this his latest and finest work."— World.

THE TEMPTATION of OLIVE LATIMER. By L. T. Meade. [iv«<««i.

KIDDY. By Tom Gallon. ixextu:ie\

FORTUNE'S YELLOW. By Ella MacMahon.
*• Miss MaoMahon deserve* all the credit that attaches to the accomplishment of a difficult and delicate task. No ordinary tact and sympathy are requirad in

handling a theme fraught with so many possibilities. Miss MacMahon emerges with distinction,"—iSpcc^a^or.

A WOMAN of SAMARIA. By " Rita."
" The romance is cleverly conceived and cleverly executed."

—

Scotsman. »

THE HEART of the DANCER. By Percy White. iThird EJithn.

The Pall MtU Gazelle says : " The impslpable Thackerayin atmosphere of (fooi breedinjt is one of the charms of Jlr. White's style. In short, ' The Heart of

the Dancer ' is a book to be read, and, when read, to tje put away among the books which it « ill always be a pleasure to read over again."

A CORNER of the WEST. By Edith Henrietta Fowler. lEigUh Edition.

Messrs. BUTCSmSON' Sf CO. would like to call attention to THREE NEW NOVELS hy NEW WRITERS,
Gs. each.

THE DEAN of DARREN- A KENT SQUIRE. ByF.W. THE SECOND
H VYES

DALE. ByWTNTOXEVERSLKY. " Qaite a 'remarkable book in many ways. It in- LADY DELCOMBE.
" The ' Dean of Darrenda'e • is a remarkable book, troduces the reading public to a new writer of great

UdeaeTrea unusnal consideration and it rpveals the
dramatic power Mr. Hayes has been long before the By Mrs. .\RTHCR KENNARD.11 aeserres unusual consiaeration, ana it reveais tne
pQi,ij(, „„ an artist. He is responsible for the sixteen

writer's poasesaion of inteUectnnl and moral qaalities beautiful illustrations which illuminate ihe pages. "Rita Frost is one of the best and most pathetic
of a rare order. The strong human interest com- Of the l).>ok itself one can truly say that it Is entitled

heroines w« ha™ met with for sonin tiiriB «h,..... , V 1. I- u to rank with the best historical novels of the day. ""'* neroines we nave met with tor some time, sne
mends this work, which is sonetbing more than a xhose who have followed with breathless interest and stands outvivid and life-like from Brst to last, making
novel, to serious attenaon."—»rorW. mingled emotions the fortunes of Ambrose Gwyneit excellent comedy. The scene in which Lord Delcombe

I will await with impatience the publication of the . ,. . . , ., t. .
' A novel of nnnaoal eicellence, depicted with ox- sequel which Mr, Hayes has promised us." proimees to her is simply a brilliant bit of workman-

ceptional power."— Ou<2aaJt.
I

Liverpool Pott. ship. It is a book to be read."—Stendard.

*' A very remarkable piece of work."
FREDERICK WBDMOBE'S NEW NOVEL.

THE COLLAPSE of the PENITENT. In cloth, gilt, 3s. 6d.
FIRST Review.— Mr. W. L. CouKTUKv, in a column review in the Daily Telegraph, says: " 'The Collapse of the Penitent' is brief, succinct, graphic, witli

no unnecessary detail, and all the high lights duly accentuated—a very remarkable piece of work, delicate as wed as clever ; assuredly a book worth reading."

London: HUTCHINSON & CO., Paterno.ster Row.
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EDUCATIOSAL 8BBIB9 for DISPOSAL.
-OonrrifhU. 8t««>lJpo PUU*. lUuitrallonf. ind

Block of xn Publlc«lou«. Proiirirtor n-llrinit. ia.Mi

R<|<iil«l—Addrm K. Aodimi Oltioe, 41, 01>«ucerr htue.

W.f.

OATALOQUES.

WILLIAMS ft NOBGATE,
mPOBTERg OF rORKIOH BOOKS,

14, Bmriatto Rtnw, Oomt Oudu, 10. Sontb rrtdwtek St.

Hlnbaigb. and r, Bmd BttMt, Oxford.

0ATAL04UXS pod Ino en uipUoattoD.

lORBIGN BOOKS and PERIODICALS
promptly luppUed on moderato tonni.

0ATAU>QDB8 on kppUoatlon.

F
DUIiAXr ft 00.. ir, BOBO SQUARB.

BOOKS, OUT-OP-PRINT, SUPPLIED —
state wants. CiUlwiies free. WaoUd. .Torrock'a

"Jaunt*.* 1813: Scrope's "Salmoa Fishing," ItttJ; Jease's
'• BicUani III.,'' it****- ^^- ^'^^ offered.—Hollakd Co., Book
MerchanU, BitmlDxham.

High- Class Bookbinding.
Valuable Books and MS. Bound and Repaired with

great care. Miscellaneous Books bound in any
ttvle or pattern,

JOHN FAZAKERLEY,
40, Paradise Street, LIVERPOOL

TYPE-WRITING promptly and accuratelv
done. lOd. per 1,000 words. Stniplea and references.

MulU-Coi>ie«.—Addreas, Miss E. M.. IS. Mortimer Crescent, N.W.

TYPB-WRITlNfJ; TYPE-WRITING;
TYPE-WRITINO.— NOVELS. PLAYS. ESSAYS care-

fully TYPED. Difficult MSS. receire special attention.

RefereuccH to Authors.—Write for terms to E. Cbaham, 23,

Cockspur Street, Pall Xiall, London.

TRAFALGAR LITERARY and TYPE-
WRITING BUREAU (DE MOMET ft WALKER).

8, Trafal^r Buildings. Nortlmmberland Avenue. W.C. —
Typing. Duplicating. Shortliaod. ReiJorting. Translations
UII Languages). Litenry Researches. Press Cuttings.

TTPB-WRITBR.— AUTHORS* MSS.
COPIED ^*1tli accuracy and despatch. Caibon Dupli-

cates. Ciroulan>, Examinition Piipt-rs, ftc—Miss £ Tigar.
23. Maitland i-ark Villas, llaverstock Hill. N.AV.—EstabUshed
lUM.

CARRIAGES INSURED AGAINST ACCI-
DENTS caused by C^Iliainn, the FallioK. Bolting, or

Kicking of Horses, or by beiiig Run into by other Vehicles.

Policies Issued fur the Year or Season only. Prospectuses post
frec—IxPEaiAi. AecinEKT. Livk rtvch ani- Genkr^l Isscbakci
Co., Ltd., 17, Pall Mall East. London, 8.W. Agents wanted.

LITERARY RESEARCH.— A Gentleman.
experienced In Literary Work, and who has access to the

British Museum Reading Room, is open to arrange with
Author or any person requiring asslstaQce in Literary Re-
aarch, or in seeing Work through the Press. Translationa
muUrtaken from French, Italian, or Spanish.— Apply, by
latter, to D. C. Dallas, 1M. Strand, London, W.C.

ESTABLISHED 1851.

BIRKBEGK BANK,
' ' on. W'x:

20 / on tlie minimum monthly Kalances, ^^ /
/o when not drawn lielow £100. ^m /'

DEPOeiT ACCOUNTS
2J^O / on Deposits, repayable on ^^2J^ i

2 /O demand. ^^2 /

Soutliampton Buildings, Chancery Lane. Lrtndon. W.<_',

CURRENT ACCOUNTS
on tlie minimum monthly Kalanccs,

O when not drawn lielow £100. ^im iO
DEPOeiT ACCOUNTS
on Deposits, repayable on

<lemand.

STOCKS AND SHARFS.
Stocks and Shirea PurchaMil and Sold for Customers.

The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full purticulars. post
ffM.

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.
T«t4pKon€, Nu. 5. IIol)x>m.

Ttleffraphie AJtlfe»$ : "Bihkkkcr. Loxdu.^
"

"THE ACADEMY"
LITERARY COMPETITIONS.

Ntfw Series.—No. 33,

All rtadtri attempting thi* teeek't

Competition {deteribed fully on page
S74) mxut cut out thit Coupon
and tnelote it with their reply.

w ILLISTON SCHOOL, CHESHIRE.

All UN8ECTABIAN FIRST GRADE PUBLIC SCHOOL.
FvcK £l<Ki per aniiom (Incliiiive). PouofUtioner, elooted at
Half Fe<->.

T') BE OPENED SEPTEMBER, 1900.

Cliairmui u( tho Uororoora .. .. Bur. 8. A. 8TEINTHAL.
ll«i«lm.«t«r ODY LEWIS. JI.A.

For Ppvpertiu. Plao», kc apiily to Mr. Lkwis (at New
CoHefe, Easibauniel, or tb. CU-rk (Mr. E. V. UaluuiAl.L, 38,

Barton Arcade. Mancheeter).

SUPERIOR SOHOOLS for GIRLS.— Mies
LOUISA BKOUGII cao RECOMMEND Ul|h.elaK

BOARDING and DAY SCHOOLS ia Englaud and on thr
Continent.— Ckktuai. KroisTKT loa Teachers. 33, CraTen
Street, Charing Crois.

ALL EXAMINATIONS,
PREPARATION hyCORRESPONDENCE

on a TUOROOGHLY INDIVIDUAL 8Y:^TEM. The
STAFF inc'ndes Graduates of Oxford. Cambridge, London,
and Royal Universities,

SINGLE SOBJECTS TAKEX: Latin, Grtek. French,
Oenn.in, Hathcmatics, 8.3ience. Logic. Political Economy. &c.

Address Mr. J. CHARLESTON. B.A- (London and Oxoa.).

27 Chancery Lane, Loudon, W.C.

TTNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON.

SESSION 1891* 190(1.

YATES LECTURES.
A COURSE of SIX LECTURES on 'PREHISTORIC

CliRONi>LOGY" will be delivered bv Professor OSCAR
MONTKLl US (of thcStookholiii Museum), in the DOTANICAL
THEATRE, on TUfcSO-VYS and FRIDAYS at 4 p.m.. begin-
ning ou FRIDAY, Mav 4th. I9U0.

The subjects of the Lectures will be :—
I.—Relative Chronolc^y. Method — Types (ETolutton)

—

Kinds.
IL—Relative Chronology. Sufcessive Periods of the Stone.

Bronze, and Iron Ages in the different Countries—
It&ly. France, England, (irrmany, and Scandinavia,

in.—Absolute Chronology. Pos-ible, if a prehistoric period in

one country is contemporaneous with the historical
time in anotlier part of the world. Clironology iu

A sis, Egypt. Greece and Italy.

IV.—Absolute Chi-onolopy. Iron Age in Central and Northern
Europe,

v.—Abiolute Chronologj'. Bronze Age in Central and
Northern Europe.

VI.—Absolute Chronology. Copi»er and Stone Age.

The Lectures are open to the Public witliout psyment or
ticket.

J. M. UORSBURGH. M.A., Secretary-.

U NIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON.

SESSION 1899-19(K".

A COURSE of SIX LECTURES on "THE POETRY OP
ROBEKT BROWNING " will be delivered by the Kev. STOP-
FORD A. BROOKE, M.A.. LL.D.. in the Bi)TANlCAL
THEATRE on THURSDAYS, at S.'M p.m.. beginning ou
TIIUR>DAY. Mav 3rd, 1900.

The subjects of the Lectu'es will be :—
I.—" Bordello "' (continued).

II.—"The LoTe Poems."
III.

—"Poems of tne PassionB."
IV.—" Imaginative Representations.'*
v.—"Tlje Dramas."
VI.—" Poems on the Virtues."

A limited number of tickets only will l>e issued. Fee for the
Course, Half a Guinea. Che<nie8 and Postal Orders payable to
Mr. Walter Bkowx. to whom application for Tickets should
be made. „

J. M. HORSBURGH, ma., Secretary.

oWENS COLLEGE, MANCHEdTBR.

The Council propose to APPOINT a LECTURER in
SPANISH, who will enter on his duties on October 1st next
Applications should, be sent on or before May 10th to the

RioisTRAR, from whom further particulars may be obtained.

S. CHAFFERS, Registrar.

ROYAL INDIAN ENGINEERING
COLLEGE, Cooper's Hill. Staines.

The Course of Study is arranged to fit an Engineer for Em-
Sloymeat in Europe, India, and the Colonies. About 40
tuilents will be admitted in September, 1900. The Secretary

of State will otFer them for Competition—Twelve Appuintmeuts
as Assistant Engineers in the Public AVorks Department, and
Three AMMjintmt'uts as Assistant Superintendents in the
Tel^raphs Department, and One in the Acoounia.nts' Branch
P.W.D.—For particulars apply to SKcaBTART, at Collie.

ROYAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY
{Incorporated by Royal Charter)

Patron- HER MAJESTY THE (^UEEN.
President—A. W. WARD, Esu., Litt.D.

ALEXAXDBR MKDAL.
The Subject for this year's Prize Essay will be " THE PEACS
of LUNEViLLE, the Negotiations which Led to it. and its

Relations to (he Balunce of Power."
Information as to the Conditions of the Competition maj* be

obtained from the Dibkctok. 113, St. Martin's Lane. W.C.

ROYAL LITERARY FUND.
TlM LORD RUSSELL ..t KILLOWEN, G.C.M.fi . Lord

rlil.( Justice ot Eiijilaiiil. will nresiile at the llolli ANXIVER-
SARV DlN.NEll ou WEDNESDAY. .Mav 2nd. at the HOTBL
CKCIL. litrand, W.C. at 7 for 7.30 p in. precinely.

DixsKK TicKWs, Onk Glikea.
Applicatioui for Tickets should be made at once to the

Secretary,
LLEWELYN ROBERTS.

", AdelpM Terrace, W.C.

ALMOST READY.

CONTENTS-SUBJECT INDEX

GENERAL AND PERIODICAL LITERATURE.
(AtK>ut 790 pp.. large crown ^vo. I

Price to Subscrilwrs, 78. lid, ; Publwhe*! price. IDs. 6d. net.

Intending Sabteriben totb0alx>ve Work aie advised that the
List will be Clotad at an early date. Full PrusiKctas. RariewB,
Specimen Pages, Ae.,sent upon application to

A. COTGKEAVE, PnbliR Ubrary, Stitttford, London. £.

PORTRAIT SUPPLEMENTS
TO "THE ACADEMY,"

The following have appeared, and tome of
the numbers containing them can still be

obtained; or Complete Sets may be had
separately for 3s. 6d. :

—

BEN JONSON.
JOHN KEATS.
SIB JOHN SUCKLING.
TOM HOOD.
THOMAS GRAY.
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON.
SIR WALTER SCOTT.
SAMUEL RICHARDSON.
THOMAS DE QUINCEY.
LEIGH HUNT.
LORD MACAULAY.
ROBERT SOUTHEY.
8. T. COLERIDGE.
CHARLES LAMB.
MICHAEL DEAYTON.
WALTER SAVAGE LANDOR,
SAMUEL PEPYS.
EDMUND WALLER.
WILKIE COLLINS.
JOHN MILTON.
WILLIAM COWPER.
CHARLES DARWIN.
ALFRED, LORD TENNYSON.
HENRY WADSWORTH LONGFELLOW.
ANDREW MARVELL.
ROBERT BROWNING.
THOMAS CARLYLE.
PERCY BYSSHE SHELLEY.
CHARLES DICKENS,
JONATHAN SWIFT,
WILLIAM MAKEPEACE THACKERAY.
WILLIAM BLAKE.
SIR RICHARD STEELE.
ALEXANDER POPE.
DOUGLAS JERROLD.
FRANCIS BACON.
HENRIK IBSEN.

SELECTIONS FROM

ALEXANDER & SHEPHEARD'S |
PUBLICATIONS.

WORKS BY DR. MACLAREN.
Crown 870, cloth boards, price 68. each, post free,

THE BEATITUDES, and other Sermons-
*• An excellent exposiliou of the Bentitudes full

of thought and knowledge and power."
British Weekly,

CHRIST'S "MUSTS," and other Ser-
mens.

''FelicitnuB ezpositioo, rugged, intense eloquencer
and beautiful illustration."— »r or*/ and Work,

THE WEARIED CHRIST, and other
Sermons.

THE GOD of the AMEN, and other
Sermons

PAUL'S PRAYERS, and other Sermons.
"They are plain enough to be understood by tbo

onleHmed, and yet have sufficient richness and
cogency to attract the most cultivated."

New York Observer,

THE HOLY of HOLIES. A Series of
Sermons on the Ittb, 15th, and 16tb Chapter.^ of

the Gospel by John,

THE UNCHANGING CHRIST, and other
Rermone.

" Distinguished by the finest scholarship and most
exquisite literary fimgAi.'*—Christian Leader,

London :

ALEXANDER & SHEPHEARD, Ltd..
21 and 22, Purnival Street, Holborn, W.C,
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EDUCATIONAL SKRIES for DISPOSAL.
— Copyrights, Stereotype Plates, lUustratione, and

Stock of 170 FublicatioDs. Proprietor retiring. £3,000
required.—Address K., Acadkmk Office, 42, Cbaucery Lane,

OATALOQUE8.

TO BOOKBUTERS and LIBRARIANS of
FREE LIBRARIES. -The MAY CATALOGUES

of Valuable SECOND - HAND WORKS and NEW RE-
UAINDERS, offered at iirices greatly reduced, are Now
B«Bdy, and will be sent post free upon application to W. H.
Smitb & Sos. Library Department. 186. Strand. London. W.C.

WILLIAMS & NORQATE,
IMPORTERS or P0REI8N BOOKS,

14, HeOTletta Btreet, Covent Garden, 30, Booth Prederiek Bt.

Edinboigb, and 7, Broad Stie«t, Oxford.

OATAIiOOnEg poit tna oa scpUaUoo.

BAEDEKER'S & BADDELEY'S
TOURISTS' GUIDE BOOKS.

New fully detailed CATALOGUE sent po«t free on application.

DULAU & CO., 37, Soao Souiai, Losoox, W.

High- Class Bookbinding.
Talnable Books and MS. Boand and Repaired with

great care. Miecellaneous Books bonnd in any
tyle or pattern.

JOHN FAZAKERLEY,
40, Paradise Street, LIVERPOOL

TYPB-WBITING promptly and aocnratelv
done. lOd. per 1,000 words. S»mp1ei and referenoes.

Mnlti-Copiee.—Addreu, Miss E. H., 18, Mortimer Orescent, N.W.

TYPE-WRITINO ; TYPE-WRITING :

TYPE-WRITING. -NOVELS, PLAYS, ESSAYS care-
fuUy TYPED. Difficult MSH. receive special attention.
B«fer«nce« to Aathors.—Write for terms to E. Graham. 23
Cockspur Street, Pall Mall, London.

TRAFALGAR LITERARY and TYPB-
WRITING BUREAU (DE MOMET & WALKER),

8. Trafalrar Buildings, Northumberland Avenue, W.C. —
nping. l>aplicatiug. Shorthand. Reporting. Translations
fail Languages). Literary Researches. Press Cu 'Cuttings.

TYPE-WRITER. — AUTHORS' MS8.
COPIED with accuracy an'! despatch. Caiboa Dupli-

cates. Circulars, Examin^tmn I'apers, &c.—Miss E Tigar,
23. Slaitlaod Kark Villas. Haverotock Uill. N.W.—Established
ie»4.

CARRIAGES INSUK BD AGAINST ACCI-
DENTS caused by Colli-i^n, the FallfnK, Bolting, or

Kicking of Horses, or by beinu Run into by other Vehicles.
Policies issued for the Year or Season only. Prospectuses post
free —Imperial ArtiOKXr. Live tocr *iin Gbhkr«l IifsUKANCi
Co.. Ltd.. 17. Pall Mall East, L< ti 1 >u. S.W. Agents wanted.

LITEBARY RESEARCH. — A Gentleman,
•xperienoed in Literan Work, and who has access to the

British Moseam R<iading Boom. Is open to arrange with
Author or auy person rvqoiring assistance In Literary Re<
search, or tn seeing Work through the Press. Translations
ondertaken from Fmefa, Italian, or Spanish.— Apply, by
Istter, to D. C. Dallas, 151. Strand. Lond^ni, W.C.

ESTABLISHED 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
Soathanipt<

_ _ -

C

20 i on the minimum monthly balances, ^^^ /
/o when not drawn l>elow £100. ^^ / (

DEPOSIT AOOOUNTS
22,^ I on Deposits repayable on ^^2P /

2 /o demand. ^fc2 '<

Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.

CURRENT ACCOUNTS
on the minimum monthly balances,

•Then not drawn l>elow £100. ^^ / q
DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS
on Deposits repayable on ^^ O

fO demand. ^fc2 'O
STOCKS AND SHARES.

Stocks and Shares Purchased and Sold for Cu.stomers.

Tlie BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post
(re«.

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT. Manager.
T$Uphon*, No. t. HoIMm.
Tttegrarikie Addrea$ : "BiaaBxca, Lokdox."
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N«w Series.—No. 33.
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and tncUtt it with their reply.
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A GENTLEMAN musirany aceomplished
(piano), at the same time well educated otherwise,

e'luipped with general iuformation, and interested in literary
and artistic matters, is REQUIRED as COMPANION by a
fentleman whe travels a good deal. Gootl salary given,
iighest references essential.—Reply, giving full Information

respecting musical tastes, acquirements, age. 4c., to"O.MEGA,"
care of Wm. Dawson & Sons. 23, Northumberland Avenue, W.C.

GENERAL MANAGER REQUIRED, for
London Publishing House. Candidates must have a

thorough knowletigy of the Publishing Trade, and be ex-
perienced in management. A liberal salary (part fixed and
part contingent on i>roats) is offered to well-qualified and com-
petent man.—Applications (which will be treated confidentially),
stating age. qualifications, experience, Ac. , should be addressed
to E. P., Bos 2.13S, Sell's Advertising Offices, London, E.C.

GOVERNESSESforPRIVATE FAMILIES
-MISS LOUISA BROUGH can RECOMMEND several

highly-qualified Enghsh and Foreign G.-vemesscs for Resident
and Daily Eogagemeuta—Central Rlgistby vor Teacuehs,
25, Craven Street, Charing Cross, W.C.

CHALET CAUDE COTE. DIEPPE.—An
English lady RECEIVES EIGHT GIRLS of U and

upwards in her Chalet near Dieppe. Conversational French
rapidly aoiuired. Special facilities for Music, Sketching.
German. Opportunities for every form of healthy enjoyment.
Direct Service twice daily with England.—Full details will be
supplied on applying to Miss Cl-jtsrs, Dieppe.

WIMBLEDON HIGH SCHOOL.— Mrs.
J. T. TRENCH receives GIRLS as BOARDERS at

Lyndenhurst. Woodside. Wimbledon. Reference permitted to
Miss Hastings, Head Mistress, the Marquis and MarchionesB
of Lansdowne. Bishop and Mrs. Barry, Col. and Mrs. Cheneriz
Trench, and others.

ALL EXAMINATIONS.
PREPARATIO^byCORRESPONDENCB!

on a THOROUGHLY INDIVIDUAL SYSTEM. The
STAFF includes firaduates ol Oxford. Cambridge, London,
and Royal Universities.

SI.NGLE SnBJECTS TAKEN: Latin, Greeli, French,
German, Mathematics, Science. Logic, Political Economy, &o.

Address Mr. J. CHARLESTON. B.A. (London and Oson.1,

27 Chancery Lane, London, W.C.

ARTISTS' GENERAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

Pot the RELIEF ot DISTRE.SSED ARTISTS, their
WIDOWS and ORPHANS

Preddcnt-Sir EDWARD J. POYNTER, P.R.A.
The ANNIVERSAllY DINNER will take place at the

WHITEHALL RIJO.MS. Hotel Mftropole. on SATURDAY,
12th May. at Half-past ri o'clock. The Right Hon. Lord
TWEEDMOUTH, P.O., in the chair.

Dinner Tickets, including wines. One Guinea. Donations
will he received and thankfully acknowletlted by

ALFRED WATERHOUSE. R A.. Treasurer.

WALTER W. OULES.S. R.A.. Honorary Secretary.

DOUGLAS O. H. GORDON, SecrctatT.

No. «, Jermyn Street, S.W.

PORTRAIT SUPPLEMENTS
TO

"THE ACADEMY,"
Can tttll be obtained teparately, or the Complete

Set for 3s. id.

BEN JONSON.
JOHN KEATS.
SIR JOHN SUCKLING.
TOM HOOD.
THOMAS GRAY.
ROBERT L. STEVENSON.
SIB WALTER SCOTT.
SAMUEL RICHARDSON.
THOMAS DE QUINCEY.
LEIGH HUNT.
LORD MACAULAY.
ROBERT SOUTHEY.
8. T. C(JLERIDGE.
CHARLES LAMB.
MICHAEL DRAYTON.
WALTER S. LANDOR.
SAMUEL PEPYS.
EDMUND WALLER.
WILKIE COLLINS.

JOHN MILTON.
WILLIAM COWPER.
CHARLES DARWIN.
ALFRED, LORD

TENNYSOH.
HENRY W. LONGFELLOW.
ANDREW MARVELL.
ROBERT BROWNING.
THOMAS CARLYLE.
PERCY BYSSHE.SHELLEY.
CHARLES DICKENS.
JONATHAN SWIFT.
WM. M THACKERAY.
WILLIAM BLAKE.
SIR RICHARD STEELE.
ALEXANDER POPE.
DOUGLAS JERROLD.
FRAN(.'1S BACON.
HENRIK IBSEN.

M

LIVERPOOL.
By order of the Executors of the late Benry

Elinn, Esq., of J^ew Brighton, Cheshire.

Collection of upwards of ONE HUNBBED
VALUABLE OIL PAWTIVOS and WATER-
COLOXJR BRAWIKGS, principally by Modem
Artists.

TO BE SOLD BT AUCTION BY
ES8RS. BRANCH & LEBTE, on

^.^ WEDNESDAY. 16th instant, at half.paat 1 o'clock, in
the HANOVER GALLERY. Hanover Street, LIVERPOOL.

Among the Artists represented are Copley, Fielding,
T. Sidney Cooper, R.A., E Duncan, S. Prout, J. H. Mole,
Haynes Williams. P. C. Newcome, A. W. Hunt, D. W. WynQeld,
T. Uwins. R.A., F. W. W. Topham, John Unnell, J. W. Oakes,
A.R.A., J. B. Pyne, R. Tonne, J. F. Herring, T. Creswick, R.A.,
C, Towne, A, vickers, P. Nasmyth, Clarkson Stanfield, R.A.,
P. A. Cot. H. B. Koek Koek, W. J. J. C. Bond, F. Lee Bridell,
E. J. Cobbett, James Hardy. W. C. T. Dobson, R.A., F R. Piok-
ersgill, R.A., F. R. Lee, R.A., S.Williamson, F. W. Hulme,
J. 8ant,R.A., W. Huggins. H. B. Roberts, R. Wilson, R.A.,
Paninni, D. Cos, J. W. Whittaker, J. Syer, John Steeple, ana
others. Also an excellent Billiard Table in Walnut-wood and
full appointments.

Catalogues may be had on application to Messrs. Branch St

Leete, 60, Hanover Street, Liverpool.

MUDIB'S LIBRARY
(LIMITED).

SUBSCRIPTIONS for 3 Mentha, 6 Months,

and 12 Months

CAN BE ENTERED AT ANY DATK

THE BEST and MOST POPULAR BOOKS
of the SEASON ARE NOW in

CIRCULATION.

Prospeotnses of Terms free on application.

BOOK SALE DEPAETMENT.
Many Thousand Surplus Copies of Books always ON SALS

(Second Hand). Also a large Selection of

BOOKS IN LEATHER BINDINGS

SUITABLE FOR

BIRTHDAY AND WEDDING PRESENTS.

so to 34, NEW OXFORD STREET;

241, Brompton Road, S.W.; 48, Qneen Victoria

Street, B.C., LovDOir

;

And at 10-12, Barton Arcade, MAiroHxstiB.

IMPOBTANT.-PRINTING AND PUBLISHING.

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, BOOKS, Ac.
—KING, SELL ft RAILTON, Limited, high-clasa

Printers and PubUshers, 12, Gough Square, 4, Bolt Court, Fleet
Street. ELCthaTespeoially-built Rotary and other fast Machines
(or printing lUostrated or other Publications and specialty-built
HaohinesTor fast folding and covering 8, 16, 24, or S2-page
JoomaU at one operation.

Advice and assistance given to anyone wishing to oommenoe
New Journals.

Facilities upon the premises for Editorial Offices free. Adver-
tising and Publishing Departments conducted.

Telephone 661S1. Telegraph ** Africanism, London."

THE NINETEENTH CENTURY
No, 279.—MAY, 1900.

THE QUESTION of SUBMARINE BOATS. By Edmpbd Robmtsoh, Q.C, M.P.

THE DEARTH of NAVAL ENGINEERS. By Chiei-iis E. Lakt.

LOCAL BEGINNISG8 of IMPERIAL DEFENCE : an Example. By HxitEr BiEcmifOOOH.
THE VOLUNTEERS and the INSECURITY of ENGLAND. By Colonel J. O. B. Stopioid.
AMERICAN PUBLIC OPINION of the WAR. By H. H. BowKir.
MARKSMANSHIP OLD and NEW. By W. A. BiitMi-GBOHMAir.
TH? BRITISH SPHERE in ASLA. By Charles E. D. Black.
THE ELDERS of ARCADY. By the Rev. Dr. Jissopp.

THE "PERSEUS and ANDROMEDA" of TITIAN. By Claudb Phillips.

WOMAN'S BRAIN. By Alexaitdeh Sutheelakd.
A CHAT about JANE AUSTEN'S NOVELS. By the Right Hon. the Eael op Iddislkioii.

THE TRUB STORY of the PRISONER of CHILLON. By the Baronni A. Vak Amstil.

ON the MERITS and DEMERITS of THRIPT. By Mrs. Hcoh Bell.

GROWING BUREAUCRACY and PABLIAMHNTARY DECLINE. By Mrs. JoHir Riohakd Gemit.

WOMEN'S CLUBS in AMERICA. By Maeoaekt POLsoir Moreay.
IMPERtAL FEDERATION and some NEGLECTED COLONIAL TIES. By JoHir Maodokkll, CB-
THE NEWSPAPERS. By Sir Wimtss Reid.

London : 3AMPS0X LOW, MABSTON & 00., Ltd.
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CASSELL& COMPANY'S
ANNOUNCEMENT8.

" The znoat perfeot representation of the

Academy ever placed within reach of the

public."

—

WettmiHtter Oazetti:

TO BK PUBLISHED IN

FIVE PARTS, price Is. each; or in

ONE VOLUME, price 7s. 6d.

Royal Academy
Pictures, 1900.

PART I. wUl be ready MAY 7th, and
the remaining Parts during May
and early in June.

1. The Work will contain Reprodnctions of IM-
PORTANT ACADEMY PICTURES that wiU
appear in NO OTHER PUBUCATION.

a. The Pictures are StTFFICIBNTLY LARGE to

give an excellent idea of the ori^u&lg.

8. The Reprodactions will be EXQUISITELY
PRINTED on Plate Paper.

4. This U the ONLY FINE ART PUBLICATION
devoted exclasively to the Royal Academy
Exhibition.

A COMPANION WORK to

fARRAR'8 "LIFE of CHRIST.''
Beady next week, price 15s.

The Life

of Lives.
FORTHER STUDIES IN THE LIFE

OF CHRIST.
BY THE VERY REV.

F. W. FARRAR, D.D., F.R.S

,

Dean of Canterbury,

Anther of " The Life of ChriBt," "The Life and
Work of St. PanI,"' 4c.

This important new work deals with questions of
high importance which the Oospels suggest, and aims
at deepening the faith and brightening the hope in
Christ of all who read it. Dram Farrar's " Life of
Christ" has attained immense popularity in every
fluarter of the globe, and the author's new work will
doubtless meet with an equally cordial reception, as
it will be regarded as an indispensable complement
to his former famous work.

ELLIOT STOCK'S
NEW PUBLICATIONS.

A NKW WORK BY DR. FORD.
In crown 8vo, cloth, price 28. fd. net.

SHAKESPEARE'S

HAMLET : a New Theory; or.
What mat the Poefe Intention in the Play 1

By the Rev. HAROLD FORD, M.A., LL.D.,
Author of **Tho Art of Extempore Speaking,'*
Ac., Ac. Dedicated to Professor Eowaku Dowdkk,
Author of " Shakespeare : bis Mind and Art."

NKW WORK ON FOLK-LORE.
Tastefully printed and bound in cloth, price 6s.

STORYOLOQY: Essays in Folic.
Jjore, Sea-Lore, and Plant-Lore. By BENJA-
MIN TAYLOR.

"Mr, Taylor's book is readable and EOssipy, and will paw an
agreeable hour for such a< are interaeted in ' old wlv< '

Without caring to study them deeply or scientifically.

NEW NOVEL.
In crown 8vo, cloth, gilt lettered, price 6s.

THE STRUGGLE for EMPIRE :

story of the Tear 2236. By ROBERTthe
WILLIAM COLE.

"Mr. Cole possesses an unbounded and rigorous imagination,
which carries his readers over all obstacles. His story is enter-
taluing."—i^irmiA£;Aam Dailj/ Gasetii,

CHEAP EDITION,
In crown 8vo, paper cover. Illustrated, price Is. net.

IN MODERN SPAIN: Some
Sketches and Impretsiont. By REGINALD
ST. BARBS, Author of " Francesca Halstead : a
Tale of San Remo." Illustrated by A. J. Wall.

** Mr. Reginald St. Barbe has a distinct faculty of observa-
tion, and he is very successful in recording his impressions."

WukluSm.
"A bright little work, showing the people of Spain as they

are to-day."—ifcoinnaB,

ELLIOT STOCK, 62, Paternoster Row,
London, E.G.

Beady shortly, price 7s. 6d.

Personal Recollections.
By H. SUTHERLAND EDWARDS.
Mr. Edwards, who is one of the most experienced

and renowned of Eni^lish writere npon music, has
been an Editor. Playwri>?ht» "War Special" and
Foreign Correspondent, and his various vocations
have naturalljj' broufjfht him into contact with many
notable and interostine persons. His new work is
fnll of stories of celebrities.

MONTHLY, PRICE HALP-A^JROWN.

TheCONTEMPORARY REVIEW
CONTKNTS >OK MAY.

THE CHURCHES and the WAR.
By J. GuisNESS Rogers, D.D.

ENGLAHD and GKRMANT By Dr. Thiodoh BaBTH.
MIMICRY and other HABlTSof CRABS. By MiiiaiAS Dckh.
THE LIBERAL PARTY and IMPERIAL FEDERATION.

By J. A. MCRRAT Macdoxald.
THE TESTIMONY from JOHANNESBURG-

I. A REPLY to MK. HOSKEN By J. A. Hobsoh.
II. A REJOINDER By William Hoa»E!(.

CELTIC By Fiosa MACLion.
THE BELGIANS at WATERLOO..By Demetrius O. BouLoitR.

THE CRUCIFIXION, as an EVOLUTIONARY FORCE.—II.
By the Rev. W. W. PRrrox.

IMPORTS and EXPORTS of FORTY YEARS.
By M. G. Mi-LHALL.

CARLYLE and SHELLEY.. ..By the late William Larminic
THE NEW CODE By the Rev. E. P. M. MacCartiiv.
ARMY REFORM By As OFricuB.

Obtainable of all Booksellers, or of
The CoLUMBi-8 Company (Limited), Columbus House.

43 and 4^A, Fetter Lane, London. E.C.

THE GIDDY OX:
TBE STORY OF A FAMILY BOLIDAY.

By HARVEY PREEN, F.C.A., CO.
Demy 8vo, pp. 2tu, price 38. 6d. net.

H. J. Cook, Publisher. 21, Golden Square, London, W.

SOW READY.

A SIXPENNY EDITION
OF

The Impregnable City.
By MAX PEHBERTON.

"Those of us who arc wiIUdk, and fain, to keep
yoang as lon^ as imssible will read Mr. remberton'g
romance, 'The Impregnable City,' with the keenest
delight.''—T^c Sketch.

CASSELL & COMPANY, Ltd., London. Paris,
New York, and Melbourne,

ALMOST READY.

CONTENTS-SUBJECT INDEX
TO

GENERAL AND PERIODICAL LITERATURE.
(About 7M pp., large crown i^vo.)

Pric« to Sub8crit>er8, 78. 6d. ; Fublistied price, lOs. 6<L net.

Intending Subscribers to the above Work are advised that the
List will be Closed at an early date. Full Prospectus, Reviews,
Specimen Pages, &c., sent upon application to

A. COTGREAVE, Pablifi Library. Stratford. London. E.

Foat 8vo, cloth, with Portraits,
price 6b., post free.

WELSHMEN In ENGLISH PULPITS ; or.
Sermons by EnKlish CoriKreffational Ministers
from Wales. With Intrtxiiiction by Rev,
CHARLES A. BERUY, D.D. Edited by Rev.
DANIEL WATERS.

The Expository Times says: " And here we have
thirty excellent portraits of prominent and eloquent
Congregatitmal preachers, with tbeir thirty sermons,
and the price is out a few shillings."

I I
'London: Alexietdbr & Shephbard, Limited,

21 and 22, Purnival Street, H Iborn, W.C,

A. & O. BLACK'S LIST
NOW RKADY.— Dc'ny Hvo, cloth, prico 7«. M. not.

DOCTRINE AND DOCTRINAL
DISRUPTION

:

Being an Examination of the Intellectual
Position of the Church of England.

By W. H. MALLOCC, Author of "Aristocracy and
Evolution," '* Labour and the Popular Welfare," &c.
** Mr. Mallock, as usual, writes lucidly and uses

great ingenuity in his i\\VMtTfLtinTi».*'~Liierature.

"A very readable work We think that Mr.
Mallock has done a real service in pointing out so
clearly the discrepancies and inconsistences of much
Anglican specniation."— TAtf Speaker.

NOW HEADY.—Dcmv 8vo, cloth, price 15s.

OLD TESTAMENT THEOLOGY;
Or, The History of Hebrew Religion.

Vol. II. The Deiiterouomic Reformation in
Century VII. n.c.

By ARCHIBALD DUFF, M.A., LL.D.,
Professor of Old Testament Theology m the United

College, Bradford.
A continuation of the Author's " History of Hebrew

Religion," which seeks to present in order the religious

thinking of each writer, to note the significance of the
sequence, and the constant rise of reUgious problems
and efforts fur solution.

NOW READY,—Crown 8vo. cloth, price fls. net.

EVOLUTION AND THEOLOGY.
By OTTO PFLEIDERER, D.D.,

Professor of Theology at the University of Berlin.

Edited by Dr. ORELLO CONE, Lombanl University.
In collecting and publishinir these essays, with the

permiaeion of the distinguished author, the editor has
been actuated by a desire to place before Ehiglish

readers, in a convenient form, some of the occasional

writings of one of the foremost theologians and
scholars of this century.

NOW READY.—Crown 8vo, cloth, price 3b. 6d. net.

THE EPISTLES OF THE
NEW TESTAMENT.

In Current and Popular English.

By Rev. HENRY HAYMAN. D.D.
This is an attempt to exhibit in the garb of language

of our own day the Epistolary portions of the New
Testament. The author has endeavoured throughout
his work to keep m view, not merely the question,

what is the most apt, or felicitous, or most nearly
equivalent English phrase in exchange for the original,

but the question which lies further back : bow would
an inspired writer have exprepsed t^'C thought, if the

current vernacular, with all its resources and all its

defects had been the medium through which he had
sought to give that thought expression?

NOW READY.—Crown 8vo, cloth, price 3s. 6d.

OUTLINES OF THE
HISTORY OF RELIGION.

By JOHN K. JNGRAM, LL.D.,
Author of " A History of Political Economy,"

" A History of Slavery," &c.
" It bears the character of a solemn profession of

faith, the profession of a faith deeply pondered and
long held in silence, but now in advanced years
disclosed and commended to the thoughtful and open-
minded of mankind."

—

Aberdeen Free Press,

NOW READY.- Crown 8vo, cloth, price 6a.

INTERPRETATIONS of POETRY
and RELIGION.

By GEORGE S ANTAYANA,
Author of " The Sense of Beauty."

In the introductory Essay the author deals with the

imagination and iis relation to the understanding on
the one hand and to mysticism on the other. The
way is then ecientificallv cleared for an exaltation of

its functions in the world of thought and emotion, and
this constitutes the keynote of the essays which
follow—viz., the inadequacy of any view of life nn-

illumined by the imagination.

NOW READY'.—Tlemy 9vn, clotli, lirice 12s. Od. net.

SEXUAL DIMORPHISM IN THE
ANIMAL KINGDOM.

A Theory of the Evolution of Secondary Sexual
Characters.

By J. T. CUNNINGHAM, M.A.,
Coniaining .'12 Illustrations.

" It is a thoughtful work, and i f only a fragment on
account of the future literature of a great subject, it

forms a sound basis for the commencement of a valu-

able course of study, and one that may be pursued by
most intelligent jiereons."—.Sci«ic« Oostip.

NOW READY.—Crown 8vo, cbth, price Gs.

THE GIFTS of ENEMIES: a Novel.
By G. K. MITTON, .\iith(ir of "A Bachelor Girl

in Loudon," *' Fire and Tow," Ac.
'* The smartness of the dialogue, the variety of in-

cident, and the strong interest of the story itself all

contribute to make ' The Gifts of Enemies ' eminently
rea<iable, and as it shows a distinct imjirovement in

technique over its predecessors, its final acceptance by
the reading public can hardly be in any doubt."

Glasgow Daily Matt.

A. & C. BLACK, Soho Square, London.
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The Literary Week.
SiKCE the foundation of the Royal Literary Fund in

1773, nearly £130,000 has been distributed "unosten-
tatiously, secretly, and sympathisingly, " to quote Lord
Euflsell of KUlowen's words, who presided at the annual
dinner on Wednesday. The income of the Society is

£2,000 a year, and its expenditure £3,000 a year. Mr.
Anthony Hope Hawkins, who responded for " Literature,"

remarked that they had to face the fact that to the mass of

the people literature was a blank page. In his opinion
the duty of the author was to choose, not the most exalted

audience, but the best audience that he was capable of

reaching, and when he had chosen it to do the best work
he cotild. The duty of the critic was to recognise what
audience the author was capable of reaching, not to take
him too seriously, and not to tell him that, because he
could not achieve the highest of all things, therefore he
was not worth anything at all. It is a new experience to

find an author saying that critics should not take authors
too seriously.

NoTBixG seems to afEect Mr. Bernard Shaw's high
spirits. To embellish an amusing interview in Sketch he
has permitted himself to be photographed as a vagrant on
crutches begging by a wayside. The picture is called " Mr.
George Bernard Shaw supporting himself in the intervals

of play-writing." But there does not appear to be much
interval, as we are told that he is now working on " a very
daring play on the subject of 'Don Juan,' and preparing
for the press a volume to be called Three Plays for Puritans,

the plays being ' The Devil's Disciple,' ' Crosar and Cleo-

patra,' and ' Captain Brassbound's Conversion.'
"

" CorrNTBY Mouse " asked last week in our Corre-
spondence columns for the names of " the best twenty novels

publisheil in the last ten years." "I would prefer,"

he added, " that each year of the decade should be repre-

sented by one or two books." Messrs. James McGeachy
& Co., of Glasgow, send us the following in answer to

"Country Mouse's" appeal: "When we consider that
during a decade several thousands of novels are published
it is not siirprising that a very large percentage of these
pass into oblivion in a few months after date of issue.

The romance that may be read more than once is not often
met with. Those novels that survive must have qualities

which appeal to the constantly changing novel-reading
public. The following list is made up chiefly of such as
have stood the test of several years and are stUI in

demand

:

Bobbery Under Arms, by Rolf Boldrewood.
Lady Baby, by Dorothea Gerard.
Kirsteen, by Mrs. Oliphant.
The Little Minister, by J. M. Barrie.

The White Company, by A. Conan Doyle.
Lord Ormont and his Amicta, by George Meredith.
Children of the Ghetto, by Israel J^angwill.
Many Inventions, by Rudyard Kipling.
A Gentleman of France, by Stanley J. Weyman.

1889.

1890.

1891.

1892.

1893.

1894.

1895.

1896.

1897.

1898.

1899.

Prisoner of Zenda, by Anthony Hope.
The Raiders, by S. R. Crockett.
The Honour of Savelli, by S. Levett-Yeats.
The Sowers, by H. S. Merriman.
On the Face of the Waters, by F. A. Steel.

Tess of the D'Urbervilles, by Thomas Hardy.
St. Ivps, by R. L. Stevenson.
The Nigger of the Narcissus, by Joseph Conrad.
Aylwin, by Theodore Watts-Dunton.
The Forest Lovers, by Maurice Hewlett.
John Splendid, by Neil Munro.
Young April, by Egerton Castle."

The Daily News, in a leaderette the other day, made two
disturbing statements :

We are told that the robberies of show-cases at public

institutions, one of which occurred at the Natural History
Museum, Kensington, last Sunday week, date from the
appearance of a certain story by a famous novelist.

We are informed that the diffusion of Stalky d' C'k among
schoolboys is apt to increase the difficulties of maintaining
discipline and a respect for school regulations. The Head-
master of a large public school tells us that he attributes

a recent misdemeanour of a pupil directly to the influence

of that work.

Who is the popular novelist of the first paragraph, and
what is the title of the story ?

Mrs. Stepney Eawson, who won our prize for the best

topographical essay, has lately finished a long novel deal-

ing with the Regency period, which Messrs. Hutchinson &
Co. are publishing this spring under the title of A Lady
of the Regency.

Apropos of Dr. Jessop's outspoken and somewhat depre-

ciatory article on Borrow in last Monday's Baily Chronicle,

Mr. Lowerison sends the following interesting fragment to

our contemporary

:

The landlord of the Ferry Inn at Oulton Broad knew
George Borrow very well. I remember five years ago
asking him how he liked the author of Lavingro.

" Didn't Uke him at all," was the gruff response.
" At least," I said, " he was a scholar and a gentleman."
"Scholar be d ," replied Boniface, " an' gentleman

he weren't ; never came into my bar but he quarrelled with
everyone there, and crackt d 'em out to fight. An' when
he weren't fightin' himself he were eggin' others on to."

And that was George Borrow.
But all the same I'll e'en take down \ho Romany Rye and

talk with the gipsies ere I sleep to-night.

Mr. Theodore Andrea Cook has resigned the editor-

ship of the St. James's Gazette, and has entirely ceased his

connexion with that paper. Mr. Cook, it will be remem-
bered, succeeded Mr. Hugh Chisholm last autumn.

We regret to hear that Mr. Eden Phillpotts has been

obliged, as the consequence of overwork, to cease writing

for a time. His new novel. Sons of the Morning, is almost

completed.
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Mkssrs. Duckworth publish this week Prof. Herford's

metrical translation of Ibsen's Lov«'» Comedy, which he

pronounces to be " without doubt the finest of the few

plays of Ibsen which still remain inaccessible to the

English reader." A portion of the present translation

appeared in the February number of the Fortnightly

Rerittc, and we then quoted some of Prof..Herford's lines.

Lort't Comedy is a satire on Marriage as the fulfilment of

Ix)ve. Ibsen's attitude is pithily defined by Prof. Herford
in his Introduction, in which, after laying down that there

are two men in Ibsen, the idealist and the critic, he says

:

Love, for the idealist Ibsen, is a passion which loses its

virtue when it reaches its goal, which inspires only while
it aspires, and flags bewildered when it attuns. Marriage,
for the critic Ibsen, is an institution beset with pitfalls into

which those are surest to step who enter it blinded with
love. In the latter dramas the tragedy of married life is

commonly generated by other forms of blindness—the

childish innocence of Nora, the maidenly ignorance of

Helena Alving, neither of whom married precisely " for

love "
; here it is blind Love alone who, to the jealous eye

of the critic, plays the part of the Serpent in the Edens of

wedded bliss. There is, it is clear, an element of unsolved
contradiction in Ibsen's thought—Love is at once so
precious and so deadly, a possession so glorious that all

other things in life are of less worth, and yet capable of

producing only disastrously illusive effects upon those who
have entered into the relations to which it prompts. But
with Ibsen—and it is a grave intellectual defect—there is

an absolute antagonism between spirit and form. An in-

stitution is always, with him, a shackle for the free life of

souls, not an organ through which they attain expression

;

and since the institution of marriage cannot but be, there
remains as the only logical solution that which he enjoins

—to keep the soul's life out of it. To " those about to
marry," Ibsen therefore siys in effect :

" Be sure you are

not in love !
" And to those who are in love he says

:

"Part!"

It is well that Love'i Comedy should have its English
readers. We may remark, however, that its publi-

cation just now will probably increase the feeling of

pause and bewilderment which is coming over Ibsen's
disciples in this country. For the effort to understand the

later Ibsen wUI hardly be helped by this new inrush of the
Ibsen of 1862.

Some of the unpublished Cowperiana, of which Mr.
Thomas Wright gave an account at Olney last week, are
interesting. Take the following passage on women, from
a letter to Mr. Samuel Rose in 1790. Speaking of Lady
Hesketh, Cowper says: "To a person indifferent to her,

or to whom she bears a dislike, she is aU smiles on all

occasions, but not such always to those whom she loves
and values. Then, if she feels herself inclined to scratch,

she scratches without ceremony, and this is the manner of
all the ladies I ever knew, and I question if you will ever
meet with an exception." If Cowper knew women, he
also knew children, and with these he could play games
by the hour. One little boy, who always called him Mr.
Toot, gave Lady Hesketh a sprig of box one morning,
requesting her to hand it to Mr. 'loot as a present from
himself. Cowper acknowledged the gift in a couplet

:

Dear Tom I my Muse this moment sounds your praise,
And turns at once your sprig of box to bays.

Desiring Hayley's portrait he writes to him :

Achilles and Hector and Homer and all.

When your face appears shall come down from the wall,
And mine, theme of many an angry remark.
Shall then hide its pickpocket looks in the dark.

Mr. Laurence Binyon's forthcoming study of Thomas
Girtin will, we may hope, do much to secure to the
memory of a brilliant young artist the reverence that is its

due. Girtin is little more than a name to the ordinary
lover of pictures, but those whoso sympathies are especially

with the old English landscapists, with Crome and
Constable and Bonington and Prout, are aware that Girtin

took to his early grave the seeds of gpreatness. In the

introductory essay which will accompany the book Mr.
Binyon says

:

The circumstances of Girtin's life, his companionship
with Turner, his early death, would render him always

interesting. The fate which in that same period removed
from poetry Shelley, Keats, and Byron, in their youth or

in their prime, removed from paintiog one who, though
his name could never have the splendour which attaches

to these names, insomuch as the field he worked was in

itself less glorious, exalted, and conspicuous, yet
_
had

developed his powers in a life as brief as Keats's, with a

perhaps surer and completer progress. His promise was
wonderful, yet his performance showed already many
noble and satisfying works, works of real maturity.

The book will be issued by Messrs. Seeley.

The Dedication Fanciful is exemplified by Mr. Jerome
K. Jerome in his new book Three Men on the Bumnul

:

TO the gentle

GUIDE,
WHO LETS ME EVER GO MY OWN WAY, YET BRINGS MB EIOUT

—

TO THE LAUGHTEK-LOVINO

PHILOSOPHER,
WHO, IF HE HAS NOT EECONCILED ME TO BEARING THE TOOTH-
ACHE PATIENTLY, AT LEAST HAS TAUGHT ME THE COMfOKT

THAT THIS EVEN WILL ALSO PASS-

TO THE GOOD

FRIEND,
WHO SMILES WHEN I TELL HIM OF MT TROUBLES, AND WHO,

WHEN I ASK lOR HELP, ANSWERS ONLY " WAIT !
"

—

TO THE GRAVE-FACED

JESTER,
TO WHOM ALL LIFE IS BUT A VOLUME OF OLD HUMOUR—

TO GOOD MASTER

THIS LITTLE WORK OF A POOR
PUPIL

IS DEDICATED.
The Bummel, by the way, is not a river, as its sound some-

how suggests.

" It has been a pleasant Bummel, on the whole," said

Harris ;
" I shall be glad to get back, and yet I am sorry

it is over, if you understand me."
" What is a ' Bummel ' ? " said George. " How would

you translate it ?
"

" A ' Bummel,' " I explained, " I should describe as a

journey, long or short, without an end, the only thing

regulating it being the necessity of getting back within a
given time to the point from which one starttd."

The Dedication Incomprehensible is exemplified in Miss

Fiona Macleod's new book, composed of three "studies in

spiritual history," called The Divine Adventure, lona, and

By Sundown Shores. Miss Macleod's dedication runs as

follows

:

THE WIND, SILENCE, AND LOVE
FRIFJJDS WHO HAVE TAUGHT ME MOST :

BUT SINCE, LONG AGO, TWO WHO ARE NOT FORGOTTEN
WENT AWAY UPON THE ONE, AND DWELL, THEMSELVES
REMEMBERING, IN THE OTHER, I DEDICATE THIS BOOK

TO

EALA8AIDH
WHOSE LOVE AND SPIRIT LIVE HERE ALSO.

A VALUABLE coUection of autograph letters, the property

of the late Chevalier de Chatelain, will be sold by auction

at Sotheby's on Saturday, May 5. Several interesting
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letters of George Eliot's are among the number. To Dr.
Alexander Main, the editor of the "George Eliot Birthday
Book," she writes, with curious punctuation:

I have just learned from Messrs. Blackwood, that they
have agreed with you concerning the Birthday Book.
When your letter came I had already referred the decision
to Mr. Blackwood. Mr. Lewes and I having no acquaint-
ance with this new mode of serving up authors. Since
then Mr. Blackwood has sent me the Tennyson specimen,
and I must say that I think it exceedingly ill done. The
extracts are too numerous and too short. The effect is

dotting and feeble. This is not the Poet's fault, and I
think the presention of our beloved Tennyson in this book
is cruelly inadequate. It is probably too late now to
mention Mr. Lewes's wish that there should be a good
sprinkling of the best quotations from my Poems and
poetical mottoes. But L confide in your having done
something very different from the work of Tennyson's
Editor. I should like you to remember for a Spring
month, the motto in Deronda, beghming " Fairy folk a
listening " and for a Winter's month, the motto in Middle-
march beginning "Surely the golden hours are turning
grey." And will you permit me to say, that the only
peccant tendency I can accuse you of, as a selector, is a not
always strict obedience to that precious nde. Nothing too
much ? Perhaps it would have been better not to have
made the volume of " Sayings " quite so bulky. Not that
this is any business of mine.

We understand that the History of the Boer War now
being issued in fortnightly parts by Messrs. Methuen, and
noticed by us in another column, is being written by Mr,
F. H. E. CunlifEe.

I

There was really no need for Mr. Shorter to apologise,

as he does, for annotating Mrs. Gaskell's Life of Charlotte
Bronte, the seventh and concluding volume of the
" Haworth " edition (Smith, Elder). It would be
strange indeed if the labours of Bronte enthusiasts had
not rendered some annotation absolutely necessary. No
one is more competent to apply it than Mr. Shorter, who,
however, makes generous acknowledgment of his debts to
other investigators. One of the attractions of this edition
will be found in a number of unpublished letters written
by Charlotte Bronte to her publisher, Mr. George Smith,
of Messrs. Smith, Elder & Co. Another prize—the letter

in which Mr. Bronte definitely asked Mrs. Gaskell to write
the biography of his daughter — has been unearthed,
and is given by Mr. Shorter. We take the liberty to
transcribe it

:

TO MRS. OASKELL, MAKOHESTEBt

Haworth, near Eeighley : June 16, 1855.

My dear Maiam,—Finding that a great many scribblers,

as well as some clever and truthful writers, have published
articles in newspapers and tracts r apecting my dear
daughter Charlotte since her death, and seeing that many
things that have been stated are uatrue, but more false
{sic) ; and having reasoa to thiak that some may venture to
write her life who will be ill-qualifled for the undertaking,
I can see no better plan under the circumstances than to
apply to some establuhed author to write a brief account
of her life and to make some remarks on her works. You
seem to me to be the best quahfied for doing what I wish
should be done. If, therefore, you will be so kind as to
publish a long or short account of her life and works, juit
as you may deem expedient and proper, Mr. Nicholls
and I will give you such information as you m^y require

I should expect and request that you would affix your
name, so that the work might obtain a wide circulation
and be handed down to the latest times. Whatever profits

might arise from the sale would, of course, belong to you.
You are the first to whom I have applied. Mr. Nicholls
approves of the step I have taken, and could my daughter
spenk from the tomb I feel certain she would laud our
choice.

Give my respectful regards to Mr. Qaskell and your
family, and

Believe me, my dear Madam,
Yours very respectfully and truly,

P. Bronte.

We shall deal with this volume, which is admirably
illustrated, at an early date.

In a well-reasoned article in the Cornhill Magazine, on
" The Modern Parent," Mr. Stephen Gwynn stands up
for old-fashioned methods in the training of children as

against the kindergarten system and the advanced theories

of the Sesame Club :

By Froebel's system even the rudiments are expressly
prohibited till a child is six, and, so far as I can make out,

reading is discouraged afterwards. A very clever parent
was explaining to me not long ago that his very clever

little son was not taught to read because little boys
invariably put themselves into unhygienic attitudes over
a book. They read doubled up, and that is bad for their

digestions ; or they read lying on their stomachs, and that
is bad for their eyes. For my own part, I would risk the
hygiene for the sake of the education. ... It is rare for

boys to go to school possessing anything that can really

be called knowledge ; but those who do have invariably
got their knowledge by miscellaneous reading in booki
which they only half comprehended. It is not a habit
that is acquired at school, where every hour has its fixed

occupation—that is to say, that the average child has only
five or six years, say from six to twelve, in which to form
it. And I confess that I should be unwilling to postpone
the chance of acquiring this habit even to the most
scientific instruction in building bricks or in making mud-
pies. In short, I would teach a child first of all how to

read, because by teaching him to read you put him in

possession of the employment which of all others is the
most delightful to many children, and those the most
intelligent ; because you enable him to amuse himself
quietly ; and because you give him the best chance to find

out what sort of things really interest him in life. You
open the door to that cultivation of his own mind by
himself which is the most important of all.

The report of the Librarian of the Bishopsgate Institute

for 1899-1900 has some interesting features besides its

general cheerfulness. The library now contains more than
twenty thousand volumes, and about nine thousand
borrowers' tickets are in circulation. A list of the occu-

pations of borrowers is curious, its peculiarities being
fairly well represented in the following selection

:

Nurses 3
Oil and Colourmen 3
Pew Opener 1

Railway Guards 4
Railway Ticket Sorters ... 10
Schoolmasters 4
Students 13
Tailors ... 8
Telegraphists 22
Valuer 1

Beadle 1

Barmaids 8

Carman 1

Cigar Sorter 1

Commerciil Clerks 2242
Solicitors' Clerks 177

Cook 1

Editor 1

Investigating Officer 1

Lift Attendants 6

The reference department of the library contains more
than seven thousand volumes and a valuable collection of

prints of old London.

Mr. Alfred W. Bennett, who has been a subscriber

to the Academy from No. 1 {i.e., from 1869), suggests tlie

following additions to the Bryant list of words wrongly
used by many popular writers

:

Do NOT USE Foe

si fortiori a fortiori,

k posteriori a posteriori.

a priori a priori.

eliminate separate.

once he had done it as soon as he had done it, or

once having d >ne it.

phenomenon something remarkable,

phenomenal
those sort of things that sort of thing.
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Ok Edmond Rostand's home surroundings an interesting

account is given hy an " occasional correspondent " of the

Daily Neu». And Eostand himself ?

There is no portrait which one sees that gives the true

Kostand. . . . The forehead now loftier than ever, the

features are perhaps more pinched, and there is a wrinkle

here and there. A cigarette between the Angers always.

A nervous, tired, anxious air at all tim*8, the shy look of

the man who is self-centred, or, rather, always preoccupied

with some ideal. A soft, low voice which in its rare

moments rises rich and full, eloquent above others. No
gestures. Only now and then a weary wave of the hand,

as the fine head rolls from one side of the Voltaire chair to

the other. An extreme, a polished courtesy. Manners
which go better with the Louis XV. cartel than with the

Louis XVI. furniture. In the sleepy eyes_ occasional

flashes which show who there is behind this mask of

extreme fatigue.

Me. J. Potter Briscoe, F.R.H.S., F.L.A., of the Central

Free Library, Nottingham, writes :
" For Mr. Sandwell's

information, I may state that Ella Wheeler Wilcox was
made known in England a quarter of the century ago.

About January, 1875, there was published by Mr.

Kempster a volume of temperance verses from that lady's

pen. This was entitled Bropi of Water, and had been

previously published in New York under the same title

—

m 1872. At this period she was Miss Ella Wheeler. In

1884 she married Mr. Robert M. Wilcox, when she wrote

under her husband's surname but retained both her maiden
names.

Bibliographical.

Peactioally no notice haa been taken of the Dryden
bi-centenary of Tuesday last. It is, indeed, permissible

to doubt whether any interest is now taken in Dryden
outside the boundaries of the cultured classes. His
case is not like that of Cowper. " John Gilpin " is

still read by children, and remembered by them when
they grow up

;
possibly, too, the average man and

woman has known and remembers something of TJw lask.

But who reads Dryden ? He is dead as a dramatist,

though his " Secret Love " was revived for a single after-

noon some few years ago, and though his " King Arthur,"

I fancy, was performed lately, somewhere, for the sake of

the music wMch was written for it. Of the plays as a
whole, the latest edition is that of Scott as edited by Mr.
Saintsbury in 1 882-93. That, I presume, is out of print.

A selection from the plays would probably sell, but no one
has attempted it. Of the poems there was a new edition

80 recently as 1893. Prior to that, the handiest was the
*' Globe " volume of Messrs. Macmillan. 80 lately as

1893 Mr. J. C. Collins edited the Satires. Of the critical

essays a reprint is to be forthcoming shortly ; if we except

a reprint of the " Dramatic Poesy," we have had nothing
of Dryden's prose since Prof. Morley republished a few
Discourses in 1886. One proof of the lack of life in

Dryden's work lies in the rarity of the critical comments it

arouses. Of set criticisms of Dryden there have been, of
late years, very few. Indeed, I am inclined to think that
there has been no notable essay of the kind since Lowell
wrote that which he afterwards included in Among My
Book*.

Of criticism of Milton, too, the literary world has not,
of late years, been rife. Nearly every biographer of the
poet—from Johnson and Hayley on the one hand, to
George Gilfillan, James Montgomery, David Masson,
W. M. Rossetti, Mark Pattison, and Dr. Gamett on the
other—has indulged more or less in appreciative or depre-
ciative pronouncement on his works ; and we have, of
ooiiTse, the time-honoured dissertations of Addison,

Coleridge, Channing, and so forth, to consider. But who
is still the critic of Milton par txctlUnctt Why, "good
old " Macaulay, to be sure ! No other commentator has

made any abiding impression upon the public. Hia

famous essay was reprinted last year, as it had been in

1896 ; its first separate issue was, I think, as far back as

1868. All of which goes to prove that Prof. Raleigh, in

composing an estimate of Milton, and devoting a volume

to it, is venturing into a field in which, among the later

moderns, he has no very formidable competitor. I do not

know that there is much that is novel to say about Milton

;

but if there are any new points to be urged, no doubt Mr.

Raleigh is the man to discover them.

The new volume in Messrs. Gay & Bird's "Bibelot"

series will consist, it seems, of The Wil and Wisdom of

Sydney Smith. Will this be a new selection, or the repro-

duction of an old one ? The first ever made was the work

of an American, copies being circulated in this country in

1858. Two years later came what may be called the

authorised collection of the Wit and Wisdom, which had, of

course, a London publisher. Since then we have had a

little book of selections edited by Mr. Ernest Rhys, and

a collection of the Canon's bon mots printed with bon mots

by Sheridan. There is room for an entirely new repre-

sentation of Sydney Smith's wit and wisdom, but, to be

adequate, it must considerably overpass the limits of a

"Bibelot."

I have been able to do little more than glance at Mr.

Lane's bibliography of Mr. Kipling ; but I see that it

has the great merit, not only of giving ordinary biblio-

graphical information, but of supplying alphabetical lists

of all the stories and the poems, with indications of the

particular volume in which each of them is to be found.

This will be extremely useful for purposes of reference.

The bibliography comes down only to 1899 ; we cannot,

therefore, blame Mr. Lane for omitting from his " Books
Relating to Mr. Kipling " the Kipling Primer, which we
owe to Mr. F. L. Knowles, and which haa only lately

appeared. Mr. Lane might, however, have noted the

publication, at Birmingham, last year, of The Kipling

Guide Book, a neat little compilation by Mr. William

Roberton.
Very welcome, no doubt, will be Sydney Dobell's Some

in War Time when it appears in Mr. Elkin Mathews's

projected "Vigo Cabinet" series. Much, however, will

depend upon the scope of the book. Why not give us the

whole of England in War Time (published in 1856), and,

along with it, Dobell's sonnets on the Crimean War
(published in 1855)? We shall see what we shall see.

Meanwhile, the reader may be reminded that the little book

of Selected Poems by Dobell, included in the " Canterbury

Poets" (1887), contains a very fair selection from Dobell's

war poetry.

I asked the other day, parenthetically, whether William

Black had introduced Shakespeare in person into his story

called Judith Shakespeare. I have not been instructed on

that point, nor have I had time to look into the book

myself ; but a correspondent tells me that at least the bard

was not brought bodily into a play called " Judith Shake-

speare," which was performed " some six or seven years

ago " at one of the Stratford memorial performances.
" The nearest approach to the actual Shakespeare," says

my informant, " was the reading, by the poet hero from

London, of extracts from the new play, ' The Tempest.' "

I suppose this " Judith Shakespeare " play was that which

the mte Dr. Aveling based upon Mr. Black's romance, and

which was produced at the Royalty Theatre, London, in

1894.

The same correspondent says: "I do not think Mr.

Merivale's ' Lyrics of Pericles ' could have been used

[in the recent performance of "Pericles" at Stratford].

I heard the play on the 28th inst., and cannot trace any

resemblance in the lines you quoted to ^anything,that I

heard." The Bookworm.
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Reviews.

Babylonian Blandishments.

Doctrine and Doctrinal Disruption. By W. H. Mallock.

(Adam & Charles Black. 7s. 6d. net.)

AuGLiCAif tliiiikers, says Mr. Mallock, are moving in a

kind of mist. Of the four parties into which, according

to him, the Church of England is divided, the Eitualist

says that the Apostolic Succession is the one thing needful,

" because by its means, and by its means alone, the clergy

are invested with a species of miraculous power which

enables them to renew the sacrifice of Christ's actual body
and blood." The moderate High Church, represented on

the same authority by Canon Gore, also thinks the

Apostolic Succession essential, but declares that "the

Church of England does not require any exact or explicit

expression of belief in regard to it." On the other hand,

the Bishop of Hereford, speaking for the Low Church,

tells us that " the doctrine of a divinely ordered priestly

authority [is precisely the error that] the Reformation

really banished from our Church " ; while the Broad
Church, to quote a phrase that Mr. Mallock puts into its

mouth rather than takes from it, thinks that "of all

heresies the greatest and most deadly is that which would
limit God's revelation of Himself to one age, or to one

type of character, or to one system of thought." These
are serious differences, and Mr. Mallock has no difficulty

in finding others quite as serious, though it may be not so

logically complete. Lord Halifax says, as Mr. Mallock

puts it, that for " doctrinal Christians the Virgin-birth of

Christ is the foundation of their whole religion " ; but

many other Christians quite as doctrinal think that the

miraculous birth of Christ did not form part of the primitive

Christian teaching. The High Church, and perhaps rather

less vehemently the Low, still assert their belief in the

miracles recorded (say) in the Gospel of Mark ; but the

Broad Church either try to explain them as distorted

versions of natural events, or else flatly deny their belief

in them altogether. Never, perhaps, has any religious

body been so seamed and split as is the Church of England
at the present moment by the diverse opinions of its

members upon points which appear vital to the faith. At
first sight it would seem impossible that a kingdom so

divided against itself should stand.

By assigning the march of Biblical criticism as the

ultimate cause of these divisions, Mr. Mallock has touched

the point with a needle. When the (Reformed) Church
of England first came into existence, the direct inspiration

of the Bible and its function as the last appeal of Christians

were so universally admitted that no party in the Church
ever thought of disputing them. Mr. Mallock might well

indeed have strengthened his case in this respect by
quoting the XXth Article, wherein it is said that " although

the Church be a Witness and a Keeper of Holy Writ, yet

as it ought not to decree anything against the same, so

besides the same ought it not to enforce anything to be

believed for the necessity of salvation." And that this

inspiration was held to extend to the letter as well as to

the spirit of the text no one who knows the state of

learning at the time of the Reformation can reasonably

doubt. But now that the cause of criticism, after much
hard fighting, has triumphed all along the line, the situa-

tion has entirely changed. "The most decisive step of

all," Mr. Mallock quotes with approval from Prof. Hamack,
"was taken when it was agreed that the understanding

and the exposition of the Old and New Testaments were
neither to be reg^ulated by any ' creed ' nor be allowed,

out of regard to the sacredness of the text, to make use of

other methods than those universally recognised in the

spheres of philology and history." And the use of these

methods has resulted, to quote Mr. Mallock's summary
of the Dean of Canterbury's utterance, in the Bible being

put before us, " not as a book, but as a body of religious

literature whose various parts were produced, under widely
different circumstances, by men who differed in knowledge
and were in different frames of mind ; and every part

represents the peculiar circumstances of its composition

—

the education and temper of its author, the ideas and the

superstitions of his time, and the sort of opportunities he
possessed of acquainting himself of the events described
by him." The last appeal of Christians, in fact, has
transformed itself into a sort of lucky bag out of which
you may draw the truth or you may not. " We cannot,"

says the Dean of Canterbury, " accurately say that the
Bible is the Word of God," but only that " it contains

the Word of God." Mr. Mallock does not over-state his

case when he tells us that the "inspired and infallible

portions [of the Bible] can convey to us no instruction till

some authority altogether outside the Bible is able to tell

us which these infallible portions are."

Where this authority should in his judgment be looked
for no one who remembers the note first struck by Mr.
Mallock in his New Repuhlic can doubt. The case for

doctrinal Christianity is, he tells us, not hopeless. The
Church of Rome " is most clearly shown to be the one
Christian body still possessing the means of presenting

Christian doctrine to the modern world as a body of truths

supported by a system of definite proof, and [sic'] destined,

like other truths, to develop as knowledge widens."
Hence it behoves every Anglican who finds his soul vexed
by the complete overthrow of the authority which he has
hitherto found sufficient to him, to get himself cured of his

heresy without delay, and to come to the motherly arms of

her who can alone give him rest.

Kome is the only Church representing itself as an ever-
living and articulate individual, which at no period of its

existence has lost any one of its faculties, but is able every
day to reaffirm, with a living voice, every doctrine which
it has ever authoritatively enunciated in the past—to re-

affirm it now in virtue of the same supernatiu-al knowledge

;

and to re-affirm it, moreover, with an ever-deepening
meaning.

Such is the cup of allurements which she of the Seven
Hills extends to her admirers by the hands of her self-

constituted messenger Mr. Mallock. Of the consequences
of its acceptance we need not speak ; but it may be as
well to say something about the argument under cover of
which it is put forward.

Now, witii great part of Mr. Mallock's case we have no
serious quarrel. Some exception might, indeed, be taken
to the nature of his evidence ; and we are not sure that he
is always right in the parts he assigns to his adversaries.

It is not the noisiest spokesmen who are generally
the best accredited, and we do not exactiy see on what
principle Lord Halifax is singled out as the typical repre-
sentative of the High or Mrs. Humphry Ward of the
Broad Church. Neither do we believe that, as Mr.
Mallock says, " many Christian bodies are abandoning
doctrinal Christianity " altogether. But we are much
inclined to believe that the very outspoken language of
the Higher Critics has at last produced its effect within the
Church of England, and that the issue of a work like

Canon Cheyne's Biblical Cyclopasdia, for instance, is a
sign that some of its most learned members have either

accepted or are preparing themselves to accept Prof.
Hamack's shibboleth. We may even go further, and say
that we see no logical means of escape from Mr. Mallock's
argument that, by the undermining of the authority of the
Bible, Anglicanism has lost its chiefest sanction. But
does it follow from this that all Anglicans should, there-

fore, throw in their lot with the Church that Mr. Mallock
represents, or that they would be any better off if they
did? For Prof. Hamack's critical method is quite as
destructive of the Roman position as it is of the Anglican.
The claim that Rome has authority to pronounce upon
the faith to be attached to the Bible rests, Mr. Mallock
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tells us, upon unbroken tradition ; but what wild work
would not the Higher Criticism make among these same
traditions ! Are we to be driven from our belief in the

Virgin Birth to tjike shelter behind the Petrine claims, or

to abandon the miracles of Mark for those of Eginhard ?

As it is, the one tradition which the Higher Criticism has
shown to have been universal in the ante-Nicene Church

—

viz., the nearness of tlie Second Advent—has been proved,

not by the critics, but by the facts, to be false.

We think, also, that Mr. Mallock is wrong in attri-

buting to the question such extreme urgency as he would
wish to do. Biblical criticism, whether within or without
the pale of Christianity, is in itself no new thing; and
Marcion, Cardinal Cajetano, and Voltaire each in his turn

exposed the inconsistencies of the Old Testament long
before the German school of criticism was born to set us
all right. Yet the Churches have always shown themselves
very slow in abandoning their entrenched positions ; and
nothing could well be more inept in this regard than
Canon Gore's unfortunate remark (several times quoted
by Mr. Mallock) that the changes produced by the adop-
tion of a scientific Biblical criticism are as great as " the
changes involved in the acceptance of the heliocentric

theory." When we consider that, fifty years after the

establishment of the Reformed religion in this country, Lord
Bacon, who was surely one of the most learned and logical

of Protestants, is found strenuously denying the helio-

centric theory of Copernicus, which his no less log^ical and
nearly as learned co-religionist Sir Isaac Newton was the
first to make really popular a hundred years later, we may
be sure that it will be some time before the Church of

England foels herself called upon to find her way out of

the dilemma stated, on the whole with fairness, by Mr.
Mallock. When she does—and we may venture to think
that this will probably not be until the suflSciently technical

theories of the Higher Critics have filtered down from the
few educated and interested Anglicans who are now
grappling with them to the less informed and more
indifferent masses who form the bulk of the Anglican
as of every other Church—we think her leaders may be
trusted to find a way for her, and that it will not be that
indicated by Mr. Mallock. In no irreverent sense do we
say :

" H y a toujours des raccommodements avec le ciel."

South Africa and the War.
The Relief of Ladytmith. By J. B. Atkins. (Methuen 6^.)

Besieged by the Boers. By E. Oliver Ashe. (Hutchinson.)

The History of the Boer War. Parts 3, 4, and 5. (Methuen.
Each Is.)

Someone will doubtless draw up a statistical statement of
the amount of printed descriptions of the present war in
South Africa which have been, and will be, offered to the
public. At present one is conscious of a mighty flood
without being able readily to compute its volume. First
come the fateful dispatches of generals. Then the
regulation-length telegrams of war correspondents. Then
supplementary dispatches and lists of killed and wounded.
Tnen new dispatches. Then long letters from the war
crrespondents amplifying the first-mentioned dispatches.
Then, as the letters accumulate, they agglomerate in books—book after book ; and still the nerve-wracking pom pom
of new dispatches, new lists, new letters, goes on. And
all this flow of intelligence in wavelets, waves, and tides
is complicated by the fact that it reaches us from several
theatres of war, and that the date of one set of intelligence
may lag behind that of another. And ever the cisterns go
on filling, filling—that is to say, books go on appearing,
appearing. Strange backward gleams are thrown on
events of the remote past at the very moment when the
future is becoine keenly interesting. It is a hurly-burly.

and the critic who can deal exhaustively with the literature

of the war had need to devote his days and nights to its

digestion. Even then he would be working under a con-

viction that the history of the war has not begun to be
written.

In the meanwhile, then, the critic looks for idiosyncrasy,

and is grateful for that—something that is different, and
individual. Mr. John Black Atkins's book is full of such
fresh wind. One had a good expectation that it would be
so, for Mr. Atkins's War in Cuba struck its own note. His
talent lies in giving the psychology and landscape of war

;

its little humanities and incongruities ; the conversations

that fill its grim pauses ; the points of view of officer,

private, enemy, and prisoner ; the little by-dramas and
odd touches that, told over a fire, make men hitch chairs

nearer to the speaker. We do not suppose that we can,

by extract—and that is the only method—do justice to

Mr. Atkins's peculiar interestingness. We might quote
his description of the scene when the Dunnottar Cadle

and the Australasian passed each other in mid-ocean, the

one ship eager for news, the other able to give it. The
Australasian hung out a big black-board on its rigging,

with words written on it

:

Would the letters never stop flickering in the end of

one's glasses ? The ship would be by in a moment, and
why on earth hadn't she come nearer ? But at last the
words drew out and separated tliemse'ves from the con-
tinuous line of chalk. We read : .

"Truce." Yes, "Truce." What, already ?

No—" Three "
; that was it—" Three." 1

" Three battles," so we read, catchine the last words as
the Australasia slipped past us — "Three bittles ; the
Boer8 defeated : Symons k'lled." . . . We looked on the
sea with enlightened eyes.

Of such salient anecdote the book is full. The talk of

officers, privates, and telescope-men on a hill top, when
every effort is being made to sight the enemy, is recorded

with the fidelity of a phonograph. We are told how an
unlicensed American correspondent is politely expelled

from the camp ; we are told how a Zulu driver—but this

anecdote is too delightful to be merely mentioned. " I
cannot help remembering," says Mr. Atkins,

an incident which happened as that column wound past
my tent, perhaps because it was one of these incidents

which are trifling enough to seize the mind peremptorily
on grand occasions. A Zulu driver laahed out with his

long whip at his mules, and instantly let drop from his

left hand, with a curious native cry of despair, that

cherished Kaffir instrument, a concertina. The moving
column moved on; "nor all the piety nor wit" of the

Zulu could lure it back to recover the concertina. But the

leader 1 f the mounted company coming behind noticed

the instrument lying on the grouud. "Mind that con-
certina !

" he shouted. " Pass the word I
" He pulled his

horse aside, the word was passed, a line of horses in the

middle of the company swerved, the forest of legs passed,

and, behold ! the concertina lay untouched. The next
company leader throw up his hand like a driver in the

Strand. "Look out ; mmd the concertina !
" "Mind the

wind-jammer," said one man to another in tones (as they
seemed) of deep jjersonal resentment if a rider let his

horse's hoofs go dangerously near the precious thing.

And thus all the rest of the brigade past, hurrying on to

use all the latest and most civilised means for kilUng men
and destroying property, and minding the concertina

tenderly as they went ; so that when all the dancing sea

of legs had passed over it the concertina still lay un-
scratched on the ground, and I picked it up and took it

into my tent.

Well, the book is full of stories like that. There is com-

ment and epigram too sown about the pages :
" You

might say that in this war the object of the Boer gunners

is to kill an enemy who cannot see them ; that of the

heroic British gunners is to be killed by an enemy whom
they cannot see." How good, too, is the criticism on

Captain Eeid's remark, when he was praised for his
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gallantry in saving the guns at Colenso. "Bosh!" he
had said. "It was the drivers."

It was not true, and yet what can be finer to remember
and admit that the baws of all individual distinction is

the jeopardies and sacrifices of others ; to remember that
oiHcers make themselves famons always a little by proxy.
80 long as our ofificera do remember and confess it, we
need not fear that they live in inhuman relationship with
their men.

We should like to quote and quote again from this most
human record of General BuUer's operations at the Tugela,

and the relief of Ladysmith. Take a psychologically

curious dialogue that Mr. Atkins heard when the relieved

and the relievers met in Ladysmith, and the nightmare
was over

:

I overheard the greeting of one distinguished general to
another.

"Well, how have you been getting on?" asked the
besieged one.

" All right, thanks," was the answer, and a temporary
silenre followed. For a short time I was disappointetl.

Then I found half the explanation.

"Two months ago," said the officer, "the thing was
ft strain, but we got over that. Two months ago we were
enthusiastic when we heard you were coming, but we got
over that. Two months ago ," s ) he went on. Wby,
of course. ... I felt as though I were in a place as unsub-
stantial as a shadow land—gaunt men greeted one with
wisps of smiles, without violence of feeling

;
gaunt grooms

combed gaunt artillery horees with the husks of the old
assiduity.

That carries conviction ;
" drives like rain to the roots," as

Mr. Meredith might say.

Dr. E. Oliver Ashe's book, Besieged by the Boers, is a

light-hearted diary of the siege of Kimberley by a man
who saw all that was best worth seeing from the book-
making point of view. Not that the author intended its

contents to be published. He wrote his diary, day by
day, solely for his mother in England, its publication

being an afterthought. It is, therefore, a free and easy,

discursive, and individual record. The frontispiece por-

trait shows us the effect of a 100-lb. shell on a Kimberley
parlour, but in the book shells are not taken too seriously.

At first, the effects of the bombardment were ludicrous,

but when the Boers brought their big gun to bear on
the town caution became general ; all the well-to-do

people made forts and pits in their gardens, and the

poorer people went down the mines at the invitation of

Mr. Rhodes. Over two thousand were lowered into the

Kimberley and De Beers mines, and brought up again

after four days, without accident. Dr. Ashe tells us

many interesting things about the food and health regula-

tions enforced by martial law. The stringent method of

meting out food to each family was mitigated by a permit

system which aimed at the relief of invalids and weaklings

;

but this, Dr. Ashe declares, developed into a "perfect

nuisance." The objection to horseflesh was almost in-

vincible in many people, and soon " the talk all day was
of food, and of the permits necessary to get it." Frag-
ments of shell were much sought after and were kept to

be made up into brooches, letter-weights, &c. "Imme-
diately a shell had burst, and the dangerous moment past,

everyone in the neighbourhood tore frantically towards it

to pick up the pieces, for which there was a ready sale,

and good pieces, such as the bottom or the conical point

with the brass face on it, would fetch from one to two
pounds." There is not a dull page in this timely, wholly

unpretending book.

The flood of war books is itself a justification of the

general Uidory of the Boer War, now being issued in

fortnightly parts by Messrs. Methuen. This publication

co-ordinates the events and lessons of the war as far as

these are understood up to the present time. Admirably
illustrated, written with verve and insight, and published

in a form which makes its acquisition easy, this history is

an ideal book of its kind.

Yesterday in Australia.

Leaves from a Squatter's Notebook. By Thomas Major.
(Sands & Co.)

This is an interesting, even a valuable book. Told in a
brief, business-like fashion, it neither is nor makes any
claim to be literature ; but it is worth a great deal that
has more pretensions to style. The very absence of
"dress ' enhances the impression of severe truth and
actuality. And the actuality has all the value of a chapter
from the irrevocable past, which will soon have no sur-
vivors. The author, a squatter, who began his career in
the early 'sixties, knew an Australia very different from
the land of big modern cities, amiable colonial governors,
and fashionable sun-shades variegating the ring wherein
white-clad athletes swelter through five-day cricket
matches—an Australia extinct as its own dodo. And
what he knew he shows us. We ride through vast un-
tracked country infested with hostile and bloodthirsty
natives and still more hostile and bloodthirsty insects.

Indeed, of the two varieties of aborigines the latter
are the more consistently formidable. The unhappy
horses push through kangaroo-grass up to their heads,
and from the grass rise clouds and surges of mosquitoes,
covering man and beast from head to foot—mosquitoes
little, mosquitoes big and grey, but all equal in thirst for
gore. And at any moment you may rouse, besides the
flights of mosquitoes, a flight of spears. Even a tropical
thunderstorm is no barrier to the attack of either species
of native. Mr. Major describes one such incident during
an exploring expedition into Queensland, accompanied by
a white comrade and a civilised New South Wales black
named Jerry. A terrific thunderstorm caused them to •

neglect their wonted nightly watch :

The palms bent their heads almost to the ground ; the
more sturdy pandanus stood erect, parting by hundreds
with their dry sharp-pointed swords as they were wrenched
from the stem and hurled into the air. Then came the
rain I Heavens I how it did rain that night ! First came
big stpaming drops, which, as each lightning-flash shone
upon them, had the appearance of endless ropes of liquid
silver. Then, as they became united, they were trans-
formed into a torrent like a second deluge.

They were stripped to their shirts because of the heat, and
a fire of green wood smoked in the tent, to drive away the
mosquitoes who yet entered by swarms. In this defence-
less posture Jerry heard the approach of natives, and the
discharge of his carbine brought a chorus of yells, together
with a whizzing of spears, out of the darkness. The foe
were in the rear, a creek, with a big tree near it, in front

;

and to the big tree they fled, leaving guns behind.

We were crouching behind the sheltering tree ; a few
feet away was the creek ; this and the tree protected
us from the blacks and their spears, but it was the habi-
tntion of an equally dangerous foe— the alligator with
his fangs. Picture, if possible, the position of us three
poor wretches. We had beaten a retreat from our tent,

each clothed only in a Crimean shirt ; the few feet of earth
on which we now were between the tree and the creek
had become a steaming bog ; the mosquitoes feasted in

swarms, as they hnd an unlimited opportunity of doing,
on our bodies. We dared not move to brush them off,

and the rain again fell as only tropical rain can. Fortu-
nately the lightning had ceased, . . . but we could not
stir till break of day . . . The horror of that night I shall

nt-ver forget.

But the blacks, thinking the explorers dead, from their

silence, and too cowardly to search the tent till daylight,

made no further attack. At daybreak the explorers

returned to the tent, finding their g^ns dry and ready for

use.

We had now no fear of our last night's assailants, and_
had time to turn our attention to the picture presented by
our own persons. All the exposed parts—and few were
not so—were red and swollen, as if we had been attacked
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by measles. Jerry's cuticle remained as ebon a^ ever, but

it had suffdrod just the same amount of irritation. I shall

never forget his expression as he burst into a loud laugh,

saying :
" Me think it close up all the same, like it skinned

possum ?
"

On yet another occasion Mr. Major narrowly escaped

the deadly consequences of flirtation with a Queensland

beauty—guileful as Mother Eve. They surprised some

girls fishing, and he at last encouraged (as he supposed)

one of them to leave the water, holding in her hand a fish.

Then, like Mother Eve as regards clothing, she stood

close by me and presented the fish. ... In age she was
about eighteen ; her skin, a dark bronze, shone like a new
penny. What attracted me most was the extreme beauty

of her form. Every limb might have been a sculptor's

model, so round and shapely were they, while her feet and
hands were exquisitely proportioned. Her face showed
her ivory-liko teeth when she smiled, and was most
pleasing.

He hung a small looking-glass round the dark lady's

neck, and she, seating herself by him, began to pat his

cheek. This Aiistralian idyll was interrupted by a missile

striking the log on which he sat, while a shout was heard

from his friends, and two shots followed. Forthwith a

throng of black men scudded off for the open country, and

the charming Australian in their wake, as fast as she

could go. The men had been ambushed under a loose

sand-heap in his rear, with a piece of tree-bark over their

heads for concealment. Out of this they rose, but his

two friends behind saw and fired before more than one of

the natives could throw his weapon. The moral is, that

before flirting with a native Australian lady it is commend-
able to prod the sand-banks.

Mr. Major's book is full of incident and adventure,

quotable and readable from cover to cover. It can be

recommended to all who wish to know the wild Australia

before the days of Spofforth and Murdoch, of flannel-clad

cricketers and khaki-clad colonial cavalry.

" A Queen of Tears."

The Love of an Uncrowned Queen. By W. H. Wilkins.

(Hutchinson & Co. 36s.)

The title of this book is happily chosen ; for the story of

Sophie Dorothea of CeUe, unloved consort of George
Louis, Prince of Hanover, later George I. of England,
was, in truth, the story of her love. The life of this
" uncrowned queen " seemed " fused," as she herseK once
wrote, in her devotion to Philip Christopher, Count
KiJnigsmarck, the brilliant, unscrupulous Swede. "A once
very radiant princess (witty, haughty-minded, beautiful,

not wise or fortunate) now gone all ablaze into angry,

tragic conflagration, getting locked into the old castle of

Ahlden, in the moory solitudes of Liineburg Heath, to

stay there till she die—thirty years, as it proved—and
go into ashes and angry darkness as she may." The
story which Carlyle flashes on us Mr. Wilkins has here
told at length. It is a tragic one— a brief, passionate
drama of "disastrous bliss" ; a long and dreary epilogue
of two-and-thirty imprisoned years.

Sophie Dorothea was the offspring of a love marriage.
Her mother, Eleonore d'Olbreuse, the daughter of a
simple French marquis, was (jnly the morganatic wife
of George William, Duke of Celle, and thereafter rose,

by a ten years' difRcult ascent, to the position of his
acknowledged duchess. Eleonore's portrait, that of a
woman wise, ambitious, yet, withal, lovable, brings a
welcome relief into these studies of the sordid vice
and intrigue of the princely and electoral Courts of
the seventeenth century. The Princess of Celle inherited
much of the sensitive charm of her French mother,
and was possessed of more waywardness than strength

of will. She set herself passionately against the marriage
planned for her by her father, but her child's vehe-
mence—she was barely sixteen—was unavailing. The
Electress Sophia, wife of Ernest Augustus of Qanover
—an imperious, implacable lady, of whom we have here

a convincing, though unattractive, portrait—came herself

to Celle to settle the marriage which was to unite the two
branches of the house of Brunswick-Liineburg. " La
Fraile " (so the Electress Sophia, with sinister prescience,

dubbed the heiress of Celle long before political reasons

had made her claim Sophie Dorothea as her son's bride)

was, in truth, too fragile and too strong for her environ-

ment. She failed to find the position even of electoral

princess sufficient compensation for an enforced marriage
with a brutal and faithless husband. After a brief and
faltering resistance, she turned with all the force of a
pent-up nature to the adventurous Swedish soldier of

fortune who had been her playmate in childish days at

CeUe. The story of their romance is told in the voluminous
correspondence preserved in the University of Lund,
which Mr. Wilkins has for the first time printed in full.

Granting the authenticity of these letters, which seems,

on the whole, probable, they form a curious human
document, with their fluctuations which are, in the end,

one monotony. There is the passion in which the soldier

writes, in unsoldierly spirit enough :
'

' The days seem
weeks to me, the weeks like months, and the months
centuries ; and when I think that I have still two months
of campaigning to go through before I see you, I despair,

and pray a thousand times a day that I may be wounded
in the fight, and so have a pretext for returning to

Hanover— and to you." And the Princess responds
prophetically :

" Life without you would be intolerable,

and imprisonment within four walls pleasanter than to go
on living in the world." There is the jealousy which
finds in a Court ball or the formal greetings given to an
ambassador cause for volcanic reproaches and "torrents

of tears."
" I have a consolation here," writes Konigsmarck

fiercely, " not a pretty g^rl, but a bear, which I feed. If

you should fail me I will bare my chest and let him tear

my heart out. I am teaching him that trick with sheep
and calves. If ever I have need of him—God help me

!

I shall not suffer long." Then, more tenderly, " So long

as a drop of blood remains in my veins my heart is wholly
yours. You are all my wealfii, my treasure; I would
sacrifice the world to kiss your divine mouth. I hate war
and everything which takes me from your side. One
favour only I ask of the gods—that I may be always with

you, in life and in death."

Nor is the Princess less fervent. "I learned on my
awakening that a fearful battle has taken place and you
were in it. My plight is pitiful ; it seems to me that every

gun is pointed at you. Grand Bieu ! if any hurt were to

happen to you, what would become of me ? I should

start at once for the camp, hasten to give you all necessary

care and attention, and never leave you more. If it be
true that you love me, spend the rest of your life with

me ; let us build up a happiness in each other which none
can shatter."

The love is all absorbing and all exclusive. Sophie
never mentions her children, and her devoted mother is

regarded by turns as a convenience and hindrance. Great

events of war and peace slip by unnoted unless they affect

the chance of a stolen meeting. In the Count's rhapsodies

an occasional grossness mingles with the ardour, and his

extravagance leads us to doubt the permanence of his

passion, to question whether, had Sophie Dorothea attained

to her heart's desire, a final union with him, she might not

have experienced as g^eat a disillusion as "La Grande
Mademoiselle" with her adored Lauzun. But Sophie's

letters reveal a pure as well as a passionate nature, how-
ever sadly astray.

The closing catastrophe is tragic in the truest sense of
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the -word, for it was directly consequent on Konigsmarck's
criminal intrigue with the Countess Platen, the malignant

enemy of the Princess. It was through the relentless

watchfulness of this woman, the all-powerful mistress of

Ernest Augustus, the Elector, that the Count was at last

trapped on his way from the apartments of his " divinity "

and killed in resisting arrest. His death, on the very eve

of final flight and reunion, shows him at his best, borne
down by odds, in the midnight silence of the palace, with

a plea for the " innocent Princess " on his dying lips.

Thereafter came Sophie's divorce, for desertion merely,

to save the Hanoverian pride, the Princess making no
resistance. She was imprisoned in the Castle of Ahlden

—

Duchess of Ahlden being thenceforth her title—and there

held, despite all efforts made for her release, while her
husband went forth to claim that other title of King of

England. For thirty-two years she watched the mists

roll on and draw away across the marsh, waiting in vain

for liberty, till she received it at the hands of death.

Often betrayed, she was never whoUy embittered, never
bowed by the " dust accumulate " of her destiny. The
wild speed at which she was wont to drive up and down
the six-mile limit allowed her, bears witness to her
prisoned vitality, while the diamonds which, on such
desolate progresses, never failed to sparkle in her dark
hair give a fine flash of defiance. So she lived, charitable to

the poor of her little domain, resistant to her oppressors
;

so she died—November 13, 1726—leaving her husband to

perish, it was said, of superstitious terror at her fate, and
her son to ascend that throne of England.
The book is evidently a work of thorough research, and

the style is lucid and sympathetic, though never attaining

to distinction. The author displays a weakness for well-

worn phrases, the edge of which has become dulled by use,

and indulges in an occasional startlingly mixed metaphor.
These, however, are slight blemishes in a vivid present-

ment of one of the most pathetic figures of the House of

Hanover.

Our Lady of the Snows.

The Great Company (1667-1871). By Beckles Willson.

With an Introduction by Lord Strathcona and Mount
Royal. (Smith, Elder & Co. IBs.)

Though happily free from the scourge of war herself,

Canada has, by the contingents she has sent to South
Africa, vindicated her place as the eldest daughter of the

Empire, and it is therefore at a fitting moment that Mr.
Beckles Willson undertakes to tell the story of the Great
Company. This, the Hudson's Bay Company, was, as Mr.
Willson puts it, " the one original pillar remaining in that

New World mansion, which is at once the refuge of errant

peoples and the theatre of discoveries, vicissitudes, and
experiments," until its sovereign powers were merged in

the Empire and it ceased its independent existence. The
Honourable Company of Merchants Adventurers Trading
into Hudson's Bay was an aftermath of the Elizabethan

epoch, belated indeed, as it was not founded until Charles

II. came to the throne. Then the spirit of Imperial

expansion, which had been chilled by the Puritan sway,

burst forth again ; London swarmed with adventurers, and
every London tavern and coffee-house resounded with pro-

jects for conquest, trade, or the opening-up of remote
regions.

For two centuries the tide of commercial speculation had
set eastwards, and men's minds had been filled with the

fabulous riches of the gorgeous East. But when the king
came back there was little room for new men east of Suez,

for the East India Company had for over half a century

had a monopoly of trade in that part of the world. And
so, perforce, the merchant-adventurers turned to other fields

of action, and set their faces towards the setting sun.

towards that Continent of North America of which so little

was known, and of which not much had been expected.

In 1664 King Charles, with the easy generosity of those

days, granted New England to his brother, the Duke of

York, who in due time ousted the Dutch and changed
New Amsterdam into New York. All this reminded other

London merchants that in the frozen North the French
drove a mighty fur trade, and that the Company of the

Hundred Associates sent twice yearly from Quebec to

Havre ships laden with the furs of Canada ; but they
recognised that the king would never countenance the

expulsion of the French colonists as he had winked at the

dislodgment of the Dutch.
But fate, as ever, turned the scale for England. In

1665 two intrepid fur traders, Groseilliers and Kadisson,

employees of the " Company of the Western Indies," who
had pushed their way westwards from Quebec to the

unknown shores of Lake Superior, arrived in Paris, after

having failed to make the heads of the Company take up
the project for the expansion of French influence into the

North West. The two only met with equal ill-success in

Paris, until at last Colonel Carr, who had spoken with
them in America, introduced them to Lord Arlington, the

British Ambassador, who in turn gave them a letter to

Prince Eupert of the Rhine, prince of England and
Bohemia, and patron of the Arts and Sciences. The
prince introduced the adventurers to the king, and at

last, on June 3, 1668, the Nonsuch, a ketch of fifty tons

—

for in such cock boats did our ancestors set out to conquer
new worlds—sailed from Wapping under the command of

Captain Zachary GLUam for the far off Hudson's Bay.
Finally, on September 29, the adventurers cast anchor at

the entrance to a river in 51° latitude. The journey was
ended ; a boat was lowered and Gillam and Groseilliers

went ashore. The river was christened Rupert's River,

and by the next spring the Indians had brought so many
pelts that GiUam could sail away home with a good cargo

to report on the excellent prospects to the Prince, leaving

Groseilliers and some others behind.

Groseilliers' anticipations were realised, but not without
almost iDcredible activity on his part. He spent the
summer and autumn, and part of the ensuing winter, in

making excursions into the interior. He made treaties

with the Nodwayes, the Kilistineaux, the Ottawas, and
other detachments of the Alconquin race. Solemn con-
claves were held, in which the bushranger dwelt—with
that rude eloquence of which he was master, and which
both he and Kadiseon had borrowed from the Indians—on
the superior advantages of trade with the English. Nor
did his zeal here pause ; knowing the Indian character as
he did, he concocted stories about the English king and
Prince Rupert; and many a confidiug savage that year en-
riched his pale-face vocabulary by adding to it " Charles "

and "Rupert," epithets which denoted that superlative

twain to whom the French bushranger had transferred his

labours and his allegiance. Chouart des Groseilliers in all

his transactions with the natives exhibited great hardihood
of speech and action ; and few indeed were the occasions

which caught him unawares. It happened more than
once, for instance, that some of the wandering Alconquins
or Hurons recognised in this smooth-tongued leader at

the English fort the same French trader they had kno\vn
at Montreal and the French posts on the Western lales,

and marvelled much that he who had then been loudly
crying up " King Lewis and the Fleur-de-lis " should now
be fouud surrounded by pale-faces of a different speech,

known to be the allies of the terrible Iroquois. Groseilliers

met their exclamations with a smile ; he represented him-
self as profoundly dissatisfied with the manner in which
the French traders treated his friends the Indians, causing
them to travel so far and brave such perils to bring their

furs and giving them so little in return. " Tell all your
friends to come hither," he cried, " and King Charles will

give you double what King Lewis gives."

This quotation gives a very fair idea of Mr. Beckles

WUlson's style, and also shows the slight uncertainty he
labours under in the treatment of his subject. The
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romantic nature of the enterprise is so overwhelming that

Hr. Willaon appears to hesitate between romance and

oommonplace history in his telling of it. Indeed, the

story of the Great Company has before now inspired the

writers of fictiou, and more than one writer of thirty years

ago drew his best stories from the inexhaustible stores of

the Company's records. Mr. Willson is an enthusiast on

his subject, and, like so many men of Greater Britain,

sees clearly the romantic side of the story of the Empire.

He must be left to tell the remainder of the fascinating

history himself. The charter of the Company was not

granted till May 2, 1 670, and gave to Prince Rupert and
seventeen nobles and gentlemen the exclusive right to

establish settlements and carry on trade at Hudson's Bay.

As their oporations spread they naturally came into

collision with the French, who were by no means disposed

to acquiesce tamely in another set of adventurers to the

north. French and English fought on the shores of the

great white bay as they fought at Blenheim and Mal-
plaquet, and all through the eighteenth century the

struggle continued, until it was finally settled in favour of

the English and of the Hudson's Bay Company. The
great corporation still exists, though in its old form it had
lagged behind the years, and its acquisition by the Canadian
Government was a necessity of the times. No sovereign

in Europe had a clearer right to his dominions than the

Company, but, unlike the " John Company," it was a king
without an army, and lacked the military system which is

the indispensable adjunct to sovereign authority. The
rebellion of Riel and the Metis was the finishing stroke,

and Canada in 1870 acquired two million three hundred
thousand square miles of territory for a payment of

£300,000, the Company being at liberty to carry on its

trade in its corporate capacity without hindrance.

On the whole, Mr. Willson has done his work well, but
the book would be improved by compression. Occasion-

ally the story is overloaded with detail which, however
necessary to the full record of the Company, appears
superfluous in an account which is probably not intended

to be exhaustive. Now and then there is also a lack of

lucidity, and the narrative branches off to side issues which
rather obscure the main subject. But this is by the way.
The book is well illustrated with portraits, and with a
most interesting facsimile of the original charter granted
by Charles II. A competent index also adds to the value
of the work, which will be welcome to Canadians and to

all those who have interests in Canada.

Other New Books.
A List oi- English Plays Written before

1643, AND Printed before 1700.

By Walter Wilson Greg.

This scientific and careful " hand list " will be of the
greatest value to all students of the "Elizabethan" drama,
and will largely supersede such earlier compilations aa
Halliwell-Phillipps's Dictionary of Old Plays, or Mr. W. C.
Hazlitt's Manualfor the Collector and Amateur of Old English
Plays. The assistance which Mr. Greg has received from
such bibliographical experts as Mr. A. W. Pollard and
Mr. E. G. C. Proctor would of itself be adequate guarantee
of the accuracy of his work.. The list is conveniently
arranged under an alphabet of authors' names, and the
title-pages are given, with certain carefully explained excep-
tions, in full. The press marks of the British Museum
copies, and notes of the chief collections in which copies of
each edition may be found, are added. Masques and
similar productions are excluded. We are a little sorry
that no attempt has been made to indicate the nature of
the publishers marks or vignettes used on the title-pages.
These are often of some value in tracing the literary
history of Elizabethan plays. We are glad to see that

Mr. Greg contemplates " a full bibliography of the
English drama up to the closing of the theatres during
the Civil War." ^Bibliographical Society.)

A History of Greece :

Part III. Br Evelyn ABBOTr, M.A., LL.D.

The first volume of Dr. Evelyn Abbott's History of
Greece appeared in 1888. The present one covers the last

half of the fifth century, from the " Thirty Years' Peace "

to the fall of the " Thirty Tyrants " at Athens, and yet

another will bring the narrative to the death of Alexander
the Great. Dr. Abbott has many of the qualities of an
historian—accuracy, industry, a wide acquaintance with all

that has been published, in Germany as well as in England,
upon his subject. There is no more convenient, trust-

worthy or authoritative Greek history to put on your
shelves than his. But, unfortunately, it is not " written,"

and consequently it cannot be read. The pedestrian and
colourless narrative is not stung into passion or picturesque-

ness even by the tragedy of Syracuse or the death of

Socrates. The book must be a book of reference while its

erudition lasts, and must then miss the future which for

Thucydides and even Thirlwall the saving grace of style

will ensure. (Longmans.)

CORRBGGIO. By Selwyn Brinton.

Mr. Brinton, in his Eenaissance in Kalian Art, has
already shown himself well qualified to deal with such a
topic as Correggio, and the present monograph is evidently

the fruit of careful and appreciative study, both of the

painter and of what has been written about him. To our
private taste, indeed, it is a little lyric in its tone. Cer-

tainly we demur to putting Correggio, great as he is, on a
level with Leonardo, Raphael, and Michelangelo, as one
of the " four personalities, most potent, in their claim,"

of Renaissance art. And throughout the enthusiasm is

surely a little undiscriminating, a little untempered by
consideration of the fairly obvious defects and deficiencies

in the art dealt with. The knowledge, however, is un-

deniable, and the criticism good as far as it goes. Mr.
Brinton is particularly happy in his attempt to sum up
and express the total effect of Correggio's personality side

by side with those of contemporary painters. He repre-

sents, in painting, the side of the Renaissance which the

Decameron represents in literature

:

That is the joy and gladness of life itself, the beauty
and happiness of the world, and of all that is living in its

sunlight. That is part, too, of the spirit of the Re-
naissance ; that is the smile on the face of awakening
Italy, and that is the message of Correggio.

And again

:

It is to Correggio that we turn most of all for ft

quickened sense of life, of its light and laughter, its

throbbing pulse, and its radiant possibilities. He is the

Faun of the Renaissance, the creature, we might fancy, to

whose pointed, furry ears it should be given to hear old

Pan pipe his maddening music, who shall feel the stream
of life in its most intimate and quickening sense.

As in most of the volumes of this series, the list of

paintings and drawings in the appendix is all that could

be desired, and the illustrations are many and excellent.

("Great Masters": Bell.)

The Life of John Ruskin. By W. G. Collingwood.

Seven years ago Mr. Collingwood's authoritative Life

and Work of John Ruskin was published in two volumes.

The present book is not a reprint of that work, but a
newly-written biography. Mr. Collingwood, who knew
Mr. Ruskin as intimately as anyone and acted for years as

his secretary, completed the book, all save the last chapter,

while its subject was still living, but the last chapter was
added after his death. The biography is well arranged,

a pleasant blend of personal impression and historical fact.

It is also well published. (Methuen. 6s.)

I
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Fiction.

The Novel of Passion.

The Dean of Darrendale. By Wynton Eversley. (Hutcliiii-

son. 6s.)

The Acrobat. By John D, Barry. (Lane. 68.)

Sour Grapes. By J. F. Cornish. (Chatto. •)

The Strong God Circvmstanee. By Helen Shipton. (Methuen.
6s.)

In a sense nearly all novels are novels of passion. Love
is the most radiant of all tho emotions, and, on the whole,
the most easily communicated by suggestion. Mere names—e.g., Barbara and Elise—employed by Mr. Cornish and
Mr. " Eversley," have power to create in the reader a
mood akin to that known as "falling in love." One might
indeed justify the existence of novels solely on the ground
that they provide harmless hunting fields for persons of

a nature more inquisitive than faithful. It is very easy
to fall in love with the heroine of a novel, but it is

impossible to make love to her.

The four novels before us all provide heroines with
whom any male reader can fall in love. Mr. "Eversley"
gives us a beautiful altruist with a criminal husband.
Mr. Barry places his Blanche, fragile, pure and tender,

in the dizzy world of trapezes and aerial diving. Miss
Shipton brings Nature's lady—young, ignorant, and refined

—into juxtaposition with the Acme of Culture, in the
person of a university coach who lies unjustly imder sus-

picion of fraudulent conduct. In all these cases the element
of incongruity arrests the attention. It is to explore that

we read. To what extent is a criminal stUl a husband ?

Does anything of the charm that won for him a woman's
love survive or, perchance, reside in his criminality ?

What again are the joys and pains which differences of
education and birth produce in the life of a married pair ?

Let us say at once that both Mr. " Eversley " and Miss
Shipton suggest questions without answering them. The
case with Mr. " Eversley " is particularly sad. There is

a sort of uncouth greatness about his book. Parson James
Salter, Rural Dean, is a memorable character-study. His
phrases are jewels. " It is easier to get to the Empyrean
than to the heart." "You say you have 'turned your
heart inside out.' Yes, but did you ask God to do the
sorting ? " These are two of them. But phrases are the
least part of him. He is the wind. He brushes aside
dignity—his detractors would say decency—with insolent

scorn. He writes letters like those which parsons received
from Euskin when they asked him to subscribe towards
the remission of the debts on their churches. As a
spiritual doctor he is all lancet and forceps, but he is

everything to a few rustics. Mr. " Eversley " is as full of
him as Boswell was of Johnson. He has more to tell

than he has room for. The Dean of Darrendale is, indeed,
a history tacked on to a romance. But, alas! it is the
romance that fits into the purpose of this article, and we
cannot but shake our head to see a brave and clever

writer resorting to wretched threadbare devices to bring
two creatures of his fancy together without sacrificing

current morality. His convict must die. But he is

the husband of the heroine. Therefore let him end
gloriously. So he escapes gaol like another Casanova in
time to savo his wife and child from perishing in the wreck
of the Cassandra ! In Sour Grapes it is an unhistorical
vessel that goes down

—

ihe Perth Castle. Why? It is quite
simple. The hero, the noble Captain Brabrooke, who has
married the wrong woman in order to save the family
honour, must be recalled to England (whence he has fled

to avoid living with his wife, who adores him) in time to
assist at a denouement of surprising cheerfulness. Even
the "sour grapes" turn svreet. They consisted in two

lovers scorning the marriage sacrament and living without

benefit of clergy. A terrible situation was evolved there-

fore when the masculine element of this union turned into

a Lothario in his middle life. What would Guy de Mau-
passant have done ? It is not for English readers to care

;

they are not in the hands of an inexorable artist. They
are not in the hands of one who cares a pin for psychology.

They are in the hands of a conjuror, an ingenious mechanic.

We know nothing in burlesque more provocative of an
admiring "ha! ha!" then the abrupt disclosure of the

Scotch marriage which saves the " children " in Sour
Grapes from dying with their teeth on edge. And what
cynic woidd dare to disturb the happiness of George and
his Barbara by sneering at the release from bondage
obtained by the former through the legal objection to a
man's marrying his half-aunt ?

And yet would the rosy god tell us that passion died in

a woman immediately she found she was a half-aunt ?

Would we not rather see those blind eyes shedding tears ?

Mr. Cornish serves his age and country prettily ; he is both
naif and knowing ; he writes freshly. The drama, centering

in the squiress whose husband runs frantically off the

rails of propriety, is fuU of pathos.

Passion receives of choice heroic exemplification in the
English novel ; and if the cheap optimism could be left

out of it the English novel might prove effective in calm-
ing many a selfish paroxysm. But, even in a novel ex-

pressly entitled The Strong God Circumstance, English
sentimentality insists on making the vinegar of sorrow
into a kind of mint sauce by the aid of sugar. There is

a man in The Strong God with a distorted face. He pains

the eye. Wherefore he is accorded one of the most wilful

and engaging girls in the world for helpmeet. Is that the

way of life ? Is not intellectually the problem of such a
man :

" How shall I erect myself a stronghold of peace
without woman's love ? " If it be true that truth is stranger
than fiction it is because fiction is ordered by the artist to

obey the innate fitness of destiny, to grow naturally, to

justify its premises. In England fiction is stranger than
truth.

That passion is interesting as a growth and uninteresting
as a consummation is a dictum of which it is considered in

England the height of good form to admit the truth.

"Naturalism is dull," sounds the same as saying "we
have tried it." " Naturalism is disgraceful " sounds like

saying " we are afraid of it." As a matter of fact, we are
afraid of it, and passion glows and palpitates in our novels
with a sort of chromog^aphic glory. The flesh is absent
except in the horrible eyes of our villains. Hence we feel

drawn to note a fleeting glimpse of the identity between
villain-passion and even so exquisite an emotion as hero-
passion, which Mr. "Eversley" affords us through his ini-

mitable Dean. "Alas, poor calf! It was in love, and it

thought it was going to enjoy itself, did it ? and—and—it

was disappointed, was it ? " he says to the Rev. " Tummas "

Trevana. But in The Acrobat the voice accusing passion
is the voice of life itself. It is action that is eloquent.
Mr. Barry, alone among the four writers we have been con-
sidering, relates a simple story, unencumbered with plot

and rich with a single idea out of which it grows natur-
ally. A man falls in love with a performance instead of

the performer. He has all the words of passion at his

command. "If you'll only love me a little, dear, I'll be
satisfied." But it is not she he wants. It is the " cyno-
sure of aU eyes "

; it is the poetry of motion, the music of

fantastic courage. And all the time it is just a delicate

woman who sits there on the trapeze afraid lest a single

slip should orphan her babe. Mr. Barry, without noise,

with simple artistry, has done something that lives. He
has shown us passion in the right perspective. Yet there
is another way to show passion. The magnificence and the
joy of the Grand Deciviliser were a theme which, to treat

adequately, would make a monarch of a writer. We must
wait for that writer.
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Notes on Novels.

[Tl^»t noUt ON th* wttk'i Fietum art not nte«»»arily final.

Retietct of a uUetion ioill/ollou>.'\

Tub CARDrNAL's S.sl'ff-Box. By Henry Harlanu.

Mr. Harland's distinguished touch is very apparent

when one opens this novel and finds Peter Marchdale

talking books and art with his landlady. His landlady,

it should be explained, is the Duchessa di Santangiolo,

and Peter is the tenant of her Villa Floriano. The
Duchessa "'lives there, at Castel Ventirose,' Marietta

explains as she removes the coffee things ;
' she owns

all, all this country, all these houses— all, all.' ' All

Lombardy ? ' said Peter, without emotion." The emotion

comes later, the Cardinal with it. Mr. Harland's chapters

are not as other men's. His fourth consists of ten lines,

his twelfth of sixteen pages. (John Lane. 6s,)

The Minx. By "Iota."

A clever novel by Mrs. K. Mannington CafEyn, author

of A Yellow After, &c. Joyce, the heroine, proves to be
anything but a minx, the name given to her before she

came as a g^est to Squire Hallowes's house. She is a

most attractive creation, subjugating all who meet her,

and especially James and Jock. The story traces her

development, and describes, brightly and with skill, the

intense but friendly rivalry of Jock and James for her love.

(Hutchinson. 6s.)

In the Wake of the War. By A. St. John Adcock.

Mr. Adcock's stories of East End life have shown a real

grip of humble life, its humours and sorrows. And here

we have, by a happy inspiration, a series of pictures of the

unwritton humours, rivalries, and tragedies of life in mean
streets incident to the recent calling out of the reserves,

and the war fever. The story called "A Boer in Britain "

is an admirably humorous account of a fatuous, inconse-

quential, patriotic row in a barber's shop, which threatened

to be serious, but ended in an awkward pause, broken only

by the barber's call, " Naixt, please ! " (Hodder &
Stoughton. -is. 6d.)

Lotus os Laurel. By Helen Wallace.

This story is concerned with the unborn musical talent

and desire for fame in a young girl whose mother, warned
by her own experiences of professional life, wishes her
to give up her violin and her dreams. As the story pro-

ceeds it develops a strong motive—the bitter jealousy which
a mother, wedded to success, feels toward the daughter
who is about to eclipse her in public favour. (Arnold. 6s.)

A Second Cominq. By Eichard Marsh.

Mr. Marsh is the author of The Beetle, Tom Ossinffton's

Ghost, and other novels, and he has imagined himself
competent to write a story foimded on the idea that

Christ had come to London. Christ suddenly appears in

Bryanston-square, in the midst of a crowd collected by a
fatal bicycle accident. " He inclined His hand toward the
dead mnn, saying :

' Arise, you who sleep.' Immediately
he that was dead stood up. He seemed bewildered, and
exclaimed as in a fit of passion :

' That's a nice spill.

Curse the infernal slippery road !
' Then he turned and

saw Who wns standing at his side." From this Mr.
Marsh proceeds to other intrepidities. (Grant Eichards. 68.)

The Devil and the Inventor. By Austin Fryers.

Inventors may enjoy a story in which an inventor
sells himself more or less to the Devil. The bargain
provides that Philbrick shall be given the power to
place his ideas before the public. But if within three
weeks of the exhibition of one of his inventions it has not
yielded him £250, tlio Devil is to exact a cupful of his
blood. Philbrick begins with a Soundless Piano. (Pear-
son Ltd. 3s. 6d.)

Fast and Loose. By Major Arthur Griffiths.

This is Major Griffiths's usual blend — a good one
in its way—of love, crime, and detection. Inspector

Faske is a satisfying detective of the cat-like order.
" His grey moustachois, brushed out straight, might have
belonged to a veteran mouser accustomed to pounce
promptly on its prey." (Macqueen. 63.)

His Lordship's Leopard. By David Dwight Wells.

A readable absurdity by the author of Her Ladt/thip'i

Elephant. We have a tissue of strange events, including

the abduction of a hishop and the supposed visit of a
Spanish gunboat to English shores during the Spanish-
American war. The author is right in insisting that this
" serious attempt to while away an idle hour " is not " a
fit subject for the application of the higher criticism." But
the idle hour is whiled. (Heinemann. 6s.)

Lyona Grimwood, Spinster. By L. Higqin.

Those who like tangles for their own sake will like

untangling the identity of Lyona Grimwood, who begins

by being murdered, then disappears, and becomes someone
eUe, while remaining Lyona Grimwood. We leave the
plot to the tangle-loving reader, promising him, however,
some entertaining character-sketches of the gossips and old

maids of a Midland town. (Pearson Ltd. 6s.)

A Young Dragon. By Sarah Tytler.

Mrs. Tytler's latest story grows out of a bet made by a
self-satisfied Scottish laird, who is past his youth, that ho
will woo and marry a wife within a month. Despite this

promise of farce the story takes hold of the reader, and
the end is touching. (Chatto & Windus. 6s.)

Wayward Hearts. By Darby Eyan.

A novel for young girls. " Truth to tell, all Nature
seems rejoicing this glorious June afternoon . . . the

old Manor. . . .
' Helen, your tea is delicious,' re-

marked Hugh. . . . There had never been such a
brilliant season, never so much talk over a young de-

butante before . . . the old Manor.' . . .
' All that

wealth and luxury can buy you shall have.' . . . Ah, it

was a happy birthday for the poor . . . the old Manor."
(Digby, Long & Co. 6s.)

An American Countess. By Mrs. Urban Hawkeswood.

Here we have the mercenary marriage of a young
English lord clashing with his love of another woman, an
artist. A readable, highly unconventional story. (Mac-
queen. 6s.)

The Seafarers. By John Bloundelle-Burton.

Its title exactly fits this story by the author of Th»
Clash of Arms. A hearty, thoroughly readable tale

of the sea, in which shipwreck and sunshine answer to the

unsmooth course of love. (Pearson Ltd. 6s.)

The Empire Makers. By Hume Nisbet*

A romance of adventure and war in South Africa. The
author leaves the reader in no doubt about his views. He
regrets that it is too soon for him to show the reader " the

wind-up of the vile oligarchy of Pretoria tyrants." How-
ever, the story stretches to the relief of Kimberley, and
the writer distributes phrases like " the iniquitous and
false Boer," the " most inhuman and bloody-minded
Kruger," "this Cronje, the vile and brutal murderer."
(White & Co. 6s.)

From Veldt Camp Fires. By H. A. Bryden.

Fourteen short stories of life in South Africa by a writer

who has written many books on this part of the world.

Tho stories deal with Boer and native life, colonists, border
police, &c., and they " may be said to be well founded
upon actueil circumstance." (Hurst & Blackett. 3s. 6d.)
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The Balzac Letters Controversy.
The outline of Balzac's passion for Mme. Hanska, a
passion conceived and executed (if we may use the term)
in the grand romantic manner by a master of that manner,
is fairly well known to the public. The inmost and secret
nature of it, at all points of its progress, has perhaps not
yet been finally ascertained. In 1896 M. le Yicomte de
Spoelberch de Louvenjotd published his version of it in
Jin Roman d'Amour, a work which was received with the
respect due to the author's unchallenged position as the
first living authority on the facts of Balzac's life. M. de
Louvenjoul's Histotre des (Euvres d« Baltac, we may recall in
passing, constitutes practically the twenty-fifth volume of
the great Calmann Levy idiiion dejinitite of Balzac's works,
and when he speaks other students are accustomed to listen,
as barristers listen to a judge. A large part of Balzac's
letters to Mme. Hanska were included in his Correspondanee,
the twenty-fourth volume of the edition definitive; but
last year M. de Louvenjoul (though his name does not
appear on the title-page of the book) gave to the world,
under the title Leitres a. VEtrangere, what purports to be a
full collection of all existing letters from " Nore " to the
eara eontsstina, up to the death of the eara eontes*ina't
husband.

If this collection is authentic—and both M. de Louvenjoul
and the house of Calmann Levy (in their communication
to us of the 4th ult.) vouch for its absolute authenticity—then Uh Boman (FAmour is more or less ju-stified, and
Balzac etands revealed as a man even as otherFrenchmen are.
But here arrives Miss Katharine Prescott Wormeley, and
with breath-taking intrepidity roundly asserts that many of
the letters have been tampered with in order to bring them
into line with Un Roman d'Amour, and that a number of
them are "infamous forgeries." Miss Wormeley,* we should
mention, is probably the chief English-speaking authority
on Balzac. She has translated all his noveh; she has written
an exhaustive Memoir of him ; she has collected his
"personal opinions"; and everything that she writes
about him abundantly shows that she is a thorough expert.
Further, she is a woman of experience ; she witnesse^l the
entry of Napoleon's remains into Paris on December 1-5,

1840, and she evidently knows her France. In remem-
bering the claims of M. de Louvenjoul, we must not forget
those of this venerable and distinguished scholar.

It is a pity that with knowledge does not always come
the skill to handle it. Miss Wormeley states her case
badly. There is scarcely a sentence in the "fighting"
preface to her translation of the impugned letters, Scarcely
a note of hers in all the seven hundred and fifty-five pages
of the volume, which does not betray the absence of the
true editorial temperament—at once nimble and sedate,
enthusiastic and judicial, and always impassively and
inexorably polite. She bewilders where she should con-
ince

; she relieves Kimberley when she should be marching
direct to Pretoria; she gets angry ; she utters an exclama-
tion instead of a demonstration; she talks darkly of

• BoHure )U Balzac. tran»laUd by Katharine Pre*cott Wormeley.
Letters Ut Mwlame Hanska, him Countets Rzewuska, afterviards
Madame Honari <U BiJzae. 1833-1846. (Hardy Pratt & Co.,
Borton, U.8.A. $1.50.)

conspiracies; she is offended; she is indignant; and,
venial yet most annoying sin, she neither numbers the
letters nor provides an index. The French edition is
numbered, but not indexed.
But she has a prima facie case—that is the wonderful

part of it all ; she has a case to support her double charge
against M. de Louvenjoul of sensualising and degrading
Balzac's gorgeous passion and of being a party to the
garbling and inventing of documents. Very briefly, her
case is as foUows :

In the volume of Correspondance (1876) an editorial note
states that the correspondence with Mme. Hanska, as there
given, is not complete. " Unfortunately," the note runs,
" a part of this correspondence was burned in Moscow in
a fire which occurred in Mme. Hanska's residence. It
muflt, therefore, be remarked that in the letters of this
series two or three gaps occur, all the more regrettable
because those which escaped the fire present a keen
interest." In spite of this clear statement, no explanation
is offered in Lettres d VEtrangere (1899) of the manner in
which the epistles lacking in 1876 were redeemed from
their alleged combustion. A brief footnote to the first
letter merely mentions the name of M. Louvenjoul, " entre
les mains de qui sont les originaux de ces lettres." This
same footnote says that Balzac inserted an acknowledg-
ment of Mme. Hanska's first letter in the Quotidienne of
December 9, 1832. But in a letter dated January 1,
1846, Balzac writes to Mme. Hanska

:

One year more, dear, and I take it with pleasure, for
these years, these thirteen years which will be consum-
mated in February on the happy day a thousand times
blest when I received that adorable letter, starrei with
happiness and hope, seem to me links indestructible,
eternal. The fourteenth will begin in two months.

This would apparently make the date of the first letter
February, 1833. The advertisement could not therefore
have appeared in the Quotidienne in December, 1832. Nor
could the first letter of Leitres d VEtrangere (which, by the
way, is not the first letter of the whole correspondence)
have been dated " January, 1833," as printed. Arguing
from Balzac's letter of January 1, 1846, just quoted. Miss
Wormeley seeks to overthrow other dates in the printed
correspondence.

Again, there is the famous letter of Balzac to his sister,
Mme. SurviUe (October, 1833), which was first printed in
the latter's Memoir of her brother, published in 1856.
This letter appeared, twenty years later, in the Corre-
spondance, in a form slightly, but not materially, altered.
It encloses the proofs of Le Medeein de Campagne, asks the
recipient to correct them, and gives details of an interview
with three enthusiastic German families. It contains no
reference to Mme. Hanska, and is entirely harmless. In
1898, however, this letter appears a third time, in M.
Louvenjoul's Un Roman dAmour, and now it is enlarged
to more than twice its original length, and the matter
of 18.56 and 1876, considerably altered in phraseologfy,
becomes merely a coda to some extensive remarks upon
Balzac's first meeting with Mme. Hanska at Neufchatel in
October, 1833. The description ia decidedly an offence
against good taste

:

Alas I a damned husband never left us for one second
during five days. He kept between the petticoat of his
wife and my waistcoat. . . . The essential thing is that
we are twenty-seven years old, beautiful to admiration;
that we possess the handsomest black hair in the world,
the soft, deliciously delicate skin of brunettes, that we
have a love of a little hand, a heart of twenty-seven,
naive; . . . imprudent to the point of flinging herself
upon my neck before all the world. ... I don't know
whom to tell this to; certainly it is not Uj her, the great
lady, the terrible marquise, who, suspecting the journey,
comes down from her pride, and intimates an order that I
shall go to her. ... It is not [either] to her, tilie most
treasured, who has more jealousy for me than a mother
has for the milk she gives her child. She does not like
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L'F.trangrre, precisely because L'Etrangire appears to be
the very thioe for me. And finally, it is not to her who
wants her daily ration of love, and who, though voluptuous

as a thousand cats, is neither graceful nor womanly. It is

to you, my good sister, the former companion of my
miseries and tears, that I wish to tell my joy. . . .

Truly a pretty letter for a good sister to receive ! Miss
Wormeley denies the authenticity of what she calls " the

slanderous language of the first part" of it. She per-

tinently asks why the second part (common to all toree

versions, relating to the German families and the proof-

correcting) should differ in phraseology, as it does, from
Mme. Surville's own edition of 1856 and the Edition dtffini-

tivt of 1876. Having proved satisfactorily to herself (1)

deception, (2) falsification of dates, (3) forgery, Miss
Wormeley lays a finger on many letters and parts of

letters thjougnout her translation of Lettrea d V£trangere,
and brands them as either concocted or garbled. She
points out that after Balzac's first interview with his

beloved the tone of the letters changes, becoming grosser,

less lofty, less pure. She characterises the letters from
February 15 to March 11, 1834, as "infamous forgeries."

And earlier than this, earlier even than the first meeting,

she discovers evidences of forgery, or something as bad.

Thus, for example (pp. 80-81), she exclaims upon the

presentation of Mme. Hanska's character in the letter of

November 10, 18:53, where Balzac, protesting against the

lady's jealousy, quotes her as having angrily written, " Va
aux pieds de ta Marquise." Miss Wormeley says it is

impossible that a woman like Mme. Hanska shoiUd ever

have written, " Va aux pieds de ta Marquise." " There
are certain things that a woman of breeding cannot do or

say."

So much for Miss Wcrmeley's case. For ourselves, we
admit that at the first blush it rather impressed us. On
reflection, however, we have come to regard it as very
weak—and certainly as not proven. In the first place, it

is inherently of the highest improbability. Granting that

M. Louvenjoul's eminent services to bibliography give him
no title whatever to consideration as an assayer of the love-

affairs of genius, and gpranting that his estimate of the

Bal/ac - Hanska passion in Un Roman cFAmour is—shall

we say ?—the estimate of a book- collector and connoisseur

of curiosities, why should he make himself a party to

forgery, deception and garbling, in order to blacken the

fame of the writer to whom he has devoted his whole life,

and to " smirch the memory " of a dead woman ? Even if

he had desired to do these things, he could have done
them with less clumsiness, less trouble, and less risk than
are implied by Miss Wormeley's theory.

In the second place, Miss Wormeley's alleged proofs are
not, even without special knovrledge, quite unanswerable.

1. There certainly ought to have been an editorial intro-

duction to Lettres d VEtrangire, reconciling the fact of the
appearance of this volume with the statement (1876) as to

the Moscow fire ; but the absence of such an explanation
is not a proof that no explanation will or can be given.

2. Falsification of dates. This charge rests solely on
the single passage in Balzac's letter of January 1, 1846.
Might not Balzac have made an error ? People frequently
mis-date the most important events of their lives. AU
these letters were written at speed, and Miss Wormeley
herself remarks that "the man who wrote them never
read them over." Also, is there anything to show posi-
tively that Balzac, in the quoted passage, was referring to
the firit letter received from Mme. Hanska ? Might he
not have been referring to some well-remembered letter

in which the loved one first exhibited a special and (to

him) transcendent tenderness ?

3. The letter to Mme. Surville, as printed in 1896.
The non-appearance of the first part of this letter in the
versions of 1856 and 1876 is no proof that the first part
is a forgery, for neither Mme. Surville nor June.
Hanska would have cared to print it in full. Mme.

Surville herself tampered with the letter, however slightly.

Both the Calmann Levys and M. Louvenjoul have implied,

if they have not stated, that Mme. Hanska also tam-

pered with Balzac's letters to her, and this is beyond

doubt. Miss Wormeley, while endeavQuring to rebut the

insinuation, has to admit that Mme. Hanska added

to some of the letters affectionaU expretsiom to herself,

" apparently from other letters " ; also that she suppressed

passages. As for the language and the taste of the first

part of the letter to Mme. Surville, they are vile. But
for ourselves, we see no strong presumption against Balzac

being guilty of the passage, and of any of the other'

passages which Miss Wormeley tries to nail to the counter

as false. This sort of thing may co-exist with imaginative

greatness—in fact, has done so very often. Take the

supreme imagpmative writers (especially of the Continent),

and say which of their secret lives—these men whom
mankind unites to reverence—would bear the inspection of

a board of matrons. Conceive the limpness of Goethe or

Dumas after such a test I Genius may do what it likes

—

and does. Balzac belonged to his period. Also he had
his bad and his good days. He was capable of anything

except dishonesty. Decidedly he was never an authority

on good taste. There is a passage of surpassing foulness

on page 55 of Miss Wormeley's translation, and perhaps

Miss Wormeley will say that it is forged or garbled. We
prefer to remember that Balzac wrote the latter part of

£a Fille aux Yeux d' Or ; that he had a lingering affection

for those incredible cads de Marsay and Eubempre ;
that

he created the appalling Arabella Dudley (and relished

doing it) ; that he soiled Le Lys dam la Vallee with some
of the most subtly odious mawkishness ever written.

Balzac could he anybody, and was everybody by turns.

Nothing that has come or may come to light about him
will affect his greatness, or the world's admiration for him,

in the least.

4. Miss Wormeley, in remarking on the change in the

tone of the letters after Balzac had first met Mine. Hanska,
does not seem to have realised that the coincidence of the

change with the meeting is unfavourable to her conten-

tions. Up to that time Balzac had been worshipping a

bodiless spirit. What more natural than that its embodi-

ment should be followed by the materialisation of his

heavenly transports, and a general declension from the

clouds.

6. Mme. Hanska's character. Miss Wormeley's view
of the eontessina's character is surely somewhat roseate.

Mme. Hanska was a very jealous woman ; and that she

was at least an unconventional woman is clear from the

admitted facts of the inception and continuance of her

friendship with Balzac. A jealous woman, especially

when it does not happen to be her husband who arouses

the jealousy, is no longer " a woman of breeding "
: she

is a jealous woman. We see no reason whatever why, in

a fit of petulance, Mme. Hanska should not fling out

precisely that phrase, " Va aux pieds de ta Marquise."

By such and similar arguments, it occurs to us, Miss

Wormeley's position might be assailed, and perhaps

carried. We should hesitate to admit that she has proved

anything of real moment against M. Louvenjoul or other

persons unnamed. That in bringing her charge she was
actuated by pious motives we do not deny, but so grave

an accusation should not have been breathed until it

could be substantiated beyond the possibility of doubt

in an unprejudiced mind. Our opinion is that while M.
Louvenjoul may have taken a too masculine and cynical a

view of the Hanska affair. Miss Wormeley has elevated

not only Balzac but Mme. Hanska to the position of idols

above onr common humanity.

On another occasion, avoiding controversial points, we
shall deal with the subject-matter of these interesting

letters from the greatest of all novelists to a woman whose

title to fame is that she kept his devotion for seventeen

years, chiefly by means of the post.
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Things Seen.

The Guard.

The station luncheon-bar was crowded with soldiers.

There were twelve of them, their khaki uniforms were
stained and torn, their faces were brown and thin, their

cheeks were hoUow.
"Is the war over, then ? " I said.

He laughed. "Not much. We're going back by the

next boat."
" Why did you come home ?

"

" We was a guard."
" A guard !

"

His Hps tightened. " To twelve of our men," he said.

" What was the offence ?
"

" Sleeping on duty. They'll get five years apiece."

Somebody shouted a jovial command and the guard
trooped from the bar.

Five years ! An impetuous moment—and Glory. A
nodding of the head—and Disgp:ace. chance !

After Many Days.

"You had better let me show you round, sir, there are
holes you might easily put your leg through." And
Constable Q. 116 walked with me into a desolation sur-

rounded by hoardings. I was in the City-road, behind the
Eagle Tavern, and the scene before me was a grotesque of

tawdry ruin. The old Grecian Theatre was on our left ; in

front of it rose carved wooden pillars, black and rotten.

Delicate vases and finials stood against the sky, awry,
giltless, and forlorn. In this garden lamps had twinkled,
and many a foolish heart had beaten to the waltz music in

the mad, sad, bad—but doubtless sweet—nights of the
sixties. Nothing seemed so dead as those carnivals except
these husks of the theatres, grottoes, and band-stands that

had witnessed them. Our voices sounded strange. The
sparrows twittered on tree and broken roof. We entered
the theatre. Boxes and tiers spread around in what had
once been a circle of vast cheerfulness ; now their

emptiness smote the mind. Mouldy Cupids and tattered

floral designs rioted stiU over the ceiling and round the
dress-circle. The stage had been removed, and the pit

which repre.sented it was open to the sky. The orchestra
was now the tattered edge of a precipice, but the vast

back wall of the stage still reared itseli aloft, and in its

crevices the sparrows were building their nests. G. 116
talked, but I hardly listened. My thoughts went back
thirty-six years, to my childhood in Eio Janeiro, when
England was only a dream not yet come true. Heat,
bananas, and a snatch of song—how they resurged I

Heat, bananas, and a song on the lips of my father's

clerks. It was the first song that gave me an image of

London—not the London of St. Paul's, of the Abbey, of

the Lord Mayor's Show, or of the Queen of England
surrounded by her glittering troops—but the London of

everyday life, of the pavement, and the holiday. I say,

how it resurged

!

Up and down the City Road,
In and out the Eagle,

That's the way the money goes,
Pop goes the wea&el

!

This, then, was the place ! I stood and gazed, where once
my fancy hovered blind. A dull coincidence, perhaps

;

but these are the things that make one's life, and seem
worth telling.

George Meredith and his Critics.

The critics are not such arbiters of literary destiny as you

might think. Not only do their deliverances affect but

little that immediate popularity, estimable in pounds,

shillings, and pence, which is to-day the favourite gauge
of merit, but they have not even, in the long run, much
to say to the establishment of that more permanently

based reputation which rests ultimately with the " acute

and honourable minority." A writer will make his way,

if he is to make it at all, not because people are told to

read him, but because he has something to say which they

wish to hear. The hostility of the critics will not for long

bar this process ; their laudation will not sensibly hasten

it. Nevertheless, as each great writer moves to fame, his

way is marked and its stages heralded by a succession of

critical utterances. These become, as it were, rallying

points and battle - cries for his partisans ; discussion

crystallises round them ; they strike the key-notes for

interpreters. Hence the importance, for the biographer

and the literary student, of histories of critical opinion.

Shakespearean literature is vast ; but few volumes in it

equal in value and fascination that " Centurie of Prayse "

in which Dr. Ingleby and others were at the pains to

garner all that was notably, and even much that was
trivially, said about Shakespeare before the end of the

seventeenth century. Something of the same interest

belongs to the bibliography of George Meredith, contri-

buted by Mr. John Lane, under the title "George Meredith
and his Reviewers," to Mr. Le Gallienne's George Meredith:

Some Characteruticg, in 1891, and since brought up to

date in a recent edition. Mr. Lane reprinted in fuU what
is probably the most striking thing ever said by a critic

of Meredith—the famous letter on " Modern Love " which
Mr. Swinburne was stung to send to the Spectator of

June 7, 1862. It is magnificent praise, and nowadays, of

course, needless apology

:

Mr. Meredith is one of the three or four poets now alive

whose work, perfect or imperfect, is always as noble in

design as it is often faultless in result. The present critic

falls foul of him for dealing with "a depp and painful

subject on which he has no conviction to express." There
are pulpits enough for all preachers in prose ; the business

of verse writings is hardly to express convictions ; and it

some poetry, not without merit of its kind, has at times
dealt in dogmatic morality, it is all the worse and all the
weaker for that. As to subject, it is too much to expect
that all schools of poetry are to be for ever subordinate to
the one just now so much in request with us, whose scope
of sight is bounded by the nursery walls ; that all Muses
are to bow down before her who babbles, with lips yet
warm from their pristine pap, after the dangling delights
of a child's coral ; and jiugles with flaccid fingers one
knows not whether a jester's or a baby's bells. We have
not too many writers capable of duly handling a subject
worth the serious interest of man. As to execution, take
almost any sonnet at random out of this series, and let

any man qualified to judge for himself of metre, choice of

expression, and splendid language, decide on its claims.

And, after all, the test will be unfair, except as regards
metrical or pictorial merit, every section of this great pro-
gp-essive poem being connected with the other by links of

the finest and most studied workmanship.

Then Mr. Swinburne goes on to refer to one of the greatest

sonnets of " Modem Love "—" a more perfect piece of

writing no man aUve has ever turned out." He does not
quote the whole of it ; but we do not propose to refrain

from the pleasure of doing so here.

We saw the swallows gathering in the sky,
And in the osier-isle we beard their noise.

We had not to look back on summer joys,
Or forward to a summer of bright dye :

But in the largeness of the evening earth
Our spirits grew eis we went side by side.

The hour became her husband and my bride.

Love that had robbed us so thus blessed our dearth !
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The pilgrrims of the year waxed very loud
In multitadinous chatteringR, as the flood

Fiill brown came from the West, and like pale blood
Expanded to the upper crimson cloud.

Love that had robbed us of immortal things,

This little moment mercifully gave
And still I see across the twilight wave
The swan sail with her young beneath her wing^.

Mr. Lane is unable to tell us the name of the writer
who reviewed Richard Fgverel in the Times in 1859. Mr.
Henley struck a swashing blow for Meredith, and, at the
same time, expressed a very practical opinion on a moot
journalistic point, in 1879, when he reviewed The Egoist
in our own columns and in three other periodicals. Some
fragments of these and other criticisms are collected in
Vitws and Hevietos, and very pretty reading they make.
Mr. Henley's praise is as generous as Mr. Swinburne's

:

it is far less imdiscriminatmg. " To read your Meredith
straight off," he says, " is to have an indigestion of

epigram " ; and we hardly know how those whom
Meredith's brilliance alarms and discomposes could wish
to better Mr. Henley's statement of their case.

He writes with the pen of a great artist in his left hand
and the razor of a spiritual suicide in his right. He is the
master and the victim of a monstrous cleverness which is

neither to hold nor to bind, and will not permit him to do
things as an honest, simple person of genius would. As
Shakespeare, in Johnson's praise, lost the world for a
quibble and was content to lose it, so does Mr. Meredith
discrown himself of the sovereignty of contemporary
romance to put on the cap and bells of professional wit.
He is not content to be plain Jupiter : his lightnings are
less to him than his fireworks ; and his pages so teem with
fine sayings and magniloquent epig^rams and gorgeous
images and fantastic locutions that the mind would wel-
come dulness as a bright relief.

Stevenson, again, is memorable among Meredithians.
The Egoist was of " the inner circle of my intimates," and
of Rhoda Fleming he writes as "that wonderful and pain-
ful book, long out of print and hunted for at bookstalls
like an Aldine." There is, somewhere or other, a very
fine passage on The Egoist, in which Stevenson dwells on
the almost painful recognition by every honest and com-
petent male reader of himself in Sir Willoughby Patterne.
This we have known long since and lost again, and have
sought for it without result through the four volumes of
essays. Is it in the paper on " Books Which Have In-
fluenced Me " which Stevenson contributed to a series of
British Weekly Extras in 1887? If so, we suppose that,

like so many Stevensoniana, it has fallen into the hands of
the traffickers, and is only reprinted for millionaires.

The most noteworthy—perhaps the only noteworthy

—

depreciation of Meredith (for you can hardly call Mr.
Henley's balanced criticism depreciation) was that whereby
he was confotmded in a single condemnation with Mr.
Henry James in Mr. "William Watson's National Review
article on " Fiction—Plethoric and Antemic."

Correspondence.

The Missing Word,
Sir,—In relation to Mr. F. G. Cole's letter I beg per-

mission for a few words in reply. From his definition of
the term "Englandor" we are given to understand that
it is a new word coined for the occasion and having no
racial significance whatever. I cannot look upon Englander
as an entirely new word, as the title England forms the
first two syllables of it, and, in spite of Mr. Cole's asser-
tion, I maintain that it is stamped all over with racial
significance. I again reiterate that no Scotsman, Irish, or
Welsh, with any love of his native country would accept
this word as a fitting title for a subject of the British
Empire. Some word must be coined which will contain

no element in its composition that
offence to the people of any nation
if that cannot be done, then better

I am, &c..

Sandgate, Prestwick: May 1, 1900.

will slight or give
of the Empire, and
with none at all.

—

H. Logan.

Esquire.

Sir,—I see that one of the words prohibited by Mr.
William Cullen Bryant {vide the article entitled "An
Index Expurgatorius of Words" in your issue for

April 28) is the appellation " esquire." May I venture to

suggest that in so doing Mr. Bryant showed a lament-
able ignorance of all that pertains to the science of

heraldry? It may not be generally known that only
certain persons are entitled, by right heraldic, to the use
of the word esquire. The general impression seems to be
that anyone who possesses a certain amount of landed
property, or has an income of not less than, pay, £500 a
year, is entitled to be called " esquire." But, as has been
aptly remarked, "no money whatsoever, or landed pro-

perty, will give a man properly this title, unless he comes
within certain rules," which may be thus stated :

The following are alone entided to the use of the word
esquire

:

1

.

Esquires of the king's body, limited to four.

2. The eldest sons of knights, and their eldest sons
respectively.

3. The eldest sons of the youngest sons of barons, and
others of the greater nobility.

4. Those whom the King invests with collars of SS., as

the Kings at Arms, Heralds, &c.

5. Esquires to the Knights of the Bath, being their

attendants on their installation.

6. Sheriffs of Counties and Justices of the Peace (the

latter only during their tenure of office), and all those who
bear special office in the King's household, as Gentlemen
of the Privy Chamber, Carvers, Sewers, Cup-bearers,
Pensioners, Serjeants-at-Arms.

7. "Counsellors at law," bachelors of divinity, law, and
physic.—I am, &c.

Oxford: May 1, 1900. H. B.

New Books Received.
IThes, of the New Books of the week

to Reviews that may follow.~\

arenotes on

preliminary

EtjDYARD Kipling :

A Criticism. By Richard Le Galliennb.

Mr. Le Gallienne places on the title-page of his study

of Mr. Kipling this quotation from The Bridge-Builders :

The fire-oarriages shout the names of new gods that are

not the old under new names. . . . When Brahm ceases

to dream, the heavens and the hells and earth disappear.

Be content. Brahm dreams still.

There is no preface to the book, which consists of three

chapters, dealing respectively with "The Poetry," "The
Stories," and " Mr. Kipling's General Significance and
Influence." To these Mr. John Lane adds a bibliography.

(Lane. 3s. 6d. net

)

Cricket in Many Climes. By P. F. Warner.

Mr. Warner has played cricket under Lord Hawke's
captaincy in all parts of the British colonies—" upon
fields that are almost within sound of Niagara and in

towns that have since imdergone the hardships of siege

and bombardment." In Barbados, in Trinidad, in British

Guiana, he has "sped the flying ball." This, then, is

a book of more than cricketing interest. Here, if any-

where, cricket appears not as a game but as an institution,

dear as their language to Anglo-Saxons. (Heinemann.)
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I

The Divine Adventuke, Iona,
By Sundown Shores. By Fiona Macleod.

Miss Macleod calls these three pieces " studies in spiri-

tual history." Of the first she says :
" ' The Divine Adven-

ture ' is an effort to solve, or obtain light upon, the pro-
foiindest human problem. It is by looking inward that
we shall find the way outward. The gods—and what we
mean by the gods—the gods seeking God have ever pene-
trated the soul by two roads—that of nature and that of
art. Edward Calvert put it supremely well when he said

:

' I go inward to God : outward to the gods.' " (Chapman
&HaU. 68.)

The Defensi\-e Ahmouk and the Weapons and
Engines of War op Medi/Evax Times,

AND of the EeNAISSANCE.
By Eobebt Coltsian Clephan.

This volume has grown out of notes printed in Archxo-
logia ^liana, that excellent repository of North of England
lore, in 1898. Armour is a highly technical subject, and
Mr. Clephan brings to it the experience gained in years of
study. He treats of his subject under the two headings,
" Defensive Armour " and " Weapons of War." (Walter
Scott. 78. 6d.)

In addition to the foregoing, we have received :

THEOLOGICAL AND BIBLICAL.

Pfleiderer (Otto), Evolution and Theology, and Other Essays
„ ^ ,. ,

(A. & C. Black)
Wadell (Rev. P. H.), Christianity as an Ideal (Blackwood) 3'6
Hsyman (Henry), The Epistles of the New Testament (Black) 0/8
Riz(E. M.),The Testament of Ignatius Loyola (Sands) 3/6

POETRY, CRITICISM, AND BELLES LBTTRES.

Scott (Charlea Newton), Lyrics and Elegies (Smith, Elder) 4/0
North (H. R.), Pieces and Sonnets (Gay & Bird) net 1/8
Trench (Marion), The Passion-Play at Ober-Ammergan (Kegan Paul) net 1/8
Trine Ralph Waldo), The Greatest Thing Ever Known (Bell & Sons)
Schuyler ;w. MUler), A GaUery of Farmer Girls ... (Kiote Publishing Co.)
Wynne (Charles Whitworth), Ad Astra (Richards)

HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY.

Belloc (Madame), Tae Flowing Tide (Sands 4 Co ) 0/0
JoUeviUe (L. Petit de), Histoire de la Langue et de la Litt^rature Pransaise

(Cohn & Cie.)
Armstrong (E. G.), The History of the Melanesiaii Mission (Isbister) 10 8
Sharpe (Reginald R.), Calendar ol Letter-Books of the City of London
.m. „ „ . . „. (Francis)
The Beacon Series of Biographies: Aaron Btirr, Nathaniel Hawthorne,

Frederick Douglas, .John Brown, Thomas Paine (Kegan Paul) net 2'8
Welman (S.), The Parish and Church of Oodalming (Stock)
Largent (Father), The Saints: Saint Jerome (DucKworth) 3/0
Wright (C. E.), Gideon Guthrie : a Monogi»ph (Blackwood) 6/0
British Empire Series : British America (Kegan Paul) 8/0

SCIENOE AND PHILOSOPHY.
Jopp (Alexander H.), Some Heresies Dealt with (Burleigh) 80
Gerring (Charles), Notes on Printers and Booksellers.

« .- ,, . , _ _ (Bimpkin, Marshall) net 10/0
Hobaon (J. A,), The Economics of Distribution (Macmillan) net 5/0

EDUCATIONAL.

Shorey (Paul), Pope's Iliad : Bocks L, VI., XXII., and XXIV. ...(Isbister) IB
George (A. J.), Tennyson's Princess (Isbister) 16
Stout (J. F.), Herodotus: Book II (Clive) 8/8
Cheetham (T. A.), Elementary Chemistry (Blaokie)
Downie (John), Macaulay's Essay on Lord CllTe (Blackie) 2/0

MISCELLANEOUS.

Keltic (J. Scott), The Statesman's Year Book, 1900 (Macmillan) 10/6
Hillier (Alfred), Tuberculosis (Cassell) 7/6

NEW EDITION.

Hall (TheopUlus D.), Greek Testament Reader (Murray) 2/6

Our Weekly Competition.

Result of No. 2>2 (New Series).

Last week we offered a prize of one ^icea for the best set of four
or five itanzae nariatiag the homeward journey of Mrs. Gilpin
from the Bell at Edmonton and the reunion of the family in Cheap-
side. These verses were to be suitable to precede the last ezistint;
verse of Cowper'a ballad. The four best contributions are of very
equal merit. The most Cowperian have been contributed by Mr.

Percy Kent, 2, Bayley Mansionp, Bedford-square, W.C., to whom a
cheque for one guinea has been sent.

Meanwhile his spouse, her sister too,

And eke their children four,
Grown tired of waiting at the Bell,

Resolved to wait no more.

The reckoning paid, John Gilpin's wife,
With fond maternal care.

Did straight bestow her precious charge
All in the chaise and pair.

Then once again the wheels went round,
Again the whip went smack

;

But they who had so glad set out,
Full sadly went they back.

For thinking on her husband's fate,

Did Mistress Gilpin weep;
Yet dried her eyes to find her dear
Awaiting hear at Cheap.

Said Gilpin :
" On our wedding-day

I've been compelled to roam,
And, since we have not dined abroad.
Why, we will sup at home 1

"

Another contribution is as follows :

The post-boy, weary of the race,

Reluctant drew the rein,

And hied him to the Bell, to say
His mission was in vain !

Said Mrs. Gilpin—kindly soul

:

" My husband's gone to town
;

Altho' you lost by half a head.
You sha'n't lose half-a-crown !

"

Then home they rode within the chaise
In which they rode before,

And like poor Gilpin, never stopped
Until they reached their door 1

When Mr. Gilpin, peeping out.

His faithful spouse espied,

He met them with a joyful shout.
And laughed until he cried.

" 'Tis odd," quoth he, " our wedding-day
In such a style to keep."

" No matter," quoth his frugal spouse,
•' We'll have it on ' The Cheape.'

"

[H. A. M., London, N.W.I

Other replies, received from " Clorinda," Tisford ; L. M. L , Staf-
ford ; T. B. D., Bridgwater ; E. A. S., Sevenoaks

; A. E. W., Inver-
ness ; T. E. B., Ipswich; R. M. S, Bay swater ; T. C, Buxted;
A. H., East Dulwich ; A. H. C, Lee ; J. R. W., Cambridge ; St. J. O.,

Bath ; E. B., Liverpool ; A. E. T., Bristol ; K. L. E., Matlock ; Miss
R., Gower Park ; L. L., Ramsgate ; E. G. H., West Kensington

;

K. F., London, W.C. ; E. H. H., Streatham ; V. S., London, W.
j

6. M., Bedford ; Miss C, Brighton ; A. B., Croydon ; H. C, Lewis-
ham ; S. K., Tunbridge Wells ; A. W,, Newcastle-on-Tyne

; B. C,
Finsbury Park, N. ; T. M., Oundle.

Competition No. ^,2, (New Series).

Mb. Pickwick's first claim to renown rested on his learned
" Speculations on the Source of the Hampstead Ponds, with some
Observations on the Theory of Tittlebats." It is strange that
no attempt has been made to resuscitate even a fragment of this
remarkable paper. We invite our readers to do so ; and since not
all have been to Hampstead, but all have cau^t tittle-bats, we ask
them to confine themselves to the latter branch of Mr. Pickwick's
subject. It may be taken for granted that Mr. Pickwick unfolded
his great Theory of Tittle-bats in language worthy of his own and
his subject's importance. We call for those words, imposing three
hundred as the limit. To the competitor who, in our judgment,
evokes them most nearly as they were delivered to the immortal
Club, we shall award a prize of One Guinea.

Rules.

Answers, addressed " Literary Competition, The Academy, 43,

Chancery-lane, W.C," must reach us not later th.in the first post
of Tuesday, May 8. Each answer must be accompanied by
the coupon to be found in the first column of p. 'All, cr it can-
not enter into competition. Competitors sending more than one
attempt at solution must accompany each attempt with a separate
coupon ; otherwise the first only will be considered. We wish to
impress on competitors that the task of examining replies is much
facilitated when one side only of the paper is written upon. It is

also important that names and addresses should always be given.
We cannot consider anonymous answers.
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SOCIETY FOR PROMOTING CHRISTIAN KNOWLEDGE.
EABL7 GHUBOH CLASSICS.—The Epistles of St. Ignatius, Bishop of Antioch

By Ihe Rct. J. H. SSAWLEY, M.A. In 2 vols. Small post 8ro, clotb boards, each Is.

EARLY CHURCH CLASSICS.—The Epistle of the Gallican Churches. Lugdunum
and Vienna. With an AnpeiHlix [•.juluinini,' TertuUiaii's Aililress to Martyrs and the Passion of St. Perpetua. Tran»lalod, with Introduction euJ
Notes, by the Rev. T. UERBIiRT iilNULKY, li.D. Small poalSvu, cloth boftrds, Is.

Four other VolHmet have already appeared i» thu Seriee.

SON-CHRISTIAN RELIGIOUS SYSTEMS.—Studies of Non-Christian ReligioDS.
By ELIOT HOWARD. Fcap. 8vo, cloth boards, is. Od. trine other Volumet have a Iready appeared in thit Series.

THE OFFICIAL YEAR-BOOK of the CHURCH of ENGLAND for 1900. Furnishing a
trustworthy Acoonnt of the Condition of the Church of England and of all Bodies in Communion with her throughout the World. Demy 8»o, paper boards,
3s. ; cloth boards, red edges. Is.

A HANDY BOOK of the CHURCH of ENGLAND. By the Rev. E. L. Cuxts, D.D.
With an Appendix, bringing the Book up to the end of 1899. Grown 870, cloth boanls, 6s.

" The best arranged and most copious material is of little use without a good index. In both these respects the volume is likely to make good its title of a
'handy' book."— TAe Times.

TOWARDS the LAND of the RISING SUN ; or. Four Years in Burma. By Sister
KATHERINE. With 4 Illustrations. CrLUvn 8vo, cloth boards, 2s.

FIFTY YEARS in WESTERN AFRICA : being a Record of the Work of the West
Indian Church on the Banks of the Rio Ponso. By the Rev. A. H. BARROW, M.A. With Map. Crown 8ro, cloth boards, 2e.

SIX YEARS in the TRANSVAAL. Notes on the Founding of the Church there. By the
Right Rev. H. B. BOtJSFIELD, D.D., Bishop of Pretoria. Post 8vo, cloth boards. Is.

LESUTO, In the. A Sketch of African Mission Life. By the Rev. Canon Widdicombe.
Crown 8vo, cloth boards, 5s,

FLOWERS of the FIELD. By the late Rev. C. A. Johns, B.A., F.L.S. (Twenty-ninth
Edition.) Entirelj Re-written and Revised by Professor G. S. BOULGBR, F.L.8., F.G.S., Professor of Botany in the City of London C!ollege. With
numerouB Woodcute. Small post 8vo» cloth boards, 7b. Cd.

THE POETICAL WORKS of HENRY WADSWORTH LONGFELLOW, SIR WALTER
SCOTT, WILLIAM WORDSWORTH, JOHN MILTON. SmalUto. 4 vols. Cloth boards, gilt top edges, 3s. 6d. each.

EVERY-DAY HEROES. Stories of Bravery during the Queen's Reign, 1837-1900. Compiled
from Public and Private Sources. New and Enlarged Edition. With numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth boards, 2s. Od.

MATTER, ETHER, and MOTION: the Factors and Relations of Physical Science.
By A. E. DOLBEAR, Ph.D., Professor of Physics, Tuft's College. U.S.A. English Edition Edited by Professor ALFRED LODGE. Illustrated. Crown
8vo, cloth boards, 5a.

*' Every pa^p shows that the author is alive to the far-reaching conseqaences and implications of modem science. Professor Dolbear's pages are eminently
readable, ana his presentation of the philosophy of modem physics is lucid, interesting, exhaustive, and for the most part convincing."

—

Literaturet Nov, 4th, 1899.

THE ROMANCE of SCIENCE. Our Secret Friends and Foes. By Percy Farad-^y Frank-
LAND, Ph.D., B.Sc. (Lond,), F.R.S. Fourth Edition. Revised and Enlarged, with several lUnstrations, Small post 8vo, cloth boards, 38.

**** Eleven other Volumes have already appeared in this Series. List on Application*

BRITISH BIRDS, SKETCH BOOK of. By R. Bowdler Sharpe, LL.D., F.L.S. 272 pp.,
crown 4to. With Coloured Illustrations by A. F. and C. Lydon. Cloth boards, 14s,

** Briefly he has produced a most interesting and informing- book, which has been admirably illtistrated."

—

Guardian.

BRITISH BIRDS in their HAUNTS. By the late Rev. C. A. Johns. With 190 Engraving*
by Wolf and Whymper. Post 8vo, cloth boards, 5s.

THE PASSING OF THE EMPIRES-sso bc. to 330 b.c.

Edited by the Rev. Professor SAYOE. Translated by M. L. McCLURE. With Maps and numerous Illustrations, including 3 Coloured Plates.
Demy 4to (approximately), cloth, bevelled boards, 25s, ; half-morocco (bound by Riviere), SOs,

" Professor Maspero's work must remain the standard history for many years to come ; it is, in the strictest sense of the word, indispensable to every serious
student of the subjects with which it deals.'*

—

Guardian*
" For some time it must form the standard work upon the subject.'*

—

Pall Mall Gazette,
** Scholars, as well as unlearned seekers after unbiassed facts, owe M. Maspero and Mrs. McClure a deep debt of gratitade."

—

8t» James's Gazette.
'* An interesting Vwok, and one which will cive the reader a good general view of a most eventful period in the history of the world."

—

Sature,
*' As a narrative it reads clearly and often brilliantly, which says much for Mrs. McClure's sympathetic translation. Altogether this is a book to read and

re-read ; it is the best authority on its wide subject at present."—5a^ur^av Review*
** The work is beautifully reprodaoed, and the hundreds of illustrations are in the highest style.'*—DaiZy Chronicle,

ARUNDEL SOCIETY'S PUBLICATIONS.
T.ie Society tor Promoting Christian Knowledge have on sale the Publications of the Anmdel Society. The Stock inolndes a large aaleotion of

superb reiiroductious in Colours and Monochrome of Masterpieces by

—

aiOTTO, BOTTICELLI, MICHAEL ANQELO, MEMLINC,
MAaAOCIO, OHIRLANDAIOi RAFFAELLE, OURER,
PRA ANORLIOO, PERUQINO, VAN BVCK,

And numerous other great Artists.

Hitherto these Publications have, on account of their price, been beyond the reach of persons of moderate means ; many are now offered at much reduced prices.
Too stock is qmckly approaching exhaustion, and these pictures, when out of print, are sure to increase in value.

With but few exceptions, these pictures deal with religions subjects.

A Caiclogue may be had on application.

LONDON: NOETHUMBEELAND AVENUE, W.C; 43, QUEEN VICTORIA STEEBT, KG.
BEIGHTON: 129, NOETH STEEET.
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SMITH, ELDER & CO.'S NEW BOOKS.

Jmaortant New Work on South Afrioam
NOW READY.—Large post 8vo, wiih Portraits and Historical Chart, lOs.Bd.

SOUTH AFRICA:
PAST AND PRESENT.

An Account of its History, Politics, and Native Affairs,
followed by come Personal Reminiscences of African

Travel during; the Crisis preceding; ths War.

By VIOLET R. MARKHAM.
NEW WORK BY MR. N. C. MACNAMARA.
NOW READr.—With 33 Illustrations, crown 8to, 6s.

THE ORIGIN AND CHARACTER
OF THE BRITISH PEOPLE.

By XOTTIDriE CHARLES MACNAMARA, F.R.C.S.,
Author of " Story of an Irish Sept," " History of Asiatic Cholera," &c.

New Volume of the Historical Series for Bible Students.
IMMEDIATELT.—Crown 8vn, Os.

HISTORY OF THE JEWISH PEOPLE.
Volume 11.—THE MACCABEAN and ROMAN PERIODS.

By Professor J. S. RIGGS, D.D., of Auburn Theological Seminary.

NEW VOLUME BY HORACE G. HUTCHINSON.
JUST PUBLISHED.—Crown 8vo, 68.

LITTLE LADY MARy ; and HER BEST FRIEND.
Two Stories. By HORACE G. HUTCHINSON,

Anthor of " Creatures of Circamstance," " My Wife's Politics," Ac.
SPECTA TOR.—" We haT« waited long for a really nyinpathetio portrait of the unconven-

tioDat miHleiD woman of fashion, but tbat cliffioult tvk has never to our koowledge been
carried out to buccesftfutly as in the heroiDe of the first of these two btories of self-sac rince."

NEW NOVEL BY FRANCIS H. HARDY.
At all Booksellers* and Libraries.— Crown 8vo, 6p.

TO THE HEALING OF THE SEA.
By FRANCIS H. HARDY, Author of " The MUls of God."

London : SMITH, ELDER i; CO., 15, Waterloo Place.

HARPER & BROTHERS'
NEW PUBLICATIONS.

THIRD EDITION NOW READY.

KENTUCKY CARDINAL
A.ND

AFTERMATH.
By JAMES LANE ALLEN.

Together in ONE Volume, with Illustrations by Albekt E, Stbsitek.

Price 38. ad.

FIRST EDITION nearly exhausted.—SECOND EDITION in preparation.

A GAY CONSPIRACY: a New Romance.
By ROBERT W. CHAMBERS.

Illustrated. Cloth, 68.
'* Will appeal irresistibly to those who appreciate the beet type of adventure

story.'*

FURTHER SUPPLY NOW READY.

THE LOVE OF PARSON LORD.
By MARY B. WILKINS,

Author of **A New England Nun," "Jerome," &c.

Cloth, Illustrated, 6s.

'* A touching story, in Miss Wilkins's charminf? style."

—

Daily News.
*' There are few writers whose work has such distinction as Miss Wilkins'."

Speaker.

JUST READY.—A NEW CHEAP EDITION OF

WHITE MAN'S AFRICA.
By POULTNEY BIGBLOW.

With a Special New Introduction by the Author,

Crown 8vo, cloth, 28. 6d.

NOTE.—The Dailp Mail says: "One of the best personal accounts of
President Kmeer is contained m Mr. Poultuey Bigelow's informing book*
' White Man's Africa.'

"

" By a long way the best, fullest, most interesting, and most entertaining
account of South Africa as ic exists to-d&y.*'~African Critic.

" Mr. Bigelow*s volume is the brightest, the most comprehensive, ani th&
most imparl ial of the dozens ihat have reached us about South African affairs."

Atheneewn.
To be had of all Booksellers' and Bookstalls.

LONDON AND NEW YORK.

THE OLDEST HORTICULTURAL NEWSPAPER.

3- "'Gardeners'
WEEKLY.
Postage

Id. Chronicle

15"
YEARLY.

Post

Free.

(THE "TIMES" OF HORTICULTURE).

FOR SIXTY YEARS
THE LEADING JOURNAL.

Its contributor.s fompri.se the most

Experienced British GardenePs,
'"

'
'

and many of the most

Eminent flQen of Science
at home and abroad.

/r HAS AN INTERNAflONM REPUTATION FOR ITS ILLUSTRATIONS OF PLANTS.

Specimen Copy post free on application to the Publisher,

H. G. COVE, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON.
%* Hay be ordertd of all Booksellera and Newsagents, and at the Bailway Bookstalls.
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CHATTO«WINDDS'SNEtf BOOKS

FRUITFULNESS. [FKOONDlTtl] By
KMIl.i: /"l.A Tr»ii.l.tA .ml Mlt»d bjf EilNEST A.

VIZETKIXV ir..«n HTO, rloth. 3^ W.
-Uulw ceilAiiilj, llK-rv I. 111. vi-rUl »rUrt workiog lu Euroiie

KwUy .hoc.uKl h«vt cirricl »o lrem«n<loUi jn iiii.liTl«kiiig

l«iirirtoniI.h.nt « clw For « few houn I Imv.- l«"«he.l

lUil lABi«ul«a, 4uffer«l. triam|th«l. and despait**! with tut

•kulowt who |>M|illi lU l«i«o« ; »lld tiacr I hni.^n to be called

u«mlo>p«akm7wor>l nwiMctlng it. I am gla I and jirouil ol

tl'e prirllem of puhll.'T thanking a man of lofty genmi for a

grt^l and llring Iwk. —Sumlaii Sua-

COMRADES TRUE. By Annie Thomas.
Author of "The 8iren'« Web." *c. Clown 8«o, oloth, (lit

top. fia. __^
OREATEB CANADA : tbe Past. Present.

and Future of the I'aliadian North-Weit By B. B.

OSBORN. With a Map. Crown Svo. cloth. 3a. ail.

A YOUNG DRAGON By Sarah Tytler,
Author of " Mr*, farnilchael'* tioddesKS," Ac. Cmwo etfo,

cloth, :i«. ftl.

ACADEMY NOTES (founded bv Henry
BLAi'KBURNi c ntaini many Copyright Picturwi uot to

b« fountl elwwhere. Ucmy 8to, la. __^ __

THE PARIS SALON. With nearly 400
lUustratioDa. Pemy Hvo, Sg.

THE UNCHANGING EAST. By Robert
BARR With a Frontispiece. Crown 8vo. cloth gilt top.6?.

" It U a itory of travel as humorous as that of Mark Twaia's
' Tramp Abrtuid,' ret ta no way a copy of that famous work, but
tparklmg with ft fUD that is all ib own."—/.! -tfcTs yeiM.
"Ad exo«pt]oDally hrifrht and attractive book Not a (lull

page f

r

:>m coTcr t»> cover?'— ^Vtosffotr Herald,

AINSLirs JU-JO : a Romance of the
HiDt«rlftnd. By HAROLD BINDL0S8. Crown 8vo,
cloth, a». ad.

"A powerful story, well told, full of inoiiient, streouously
flubonnoated to enhance the main tnt^rest of the characters
ftnd the fulfilment of their dHstiny."—ifomin? Pu$i.

Mr.T. FISHER UNWIN'S
LIST.

NEW SIX-SHILLING NOVELS.

ANDROMEDA: an Idyll or the Great
River. By ROBERT BUCHAXAN, Author of "The
Shadow of the Sword." SECOND EDITION.

" ThiB singularly powerful story ilere is a strong and
stirring story, set Id picturesque surroundings and breathing
the breath of life in every line of it."— Vanity Fair.

THE SON of the HOUSE By Bertha
THOMAS. Author of •* Tlie V iolln-Player.

"

"The tale is an exceedingly clever one, and of sustained
-excellence. It is rich in ideas, has lifelike people for *haraeters,
and, anioDfTst its many good t>oiuts, has unusually well-wriiten
dialogue.''—J*fj(«»Mm.

A SECRET of the NORTH SEA. By
AUiERNON GI88ING.

"Of engrossing interest.... A storr pulsating with life, full of
«DeT«y and action, and abounding In Instances of literary skill
and Snish '—Pnll UM QoKtU.

SOUR GRAPES. By J F. Cornish.
"Susceptible male readers will have difficulty in deciding

whether Kittenish Ruby Brabrooke or true-hearted Barbara
Ashleigh is the more winsome."—Scotsman.

THE ORANGE GIRL By Sir Walter
BESANT. With 8 Illustrations by Fred Pegram.
SEVENTH EDITION.

TERENCE. By B. M. Croker, Author of
"Beyond the Ude," 4c. With 6 Illustrations by Sidney
Paget.

Ci^wn Svo. cloth, 39. 6d. each.
MISS BALMAINE'S PAST. By B. M. Crok«r.

A NEW EDITION.
MADAMB IZAN. By Mrs Camobell Praed,

Author of "NUlma." A NEW EDITION.

IN LONDON'S HCART. By OeorKO R. Slma,
Author of " How the Poor Live."

WITHOUT the LIMEUOHT Theatrical
Life as it is. By GEORGE R. SIH8.

MARY JANE MARRIED. By Qeorfe R. Sims.
A NEW EDITION. [tfoi/17.

OORA MVRL, the LADY DETECTIVE. By
M. M. D. BiiDK IN. y.C, Author of " Paul Beok."

A MAIDEN all FORLORN. By Mrs. Hun-
OEKFORD. A NEW EDITION. {Man 17.

ALAN 8T. AUBYN'S NOVELS.
NEW EDITIONS. Crown Svo, cloth. Ss. 6d. each.

i..S,''.9'-"'''JR'8 WOOING.
I
BONNIE MAGGIE LAUDEE.THE WOOING of MAY. I A TRAGIC HONEYMOON?

MRS. ALEXANDER'S NOVELS.
KBW EDITIONS. Crown »vo, cloth, ss. «d. each.

THE COST of her PRIDE. I THE KTBP-HOTUCa
A GOLDEN AUTUMN ""'~'^

AN IMPORTANT ADDITION TO WELSH
HISTORY.

THE WELSH PEOPLE:
Their Origin, History, Lawi, Languac*)

Literature, and Characteristics.

By JOHN RHYS,
Principal of Je»us CoUfKe, and ProfeMor of Keltic in

the University of Oxford ; and

D. BRYNMOB J0SE3, Q.C., M.P.
With 2 Maps. Cloth, ISs.

'* In this volume, the writing of which has occupied
its authors for nearly four .Tears, will be found every
kind of information bearing upon the story of Wales.
It has long been felt that there was room for !i more
systematic treatment of Welsh History, and it is

believed that this want will be found to be supplied
in this work."

MACMILLAN & CO.'S
LIST.

MRS. L. T. MEADE'S NOVELS.
NEW EDITIONS. Crown Svo, cloth, 3s. fid. each.

THE WAY of a WOMAN
I A SON „l ISIIMAF.L

THE SIREN

A KEW BOOK BY THB AUTHOR 08" "TOM
TOa AND OTHERS, ' &c.

The DIARY of a DREAMER.
By ALICE DEW-SMITH.

Cloth, gilt, 68.

** This book consists of a seriee of papers, sbetx^hea

from life, and reflections on thinss in fifeneral, wrifen
in the chatty style so popular nowndays. Some
fantastic dreams (hve the name to the volume, which,
amongst other subjects touched on, treats of the
Ho'ise— Furniture— Plumbers— My Persian Ca*.

—

Under the Chestnuts—Blue Peas—Young Birds—By
the Seashore -A Glimpse of Spring, Ac.

A GENTLEMAN In .KHAKI. By John
OAKIiE\. I>eniy ftvo, picture cover. Is. Ilfai/17.

MANVILLE PENM'S NOVELS^
KEW EDITIONS. Crown «ro, cloth, 3.. 6d. each.

IN .7E0PAIIDY.
I
DOUBLE CUNNINGTHE MAN with a 8HAD0W. I ONE MAID'S MISOHIEr.

London
: Obitto ft Wissos. Ill, St. Martin's Lane,W.C.

NOW READY.

FOUR MONTHS BESIEGED
The Story of Ladysmitfa.

HKING

XTupubliebcd Lettera from H. H. S. PEiBSB,
the Vaily \ews Special Correspondent.

With Maps and lUnstrations from Sketches and
PhotogrtiphB made by the Author.

Crown 8vo, 6e.

THE WAR TO DATE.
By A. H. 8CAIPB.

This gives a complete account of everything that
baa taken pl«ce in connection with the present
War frf-m ibe commencement down to Majuba
Day. With IL'asualty Lists Hud " Who's Who at

the Front." Fully Iilustratwd. Cloth. 38. 01.

A WAR BOOK. BY LADY SYKES.

SIDELIGHTS on the WAR
Crown Svo, cloth, gilt, 3s. 6d.

*' This is an account of Lady Sykes's nursing ex-
periences at the Front. The scene of her labours was
Estcourt. in Natal. In addition, some of the author's
impressions regarding the general state of affairs in

South Africa are also given in an interesting style."

FOR LOVERS OP POETRY.

THE POETICAL WORKS of
MATHILDE BLIND. Edited by ARTHUR
SYMONS, and with an Introduction b.y

RICHARD GARNETT, LL.D., C.B. Green
cloth, with Heliogravuire Frontispiece. 7s. 6d.

A VOLUME OF SKETCHES OF NORTH OF
IRELAND LIFE.

BY LONE CRAIG LINNIE
BURN. By ARCHIBALD McILROY, Author of
'* When Lint was in the Bell," " The Anld Meetin
Hoose Green,"^*C; Cloth, is. 6d.

BY PROFESSOR GOLDWIN SMITH.

SHAKESPEARE the MAN: an
Attempt to Find Traces of the Dramatist's Per-
sonal Character in his Dramas. Cloth, gs. 6d^

aTbrief history of eastern
ASIA. By I. C. HANNAH, M.A. Cloth, Ts. Cd.

"A thoroughly readable and trustworthy volume,
replete with information."

—

Pall Mall Oazette,

TfTO SEtr VOLUMSa BEADY THIS DAT.

MACMILLAN'S

LIBRARY OF ENGLISH CLASSICS
Edited by A. W. POLLARD.

THE

FRENCH REVOLUTION.
By THOMAS CABLYLE.

In 3 volB., demy Sro, 3b. 6d. net eacb.

THIRD EDITION.

THE AUSTRALIAN COMMON-
WEALTH (New South Wales, Tasmania,
Victoria, Western Australia, South Australia,
Queensland, New Zealand). By GREVILLE
TBEGARTHEN. {Story of the Nations Series.)
With 29 Illustrations, and 7 Maps. Cloth, 6s.

RHYMES OLD and NEW. By
MARGARET E. S. WRIGHT. Cloth, 38. (!d. net.

" The elder folk will find this book full of interest,
while it will certainly amuse the little ones."

Llayd't Ntwt.

HIGHLAND TALES OF THE 8IXTEE.VTH AND
SEVENTEENTH CENTURIES.

THREE CLANRANALDS. By
MORAN. Cloth, 68.

"Will a])peal strongly to all who love the tartan."
Dundee Advertiser*

'HIGHWAYS AND BYWAYS" SERIES
New Volumb.

With 159 Illustrations. by JOSEPH PBVNELL,

NORMANDY.
By PERCY DE.\UMER, M.A.

Eutra crown Svo, cloth elegant, gilt top, 68.

MORNISQ POST.—"A. charming present for an
intending or reminiscent traveller in the land."

By RUDYARD KIPLING.

FROM SEA TO SEA,
And other Sketches.

Letters of Travel.

In 2 vols., extra crown Svo, red cloth, gilt tops,

68. eacb.

NEW NOVEL BY

AGNES AND EGERrON CASTLE,
Authors of "The Prideof Jeniiico." (3?th Thousand.)

THE BATH COMEDY.
Crown Svo, gilt top, 68.

Black avd While.—" ' The Bath Comedy ' in its own
class is perfection To analjse its charms i8\'aoitv.

Sufficient ihat it !« charming, that it has lightnfss of

touch, » it, and, in short, all that a comedy ought to

London: T. FISHER UNWIN,
Paternoster Square, E.G.

Literature.—" As pleasant and vivacious a story as

anyone could wish to read."

fpeclalor.—" A- very lively ad entertaining

comedy.'
'

_^

^EW EDITION OF THE

NOVELS BY JAMES LANE ALLEN,
Author of "The Choir Invisible" (185ih Thousand).

A KENTUCKY CARDINAL: a
Story. lUu.'itrRtea. Globe Svo, gilt top, Ss. 6d.

AFTERMATH: a Sequel to "A
Kentucky Cardmal." Globe Svo, gilt top, 38. 6d.

FLUTE and VIOLIN, and other
Kentucky Ta'es and Romances. Illustrated.

Crown Svo, gilt top, 68.

COMPANION VOLUME TO ABOVE.

THE BLUE-GRASS REGION of
KENTUCKY, and other Kentucky Artiolea.

Illustrated. Crown Svo, gilt top, 6s.

MRS. HENRY WOOD S NOVELS. .
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The Literary Week.
Books about the War come into this office with the
frequency of shells in a besieged town. Following a score

or 80 that we have already reviewed, to-day Mr. Pearse,
of the Daily Neics, gives us a book ; to-morrow Mr.
Nevinson, of the Chronicle ; the day after to-morrow Mr.
Winston Churchill. The war-book business, like every-
thing else, is being overdone. Within a week the rights
of no fewer than twenty-five books about the War were
offered to one American publisher. We are also to have
a volume from the Bishop of Natal, who was at the Front
with General BuUer. It is in the form of a diary, and
was written for the benefit of his friends ; but " the urgent
needs of his diocese have induced him to consent to their

publication." The' Bishop of Natal is a sanguine man.
We wish him and his diary good fortune.

Mr. Conan Doyle, we understand, has accepted the
offer of an American firm of publishers to write a history
of the Boer War.

Messrs. Methuen are preparing a sixpenny edition of
Colonel Baden-Powell's personal narrative of the Mata-
bele Campaign of 1896. The book, which is dedicated to

his mother, has been illustrated by Colonel Baden-Powell
with numerous and characteristic sketches.

Mrs. Meyneix has been appointed art critic of the
Pall Mall Oatette, in succession to E. A. M. S. Mr. W. E.
Henley has written for the new number of the Pall Mall
Magazine an appreciation of Mr. E. A. M. Stevenson.

Chasoes have taken place in the editorial department of
the Speaker. Mr. Philip Carr, we understand, has retired
from the editorship, which he shared jointly with Mr.
J. L. Hammond.

The work of reconstruction which has been in progfress

for some time in the publishing house of Harper & Brothers
is now practically complete. The London branch in Albe-
marle-street has been placed under the control of Mr.
W. B. Fitts, who is known in England by his work in con-
nexion with the new series of the North American Review.
Mr. E. V. Lucas has joined Messrs. Harper & Brothers as
reader and literary adviser.

Mr. AsTnoinr Hope is writing three more "Dolly
Dialogues," which will be published in the New Magazine,
an American periodical of which the first number is

announced to appear shortly.

A SIXPENNY edition of .John Oliver Hobbes's The School

for Saints will be issued by Mr. Fisher Unwin at an early
date.

L

In the report made by Edward Edwards on the first

year's working of the Manchester Free Library (18.52-53)
it is interesting to read his remarks on the popular

reading of that day. He enumerates some of the works
most in demand in both the Eeference and the Lending
Departments, and the list of titles makes a curious

contrast with the popular reading of to-day—not entirely

to the credit of modem readers. In the Eeference
Department the Biblical commentaries most in demand
were those of Calmet, Kitto, and Beard. The works
of Jeremy Taylor, Eichard Hooker, Eobert Hall, and
Bishop florsley had been much read. During the

first six montibs of the year, Hume and Smollett's

History of England was issued 31 times ; Lingard's, 41

times ; Craik and Macfarlane's, 60 times ; and Macaulay's
124 times. Cumming's Hunter's Life in South Africa was
applied for nearly 200 times ; Dana's Two Years Before the

Mast, 74 times ; and Layard's Nineveh and its Remains
about as often. Biography was popular ; and for a Life of
Wellington, and the great Duke's Despatches, there were
122 calls. Various Lives of Napoleon had a total of

303 readers. Shakespeare's works, and books illustrative

thereof, reached the respectable total of 324 issues ; while

in the realm of fiction, Scott and Defoe reigned supreme,
there having been 1,141 issues of the former and 984 of

the latter: Ivanhoe being issued 241 times, and Robinson

Crusoe, 239. The Thousand and One Nights delighted 294

readers, Gulliver's Travels left the shelves 123 times, and
Roderick Random had 82 issues.

Turning to the parallel six months in the Lending Depart-
ment, we find that the same problem troubled the librarian

of those days as now—viz., the great preponderance of

fiction-reading. Dickens's The Chimes was borrowed 42
times ; Oliver Twist, 30 ; and Domhey and Son, 20 times.

Scott's Kenilworth was issued 34 times ; Peveril of the Peak,

31 ; and The Fortunes of Nigel, 34 times. Vanity Fair was
taken out 30 times ; Pelham, 33 times ; while the now
forgotten Sewell's Rudolph the Voyager found 36 readers.

"But," says the librarian, "of such works as these, four
or five times the number of copies which the library

possesses would be in equally eager demand were they
forthcoming." The first volume of AVhitaker's History of
Manchester was borrowed 2 1 times, but the second reversed
the figures, being issued only 12 times. Macaulay's
History found 20 students. Fifteen issues were recorded
of the early volumes of Lingard's History

; but the perse-

verance of many of the readers evidently broke down, for

when the ninth volume was reached they numbered but
10, the tenth totalled 7, and the thirteenth only 3.

Clarendon's History found 14 readers for the first and
second volumes, but the seventh volume reduced that

number to 3.

We stated some weeks ago that the scene of Mr.
Kipling's new novel is laid in Upper Burmah. The first

draft of the story, we gather from the New York Bookman,
was given to the printers in England before Mr. Kipling's
departure for South Africa. In its original form it made
about one hundred thousand words. The proofs were
forwarded to Mr. Kipling at the scene of the war, and the
author was obliged to make his corrections and alterations

under trying and picturesque circumstances,
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How quickly truth becomes elusive, and myth perva-

sive! was it truth or mytli—that Norfolk landlord's

character-sketch of George Borrow wliich Mr. Ijowerison

communicated last week to the Daily Chronielt? Mr.

William Mackay, writing from Oulton Broad, the scene of

Mr. Ijowerison's interview, scouts the whole story. Our
readers must judge between the twain :

Mb. IiOwkrison in thb
Daily Chronicle, Apnil. 30.

The landlord of the Ferry
Inn at Oulton Broad knew
George Borrow very well. I

remember five years ago ask-

ing him how he liked tlio

author of Lavetiyro.
" Didn't like him at all,"

was the gruff response.
" At least," I said, " he was

a scholar and a gentlemen."
"Scholar be d ," re-

plied Boniface, " an' gentle-

man he weren't ; never came
into my bar but he qtiarrelled

with everyone there, and
cracked 'em out to fight. An'
when he weren't fighting him-
self he were eggin' others on
to."

And that was Gleorge

Borrow.
But all the same I'll e'en

take down the Romany Itye

»nd talk with the gipsies ere

I sleep to night.

Mb. Mackay, I!» the Da'ly
Chrohide, May 9.

He [Mr. Lowerison] dis-

covered at the Ferry Inn "a
landlord who knew Borrow
very well." There is no inn
of that name at Oulton Broad.
But the landlord of theWherry
Hotel—which is doubtless the

hostelry Mr. Lowerison has in

his mind — did not know
Borrow " very well." I also

had tapx>ed that barrel, but
obtained from it nothing
stimulating. The lanfilord's

name was Mason—he died a
twelvemonth ago—and he has
often told me that Borrow had
not "used" his house twice

during all the years through
which they had been neigh-
bours. Ail Mr. Lowerison's
story, therefore, about Borrow
quarrelling in the bar, fight-

ing himself and egging others

on to fight, is pure romance.
Your correspondent has

evidently encountered some-
one who impersonated the
landlord of the Wherry ; some-
one who appears to have been
as great a poseur and as fittm-

boyant a prevaricator as Mr.
George Borrow himself. This

theory finds support in the

fact that th« real landlord of

the Wherry did not swear,

and did not cotiverse in a sort

of bastard dialect impossible

to locate. The late Mr. Mason
was a Londoner, an intelligent

and widely-read man with
considerable literary tastes.

Mb. Eobebt H. Siierrabd writes some interesting things

about his friend, the late Mr. Ernest Dowson, in the

current Author. Mr. Sherrard sheltered Dowson in the

last six weeks of his unhappy life, and his account of

the young poet's last literary enjoyments comes somewnat
as a surprise :

He glutted himself on Dickens, and I had also an
Kattumd, by Thackeray, to put into his gaunt hands. He
had Etmmd in his bed, by the way, when he died. But
as to Dickens, here was a perfect stylist and most laborious

artist who delighted himself for the last precious days of
a short life in the hasty writings, but perfect humanity,
of our English Balzac.
And I shall never take up an Oliver Tvnst again without

remembering these circumstances : Five hours before
Ernest Dowson ditd I was lying on a couch in a room
adjoining his, keeping myself awake at six o'clock in the
morning with the adventuresof that most smug of prigs,
so as to keep converse with my friend, who could not get
to sleep, and who had begged me to talk to him. I
happened to say to him, to show that I was vigilant

:

" How absurdly melodramatic this is, about the murder of
Nancy. Do you think that, for anything Fagin could tell

him, Sikes, who knew Fagin to be the worst Ear on earth,
would have killed his missus ?

"

"No," said Dowson; "he would have gone for Clay-
pole." And that was the last thing ou literature that he
ever said.

Fkancis Doucb's box at the British Museum has been

opened at last, and its contents are said to be of no value

to anybody. The British Museum authorities had never

set very high hopes on the box, as it was known that

Douco had left all his finest manuscripts to the Bodleian

Library.

Mr. Georoe Q1S8IXO is one of those novelists about

whom tlie best of friends are apt to disagree. You like

his novels or you don't. But it is surely a symptom of

Mr. Qissing's worth that books which he wrote many
years ago are continually being referred to by admiring

readers as not having received their due. Thus in some
remarks on Grub-street—the Grub-stlfeet that was, and is,

and will be—the American Boohnan remarks that Mr.

Gissing's novel New Grub Street " has not one tithe of the

recognition it deserves," while in the May Natiotutl Review

Miss Jane H. Findlater writes of Mr. Gissing's The Nether

World as a novel that is " deserving of more fame than it

ever got." If there are arrears of fame due to Mr. Gissing

it is very certain that they will be paid, with interest, at

some future date.

Miss Findlater' s tribute to Mr. Gissing occurs in a

very readable article on " The Slum Movement in Fiction."

The pedigree of the modem slum novel as traced by Miss

Findlater is briefly this :

Charles Dickens {Oliver Twitt).

Charles Kingsley {Alton Locke).

George Gissing {The Nether World).

Rudyard Kipling
(
Badalia Herodtfoot).

Arthur Morrison {TaUs of Mean Streets).

W. S. Maugham ( Liza of Lambeth).

W. Pett Ridge {Mord Em'ly).

Clarence Rook {The Hooligan Nights).

Miss Findlater thinks that liadalia Herod'foot gave the

present " brutal school " its present life and activity. In

Liza of Lambeth the brutality reached its depths, and what

was needed was work more artistic and less horridly

powerful. The needed relief came in Mr. Pett Ridge's

Mord EinHy and Mr. Clarence Rook's The Jlooliyan NighH.
" To my thinking," says Miss Findlater,

these latest contributions to slum literature are probably

more near the truth in their picture of slum-life thau any

of their predecessors, yet it may be seriously questioned

whether all attempts in this sort are not vaui. The gulf

that separates the educated man and woman f 1 om the un-

educated is curiously difficult to bridge. We may liolieve

as firmly as we like that we are brothers or sisters " under

our skin," yet remain in heathen ignorance all the while

of the real truth about each other. Wh*t we mutually

see must always be only the surface of things, and any-

thing beyond that' no more than clever conjecture. Let

us say, then, that the probabdities seem to be with the

latest contributors! They avoid successfully the weak
points where their predecessors have broken down, are not

too moral, or too boring about rrform ; or too hopelessly

tragical, or too desperately brutal ; they take, in fact, the

middle road of proverb with good j esults.

The survey will do, but Miss Findlater makes one serious

omission. Mr. George Moore's Esther Waters combines

the darker and the lighter sides of slum life, and is, in

any case, a most remarkable work of the clas.s she is

considering.

BoETHiDs' Consolations of Philosophy is a book which

Englishmen should not " willingly let die." The favourite

philosophical work of the Middle Ages, it found a royal

lover and editor in King Alfred, who, with the aid of
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Asser, gave to his subjects a fine though free rendering of
this work by " the last of tho Bomans whom Cato or
Tully would have acknowledged for their countryman."
Last year Mr. Walter John Sedgefield gave us a scholarly
edition of King Alfred's Old English version of this re-

markable book. He now gives us, through the Clarendon
Press, the same version rendered into modem EngUsh. In
doing this it has been Mr. Sedgefiekl's care to preserve
that curiously refreshing personal note which Alfred
infused into his version, "the making of which was to

Alfred a love's labour." Mr. Sedgefield's preface con-
tinues :

It satisfied his iutellectual cravings and stimulated his
uncultured but vigorous mind, and he resolved to give his
siiLl more unlettered lieges a share in the treat. 80 he
turned it into his own tongue, as the King of the West
Saxots might be expected to do, in a large and royal
way, scattering up and down the work such notes and
comments as he judged needful. His Boethius heads the
roU of English philosophical writings ; it likewise heads tho
roll of English translations. It is hoped that the modern
English dress here given to the king's best book will help
to make him less an unsubstantial shadow for Englishmen
of to-day, and more a real man, practical, right-feeling,
and { amest beyond his generation.

The supremacy of the Novel is discussed by Mr. Andrew
Lang in the Westminster Gazette. Mr. Lang finds that in
1830 Bulwer Lytton wrote of the novel in terms which
might be used to-day. In his Dedicatory Epistle to Paul
Clifford Lytton explains why he writes novels. "Will
you—will anyone—read epic or sonnet, tale or satire,

tragedy or epigram ? . . . Then, as to philosophy, we may
judge of the demand when we reflect that Hobbes's works
are out of print, and that Mill's Analysis has not been
reviewed. . . . All books, except novels, are now ephemeral
far more than are writings in fiction. Does the biography
or the essay or the treatise last even the year for which
the novel endures ? . . . We live in a strange and ominous
period for literature. . . . The idlest work is the most
charming. . . . We throw aside our profound researches,

and feast upon popular abridgments. . . . Headers now
look into fiction for facts. . . . Thus in the wreck of much
that is great and noble paths are open to second-rate
ability and mediocre knowledge." Mr. Lang is careful to

point out that Fiction did not enjoy undisputed sway for

long after 1830. The poetry of Tennyson, the histories of

Macaulay and I'roude, and the philosophy of Darwin and
Euskin, soon redressed the balance. "Thus," says Mr.
Lang, " if any author feels that he has in him the powers
of a Macaulay, a Tennyson, a Frouile, a I^arwin, or a
Euskin, he may, without too much diffidence, write history,

Eoetry, philosophy, or essays on art. The less gifted or
)S8 confident men of the pen are driven back, like Lytton,

on the novel, and let us Iiupe that their romances will be
no worse than his."

Meanwhile, the young novelist of our day is possibly

working on wrong lines. The qualities on which he
prides himself most are his veracity and vigilance. To see

everything, and record it truly, is, he thinks, essential to

his art. He revels in what he calls " vision." To make
the reader see a great deal of detail with absolute clearness

is constantly his labour. A writer in the Atlantic Review
confesses that this labour is lost on him. When the
illusion of a modem novel is at its height, he has "an
instinctive craving for the disentangling of the essential

from the supeifluous, for enfranchisement from the tyranny
of accessories." Probably few rfaders with a fine critical

sense have not felt the same impatience of supeifiuously

wrought detail, especially in the novels on which the
adjective "powerful" is bestowed with a flowing pen.
The writer continues

:

• If we consider, I venture to say, we shall find that we
know the faces of none of the characters of the great

fiction of the past as we know, or may know, those of the

brain-children of the typical latter-day novelist—not even

Beatrice Esmond, not Don Quixote himself. Nor are we
made aware of any very minutely distinguishing traits,

mental or physical, pertaining to them. Radiant, heroic,

grotesque, repellent, as the case may be, they are

satisfyingly apparent, sufficiently real, but they are a little

removed from us ; their outlines are slightly indefinite,

like those of a composite picjture. Perhaps, indeed, we
never lose the latent consciousness that they are composite

pictures—that each is not one, but many. Certainly, I

have never had, while setting myself to learn their life

histories, the vague feeling of unworthiness which one has

in listening to gossip about one's neighbours—as I have
had more than once in the case of the scrupulously in-

dividualised heroes and heroines and satellites of to-day.

And never have Eosalind, Hamlet, the deathless Don

—

nor even Becky Sharp and Mrs. Gamp—harassed me by
their presence I

The American Boohnan's latest list of best selling books

:

1. To Have and to Hold. Johnston,
2. Red Pottage. Cholmondeley.
3. Janice Meredith. Eord.
4. Wlieii Knighthood was in Flower. Caskoden.

, S Richard Carvel. Churchill.
''

i The (ientleman from Indiana, Tarkington.

6. Resurrection, Tolstoy.

Chicago is already associated in the minds of English-

men with scientific slaughter. We are afraid that its

treatment of the English language suggests similar ideas.

The spelling reform which is there making such rapid

progress has brought about the adoption of spellings which
we contemplate with a shudder. Final e's are to be
dropped '

' in words in which they do not serv to lengthen

the preceding vowel, but rather tend to mislead the lerner
;

thus—spel, hav, giv, ar, bad (^verb), definit, derivativ,

amiabl, &c." "F" is to be substituted for " ph " and
" gh "

; thus—geografy, fantasm, and enuf . Other typical

new spellings are : Coud, sovran, foren, hole (entire),

iland, gastly, &c. On these Dr. Funk, editor-in-chief

of the Standard Dictionanj, comments favourably, as

follows :

It is inevitable as the law of gravity that silent letters

—

that is, letters that have outlived their significance and are

now but dead weight—be dropt out of words. Progress is

along the line of least resistance, and in spelling the
phonetic is surely that line ; a distmct sign for every

distinct sound. We have already come a great way. Just
note some of the spellings that our great-grandfathers had
to put up with, and let us be glad that we live to-day.

This is the way they spelt in Shakespeare's time :

Ayre (air), beleeue (believe), civill (civil), cuppe (cup),

dieueli (devil), duckoy (decoy), farre (far), fysche (fish),

horrour (horror), musick (music), sunne (sun), souldiers

(soldiers), trewe (true), wiefe (wife).

We agree that progress has been made since Shakespeare's

time, but it has been a progress free, natural, and gracious.

Speech belongs to the mind and body, and should partake

of their slow change and growth. New spellings should

be initiated by writers, not by schoolmasters and lexico-

graphers. Your spelling reformer wiU make night and
knight indistinguishable to the eye. Veil and vale ; sent,

cent, and scent ; by, bye, and buy will all lose their visual

identity under the " fonetik " scheme. This would be
calamitous from a literary point of view.

A DELIGHTFUL picture of one of Edward FitzGerald's

hospitable evenings at his cottage at Boulge in 1845 is

contained in a letter written by Bernard Barton, Fitz-

Gerald's father-in-law, to John Wodderspoon, the author

of Memorials of Ipswich. The letter from which we are

about to quote is one of a large batch written by Barton
to Wodderspoon, which has lately come into the hands of
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an Ipswich bookseller. These letters date from 1843 to

1849, antl their contents are very varied. Writing on
January 1.5, 181.5, Barton gives this picture of FitzGerald

as a host

:

Tom Cliuichyard drove me last night to a symposium
given by Kdward FitzGerald to us tv^o and Old Crabbe

—

lots of palaver, smoking, and laughing. My head swims
yet'with the fuuie.« of the baccy, and my tides are sore

with laughing. Edward was in one of his drollest cues,

and did the honours of his cottage with such gravity of

humour that we roared again. It was the oddest Tnelantje.

Tea, p>orler, ale, wine, brandy, cigars, cold lamb, salad,

cucumber, bread and cheese ; no precise line of demarca-
tion between tea and supper. It was one continuous
spread, something coming on fresh every ten minutes till

we wondered whence they came and whither they could
be put. "Gentlemen, the resources of the cottage are
exhaustless," shouted our host. " Miss Faiers, the salad
there, the cucumber here, oil at that comer, vinegar and
pepper yonder; there put the cream, and that glass of

butter in the middle, push those wine and brandy bottles

close together"—certes, it was rare fun.

Bibliographical.

Writino in the Daili/ Expresi the other day, Mr. Clement
Scott referred to the fact that when he was editor of the

Theatre magazine one of his contributors was Miss Marie
CoreUi. Those who are interested in Miss Corelli's work
outside the limits of fiction may like to know that her articles

in Mr. Scott's miscellany appear to have begun in 1883
with an account of "A Fair Enthusiast" (for Wagner),
followed in the same year by a paper on " Joachim and
Sarasate" and a sketch of " A Girl Graduate." In 1884
came " His Big Friend" (an eloge of Hollman, the violin-

cellist). In January, 1885, appeared a description of an
"improvisation " (on the pianoforte) given by Miss Corelli

at a house in Harley-street. " Her touch is brilliant, and
her execution marvellous," wrote the appreciative reporter.

Then in the February number came four stanzas of verse
addressed to the Princess Beatrice " on her betrothal,"

after this fashion :

Beatrice, Comfort of England ! Young Joy of its people,
Lay by the liUes of maidenhood,—Love is before thee I

Hark to the bells going mad with their mirth in the
steeple !

Cling to the lover who looks in thine eyes to adore thee I

Happiness hallowed thy girlhood, and peace in its perfect

completeness.
Greater delight now awaits thee, and stronger, more

absolute sweetness.

Come from the side of that Throne where the nations in
wonder

Bend to thy Mother's slight hand and acknowledge her
splendoTu-,

She whom the multitudes shout for with voices of thunder.
She who is better than mighty in being so tender !

Pitiful ev'n to the poorest, as compassionate sister to
brother,

Beatrice ! well hast thou honoured so noble, so faithful a
mother.

Finally, in 1886, Miss Corelli was represented by fourteen
lines on Desdemona, beginning thus :

Draw back the velvet curtains, let the light
Bush wonderingly in I She will not say
The sunbeams dazzle her. . . . Eternal Night
Hath closed for her the portals of the Day.
Look you how fair she is ! as fair as when
She smiled on Cassio—prithee where's her wrocg ?

—

One woman, sure, doth smile on many men I

The annoiincement of a forthcoming new edition of Sir
Philip Sidney's sonnets, with hitherto-unprinted matter,
is a fresh^testimony to the renewed popularity of the hero
of Zutphen. There has been quite a run upon Sidney

and his works during the past decade. It began with the

memoir which Mr. H. 1?. Fox Bourne contributed to the

"Heroes of the Nations" series in 1891. In 1892 a
" Cabinet of Gems " from Sidney's writings made its

appearance, followed in 1 893 by a reprint of his Apologit

for Poetrie, a reprint of his Arcadia, and an edition of his

Miscellaneous Works. He was allowed to rest for a

year, and then, in 1895, came a pretty little collection of

his Lyric Poems. In 1897 we had Mr. Grosart's edition of

the Complete Poetical Work) in three volumes (including

the verse in the Arcadia). Next year appeared Mr. John

Gray's edition of the Sonnets, with Mr. Eicketts's illus-

trations, and, findly, last year saw the publication of

Memoirs of the Sidney Family, from the pen of the gentle-

man who is now about to give us more of Sidney's verse.

I note that Mr. E. Robins is by and by to be represented

by a couple of new volumes—one entided Twelve Great

Actors, and the other Twelve Great Actresses. Much inter-

ested as I am in the literature of the stage, this particular

announcement is one about which I feel unable to

" enthuse." Mr. Robins, who is, I believe, an American

^ cousin, is already known in this country as the author of

' Echoes of the Playhouse : Reminiscences of Past Glories (1895),

and of The Palmy Days of ^ance Oldfidd (1898), neither of

them very much more than collections of more or less

readable gossip.

It is, again, a little disappointing to find that the

volume on The Manchester Stage, for which we are told

to look, is confined in scope to the last twenty years.

The story of the Manchester stage is well worth telling at

some length, as it is of real interest and value to playgoers.

It was in Cottonopolis that Charles Calvert started most

if not all, of his excellent Shakespearean revivals, and it

was in the same city that Henry Irving first gave earnest

of his exceptional ability as an actor. Something about

the Birmingham stage has been written by Mr. T. E.

Pemberton ; and the same office has been done for Bath

by Mr. Penley, for Edinburgh by Mr. J. C. Dibdin, for

Glasgow by Mr. Walter Baynham, and for Aberdeen by
the late Mr. Angus. Even the Dundee stage has had its

historian. There is a little book on the Brighton stage

;

but, unless I am much mistaken, the theatrical history of

Liverpool, Sheffield, Leeds, Bristol, and other leading

centres in England, has either been altogether neglected

or else very inadequately treated.

A Yale professor has written a book on The Mind of

Tennyson, which, I suppose, will soon be accessible in

England. Singularly enough, America (so far as I know)

has not done much in the way of Tennysonian criticism.

For the moment I can think only of Stedman's essay

in his Victorian Poets and of Mr. Van Dyke's Poetry

of Tennyson, which came to us, originally, ten years

ago, but has since been revised and reproduced. We
shall see what the Yale professor gives us ; but, in the

meantime, the States have yet to furnish us with " appre-

ciations" of our great poet which can be named in the

same breath with those of George Brimley, W. C. Eoscoe,

R. H. Hutton, Stopford Brooke, and Frederic Harrison.

The idea, which has occurred to Major Arthur Griffiths,

of writing the history of Famous British Regiments is good,

but not quite novel. I remember very well a little book,

published a good many years ago, called Famous Regiments

of the British Army ; but that, of course, must be somewhat

out of date. Besides, have there not been changes in

regimental nomenclature ?

"Do you remember," asks Mr. Arthur Pendenys in his

latest letter to Belinda, "that in the burlesque of Lytton's

play, ' Money,' Sir Harcourt Courtly figured as Sir Hair-

cut Shortly—one of the best perversions on record?"

But, dear Mr. Pendenys, it is in "London Assurance,"

not in " Money," that Sir Harcourt Courtly figures. And
when and where was "Money" ever burlesqued? I can

find no record of any travesty of that demode production.

Thk Bookworm,
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Reviews.

A Woman's Hansard.

The International Congress of Women, 1899. Edited by
the Countess of Aberdeen. 7 vols. (Unwin. Each

.38. 6d. net.)

UiTEBAifCE is creative : that is the teaching of Genesis

and St. John, it is also the experience of the world ; and

the utterance of -woman—so long delayed—the utterance

before mankind of all her sufferings and aspirations in

political and industrial lite, is creating a new order and

new values. Silence, even that which M. Maeterlinck

applauds with such truth and grace, is but the laboratory

of the message for which a heart or a world is waiting.

The International Congress of Women of 1899, like the

similar gatherings which preceded and which will succeed

it, was an utterance bom of long and cruel silence. It

stated innumerable facts ; it suggested remedies for exist-

ing evils ; it diffused what we may call the cult of sister-

hood in humanity ; it was a great conception admirably

organised. Its result is materialised in seven volumes,

and we are able as a consequence to obtain an idea of the

value of women as an intellectual force in politics. The
volumes have been edited, the parenthetical talk ("Hear,

hear," &c ) has been eliminated, but the characteristics of

the speakers remain. Let it be said at once that even

congresses of women are not free from frivolity. Woman
is incurably arch. Said Miss Mabel Hawtrey, for instance :

" People, I am told, advocate co-education with a view to

promoting the equality of the sexes. Now, this is an

object with which I have very little sympathy, as I have

no wish to climb down and place myself on an equality

with man. I would much rather stay where I am, in the

position he has given me, and personally I shall be quite

satisfied if he continues to look up to me." This were

a suitable remark to put in the mouth of a flirtatious girl

in a novel ; but it gives a preliminary air of insincerity to

a thoughtful speech on co-education from a physiological

point of view. Sex-glorification is another regrettable

feature of the talk of women in congress. Hear Mrs.

Adelaide Johnson in an unfinished and unfinishable sen-

tence on sculpture as a profession for her sex: "And as

hiflierto woman has never failed in any undertaking what-

soever, but, with fair opportunity in each, has taken the

palm, and has purified, dignified, and uplijfted every trade,

industry, and profession she has entered and embraced

—

or 'tis truer to say conquered. . . ." The rebutment of

imag^ary accusations should not occupy women in con-

gress. " It is, or it was," said Miss Carmichael Stopes,
" a common masculine dictum, that women have no creative

or originative faculty, no humour, no pathos, no fire, no

dlistained effort, no accuracy. Had I time I could disprove

each charge." And then the good lady goes on to

demand :
" Who among men has equalled the intensity

of Charlotte and Emily Bronte?" This is the kind of

thing which a happy exigency of space might have ex-

cluded from print. Women, collectively speaking, err in

yielding to an innate love of forcible phrase, regardless of

accuracy. To the Lady Battersea we owe the curious

sentence: "Novels, wluch, if they do not amuse, are

unworthy of their name, do not prevent their authors from

being among the best preachers and teachers the world

has ever known. . . . Think of Sir W. Scott, Hood. . . .

Miss Broughton, and the joint work of Gilbert and
Sullivan." The abbreviation " Sir W." gives a special

flavour to this apostrophe. The importance of facts, of

data, has yet to be learned by the average woman speaker

;

but that women are capable of mastering the concrete as

well as thf abstract surface of a question is shown by the

valuable contributions of Mrs. J. E. Macdonald to the

work of the Congress. Women are naturally fond of

platitude, and there was one which fell from the lips of

a fair senatress which deserves to become a classic

:

" Where equity is, justice cannot be far off."

The pronouncements of the Congress on the subject of

literature, journalism, and art will be read with interest.

They are, of course, imbued with a moral feeling which

rather tempts the rejoinder :
" L'art pour I'art." The

Duchess of Sutherland almost made an epigram in rebuking

women journalists who forgot that " personalities were

not character-studies." Mrs. Ida H. Harper stated the

remarkable fact that " in Chicago a woman, who has been

for many years an editorial writer on one of the large

dailies in that city, does the heavy political writing, treating

especially the leading questions of tariff and finance," at

a salary of 5,000 dols. a year. An excellent principle in

co-operative journalism was stated by the same lady. The
woman-journalist " must learn to forget that she is a

woman when she has to work among men at men's work.

I do not mean that she must be unwomanly. . . . But if a

man wants to smoke in her presence when she is at work,

or keep his hat on, or take his coat off, . . . she must
remember that it all goes with the place she is in. . . .

Men like womanly women ; but still they don't want any
' clinging-vine ' business about an office." Miss March
PhUlipps finds that " men write with greater ease and
lightness because their work is now brought into close

contact with that of women." They should certainly gain

much "ease and lightness" if they answered Mrs.

Harper's requisition of the woman journalist. " If her

own cherished ideas are wholly opposed to those of the

managing editor, can she substitute his for her own and
present them in the same strong, convincing manner ?

"

A striking example of an influential editress is cited by
MUe. Driicker. Her French is not classic, so we translate

the passage which refers to the weekly organ Be
Huisvrouw. "At the head of this journal was and is still

an iuvisible personality, a woman . . . whose veil is so

thick that several people think that the face hidden
behind it is that of a man who is afraid of being un-

masked and twitted with having concealed himself under
a woman's name."
On the subject of romantic literature the most interest-

ing contributions are from foreigners. True, Mrs. Flora

Anna Steel says some clever things, such as this : "There
is nothing sacred from the stylograph pen, which jots

down even your mistakes as ' copy '
"

; but she takes refuge

in a crypt from the exactions of her too-comprehensive

subject. Mme. Dick May credits Mme. de Lafayette with
the creation of the psychological novel. MM. Paul
Bourget, Edouard Rod and Marcel Prevost must take off

their caps to her. Fraulein von Milde informs us that

Marie von Ebner-Eschenbach is Germany's greatest

authoress, and that her account of the struggles of

a murderer's son " against prejudice, stupidity and
malignity " is " the best modem novel we possess either

from men or women." Observe the calm omniscience of

this remark ! Mrs. Heinemann—the cultivated novelist

"Kassandra Vivaria"— stimulates a vague interest in

various Italian mediocrities whose productiveness amid
" the turmoil of intestine wars " was in itself a kind of

genius. Finland and Holland offer, it would appear,

mines of literary wealth still untapped, and translators on
the look out for " tips " cannot do better than consult these

Transactions on this subject.

Women have a delightful talent for enthusiasm in

branch-subjects. The experiences of a woman as a folk-

song collector, given in one of these volumes, is an illus-

tration of what we mean. What man would think of

making a " profession " of strolling about asking fisher-

men d propos des hottes to sing him songs i* But Mrs. Lee
is a folk-Bong collector who has the courage to present her

requests without the preliminary of being " introduced."

And because she refrains from introductions, she is re-

minded "of one I had to a well-known lady, from the

charwoman who cleaned for us both, in a country district,
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* Oh, Mm. Loe, I think you ought to know Mrs. Maclaren,

for you both digs your pertaties and weeds your garden.

You both play the piunner of a Sunday, and you are both

middle-aged.'

"

Of the social, political, industrial side of these trans-

actions it scarcely behoves us to speak. An industrial

irony of a semi-literary character may be mentioned.

It is illegal for French women to do night work as com-

positors, but though they are chased from the composing
room after dark there is nothing to prevent them from
spending seven hours of the night in folding the journal

they may not set up.

Among the methods for securing ai) alleviation of indus-

trial evils may be mentioned the Consumers' League of the

Unitod States, which puts buyers in the possession of such

facts as enable them to confine their patronage to firms

which study the sanitary interests of their employees.

Lord Eowton's model lodging-houses pay o per cent., it

appears ; but the scarcity of house-room is still one of tho

disgnraces of civilisation. In the " Report of Council

Transactions " is printed an ingenious scheme, drawn up
by Mr. Gilbert Parker, for affording comfortable accommo-
dation and board for women clerks earning 258. a week.
It may be added that several men were represented at the

Congress, among them Dr. Cecil Eeddie and Mr. J. H.
Badley, whose schools have pointed the way to a revolution

in educational methods.
Lady Aberdeen and her coadjutors may, on the whole,

be congratulated on the manner of their perfonnance. It

was apparently, and perhaps justly, thought inexpedient

to remodel the uncouth locutions of several writers ; but
their assistance might perhaps have been sought for the

disentangling of a few really unintelligible sentences.

There are some misprints : "A death-rate increased by
104 per cent." (p. 160, "Women in Social Life"), and
another " beaute de la statistique," on p. 44 of "Women
in Industrial Life," are beyond our comprehension.
Cencin is evidently a misprint for Tencin on p. 127,

Vol. I. of " Women in Professions." But the work
involved in selecting and condensing was enormous, and
there is plenty of evidence of conscientious attention to the
discharge of it. The indexes add greatly to the utility of

the volumes for reference.

In conclusion, what will come of all this talk ? Three
things, in one inevitable order—light, conviction, reform.
It is woman, whom even man delineated, from of old, as
Truth leaping from a well, as Aphrodite rising from the
chaos of waves, who will set this old world right.

Mr. Lang's " Scotland."

A llidory of Scotland from the Roman OccujMlmi. By
Andrew Lang. Vol.1. (Blackwood. 15s.net.)

Kre now, alike in fiction and in sober narrative, Mr. Lang
has touched upon more than one incident of Scottish
history. It was to bo expected that, sooner or later, he
would busy himself with the whole stirring theme. He
does not attempt the scale of Hill Burton or of Tytler,
but proposes a "general history" in two volumes, which
shall sum up the results of much recent research, and
shall, at the same time, "introduce as much as possible
the element of personal character and adventure, when
duly vouched for by contemporary chroniclers, or, what is

better, by contemporary letters and documents." The
work is very clearly the outcome of wide reading, moderate
spec^dation, and a real judiciousness in using the material
of imaginative chroniclers, without the pedantry either,
on the one side, of undue credulity, or, on the other, of
excessive scepticism.

The volume now published begins with the Eoman
occupation and ends, in the midst of the sixteenth century,
with the " tragedy " of Cardinal Beaton. The reader who

is acquainted with the various contributions of Mr.
Lang to the study of primitive civilisations will regret
that he has not found it consistent with the scheme of his

work to give a somewhat fuller di.scussion of the originet

and the early beliefs of the Scottish folk. He considers,

indeed, the divergent theories of Prof. Rhys and Mr.
Skene as to the Celtic or pre-Aryan character of the Picts

and their relation to the certainly Celtic Scots. But he
approaches the question purely from the side of philology,

and refuses to deal with its more strictly anthropological

aspects. "To discuss," he says, "the race and language
of the tribes who incised on the rocks the universal

hieroglyphs of early man, who used the polished neolithic

weapons, to found theories on the shapes of skulls un-
eartlied from burrows, is the province of another science,

not of history." We rather demur to this. There is but
one science of men, which is bound to draw its data from
all sources indiiVerently, and certainly is not justified in

consulting philology and neglecting craniology ; and,

sooner or later, historians will have to make up their

minds to deal with the question how far a common
language implies a common blood, on either or both of

these a common religious and social organisation. Mr.
Lang's treatment of the Celtic religion, again, is a little

disappointing, consisting, indeed, mainly of a few pretty

remarks about the Sidhe. Comparative folk-lore, how-
ever, affords material for a much fuller account, at least

of the cult, if not the mythology, of the Scottish Celts

;

while even this latter can probably be to some extent

reconstructed on the basis of popular legends and the

fragments of the Ossianic cycle. On the other hand, Mr.
Lang's summary of the nature and results, or want of

results, of the brief Eoman occupation of southern Scot-

land is excellent, and, better still the chapter called

"Early Culture in Scotland," in which he deals with
the obscure problems of crannoges, brochs, and earth

houses, of the ogamic inscriptions, of the relation of Celt

and Teuton, of tribal organisation, and of land tenure.

Later on, a chapter on " Feudal Scotland " gives a similar

svirvey of a further stage in the history of Scottish civilisa-

tion, and of the special forms taken by the universal West
European institutions of feudalism in their application to

the northern realm. All these synoptic chapters are very
well done, and show real ability in the difficult task of

extracting the essential from volumes of learned and often

conjectural discussion. They are interspersed among
other chapters of more direct narrative. Naturally, in

handling the whole of the mediaeval period of Scottish

history, Mr. Lang is bound to keep before him the central

theme of the relations between the Scottish and tho

English crowns. He traces, so far as the chroniclers

permit, these relations during the dynasties of Kenneth
McAlpine and Malcolm Canmore; and thus leads on to

their dramatic outcome in the heroic struggles of the

Wallace and the Bruce. Finally, he enters upon the

chronicle of the mournful and fated house of Stuart.

The reign of James the First, for all the failings of that

high-handed monarch, is a pleasant oasis in the somewhat
gloomy mediiuval story. The forces of disorder were too

much, in the long run, for James's gallant attempt to

"make the key keep the castle, and the bracken bush
keep the cow through all Scotland " ; but, at least, he
" would be a king," and legend gathered round his name.
It need hardly be said that Mr. Lang dismisses with a
sarcastic comment the somewhat tiimsy theory which
would deny to King James the authorship of " The King's
Quair." With regard to " Kate Barlass," however, he is

less conservative: "The legend of Catherine Douglas,
who barred the boltless door with her arm, is, unfortu-

nately, late and, perhaps, apocryphal." From James the

First to James the Sixth the history of England is tragic,

a " circle of calamity." The permanent element in the

shifting phantasmagoria of royal minorities, intrigues,

treacheries, and vendettas is "the essential and national
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idea of resistance to England "
; and it was previously in

the closest union with England that history had national

salvation in storo for the country. The accuracy of Mr.
Lang's estimate, both of episodes and of the general trend

of things, must be left to thp specialist to judge. Likely,

Mr. Tjang will have enough of criticism, for Scots are not

slow to controversy in a good, or other, cause. As to the

literary ({ualities of the book, we may say a word. They
seem to us of a vpry high order. Mr. Lang has the

lightest of touches in the presentment of material, which
he has put together with the most conscientious pains.

We had not thought that a difficult and broken chroniclp,

filled with crabbed names, could be made so intpresting

in the reading. He has a keen scent for the picturesque

in phrase and detail, for the colour of a scene, for the

quaint homespun .of a contemporary writer. A brief

specimon of his easy and effective narrative will not be
out of place

:

Of Scotland under James I. we have a curious and well-
known sketch from the pen of il'Iaeas Sylvius Piccolomini.
Sent by the Council of Basel, a very young man at the
time, the future Pius II. came into the frozen north like

a shivering Italian greyhound on a curling-rink. There
was only a space of little more than three hours of suu-
light in winter, a circumstance since altered in the pro-
gress of civilisation. He calls the king a square-built
man and too fat. He was anxious to see the tree which
breeds Solan geese, but it was too far north. The half-

naked poor, begging at church doorj [a queer thing for an
Italian to complain of], received not bread but a stone,

which is greasy and bums. There is no wood in this

naked region. Not till he reached Newcastle on his way
south did x^-^oeas find himself in a decently habitable
region. Frightened by a storm at sea, he had made a vow
of a barefoot pilgrimage to White Kirk. The weather was
frosty, and the pilgrim suflVred grievous things. Scot-
land was a country of unwalled cities : the houses, as a
rule, were built without mortar, the horses were tmall,

and currj'-combs were unknown. Conversation was
chiefly abuse of the English. When Rescnault Girard
came to bring the Daughter of Scotland to France, for her
hapless marriage with the futiu-e Liuis X[., he presented
the queen with chestnuts, pears, and apples, and she was
much pleased, for there is little fruit in Scotland. A mule
was also a rare novelty, and much admired. Eegnault
speaks touchingly of the tears shed by James when he
parted from his child.

Mr. Lang "was ever a fighter," and in these pages he
more than once trails his coat. Mr. Henley brought a
hornets' nest about his ears by jjraising Burns from a new
and unconventional point of view. Mr. Lang is hardly
less audacious in suggesting some qualifications of

Knoxolatry. But his attitude towards Knox is as nothing
when compared with his attitude towards the Douglases.

Few things in Scottish history have been more dis-

guised in popular books than the conduct of the house of

Douglas. The comradeship of Bruce and the Good Lord
James has thrown a glamour over the later Douglases

—

men princely in rank, daring in the field, but often bitterly

anti-nationil. The partiality of Hume of Godscroft, their

senmichie or legendary hiBtorinn, the romances of Pitscottie,

the ignorance or prejudice of Protestant writers like Knox
and Buchanan, the poetry of Scott, and the Platonic Pro-
testantism of Mr. Froude have cooceiled the selfish

treachery of the hous*) of Angus I

This is Mr. Lang's deliberate judgment ; nor can he, when
he meets a Douglas in the highways or the by-ways of his

book, restrain a passing sneer. The Douglases doubt-

less have their hereditary sennachie still, and we take

it that anent this book there will ere long be wigs upon
the green. As for us, we are indifferent to the repu-

tations of clans or of church reformers, but we cannot

away with Mr. Lang's practice of grouping his references

and minor notes at the end of each chapter. It does not

really add to the comeliness of the printed page, for the

reference numbers remain hung up there. And as a matter

of convenience, it is detestable.

Compress ! Compress

!

First and Last Poems. By Arabella Shore. (Grant
Richards. Ss. net.)

Lenity to poets is not a charge of which we should feel

greatly ashamed, nor is it the most heinous in the cata-

logue of possible sins. But criticism has its duties, and
Miss Shore's volume enforces their exercise. The tyro, it

is true, has his privileges ; but the fact that these poems
are avowedly the work of a lifetime forbids her the
privileges of a beginner, though the book itself might well

seem to claim them. What is it that we are apt to find in

female writers with no shadowy touch of the poet's im-
pulse, no outflow of heart and fancy which makes for

verse, causing us reluctantly to deny them the attribute

of classicality l* Unclassicality, being a negative quality,

may present itself in many ways. Most often it takes the

form of diffuseness, diction inclining to conversational and
journalistic conventions, disillusionisingly work-a-day
speech in a tongue which has its separate and inexhaustibly

opulent language sealed to poetic service, unsoiled by
profane use. There is no virtue, indeed, per se in a
pilfered richness of far-brought jargon; but at least it

gives some merciful disguise to poverty of internal idea,

Weak substance shows weakest associated with the loose-

fitting customary phrase
;
good substance is enfeebled

when it is sent abroad in such uncostly habit. Such un-

classicality is far from the educated simplicity of art or

plenary inspiration—which is the finest art ; far as chicken-

broth from Liebig's Extract, far as distilled water from,

keen spring-water. It is poetry in ready-made clothing.

And the separation from the significant fulness and inclu-

siveness of the great poets is enhanced by little femininities

of expression which fatally suggest the feeble impulsive-

ness of the drawing-room ; little dilutions of sentence-

structure which recall the watered prattle of five o'clock

tea. " Compress !
" we sigh irritably ; "in pity of poetry,

good Madam, compress !
" This unclassicality, in more or

less dogbee', we impute to Miss Shore.

A cloud—that's Future Life—what lies before.

Why tell us that future life lies before ?

How stronger far

The grasp of what hath been than what shall ie.

The weak tautology and the weak italics are alike

characteristic.

Has God willed to tell

By means of some strong instinct—hope and awe-
That when the last sigh's uttered a soul springs

Oat in a moment on God-given wings
To scenes undreamt of, nor by poet's rhyme
Pictured, nor traveller to earth's farthest clime.

"Some strong instinct," "earth's farthest clime"—what
could be more vague, customary, juiceless, and inadequate

than these phrases, except the nerveless structure of the

whole passage ? A little further on Miss Shore apostro*

phises those who
Hold the human creature j ust

A solid nothing,

which is an absurdity that a little attention to meaning
would have avoided. For, unfortunately, it is not only in

form that she falls short. The saplessness which too often

affects her language clings likewise to the substance. She
is a meditative singer ; but to be a meditative singer is not

necessarily to be a thoughtful singer. Inexperience

(specially female inexperience) loves vast, vague themes,

which admit an interminable rambling looseness by their

very absence of limit; so that no thought, however dis-

jointed and inconsequential, comes irrelevant. Experience

is well satisfied to make the most of a prudently contracted

theme. Miss Shore is not a novice, but she shares this

trait with the novice ambitious of profundity. One would

spell "tyro" in such a title as Death and Immortality ; or,

Life and Death. A whole treatise of philosophy or theo-
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logy might be written under the title. But the reader

who adventures on Miss Shore's poem will not find hiui-

sell carried out of his depth ; though (if he be a logician)

he may bo out of his patience. In the less ambitious

me<litativo poems a copious fluency of obvious reflections

mingles with a regrettable lack of thought in the expres-

sion.

You lead us to the moiuitain-top

Where the great God who formed our kind
Sees, nor coudemns, the tears that drop
From spirits bounded and half-blind.

Must one ascend a mountain-top for the Almighty to

discern one's tears 'i And if not, what does the stan>;a

mean ? She wishes to Tennyson

:

The God that did such sadness send
Send thee all comfort with it too

;

and then rejoices to learn that He has " brought my
mystic wishes true." What is there "mystic" in so

commonplace a wish ? And when she concludes by bidding
the late Laureate

Twine all lost desires

About this central shaft of hope,

how can you twine a lost object about anything? These
are trifles, but they are the trifles which make the
difference between poetry and not-poetry. Nor can we
say that the narrative poems, though better, reach any
high standard. She concludes one poem on Woman with
the words,

She asks no royal grant,

For she is free-bom too

;

GKve her her hiinuin rights, and see what she can do !

Well, for one thing, she can write very much better
poetry than Miss Shore has succeeded in writing. Better
Miss Shore might write if she had a mind. "It is the
mind," as Lamb said, " that is wanting." Heart and
sensibilities she has in plenty; but for poetry a little

more is needed, which Miss Shore has not yet attained.

Our Confounded Superiority.

Three Men on the Bummel. By Jerome K. Jerome.
(Arrowsmith. 3s. 6d.)

Such books as this are the despair of the reviewer. They
do not, in fact, call for reviewing at all. They are written,
they are published, the first edition consists of twenty
thousand copies—and that is all that need be said. Their
sole object being to make you laugh, if they succeed their
existence is justified, and if they fail they are naught. To
be quite frank, this particular book has not made us laugh
at all, and therefore, as we have said, for ourselves it is

naught. But as against this inability on our own part
must be placed the testimony of a family of our acquaint-
ance—collectively and individually quite as capable aa we
are;—who have been reading Mr. Jerome's work in its

serial form, and have laughed themselves weary over it,

the test of our own laughter falls to the ground.
It might, however, answer the purpose of a review to

inquire a little into the reasons wliy we ourselves have
been unable to laugh. The chief and embracing reason
is, of course, that we did not find it funny ; but the case
may be explored rather more fu% than that. What, as a
rule, does make us laugh ? Well, we like a comic writer
to have a gift of surprise. Mr. Jerome advertises the end
of his joke from the very start. Wo like a comic writer to
leave something to ourselves. Mr, Jerome leaves nothing.
This is perhaps a sufficient explanation. But to go on, we
like, in a narrative of the adventures of fellow-creatures on
a holiday, to be a little bit interested in the minds of those
fellow-creatures. Mr. Jerome has invented three of the
least interesting figures that we can remember. And,

finally, we like humonr to be fresh. Mr. Jerome's mechanism
is the mechanism of Mark Twain (which has been stale

these twenty years), and he lacks any of that great
humorist's inspiration.

Now, all this looks like a large indictment of Mr.
Jerome ; but we want it to be clearly understood that we
consider it really an indictment of ourselves. Through
an unfortunate familiarity with the books of a different

class of writers, and a regrettable prejudice in favour of

half tones, we have spoiled our mind for Mr. Jerome's
peculiar qualities. It does not give us the least pleasure

to realise this ; on the contrary, when we remember the
exultant faces of two boys who related to us—breathlessly,

one heljiing the other—the substance of the previous

instalment of Three Men on the Bummel in the paper in

which it appeared, we are filled with sorrow, almost with
shame, because our effort to pump up a little enthusiasm
over the jest (it related to the discomfort of patent bicycle

saddles), and to simulate something that should pass for

laughter, was so ghastly a failure that all the happy
spirits died out of the expression of those appreciative

readers, and we saw, and saw it with the utmost concern

—

for they consider us somewhat in the light of a dictator

on books—an air of misgiving take its place, as though
the doubt as to whether this sort of thing really was so

funny as they had thought were creeping into their

minds. Mr. Jerome may rest assured that we said nothing
to spoil his welcome in that house. And it is because we
do not want to do so in any other house that we have
endeavoured to explain the situation so minutely.

A Cape Politician.

The Life and Times of Sir John Charles MoUeno, K.C.M.G.,
First Premier of Cape Colony. By P. A. Molteno.
2 vols. (Smith, Elder & Co. 28s.)

At first sight it would seem strange that the life of a
Colonial politician, even one who possessed a claim to

remembrance in that he was the first Prime Minister of

Cape Colony, could not be told in less space than two
stout volumes which, between them, contain little short
of a thousand pages. To tell the truth, we live so fast

nowadays that Sir J. C. Molteno and all that he did, or
might have done, are already in a fair way to be forgotten;

and, therefore, it is not surprising that Mr. P. A. Molteno
should think it his duty to bring the fact of Sir J. C.

Molteno's existence, personal and political, once more
before the public. But the mystery vanishes with
reading. The book is not so much a Ufe of a former
Premier of Cape Colony as a long and violent attack on
two great men who have passed away—Lord Carnarvon
and Sir Bartle Frere—who were before their time, and,

consequently, were misunderstood and abused in their

lifetime, and whose honoured graves are no protection

from the spite of lesser men. What is valuable in this
" life " coiild have been told in a quarter of the space,

and this revival of forgotten controversies will have but
little interest for the public. Mr. P. A. Molteno is not
always accurate in his facts and in his suggestions of fact.

Careful reading shows that he is aware that Sir Bartle
Frere did not annex the Transvaal ; but the impression
left on the mind of one who came fresh to the subject

would undoubtedly be that the Transvaal in 1877 was a
flourishing and not a bankrupt State, and that Sir Bartle

Frere was prompted by original sin to swallow it up. On
p. 200 of Vol. II. Mr. Molteno says :

" It has been
contended that Sir Bartle Frere was not a consenting

party to the annexation of the Transvaal." Mr. Molteno
must, however, be aware, as he has presumably followed

South African questions, that the present Sir Bartle Frere
not long ago called attention in the public press to an
article written by his father in a magazine nearly twenty
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years ago, in which the ex-Governor of the Cape specifi-

cally declared that the annexation of the Transvaal was
decided upon before he went out to South Africa, and that

he was only connected with it after the event. A writer

who takes upon himself to deal with the politics of that

ppriod should have known this fact even without Sir

Bartle Frere's article, and certainly without the reminder
by that statesman's son. If Mr. Molteno does know of it,

he has been successful in concealing his knowledge.
But to turn to the nominal subject of the book. Sir

J. C. Molteno was an Englishman of Italian descent, his

father being in the Civil Service at Somerset House as

Deputy Controller of Legacy Duty. The future Premier
went out to the Cape in 1831 at the age of seventeen,

and, after a few years' experience, started in business on
his own account. Perhaps the most interesting part of

the book is the short account of Mr. Molteno's life in the

great Karroo, which was in those days much what the
back country of Rhodesia is now. In 1 843 he bought a

farm at Nekpoort, at the foot of the Nieuwfeld Mountains,
situated on the Salt Eiver. The place is now on the

railway, about halfway between Cape Town and De Aar
Junction, of which so much has been heard of late. Not
much over half a century ago,

this part of Africa harboured a greater variety and a
greater number of the largest animals in the world than
any other continent. The abundance of food thus avail-

able led to a corresponding variety of carnivorous animals
and birds of prey, the former being led by the king of

beasts—the lion himself, while next to him came the fierce

leopard locally called a tiger, owing to its cunning, its

vindictiveness and strength ; below these came numerous
leopards in a descending scale of size, with wild dogs, wild

cats of every kind, wolves, hyenas, and jackals. Tbe lion

was just emigrating from this district when Mr. Molteno
arrived. His shepherds appeared before him in a scared
condition, and reported having seen one in the long reeds

of the Salt River Vlei soon after he had settled in this part.

It may be easily imagined what formidable difficulties the
presence of these wild animals presented to the stock
farmer. . . . The larger game began to move away before

man, and the defenceless sheep took its place, and was
called upon to supply food to the vast number of camivora
which were in occupation of the country. The lambs were
carried off in numbers by the jackals, the wolves and hyenas
made away with the grown sheep, the tiger would descend
from his rocky fastness and in one night would indulge his

love of slaughter and his thirst for blood by destroying

twenty or thirty of your most valuable sheep, merely drink-

ing their blood at the throat, and leaving them otherwise

untom. At another time, desiring a change of diet, your
promising foal was carried oflf, and your calves were dealt

with in a similar manner.

In 1854 Mr. J. C. Molteno represented Beaufort in the

Cape Parliament, and formed his first Cabinet in 1872.

He remained a principal figure in Cape politics until 1882,

when he finally retired and was made a K.C.M.G. on the

recommendation of Lord Kimberley, who was then Colo-

nial Minister. Sir J. C. Molteno died on September 1,

1 886, at the age of seventy-two.

He had lived long enough to be above the bitterness of

party feeling. His death was the occasion of a unanimous
and sincere expression of sorrow from the whole of the
country, and from all political parties, who felt that they
had lost a great and good man, indeed "the most repre-
sentative man that the country had yet produced, whose
name will ever be associated with the history of the
Colony, and whose pubUc career may always serve as a
model for men, possibly jjossessed of more superficial

brilliance, but who will never outshine him in the sterling

qualities of poUtical honesty, sound judgment, and common
sense " {Cape Argus).

This certainly does not exceed the bounds of panegyric.

Sir J. C. Molteno was an honest, cautious, and conscientious

politician, without much foresight or imagination. The
vast changes which have taken place of late in South
Africa were beyond his prescience, and his mind seemed

unable to grasp more than the Cape Colony as it was when
he knew it. His biographer has written liia life from the

same narrow point of view. As will be seen from the

quotations, Mr. Molteno does not lay claim to any literary

merit, or to any graces of style, and the book is emphatic-
'

ally not one to be taken up by the man wishing to learn

the actual state of things in South Africa. It is an arsenal

of controversial matter, intended first for the glorification

of Sir J. C. Molteno, and secondly for the vilification of

Lord Carnarvon and Sir Bartle Frere—if, indeed, the order
should not be reversed. Still, it may be of some value to

the future historian as giving the point of view of a certain

set of politicians in South Africa, and for the sake of

understanding that standpoint some will perhaps consent

to wade through a mass of irrelevant matter. Had the

book been the work of a judge and not of an advocate, the

occasional passages in which Mr. Molteno hits the nail on
the head would have had a greater chance of receiving

attention.

Some Lessons for England.

Lessons of the War with Spain, and other Articles. By
Alfred T. Mahan, D.C.L., LL.D., Captain United States

Navy. (Sampson Low. 10s. 6d. net.)

Captain Mahan's aim in publishing these articles, col-

lected from various American periodicals, is, as he says, to

aid in the formation of an intelligent public opinion. And
this not merely by pointing out the chief lessons which
the American people ought to draw from their recent war
with Spain. He thinks that the public should have a
better acquaintance with the leading principles of warfare,
which, as he says, are few and simple ; and that the way
to induce a better acquaintance in the public is to place
before them narratives of warlike operations disencum-
bered of the detailed technicalities in which military and
naval writers delight to array their works. The Lessons of
the War with Spain is Captain Mahan's endeavour to

supply such a narrative—what he calls a skeleton account
of the operations leading up to the destruction of

Cervera's fleet, with comments elucidating the principles,

naval and military, on which they were based, or which
they illustrate. It certainly fulfils his intention; its

lucidity should make it understandable to any intelligent

unprofessional reader, though perhaps an occasional
danger of confusion might have been avoided by rele-

gating to notes some of the incidental digressions in which
the writer indulges, however timely and useful in them-
selves.

The book should be hardly less valuable to us than to

Americans. If the excesses of the American " yellow

"

press (on which Captain Mahan is very severe) are avoided
among us, it is none the less true that public opinion needs
enlightening on many points. One lesson to which he
calls attention has been driven home to ourselves recently.

It is the ruinousnesB of preparing only or chiefly for defen-
sive war. Sums of money are sunk on " home defence

"

which would better have been spent in preparing an ex-

peditionary force, in strengthening our attack. For (apart
from wars of the Boer type) the most effective, quickest,

and least costly way of preventing invasion or attack by
the enemy is to maim and occupy him by attack on his

own resources. Mere defence, as the writer emphasises,
leaves the enemy free to select his point of assault, while
the passive side has to consider and guard every possible
point of injury in a large extent of vulnerable spots ; it

leaves his sinews of war intact, even though his blows be
baffled, and thereby lingers out the hostilities, which
energetic attack might conclude at once—as happened
with the American attack on Spain.

A cognate lesson is the neglect of coast defence, of

fortifications. For lack of this, the American blockade of

Cuba was never secure against attack, as it should have
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been. Cienfufgos and Havana 1)otli required blockade
;

but only the blockade of Havana could be secured by an

adequatt^ 8<iuadron of battleships. That of Cienfuegos

could at any time have been raised by the appearance of

a Spanish warship. And why ? Because Schley's Flying

S<iuadron, which ought to have been before Cienfuegos,

was locked vip in Hampton IJoads, to calm the fears of tho

undefended and panic-stricken coast-towns. Only when
Cervora's whereabouts was known could the authorities

bring the Flying S<iuadron into action. Captain Mahan
thinks that England's dependence on other nations for

food supply makes coast defence less important to her,

and reduces her to depend chiefly on her floet. But it

may be questioned whether the possible panic of our great

coast-towns might not produte a more or less paralysing

effect on a portion of our fleet, obliging it to bo kept in

home waters when it was seriously needed elsewhere.

Another point is the value of battleships which can act

together as a fleet, having, at any rate approximately, the

same speed and the same offensive power. Not speed,

but combined weight of guns and ability to steam and

man(i>uvre together is the desideratum. Therefore, he

advocates building a number of battleships of a certain

medium type and practically equivalent speed, rather than

sink the money on a few ships of large size. In connexion

with this, and to be noted because there is a popular

delusion to the contrary, is his emphatic declaration that

battleships do not become useless because they are

" obsolete "—that is, l)ecause ships of superior design are

built subsequently. In the first place, such "obsolete"

ships can be used, like irregular troops, for secondary

purposes, setting free the newer ships for the more im-

portant duties proper to them—an invaluable function.

Secondly, and more important yet, it is the view of naval

authorities that the first line of battle, even though
victorious, would be crippled and used up during the

encounters and accidents of the 02)ening war. Final

victory would then rest with the nation which had the

most " obsolete " ships to fall back upon ; to fill the gaps

in its first line, or, if necessary, to form a new fleet.

Then the value to England of her numerous so-called

" obsolete " battleships would become evident, and prob-

ably turn the scale decisively.

Of the many other lessons drawn by Captain Mahan
from the war we do not speak, though most valuable for

a right und<,'rstanding of hostilities by the public. We
have contented ourselves with a few which appeared most
directly applicable to England, and for the rest we refer

the reader to his exceedingly valuable and able book.

Other New Books-

Cbicket in Many CLurEs. By p. F. Warner.

Mr. 1'. F. Warner (who is known to his friends and to

ardent cricketers as "Plum") is the Middlesex amateur.
After every English soa-son, more or less, for some years

he has added to the cricket of the summer—so insatiable

are the sons of the game !—by joining an autumn or

winter eleven for playing in other regions of the earth

—

the West Indies, America, Oporto, Canada, and South
Africa—and it is the records of these tours which are given
in his book. It was, perhaps, well to have them in this

permanent form, for though many pages are necessarily

rather small beer, and each bears a striking resemblance
to the last, yet Lord Hawke, Mr. Warner's captain (to

whom the book is dedicated) has done, by projecting these

tours, so much for the cult of cricket in Greater Britain

that a chronicle of the achievement is a valuable contri-

bution to the history of the game. Mr. Warner's volume,
however, has another value—it is vivacious and un-
affectedly amusing. Many authors strive in vain all their

life for these two gifts—vivacity and amusiveness. Mr.
Warner steps lightly in, and, holding the pen with not a

tithe of the seriousness that belongs to his grasp of the

bat, succeeds in capturing both. The book is the re-

flection of a happy, wholesome, public-school athletic

temperament. (Heinemann.)

Bruoks: ak Historical Sketch.
By Wilfkii) C. Robinson.

If we cannot say that Mr. Eobinson has produced that

history of Bniges which has hitherto been sadly to seek,

in English at all events, he has unquestionably given us

an attractive and exceedingly well-written book. It is not

to be expected that everybody Avho writes about Long-
fellow's "quaint old Flemish city" should catch its

atmosphere and fix its aspects with the consummate
art of the late M. George Rodenbach—we know, indeed,

of no book which suggests the tender melancholy and
paints the dreamy existence of the half-dead city like

" Bruges la Morte." It is a wonderful story of commer-
cial splendour, sturdy fighting, utter decay and abject

misery, which Mr. Robinson has to tell and tells so well,

and there are some novel points in his volume which
deserve attention. He calls in question, for instance, the

statements of the old writers as to the enormous population

of Bruges relatively to its area, and, much as he loves it,

he seems to suggest that it can never have been the

premier city of Christendom. We should have been glad

to see less actual history—which is already familiar enough
—and more about the literary and artistic associations of the

town. We read of it in Dante. Caxton abode there for at

least three years ; it is highly probable that Sir Thomas
More wrote part of his Utopia there ; so literary was it,

indeed, early in the sixteenth century, that to Justus Lipsius

it presented itself as the flower and Athens of the Low
Countries. With its Memling and Pourbus in art, ita

Simon Stevin in mathematics, its Breidel and De Coninck

as warriors and statesmen, Bruges possesses a roll of fame
which even its neighbour, Ghent, with its Van Eyck, its

Charles V., and its John of Gaunt can hardly beat. But
to-day it is as the " Ville Musee," with its sweet savour

of antiquity, its contemplative streets, and the placid

tranquillity of its life, that we all know and delight in

it. (Bruges : Louis de Plancke. 4s.)

Government or Human Evolution. By E. Kelly.

During his connexion with the Good Government Clubs,

which were organised in New York for the purpose of

defeating Tammany Hall, the author of this book dis-

covered that the world is out of joint, and he came to the

laudable resolution to set it right. He found—what,

indeed, he might have found at an earlier date—that very

few people possess a working code of first principles, but

simply vegetate in what has been aptly called '
' the fur-

nished lodging of tradition." He accordingly worked out

a systematic view of life so as to enable people to labour

in unison toward a common ideal, and the result is the

little volume before us.

The author covers a wide field, too wide, in fact,

for the dimensions of his book. He travels, metaphor-

ically speaking, from China to Peru, and has some-

thing to say about everything, but unfortunately he

gives many openings for the guns of opponents.

Thus lie states, on the authority of John Fiske,

that the infant brain is comparatively free from the

convolutions which differentiate an educated brain from

an uneducated one, and on the strength of this he argues

that Nature brings a man into the world with a compara-

tively blank scroll upon which education can inscribe its

law. But this is doing great injustice to that profound

thinker, John Fiske, who contended that an infant's mind
is not a blank sheet, but rather a sheet written over with

invisible ink, and that the brain has definite tendencies
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even at birth. Again, we are asked to believe that Mr.
Herbert Spencer would have us contemplate with philo-

sophic calm the miseries of the world, and quietly look on
while struggling humanity fought it out according to the

Queensberry rides. This is worse than sheer nonsense,

and a very superficial acquaintance with Mr. Spencer's

teaching would have prevented the author from giving
expression to such a baseless calumny. (Tx)ngman8.)

Fiction.

Sophia. By Stanley Weyman.
(Longmans. 68.)

Mk. Weyman's twelfth novel gives an elaborate and life-

like picture of English manners in the year 1742, but it is

somewhat slight as to theme, and the interest is scarcely

well-sustained. The characters, moreover, are not pre-

sented in such a light as to excite either much admiration
or much curiosity. Sophia is a young girl of breeding,

with most of the faults of the eighteenth century Feminine.
She is hooilwinked by a scoundrel, and when Sir Hervey
Coke rescues her from a precarious situation she behaves
with something of that shrewishness which her sister,

Mrs. Northey, had exercised towards herself. Sophia is

by no means a fascinating heroine, according to Mr.
Weyman. Sir Hervey makes a real man, but his passion
for the missish Sophia seems to rest on a frail foundation.

Mrs. Northey is the most convincing person in the story.

Her tongue wags with an excellent realism, and though
she is a detestable creature, we like her for her flesh and
blood. Sophia's brother. Sir Tom, is a young fool ; Lady
Betty is a ninny ; Mr. Northey is a pompous ass ; Hawkes-
worth, Oriana, and Oriana's father are adventurers all, of

a peculiarly loathsome kind : so runs the list. The fact is

that in Sophia the ingenuous reader pines for something
to love ; Sir Hervey is not enough. The other sort of

reader, the sort that looks the horse in the mouth, will

perceive that the intrigue of the tale is badly managed
;

since in the first half of the book is Sophia all but freed

from her entanglements when mere chance steps in at the

last instant and bids the game continue ; this means
clumsy craftsmanship. He will also perceive that not
once does the emotional quality of the story rise to any
notable height. In this respect the best chapter is that

entitled " King Smallpox "
:

On the huge low wooden bed from which the coarse blue
and white bedding protruded, two bodies lay sheeted. At
their feet the candles burned dull before the window that

should have been open, but was shut ; as the thick noisome
air of the room, that ttimed him sick and faint, told him.
Near the bed, on the farther side, stood that he sought

;

Sophia, her eyes burning, her face like paper. Hia prey
then was there, there, within his reach ; but she had not
spoken without reason. Death, death in its most loath-

some aspect lay between them ; and the man's heart was as

water, his feet hke lead.
" If you come near me," she whispered, " if you come a

step nearer I will snatch this sheet from them, and I will

wrap you in it ! And you will die ! In eight days you
will be dead I Will you see them ? Will you see what
you will be?" And she lowered her hand to raise the

sheet.

He stepped back a pace, livid and shaking. " You she-

devD I
" he muttered. " You witch I

"

" Go I
" she answered, in the game low tone. "Go!

Or I will bring your death to you I And you will die I As
you have lived, foul, noisome, corrupt, you will die I In
eight days you wdl die— if you come one step nearer !

"

She took a step forward herself. The man turned and
fled.

Let us add that there is much quiet goodness in the

book, and a continual striving towards naturalism and an
avoidance of outworn conventions.

The Kings of the East. By Sydney C. Grier.

(Blackwood & Sons. 6s.)

In this novel Miss Grier continues the adventures of the

Mortimer family among European politics. " Count Cyril
"

now figures as the central impulse of a movement for the
transformation of Palestine into a true Hebrew realm.
" What a future would lie before the country which had
the support of aU the Jews in the world !

" exclaims the

Count, with his incurable grandioseness of idea. Lady
Phil, his niece, is passionately wooed by a king, but ulti-

mately, in a manner highly conventional, marries an
excellent young Cambridge person of the name of Mans-
field. The whole book, under an outward aspect of fresh-

ness and diversity, conceals a steadfast and immovable
conventionality. Lord Caerleon's letter to his brother in

Chap. II., for example, is a piece of pure convention—as

conventional as a " stage-letter." And what shall be said

of a passage like the following ?

" I should like to say a word or two to that fellow,"
muttered Mansfield, indicating by a backward glance the
oracle of fashion.

"I earnestly hope you won't. In the first place, he
would not understand your German, and your righteous
indignation would therefore be wasted. In the next, I
would rather not kiU him if I can help it."

•• Kill him '; How 't

"

"With a sword, my dear youth. Excuse mo, but you
are really so refreshingly young. Is it beyond your powers
of imagination to conceive that if you insulted him he
would forthwith challenge me ?

"

" I can look after my own quarrels, Count," very
haughtily.

" In that case I should very soon have a funt-ral to look
after in the British cemetery," was the calm reply.

The fact is, Miss Grier's recipe for the manufacture of

cosmopolitan novels is growing effete with use. She is a
clever craftsman— constructs well, writes well, and wears
the cloak of omniscience with ease and grace. Her work
is readable, and agreeable enough so long as you maintain
towards it an attitude of polite interest. But if you
demand from it more than you would demand from an
acquaintance it will fail you, because it has nothing more
than this to give.

Notes on Novels.

\_Theie notes on the weeVs Fiction are not necessarily final.

Reviews of a selection will follow.
"^

Hilda Wade. By Grant Allen.

This series of episodes was appearing in a magazine
at the time of Mr. Grant Allen's death, and it is understood
that he considered it his best work of fiction. It is a
story of advanced medical science, in which Hilda Wade's
womanly intuition in reading character, temperament, and
physical signs, places her almost abreast of the great
Prof. Sebastian. Hilda Wade and Sebastian are soon
pitted against each other in a deep private concern affect-

ing the memory of Hilda's father. Both characters are

powerfully drawn. (Grant Richards. 68.)

Fbom Door to Door. By Bernard Capes.

Mr. Capes has here printed stories contributed by him
to a number of magazines, and six others which appear
for the first time. The miscellaneous character of the col-

lection is indicated in the sub-title : "A Book of Bomances,
Fantasies, Whimsies, and Levities." Mr. Capes's now
familiar style is very apparent, dip where one will :

" Now,
as they stood a moment, watchful of each other, the apple
in the peasant's throat flickered of a sudden

;
and imme-

diately a rising moan, a very strange little ululation, began
to make itself audible, and the man lifted his chin, as if to

give some voice in him freer passage." (Blackwood. 6s.).
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Feom Sawd-hill to Pink. By Bret Harte.

Seven short stories, all charactoristic : "A Niece of

' Snapshot Harry's ' " is the story of a coach accident in

the Rockies ; " A Jack and Jill of the Sierras " is a mining

story, with a romance in it ; and in " A Belle of Canada

City," " Mr. Bilson's Housekeeper," &c., we are in familiar

Bret Harte environments. (Pearson Ltd. Bs.)

Nell Gwynn—Comedian. By F. Frankfort Moore.

With a very light hand Mr. Moore weavos some of the

incidents of Nell Gwynn's life into a readable story. We
meet Nell outside the King's Playhouse in Drury-lane,

selling her oranges, and joking with the Duke of Buck-

ingham and Sir Charles Sedley and finally with the King

when he leaves the theatre. " 'Tis either a fortune or a

huge misfortune," says her plebeian lover, Dick Harraden,

when Nell is engaged by Mr. Killigrew to act in the

King's company. The vein of comedy is kept throughout,

and the story is illustrated by photographs. (Pearson

Ltd. 6s.)

Kiddy. By Tom Gallon.

Mr. Gallon's gallery of Dickensian characters is dis-

tinctly enriched by " Kiddy " and the Deak family. The
picture of Mr. Deak, the desk-bound, soul-crushed pluto-

crat who has never known the joy of life, and is aware of

it, is capitally drawn. His niece. Kiddy Tremlett, is his

ray of sunshine, and her love affairs supply Mr. Deak
with emotions and incidents which amply compensate for

the dulness of his earlier life. " The fierce joy or pain

of living had passed him by . . . now, with the obstinacy

of the inexperienced, he would have been glad to clutch

—

gingerly, perhaps—at Sorrow's robe, if in that way he

might see life." (Hutchinson. 6s.)

The Sanctuary Club.
By L. T. Meadb and R. Eustace.

A medical-psychological series of episodes, with which
the Sanctuary Club—an advanced sanatorium at Hampr
stead—has only a general connexion. The narrator acts

as doctor and personal friend to many of the patients, and
has " to face adventures the most tiiriUing and dangers

of so hairbreadth a character that even now my pulse

quickens when I think of them." (Ward, Lock, os.)

By Mrs. L. T. Meade and
Where the Shoe Pinches. Cliitord Halifax.

Mrs. Meade's industry is uncanny. Here, in collabora-

tion, she relates the experiences of a London doctor who
sees "day by day human nature without any gloss upon
it," and who undertakes to show " where the shoe pinches

in many lives." Sixteen shoes are described, and their

cruel points indicated. (Chambers. 3s. 6d.)

To THE Healing of the Sea. By Francis H. Hardy.

A capital love story, starting with a Stock Exchange
disaster in New York, whereby Caroll Livingstone is com-
pelled to leave America to avert ruin. On the St. Paul
he meets Clara Eastwin—" both new to the sea and its

invitations ; strangers to the forcing and fusing isolation

of steamer life." The steamer life is made delightful to

the reader, and the ultimate saving of Livingstone's repu-
tion is an exciting financial episode. (Smith, Elder. 6s.)

A Cynic's Conscience. By G. T. Podmoee.

A clever story of duplicity in love. Stanley Wade is a
weak and dreaming egotist, whose self-flatteries and shifts

of conscience are laid open mercilessly. Winning a girl's

love by crooked methods, he has the grace to save her from
himseli in the end. The story is not exactly easy reading,

but is above the average in aim and ability. (Arnold. 6s.)

The Purple Robe. By Joseph Hocking.

Lancashire Nonconformist life is drawn in Mr. Hocking's
new story, and the incidents arise out of a debate between
Duncan Rutland, the new minister of Tudor Chapel, and

Father Sheen, the Roman Catholic priest of the town.

Duncan Rutland'o controversial victory, the advent of a
Jesuit father to repair the damage done to Catholicism,

and Duncan's love for Alizon Neville, a Roman Catholic

young woman of high birth, are handled in Mr. Hocking's
characteristic way ; and the end is, of course, Alizon's

conversion to Protestantism, and great glory to Tudor
Chapel. The story is well adapted to its predestined

readers. (Ward, Lock. 3s. 6d.)

A Plain Woman's Part. By Norley Chester.

A tranquil love-story, in which children play a great

part. The background is rural, and the narrator is a " Good
Fairy " to the heroine, Doris, whose first love affair turns

on a bottle of acid drops. (Arnold. 63.)

The Crowning of Gloria. By Richard Reardon.

We begin with a Sussex lane and a young temperance
orator who is in danger of being badly beaten by his

audience until the heroine arrives with a horse-whip, when
love and village politics begin to divide the reader's atten-

tion. The heroine's name is Gloria, and the story is like

that. (John Long. 63.)

The Athebstone Beciuest. By Mrs. Charles E. Terrot.

A novel of the picnic and tea-tray order. There is

much marrying and giving in marriage. Everybody and j
everything are accounted for, and the last chapters seem m
alive with babies and complacent mothers. (Burleigh. 6s.)

Tony Larkin, Englishman. By Mrs. Edward Kennaed.

"The path of duty is the road to glory," and it is

trodden by Tony, who begins as the typical stupid, but
plucky, army candidate, and ends by taking the Victoria

Cross and attending at Windsor. 'To his sweetheart he
describes the Queen as " a regular brick." "She said I

was to come again in a fortnight, and bring you with me,
as she wishes to make your acquaintance and present you
with a Cashmere shawl." (Hutchinson. 63.)

A Girl of the North. By Helen Milcbte.

The "girl of the north" is Launa Archer, and her
"north" is Canada. We find her motherless at fifteen,

with English and French blood in her veins, and a sus-

picion of Indian blood. " Her voice had a low, soft rich-

ness in it that reminded Mr. Archer of a squaw." In
London, whither she soon came, Launa was a success.
" Being a Canadian, all things were expected of her ; and
being rich, all things were forgiven her." The story

resolves itself into a biographical circle, Launa reverting

after many days to her love of Canada and her Canadian
lover. (Greening. 6s.)

David Polmere. By Mrs. Lodge.

" To enumerate the throng of fashionable folk that

congregated in St. George's Church, Hanover-square, to

witness the ceremony would be to copy a few pages out of

the Peerage. The bride looked lovely in Duchess satin. . .
."

(Digby, Long & Co. 6s.)

By Lone Cbaio-linnie Burn. By Archibald McIlroy,

Village politics and homely ways and people in a remote
Scottish village in the sixties. The advent of the rail-

way is described, and the village doctor's heroism in a
diphtheria case. (Unwin. 28. 6d.)

An Imperial Light Horseman. By Harold Blore.

A story of the war and Boer life generally, by a writer

who was born in South Africa, and once talked with
President Kruger. The battle of Elands Laagte, the seigo

of Ladysmith, and the life of prisoners in Pretoria are

described. (Pearson Ltd. 6s.)

Ora pro Nobis. By James Bagnall Stubbs.

"A novel," says the title-page; but "a tract" would
describe the book more accurately to the novel-seeking
reader. (Skeffington.)
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The Author of " The
Farrlngdons."

An Enquiry.

It is no fault of Miss Ellen Thomeycroft Eowler's that

she has heen recently classed with the great novelists of

the nineteenth century ; hut the opprobrium of an in-

discreet admirer's foolishness usually attaches also in

some degree to the object of admiration, and so, in the
minds of those who care for literature, there must,
however illogically, be a certain faint resentment against
Miss Fowler herself because of her success. In writing
her three facile and vivacious novels she was probably
innocent of any suspicion that, being taken seriously,

they would reach an aggregate circulation of a hundred
and twenty thousand copies, and so place her where she
at present is, in the very pupil of the public's eye. No
matter ! One may trespass innocently, but the penalty
remains. When she hears the cold and inimical question,

"What are you doing up there, and how did you get
there ? " Miss Fowler will have either to answer it by her
books, or, soon or late, obey the harsh behest :

" Descend."
And that last will be the sufficient penalty.

Without offering any prophecy whatever as to the
future, it is safe to assert that Miss Fowler has not yet
even begun to prove a title to the position into which she
has been thrust. If the wonderful voguo of Concerning

Isabel Carnaby was disconcerting, the still more wonderful
vogue of A Double Thread was absolutely bewildering.

As for The Farringdons, though it is the best of the three,

it marks only an inconsiderable advance, and a brief

examination of it should show clearly that it deserves no
better adjective than " bright." The heroine of The
Farringdons is Elizabeth Farringdon, a distant cousin of

two South Staffordshire Methodist spinsters, Cousin Maria
and Cousin Anne, who owned a vast ironworks and ruled

a district. The proper heir to the ironworks had been " a
handsome, weak boy," named George, who ran off to

Australia, and rumour said that he had married and died
out there, leaving a widow and a son. The hero of the
novel is Christopher Thomley, nephew of the general
manager of the ironworks. The birth of Christopher was
not quite free from mystery, for his mother (like hand-
some, weak George) had run off and got married, and, a
stricken widow dying in a London lodging-house, had
confided Chris to his uncle's care. Elizabeth and Chris,

companions from childhood, fall in love, but only Chris is

aware of the fact. Elizabeth by turns caresses and flouts

I

him, and the honest-hearted youth keeps well the secret of

his devastating passion. In due course Elizabeth grows
up, and a clever and plausible stranger comes to occupy
a neighbouring chateau, " The Moat House." We need
scarcely state this stranger's name : it is Tremaine. If it

had not been Tremaine it would have been Darcy.
Tremaine, scoffing at creeds, and professing the vague
religion of humanity, "gradually unmoored Elizabeth
from the old faiths in which she had been brought up."
Everyone else detected the hollowness of him; the

and Chris succinctly called Mm a conceited ass; but he
imposed on Elizabeth. He might have married her, had
he not unfortunately proposed to her immediately after a
religious service at which she had " found the Christ."

In that moment of ecstasy she was enabled to form a true

estimate of his worth. Ultimately he married her school

friend, Felicia, and had an unhealthy child, and was con-

verted at its death-bed. Cousin Anne and Cousin Maria
died, and Elizabeth became heiress to the Farringdon
possessions, provided always that the true missing heir

should not be discovered. Chris was the executor of this

will, and he departed to Australia to search for the heir.

Elizabeth burgeoned out into a great painter of moral
ideas. She entered the art-world, shone at an Academy
soiree, queened it in the highest circles, and nearly fell a
victim to another deceiver, Cecil Farquhar. From Cecil

she was saved by the pathetic appeal of a young woman
whom the scoundrel had deserted in favour of Elizabeth's

gold. Finally, she married Chris, who, it should be
superfluous to explain, was himself the missing heir.

Such is the plot. Outside the plot, and not connected with
it, are a number of persons whose business it is to talk

apropos des bottes. Chief among these are Mrs. Bateson
and Mrs. Hankey, two Methodist housewives of the

working class. The one is an optimist, pre-occupied with
marriages; the other a pessimist, preoccupied with funerals.

Their grotesque, farcical, and sometimes amusing chatter

fills scores of pages. With one exception, not a single

character in the book is at once realised and original.

Save only Elizabeth, they are all either labelled and well-

worn types, like Christopher and the spinster cousins, or

mere names, like Felicia and Cecil Farquhar. Elizabeth

has some existence and some originality. She is a very
trying creature, often violently rude, and capable of

atrocious vulgarity in the unwearied effort to be smart

;

but she is alive, and she possesses good impulses and a
warm heart.

It is no doubt partly due to defects of plot and of

character- drawing that the tale leaves no impression of

reality, but another equal cause of its failure lies in the

author's apparently complete ignorance of the craft of

telling a story. Every chapter is a proof of this ignorance.
Chapter IV., for example, entitled " Schooldays," and
consisting of seventeen pages, is made up as follows

:

Denth of Cousin Anne and its effect on
Elizabeth

Description of school and headmistress
A conversation on ideals concerning the

futiu-e between Elizabeth and Felicia

A conversation about everything and nothing
between Mrs. Bateson and Mrs. Hankey...

Miscellaneous matter

2 pages.

3 „

7*

^
Total 17 „

After this manner two years highly important in the
moulding of Elizabeth's mind are expeditiously dealt with.

The whole book is like Chapter IV., a shapeless medley of

utterances which are chiefly beside the point. Miss Fowler
is always forgetting her story and then returning to it

with a sudden, alarmed start. It is the trifles, the surfaces

of things, the unimportant side-issues, that engage her
inconstant mind. Like her volatile heroine, she must be
continually talking—stating, contrasting, sermonising, and
composing essays instead of attending to business. Miss
Fowler has accomplished the reductio ad absurdum of the
amorphous English novel. She never grapples with a
situation or an epoch of development ; she never has time
to do so. She makes Elizabeth pass from an amateur to a
recognised artist in four lines. She is for ever telling you
about her characters and never presenting them. The inti-

macy between Elizabeth and Tremaine gets as far as a
daily interview before the latter has opened his mouth to

the reader. Miss Fowler is so busy with ideas—very
superficial ideas—that mere men and women are forced
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into a secondary position. That the characters of the tale

are not tinuly establislied in her mind as living entities,

that they are not authentically imagined, is shown by the

fact that often, from sheer thoughtlessness, she allows

them to behave in a mannor utterly impossible. The
notion of Klizabeth driving round the country alone with

Tremuine in Trcmaine's mail-phaeton would have staggered

Ooiisin Maria, but Miss Fowler seems to regard it as a

most ordinary procedure for a young g^l reared behind

the high spiked walls of strict convention. This is a mild

instance. A much more serious one is Farquhar's letter

to the sweetheart whom he jilted—a piece of caddishness

and fatuity of which it is inconceivable that even FarquKar
could have been guilty.

The prevailing quality of the book, colouring it every-

where, is its crudeness—of style, thought, feeling, and

wit—the immature crudeness of a clever girl who, while

already proficient in the jugglerj' of phrasos, has yet

everything to learn about life and about literature. Miss

Fowler has no literary charm, no sense of style, no
reverence for her art. She quotes two lines from one of

the loveliest passages in all Shakespeare (Constance's

outburst, King John, Act III., Scene 1) and perpetrates a

misquotation in each line. Here is a specimen of her

metrical chapter- headings

:

Shall I e'er love thee leas fondly than now, dear )

Tell me if e'er my devotion can die.

Never until thou shalt cease to be thou, dear

;

Never until I no longer am I.

A merely literary crudity will affect the large public

neither one way nor the other, since the large public is

entirely uninterested in questions of style ; but all other

crudities appeal strongly to that public ; and herein lies

the main secret of Miss Fowler's popularity. On p. 18.5

occurs the following sentence :
" She had run downstairs

at full speed in order to enter the dining-room before the

dishes, completing her toilette as she tied ; and she had
only beaten the bacon by a neck." After reading T/i€

Furringdom from end to end, that phrase persistently

haunts us, the supreme example of Miss Fowler at her
most characteristic

—

beaten the bacon by a neck. It is pre-

cisely by such phrases that the large public is diverted.

One of them would secure the success of a page, and
Miss Fowler will put twenty on a page. She can produce
titillating phrases as easily as a conjurer showers rosettes

and guinea-pigs from an empty hat ; and it is the endless

titillation of them which constitutes her readableness.

Wit, fancy and philosophy—Miss Fowler pours out her
treasures with marvellous fecundity and untiring glibness.

There are no intervals, no dull moments. You might say
of this book, as of a well-known public resort—" fourteen
hours' continuous amusement." Not the most casual bit

of description but is fully adorned. Listen :

Sedgehill High-street is nothing but a part of the
great high road which leads from Silverhampton to Studley
and Slipton, and the other towns of the Black Country

;

but it calls itself Sedgehill High-street as it passes through
the place, and so identifies itself with its environment,
after the manner of caterpillars and polar bears, and other
similarly wise and adaptable beings. At the point where
this road adopts the pseudonym of the High-street, close
by Sedgehill Church, a lane branches off from it at right
angles, and luns down a steep slope until it comes to a
place where it evidently experiences a difference of opinion
as to which is the better oi.urse to pursue—an experience
not confined to lanes. But iu this respect lanes are happier
than men and women, in that they are able to pursue both
coiirses, and so learn for themselves which is the wiser one,
as is the case with this particular lane.

The fact is, that the uncultivated reader is content to live
wholly in and for tlie moment, sentence by sentence.
Keep him amused and he will ask no more. You may
delude him, you may withhold from him every single thing
to which he is rightfully entitled, but he will not care.
The more crude you are, the better will he be pleased.

It is a magic gift, this power to titillate—an absolution for

every sin of omission and commission, a blind for all defects.

It will excuse the inexcusable. It caused thousands of

people to condone the amazing plot of A Double Thread,

and it will cause the same thousands to ignore the multi-

farious delinquencies of Miss Fowler's latest work.

There are, of course, subsidiary elements of popular

success in The Farringdons—the trite old-fashion of the plot,

the sugared sentimentality, the smoothing-down of event

and of character so as to avoid that disturbance of fixed

and roseate ideas which the general reader seldom pardons

in any novel. And there is the moral tone. " The tone

of these books is so excellent," said a minister of the

Established High Church to his bookseller. " I can put

them into the hands of any of my young people." " Don't

you think they are rather flippant ? " the bookseller

suggested. "Oh, no!" answered the parson, "/<'« all

done in the right spirit." And it is. One may applaud

Miss Fowler's spiritual intentions almost without reserva-

tion. She is cocksure, pert, superficial, slangy, unseemly
(in a literary sense), and her hard, patronising attitude

towards the universe is notably annoying ; but at the root

of her is something which makes for tolerance and moral,

if not artistic, righteousness.

Things Seen.

The Mongrel.

I SAT by a roadside and two boys passed that way. The
one was strong and sturdy : he was tanned with wind and

weather, he clumped along in hob-nailed boots, and from

his jacket pocket dangled the end of a rope.

The other was frail, stunted, and lame. He hung
behind, partly because of his lameness, partly because he

was carrying something, and that something was a dog

—

only a little one-eyed mongrel, with a shaggy, ill-kept

coat and a limp, bandaged paw.
" Step out, can't ye?" bawled the boy in front: "let

the bloomin' dawg do 'is own walking ; 'e won't git no

more chance !
" and he laughed.

But the lame boy said nothing, only held his burden
closer; while his features twitched, and the dog put up
its head and licked the thin, sallow face.

They passed by, and I followed them with my eyes.

It was springtime. About me throbbed a world of

quickening life. There was the chirping of birds, the

buzzing of bees, the bursting into bud of countless green

things ; there was the sweet earthy smell of the fresh

brown mould, the warm touch of the sun's first kiss.

The first boy stooped and sought about, and when he

rose I saw a big stone in his hand ; then he drew the rope

from his pocket and fastened the stone to one end ; and

I thought of the pond, lying deep and silent below the

dip of the hill, where the mill-wheels sing their ceaseless

song all through the summer-time.
Then the boys disappeared from sight, and I sat

thinking.

After a time I heard a cheery sound—it was the first

boy whistling, for he felt the joy of life, and behind him
lagged the lame boy ; his arms were empty, and now and
then he drew the bapk of his hand across his eyes, for he
felt the pain of death, the void and the loneliness.

Solomon's Seal.

The rehearsal was over. From the stage door of the

Tlieatre of Varieties emerged a troupe of about a dozen

men. They sliivered in their fancy Oriental costumes as

their dark skins came in contact with the cold air. On
the bills they figured as "Arabs," albeit their native

country was Morocco. They were at once surrounded by
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the small boys of the street. Through these they .patiently
filed, untU they reached a small tobacconist's. They all

crowded in, and their leader, the only one who knew any
European tongue, began to bargain for cigarettes in a
mixture of broken English and German, the latter because
he and his gang had just come from fulfilling an engage-
ment on the Continent. The shopkeeper studied them
with a languid interest, and when, alter considerable
wrangling and fumbling, they finally collected among
themselves enough to pay him, he suddenly opened his

tUl, and, taking a coin from an inner compartment, thrust

it into the hands of the spokesman. " I reckon that piece

of money came from your country," he remarked. He
was right. It was a "floos," the smallest of Moroccan
small change, a rude farthing of copper, with a double
triangle, the so-called " Solomon's Seal" standing out in

high relief. The effect of this talisman upon the acrobats

was instant and amazing. Trash as it was, it recalled to

each of them a long-lost home. In one dazzling flash each
saw what he had left. One saw himself in the desert,

free, with horse and gun, free ; another felt the intoxica-

tion of hashish, and remembered a familiar divan, and
familiar ecstasies. To one, the magical hexagon spoke
of a dead woman ; to another it was tlie living, a pair
of black eyes behind a lattice, eyes that he knew had long
been consoled. Each dreamed his dream. The inter-

preter solemnly kissed the token ;
" Maraksh !

" he
whispered, and passed it to the next man, who also raised

it to his lips. Each in turn pressed upon it that sacra-

mental kiss ; then, taking up their purchase, they quietly
shuffled out into the night.

Paris Letter.
(From our French Corretpondent.)

A French Apostle of National Energy.

In travelling about this small globe, nothing has so
much struck me as the complacent ignorance each race
lives in of every other race. A Spanish general once
doggedly maintained before me that while in England the
young g[irl is outrageously emancipated, the British matron
lives in such a condition of unexampled servitudo as not
to be free to speak in the presence of her husband and
son. In the Philippine Islands he had met some cowed
lady of England who, when he addressed his speech to her,

turned her eyes imploringly upon her mate, mutely
soliciting permission to reply to the don. The husband
answered for her, and the lady sighed and looked away.
He based his observations of the customs of Great
Britiiin upon this single fact. Once more was I startled in

a like fashion. An Austrian and a French lady discussed
in my presence tho unhappy position of Englishwomon,
and stoutly affirmed that these martyrs of harsh domestic
law have not the right to eat at their husband's table.
" The husbands and sons eat together in the dining-room,
and the poor women eat with thoir children upstairs in the
nursery," they explained. Though the Spaniards are
enormous eaters, it is a fixed idea in other countries that

they live upon bread and olives, that the table of the
nobles is of a classic frugality, and I have even heard a
Frenchman insist that there is no such thing in Spain as a
genuine nobleman, that the aristocracy is composed of

shoddy rattaquourrei and masquerading beggars. These
are people you must not hope to teach. Neither travel,

nor books, nor the commerce of men will assist them to

knowledge that would shatter their temple of prejudices.

And the more fixed and impenetrable by light are these
prejudices, the more astounding their ignorance of races

as good as their own, the more passionate their hatred and
contempt of every land and people existing by the idle

grace of an injudicious Deity, be sure the greater is their

claim to the virtue of patriotism.

In France, to be a patriot implies also declared war
within those frontiers with all who bear a name with

any taint of cosmopolitanism about it, a name that does

not savour of old France ; with, as well, those of the purest-

sounding of French names should their owners happen to

be Protestants, Freethinkers, Freemasons, or members of

an anti-Nationalist government. Anti-Semitical ladies

teach their dogs to bark when the word Jew is pronounced

in their presence, and mothers are not ashamed to teach

baby lips to lisp in public at the sight of a chosen nose :

"SaleJuif."
This would be ridicidous enough if it were not so inex-

pressibly sad. For it is over a sad spectacle to see the

immense majority of a nation at war with the best part

of that nation—its thinking, disinterested, and liberal

minority. And when a country whose idol is a General

Mercier offers as a bribe all chances of success and social

prestige we may not wonder that the circle of honest soiils

should be as narrow as the little band of early Christians

gathered of old in the Catacombs. Pending the hour
when Mercier's honoured ashes will be carried in triumph

to the hall of heroes—the Pantheon—his admirers are

busy compiling a Nationalist literature. Its lights are

many, but none of such an opaque luminosity, such an
aggressive dulness, such repellent modernity as M. Maurice
Barres, whose Appel au Soldat has just appeared. It is

the second interminable volume of a trilogy in honour of

national energy. The first was the unreadable and extra-

ordinary L'eracines. Has an author the right to give such

a misleading title as " novel " to books like Deracines and
Appel au Soldat ?

Deracines was a pretentious and tminteresting history of

the development of seven Lorraine youths of different

rank, who are in a kind of Dumasesque conspiracy (with-

out any of Dumas' wit and high-spirited charm) to conquer

Paris. The writer's object is to expose to us the evils of

uprooting from the soil of provincial souls. I cannot say

what Lorraine would have made of these mediocre sons

adrift from her bosom. Paris, of course, made nothing of

them. There is not a generous, a noble, a disinterested

trait among the seven ; and, considering their youth and
the purpose which brings them to Paris, we cannot accept,

as Mr. Barres does, that mere contact with the capital lias

so speedily vulgarised and degraded them. Noble and
studious and disinterested provincials live all their lives in

Paris around us, and die undegraded and undiminished by
years spent upon the banks of the lovely Seine. But
vulgar-minded, voracious young wolves who come to

devour or be devoured will naturally follow the path of

M. Barres' seven Lorraine youths.

The Appel au Soldat carries us into the famous and
trivial Boulanger conspiracy. M. Barres is a passionate

Boulangist, ever waiting and watching for a second

Boulanger. It is an open secret that he is his hero of

predilection, Francois Sturel, the ardent follower of

Boulanger. The difference between the Appel au Soldat

and the ordinary roman d clef is that no key here is needed.

M. Barres gives the names in full. Cornelius Herz, Baron
Eeinach, the unhappy Joseph Eeinach, Paul Deroulede,

Dillon, Boulanger, Mme. de Bonnemains, all political and
journalistic Paris, is here named in full. We see the

fantastic Deroulede in his different ineffectual and rather

silly dramatic scenes with that ineffable humbug, the hero

of cafe cJiantants, General Boulanger. We are spared no
cough of the unfortunate Marguerite. Boulanger, as

painted by his fervent follower, is an appalling specimen
of a political mountebank. One never realised more
terribly than in these deadly dnll pages the truth of

General de Gallifet's words in the Chamber the other day
—the fool had not even the makings of a criminal in him.

The charlatan who knows himself for a charlatan is usually

a very clever man, but the charlatan who takes in himself

as Boulanger did is predestined for inglorious failure.

In the hands of a writer of some dramatic instinct, with
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only a modist share of the novelist's art, with a large and
luminous 8t}-le, and a creative as woll as an analytic gift,

the amazing story of Boulanger's rise and fall, his inex-

plicable popularity—based on good looks of a very com-
mon kinil, and a black charger—his instant desertion and
melodramatic end, might have made an excellent subject

of a novel. But M. Harris writes a deplorable and
exasperating French, and his novels resemble the lives of

his seven Jjorraine youths. They are not illuminated by
a single ray of sunshine, by a smile, by a witty or

humorous phrase, by a vivid description, by a pleasing

sentence. Style so dense, figures so inanimate, speech so

dull and vulgar, scenes so purposeless, po unrevealing, so

lacking in all the attributes of dramatic art, it would be
impossible to match elsewhere. If you were to patch
together a series of newspaper articles upon persons and
public events during a certain set of years, the result

would be a book much resembling Appel au Soldat. Only
the chances are, it would be a great deal more readable,

for few newspaper editors would tolerate a style so in-

articulate, so stupidly impenetrable, meaning so little in

an idle pretentiousness of envelope as that of M. Maurice
Barrt-8. And certainly no editor out of Bedlam would
print the terrible chapter " La Vallee de la Moselle,"
recording the wanderings of two of our Lorraines in search
of their national roots in about 1 50 pages. The Prussians
in this period of the awakening of national energy are
handled as in the subsequent period the Anglo-Saxons
may expect to be handled. In the valley of the MoseUe
we are told that " these excellent folk have all the dis-

tinction of old towns, apply themselves all the more to

the practice of courtesy and urbanity in reprobation of

that Teutonic heaviness which will always seem black-

guardism to French sensibilities." It woiUd be curious to

learn what aspect "French sensibilities" have for the
German mind. As revealed by the eminent Maurice
Barres, the word gotijaterie would not be altogether in-

appropriate. The author, under the thin disguise of

Francois Sturel, comports himself with complacent g^ross-

ness and ineptitude. His envenomed hatred of his old
master Bouteiller is scarcely more unintelligent than his

deification of a cheap idol like Boulanger. And his

relations with Mmo. de Nelles, his accomplice in the
inevitable tale of adultery, are displayed with a hideous
cynicism, an absence of heart, or even passion, which leave
us abashed by the thought that there are men and women
who can find their pleasure in sinking for so little. As
the heroine is merely a name for us, without character
or features or any physical, moral or mental trait to enable
us to take the faintest interest in her fortunes, it does not
excite our indignation to find her falling into the arms of
a lover without even the saving excuse of persecution and
overmastering temptation. Her fall, like her personality,
is described by words that have no actual significance for
us. It is as if a stranger in a train were to say to you :

" In such a year I had a mistress whose favourite colour
was red and who was fond of music." You would learn
of the insignificant fact, and an hour afterwards remember
nothing of the lover or his mistress. And just so in-

different are we to Mme. de NeUes, so unmoved are we by
her love, which is silly and unclean, and by her suffering
in neglect, which is shallow and vain. As for her lover,
wo are stupified by his fatuity and vulgarity. An animal
could not possibly put less heart and brains into its loves
than this mediocre partisan, wHo, not at all offered us as a
type of political adventurer, exclaims brutally on learning
of his chief's defeat: "Boulanger is but an accident.
We'll find other Boulangisms." This, we know, is the
gallant Paul D6roul^de's theory, who stoutly professes
himself to be a Boulangist waiting for a second, a third, a
fourth Boulanger.
There is one little sentence in these dull 550 pages

that has a touch of humanity, of feeling, a faint whiff of
delicate sentiment. Writing of Boulanger's desperate

solitude after the death of Mme. de Bonnemains, he says

:

" In these funereal soliloquies his whole being, once a
little vulgar, optimist and sociable, was transformed under
the beneficent influence of sorrow." The last line is

" death to traitors and robbers." Here is prophecy of a
future war-cry, H. L.

Correspondence.

Shakespeare in Fiction.

SiK,—In to-day's Academy " The Bookworm " asks if

the late William Black introduced Shakespeare in person

into his story called Judith Shakespeare. He did. The
Bard appears at New Place, and is then writing "The
Tempest^' and " The Winter's Tale." Though the book
can hardly be called a success on the whole, parts of it are

very charming.
Other novels in which Shakespeare is introduced are

The Jolly Roger, by Hume Nisbet ; Matter Skylark, by J.

Bennett ; and Shakespeare and his Friends, published

anonymously in Paris in 1833, not to mention Mr. Lang's

unpublished Elizabethan romance, in which, he teUs us,

Shakespeare speaks in blank verse ! No doubt there are

very many others in which Shakespeare appears, a list of

which would be interesting.—I am, &c.,

Charles E. Dawes.
Birmingham : May 5, 1900.

i

The Name of the Novelist.

Sir,—While reading the first page of the Academy for

May 5 this evening, I came across the question, What is

the name of the novelist whose writing of a story has

encouraged the breaking open of cases in our museums ?

I might suggest Mr. Oonan Doyle, who wrote a story

dealing with an Oriental Professor and the theft of an

Eastern jewel from a case in the British Museum. This

short story appeared in the Strand Magazine. I can't tell

the month, but, as far as my treacherous memory will aid

me, I believe it was about a year ago.—I am, &c.,

SuTHERL.SJfD WlLSON.
Lancaster College, West Norwood, S.E.

:

May 6, 1900.

The Missing Word.

Sir,—The word (for " citizen of the British Empire") is J

badly wanted; but if "Englander" and "Briton" willj

not do, it follows a fortiori that no other word of local
{

derivation will do. Neither will any word derived fromj
" Empire." Imperium et libertas is a splendid motto, butj

the imperium and its derivatives, without the lihertatA

suggest chiefly two-headed eagles, conscript armies, and!

autocrats. Let us therefore still keep the two ; let the
]

Empire still be, the Empire ; but let its parts be called I

Freelands, and the inhabitants thereof Freelanders. If
j

we have taught the world anything, it is surely the use of|

freedom. Maximum of consent and participation, minimum
]

of compulsion, interference, and disability—these have I

been the watchwords of the growing Empire, and theyj

are the only ones which can ensure its permanence. Let]

us now perpetuate them in a living name. Incidentally, I

too, this name might serve to remind a portion of the
j

foreign world that a free land is not necessarily a republic, ,:

and vice versa.—I am, &c,,

E. J. Lmyd»

University College, Liverpool : May 5, 1900,
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New Books Received.

[IhtM notes on some of the New Books of the week are

preliminary to Reviews that may foUow.'l

Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the
EoMAN Empiee, Edited by J. B. Bury.

This is a great piece of editing, considered merely in its

•quantity of research, and annotation. It is obvious that

Gibbon's history requires, and may yet require, the

assistance of later scholars to make it accurate. Gibbon's

accuracy was wonderful, but it was relative to his oppor-

tunities. As Mr. Bury says: "The discovery of new
materials, the researches of numerous scholars, in the

coarse of a hundred years, have not only added to our

knowledge of facts, but have modified and upset con-

clusions which Gibbon, with his materials, was justified

in drawing." The issue of this edition, now completed,

is a literary event of no smaU importance. (Methuen.

7 vols., each 8s. 6d.)

The Life of Lives. By F. W. Faerak.

Dean Farrar introduces his new work on the Life in

these words :
" Twenty-six years ago I was led by ' God's

unseen Providence, which men nickname Chance,' to write

a Life of Christ. . . . The object of the present book is

different. It deals with questions of high importance

which the Gospels suggest, and aims at deepening the

faith and brightening the hope in Christ of all who read

it honestly. Sis sus, sis Divus, sum Caltha, et non ttbi

spiro." Among the many subjects dealt with are these

:

"The L^nique Supremacy of Jesus," "Lessons of the

Unrecorded Jesus," "John the Baptist," "The Form of

Christ's Teaching," "The Apostles," "Gethsemane," &c.,

Ac. (Cassell.)

The Poetical Works of Edited by
Mathilde Bx-nro. Arthur Sy>[Oss.

It will be remembered that Mr. Symons put forth in

1897 a selection from Mathilde Blind's poetry, with an
appreciation. He now g^ves us a complete collected edition

of her poems, and his appreciation disappears (we regret)

in favour of a short preface. However, Dr. Bichard
Gtemett supplies a laemoir, in which he gives the simple

facts of Mathilde Blind's life, and sums up :
" Mathilde

Blind would have been more popular if she had been less

ardent and more conciliating ; she would have been a more
accomplished writer if the passion for essential truth had
not made her unduly indifferent to artistic finish ; but after

every allowance has been made, her poetry remains noble

in execution as in aspiration, and her character was even
more noble than her poetry." (Unwin. 7s. 6d.)

Four Moxths Besieged. By H. H. G. Pearse.

Mr. Pearse represented the Daily News m Ladysmith
during its siege. Many of his letters never reached his

paper, being taken from native runners or blue-pencilled

by the censor. Two or three letters did appear, but the

rest of the book is new. Mr. Nevinson's book, Ladysmith :

the Diary of a Siege (Methuen), appears simultaneously.

(Macmillan. 68.)

181.5: Waterloo. By Henry Houssaye.

This is the French standard work on Waterloo, and its

name is familiar in every discussion of Wellington's
victory. An English translation was, therefore, much to

be desired, and the present version will meet the want.
It is made from the thirty-first French edition of Houssaye's
great work by the author's permission. A short critical

introduction would, we think, have been appreciated by
most readers. (Black. lOs. net.)

Our Weekly Competition.

Result of No. 2>i (New Series).

The Pickwickian exeroiae which we set last week has not tempted
a great many competitors. We think that Mr. Lewis Longfield, of

1, Thyra- villas, Ramsgate, has probably entered into Mr. Pickwick a

mind, and divined his language more closely than the other com-
petitors. To Mr. Longfield, therefore, a cheque for oue guinea has

been sent. Mr. Longfield's reply is as follows :

In propounding my somewhat startling Tittlebatian theory I

entertain some misgivings as to the reception of the fruit of my
unwearied researches. Every novel invention, even where destined

to revolutionise existing systems, meets unvarying opposition. It

is a small thing to say that the theory of tittlebats )ns from time
immemorial been the fulcrum of the see-saw of scientific discussion.

I protest against the commonly accepted solution that the tittlebat

originated from the eggs of a little bat, which fell into and were
hatched in a pond, and I defy the author of that theory to prove
that even a big bat has ever laid a single egg ! (Great applause.)

I have no doubt that " tittle " is but a dialectal variation of

"stickle" or "prickle"; moreover. I am assured that "bat" is

merely a corruption of " back." Children and yokels will foon

outrage language if. the literary policeman is off his beat ! {Pro-

tracted cheers ) Now the tittlebat possesses a dorsal fin spiked

with "prickles." I believe then, nay, I assert, that "tittlebat" U
but a demoralised form of " Bticklebaok." (Sensation.) I now call

the attention of this learned house to the fact that the perch, a fish

vastly eulogised by one Izaak Walton, possesses a dor^al Un, remark-
able chiefly for its stickley prickles. Research shows that it

frequents the deeper waters, whereas the shallows are the haunt of

the subject of our discussion. My theory may be summed up in the

phrase, " adaptation to circumstance." and I believe that it estab-

lishes a new law which deprives the Perch of any other appellation

than that of the Greater Tittlebat ! (Vociferous cheers wherein
the great man's concluding words were whirled away in the current

of applause, thus constituting a loss irreparable both to the scientific

world and to mankind at large.)

Among the other replies is this :

What does Izaak Walton say on the momentous subject of tittle-

bats, or, aa he calls them, sticklebags? The kindly, cold-blooded

fisherman regards this most interesting of fishes merely aa a bait

merely as a anbatitcite for minnows. To use hia own words :
" I

know not where be dwells in winter, or what he is gond for in

BUmmer, but only to make sport for boys and women-anglers [!],

and to feed other fish that b« fi,sh of prev, as trouti in particular,

who will bice at him as at a penk." Thus dues man subvert uU
nature to his own uses : the sun to light his day, the moon (inter-

mittently) to illume hid night, and the gallant, invincible little

tittlebat to serve him as bait for " trouts" ! But what ia the true

miaeion in life of this tiny warrior I From our childhood upwards
we have observed hia awift, subtle movements, the irridesceiit,

plated armour he bears on his sides, and have felt the formidable

spines with which his lower and upper surfaces are protected. Ia a
creature eo panoplied, ao awift and eager of movement, created for

no other purpose than to be the food of sleek, smug, self-satisfied

trout / You will find the answer to this question—if I may use the

expression—in his mouth. He ia not only the most warlike, but

the moat vocaoioua of fishes. Hia is the predatory mission to keep
down the undue growth of the piscine race by devouring their

spawn. But for him perch and trout might was and grow till the

Hampstead ponds were filled with huge, wallowing behemoths, and
the smooth surface of the Serpentine were stirred by the fina of

pike as long and lithe as the sharks of Eastern xeaa.

[F. L. A., Ealing.]

Other replies received from : H. W. D., London ; C. G., Hampstead
;

W. A. B., London ; A. E. W., Inverness ; M. M., Ramsgate ; F. C.

;

H. F. H., Nottingham ; H. G. P., Stafford ; A. W., London ; G. W.C.,

Grimsby ; F. S., Cambridge.

%* Owing to pressure on our space, our further list of books

received is held over.

Competition No. 34 (New Series).

Wb offer a prize of One Guinba for the best description of a

motor-car by Dr. Johnson Competitors are to assume that Dr.

Johnaon met a motor-car, proceeding at full speed, for the first

time in a rural walk—say, for instance, during his tour in Scot-

land, and afterwards gave hia opinion of it in his I'isit to the

Hebrides. Not to exceed 1.50 words.

Rules.

Answers, addressed "Literary Competition, The Academy, 43,

Chancery-lane, W.C," must reach us mt later than the first post

of Tuesday, May 1.5. Each answer must be accompanied by
the coupon to be found in the third column of p. tl(>, or it can-

not enter into competition. Competitors sending more than one

attempt at solution must accompany each attempt with a separate

coupon ; otherwise the fir.st only will be considered. We camio

consider anonymous antwera.
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EDUCATIONAL SBRIBS for DISPOSAL.
— ObnrrlthU. SKraotnx FUto. lUortrntiooi. mil

Block of in FubliMtiooa. Proptiotor KtlrlDg. la.ocd

naulrad—AddtMt K . ActniiT Offloo, i\ duucenr l«nii.

wrc.

OATALOGUE8.

SOTHERAN'S PRICE CURRENT
OK LITERATURE.

MONTHLY LIST OF NEWLY- PUBOHASED
8K0OND.HAND BOOKS IN LITBEATURE,

SCIENCE, AND ART.
No. 607, ju8t published for MAY.

Post free from
U«sn. HENRY SOTHERAN Jt CO., Booksellers,

HO. Strand. W.C. ; or 37, Piccadilly. W.

WILFRID M. VOYNIOH,
CATALOGUE No. 2 may be had on application,

price 28. Cd., at

1, 80H0 SQUARE, W.

5lh and 16th CENTURY BOOKS ; AHERICANA ;

*'
8s LOST or UNKNOWN B09KS.

yrriLLiAMS k norqate,
VV IMPOETEKS OF FOEKIGN BOOKS,

14, Brarlotta BtreM, Ooreot Oudon. 90. Booth rredorlok 8t.

Edinburgh, and 7. Broad Stroet, Oxford.

OATALOGVES poat Iroe on application.

LpOKBIUN books and PERIODICALS
A promptly supplied on moderate terms.

OATALOOUEB on appUoation.

DDLAU * OU., s;, HOBO BQVABB.

High-Class Bookbinding.
Valtiable Books and MS. Bonnd snd Repaired with

fproAt care. Miscellaneous Books bound in any
style or iiattem.

JOHN FAZAKERLEY,
40, Paradise Street, LIVKRPOOL

TYPE-WRITING promptly and accurately
done lod. per l.oov' words. Siroplea and references.

Hulti-Copiee Addreis. Miss E. M.. IS. Mortimer Orescent. N.W.

•pyPB-WRITING; TYPEWRITING;
X TYl'E-WBITINO.-NOVELS, PLAYS. ESSAYS care-

fnllr TVr£D. Difflcnlt MSg. receive 8|>ecial attention.
References to Authors.—Write for terms to E. Obahau, 23,
Cy>ck8pur Street. Pall Mall, Ltiulon.

TRAFALGAR MTERARY and TYPE-
WRITING BUREAU (DE MOMET & WALKER),

8, Trafalmr Buildings, Northumberland Aveoue, W.C. —
Tyrioft. Duplicating. Short hauit. Reporting. 1 rauftlatioDg
(all Langungtrfl). Uitcruy KesBaiclies. i'tesa Cuttiugs.

TYPB-WKITER.— AUTBORS' MSS.
COPIED with accuracy and despatch. Caibon Pupli-

eat««. Cirou'an. Kxamin.tion I'apt-re. &e.—Miss E Tioar,
2«. MaithiDd larv Villas. Uaver«ock Hill, N.AV.—Established

CARRIAGES INSURED AGAINST ACCI-
DENTS caused by Collision, the Falling. Bolting, or

KiokinR of HureeH, or by being Run into by oilier Vehicles.
Foliciei iwued for the Year or Season only. Prospecf uses post
Ir0«.—ImI'CRIAL ArciDEKr. Ll\*: btOCS A!»I) (JESKR^L iNSUKAKtS
Co . Ltd.. 17. Pall Mall East. Loudon, S.W. Agents wanted.

T ITERARY RESEARCH.— A Gentleman,U •zperlenoed Id Literary Work, and vho haa aooeM to the
Brltuh Mtueam BMuUng Room, 1b open to amuige with
Author or aoj parson requiring assistance in Literary Re-
svarch, or in Maine Work through the PresF. TranaUtions
onomakan from Franeb, Italian, or Spaniah.— Apply, by
IHter. to D. C. Dallas, 151. Strand. London. W.C.

ESTABLISHED 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK,
Southampton BuildinKi. Cliaucery Lane. London. W.C.

OT7BBENT ACCOUNTS
20 / on the minimum monthly balances. W%^ t

10 when not drawn below iBlOO. ^^ /q
DEPOeiT ACCOUNTS

2Jl0 / OT IlepMlts. repayable on ^Ji"^/
2 /o demand. ^Ss2 'odemand.

STOCKS AND SHABHS.
Stocks and Shirex I'urchajied and Sold for Customers.

The lltRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post
free.

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Jfanaeer.
Ttlst>lvm4, No. 5, Holbom.
Tti^r^phie Addrtu : "Birkbkck. Losoox,**

ROYAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY
(Inoorporated by Royal Charter).

Patron- HER MAJESTY THE KUEEN.
Proiidant-A. W. WARD, Esu , Litt.D.

THURSDAY, Mat 17lh. p.m.. at ST. MARTIN'S TOWN
HALL, OiartuK CroM, the followimt PaptT will be read

:

••THE l>ECAV of VILLEINAliE in EAST ANQLIA,"
by Miss FRANCES O. DAVENPORT.

HUBERT HALL. Direetorand Hon. Saoretary.
li a. St. Martinis Lans. W .C.

GEOGRAPHICAL 80CIBTY.

will l>e held in the
Sayile Row. W.

J^OYAL _
The ANN1VER.SARY MEETING

MAP ROOM of the SOCIETY, 1^ .^ . ..^^, ..., „«
MONDAY, .Ma^ '2Ut. at 3 p.m.. Sir CLEMENTS MARKHAH.
K C B.. K.R S.. President, lu the Chair.
DurinK the Meeting the Council and Officers vilt be selected

for the ensuing year, the President will give bis Address, and
the (;old Medals and other Awards of the Society will be
C resented.

Till. ANNUAL DINNER of the SOCIETY wUl be held on
the Evening of the Anniversary Meeting, at the HOTEL
MKTROPOLE, Whitehall Rooms. Whitehall Place. 8.W..
at 7.P ra. Dinner charge, £1 Is. Friends of Fellows arc
admissihle to the Dinner.

ARTISTS' GRNBRAL BENBVOLBST
INSTITUTION.

For the RELIEF of DISTRESSED ARTISTS, theirWIDOWS and ORPHANS
I'resident-Sir EDWARD J. POTNTER, P.R.A.

Tlie ANNIVERSARY DINNER will take place at theWHITEHALL KOOMS. Hotel MCtrojwle. on SATURDAY,
12tb Mav. at Half-past fi o'clock. The Riorht Hon. LoM
TWEEDMOUTII, P.c!; in the chair.

Dinner Tickets, iocludinft wines. One Guinea. Donations
will be receive;! and thankfully acknowledsed by

ALFRED WATERHODSE, RA.. Treasurer.
WALTER W. OULKSS, E.A., Honorary Secretary.
DOUGLAS Q. H. GORDON, BxieUtj.

No. 41, Jermyp Street, 8.W.

MUDIB'S LIBRARY
(LIMITED).

LirSBPOOL.
By ordtr </ ih« Ej-teutors of the late He»ry

Flinn, Esq., of Sexc Brighton, Chtthtre.

Cotttetion of itpwardi of OSE IIC^DBBI*
VALUABLE OIL PAISTISGS and WATBB^
COLOUR DRAWINOS, principally by Modem
Artists.

TO BE SOLD BY AUCTION BY

MESSRS. BRANCH 6: LEUTB. on
WEDNESDAY, leth instant, at halt-past 1 o'clock, in

the HANOVER GALLERY, HsnoTsr SInet, LIVERPOOL
Among the Artists represented are Copley. Fielding.

T. Sidney Cooper. R.A., E Duncan. S. Prout, J. H, Mole.
Hayues Williams. P. C. Ncwcome. A. W. Hunt. I>. W. Wynlleld.
T, Uwios. R,A.. F. W. W. Topbam. .lohn Liouell. J.W. OaIios,

A.RA., J. B. pine. R. Tonne. J. F. Herring. T.Cr«8wlc», R A.,

C Towne. A. Vickela. P. Nasmyth, CUrkson Stanlield. K.A.,

P. A. Cot. II. B. Koek Koek, W. J. J. C. Bond, P. Lee Bridell,

E. J. Cobbelt, James Hardy, W.C. T. Dobeon, R.A.. P II. I'ick-

emglll. B.A., F. R. Lee, R.A., 8. Williamson, F. W. Hnlme.
.T. S«nt, R.A., W, HuKins, H. B. Roberts, R. Wilson, K A.,

Paninni, D. (*«. J. AVVWhittaker, J. Syer. John Steeple and
others. Also an excellent Billiard Table in Walaut>wood and
full appointments
Catalogue) may be had on application to Messrs. Bkaxcu A;

LsETE, 60, Hanover Street, Liverpool

CHALET CAUDE COTE, DIEPPE.—An
Enalish ladv RECEIVES ilUHT GIRLS of is and

upwards in her Chftlet near Dieppe. Conversational French
rapidly aciuire<l Special facilities for Music. Sketclilng,

Oerman. Opi»ottunilies for every form of healthy enjoyment.
Dir«ct Service twice daily with England.—Full details will be
supplied on applying to Hiss Ci-attu a. Dieppe.

_^

ALL EXAMINATIONS.
PREPARATION by CORKBSPONDENCB

on a THOROUGHLY INDIVIDUAL SYSTEM. The
STAFF includes Graduates of Oxford. Cambridge, London,
and Royal Universities.

SINGLE SUBJECTS TAKEN: Latin. Greek. Frsooh,
German, Mathematics, Science. Logic, Political Economy, he

Address Mr. J. CHARLESTON. D.A. (London and Oxon.!,-

27 Chancery Lane, London, W.C.

ENLARGED AND CLASSIFIED CATALOGUE
(Over 600 pages, 8vo, bound in green cloth).

All the Principal Works in Circulation at

the Library

ARRANGED under SUBJECTS.

Forming a Comprehensire Guide to Notable
Publications in most Branches of

Literature,

Boohs of Permanent Interest on Political
and Social Topics, the Army, Navy,
Arts, Science, Philosophy, Sport,
Theology, History, Biography, and
Fiction. _ . . _^Price Is. 6d,

'• Miss Rossi writes with graoe. humour, and Tivadty.' '•

a'pealan

LESSONS bv CORRESPONDENOIS.—
Miss ROSSI undertake.? to TEACH thi PRI.N'CIPLES

of LITERARY COMPOSITION, upon which the Art of

Literature depends. Fee (payable in advance). Ten lOTonns,
Three Guineas ; or a Trial Course of Three, One Guinea.—
32, Monmouth Road, Bayswater, W.

,

Also a FOREIGN CATALOGUE, contain-
ing Books in French, German, Italian,
Rdssian, and Spanish.

Price Is. 6d.

MaDIE'S LIBRARY,
30-31, NEW OXFORD STREET;

211, Brompton Road ; and
48, Queen Victoria Street, London.

At all Booksellers' and Libraries.

NEW BOOK, price 38. 6d-

Bt MRS. L. T. MSADE asd CLIFFORD
HALIFAX, M,D-

WHERE THE SHOE PINCHES.
Consisting; of a Series of Stories dealing with

some interesting phases of London Life

and Character.

W. A H. Okiubebs, Ltd-, London and Edinbn-gfa.'

THE GIDDY OX:
THE STORY OP A FAMILY HOLlDiT.

By HARVEY PREEN. F.C.A.. C.a
Demy 8vo. pp. 224, price 3s. fid. net.

H. J. Coos, Publisher. 21, Golden Squire, London, W.

"THE ACADEMY"
LITERARY COMPETITIONS.

Niiw Series.—No. 34,

All read«ri attempting thx* wMk't
Competition {described fully on page

415) mu»t eut out thit Coupon

and enclose it with their reply.

BLACKIE & SON'S NEW BOOKS.
Demy 8vo, cloth, gilt top, 7s. (Jd.

AMONG THE BIRDS IN NORTHERN SHIRES By
CHARLES DIXON, Author of " Bird Lite in a Southern Connly," &c. With Coloured Frontisplece^
and 40 other lUostrations oy Chi klis Whtmpbk.

f'rovni 8vo, cloth, 2k, 8(i.

THE EARL OF BEACONSFIELD. By Harold E. Gorst.
"Mr. Gorst has done his work veU."—Literature.
" An e.\cellent life of Lord Beaconsiield from a public point of view."

—

Athenauin.
"A faithful record of a great statesman, and, above all, a great Imperialist."—jDoJiji Telegraph,

THE BEST AND CHEAPEST DICTIONARY.
THE CONCISE ENGLISH DICTIONARY. By Charles

ANNANDALE, M.A,, LL,D., Edilor of "The Imiierial Dictionary."

NEW EDITION, CONTAINING OVER 100,(X)0 ENTRIES.
Fcap. 4to, 864 pages, cloth, 3s. 6d. Also in Half-Persian, Ss. 6d. ; Half-Morocco, 78. 6d.

"'The Concise Dictionary' stands first—and by a long interval—among all the one-volume English
Dictionaries." Acadtmy,

" We can heartily recommend this neat and handy volume to all who wast a copious and truitnorlhy
English Dictionary of reasonable dimensions."

—

Athenaum.

London : BLACKIE & SON, Limited, Old Bailey.
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DICBY, LONG & CO.'S NEW BOOKS. MB. EDWARD ARNOLD'S ANNOUNCEMENTS.
JEAX MIDDLEMASS' NEW NOVEL.

THE QUEEN WASP. Pictorial cloth, 6s.
^coi*mort.—" Miss MidilUiiia>8 writ«8 well up to her reputation in 'The Queen Wasp.'

StimDH stories have gaiueil her crusiderable public fiivour. aud htr latest romance is quite as

gocd as the best ot its predti'caS(t'e.

'

NEW NOVEL BY FRANCES CAMPBELL.

FOR THREE MOONS. By the Author of "The
Marriaite if Thoma&ina." ClHh, 68.

Review 0/ the Wttk—"A novel which will be leatl from enver to cover, and only laid down
wilh regret. It is full of incident, and romantic to a degree."

NEW N(.VEL BY GILLAN VASE.

UNDER the LINDEN. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.
AUemwum.—'X clevor story The literary work ifi good. The volume may be re-

eomrneuded." litandanl.— " Will give the reader a good deal of amusement. ' B itknuin.—' A
picturei'iim; and pleaging sforv." ' rapAic—''The ^to»y will be found in teres tinir.'' Scots-

mat..—• The novel ia freth and thoughifuL' Public Opinion— '^ A remarkable novel."

NEW NOVEL BY BRUCE HACKING.

THE TREASURE TEMPLE. Crown 8vo, cloih, 6s.
*'«)tgman.—"The tale U one of exciting adventure and of hairbreadth escapes. It is

told nith spirit, and will be read with keen iuteresi.."

Soithltrituk Daily Jfa<i —"A r..ttlinK story uf adventure."

NEW NOVEL BY DARBY RYAN.

WAYWARD HEARTS. Crown 8vo, cloth, es.
" A very pleasant tale, drscriptive of the doings and sayings of children. The characters

are clr'arl.v and iuteUitcently outlined, and the author at onue iLterests his readers in his

ebarmiu^ btfroine."

—

Dundee Co-rier.

NEW NOVEL BY C. RYSBRIDGE.

EDGAR'S RANSOM. Cloth, es.
*' A well-written and wen-w..rked-out i\ ory "—Bet/aat Ntws-lMUr. "The bcok is to be

commended-"—ifra*i>-r(i Oh»erv r. ' The story in pleasantly told» and the character-drawii'

g

is skilful aud effective."— H'a(«n» Mercury.

THE "LETTRE DE CACHET," and other Stories

the work of the writer of thi

By F. G. White

By C. H. CYown Svo. cloth, 3b. 6d.
"A dainty imagination weddtd to a facile pen marks the work of the writer of this

book."—iiwy<i>.

THOUGHTS on the APOSTLES.
Crown tlivo, cloth, -.is. 6d.

** This valuable aud most u<ieful book contains some fourteen papen ou the live i and
te:.rhings of the Apostles, suitably gruuped aud introduced biiefly and pointedly."

Wettern Jlercury.

DIGBY, LONG k CO.. 18. Bouverie «treefc, London, E.G.

PORTRAIT SUPPLEMENTS
TO

"THE ACADEMY."
The following have appeared, and some of the numbers contain-

ing them can still he obtained; or Complete Sets may he

had separately for 3a. 6d. :

—

BEN JONSON.
JOHN KEATS.
SIR JOHN SUCKLING.
TOM HOOD.
THOMAS GRAY.
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON.
SIR WALTER SCOTT.
SAMUEL RICHARDSON.
THOMAS DE QUINCEY.
LEIGH HUNT.
LORD MACAULAY.
ROBERT SOUTHEY.
8. T. COLERIDGE.
CHARLES LAMB.
MICHAEL DRAYTON.
WALTER SAVAGE LANDOR.
SAMUEL PEPYS.
EDMUND WALLER.
WILKIE COLLINS.
JOHN MILTON.

WILLIAM COWPER.
CHARLES DARWIN.
ALFRED, LORD TENNYSON.
HENRY WADSWORTH LONG-
FELLOW.

ANDREW MARVELL.
ROBERT BROWNING.
THOMAS CARLYLE.
PERCY BYSSHE SHELLEY.
CHARLES DICKENS.
JONATHAN SWIFT.
WILLIAM MAKEPEACE
THACKERAY.

WILLIAM BLAKE.
SIR RICHARD STEELE.
ALEXANDER POPE.
DOUGLAS JERROLD.
FRANCIS BACON.
HENBIK IBSEN.

NOW READY AT ALL LIBRARIES, THREE NEW NOVELS.

In crown 8 to, (is.

LOTUS OR LAUREL?
By HELEN WALLACE (Gordon Roy).

CYNIC'S CONSCIENCE.
By C. T. PODMORB.

PLAIN WOMAN'S PART.
By NORLEY CHESTER.

Just Reatfy.—The Ninth English Editiar, completina;
37,000 copies, or

RED POTTAGE. By Mary Cholmondeley,
Author of " Diana Tempest," &;o. 1 vol., crown Svo, 68.

A

A

London : EDWARD ARNOLD, 37, Bedford Street, Strand.

A CHARMINQ GIFT BOOK
Gs., claret roan, gilt, Illustrated.

LONDON in the TIME of the DIAMOND JUBILEE
London: Siupkiit, SIlbbhall t Go. Llangollen: Dablingtok & Go.

DARLINGTON'S HANDBOOKS.
Edited by EALPH DAELINGTON, F.E.G.S.

Maps by BAETHOLOMEW.
reap. 8vo. ONE SHILLIXG EACH. Illustrated.

THE VALE of LLANGOLLEN.—With SppoialContributionB from
His Excellency E. J. PHELPS, late Ameriran Minister; Professor

ROBERT BROWXING; A. W. KINGLAKE;

THK CHANNEL ISLANDS.
THE ISLE OF WIGHT.
THE WYE VALLEY.
THE SEVERN VALLEY.

JOHN RUSKIN', LL.D.
and Sir THEODORK MARTl^, K.O.B.

BOURNEMOUTH and NEW FOREST.
THE NORTH WALES COAST.
BRECON and its BEACONS.
ROSS, TINTERN, and CHEPSTOW.

BRISTOL, BATH, WELLS, and WESTON-SUPER-MARE.
BRIGHTON, EASTBOURNE, HASTINGS, and ST. LEONARDS.

LLANDUDNO, RHYL, BANGOR, BETTWSYCOED, and SNOWDON.
ABERYSTWYTH, BARMOUTH, MACHYNLLETH, and ABERDOVBY.
BARMOUTH, DOLGELLY, HARLECH, CRICCIBTH, and PWLLHELI.

MALVERN, HEREFORD, WORCESTER, GLOUCESTER, & CHELTENHAM.
LLANDRINDOD WELLS and the SPAS of MID-WALES.

1S.-THE HOTELS of the WORLD.
leading Hotels throughout the world.

A Handbook to the

•' What would not the Intelligent touriat in Paris or Rome give for fluch a
guide-book as this, which teaches so much that is outside the usual scope of
such volumes !"

—

The Times.
" The best Handbook to London ever issued,"

—

Liverpool Daily Post.

SECOND EDITION, ENLARGED. 58,—£50 Illustrations, 24 Maps and Plans.

LONDON AND ENVIRONS.
By E. 0. COOK and E. T. COOK, M.A.

Wilh an additional Index of 4,500 References to all Streets and
Places of Interest.

Llangollen : DARLINGTON & CO.
London: Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent & Co., Ltd.

The Railway Bookatalk. and all Booksellers'.

SELECTIONS FROM ALEXANDER & SHEPHEARD'S PUBLICATIONS.
Ciown 8vo, cloth boards, price 3s, 6d., post free.

ILLUSTRATIONS from the SERMONS
of ALEXANDER MACLAREN, D.D. Edited
and Selected by JAMES HENRY MABTYN.
Containin(? over SCO beautifol and atifcgestive

illu.stratioDfi. With a Textual Index and Alpha-
betical List of Sabjecta.

Crown 8to, 2b. 8d.

"THINGS THAT ARE MADE." Devo-
tional Meditations in the Haunts of Nature. By
Rev. A. J. BAMFORD, B.A.. of Royton.

The Freeman says: "Preachers and teachers will

find in them many helpftU stifcgestiona."

The OlfUffotc Hero Id says: '*Tbey will probably
interest and instruct many who would an ordinary
Mrmon tlee."

Now Ready, Second Edition, crown 8vo, cloth boards,
Is. 6d., post free.

THE CHARTER of the CHURCH. Lee-
tares on the Scriptual Principle of Nonconformity.
By P. T. FORSYTH, M.A., D.D.

"Explains the position of religions dissent with
great force and elo<iuence."— iVancAe»<«r Quardian.

'* Nothing could be more timely than these learned
and snggeetire lectures."

—

Christian World.

Fcap. Svo, price Is, 6d., post free.

THE AMBITIONS of ST. PAUL. By Rev.
W. GARRETT HOBDER.

CoHTSHTS : Concermng Ambition—Three, not One
—The First Ambition—The Second Ambition—The
Third Ambition.

CONVICTED OF HEROISM. A Tale of
John Penrv, Martyr, 1559—1593. By HERBERT
M. WHITE, B.A. Illustrated by Frank H.
Simpson.

"Excellent, unusual grasp of events, nobility of

ideal, vividness, and grace of style."
Rev. Archibald Dutf, D.D,

Post Svo, cloth, with Portraits,

frice 6s., post free.

n ENGLISH PULPITS ; op.
Sermons by English Congregational Ministers
from Wales. With Introduction by Rev.
CHARLES A. BERRY, D.D. Edited by Rev.
DANIEL WATERS.

The Expository Times says ;
" And here we have

thirty excellent portraita of prominent and eloquent
Congregational preachers, with their thirty sermons,
and the price is but a few shillings."

LoodoD ; ALEXANDER SHEPHBABD, Limited, 21 and 22, Fumival Street, Holborn, W,C.
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JARROLD & SONS' LIST.

A PAMINftTINO AND POWERFUL
ROMANOK.

THlRIl KOITMiN.

THE ADVENTURES OF

CYRANO DE BERGERAG,
CAPTAIN SATAN.

Prom tho French of LOUIS GALLCT. 6s.
With ive<rlall; engraved Portrait of Cjrano do BergerAc.

" A deUghtfuliioolc. So viridl; deliueat«d ar« the drumatit
ptnoma, m> int«rc*tiug and entliralliDg are the incidents in the
otreloitmeDt of the tale, that it i« imt>o'8ilde to itki|> one i>age.

or to lajr down the rolume until tli9 last vordit are read."
l>aU^ TeUijraph.

NOW nr.Miv.

FA8CINATINQ DETECTIVE STORIES.

IN TIGHT PLACES.
Bj MAJOR ARTIIDR (iRirFITH9. 6«.

Author of "Forbidden >)y Lsw." '"nie Chronicles of
Newpite," 4c.

" A lively and raried Mriei of stories of cosmopolitAn crime,
vith plenty of mixed adrenture and sensation. Such stories
alwari fascinate, and Major Arthur Griffiths knovg how to tell

them."—PaU Mall QaxetU.

A FAMOUS POLISH NOVEL.

ANIMA VILIS.
r.v MARYA RODZTEWICZ.

A Taitt of the Great Siberian Steppe.
Translate*! from the Origin:il Polish liy

Count S. C. im SOIS.SUNS. tia.

AVitli a fiae Fhotograrure of the Author.
"A powerful story, and breathing; as it does the true life of

the Siberian and of the Russian m Siberia, it is profoundly
Jnteresting. An euKroeaiiiK l>ook."— 6«ft/^ Mercuri/.

NEW CHEAP EDITION.
MRS. LEITH ADAMS'S POPULAR

MILITARY STORY.

COLOUR SERGEANT
No. 1 COMPANY.

By Mrs. LEITH AT>AMS.
Author of *' Bonnie Kate," " Louis Dracott," Ac. Price 2s.

*'The scenes of Barrack life iu Ireland are good, and it would
be difBcuU to conceive auytuiug of the kind that is better."

Saturday Reviev).
*' A masterpieee of human pathos and clever production."

SeottnuM.

London : Jasrold & Soirs, 10& ll» Warwick Lane^E.G.

ELLIOT STOCK'S
XEW PUBLICATIONS.

In crown 4to, ta«tefally printed anil bound in cloth,
with 37 Illustrations, price Ifls. Od.

THE PARISH and CHURCH of
aODALMINQ in th» COUNTY of SURREY.
By SAUUBL WELMAN.

A NEW WORK BY DR. PORD.
In crown 8vo, cloth, price 28. ed. net.

SHAKESPKARE'S
HAMLET: a New Theory; or,

Vhat wat the Pod's Intention in the Play 7
By the Rev. HAROLD FORD, M.A., LL.D.,
Author of "The Art of Extempore Speakinjr,"
Ac, Ac, Dedicated to Professor Edwakd Dowdew,
Author of " Shakespeare: his Mind and Art."

'* 1 think you make as (tockI a caw; as is p<:>«3ible against the
the-Tj of llaiiilet s irresolution,"— Pr-fesfeor I)ownKxIt Is a thouBhttul and interestin* i.ai.ar. which will appeal
with M>ecial force to tluiw; who study the poet's intention in the
OeUneation of the spiritual nature of tlie Prince."—5co(««wa.

In crown 8vo, cloth, price 2s. 6d,

PAPERS for the PARSONAGE:
a Book for the CUrgy and the Laity. Bv TWO
CLERGYMEN.

MEW BOOKS RELATING TO THE WAR.
In crown 8vo, cloth, price 3s. Od.

THE WEDQE of WAR: a Story

flALLOwls
"'^ ''""'*"»'"'• By PRANCES S.

VOLUMES OP VERSE,
_, , 1° crown 8vo, Illustrated, price Is. net.

THE LITTLE BUGLER, and
other War Lyrice. By NORMAN BBNNET.

In crown 8»o, cloth, price 2». not.

SUNBEAMS through the War-
clouds: being Short Poem$ on Special
Inctdente tn South Africa. By the Rev. F JHAMILTON, D.D.

ELLIOT STOCK, 62 Paternoster Row,
London, E.O.

F. V. WHITE & CO.'S
LIST-

AT ALL LIBRARIES AND BOOKSTALLS.

TWO STIRRING ROMANCES OF THE WAR.
In cloth srilt, price 3s. 6d. each.

ALETTA:
A Tale of tho Boor Invaalon.

By BERTRAM MITFORD,
Author of "The Ruby Sword," "The Induna's

Wife," Ac, 4c.

THE EMPIRE MAKERS:
A Romance of Adventure and War in

South Africa«

By HUME NISBET,
Author of "Bail Up/* "The Bushranger's Sweet-

heart," " Tbe Revenffe of Valerie," Ac., &c.

New SiX'ShiUing NovoISm
WILES of the WICKED. By

WILLIAM LE QUEUX, Author of " The Day of
Temptation," " The Bond of Black," &c.

Punrh anys: " AVhoever takes up this book, if he be of an
excitable temperament and impressionable nature, must be
preparetl to utilise two hours at least of his leisure, so as to go
through with it st a single Bitting."
The Lite.rary World says ;

*' There is no writer of sensational
fiction to-day who knows better than Mr. Le yueux how to work
np a mystf'ry and hold the readier eutrauced while he slowly but
surely unrayels the plot, keeping his secret almost till the very
last page "

THE PLAIN MISS CRAY.
By FLORENCE WARDEN. Author of "The
House on the Marsh," &c.

LOVE'S GUERDON. By Conrad H.
CARUODEE, Author of " A Bride of God."

VANITY'S PRICE. ByE YoUand,
Author of "Sarolta's Verdict," Ac, Ac.

F. V. WHITE & CO.,
14, Bedford Street, Strand, W.O.

J. W. ARROWSMITH'S LIST.

FIRST EDITION, 20,000. cxliausted. Second Edition
in the Press.

.lEROME K. JEROMES NEW BOOK.
Se<iuel (o "Thkes Men is a Boat."

Vol. XXXVI. of Arrowsmith's 38. 6d. Series. ;t28 pp.

THREE MEN on the BUMMEL.
By JEROME K. JEROME. Illustrated by L. Ratkh

Hill
"It w'U not send you to Bleep, but if you happen to be

worryiiK yourself aifout the extra fourpence on your income-
tax pit'K up 'Three Meu on the Bummel' and you will awn
forget that there is such a ptTsou as the tax-collector. Tl»e
book is, in fact, real, honest, downright fun from beginning to
end "— Morning Herald-

*' If you want to laugh and to learn a good deal of interest-
ing matter about our German neighbours, read ' Three Men on
the Bjmmel.' If you think honest laughter vulgar, let the
book alone."

—

The Sunday Sun.

TWO POPULAR BOOKS BY THE SAME AUTHOR.
38. 6d. each.

THREE MEN in a BOAT {164tli
Thousand) has had a steady and continuous sale from

I8S9 to present time, and is stiU running.

THE DIARY of a PILGRIMAGE

:

being an Acoouat of a Visit to the OBERA.MMERGAC
PASSION l'I,AY iu 1890.

N
FIRST AID IN CONSCMPTION.—Second Eaitlon.

rORDRACH at HOME; or, Hygienic
-^ ^ Treatment of Consumption adapted to English Home
Life. By JOS, J. 8. LUCAS. B.A.. M.R,C.S., L.R.C.P.
Fcap. evo, cloth. One Shilling.

" Admirably clear and concise directions are ^iren."
M'hitehaU Bemew.

Bristol: J. W. ARROWSMITH.
London: SIUPKIK, MARSHALL & CO.

Just published, 8vo, with Itlustiations, price 14s. net.

NARRATIVE of CRUISES in the
MKDITKRRANEAN in H.M 8. " EURYALU8 " and

•CHANTICLF.ER" during the CREEK WAR of INDE-
PENUENCK nsWM). By WILLIAM BLA'JK. L.RS.C.E.,
Surgeon H.M.S. 'Cliantlcleer."

Edinburgh: Oliver & Botd.
l^ndon : SiMPam, M arshall A Co., Ltd.

Twenty-first ThouBand, Limp cloth, price 6d.,
poBt free.

O'JR PRINCIPLES : a Congpegationallst
Church Manual. By G. B. JOHNSON.
Crown 8vo, Illustrated, pric3 28. Od. post free,

London: Amxiitdee Sl Shepsiakd, Limited,
21 and 22, Furnival Street, Holborn, W.C.

SampsooLow.MarstoD&ConipaDy's

NEW AND FORTHCOMIHG BOOKS.

READY SHORTLY.

CLOTH, THE NEW IMPERIAL

2/= NET.
INDIA PAPER

Pockat Edition

LEATHER, LORNA DOONE
BY THK I.iTB

3/" NET. R. D. BLACKMORB
(PRINTED FROM ENTIRELY

NEW LARGE TYPE.)

BURMA. By Max and Bertha
FERRARI. 300 pp. Text and 4M lUostrations from Photo-
graphs. 1 vol., demy 4to, cloth extrt. 'Ms. net- [lUadi/.

The life of the Bu'man i% portrayeil from the cridle to tha
grave. A serlet of 450 con»enttice i>hot<)gr\phs illustrate tbe
characteristic situntions in the life of the leiding race, the
aboriginal or hill races, the effects of scenery, the anim Us, and
the vegetation.

lltuatrated Prosptctua post /r«e on apptieaUoiL

Demy Svo, with 32 Full-Pcig^ llluslratious and Mips. 14*. nat.

THE REMARKABLE HISTORY
of the HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY. Including thU of
the French Traders of North- Western Canada, and of the
North-M'est, XY, and Astor Fur Compinies. By GEORGti
BRYCE. M.A., LLD. Professor iu Manitob* College,
Wiuniprg. Del^gu^ Regional I'AJliance Scientifiiue de
Paris, Mem)>er of General Committee of British AMOoia^
tion, Fellow of American Association for Advancement of
Science, Author of "Manitoba" (1882), "Short History of
Canadian People " (1887). &c. [R^a-Xi/ next week.

JlluatraUd Prospectus pott free on ai^pH^ iiion.

A HISTORY of AMERICAN
PRIVATEERS. By EDGAR STANTON MACLAY,
A.M., Autlior of " A History of the United States Navy,"*
** Remiuisoences of the Old Navy," Editor of

'

' Tbe Journal
of William Maclay, U.S. Senator from Pennsylvania, I78S-
1791." With 37 Illustrations. 8vo, cloth, gilt top. 123. Sd.
net. [lUadif.

"Intensely interesting Mr. Maclay throws a somewhat
novel light with regard to the importance of the imrt played by
the American Privateers in the ncru^gle for iudepeudeuce."

Admiralti/ ani Horte CfvardM Gatette.

HISTORY of ANCIENT PHILO-
SOPHY. By DR. W. WINDELBAND. Professor of
Philosophy in the Universitv of Stra^tsburg. Authorised
Translation by HERBERT ERNEST CUSHMAN. Ph.l».,
Instructor in Philosophy in Tufts College. From the
Second (ierman Edition. 8vo, cloth, 10s. 6d. net-

iReadf.
This book aims to eive t)ie student an insight into e*rty

Greek aud R<~imaQ philosophies through the histury of affairs.

Among the distinctive features of Prof. Wiudelbands treat-
ment are the separatim of Pythagoras from the Pythagoreans,
the j axtaposition of Democritus and Pla'o. and the oonceptloD
of Hellenic-Roman philosophies aud of Patristics, as a proffTM*
tive application of science.

TENTH EDITION, Illustn^ted with numerous Plates and
Diagrams, pp. 502, crown 8vo, cloth, 6a. net.

INSTRUCTION in PHOTO-
OR.^PHY.
FR.a

By SIR W. UK W. ABNEY, K.C.B.. D C.U,
[RmkIk.

Revised and greatly Enlarged, bringing the Book np to date^
and including Addi'ional Chapters on Photo-Blocx Work,
Tbree-Colour Work, Hand Camera and Film PhoU^riM^hy.
Paper Processes, Mew Developers. Ac.
" Crammed from cover to cover with matter of the utmost in-

Krtance and value to photographers.....A book which should
in tho possession of every photographer.**—PAotOffrapAy.

EXPERTS on GUNS and SHOOT-
ING. By G. T. TEAtiDALE BUCKELL. Royal Svo.
Fully llluBtrAted, ({17 pages, 14s. net.

" Tliis haudsome volume of tjOi) page *, with sixty-five illustr«p

tions, should be found in tho libr.iry, not only of every >>hooting

expert, but also of every sportsman who takes an intelligent
interest in the progress m si>ortiug gunnery."

OoHAttf Gentleman.

BLACK JAMAICA. By W. P.
LI V I NGSTONE. Illustrated. Crown 8vo, 6j.

" A very delightful b>ok, which will bereid from pigeto
page once at leiist% the average roatiler. and twtod at leaat b/
auyone who may claim to have any special knowledge of the
(Mints at issua In his treatment of the negro problem o( tbe
uture, -Mr. Livingstone exhibits not ouly a juiicioud, but also

a masterly, judgment."— "i^uardtaii.

1

London : SA.MP.SON LOW, MA.E5T0X, and
COMPANY, Ltd.
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The Literary Week.
TiTE annual dinner of the Society of Authors held

last Thursday was one of the most successful functions

this flourishing Society has held. The speeches by Mr.
Anthony Hope, Mr. Bernard Shaw, Lord Monkswell,
and Mr. Henry Normpn, were good and to the point ; and
the ironic humour of Mr. Pinero, who took the chair, if it

bewildered some, pleased others. Mr. Pinero speaks as

he writes. As Mr. Norman pointed out, there is always
an idea at the back of his levity. As most modem
authors are novelists, it was perhaps to be expected that

of the three great men referred to by Mr. Pinero as having
passed away from us lately—Dr. Martineau, Mr. Euskin,
and Mr. Blackmore—the latter name only should have
been greeted with applause. Mr. Anthony Hope referred

to the Pension Scheme originated by the Society, and
suggested that those present should subscribe half-a-guinea

each. One pension will be given next year.

There is a swashbuckling vigour about the chapter
headings of Mr. Benjamin Swift's new novel, ^ude Souk,
that is rather attractive. The ball opens thus : Chapter I.

"Warns the reader of the true nature of the book."
Chapter II. " Again warns the reader to expect no
romantic nonsense here, but a most tragic business."

Chapter III. " Hopes that aU persons sniffing for what
they call romance wiU by this time have laid the book
down, at last convinced that there is absolutely none of the
exquisite drivel here."

We could wish that one of the war correspondents in

South Africa, instead of adding to the innumerable
accounts of the campaign, would narrow his horizon, and
write a book under some such title as, say, " Things Seen
in War Time." Here is an incident, a "Things Seen"
noted by Mr. H. F. Prevost Battersby, known to novel

readers as " Francis Prevost," who is doing such excellent

work for the Morning Pott

:

Biding into Osfontein were a bearded scout and a
Lancer, the Lancer with a face still pink from home. The
Bcout touched the other's arm and jKiinted to a field mouse
on the veldt in front of them washing his face in hig paws.
The youngster dug in his spurs, lowered his lance, and
lifted the living, quivering little beast impaled like a tent
peg on the point of it. He waved it, laughing as he
reined round his horsp, but was met by a mouth of such
damnation as took the colour out of his cheeks. At hig

sulky expostulation the elder man suddenly checked his

tongue, adding, when they had ridden on together, half
ashamedly and with eyes averted, " I've seen enough o'

dead things."

In spite of the keen eyes and busy pens, it is probable
that we who sit at home and wait wiU never know the
real, awful reality of war and its effect on the individual.

If the story of the "nine or ten mental cases " referred to

in the paragraph that follows could be told by some writer
of genius, and remembered, would it not hasten the day
of universal peace ?

Mr. Lynch came back on the Kildonan Castle. Among
the 300 sick and wounded were nine or ten mental cases,

men who went out of their minds at Magersfontein.

We regret to hear of the very serious state of Mr.
Stephen Crane's health. He is now at Dover waiting till

he is strong enough to be taken to the Black Forest.

Richard Yea andNay is the title of Mr. Maurice Hewlett's
new romance. It is well advanced, but has not yet left

his hands. The central figure is, of course, Eichard Cceur
de Lion.

Lord Frederic HAitiLTON, who has edited the Pall

Mall Magazine since its foundation, has resigned, but he
will continue to control the magazine till the autumn.

A 8(30TCH correspondent writes :
" ' C. K. S.,' in the

Sphere, apropos of Mr. W. D. Christie's excellent edition of

Dryden in the " Globe " series, says that he cannot find

the editor's name in Who's Who. ' C. K. S. ' also regrets

that Mr. Christie has done so little literary work. The
fact is, that Mr. Christie died in 1874, four years after the
" Globe " Dryden was published."

Thirteen Stories will be the title of Mr. Cunninghame
Graham's new book. Mr. Graham has had the labour
of re-writing them, as the MS. was destroyed in the
Ballantyne fire last December.

The production of Prince Otto on the stage will be an
interesting event. Mr. Gerald Gumey and Mr. Thalberg
will be responsible for the adaption, which was begun
some years ago. When Mr. Gurney wrote to Mr. Steven-
son respecting terms, the author of Prince Otto replied :

Savemac Lake, Adirondacks.
Dear Sir,—It will be time (pardon my pessimism) to

think of that when your piece is produced. But I am sure
that whatever you and Mr. Thalberg shall think right will

gratify me ; and, indeed, I am already gratified by your
proposal.—^With every wish for your success, I am, yours
and Mr. Thslberg'g,

Robert Louis Stevenson.
It may interest you to know that Prince Otto was origin-

ally a tragedy, and, by my sooth ! in blank verse. I still

think it has much that is very suitable to the boards.

E. L. S.

If we had proposed a competition for the probable
reply that Signora Duse would make to an interviewer

who asked her opinion on Mr. Samuel Smith's " on-
slaught on the drama " in the House of Commons, would
the replies, we wonder, have been anywhere near the
reality? We are indebted to the Daily Mail for the
reality. Said the distinguished actress : "I have just

been reading Taine's Restoration of the Drama. His
opinions are mine." Neat, brief, and final—just the way
to answer an interviewer.

Mr. Arthuk Symons dedicates his translation of

D'Annunzio's play, "The Dead City," to the author in

these terms :
" To Gabriele D'Annunzio I dedicate this

translation, bogun at Aries and finished at Toledo, the

two dead cities which I love most in Europe." The play

is in five acts, and contains but five characters.
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Wk have received from Paris the first number of

a new monthly magazine called Iris, the first French

review, it is claimed, that is exclusively devoted to litera-

ture and art. Jrh is a comely little magazine, opening

with a few columns of paragraphs under the title " Un
Feu Partout." These are followed by a conU, and this

by an essay under the general title " Opinions." "Mon
Livre " is the heading of a series of articles in which

authors will describe their forthcoming books, an excellent

notion. This month M. Gustave Kahn gives a foretaste

of a book he is about to publish entitled Z'Hsthetique de la

Rue. Eeviews of books, a dramatic criticism, and a

musical article follow ; and there are other details. A
poem by Emile Verhaeren, called "Les Dunes," is full of

descriptive feeling and melancholy cadence. We are

tempted to quote a portion of it

:

Yoici le pays blonc des dunes
Que les sidcles ont ravage
Sommets fendos, vallons ronges,

Montagnes mortes, una a une.

Le ciel, la mer at leur ceinture d'ouragtms

!

Et ceux qui vont a 1'autre bout du monde
Les vents, fes vents hurlaurs, les vents sifilants

Portant I'hiver, dans laur fronde.

Depuis longtenips, sont morts I'ete, I'automne

;

Ootobre est loin, avac sa brume monotone,
Avec son deuil da pourpre et son silence

;

Et maiotenant, voici

L'hiver, I'hiver sauvage at sans merci

Et sas mois noirs qui racommencent. '

Les villages souffrent, la-bas,

Les toits ploytis sous la tempete,

Pauvres, tristes, serres par tas

Conime des betes

;

Le soir s'abat, et I'horizon se fend.

La muete eutiere des nu^es
Hurle vers I'ombre et seule una cloche remuee
Repond encore, avec des plaurs d'anfant.

Et sur la plage, 011 s'echevelent

Ces deuils a I'infini,

Tralnent, en bandes paralleles,

Les defiles des sables gris;

Les oiseaux fniant, la greve est vide,

Le navire se fond dans I'etendua humide

:

Tout le neant semble marcher
De liaua en lieue, avac la mer.

Mr. Lecky's Hhtory of England, " but for the first time in

my life that wise writer wearied me." Again, when his

escape had electrified Pretoria the Volhstem observed, as a

significant fact, that the fugitive had recently become a

subscriber to the State Library, and had borrowed Mill's

essay, On Liberty. " It apparently desired to gravely

deprecate prisoners having access to such inflammatory

literature. The idea will, perhaps, amuse those who have

read the work in question." It will.

We shall notice in detail Mr. Winston "Churchill's

London to Ladysmith via Pretoria next week ; meanwhile,
we will quote its dedication, which is not without
originality :

THIS COLLECTION OF LETTEES IS INSCRIBED TO

THE STAFF OF THE
NATAL GOVERNMENT RAILWAY

WHOSE CABBTUL ANB COUKAOEOTJS DISCHAEQE OF THEIR
EVERY-DAY DUTIES

AMID THE PERILS OF WAR
HAS MADE THEM HONOURABIyY CON8PICDOU3
EVEN AMONG THEIR FELLOW COLONISTS.

The story of his escape which Mr. Churchill could tell is

not fully disclosed in this book, for a reason stated in the
Preface: "The fact that a man's life depends upon my
discretion compels me to omit an essential part of the
story of my escape from the Boers ; but, if the book and
its author survive the war, and when the British flag is

firmly planted at Bloemfontein and Pretoria, I shall hasten
to fill the gap in the narrative."

Our excellent contemporary, the Dial, of Chicago,

published its twentieth anniversary number on May Day,
and printed a survey of the development of American
literature during its lifetime. " To maintain a high
standard of literary criticism, and to advocate the cause

of the higher culture," is to be the DiaVt continued aim.

Among the " Tributes from our Friends " appears this

characteristic note from Mr. Andrew Lang

:

I hope the J)ial'a sun will never go back on it (a cir-

cumstance unusual, but with Biblical precedent).

The Goncourt Academy may easily become something
of a force in French literature. Its formation has been
regarded with somewhat languid interest, but it is quite

possible that when it begins making literary awards the

eyes of young Frenchmen will see in the dead Goncourt
brothers a living Macsenas. The Goncourt prize, which

may amount to 5,000 fr., will be awarded this year for the

best prose work of imagination published during the year.

One gathers that the experimenters, the seekers after new
conventions, and all who can show a fresh talent and bold

methods, will have the favourable consideration of the

judges, who will be ten members of the Academy. One
can easily see that the Goncourt Academy may be as

useful in evoking young effort as the Academy is in regis-

tering permanent success. All depends on the way in

which the awards are managed.

There appears to be no certainty that the Tennyson
MSS. recently brought to light in Sheffield will be pub-
lished in whole or part. How these documents have been

overlooked so long, even when the searchlight was being
used by Tennyson's son and biographer, we do not know.
The letters in the collection are undated, but are said to

have been written in 1832 and 1833. They are the letters

of Tennyson and Arthur Hallam to W. H. Brookfield, one

of Tennyson's college friends. The poetical MSS. include

early drafts of "The Lotus Eaters" and "The Lady of

Shalott," showing many variations from
text. These should be highly instructive

poetry. The letters and MSS. are now in

of Colonel Brookfield, M.P.

the published

to students of

the possession

Dipping into Mr. Churchill's pages we observe
that books played some part even in his captivity in
Pretoria. While waiting for the favourable moment to

elude the sentries Mr. Churchill tried, he tells us, to read

A WRITER in Scribner's Magazine has taken on himself the

ofiice of recording angel in respect of the sins of grammar
committed by great writers. Among modems Thackeray
seems to have been the least careful of grammatical laws.

In The Newcomes he actually writes

:

Miss Cann, who was from Bayhams, having been a
governess to the young lady who is dead and who now
makes such a livelihood as she can best raise, by going out

as a daily teacher.

Scott writes in Kenilworth

:

They stood now in an avenue overshadowed by such old

trees as we have described, and which had been bordered,

&c.

Among Mr. Thomas Hardy's slips are the following

:

Her first thought was how would she be able to face her

parents.

—

Tess of the D' Urbervilhs (xli.).

Like all people who have known rough times light-

heartedness seamed to her too irrational.

The Mayor of Caaterbridge (xiv.).
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L.VDY BuBTON has reissued her husband's poem, the
Easidah [couplets] of Edj'i Abdil Al-Ya%di [Sir Eichard
Burton's nom de guerre}. It was composed seven years
before FitzGerald's rendering of The Ruldiydt of Omar
Khayyam, with which it is boldly compared by its

admirers. It was first printed in 1880, and in 1893 Lady
Burton included it in the Biography of her husband

;

again, in 1894, a limited edition of one hundred copies

was printed. In her introduction to the poem as now
issued Lady Burton says :

I was laughed to scorn by a small section of the press
for the following remark in my late Life of Sir Richard.
I said "that I did not believe that this poem bad its equal,
that it is quite imique." I said " it will ride over the heads
of most, it will displease many, but it will appeal to all

large hearts and large brains for its depth, its height, its

breadth, for its heart and nobility, its pathos, its melan-
choly, and its despair. It is the very perfection of romance

;

it seems as the cry of a Soul, wandering through space,
looking for what it does not iind. I have read it many
times daring my married life, and never without bitter
tears, and when I read it now it affects me still more ; he
used to take it away from me because it impressed me so."

Lady Burton then quotes two highly eulogistic opinions
of the poem by Mr. W. D. Scull and Miss Guglielma
Francis Moss. Mr. Scull wrote :

" It seems to me worthy
to stand level with the greatest poems of the Earth, and in
front of most." "We shall deal with the Kastdah in more
detail. Meanwhile, we will quote a few lines from a
poem for which so much is claimed :

But we ? Another shift of scene, another pang to rack the
heart;

Why meet we on the bridge of Time to 'change one greet-
ing and to part ?

We meet to part
; yet asks my sprite. Part we to meet ?

Ah ! is it so ?

Man's fancy-made Omniscience knows, who made Omnis-
cience nought can know.

Why must we meet, why must we part, why must we bear
this yoke of MUST,

Without our leave or askt or given, by tyrant Fate on victim
thrust?

That Eve so gay, go bright, so glad, this Morn so dim, and
sad, and grey

;

Strange that life's Registrar should write this day a day,
that day a d*y !

Mine eyes, my brain, my heart, are sad—sad is the very
core of me

;

All wearies, changes, passes, ends ; alas I the Birthday's
injury I

Friends of my youth, a last adieu ! haply some day we
meet again

;

Yet ne'er the self-same men shall meet ; the years shall
make us other men :

The light of mom has grown to noon, has paled with eve,
and now farewell

!

Go, vanish from my Life as dies the tinkling of the Camel's
bell.

L

Me. Ruskin was one of the wealthiest writers who ever
lived in this country, and he used his wealth to develop
his own and other people's minds. It is interesting to
notice that whereas he inherited nearly £200,000 from his
father, his own net personal estate was only a little more
than £10,000. In his will, which was published too late
for our notice last week, Mr. Euskin said :

I leave all my estate of Brantwood aforesaid and all
other real estate of which I may die possessed to Joseph
Arthur PaUiger Severn, of Heme Hill, in the county of
Surrey, and Joanna Euskin Sevem, his wife, and to the
survivor of them and their heirs for their very own,
earnestly praying them never to sell the estate of Brant-
wood or any part thereof, nor to let upon buUding lease

any part thereof, but to maintain the said estate and the
buildings thereon in decent order and in good repair in

like manner as I have done, and praying them further to

accord during thirty consecutive days in every year such
permission to strangers to see the house and pictures as

I have done in my lifetime.

Mr. Ruskin left his unpublished MSS. and diaries " to

Mrs. Joanna Ruskin Severn, and Mr. Charles Eliot Norton,
of Cambridge, Massachusetts, to deal with, publish, or

destroy all or any of them in such way and to such extent

and at such times as they think fit." His copyriglits,

stocks of books, plates, and wood blocks, &c., &c., were
left to Mrs. Severn and Mrs. Alexander Wedderburn, but
subject to the condition that Mr. George Allen should be
retained as publisher, that out of .the profits of publication

£100 a year should be paid to Mr. Wedderburn, and then
not exceeding £1,000 a year to Mr. and Mrs. Severn for

the maintenance of Brantwood, and that any balance of

profit should be invested. By a codicil made three years

ago Mr. Ruskin modified the condition as to the employ-
ment of Mr. Allen as pubhsher.

Mr. Dooley and his friend Mr. Hennessy have been
talking over the Paris Exhibition, and Mr. Dooley pre-

dicts that next winter will be a hard one for the rich

—

they will spend so much money in Paris :

I ixpict to have people dhroppin' in here nex' fall with
subscription-books f'r th' survivors iv th' Paris Exhibition.
Th' women down be th' rollin'-mills '11 be sewin' flannels

f'r th' disthressed millyonaires, an' whin th' childher kick
about th' food, ye'U say, Hinnissy, " Just thiuk iv th' poor
wretches in th' Lake Shore dhrive, an' thank Gawd f'r

what ye have."

Mr. Dooley has his own opinion about the real attractions

of Paris this summer :

No, Hinnissy, they'll be manny things lamed be
Americans that goes to Paris, but they won't be about th'

convarsion iv boots into food, or vicey varsa, as Hogan says.

Au' that's r-right. If I wint over there, 'tis little time
I'd be spindin' thryin' to discover how th' wondhers iv

mechanical janius are projooced that makes liviu' so much
more healthy an' oncomfortable. But whin I got to Paris
I'd hire me a hack or a dhray painted r-red, an' I'd put
me feet out th' sides, an' I'd say to th' dhriver :

" Eivolu-
tionist, pint ye'er horse's head to'rds th' home iv th' sldrt-

dance, hit him smartly, an' go to sleep. I will see th'

snow-plough show an' th' dentisthry wurruk in th' pa-apers.
F'r th' prisint I'll devote me attintion to makin' a noise in

th' sthreets an' studyin' human nature."
" Ye'd be a lively ol' buck over there," said Mr. Hen-

nessy admiringly. " 'Tis a good thing ye can't go."
"It is so," said Mr. Dooley. "I'm glad I have no

mUlyonaire rilitives to be depindent on me f'r support
whin th' show's over."

The impact of the work of one sort of man on an
opposite sort of man—as, for instance, of Mr. Kipling's
mind on Mr. Le Gallienne's— is always interesting.

The personal criticism thus evoked may not stand,

but it is of the kind which, by flowing into the
sluggish stream of accepted opinion, freshens and even
diverts it. As an example of what we mean, take this

short review of a new edition of the Letters of Thomas
Gray, by a writer of Walt Whitman's school of thought,
from the Conservator

:

When I read these letters, issued in a mechanical setting
of extreme beauty, I do not wonder that Gray wrote but
one poem which the world has remembered. The editor
speaks of Gray as '

' beyond doubt a great letter writer
fallen on the great age of letter writing." I do not know
what constitutes a great letter, nor by what power a letter

is carried beyond its own contemporaries. Certainly Gray
was not a man vital enough to star into a post-mortem
heaven. I am disposed to accept him at his own figure

when he describes himself as a " grand picker of straws,

and push-pin player in ordinary to her Supinity—the power
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of Lminrtt." What word ia spoken in these letters which

has to n» the slighteit ooutemporary interest? I admit

their finish in verbal full dress. The roply to my questions

is perhaps in the assurance of the publishers that they have
sold an edition of the book.

One would not call that correct criticism, yet it tends to

correct the best criticism. It is medicinal.

A WEiTER who sig^is himself " A. 0. D." makes a

vigorous protest in the Pilot against the " six-shilling

dreadful "—in other words, against the gloomy novel of

the hour which is labelled " powerful "
:

The trick of this kind of writing is so easy I Few
things can be more simple than to place a character or
group of characters in disagreeable surroundings, to insist

on every detail of their unpleasantness with lingering
emphasis, and then to string together eaough grimy
incidents to fill the required number of pages. Yet many
of our critics seem blind to the fact that " disagreeable "

is by no means synonymous with "powerful." Novels of

another mode— novels in which life is pictured less

violently, in which the pigments are less crude and bizarre

—are each dismissed by the reviewer in half-a-dozen lines

as "an inoffensive little tale." The " depressiouist

"

book, on the other hand, is accorded a column of serious

notice, and not seldom of extravagant eulogy. To write

a book of this class is to tread an easy path to reputation,

so the fact that a number of authors select this road is not
surprising. " Yes," replies the critic, " but this is only
anotlier way of saying that you care nothing for art.

What you like is an old-fashioned, commonplace story,

over which you can fall asleep." To which, perhaps, the
reader may return a flat denial. He does not want a
soporific ; but still less does he desire an emetic.

The collection of prints of Old London which, as we
mentioned a fortnight ago, is possessed by the Bishopsgate
Institute, is, we find, separately catalogued. The catalogue
is sold for threepence.

Mr. J. CntTETON Collins has prepared for Messrs.
Methuen's Standard Library an elaborate edition of Lord
Tennyson's Early Poems. It is a reprint of the volume
which was published in its definitive form in 1853, with
the addition of a long critical introduction and copious
notes, textual and explanatory. The work also contains
in an appendix all the poems which Tennyson afterwards
omitted, permanently and temporarily.

Bibliographical.

I HAVE more than once remarked upon the lack of
initiative exhibited nowadays by the "revivers" of
English literary classics. Two more instances of that
lack have como to light in the announcement that the two
next volumes of the " Temple Classics " will consist
respectively of Poems by Matthew Arnold and the Sikx
Scinttllam of Henry Vaughan. Of Mr. Arnold's non-
copyright verse, surely there are already sufficient repro-
ductions—namely, that in the "Canterbury Poets"
(edited by Mr. Sharp), that in Messrs. Eoutledge's
"OUve" series (1896), and that (edited by Dr. Garuett)
in the " Nineteenth Century Classics." A fourth seems
somewliat of a superfluity. As for the Sikx Sointillans,
I have before me a copy of the reproduction (in facsimile)
of the first edition (16.50), published in 1885 with an
introduction by the Rev. William Clare. This had been
preceded in 1883 by n revised reproduction of the Rev.
H. F. Lyte's reprint of the second edition of Vaughan's
work (1655), in which the edition of 1650 was augmented
by the addition of pieces from Thalia Eediviva. Let us
hope that the text of the " Temple " edition wiU be taken
direct, and •yrithout variation, from the volume of 1655.

"Whence did Washington Irving derive the inspiration

for his story of Rip Van Winkle ? The other day a pub-
licist asserted positively that the legend of Sleepy Hollow
was based upon the old German tale of the Hartz Moun-
tains called "Carl the Shepherd." I believe that Mr. S. J. A.
FitzGerald, in the book concerning Rip which he is to

issue in connexion with the forthcoming play at Her
Majesty's, will arg^e that Irving found the basis of his

tale in that of Peter Klaus, of which Mr. FitzGerald will

print an English translation. The point is certainly one

of literary interest. Mr. FitzGerald will also sketch the

theatrical history of Rip. That has already been done
with some thoroughness by Mr. William Winter in his

little book on the Jefferson family. See also the Auto-

biography of the present Joseph Jefferson, wherein will be
found a full account of the dramatic version in which he
first appeared in England in 1 865, and in which the second

act (wherein Rip is the sole speaker) was wholly Jefferson's

invention.

The promised biogfraphy of James Russell Lowell by
Mr. H. E. Scudder, though in two volumes, will of course

have many interested readers. Lowell was an attractive

man, from several points of view, and Mr. Scudder may
have something new to tell us about him. And yet one
hardly sees what more there can be to say. Seven years

ago we had, from Mr. Eliot Norton, Lowell's Letters, in

two substantial volumes, and in the previous year we had
had, from the pen of Mr. F. H. Underwood, a monograph
on Lowell as poet and man. Last year there were two
books by E. E Hale on Lowell and his friends ; and,

altogether, that estimable writer seems to have received

adequate attention. That a full-blown biography should

now be on its way to us is a pleasant tribute to his con-

tinued popularity.

I see Because of Elitabeth Jane advertised as the title of

a new work of fiction. Somehow or other, the phrase
reminds me irresistibly of a refrain in a well-known comic
opera—"All on Account of Eliza." In the christening

of their works, novelists are hard put to it for origin-

ality.

Nothing is more notable, in the recent history of popular
pastime, than the unexpected resuscitation of croquet

—

that game which Frederick Locker and Cholmondeley-
Pennell celebrated in flowing verse, and in which we
middle-aged people used, as youngsters, to delight. Four
years ago Mr. J. D. Heath favoured us with The Complete

Croquet Player, and in the following year Mr. A. Lillie

gave us the History and Rules of Croquet. In 1898 came a
" Champion Handbook " to the game ; last year Mr. L. B.
Williams wrote elaborately on the subject in " The
Isthmian Library "

; and, as if all this were not enough,

we are now threatened with a book on Croquet Up to Date\

Personally, I hope the new croquet is a little more difficile

and scientific than the old, which was wholly unworthy of

the attention of anybody not in his first or second child-

hood.

A writer in the current number of the Sketch, review-

ing a new impression of Dean Stanley's Life of Dr. Arnold,

commits himself to the statement that that work " has not

till now been reprinted in a cheap form." As a matter of

fact, an edition of the Life, at the small price of two
shillings per copy, was issued by Messrs. Ward & Lock
(as part and parcel of the "Minerva Library") so long

ago as 1889. Since then, of course, a new generation of

reviewers has arisen, to whom English literary output,

prior (let us say) to " the early nineties," is a complete

blank

!

Poor old Frankenstein ! He is still being confused with

the Monster he manufactured. I read on page 210 of

Miss Violet Markham's South Africa, Past and Present, just

published :
" We ourselves, by a series of follies in years

long past, reared this Frankenstein of Dutch discontent

and disloyalty."

The Bookworm.
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Reviews.

Balzac Intime.

Letters to Madame Hanska, afterwards Madame 'Honori d»
Bakac, 183-i-1846. By Honore de Balzac. Translated
by Katharine Prescott Wormeley. (Boston : Hardy,
Pratt & Co.)

We dealt in our issue of May 5 with the question of the
authenticity of some of these letters. We will now turn to
the general matter of them. If ever a book deserved to be
called " a human document " this does; it cries aloud for the
useworn term, freshens it, and gives it a new significance.
Written with a flying pen and a bursting heart at once
naive and profound, in night-moments snatched from
incredible labours, full of passionate longing, and pride,
and childishness, and debts, and aspirations springing
always out of despairs, these letters give a picture of
Balzac intime surpassing in poignancy any previous one.
The wonder is that they have not compelled more atten-
tion, have not yet even been published in this country

;

for their interest from end to end is of the highest kind.
The first letters, composed before Balzac had seen the
mysterious Polish woman whose mere handwriting intoxi-
cated him, are the best. Only a man of imagination could
have fallen in love with an intelligence and a handwriting,
and, having done so, would have dared to whisper to the
unseen creature those small secrets of the soul which some
men never express at all

:

As all my passions, all my beliefs are defeated, as my
dreams are dispersed, I am forced to creute myself pas-
sions, and I choose that of art. I live in my studies. I
wish to do better. I weigh my phrases and my words
as a miser weighs his bits of gold. What love I thus
waste I What happiness is flung to the winds ! My
laborious youth, my long studies will not have the sole
reward I desired for them. Ever since I have breathed
and known what a pure breath coming from pure lips
was, I have desired the love of a young and pretty
woman

; yet all has fled me ! A few years more and
youth will be a memory ! . . . And then, what hope that
I could obtain at forty that which I have missed at twenty ?

She who is averse to me, being young, will she be less
reluctant then ? But you cannot understand these moans—you, young, solitary, living a country life, far from our
Parisian world which excites the passions so violently, and
where all is so great and so petty. I ought still to keep
these lamentations in the depths of my heart.

And then, again, this charming confession

:

Adieu, then ; I have given you a whole night, a night
which belonged to my legitimate wife, the Rcviu- <le Paris,
that crabbed spouse. Consequently the " Theorie de la
Demarche," which I owed to her, must be postponed till

the month of March, and no one will know why
; you and

I alone are in the secret. The article was there before me,
a science to elucidate ; it was arduous, I was afraid of it.

Your letter slipped into my memory, and suddenly I put
my feet to the embers, forgot myself in my armchair—and
adieu to " La Demarche "

; behold me galloping towards
Poland, and re-reading your Utters (I have but three)—
and now I answer them. I defy yon to read two months
hence the " Theorie de la Demarche" without smiling at
every sentence; because beneath those senseless, foolish
phrases there are a thousand thoughts of you.

But few of the letters are like this. Tho majority,
though the passion in them never for an instant cools, are
of a darker and more sinister complexion. That Balzac
was always bowed down by debts, and that he killed him-
self with sheer hard work—his was a suicide of thirty years'
preparation— are facts notorious. The present book, how-
ever, amplifies these facts as they have not been amplified
before. One might say that three-quarters of it is con-
cerned with work and debts. Balzac's fecundity, under
the most tantalising conditions, was equal to Dumas'. He
dined at five, went to bed before six, rose at midnight and

worked till noon: twelve unintermittod hours seems to
have been his minimum. He often worked eighteen. " I
have of late [he says in 1835] been twenty-six hours
in my study without leaving it. I get the air at that
window which commands all Paris, which I will some day
command." He wrote eighty printed pages of L'lllustre

Gaudissart in a single night ; and the whole of the second
part of Sur Catherine de Medici, twenty-four thousand
words as it now stands, in a single night. " Think of that
when you read it," he exclaims. He was constantly
staggered by his own productivity :

Listen : to settle this point, reflect on this : Walter
Scott wrote two novels a year, and was thought to have
luck in his labour ; he astonished England. This year I
shall have produced : (1) Le Pbre Goriot

; (2) Le Lys
dans la Vallee

; (3) Les Meinoires d'une Jeune Marine
; (4)

Cesar Birotteau. I have done three Parts of the Etudes de

Maurs for Madame Beohel ; and three Parts of the Ktudes
Philosophiqucs f r Werdet. And, finally, I shall have
finished the third dizain [of Contea Drolati<2ues'\ and
Seraphita. But, then, shall I be living, or in my sound
mind, in 183G P I doubt it. Sometimes I think that my
brain is inflaming. I shall die on the breach of intellect.

And that letter was only written in August ! By what
magic did he accomplish these feats of generation ? He
himself attributed his powers to certain peculiarities of
parentage. Here is a curious item

:

There are few fathers who give themselves the trouble
to reflect on their duties. My father had made great
studies on this subject ; he communicated them to me
(I mean their results) at an early age, and I gained fixed
ideas which dictated to me the Phyaioloijic du Mariage—
a book more profound than satirical or flippant. . . .

I am a great proof, and so is my sister, of the principles
of my father. He was fifty-nine years old when I was
born, and sixty-three when my sister was born. Now,
through the power of our vitality, we have both failed to
succumb; we have centenarian constitutions. Without
that power of force and life transmitted by my father I
should be dead under my debts and obligations.

As for his debts, during the greater part of his life they
appear to have steadily increased. In a certain sense, he
enjoyed them ; he decidedly enjoyed talking about them.
Not only in his fiction, but privately, he loved the word
francs. He might have been one of those terrific financiers

who deal gorgeously with millions while on the very edge
of bankruptcy

:

Must I for the fifth or sixth time explain to you the
mechanism of my poverty, and how it is that it only
grows and increases ? I will do so, if only to prove to
you that I am the greatest financier of the epoch. But
we will never return to the subject again, will we ?—for

there is nothing sadder than to relate troubles from which
we still suffer.

Then follow a thousand words of fiscal complexities.

And, of course, he did return to the subject again. He
made an excellent publishing agreement, in 1836, with
Bohain, for fifteen years, under which he received fifty

thousand francs in cash for urgent debts, and a minimum
income rising to forty-eight thousand francs a year. That
agreement was to begin a pecuniary millennium. Yet, in

the following year, we find :

This letter comes to me at a bad moment. It has
singularly added to the dumb grief that gnaws me and
will kill me. I am thirty-eight years old, still crijipled

by debt, with nought but uncertainty as to my position.

Scarcely have I taken two months to rest my brain before
I repent them as a crime when I see the evils that have
come through luy inaction. This precarious life, which
might be a spur in youth, becomes at my age an over-
whelming burden. My head is turning white, and what-
ever pleasant things may be said about it, it is clear that
I must soon lose all hope of pleasing. Pure, tranquil,

openly avowed happiness, for which I was made, escapes
me ; I have only tortures and vexations, through which a
few rare gleams of blue sky shine.
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Earlier than this the monetarj possibilities of the stage

had dazzled him, but he dared not grasp at them

:

You 8poiik of the stage. The stage might bring me ia

two hundred thousand francs a yrar. I know, beyond a

doubt, that I could make my fortune there in a short time

;

but you forget that I have not six months to myself, not
one month ; and if I had I should not write a play, I

should go and see you. Six months of my time represent

forty thousand francs ; and I must have that money in

hand before I can do either " La Grande Mademoiselle "

or " Philippe le Discret." Where the devil am I to get it ?

Out of my inkblot. There is no Leo X. in these days.
'Work is the artist's bank.

That Balzac made large sums is plain. The mystery is,

how he found time to spend them. The correction of

proofs, owing to his weird method of composition, cost him
a fabulous sum, but even that item could not possibly

account for this magical and continuous disappearance of

francs. The fact is, he nevei- knew the value of money

;

and he dearly liked an orgy of extravagance :

Next Saturday I give a dinner to the Tigers of my
oi)era-box, and I am preparing sumptuosities out of aU
r<!a8on. I shall have Bossini and Olympe, his cara donna
[afterwards his wife], who will preside. Next Nodier,
then five Ti(/ers, Sandeau, and a certain Victor Bohain (a

man of great political talents, unjustly smirched) the most
exquisite wines of Europe, the rarest flowers, the best
cheer ; in short, I intend to distinguish myself.

Though made up wholly of artless self-revelations, on
one point, the supreme point, these letters are singularly

reticent. They show Balzac the man, Balzac the lover,

Balzac the debtor, Balzac the prodigious machine for

turning out so many pages per night ; they scarcely show
at all Balzac the artist. If it were not for the unconscious
and superb artistry of the letters themselves, and an occa-

sional chance remark, one might think that Balzac was
merely a hack-writer preoccupied with the common
" dailiness " of life. Miss Wormeley has duly noted this

strange reticence, and she notes almost the only passage in

which Balzac reveals an artist's soul. It is this

:

If you only knew how, after this solitary life, I long to
grtisp Nature by a rapid rush across Europe, how my soul
thirsts for the immense, the infinite ; for Nature seen iu the
mass, not in detail, judged on its grand lioes, sometimes
damp with rain, sometimes rich with sun, as we bound across
space, seeing lands instead of villages ! If you knew this,

you would not tell me to come, for that redoables my
torture ; it fans the furnace on which I sleep.

There are many fine phrases in the volume, and many
interesting appreciations of his own work. We will con-
clude with a few of them. Speaking of his cloistered life,

he says : "I seldom go out. I have many personal annoy-
ances, like aU men who live by the altar instead of being
able to worship it." And this of his love: "To live in
a heart is so glorious a life ! To be able to name you
secretly to myself in evil hours, when I suffer !

" Of the
" Story of the Emperor " episode iu Le Medecin de Cam-
pagne: " You will some day read that gigantic fragment,
which has made the most unfeeling weep, and which a
hundred newspapers have reproduced. Friends tell me
that from end to end of France there has risen a cry of
admiration. What will it be for the whole work !

" Of
the Contes Drolaliques he remarks :

" They will be my
finest meed of fame in the future "; of the Absolu, that it

is ten times greater than Eughiie Grandet (!) ; and of
Siraphita, " never did so grand a conception rise before
any man. . . . When Siraphita spreads her glorious
wings."

Yes, he had his moments of transcendent uplifting.
Especially when, for about a day and a half, he contrived
to get clear of debt :

" No more anxieties, all is arranged

!

Here are six thousand francs found, five thousand five
hundred paid! There remains to the poor poet five
hundred francs in a noble bank-bill. Joy is in the house.
I ask if Paris is for sale. . .

."

A Plea for Spencerism.

Herhtrt Spencer: T/u Man and Hi» Work. By Hector
Macpherson. (Chapman & Hall.)

Mk. Macpherson has produced a thoroughly good book, a
book which should accomplish a g^eat deal of missionary
work in dispelling Ulusions and counteracting misrepre-

sentations. It is tnie that much was expected from Mr.
Macpherson, for Mr. Spencer himself took a kindly interest

in the book, and freely responded to requests for material.

Besides, one or two gifted men have preceded Mr. Mac-
pherson in the task of expounding the Spencerian gospel,

and as comparisons were certain to be made, no one would
enter the lists unless conscious of that strength which
comes from the possession of good mental furniture. But
though much was expected, much has been obtained, and
those most competent to judge will not be disappointed.

It is true that Mr. Spencer's free response to requests for

material has not yielded much in the way of additional

knowledge of the philosopher personally. It is also true

that just as Mr. Macpherson does not slavishly reproduce
Mr. Spencer's views, the thorough-going Spencerian will

not slavishly endorse all Mr. Macpherson's strictures. In-

deed, there can scarcely fail to be expressions of dissent

from some of his dicta, and, as a matter of fact, the copy
of his book now being handled is freely peppered witli

notes. But notwithstanding all that, there must be frank
recognition of the plain truth that Mr. Macpherson has
produced a fresh and original work on a subject which
does not readily lend itself to fresh and original treatment

;

that he has piloted his way through the mazes of many
intricate problems with consummate skill, and that he has
proved himself a master of vigorous, pithy English, which
has no ebbs and flows, but is well sustained throughout.

The biographical part of the book, though meagre, is

ample enough from the philosophic standpoint, and the

reader is told all that he need know for the purpose of

imderstanding Mr. Spencer's early life and environment, and
the evolution of his mind. But that is not the way the

general public understands biographical work, and the

chapter on personal characteristics will not do much to

appease the hunger and thirst for light, gossippy details.

What little there is of the personal element will be speedily

devoured. We catch a glimpse of Mr. Spencer en pantoufles

indulging in racy, pointed conversation, "a bright viva-

cious personality," and very much at home "among the

actualities of Hfe, and withal brimful of humour." We
are also told that until considerations of health forbade

him, Mr. Spencer delighted in the social side of life, and
we are introduced to the philosopher with his coat off

enjoying a game of billiards at the Athenajum Club.

Nothing is said about Mr. Spencer taking his defeats with
philosophic calm, and, according to idle rumour, astonishing

his opponents by explaining their success in neat, crisp

sentences, based on his generalisations about the redistri-

bution of matter and motion. There is no allusion to

Mr. Spencer as a disciple of Walton and Cotton, and that

is unfortunate, for though Mr. Macpherson could not be
expected to descend from the high level he maintains
throughout, and relate one or two anecdotes of the billiard-

room type which have got into circulation, or notice the

little angler's ditty in which it is stated that

That wonderfu' cbiel ca'd Herbert Spencer,

will find the handling of a big "twenty pounder," with
rod and line, a much more difficult affair than handling
the universe, he might have made something of Mr.
Spencer as a salmon fisher. Mr. Spencer himself, in

dealing with Weber's experiments on the sense of touch,

alludes to his salmon-fishing days, and informs his readers

that, towards the close of his career as an angler, " I used
to observe what a bungler I had become when putting on
and taking oS artificial flies." And this little personal

item is used in a way that has an important bearing on
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what is called the distribution of tactual perceptiveness.

Statements of this kind ought to have been noted, and
amplified, by one who was favoured with free responses to

request for material, because in a well-known letter

addressed to Hooker the notion has been spread abroad
that Spencer is sadly deficient as an observer.

Coming round to the question of education, Mr. Mac-
pherson informs us that the prevalent idea that Mr.
Spencer's uncle, the Eev. Thomas Spencer, was driven by
his nephew's obstinacy to give up the idea of sending him
to college, is a mistake. " There was no dispute," says
Mr. Spencer. " My uncle gave up the idea when he saw
that I was unfit." Mr. Macpherson rightly indulges in a
few trenchant sentences on the unscrupulous opposition of

university cliques, "who could not bear to see a new
thinker of commanding power step forward into the in-

tellectual arena without the hall-mark of university
culture." This may seem too sweeping, but in reality it

is a well-merited rebuke to those suave-mannered, smooth-
tongued Hegelians whose writings, freely spiced though
these are with bitter elements, convey but a faint idea of
the means taken to bias the minds of students against the
master thinker of the age.

In treating of Mr. Spencer's early life in so far as that
throws light on the philosopher's mental development,
Mr. Macpherson strikes a note to which the present
writer cannot assent. He states that Mr. Spencer never
needed to reject the orthodox creed because it never
appealed to him. It was not with Spencer as with many
others, a case of acceptance and rejection, " his mind lay
outside of it from the first."- Precisely so. With Spencer
as with a Gibbon and a Hume there was no room for
survivals, and reason reigned supreme, and was not as it

unfortunately too often is, the humble slave of those base
ingredients that still trouble the soul of the " improved
Gorilla." But this important factor entirely escapes Mr.
Macpherson, who contends that Spencer is the poorer for
not having shared the spiritual experiences of his contem-
poraries, that for lack of such experience his mind works
under serious limitations, and that those thinkers who
have endeavoured under emotional fervour to " strike the
note of ascetic sanctity receive an almost intuitive insight
into the deeper religious problems of the age—an insight
denied those who come to the study of religious psy-
chology with the foot-rule of the logician, and the weighing
scales of the statistician." This is surprising enough from
an expounder and sympathetic disciple of Herbert Spencer.
The world has seen many prophets and teachers of the
kind Mr. Macpherson is enamoured of, men who had
plenty of emotional fervour and worked under no limita-
tions whatever, but soared into space and swayed to and
fro like a weathercock in a gale. Let us be thankful that
Spencer possesses something better than " emotional
fervour" and "spiritual experiences,"—to wit, clear, cool
reason and philosophic calm. No doubt Mr. Macpherson
will contend that thinkers who do not trouble themselves
with the " foot-rule of the logician and the weighing scales
of the statistician," but appeal to humanity through the
emotions, hold sway over the minds of countless genera-
tions. That, indeed, is only too true ; but then, one who
writes as he at times does about the " meridian glory of
the age of reason," the "long night of authority and
credulity," and who takes a somewhat lyrical view of the
Revolution epoch, should be the first to say " tant pis pour
I'humanite." Again, Mr. Macpherson contends that for lack
of adequate equipment Mr. Spencer fell into the error of
supposing that science and religion would find a basis of
agfreement in recognition of the Unknowable, the terms
Eroposed by science being said to " resemble those of the
usband who suggested to the wife as a basis of future

harmony that he should take the inside of the house and
she the outside." But then we are told in various other
parts of the book that " science will increase rather than
diminish the feelings of wonder, awe and humib'ty which

are the real roots of religious emotion "
; that " thus the

Spencerian philosophy shades into religion," and that
" already science when reduced to its last analysis supplies

a rational basis for the belief in a mysterious awe-
inspiring power," all of which statements do not very
logically hang on to the sweeping dictum that Spencer's
basis of agreement is an error. And it is significant that

one who will not be accused of lack of " emotional
fervour " and " spiritual experiences " — Paulsen of

Berlin — proposes to reconcile religion and science in

practically the same way as Mr. Spencer has done.
The evolution of Mr. Spencer's evolution theory is an

important matter, for it has been afiirmed and repeated
that Synthetic Philosophy has been built up by a priori

methods without reference to facts, and one does not need
to be very learned in psychology to understand the potent
influence of affirmation and repetition. Mr. Macpherson
states that he himself once believed in this popular error,

but that Mr. Spencer in conversation demonstrated to him
that the cardinal principles of Synthetic Philosophy were
reached by slow steps during many years of patient toil.

And that statement does not rest on the ipse dixit of Mr.
Spencer, for one has only got to read his books to trace

the development of his theory, from its first germs in his

first book

—

Social Statics, published in 1850—to its fuU
expansion as a conception of evolution at large. And one
has only to compare dates to see that Mr. Spencer had
slowly worked his way to the conception of evolution at

large before Darwin's Origin of Species appeared. Mr.
Macpherson's treatment of this part of his subject is clear

and pointed, and his vigorous sentences ought to prove a
telling blow against a deep-seated misconception of

Spencerian methods.
Having dealt with one or two points of general interest

in Mr. Macpherson's book, it is impossible in brief space
to do more than express unqualified admiration of Mr.
Macpherson as a literary craftsman, and a bold, inde-

pendent thinker. He possesses a rare grasp of Mr.
Spencer's teaching, and powers of lucid exposition of the
first order. His courage is unboimded. In these days,

when the "young lions" who fill our university chairs

have fused ethics, political economy, and sociology into

"celestial economics" based on the will of God Almighty,
it is not everyone who would, as Mr. Macpherson does,

champion Spencerism into the extremes of political

thought. But he does it, and does it well, albeit that he
plays a little off his own bat.

A Professor on the Warpath.

The Chaucer Canon. By the Eev. Walter W. Skeat, Litt.D.,

D.C.L., LL.D., Ph.D. (Clarendon Press. 3s. 6d.)

Prof. Skeat's polemic is not of a character which, even
were he a Civil Servant, would be likely to call down upon
him the disapproval of the First Lord of the Treasury.
It is distinctly professional, and is devoted to the justifica-

tion of the critical methods employed in his admirable
and standard editions of the works of Geoffrey Chaucer.
There are two ninepins to be bowled at. Almost simul-
taneously with Prof. Skeat's Students' Chaucer appeared
another excellent edition, the "Globe" Chaucer. And a
reviewer of the two, " with that perfect recklessness which
is bom of irresponsibility," asserted—we trust not in

these columns—that there is a wide difference between the
two, the text in the Students' Chaucer being " eclectic,"

and that in the " Globe " Chaucer being " scientific."

Now, Prof. Skeat is nothing if not "scientific," and he
resents the imputation ; which, moreover, he professes

himself unable to understand. He proceeds, therefore, to

demonstrate, firstly, that there is practically no difference

between the texts, which is certainly the case ; and,

secondly, that so far as there is a difference, it is all in
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favour of his own edition. The " Globe " edition is, in

his opinion, unnecessarily faithful to the spelling of the

famous Ellesmere MS., by preserving " the idle, or

archaic, final -» " in cases where a syllable is not required

for the scansion of the line. " "We gather," he jibes,

" that by a ' scientific ' text is meant one in which the

final -e is retained in places where the scribe inserted it

wrongly, as well as in places where he inserted it rightly."

This ninepin is toppled over, to the satisfaction of all

parties, in an early chapter, although it appears to

re(juire a rolling kick at intervals throughout the treatise.

The more serious adversary, however, of the learned

Erofessor is the critic who denies or mistrusts the applica-

ility of the "philological" methods used by nearly all

Chaucerian scholeirs to distinguish the genuine works of

Chaucer from those incorrectly, and upon small evidence,

assigned to him. The real object of the book is to restate

and defend these methods.
Prof. Skeat gives a lucid and elaborate exposition

of them ; and we are bound to say that, within their

limits, they seem to us quite trustworthy. Briefly, the
point is this. Chaucer wrote the Midland English of

the fourteenth century. This still retained the Middle
English inflexions of the parts of speech, ending in

-«, -#», -M, which later English usage dropped ; and it

still retained the distinction between certain vowel sounds,

such as "close" and "open" 0, or "close" and "open"
e, which later English usage obscured. It is not necessary
to go into details here ; suffice it to say that Chaucer's
use of inflexions and Chaucer's selection of vowel sounds
for purposes of rhyme are perfectly regular, and have
been classified by Prof. Skeat and others with considerable
exactness. But even when Chaucer wrote, the Middle
Engli.sh system of inflexions and the Middle EDglish
system of vowel-sounds were beginning to break down.
Shortly after his death a rapid process hurried them into

oblivion. It follows that a fifteenth-century, and still

more a sixteenth-century, imitator of Chaucer trying to

write " Chaucerese " would be writing an extinct and
unfamiliar language. He might, perhaps, get a little

nearer than Spenser's " Shepherd's Calendar," but he
would be almost sure to fall into grammatical and rhythmical
solecisms which Chaucer's ear would never have endured.
The same would be true in great measure of a Northum-
brian contemporary of Chaucer who should attempt to
substitute for the forms of his native speech those of
Chaucer's East Midland. The "fake" might pass, even
as Chatterton's did, but only in an uncritical age. The
philological method of determining the " canon " of
Chaucer consists in the examination of all works claiming
to be his by the tests of rhyme and inflexion, and rejecting
such as fail to conform to his usage in these respects.
The three main poems around which dispute has raged
are " The Eomaunt of the Eose," " The Court of Love,"
and "The Flower and the Leaf." Applying the philo-
logical method. Prof. Skeat decides that no one of these
is throughout by Chaucer. " The Flower and the Leaf "

is by an imitator of the fifteenth century, who appears,
from internal evidence, to have been a woman. "The
Court of Love " is probably not earlier than the sixteenth
century. The case of " The Eomaunt of the Eose " is

more complicated. Wo have Chaucer's own authority for
it that he did translate the French "Eoman de la Eose."
But the existing translation has been shown, not by the
philological tests, to be really aade up of three inde-
pendent fragments; and Prof. Skeat now uses these
methods to support a theory that the first fragment only
is by Chaucer, the second by a Northumbrian imitator,
and the third by yet another Midland writer.
As a rule, it will perhaps be admitted, internal tests of

authorship are hazardous things to deal with. The
attempt to find authors, on grounds of grammar and style,
for anonymous Elizabethan plays, has led to much baseless
conjecture. But the case of the Chaucer canon is rather

peculiar. The imitators are writing in what has become
to them an archaic dialect. They are not scholars. If

Prof. Skeat chose to write a pseudo-Chaucerian poem, it

would probably not be detected—by the philological

method. Nor, again, could the tests satisfactorily dis-

tinguish Chaucer's work from that of an East Midland
contemporary, using the same inflexions and the same
rhymes. Only there does not seem to have been any such
poet whose work, at least, has got confused with Chaucer's.

Nor, as such a poet, even if anonymous, might exist, could
the tests well be used to support by themselves a positive

attribution of any poem to Chaucer. But they are not
called upon to do this, for all Chaucer's important works
are either ascribed to him by trustworthy MSS., or else

claimed by name in the " Legend of Good Women." It is

only the existence of this bulk of undisputed work resting

on external evidence, and covering the whole period of

Chaucer's working life, which enables any satisfactory

philological tests to be framed at all. And even now it

would be impossible had Chaucer's style developed in

respect of his usage of inflexion and rhyme, as it did in

more important respects between his earlier and his later

years.

Ne sutor ultra crepidam. It is a singular study in the

water-tight compartment character of modem literary

specialism to watch Prof. Skeat's proceedings when he
gets outside the borders of philology. Within them he
is a master, moving easily and with assured knowledge
of what is and what is not philological proof. But
when he passes to consider the debt of Chaucer's fifteenth-

century disciples to their master, and their methods of

imitating him, the reader suddenly begins to rub his eyes

and to wonder whether he has read the printed page
aright. Some of Prof. Skeat's conceptions of the way in

which Lydgate, or James I., may be supposed to have
worked, seem to us, from the point of view of literary

psychology, perfectly incredible. As an argument in

favour of the Chaucerian authorship of " Fragment A " of
" The Eomaunt of the Eose," Prof. Skeat says

:

Lydgate, in the course of his Complaint of the Black
Knight, supposed to have been written in 1402, actua
quotes from Fragment A expressly, and must have had
before him ! For it so happens that he quotes just the
very words which are not in the French original.

The French has (1. 1399):

" Entor les ruisseaus et les rives

Des fontaines cleres et vives

Poignoit I'erbe freschete et drue."

Fragment A translates it thus (1. 1-117)

:

" About the brinkea of thise welles.

And by the stremes over-al elles,

Sjjrang up the graa, as thikke y-set

And softs as any veluet."

This Lydgate reproduces thus (" Black Knight," 1. 78) :

" The gravel gold, the water pure as glas,

The baukes rounde, the welle euvyroniny.

And softe as veluet, the yonge gras

That thereupon lustily cam springing." M
We thus fiad Lydgate, who expressly took Chaucer as bis )
model, quoting from Fragment A soon after his master's

death.

" Soft as velvet " has, we take it, been a stock description

of turf at aU times since velvet was invented, and the

passages from Chaucer, if it was Chaucer, and Lydgate
appear to us in other respects about as ingeniously different ,

as two renderings by contemporary writers of the same I
French original could well be. A page further on Prof.

Skeat declares that when Lydgate wrote

And with myn head unto the welle I raughte, m
And of the water drank fa good draughte," I

he is imitating " a convenient form of rimes " in Chaucer's

:

And forth him heed and nekke out-straughte
I'o drinken of that welle a draughte.
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Well, they are not the same rimes, but that is a trifle.

Dear Professor, the thing is not done like this. No poet

would have the time for it, not even a " monk of Bury."

Even more amazing is the proof that King James I.

knew Chaucer's fragment of " The Eomaunt of the Eose,"

based on certain supposed similarities to "The King's

Quair." Thus

:

Perhaps it is worth noticing a line in the very next
stanza—viz., st. 48: " Abjute his nek, quhite as the fyre

amaille " [enamel]. For, though there is nothing remark-
able about the phrase " Aboute his nekke" in Fragment
A, 1. 1081, it is a singular coincidence that the last word
in the preceding line is the scarce word amahd [enamelled].

And next, it we look a little more closely at the same
stanza, we shall find that there is a description of a chain

hung about the same neck, to which was attached a ruby
that shone like a spark of fire. This I take to be Chaucer's

carbuncle, mentioned only forty lines farther on, which
enabled people to travel a mile or two by night time,

because " such light sprang out of the stone."

Tut, tut

!

Mr. Le Gallienne Protests.

Rudyard Kipling : a Criticism. By Eichard Le Gallienne.

(John Lane. 5s.)

Vision of the complete Kipling is, apparently, hidden
from Mr. Le Gallienne. He is restricted by his tempera-

ment, which is the antithesis of Mr. Kipling's. As the

expression of a temperament, his book is able and in-

teresting. It is a form of that criticism which dates from
the eminent French writer who defined criticism as the

recital of the adventures of the soul among masterpieces.

And perhaps the right way to notice such books is just to

take them as they are—to interpret, not to criticise.

With much of Mr. Le Gallienne's book the most ardent

Kiplingite can approve. With this, for example :

To him had been given the wonderful knack of doing
with the pen what so many delightful men, quite in-

glorious and often hardly respectable, d) daUy in bar-

parlours and other haunts of anecdote by ileeting,

fascinating word of mouth.

Indeed, two out of the three sections of the book, the

running criticism of "The Poetry" and "The Stories,"

are indubitably the work of a critic who knows his own
mind, who brings a real love of literature to the task, and
who can appreciate excellence in work to which innately

he is antipathetic. If a score of admirers were asked to

draw up a list of the twenty best poems and stories by
Mr. Kipling, the majority of those selected by Mr. Le
Gallienne for their excellence would certainly be included

;

but the score of admirers would disagree with such a
statement as this

:

Most of Mr. KipUug's stories (and probably those which
have most advanced his general reputation) belong to

science rather than art.

Neither do we agree with Mr. Le Gallienne when he says

that one great and disappointing surprise about Mr.
Kipling's stories is the facility with which we forget them.

Who having read, to name a few at random, "The Story

of the Gadsbys," "The Man who would be King," " My
Lord the Elephant," " Love o' Woman," and " William
the Conqueror " can easily forget them ? Or who forgets

the Jungle Stories, or " The Miracle of Purun Bhagat " ?

The first two sections of Mr. Le Gallienne's book are an
able and reasonable statement of preferences and dislikes

;

but the third section, that devoted to " Mr. Kipling's

General Significance and Influence," opens another door.

I

In these pages we learn what has been troubling Mr. Le
Gallienne. It was to say what he has said in this chapter,

' that Mr. Le Gallienne, with set face and bitter expression,

dipped his pen into the ink. He is aghast at the prevalence

and the popularity of blood-stained fiction. As Mr. Kipling
is the Field-Marshal of this army he tilts his lance at him.

For progressive thought there has been no such dangerous
influence in England for many years.

As a writer Mr. Kipling is a delight ; as an influence he
is a danger.

Perhaps no one ever wrote so profanely of death as

Mr. Kipling, or with such heartless vulgarity.

We are in the thick of one of the most cynically

impudent triumphs of the Philistines the world has seen.

Everywhere the brute and the bully—and for the ape
and tiger truly a glorious resurrection. . . . For this state

of things in England Air, Kipling is the most responsible

voice.

And so on, and so on. What is there to say to all this

but that Mr. Le Gallienne fails to see things clearly, fails

to see them whole ? He sees but one side of Mr. IGpling,

and he hears but one popular voice—the voice that cries

the loudest. The desire to help those who need it, the

care of the sick and the wounded, the seeking for holiness
" which has its sources elsewhere than in history"—the

flowing undercurrent of these things was never stronger

than it is to-day. But you must not seek news of them on
the placards of the evening papers, or in the speeches of

politicians. And as for Mr. Eapling, surely it is the writer's

right to choose his subjects where he lists, and if Mr.
Kipling makes Dick Heldar say—" God is very good—

I

never thought I'd hear this again. Give 'em hell, men !

Oh, give 'em heU!" what of that? The Dick Heldars
in khaki are saying such things daily :

When 'Omer smote 'is bloomin' lyre.

He'd 'eard men sing by land an' sea
;

An' what he thought 'e might require,

'E went an' took—the same as me !

Because a writer in the flush of virile youth feels the

compulsion to write of virile things, because he chooses

his puppets from the ranks of men of action rather than
men of thought, is no reason why he should be charged
with materialism in the grossest form. Moreover, as to

moral influence, there is enough and to spare in the story

of the millionaire's son in Captains Courageous, in "The
Miracle of Purun Baghat," in "The Ship that Found
Herself," in "William the Conqueror," and in the example
of strenuousness, grit, and the fine quality of doing a
thing well for its own sake, shown in a dozen and more
of Kipling's stories of Englishmen set down in lonely

autocracy on the Empire's edge.

The Stones of Normandy.

Highways and Byways in Normandy. By Percy Dearmer.
With Illustrations by Joseph Pennell. (Macmillan. Cs.)

Mr. Deabmer goes to Normandy to ride his hobby, which
is the study of architecture and stained glass. He is no
epicurean trifler like Sterne, and no all-round observer
like Defoe. Still less does he go with that determination
to be literary and capricious which in Stevenson produced
such admirable books of road gossip. Nor, lastly, does
Mr. Dearmer say fine things about the spirit of place, and
dot his route with fragments of his soul. He just says

;

'

' Are you interested in Gothic churches and mediaeval
castles and glass? Then come along, and bring your
bicycle ; carry your money in banknotes, wear wool ; no,

never mind a mackintosh—ah, here is Gisors . . . Gisors

was the key to Normandy in the days," &c. Yet these

pages are not at all " stodgy." You are in good hands,
and Mr. Dearmer finds time, after all, to be genial as well

as clever. For although, in a first glance, he appears to

be wholly occupied with ambulatories and spindle but-

tresses and fosses and mangonels and upper lights, he has
really something to say about scenery, and shows at country
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fain, and plutocratic hotel life at Granville, and tbe un-

French rucMiness and fair hair of the people of Lisieux.

But these are his asides. His colour mounts when he

tackles a mediroval stronghold like the Chateau-Qaillard,

and can start a paragraph with the words, " Being now in

possession of the bailey C, the French began to lay siege

to the inner bailey." Not that in his architectural pages

he is always darting ahead in quiverings of special know-

ledge. Often he shares with you broad, easy impressions.

Take part of a round in Evreux., We are to see the

Cathedral, but Mr. Doarmer will have us approach it in a

certain way ; so he takes us first to the Place de la Mairie

to look at the belfry and the bell.

You feel, as soon as you see the tower, that it was all

built for this bell, which is, as a matter of fact, eighty-four

years older than the tower itself. Height was Deeded to

allow the sound full play, and to give a wide view to the

watchman who scanned the country round, and from hour
to hour announced that all was quiet, or rang, if need

were, the great bell to call the burgher soldiers to the

ramparts. And strength was needed too, for the rough
times that the ancient town had so often to endure. There

are plenty of bullet marks in the stone to remind us of

oue of the latest of those struggles when Evreux was
besieged for nearly a year during the Fronde.

Here, too, sounded the hour bell, the curfew, the festival

bourdon, and the tocsin of fire. In the notes that vibrated

through the stone walls lay all the history of the town, its

common daily lite, its joys, its tragedies.

The street of the belfry, the Rue de I'Horloge, takes us up
to where the north transept of the Cathedral lies under the

dear, crazy old spire of leaded wood. Look well at this

transept : it is triumphant Gothic in all the boundless

profusion of its pride. . . . Did any one realise, as he
watched the masons performing their miracles in stone,

that the force of Gothic could no farther go, that this

triumph was a veritable Trionfo della Morte ?

Go now to the west front. The nephew and successor

of Ambroise, Gabriel Le Veneur, built it only thirty years

after the north transept was finished. The Middle Age,
which seemed almost to have conquered the law of gravi-

tation in its soaring audacity, has entirely passed away :

its art is in thirty years so utterly forgotten that the

records of centuries have been wiped out as if in shame.
The children of Clovis, in art at least, have set themselves
again to bum what they had adored and to adore what
they had burnt.

That is as "purple" as anything in the book, which,

however, does not lack a reasonable glow and sparkle.

Mr. Dearmer never gushes ; he is honest enough to

suggest that some parts of Normandy may bore you, and
that some are to be hurried over, or avoided altogether.

Consequently his praise of a place tells. When he says

that Beaumont-le-Roger "is just one of those places

where one could spend a summer holiday " one accepts his

recommendation as one of real import, like his statement

that the grouping of the shafts in the nave of Coutances
Cathedral is siiSt.

We have left ourselves little space to notice Mr.
Pennell's drawings. They are wonderfully clever. One
sees that he poses a landscape, a church, a city lane, as

carefully as a portrait painter poses a woman or child or
stiong man. The sky is chosen with reference to the
landscape. Mr. Pennell never hesitates to make his

towers " cloud-capt," to make earth and sky, cloud and
tree, conspicuous allies in an artistic intention ; and yet it

is a rare thing to feel that artifice is hustling art. One
feels it sometimes in sky effects, to which Mr. Pennell
is apt to help himself too generously. The illustrations,

by the way, have no close connexion with the text ; they
are a book in themselves. But one does not resent the fact

that author and artist seem to find each his Normandy in
Normandy. Between them Mr. Dearmer and Mr. Pennell
have produced a book which need fear no rival in its own
field for many a day.

Other New Books.
EOMANTIC EdINEUBOH. B7 JOEN GbDDIK

"The bulk of the Waverley Novels were written at

No. 39, North Castle-street, neighbours across the way
marvelling at the daily vision of the hand that travelled

ceaselessly across the paper. ..." In the above sentence

the gentle art of guide-book making is fairly well illus-

trate<l. The " neighbours across the way " may or may
not have marvelled (according as they happened to rise as

early as Sir Walter), but their introduction serves to make
a big historical figure alive by juxtaposition. For the

same reason an artist draws dust in the wake of a bicycle

or a straining hare by the side of a train. Thus the

immovable canvas gives the idea of motion. Many are

the lively ghosts who throng Mr. Geddie's pages. Mont-
rose spat on from the balcony of Lady Hume's lodging

on his way to execution ; the beautiful Duchess of Gordon
(hostess of Bums) riding as a girl on a vagrant pig in the

High-street; David Hume, happy with "a maid and a

cat" in Eiddle's Close—there were no end to the list.

Vandalism, that inexorable servant of municipal con-

venience and hygiene, has set its hoof on Edinburgh ; and
Lord Eosebery has prayed that the spirits which possessed

the Gadarene swine may enter into some of her monuments
and statues to incite them to " run down a steep place

into the sea." But the soul of Edinburgh remains, and

we may reasonably hope that the opening of the New
North Bridge does not presage destruction to it. We may
add that Mr. Geddie's method is less ideally precise than

that of Mr. Laurence Hutton, the author of The Literary

Landmarks of London ; but an excellent index establishes

the value of his gossipy and pleasant volume as a work of

reference. It is a pity that the illustrations are not better.

(Sands & Co. 6s.)

Pioneering on thb Congo.
By the Eev. W. Holwan Bentlev.

We have it on the authority of Mr. Leonard Courtney,

in a presidential address before the Eoyal Statistical

Society, that the net business result of placing the Congo
State in the hands of the King of Belgium for " com-

mercial and philanthropic exploitation " was that " the

Congo trade represented but little more than 0-7 per cent,

of the total trade of Belgium." Anent this statement

Sir F. S. Powell thought "this country ought to be con-

gratulated that the Congo State did not belong to us."

But there is no land on the face of the earth that does not

belong to the British missionary ; and Mr. Bentley, of the

Baptist Missionary Society, shows, in this rambling but

nearly always interesting record of noble work, that even

to-day no limit is set on the price of salvation. In 1879

he went out with Mr. Thomas Comber and a few
colleagues. Mr. Comber's wife was the first victim to the

climate; he himself succumbed in 1887, and four others

of his name laid down their lives in African mission work.

The result of the first decade of pioneer Baptist labour on

the Congo is thus summarised :

There were in the end of 1888 six stations, reaching

500 miles into the interior, and the whole navigable river

had been explored with the exception of an affluent of the

Upper Easai. A Christian Church had been formed at

San Salvador, and during the year 1888 twenty-two
converts had been baptized.

Mr. Bentley himself compiled a dictionary and grammar
of the language, and his wife aided him with translations.

Congo cannibals have now, we gather, the advantage of

a Peep of Bay and a Holy War in their own tongue.

Mr. Bentley's volumes are a mine of curious and often

horrible information on tribal customs and superstitions,

and the numerous illustrations are both apposite and
interesting. His greatest triumph as a Christian advocate

we take to be his dissuasion of Selulundi, a newly cont
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verted polygamist, from taking a sixth woman to wife
with whom he was earnestly in love. The Baptists, be it

said, show their good sense in not attempting the breakage
of irregular marriage bonds already formed. (Religious
Tract Society. 16s.net.)

Fiction.

From Door to Boor : a Booh ofRomances, Fantasies, WTiimsies,

and Levities. By Bernard Capes. (Blackwood. 6s.)

We had hoped that Mr. Capes would " tak' a thought and
men'"; but the pyrotechny of Our Lady of Darkness is

repeated with new effects in these short stories. Mr.
Capes has a fine imagination, and considerable knowledge
of the human heart ; but it does not seem to be remem-
bered by him that all the great stories of the world have
been told in simple language, and for the story's sake.
When Mr. Capes tells a story, he seems to be willing to
do so only on condition that we allow him to try effects
of language at the same time. Of course a writer is

entitled to an original style, but it is a question of more
or less. Mr. Capes's style is felt to be a thing by itself.

There is one glory of the tale, and another glory of the
style, and they get in each other's way. The motto placed
above his first and principal story, called " The Sword of
Corporal Lacoste," might be transferred to the title-page
with a critical intent: " 'Tis many a wise Man's hap, while
he is providing against one Danger, to fall into another :

and for his very Providence to turn his Destruction." Mr.
Capes is so anxious to avoid banalities in thought and
language that he falls into extravagance.

Corportd Lacoste, "cuirassier in the following of Murat,"
loses his regiment, and is led by a monk to a forest inn,
where he forces an entertainment, and makes drunken
love to the landlord's daughter. While Lacoste sleeps,
monk and landlord plan to murder him and in the morn-
ing offer him treacherous guidance through the forest.
A pack of wolves which would have devoured the three is

sent flying by the strategy and sword of the Corporal, who
saves his murderers only to fall beneath their foul blows
in a quiet dell of the forest. Nemesis begins at once : the
snow falls; the two villains are lost; nameless terrors
beset them ; then the pack returns.

It is a good story, and even the clutter of new locutions
and strange similes which Mr. Capes imports into the
telling cannot prevent it seizing on the imagination. But
one has to labour through the style, aa the lost Corporal
did through unending forest to the light of an inn.
It is excess of literature that baidks us. What do you
think of this ?

The dragoon's throat had been pierced by a sword-
thrust. A thread of vermilion yet crawled from it down
his swarthy neck, like the awkward tracing by a schoolboy
of a river on a map.

Presently it is :

For all the trees, great and small, that overstooped the
lip and sprouted from the sides of the pass, were hung
with monstrous lustres of ice, up which milUons of little
reflected suns travelled like beads of champagne rising in
specimen-glasses.

Anon and anon

:

He [the monk] was more ostentatious of his teeth, the
under-row of which broke up his conscious smile into
unlovely intervals, and were like little dilapidated grave-
stones to the memory of deceased appetites. ... In
moments of excitement, he would relapse into his native
Low German, the barbarous gutturals of which, shoulder-
ing their way amongst the crisp, bowing idioms of the
more comply tongue, would confound the intelligibility
they sought to emphasise. . . . The monk was no coy toss-
pot. He pledged the other glass for glass, till his heated
face glared forward of its cowl like a great opening
nasturtium bud.

We could quote and quote again ; but that nasturtium
bud is a sufficient goal. Mr. Capes is fond of buds, and
just here we can illustrate his want of thrift. This story fills

thirty-seven pages, and three times within its small limits

does Mr. Capes invoke the aid of buds. On page 19,

where he is describing the beauty of the landlord's

daughter, he says :

One might wish to cull her face at its slender neck like a
flower, and put it in a vase of fragrant water to watch the
blue eyes bud and open.

One would suppose that after that flight Mr. Capes would
leave buds alone. Literary tact demanded there should at

least be no echo of such an ambitious utterance.

But two pages later we have the monk's faced compared
to a nasturtium bud.

Finally (we could weep for vexation) Mr. Capes uses
the word with a daring felicity, an audacious rightness,

which ought to have withered both preceding buds out of
the tale. For in describing the return of the wolves after

dusk had fallen, and the murderous monk's terror when
he sees Lacoste's avengers, Mr. Capes thrills us with the
sentence

:

A score of rabid snouts budded through the gloom
before him.

What is one to say to a writer who can so make literature,

and so mar it ? We have again been betrayed into

attending only to Mr. Capes's style. His matter is ex-
cellent, and we can honestly say that " The Sword of
Corporal Lacoste " will haunt us for long.

The Collapse of the Penitent. By Frederick Wedmore.
(Hutchinson & Co.)

Not vehement, not passionate, but refined, exact, tempered,
self-conscious, subtle, and calmly convincing—such is this

record of a pretty and talented Bohemian's fall. Mr.
Wedmore's concern has always been with the arts—every
art—and although his chemists are justly notable, he is

more at home and more successful with characters of an
artistic temperament ; he knows intimately their atmos-
phere, and can put in the local colour with a hand at once
discreet and lavish. In Rose Damarel, pianist, daughter of
Bohemianism, he has selected precisely the person to suit his

peculiar powers. And he triumphs with brilliance over the
difficidties of the character. Rose is a woman of surprising
moods—chiefly caused, perhaps, by "the dreadful obliga-

tion to be what is called ' respectable.' " All her instincts

are wild and free, against regularity. From the first

memorable day, at Henley, when she meets Lister the
dramatist, her tendencies, in the quietest suggestive hints,

are plainly revealed. With her, sooner or later, it is

bound to be flight and the boat-train to Dover. But by
what extraordinary steps, after what feints, retreats, self-

deceptions, and noble aspirations, does she reach Charing
Cross with her unlicensed lover ! Mr. Wedmore's hand-
ling of the complex problem has the assurance of mastery.
Everywhere—whether Rose is nursing with fervid adora-
tion the sick child of her lawful union, or casting herself

into the arms of Lister, or repenting in the nick of time,

or flaunting it, so sensitively, with " Tommy Worsley of

the Guards," or dying at the cacophonous piano of a
fifteenth-rate Parisian brasserie A femmes—one has the
stem, comfortable feeling that " this was so," and was so

inevitably. In the virtuosity of its analysis of the femi-
nine heart we can only compare The Collapse of the

Penitent, among recent novels, with Marcel Provost's Le
Jardin Secret. We think that Mr. Wedmore wiU not
object to such a comparison.
Most of the few other characters are done nearly as well

as Rose. Mr. Vasey, her husband, the man whose
business, as a picture-dealer dans le mouvement, it was to

" place " men, is drawn in a vein of fierce and inexorable
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satire; he is repellently alive. Old Damarel, the yiolin-

mendor, is siirrounded with an exquisite tender sentiment.

The failure among the characters is certainly Lister ; Lister

is a figure set up, but not breathed upon with the breath

of life. The minor characters are admirable. And the

writing, the wit, the observation are admirable. Mr.

Wedmore may have done a better book than this, but we
doubt. It is a novel about an artist written by an artist

for artists. Slight, minute and delicate, it will yet float

surely and conspicuous, on the vast g^^y unimportant sea

of modern English fiction.

Notes on Novels.

[^Theu notes on the tceek'i Fiction are not necessarily final.

Reviews of a selection unllfollow.'\

The West End. By Percy White.

A study of smart society. Writing in the person of

the shrewd, crippled, private secretary of John Tread-

away, jam manufacturer and merchant prince, Mr.
White tells us how that worthy deliberately sets up
his tabernacle in Belg^-avia, and invades Society. It

is a capital study, fidl of satire and observation of

something more flian the "smart" order. "This is a

big scheme we've got in hand, Eupert," says the jam-
manufacturer, as he watches the builders finishing a winged
lion over the porch of his new home, " a deuced big

scheme." (Sands & Co. 6s.)

Fate the Fiddler. By Hebbbet 0. MacIlwaine.

The author of that excellent story of Australian life,

Dinhinlar, again gives us Australia for a background.
" A stretch of untilled, untouched Australia " lies before
us in the first paragraph, and in the second we are told

that this is " the simple tale of the struggles of two ordin-

ary young Britons—against the elements, including man,
their latest born—to make a living, and, if it might be,

a fortune, in their adopted country." (Constable. 6s.)

A Man: His Mark. By W. C. Morrow.

A short, strong novel by the author of The Ape, The
Idiot, and Other People. Adrian Walden finds himself
snowed up in his hut under Mount Shasta with a lady
whose leg has been broken in a coach accident. The two
are imprisoned for weeks by an avalanche and the con-
tinued snowfall. A situation of great delicacy is delicately

treated, and a very careful study is made of the two
characters, who discover that they have had much to do
with the shaping of each other's lives. (Grant Richards.
3s. 6d.)

Woman and Artist. By Max O'Eell.

In his first chapter Max O'ReU discusses the charge
brought by Englishmen against Frenchmen that they do
not know the meaning of the word "home"; but the
chapter ends on this subject, and has no real connexion
with the stor}', which is a study in the blighting effects

on home life of social ambition. Philip Grantham, A.E.A.,
is serenely happy in St. John's Wood until, in the desire
to see his beautiful wife reign as a West End hostess, he
neglects painting and invents a shell which is purchased
by the French and Russian .Governments. We follow
Philip and his wife through the maze and blaze of
Belgravia life. Pliilip's diseased ambition runs its

course, and love and art and St. John's Wood are restored.
(Wame & Co. 3s. 6d.)

By Annie Thomas
Comrades True. (Mrs. Pender Cudlip).

This is such a novel as one would expect from the
author of The Siren^s Web. It is pleasant reading, and
there are two heroes (comrades true) and two heroines,

not to mention Jock, the fox terrier. An unusual method
of personal description is this : " What was she like ?

Very much like the central figure in Leslie's charming
picture called * School Revisited.' " (Chatto & Windus.
68.)

By the Eabl of Ellesmkbe
Jem Cabeuthebs. (Chables Granville).

"The Extraordinary Adventures of an Ordinary Man"
is the sub-title of this novel by the author of Mrs. John
Foster. The hero wakes up, commonplace and fancy-free,

on his thirtieth birthday, to find that a capital sum of

£75,000, on which he has hitherto had the interest, is to

be made over to him. He is tin ordinary man when he
goes to Lord Camforth's bank to draw this sum; his
" extraordinary adventures " begin when he finds that the

money has been drawn by a young lady professing to be
his private secretary. "The developments are many and
curious. (Heinemann. 6s.)

A Lady of the Regency. By Mrs, Stepney Rawson.

The story is laid in London and Northumberland, and
opens about the year 1813 in George the Third's court.

Many historical personages are introduced. Byron, for

instance, leaning on the arm of Lord Alvanley, is encoun-
tered on page 153. Says Lady Curragh to Alvanley:
" For this renewal of my friendship with Lord Byron I
thank you. You always bring me wit ; to-day you bring
me soul as well." (Hutchinson. Gs.)

Bequeathed. By Beatrice Whitby.

Miss Whitby's novels grow steadily in number, and this

resembles its predecessors in being a thoroughly pleasant

story, in which the course of love runs fairly smoothly
under quiet, English, and probable circumstances. (Hurst
& Blackett. 6s.)

The Temptation of Olive
Latimee. By Mes. L, T. Meade.

In the frontispiece the heroine is reclining in a basket chair

above the explanation, " Geoffrey watched her anxiously."

Elsewhere she is carressing " Trots "
; and in one picture

we are permitted to see her adjusting her hat before her
bedroom looking - glass. A readable domestic story.

(Hutchinson. 6s.)

The Shadow of Allah.
By Morley Roberts and Max Montesole.

"Being the Adventures of Sarif ak Rarasy, the Cir-

cassian, in Stamboul." Local colour [and vernacular are

put in with a generous hand: " 'Inshallah,' added the

Softa, ' the Padisha has now discovered the perfidy of his

viziers, and he will send them to Djihenna with their

Muscovite paymasters.' ' What can you expect, after all,'

whispered a tchibouk merchant, ' from the Farmacion ? '
"

The story is fuU of action and footnotes. (John Long. 63.)

The Devil's Kitchen. By a. B. Louis.

This is one of those perplexing novels in which the

title re-appears as the title of a novel in the story. How-
ever, it is a readable tale, introducing a publisher and his

clients, one of whom, maddened by the rejection of his

stories, committed a murderous assault on a wrong man,
and was " detained during Her Majesty's pleasure." He
was consoled by the merciful delusion that he had climbed
the ladder and was a great novelist. To visitors to the

asylum he would loftily say :
" Never despair. If I had

given in, I should not be where I am now." (Sands

& Co. 33. 6d.)

A Gentleman in Khaki. By John Oakley.

Chapter headings like "How Ladysmith was Saved"
and " The Tangle of the Tugela " prepare the reader for

a war story full of the actualities of the present struggle

in South Africa. (Chatto & Windus. Is.)
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Tinkering the Bible.

There has been a notion abroad in recent years that the

language of the Bible, as we have it in the Authorised
Version of 1611, needs to be modernised in order that it

may make a lively appeal to modem minds. But the

efforts made in this direction have not been very hopeful.

Even the Eevised Version was, for most people, a gigantic

bubble, which burst as soon as bom ; and the small

private attempts which have been made since have burst

as quietly in its wake. The latest product of this well-

meaning crusade is Dr. Henry Hayman's work, entitled

The Epistles of the New Testament : an Attempt to Present

Them in Current and Popular Idiom (A. & C. Black). We
propose to examine Dr. Hayman's aim and execution with
some care, for we believe that such enterprises as his are

at least useful in demonstrating the impregnability of a
work of literary art like the Authorised Version ; and that

they exhibit certain fallacies which it is well to dissipate.

Dr. Hayman's professed aim in re-wording the Epistles

has been " to present them in current and popular idiom."

That he presents them in no such garb is the first convic-

tion that is forced upon the reader. Dr. Hayman employs
neither the words nor the constructions of everyday life.

The mere retention of "thou" and "thee," of "art"
and "hast," of "couldest" and "wouldest," is a clear

breach of the design, these words forming no part of

current and popular idioms. It is quite a common thing

for Dr. Hayman to replace clear English by difficult

English, and a familiar construction by a rare one. Thus,
Paid's simple sentence, " For he that is dead is freed from
sin," becomes, in Dr. Hayman's version, " For the dead
to sin is enfranchised from its power"—a change, surely,

in the very opposite direction to that proposed in the

author's plan. Again, the words in Romans x. 21 :

" All day long I have stretched forth my hands unto a

disobedient and gainsaying people," become :
" All day

long I stretch forth my hands towards a people refractory

and recusant." Here, again, the change seems to be
precisely antagonistic to the aim announced. Two ad-

jectives are latinised, and the idiom which, in the

Authorised Version, places them before the noun they
qualify is exchanged for an idiom, certainly less current

and certainly less popular, which places them after that

noun. Concerning the purely literary effect of the

changes we need say nothing. An astonishing example
of Dr. Hayman's work is afforded by a comparison of the

two versions of a passage in the Epistle to the Philippians,

which everyone knows by heart

:

AuTnoRisKD Version.

PinsUy, brethren, whatso-
ever tilings are true, whatso-
ever things are honest, what-
soever things are just, what-
soever things are pure, what-
soever things are lovely, what-
soever things are of good
report ; if there be any virtue,

and if there be any praise,

think on these things.

Dr. HAYMAif.

Finally, brethren, let every
principle of truth, reverence,

rectitude, purity ; all that is

endearing, all that is auspi-

cious ; whatever there be that

is excellent and praiseworthy;

dwell in your thought?.

faulty construction for a good ; and he simply underpins

and brings down the rhetorical scheme of the passage

whicb he professes to improve. For that Dr. Hayman
hopes to improve every sentence he alters seems clear.

Otherwise he would not expressly declare in his Preface

that some phrases in the Authorised Version cannot be

improved upon, and will therefore be retained unaltered

in his own version. However, this admission prepares the

reader to witness Dr. Hayman's courage rather than his

discretion, for there are few passages on which he does not

exercise his skill. Even Paul's entreaty to the believers

at Corinth, " Greet one another with an holy kiss," be-

comes, "Exchange a kiss of sanctity with one another,"

leaving us astonished by the moderation which did not

impel him to write : " Exchange osculations of sanctity

with one another." Dr. Hayman's handling of the

Authorised Version is seen at its boldest when he alters

the words " encompassed about with so great a cloud of

witnesses " into " encircled with so vast a cloud of attest-

ing spectators." " Encompassed " is not necessarily

"encircled," and " witnesses " means (precisely) "attest-

ing spectators," with the obvious advantage that it is a

comely English word instead of two words of Latin com-

plexion and little charm. The sacrifice of charm is the

imvarying feature of modernised versions of the Bible.

Take this example

:

Authorised Version.

Charity suffereth long, and
is kind ; charity envieth not

;

charity vaunteth not itself, is

not puffed up,

Doth not behave itself un-
seemly, seeketh not her own,
is not easilyprovoked, thinketh
no evil

;

Rejoiceth not in iniquity,

but rejoiceth in the truth
;

Beareth all things, believeth

all things, hopeth all things,

endureth all things.

Sometimes the flight is nearly from the sublime to the

ridiculous. Thus

:

Dr. Hayman.
Charity is long suffering,

is kindly, is void of envy, is

no braggart, is not inflated,

preserves decorum, avoids
self-seeking, is not irritable,

imputes not the evil done, has
no joy at evil doing, but re-

joices on the side of the truth

;

puts up with all things, gives

credit for all things, hopes all

things, endures all things.

Authorised Version.

I therefore so run, not as

uncertainly ; so fight I, not as

one that beateth the air :

But I keep under my body,
and bring it into subjection ;

lest that by any means, when
I have preached to others, I

myself should be a castaway.

Here Dr. Havman substitutes long words for short, and a

Dr. Hayman.
I accordingly so run as if I

meant to win; and so plant
my hits not as idly sparring

;

but I hit home at my own
fleshly frame, and tame it into

subserviency ; for fear I, who
proclaim the contest to others,

should come to be rejected

myself.

These examples of an effort to modernise the Bible

language are so surprising, that it may be well to seek

further light on Dr. Hayman's actual intentions. The
most significant sentence in his Preface is this : "I have
striven to answer to myself the question, How would these

fathers of our faith have expressed themselves, if the

vernacular English of our own day had been their medium
of expression ? " This calls for thought. The vernacular

should mean the whole vernacular, or it is nothing. To
credit Paul, Peter, and James, .jn imagination, with a
knowledge of only those English words of to-day which
approximately reproduce the meanings of their own
words, would be to beg the question. It would be to

raise the question of correct translation, whereas the

question raised by Dr. Hayman is clearly that of expres-

sion in its largest sense. If we really are to inquire how
Paul would have expressed himself in the English verna-

cular of to-day, we must begin by imagining that he
possessed as full a knowledge of that vernacular as our-

selves—his readers. We must also—it is inevitable

—

impute to him a knowledge not only of all our words, but
of all they stand for ; in a word, we must credit him with
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the same heritage of knowledge as we ourselves enjoy,

including (oh, confusion!) our knowledge of himself

derived Iroru the Authorised Version. We might then

—

pac« all absurdities—receive Paul's Epistles from his hand
in the English vernacular of to-day, and hear him draw
his illustrations from such vernacular factt as the rotundity

of the earth, wireless telegraphy, forbidden incense, and
the prosyletising zeal of Mr. Mallock. And a daring
writer might conceivably endeavour to personate this

modern St. Paul, and re-think and re-write his Epistles

for men and women of to-day. This would be, at any
rate, a logical attempt to show—what Dr. Hayman proposes
to show, but does not—how Paul of Tarsus would nave
expressed himself "if the vernacular English of to-day

had been his medium of expression." But the result

would not be the Bible. The Bible was written in certain

periods and in certain languages, and all that can be done
is to translate a given portion from the language in which
it was first written into the language in which it is pro-

posed to be read, taking verbal equivalents as we find

them, and submitting to the disadvantages arising from
differences in the knowledge, tastes, and ideals of the two
periods. The Authorised Version was a supremely good
example of translation, because it not only did this task
work, but took on a rare beauty and energy of its own.
Moreover, it carried out Dr. Hayman's own plan : it

presented the Bible in "current and popular idioms."
That the need for such presentation was infinitely greater
in 1611 than it is in 1900 does not need to be demonstrated
to anyone acquainted, however slightly, with the develop-
ment of the English language. Since 1611 the language
has grown enormously, but has altered little; and it is

certain that Shakespeare, in the Elysian Libraries, reads
The Ring and the Book with far greater ease than he reads
The Romaunt of the Rose. But granting that the Authorised
Version presents the Bible in an English form which has
been devitalised by the changes that have come over the
language in the interval of nearly three centuries, and that
these changes justify an attempt to present the Bible in
the " current and popular idioms " of to-day, still the mere
substitution of new idioms for old is a very small part of
the matter. Language is inseparable from thought, and the
thought of the few is warmed and coloured by the thoughts
of the many, and things possible in one age are impossible
in another. In 1 6 1 1 English faith was at its strongest. The
language had passed triumphantly out of its old inflec-

tional stages, and had fulfilled itself in Shakespeare's
Plays. It had reached, as far as we know, its utmost
serviceableness to literature, and literature had reached
its utmost power to employ the language. The beauty of
words was felt, and verbal melody was a habit rather than
a secret. As the child of his age, Shakespeare wrote his
plays. As children of their age, the translators of the
Bible produced the Authorised Version. They had the
perceptions and immunities which belong to a great literary
epoch. We cannot wholly account for their success : the
wind bloweth where it listeth. But it is as unwise to
tamper with a Bible which our age could not have pro-
duced as it is to meddle with cathedrals which our age
could not have built. The value of a Version is not so
much a question of idioms as of idiosyncrasy, and we must
not change the one until we can match the other. In a
new fervour of the race we may build a new York Minster
or a new Bible

; but—the wind, bloweth where it listeth.
This lesson is suflaciently enforced by Dr. Hayman's book,
in which, side by side, we may read :

For we know in part, and For partial now is our field
we prophesy m part. of knowledge, and partial our
But when that which is scope of inspiration. But when

perfect is come, then that our full development shall be
which is in part shall be done reached, all that is partial
*^ay- shall be superseded then.

Things Seen.

"A Certain Priest."

He had a way of sitting a little apart from the rest, with

his head thrown back and his profile in strong relief.

From this you will remark that he has a profile. No man
who had not would dare to sit like that. In this position

he was wont to listen to other people's sermons—medi-

tating, perchance, his own.
Nature had been very kind to him. She had mirrored

in his face and form the beauty of his soul. She had
given him, moreover, a haunting voice, and the power of

reaching others.

There is a picturesque way of doing most things. And
that was his way.

This is how he said the Creed. I have sometimes

thought that he was the only man I ever knew who luider-

stood how to say it, and how to stand, and look, when he

did say it.

He wheeled slowly round to the East—his head raised

slightly, his thin hands loosely folded. At the Incarna-

tion, Death, and Burial he knelt instinctively, as the

natural expression of the humiliation he so evidently felt.

At the sound of the " Resurrection " the whole man
thrilled with a sense of its triumph and wonderful love.

Throughout the whole, his eyes were fixed on the cross on

the altar before him. . . . And yet, somehow, I thought

he saw beyond. . . . He always remained facing eastward

a little longer than anyone else, and he always lingered a

moment on " The Life of the World to come." ... I

used to wonder what those words meant for him. . . . But
now I know. . . . One day I heard him tell the children

that the New life would be just the Old made perfect . . .

The Old made perfect ! . . . Amen to that, dear

Stranger.

The Automatic.

I ForND I had to change at the Junction.

There were a good many people waiting on the other

platform ; evidently an excursion. Two—an old labourer

and a child—had wandered across to my side. All the

man's remaining vigour was in his grip on the little one's

hand. She seemed to be a grandchild he was pleasuring.

They were on the return journey, yet the child was
plainly unsatisfied.

They wandered up the platform and stopped by an

automatic machine.
" See y'ere, dearie, what's this?

"

" There's sweets in that. You puts a penny in there

an' they comes out there !

"

The child looked up ; she grasped the nature of the

machine at once.

Swinging heavily forward she watched the box, then

the man's face, eagerly.

"I knows. Put it in."

This demand seemed a thunderbolt to the old man.
Still gazing helplessly at the automatic, he jerked his

stiff hand to his pocket, fumbled awhile, and jerked it out

again.

His wrinkles deepened a little. Making a clumsy effort

he tried to set scholastic pride aflame.

"Look at them pretty letters. You can read 'em, can't

yer? What's that big un? C, ain't it? And that's a

H, an' a 0. There's another C."
" Choc'lat," said the child. " I knows what that is. I

likes it. Ain't it time to put the penny in ?
"

The old man worked gallantly on.
" There's another big letter. B, ain't it ? an' U, an'

two T's."
" I'd rather 'ave choc'lat," said the child, almost dancing

with excitement.
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" Where do you put the penny in ? Show me."
She tilted her face up to the old man's, and then she

hegan to foresee disappointment. Her words poured forth

fast and furious.

"Put it in. Put it in now."
Then shrilly :

" Ain't yer got one ? Carn't I 'ave none ?
"

The old man pulled her towards the subway, and I saw
no more of them.

Mr. Lang must have found that, and his contempt
expressed in the suggestion that a novel is barely litera-

ture falls equally upon such fiction as "Hamlet," The

Scarlet Letter, The Egoist, The Odyssey, or the beautiful

stories told in Holy Writ.—I am, &c.,

Frances Forbes-Eobebtson.

Correspondence.

Mr. Andrew Lang on Fiction.

Sib,—That Mr. Lang contemns the literature which takes
the form of a novel it is impossible to doubt. That he is

unable to estimate its value, to classify it or in any way to
realise what that very comprehensive word "fiction"
actually embraces, is equally impossible to doubt after

reading "The Supremacy of the Novel," from his pen, in
the Westminster Gazette of May 7. But with this con-
tempt there are not a few amazing statements in the
article, made to further some kind of argument that the
world of letters has fairly gone to the dogs because of the
prevalency of the novel (not frankly said, but insinuated),
that display a want of discrimination really provoking
from a man of letters.

Mr. Lang extensively quotes Bulwer-Lytton's summing-
up of the literary market of his time, and asserts " all

this might have been written to-day." With the excep-
tion of some vague generalisations, the remarks are wholly
inapplicable to our day.

Mr. Lang further writes :
" Greece and Eome and pre-

Eevolutionary Europe produced literature in all its species
while we tend to produce novels only." In Mr. Andrew
Lang's lifetime there have probably been more works of
philosophic value, historic accuracy, and poetic merit (of

this last, excluding the sixteenth century) than at any other
period of the world's history. That novels of a paltry
value by the side of these have been produced to an
overwhelming number and purchased by the public only
signifies that to-day there is an immense population that
in past generations never read anything. This taste of
the crowd neither augments nor diminishes the number of
serious readers, unless, indeed, towards reading at all,

which it must be admitted is always a step to better
things from the grosser pastimes of illiterate ages. But
the public that reads serious literature is equally greater
in number than at any other period. It may be asserted
that such writers as Darwin, Spencer, Huxley, Bain are
more universally read than ever were Descartes, Locke,
and Condillac. We know that Carlyle, Euskin, Arnold,
Emerson have been sold in immense numbers. Such fine

novels as may be counted literature have not had a much
greater sale. Mr. Lang confuses things. We have never
heard that such masters as Nathaniel Hawthorne, George
Meredith, and Henry James had the extensive sales Mr.
Lang seems to envy, peculiar to certain novels of the
moment. Popular work in all branches finds a big market
not less than chfap and inferior goods of other manu-
facture. It is a pity to confound this merchandise with
Art be it fiction in prose or verse.

Such books as have been written by Mr. Meredith or
Mr. Henry James rise above, indeed tower above, in every
kind of way, the expositions of subjective philosophers,
metaphysical meanderings, tirades of criticism, or cata-
logues of historical events Mr. Lang deplores as no longer
read.

Would Mr. Lang have us believe that Lost Leaders is of
the stuff, shall we say, of Tit-Bits (yet both come under the
heading of journalism), and force us to cry out at its

immense sale ? Nevertheless, Lost Leaders hardly has the
sale of Tit-Bitt.

A great novel is an amazingly difficult article to produce,

An Index Expurgatorius of Words.

SiE,—Your correspondent " H. B. " does not seem to

me quite accurate in stating that one of the words pro-

hibited by Mr. W. Cullen Bryant in his Index Expiirga-

torius is the appellation " esquire." There is nothing to

show that Mr. Bryant objected to the use of this word in

any one of its legitimate meanings. In the list given in

the Academy of April 28 it was the abbreviation " Esq. "

that Mr. Bryant wished to place in the Index. It is

obvious that " Esq. " covers a much wider range of ideas

than " esquire." To the different categories of persons
who, according to " H. B.," are alone entitled to use the

designation " esquire " should, I think, be added officers

in the army of the rank of captain or above it, together
with those holding corresponding relative rank in the
navy, who are designated as esquires in the Queen's com-
mission. I do not feel quite certain of the ground on
which bachelors of divinity, law, and physic base their

claims to the appellation.

Nearly every word in the list wiU admit of some dis-

cussion, but want of space forbids this excursion into the
realm of academics. Lengthy, as you well point out, is

by no means a vulgar synonym of long. To take a single

instance, Walter Pater, whose fastidiousness in the choice

of words amounted almost to a weakness, says, in speak-
ing of Mrs. Humphry Ward : "In truth, that quiet
method of evolution, which she pursues undismayed to the
end, requires a certain lengthiness" [Essays from the

Guardian, p. 60). The use of the word on this occasion is

justified by the fact that no other could, even approxi-
mately, so well express the writer's meaning. And so with
many others tabooed by Mr. Brjant.—I am, &c.,

W. F. P.

Henry Lawson.

Sir,—In view of the vast amount of rubbish which has
recently been poured out under the name of patriotic

verse, perhaps some of your readers might not object to

my bringing before their notice a poem which is probably
unknown to them, and which possesses no less poetic ring
than true patriotism. Written some few years ago, before
there was any indication of a grand Imperial struggle,

Henry Lawson's " Star of Australasia" must be regarded
as prophetic of the present colonial military enthusiasm.
It was published in 1896 in a volume entitled In the Days
when the World was Wide, but the book, though containing
many good things, would be difficult to buy in this country.
The poem to which I make special reference begins with
the assurance that the day will come when Australasia
will be able to forget the sordid first chapter of its history,

and that " The Star of the South shall rise in the lurid

clouds of war." It continues :

There are boys out there by the western creeks, who hurry
away from school

To climb the sides of the breezy peaks or dive in the shaded
pool,

Who'll stick to their guns when the mountains quake to
the tread of a mighty war.

And iight for Bight or a Grand Mistake as men never
fought before

;

When the peaks are scarred and the sea-walls crack till the
furthest hills vibrate,

And the world for a while goes rolling back in a storm of
love and bate.
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There are boys to-day in the dty slum and the home of

wealth and pride

Who'll have one home when the itorm is come, and fight

for it side by side,

Who'll hold the cliffs 'gainst the armoured hells that batter

a coastal town
Or grimly die in a hail of shells when the walls come

crushing down.
And many a pink-white baby girl, the queen of her home

to-day,
Shall see the wiugs of the tempest whirl the mist of our
dawn away

—

Shall live to shudder and stop her ears to the thud of the

distant gun,
And know the sorrow that has no tears when a battle is

lost or won

—

As a mother or wife in the years to come, will kneel,

wild-eyed and white.

And pray to God in her darkened home for the " men in

the fort to-night."

The poet goes on to tell that in the struggle Australasia

will awake to feel and see the " soul of the world," and
that in success or adversity their lungs will inbreath a

larger life.

They'll know the glory of victory—and thq grandeur of

defeat.

Every boy will be wanting to fight ; the children will

"run to the doors and cry, 'Oh, mother, the troops are

come !

'

"

And fools, when the fiends of war are out and the city

skies aflame,

Will have something better to talk about than a sister or

brother's shame,
WUl have something nobler to do by far than to jest at a

friend's expense.

Or to blacken a name in a public bar or over a back-yard
fence.

And this you learn from the libelled past, though its

methods were somewhat rude

—

A nation's bom where the shells fall fast, or its lease of

life renewed.
We in part atone for the ghoulish strife, for the crimes of

the peace we boast,

And the better part of a people's life in the storm cimes
uppermost.

I fear to quote more lest you should consider me unfair

in my demand upon your space. It is a very simple

matter to find artistic blemishes in the piece—indeed, in

most of Henry Lawson's work—but his vigour, his fresh-

ness of expression, and his sanity must surely commend
themselves to the reader.—I am, &c.,

May 7, 1900. Abthur Maquaeie.

The Missing Word.

Sni,—I cannot see that the missing word is wanted.

Why are we to nickname ourselves ? Let others call us

Englanders, Britishers, and so forth. I was bom of Irish

parents at the Cape of Good Hope. I have spent most of

ray life in India, where my children were bom. What are

the two ties which bind sons and daughters of the Empire
together ? Firstly, we are all under the rule of an English
Queen (who, I m.iy say in passing, does not call herself

an Anglo-German!) ; secondly, we^all, with varying accents

and idioms, speak the English language ; collectively, to

ourselves and others, we are English. St. Paul, though
a Hebrew of the purest blood, was not ashamed to be
a Roman citizen, nor was Tarsus despised because she
was a libera civitas of Rome. The " missing-word " notion

is a new one. No Anglo-Indian wished to be labelled

Hibemo-Indian or Scoto-Indian. We are all of us English
in our loyalty to our English Queen and hor English
empire, and I am, for all my Irish origin, colonial birth

and Indian domicile

—

An EN'aLisuwo.VAN.

New Books Received.

[T^M notit on tonu of the Ntw Books of the week are

preliminary to Reviews that may follow.']

Interpretations op Poetry
AND Religion. By George Santayana.

Prof. Santayana's workf The Sense of Beauty, published

three years ago, was a stimulating performance, though
its metaphysics, like all metaphysics, were open to much
criticism. Into this volume Prof. Santayana has gathered

a number of papers which he hopes tend in their various

ways to uphold the idea that religion and poetry are

identical in essence, and differ merely in the way in which
they are attached to practical affairs. " It would naturally

follow from this conception that religious doctrines would
do well to withdraw their pretensions to be dealing with

matters of fact. That pretension is not only the source of

the conflicts of religion with science and of the vain and
bitter controversies of sects ; it is also the cause of the

impurity and incoherence of religion in the soul, when it

seeks its sanctions in the sphere of reality, and forgets

that its proper concern is to express the ideal." It will be
seen that Prof. Santayana's book at least contains bold

and interesting thoughts. (Black. 63.)

Twenty Famous Naval Bati'les:

Salamis to Santiago.

By Edwaed Kirk
Rawson.

Mr. Rawson is Superintendent of Naval War Records
to the United States Navy, and the title he has chosen for

these two fairly bulky volumes is a sufficient explanation

of their contents. It would be too much, however, to

describe this as an episodical history of naval warfare.

From Salamis to Actium and from Actium to Lepanto
are long leaps. The illustrations are good and numerous.
(Isbister. 2 vols. 21s. net).

By Captain S. Eaedley-
OuB Fleet or To-day. Wilmot.

This is a revised edition of the author's well-known

work, The Development of Navies dtiring the Last Half
Century. The growth of foreign navies in the last ten

years has necessitated the elimination of the chapter deal-

ing with this branch of the subject, which would require a

separate volume. The development of our own navy from
1840 to the present date is now the sole subject dealt with.

A chapter on "Lessons of Recent Naval Wars" forms

part of the added matter. (Seeley & Co. 5s.)

Among the Birds of Northern
Shires. By Charles Dixon.

Mr. Dixon's ornithological books are becoming numerous.

His present volume may bo considered as the counterpart

of his Bird Life in a Southern County. In it he devotes

much space to comparisons between the birds of the

northern shires and those of the south of England. For
the number and interest of its birds Mr. Dixon unhesi-

tatingly gives the palm to the north as against the south,

and he makes many comparisons between the birds of the

two districts. The subject of migration, too, naturally

occupies far more space here than in the earlier and com-

panion volume. (Blackie & Son. 7s. 6d.

)

The French Revolution. By Thomas Carlylb.

Messrs. Macmillan's "Library of English Classics "is
growing apace. We have had many " dainty " editions of

masterpieces, but those who desire something in the nature

of a library edition, handsome, spacious, and yet light in

the hand, will do well to acquire the volumes in this

" Library " ; they are excellent specimens of the art of

book-building. (Macmillan. 2 vols. 78.)
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Ijf addition to the foregoing, we have received :

THEOLOGICAL AND BIBLICAL.
Duff (Archibald), Old Testament Theology ; or, the History of Hebrew Reli-

gion. Vol. II., The Deuteronomic Reformation in Century VII., b.c.

(Black)
Scot (A. F.), Offering and Sacrifice (Burleigh) 2/6
Parker (Dr. Joseph), Studies in Texts (Horace Marshall) 3/6
Askrrith (B. H.). The Christian Conception of Holiness (Macmillan)
Uoule (H. G.), The Secret of the Presence (Seeley) 3/J
Harris (J. Rendel), The CJospel of The Twelve Apostles (Cam. Univ. Press) 6/0

POETRY, CRITICISM, AND BELLES LETTRES.
Dew-Smith (Alice), The Diary of a Dreamer (tJnwin) 6
Slater (David), Tenfamina (Blackwell, Oxford) net 3/6
Steams (F. P.), The Midsummer of Italian Art (Putnam's Sons)
Cmmp (John F.;, The Witchery of Books (Simpkia, Mirshall)
Carpenter (Edward), The Story of Eros and Psyche (Swan Sonnenschein)
Longfield (Lewis). Tmlight to Dawn (Weston) 2/6
Corwen (Maud), Tliorkel M4ni, and Other Poems (Rente'.l & Co.) net 1

HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY.
Osbom (E. B.), Greater Canada : The Past, Present, and Future of the

Canadian North-West (Chatto * Windns) 3/8
Chambers (Stracey), The Rhodesians (John Lane) 3/6
Baird (Henry Martyn), Theodore Beza: The Counsellor of the French

Reformation, 1519-1606 (Putnam's Sons) 6/0
Davis (H. W. C), Charlemagne (Putnam's Sons) 6
Duckworth (Rev. H. T. F.), The Church of Cyprus (S.P.C.K.)
Seddon (Mrs. T. R ), Christ's Workers among all Conditions of Men

(8 P C K )

Barrow (A. H.I. Fifty Years in Western Africa (S.P.C^K.)
Nevinson (H. W.), Lidysmith : The Diary of a Siege (Methuen) 60
Benham (Hev. Canon), Rochester Cathedral (Isbister) net 1

Hoste (James Willia-n), Johnson and His Circle ( Jarrold 4 Sons) net 1

Gardner (Alice', Studies in John the Scot (Frowde) 2/8
Mather (Marshall), John Rnskin : His Life and Teaching (Warne) 1/0
Kahlbanm (George W. A.). The Le'.ters of Jons Jakob Berzelins and

Christian Friedrich ScWmbein, 1836—1917 (Williams 4 Norgate) 30
Paul (Sir James R.), Heraldry in Relation to Scottish History and Art,

Being the Rbind Lectures on Archceology for 1893
(Douglas, Edinburgh)

7erth (C. H.), The Narrative of General Venables (Longmans)

TRAVEL AND TOPOGRAPHY.
Glasgow (Edwin), Sketches of Wadham College (Methuen)
Amiild-Forster (H. O.i, Oar Greet City ; (Cassell)
8ist«r Katherine. Towards the Land of the Rising Sun (S.P.C.K.)
Philips' Handy-Volume Atlas of London (Philip & Son) 6/0
Preen (Harvey), The Giddy Ox : The Story of a Family Holidaj (Conk)
Boyd (Mary 8.), Our Stolen Summer (Blaokwoo<l)
Markham (Violet R.), South Africa, Past and Present (Smith, Elder) 10/6
Oueell's Guide to London (Cassell)

SCIENJE AND PHILOSOPHY.
Brown, jun. (Robert), Researches into the Origin of the Primitive Con-

stellationa of the Greeks, Phoenicians, and Babylonians. Vol. II.

(Williams & Norgate)
EDUCATIONAL.

"Wood (Stanley), Dinglewood Shakespeare Manuals: As You Like It.

„ ,
(Heywood) 1/0

Hayes (B. J.) and Plaistowe (F. G.), Horace : The Satires (Clive)
Smith (G. C. Moore), Warwick Shakespeare: King John (Blackie) 1/6

MISCELLANEOUS.
Blackburn (Henry), Academy Notes, 190J (Chatto) 1/0
Dant (C. T.), Mountaineering (Longmans) 10 6
Journal of the Society of Comparative Legislation, 190O (Murray) net 5/0
Temple Primers: The Greek Drama, by Lionel Bnmett. The Civilisation

of India, by Bomesh C. Dutt (Dent) each, net 1
Hubert (P. G.), The Stage as a Career (Putnam's Sons)
Somerset (Lady Henry), In an Old Garden (S.P.C.K.)
Jeeeett (M. G.), The Key to South Africa: DelagoaBay (Unwin) 1/n
Chapman (J. Jay), Practical Agitation (Nutt) 3 6
Beport of the Librarian of Congiess for the Fiscal 'Tear ended June 30,

_^ 1899 (Washington: Govt. Printing Office)
Davis (Arthur), The Hebrew Accents (Myers) net 3/6
Ireland (Alleyre), The Anglo-Boer Conflict (Sands 4 Co.) 1
I«kane (John H.), The Diplomatic Relations of the United States and

Spanish America (John Hopkins Press, Baltimore)
Callahan (J. M.), Cuba and International Relations . (John Hopkins Press)
Exhibition Paris : 19O0 (Heinemann) net 2/0
Bowden-Rowlandi (Lilian), The Piteousness of Passing Things
-, , , ,

(New Century Press) 3/6
Edwards (W. D.), Commercial Law ., 2
^odes (T.), Bhodes's Steamship Guide (Philip & Son) 26
T»e Xanckenter Stage, 1880-1900: Criticisms Reprinted from the Man-

chester Guardian (Constable) net 3/6

NEW EDITIONS.
Temple Classics : The Golden Legend. 2 vols each 1/6New Century Library : Esmond, The Newcomes, Martin (3huzzlewit

nr ,1 , . (Nelson)
Wallace (Alfred Bussel), Travels on the Amazoi and Bio Negro
„ . , „ (Ward, Lock) 2/0Moms (Wilham), The Story of Grettir the Strong. Translated from the

Icelandic (Longmans) net 5/0
Kingsley (Charles), Westward Ho! (Ward, Lock) 6
' Temple Classics "

: Silex Scintillans, by Henry Vanghan ; Poems,
Narrative, Elegiac, and Lyrfb, by Matthew Arnold (Dent) each 1/6

8cou (Eva), Rupert Pnnce Palatine (Constable) 8/0
Tonng (Ernest), The Kingdom of the Yellow Robe (Constable) 6/0M Cormick (A. D.), The Alps from End to End. (Constable) 6/0
nichel (Edith;, The Household of the Lafayettes (Constable) 8
Carlyle (Thomas), The French Revolution (Chapman & Hall) 6/0

%* Ifew Novels are acknowledged elsewhere.

Our Weekly Competition.

Result of No. 34 (New Series).

We asked our readers laat week to furnish such a descri ption of a
motor car as Dr. Johnson might have written in his Visit to the
Hebrides if he had encountered one of these vehicles in his travels.
Several competitors, ignoring the terms of our oompptition, have
personated Boswell instead of Johnson. F. L. A., of Ealing, would
have been awarded the prize if she had not made Johnson's descrip-
tion a spoken instead of a written one. We asked for such a
description as the Doctor might have given in hia Visit to the
Hebrides, and we are bound by the letter of our offer. We have
awarded the prize to Mr. S. Berkley, 31, Springfield-road, St,
Leonards-oa-Sea, to whom a cheque for One Guinea has been sent.
Mr. Berkley's answer is as follows :

That the eye may be the victim of hallucination, that the sense
of hearing may misconceive its own internal impressions, believing
that to be external to itself which ia occasioned only by its own
imperfection ; nay, that even the olfactory organs, quickened by
desire, or enfeebled by disease, may leap to concluaiona unwarranted
by fact and contrary to probability— each of these things sepa-
rately is possible, and indeed borne out by experience ; but that
three senses should simultaneously combine to delude one who has
hitherto cUled himself a reasonable being would be incredible but
for the following circumstance : Yesterday, on the high road, within
fall view of the mansion of my host, there flashed, crashed, shot by
me, with what appeared unexampled velocity, a machine, a portent,
hideous as unexpected. Unaided by visible force external to itself it

precipitated offensive igneous vapour as it passed, and instantly
disappeared.

Among other answers are these :

In the morning we rose to pursue our journey, with the alacrity
imparted by the refreshment of repose. But although the influence
of Somnus had invigorated our limbs, it had not, it would seem,
succeeded in embuing us with that mental fortitude requisite for
the encountering of unforeseen and formidable danger. For, I
must confess, it was not with the intrepidity of a Fabricius that I
first came in contact with that monstrous prodigy of hnman
invention, the Motor Car. We were making the ascent of a some-
what uneasy road, when my companion, in vehement and inelegant
vernacular, called upon me to beware ; and in the space of a
moment, with incredible velocity, and with a noise compared with
which the bulls of Lucania were assuredly harmonioua, this novel
vehicle passed by. Alarm, however, for my personal security, and
disgust at the nauseating odour that saluted our nostrils after its

departure, could not but temper my admiration for the superiority
of Human Ingenuity. [S. F.]

No, sir, I shall not be persuaded that any consideration of public
profit or private convenience, any reasoning of the refined intellect
or instinctive apprehension of tbe vulgar mind can estimate the
guilt of the man who contrived this contemptible vehicle. It is a
savaje chariot, unarmed, indeed, with scythes, but emitting groans
of the damned and odours of Tartarus. It disturbs the innocent
games of childhood and the peripatetic meditations of the philo-
sopher. Popular wisdom prohibits the setting of the cart before
the horee. Here you see a horseless cart whose reckless speed sur-
passes the swiftest horses

—

" qualis equoa Thraeissa fatigat Harpalyce "

—

a car which resembles the incredible inventions of Arabian magi.
In the shadows of the rough mountains of Caledonia, in the de-
populated valleys of the north, this monstrum horreiidwm may be
suffered. But I refuse to imagine its irruption into the orderly
bustle of Fleet-street. [F. L. A., Ealing]

Answers also received from : H. F. H., Nottingham ; C. E. H.,
Richmond ; T. B. W,, Bridgwater ; L. L., Ramsgate ; W. J. N,,
Sheffield: A. W., West Hampstead ; P. K., London; G. M. W.,
Hull ; L. J. M., London ;

H. W. D., London : W. E. L. P., Oxford
;

W. B., London ; G. H. H., London j G. R. W., Cambridge ; E. A. S.,

Sevenoakg.

Special cloth cases for binding the half-yearly volume of
the Academy can be supplied fair \s. each. The price of the
hound half-yearly volume is 8». 9d. Communications should be
addressed to the Publisher, 43, Chancery-lane.

Competition No. 35 (New Series).

We offer a prize of One Guinea for the best rendering into
English verse of the portion of Emil Verhaeren's poem which we
quote on p. 420 from Iris.

Rules.

Answers, addressed " Literary Competition, The Academy, 43,
Chancery-lane, W.C," must reach us not later than the first post
of Tuesday, May 22. Each answer must be accompanied by
the coupon to be found in the first column of p. 436, or it can-
not enter into competition. Competitors sending more than one
attempt at solution must accompany each attempt with a separate
coupon ; otherwise the first only will be considered. We oanno*'
consider anonymous answers.
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RB8BARCH undertaken by LADIT at the
BAITIBH UCHEDM or RECORD UFFIC'K.

PrvflDtM ex]Mfi*B<«. Eoxluli, Froucli, (;vrm«n.~**Z.,~ cue
oi Hrjmell a Hotu- *i. ctuutcvry L«ne. L r.

WANTED at onro. for Private Secretarial
Wwk. YOI'NO MAN of (oaxl aduMtion, snil with

«x«eiitir« ftMlit; niul Mmn-I kiiowlctltf of bimtDMS. Sliorthiuid

umA Yo«t %n wlratilur. Mu^t W wiUiu« to live n«ar Croydoo,
and »p«0(1 l«rt of Uajr in toDtlon.—Stat« full iwrtioolara,

talary, aoil ref«rrnc<« to " X.,~ lir. Chaucerr Lane, W.C.

0ATAL0QUE8.

WILFRID M. VOYNICH.
CATALOGUK No, 2 may be had on appiicntion,

piiceZs. 6d,, at

1, 80H0 SQUARE, W.

5th and i6tb CENTURY bOOKS ; A/IERICANA ;

85 LOST or UNKNOWN BOOKS.

WILLIAUS & NOBQATE,
IMFOBTEK8 OF FOEEION BOOKS,

14, Hutiatta Btnet, Oonnt Oardea, 10, Booth rndariok St.

Bdlnbnnb, and 7, Broad Btraat, Oxford.

OATALOODBI port (ra* 00 appUoatlan.

BAEDEKER'S & BADDELEY'S
TOUKIBTS- GDIDE BOOKS.

Hair tuUj dataUed CATALOG (7E wnt poat free on application.

DVLAU * CO., 37, Bono Bwari. Lokdo.'I, W.

High-Class Bookbinding.
Valuable BooVg and MS. Bonnd and Repaired with

great care. MiscellaneoaE Books bound in any
atyle or ]»ttem.

JOHN FAZAKERLEV,
40, Paradise Street, LIVERPOOL

TYPE-WRITING promptly and aoonrately
w ... iff- "'^•.f ^i"*' 'o'i'- 8«mple« and referenoM.
llultl.Oapiea.—Address, tlias E. M., 18, Mortimer Orescent, N.W.

TYPE-WRITING; TYPE-WRITING;
^„ TJES-""''"''^" -''CVELS, PLAY.S, ESSAYS oare-
fnlhr TYPED. Diflioult MSS. receive 8i>ecial attention.
Baferenoes to Autliors.—Write for terms to E. Orahau, 23,
Oockspur Street, Pall Hall, London.

CARRIAGES INSURED AGAINST ACCI-
DEST8 caostd l.j- Collision, tlie FalliDR. Bolting, or

Kicking of lIoiKjt. or by lt,-ing Run into bv otlier Vehioles.
PoliclM issued for the Year or Season onlv. rrospecluses post
free.—IMPBRJAI. A<rciDF.5T. LtVE bTOCK ARO GEMIRaL iNSfRANCE
C« . Ltd., 17, I'all Mall East. London, S.^V. Agents wanted.

LITERARY RESEARCH, —A Gentieman,
experienced in Literary Work, and who has aooeaa to the

Blltiih Uttaenm Reading Room, is open to arrange with
Anthor or anj penon requiring aaaiatanoe in Literary Re-
search, or in seeing Work through the Frees. Txanslationi
ondartakeo from French, Italian, or Spanish.— Applj. br
litter, to D. C. Dallas, 151, Strand, London. W.C.

ESTABLISHED 1851.

BIRKBEGK BANK,
Southamittoii Buildings, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.

OURBENT ACCOUNTS
20 / on the minimum monthly balances.

/O when not drawn Ijelow iBlOO.

DBPOeiT ACCOUNTS
2^0/ on Deposits, repayable on I^^P I

2 10 demand. ^^2 'O
STOCKS AND SHARES.

Stocks and Shsres Purcha>,ed and Sold for Customers.

m.e BIRKBECK ALMANACK, ivlth full particuhirs, post

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.
rsJepAons, No. s, ilolltom

ttttffruiAU Adttrtu ** Birkblcr, Loxdor."

27c

"THE ACADEMY"
LITERARY COMPETITIONS.

New Series.—No. 35.

All rtadtr* attempting thit wmV*
CompHition {deterihed fully on page
4S5) mmt eut out thit Coupon
and melote it with thtir reply.

pOYAL GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIBTY,

The ANNIVERSARY MEETINti will lie held at the
UNIVERSITY of LONDON. Burllnirton fiardens, \V on
MONDAY. Mai 2UI. at 3 p.m.. Sir CLEMENTS MARKIIAM.
K.O B, F.R.8.. President, in the Chair.

During the Heeling the Council and tlfficers will be Elected
for the ensuing year, the President will give bis Address, and
the Gold Ucdals and other Awards of the Society will he
presented.

The ANNDAL DINNER of the SOCIETY will be held on
the Evening of the Anniversary Meeting, at the HOTEL
MKTRoPOLE, Whitehall Rooms. Whitehall Place. S.W

.

at 7 p m. Dinner charge, £1 Is. Friends of Follows are
admissible to the Dinner.

WIHBLEDOK HIGH SCHOOL.— Mrs.
.1. T. TRENCH receives UIBL4 as BOAHDEH.-i at

Lyndeuhurst, Woodside. Wimbludon. Reference pcrmltu-.! to
Miss Hastings, Head Mistress, the Uarituis and Marchtuuees
of Lauadowne, Bishop and Xn. Barry, CoL and Mrs. ChaneTix
Trench, and others.

M ASON UNIVERSITY
BIRMINGHAM.

C0LLB6B.

MASTER OF METHOD.
TlM'Oouucil itivit« ATPLICATIONS for theiKwt of MASTER

oi METHOD in the Day Training DetMurtmeut (Mem.
8ti|>cn<l, jC3(h» i>«ranuuin.
Candidates must )k.- Oraduates of some UnirfTsity, and they

vbould hnve umlt^rgime a Complete Coiuse of Training in th«
Tlitor.T »nd Pntctice of Teacliing.

Applicatlonit, aooompantetl ti>' Testimonials, shonld be lent
to tli« uudcraiKiietl not later than Saturdav. the 16th of June.
The Candidate elected will be r«?<iuired to enter uv>on tils

!

duties oD or a)>out Septem)>er 1st. 19(>u.
'

Further particulars may be obtained from
I

GEO. H. MORLEY. SeontaiT.
|

CHALET CAUDB COTE, DIEPPE.—An
EnitlUh ladr RECEIVES EICHT UIRI£ of 16 and

upwardi la her Ch&let near Dieppe. ConT«niattonaI French
rapidly aciuired. Special farllttics for Muiic, Sketohinc,
German. Onportunltlef for crerr form of healthy emoyment.
Direct Semce twice daily with Knglaud.—Full det&ili will b*
supplied on applying to Miw Cikkk a. Dieppe.

ALL EXAMINATIONS.
PREPARATION hyCORRESPONDENCB

on a THOBODGHLY IBUIVIDCAL SYSTEM. The
STAFF includes Uraduatea of Oxford. Cambridge, londoD,
and Royal Universities.

SINGLE SUBJECTS TAKEN: Utin. OrMk. Frssid),
German, Mathematics, Science, lAgic, Political Economy, ka.

ROYAL INSTITUTION of GREAT
BRITAIN, Albemarle Street, Piccadilly, W.

|

THURSDAY NEXT, Mav !4th. at 3 o'clock, the Rev. Csnon
AINOER. M.A.. LL.D., FIRST of THREE LECTURES on
" CHAUCER." Haifa-Guinea the Course.

SATURDAY, Mav 26th. at 3 o'clock. Sir FREDERICK
BRIDGE. .Mils. Doc. Ori^anist f WeRiminster Abbey and
Gresbam Professor of Music. FIRST of THREE LECTURES
on -THE GROWTH of CHAMBER MUSIC, from Allegri's
SrmphoniA (1580 • lti52) to Haydn's First Quartet '* Iwlth
Musical lllustrntions). liaif-a.Guinea the Course.

Tickets may be had at the Ofhce of the Institution.

Address Mr. J. CHARLESTON, B.A. (London and Oxon.),

27 Chancery lAne. London, W.C.

ASSISTANT SCHOOLMISTRESS.—HiM
LOUISA BROUGH can RBOOUMEND Cnirertltr

QradaatM, Trained ALd Certificated High School Teachen^
ForeigQ Teachers, Kindergarten MistrMMa, Ac — Ckhtkaa
RmisTRT roa Tcacucbs, 20, Craven Street, Obaring Crow. WA

U NIVBRSITY of GLASGOW.
LECTDRESHIP ON GERMAN.

The University Court of the University of Glasgow will
shortly proceed to the APPOINTMENT of a LECTDRER on
GERMAN.
The salary has been fixed at £300 per annum, and the a|>-

Sointment, which is from year to year, is to date from 1st
otober next
Candidates should lodge twentv copies of their application

and testimonials with the undersignt^d. who will faruish any
further information desired, on or befoi e Satui day, Wth J une.

ALAN E. CLAPPERTON,
Secretary of the Glasgow University Court.

91, West R«'geut Street. Glasgow.

T. NELSON & SONS, PUBLISHERS.

NELSON'S
NEW
CENTURY
LIBRARY.

POCKET EDITIONS
or STAXD.VRD WORKS.
Smallest Size (fij Ity i\ by i inch),
Tiiinnest Paper (Royal India).
Lardest T.v_i>e (L; ng Primer).
Lightest ^\ eight (under 8 ozs.).

Each Work Complete in One Volume and Unabridged.

THE NEW CENTURY DICKENS.-Plek-
wick. Nicholas Nitkleby, Oliver Twist, antl Sketches by Boz,
Old Curiosity Shop, Martin Chuzzlewit, Bamaby Rudge.

THE NEW CENTURY THACKERAY.—
Vanity Fair, PeiuI.uni.H, Tlie Newcumt-s. Eamood.

Othtr VolMmtg in both Heries to fo'dute Monlhl-/.
Prices—Cloth. 23. net ; leather, ys. ijd. net and '3s. net.

•»• Just the iKtoks for comfortable reading at home, and
Btiecially suitable for the traveller, tourigt, or for the knapsacks
or our soldiers at the front. Light—Small—Legible.

THOMAS NELSON & SONS.
3fi & 36, Paternoster Row, London, E.C ; Paikslde, Edinburgh

;

and New Tork. And all Booksellers.

MUDIE'S LIBRABY
CLimTBD).

For the CJSCULATION and SALS of
all the BEST

ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN, ITALIAN,
SPANISH, and RUSSIAN BOOKS.

TOWN BUBBOBIPTIONS from ONK OTJINBA
per annum.

LONDON BOOK SOCIETY (for weekly exchange of Book.
at the houses of Subscribers) from TWO G UlNEAS per annum..
COUNTRY 8UB8CRIPT10N8 fromTWO GUINKAS ,

per annam.
N.B.—Two or Throe Friends may UNITE in ONE SUB* J

SCRIFTION, and thus lessen the Cost of Carriage.

Town and Village Cluht tupplied on liberal Termi.

ProspectoBeB and Monthly Lists of Books gratia
and post free.

SURPLUS LIBRARY BOOKS-
Now Offkbkd XT

OKEATLY EEDUCED PRICES.

A NEW CLEARANCE LIST (100 pp.).
Sent Qratig and post free to any address.

The List contains: POPULAB WORKS in

TRAVSL, SPORT, HISTORY, BIOGEIAPHT,
SCIKNOE, and FICTION. Also NEW and SUR-
PLUS Copies of FRENCH, GERMAN, ITALIAN^ !

SPANISH, and RUSSIAN BOOKS.

80-84, NEW OXFORD STREBTf.|
Ml, Brompton Road, S.W.; «8, Queen Viotoris

Str«et, B.C., Loimov

;

And at Barton Aroade, MurOHisna.

THE OLDEST HORTICULTURAL NEWSPAPER.
3cl, Weekly, Postage id. 15*. Yearly, Post Free,

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
THB "TIMES" OF HORTICULTURE.

FOR SIXTY YEARS THE LEADING JOURNAL.
Its contribators comprise the most

Experienced British Gardeners,
and many of the mott

Eminent Men of Science
at home and abroad.

n has an INTERNA TIONAL REPUTA TION for its ILLUSTRA TIONS of PLANTS.

Specimen Copy post free on application to the Publisher,

H. G. COVE, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON.
*«* May be ordered of all Booktellera and Keuaagente, and at the Sailvay Boolutalle.
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IMPORTANT NEW WORK ON SOUTH AFRICA.
NOW READY.—Large post 870, with Portraits and Historical Chart, lOs. 6d.

SOUTH AFRICA:
PAST AND PRESENT.

AN ACCOUNT OF ITS HISTORY, POLITICS, AND NATIVE AFFAIRS, FOLLOWED BY
aOME PERSONAL REMINISCENCES OF AFRICAN TRAVEL DURING

THE CRISIS PRECEDING THE WAR.

By VIOLET R. MARKHAM.
GLOBE.—" Really a helpful work, which the student of South African politics should on no account

SOUTB AFRICA.—"A voltima which, in its wealth of historical detail, will prove ot the utmost

Talue."

London : SMITH, ELDER & CO , 15, Waterloo Place, S.W.

NEW NOVEL BY FRANCIS H. HARDY.
At all Booksellers' and Libraries.—Crown 8vo, Os.

TO THE HEALING OF THE SEA.
By FRA.NCIS H. HARDY, Atithor of "The Mills of God."

London : SMITH, ELDER & CO.. 15, Waterloo Place, S.W.

NEW NOVEL BY CLIVE PHILLIPPS-WOLLEY.
RKADY NEXT TDESDAY.—Crown Svo, 68.

THE OHIOAMON STONE:
A Legend of the Yukon Basin.

By CLIYE PHILLIPPS-WOLLEY, Author of " One of the Broken Brigade," io.

London : SMITH, ELDEK & CO., 15, Waterloo Place, S.W.

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION
FOB THE ADVANCEMENT OF

SCIENCE. ARTS, AND EDUCATION.

FROM MR. MELROSE'S LIST.

NOW READY.
THIRD EDITION, FIFTEENTH THOUSAND.

Price One Shilling net.

Field-Marshal LORD ROBERTS,
VC, K.P., G.C.B.

By
&C.

A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH.

HORACE G. GROSER,
Author of "The Kingdom of Manhood,'

"The story is complete and tflonoas in itself—Worth re-

reading A rouBiDR little book."—Si. James's Gazette.

"Admirably welded together into a stirring and dramatic
stoTv."—Literar]/ World.

. , ^,
"The entrancing narrative Well printed and neatly

hound."— Christiayi Leader.
•'A close and vivid account."—Aberdeen Free Press.

*' Tastefully got up."— Srt>(«iHan.

"Does lull justice to the drum and trumpet career ot tba

veteran soldier Could easily sell at three oT four times the

humble shilling."—X»«nde« Advertiaer.

FIRST INTERNATIONAL ASSEMBLY, PARIS EXHIBITION, 1900.

The Assembly recmita Mensbers for the Official Congresses, and gives Information to those interested
alx>at Congresses, Exhibition and UniverBity Arrangements.

For Visitors to the Exhibition a Gnidance .Scheme, comprising Lectures, Visits to the Galleries of the
Exhibition, Excnrsions in and aroTind Paris, Entertainments, &c., has been arranged, and is now in

working order.

Memljership, incloding Five Tickets for Exhibition and copy of Special Guide, with full participation
in Paris arrangements, for one week, £1 Is. ; additional weeks, 12s. 6d. each.

Full Information, Prospectuses, Programmes, List of Lectures, Ac, from the Secretaries,

Professor PATRICK GEDDES,
Mr. T. K. MARK,

6, Henrietta Street, Corent Garden, London, W.C.

A BOOK FOR THE HOUR.
THIRD EBITIOM- Price 3s, 8d.

OUR LIVING GENERALS. By
ARTHUR TEMPLE, Author of "The Making; of

the Empire." Art vellum, gilt top, Biographical
Sketches, with fine Poriraita of Twelve Generals,
no fewer than ten of whom are now at the front.

" Pleasant and proud reading."—5^a(wrti"tf Bevietv.

THIRD EDITION.—Making Six Thoaeand Copies.

THE MAKING of the EMPIRE.
The Story of Our Colonies. By ARTHUR
TEMPLE, Author of " Our Living Generals," &o.
Profusely Illustrated. New Kdition, with an
additioual Chapter, bringing down the record to
December, 1S97. Imp. ICmo, cloth boards, price
3s. Gd.

SECOND EDITION.

TOLD from the RANKS. Re-
c Uectione of Service During the Queen's Reign,
By Privates and Non-Commissioned Officers of
the British Army. Collected by E. MILTON
SMALlj. Illustrated by W. B. WoUen, R.I.
Antique-laid paper, uucut edges, gilt top, price
38. 6(1.

A NOTABLE BOOK OF DAILY BIBLE
READINGS.

IN the HOUR of SILENCE. By
ALEXANDER SMELLIE, M.A. Imp. 16mo,
cloth boai dd, os.

Books of Bible readings are common enough, hut only once in
many years do«-s one appear which take*< a distinctive plaoe,
and leaps into large and r.erraanent popularity. Such a book
was "Come Ye Apart," and such a book is "In the Hour of
Silence."
"All is original and aUof choicest quality The thought Is

never abstruse, but in touch with the Himple realitit's of our
spiritual life ; yet it is always fresh— We have not had a book
of daily meditations so near to what it ouirht to t»e as this is,

though many have tried to furnish one."—Expo8itori/ Times.

LORD ROSEBERY'S CROMWELL.

OLIVER CROMWELL : a Eulogy
and an Appreciation.
EARL of ROSEBBaY, K.G., K.T. Price Od. net.11

the Right Hon. the

MTJDIB'S LIBRARY
(LIMITED).

SUBSCRIPTIONS for 3 Months, 6 Months,

and 12 Months

CAN BE ENTERED AT ANT DATE.

BLACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE. I "COMRADES"; and other Straight

THE BEST and MOST POPULAR BOOKS
of the SEASON ARE NOW in

OniCULATION.
ProtpeetiuM of Temu fc«e on application.

BOOK SALE DEPARTMENT.
Hjutj Thousand Sorplm Copies of Books always ON SALE

(8«ooiid Hand). Also a Urge Strleotion of

BOOKS DT LEATHER BINDINGS
SiriTABLE roR

BIRTHDAY AND WEDDING PRESENTS.

so to 34, NKW OXFORD STREET

;

Ml, Brompton Road, S.W.; 48, Qneen Victoria

Street, B.C., Lovdoh ;

And at 10-U, Bartvn Arcade, Huroaiam.

No. 101(1— JU.NE, 1900. 2s. 60.

CHILDREN OF THE HOUSE OF KAJAB.

CONCERNING OUR CAVALRY.

NEW LI8HT ON OLD CRICKET. Br JAMES PHILLIPS.

BALLAD OP FOULWEATHER TACK.
Br M. C. QILLINOTON.

ONE OF THE OLD SCHOOL.

LORD JIM : A SKETCH. Cbaps. XXL-XXIIL
Br JOSKPH CONRAD.

THE DEPARTURE OF A 8sd LIEUTENANT FOR THE
\

FRONT. Br HIS SISTER.

THE LIFE OF A SAILOR.

SHERIDAN AND MR. SHAW. Br O. 8. STREET.

MUSINGS WITHOUT METHOD -Mr. Pinieo ma uis

Critics—The Royal Academy—The Folly or Exhibitions

—The Relief oe Mafekiio— Delirious Londok— The
LATE R. A. M. STEVEitsoM—The Prodioalitt or Tale.

THE FAITHFUL CITY. Br CHRISTIAN BURKE.
SURPRISES IN WAR : THEIR REASONS AND REMEDY.

Br Major^ekeral FRANK S. RUSSELL., O.M.G., M.P.

FLOREAT BRITANNIA
By Sir THEODORE MARTIN, K.C.B

THE WAR OPERATIONS IN SOUTH AFRICA ; VII—
Misplaced Se.vtihent—TRA.-<sroRT DirriccLTiEs-" Aasvo-
ttELs"- The Advamce from BtoEMFoiiTRitr—Mafeeiko.

WILLLAM BLACKWOOD * SOUS, Kd»biiub aed Lordc»

Talks with Boys. By B. C. DAWSON, M.A.,
Author of "The Lite of Bishop Hanninprton,'*
" Success to You !

** &c. Crown Svo, cloth, 3s. 6d,

CHILD VOICES. Twelve Sketches
of Child-life, fall of ciuaint humour and fancies.
By W. B. CDLE, Author of *' Sir Constant," Ac,
Illustrated by Charles RobinBon. Imp. lOmo,
cloth, ^ilt edges, 3s, Od. net.

"In every way the book is a beautiul one."—Ouardian.

NEW ILLUSTRATED EDITION.

JOHN HALIFAX, GENTLEMAN.
By Mrs. CRATK. With 7 Illustrations by Ajton
Symington. Imp. 16mo, cloth, bevelled boards,
rough edges, gilt top, 3s. 6d.

THE NATURAL HISTORY of the
YEAR. For Young People. By J. ARTHUR
THOMSON, M.A., Professor of Natui*al Philo-
sophy at Aberdeen University. Profusely Illua-
trated. Imp. 16mo, cloth boards, 3h. Gd.

" The whole course of Nature's changes through the seasons
are Bet forth by a writer whose accurate knowh'Jge gives him
more than ordinary claim upon the atteutioD of hla readers."

Dail!/ 3Iail.

BIRDS of our ISLANDS. By
F. A. FULCHER. Profusely Ilhistrated. Large
imp. lOmo, c'oth boards, «-iIt edges. 58. r„i;^

" Young people with a tabte for the stnily of ^mitliology will
find an excelleut introductim to the kubject in ' Ui ds of Our
Islands.' Tlie author writes plainly ami pleasantly on tho
habits and tiauutif of many varieties of the feathered tribe." ^

Hcotaman.

ANDREW MELttOSe), 16, Pilgrim Street,

Loudon, E.G.
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Mr. T. FISHER UNWIN'S

A HOVEL or ITALIAN POUTICAL ASD SOCtU,

ARDEN MASSITER. By Dr.
WILLIAM IIAIUIV. Aulli.T of The Two glaudMOj."

Ac ii;iiwiu"iUro«mlolh L;l>riryj *-.

• W« h»»« twl DO book JlDM • John Iagli«nf which oon-

Tovi »o well tbc fAMioatlon which Italy, aud nbore all Rome.

ue?ciM» upon una(iDatlre Eniili.hnn'u "-Noltirdnir fivuu:.
" * Atdrn Mualter ' t« ou n htRhvr pUue thun mo«t BUCoeMful

0>e'>. ll n aJniiriMr writl«u ; il ha» iiiciiLut airf »il>f!>-

tsn In plenty : «ml mn«t ot the clutnicW™ »re unniutaK^blj'

• A DoTwl o(«i(toMin« Interwt'—aixtiator.

"
A BBW BOOK FOR LOVERS OF NATURE.

IN BIRD LAND with FIELD-
OLASlai.a i:AMEKA. liy OLIVER O. PIKE. Illus-

uat ll with « Hiotoamjih* ukea di'-.ct from Nature by

ttM Author, and with PiiotograTure Frontiftt.iooe. Cloth.

«tlt.«a

A NEW SCOTCH NOVEL.

THE MYSTERY of MUNCRAIQ:
« story of Ih.- stewartry of KirkcudhrinhU By ROBERT
.)AME.S ML'IR C.-owu 8ro, oluth. 64.

"A charming Scotch tale Always interesting The
general )mpres»lou it leaves is that it is quite a book one would
wish to tiare in Ibe house

"

THE DIARY of a DREAMER.
By ALICE DEW-SMITH, Author of "Tom-Tug. aad
Otbvrs,"&c. Cloth, SB.

"OuiDOt fail to hIto Terv real jiteasuro to all who can
IMn>»ciat« clevtrr and Bood writing.... Altogether, a Tery plea-

tant, briffht, and quietly clever foluine.*'—i'aH Uall O-tette.

AN IMPORTANT ADDITION Tu WELSH HISTORY.

THE WELSH PEOPLE: their
Oriffn, niftory, Iawb, Language, Literature, and Cliarac-

teruboc By JOHN KIIVS. Principal of .lesus College,

and Prof«Mor of Keltic in the University of Oxford : aud
D. BRYNUOR JONES. (i-C, M.f. With 2 Maps.
Cloth. I61

AN EARLY REVIEW.
'

** All intelligent Welshmen and other« interested lu all ques-
tlona oonnectMl with Wales, will give it a welcome worthy of
the high staiidiiie of th<.> authors and of t|ie importance of the
work. It 19 decidwily the most important work dealing with
Wales published since the appearance of Sir Thomas Phillips's
weli-knowD, but far lee* valuatde, volume on the nine subject.
For its general excellence and occuracv as m book of reference,
and an aathoritative account of NVaies pMt and present, the
names of the autbon afford a aaffiolent gnaraatee."

WwUm 3faa (Cardiff).

FOR LOVERS OP POETRY.

THE POETICAL WORKS of
MATlllLDE BLI.ND. tditcd by ARTHUR SVMONS.
and with an Introduction by RICHAR) OABNETT,
LL.D., C.B. Green cloth, with Heliograrure Frontispiece,

7s. «d.

SIXTY YEARS of an AGITATOR'S
LIFE. G. J. HOLVOAKE.S AtTTOniOGRAPaV. New
Edition iReformen' Bookshelfl. 35. 6d.

A WAR BOOK BY LADY SYKEa

SIDELIGHTS on the WAR
i'rown svo, cloth, gilt, as. 6d.

AN IMDRTANT BOOK ON TdE WAR.

THE WAR to DATE By A. H.
SCAIFE Fully IIIuHrat^'d and with a Casualty Li^t and
•• Who's Who at the Front." Cloth, .-is. (id.

THEALS LITTLE HISTORY of
-SI » U T H A FRICA. From Original Research in the
Archive* of (irent Britain, The Nftliprlauds, and Cape
Colony. By GEoRGE M«:ALL THEAL, D.Lit., LL.D.,
Author of "The Story of South Africa" iu "The Story of
the Nations" BeHati, Ac. Cloth. Is. fid.

BY LONE CRAIG- LINNIE
BURS. By ARCHIBALD McILROY. Author of * When
Lint was lu the Bell,"*' The Auld Meeting lioose Green."
Ac t?rowu avo, cloth. >s 6d.

JUST POBLISHED.

Price Sixteen Shillings net.

2 vols., demy Svo, cloth gilt, gilt top.

With a Hap and 206 Illustrations.

Pioneering

^»

BY OLTVE SCHREINER.

DREAM LIFE and REAL LIFE.
By RALPH IRON iOlive Schriiseb). New Edition, just
liutilished. t.UoUi. 2s.

THE KEY to SOUTH AFRICA:
DELAOOA BA\. By MONTAGUE «. JES4ETT, F.R.G.8.
New Edition, just puiilliihtd, paper c<*ver», is.

•'A rich storehouse of information especially worthy of
peruna l at the present m<»meitt "— f.tteTv>fwre.

THE CENTURY INVALID
COOKERY BOOK. By MARY A ROLAND. Edited by
Mrs. Humphry, "Mad«e" of TrvVu New Edition, paper
ooTers. Is.

MORE ABOUT SOUTH AFRICA.

DER JUNQE BREITMANN in
80DTH AFRICA. Taper covers, 9d.

Onfoloviiss aiul LitU tKt fnt U> ant "ddnu on npplicafioii.

London: T. FI8HEB UNWIN,
Paternoater Square, E.G.

ON THE

Congo.
By W. HOLMAN BENTLEY,
Chevalier de I'Ordre Royal du Lion ; Author

of "The Dictionary and Grammar of the
Kongo Lancrnage." " Life on the Congo "

;

Translator of the Mevr Testament into

Kongo, &o.

This is a work of exceptional interest,

and narrates the author's twenty- one

years' experience of life along the

shores of the great Congo River, and the

Congo tribes which inlabit them. Mr.

Bentley was one of the first missionaries

sent to the Congo by the Baptist Society.

He visited the Congo tribes while they

were practically untouched by any foreign

influence, and has lived in close contact

with the people. He has given in tliis

work a full record of the triumphs of the

Gospel among these savage tribes.

The work is very fully illustrated

from photographs and sketches, and will

be found rich in matters that should

appeal to all who take an interest in the

geography and ethnology of "W^stern

Africa, and in the progress and develop-

ment of barbarous people and wild

countries.

" The book is one which ahonld appeal to a

much wider circle than that specially con-

cerned with missionary enterprise. It forms

a distinct addition to existing accounts of

pioneer work in tropical Africa."

Morning Post.

"While the narrative is essentially a

missionary's, it contains much ethnological

and political matter."

—

Academy.
" Mr. Bentley'a book is so brightly written,

and is so crammed with interesting in-

formation, that, apart altogether from the

missionary element, it should be one of the

most popular books of the season, To those,

however, who follow the progress of missions

with sympathy, ' Pioneering on the Congo

'

will be simply fascinating. It is one of the

best illustrated missionary books we have

seen."

—

Chrutia,n World.

"Hr. Bentley'a book, with ita abundant

pictures, is a valuable contribution to our

knowledge of this dark and obsoure region."

Literature.

London :

THE RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY,
56, Paternoster Row.

Mr. WmHeinemaDQ's New Books.

MR EEINEMANN h«g» to announe*

that FLORA ANNIE STEEL'S
New Novel,

VOICES IM THE NIGHT,
f« ready this day, Friday, JIfay 25 Ih, in

1 vol., price 6s. Mr. Heinemnnn hat

arranged to issue, uniform with '^ On the

Face of the Waters," thefollowing Novels

by Mrs. Steel : " Miss Stuart's Legacy,'^

" Red Rowans," and " The Flower of

Forgiveness."

NUDE SOULS. By Benjamin
BWIFT. 69.

Mr. W. L CoimxET in the Daily Telegraph:
" Anyone who ia so obviooRly sincere hh Mr.
Benjamin Swift iB an author who must be reckoned
with. This Btory is very vivid, very poignant, very
fascinating."

THE PRINCESS SOPHIA By
E. F. BENSON, Author of "Mammon and
Co." 6s.

The Daily TeUgraph.—" The characterisstion is

excellent, the humour pleasing, the satire true."

THE REBEL. By H. B. Marriott
WATSON. 68.

The St. James's Gazette.—" A fine tale finely told,"

JEM CARRUTHERS. By the
EARL of ELLE8MBRE. 63.

LITTLE BOB. By " Gyp." Cloth,
38. net ;

paper, 28. 6d. net. [PioirnE Sbeies.

HIS LORDSHIP'S LEOPARD. By
DAVID DWIGHT WBLI.S, Author of

Ladyship's Elephant." 3^. 6d.

'Her

EXHIBITION PARIS, 1900.
A Practical Guide, containinlf Information a« bo

means of Locomotinu, Hotels, Restaurants. Cafte.

TheatreB, 8hops, Museums, Buildings and Monn-
ments, Daily Life and Habits, the Curiosities of

Paris and of the Exhibition, With many lllas-

trations. Maps, and Plans. Cloth, 2b. 6d. net;
paper covers, 2s. net.

•„• The Manager of Exhibition, Paris, has secured
good seats for Mme. Bemhardt's performances
at considerably lower prices than are heing
charged in Paris. These can nowise booked;
also through Messrs. Keith Prowae's ageacies.

Literature.—" ^ri extremely complete and work-
manlilce production, with not a line wasted on un-
necessary mHtt^r, and illustrated wit^i innumerable
little thumbnail-pictures aud portraits, which are

marvels of reproduction."

D'ANNUNZIO'S NEW PLAY.

THE DEAD CITY. By Gabriele
D'ANNUNZIO, Author of " Gioconda" now
being performed bv 8i<nora Duso Translated
by ARTHUR SYM0N8. 1 vol., 38. Od.

DR. MURRAY'S NEW PLAY.

ANDROMACHE. A Play in Three
Acts. By GILBERT MURRAY, LL.D. Cloth,

2s. Od. ;
paper. Is. 6d.

The .4(A«-<«M'».
—"A remirkable accomplishment.

It is interesting, powerful, and dramatic."

MR. ARTHUR SYMONS'S NEW POEMS.

IMAGES OF GOOD AND EVIL.
By ARTHUR SYMONS, Author of "The Sym-
bolist Movement in Literature." 1 vol., Cs

MEMOIRS OP THE BARONESS
DK COITRTOT, Laily-in-Wailing lo llio Pri'ccsse

de I.amlmlle. By MORITZ von KAISENBERG.
Translated by JESSIE HAYNE3. 1 vol.. 9s.

Truth.—" No talc over exceeded in its wonder and
terror and in its romance the stories told in thvse

letters by this Lady-in-Waiting."

CRICKET IN MANY CLIMES.
Bv p. F. WARNER (Rugby, Oxford University,

Middlesex County C.C.). With over 70 lUustra-

tions from Photographs. 1 vol., 78. Od.

Mr. A. "Lwa in the Daily Keu>:—"K cheerful,

kindly, sportsmanlike book."

London :

WM. HKINEMANN, 21, Bedford Street, W.O.
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The Literary Week.
M. Maeterlinck -wtU contribute an article to the June
number of the Fortnightly Review called " The Evolution
of Mystery." Mr. Alfred Sutro has made the English
translation.

M. Flammabion's new, and in some quarters eagerly
awaited book, The Unknown, is a work of close upon five

hundred pages. Four hundred of them are devoted to
" cases " of telopathic communications made by the dying,
transmission of thought, premonitory dreams and divination
of the future. In a final chapter called " Conclusion " we
find this sentence: "It is certain that one soul can in-
fluence another soul at a distance, and without the aid of
the senses."

The Poet Laureate was not inspired when he sat down
to sing of Mafeking in seven stanzas. They appeared in
the Times. We must be content with quoting one :

Once agaiu, banners, fly !

Clang again, bells, on high,
Sounding to sea and sky

Longer and louder
Mafeking'a glory with
Kimberley, Ladysmith,
Of our unconquered kith,

Prouder and prouder.

Confound this wretched verse,

80 plaguey hard and terse :

•'• Just makes a poet curse
Working for hours

:

Bother old Drayton's shade,
Bother the verse he madf,
Bother "The Light Br gade,"

Now for my flowers.

We should add that the second of the above stanzas is

from a parody of the Laureate's verses in the Daily News.

The title of Mr. Kipling's new novel ic, we understand,
Kim of the Rishti.

Lest We Forget Them, a souvenir of the war by Lady
Glover, will shortly be issued by the Fine Art Society.
The souvenir will be illustrated by Mr. M. D. Hewerdine,
and will contain original poems and new songs by A.
Scott-Gatty and Mrs. Salmond. The profits from the sale
of the work wUl be devoted to the widows and orphans of
of our soldiers and sailors

A COBUE8PONDKNT assures us that memoirs are of three
kinds

:

Biographies,
Autobiographies, and
0cGHT-W0T-T0-BB-0OEAPHIE8.

IWe agree.

The Sphere publishes the following list of journalists

who have suffered in the Boer war :

Mr. G. W. Steevens Daily Mail Died at Ladysmith of fever,
Mr. Mitchell Standard „ ,,

Mr. E. G. Parslow.. Daily Chronicle Murdered at Mafeking.
Mr. Alfred Ferrand Morning Post... Killed at Ladysmith.
Mr. E. Finlay Knight „ „ Wounded at Belmont;

right arm amputated.
Mr.Winston Churchill ,, ,, Captured, and escaped.
Mr. Lambie Australian cor- KUled at Rensburg.

respondent.
Mr. Hellawell Daily Mail ")

Mr. George Lynch... Morning Herald J-Ciptured.
Mr. Hales Australian J

To which must now be added the names of Mr. John
Stuart, of the Morning Post, who has been captured, and
Mr. Charles Hands of the Daily Mail, who was severely
wounded in the advance on Mafeking. Mr. Lynch arrived
in London last week. At Durban he was very ill for
several weeks with enteric fever.

The war-correspondents whose graves are now to be
sought on the veldts of South Africa are not likely to be
forgotten when the duty of raising monuments in London
begins—as it soon must. The names of the war-corre-
spondents who fell in Egypt fifteen years ago are com-
memorated on a large brass tablet in the crypt of St.

Paul's Cathedral. The inscription is as follows :

IN memory of
THE GALLANT MEN WHO IN THE DISCHARGE OF THEIR

DUTY AS

SPECIAL COERESPONDENTS
FELL

IN THE CAMPAIGV IN THE SOUDAN,
1883—1884—1883.

EDMOND DONOVAN,
"DAILY NEWS." KASHGIL. NOVEMBER 1883.

FRANK VIZETELLY,
ARTIST. KASHGIL. NOVEMBER 1883.

FRANK POWER,
" TIMES." EL-KAMAR. OCTOBER 1884.

JOHN ALEXANDER CAMERON,
"STANDARD." ABU KRU. JANUARY 19, 1885.

ST. LEGER ALGERNON HERBERT, C.M.G.
" MORNING POST." ABU KRU. JANUARY 19, 1885.

WILLIAM HENRY GORDON,
" MANCHESTER GTTARDLAN." KORTI. JANUARY 1885,

FRANK J. L. ROBERTS,
REUTEB'S agency. SOUATUM. MAY 15, 1885.

In our "Bibliographical" column we deal with a
letter we have received from Capt. E. Arthur Haggard,
written from Bloemfontein, in which the gallant officer

corrects some particulars given in our issue of March 1

7

of his literary work. It is pleasant to find that a soldier

who is wielding his sword for his country can sit down to
deal with literary matters.
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Tira current North American B-ivitw contains a dramatic
poem by Mr. W. B. Yeats, on a theme drawn from IrisL

legend. Mr. Yeats is one of the few who handle such
legends, not as more exotics, but in a spirit truly and
natively kindred to their own. "The Shadowy Waters "

seems to us the best tiling he has done in this kind for

some time. It is very simple, recounting the voyage of

the prince Feargal in search of an immortal love foretold

by the gods. He finds it in Dectora, a captive woman
brought to him from a captured ship among the misty
seas; who has herself sailed to find a divinely foretold

hero in an unknown holy place. The poem ends with
their sailing away alone, to find immortal rest among
" the streams where the world ends."

BcT this simple tale Mr. Yeats infuses with all that
magic of vaporous dream which is his peculiar and sole

secret among living poets. Yet the expression which
produces this effect is as pellucid as rain-drops. Full of

beauty, it is handled in his finest manner—a manner
which recalls his early Wanderings of Usheen. For in-

stance:

He who longs
For happier love, but finds unhappiness,
And falls among the dreams the drowsy gods
Breathe on the ournished mirror of the world
And then smoothe out with ivory hands and sigh.

Or again

:

Her eyelids tremble and the white foam fades

;

The stars would hurt their crowns among the foam
Were they but lifted up."

It is evident that Mr. Yeats retains his full gift—if,

indeed, we have yet seen all that is in its possible develop-
ment.

into

"Mr. Ciiurton Collins's edition of the Earhj Poems of
Alfred Lord Tennyson, to which we shall return again, is
one of the most instructive volumes that a young poet, or
any young writer, can place on his shelves. It shows in
foot-notes all the alterations of phrase and melody which
Tennyson introduced into these poems in successive editions;
and in a scholarly introduction Mr. Collins summarises the
literary effect produced by these alterations. The student
can thus follow step by step the process by which Tennyson
wrought a poem to its final beauty. The improvement
effected by very simple alterations is often magical, as Mr.
Collins is at pains to show. Take, as an instance, the
alteration of the lines in the " Dream of Fair Women "

:

One drew a sharp knife thro' my tender throat
Slowly,—and nothing mf^re,

The bright death quiver'd at the victim's throat
;

Touch'd ; and I knew no more.

In the same poem :

What nights we had in Egypt ! I could hit
His humours while I cross'd him. O the life

II. d him, and the dalliance and the wit.

is altered to

We drauk the Lybian Sun to sleep, and lit
Lamps which outburn'd Canopus. O my lift)

In Egypt
: O the dalliance and the wit,

The flattery and the strife.

In the verses to J. S. two words are altered

:

A tear
Dropt on my tablets as I wrote

becomes

A tear
Dropt on the letters as I wrote.

Again, in the Lotus £aters "three thunder-riven thrones
of oldest snow" is bettered by the simpler phrase
three silent pinnacles of ancient, snow." The text

adopted by Mr. Collins in these poems, which number

c msiderably over a hundred, is that of 1857, but he has
been permitted by Messrs. Macmillan to record all the

variants which are still protected by copyright. It may be
d' iubtod whether any English poet has altered his published
verses so freely as did Tennyson. The result is that

this is a work of much complexity as it is certainly of

much value.

It occasionally happened that Tennyson made an
alteration in the interests of truth rather than of style.

In all editions of the Lotus Eaters until 1884 he allowed

the following to stand :

The lizard, with his shadow on the stone
Bests like a shadow, and the cicala aleeps.

Unfortunately the cicala does not sleep at noonday, but is

then at his loudest. At last Tennyson banished him from
the poem, and wrote " and the winds are dead." To
correct what he believed to be another error in natural

history he altered in "The Poet's Song" the line "The
swallow stopt as he hunted the bee" to "The swallow
stopt as he hunted the fly." A correspondent of the

Westminster Gazette has just pointed out that this alteration

was needless, as swallows do catch bees, a fact noted by
Virgil and Aristotle, and easily observable to-day where
there are hives and swallows.

" The Homance of Thomas Wentworth, Earl of

Strafford," tis a subject for an historical novel, was
suggested in one of our recent competitions. In the
following weeks two writers, Mr. Frank Matthew and Miss
Dora McChesney, anxiously wrote to inform us that they
were already engaged upon novels based on the career of

Strafford. A third writer, Miss E. Aceituna Thurlow,
now informs us that she, too, is at work on a novel dealing
with this subject. At this rate we shall soon have to set

up some telepathic theory to account for these synchronis-
ing labours.

In their "Modern Plays" series, Messrs. Duckworth
will shortly issue Gerhart Hauptmann's " Das Friedens-
fest," translated by Mrs. Charrington (Janet Achurch),
under the title of The Coming of Peace.

In Mr. H. Sutherland Edwards's Personal Reeollediont,
to which we make reference elsewb ere, there are many
literary anecdotes and reminiscences. Mr. Edwards
knew Thackeray well, and pronounces him to have been
" without affectation or false pride of any kind."

He did not mind speaking of himself ; and in answer to
my inquiries (after a conversation which had lasted some
time) as to whether the success of Vanity Fair had taken
him at all by surprise—" Very much so," he replied.
" And not myself alone," he added. " When a little time
before I had asked for permission to republish some tales
from Fraser's Magazine, it was given to me with a smile

—

almost an ironical one, as much as to say, ' Much good
may you get out of them.' They bring me in three
hundred a year now. ..." He told me, moreover, that
Turguenieff had called upon him without an introduction,
simply in the character of a foreign admirer of his works,
and without saying one word about his own Uterary
position.

Mb. Edwards has an interesting chapter on Edward
Tinsley, the publisher, and the writers he gathered round
him. Tinsley was the son of a Hertfordshire game-
keeper, and "in unguarded momenta would inform his
friends that he came up to London in a biUy-cock hat, on
the top of a hay-cart. . . . Sometimes, on reviewing the
incidents of a previous night, he would say : ' Did I talk
about coming up to London in a billy-cock hai, on the.

top of a hay-cart ?
' 'No, you iS,dfl.'t.' ' Theij^ I touldn't
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have been very far gone.' " The causes of Tinsley's
success were his honesty, his liberality to authors, and his

curiously attractive simplicity and self-confidence. He
became no mean critic, but his fundamental ignorance
was such that when Mr. W. S. Gilbert talked of writing
a visit to the Hebrides for him, Tinsley said : " When
shall you be back?" "In about a month," was Mr.
Gilbert's reply. "A month! Why, it will take you
three months to get there! The Hebrides are on the
other side of the world." He was thinking of the
Antipodes. Tinsley's business was founded on his pur-
chase from Miss Braddon of her novel Lady Audley^s
Secret. Mr. Edwards's account of that transaction is

amusing

:

Taking a truly audacious flight, he proposed to pur-
chase from Miss Braddon her next new novel, and, being
without cash at the time, offered her a thousand pounds
for it.

In those days a thousand pounds was a pretty good
price for a novel, even for a novel by Miss Braddon, who
bad just made her first great hit with Aurora Floyd. As
the offer was made in business-like form, Miss Braddon's
husband, the late Mr. Maxwell, wrote to accept it. An
agreement would, of course, have to be signed, and the
money was to be paid in advance. Nothing could be
simpler from the vendor's point of view. . . . He now
called upon Messrs. Spalding & Hodge, of Drury-lane,
saying that he had made a very advantageous contract
with Miss Braddon for her next novel, and that he wanted
to know on what terms they would supply the paper.
They were quite ready to give credit ; and Tinsley then

went to a large firm of printers, saying that Spalding &
Hodge would furnish the paper, and thnt he should be
glad if they would undertake the printing. This they
were prepared to do on easy terms. A novel of Miss
Braddon's would be sure to sell ; and if Mr. Tinsley had
bought the copyright of her next book, and had arranged
with Spalding & Hodge about the supply of paper, they
could, of course, give credit for the printing.

Then it occurred to tho ingenuous yotmg Tinsley that he
had not bought anything at all from Miss Braddon: he
had only promised to do so. He confided his difficulty to
Messrs. Spalding, who, unwilling that good business
should be spoiled for want of a thousand pounds, gave
him a cheque for that amount.

with "Cleared" and " Tomlinson '.' and "The Flag of

England," to name no more, all from the same print)

into a book ; and that book has been for years perhaps
the most popular array of verses in the English tongue.

Mk. Edwards was much in Paris in the 'fifties, and he
was intimate with Gavarni, the caricaturist, who was
intimate with Balzac.

"How is Balzac in ordinary conversation?" I once
asked Gavarni. " II est bete," was the reply.

' But what do yon mean tiy ' bite ' ? " I inquired.
" What everyone else means. He had no wit, except

pf-u in hand, and he found it very difficult to get to work.
He would cover a sheet of paper with words, and phrases,

and sentei ces, without any particular meaning, just as
you have sometimes seen me cover a wood-block with
initial letters and fantastic designs cf all kinds. Then,
when he had once got under weigh, he would go on work-
ing fur hours without stopping, beginning perhaps in the

uvening, and working throughout the night."

Mb. Henley's causerie in the June Pall Mall Maga%ine
is " Concerning Atkins. Incidentally, Mr. Henley recalls

Mr. Kipling's early connexion with the National Observer,

and we have this interesting passage :

It was my privilege, as the editor of a journal still

rrmombered fondly by the chosen few who wrote for it,

still regretfully recalled by the chosen fewer who read
it—it was my privilege, I say, to print, from week to

week, those excellent numbers of which a faint and feeble

echo is hearii in what is probably the most popular song of

any age—" The Absent-Minded Beggar," to wit. I do
not think they did the journal any good—these songs of

the barrack and the march : fresh, vigorous, vecues,

surpassingly suggestive as they were, I do not think they
did the journal any good—in fact, I know they did it

none at all. But they were presently collected (together

A NEW American magazinette, called the Magazine of
Poetry (Daniel MaUett), is a typical booklet of its kind.
We confess we find it a too miscellaneous and facile

selection. It consists of poems old and new—poems by
Milton and Ida Whipple Benham, Herrick and Eaton
S. Barrett, Waller and Abbie Farwell Brown, Cowper and
Ethel Lynn Beers, Byron and Dsvight Anderson. The
subscription is a dollar a year, and the poems are chosen
and cut to fit two or three to a page. Certainly, it is

pleasant to have poetry brought before one in the very
stress of life ; and that, we take it, is the mission of the
Magazine of Poetry. Poetry for the broakfast-plate, the
luncheon-hour, and the odd moment is what it provides.
Hence it is, perhaps, unfair to find anything incongruous
in its advertisements of the Breeze-Net Underwear, and
the Flexible Pot and Kettle Scraper.

Claudius Clear of the British Weekly has been de-
ploring the decadence of the Quarterly and Edinburgh
Pei'iews, declaring that instead of attracting good writers
they " seem to take what they can get." The charge
would have been more difficult to reply to if Claudius
Clear had not, with his usual courage, adventured into

judgments in matters of detail. He suggested that
these reviews had published no papers that have excited a
"real sensation" since Deutsch's article on the Talmud in
1867. This was magnificent, but Mr. Murray, who replies

in the British Weekly on behalf of the Quarterly, seems to
have the best of the argument in the following remarks

:

" Exciting a real sensation " is a vague term. We
neither expect nor wish that the Quarterly should excite
sensation among the readers of cheap magazines and
Bcrappet literature, bat that it has produced a sensation
among educated readers on many occasions during the
past thirty years is a simple fact " which nobody can
deny." Possibly Mr. Clear has never heard of the articles

on " Our National Defences," on "The State of English
Architecture," on "Disintegration," on " Bolingbroke,"
on "Keats," on "Virgil," on "The Roman Catholics in
England," or of Dean Burgon's articles on the Revised
Version, or of Sir Henry Maine's on " Popular Govern-
ment," or of Mr. Gladstone's article on " Macaulay," to
name only a very few. He tells us of his woLderful dis-
cernment in detecting Mr. Proude's work in the Weat-
minater, and of his admiration for Deutsch's famous article
on the Talnmd; and jet both these writers contributed
other articles to the Quarterly Review during the period
under condemnation, but have failed to satisfy your critic.

Our own belief is that the Edinburgh and Quarterly papers
are as good as they were in 1867, but that, like buildings
which have been " built round," these Eoviews have
ceased to excite awe. Their stature is as great as ever,

but they have no longer the advantage of isolation.

80 the newspaper proprietor has turned, and has de-

clared war against the paper-maker. If the mantle of

the author of The Market-Place has fallen upon any living

novelist, he should find material in the news '
' of the

greatest possible interest for all engaged in journalism,"
given by " A Man of Kent," in the British Weekly. It is

to the effect that "one of the most powerful, determined,
and enterprising newspaper firms in London has acquired
a very largo property in Spain for the cultivation of

Esparto grass, and they expect not only to satisfy their

own huge demand for paper to supply immediate needs,

but to do a great deal more We shall soon have further

news of this startling development, as important in its

way as any that has been announced of late."
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Bibliographical.

The issue of the £arlif Pottm of Tennyson, with elaborate

notes by Mr. Churton Collins, shows us that the unhappy

poet is now well in the hands of the annotators. A classic

already, he must needs suffer for the distinction. His

work has, for some years past, been dished up " for the

use of schools." There was a "school edition" of the

Poems so long ago as 1884. In 1888 came a volume of

" Selections, with Notes." That was the beginning of the

annotating business. Since then we have had reprints of

Aylmer's Field, "with Notes" (1891); Th Coming and

Pasting of Arthur, " with Notes " (1891) ; Tenni/ion for the

Young, "with Notes" (1891); Geraint and Enid, "with

Notes" (1892) ; Gareth and Lynette, "with Notes " (1892);

The Princess, "with Notes" (1892); The JToly Grail,

"with Notes" (1893); Morte d'Arthur, "with Notes"

(1894); Guinevere, "with Notes" (1895); Lancelot and

Elaine, "with Notes" (1895); and again The Princess,

" with Notes " (1899). Many more, no doubt, will follow,

till school-children become as well and as unwillingly

acquainted with Tennyson as they are with Virgil and
Horace.
There is, by the way, one point of Tennysonian biblio-

graphy on which I must correct Mr. Collins. He reprints,

in an appendix, such of Tennyson's poems, published in 1830

and 1833, as were either temporarily or finally suppressed.

Those which (he says) were suppressed altogether he

prints in small type. Among these small-type pieces I

note (p. 295) the " National Song " beginning :

There is no land like England,
Where'er the light of day be.

But this song cannot truthfully be described as " sup-

pressed." It consists of two stanzas, with a double

"chorus"; and those stanzas were incorporated by the

poet in the second act of " The Foresters," each with a

new chorus. Arthur Sullivan set the lines to music, and
to very stirring music withal, which mine ears did hear

when " The Foresters " was produced at Daly's Theatre.

The poet's new choruses answer their purpose excellently,

but the old are worth remembering for their patriotic

fervour

:

Our glory is our freedom,
We lord it o'er the sea.

We are the sons of freedom,

We are free.

Dr. Garnett, in his memoir of Miss Mathilde Blind

—

just issued by way of preface to her Collected Poems—tells

us that the lady was a keen admirer of the work of Eliza-

beth Barrett Browning. Of that fact there is proof posi-

tive in one of Miss Blind's lyrics—the one entitled " Rest "

(pp. 427-8). This lyric begins

:

We are st tired, my heart and I,

Of all things here beneath the sky,

But we are tired. At Life's crude hands
We ask no gift she understands,
But kueel to him she hates to crave
The absolution of the grave.

This, obviously, is an echo, in part, of Mrs. Browning's
poem, " My Heart and I," which, opens thus :

Eoough ! we're tired, my heart and I.

We sit beside the headstone thus,
And wish that name was carved for us.

Mrs. Browning, however, closes more cheerfully than Miss
Blind does. She says :

And if, before the days grew rough,
We once were loved, used—well >>uough,

I think, we've fared, my heart and I.

and ends

:

Some weeks ago I had a note about the publications

by living writers of the name of Haggard. The first to

make that name well known and popular was, of course,

Mr. Rider Haggard. Later on it became obvious that

tliere were other Haggards in the literary field—a fact

complicated by the adoption by one of them of the no'm de

guerre of " Arthur Amyand." A letter received by my
editor from Bloemfontein (dated April 28) puts the matter

in a pleasantly clear light. The letter is from one of the

Haggards in question—Captain E. Arthur Haggard—now
on active service in South Africa. Herein we find par-

ticulars which will enable the public to differentiate

Captain Arthur Haggard from Lieut.-Col. AndrewHaggard,
who is also a penman. Captain Arthur Haggard's publica-

tions, so far, are four in number : Only a Drummer Boy

(1894), With Bank and File; or. Sidelights on Soldier Life

(1895), Comrades in Arms (1895), and The Kiss of I*i»

(1900). The first two of these were issued under the

pseudonym of " Arthur Amyand." So was the first edition

of Comrades in Arms ; but when that work appeared in a

second edition, the author's real name, as well as his

pseudonym, was given on the title-page, and this latter

arrangement has also been adopted in the case of The

Kiss of Isis.

Lieut.-Col. Andrew Haggard is responsible for the story

called "Dodo and I," issued in 1889, and also, I believe,

for books entitled Ada Triscott, Leslie's Fate, Tempest Tom,

Under Crescent and Star, and EannibaVs Daughter. Now, I

think, the matter, as between "Arthur" and "Andrew,"
may be said to have been made intelligible.

It has been stated that the memoir of Queen Victoria

which Messrs. Cassell are now issuing was the last

piece of literary work done by the late Mrs. Oliphant.

I think that if careful inquiry were made it would

be found that the final effort of Mrs. Oliphant's pen

was the appreciation of "The Sisters Bronte" which

she contributed to the volume called Women Novelists

of Queen Victoria's Reign, published by Messrs. Hurst &
Blackett in the summer of 1897. That essay, though

bearing marks of haste in composition, is one of the

most vigorous things produced by Mrs. Oliphant,

and ought to be in the possession of every enthusiast

about the Biontes. "Why do not the publishers issue

it as a separate publication, as they did in the case of

Mrs. Parr's essay on Mrs. Craik? It was, and is, by
far the best section of a very interesting book.

I cannot " enthuse " over the fact that Mr. Charles

Firth has written a monograph on Oliver Cromwell for the

"Heroes of the Nations" series. I think there are

already by far too many books about Cromwell. There is

no occasion to go back so far as Carlyle's famous work.

Take only the two last decades. In the course of that

period we have had biographies of Cromwell by J. A.

Picton and F. W. Cornish (1881), E. Paxton Hood (1882),

Frederic Harrison (1888), Arthur Paterson (1899), C. H.
Polle (1899), Sir R. Tangye (1899), and S. R. Gardiner

(1899). As if that were not sufficient, we have had

Cromwell as Protector (1890), Anecdotes of Cromwell (1891),

an account of Cromwell in Ireland {\^9&), Cromwell"s Place

in History (1897), The Souse of Cromwell (1897), The

Religion of Cromwell (1897), Cromwell's Scotch Campaigns

(1898), and Cromwell as a Soldier (1899). I venture to say

that, for the time being, this is enough. Let Cromwell

have a rest.

There is an announcement of a memoir of the late Captain

Mayne Reid by his widow; but surely this can be notliing,

or little, more than a new edition of the memoir of her

husband published by that lady just ten years ago. Mrs.

Mayne Reid, it would seem, is the author of " a romance

of the West" called George Markhnm. Will Mayne Reid

himself ever find a worthy successor ? There are many
excellent writers for boys, but to me it seems as if none

of them altogether takes Mayne Reid's place.

The Bookwoem.
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Reviews.

The Celtic Mind.

The Bivine Advtnture ; lona ; By Sundown Shores : Studies

in Spiritual History. By Fiona Macleod. (Chapman &
Hall. 68.)

This latest volume of Miss Fiona Macleod's is a very
miscellaneous collection, united only by the common
spiritual outlook which is the writer's heritage from her
race. It is less fictional in form than her previous books,

and more directly personal in its reminiscences of her
country's native legends. The opening piece is a some-
what lengthy allegory, of unusual conception, which is

followed by a paper of about equal length dealing in very
interesting fashion with the legendary associations of lona.

To this succeed a number of short pieces treating of

Gaelic superstitions, and the book very appropriately ends
witli an essay on the Celtic Movement, in which Miss
Macleod is so prominent a figure.

We have not in the past been enthusiastic admirers of

Miss Fiona Macleod. We have been repelled by what
seemed to us the defects of her literary style ; the uncostly
" word-painting," the overstrained, picturesqueness and
effects of verbal colour, with which she endeavoured to

enhance the natural imaginative power of ancient story
;

above all, the effort after poetic imagery, just missing
the mark of true originality and completion, which is more
irritating than total incompletion. As regards these

matters, Miss Macleod appears to us to have made great
advance in power. "The Divine Adventure" she will not

have to be an allegory, but a "symbolical presentment."
There is no need to quarrel about names. It is virtually an
allegory, though not of that kind in which the primary
and secondary meaning run side by side without inter-

mixture. Here the two are varyingly intertwined, so that

the story is not complete in itself without the underlying
significance. In spite of the abhorrence which she pro-

fesses of vagueness, her " symbolical presentment " seems
to us to err by vagueness, the result (we are inclined to

think, with all respect) of incomplete personal insight.

But what immediately concerns us is, that it is told with
real beauty of imagination and frequent beauty of expres-

sion. And the same throughout the book. Indeed, those

pieces in which she adopts the direct note of personal
reminiscence and confidence contain some of her best

writing. She has gained in taste, the set description and
" word-painting " is sparser ; now and again is a phrase
or word of striking aptness, vivid without being forced,

or an image in the true sense poetic. When, for instance,

she sees a fairy " like the green stalk of a lily and had
hands like daisies," or feels herself in dream " lifted on
sudden warm fans of dusk." Other and yet better touches

there are, which we cannot at this moment go back upon.
To dream of being the wind is almost in itself warrant of

poetic temperament, did the writer give no other evidence

of it in these pages. Enough that it is no longer possible

to doubt we have in Miss Fiona Macleod a writer of true

imagination and steadily growing gift of expression—not
yet, perhaps, quite mature.
But passing from this matter, it would be an error to

overlook the final essay, called simply " Celtic," in which
Miss Macleod treats of a question which has much exer-

cised the minds and pens of English writers. What is

the Celtic Movement ? As one of the principal figures in

that movement, she is peculiarly qualified to speak ; and
to a distinct utterance on the subject from a principal

writer concerned in it, we are peculiarly glad to listen.

Miss Macleod, perhaps, rather seeks to dissociate herself

from some of the ideas put forth by the critics or friends

of the movement than directly to elucidate its nature ; but
in doing so she actually sheds more light on its character

than any writer we have read. To disclaim what it is not

goes a long way towards stating what it is ; nor does Miss
Macleod leave us without positive utterance on its aims.
It is the wisest counsel that has been put forth by any
of the Neo-Celtic writers, and does much to set the Celtic

Movement on the only track possible for it, if it is not to
follow futile and self-stultifying ends. She is, like most
of us, somewhat sick of the title, and of the mistaken
notions which have been identified with it. She protests
against the idea that it is an attempt to reconstruct the
past. For herself, she does not seek to reproduce old
Celtic presentments of tragic beauty and tragic fate, but
to discover their secret of beauty in the nature and life

of the present, by means of imagination, which can still

exercise the myth-making faculty on the existence of
to-day. She avers (and we sympathise with her) that she
is no great believer in " movements " and " renascences"
But so far as the Celtic Movement is a fact, she considers
it the expression of "a freshly inspired spiritual and
artistic energy," coloured by racial temperament, and
drawing its inspiration from " the usufruct of an ancient
and beautiful treasure of national tradition." Its aim is,

or should be, to pour that treasure into the common
treasury of English literature, informed with all the
qualities of the Celtic nature, and so enrich by its infusion
the common life of the Britannic race. For in the opening
of this great fountain of Gaelic legend lies the power and
opportunity of the Celtic writers.

Miss Macleod, as will be discerned from the foregoing,
protests strongly against any partizan interpretation of the
movement; and this protest is further emphasised when
she comes to the question naturally arising next : What
are the characteristics of the Celtic nature, as exhibited in

a Celtic literature ? Miss Macleod tells us :

Intiaiate natural vision ; a swift emotion that is some-
times a spiritual ecstasy, but sometimes is also a mere
intoxication of the senses ; a peculiar sensitiveness to the
beauty of what is remote and solitary ; a rapt pleasure in
what is ancient and in the contemplation of what holds an
inevitable melancholy ; a visionary passion for beauty
which is of the immortal things, beyond the temporal
beauty of what is mutable and mortal.

Yet she adds :

Even in these charact«ri8tics it does not stand alone,

and, perhaps, not pre-eminent. There is a beauty in the
Homeric hymns that I do not find in the most beautiful of
Celtic chants ; none could cull from the gardens of the
Gael what in the Greek anthology has been gathered out
of time to be everlasting ; not even the love and passion
of the stories of the Celtic mythology surpass the love and
passion of stories of the Hellenic mythology. The romance
that of old flowered among the Gaelic hills flowered also

in Engli"h meads, by Danish shores, amid Teuton woods
and plains. I think Catullus pang more exquisitely than
Bailu Honeymouth, and that Theocritus loved nature not
less than Oisin. . . . That there is in the Celtic peoples an
emotionalism peculiar in kind and, perhaps, in intensity,

is not to be denied ; that a love of nature is characteristic

is true, but differing only, if at all, in certain intimacies of

approach; that visionariness is lelatively so common as to

be typical, is obvious. But there is English emotion,
English love of nature, English visionariness, as there is

Dutch, or French, or German, or Eussian, or Hindu.
There is no nationality in these things save in the acci-

dent of contour and colour.

It is a frank acknowledgment which many a perplexed
Englishman will hail. It is in accordance with our own
inward protest and perception that we find in English and
other literatures what is supposed to be specially Celtic.

It is not, then, solely Celtic, but wholly Celtic. Others

have it, but the Celts nought else. In Celtic literature it

is absolute and unmingled. This may be a merit or it may
be a limitation, but it is undoubtedly a distinction, a
differentiation. And we are glad to find it stated by one
so competent to speak as Miss Macleod.
Nor will she admit the notion that the new movement is

to be a throwing off the yoke of English literary tradition,
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a kind of separatist movement in literature, a literary '98.

" As though a plaster-cast, that is of to-day, were to revolt

against tlie ^'enus of Milo or the Winged Victory, that is

of no day," she exclaims.

There is no law set upon beauty. It has no geography.
It is an open land. And if, of those who enter there, per-

adveuture any omes again, he is welcome for what he
brings; nor do we demand if he be dark or fair, Latin
or Teuton or Celt. ... I do not know any Celtic

visionary so rapt and absolute as the Londoner William
Blake, or the Scandinavian Swedenborg, or the Flemish
Buysbroeok ; or any Celtic poet of nature to surpass the
Englishman Keats ; nor do I think even religious ecstasy

is more seen in Ireland than in Italy.

That is the right spirit. And she goes on to say

:

When I hear that a new writer is of the Celtic school, I
am left in some uncertainty, for I know of many Anglo-
Celtic writers, but of no " school," or what present
elemt uts would inform a school.

It is exactly our uncertainty. " It is obvious," she con-

cludes, " that if one would write English literature, one
must write in English and in the English tradition."

That is a true word, said in a needful season. " When I
hear that ' only a Celt ' could have written this or that

passage of emotion or description, I am become impatient

of these parrot-cries, for I remember that if all Celtic

literature were to disappear the world would not be so

impoverished as by the loss of English literature, or

French literature, or that of Borne or Greece." So
declares Miss Macleod, and she finishes her protest

against "pseudo- nationalism" by the statement that " as

for literature, there is, for us all, only English literature.

All else is provincial or dialectic."

The Celtic Movement, then, according to her view, is

a movement in English literature, and its object is to

infuse that literature with the qualities of vision, subtle

emotion, intimacy with nature, and aspiration towards the
spii^tual world, which the Celt possesses more singly and
tenaciously than other races, though they do not belong
to him exclusively. And its peculiar advantage for this

purpose lies in its storehouse of Gaelic legend, virgin and
unexhausted by the English-speaking world. It will be
distinctive in so far as racial temperament naturally and
subtly tinges it, not by any deliberate distinctions of form
or style. The pronouncement is interesting and, as we
have said, timely, if only for what it protests against and
condemns, for its extinguishing of false lights. That
Miss Macleod's own work conforms to the ideals she has
thus set forth no reader of the present book can doubt.
She sees the whole world transparent (as it were) by the
contained light of the Unseen. How different, even at

the present day, are her countrymen from anything possible

in an Englishman, a single story in her book is enough to

show. It concerns a chandler in an Argyll village,

respectably prosaic enough at ordinary times, whom the
author personally knew ; but at certain prolonged seasons
he became fey of the sea ; he would steal from his house,
strip himself naked, and sit gazing at the sun ; or he
would rush down to the sea, and

stoop and lift handfuls out of the running wave, and throw
the water above his head, while be screamed or shouted
strange Gaelic words. Once he was seen striding into the
sea, batting it with his hands, defying and deriding it,

with stifled laughters that gave way to cries and sobs of
broken hate and love. He sang songs to it; he threw
bracken and branches and stones at it, cursing; then
falling on his knees would pray, and lift the water to his
lips, and put it on his head. He loved the sea as a man
loves a woman.

Once, when he had been away five weeks, he returned,

hair and beard were matted, and his face was death-
white; but he had already slipped into his habitual
clothes, aud looked the quiet, respectable man he was.
The two who were.waiting for him did not speak, " It's

a fine night," he said; "it's a tine night, an' no wind.
Marget, it's time we had in mair o' thae round cheeses fra
Inverary."

From such a race something distinctive should come in
literature, could it get itself uttered. Meantime, those
who would understand something of it, and the living past
which goes to make it what it is, shoiild read this exceed-
ingly interesting and finely written book—the most per-
sonal Miss Macleod has given us, and to ua in many ways
her best.

New Studies in Old Subjects.

Pro Christo ei Eccletia. (Macmillan.)

Cranmer and the Reformation in England. By Arthur D.
Innes, M.A. ("The World's Epoch-makers.") (I. & T.
Clark.)

Village Sermons in Outline. By the late Fenton John
Anthony Hort, D.D. (Macmillan.)

Ephesian Studies. By Handley C. G. Moule, D D.
(Hodder & Stoughton.)

Th Rite of the New Testament. By David Saville Muzzey,
B.D. (Macmillan.)

The Genius of Protestantism. By E. M'Cheyne Edgar,
M.A., D.D. (Oliphant, Anderson & Ferrier.)

One opens a little unsigned tractate in pale blue,

entitled Pro Christo et Ecelesia, without any wild excite-

ment of expectancy ; therefore it is with the larger satis-

faction that one finds realised the hope he had not dared
to entertain—the hope, to wit, of finding within the

dainty boards the fruit of sincere and original thought.
The anonymous author approaches the Gospel records

with a mind admirably balanced between the Christian

tradition of nineteen centuries and the freedom character-

istic of the twentieth and of an age of unrestrained

criticism. He brings to his study a heart of personal
devotion and a singular power of concentration, which
could hardly fail to shed light upon some unfamiliar facet

even of a life which, as far as the scanty record will

allow, has been the subject of innumerable and lifelong

meditations.

The fruit of his contemplation seems to be a kind of

gentle antinomianism tempered by the obligations of

humility and love. The bitter denunciation of those

excellent persons the Pharisees—what was its motive?
Why were all those woes hurled against men " weU known
to be straining every nerve to attain an ideal of righteous-

ness in which they honestly believed " ? Because such
striving after perfection involved separatism, which is, so

to speak, the obverse of pride ; and pride it is which,

instead of delighting in personal service, says, " I must
te, must do, must have something better than you are,

do, have." The habitual wistfulness of divine desire for

human love is reflected by glimpses in the soul of the

lover or parent, and particiilarly at the moment of flouting

or ingratitude. It is to a like attitude towards all men,

for the sake of that which in each is good, that the teach-

ing of the Christ exhorts ; in whose life we see " the great

value which God sets on bonhomie, the godlikoness of

simple good-nature." In fine, of Jesus we read: " It is

the clearness of his insight into the all-pervading pride of

humanity and the humility of God which is surely the

keystone of his character and the highest proof that he

comes from above and not from beneath." We commend,

by imitation, the discarding of the initial capital with

which, by a paltry convention, it is customarily sought to

give dignity to the august pronoun.

The turning-point of English ecclesiastical history was,

of course, the sixteenth century ; and it may be taken as a

favourable sign of the character of our own times that the
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men and women of that epoch are beginning to emerge
from the incredible disguises in which the prejudices of

historians had enveloped them, to be revealed as the mixed
human beings that it was antecedently probable that

in fact they were. Mr. Innes's popular book about

Cranmer is an evenly balanced estimate of the man's
character, set in a temperate record of the process by
which the English Reformation was accomplished ; a
record from which even the reader to whom the subject

is already familiar may rise with an added sense of

comprehension, and without any irritated suspicion that

he has been victimised by a pleader of the cause of any
particular school of Anglicanism.

Cranmer succeeded Warham in the chair of St. Augus-
tine—last primate but one of the old succession, first doctor

of the new heresy— in 1533. Chance had brought him to

the royal favour—the report of his suggestion that "the
king's matter " (the question of the divorce) should be
referred to the universities, and that upon their decision,

without further reference to the Holy See, his majesty
should take a final step. This was to reduce the papal

authority to the level of a mere expert opinion, and pre-

cisely in this elevation of the civil power above the spiri-

tual consisted the originality of Cranmer's position. The
man was further fitted to serve the ends for which Fate
designed him by a character abnormally susceptible to the

suggestions of a stronger will.

With men like More and Fisher [writes Mr. Innes] con-
science was too independent. A Wolsey might be too

much influenced by personal ambitions. Gardiner had too

large a share of the wisdom of the serpent. But Cranmer
was not ambitious ; he was not astute ; and, although he
was not likely to go against his conscience, he was of the

type of those who take their conscience with them into

unexpected situations. The chances were that if Cranmer
found the royal conscience and his own in opposition he
would think that bis own had made a mistake.

Again:

Unhappily his amiability was coupled with an entire

lack of self-reliance, which to more virile minds assumes
the aspect of a slavish obsequiousness to the ruling

powers. Yet the man was no self-seeking hypocrite, no
adventurer like Cromwell, no intriguer like half the

courtiers of the day. But to all appearance, whenever he

was brought into contact with a really masterful person-

ality, such as Henry's or Cromwell's, he lost the power of

independent judgment, and found himself impelled to

surrender to the dominating force.

His weakness was the weakness of the man " who never

trusts his own judgment if it is opposed by that of

another in whom he has learned to place implicit reliance "
;

hence "he was ever alternating between intellectual con-

victions which he trembled to avow and avowals which
went beyond his convictions." In the hearts of posterity

he has but few friends

:

To the extreme "Catholic" party, he is the man who
betrayed the Church to Erastiauism ; to the Puritans, he
is a Mr. Facing-both-ways ; and to those who join neither

extreme, he is a guide whose shame they cani;ot deny.

Despite that g^eat rallying of hii courage, when he
retracted his recantation and faced his doom, steadfast in

self-abasement, every deed of his career is coloured by one
pitiful failure.

The least of martyrs he may be ; let us remember him then

rather for hi.s incomparable rendering of the prayers of

the liturgy, and confess that English literature owes him
a debt that a great indulgence can only partially repay.

After all, it must be very painful to be burnt alive.

In the late Dr. Hort's village sermons there is nothing

daring ; but though perfectly orthodox, and though written

merely in outline, they may be studied consecutively with

a placid satisfaction, and without their leaving with the

reader any sense of incompleteness. Nor by any person

familiar with English village life will they be found lack-

ing in a certain charm ; for in the simplest words they

speak, out of the abundance of a great scholar, simple

thoughts to the simple souls of peasantry. The parts of

the Prayer Book services, and the doctrine of the sacra-

ments as understood by the Church of England, the

Sermon on the Mount, the Resurrection, are subjects of

which each furnishes a course. Take as an example of

Dr. Hort's manner a passage on that rather difficult

subject the indiscriminate use of the Psalter in public

worship :

No other book of prayer or praise would bear to be so

ooldly treated. There would be a constant sensn of jarring

and unfitness. None will really feel this in the Psalms
who try to follow them, who try to suit their own words
[moods ?] to the words of those who wrote them. The
Psalms above all the rest of the Bible are full of that which
is the mark of the whole Bible, the mixture of God's part
and man's part. . . . Often we cannot separate the two,
we cannot say whether man is speaking or God, for, in-

deed, God's voice is never so entirely Godlike as when it

speaks through the deepest experience of a man ; and a
man is never so much himself as when he loses himself in

the thought of God's doings, " standing still to see the

salvation of God." This mingling of God's part and man's
part belongs especially to worship. . . . Only Christians,

who know how God and man met in the person of their

Lord and Saviour, can fully reap the benefit of this

character of the Psalms.

Dr. Moule's " Expository Readings " of the Pauline
Epistles are continued by this running commentary on the

letter to the Ephesians. The extraordinary difficulties of

this most characteristic document are well known, and to

their solution the Norrisian Professor brings all the re-

sources of scholarship and enthusiasm. It is, perhaps, by
an idiosyncrasy that we are disabled from unqualified

admiration of tho results of his labours in the form here

put on. Here, for example, is the second verse of the

"Celestial Letter." It runs, briefly and poignantly, in the

Authorised Version thus

:

Grace be to you and peace from God, our father, and tl o

Lord Jesus Christ.

Dr. Moule expands this into :

Qrace to you and peace, free and benignant divine

favour, and its fair resultants of reconciliation with the

Holy One and inward rest through his presence in the

heart, from Qod our Father and from the Lord Je^us
Christ.

One might almost imagine that the actual process had been
reversed—that the Apostle had strengthened his final

transcript by deleting the words which, in fact, his com-
mentator has inserted. Shall some happy generation be
born to see The Egoist treated thus ?

The little volume which its author calls The Rise of the

New Testament is written with a good deal of spirit.

Therein Mr. Muzzey is minded to give the general reader

a comprehensive view of the methods and results of

modem— and particularly of German—criticism. In his

introduction he claims for it especially that it lays emphasis
upon " the mediation of the methods of research rather

than upon its bare results." Emphasis there is, indeed, in

plenty ; the essay is fiercely rhetorical in its denunciation

of all views of Scriptural Inspiration, and of the Church,

which are generally accounted orthodox ; but of methods
of criticism we seem to have learnt from it little enough.

Nor, with all respect to Mr. Muzzey, can we bring our-

selves to believe that this particular kind of little book is

well adapted to wash away that original sin of " native

omniscience " which incidentally ho denounces. A certain

recklessness of heterodoxy which is to be felt throughout

is fairly exemplified in the following sentence. Of our

inherited theology Mr. Muzzey writes :

It knows Astronomy better than Copernicus, biology

better than Darwin, medicine better than Harvey, and
philosophy better than Kant.
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The sentenc© is obscure ; but interpreting it so that it shall

bear upon the matter in hand, we are unable to excuse it

of at least three catpgorical falsehoods. For the theology

wi' have inherited does not deny tho heliocentric system,

has no opinion as to tlie origin of species by progressive

differentiation, and does not dispute the circulation of the

blood. As to its attitude towards the teaching of Kant

—

well, even Mr. Muzzey himself must make a choice among

rival metaphysicians : the fundamental laws of thought

forbid us to accept them all.

"The fact that Jesus was present in bodily person at

the first Supper must have made it impossible for the

disciples to have taken literally his words 'This is My
body.' " So easily does Mr. M'Cheyne Edgar dispose

of the figments of Rome. On a similar note ho writes :

" But lo ! by this auricular confession an intruder enters

<he family Paradise, and insUts as confessor upon knowing

individual and family secrets, worms his way into what

shoald be forbidden ground, and soon has the household

at his mi-rcy.

This is crudity. There does not seem to be any pressing

reason why any one should read this book.

A Poet with the Heartache.

By Arthur Symons. (Heine-Imigei of Good and Evil.

maun.)

A POET is what he is, and it is idle to complain that he is not

something else. But when a poet has the gifts that Mr.
Arthur Symons undoubtedly possesses, one cannot but

regret that he should cultivate j ust one poor little field of

all the world's pastures. His is a wan and weary muse
;

his philosophy of life is attenuated and aneemic ; he never

escapes from himself. He is all cries, and laments, and
regrets. The sun never shines upon him, the birds never
sing. He is tired of sorrow, he is tired of rapture, and
he '

' would wash the dust of the world in a soft green
flood." We have searched his book in vain for one single,

healtliy emotion. Even the spring is a distress

:

Something has died in my heart : is it death or sleep ?

I know not, but I have forgotten the meaning of spring.

And yet in his own perverse way Mr. Symons is a poet.

His diction is simple and often exquisite ; many of his

p issages have a haunting and melancholy beauty, but it is

the beauty of emotion, not of feeling.

He is ever dallying with a maudlin sentiment that, with
him, goes by the name of love. It is never absent from his

observation of life. When he sees old women " creeping
with little satchels down the street," what is the thought
t^iat animates his mood? That age comes bringing its

own lamp? Oh no!

And all these have been loved,

And not one ruinous body has not moved
The heart of man's desire, nor has not seemed
Immortal ia the eyes of one who dreamed
The dream that men call love. This is the end
Of much fair flesh ; it is for this you tend
Y-jur delicate bodies many careful years,
To bo this thing of laughter and of tears,

To be this living judgment of the dead,
An old grey woman with a shaking hetid.

Here is his song to " Night ":

I have loved wind and light,

And the bright sea,

But, holy and most secret Night,
Not as I love and have loved thee.

Ood, like all highest things,

Hides light in shade,
' Aud in the night His visitiugH

To sleep and dreams are clearliest made-

Love, that knows all things well,

Loves the night best

;

Joys whereof daylight dares not tell

Are His, and the diviner rest.

And Life, whom d*y shows plain

His prison-bars.

Feels the close waUs aud the hard chain

Fade when the darkness brings the otirs.

In writing of Mr. Symons's poetry we cannot dissociate

it from his philosophy of life, for the two are so mingled,

and he insists on their conjunction. The sensuousness,

to say nothing of the falseness, of some of his verse

is objectionable. What are we to say of a poet who writes

and prints such a passage as this ?

I drank your flesh, and when the soul brimmed up
In that sufficing cup.

Then, slowly, ste»dlastly, I drank your soul

;

Then I possessed you whole.

There is far too much of this kind of thing in the book.

The trail of it is over the so-called religious poems.

Such a passage as this, from a poem called " Sponsa

Dei," invites one to close the book and throw it away :

All night because of Thee, Christ, I have lain awake,

Night after night I have lain awake in my white bed

;

The pillow is as seething fire beneath my head,

The sheets as swathing fire, all night, Christ, for Thy sake.

Night after night I have waited for Thee, all night 1 )Dg,

Mystical bridegroom of this flesh that pants to close

The aching arms of love's desire in love's repose

About Thy conscious presence felt : O Lord, how long?

Mr. Symons is an adept in the choice of words, and his

thotight, such as it is, is never obscure. He attains sim-

plicity without baldness. Many of his descriptions are

beautiful. This, for example :

Ou soma nights

Of delicate Springtide, when the hesitant lights

Begin to fade, and glimmer, and grow warm,
Aud all the softening air is quick with storm,

And the ardours of the young year, entering in,

Flush the grey earth with buds ; when trees begin

To feel a trouble mounting from their roots,

And all their green life blossoming into shoots.

They too, in some obscure, uablossoming strife,

Have felt the stirring of the sap of life.

What he lacks is virility, and that wide and sane out-

look upon life which should follow and take the place of

the lyrical cry which flames and fades with a poet's early

youth. He works the emotions of regret and satiety

threadbare, and he uses certain phrases and epithets again

and again. He gives us " my indifferent swift feet," her
" white, secret, wise, indifferent feet," " the thin white feet

of many women dancing," "the daughters of Herodias,

with their eternal, white, unfaltering feet"; "the sweet,

intolerable thing," "the intolerable fruit of love," and,

again, " the sweet, intolerable thing."

"Who shall deliver us from too much love?" is his

eternal cry. Well, he might for a change try as an

antidote what George Borrow found so much to his taste

:

" Life is sweet, brother. . . . There's day and night,

brother, both sweet things; sun, moon, and stars, all

sweet things ; there's likewise a wind on the heath." In

answer to this, Mr. Symons might point to his "Wan-
derer's Song." But even that song does not bear the

stamp of sincerity. When he sings :

The grass calls to my heart, and the foam to my blood

cries up,

we shake the head.

Give me a long white road, aud the grey wide pith of the

sea,

And the wind's vyill and the bird's will, and the heartache

still in me.

That is Mr. Symons aU over,

before he has packed his bag.

He has the heartache
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A Gallery of " Characters."

In a Quiet Village. By S. Baring-Gould. (Isbister.)

The task which Mr. Baring-Gould accomplishes in this

little book was well worth attempting : the record of some
of the more notable village " characters " whom he has
known. Carlyle said once that every parson should write
the history of his parish, if only to keep him out of
mischief; but if the history of the parish seem too con-
siderable an undertaking, the history of some of its

oddities, jotted down from time to time, much as Mr.
Baring-Gould has done, might well take its place. For
the honest description of any quaint personage is a docu-
ment, and it is documents that we are needing.
The fact that Mr. Baring-Gould's " quiet village " seems

sometimes to be in Wales and sometimes in IJevonshire
matters very little ; it is a circumstance incident to the
collecting of odd articles from periodicals, and placing
them under one restricted title. The matter of the book
is the thing, and that for the most part is good, full

flavoured, like all this author's work, if somewhat (also

a characteristic of Mr. Baring-Gould's) hastily done.
Among the queer men and women whom he tells of is

Dan'l Coombe, who for thirtj'-five years worked secretly

on a concordance to the Bible, totally unaware that such
a thing existed, and broke his heart with disappointment
when the great work was done, and the parson thought-
lessly showed him Cruden's anticipation of it ; Haroun
the Carpenter, whose thoughts were centred ever in the
Arabian Nights, and who translated the life of the village

into that of Baghdad ; and Henry Frost, a local poet, who
bought his wife for half-a-crown. Concerning the sale of
wives Mr. Baring-Gould has this reminiscence

:

Much later than that [1823] there lived a publican some
miles off, whom I knew very weU ; indeed, he was the name-
sake of a first cousin to a carpenter in my constant employ.
He bought his wife for a stone two-gallon jar of Plymouth
gin, if I was informed aright. She bad belonged to a
stonecutter, but, as he was dissatisfied with her, he put up
a written notice in several public places to this effect

:

Notice.

This here be to binform the publick as how G C
be dispozed to sell his wife by Auction. Her be a dacent,
clanely woman, and be of age twenty-five ears. The sale
be to take place in the Inn, Thursday next, at seven
o'clock.

In enumerating cases of the sale of wives Mr. Baring-
Gould might have mentioned Mr. Hardy's novel. The
Mayor of Casterhridge.

One of the pleasantest of the chapters is that describing
George Spurle, an old post-boy. George kept a list of all

the folk that he had driven, and this was the conclusion
thereof

:

Adventurers, photographers, explorers of Mont Blanck
[lie] and Africa. Commercials [«jc], astronomers and
philosophers and popular auctioneers, Canadian rifies,

American merchants, racehorses in vans with gold
caps. Mackeral [sic] fish and several deans and bankers.
Paupers to onions [si'c]. Some idgots and Sir H. Seale
Hayne Bart.

This was the end of poor George :

He fell ill very suddenly and died almost before anyone
in the town—where he was well-known—suspected that
he was in danger.
But he bad no doubt in his own mind that his sickness

would end fatally, and he asked to see the landlady of the
inn.

" Beg pardon, ma'am I
" he said from his bed, touching

bis forelock, " very sorry I han't shaved for two daysK and you should see me thus. But please, ma'am, if it's no

^^ offence, be you wantin' that there yellow jacket any more ?

^K It seems to me post-boys is gone out altogether."

^^ " No, George, I certainly do not want it."

^^k " Nor these ''—you'll understand me, ma'am, if I don't

" No, Georgfl'; what can you require them for ?
"

" Nor that there old white beaver ? I did my best, but
it is a bit rubbed."

" I certainly do not need it."
" Thank y', ma'am, then I make so bold might I be

buried in 'em as the last of the old post-boys ?
"

Mr. Baring-Gould's book is full of quiet entertainment.
We recommend it cordially to the desultory reader, and
we should like to know that the example which it sets to
local historians was yielding fruit.

\

Feminine Humour.

The Diary of a Dreamer. By Alice Dew Smith. (Unwin.)

Mrs. Dew Smith writes exactly as some of the characters
in Miss Ellen Thorneycroft Fowler's novels would write.

Her book has passage upon passage like this :

We had no difficulty, however, in finding an empty
house. Numbers of people have houses they do uot want,
and which they are willing to let other people live in for

a considera'ion. The one we found was a sUepy old
affair, full of dust and cobwebs, sitting in the middle of

a garden that had grown into a wilderness all round it.

It had been empty for three years, and had apparently got
tired of waiting for some one to come and live in it, for it

had gone sound asleep, and we had to shake it and bang
it before we could get in.

And, again

:

From the day it entered my room I positively adored
that kettle. Whether it cast a spell over me, or whether
it aros"j from a disordered state of my im<igination, I do
not know. But nobody I have ever come across, either iu

or out of a sick room, could shed such a feeling of warm
cosiness and comfort as that diminutive kettle when it set

cooing on the hob. I lay and watched it all day long.

I counted the hours till I could ask nurse to fill it with
water and set it to boil. I listened with suspended breath
for its first little purr. If it was allowed to boil over
without being lifted off at once I felt nearly frantic. I
was in a fever of impatience as soon as the tea was made
till it had been sent off to the kitchen to be cleaned, fearing

that the black might sink it if it was left too long ; in an
agony of suspense till it came back again, and perfectly

miserable if it stayed away five minutes longer than usual.

In this book may, in fact, be studied, in its most complete
expression, the domestic humour of the cultured English-

woman whose mind runs to facetiousness. Everything is

here : the sweeping generalisations, the exaggerations,

the elaborations of the obvious. Women who are funny
are nearly always fanny in the same way, and that way
is crystallised in Mrs. Dew Smith's pages. The trick is

patent. "Take a common object [the recipe might run]

and say everything that occurs to you about it as smartly

and jumpily as possible before you release it again."

Here is another scrap to the point

:

You tumble a pile of furniture into a room and leave it

there while you go and see to something else, hoping
that if you leave it alone for a little it will dispose of itself

in some way—get into the corners at least, instead of

blocking up the doorway. You go back and look at it,

anticipating that such au adjustment has taken place.

You find it blocking up the doorway in precisely the same
clumsy pile as when you left it, with precisely the same
blockhead expression of stupidity, You go away and
give it another chance. You look in again, and there it

sits. Then you give it an impatient push, when it falls

heavily ou to your toe, and sits there — too loutishly

imbecUe to move oft"—till your screams call the household
to your aid. That anything possessed of four legs, or,

at the least, feet, should be so devoid of intelligence

makes one positively gasp.

All funny women, as we have said, adopt this formula.

Witty women, of course, are more individual ; but this is

not a witty book. It is a bright, garrulous commentary
on every-day affairs, the work of a lively fancy and a very

ready pen.
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Strength and Obscurity.

7 he Sunisn Bell: a Fairy Play in Five Act*. By Qerhart

Hauptmann. Freely Rendered into English Verse by
Charles Henry Meltzor. (Heinemann. 48. net.)

In England Gerhart Hauptmann is a name only ; but he
has visited America

—

Hannele was produced in New York
after an altercation of the first virulonce—and thereupon
a cult was established. This slim and pretty volume is a
fruit of that cult ; it has aU the look of an exotic tenderly

fostered by enthusiasms, and not meant to endure the

withering glance of a vulgar eye. Hauptmann may be,

undoubtedly is, a distinguished playwright, but we doubt
if he possesses the essential greatness which is claimed for

him. He is not wholly fortunate in the ecstatic esteem of

Mr. Meltzer, for this admirer lacks precisely what a
serviceable admirer should not lack— critical balance and
critical tact. Mr. Meltzer has not even the literary sense.

In his " foreword " he belauds the play in phrases which
woxild render any praise valueless. "The drama," he
says, referring to The Sunken Bell, " has, aptly enough,
been likened to a symphony. Who would dare say that

he has fathomed the whole meaning of the grand ' Choral ' ?

Or even of less certain master works ? " Mr. Meltzer has
obviously taken immense pains with the translation, but

—

he is capable of rhyming "Madonna" with "honour"!
Though occasionally he arrives at a certain mild beauty,
his work, on the whole, is not even felicitous ; it is

mediocre, the effort of an industrious and amiable
amateur. We regret to have to utter these strictures

upon Mr. Meltzer's labour of love, for we are convinced
that he was animated by the best impulses ; but the
inefficiency of a self-constituted champion can only pre-

judice the cause of the championed, and no good object

can be served in disguising the fact.

Ths Sunken Bell is a remarkable and beautiful play

—

often vague, often shadowy, sometimes fumbled, but the

production of an original and strong imagination. Amid
the rout of elves, dwarfs, trolls, wood - sprites, and
"elememental spirits," the figure of Heinrich, the bell-

founder, is firmly placed as only a poet could have placed
it. Eautendelein, the " elfin-creature," who is at once
the salvation and the ruin of Heinrich, is a lovely and
exquisite creation, free, wayward, joyously tender, and,

at the end, poignantly pathetic. Her final descent into

the well, the prey of the Water-Man, is one of the fine,

sad moments of the piece. In the matter of symbolic
incident the play seems weak, unsure. It has the fatal

defect of meaning either too much or too little. The
parable floats before us elusive as a will-o'-the-wisp. The
downward crash of the bell into the mere, the injury of

Heinrich and his rejuvenation, the tolling of the sunken
bell by the dead hand of Heinrich's earthly wife—of what
secret import are these happenings ? And the last failure

of Heinnch—wherein is the moral of it ? What does this

passage mean ?

Heinrich.
Ah, woman, list ! . . . I fanow not how it came
That I did spurn and kill my clear bright life

:

And, being a master, did my task forsake.
Like a mere 'prentice, quaking at the sound
Of my own handiwork, the bell which I
Had blessed with speech. And yet 'tis true ! Its voice
R'ing out 80 loud from its great iron throat,
Waking the echoes of the topinost peaks,
That, as the threatening peal did rise and swell,
It shook my soul I Yet I was master still

!

Ere it had shattered me who moulded it,

With this same hand, that gave it form and life,

I should have crushed and ground it into atoms.

WiTTIKIN.

What's past is past : what's done is done, for aye
Thou'lt never win up to thy heights, I trow.
This much I'll grant : thou wast a sturdy shoot,
And mighty—yet too weak. Though thou wast called.
Thou'st not been chosen ! . . ,

It appears to us that Heinrich is made to fail solely
because he did not put o£E humanity entirely, and con-
sent to become a monomaniac of his craft. At the
conclusion of Act IV., where his earthly children bring
him an urn containing their mother's tears, and simul-
taneously the corpse-toUed bell sounds up from the lake,
the alternative is placed before him in a short scene of
extraordinary dramatic intensity and impressiveness ; but
this scone seriously vitiates the succeeding act.

Continually suggestive, and full of half-stated problems,
The Sunken Bell might be discussed and glossed ad
infinitum—with no really useful result. It must be
accepted for what it is—a rather fanciful fairy-drama by
a writer whose imagination and technique have matured
earlier than his theory of life, morals, and art. We are
told that in youth Hauptmann wandered across Europe
with a copy of Childe Harold in his pocket. The Sunken
Bell is the production of a temperament given to wander-
ing. Probably it was written "in two moods." At any
rate, we doubt if even the author could reconcile it with
itself.

Other New Books.
Chahterhouse. By A. H. Ton, M.A.
Boys are most interesting creatures, if we do not

tell them so and thereby make them self-conscious.
Contemporary public schoolboys are perhaps less interest-
ing collectively than private schoolboys, because they have
so much history at their back, and so precocious an instinct
for journalism. On the other hand, their schools afford
perpetual delight to the antiquary. Charterhouse, the
subject of this well illustrated and readable "handbook,"
by one of its assistant masters, was opened near Smith-
field in July, 1614, in accordance with the bequest of
Thomas Sutton. In 1872 the school entered into its

present home at Godalming, bearing with it enough
traditions to impart an air of venerableness to a new
structure. The head monitor of Saunderites sleeps upon
Thackeray's death-bed, and it is thought that cake is called
" hee " from a wilful misunderstanding of the lines in that
old Carthusian's " Little Billee "

:

There's Bill, as is young and tender.
We're old and tough ; so let's eat he.

Among early Carthusians the name of Richard Crashaw
stands out ; he was a pupil of Robert Brooke, who " was
ejected for flogging boys who did not share his political

views." Major-Qenerai Baden-Powell,

who kept goal in 1875-6, took a very liberal view of a
goal-keeper's functions. His voice enabled him to direct
the forwards at the other end of the ground, and his
agility enabled him to cheer the spectators with impromptu
dances when he had nothing pressing to do.

For a nervous boy Charterhouse should be an ideal
school. "Fights have almost ceased . . . and are
punished if detected." Pelting with lemon-peel on Shrove
Tuesday has been stopped, so has "pulling out," a custom
by which a younger son of the Earl of Suffolk lost his life

in 1824. "The draconic encouragement of gentlemanly
behaviour may have developed a singular sensitiveness in
the Carthusian who, in 1894, fell with many others from a
"wooden structure," where the school was posed for a
photograph. This boy " ran home and declared that he
was the only survivor." As a matter of fact, a broken
arm was the worst injury received by anyone in this
promiscuous tumble. (George Bell & Sons. 38. 6d. net.)

How TO Deal with youe
Banker. By Henry Warren.

Few are they who completely master the technique of
banking, and we know a nice old lady who is in the habit
of getting the rent-collector to make out the cheque
wherewith she pays him. Mr. Warren's manual contains
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all the information required by our friend, and much
more besides, of which business men are often ignorant.

Judging, however, from the evidence of this book, one

might be chary of dealing with a banker at all. If you
are a business man, he " will try his hardest to obtain a

commission on the turn-over"; if you have a "deposit

account," he will evade the payment of justly-incurred

interest ; if you are rich, he will make you pay commission

twice over by charging it on a "balance brought forward"
;

if you die, he will be too overcome to acquaint your
executors of any balance unknown to them lying to your

credit. You have perhaps thought of the banks as pro-

viding an occupation for the sons of gentlemen. Not at

all : they treat their clerks " with the greatest brutality "
;

and " those who are appointed to the counter have
generally had most of the pluck knocked out of them,

and really have not the courage, even when they are

driven, to make a dash with their cash." For a specimen

of the anecdotal matter of the book let the following

suffice :

A somewhat impudent fraud was perpetrated upon a
Manchester bank by one of its customers, who opened an
account with some few hvmdreds of pounds. The gentle-

man, after a few weeks, drew two cheques, each within a
pound or so of bis balance, and, selecting a busy day,
presented himself at one end of the counter, while an
accomplice, when he saw that his friend's cheque had
been cashed, immediately prei eoted his own to a cashier

at the other end. Both cashiers referred the cheques to

the ledger-clerk, who . . . thinking the same cashier had
asked him twice, said "right" to both cheques. . . . The
thieves were never caught.

The book has two faults. The "index" is merely a
table of contents, and the animus of an ex-omployo is

perceptible in several passages. (Grant Eichards. 3s. 6d.)

Wide Wokld Adventuke.

The notorious Fat Boy of Pickwick would have delighted

in this book, which contains twelve " representative

narratives from the pages of the Wide World Magazine."

The narrative of a servant of the Chartered Company, who
was mauled by a lion in 1897, supplies the subject for the

picture on the cover. In truth, it was a fearful experience.

Ernest Brockman was awakened by a sniff one night, and
straightway "huddled all the pillows and bed-clothes up
over [his] head and face "

: "No sooner," he says, "had
I done this than the lion, with a horrible purr, purr,

grabbed me by the right shoulder and dragged me out on
to the floor, bed-clothea and all. The brute immediately
commenced to suck the blood that streamed down my
neck and chest, and every time I moved he bit the more
savagely." Suspense in Mr. Brockman's, as in other
cases, proved an anaesthetic, and so, although he could
"distinctly feel each bite," he " was conscious of a strange

numbness " in the part attacked.

A striking example of the power of the instinct of self-

preservation is the case of Prof. Schmidt, who, finding

himself inextricably caught in a Bosnian bear-trap, cut

down with his clasp-knife the beech tree to which it was
attached, and walked off with the trap on his leg.

Heroism is represented by Dr. Franz Hermann Mueller,

who headed the Austrian "plagxie expedition " to Bombay
about two years ago. He took the malady after an ex-

hausting bout of nursing :

Up to the very last all his thoughts were devoted
to the task of advancing the interests of science. Every
quarter of a hour he analysed his condition, and wrote
down the observations he had made on his own body, . . .

As long as he could he took his temperature, counted his

resijirations and his pulse-beats, drew the fever curves. . . .

Women are among the contributors to the volume.
One of them went to Klondike ; another fell down a
chimney. In fine, it is clear that truth, as a story-teller,

has nothing to fear by comparison with M. Louis de
Bougemont. (Newnes, 2». 6d.)

Fiction.

The Bath Comedy. By Agnes and Egerton Castle,

(Macmillan. 6s.)

Jasper in books is usually a villain ; it is refreshing to

find him for once merely "a fine gentleman" with "a
neat leg," a passionate temper, and a jealous disposition.

Oar collaborators bring him through the wildest storm
that ever raged in a tea-cup. He is pledged to " pink
every auburn buck in the town," because he has found a

letter in his wife's drawing-room enclosing " a crisp

auburn curl," and containing these words : "The lock was
white before you touched it, but you see you have turned

it to fire." So poor frantic Sir Jasper Standish goes so

far as to pluck the wig off the head of an elderly colonel

and to lay hands on the Lord's annointed. But Sir Jasper
is not the only person careering about in the tea-cup.

The fair witch whose incantations produce the storm
therein has lovers galore, and juggles with them finely.

The Bath of this story is, in truth, a place very different

from that of which Mr. Swinburne wrote :

Peace hath here found harbourage mild as very sleep.

But the events recorded by the two Castles are laid in

l!;o second part of the eighteenth century, and Bath has
had time to settle down.

Mistress Bellairs is unscrupulous, but delightful. What
could be better than her reply to the heroine's feeble

inquiry, " Would you have me coquette with my husband ?
"

" La you there, there is the whole murder out ! You are

the man's lawful, honest wife, and therefore all tedium
and homeliness."

Be it said that the brightness and dash of the novel are

unfailing. We are not among the realities, but was there

ever anybody among them in Bath when the Old Great

Pump Room was the capital of the world of fashion ?

Becky. By Helen Mathers.
(Pearson. 6s.)

If we were omnipotent we would appoint somebody to

prevent Miss Helen Mathers from spoiling her work. It

is a pity that he would be too late to rescue "Becky"
from the absurdity of the " head." The head in question

is not King Charles's, except for the purpose of metaphor,

but the baked head of an Indian warrior and the cause of
" that ugly bulge [in David's breast-pocket] which always
discounted so grievously the joint benefactions of Nature
and his tailor." There is murder on account of that head,

but nothing lifts it into dignity or importance, or rele-

vance : it is just a bad joke.

In the following passage, strength and weakness lie side

by side. David, it should be explained, loves Becky, but

is engaged to another woman; this fact does not, how-
ever, prevent him from taking Becky to task for her con-

duct during a dinner party :

" Then you remarked apropos of a pair of lovers near that

man was exactly like a torn cat ; when courting he was all

alive, but when he wasn't courting he sulked, and made
himself a nuisance at home, hke a cantankerous married

man !

"

" What a memory you have," said Becky in admiring
wonder; "really I had no idea I said so maiiy smart
things. I'll buy you a note-book, and you shall be
Boswell to my Johnson, and publish it, and we'll divide

the swag I

"

" There are plenty more," said David, who was striding

about the room. " You told Melville that you thought it

would be lovely to be Jiorn a rich widow !
"

"80 I do ; cut the cackle aud come to the bosses, you
know," murmured Becky sweetly.

David fairly cluched his hands with rage.
" And you call yourself a decent woman," he said, with

a sneer that made him positively hideous.

It does not take a detective to see that this conversation is
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simply a clumsy vehicle for showing oft jBecky's "smart-

ness," for no man could lash himself into a temper in such

a ridiculous way. It is also obvious that while David is

here a mere puppet through which Becky's wit is handed

down to us, Becky herself has individuality and animation.

There lies the strength of the novel. Becky is alive. It

may be added that, though vory high-spirited, she is one

of the many womon who enjoy being beaten by the right

man. A fervid Imperialistic note sounds in the book,

which is the apotheosis of the pioneer.

" Thank God we have Rhodes," said Billy.

" Rhodes is South Africa and South Africa is Rhodes,"

said Walt-r, " and we do thank God for him."

From this fragment of conversation it will be perceived

that the book, though unconventional and sometimes

gprotesque, is not lacking in piety. Moreover, it is readable.

Anima Filii: a Tale of the Great Siberian Steppe. By
Marya Eodziewicz. Translated by S. C. de Soissons.

(Jarrold.')

Like so much of what comes to us from her countrymen,

the work of this Polish lady, new to the English-speaking

public, is of a melancholy cast.

Antoni Mrozowiecki is a young man of blameless

manners
;
yet from the cradle, wherein he was defrauded

of his patrimony, to the moment when he is presented to

us reduced by the hazard of the road to his last halfpence

upon his way to the Siberian village of Lebiaza, he is ever

the football of malignant destiny. In the house of his

host he is still pursued by ill-luck ; at every turn he finds

himself in a false position, his honesty discredited, his

most hopeful enterprises turned to shame and ridicule.

His benefactor is driven to doubt his honesty, and presently

he is haled to Tobolsk for a murderer. Finally, within

twelve hours of his marriage he is overwhelmed, with his

Marya, by a blizzard. So that the despondent exclama-

tion of his good friend Andryanek—" Even if we find

them they will be frozen. How unfortunate my poor
friend is

! "—has the effect, by its very inadequacy, of

comic relief. Here, however, is the end of his troubles.

Marya can predict, " Antoni, it is our last misfortune "

;

and he liturgicaUy may reply, " Thank God !
" For such

immunity is attributed by Siberian superstition to him
who has cheated the blizzard.

But the strange community—the weird land ! Antoni's
host is a doctor of medicine who buys and sells oxen and
millinery, furnishes dram-shops with liquor, and peddles
scythes through the countryside when the black eight-

months winter has broken down before a sudden breath
out of the Asiatic desert. " Within two days the steppe

was black ; in five it showed signs of life ; in a week it was
green."
In the melting of Marya the intelligent reader may

easily trace an analogy to this change of the season :

"I never said anything about it to anyone,'' she said
thoughtfully, " but it bat always seemed to me that this

perpetual martyrdom this longing which must be over-
come, has made me wicked. I think that one to whom it

is forbidden to love his own country cannot love anythins;.
Such a man or woman does not attain his full growth—he
does not blossom, but becomes dried-up stubble. . .

."

" Do you know that there are some days when one is

afraid to touch a knife . . . !
"

Of the natives, she asks :

" Have you not noticed that they never laugh heartily ?

They are never merry without vodka I This country
stunts the human mind."

Already, when she has become so communicative, the
first warm breath has blown upon her soul. Presently
she softens altogether, and blossoms like a peach on the
sombre brown of the story.

Miss Rodziewicz is a writer of power and intensity of
vision. The translator, however, can hardly be said to
have done her justice.

Notes on Novels.

\^Thete notes on the weeKt Fiction are not neoetsarily final

Reviews of a eelection will follote."]

TiiK Quest of Mr. East. By John 8f ane.

An original and well-thought-out novel. The spiritual

and material adventures of Edward St. John in his quest

of Mr. East—a kind of modem hermit—are good reading

to those who, like St. John, are in quest of " the principle

of unity in history and in modem life" which, if found,

would compose all the differences of creeds. An important,

if improbable, character is Father Optate, a learned Roman
Catholic priest, who before he dies delivers his soul in an
astonishing manner. (Constable. 6s.)

A Dream of a Throne. By Charles FLKMiNa Embkee.

The story of a Mexican revolt. Says the hermit to the

hero :
" Child, to save a lost and fallen race is the noblest

calling that a man can have. If that race be your own,

and its blood leap in you, and you be fighting the battle

of your butchered fathers, and winning that which is by
God's right yours, the task is infinitely great. Do you
know, child, whose is that task ? . . . Boy, that task is

yours." The tale is full of action, and is enlivened with

patios, jefes, mozos, and soplador'». (Gay & Bird. 6s.)

The Mystery of Muncraio. By Robert James Muir.

The kailyard again, with ministers and whisky and the

Psalms of David— and Scottish life generally, by one

who knows it. The story opens in Edinburgh in 1861,

and the hero is charged with piracy in the South Seas, a

circumstance which provides a pretty proposal scene later.

" ' You haven't asked me yet.' ' No ! It has never been
my way to ask for things.' ' Oh !

' said Isobel, trying to

look in his face, 'I suppose you—pirates—^just—take

—

things ?
'

' We do,' said Rob. And he took one."

(Unwin. Bs.)

The Northern Belle. By John Weroe.

A "Diamond Jubilee Romance," in which a major
brings his daughter to London and talks to her, by the

page, like this: "We are now passing the Hotel Cecil,

but it is partially obscured by these shops, which, how-
ever, are soon to be removed. Down this street is the

Savoy Hotel and Theatre, and here is Terry's Theatre.

There are some very handsome shops between the places

I have named, but they are nearly all closed at this time

of night. Now we are at Somerset House, a large building

extending to the Embankment, and having a fine river

frontage." (Digby, Long & Co. 63.)

The Queen Wasp. By Jean Middlemass.

A story of society match-making and shady finance,

opening on an evening when Grosvenor-place was " instinct

with life and aglow with light." " Lady Sabina looked

round. ' Harry, dear,' she suggested, ' will you go and
tell the bandmaster to begin playing ?

' He did as he was
bidden. Harry Jolliffe always tried to do what his wife

wished. He was desperately in love with her—worshipped

the very ground she walked on. Alas ! it is not always

those who love the most who bring to others the greatest

meed of happiness." (Digby, Long & Co. 6s.)

Bettina. By May CROMsrELiN.

Bettina's fate is to be left by her Russian mother at

the door of an English merchant at St. Petersburg. Her
bringing up in England, and the discovery of her romantic

and aristocratic origin, make the story, which is quite

readable. (John Long. 68.)

The Despatch Rider. By Ernest Glanviu«.

This story, by the author of The Kloof Bride, gives us
the atmosphere of the early days of the Boer war in Natal.

The first days of the siege of Ladysmith and the arrival of

General BuUer are described. (Methuen. 6s.)
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The Vogue of " Reminiscences."

There is a magic in all remembrance of one age by
another. The past within a past—how remote, how vivid
it seems ! How we warm to Cicero, and feel his antiquity
in a ilash, when we find him remembering the figures that
moved about Eome in his boyhood.

There was old Caius Duiliug, Marcus's son, he that gave
the first blow to the pride of Carthage by sea. Many a
time, when I was a youngster, have I stood to look upon
him as he was marobing home after supper, with a wax-
taper to light him, and a violin playing before him. That
was alwayx his humour, and the great reputation of the
man easily justified the levity.

How that figure engages itself to live in the mind, and
gives the sense of immemorial distance. And why ?

Because it is recollected by Cicero, not related by
Mommsen. It would be easy to collect such passages.
One we will quote for its beauty. It seems more than
probable that Defoe described his own boyish curiosity,

and insatiable love of a story, when he wrote this passage
about his boy hero. Captain Jack—a passage which no
Englishman can read without a thrill.

In this way of talk, I was always upon the inquiry,

asking questions of things done in public, as well as iu

I)rivate; particularly, I loved to talk with seamen and
soldiers about the war, and about the great seafights, or
battles on shore, that any of them had been in ; and, as I

never forgot anything they told me, I could soon, that is

to say, in a few years, give almost as good an account of

the Dutch war, and of the fights at sea, the battles in

Flanders, the takiug of Maestricht, and the like, as any of

those that had been there ; and this made those old
soldiers and tars love to talk with me too, and to tell me
all the stories they could think of, and that not only of

the wars then going on, but also of the wars in Oliver's

time, the death of King Charles I. and the like.

Nor does the power of reminiscence end soon. While it

enlarges and flatters our grasp of life it is all the time
making that grasp more sane, more deliberate, less

childishly tight ; it is preparing us to let all go. We see

how men were witty, were fed, were in love, were
powerful, were eccentric, were envied—but how they, who
differed so widely and piquantly in life, were huddled into

Charon's boat together. There is a page of Hazlitt that

is something to the point. Calling on Northcote one day,

he found the painter half regretting that he had just

sold a whole-length portrait of an Italian girl, which had
become an old friend. The purchaser had said to him

:

"You may at least depend upon it that it will not be
sold again for many generations." The picture was still

in the studio, and Northcote showed it to Hazlitt.

On my expressing my admiration of the portrait of the

Italian lady, he said she was the mother of Mme. Bellochi,

and was t'tUl living ; that he had painted it at Rome about
the year 1780 ; that her family was originally Greek ; and
that he had known her, her daughter, her mother, and
grandmother. She and a sister, who was with her, were
at that time full of the most charming gaiety and inno-

cence. The old woman used to sit upon the ground

without moving or speaking, with her arm over her head,

and exactly like a bundle of old clothes. Alas ! thought

I, what are we but a heap of clay resting upon the earth,

and ready to crumble into dust and ashes.

However careless, " genial," and superficially chatty

recollections may be, they are, at least, a personal record

of the world when it was preparing itself for your own
distinguished advent ; and out of that adjacent past, and

out of the crowd of men so nearly your contemporaries,

who might have been your uncles, there issues many a

sharp analogy, many a conversation one would like to

have carried further, many a stray shot at the conscience

which the reader must ward off as he can.

To-day the flow of reminiscences is a torrent without

precedent, but not without proportion or explanation.

For there was never an age in which writing was so

fashionable or recollection so rich. An old man who has

never dreamed to distinguish himself as an author through

all the years of his strength, may do so if he will only sit

down and dictate to the phonograph what he remembers
of the tinder-box. Is it strange that many do it ?

So wonderfully has the social life of England changed
in the Queen's reign that the personal identity of the

nation has almost wanted proof ; and this proof the remi-

niscence writers have furnished. It may be found, in

infinite witness-box variety, in the published recollections

of Mr. Justin McCarthy, Henry Vizetelly, Sir Algernon
West, Sir Edward Russell, Dr. B. W. Eichardson, the

Eight Hon. Sir Mountstuart Grant Duff, Mr. W. J. Linton,

Fanny Kemble, Mrs. Anne Thackeray Eitchie, Sir Harry
Keppel, Mr. A. J. C. Hare, Stacey Marks, Dr. New-
man Hall, Frederick Locker, Mr. Joseph Arch, Miss

Betham-Edwards, Mr. G. W. E. EusseU, Sir Charles

Gavan Duffy, Admiral Sir John C. Dalrymple Hay, Mr.
James Payn, Mr. T. A. Trollope, Mrs. M. C. M. Simpson,

Prof. Max Miiller, Walter White, Mrs. Oliphant, Mr.

Baring-Gould. If this list, written down from memory,
seems wearisome, consider its utter incompleteness ! We
will add to it only the name of Mr. Sutherland Edwards,

who has just published his Personal Recollections through

Messrs. Cassell. His anecdotage, which is gay and tragic,

and wholly readable, begins at a time when Fleet-street

was paved with cobbles, and when no omnibus charged

less than sixpence to carry a Londoner the length of the

Strand.

Those who had business to transact in the City went
there in cabs ; but there was little communication between
the two extremities. . . . Ladies did not use these cabs.

They were out of everything. No lady was admitted into

a restaurant, nor into the coffde-room of an hotel, nor into

an hotel at all if travelling by herself. Ladies who, in the

middle of the day, were kept from home by the pleasures

and pains of shopping, went for lunch to pastrycooks'

shops, where they got indigestion by eiting raspberry

tarts. ... In families where no carriage was kept ladies

going out for the evening had to take what was called

a " glass coach." ... A lady living alone in apartments

could not in those days receive a visit from a gentleman
;

still less could a gentleman living alone receive a lady in

his rooms. ... It was scarcely fashionable to go to the

play, and few persons went there in evening dress. The
theatrical saloon, whose abominations were put an end to

by Macready, was a disgusting place. . . . Very little

money was spent on stage productiou. Painted calico did

duty for silk and satin, spangles for jev/ellery ; it was held

and believed that for stage purposes imitation was better

than the real thing.

This is the world which Mr. Edwards peoples with men
like the seven Mahews, the three Salas, Macready and

Hans von Biilow, Douglas Jerrold and Shirley Brooks,

Gavarni and Albert Smith, Edward Tinsley the publisher,

and E. S. F. Pigott, the Censor of Plays—Thackeray and

Browning, and Eubenstein lending their distinction. The

same world has been described very, very often, but
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apparently people do not tire of hearing of these men and
their times. A faint odour of palled punch and stale

tobacco is wafted from the pages, and strange tints of old

play-bills are flashed on one s vision, and kind things are
said of good fellows who went to the wall in the fifties

by the methods then in vogue, and skits, and "witty"
articles, and "agreeable" satires are quoted, and it is all

amazingly ancient-modern. This vein of early and mid-
Victorian anecdote will be worked out presently ; and
then ? Will our own day have its small chroniclers ?

Will men write quaint and much quoted pages about the
first cinematograph shown in London, and the Vagabonds'
Club, and the late Mr. Aubrey Boardsley, and the
supremacy of the novel, and the automatic scent sprinkler,

and the motor omnibuses, and the Aerated Bread Company,
and the "Souls." And will Mr. Bernard Shaw, and Mr.
Andrew Lang, and Mr. John Kensit, and Mr. W. B. Yeats,
and Bugler Dunne shine as stars in the anecdotal firma-
ment of 1950? Doubtless. But the present fervour of
reminiscence must, we think, pass away. It is natural
that the Victorian era and the Nineteenth Century should
put their papers in order. It is between those two
worlds of Matthew Arnold, the one worn out, the other
not ready to be bom, that the cataracts of reminiscence
have been heard all day long. It will be under similar
conditions that the next wave of Beminiscence will arrive.

The Scholars and the Poet

:

a Parable.
Ojjce there were four Scholars who all their lives spent
much time and labour and learning in studying the works
of a great Poet. And it chanced that they all died on the
same night, and came together to the place of departed
spirits ; and, because they had given much devotion to this

task, it was granted them for a boon that they should each
make one request of the Poet himself. So they were
brought to where he sat ; and around him many were
gathered, but at a little distince, for they might not draw
nearer unless he called them.
And when the first Scholar was bidden approach, he

said : " Tell me, I pray you, of your courtesy, concerning
those sonnets of yours, whether they were in truth written
of a certain lord." But the Poet only answered : "Look,
yonder is my lord himself of whom you speak. Go and
see whether he will talk with you of the matter."

So the Scholar turned away sorrowful.
And the second asked of a certain work of the Poet's

youth, which of its lines were written by himself an'l

which by another. But the Poet smiled and said :
" Nay,

I cannot now remember. But yonder is a learned Doctor
who has studied the matter more nearly than I have. He
will reveal it all to you if you ask him."
And the third Scholar said :

" Know you not that some
of your writings are deemed to be immoral in their essence,
and others in their fnrm, and therefore there are some who
speak ill of you. Tell me how you would defend yourself
against their accusations." And there was no displeasure
in the Poet's smile as he answered :

" Perchance my words
thereon would not satisfy you. But here is a g^ave Pro-
fessor who has written a book on this very matter.
Inquire of him concerning it."

80 this Scholar turned away like the others.
But when the fourth Scholat came, who on earth was

accounted to have more love and understanding of the
Poet than they all, he sat down at the Poet's feet, and,
looking up into his face, said, as the children say, " Tell
me a story." And the Poet's eye was kind, and his voice
was gentle, as he told the Scholar a new story of love and
ioyousnoss and happy laughter. But the others were still

held in talk by those to whom the Poet had sent them,
and being a little way off they could not listen to the story.
So they never heard it.

A Laureate's Satire.

Is Mr. Alfred Austin's satire. The Setuon, on sale at
his publishers'? I should fancy it is not. "A new and
revised edition, being the third," came out in 1869 with
the imprint of Mr. John Camden Hotten ; that edition, I
take it, was disposed of long ago, and I have not heard of
its being followed by another. The work is not of the
kind which appeals to its writer when he has achieved a
position of less freedom and more responsibility. Much
has happened in Mr. Austin's public life since 1869. In
1862, when Ths Season first came out, matters were
different. Its author was then only twenty-six years old.

He had already published two books, but one of them had
been anonymous, and neither had made any particular
impression.

Practically, when The Season appeared, Mr. Austin
made his literary d^but. It was the foundation, certainly,

of his literary reputation. " Dedicated to Disraeli," says
Mr. Escott in a recent volume {Personal Forces of the

Period), " it secured the warmest recognition of Mr. Glad-
stone and his old select literary and scholarly friends."
The book was not dedicated in the first instance to
Disraeli. The first edition contained no dedication ; it

is in the second edition, issued very soon after the first,

that we find the inscription: "To the Rt. Hon. Benjamin
Disraeli, M.P., by one who reveres his genius and exults
in his success."

The first edition had been issued by Robert Hardwicke,
of Piccadilly ; the second bore on the title-page as pub-
lisher the name of George Manwaring, of King William-
street, Strand. Had Mr. Hardwicke been alarmed by the
hubbub which The Season had created ? For it did create
a hubbub—and no wonder. There had been nothing in

the way of rhythmic satire, at once so vivid and so vigor-
ous, since the appearance of The New 7\mon—an interval

of fifteen years. The writer had his literary spurs to win,
and did not hesitate to lay about him with a will. He
was, or persuaded himself that he was, very much in

earnest. In one place he wrote

:

I am, I must insist,

A moat unc impromising moralist.

And in another

:

Who think by verse to better make the bid,
I grant it freely, must be vain or mad. . . .

Yet in an Age when each one deftly hides
The scorn he feels for every one besides,

I claim the precious privilege of youth,
Never to speak except to speak the truth.

He certainly seems to have lashed himself into a state of
violent indignation. The slightest thing would set him
off. The anger which he could not introduce into the
rhymed text overflowed into the prose annotations Thus,
below a couplet on the younger Lytton

—

Compete with [Owen] Meredith ; discreetly steal

Your plot, your apophthegms, and top " Lucile "

—

one found these sentences :

This clever but somewhat spasmodic young man, who is

too modest to write under his patronymic, is perhaps too
modest likewise to have his own opinions. But if he will

not adopt the name to which he has a right, why does he
adopt and dress up again for the public, already well
acquainted with them, the dicta of his father, to which he
has none ?

Neither of these passages is to be seen in the third (and
latest revised) edition of the Satire, which nevertheless

includes all the most pungent portions of the original

work. If you possess a copy of that third edition, you
have all that is best in The Season as first published.
And some of that best is excellent of its kind. A good deal

of it, of course, is necessarily somewhat jejune after the
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lapse of so many years. The scorn poured by Mr. Austin
upon designing damsels and matcli-making mammas, upon
the popularity of "La Traviata" and the opera-ballet, and
upon the morale of the ball-room generally, strikes one
nowadays as trite. It was expressed, however, in a style

which cleserves to be remembered. Some of the writer's

single lines, such as that about " the half-drunk " leaning

over " the half-dressed," are assuredly pointed, if a little

brutal. Genuinely epigrammatic, too, are such couplets

as these

:

What is the sppll that 'twist a saint or sinner
The difPrence makes P a sermon ? bah ! a dinner.

The tdds and ends our silken Claras waste
Would keep our caliuo Clarissas chaste. . .

A hundred pounds would coy have made the nude,
A thousand pounds the prostitute a prude.

The poor votaries of fashion have never, probably, been
so severely lashed as by this satirist in his twenties :

The padded corsage and the well-matched hair,

Judicious jupon spreadtog out the spare,

Sleeves well designed false plumpness to impart.
Leave vacant still the hollows of the heart.

So with ladies at the opera :

Their rounded, pliant, silent-straying arms
Seem sent to guard, yet manifest their charms.
Mark how the lorgnettes cautiously they raise

Lest points, no pose so thoughtless but displays,

A too quick curiosity should hide

—

For th«y who gaze must gazed at be beside.

There was, I fancy, only one person about whom in the
first edition of The Season its author had something
pleasant to say ; and that was Her Majesty the Queen,
whose virtues were eloquently celebrated. This, at any
rate, is a passage on which Mr. Austin can afford to look
back with satisfaction. Elsewhere in the satire he had
ironically suggested that contemporary bards should, with
other things.

Industriously labour langtud lays,

Beloved of Courts, and snatch the Poet's bays

!

Only the very ungenerous would nowadays turn these

lines against their writer.

The stiff press criticism to which The Season was
subjected led Mr. Austin to pen (in the same year) a
reply, also in the conventional couplets, called " My
Satire and its Censors." In this, again, there is much
that is vigorous and vivid, but nothing quite so excellent,

in a literary sense, as the best things in The Season. It

is all very pointed and pungent, but, of necessity, only
for the day. Mr. Austin was himself taken to task in

yet another satire, written by Mr. Brook B. Stevens, and
entitled " Seasoning for a Seasoner." In this composition
Mr. Austin was certainly well peppered, but with no
permanent effect. " Seasoning for a Seasoner," like " My
Satire and Its Censors," is, I take it, rarely read. The
Season, on the other hand, has some claim to be regarded as

a minor classic. It may, indeed, outlive much of the verse

on which perchance the Laureate more prides himself.

A.

The Charwoman.

She is an elderly person and she cleans shoes till yon can
see your face in them. But her ideas are limited.

We told her that Mafeking had been relieved. She did
not understand. We told her that it had been surrounded
by the enemy, so that none should leave the village and
none enter it. She said it was a shame, but she did not
seem to understand.
We then told her that the besieged had been living on

horseflesh. Her gaunt face lighted up. "I knew a girl

once who ate cat's-meat," she said.

Correspondence.

" Soft as Velvet."

Sir,—^I observe that, in a review of The Chaucer Canon,

in your last number of the Academy, the following state-

ment occurs :
" Soft as velvet has, we take it, been a stock

description of turf at all times since velvet was invented."

My argument is, to some extent, founded on the fact that

such a statement is quite imwarranted ; and that, as a

matter of fact, the expression " soft as velvet " does not

occur (outside of the two passages which I compare) in

any English poem whatever, anonymous or otherwise,

before the year 1500. It may even be doubted whether
it occurs elsewhere before 1600. Certainly, it does not

occur in Shakespeare, nor in Milton ; the former has only
" velvet leaves " or " velvet buds," and the latter has
" the cowslip's velvet head "

; and that is all.

Before 1500, the occurrence of the word velvet is by no
means common. It is found, of course, in wUls and
inventories as far back as 1319, and in glossaries; but in

poetry it only occurs twice in Chaucer, a few times in

Lydgate, once in Sir Launfal, thrice in " The Flower and
the Leaf" ; but where else? This is precisely the point at

issue. Seeing that " soft as velvet " is " a stock descrip-

tion," may we be favoured with a few quotations, of early

date, in support of this assumption?—I am, &c.,

Walter W. Skeat.

2, Salisbury-villas, Cambridge.

The Supremacy of Fiction.

Sir,—I have read, in a docile spirit, Miss Frances
Forbes-Robertson's remarks on my remarks about the
predominance of Fiction and " FictionaUsts." This pleas-

ing word I borrow from contemporary criticism : perhaps
we shall soon read about " jurisdictionalists." I am pre-

pared for anything. My humble essay, '
' On the Supremacy

of the Novel," was prompted by Lytton's preface to Pelham,
Seventy years ago Lytton frankly stated that he wrote
novels because nothing else paid. Am I wrong in think-

ing that nothing else is remunerative now ? For, of course,

books about the war, and reminiscences, and educational

books, and legal books are not, usually, "literature." I
said, " we produce novels only." Miss Forbes-Eobertson
then talks about great works of philosophy, history, and
poesy, written in my " lifetime." But I myself spoke of

these ; when I say " we produce," and so on, I allude to

the living present. Miss Forbes-Robertson then avers that
" there is an immense population that in past generations

never read anything." How could it read anything before

it was bom ? unless this lady believes, like the Arunta, in

reincarnation. My fair censor goes on thus :
" This taste

of the crowd neither augments nor diminishes the number
of serious readers, unless, indeed, towards reading at all."

The meaning of the text entirely escapes me. How can a
taste augment or diminish a number, or not do so, " unless

towards reading at all " ? And how, next, can " the

public that reads serious literature " be (as the lady avers)
" equally greater in number." Equally greater than
what ? Miss Forbes-Robertson is certain that the works
of Mr. Meredith and Mr. James "tower above the exposi-

tions of subjective philosophers, metaphysical meander-
ings, tirades of criticism, or catalogues of historical events

Mr. Lang deplores [««c] as no longer read." I cannot
admit that even Mr. Henry James, "in every kind of

way," towers above Kant, Hume, Hazlitt, or Gibbon. In
how many ways can even Mr. James tower ? But these

authors—Mr. James, and the philosophers and historians

—

do not work in the same matter. Even if Mr. James
towers above them (which I don't think he does), we need
not neglect criticism, history, and philosophy because, in

fiction, Mr. James towers. I am supposed to contemn
" great novels." This is a misapprehension. I would
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liefer have written Old Mortality or Etmond thaii all the

works of Locke. I do not " contemn the litsrature which

takes the form of a novel." I only wish tlmt liUrature

did take that form more frequently. I do say, and I keep

on saying, that novels are almost, if not altogether, the

only form of literature that is remunerative now. But I

think, and I said, that a new Froude, Macaulay, or Tenny-

son would even now find readers. Still, I do not observe

that poetry or history has, at present, any such authors as

Tennyson, Macaulay, and Froude.

I am sorry to seem to accuse a lady controversialist of

an ignoratio ehnchi, but by these liard tenns the logician is

apt to style arguments like hers.—I am, &c.,

A. Lano.

Book Titles,

SiK,—Is there no available register of book titles which

authors could consult before deciding how to name their

books ? Twice in the same day I have come across the

duplication of titles. Two years ago Mr. John Lane
published a novel of high quality by Mr. E. A. Bennett,

called A Man from the North. And now I find " The Man
from the North " at the head of a story by Mr. A. Gissing

in a ladies' weekly. One of the most readable books on

the war, Sidelights on South Africa, by Eoy Devereux,

came out in the earliest crop of South African works issued

since the Boer ultimatum. This week's papers review a

work by Lady Sykes called Sidelights on the War in South

Africa. Surely something can be done to prevent this.

—

I am, &e., Maud Stepney Eawson.

21, Greycoat-gardens, Victoria-street, S.W.

:

May 22, 1900.

The Missing Word.

Sir,—May I quote from a letter I received from a

Welsh correspondent? The following quotation is from

Milton's Of Reformation in England :
" Thou that . . .

didst buUd up this Brittanic Empire to a glorious height,

with all her daughter islands about her," &c. If Brittanic

Empire denotes the Empire, then (by analogy of Teuton

and Teutonic Empire) a subject of the Brittanic Empire
is a Briton. The Americans recognise this in a way by
the term Britisher— a subject of the British Empire.

Brittanic for Briton seems far more dignified and quite

as accurately descriptive terms. Possibly it may be

objected that Briton is open to the same racial interpreta-

tion as Englander, but we do not say the English Empire.

—I am, &c., H. LooAN.
Sandgate, Prestwick : May 15, 1900.

l^This correspondence must now cease.—Ed.]

New Books Received.

[_These notes on some of the New Books of the week are

preliminary to Reviews that may follow.'\

Pausanias, and Otuek Gkekk
Sketches. By J. G. Feazfr.

This is the promised abridgment, or rather the

quintessence, of Prof. Frazer's great Commentary on

Pausanias' Description of Greece, published two years ago.
" Slight and fragmentary as tliese sketches are," says the

author, "I am not without hope that they will convey to

readers who have never seen Greece something of the

eternal charm of its scenery." The places described

include Marathon, Mount Hymettus, Phyle, the Port of

Athens, the Sacred Way, Megara, Nemea, Delphi, the

Lemsean Marsh, and many other spots. (Macmillan. 58.)

DaitT. By Horatio F. Brown.

Mr. Horatio Brown has spun many verses in the inter-

vals of writing prose such as his Venetian Studies, John

Addington Symonds : a Biography, and Life on the Lagoons.

If we are not mistaken, many of these verses, modestly

entitled Drift, were first printed in the Pall Malt Gazette.

The following stanzas are from one of the lighter piece?,

called " Bored : At a London Music " :

Two rows of foolish faces bent

In two blurred lines ; the compliment

Toe formal smile, the cultured air,

The sense of falseness everywhere,

Her ladyship superbly dressed

—

I liked their footman, John, the best.

The tired musicians' ruffled mien,

Their whisptred talk behind the screen,

The frigid plaudits, quite confined

By f^ar of being unrefinel.

His lordship's gn^ve and courtly jest—
I liked their footman, John, the best.

(Grant Richards. 5s. net.)

The Story of Baden-Powell. By Harold Beqbie.

Obviously a timely book. In "An Introductory Frag-

ment on no Account to be Skipped," Mr. Begbie says

:

Ask those who know him best what manner of man he

is, and the immediate answer ... is this: "He's the

funniest beggar on earth." And then . . . your in-

formant wiU suddenly grow serious and tell you what a

straight fellow he is, what a loyal friend, what an enthu-

siastic soldier. But it is ever his fun first.

(Grant Eichards.)

LncEKTius ON Life and Death. By W. H. Mallock.

This is the rendering of certain passages in Lucretius

into English, and into the metre of The Rubaiydt of Omar

Khayyam, to which we drew attention when it appeared

in the Anglo-Saxon. We then pointed out that Mr.

Mallock's idea has been to reduce Lucretius and Omar to

a common literary denominator, and so bring out that

likeness between the philosophies of the Persian and

Eoman poets which has been remarked by more critioi

than one. We quoted the stanza :

Globed from the atoms falling slow or swift

I see the suns, I see the systems lift

Their fonu'!, and even the systems and the suns

Shall go back slowly to the eternal drift.

The poem is very handsomely enshrined in white vellum

covers. (Black- lOs. net.)

Tchaikovsky. By Eosa Newmbach.

Six years have elapsed since Tchaikovsky's death, and

the authorised Life and Letters is not yet forthcoming.

From widely scattered sources Miss Newmarch has gathered

the materials for a book which, though inevitably patchy,

is likely to meet the English demand for information about

the composer of "The Pathetic" Symphony. (Grant

Eichards. 68.) I

All Auout Doos. By Charles Henry Lane.

Mr. Lane is a well-known breeder and exhibitor of dogs,

and into these pages he pours his knowledge of all sorts

and conditions of dogs, the humours of the Show lling, _

doggy anecdotes, and what not. The book contains four

hundred large octavo pages, and is profusely illustrated. '

(John Lane. Ts. 6d. net.)

In addition to the foregoing, we have received :

THBOLOGIOAL AND BIBLlCAt,.

Hftwois (Rev. H. R.), The Story of the Foar EvangehBl* .„,,.. ,

Rntherfo-il (W. O.). St. Paul's Epistle to the Rom»Tis (M«cmillan)

Bum (J H ). for Q nio'. M >ment8 ; Devotional Readings Irom the w ntiniiii

of the Right Rev. G. U. Wilkinson, D.D (Wells Garduer)
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POETRY, CBITIOISM, AND BELLES LBTTRES.

Skrine fJ. Huntley) The Queen's Hisrbway * 'Mathews) net 1/0
"Bossetti (D. G.), Lenore. By Gottfrie'l August Burger (Ellis & Elvey)
Miller (Alexander), BAcchus and Bohemia (PubUshedby the Author)
Sademeus. Lays of Au'^ient Greece (Redway) net I/O

Ford (Harold), Shakespeare's Hamlet; a New Theory (Stock) net 2/0

HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY.
Brooks (Noah), Henry Knox ; a Soldier ot the Revolution

(Putnam's Sons) 6/0
Firth (Charles), Heroi»s of the Nations: Oliver CrooQwell, and the Rule of

the Puritans in Knjrla'^d (Putnam's Sons) 5/0
Smith (G. G,), Periods of European Literature ; The Transition Period

(Blackwood) net 5/0
Macdonald (Rev. A.), The Clan Donald

(Northern Counties Publishing Co.)
Stebbing (W.), CTharlea Henry Pearson (Longmans) 14/0
Bancroft (Frederic), The Life of William H Seward. 2 vols.

(Harper & Bi-os.) 5 doT.
Side, Lights on t*ie Reiiyn of Terror: Being Memoirs of Mademoiselle des

Echerolles. Translated by Marie Cloihilde Balfour (liane) net 13/6
Workman (H. B.), The Cbnrch of the West ot the Middle Ages. Vol. II.

(Kelly) 2/6

TRAVEL AND TOPOGRAPHY.
Hare [Augustus J. C), Paris (Al'en)
Slack* Guide to Paris : Exhibition Edition (Black) 1/0
Catsell's Guide to London (Cassell) /6

EDUCATIONAL.
Lee (Elizabeth), Cowper—The Task (Blackwood) 2/6
.Robertson (J. Logie), Milton- Paradise Lost. Books I. -IT. ... (B)ackwood) 2/6
Scott (Sir Walter), Marmion (Black) net 1/0
Anrten(H. W ), Cicern-iQ Ca'iliuam. I.—IV (Blackwood) 1/6
The Aaamemnon of ^schylus. With Enqlish Verse Translation. By

I pper Sixth Form Boys of Bradfield College

JOVEN I LE.

Begbie (Haroldi, The Struwwelpeter Alphabet
. (Richards) 3/6

MISCELLANBOnS.
Clodd (Edward), The Story of the Alphabet (Newnes) 1/0
Ford (W. J.), A Cricketer on Cricket (Sands) 2/0
Harris (J. Henry), Robert Raifees, The Man Who Founded the Sunday

School (Sunday School Union) 1/0
Richxrds (Laura E.), Captam January (Bowden) 2/8
Delbos (Leon), The Metric System (Methaen) 2/0
Derjunge Breitmann in South Africa (Baskerville Printing Co.) /3
Amold-Forfter (H. O.), The Coming of the Kilogram (Cassell) /6
Todd (Mabel Loomis), Total Eclipses of the Son (Sampson Low)
Deeney (Daniel), Peasant Lore from (Gaelic Ireland (Nntt) net 1/0
The Annual Begister, 1899 (Longmans) 18/0
The chnrd. Vol. I (Unicom Press)
An Bnening ujith Punch (Bradbury, Agnew) net 2/6
The Genealiigical Magazine. Vol.111 (Stock)
Everyday Heroes (S.P C.K.)
Bennett (Arthur), The Dream of a Warringtonian

(Sunrise Publishing Co.)
Bradby (H. C), Rugby (Bell & Sons)
Howard (Eliot), Studies of Son-Christian Religions (8. P. C. K.)
Tuker (M. A. B.), and Malleson (Hope). Handbook to Christian and

Ecclesiastical Rome. Parts I'l. and IV (A. & C. Black) 10/8

NEW EDITIONS.
DobeU (Sydney), Home in War Time. Ed. by W. G. Hutchinson

(Matbews) net 1/0
Travers (Graham), Mona Maclean ; Medical Stndent. ISth edition.

(Blackwood) 2/6

%• New Novels are acknowledged elsewhere.

I Our Weekly Competition.

Result of No. 35 (New Series).

Last week we offered a prize of one gruinea for the best rendering
of a portion of a poem by Emit Verhaeren, which we quoted from
Itu. The task has, we think, been enjoyed, and we have had some
difficulty in awarding this prize. The charm of Verhaeren's
lines is assooiated with a metre which is intended to convey a calm
acceptance of a scene utterly dead and dreary, and itself resigned to
winds and desolation. A certain weary flow of cadences, making
for monotone, is needed to give the effect—a circumstance fully
appreciated by most of the competitors. We have decided to award
the prize to Mr W. G. Fulford, "Eastman's," Southsea, for the
following rendering.

This is the dune-land, ashen-grey,
Deep-scored and scarred by the rough hand
Of desolating Time—a land
Of dead things, mournful in decay.

Grey sea. grey sky, shut in a storm-threehed ring I

And tht-y who endlessly go to and fro.

The winds—the bitter, roaring winds—that wing
The shafts of winter from their bow.

Long since died summer, long ginoe autumn died
;

Far heiice October's fled, with all its purple pride.
Its gloom, its silence, and its pain

;

And BOW on, on they pre^s,

The hor'tea of winter, wild and pitiless,

Bringing the darkness onoe again.

Yonder the village lies and weeps

—

Its roofs, that from the storm decline,
Squalid and sad, in crouching heaps
Like huddled kine

;

The night droops down, the horizon melts and fades,
The thunder-clouds give tongue, and faint
In answer one far bell from out the creeping shades
WaiU softly, like a little child's complaint.

And there, where in confusion lie

The tresses of the land,

With mourning measureless, go by
The long dim lines of ghostly sand

;

The shore is desolate, the birds are flown,
On the salt flats a ship heels slowly, sinking down.
As ebbs the sea, so flowrs the night,
The vacant, black and infinite.

[W. G. F., Southsea.]
Among other anssvers is the following :

This is the white shore of the Dunes
Thtt Time has weiried with decay,
Bowed peaks, and valleys worn away,
And hills that crumbled one by one.

Wan sky, waste sea, the storms that gird them round I

And those that hither sweep with icy wing.
The howling winds, the winds that whistling sound,
And hurl the winter from their sling.

Summer and autumn long have past away,
And past the misty dim October day.
The day of purple gloom and silence drear

;

And now, with stormy stress

The winter, winter wild and merciless,
And its black months, again is here.

And there below the hamlets groan,
And houses tremble in the blast.

Poor, sad, in heaps together thrown
Like cattle on the waste

;

The night sweeps down, the sea-line neara,
The cloady legions black and fell

Howl to the blackness, and a distant bell

Only replies, mingled with childhood tears.

And on the beach that hears their cry,

These endless mourners of the land,
Like farrows dim b-neath the sky
Stretch the long strips of sombre sand

;

The shore is void, the birds fly past.

The ship has vanished in the dismal vast.
And dreary nothing follows here,
League af .er league, the dreary sea.

[E, M., London.]

N.B.—Competitors will oblige by writing their names and
addresses at the top of the same sheet of paper on which their
answers are written, whether a letter accompanies the answer or
not.

Replies also received from : R. F. McC, Whitby ; F. R. A , Ealing ;

T. C, Buxted; E. N. A., Penarth ; G. P. G., Stoke-on-Trent;
M. A. C. Cambridge ; C. J. S., Saltburn-by-Sea ; E. H. H., Streatham

;

E. 0. M., Crediton
;
F. S. H., Bath : A. W,, West Hampstead

;

F. F., Leicester ; M. T., London ; A. L. M., Belfast ; W. F. P., Glion
pur Montreux ; S. M., Addiaoombd ; T. B . Leicester ; G. N., Bristol

;

E. B., Liverpool ; R. H. H., London ; A. W., New Brighton ; L. L.,

Bamsgate ; F. E W., London.

Competition No. 36 (New Series).

In a little book of Sonnets and Other Poems, by John K. Ingram,
just issued by Messrs. Black, occurs this quatrain :

Master, amid the turmoil and the strife.

How shall my spirit calm and trustful be ?

Thus only, if the fountains of my life

Are hidden in Humanity with thee.

The " Master " referred to is Auguste Oomte. We ask our readers
to send us similar quatrains in which a personal tribute is paid to a
great writer. It is not necessary to hail the selected writer as
" Master." His name should form the title, or it may be incor-
porated in the verse. A cheque for One Guinea will be sent to the
competitor whose quatrain strikes us as being the moat epigrammatic
and impressive.

RULBS.

Answers, addressed " Literary Competition, The Academy, 43,

Chancery-lane, W.C.," must reach u-i not later than the first post
of Tuesday, May 22. Each answer must be accompanied by
the coupon to be found in the third column ot p. 456, or it can-
not enter into competition. Competitors sending more than one
attempt at solution must accompany each attempt with a separate

coupon ; otherwise the first only will be considered. We oanno*^

consider anonymous answers.
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WILFRID M. VOYNIOH.
OATA.LOOUE No. 3 may be luid on application,

price i». 6d., at

1, SOHO 8QUARK, W.

gth and i6tb CENTURY BOOKS ; AHERICANA ;

85 LOST or UNKNOWN BO0K5.

WILLIAMS 4: NORQATE,
IMFOETERS OK FOREION BU0K8.

II. HmitotU BtrMt, OoTUt Oudni, W, South FlMlanok 8t.

Xdinbargh, and 7, Bro*d BtrMt. Oxford.

OATAI1OOUI8 peat bM oa appUtatloa.

FlOREION BOOKS and PERIODICALS
promptly lappiied on modonte tarmi.

OATAIXMiDES on (ppUoatlon.

OCLAU * 00.. IT. 80B0 8QDARB.

High-Class Bookbinding.
Valnable Boolcs and MS. Bound and Hepaired with

great care. Miscellaneous Books bound in any
«tyle or pattern.

JOHN FAZAKERLEV,
40, Paradise Street, LIVERPOOL

TYPE-WRITING promptly and accurately
done. lOd. per l.ooo vords. Samples and references.

l(alll.Copies.—Addreas, Hiss E. M., IS, Mortimer Oreaeent, N.W.

TYPE-WRITING; TYPE-WRITING :

T¥PE.WR:TING.- NOVELS. PLAV.S. ESSAYS care-
tnlW TVPED. DifKcuU USS. receive q>ecial atUntion.
Baferences to Authors.—Write for terms to E. Gbabam, 23.
Cockspur Street. Pall Mall, London.

TRAFALGAR LITERARY and TYPE-
WRITINO BUREAD (DE MOMET i WALKERI,

Trafal^r Buildings, Northumberland Avenue, W.C. —
Ing. Duplicating. Shorttiand. Reporting. Translations
Languages). Literary Researches. Press Cuttings.u

TYPE-WRITER.— AUTHORS' MSS.
COPIED with accuracy and despatch. Catlxm Pupli-

«ate». Clroulars, Ezaminatlon Papers, &c.—Mies E. Tigar,
tS. Maitlaotl Park ViUas, HaTerstock HiU, N.W.—Established

LITERARY GENTLEMAN RBQUIRBD
to TRANSLATE a popnUr GERMAN WORK.

Applicast mtut have a good knowledjie of OermaD, and be able
to deroto bit whole time or large part thereof to thii work
(laating about two months),—Apnlr* Box Ki, Scuaotoia's
AorKBTisiitG Orrioia, 13. Poultry, E.C.

M ASON UNIVERSITY COLLEGE.
BIRMINGHAM.

MASTER UF METHOD.
The Council Invite A I'PLICATIONS for the post of M ASTER

of METHOD in the Day Training Dei>artment 4Meo).
StitK-nd, jC30V i>er annum.

(.iindiJates must be Unuluat«s of some Uoirersity, and they
should bare undergone a Complete Course uf Tralniog tn the
Thi-ury and Practice of Teachiog.
Applications, aooompanied by Teatimimialtt, shuuld be tent

to the unclerstffnL>4l not later than Ssturda*, the 16tb of June.
The Caodidate <-Iecte<l will )« required to enter upon his

duties on or aWout Septumher Ist. 1900.

Further patUcuIan may be obtained from
GEO. U. MORLET, Secretary.

u NIVERSITY of GLASGOW.
LECTURESHIP ON GERMAN.

The University Court of the University of (ilasKow will
shortly proceed to the APPOINTMENT of a LECTOUER on
GERMAN.
The salary has 1>een fixed at £300 per annum, and the ap-

fKiintment, which is from year to year, ia to datv from Ist
>otolH:r next.
Candidates should lodge twenty copies of their application

and testimoniaU with the anderslKned. who will furnish any
further information desired* on or before Saturday, 30th June.

ALAN E. CLAPPERTON.
SecretaiT of the Glasgow Uuiveruty Court.

91, West Regent Street. Glasgow.

CHALET CAUDE COTE, DIEPPE,—An
English lady RECEIVES EIGHT GIRLS of 16 and

upwards in her Chftlet near Dieppe. Conversational French
rapidly acquired. Special facilitit^s for Music. Sketching,
German. Opportunities for every form of healthy eiijoyment.
Direct Sen'ice twice daily with Enffland.—Full details will be
supplied on applying to Miss Cl^nnick, Dieppe.

SUPERIOR SCHOOLS for GIRLS.— Miss
LOUISA BROUOII can RECOMMEND High-class

BOARDING and DAY SCHOOLS in England and on the
Continent.— Ckxtral Rfgistrv roa Teachers, 25, Craven
Street, Charing Cross.

" MibS Rossi writes with grace, humour, and vivacity.*
SptaJur.

I BSSONS by CORRESPONDENCE.—
ij Miss ROSSI undertakes to TEACH the PRINCIPLES

of LITERARY COMPOSITION, upon wliich the Art of
Literature depends. Fee (payable in advance). Ten Lessons,
Three Guineas ; or a Trial Course of Three, One Guinea.—
32, Jionmouth Road, Bayswater, W.

ALL EXAMINATIONS.
PREPARATION by CORRESPONDENCE

on a THOROnoiILY INDIVIDUAL SYSTEM. Th«
STAFF ineludea tiraduates of Uxfonl, Camliridge, London,
and Royal Untveraitiea.

SINGLE 8DBJECT8 TAKEN: Latin. Onok, Franch.
Oarmao. MathamaUos, S^lance, Logic, Political Economy, Ao.

Addnaa Mr. J. CHARLESTON, B.A. (London and Oxoo.).

S7, Chancery lAne. London, W.C. 1
CARRIAGES INSURED AGAINST ACCI-

DENTS caused by Collision, the Falling. BolUng, or
Kicking of Horsea, or by being Run Into by other Veuolea.
Policies issued for the Year or Season only. Prosx>eotaMB post
free.—iMFKKtAL AcCIDKWr, LiVK HTOCK Alio GCMKRAL ImCRAKCI
Co., Ltd.. 17, Pall Mall East. London. aW. AgenU wanted.

r ITBRARY RESEARCH. —A Gentleman,
1^ exporlenoMl In Llt«rarr Work, and who has aoo«H to th*
British Huaeum Reading Room, is open to arrange with
Author or any person roQulrtng aasistanoe in Literatr Re*
March, or In teeing Work i hroogh the Press. Translations
undertaken from Frenob, Italian, or Spanish.— Apply, by
Istter. to D. 0. Dallas, ISi. Strand. London, W.C.

L O N D O N LIBRARY
ST. JAMES'S SQUARE, 8.W.

PiTKOK—H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES, K.O.
Paa8iDit!>T-LF,SLIE STEPHF.N, T.m.

~
Vloi-PKlsiDirrs-The Right Hon. A, J. BALFOUR. M.P., th.

Right Rev. the LORD BISHOP of LONDON, HERBERl*
SPENCER. Esq. ; tlie Right IIon.W.E. Il.LECKY, M.P.,
B.C.L.

Taosiaia-Right Hon Sir M. GRANT DUFF, Right Hon.
LORD AVEBURY, F.R.8.. Right Hon. EARL of ROSE-
BERY. —

The Library contains about 200,000 Volumea of Ancient and
Modem Literature, in Various Languages. Subacription. £M
a year: Life-Membership, acoordiuR to age. Fifteen Volumea
are allowe'l to Country ami Ten to Town Members. Readina
Room Open from 10 till half-past 6. CATALOGUE. FittE
Edition. ]£ui<8. 2 vols., royal Svo. price 218.; to Members. 16a.

C. T. HAOBERG WRIGHT, LL.D.. Secretary and Librarian.

"THE ACADEMY"
LITERARY COMPETITIONS.

New Series.—No. 36.

All rtadert attempting thii weeV*
Compttition {dtteribtd fully on page

455) mutt eut out this Coupon
and encloM it with th«ir r»ply.

THE OLDEST HORTICULTURAL NEWSPAPER.

3' * Gardeners' 15
s.

WEEKLY.
Postage

Chronicle
YEARLY.

Post

Free.

(THE "TIMES" OP HORTICULTURE).

FOR SIXTY YEARS
THE LEADING JOURNAL.

Its contributors comprise the most

E^^pemenced Bmtish Gapdeneps,
and many of tile most

Etnifteftt CQen of Scienee
at home and abroad.

IT HAS AN INTERNATIONAL REPUTATION FOR ITS ILLUSTRATIONS OF PLANTS.

Specimen Copy post free on application to the Publisher,

H. G. COVE, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON.
»• May be ordered of all Bontmelters and. Newsagents, and at the Bailway Bookstalls^

I
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MTJDIB'S LIBRARY
(LIMITED).

ENLARGED AND CLASSIFIED CATALOGUE
(Over 500 pages, 8vo, bound in green cloth).

All the Principal Worka in Circulation at

the Library

ARRANGED under SUBJECTS.

Forming a Comprehemire 6mde to Notable

Publications in most Branehet of

Literature.

Boohs of Permanent Interest on PoLlTICAli

and Social Topics, the Akmy, Navy,
Akts, Scikncb, Philosophy, Spobt,

Theology, History, Biooeaphy, and
Fiction. p,,^^ ^^ g^_

TWO NEW SIX-SHILLING NOVELS
AT ALL BOOKSELLERS' AND LIBBABIES.

THE CHICAMON STONE:
A Legend of the Yukon Basin.

By CLIVE PHILLIPPS-WOLLBY, Author of " One of the Broken Brigade," *o.

Also a FOREIGN CATALOGUE, contain-
ing Books in Fbbnch, Gebman, Italian,

EcssiAN, and Spanish.

Price Is. 6d.

MUDIE'S LIBRARY,
30-31, NEW OXFORD STREET;

211, Brompton Road ; and

48, Qaeen Victoria Street, London.

Price 2s. 6d. MONTHLY.
REAIiV, JUNE l»t.

Price 3b. ed.

THE JUNE ISSUE OF
TheCONTEMPORARY REVIEW

CoDtains Articles by the following well-known .Writers ;—

SOME OBSEilVATIONS on SOUTH AFRICA. By Lioml
I^IILLtPS.

PSYCHOLOOY of the FRENCH B0ER0PHILE8 ana
ANGLOPHOBES. Br Yv.s GL-ror.

THE WAR in SOUTH AFRICA ana the AMERICAN CIVIL
WAR. By Spenser Wii.ki!<-^>ic.

MIMICRY and other IIAbITi of CUTTLES. By Maitbias

A CONVERT'S EXPERIENCES of the CATHOLIC CHURCH
By FiDELis.

THE FRIEND of the CREATURE. By the Countess Mar-
TIXE500.CESARMO.

YOUTHFUL OFFENDERS and PARENTAL RESPONSI-
BILITY. By TiioMO H.iLms.

THE NEW AUTHORITItS in ENGLISH EDUCATION.
By ProfesR.)r H. W. Witiii:rs.

THE PEOPLE'S THEATRE 1.. BERLIN. By Edith Sellers.
OER.MANV. ENGLAND, aii.l AMERICA. By PouLTSET

BlOELOW.
A TOP.HEAVY ADMINISTRATION. By Berbeki Paul.

Obtainable of all BookHellers. or of
The CoLCMRi's Compakt iLimit^li. Columbiis Hoose,

43 and 43a, Fetter Lane. London, E.C.

TO THE HEALING OF THE SEA.
By FRANCIS H. BtARDY, Author of "The Mills of God."

London : SMITH, ELDEU & CO., 15, Waterloo Place.

JUST PUBLISHED.—With 33 lUustratiouB.—Crown 8vo, 63.

BLACK HEART AND WHITE HEART,
And other Stories.

By H. RIDER HAGGARD.
Of the Three Stories that comprise this Volume, one, " THE WIZARD," a tale of victorious faith, first

appeared some years ago as a Christmas Annual.

Another, '*ELISPA,"i8 an attempt to recreate the life of the ancient Phoenician Zimbabwe, whose
ruins 8till_ stand in Rhodesia, and with the addition of the necessary love-stor.v, to sucrgest circumstances
such as might have brought about or accompanied its fall at the hands of the surrounding savage tribes.

The third, " BLACK HEART and WHITE HEART," is a story of the courtship, trials, and Bnal
onion of a pair of Zulu lovers in the time of King Cetywayo.

London : LONGMANS, GREEN & CO.

THE NINETEENTH CENTURY
No. 280.—JUNE, 1900.

THE FUTURE of SOUTH AFRICA—
1. A VOICE from NATAL. By F. S. Tatham (Member of the Legislative Assembly).
2. THE NATIVE RACES. By the Rev. J. S. Moifat, C.B.

THE CAVALRY HUSH to KIMBERLEY, and in PURSUIT of CRONJE. By the late Captain
Cecil Botli. With an Introduction by Smssr Bfiton, M.P.

THE CRUEL CASE of the WOUNDED WAR-HORSES. By Laumkoi W. Piks.

ENIGMAS of EMPIRE. By SiDifKT Low.

SWISS RIFLE CLUBS. By Colonel J. H. Riv»Tt.CARirAC.

THE PROSPECTS of ANGLICANISM. By the Rev. Dr. Cobb.

LIBERALISM and INTRANSIGEANCE. By Wiljeid Ward.

THE VOGUE of the GARDEN BOOK. By Mrs. Stepbek BATSojf.

THE INTELLECTUAL AWAKENING of CHIN.V. By Pro''6SBor Robebi K. DonoLAS.

TYCHO BRAHE. By Abthl'r Poksojcbt.

THE COPYRIGHT BILLS, 1900. By the Bight Hon. Lord THKnro.

THE GENIUS of HANDEL. By H. Heathcotk Statham.

THE IRISH GUARDS. By FiTZAiAir MAirifEEs (Captain, Scots Guards).

THE NEWSPAPERS. By Sir Wbmtss Reid.

London : SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON & CO., Ltd.

PORTRAIT

The following have appeared., and

BEN JONSON.

JOHN KEATS.

SIR JOHN SUCKLING.

TOM HOOD.

THOMAS GRAY.

ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON.

SIR WALTER SCOTT.

SAMUEL RICHARDSON.

THOMAS D£ QUINOET.

LEIGH HUNT.

LORD MACAULAY.

ROBERT SOUTHEY.

8. T. COLERIDGE.

SUPPLEMENTS
"THE ACADEflY."to

some of the numbers containing them can still

had sqmrately for Ss. 6d.

:

—
CHARLES LAMB.

MICHAEL DRAYTON.

WALTER SAVAGE LANDOR.

SAMUEL PEPYS.

EDMUND WALLER.

WILKIE COLLINS.

JOHN MILTON.

WILLIAM COWPER.

CHARLES DARWIN.

ALFRED, LORD TENNYSON.

HENRY WADSWORTH LONGFELLOW.

ANDREW MARVELL.

he obtained; or Complete Sets may be

ROBERT BROWNING.

THOMAS CARLYLE.

PERCY BYSSHE SHELLEY.

CHARLES DICKENS.

JONATHAN SWIFT.

WILLIAM MAKEPEACE THACKERAY.

WILLIAM BLAKE.

SIR RICHARD STEELE.

ALEXANDER POPE.

DOUGLAS JERROLD.

FRANCIS BACON.

HENRIK IBSEN.
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CASSELL& COMPANY'S
ANNOUNCBMBNTS.

NOTICE.—The Complete Volume

of Messrs. CASSELL & GOM-
PA NY'S Fine Art Publication,

"BOTAL ACADEMY
PICTURES, 1900," will be

published on June 8th, price

7s 6d. The Fifth, and con-

cluding, Pari will also appear

on that date, price Is.

" The mo«t perfect representation of the Academy
ever placed vntbin reach of the pablic."

Wettminster Gazette.

NEW VOLUMES.
jrST PUBLISHED.—Price 7s. Od.

PERSONAL RECOLLECTIONS.
By H. SUTHERLAND EDWARDS.

The DAILY MAIL says: "Of all the reminis-
cences which have lately threatened the snpremaoy
of the novel, by far the best are these 'Personal
Recollections' of Mr. Satherland Edwards. Not
only do they not contain a dnll page; they do not
contain a single pajte to which we can object on the
ground either of bad taste or of indiscretion."
The OUTLOOK s&ys : "'Personal Recollections'

ie a volume which one reads at a sitting and wants to
read again."

IMPORTANT NEW WORK BY
DEAN FARRAR.

A Companion Work to his Life of Chritt.

JUST PUBLISHED.—Price 1.5s.

THE LIFE of LIVES. Further
studies in the Life of Christ. By the Very Rev.
F. W. FARRAR, 0.0,, Dean of Canterbury.

The DAILY CIIKONICLB says: "Dr. Farrar
has succeeded in weaviDtr into his latest picturesque
narrative of the life of Christ the fruit of an elaborate
and patient study of the most recent exegetical litera-
ture. There can be little doubt that every possessor
of the former work will hasten to add its complement
to his Ubrary shelves."

READY SHORTLY.—Price 5s.

A COURSE of LANDSCAPE
PAINTING in WATER-COLOURS. By J.MAOWHIRTER, R.A. With 23 Coloured Plates.

NEW WORK
BY MR. H. O. ARNOLD-FORSTER.

JUST PUBLISHED.—Price Is. Bd.

OUR GREAT CITY; or, London
the Heart of the Empire. By H. O. ARNOLD-
FORSTER, M.P. With 40 Full-Page and other
Illnstrations.

JUST PUBLISHED.-Price2s.
WITH DANTE in PARADISE.

Headings from the "Paradise." By ROSE «.SELFE, Author of "How Dante Climbed the
Monntain," Ac. With Full-Page Illustrations.

JUST PUBLISHED.-Papor covers, 6d. ; cloth. Is.

CASSELL'S GUIDE to PARIS.
Rrofasely Illustrated. With Plan and Guide to
the CjXbibition.

READY SHORTLY.-Papcr covers, 6d. ; clolh. Is.

CASSELL'S PICTORIAL GUIDE
to the CLYDE. lUuBtrated throughout, and
co:.taming numerous Coloured Plates and a Map.

NEW AND REVISED EDITiON.
JUST PUBLISHED.-Paper covers, fid.; cloth Is

CASSELL'S GUIDE to LONDON.
Profusely Illustrated.

CASSELL k, COMPANY, Ltd., London, Paris,
New York, and Melbonrne.

ELLIOT STOCK'S
NEW PUBLICATIONS.

NEW VOLUME OF THE POPULAR
COUNTY HISTORY SERIES.

In demy 8vo, cloth, 78. 6d.; roxburghe, 10s. Cd.;
Large-Paper copies, 21s. net each Volome.

A HISTORY of SURREY.
By HBNBY ELLIOT MALDES, M.A.

In demy 8vo, cloth, copioosly illustrated,
price 7s. (Id.

OOUTTS & CO.. Banic^rs. Edin-
burgh and London, Being the Memoirs of a
Family Distinguished for its Public Services in
England and Scotland. By RALPH RICHARD-
SON, F.K.S.E., F.8.A. Scot., Author of "Life
and Pictures of Morland," Ac.

NEW NOVELS.
In crown 8to, cloth, price 8b.

REVENGEFUL FANGS: a Story
ofAnglo-Indian Life. By F. W. BAMFORD.

In crown 8vo, cloth, gilt lettered, price Ss.

THE STRUGGLE for EMPIRE :

a Siorw of the Year 2236, By ROBERT
WILLIAM COLE.

'* Mr, Cole pMseeaeB an unbounde"! and vigorous imagination,
which carries his readers over all obstacles. Hii story u enter-
taining."—JSinnwtffAam Daily Gazette.

In crown 8vo, cloth, price 5s.

FATHER FOX: a Story of the
Pretent Day. By DOROTHY MARTIN.

" The story is well-written, and is likely to lie useful."
BHgluh Churchman.

ELLIOT STOCK, 62, Paternoster Eow,
London, E.C.

F. Y. WHITE & CO.'S LIST.

AT ALL LIBRARIES AND BOOKSTALLS.

TWO STIRRING ROMANCES OF THE WAR.
In cloth gilt, price 3a, 6d. each.

ALETTA:
A Tale of the Boer Invasion.

By BERTRAM MITFORD,
Author of *• The Ruby Sword," " The Indnna's

Wife," &c.,&c.
The Saiurdau Revievs says :

" Mr. Mitford has succeeded most
remarkably in describing the state of the border districts
verging on rebellion, and the book deserves to live as a faithful
record of a very difficult time."

THE EMPIRE MAKERS:
A Romance of Adventure and War in

South Africa.
By HUME NISBET,

Author of "Bail Up," "The Bushranger's Sweet-
heart," " The Revenge of Valerie," &c.» &c.

The Scotsman says :
" Youthful readers will follow with

avidity and enjoyment the many exciting adventures of the
trio ofdashing patriotic heroes."

iVOMT SSx'ShUUng NovBKSm
WILES of the WICKED. By

WILLIAM LB QUEUX. Author of " The Day of
Temptation,'* " The Bond of Black," &c.

Punch says: "Whoever takes up this book, if be be of an
excitable temperament and impressionable nature, mast be
prepareil to utilise two hours at least of his leisure, so as to go
through with it at a single sitting."
The Literary World says: " There is no writer of sensational

fiction to-day who knows better than Mr. Le Queux how to work
up a mystt-ry and hold the reader entranced while he slowly but
surely unravels the plot, keeping his secret almost till the very
last page."

THE FOOTFALL of FATE. By
Mrs. J. H. RIDDELL, Author of "George
Geith," 4c.

THE VANISHING of TERA. By
FERGUS lliniB, Author of •' The Mj'stery of a
Hansom Cab," .kc.

LOVE'S GUERDON. By Conrad H.
CAIUIODER, Author of " A Bride of Gtxl."

VANITY'S PRICE. ByE.YoUand,
Author of " Saroltn's Verdict," &o., &o.

F. V. White & Co., 14, Bedford Street, Strand, W C.

MACMILLAN & CO.'S
NEW BOOKS.

FOUR MONTHS BESIEGED
The Story of Ladysmith.

BIIKO

Unpublished Letters from H. H. H. PEARS B,
the Dailt yewt Special Correspondent.

With Maps and lllnslrations from Sketches and
Pcotographs made by the Aatbor.

Crown 8vo, 6s.

A TBJtK^a UU,~" A Talaable an*! ncmnite reconl."
DAILY CHROAICI.K.-" A\xy,H to roid."
>T. JAUSH'S aiZBTTS.-"tv\i.tg « whole, with a triM

aontinuity and in au extremely Ti\'i<l hh-i dramatic fctyle."

THE BATH COMEDY.
By AGNES and EGERTON CASTLB,

Authors of " The Pride of Jennico " C17th Thousand),

Crown 8vo, gilt top, 6a.

8T. JAMSS'S GAZ/CTTB.—" Oae of the moet refreshing
and mirthful novels we have read for a long time."
ATH£y\1-:i'i{.—" The reader who follows the fortunes of

Sir Jasper Staudish, the/ou/urwttr. and the freaks of MistreM
Kitty Bellairs will find it hard to lay the book doirn until the
final I'age is reached. The style is deilghtfolly fresh and
buoyant _^ _ ___ _ _

Two-Shilliag Edition NowReii y

DIANA TEMPEST.
By MARY CHOLMONDBLBY,

Author of " Red Pottage," &c.

With Portrait and IB Illustraliona.

POEMS:
IN UEMORIAH, MAUD, PRINCESS.

ENOCH ARDEN, &c.

By ALFRED, LORD TENNYSON.
8vo, gilt edges, 28.

PAUSANIAS,
AND OTHER QREBK SKETCHES.

By J. G. FRAZKR,
Fellow of Trinity College, Camb'idge, D.C.L. Oxford,

LL.D. Glasgovr, Litt.D. Durham.
Globe 8ro, 5a. [EraKSHY 8»»i»8.

MACMILLAN'S MAGAZINE.
Price Is.—Contents for JUNE.

1,—ANTHONY'S FOKTUNE, By Abtucs BecKruBn. Chapt.
XVII.—XIX

l-MR. B1.ACKMORE and "THE MAID of SKER.- By
the Rev. E. J. Nkwell.

3.—THE FRENCH ARMY. By David Hanhav.
4.-THE CURRENT COIN of fOLI I'lCIANS. By Klcaaa.

MAcDoNAGn,
5.—BOARDfRS AWAY ! By W. J. Fletcues.
6—AN HISTORICAL VILLAIN.
7—COWPER'S OUSE. By J. C. Tahveii.
&-THE CAMPAIGN of DOCAI. By Dipt. Caibkes (BoyU

Irish Fusiliers). Chaps, XVII.-XX.

THE TEMPLE BAR MAGAZINE
Price li.—Content! for JUNE.

1.—CORBAN. By Constaxck Smith. Chaps. VII.-X.
2.-" THE SULTAN of LAN8D0WN TuWER."
.X-THE PROIESSOR ai.d the LAY MIND.
4.—Some old singers.
5,-A SUPPER at the 'CHESHIRE CHEESE."
6.-THE SHIM of the NEW FOREST.
7.-MADAME BARTHOLIN.
8.-A HILLTOP FUNERAL.
».—A SPINSTER of the EIGHTEENTH CENTORY.
10.- THE FLOWER of the FLOCK. By W. E. NoKai

Chaps. XX I.-X XIV.

THE CENTURY MAGAZINE.
Illustrated.—Price Is. 4d.—Annual SubscriptioD, post

free, 16e.

The JUNE NUMBER conUins—

A REMARKABLE ARTICLE ON THE
Problem of Increasing Human Energy.

With Special Rtference to the Harnessing of the Sun'a
Energy. (Illustnted by the Writer's Electrical Experi-
ments, now first publishe*!.) By NiKoi..^ Tksla.

THE LIFE of the BOULEVARDS. (The " Parts of To-day"
Series.) By Riciiahu Whiteino.

DR. NORTH and his FRIENDS.-IV. By the Author o(
"Hugh Wynne," S. Wkir Mitchkll.

And numeroui otiUr StoriM atid ArticUa of General fntere$U

ST. NICHOLAS.
IUtutrat«d.—Price is.—Annual Subscription, poet free, ISfl,

The .ItrNE NUMBER oonlains;—

THE CAVALIER'S SISTER. Story. By Beulah Mabie Dii
IN SOUTH AFRICA. By Klipa Rioiardson Steeoe.
HOW TITANIA was OUfWITTED. Faiiy Stotj. By Ebi«

Graham.
THE JUNIOR CUP. Serial. By Ailex Frekch.
PRETTY POLLY PERKINS. Serial. By Oabrieli-e E.

Jackson.
And nunMroui other Storiit far fAs roim^.

MACMILLAN & CO., Ltd., LondoD.
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The Literary Week.
The June issue of the Fortnightly Review is memorable
by reason of an article by M. Maeterlinck on " The
Evolution of Mystery." Over twenty pages in length,

this, the latest expression of M. Maeterlinck's philosophy,

is divided into thirty-two short chapters. We have not

space here to indicate the trend of M. Maeterlinck's thought,

but we find room for a passage from the last chapter.

The translation has been made by Mr. Alfred Sutro :

Our impulse is ever to depict life as more sorrowful than
truly it is ; ar.ii this is a serious error, to be excused only
by the doubts that at present hang over us. No satisfying

ezplanxtion has so far been found. The destiny of man is

as subject to imknown forces to-day as it was in the days
of old ; and though it be true that some of these forces

have vauinhed, others have arisen in their stead. Thi
number of those that are really all-powerful has in no way
dimii'ished. Many attempts have been made, and in

countless fashions, to explain the action of these forces

and account for their intervention ; ai-d one might almost
believe ttat the poets, aware that these explanations were
all of them futile in face of a reality that for ever, and all

things notwithstanding, reveals more and more of itself,

have fallen back on fatality so as in some measure to sum
up the inexplicable, or at least the sadness of the ioex-

piicaVile. This is all thnt we find in Ibsen, the Russian
novels, the highest class of modern fiction, Flaubert, &c.
(see War and Peace, for instance, L'I'klacation Sentimeiitale,

and many others).

Mr. Ectdtahd Kiplino has written for the Daily Exprets

a series of stories based upon his experiences during his

recent visit to South Africa. These stories will present,

under the guise of fiction, phases of both the administra-

tion and the actual conduct of the war which Mr. Kipling
felt he could not embody in letters which he sent home.

Messrs. Cecil and Hildebrand Harmsworth are about to

start a weekly paper, which will be called the New Liberal

Review. The price, it is stated, will be threepence.

Mr. WiiLiAM TiNSLEY, who was for many years a pro-

minent publisher, and who is about to publish a volume
called Random Recollectionn, sends us the following letter :

" May I say that the quotations you printed in your last

issue from Mr. Sutherland Edwards's new book about my
young brother Edward and the founding of the publishing
business known as Tinsley Brothers are very incorrect?

My brother and I were equal partners in that business,

which had been established four years before we published
Ladi/ AudUy't Secret, not Aurora Floyd, as Mr. Edwards
intimates ; and the price agreed for Lady Audley was £250
—two-fifty pounds—not one thousand, as Mr. Edwards also

intimates, and there was no need to, nor did we, borrow a
shilling or any sum of money to pay Miss Braddon for any
one of the four books we published for her. I must say
I am sorry Mr. Edwards has thought it prudent to publish

foolish matter about my brother which could hardly be of

interest to anyone and is certainly not good history."

We take the following from the Pall Mall Oazetle :

Apter Heine.

The stars look down from heaven above
When human hearts are breaking.

And mock the foolishness of love

That sets poor mortals aching.

This love, they say, this fatal bane.
To us it cometh never.

And thus do we alone maintain
Our deathless course for ever.

Mr. George Haw, the author of the remarkable letters,

"No Room to Live," in the Daily Netvn, is the assistant

editor of the Municipal Journal, a paper for which he has
done varied and interesting work. He has now collected

his Daily News letters into a volume, to which Sir Walter
Besant has contributed an introduction.

The issue by Messrs. Kegan Paul of A Zulu Manual or

Vade-Mecum, by the Eev. Charles Roberts, reminds us that

this is the third manual on the subject prepared by this

writer. It may be assumed, therefore, that the Zulu lan-

guage is being studied in this country— a veritable sign of
the times. A Zulu sentence on the second page of this

book reads like advice to Lord Roberts on his arrival in
Pretoria: "Tyanelisisa indhlu izingosini zonke," which
means : " Sweep thoroughly the house in all the comers."

A correspondent writes :
" Mr. Andrew Lang, in the

last Academy, demolishes Miss Eorbes-Robertson's English
and arguments with a gusto which precludes all notions
of unmannerly heat. Should argument and answer rankle,

however, as controversy is apt to do, may one of Miss
Forbes-Robertson's sex recommend the reperusal of
Chapter V. of Northanger Alley ? I will quote one sentence
only :

' Let us leave it to the reviewers to abuse such
effusions of fancy at their leisure, and over every new
novel to talk in threadbare strains of the trash with which
the "press now groans." ' There is nothing new under the
sun, even for Mr. Lang's searching."

Fxit Party is the (we fear) rather premature title Sir

Frederick Young is giving to an essay in political history.

Theoretically, we are all opposed to the principle of

"party"; and yet ! There can be no question that,

however bad for the State the principle may be, it has
been provocative of good matter from the literary point of

view. We remember a couple of goodly tomes, entitled

English Parties and Party Leaders, and they made verj

lively reading.
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In the June Comhill, under the title " A Literary

Nihilist," Mr. Thomas Soccombe draws the literary

character of M. Anatole France with fulness and skill.

He finds M. France's literary counterpart in Lucien

:

" There is no imitation . . . but there is a remarkable

affinity and a common attainment of that most difficult

literary aim—the gift of making us think without being

a bore." More interesting is this :

Among Euglish writers it is difficult to iiame any whom
he resembles with any degree of distinctness. Qenerically

speaking, as a master of irony and a humorist of Cervantic

descent, he has not a little in common with Fielding and
with Disraeli; but in subtlety he suggests a much closer

resemblance to Mr. Meredith, while in sentiment he is a
good deal nearer than either to Dickens. As a practitioner

of fiction he takes, perhaps, a greater licence than any of

the masters named, for he is less a novelist than a thinker

in novelistic form. As regards style it is still more difficult

for us to match him ; but by combining some of the

features of Chesterfield, of Sterne, and of Matthew Arnold,

we may get some idea of the pellucid clearness, the happy
glint of fancy, and the felicity in phrase that go to make
up a style absolute!;/ free from any Urainimj after effect.

With all great artists it is Ihe same, their talent seems to

ignore labour.

Messrs. Cassell have just issued the first part of a
new serial publication entitled The Life and Times of Queen
Victoria, which will be completed in twenty-nine sixpenny
parts. The bulk of the work consists of the narrative of

the Queen's reign written some years ago by Mr. Robert
Wilson, but this is preceded by the memoir of the personal
life of the Queen on which Mrs. Oliphant was engaged at

the time of her death. Botli narratives have been brought
up to date. The work is well and profusely illustrated.

We are glad to see that the fine work of Mr. James Lane
Allen in fiction is likely to be better known in this country
than hitherto. Messrs. Macmillan have just issued Mr.
Allen's book of short stories, entitled Flute and Violin, and
other Kentucky Tales and Romances, and his longer stories,

A Kentucky Cardinal and Aftermath. In a new introductory
sketch to the Kentucky Tales, Mr. Allen has this suggestive
note on the story called " The Two Gentlemen "

:

The author attempted to exhibit, in a way, a type of
Kentucky gentleman farmer, who at the close of the Civil

War abandoned the country for the towns, and led rather
idle, useless lives. In England objection was made to this

character on the ground that the trail of Colonel Newcome
is over the colonels of American Action. It is a point
curiously mismade, curiously misconceived. The truth is,

about the same time that Thackeray found the lineaments
and elements of his good and mighty Anglo-Saxon
gentleman in that branch of the race, had he been living
in certain parts of the United States he would have found
essentially the same lineaments and elements diffused
through this. Among th« Kentucky gentlemen of the old
school there were ch-iracters that forced you to think of
(!oloQel Newcome. Not becnuse they were imitations of
Colonel Newcome, for they may never have heard of him,
but because they themselves were made of the same stuff.

And if to write of this local type, however inadequately,
is to suggest some poor resemblance, as a pool might
resemble an ocean, the point to be enforced is not the
influence of Thackeray's work upon literature, but the
influence of life upon Thackeray's work. 80 that he
gathered together out of the deeps of the race, and put
together in the image of hiS own genius, a type of man
that was the widely diffused creation of the race itself.

Mr. J. C. Tarveh, the author of a Life of Gustave
Flaubert, writes pleasantly in the June Afacmillan on
" Cowper's Ouse." There is a great deal more of Cowper
than of the river, but no one will complain of that. Mr.
Turner thinks that an " adventurous holiday-maker . . .

might find a less agreeable pastime than a voyage in a
canoe from Newport Pagnell down to Turvey. Thus he

might bathe himself in the atmosphere which was breathed

by no mean English poet, gliding beneath hills clothed

with trees, or between wide meadows ; but he would do

well not to surrender himself unguardedly to the calm

pleasures of plain-sailing, lest he should rue his error lost

in the mazes of a reed-bed. Failing this adventure, his

events will be the scream and flash of a kingfisher, or the

sulky croak of a heron disturbed in his meal of fresh-

water mussels." We thought, as we read, that Mr.

Turner was going to forget ^ward FitzGorald's love of

Cowper's Ouse, but he mentions it just at the end. Fitz-

Gerald fished on the Ouse with his friend, W. Browne.
When that friend married a wife and could come no more,

FitzGerald wrote : "I have laid by my rod and line by the

willows of Ouse for ever."

The dedication of Mr. H. Rider Haggard's new volume,

containing three stdries, is as follows :

To the Memory of the Child

Nada Burnham,

who " bound all to her" and, while her father cut his

way through the hordes of the lugobo Regiment,
perished of the hardships of war at Buluwayo on
19th M*y, 1896, I dedicate these tales—and more
particuUrly the l*8t, that of a Faith which triumphed
over savagery and death.

The author of "Musings without Method" is less

atrabilious than usual this month. He jibes at Mr.

Pinero's sensitiveness to criticism, and at the Academy
Exhibition because it is a Babel of Art ; but he smiles

back on the Mafeking orgies, and has nothing but praise

for old gentlemen who were detected in the act of blowing

trumpets from the roofs of hansom cabs. Lastly, he writes

with personal enthusiasm of the splendid qualities of the

late Mr. R. A. M. Stevenson. Of the writer

:

He painted and he wrote, but neither in his pictures

nor in his books did he reveal the genius that was his.

His eager brain was so busy with theories, that he could

never abandon himsolf completely to the excitement of

colour and form. As for writing, he deemed it always an
ungrateful trade, which he had learned late, and pursued

of necessity. Yet, had he reaUsed it, words were always
his true medium, thought was his true material. There

was, half-uutrained within him, a splendid gift of expres-

sion.

Of the man :

He was a true fantastic, for whom all things, even him-
self, were appewances rather than reaUties, and appear-

ances which changed and shifted as hn willed. He was, in

fact, always dressing-up, as children say, and more than

this, he was always dressiog-up others. There wus no
one of his friends that had not for him a special character,

which may or may not have resembled life, but which
certainly influenced Stevenson's appreciation. One friend,

for instance, personified for him the life of a rather squalid

Bohemia. A, he would say, devotes his days to the

comfort of the miserable and unfortunate. Another
friend, with equal fantasy, he convicted of a too fine

sensibility, asserting that iu his pleasures he was some-
thing of a snob. Ai for himself, his character changed
with his hat or his coat.

Of the talker

:

It was to talk that he gave the best of his life, and
those who knew him have suffered a supreme loss. Nevfr
did he spare himself or his fancy. He spoke of all things

with incomparable courage and invention. Now he would
dazzle you with the fireworks of par-idox, now he would
speak with the daring of Habelais aud a mercurial gaiety

which was all bis owu. Or he would sketch od s in the

manner of Wordsworth, or he would build up a ro nance

about a phrase, an aspect, or a casual visitor.

Can no one—will no one—give tis a more extended

portrait of this delightful man?
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In an entertaining article on Spring by Sir Edwin
Arnold, in tte Daily Telegraph, he quotes Ms friend
Mr. Bates, the famous traveller and naturalist, as saying
to him :

" Future generations will find out that climate
is almost the only thing worth living for, and these
chiUy storm-fields of our North, where the race fights only
to exist, will be contemptuously depopulated for the
heavenly comfort and splendour of the Amazon and such
vast sunlit valleys." Now contrast this with the following
passage from The Return of the Native :

" Indeed, it is a
question if the exclusive reign of this orthodox beauty is

not approaching its last quarter. The new Yale of Tempo
may be a gaunt waste in Thule ; human souls may find

themselves in closer and closer harmony with external
things, wearing a sombreness distasteful to our race when
it was young. The time seems near, if it has not actually

arrived, when the chastened sublimity of a moor, a sea, or a
mountain will be all of nature that is absolutely in keeping
with the moods of the more thinking among mankind.
And ultimately, to the commonest tourist, spots like Iceland
may become what the vineyards and myrtle-gardens of

South Europe are to him now ; and Heidelberg and Baden
be passed unheeded as he hastens from the Alps to the
sand-dunes of Scheveningen." A curious contrast

!

A coKKEsroNDENT writes :
" Some months ago a little

Spanish poem appeared in the Academy with a challenge
to any of your readers to translate it into English verse.

The following attempt has been sent to me, which can
hardly fail to be of interest, coming as it does from one of

the loneliest regions of South America. ' 'Tis a far cry to
Bolivia,' writes my correspondent, ' but I have beguiled a
lonely hour in the attempt to render in English the sense
and rhythm of the Spanish petenera you quote. Most
likely the verses were sung by a forgotten improviser.' "

The version forwarded by our correspondent is excellent

:

A bonnie birdie that was my pleasure
Flew away from me,

A lovely maid was my heart's sole treasure,

Her loss I dree

:

And 80 is all in this world of sorrow,
And so go all as the twain have gone

;

Some lost by flying, and some by dying,
While men say sighing : God's will be done

!

Visitors to the Paris Exhibition cannot do better than
provide themselves with Exhibition Paris (Heinemann).
Its information is of the fullest, and contemplates all

Paris as well as the Exhibition. To name one or two
features out of many, there is a chapter on " How to See
Paris in One Day for Forty-Five Francs." You begin
your rounds in a cab at 5.30 a.m., and you emerge, at an
unstated hour, from one of the theatres. The vocabularies
include a useful list of slang words, as :

Becoter, to kiso. Rigolo, jolly.

Beurre, money. Hapin, a cab.
Chiper, to steal. Tube, a tall hat.

Douloureuse, the reckoning. Urfe, lovely.

Gondoler, to shake with Vadrouiller, to be out on the
laughter. loose.

Pepin, an umbrella. Youtre, a Jew.

The book is profusely illustrated, and, altogether, seems
excellent.

In an article on " The Star System in Publishing " the
Chicago Dial warns American publishers against the
dangers of the present " boom " in American novels.

Enormous circulations, it is pointed out, may prove a
delusion and a snare :

Publishers themselves know well enough that their
success in the long run depends, not upon the fortunate
acquisition of an occasional book that enjoys a sky-rocket
career, but upon the possession of a substantial list of
works of permanent value—works that occupy a standard

place in literature, and may be depended upon to provide
a steady income for many years. The publisher who has
a list of this sort is, of course, glad enough to get hold of

an exceptionally successful novel from time to time ; such
a book represents to him so much clear gain, and he would
not be human did he fail to keep an intelligent watch for

productions of this sort. But if he allows his head to be
turned by visions of this kind of luck ; if he despises the
more modest, but safer, ventures; if he bends bis energies
toward achieving an abnormal sale for a few books, instead
of a normal sale for many, he is likely to come to grief.

His real interests lie in the possession of many claims to

public esteem, rather than in the making of a few successful

appeals to popular caprice.

That is good sense.

A coRBESPONDENT reminds us that when Tennyson's first

version of the " Dream of Fair Women " was published,
the lines

One drew a sharp knife thro' my tender throat
Slowly,—and nothing more,

were met by one critic with the question— " What more
did she want ? " Our correspondent regrets that this

blunt, effective sort of criticism is out of vogue, and he
would like to see a revival. His desire is shared by others.

A correspondent of the Chicago Dial writes to that paper
under the heading, " Honey or Vinegar in Book Re-
views "

:

An old-fashioned acquaintance of mine complains that
reading a modern Review haves him with an unpleasant
sensation as of having dined wholly off honey. The book-
reviewer of to-day is altogether too lenient, too con-
siderate, too apologetic, too blandly deferential a creature
to suit this reader's robust taste. He laments the decay
of that fine old spirit of ferocity which animated criticism
in the palmy days when Jeffrey and his merry men used to
fling themselves on an aspiring " Laker " or " Cockney '

with the joy of an Iroquois scalping his victim, and the
fluency in insult of the late Mr. Brann. The most read-
able thing in the world, he thinks, is a merciless " roast

"

of a new book— something in the way of Macaulay's
flagellations of Croker and Robert Montgomery. Holding
these opinions, this charitable soul was naturally much
gratified the other day when a well-known critic pro-
claimed in print the present crying need of a Review con-
ducted on the old savage Edinburgh lines. The article in
which this opinion is aired smells, it is fair to say, sus-
piciously of paradox. But, at all events, what the writer
of it appears to think is wanted in these degenerate days
of critical urbanity and super-abundant human kindness is

a Review whose amiable specialty it shall be to damn and
disparage, to thwart the "booms" of publishers, to clip

the wings of aspiring young authors, to knock new-born
reputations promptly on the head, and, in flue, to play in
the world of current letters a part not unlike that played
in politics by Marat's VAmi du Peuple. ... It can hardly
be denied, I think, that the criticism of the modem re-
viewer is mostly of a sort that does more credit to his
heart than his head. His eagerness to praise constantly
impels him to over-praise— to lavish upon mediocrity
terms that should be reserved for genius. I have often
thought that the sanguine American lady who was gently
taken to task by Matthew Arnold for asserting that ex-
cellence is "common and abundant" must have been a
great reader of Reviews. The habit would easily account
for her cheerful delusion.

Perhaps, after all, a slight infusion into the honeyed
sweetness of the new Review of the spice and vinegar of
the old might not be unsalutary.

Other times other manners. Still, we think that the happy
medium was struck by Hepworth Dixon when he edited
the Athenmum. His counsel to bis reviewers was this :

"Be just, be generous, but when you do meet with a
deadly ass sling him up."

We confess (possibly to our shame) that we do not
know who the " Brothers of the Book " may be. But the
Brothers of the Book send us an announcement which we
re^d with awe and appetence. There ip a kind of pro-
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ceosional, soft-footed, wand-slmking unction in the terms

in which art booklets are announced in America. Take the

following advertisement

:

The Brothers of thp Book announce as their next publi-

cation a monograph, entitled .Some Children's liook-plates :

an Emiui in Liille, by Wilbur Macey Stone.

The book will be printed on Van Gelder hand-made
paper, bound in French charcoal paper boards with

designed paper libels, and illustrated with eight repro-

ductions of children's book-plates (one in three colours) on

Japanese vellum. The plate forming the frontispiece will

be autographed by the designer, Jay Chambers.

The edition (which will be numbered) is offered to

subscribers only, and will be limited to the number of

subscriptions received before June twentieth, at which

time the book wiU be pat to press.

Few pages in Raskin's writings are more familiar to

young people than that one in the appendix to The

Elements of Drawing in which he gave his advice about

the choice of books. The advice was eccentric, and with

it came certain judgments which only Mr. Euskin could

have enunciated. In her monograph on Euskin, reviewed

by us elsewhere, Mrs. Meynell criticises the passage :

The young artist is directed to read the poets—Scott,

Wordsworth, Keatf, Crabbe, Tennyson, the two Brown-
ings, Lowt-11, Longfellow, and Coventry Patmore alone

among the modems. " Cast Coleridge at once aside as

sickly and useless, and Shelley as shallow and verbose."

Byron is but withheld for a time, with pra'se of his

"magnificence." And we have Patmore—the poet of

spirituitl passion and lofty distinction—praised fc)r " quiet

modern domestic feeling " and a " finished piece of writing."

And Shelley "verbose"—"Adonais" verbose, and not

"Endymion"! All the living poets whom Buskin
ptaisei—Browning, Eossetti, and Patmore among them

—

had to endure to be praised side by side with Longfellow,

and they did not love the association. But in all this

strange sentence nothing is less intelligible than the word
which commends to the young student—urgfd in the same
breath to restrict himself to what is generous and reverend

and peaceful—all the writings of Eobert Browning. The
student is warned to refrain from even noble, even pure
satire, from coldaess, and from a sneer ; and is yet sent to

a poet who gave his imagination to the invention of

infernal hate in the "Spanish Cloister," and of the expla-
nati'ins of Mr. Sludge and Bishop Blougram, busily and
indefatigably squalid and ignoble, and delighting in

derision.

How quietly a huge book may pass from the press to its

own public ! We have before us

THE CLAN DONALD
BY THE

Ekv. a. MagDonald
Minister 0/ Killeaman

AND THE
Rev. a. MacDonald

Minister of Kiltarlity

It contains 826 pages, and is the second volume of the
work.

Bibliographical.

A GOOD deal of attention has been drawn by advertisement
to the production of a novel by Mr. Eonald MacDonald—
"a son of George MacDonald," as the announcements tell

us. This is not, I think, Mr. MacDonald's first per-
formance as a " writing man " ; I fancy he has, before
this, dabbled in dramatic work. In 1896 appeared two
plays, "All the Difference" and "The Eleventh Hour,"
of the first of which Mr. " Ronald MacDonald " was the

sole author, while of the second he was part-author. Was
he not, also, part-author, with a brother, of a play pro-

duced some years ago at the Eoyalty Tlieatre?_ My
memory may, of course, be deceiving me. The children

of George MacDonald have been rather encouraged to

take an interest in things dramatic, for their father, it will

be recollected, made a sort of drama out of the Pilgrhna

Progress, and conducted representations of the work in

different parts of the country. Among the juvenile actors,

no doubt, was Mr. Ronald MacDonald.
Talking of plays and players, it has flashed across me

that, in the recent quota of Royal birthday honours, there

figured the name of a worthy Conservative, one of the

leaders of the party in Derby, in whose person the Crown
has, no doubt unwittingly, conferred distinction on literature.

Mr. (now Sir) C. C. Bowring, is, I believe, the author of a

play called " Pedigree," produced one afternoon some years

ago at Toole's Theatre. It might never have been written

but for the existence of " Caste" ; but it was by no means
ineffective, and showed a not unjustifiable ambition.

Yet another brief note on the literary side of the

theatre. A writer in Literature, I see, includes, among the

living English novelists who have written plays. Miss

Marie Corelli, Mr. Hardy, and Sir Walter Besant. There

have been adaptations, of course, of " The Sorrows of

Satan "
; but what drama has Miss Corelli herself written?

The dramatised "Far from the Madding Crowd" was
described officially as "by Thomas Hardy and J. Comyns
Carr "

; but was not the dramatisation actually done by
Mr. Carr alone—though, to be sure, with Mr. Hardy's

concurrence? Sir Walter Besant, also, has come before

the play-going world only as collaboratoi with Mr. W. H.

Pollock. I am not aware of his having accomplished,

unassisted, the production of a drama.
Mr. Hector Macpherson " greatly dares " indeed. He

is going to write a monograph on David Hume, and I

dare say it will be very readable and useful. Can we,

however, rank it among " felt wants " ? One remembers

a certain monograph on Hume in the " English Men of

Letters " series (Macmillan, 1879), and another such

monograph in the series of " Philosophical Classics

"

(Blackwood, 1886). The former was written by Prof.

Huxley, and the latter by Prof. William Knight—very

good authorities both, as Mr. Hector Macpherson, I am
sure, would be the first to admit.

I read that a lady novelist, finding that the title she had
first chosen for a tale had been used already, has sub-

stituted for it that of The Touch of a Vanished JTand.

Alack and alas! in this case also she is not without a

predecessor. A story called The Touch of a Vanished JTand

was published in 1889, and, moreover, it is in Mudie's

Catalogue at the present moment. Mudie's Catalogue, I

think, is a book which novel writers would find it worth

their while to acquire, or at any rate to consult, before

they christen any more stories.

The poets, as well as the novelists, would welcome an
official list of titles (published, shall we say, at the public's

expense?). Here, for instance, is Mr. Horatio Brown
with his book of verse called Drift. Now, this is such an
obvious name for a volume of miscellaneous lyrics that it

seems a moral certainty that it heis been used before.

Nevertheless, to go no further back than two decades, I

know of nothing (in the same line of literature) nearer to

it than the Dr^t Weed of Miss H. M. Burnside, whose

muse, I need not say, is of the humblest sort. The idea

of "drift," in general, is, of course, familiar enough to

the literary mind. During the last ten years we have ,

had volumes entitled The Drift of Fate (a novel). Drifted

Home, Drifted Northward, Drifting {tout court). Drifting^

Apart (by Mrs. Macquoid), Drifting Through Dreamland

Drifting Towards the Breakers, Drifting Under the Souther

Cross, Driftwood Sketches, Drift from Longshore, and
forth.

The Bookworm.
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Reviews.

A Mind and a Mind.

Modern English Wb iters. — John Ruskin.
Meynell. (Blackwood. 28. 6d.)

By Mrs.

In her first chapter Mrs. Meynell speaks of this book as .a

" handbook of Euskin," and, similarly, in her last chapter,

as an attempt toward a " little popular guide." These de-

scriptions may stand if we are allowed to suggest that the
handbook is for those who are returning from Euskin,
rather than for those who are going to him; that the
guidance is more suited to readers who are perplexedly
filled with the Master, than to those who are about to fill

themselves in a girlish hope of "lilies." Again, some
readers may feel generously indignant with Mrs. MeyneU
for putting the name of handbook to a work of
exhaustive thought and beautiful literary fibre. We feel

no such concern. In an age when trash comes with
trumpet, a piece of literature may as well swim into our
ken as Number Three in a series of handbooks.
In its preparation and building this monograph is

a work of unusual solicitude— solicitude of the heart as
well as of the head : for when we have reckoned up the
books that have been mastered ; and the long dissectings,

relating^, and comparings which alone could unify that
reading ; and the writer's pains to spare us the processes
which she would not spare herself—there remain a crowd
of instances where, not the faculties, but the loyalties, of

her mind have had to bear their strain ; where the
burden of dealing justly by a dead man's work has been
heavy ; and where reverence, though it never failed, has
had to make itself felt in the tone of "I do not agree,"
or in the tone of "I do not understand." It may be said

that these are simply the pains of critical biography. Yes,
but the ([uantity of such pains depends on the quantity of

the biographer's mind ; and the resolve to walk with a
Master, yet not be dragged by him, to record his con-

clusions, but always to understand them, to set free his

messages, but to give them the accent and effectiveness

of the hour, becomes notable when it is made by a
mind competent for the task in hand, and sensible of all

the risks. Such a book, we think, is Mrs. Meynell's. It

expoimds a known mind by its effect on a known mind,
and we watch the impact. It is impossible to read her
acute exposition and not be thinking almost as much about
the author of The Rhythm of Life as about the author of

Modern Painters. This is not to diminish the expository
value of the book, but to describe it.

In approaching her task Mrs. Meynell might, it is

obvious, have quickly pronounced for the notion that
Euskin was a true seer of nature but a muddle-headed
instructor in Art, and so have been free to interpret and
emulate his fine words about Sun, Cloud, Shadow, Eeed,
Blade of Grass, and the Winds of the World. For on
these things she also haa thought intently, and on
all could say unusual things again. But it has not been
her way thus to use Euskin's best. She has undertaken
nothing less than a study of the whole body of his work,
and its painful exposition. Painful is the word ; we have
rarely seen a mind in such lengthy travail, imposing such
exactness on every decision. The essay on "Eejection"
had prophetic sentences :

" We are constrained to such
vigilance as will not let even a master's work pass unfanned
and unpurged. . . . Our reflection must be alert and
expert. ... It makes us shrewder than we wish to be."
It is this helplessness to be the bland disciple that makes
this book 80 vital. The warmest praise of the Master is

there, and yet courteous alarm-bells are rung on every

This doctrine of rejection compels Mrs. Meynell to be
a vigilant critic of Euskin's style. Yet there is an eager,

almost laughing, recognition of the fine things. Thus, from

some pages " beautiful beyond praise" in Unto this Last,

Mrs. Meynell gives

:

All England may, if it chooses, become one manu-
facturing towu; and Englishmen, sacrificing themselves
to the good of humanity, may live diminished lives in the
midst of noise, (f darkness, and of deadly exhalation.
But the world cannot become a factory or a mine. . . .

Neither the avarice nor the rage of men will ever feed
them. ... So long as men live by bread, the far away
valleys must laugh as they are covered with the gold of
God, and the sbouts of the happy multitudes ring round
the winepress and the well.

In the chapter on the fifth volume of Modern Painters

we have: "How exquisitely is this written of the Vene-
tian citizen, with its allusions to certain Greeks—to

Anacreon, to Aristophanes, and to Hippias Major "
:

No swallow chattered at his window, nor, nestled under
his golden roofs, claimed the sacredness of his mercy ; no
Pythagorean fowl brought him the blessings of the poor,
nor did the grave spirit of poverty rise at his side to set

forth the delicate grace and honour of lowly life. No
humble thoughts of grasshopper sire had he, like the
Athenian ; no gratitude for gifts of olive ; no childish care
for figs, any more than thistles.

From Prceteriia " this magnificent image of the great
balance of Johnson's style ":

I valued his sentences not primarily because they were
symmetrical, but because they were just, and clear ... it

is a method of judgment rarely used by the average public,

who . . , are as ready with their applause for a sentence
of Macaulay's, which may have no more sense in it than a
blot pinched between double paper, as to reject one of
Johnson's, . . . though its symmetry be as of thunder answer-
ing from two horizons.

Of censure there is some, too, and it is in this direction

that we encounter, with distinct regret, what we may call

Mrs. Meynell's ukase method of criticism. Page after

page passes, and the criticism is gracious, experimental,

or proven ; then comes a ukase, an emanation of opinion,

decisive in inverse proportion to its needlessness. These
•ukases are in your hands before you recover speech. You
would exclaim, you would summon assistance, but Mrs.
Meynell passes on in the gentle, deaf autocracy of her
mood. The ceremony of delivering a ukase cannot be
better illustrated than by her remarks on one of the most
famous passages in the Seven Lanvps of Architecture. She
says:

Buskin's description of that landscape ... is a finished

•work, exquisite with study of leaf and language, but yet
not effective in proportion to its own beauty and truth.

Euskin wrote it in youth, in the impulse of his own dis-

covery of language, and of all that EngUsh in its rich

modern freshness could do under his mastery—and it is

too much, too charged, too anxious. Some sixty lines of
" word-painting " are here, and they are less than this line

of a poet—
" Sunny eve in some forgotten place."

This refraining phrase is of more avail to the imagination
than the splendid subalpine landscape of The Seven Lamps,

That is a ukase. How civilly you would have accepted
the whole judgment up to the words " too anxious "

! But
this line of poetry—torn from some antipodean context,

flicked into the witness box unnamed, unsworn, unremem-
bered, and crucially irrelevant to the case—this pet lamb
in^ "court, or this rabbit from counsel's hat, how shall

we accept it ? how be happy if we do not accept it ?

And yet this is a mikl example. On another page,
after quoting a few sentences of Euskin's, Mrs. Meynell
writes, in parenthesis

:

(Buskin, at this time and ever after, used "which"
where "that" would be both more correct and less

inelegant. He probably had the habit from him who did
more than any other to disorganise the English language
—that is, Gibbon.)
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That is the perfect iikoie. Note the intensification of

authority by the withholding of Gibbon's name until the air

has been darkened with his sin. But is it fair, or quite in

the scheme of things, thus to ban Gibbon in a casual breath
;

to flout, en pMMut, the reader's probable cherished opinion

of Gibbon, as if it were nothing ? "We picture Giobon's

own astonishment, when this judgment is whispered along
" the line of the Elysian shades." Ho may have expected

it, may hare humbled himself for its coming; but the

manner of its coming he could not have forseen. "In
Earenthesis

! " we hear him gasp, as he sinks back on
is couch of asphodel.

Well, but it is not enough that an interpreter should

have prayed three times a day " in his chamber toward
Jerusalem," or that he should pronounce the handwriting
on the wall elegant or not—the question is, Can he translate

its moaning ? In this case the question may be hard to

answer. Our own difficult, incompact impression of Mrs.
Meynell's interpretation of Euskin—itself necessarily diflS.-

cult and incompact—flies to a phrase, or rather to two words,
which Mrs. Meynell brings into vital relation with Buskin

—

Mystery and Lesson. She shows that, when dealing with the

Mystery, Euskin is great ; but, " if ever he has explained
in vain, registered an inconsequence, committed himself to

failure, it has been in the generous cause of possible

rescue—it has been in the Lesson." The nobility of her
exposition of Euskin dwells centrally in the fact that, while
she is sometimes doubtful about the Lesson, or is obliged
to show (by its arduous compilation) that it was not too

clearly or consistently delivered, or is constrained to deny
it as a working precept, she makes us feel how glorious
were those dealings with the hidden Mystery which issued
in the peccant Teaching. And the vision of Euskin
which she leaves in the mind, in the mind of the present
writer, is that of a man who spent his life in turning over
with his g^eat clean hand—first in hope, and at last in

weariness—the whole assembled result of human art, and
the registers of its origins. Anon he rose, like one
drunken with beauty, afflietea with more purpose than
he could contain or control, I0 teach from a fuU, but
too particular, inspiration. And because in its divine
frenzy the Lesson was not aimed, shaped, timed, proved,
peptonised—it was laughed into the street by men whose
hands stayed in their coat-tails. It would be easy for us
to show again and again how Mrs. Meynell, having
wrestled with and reluctantly confuted Euskin's Lesson,
has convinced us of his hold on the Mystery. And one
comes to be very grateful for these long compensating
swings of the pendulum, and for the smaller reparations.
One notes how, after some pages of particularly destructive
criticism on The Two Paths, a dainty justice hastens to

offer this

:

If I have treated this book with controversy, it was im-
possible to do otherwise. But out of its treasures of
wisdom take the page in praise of Titian, which ends with
the passage : "Nobody cares much at heart about Titian

;

only there is a strange undercurrent of everlasting murmur
about his name, which means the deep consent of all
great men that he is greater than they."

And surely with this quotation went a tact in its choice,
for Euskin's fate and Titian's are not unlike. Euskin's
bitter disappointment when he found that the Turner
water-colours in the National Gallery, which he had
arranged with incredible labour, had been absolutely
forgotten by the public and allowed to fade by Providence,
produces a fine comment. Euskin had said : "That was
the first mystery of life to me," and Mrs. Meynell says :

The reader will remember that Tumor's pictures were
not only neglected by men, but also irreparably injured
and altered by time; to witness this was to endure the
chastisement of a hope whereof f<>w men are capable.
Surely it is no obscure sigo of greatness iu a soul—tbat it

should have hoped so much. Ninety-aod-nine are they
who need no repentance, having not committed the sin of

going thus in front of the judgmeuts of heaven—heralds—
and have not been called back to rebuke as was this one.
In what has so often been called the dogmatism of Buskin's
work appears this all noble fault.

Upon the disco "ery of this mystery crowd all the
mysteries. Who that has suffered one but has also soon
suffered a.11 ? In this great lecture ["The Mystery of
Life and its Arts "] Euskin confesses them one by one, iu
extremities of soul. And he is aghast at the indifference
not of the vulgar only, but of poets. The seers themselves
have paltered with the faculty of sight. Milton's history
of the fall of the angels is unbelievable to himself, told
with artifice and invention, not a living truth presented to
liviug faith, nor told as he must answer it in the last judg-
ment of the intellectual conscience. "Dante's "

The indifference of the world as to the infinite question
of religion, 1 he indifference of all mankind as to the purpose
of its little life, of every man as t > the effect of his little
life—in an evil hour tbese puzzles throng the way to the
recesses of thought.

We have shown the temper and tendency of Mrs.
Meynell's book. If we are now asked whether she
has evolved from Euskin's teaching a clear resultant that
one may copy into one's pocket-book, and say, "At last,

this is Euskin's teaching," we answer that she has failed
to do this—because it was not possible. All the more is

one impressed by the patience which footed every inch of
the way to a forseen vagueness. But Mrs. Meynell has set
many things in order, and has put some things in a bright
light ; she has greatly distinguished Euskin's failure from
his success

; and she has written an intrinsically fine book,
of which the labour and truthful speaking adumbrate the
labour and truthful speaking of the Master.

"And yet—he is a Master."

The Bead City. By Gabriele d'Annunzio. Translated by
Arthur Symons. (Heinemann.)

D'Annunzio is a master of unquestionable genius in a very
questionable school. It is the school which makes parade
of the fact that it is the offspring of decay, which seeks its

charm in decay, and has veritably " made a covenant with
death." Exceedingly perfect in technique, vividly imagi-
native, his masterly novels are impregnated with corruption
in a much deeper sense than that of mere sensuality

—

though this at times is present. To him and the writers
of his school we are often tempted to cry with Macbeth :

" Out on ye, owls ! nothing but songs of death ? " And
yet—he is a master

!

This latest play of d'Annunzio's is most typical of its

author and of a moribund ago and art. As a play it is

over-soft, over-luxuriant. The copious stage directions of
Maeterlinck are carried to an excess in which one sees the
novelist. They become veritable descriptive passages.
Withal, it is most powerful in its kind, its strictly limited
kind, though that is not the power of strength nor yet of
spiritual insight. Infiaitely delicate razor-edge of sensation

pervades the play : its people see with their finger-tips,

feel at every pore; but it is yet a purely material
sensi tiveness, it is subtilised, one might almost say vola-

tilised, materiality. Symbolic it is throughout; but the
symbolism is of the tomb. Incidents are artfully intro-

duced, Maeterlinck -wise, and emphasised, for their figur-

ative and bodeful significance. The scene is laid in

Argos, looking out on the ashes of Mycenno—a sultry and
thirsting soil, an expired and dismembered city. The
atmosphere is laden with death, the characters are marked
with death like decaying or over-ripe plants ; and, unlike
Shakespeare, there is no character to suggest, however
tacitly, the sanity from which the others deflect. A
luxuriant and most sensitive beauty overspreads this

dramatic cemetery, peopled by the mad. The whole play
palpitates with a deadly beauty, a mortal and ruinous
loveliness, which shines as putrescence shines. Our phrase
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is not overstrained ; delirium seems not far from all

d'Annunzio's characters ; we feel as if we were in an
asylum for diseased minds, where the ideas of everyone
are monstrous and distorted, like shadows cast by firelight.

The blind girl, Anna, at the very outset recounts a dream
of sudden age—a dream undreamed by the sane, just

possible in its hideousness to dawning madness :
" I felt

» furrowing wrinkles breaking out all over my body ; I felt

the hairs falling from my head in great locks on my lap,

and my fingers tangled in them as in unwound skeins

;

my gums were emptied, and my lips stuck to them."
She complains of the hurry of life in its morbid percep-

tion by her senses :
" In the silence and darkness, some-

times, I hear life hurrying with such a terrible noise, Bianca
Maria, that I would gladly die, only not to hear it any
longer."

Much of the vividly imaginative speech in this drama,
like the words we have italicised, oversteps the verge of

sanity. The very skylarks Buefin-de-siecle. " One," says
Alessandro, "fell, all of a sudden, at the feet of my horse,

heavy as a stone, and lay there, dead, struck by its own
frenzy, by having sung with too much joy." It is only
a decadent skylark that would do that.

This blind Anna is one of the principal personages.
Beautiful, though blind, she is of a preternatural per-

ceptiveness, not inconceivable in one so afflicted, and
described with touches of exquisite passion and poetry.

Her husband is Alessandro, a poet, and they are dwelling
with his bosom friend Leonardo, who is wrapped in the
search among the ruins of Mycenw for the buried remains
of the Atridto and Cassandra—victims of the terrible

tragedy renowned in Greek drama. With him is his

lovely sister, Bianca Maria, glowing with the flame of

youthful life, and magnetic to those about her. Leonardo's
discovery of the buried Atridoo (magnificently described)

takes place at the close of the first act, nor has his pursuit
any obvious connexion with the plot ; but it is continuously

suggested that from the soil impregnated with ancient

crime the buried spirit of dark Greek passions rises as an
infection upon the living searchers, fevering them with the

obsession of like sin. The working out of these morbid
passions among the four constitutes the theme of the
tragedy. Bianca Maria and Alessandro are violently

drawn to each other ; and the poet's blind wife, Anna,
from the beginning divines their love. Leonardo is infected

with a more sinister disease, obscure to the others, until

he himself, half- way through the play, reveals it to the

horrified Alessandro. For this latter reason we cannot
here deal fully with the play. We can but indicate it as
the theme of John Ford's well-known play, and (from a very
different standpoinf) the basis of The Revolt of Islam, as
Shelley originally wrote it. Lovers of contrast may com-
pare Ford with d'Ajinunzio. The former is far the more
healthy (so far as is possible with so morbid a theme) and
dramatic; the latter more finished and levelly poetic

—

more an artist in all but dramatic power. When Leonardo
realises that Bianca Maria is the source both of his own
and Alessandro's obsession, and that Anna is preparing to

drown herself in order to free her husband for the woman
she loves as a sister, he comes to the delirious resolve to

liberate them all by the death of Bianca Maria. The play
closes as Anna stumbles upon the drowned body of Bianca
Maria, tended by the poet that loved her and the brother
that has murdered her.

This sombre plot, lavishly and resolvedly designed to

play upon all the nerves of horror, is worked out with
marvellous intimacy of execution. Dramatic character

neither exists nor is attempted, save in the most generic

way. Anna is other-worldly, outside life ; Bianca Maria
is intended for the embodiment of plenitudinous youth.
Yet she is no less a creature of naked nerve than her
avowedly neurotic friend. But if you can reconcile your-
self to this universal super-exaltation of sensibility, there

is tragic keenness and the bare edge of suffering beauty

in the play. The Italian genius is visible, acute rather

than wide, as a g^eat writer has described it. " Pain is

the exceedingly keen edge of bliss" in the most voluptuous
passages. Written, for the most part, in a strain of

eloquence shot with gleaming threads of poetry, it rises

frequently into poetry absolute and unmingled. D'Annunzio
is/ey of flowers. Their scent, their colour, their profusion
fill his imagination and overflow continually into his

imagery. They lend an exquisite metaphor to the lovely

passage in which the blind Anna fingers the loosened
tresses of Bianca Maria : "What hair! what hair! It is

as soft to the fingers as tepid water flowing ! ... It is a
torrent. It covers you all over. It covers me too. What
floods ! what floods ! It has a perfume ; it has a thousand
perfumes. A torrent fuU of flowers !

" Note that ad-

jective "tepid," in its connexion with the living warmth
of hair. The blind girl's exaltation of perception is most
subtly described: "It is as if your fingers saw. . . .

Each of your fingers is like an eyelid that presses upon
one. Ah ! it is as if your soul came down into the tips of

your fingers, and the flesh lost its human nature." With
the same beauty Bianca Maria is delineated :

" The
desire of life radiates from your body like the heat of a
lighted hearth."

The first scene of the second act, in which Alessandro
declares his love to Bianca Maria, is a marvellous piece of

eloquent passion, with flashes of lyricism intensified by
daring imagery. Too long, perhaps, for stage efEect, and
almost certainly too subtle for a popular audience, the
speeches carry one away in the reading by their impas-
sioned enchantment. Here are a few snatches :

AlESSANDRO.

I have met you in dreams as now I meet you in life.

You belong to lue as if you were my creation, formed by
my hands, inspired by my breath. Your face is beautiful
in me as a thought in me is beautiful. When your eyelids
quiver it seems to me that they quiver like my blood, and
that the shadow of your eyelashes touches the root of my
heart.

Bianca Makia.

Be silent I Be silent ! I cannot breathe. Ah, I cannot
live any longer, I cannot live any longer

!

Alessandro.

You cannot live if you do not live in me, for me, now
that you are in my life as your voice is in your mouth. . . .

Bianca Mama.

You exalt with your breath the humblest of creatures.

I have been only a good sister. . . .

Alessandbo.

But was there not also another creature living beside
the good sister ? . . . Wherever there was a trace of the
great myths or a fragment of the imaginings of beauty
with which the chosen race transfigures the force of the
world, she passed with her reviving grace, passing lightly

over the distance of centuries as if she followed the song
of the nightingale across a country strewn with ruins.

This is splendid writing. With Leonardo's communica-
tion to Alessandro of his dreadful secret, in the ensuing
scene, beg^n the most darkly oppressive portions of the
play, preluding to the final tragedy. It is not possible,

nor perhaps desirable, to suggest by extracts the power of

these repellent, yet subtle, scenes. But even this part is

relieved—or perhaps intensified—by passages of contrasting

beauty. Such is the wonderfully lovely imagery with
which Anna describes the statues in fountains

:

They enjoy, at the same time, rest and fluidity. In
lonely gardens they sometimes seem in exile, but they are
not ; for their aliquid soul never ceases to communicate
with the far-off mountuios, whence they come whUe yet
asleep, and shut up in the mass of lifeless mineral. They
listen astonished to the words that come into their mouth
from the depths of the earth, but they are not deaf to the
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coUoquifls of poets and sageti who love to repose there, as

in a retreat, iu the musical shade where marble perpetuates

a calm gesture.

Of the final scene, powerful and intensely morhid, we
can give no conception. The play, as a closet-drama, is,

perhaps, near perfection in its decadent kind. Nor need

we attempt more formal criticism. In this case, to describe

is to criticise, to criticise is to describe. But we should

add, in conclusion, that Mr. Arthur Symons's translation

18 admirable—nay, beautiful.

Birds of the North.

Among the Birdi in Northern Shires. By Charles Dixon.
Illustrated by Charles Whymper. (Blackie & Co.)

Mb. Dixon has produced a large, pleasant, gossipping
book of ornithology, that might prove difficult to road
straight through, but seems meant for dipping into. You
can scarcely open it without fishing up something interest-

ing and agreeable. But the exact student, the hunter of

mere facts, should be warned away. " Northern Shires"
ia in itself a vague expression, and means to Mr. Dixon
all the counties between Yorkshire and Shetland. He has
rambled in most of them, but pretends to make no exhaus-
tive study of local ornithology. To show what we mean
let us instance the raven. He tells us generally that this

bird is disappearing everywhere except in the Highlands,
and in a word picture as charming as Mr. Wymper's
excellent drawing tells us of his meeting with it in Skye,
St. Kilda, and on the misty heaths between Sligachan and
Talisker, but is somewhat indefinite in his references to its

occurrence in the North of England. This to us proved
somewhat disappointing. Last year Mr. Christopher
Leyland, whose zoological collection at Haggerstone might
have rewarded a visit from Mr. Dixon, informed the
present writer that a pair of ravens have annually reared
and brought off a brood of young near Kidlands, his
Cheviot shooting - place. We searched through Mr.
Dixon's references in order to find out, if possible, other
proofs that the raven, common enough in old days in the
wild country round Harrow Bog and the Henhole, is

recovering ground, but all he says is that it frequents
Dartmoor, but is only a casual visitant to other English
moors. From the same authority we learned with regret
that the merlin, smallest and prettiest of our falcons; and
so characteristic of the Cheviots, is disappearing. Mr.
Dixon's information confirms this account, but lays the
blame on the gamekeeper, whom he also denounces for
exterminating kites, buzzards, and hobbies. Not quite
fairly we think. The growth of one species and the dis-

appearance of another baffies every attempt to find a
satisfactory reason. If we may trust to the references in
Shakespeare, old Acts of Parliament, parish records, and
other documents, literary and antiquarian, choughs and
crows used to follow the spring plough in equal numbers.
We use crows in the way of the careless playwright, who
signifies thereby all the black tribe that ranges from jack-
daw to raven. The chough has become avis rarissima,
and the rook and daw have multiplied exceedingly. Why ?
No gamekeeper interferes here. In a water close by
where these lines are penned the moorhen and coot were
once equally abundant. They have been neither shot at
nor disturbed, yet while one has flourished the other has
dwindled away, and there is not a nest where a score used
to be. Why? Atone time the kite was the commonest
of London birds, sitting on the houses and haunting the
markets. It has become a stranger not only in Fleet-street
but in the Northern Shires, and no adequate reason can
be found. The magpie was as familiar to hamlet and
cottage a few generations back as the starling and sparrow
are to-day. It is seldom seen now and the jay has become

abundant. To account for the magpie's increasing scarcity

is as difficult as it is to say why a species of butterfly

appears in myriads and then dwindles till it is a cherished
prize of the "boy-collector."

But this is taking us away from our Northern Shires.

Frequently in skimming the attractive pages of Mr.
Dixon we have caught ourselves wondering where and
how a contrast could be established between the birds of

the Northern and those of the Southern Shires. The
fauna is very nearly the same. On May nights it is true

you shall not in the bleaker North list the nightingale's

"most musical, most melancholy lay"—that is to say, you
may do so on rare occasions only. Mr. Dixon, who seems
to accept the current belief that Philomel does not breed
north of the Trent, may like to know that he has in-

dubitably appeared, to take one place, in the Vale of

Whittingham. Veracious newspapers told the strange tale,

and a naturalist of renown went, saw, heard, and ultimately

attested to the fact—these things being duly chronicled in

another Mr. Dixon's charming books, Whittingham Vale.

Yet the " voluptuous nightingale " is not characteristic of

the Northern night. But there are far more owls. To
hear them hooting in Chillingham Park, or about Ford
Castle, or in the dark Flooden woods is to wonder where
they find holes enough to live in during daytime. And if

you follow the ploughman on a spring day the crowd
behind will not be quite the same in the North as in the

South Black is the prevailing, almost the uniform hue
behind the Wilts or Glo'ster plough-boy; all the way from
Lincolnshire to the Highlands, gulls—the blackheaded
one Larus ridibundus—turns the black into piebald. In-

deed, this inland breeding gull lends a character to the

North, nesting sometimes in the pond of a beautiful park,

sometimes in bog or mountain tarn, always carrying with
it something of the freshness, the colour, and even the
sound of the sea. Yet its tastes are fickle and wayward.
A gull pond-—we like not the expression guUery—is a
beautiful ornament to a manor, but is difficult to establish,

and the creatures forsake it at slight provocation. We do
not think they have ever been enticed back to Paston Lake
—dear to boyish memory for many a long summer day's
perch-fishing — and very few go to Pallinsburn now.
Superstition says they were attached to the family of

Askew and that they have not been so friendly since the

present head of it assumed the name of Robertson, and in

accordance with the will of his father-in-law made Lady-
kirk his chief residence.

The streams of the North, tumbling as they do from the
hills and abounding in shallows, runs, and cascades,

suit that merry bird, the dipper, better than the smooth
Tennysonian brooks of the South, and he is, accordingly,

a familiar of the angler. But the kingfisher — that
" refulgent avine gem," as Mr. Dixon calls him with some
" profusion of epitaphs "—shows himself rarely on the

Tweed. You are more likely to meet with him in St.

James's Park than the Braes of Yarrow. The heron,
'

however, stands on one leg and admires his reflection in

the pool, not by any means so wild and shy as he is in the

home counties, where he carries about with him memories
of the punting sea-coast gunner. Mingled with the brawl
of the water is the sand-piper's eternal scream, especially in

May and June, when the anxieties of nesting-time are at

their worst. To the fisherman, too, comes the wail of the

curlew, here a bird of the mountain more than of the sea-

coast ; and all the summer day the white giills flash to

the sunlight as they wing up and down the water-courses J
seeking for fish.

"

It is doubtful how far Mr. Dixon is justified in lamenting
the extinction of birds of prey, since very great changes
have occurred in the last two decades. As far as bird life

is affected, the chief of these are the desertion of the

country by the peasant and the greater strictness with
which land and stream are preserved. Probably Mr.
Dixon would say the latter circumstance' operates against
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all bird life, except that of pheasants, partridges, and
grouse. That is not so, really. Take the Grey family as

an example. They own some of the best, and much of

the wildest, land in the North. But ornithology is a

tradition and a passion with them. Sir Edward Grey, for

instance, knows birds as well as he does the South African

Blue Books. Earl Grey is fascinated by the same study,

and the relative who manages his estates, together with a

dozen others, is peculiarly interested in wild life. Now,
with angling stopped, and tourists shut ofP from the

mountains—you cannot go to drink out of Marmion's
Well, or climb Cheviot, without permission— is it not

probable that the fauna is undergoing change ? We have
the best authority for saying that it is, and what has
taken place in one district is occurring elsewhere. If Sir

Edward Grey would only give us that book on birds which
he has so frequently been asked to write, it is probable

that this view would be confirmed.

Of course, this is not written in a spirit of fault-finding

with Mr. Dixon. He knows his birds well, and it would
be asking an impossibility to expect that one man should

deal intimately with the vast tract of land he covers. His
writing is generally good, and sometimes very good indeed,

but it would be improved by the elimination of such

eccentricities as the habitual use of passere as the singular

of pasieret. Mr. Whymper's illustrations are beyond
praise.

The American and the Provencal Amorists.

The Troubadours at Some. By Justin H. Smith. 2 vols.

(Putnam's.)

One needs a particular variety of mind to be greatly

interested in the troubadours of tradition. The practical

man, for example, can see nothing in them whatever but
midsummer madness. To write long odes to a lady's eye-

brows, and, more, to sing them under the walls of an
insanitary castle at midnight, to the accompaniment of a
guitar—this is nothing in a practical man's way. Had
the ordinary troubadour the desire to make the lady his

wife it might be different ; but for the most part the lady

was already married (although "Provence," said Daudet,
" is polygamous "), and two or three other troubadours

were engaged in compiling similar aggregations of

amorous tropes for the same lady ; each poet's aim being
less to induce her to smile upon him than to win the

approval of the judge to whom the rival effusions would
be submitted. AH this discourages the practical man
from extending his sympathies to the Provencal brother-

hood of amorists. The romantic minded reader has more
tenderness for them, but it is probable that he, too, would
like something less poetical and more practical. The
schoolboy is interested in Blonde), the friend of Eichard
Cceur de Leon, but to carry a g^tar when one might
carry a battle-axe does not strike him as a brilliant choice

of weapon. Without enumerating other types of readers,

it may be said that among us Northerners the troubadour

of tradition is somewhat lacking in fascination. He
belongs to the region of comic opera. We tolerate him as

a gay, witty, insouciant fellow, good company enough in

his frothy way, and there we leave him.

But the facts of his character are otherwise. In these

two large entertaining and patient volumes the troubadour
stands out as a more complete, a more all-round man than
tradition has permitted him to be : a fighter as well as a

singer, a lover as well as a love-maker, a man of affairs as

well as a jester. Mr., or Professor, Smith (for the author

is Professor of Modem History at Dartmouth College in

America) writes the history of the troubadours with extra-

ordinary minuteness ; and the ordinary reader will lay

down his two large volumes with a very different idea of

their worth from that with which he took them up.

Perhaps Mr. Smith is too fond of conjecturing as to the

habits of his heroes, but for the most part the account is

sober and, we feel assured, accurate. As a specimen of

his imaginative faculty as well as of the variousness of the

troubadour character, take this passage—a picture of the

state of Provence on one bright morning in 1182 :

Marcabru, Eaimbaut d'Aurenga, and the Countess of

Dia have passed off the stage, and Sordel is not yet alive

;

but most of the great singers are somewhere to be found.

Bemart de Ventadorn, too old for violent pleasures, is just

sitting down to a quiet game of chess in the palace of

Toulouse ; while Peire Kogier is pacing slowly back and
forth in the cloister of Grammont, and his old love

—

Ermengarda of Narbonne—discusses with Eiug Amfos th«

wisdom of leaguing themselves with Henry II. of England
against the Count of Toulouse. Faidit might be seen

climbing the zigzags of Ventadorn with a new song for

Maria. Stormy Bom is raving about Autafort, preparing

to oust his brother; while his booki^h neighbour, Bomeil.
thankful to be out of the battle at his native place, is far

on the way to Spain, wishing he could forget the incon-

staut Escaronha. Daniel could be found in Beauville

"swimming up-stream" with all his might, while Vidal,

looking often at his ring, sighs fur the beautiful Viscountess

of Marseille. Peire d'Alvemhe, not in a sentimental mood
this morning, is recovering from last nighv's concert iu

the c*8tle hall of Puivert by hunting the deer, and the

Monk of Montaudon has just rolled out of bed at Aurillac

after making a night of it.

That passage gives the temper of the book. It is a

leisurely pageant of hot Southerners, singing, fighting,

loving, pretending to love, blustering, laughing, philo-

sophising; and the background is Provence, with its

wonderful old walls, its sunny, lazy life, its roses, its bright

eyes, its flashes of colour. Truly a fascinating book, the

fruit of true zeal, the reflection of a very agreeable

temperament.
The fault of Mr. Smith's book is its length. His

subject so pleases him that he cannot restrain his

enthusiasm : he babbles on and on, translating here,

paraphrasing there, fondling the towns with the love of an

Old Mortality, eulogising his heroes, telling of pretty

little personal adventures on his road. He writes very

well (and very differently from professors of modern
history in English colleges) and his mind is gay and
sympathetic and his eyes and ears ever alert for pleasant

impressions. This being so, we are the more sorry that

his book is so unwieldy. It contains something like

350,000 words when l(iO,000 would have been ample.

Perhaps some day he will treat the whole work as a quarry

from which to dig out a block of pure marble. Or he
might cut the book into two ; for not only are the historical

portions, the biographies and criticisms of the troubadours,

good, but Mr. Smith's own narrative is good too—some-

thing in the manner of the Travels with a Donkey in the

Cevennes, yet by no means imitative or derivative. One
adventure, indeed, Mr. Smith had in common with E. L. S.

(and in common also with another lover of old France,

Mr. Hamerton) : he was arrested as a spy. We quote

part of the accoimt of the judicial proceedings :

"Who are you ?"

"An Amerieau."
" Grossly improbable, monsieur. What are you here

for ?
"

" To find the picturesque and the historic."

" What do you find of that sort here ?
"

" Exceedingly little."

" Ah, you are looking for the picturesque and the

historic and you come to a place where there is neither !

You refute yourself. It is very grave, monsieur."

He shook his head and nodded solenmly to himself a
long time, and I began to feel rather guilty.

"Very singular, monsieur, very singular. Have you
no papers, nothing ?

"

"Oh; yes!" I handed him a letter from our embassy
in Paris, recommending me to the authorities of southern

France.
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" It is a forgery," he exclaimed after readine it. "Any-
body could g^t up such a letter. How do I Icnow whose
signature that is f It is uot authentic. It is a forgery.

If it were genuine, why didn't you produce it sooner ?
"

I was clearly convicted, not only by his logic, but by
my own papers.

The incident is presented with humour. Mr. Smith can
write also like this of the Provencal people of to-day.

The town referred to is Aix :

The only live people seem to be the small tradesmen,
and they live only once a week. Every one has a hastide,

a garden in the suburbs, and he may always be found
there on Sunday. In the shade of his arbour he drains a
ilagon (if good wine, expands his chest, bandies mocking
pleasantries, sings out the old songs of Provence, and witu
a turn of the eye repeats its old proverbs : " A man's
shadow is worth a hundred women ;

" To lie well is a
talent, to lie ill a vice "

;
" One half of the world laughs

at the other half"; "Praise the sea, but stay on dry
land "

;
" Water spoils wine, carts spoil roads, women

spoil men."

There is enough there to show that he entered the
country in the right spirit. And here is another proof of
Mr. Smith's non-professorial fitness to be the historian of
the Midi and its happy folk. Henri, it should be explained,
was convoying Mr. Smith to Courthezon. Henri, who was
expecting to be met, suddenly exclaimed : " Oh, there
they are ! there they are ; they are coming! " Mr. Smith
continues

:

Three specks are crawling along the edge of the shrub-
bery, a quarter of a mile away.

" It is my sister and her cousine from the faim ; and oh !

la petite fiUette. lenez d<mc, venez done." Then realising
that they cannot hear a word, and will be long in arriving,
he dashes down the hill like a chamois.

After a while they all come tugging up together. La
cousine is a buxom country girl of sixteen almond harvests,
and La Petite a demoiselle of six, with fhort hair tied in a
humorous queue. The Use whisks off a hat—never mind,
it is recovered. The cousine'a skirt blows into her face

;

the purple ribbon comes off the filktte's queue and the hair
Hies blustering over her face—never mind, so much the
more fun. La Petite trips ou a big stone, and is righted
up with a pull and a shout 80 up they come, laughing
and chattel iug, putting themselves to rights and getting
put wrong again by the pranky wind, holding each other
fast, and Henri holding most of all the rosy comine.

Other New Books.

OuE Stolen Summxb. By Mabt STtrABT Boyd.

A tour of the world is no new thing, and critical guns
are ready loaded with the terrible word " hackneyed " to
fire at the adventurer whose pen is dedicated to any region
less novel than a " virgin peak." Yet every record in
which the adventurer has described what lives and changes,
rather than what vegetates imperturbably in museums and
galleries, is a fresh record and worth the reading. Of
such is Mrs. Boyd's volume, which her husband has
illustrated profusely with spirited line drawings. The
travellers were part-spectators of the mild explosion known
as the Samoan war, but it would be absurd to call the
bombardment of Apia the centre-piece of the book. The
description of a Tongan wedding, is more to our mind.
In it we learn that " a pillow is the one article of actual
furniture indispensable in the starting of a South Sea
Island home." As it appears that " stools of dark
polished wood " are " distinctive Tongan pillows," we
may suppose that the saying " uneasy lies -the head that
wears the crown " has in Tonga lost its peculiar pathos.
Writing on the Tongan coaling station Mrs. Boyd says

:

Owing to the still lingering influence of the singularly
comprehensive code of crimes framed by the notorious

missionary-politician, Shirley Baker, almost everybody in
Nukualofa is serving a term of punishment for some half-
imaginary offence. One of these laws forbids any man to
wear the shoulders uncovered—a rule which, apart from
the discomfoi^ entailed thereby in a tropical climate, has
proved conducive to pulmonary disease ; as during the
frequent heavy rains the thin outer vests get drenched,
and moisture that would roll harmlessly off a well-oiled
skin is apt to bequeath a chill when left to dry on the
body.

Mrs. Boyd is under the impression that in Maoriland
her party witnessed the haka, but the scandalous nature of

the haka {vide Mr. Kerry-Nicholls's King Country, p. 87)
renders it probable that they were entertained by a
comparatively decorous substitute. The tourists finished

their land-travels in the United States. How times have
changed there, to be sure ! What would a certain Mr.
Legree say to this: "In Central Park, on Sunday afternoon,

we saw a benevolent-appearing, gold-spectacled neg^,
attired in superfine broadcloth, taking an airing in his

handsome carriage with a white coachman and footman
on the box." Chinatown, in 'Frisco, seems to have
revealed to Mrs. Boyd the secret of the Celestial's toilet.

"The length and thickness of the pigtails surprised us,"

she writes, "until we discovered that all were closely

intertwined with strands of black silk." Master Boyd's
Heeting eligibility for half-price tickets determined the

epoch of the expedition, and his foot-gear (renewed from
time to time) supplies his mother with a humorous topic.

Beer is beer, even small beer ; and who would grudge a
kindly, serious, intelligent Englishwoman her little joke ?

(Blackwood. 18s.)

Greater Canada. By E. B. Osborn, B.A.

What do we owe to the Hudson's Bay Company ? The
"peaceful acquisition," says Mr. Osborn, " of a territory

as large as the whole of Europe." Prince Eupert was the

Company's first governor ;
" our dear and entirely beloved

cousin " Charles II. quaintly calls him in the Royal Charter
for Incorporating the Hudson's Bay Company, granted in

1670. In this useful book, which contains a map, the text

of the charter, a chronological table of North-western
history and other supplements, Mr. Osborn attempts a
combination of historical events and emigrant's practical

guide. The historical part is rather tantalising. It is

conceivable that a large section of the public have forgotten

the career of Louis Riel, with which Mr. Osborn evidently

supposes them to be familiar, although this " descendant
of St. Louis" made such stir in 1870 and 188.5, indulged
in the picturesque diet of blood cooked in milk, and
lived to be hanged. Many will turn to these pages for

information about gold. They will be warned off the
Klondike if they trust Mr. Osborn, for it would seem that

the royalty on the production claimed by the Government
prohibits a claim owner from making any profit to speak
of even on a winter's work resulting in 75,000 dollars'

worth of dust.

It is not generally known [says Mr. Osborn] that the
first discovery of gold in British Columbia occurred in
1852—six years before the Great Rush to the Fraser River

—

at Mitchell Harbour, on the west coast of the Queen
Charlotte Inlands.

Mr. Osborn suggests that young men " capable of acquiring

and applying a modicum of scientific knowledge " might go
to the old placer mining camps resolved to trace " the gold

of alluvial diggings to its source in the living rock." But
Mr. Osborn does not allow his reader to forget the fur

industry, which, after all, is the oldest source of wealth in

Greater Canada. In conclusion, the philosopher, with his

eye on future rack rents, may reasonably regret the system
which admits of the acijuisition of extensive and valuable
freeholds in new colonies by private individuals. (Chatto.

3s. 6d.)
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Fiction.

" My First Book.

By Booth Tarkington.The Gentleman from Indiana.

(Grant Richards. 6s.)

A Lady of the Regency. By Mrs. Stepney Bawson.
(Hutchinson. 6s.)

A Kent Squire. By F. W. Hayes. (Hutchinson. 6s.)

Complaint is often made that, in the "rush" of modern
literary production, the first books of new authors are
bruised against the wall and trodden under foot, and that
much promising merit is thereby stifled and lost. Further,
it is stated that, established authors being perfectly capable
of succouring themselves, literary criticism should direct

its Samaritan attentions first and chiefly to the unesta-
blished, not only out of kindness to the unestablished, but
for the good of literature and mankind. We have here
three first novels by three new novelists, carefully selected

and upraised from the seething mass of the latest fiction,

and the curious thing is that all three authors, in their

respective ways, are likely to do well and achieve pros-
perity of sorts. Now it is a mistake to imagine, as many
do, that a first novel usually bears the outward signs of
being a first novel—marks of immaturity, ignorance, mis-
directed strength, or splendid error. The history of the
great novelists supports this contention. Consider
Waverley, Wuthering Heights, Treasure Island, and de Mau-
passant's £oule de Suif. Quite probably the average
excellence of first novels is higher than the average
excellence of second, third, tenth, or w"" novels. Most
authors spend themselves more lavishly upon the first

book than upon any other. Time is nothing, trouble
is nothing, expense of spirit is nothing—in tho writing of
that adored and marvellous volume. As regards the three
novels named at the head of this article, no one could
assert from internal evidence that they were the first-fruits

of talent. It is by no means a case of the young idea
timorously putting forth its pale green shoot. Therefore,
the attitude of the critic towards them must be even as his

attitude towards other novels, and not that of the old
gentleman patting clever youngsters on the head.
He is indeed a bold reviewer who would pat Mr. Booth

Tarkington on the head. For The Gentleman from Indiana
has sold fifty thousand copies in America, and in un-
enthusiastic England has reached a second edition. It is

of course an American novel. Mr. Tarkington takes the
tiny township of Plattville, Carlow County, State of
Indiana, and presents it to you with a decidedly attractive

admixture of wit and sentiment. The reasons of his

popularity are plain on the face of the book. The
description of Plattville, with which the story opens, has
an admirable verve, and shows also much fine observation.

It is not the observation, however, but the rather pert and
iiresponsible wit that tells. " People did not come to

Plattville to live, except through the inadvertency of being
bom there." Lo ! a phrase which the reader can seize,

laugh at, and remember. Having prepared his environ-
ment, Mr. Tarkington plants into it a hero at once heroic

and lovable. John Harkloss—" the great John Harkless "

he was called at College—is really a charming character,

not conceived at all on original lines, but nevertheless

genuinely and forcefully conceived. It is the function of

Harkless, journalisit, to wake up Plattville, and he does so
in a raaiiner effectively dramatic. Plattville begins to

move, and one of its first actions is to raise Harkless to

the height of demigod. Tho liero falls into love and into

danger. Caught at last by the " White-Caps," thoso
marauders whom lie had tried to extinguish and whom
the inhal>itants of Plattville could not teach him to fear,

he is witched away, and given up for dead. Naturally he
airives again, shaken but sound, and when he discovers

that the heroine has been conducting his newspaper for
him with extraordinary acumen and success, there is no
alternative but a finale of orange-blossoms. Helen, this

lady journalist, has the true heroine's strength and
fascination. " When you saw her, or hoard her, or
managed to be around, anywhere she was, why, if you
couldn't get up no hope of marryin' her, you wanted to

marry somebody." (Another phrase !) The principal fault
of Mr. Tarkington's novel is an occasional uncertainty in
the handling of the narrative— a tendency to diffuseness,

to go nowhere in particular. The merit of it lies in its

sincerity, the richness of its imaginative inspiration, and
its continual surprising wittiness. There is stuff in the
book, and plenty of it. We may express the hope that
Mr. Tarkington will perpend upon the question of style.

His writing is loose and undistinguished, and he has
scarcely even begun to put a valuation on words as words.

Mrs. Stepney Eawson, the author of A Lady of the

Regency, is clearly a stylist by instinct. She has the
literary temperament, which fondles words, and treats them
like human beings (as they ought to be treated). In
various respects, her novel is the most promising of the
three before us. Decidedly, it is the most finished literary

achievement, and the most ambitious in conception.
Mrs. Rawson has occupied herself with an historical period
unaccountably overlooked by novelists in search of fresh
woods and pastures new—1800 to 1820. The central, but
not the chief, personage of the story is the Regent's wife,

Caroline of Brunswick, that figure which, to the haughty
eyes of history, would be ridiculous were it not almost
intolerably pathetic. June Cherier, the heroine, and the
" lady " of the title, becomes a Court damsel after the ruin
of the gigantic North Country squire her father, and the
plot moves amid all the complicated mazes of Court
intrigue. Mrs. Rawson has dealt royally with her
royalties. She gives dignity even to Caroline, and her
portrait of the Prince Regent is brilliant. Queen Charlotte
and the Princess Charlotte are equally good. The scenes
between the Prince Regent and June Cherier, between
Caroline and that flawless gentleman Mr. Stephen Heseltine,
and between Queen Charlotte and Mr. Frewin, are all

executed in the true elevated romantic manner. In par-
ticular, the closing chapters of Caroline's futile career,

and her exclusion from Westminster Abbey on Coronation
Day, have a mournful dramatic impressiveness which
sticks in the memory. A Lady of the Regency seems to us
to be, in a special sense, the direct and honest expression
of a literary individuality — an individuality sensitive,

intense, and courageous. The characters are out of one
mould ; every one, good and bad, noble and despicable,
has distinction ; spectrum analysis would reveal the same
prismatic colours in each. In short, all the acquired
cautiousness of the reviewer cannot hinder us from assert-

ting that A Lady of the Regency is a remarkable novel.

It handles a large theme largely, it offers a complete
picture of an epoch, and it does not once fail at a critical

point. Perhaps it might with advantage have been a
little shorter. We have not, for instance, discovered the
exact raison d'etre of Chapters X., XI., and XII., and we
scarcely think that the early marriage of the heroine
enters with sufficient usefulness into the scheme of
motivation.

Mr. F. W. Hayes is much more hackneyed in subject
and methods ; but he appears to have in him the root of a
popular success. He does again, but somewhat differently,

what has been done a thousand times before. His sub-
title
—"Being a Record of Certain Adventures of Ambrose

Gwynett, Esquire, of Thornhaugh "—must inevitably give
pause to the reader satiated with conventional fantasias

upon the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Mr. Hayes
has immense fertility in the invention of incident, though
none of his incident is precisely new, and his use of
coincidence (see, for example, that on p. 162) is too free.

The characters are for the most part stock figures, doing

k
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the usual feats, and uttering the usual sentiments. Take
the soliloquy of that smooth villain, the Abbe Gaultier, on

p. 20: "'So,' he said to himself venomously, 'it is

M. Ambrose Qwynett of Thomhaugh—what devils of

names ! — who is in the way. All the worse for M.
Ambrose Gw3mett of Thomhaugh. Muriel Dorrington is

for me, M. Gwynett— for me, Armaud Gaultier, if a
hundred of you stood in my way.' " From such a speech

the whole novel might be deduced. Mr. Hayes's originality

lies in his fixed determination not to be tedious, but to
" cut the cackle and come to the 'oases." He has
apparently tried to make his novel as much like a play as

possible. No descriptions, no divagations, no neat little

essays, but all action and rapid dialogue. If it is necessary

to clear the ground, the ground is cleared by the characters

themselves in dramatic converse. Playgoers will remember
Sardou's old trick of beginning a scene with a couple of

explanatory gossiping servants. This device is very well,

used in moderation ; but we think Mr. Hayes has carried

it to excess. For the rest, his novel is distinctly read-

able, despite its length—444 close pages, and a sequel

threatened

!

Note.s on Novels.

[^Th«M notes on the week's Fiction are not necessarily final.

Reviews of a selection willfollow.']

Voices in the Night. By Floea Annie Steel.

Mrs. Steel's new story is a veritable warehouse of

Indian goods. The story centres in the family of Sir

George Arbuthnot, Lieut. - Governor of Nushapore.
Plagiie and famine and superstition and treason play
their parts, and the depths of Indian life, European and
native, are plumbed. The spirit of the book is hinted at

in these words of the Prologue :
'

' The threatening voice

paused as a dull reverberation shivered through the chill

air. It was the first gun of the Imperial salute which
every New Year's morning proclaims that Victoria,

Kaiser-i-hind, reigns over the fog, and the voices in it . . .

Between the beats of the guns the voices had their way
unchecked. About what ? That is a diflB.cult question to

answer when the voices are in the night." (Heinemann.
68.)

Love and Mk. Lewisham. By H. G. Wells.

Here Mr. Wells reverts to the quiet matter and manner
of his Wheels of Chance. Mr. Lewisham is a young school-

master who hangs a schema of work, and sundry splendid
mottoes, on his bedroom walls, where he " could see them
afresh every morning as his head came through his

shirt." He is but eighteen when we meet him, and is

thinking "little of Love, but much of Greatness." But
Mr. Wells makes him think of love ; makes him marry
hastily ; makes the schema turn yellow and crumpled ; and
makes us enjoy the humours and poignancies of a hasty
marriage with its sweetness, squalor, and exclusion of
Greataess from Mr. Lewisham's life. (Harper & Brothers.

68.)

Ursula. By K. Douglas King.

Ursula's governess wrote of her when she was eight and
a half :

" She wishes to dominate me, and generally tries

to take the lead in the household. ... At present she
walks like a young savage, and is absolutely ignorant. ., . .

When I asked her, sarcastically, if she could do anything,
she replied with impertinent coolness : ' Well, I bet I can
saddle my pony faster than Jim (the stable boy) can ; and
I cured our collie when he had fits, when even the vet.

had given him up.' " Ursula has Russian relatives, goes
to them, and has adventures in travel and love. A bright
story. (Lane. 68.)

The Footfall of Fate. By Mrs. J. H. Eiddell.

A typical story of English life, by the author of The
Senior Partner, and many other novels. Country-house

people, London people, up-river people walk and talk at
Abbotsmead. " Each day some fresh fact enlivened
Abbotsmead. First it was bruited about that Foster had
been commissioned to erect a temporary ballroom, and
people asked :

' What ! isn't Eosebank large enough ?

'

. . . She engaged the Eiverford String Band." (White
&Co. 6s.)

Life's Trivial Round. By Eosa N. CarSy.

Miss Carey's new novel is in the minor domestic key
which she has made her own. " I Take Possession of the
Brown Parlour," "A Controversy about the West Eoom,"
"Hope Helps to Shell the Peas," and "I Take Posses-
sion of the Porch Eoom" are chapter headings which
prepare us for the last, "The Chiming of Wedding
Bells." (Hutchinson. 68.)

George Linwood. By W. Naismith.

A kailyard story, full of ministers, and goodness, and
etiquette. The author's fine writing makes for laughter.
Two lovers on a sofa :

" They sat thus—they took no note
of time—their faces, sunbeams ; their souls, suds —in
silent ecstasy—perhaps the period in most human lives of
the purest, sweetest ecstasy ; they sat thus for the space of

fifteen minutes, shining, and were so shining when Mrs.
St. Clare, who had left the room when they had sat down
together with the album, entered again." (Gardner. 63.)

Unleavened Bread. By Egbert Grant.

A big study of American life, with the heroine's divorce
proceedings early in the story. The local politics of

Benham are the background to Selma White's principles

and loves. " On the following day Lyons vetoed the
Gas Bill " is not an inspiring sentence in itself, but it

occurs in the rounding - off of an interesting story.

(Hutchinson. 68.)

Thk Chicamon Stone. By Clive Phillips-Woolley.

A gallant story of fortune-hunting in Alaska, with
much of Indians and volcanoes thrown in, by the author
of Gold, Gold in Cariboo. (Smith, Elder. 6s.)

Colonial Born. By G. Firth Scott.

A tale of the Queensland bush. The heroine, Aileen, is

a typical colonial girl, a horsewoman and a fluent talker.

Of gold-seeking life there is plenty in the chapters called
" The Eout of Boulder Creek " and " The Sway of Gold."
(Sampson Low. 63.)

Daniel Herrick. By Sidney Robert Bubcecell.

The hero, who tells the story, is a news- writer of the
reign of Charles II., and he becomes mixed up with a
secret revolutionary party, and is sentenced to death.
But Margery's happiness is not sacrificed. The King,
Lady Castlemaine, and other ladies of the Court are intro-

duced, and the historical basis of the story has been care-

fully laid. (Gay & Bird. 63.)

Robin Hood. By A. Alexander.

"A romance of the English Forest." " S'death. . . .

List ! . . .
' Have at them !'...' Good, my lord ' . . .

' Thou sittest thy Saladin like a leech, but I jolt me up
an' down like a popinjay.' " (Burleigh. 6s.)

The Thorn Bit. By Dorothea Conyers.
" She puzzled for a moment, and then found the correct

horsey terms for the bay's faults. 'Too leggy, and no
bone,' she said discontentedly." These are typical sen-

tences from this novel of fox-hunting, dancing. Queen's
Hussars, and the Murphy girls. For motto, Mr. Kipling's

:

Pleasant the snaffle of Courtship, improving the manners
and carriage,

But the colt who is wise will abstain from the terrible

thorn bit of Marriage.

(Hutchinson. 6s.)
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The A. B.C. of Maeterhnck.

It were an easy matter to make fun of Maeterlinck. One
has but to dwell upon peculiarities in the form of his

expression, regardless of the spirit and meaning out of

which they arise. This was done recently with some
success in a review article.

Those who wish to approach Maeterlinck seriously, to

know what he is and what he has to say, will not be
deterred by superficial eccentricities. Take, for instance,

the propensity of his dramatic characters to the repetition

of words and phrases and exclamations. Who that has
studied human nature has not observed its tendency in

times of great soul stress to use over and over again the

same simple words or exclamations until they become
fraught with the awful significance of intense pain, of

great passion, of supreme gladness ? To quote instances

of this in Shakespeare, where they are so many and so

well known, were superfluous. But let anyone call up the

closing scenes of " Othello," for example, and note the
" iterance," as Othello himself calls it, when Emilia's

amazement can find no other expression for a time than
the repeated utterance of " My husband." Mark how
Othello harps on a word and repeats an exclamation.

Of course, this sort of thing must be bom of insight and
feeling. When a writer, once having observed this

tendency of an overwrought mind to repetition, resorts to it

as a mechanical device for the conjuring up of an emotion
which he does not feel, the effect is fatal. His work then

ceases to be art : it degenerates into artifice. It has been
charged against Maeterlinck that he does this. Perhaps it

does sometimes seem that the situation is not sufficiently

intense to make these repeated exclamations and observa-

tions quite natural.

It is not unfrequently the case that an artist feels a

situation more strongly than he can vividly set it forth, and
his expressions are then apt to be born rather of his own
feeling of the situation than of the situation as presented

to the spectator. In such a case he is to be charged
with imperfect command over his material and of the

vehicle of expression which he has chosen, but by no means
with device and insincerity.

And there are in Maeterlinck many examples of this

repetition being inevitable. That is to say, the dramatist

has so entered into the heart of his characters that what
he makes them say is what they could not but say ; is,

indeed, the natural and inevitable expression of themselves

under given circumstances. Take, e.g., Selysette's repeated

statement: "I was leaning over and I fell." She has
sacrificed herself for the happiness of the other two. But,

to secure the fruit of her sacrifice—the happiness of the

others—they must not know that she has thrown herself

down. Their joy in each other would be dashed by their

remembrance of the price paid for it—the life of Selysette.

But in great pain and with fast fading strength she cannot

elaborate her explanation. By a sublime instinct she

reserves her strength for the maintaining of her purpose.

Her mind is fixed. No amount of pleading and persua-

sion can shake her resolution. In answer to all expostula-

tions and appeals she quietly repeats : "I w oS leaning

over and I fell. I was leaning over and I fell-" This

steadily-maintained prevarication reveals and illumines as

nothing else could do the greatness and beauty of the

simple and inarticulate soul of Selysette, beside whom
Aglavaine, with all her fine speeches, becomes dwarfed,

and Melleander is contemptible. And so in other

instances that might be given, this repetition has such

intense and revealing force, is so instinct with soul, that

it can only be the offspring of that which it reveals.

It is not as an artist that Maeterlinck appeals to the

majority of his readers. They do not greatly concern

themselves with art. They are people who have their

lives to live, their burdens to bear, their problems to solve,

their appointed tasks to perform, their loves, their sorrows,

their disappointments, and their temptations to go through

with, and who withal have their desire for the grace and

culture of life. What they feel after in a writer is not

perfection of artistic form, but wisdom and guidance in

daily life. It is to such people that Maeterlinck brings

great help. How then does he help them ? What has he

to say to them? What, in a word, is Maeterlinck's

gospel ?

It is, after all, a very simple one and ancient. He
preaches it with a new emphasis, sheds new light upon it,

draws new and sometimes startling deductions from it; but

it is in reality the everlasting gospel which one finds in all

great religions, in all great poetry, and in all true philosophy,

for Maeterlinck in drama and essay never ceases to preach

the supremacy, the sufficiency, and the imperishable beauty

of Soul. But so peculiarly has Maeterlinck made this

region of the soul his home, and so remarkably has he set

forth subtle and elusive phases and fleeting aspects of the

soul, moods of the soul well-nigh inexpressible and tenses

transitory as a dream, that what he says comes to us at

times with almost the force of a new revelation. Because

of this dealing with the soul, and with the more obscure

movements of the soul, he has been called a mystic, more
a mystic than an artist, with the assumption that mysticism

is destructive of art. Great art has again and again been
mystical, has again and again dwelt in the spell-bound

twilit land which lies between the Known and the Un-
known. Whether we call Maeterlinck a mystic or not

depends on our definition of mysticism. In the present

writer's understanding of the term he is a mystic, and is

not, therefore, a worse artist nor a loss reliable teacher.

But if any were to insist on his own definition of

mysticism, and to say that a mystic is one who has lost

his hold upon reality, who has shut his ears and closed

his eyes to the actual, who has got drunk upon his own
nerve fluid, deeming it the wine of God, who has become
enamoured of the vagaries of his own brain, and watches

it spin upon nothing, regarding its intoxicated gyrations

as more momentous than the motion of the spheres, we
should simply content ourselves with protesting that Maeter-

linck is not a mystic, for he keeps his eyes steadily on
facts : only they are not the facts which lie open to obser-

vation, but rather the shy facts of life which lurk in dim
corners, which elude us in dark ancestral forests, which
appear for a moment and then vanish down some long

corridor of the mind, or drown themselves in some deep

moat, or get locked within a gloomy fastness where the

light of day never penetrates. Maeterlinck has made it

his business to set on the servants of the soul to open the

doors of these ancient castles and let in the day, to remove
the barriers and investigate those dimly lighted corridors,

to drag the moats and hunt in the forests. These doors

are hard to open, they have been closed so long ; and one

is apt to get lost in these forests. But there is a reward :

we find some new and beautiful ideal. For illustration let

the reader consult again the first and second scenes of

"Pelleas and Melisande," where the Doorkeeper objects

to open the door, and bids the servants: "Out by the little

doors ; out by the little doors ; there are enough of them ";

and where Goland, hunting a Beast through the forest to
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slay it, finds a Beauty that has lost its crown through
excessive grief, as soul-beauty so often does; a Beauty
that has come from far, far away, and that by so many
has been hurt.

In The Treasure of th Humble and in Wisdom and
Destiny we find the same earnest search after the hidden
beauty and wisdom of the soul. It is this finding of
the subtle ideas which vaguely haunt our souls day by
day, expressed in clear and beautiful language in the
essays or hinted at in strangely beautiful symbolism in the
plays, which makes the reading of Maeterlinck for the first

time so new and delightful an experience to those whose
delight is in the inner world, and who are desirous to learn
both how far this inner life influences the outer, and how
to make its influence yet greater. Imagine a man dreaming
frecjuently of certain places and people, vaguely recalling
his dreams, yet dismissing them as vain and idle fancies,

though they are shaping his daily life, then coming one
day all unexpectedly upon the people and places of his
dreams— how he would recognise them, how delight in
them ; how, beholding them clothed with dignity and
beauty and all the marks of reality, while the things of his
waking moments seem but the shadows and images of
these, his faith in his dreams is strengthened—and you will
form some idea of what Maeterlinck means to those who
can understand him. Thoughts that have dwelt in un-
appreciated loveliness in the dark recesses of the mind

;

hopes and aspirations which have flitted like fairies
in the pale moonlight of the soul have been gently
seized and firmly held by Maeterlinck, and are allowed to
reveal themselves, their eternal reality, and their high
office.

The soul, he tells us, knows no distinctions of great and
small in events or circumstances. To it the kiss of two
lovers is as great an occasion as the wreck of an empire or
the creation of a people. Out of one or the other it can
draw inspiration. The joys and sorrows of the household,
the smile of a child, the tears of an old man, quite as
much as the affairs of a nation, are the doors and windows
through which the soul can reveal to us the Infinite.
Why wait for a bolt to shoot out of the blue ere we are
awakened? Why wait for great sorrows, great events,
great joys, great occasions? The force that makes the
bolt dwells in all tilings, is moving around us and within
us constantly. We have but to learn how to approach it,

how to manipulate it, and every day, every hour may
become great.

Things Seen.

The Beggar.

I PEERED through the rain-covered windows, and saw the
early-lit street lamps shine tremulously in the raw damp
atmosphere.
An old man was slowly walking up the hill, and at each

house he knocked, waiting patiently till the door was
opened, and then, as if he were briefly dismissed, turning
as patiently away to recommence his task.

lie was decently clad, and in no way resembled the
ordinary beggar. His hair was white and dishevelled,
and his aspect was one of pathetic, hopeless poverty.
A sudden pity stirred my heai^t;

I drew the coppers from my purse and waited, for
surely he would not miss my door. He had as yot missed
no house in the road.

How tired and downcast lie looked as he paused for a
moment at the gate, evidently debating his chance.

Wliy did I not tap the window-pane ?

He passed my liouse, and a dull surprise, a paralysing
torpor, stole over me, as with fascinated gaze I watched
him pass by, his shadowy bent figure gradually fading
from my sight.

From the Well Deck.

Sheer joy of life illuminated her rugged, labour-weary
face ; the hard lines of her brow smoothed wonderfully

;

her mouth was twisted in strenuous eSort not to smile

;

yet the causes of her pleasure were so small ! To us, the
first class passengers on board s.s. C Castle, " South-
wards-bound," it seemed sufficiently pathetic that to win
the third prize in the egg-and-spoon race of ship's sports

should cause a triumph so abundant, a jubilation so

supreme, in this one third class competitor.

Prize-giving day came lag^ingly, she with it at an
early hour. Long before the time announced upon the
programme, we saw her skip up the " companion " from I
the well-deck, a plain, squat, elderly, unattractive woman,
dressed in her every-day skirt of much patched cotton

—

I think it was her only one—and a maroon flannel blouse.

Her battered straw hat, limp from tropical use, was worn
on one side with a certain jauntiness; her face was aflame
with heated expectation ; red nervous fingers gripped and
twisted a grimy handkerchief as she leant up against the
rail, cheek by jowl with the daughter of a marquis, and
facing a duke—on this, perhaps, the one proud moment of

her life.

One by one the winners' names were called, the rewards
apportioned. The egg-and-spoon race was low down on
the list. As the cheers rang out the old woman's joy rose

in ascending scale ; she shook with excitement ; her breath
came gustily ; her eyes were eager, anxious, alive with
expectation.

At last

!

"The winners of the egg-and-spoon race are: 1st,

Lady
; secondly, Mrs. A ."

No third prize ?

At first we could not believe our ears. Nor could she.

She looked at us, the assembled crowd, with the scared
expression of a scolded child ; she caught at the rail to

steady herself; her jaw dropped ; a shutter fell on the joy
of her face. Someone said " Hush !

" beneath his breath
as the cheers re-echoed when Lady stepped forward
to receive her fourth first prize.

The first shock over, the old woman nerved herself to

turn away. Very old she seemed as she looked timidly
upon the steep " companion " she had scaled so cheerily

an hour before. . . . There had been witnesses of the
incident. There were hurried whisperings, exchanges,
consultations. As the woman turned drearily, the voice

of the hon. secretary rang out with special clearness

:

"We regret that the announcement of the winner of the
third prize in the egg-and-spoon race was unfortunately

omitted. Mrs. Garlick, please come and take your prize."

How we cheered

!

Wind and City.

When I revisit, on a night of stars.

The encampment old and foul of London's horde
And pierce the smoke of sluggish lusts and wars
Still from that blotch of lath and plaster poured.

How do I rage that in a blast more keen
I from Fate's mountain trumpet am not blown
And all this dingy frailty bestrown
With " Strike tents, millions, let your lair be clean/ "

With what a glee would I divide the swarm !

A third should soar and whistle to the veldt

To feel the ancestral sun—a third should melt
Into honeyed forest far—and a third storm
Settle on Andes : but the morrow hero
Should find the brow of Ludgate green and clear.

Herbert Trench.
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Mathilde Blind's Poetry.*

Miss Blind was a copious and apparently fluent— too
fluent— writer. Her collected poems are equal, or nearly
equal, in bulk to the collected poems of Shelley ; and they
have all Shelley's fatal facility, and Shelley's love for

diffuseness. It does not need the evidence of Dr. Garnett's
memoir to tell us that the poet of " Prometheus Unbound "

was a chief influence with her. But there the resemblance
ceases. In texture the poems are very different ; there is

nothing of Shelley's opulent imagination or fecund
imagery. We cannot find any evidence that Miss Blind's
" fundamental brain-power " (as Eossetti called it) in

poetry exceeded that of numerous female writers less

voluminous and less noticed. The impression made upon
us is one of ambitious mediocrity—could we find a less

harsh term we would use it. Yet it is precisely upon this

fundamental substance that Dr. Garnett insists. We do
not deny that there is brain-power, of a kind, in " The
Ascent of Man " and other poems which could be named.
But it belongs rather to the prose-thiaker than the poet,

to the rationalising faculty than to the imaginative in-

tuition. That (as Dr. Garnett relates) it should captivate

a man of science we can well understand ; but no over-
laying with poetic forms and description can make that

poetic which was not conceived through the imagination,
or hide the secret of its birth. The true poet does not
think first and imagine afterwards, but the processes are
indissolubly blended ab initio. In regard to form. Dr.
Garnett admits that Miss Blind was deficient, and laments
the preoccupation, with truth, which left her indifferent to

artistic externalities. But, apart from the fact that a poet
indifferent to art is scarce thinkable (however impetuosity
may betray him into negligences of art, or defective taste

blind him to lapses in art), there seems to us in Miss
Blind something more than carelessness of or indifference

to form. There seems something like an incapacity to

sing, a lack of the instinct which " voluntary moves har-

monious numbers." Otherwise the shaping spirit would
sometimes take the matter into its own hands, compelling
the reluctant verse to momentary loveliness of perfect form
—as happens frequently with poets the most admittedly
negligent of art. But this, we are bound to say, we do
not find in Miss Blind ; and the absence of it confirms us
in the impression derived from the manner and movement
of her verse.

" The Ascent of Man " is Miss Blind's longest and most
ambitious poem ; an apotheosis of evolution, which Dr.
Garnett allows to be a failure, but a fine failure. For
ourselves, we cannot see the touches of redeeming sub-
limity which he discerns in this chaotic and tense rather

than intense poem. At its most effortful it is strained and
excited— a painfully obvious striving beyond the poet's

power. Its more level passages simply leave us cold.

Here are some stanzas in which the author has put forth

all her power

:

Constellated gunR, fresh lit, declining.

Were ignited now, now quenched in space,

Kolling round each other, or inclining

Orb to orb in multicoloured rays.

£*er showering from their flaming fountains
Light, more light, on each fnr-cireling earth,

Till life stirred crepuscular seas, and mountains
Heaved convulsive with the throes of birth.

And the noble brotherhood of planets.
Knitted each to each by links of light,

Circled round their suns, nor knew a minute's
Lapse or languor in their ceaueless flighf.

And pale moons and suns and burning splintf-rs

Of wrecked worlds swept round their parent spheres.

Clothed with spring or sunk in polar winters
As their sun draws nigh or disappears.

• The Poetical Works of Mathilde Blind. With a Memoir by
Riuhaid Qamelt. (Unwin.)

In this crowd of words and colours and sound there is no

one great and original phrase or idea which imposes itself

on the mind at once. A few choric lines of Shelley would

pale it all In her less ambitious narrative poems Miss

Blind can write pleasant descriptive passages, but without

magic. Thus in " The Teamster "
:

Sam came a-courting while the year was blithe,

When wet-browed mowers, stepping out in tune,

With level stroke and rhythmic swing of scythe,

Smote down the proud grass in the pomp of June,

And wagons, half-tipped over, seemed to sway
With loads of hay.

But taken as wholes, they leave little impression, for she

has no power over the emotions. For like reason, and
from her lack of form, she is not successful in the brief

lyric, though she has written much in this, as in all kinds.

The sonnet Dr. Garnett judges one of her most successful

fields, and two especially he singles out for excellence :

the sonnet to "The Dead," and the almost equally im-

pressive "Cleave Thou the Waves." In "The Dead"
we have a sonnet really fine in substance, original

in imagery, not undeserving of Dr. Garnett's phrase,

"majestic."

The dead abide with us ! Though stark and cold

Earth seems to grip them, they are with us still

:

They have forged our chains of being for good or ill,

And their invisible hands these hands yet hold.

Our perishable bodies are the mould
In which their strong imperishable will—
Mortality's deep yearning to fulfil

—

Hath grown iucorporate through dim time untold.

Vibrations infinite of life in death,

As a star's travelling light survives its star

!

So may we hold our lives that when we are

The fate of those who then will draw their breath.

They shall not drag us to their judgment bar.

And curse the heritage which we bequeath.

Note especially the strong image in the second line of the

sestet. Yet even this sonnet seems rather forced into

metre than to have moulded tho metre to itself : it moves
like a hay - wain under the load of thought ; and we
have sought vainly for another as fine. We may agree

with Dr. Garnett that these poems show " energy,

enthusiasm, aspiration towards tho higher things." But,

without high imagination, emotional power, or grace of

form, those qualities are insufficient for vital poetry ; and
we cannot think that Miss Blind's place in poetry will be
high.

Correspondence.

Mr. Andrew Lang and Myself on the

Supremacy of Fiction.

SiR,^Mr. Lang accuses me of ignoratio elenchi. I dare

counter-charge him with petitio principii. My elliptica^

sentences have fallen a prey to his humour and criticism.

He has crushed me, though not my argument. The
meaning of the following line " entirely escapes " Mr.
Lang :

" This taste of the crowd neither augments nor

diminishes the number of serious readers—unless, indeed,

towards reading at aU." In other words, taste for light

literature may augment the potential number of serious

readers by imparting an inclination to read. My sense

was clear if my sentence was elliptical. Mr. Lang asks,

next, "equally greater than what?" Equally greater

than nothing, but greater equally with the number of those

who read novels of a paltry value. But criticism of my
phraseology is not an answer to my argument. When
Mr. Lang turns to that, he after all sides with me against

himself. " I would liefer have written Old Mortality or

Esmond than all the works of Locke." If my stumbling

English has drawn that from Mr. Lang after his article in
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the W«»tm%n»t(>r, 1 can but say that I have won my ease,

and that I will henr with being called "a lady contro-

versialist." By the by, is a man who differs from another

on some point, and expresses that difference, " a gentleman

controversialist " ? I suppose so, and yet . . .—I am, &c.,

Fkances Fokbes-Robertson.

P.S.—I think that a great work of fiction will outlive

any historical or philosophical offort, no matter by whom,
and is of more value, for the reason that with time history

loses vital interest, even significance, and philosophy grows

obsolete at last, or becomes a summary of truisms we
hardly care to peruse. However fine, historic or philo-

sophic works remain, after all, but glorified school books,

to be edited away to nothingnoss when a later age must
fail to grasp their meaning. Let Mr. Lang look through

his immense storehouse of knowledge and note how the

fiction of antiquity remains the dominant key. Prince

Prigio will doubtless be read when many " more serious
"

writings will be wholly forgotten.

Balzac.

Monsieur le Directeub,—Ignorant malheureusement

la langue anglaise, je viens seulement d'apprendre la pub-

lication dans le Academy du 5 courant de 1'article relatif

aux lettres de Balzac, et je m'empresse de vous remercier

pour la fa9on dont, en ce qui me concerne, vous avez

apprecie les faits.

Je n'ai pas actuellement le loisir d'approfondir et de

discuter toutes ces histoires de falsifications de textes, qui

d'ailleurs no me regardent en rien, etant tres anterieures

k mes traviiux personnels, les seuls dont j'aie a. repondre.

Je me contenterai done de vous affirraer que je possede,

parmi beaiicoup d'autres lettres auiographes de Balzac :

1. Tout ce qui a ete retrouve de sa correspondance

atttographt avec Mme. Hanska, c'est a dire les Lettres A

PEtrangere.

2. Jj autographe de la lettre a Mme. Sarville du
samedi 12 (Octobre 1833), dont le texte cite par moi
page 79 d' Vh Roman d^Amour, est absolument conforme

a celui de I'original. En consequence, rien ne m'est plus

facile que de produire la preuve indiscutable de I'exactitude

de cette citation.

II en est de memo pour le fragment de la Quotidienne

reproduit dans mon livre, car 11 suffit de consulter la collec-

tion de ce journal pour constator que les lignes en question

sont extraites, comme je I'ai dit, du numero du 9 Decembre,

1832. Cette date aussi est done incontestable, et la pre-

miere lettre de Balzac a Mme. Hanska est bien de Janvier

1833.

Quant au renseig^ement relatif a un pretendu incendie

ayant eclate a Moscou, dans lequel la plus grande partie

des lettres de Balzac ii Mme. Hanska aurait peri, ce

renseignement n'a ete foumi que par la veuve de Balzac

elle-mt-me, et ee n'est que d'apres ses instructions qu'il

a ete livre jadis au public. La preuve qu'il est de tous

points contraire a la verite, c'est que la plupart de ces

lettres soi-disant brulues sont a eette heure entre mes
mains.

Enfin, ainsi que je le fais savoir en toute occasion

—

M. Jules Huret I'imprimait encore dans le Figaro du
2 Mars dernier—je ne suis absolument pour rien dans la

mise au jour des fMtres d V Eirangere. Mon r<">le s'est

exclusivement donne li remettr^ a I'editeur une copio de
ces lettres, execut6e et collationnoe par moi-mome. Par
consequent, s'il existe des differences entre les autographes
et le texte publie, ceci m'est absolument otranger.

Du reste, je m'etonno on ne pent plus qu'avant de mettre
au jour tous ces racontars et d'y moler mon nom, I'auteur

de la traduction anglaise de ces Lettres, n'ait pas songe
d'abord a s'adresser iV moi directement. C'eut ete, ce me
semble, le meilleur moyen de se faire renseigner exacte-

ment, et d'obtenir la preuve ou I'authenticite absolue des

textes cites dans mes ouvrages.

Je vous autorise. Monsieur le Directeur, a publier cette

lettre, si cela pout vous <Hre agroable, et je vous prio de

trouver ici I'expression de mes sentiments distinguos.

VlCOMTE DE SroEI-BEECn DE LoVENJOtTL.

Paris: 2.5 Mai, 1900.

[The " fragment " from the Quotidientui newspaper, to

which M. de TiOvenjoul refers, is Balzac's private adver-

tisement, inserted by him in response to the refiuest

contained in Mme. de Hanska's first letter.

—

-Ed.]

New Books Received.
[Th«»e notes on some of the New Books of the week art

preliminary to Reviews that may follow.']

A Treasury of Canadian
Verse. Ed. by Tiieodobe H. Band.

This book is welcome at sight. It appears to be an

exhaustively representative selection of Canadian verse,

" selected from the entire field of our history." Here are

reflected the aspects of nature in Canada in all the seasons,

the aspirations of a young country, and " Anglo-centric

conceptions and aspirations, divining with poetic insight

the coming good." (Dent. 4s. 6d. net.)

Nature in Downland. By W. H. Hudson.

Mr. Hudson is one of our most popular ornithological

writers, and the author of Birds in London. Here he is

engaged with Sussex, a county for which writers of charm

have done little. Leaving geology severely alone, Mr.

Hudson takes us over the smooth surface of the Downs,

chatting of their "animal and vegetable forms, from the

point of view of the lover of nature, and, in a moderate

degree, of the field naturalist." (Longmans. 10s. 6d.

net.)

Hymns of the Greek CnuRcn. Translated by

Eev. John Brownlie.

When, thirty-eight years ago, Dr. John Mason Neal

published his Hymns of the Eastern Church, he wrote:
" And while fully sensible of their imperfections, I may
yet, by way of excuse rather than of boast, say, almost in

Bishop Hall's words

:

I first adventure : follow me who Ust,

Afid bn the second Eastern Melodist."

Jlv. Brownlie has accepted the challenge, and here gives

us translations of some of the beautiful hymns in the

Greek Church service books. A scholarly introduction

is prefixed to the hymns, which number about fifty.

(Oliphant. 2s.)

Byron's Works.
Vol. III. Ed. by Ernest Hartley Coleeidok.

This volume i>f the definitive edition of Byron contains

"The Giaour," " The Bride of Abydos," " The Corsair,"

" Lara," " The Siege of Corinth," " Parisina," the

" Hebrew Melodies," and a number of short poems. A
portrait of Byron in an Albanian costume, from a picture

in the possession of Mr. Murray, forms the frontispiece.

(Murray. 6s.)

In addition to the foregoing, we have received :

THEOLOGICAL AND BIBLICAL.

Eininbnry (T. L.), Spiritaal Sacrifloe and Holy Commrnion
(Mftcmillan & Bowes)

Srawley (Rev. J. H.), The Epistles of St. limatios. 2 vols ...each 1/0

liincUey ( Rev. T. 11. ', The Epistle of the Galieian Churehes, Lugdunum
and Vienna, Ac (S.P.C.K.) I/O

POETRY. CBITIOISM, AND BELLES LETTRES.

Ward (May Alden), Prophets of the Ninoteeuth Century (Gay & Hirdl

Robinson (W. Clarke), British Poets of the Revolution Age...(011ey & Co.)

HISTORY AND BIOGaAPHY.

A Select Library of Nicene an'l I'oftNiceae Fati ers of the Christian

Ciinrch Second Series. Vol. XIV (Parke- * Co.)

Tbeal iGeoreo McCjll). A Little History of South Africa (Lnwn)
BonntftK I HedwiK). The Manic Ri"K of Music ^"TM ","5

Lindsay (Thomas M.), Luther and the German ileformation (Llark)

French (B. V.), Britiah Ohriatianity daring the Etomau Occupation
(S.P.C.K.)
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I

RichBrclson (Ralph), Coaits & Co., Bankers (Stock) 6/8

Smeaton (Olipbant), Thomas Outhrie (Oliphant) 1/6

Bryce (George), The Remarkable Hiswry of the Hudson's Bay Company
(Sampson Low)

SneU (F. J.). Wesley and Methodism (T. & T. Clark) 3/0

Favrer (Sir Joseph), Recollections of My Life (Blackwood) 21/0
Robertson (John M.)f An Introduction to English Politics (Richards) 10/6

SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHY.
Mackenzie (M.), Social and Political Dynamics (Williams & Norgate) 10/0

MISCKLLANBOUS.
P.ke (Oliver G.), In Bird-Land with Field-Glass and Camera (Unwln) 1/0

NEW EDITIONS.
Herfor(l.(C. H ), Eversley Shakespeare in Separate Plays: Twelfth Night.

Othello each 1/0 or 2/0
Macanlay (Lord), Essays (Ward, Lock) 2/0

%* I^ew Novels are acknowledged elsewhere.

Our Weekly Competition.

Result of No. 36 (New Series).

Last week we offered a prize of One Gainea for the best quatrain
on a writer, in the nature of a personal tribute. » The response has
been good. We have decided that the prize is due to Miss L. C. Jack,
5, Quadrant, North Berwick, for the following tribute to

John Ruskin.

Greener is the green, and bluer is the blue.
Truer seems the Good, and the Beautiful more true.

Lovelier far is love, and life a second birth,

Since thou, little child of God, wast master of my worth.

The two next best quatrains are these by Miss Gertrude Newstead,
Clifton, and Miss Elizabeth F. Stevenson, Newoastle-on-Tyne :

Browning.
Greatheart among us pilgrims, thou dost move

' The baffled to fight better," urge tbe strong
To worthier effort ; brave faith, boundless love
For man, in God, the burden of thy song.

[G. N.]

HOBACB,

Moulder of metres and of words made fit

For mellow thoughts whose fame the ages keep,
Beneath thy Roman calm, thy balanced wit,
Our modern spirit stirs, and cannot sleep.

[E. F. S.J
Other answers are :

WOHDBWOBTH.
Master, the world is too mnch with us still,

The din, the tumult, and the jostling rude

!

We need with thee to cUmb the morning hill,

And breathe thy spirit's vaster amplitude.
[T. B. D., Bridgwater.]

Robert Louis Stbvbnson,

Of art and life the master, deep within
My heart, I keep thy axiom, sweet and clear;

Not vainly to strive in leading men from sin,

But doing all for happiness while here
[H. P. B., Glasgow.]

Milton.
Milton, the task was yours to " justify
The ways of God to men" ; you deftly trod

The journey whose accomplishment were nigh
To justify the ways of men to God.

[C. E. H., Richmond.]

8. AtrousTiNB.

Goethe's clear brain, plus Gordon's scorn of pelf,

O, son of Monica, were thy double dower :

In heavenward life, and daily death to self.

Aid me to share the secret of thy power !

[R. F. McC, Whitby.]
Shakespeare,

What gladsome flutterings from baser earth
My soul bath lifted, after thine to look

;

Whai; tears of pity and what draughts of mirth
My heart hath drawn, Shakespeare, from thy book

!

[S. W,, Cathoart.]
John Davidson,

Spirit, that biilds Love's walls and architrave,
Of colours, music, self the corner stone :

Honour to hearts as manly brave,
As woman-sweet as is thine own :

[H. R. S., Newcastle-on-Tyne.
|

Shakespeare.

In Homer's, Dante's, Milton's verse the measured roll

Keeps equal state monotonous : the poet's soul

Is, Wordsworth, thine ; the sound we yield, oh, Keats, to thee :

Thou, Shakespeare, bear'st all palms, and each immortally.
[T. C, Bnxted.]

Christina Rossetti.

I will build a monument unto her glory,

A monument of gentle deeds and love
;

I will raife it up from ftory unto story.

In gratitude to her who taught us love.

[S. M., Addiscombe.]
Tennyson.

When life's long burden hangeth heavily,

I muse that thou hast lived, beloved guide
;

And when I meet my death, so let me be
Content to die. Master, for thou hast died.

[B. M,, West Smithfleld.]

Emerson.

"The soul can be trusted to the end."

"Trust thy soul 1 pure, God-fiUed, true !

"

The dulled word rang out minted new
;

And two worlds saw a fading truth

Restored by thee to glowing youth.
[C. M. D., London.]

To Shakespeare, Ensphered.
Might but one ray of that " particular star

"

Which is thy crown and high prerogative.

Pierce to the herd uncrowned who gaze afar,

My soul with thine should laugh, and love, and live.

[M. A. W., London].

The Burgess op Stratford.

One of the people ; at the people's call

To act, to vamp to travel, to procure
;

Separate and vast ; in some sort through it all

By being of the people to endure.
[C. S. 0., London

]

Wordsworth.
To read the meaning 'neath the outward show.
Thy high illumined message well hath taught.

But, better far, through thee we come to know
The deep abiding happiness of thought.

Virgil.
[S. C]

Blaster, what muse thy verse with magic dowers.
The rich, sad tone that to our memory clings ?

Thy face was set to applaud tbe conquering hours.

But in thy voice were tears for human things.

[J. H. F., Clifton.]

John Ruskin.

The golden bowl is broken I mute Despair
Moans o'er the glittering dust in vain !

The silver oords are loosened ! Shall frail Air
Retouch them into life again ?

[W. M. R., Manchester.]

Omar Khatyam.
far above the clanging bells of strife

And throb of pulses beating out their day,
Some ceaseless echo vibrates thro' my life

Omar, since first I hearkened to thy lay !

[Z, McC, Whitby
]

Competition No. 37 (New Series).

In this week's competition the following witty stanza was sent
in by Mrs. F. L. Anderson, of Ealing :

Jane Austen.

Dear Maiden Aunt of Letters, faultless Jane,
Pattern precise, prim critic of our sex.

What would ynu say—could you come back again

—

Of Zaza, Nana, and the Gay Lord (Juex .'

Obviously this had no chance of the prize, for it is an epigram, not
a eulogy. But it may serve as a model for another competition.
We offer a prize of One Guinea for the best epigrammatic veree of
four lines connecting an old author with the preseii t day

.

Rules.

Answers, addressed "Literary Competition, The .Vcxdemy, 43,

Chancery-lane, W.C.," must reach us not later than the first post
of Tuesday, June .5. Each answer must be accompanied by
the coupon to be found in the third column of p. 176, or it can-
not enter into competition. Competitors sending more than one
attempt at solution must accompany each attempt with a separate
coupon ; otherwise the first only will be considered. We oanno*'

consider anonymous answers.
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CATALOQUES.

mo BOOKBUTERS and LIBRARIANS of
X niEE UKRAKIKS -The JUNE tATAIJ)OtJB8

«( Taluablg BKCUND' HAND WORKS jiml ^KW RB-
MAINOE&S. off«re(l at |>ric«w greatly reduced, ure Now
B««djr, Mtd wlU tie MUt l>o«t free uimu application to W, M.
Bhitb * 8m. Iil>nuj Deiautineot, isa. Sttwd. London. W.C.

WILFRID M. VOYNICH.
OATALOOUE No. 2 oMy be bad on application,

price 28. 6d., at

1, eOHO 8QUAR>, W.

gth and i6tb CENTURY BOOKS ; AHERICANA ;

85 LOST or UNKNOWN BOOKS.

WILLIAMS & NOBQATB,
mPOBTERS OF FOBEIQN BOOKS,

U, BwitotI* Strom, OoTent Oarden, », Booth Fredorlok St.

Sdinbnnb, and 7. Broad Btxvot, OzfonL

OATAI/MXISa peat tnt m appUeatiea.

BAEDEKER'S & BADDELEY'S
TOURISTS' GCIDB BOOKS.

Bew folly detailed CATALOGUE tent post free on applieatioo.

DULAU i CO., 37, Bono SoCiLRi. Loiido!(, W.

OLD ENGLISH, ICELANDIC, and OLD
OERMAN LESSONS given by GERMAN TUTOR.

Fee, SB. per tiour. Teaches also Modem German and Modern
Freacli.—Addreee "Teacher," :t. Woraley Road, Hampstead.

TYPE-WRITING prompUy and accurately
done. lod. per 1,000 words. Samples and references.

lInlti.Copies.—Addrew, Miss E. H., 19, Mortimer Cresoent, N.W.

TYPE-WRITING; TYPEWRITING:
TII'E-WRITIXG.- NOVELS. PLAYS. ESSAYS care-

(nlly TYl'ED. OifBciilt MSS. receive special attention.
Reference* to Authors.—AVrite for terms to £. Graham, 23.
Oookspur Street. Pall Mall, Loudon.

TYPB^-WRITING.—AUTHORS' M88.. &c.,
promptly and carefully TYPED, lod. per l.ooo words.—

Hiss ForLOER, Chipetead. Bevenoalcs, Kent.

M ASON UNIVERaiTY COLLEGE,
BIRHINOHAM.

MASTER OF METHOD.
The Coanoil lurlte APPLICATIONS (or th« post o( MASTER

of METHOD Id the Dt^y Trainiog Peputmeut (Meu/.
Stipend, £100 per annum.
OuididttM muBt be Onidu&tes of tome UniTersity, and they

fthonld have undergooa a Complete Course of Training in the
Theorr and Practice of Teaching.
Anplicatlont, aooompanietl by Testimonials, should be sent

to the undersigned nok lat«r thnn KaturdaT, the I9th of June.
The Candidate elected vill be required to enter upon hfs

duties on or about September 1st. 1900.

Further particulars majr be obtained from

GEO. H. MORLEV. Secretary.

WIMBLEDON HIGH SCHOOL.— Mrr.
J. T. TRENCH receives GIRLS ts BOARDERS at

Lyndenhurst. W»>od»iJe, Wimbledon. ReftTcut^c permitted to
Miss Hastings, Head Mistress, the Mar<tuis and Marchionesii
of Lansdowne. Bishop and Mrs, Bairy. CoL and Mn. Choievix
Trench, and others.

CHALET CAUDE COTE, DIEPPE.—An
EuRlish ladv RECEIVES EIGHT GIRLS of 16 and

upwards iu her Cn&let near Dieppe. Conrersatioiial French
rapidly acquired. Special facilities for Music. Sketching,
German- Opportunities for erery form of healthy enjoyment.
Direct Service twice ilaily with England.—Full details will be
supplied on applying to Miss CrxKica, Dieppe.

ESTABLISHED 1851.

BIRKBEGK BANK,
Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.

OITBRENT AOOOUNTS
20 / on the minimum monthly balances, ^^^ /

/o when not drawn below £100. ^^ / o

DEPOSIT AOOOUNTS
2_^0 / on Deposits, repayable on ^^ J-^ /

2 /o demand. ^mZ 'o

DEPOSIT AOOOUNTS
on Deposits, repayable on ^^J.

O demand. «^b2

STOCKS AND SHARES.
Stocks and Shares Purchased and Sold for Customers.

The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT. Manager.

TtUvhoTM, No. 5, Uolbom
ttUgraphU Aildreta "Bibubeck, Lokoos."

ALL EXAMINATIONS.
PREPARATION byCORRESPONDENCB

on a THOROUGHLY INDIVIDUAL 6VSTEM. Tb*
STAFF ineludes GraduatM o( Oxford, Oambridge, London,
and Royal Universltiea.

SINGLE SUBJECTS TAKEN: latin. Greek, Freneb«
German. Mathematics, Ssleooe. Logio, PoUucal Economy, kc

Address Mr. J. CHARLESTON, B.A. (Londoa ana Oxon.).

sr* Ohaneeiy Iaim, London, W.O.

GOVERNE-^SESforPRlVATEFAMILIBB
-MISS LdUISA CROUGH can RECOMMEND sereral

highly-qualiaud Kogliah and Foreign Govemeescs for Resident
and Dally Engagemeuta.—Ckxtkal Registby roa TaacHnn,
SB. Oraren Street, Charing Cross, W.C.

CARRIAGES INSURED AGAINST ACCI-
DENTS caused by Collision, the Falling, Bolting, or

Kicking of Horses, or by being Run into by other Vehicles.
Policies issued for tiie Year or Season only. Prospectuses pact
free.—Imperial Accideitt, Lire atock. and Ghiui'L Iitst-aavog

Co., Ltd., 17, Pall Mall East, London. &W. AgentA wanted.

LITERARY RESEARCH. —A Gentleman,
ezperlenoed in Liters^ Work, and who tuw aooett to tb»

British ifuMum Reading Room, is open to arrange with
Author or any person requiring assistaooe in Lit«rary B«>
search, or in seeing Work through the Press. Translatione
undertaken from French, Italian, or Spanish. - * - ^-

Istter. to D. C. Dallas. 151, Strand. London. W.C.
-Apply, by

'* Miss Rossi writes with grace, humour, and TiTsctty."
.SpM^ir.

r B8SONS by CORRESPONDENCE.—
1^ Miss ROSSI underukes to TEACH the PRINCIPLGS

of LITERARY COMPOSITION, uiwn which the Art o<
Literature depends. Fee (payable in advance). Ten LeMOU,
Three Guineas; or a Trial Course of Three, One Ouiaea.—
Xty Monmouth Road. Bayswater, W.

"THE ACADEMY"
LITERARY COMPETITIONS.

New Series.—No. 37.

All readeri atUmpting thit icMk't

Competition {detcribed fully on page

475) mutt out out thit Coupon
and encloie it with their reply.

A CHARMINQ OIFT BOOK
68., claret roan, gilt, Illtistrsted.

LONDON in the TIME of the DIAMOND JUBILEE
London: Simpiiv, ILibshall t Co. Llangollen: DAEiiKGTOJf & Co.

DARLINGTON'S HANDBOOKS.
Edited by RALPH DARLINGTON, F.E.G.S.

Maps by BARTHOLOMEW.
Fcap. 8to. one SHILLING EACH. Illustrated.

THE VALE of LLANGOLLEN.—With Special Contributions from
His Eicelicnoy B. J. PHELPS, late American Miniater; Professor
JOHN RUSKIM, LL.D. ; ROBEKT BROWNING; A. W. KINGLAKE

:

and Sir THEODORE MARTIN, K.O.B.
BOURNEMOUTH and NEW FOREST.
THK NORTH WALES COAST.
BRECON and its BEACONS.
BOSS, TINTERN, and CHEPSTOW.

BRISTOL, BATH, WELLS, and WESTON-SUPER-MARE.
BRIGHTON, EASTBOURNE, HASTINGS, and ST. LEONARDS.

LLANDUDNO, RHYL, BANGOR, BBTTWSYCOED, and SNOWDON.
ABKBY8TWYTH, BARMOUTH, MACHYNLLETH, and ABERDOVKY.
BARMOUTH, DOLGELLY, HARLECH, CRICCIETH, and PWLLHELI.

KA.LVEEN, HBRBFOBD, WOBCBSTBE, GLOUCESTER, ft CHELTENHAM.
LLANDEINDOD WELLS and the SPAS of MID-WALES.

THE CHANNEL ISLANDS.
THE ISLE OF WIGHT.
THE WYE VALLEY.
THE SEVERN VALLEY,

Is.—THE HOTELS of the WORLD.
leading Hotels throughout the world.

A Handbook to the

" What wonld not the intelligent tourist in Paris or Rome give for such a
guide-book as this^hioh teaches so much that is outside the usual scope of
such TOlnmes I

"

—

The Ttmes,
" The best Handbook to London ever issued."—.L(««)7oo{ Dailti Pott.

SECOND EDITION, ENLARGED, 6s.-«a Illustrations. 24 Maps and Flans.

LONDON AND ENVIRONS.
By E. 0. COOK and E. T. COOK, M.A.

With an additional Index of 4,500 Refereneet to all Streets and
Places of Interest.

Llangollen : DAKLINGTON k CO.
London: Simpkin, Marshali,, HamiltoS, Kbnt k Co., Ltd

The Railway Bookstalls, and lU BookseUen'.

An American Transport

in the Crimean War.
CHAPTER I.

The Old and the New Mediterranean Trade—The Pioneer Steamship—Arrival
at Marseilles—The Cholera—Origin of the Crimean War—French Hilarity
succeeded by Disappointment.

CHAPTER II.

The Passage to Constantinople—Reminiscences of Antiquity—Ashore in the
Dardanelles—Disinterested Kindness of Suleyman Pasha—Constantinople
and its Surrounding.s—The Passage to the Crimea—The Seaports and the
Batt legrounds—Starvation at the English Camp—French Economy and
Hospitality.

CHAPTER m.
The Mistake of the Allies in Making their Landing—The Commencement of the

Siege and the Misery attending it—Another Passage from Marseilles -
Narrow Escape from Foundering in a Gale—Arrival at Kamiesh—The
Monastery of St. George.

CHAPTER IV.

The American and the French Cuitine—X Trip to the Sea of Azof—Contrasted
Scenes of Peace and War—Vandalism of the Allies at Kertch—Trading
with a Pasha—The Uusuccessftil Attack on Sebastopol—Panic at ^amieafi
and Balaklava—Return to Marseilles—Trip to Algeria.

CHAPTER V.

Return Again to the Crimea—Ravages of Disease in the Camps-French Trans-
port System compared with Ours in the Civil War—The Sisters of Charity
—The Capture of the Malakoff and Redan—A View of the Ruins—Bomb-
proof Female Curiosity.

CHAPTER VI.

Entering the Turkish Service—The Turk a Man of his Word—Goo<l Pay and
Little Work—Our Philosophic Chief Officer—The Pasha's Bedclothes—His
Friendship—No Use for a Propeller.

CHAPTER VII.
Haflz Etfendi and his Harem.

CHAPTER VIII.

Mustapba Pasha Wide Awake—We are Hurried Off to Eupatoria—A Rescue in
the Black Sea—A British Frigate comes to our Aid—Xrriral at Eupatoria,

CHAPTER DC.

The Blunder of a British General—A Post-Mortem held by Mr. Sears and Some
of his Religious Ideas—The End of the War and Comments on its Results.

By Capt. CODMAN.
Frontispiece. 198 pp. Price 3s. 6d.

London: SIMPKIN, MARSHALL, HAMILTON, & CO.
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WILFRID M. VOYNICH.
CATALOGUE Ko. 2 may be had on applicatiOD,

pticd 2s. 6d., at

t, 80H0 SQUARE, W.

Sth and idth CENTURY BOOKS ; AHERICANA ;

8s LOST or UNKNOWN BOOKS.

WILLIAMS * NOKGATE,
IMPORTERS OF FOREWN BOOKS.

14, Henrietta Street, Ooveot Oardeo, 90, Bontb Prederlok Bt.

Edinburgh, and 7, Broad Street, Ozfoid

ROYAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY
(Incorporated by Royal Charter),

Patron— HER MAJESTY THE QnEEN.
President—A. W. WARD, Esq.. Litt.D.

THURSDAY. Jdne Hth. 5 p.m.. at ST. MARTIN'S TOWN
HALL, Charing Cross, the following Paper will be read

;

"THE INOniSlTlON.S of DEPOPULATION in 1517.'

by EDWIN FRANCIS GAY.
HUBERT HALL. Director and Hon. Secretary.

115. St. Martin's Lane, W.C.

THE ELIZABETHAN STAGE SOCIETY.
- Sciilli.i.EK's DEATH 0/ WALLE.VSTEIN, translated

by CoLKRiDOB. Acted for the first time in London, on FRIDAY
EVENING, June 22nd. Tickets of the Secrktarv, 9, Harring-
ton Road, South Kensington, S.W. Last Performance of ihe

F
OATALOOUES post tree oo applio&aoa.

j

lOREIGN BOOKS and PERIODICALS '

promptly supplied on moderate termt.
|

0ATALO6UES on appUoatlon.

DCLAU ft CO.. 17. SOHO 8QDARK.

TYPE-WRITING promptly and accurately
done lOd. per 1,000 words. Samples and references.

Molti-Copies.—Addreas, MibS E. H., 18, Mortimer Urescent, N.W.

TYPE-WRITING; TYPEWRITING
;

TYPE-WRITING.- NOVELS. PLAYS. ESSAYS care-

fully TYPED. Difficult M8S. receive Bpecial attention.
Beferencei to Authore.—Write for terms to E, Graham, 23,

Cockspur Street, Fall Mall. London.

TRAFALGAR LITERARY and TYPE-
WRITING BUREAU (DE MOMET 4 WALKER).

8, Trafalgar Buildings, Nortbumljerland Avenue, W.C. —
Typing. Duplicating. Shorthand. Reportiug. Translations
(ail lAngoages). Literary Researches. Press Cuttings,

LITERARY RESEARCH. — A Gentleman,
experienced in Literary Work, and who has access to the

British Museum Reading Room, is open to arrange with
Author or any person requiring assistance in Literary Re-
search, or in seeing Work through the Press. Translations
ondertaken from French, Italian, or Spanish. —Apply, by
latter, to D. 0. Dallas, 151. Strand, London, W.C.

CARRIAGES INSURED AGAINST ACCI-
DENTS caused by Collision, the Falling. Bolting, or

Kicking of Horses, or by being Run into by other Vehicles.
Policies issued for the Year or Season only. Prospectuses post
free —Imperial ArciDEisx, Live Stock ani> GE^ERAL Insurance
Co , Ltd.. 17, Pall Mall East, London, S.W. Agents wanted.

MASON UNIVERSITY COLLEGE,
BIRMINGHAM.

TYPE-WRITBR.— AUTHORS' MSS.
COPIED with accuracy and desi^atch. Caibon Dupli-

cates Circulars. Examination Papers. &c.—Miss E Tioar,

33 M&itland I ark Villas, Haventock UUl, N.W.—Establishea
1584

MASTER OF METHOD.
The Council invite APPLICATIONS for the post of MASTER

of METHOD in the Day Training Department (Men).
Stipend. £3uO per annum.
Candijates must be Graduates of some University, and they

should have undergone a Complete Course of Training in the
Theory and Practice of Teaching.
Applications, accompanied by Testimonials, should be sent

to the undersigned not later than Saturday, the 16th of June.
The Candidate elected will be required to enter upon his

duties on or about September Ist. 1900.

Further paiticulars may be cbtained from
GEO. H. MORLEY, Secretary.

WIMBLEDON HIGH SCHOOL.— Mr?.
J. T. TRENCH receives GIRLS as BOARDERS at

L^Tidenhurst. Woodside. Wimbledon. Reference perm>tted to
iiiss Hastings, Head Mistress, thf Marquis ar.d Marchioness
of Lansdowne. Bishop and Mrs. Barry, Col. and Mrs. Chen^vix
Trench, and others.

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION
FOE THE ADVANCEMENT OP

SCIENCB. ARTS, AND EDUCATION.

FIRST INTERNATIONAL ASSEMBLY, PARIS EXHIBITION. 1900.

1 he As^tembly recruits Members for the Official Congreesee, and gives Information to those interested

about Congreeses, ExhibitiLn and UDivertiity Arraogements.

For Vieilors to the Exhibition a Guidance Scheme, comprising Lectures, Visits to the Galleiies of the
Exhibition, Excuraiona in and aroond Paris, Entertainments, Sic, has been ananged. and is now in

worktDg order,

Tklemberahip, inclading Five Tickets for Exhibition and copy of Special Gnide, with full participation

in Paris arrangements, for one week, £1 Is. ; additional weeks, 12e. dd. each.

Fall Information, Proepectoses, Programmes, List of Lecturers, &c.t from the Secretaries,

Professor PATRICK GEDDtS,
Mr. T. R. M\RB.

6, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Selectiois from Alexander & Shepheard's Pablications.

WORKS BY DR HACLAREN.
price 6b. each, post free.

THE GOD of the AHEN, and other
Sermons

*' The several sermons contained in this volume are
replete with a keen spiritual ins'ght, combined with
an aptnesu of illustration and beauty of diction which
cannot fail to both impress ai.d charm the reader."

Meihodist Times,

Crown 8vo, cloth boards,

THE BEATITUDES, and other Sermons.
** An excellent exposition of the Beatitudes full

of thought and knowledge and power."
BritUh Weekly.

CHRIST'S "MUSTS," and other Ser-
mons,

'•Felicitous exposition, rugjfed, intense eloquence,
and beautiful illustration,"— W'orti and Work.

THE WEARIED
Permons.

"They show the same wonderfal fertility of apt and
beantiiul illustrations, the same exquisite use of

language, tlio same direct heart-searching power

w«k^"--?*'r^«r«T,;Hd"p;;^pi?.*"^ HOLY of HOLIES. A Series of_____ Sermons on the llth, I5th, and 16th Chapters of

THE UNCHANGING CHRIST, and other the Guspei by John.
hermonH. ** No British preacher has unfoltied this por.ion of

" DisiinguiPbed by the finest scLolarahip and most
|
Scripture in a more scholarly style."

«xquisito Uterary finish."- Chrutian L^cder. North uritish Daily Mail,

CHRIST, and other
PAUL'S PRAYERS, and other Sermons.
"They are plain enough to be ui.derstood by the

unle^imed, and yet have sufficient richness and
cogency to attract the most cultivated."

Neta York Observer.

CHALET CAUDB COTE, DIEPPE.—An
English lady RECEIVES EIGHT GIRLS of IB and

upwards in her CMlet near Dieppe. Convefsationul Krerich
rapidly aciuired. Specitl facilities for Music, Skeichiiig,
German. Opportunilies for every form of healthy enjoyment.
Direct Service twice dai'y with England.— Full details will be
supplied on applying to Miss Cl'Mmick, Dieppe..

'* Miss RoEsi writes with grace, Lumour, and riracity."

I E-^SONS by CORRESPONDENCE.

—

I J Miss ROSSI undertakes to TEACH the PRINCIPLES
of LITERARY COMPOSITION, upon which the Art of
Literature depends. Fee (payable in advance). Ten Lessons,
Three Guineas ; or a Trial Course of Three, One Guinea.—

"

32, Monmouth Road, Bayswater, W.

ALL EXAMINATIONS.
PREPARATION by CORRBSPONDENCB

on a THOROUGHLY INDIVIDUAL SYSTEM. The
STAFF includes Graduates of Oxford. Cambridge, London,
and Royal Universities.

SINGLE SUBJECTS TAKEN: Latin, reek. French,
German, Mattitmatios, Science, Logic, Political Economy, &c.

Address Mr. J. CHARLESTON. B.A. (London and Omn.),
27, Chancery Lane, London, W.C,

GOVERNBSSESforPRIVATE FAMILIES
-MISS LOUISA BROUGH can RECOMMEND Reveral

highly-rjualitied English ai.d Foreign G.veniesses for Resident
and Daily Engagements.-Central Rioisthy for Tkachees,
25. Craven Street. Charing Cross, W.C.

r\LO ENGLISH, ICELANDIC!, an<1 OLD
^ / GERMAN LFSSONS given by GERMAN TUTOR.
Fee, 28. per hour. Teaches also Modem German and Jloderu
French.—Address "Teacher," 3, Worsley Road, Hampstead.

MUDIE'S LIBRARY
(LIMITED).

For the CIRCULATION and SALE of
all the BEST

ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN, ITALIAN,
SPANISH, and RUSSIAN BOOKS.

TOWN STJBBORIPTIONS from ONE auiNEA
per annam.

LONDON BOOK SOCIETY (for veeltlr eiohange of Books
at the houses of Subscribers) from TWO GUINEAS per annum.

COUNTRY SUBSCRIPTIONS fromTWO GUINEAS
per annam.

N.B.—Two or Three Friends may UNITE in ONE SUB-
SCRIPTION, and thus lessen the Cost of Carriage.

Town and Village Cluba supplied on Liberal Term,
FroBpecttuOB a^d Monthly LittB of Books gratis

and post free.

SURPLUS LIBRARY BOOKS
Now Offered a.x

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.

A NEW CLEARANCE LIST (100 pp.)
Sent Oratis and post free to any address.

The List contains: POPULAR WORKS in

TRAVEL, SPORT. HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY,
SCIBNOB, and nOTION. Also NEW and SUR-
PLUS Copies of FRENCH, GERMAN, ITALIAN,
SPANISH, and RUSSIAN BOOKS.

30-34, NEW OXFORD STRBKT;
Ml, Brompton Road, S.W. ; 48, Queen Victoria

Street, E.C, LoirDoir

;

And at Barton Arcade, Mavohkbtkv.

ESTABLISHED 1851.

BIRKBEGK BANK,
Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane. London, W.C.

CURRENT AOOOUNTS
20 / on the minimum monthly balances, ^^^/

/o when not drawn below £100. ^^ / O

DEPOeiT ACCOUNTS
2jJ^ j on Deposits, repayable on ^^ J^^ I

2 /o demand. ^m2 'O

London : ALEXANDER & SHEPHEARD, Lt.^.,2I and 22, Furnlv^l Stieet, Holborn, W.C.

STOCKS AND SHARES.
Stocks and Shares Purchased aud Sold for Customers.

The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, p-- t

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT. Manager.

Telephone, No. .^, Holborn

T$legraphic Addrett " Birrbkck.. Londos."
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CHATTO&WINDUS'SNEWBOOKS

ANDROMEDA: an Idyll of the
Ciroat lUver. By ROBKRT BUCHANAN, Antbor
of "Tb« Shadow of ihe Sword." SEJOND
KOITION. Crown 8vo, clotb, i;ill top, Si.

THE SON of the HOUSE By
BERTHA THOMAS. Crown 8to, clolh, Kilt
top, Ss.

COMRADES TRUE By Annie
THOMAS, Author of '* Deniiia Donne," "The
Siren's Web," Ac. (rrown 8vo, clotb, g'di top, 68,

THE ORANGE GIRL. By^ir
WALTER HKS*NT. With 8 Illnstrations by
Fred !>,);»"> SEVENTH EDITION. Crown
8^-o, rloih. pilt top, Cs.

A GENTLEMAN in KHAKI :^
story of the South African War. By JOHN
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The Literary Week.
We feel impelled to apologise to our readers from time
to time for the evidences which we furnish from week to

week in our " Notes on Novels " of the appalling
quantities of poor novels which are poured forth. We
wonder more and more why such novels are written, why
they are published, whether they are read, and whither
they go. And our wonder is always interrupted by the
arrival of new fatuities. Into one of the newest we dip,

and read :

He felt that he must do Bomething towards ascertaining
his fate with Florence ; so, taking his fate in his bands,
he moved his chair into closer proximity to hers, and, in a
tone of voice which not a little betrayed his agitation, he
asked, " Would I o£Pend you, or be presuming too much,
if I called you Florence instead of Miss Montgomery ? It

would make me happy just to be permitted that liberty.

You will not deny me that—will you, Florence ?
"

" Why should it make you happier to call me Florence
than to call me by my society cognomen ? I'm sure it

can't make any difference to you ? Will I play something
to you now, Mr. Haldane : aunt will not be pleased, you
know, if I don't ?" . . . Floience was silent and perfectly
motionless, except that her head drooped more, and her
hands, which lay on her lap, were clasped tighter than
usual, and her bosooi heaved more than ordinary respira-
tion warranted.

To the pages of the New Review Mr. George Wyndham,
the T'nder Secretary for War, contributed a critical essay
on Mr. Stephen Crane. This appreciation was reprinted
as the introductory chapter to a volume called Pictures of
War, containing "The Eed Badge of Courage," "The
Little Regiment," and other shorter stories by Mr. Crane.
Mr. Wyndham is enthusiastic about Mr. Crane : "He has
painted a picture [in ' The Red Badge of Courage ']

that challenges comparisc'n with the most vivid scenes of

Tolstoi's La Guerre et la I'aix or of Zola's La Dehdcle."

You may shut the book, but you still seethe buttle-flags
"jerked about marth- in the smoke," or sinking with
"dying gestures ol despair," the men "dropping here
and there like bundles" ; the captain shot dead with " an
astonished and sorrowful loi'k as if he thought Eome friend
had done him an ill turn"; and the litter of corpses,
" twisted in fantastic cont'Ttions," as if " they had
fallen fr. in some jfreat height, dumped out upon the
ground from the sky." The book is full of sensuous
impressions that leap out from the picture : of gestures,
attitudes, (irimaces, that flash into portent ms definition,

like facfS from the climbing clouds of nightmare. It
leaves the imagination bounded with a "dense wall of
smoke, furiously slit and slashed by the knife-like fire

from the rifles." It leaves, in short, such indelible traces
88 are left by the actual experience of war.

Had Mr. Crane lived, it was arranged that he should
sail to St. Helena aa the correspondent of the Morning Post.

He has left a volume of shoit stories which may be called

Wounds in the Rain, and a long novel of adventure. An
article on Mr. Crane's work will be found on another page.

Miss Kingsley has gone, and we who are left have to

mourn the loss of a good comrade, and one with an honest,

kindly nature. When the time comes to appreciate her
scientific work it will probably be seen that she lacked the

time to CO- ordinate the facts that she was quick to

observe and resolute to collect. But on literature she has
certainly left her mark. She possessed the rare gift of a

perfectly original and distinctive style. Curiously enough,
it had nothing about it that one is accustomed to associate

with the word " feminine," and many must have been
astonished to find that the "stinging and bitterly cheerful

irony " on which M. Marillier complimented her was the

production of the prim and staid maiden lady that Miss
Kingsley really was. She possessed, indeed, much of

Swift's sardonic power without either his misanthropy or

his love of the unmentionable, and one has to go back to

the great classics to find any writer who might have served

her for a model. With more animal spirits than Lucian,

she had less of his cynicism ; and perhaps it is only in

Rabelais that we find her parallel. Yet she could never

have studied the master in the original, for, although a
good German scholar, she assured the present writer that

she could not read a line of French ; and much of the

Pantagruel would have been repulsive to her. One wonders
whether Charles Kingsley, who was fond of Rabelais,

can have initiated her into the mysteries of the Sage of

Meudon.

Mr. William Watson contributed the following to last

week's Speaker

:

Friend, call me what you will : no jot care I

:

I that shnll stand for England till I die.

England I The England that rejoiced to see

Hellas unbound, Italy one and free
;

The England that had tears for Poland's doom,
And in her heart for all the world made room ;

The Eugland from whose side I have not swervf d

;

The immortal England whom I too have strved,

Accounting her all living lands above,
In justice and in mercy and in love.

Half-a-dozen titles could be found to suit these fine lines.

If there is anything left in the world that would make a
"gentleman in khaki" start, it would be to learn that

Mr. Watson's title is " On Being Styled a Pro-Boer."

We take the following from the Daily Chronicle :

A curious literiiry and artistic quarrel is in the air, and
may even reach the Law Courts. In a popular magazine
there appears a story which bears in plot a resemblance
to Mr. Ans'ey's The Giant's Rube. The hero—or viUuin

—

is a young poet who suggests a well-inown writer. The
artist who has illustrated the story has quite inadver-
tently drawn a speaking likeness, not only of the writer in

question, but hIso of his publisher. Naturally, a certain

amount of annoyance has been caused. Perhaps the most
curious tbicg about the matter is that the author of the

story, the artist, the poet, and the publisher are all well

acquainted with each other.

The aggrieved author, we understand, is .Mr. Le Gallienne.

The astonished publisher, wo understand, is Mr. Harms-
worth.
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Mk. Alfbsd Sutbo's literary services to M. Maeter-

linck have been so great that it is not surprising to find

them reciprocated in kind. Mr. Sutro has written a play

of modem life in four acts called The Cave of Illusion

(Grant Richards) and M. Maeterlinck, whose Aglavaine and

Stlyteitt is advertised on the page facing the title-page,

writes a thirteen-page Preface. This Preface is in French.

In its opening paragraphs M. Maeterlinck talks at large

, about English literature of the second half of the nineteenth

century. He thinks that the only tragedy produced in

that period that will not fall into oblivion is Mr. Bwin-
bume's Atalanta in Calydon. In poetry :

Depuis la periode romantique anglaise et fran^'aise, si je

mats a port lea poemes de Wagner qui n'appartiennent pas
a la litterature propremeut dite, mais a la mu^ique—quelle

est la piece poetique qui ait reellement vecu, qui nous ait

revele dans les acti< us et les passions des homines une
beaute, une grandeur ou un charme lyrique inoonnus ?

Quelle est celle qui ait marqu6 dans I'histoire litteraire.

qui ait eu une influence durable et dent on se souvienne ?

8i Ton m'interrogeait serieusement sur ce point je ne
pourrais guere citer que Pippa Passes de Browning, et

encore faudrait-il dire que ce poeme ne demeure poeme
tout en etant neuf , reel et actuel, que paroe qu'il n'est pas
a proprement parler une piece de theatre, attendu qu'il est

probablement impossible de le porter sur la scene.

"Whilb M. Maeterlinck talks thus of tragedy in the

past, Mr. W. L. Courtney is telling us, in his reprinted

lectures on The Idea of Tragedy in Ancient and Modern
Drama (Constable), that there is hope. Indeed, he thinks

that in " The Second Mrs. Tanqueray " we have a play
which is "a true tragedy in form, manner, and style.

We stand too close to it at present to see its true propor-
tions, and the real issue disappears because it is classed,

not only among other plays of his [Mr. Pinero's], but
superficially described as a study after the model of Ibsen.

In form it is much more like a play of the school of Dumas
the younger. . . . The character of Paula Tanqueray is

one of the most triumphant creations which has ever been
composed for the stage." Mr. Pinero returns these compli-
ments strenuously in a " Prefatory Note to the Author."

Mr. Edwarb Clodd's memoir of Mr. Grant Allen is a
book which will be read with peculiar interest and sym-
pathy by those who write for a living. For to that hard
occupation Mr. Allen had to bend his energies. His
mental equipment was almost too fine and various ; and
the force of circumstances continually made him write, as
it were, from only a part of his nature. Yet few men,
in the end, have delivered their souls more completely.
Mr. Clodd gives in facsimile Mr. AUen's answer to some-
one who had asked him for his favourite quotation. He
wrote

:

I don't know that any phrase or quotation has ever been
of much use to me in life, but the two passages most
frequently on my lips are probably these :

" What shall it profit a man if he gain the whole world
and lose his own soid."

"To live by law,
Acting the law we live by without fear,

And, because right is right, to follow right
Were wisdom in the scorn of consequence."

On the title-page of the memoir, which, by the way, is of
just the right length, we have this text from 1 Kings iv.

:

He spake of trees, from the cedar tree that is in Lebanon
even unio the hyssop that springeth out of the wall : he
spake also of beasts and of fowl and of creeping things
and fishes.

He spake of much else besides.

Novelist and his Best Book." The novelist is Mark Twain,
the book Huckleberry Finn :

I lay it down as one of the distinctive cbaracteristics of

a good story that it pleases—or rather, seizes—every period

of life; that the child, and his elder brother, and his

father, and his grandfather, may read it with like enjoy-

ment—not equal enjoyment, because as a man gets older

and understands more and more what the world of men
and women means, he reads between the lines and sees

things which the child cannot see and csinnot understaijd.

. . . The first quality that I claim for this book, then, is

that it does appeal to all ages and every age. The boy of

twelve reads it with deUght beyond his power of words to

express ; the young man reads it ; the old man reads it.

The book is a joy to all alike. For my own part, I have
read it over and over again, yet always with delight and
always finding something new in its pages.

Another article in Munsey^s, which, no doubt, the Munsey

readers will think tip-top," is called " Beezie, the

Sucessful Maid : The Story of a Housemaid who was Born

a Genius in her Line, as surely as Mozart and Millet were

in Theirs, and how She brought Comfort and Delight into

a Troubled Household."

Mumey's Magazine has started an English career, at the
price of sixpence, and under the care of Messrs. Horace
Marshall & Son, and a capital sixpence-worth of literature
it is. Sir Walter Besant discourses on "My Favourite

Mr. Arthur Symons's article on Ernest Dowson in the

current Fortnightly Review may be read with interest for its

revelation of a strange corner of the literary world. We
would not imply, however, that it has not stronger claims

to be read. Mr. Symons's tribute to his friend is genuine,

and has moving passages of narrative and striking ones of

criticism

:

He did not realise that he was going to die, and was full of

projects for the future, when the £600 which was to come
to him from the sale of some property should have given

him a fresh chance in the world ; began to read Dickens,

whom he had never read before, with singular zest ; and,

on the last day of his life, sat up talking eagerly till five

in the morning. At the very moment of bis death he did

not know that he was dying. He tried to cough, could

not cough, and the heart quietly stopped.

Of Dowson's life in London we have some curious and
unexpected glimpses

:

I think I may date my first impression of what one calls

" the real man "
. . . from an evening in which he first

introduced me to those charming supper-houses, open all

night through, the cabmen's shelters. . . . He invited us

to supper, we did not quite realise where, and the cabman
came in with us, as we were welcomed, cotdially and
without comment, at a little place near the Langham

;

and, I recoUeot, very hospitably entertained. . . . Dowson
was known there, and I used to think he was always at

hia best in a cabmen's shelter. Without a certain sordid-

ness in hia smroundings, he was never quite comfortable,

never quite himself ; and at those places you are obliged

to drink nothing stronger than coffee or tea. I liked

to see him occa«ionally, for a change, drinking nothing

stronger than coffee or tea. . . . But I have never

known him when he could resist either the desire or

the eousequences of drink. . . . He drank the poisonous

liquors of those pot-houses which swarm about the

Docks ; he drifted about in whatever company came in

his way ; he let heedlessness develop into a curious dis-

regard of personal tidiness. In Pari', Les Halles took

the place of the Docks. At Dieppe, where I saw so much
of him one summer, he discovered strange, squalid haunts

about the harbour, where he made fi lends with amazing
innkeepers, and got into rows with the fishermen who
came in to drink after midnight. At Brussels, where I

WHS with him at the time of the Kermesse, he flung him-
self into all that riotous Flemish life, with a zest for what
was most sordidly riotous in it. It was his own way of

escape from life.

In Mr. Symons's opinion Ernest Dowson epitomised

himself in the following lyric : "a lyric which is certainly

one of the greatest lyrical poems of our time." The
Cynara of the poem is doubtless the young girl, the
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daughter of a French restaurant keeper, to whom Dowson
wrote most of his verse.

Last night, ah, yesternight, betwixt her lips and mine,
There fell thy shadow, Cynara ! thy breath was shed
Upon my soul between the kisses and the wine

;

And I was desolate and sick of an old passion,
Yea, I was desolate and bowed my head :

I have been faithful to thee, Cynara ! in my fashion.

All night upon mine heart I felt her warm heart beat,
Night-long within mine arms in love and sleep she lay

;

Surely the kisses of her bought red mouth were sweet

;

But I was desolate and sick of an old passion,
When I awoke and found the dawn was grey :

I have been faithful to thee, Cynara ! in my fashion.

I have forgot much, Cynara I gone with the wind,
Flung roses, roses riotously with the throng,
Dancing, to put thy pale, lost Hhes out of mind

;

But I was desolate and sick of an old passion.
Yea, all the time, because the dance was long

:

I have been faithful to thee, Cynara I in my fashion.

I cried for madder music and for stronger wine,
But when the feast is finished and the lamps expire.
Then falls thy shadow, Cynara I the night is thine ;

And I am desolate and sick of an old passion.
Yea, huDg^ for the lips of my desire

:

I have been faithful to thee, Cynara I in my fashion.

In the current Blackwood Mr. Or. S. Street has a light,

clever article on "Sheridan and Mr. Shaw." But the title

should have been " Congreve, Sheridan, and Mr. Shaw."
Here is a remark :

Sheridan's weakness is his lack of ideas ; Mr. Shaw's
weakness is his superabundance of them. Congreve's
ideas come naturally from the play of his characters, and
out of the fulness of his experience ; Mr. Shaw's ideas
have come in at all cost, and character and experience may
go hang. It seems that in whatever he writes he must
introduce his whole philosophy.

Another is this

:

The greatest writers of comedy could use normal charac-
ters and make them dramatic, entertaining, or what they
willed. Sheridan was not one of them, and he was con-
tent to exploit eccentricity. Mr. Shaw is not one of them
(at present), and his eye is for eccentricity exclusively.
He thinks it is not, as one of his characters would say,

but it is. Even the characters he designs to be normal
and a contrast to his eccentrics he makes eccentrically

normal. Consequently in this respect—and it is most im-
portant—one's amusement in seeing his plays is just the
same as one's amusement would have been in seeing
Sheridan'?, if one had been Shi-ridan's contemporary.

In reviewing Mrs. Meynell's book on Euskin, last

week, we could not find space to quote from the striking

page in which she contrasts the simplicity of Euskin's
life seen from within, with its bewildering spaciousness
when seen from without. " His life was not only centred,

but limited, by the places where he was bom and taught,
and by the things he loved. . . . There was a water-colour
drawing by his father that interested him when he
was a little boy in muslin and a sack (as Northcote painted
him, with his own chosen ' blue hills ' for a background),
and this drawing hung over his bed when he died ; the
[evenings of his last days were passed in the chair wherein
the preached in play a sermon before he could well pro-
tnounce it." And yet, says Mrs. Meynell,

the student of the work done in this quiet life of repeti-
tions is somewhat shaken from the steadfastness of study
by two things—multitude and movement. The multitude
is in the thoughts of this great and original mind, and the
movement is the world's. Euskin's enormous work has
never had steady auditors or spectators : it may be likened
to a sidereal sky beheld from an earth upon the wing.
Many, inaumerable, are the points that seem to shift and
journey, to the shifting eye. Part'y it was he himself who
altered his readers ; and partly they changed with the long

change of a nation ; and partly they altered with succes-
sive and recurrent moods. John Buskin wrote first for his

contemporaries, young men ; fifty years later he wrote for

the same readers fifty years older, as well as for their sons.

And hardly has a mob of Shakespeare's shown more sudden,
imanimous, or clamorous versions and reversions of opinion
than those that have acclaimed and rejected, derided and
divided, his work, once to ban and bless, and a second time
to bless and ban. '

Tolstoy's Resurrection has not escaped some caustic

criticism from his countryman Verestchagin, the painter

of war. It seems that Verestchagin is in the habit
of publishing, from time to time, under the title of

Leaves from a Note Boole, his views, private thoughts,
and criticisms. His handling of Resurrection is in this

wise :

In spite of finely written separate scenes, full of reaUstio
grace, the plot as a whole will not stand analysis. It is

impossible to enumerate all the incongruities caused by
the deeire to point a moral. For example, Katusha,
betrayed by Nekhludoff, stands at his side for several
hour.', and yet either fails to see him or else fails to .

recognise him. Neither is even an admissible possibility,

because, according to the story, the hero has not changed
appreciably. Yet this was necessary to the author's
purpose, and he sacrificed probability. Again, the un-
natural, the impossible Prince NekhludolF, who despises

his circle, does not shrink from bothering official per-
sonages, enduring insults and ridicule for the sake of

legalising his union with Katushn. But marriage is a
spiritual, as well as a legal, mateiial union, and can there
be such a thing as a spiritual union between these two ?

Marriage would have been worse than physical torture to

both, yet somehow it was necessary to 'Tolstoy to insist

upon it for his hero !

In truth, Tolstoy himself perceived finedly the unsound-
ness of his whole conception, and in Resurrection the very
thing we miss is the resurrection. The whole story ends
with the accidental lighting of Nekhludoff on a page of

the Bible, which shows biiu that everything was wrong,
and that the right is something different. What ? This
is left for the future, also because it was necessary that it

should be so.

In a word, the artist in Tolstoy has lost at the expense
of the preacher.

After this Verestchagin becomes more personal, and
brings against Tolstoy the preacher the following indict-

ments :

Having wearied at the close of a long life of nutritious,

palatable food, he assures us that it is injurious to man,
even to young and strong men.
Having reached the age of seventy, he wonders what

good there is in life that it should be so ardently desired,

and yet allows a physician to treat him in ilhiess so that

he may ward off death.
Having bred a large family, he declares that the repro-

duction of the species is wrong and that celibacy is the

right course for men.
He advocates non-resistance to evil. What would he do

if his family were kidnapped and sold as slaves ? I think
he would shoulder a gun and join the regiment that weut
to free the captives.

It is amusing to read Tolstoy's affirmation that he has
tried to discover a solution in science and has foiind the

latter wanting. He talks of science as a blind man might
of beauty. Well-read he is, but his scientific education is

slender and he never learned anything systematically. He
is regarded by many as a philosopher, but he is only a
great novelist. It was Turgeneff who observed that true

art is impossible writhout the largest freedom, the fullest

independence of systems, notions, and preconceived

schemes. In Tolstoy the splendid talent, the wonderfully
written episodes, the separate pictures, are all rigidly

subordinated to a philosophic-moral system.

Me. Lk Gallienne has made a book of the topographical

articles which he recently contributed to the Weekly Sun
under the title of Travels in England. His " England " is
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a restricted one; but it includes such lovely and inter-

esting spots as Selborne, Stratford-on-Avon, Winchester,

Hazlitt's Winterslow, Stonehenge, Lechlade, the Cotswolds,

&c. The dedication is as follows

:

To
William Shabv

These "Tiiavrls" aek affectioitatkly dedicated.

Will, you have travelled far and wide
On many a foreign couutry-side.

Tell me if you have fairer found
Than honeysuckled English ground

;

Or did you, all the journey through,

Find such a friend, dear Will—as you ?

By the way, Mr. Le QaUienne's poetical Epilogue sug-

gests that he expected his book to appear last autumn, for

it begins : " Put by the wheel, the summer's done."

A RKViEWER points out to us the following coincidence,

in which one quotation has been used almost at the same
moment (apropos of Mr. Le GaUienne's book on Mr.
Kipling) by two independent writers to point a moral.

Academy, May 26, 1900, from article, "A Poet with the

Heartache "

:

" Who shall deliver us from too much love ? " is his

eternal cry. Well, he might for a change try as an anti-

dote what George Borrow found so much to his taste :

" Life is sweet, brother. . . . There's day and night,

brother, both sweet things ; sun, moon, and stars, all

gweet things ; there's likewise a wind on the heath."

Sunday Sun, May 27, 1900, from " Book of the Week"—
Th« Zeit-Geut:

And this after all is the best method of fulfilling the
splendid opportunities of life, and realising its intense
joyousness. It is better thau saying with Tennyson that
our hopes are with the uncertain Future, to ssy with
Kipling that our intention is to make the best of the certain
present. Jasper summed up the whole matter when he
said to Lavengro: "Life is sweet, brother." "Do you
think so ? " asked Lavengro. " Think so !

" replied Jasper.
" There's night and day, brother, both sweet things; sun,
moon, and stars, brother, all s^eet things; there's likewise
a wind on the heath. Life is very sweet, brother."

Bibliographical.
" You greatly should oblige me," writes an esteemed
citi/en of Potsdam, " when kindly informing me about the
critical essays, articles, and bibliography published on Ben
Johnson during the last decades." " Kindly pardon," he
adds, " my incorrect English." I do ; but I must ask my
correspondent to leave out the "h" in " Johnson " when
he refers, as I presume he refers here, to the poet-
dramatist. "The last decades" is a vague phrase; but
taking the two last, I will, with pleasure, indicate the
most notable of the publications concerning Jonson during
that period. They begin in 1884, with Jonson's inclusion
in the " Old Dramatists " of Messrs. Eoutledge, and with
Henry Morley's collection of his Playt and Poems. Then,
in 1886, came Jonson's Dramatic Works and Lyrics, with
an essay thereon by J. A. iSymonds, who, in the same year,
introduced a memoir of Jonson to the "English Worthies"
series. To 1889 belongs a reprint of the discoveries; to
1893, the appearance of three volumes of plays by Jonson
(edited by Brinsley, Nicholson; and C. H. Herford) in the
" Mermaid " series. In 1897 Jonson received a good deal
of attention. Messrs. Chatto issued Gifford and Cunning-
ham's edition of the JForks, in three volumes, at a reduced
price ; £very Man in his Humour was included in the
" Temple Dramatists "

; in English Masques appeared the
text of several by Jonson ; and Mr. E. J. Castle brought
out a book of essays, of one of which Jonson was the
subject. In 1898 came a reprint of Volpone, handsomely
got up, with drawings by Aubrey Beardsley ; while, last
year. Prof. Arber made Jonson the figure-head of one of

his British Anthologies. Add to this the new and revised

edition of Prof. Ward's English Dramatic Literature, in

which much space is devoted to Jonson, and you have,

I think, a tolerably complete bibliography of that worthy

for the past twenty years.

It would seem that in Messrs. Greening's series of

volumes on contemporary English writers the work on

Mr Swinburne is to be from the pen of Mr. Theodore

Wratislaw, himself a devotee of the Muse, as he showed

us in his Caprices and The Pity of Love. I suppose the

work will be more critical than biographical, and indeed

there is room for an exhaustive study of Mr. Swinburne's

large and varied output in verse and prose. Lowell and

Stedman both wrote essays on Mr. Swinburne's verse;

but, so far, his work has not been made the sole topic of a

volume. Now, Mr. Thomas Hardy, whom Mr. W. L.

Courtney will deal with in Messrs. Greening's series, has

already been the subject of two volumes—one by Mr.

Lionel Johnson, which came out in October, 1894, and one

by Miss Annie Macdonell, which appeared a few weeks

later. Mr. T. E. Pemberton, who is to write about Mr.

Bret Harte, has hitherto distinguished himself (apart from

play-production) only as the biographer of dramatists or

actors.

We may take for granted, I think, that Mr. Beerbohm

Tree's pronouncement at Oxford on the proper stage

presentation of Shakespeare will appear in one of the

reviews. It is not so very long ago since he figured in the

Fortnightly with a discourse on Hamlet from the point of

view of an actor's prompt-book. Mr. Tree is among the

literary actors. His dissertation on the imaginative faculty

was published in a booklet some seven years ago. It is

the correct thing for a leading player to discourse, some

time or other, before an academic body. In 1885 Sir

Henry Irving spoke at Harvard on " The Art of Acting,"

and in the following year at Oxford on " Four Great

Actors." Vide his little book called The Drama (1893).

Talking of literary actors, let us not forget the literary

actresses—such as Miss Janet Achurch, who has just

translated a play by Hauptmann into English. This is

the lady who first made Ibsen a force in England by pro-

ducing " The Doll's House " at a London theatre. Lady

Bancroft, Miss Ellen Terry, Miss Mary Anderson, Mrs.

Kendal, have written their reminiscences; but actresses

do not often make excursions into literature pure and

simple. Miss Dickens is a busy novel writer, but she has

given up the stage as a profession.

I mentioned last week the monographs on David

Hume by Prof. Huxley and Prof. William Knight. I

am now reminded that Prof. Henry Calderwood has

penned a monograph on the same subject. It is quite

true : the book appeared two years ago in the " Famous

Scots" series of Messrs. Oliphant & Co., and was a very

workmanlike performance. But it was sufficient for my
purpose to refer to the Huxley and Knight volumes.

Messrs. Macinillan have just missed an opportunity

of adding substantially to the art-culture of the population.

They have issued a volume of Tennyson's Poems, illus-

trated by sixteen drawings made by celebrated artists for

the volume of 18.57. But in no case is the name of the

artist indicated Educated people need no such informa-

tion ; they know a Holman Hunt, a Rossetti, a Millais, a

Maclise, when tliey see one. But for many the value of the

volume we refer to would have been greatly enhanced had

some concession been made to their ignorance of the origin

of the illustrations.

The title of Mr. W. D. Howells's forthcoming work, 3fy

Acquaintance with Authors, reminds one pleasantly of that

of Hazlitt's well-known essay, " My First Acquaintance

with Poets." It also suggeste, though more remotely,

J. T. Fields's Yesterdays with Authors. Did not Mrs.

Fields, too, write a book on Authors and Friends ? Mr.

Howells's volume will be, I suppose, autobiographical.

TuE Bookworm.
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Reviews.

The Pageant of History.

The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire.

By Edward Gibbon. Edited by J. B. Bury, M.A.
7 vols. Each 6s. (Methuen.)

It was in 1764 that Gibbon started upon the twenty-three

years of scholarly labour which gave to the world, volume
after volume, the greatest of its histories. Why should

we deny ourselves the pleasure of once more transcribing

the passages, surcharged with eighteenth century senti-

ment, in which he describes the inception and the com-
pletion of his mighty task :

It was at Eome, on the loth of October, 1764, as I sat

musing amidst the ruins of the Capitol, while the bare-
footed fryars were singing vespers in the Temple of

Jupiter, that the idea of writing the Decline and Fall of

the City first started to my mind.
It was on the day, or rather night, of the 27th of June,

1787, between the hours of eleven aud twelve, that I wrote
the last lines of the last page, in a summer-house in my
garden. After laying down my peu I took several turns in

a herceau, or covered walk of acHcias, which commands a
prospect of the country, the lake and the mountains. The
air was temperate, the sky was serene, the silver orb of the

moon was reflected from the waters, and all nature was
silent. I will not dissemble the first emotions of joy on
recovery of my freedom and perhaps of the establishment
of my fame. But my pride was soon humbled and a sober
melancholy was spread over my mind by the idea that I

had taken an everlasting leave of an old and agreeable
companion, and that whatever might be the future fate of

my history, the life of the historian must be short and
precarious.

The life of Gibbon, up to 1764, as depicted in his auto-

biography, had not been without its elements of paradox.

He was a self-made scholar ; not in the sense that he
sprang from a hedge-school, for he had been to West-
minster and Magdalen, but because he had had to climb

to erudition over all the impediments which those two
famous seats of learning could throw in his way. During
his university career he was suddenly converted to

Catholicism. This brought it to a close. His father

hastily packed him off to Lausanne, where the theological

subtlety of the Protestant pastor in whose house he was
domiciled presently argued him out of his new faith.

Here, too, he fell in love with Mile. Curchod, afterwards

the famous Mme. Necker. But, alas ! yet another generous

impulse of youth was destined to be thwarted by an

obdurate father. Gibbon himself describes the upshot

with an artificiality thoroughly characteristic of his age :

" I sighed as a lover, I obeyed as a son. My wound was
insensibly healed by time, absence, and the habits of a

new life." The lady, too, recovered, and in after years

Gibbon and Mme. Necker were on terms of courtly

friendship. Ah ! Gibbon was of the eighteenth century.

He would dilate on the " incomparable landscape " of

Lausanne, but he lived there for fifteen years without

climbing so much as a hillock. He was carried over the

Alps to Italy in an osier basket, and " the spectacle of

Venice afforded some hours of astonishment." One summer
he spent some weeks at Lord Sheffield's country place—in

the library. When he was about to go, his hat was
missing. " On my arrival," he said, " I left it on the hall

table. I have had no occasion for it since." He is not

singular among students of history who have remained
purblind to the political needs of the present. Throughout
the long struggle which ended in the separation of the

American States from the colonial empire of England
Gibbon sat in Parliament, a silent supporter of Lord
North. To Ijord North, who learnt less from history than

any man, and taught it one of its most bitter lef sons.

Gibbon dedicated tho Decline and Fall.

Were 1 ambitious of any other Patron than the Public,

I would inscribe this work to a Statesman, who, in a long.

a stormy, and at length an unfortunate administration,
had many political opponents, almost without a personal
enemy ; who has retained, in his fall from power, many
faithful and disinterested friends; and who, under the
pressure of severe infirmity, enjoys the lively vigour of his

mind, and the felicity of his incomparable temper. Lord
North wiU permit me to express the feelings of friendship
in the language of truth ; but even truth and friendship
should be silent, if he still dispensed the favours of the
crown.

Gibbon's life smells eighteenth century, but his work is

of all time. Alone of modem histories, it will bear putting
on the shelf with the masterpieces of antiquity, Herodotus,
Thucydides, Livy. Gibbon's masters in historical writing

were Robertson and Hume—admirable writers, but they
are antiquated, while he is fresh and luminous as ever.

"Whatever else is read," said Prof . Freeman, "Gibbon
must be read too." Over a thousand years, the critical

thousand years during which modernity was in the making,
he is still the prime exponent of the broad lines upon
which the world moved.

It will not, however, in future be wise to read Gibbon
in any other edition than this of Prof. Bury's. Too high
praise could not be lavished upon the way in which it

has been conceived and executed. Prof. Bury is equally

erudite and discreet. Here is the Decline and Fall as

Gibbon left it, with precisely so much editing as is needful
in order to enable the student to correct Gibbon's few and
inevitable errors, and to pursue his researches, on Gibbon's
lines, through the vast mass of primary and secondary
material which has become available since Gibbon's day.

Briefly, Prof. Bury's method is as follows : he tampers
neither with Gibbon's text nor his notes. A few addi-

tional notes are inserted, always clearly defined by square
brackets, with the object of making the references more
precise, and of quickly qualifying the disputable state-

ments. At the end of each volume come brief, but
admirably full, dissertations on selected topics of great

historical importance, together with a discussion and
criticism of the original sources and other authorities for

that volume—a necessary branch of a modern historian's

task, which Gibbon neglected. Prof. Bury's wide know-
ledge of the literature of his subject in every tongue,

Greek and Slavonic as well as West European, makes
these appendices of first-class value. He has apparently

read everything. Maps and plans are interspersed, and
about a third of the last volume is devoted to a full index,

for which we have to thank Mrs. Bury. The modest, but
masterly, introduction should be carefully read by every

student who desires to know exactly what he should and
what he should not expect from his Gibbon. 80 far as

the historical soundness of the book goes, it comes to

this : " If we take into account the vast range of his

work. Gibbon's accuracy is amazing." In spite of his

imperfect education, he had the scholar's instinct. He
exhausted the original texts, so far as he could get them,

and the best research of his own time. He made large

and wise use of the impeccable Tillemont, " whose inimit-

able accuracy almost assumes the character of genius."

Nevertheless, " accuracy is relative to opportunities "
; the

century since the Decline and Fall appeared has become
fertile in the accumulation of new historical material ; and
" if Gibbon were alive and writing now, his history would
be very different." Prof. Bury elaborates this point

through a dozen brilliant pages, leaving the clearest

impression of the exact nature of the qualifications and
prepossessions which the modern reader must be content

to bring to the book. As has been hinted, Gibbon was
deficient in " Quellenkunde," the systematic investigation

of sources, which plays so large a part in modern scholar-

ship, and the nature and importance of which has been
worked out with such detail in the recent Introduction to

the Study of History of MM. Langlois and Seignobos. He
does not always succeed in distinguishing a primary from
a secondary source of information, or attempt, for instance,
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to disentangle the succession and weigh the relative

authorities of the various authors of the JTistoria Augu*te.

Con8e<iuently, ho relies, from time to time, upon the state-

ments of authorities whom an ezacter criticism discredits.

Much of his history of the beginnings of Mahomotanism
is based upon what is little more than a romance. And
this imperfect discrimination of one authority from another
leads straight into the easy historical pitfall, from which,
according to Prof. Bury, even Mommsen has not always
escaped, of blonding together the evidence of different

periods in order to paint a i-omplete picture of an institu-

tion. Qib'bon's account of Germany, for instance, is half

Civsar and half Tacitus, irrespective of the fact that, as

Bishop Stubbs has since shown, more than one develop-
ment took place in Germanic institutions during the
interval between the two writers. Prof. Bury points out
the chief directions in which historical knowledge has
g^wn since Gibbon's time, and the chapters of his work
which are most affected by the new lights. The principal

grave, or structural, defect in the book he finds in Gibbon's
treatment of the " Byzantine," or " Lower," Empire.
This Gibbon treated somewhat cursorily; and in his im-
patience of certain pettinesses which it displayed, he
certainly failed to realise the importance of Constantinople,
century after century, as a bulwark of the West against
the East. The devoted scholarship of recent years has
reversed Gibbon's point of view; and Prof. Bury con-
siders that the new tendencies reach their culminating
point in Krumbacher's magnificent Hhtory of Byzantine
Literature. This work he declares to be " likely to form
as important an epoch as that of Ducange."
In most respects Prof. Bury's appreciation carries us

along with him. We differ to the extent of regarding
Gibbon as less of a philosophic historian than he does.
" His position among men of letters depends both on the
fact that he was an exponent of important ideas and on his
style." A little further on this is expanded :

Gibbon has his pliice in literature uot only as the stylist,

who never lays aside his toga when he takes up his pen,
but as the expounder of a large and striking idea in a
sphere of intense interest to mankind, and as a powerful
representative of certain tendencies of his age. The
guiding idea or " moral " of his history is briefly stated in
his epigram :

" I have described the triumph of barbarism
and religion." In other words, the historical development
of human societies, since the second century after Christ,
was a retrogression (according to ordinary views of '

' pro-
gress "), for which Christianity was mainly to blame. This
conclusion of Gibbon tended in the same direction as the
theories of Rousseau ; only, while Rousseau dated the
decline from the day when man left Arcadia, Gibbon's era
was the death of Marcus Aurelius.

Well, Gibbon may have had this idea; but we rather
doubt whether it much affects the evolution of his history.
In fact, as Mr. Cotter Morison pointed out many years ago.
Gibbon approaches his subject rather as an artist than as
a philosopher. Perhaps this is why he endures. He is

occupied rather with the pageant of history, with its show
and splendour of delightful circumstance, than with the
deep underlying causes that set it in motion. His judg-
ment is of men rather than of forces. Splendid visions
course over his beautiful deliberate pages ; emperors and
barbarians, saints and sinners. They decorate his imagina-
tion rather than stir his speculation. It is a procession
of setting empires and " new-caught sullen peoples," of
creeds and enthusiasms that rise to fall again. For Gibbon
it is enough that these things passed so. He seta them
forth with ironical detachment, and leaves to others the
task of explaining them, if they will. It is a legitimate
attitude towards history, and has, at any rate, the advantage
of permanence.

South Africa and the War.— VII.

London to Lady»mith, vid Pretoria. By Winston Spencer
Churchill. (Longmans. 6s.)

Ladysmith : th« Diary of a Siege.

(Methuen. 63.)

By H. W. Nevinson.

Four Months Besieged : the Story of Ladysmith. By H. H. S.
Pearse. (Macmillan. 63.)

Exceptional personal adventures, and a plain English
style of a rather eighteenth-century cast, are the dis-
tinguishing features of Mr. Churchill's war book. The
adventures are known to everyone ; the style will bear a
little illustration. Mr. Churchill is, we are sure, a student
of Johnson, and Gibbon, and other writers of the rotund
and balanced sentence. Again and again we seem to see
a copy of Rasselas in his knapsack. Take this description
of life at sea

:

M.motony of view—for we live at the centre of a com-
plete circle of sea and sky; monotony of food—for all
things taste the same on board ship ; monotony of exist-
ence—for each day is but a barren repetition of the last

;

all fall to the lot of the passengers on great waters. It
were malevolent to try to bring the realisation home to
others. Yet all earthly evils have their compensations, and
even monotony is not without its secret joy. For a time
we drop out of the larger world, with its interests and its
obligations, and become the independent citizens of a tiny
State— a Utopian State where few toil and none go hungry
—bounded on all sides by the sea and vassal only to the
winds and waves.

Is not this an older convention than we are accustomed to
nowadays ? Is not Mr. Churchill at the farthest end of
that pole of which Steevens held the other ? Here is a
scene which actually recalls one described by Steevens in
his From Cape Town to Ladysmith. But the style is anti-
thetic. Mr. Churchill is describing the field of dead after
the fight at Trichardt's Drift

:

Here by the rock under which he had fought lay the
Field-Cornet of Heilbronn, Mr. de Mentz—a grey-haired
man of over sixty years, with firm aquiline features and a
short beard. The stony f<»ce was grimly calm, but it bore
the stamp of unalterable resolve ; the look of a man who
had thought it all out, and was quite certain that his cause
was j ust, and such as a s iber citizen might give his life
for. Nor was I surprised when the Boer prisoners told
me that Mentz had refused all suggestions of surrender,
and that when his left leg was snashed by a bullet he had
continued to load and lire until he bled to death ; and they
found him, pale and bloodless, holding his wife's letter in
his hand. Beside him was a boy of about seventeen shot
through the heart. Further on lay our owu two poor
riflemen with their heads smashed like egg-shells, and I
suppose they had mothers or wives far away at the end of
the deep-sea cables. Ah, horrible war, amazing medley of
the glorious and the squalid, the pitiful and the sublime,
if modern men of light and leading saw your face closer,
simple folk would see it hardly ever.

Some of our new writers would do well to study Mr.
Churchill's pages. They will see what can be accom-
plished with plain English and untortured phrases, and
will be able to judge how far events and emotions which
are intrinsically tragic benefit by that staccato style which
confers vigour rather than dignity.

Mr. Churchill's account of his escape from Pretoria,
whither he was taken as a prisoner after the memorable
armoured-train fight, is the liveliest piece of writing in a
book which never wants life. But note the quietness of a
passage on which many writers would have wreaked
phrases

:

My sole companion was a gigantic vulture, who mani-
fested an extravagant interest in my condition, and made
hideous and ominous gurglings from time to time. From
my lofty position I comminded a view of the whole valley.
A little tin-roofed town lay three miles to the westward.
Scattered farmsteads, each with a clump of trees, relieved
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the monotony of the undulating ground. At the foot of

the hill stood a Kaffir kraal, and the figures of its inhabi-

tants dotted the patches of cultivation or surrounded the

droves of goats and cows which fed on the pasture. The
railway ran tlrough the middle of the valley, and I could

watch the passage of the various trains. I counted four

passing each way, and from this I drew the conclusion

that the same number would run by night. I marked
a sitep gradient up which they climbed very slowly, and
determined at nightfall to make another attempt to board
one of theso. During the day I ate one slab of chocolate,

which, with the heat, produced a violent thirst. The pool

was hardly half a mile away, but I dared not leave the

shelter of the little wood, for I could see the figures of

white men riding or walking occasionally across the valley,

and once a Boer came and fired two shots at birds close to

my hiding-place. But no one discovered me.

In many respects—but particularly in its reliance on ripe

old English—Mr. Churchill's book is, we think, the most
readable of all the War books.

One is a little sad to find that such capitally-told stories

of the siege of Ladysmith as Mr. Nevinson's and Mr.
Pearse's awake less feeling than they ought to do. This is

because they play on chords on which many writers have
lately exercised their skill. It is absurd that war literature

should thus dilute itself, that reports of great deeds and
perils and sufferings should weary by duplication and
re-duplication. These two books are themselves concerned

with the same events, observed from the same standpoint.

There is, of course, the personal equation ; but even this

is reduced to a minimum by the fact that both writers

wrote their books in the form of despatches to newspaper
offices in Fleet-street, Mr. Nevinson serving the Baily

Chronicle and Mr. Pearse the Daily News. Both writers

emphasise the weary monotony of the siege, although their

books are alive with incident. As early as November 14

of last year Mr. Nevinson wrote, in Ladysmith :
" The

siege is becoming tedious, and we are losing heart." A
week later Sir George White said to his staff :

" Gentle-

men, wo have two things to do—to kill time and to kill

Boers ; both equally difficult." Mr. Pearse tells us how
time was killed in the long evenings.

Walking along the lampless streets, at an hour when
camps are silent, one is often attracted by the notes of

fresh, young voices, where soft lights glow through oprn

casements, or the singers sit under the vine-traceried

verandah of a " stoup," accompanying the melody with

guitar or banjo. Occasionally stentorian lungs roar un-

melodious music-hall choruses that jar by contrast with

sweeter strains, but sentiment prevails, and who can

wonder if there are sometimes tears in the voices that sing

"Swanee River" and "Home, Sweet Home," or if a

listener's heart is deeply moved as he hears the words,

"Mother, come back from the Echoless Shore," sung amid
such surroundings in the still nights of days that are

hoarse with the booming of guns ? Few of us, however,

despise comic songs here when time and sc*-ne fit. We
have them at frequent smoking-concerts that help to

enliven a routine of duty that would be dull without these

entertainments.

As for killing Boers, let Mr. Nevinson tell a grim story

of the attack on Surprise Hill by the 2nd Eifle Brigade

on the night of December 11. The voices of friend and

foe became intermingled in the darkness

:

Then came the horror of a war between two nations

familiar with the same language. " Second R B. !

Second R.B. ! " shouted our fellows as a watchword and

rallying-cry. " Second R.B. !
" shouted every Boer who

was challenged or came into danger. "B Company
here !

" cried an officer. " B Company here I
" came the

echo from the Dutch. " Where's Captain Paley ? " asked

a private. "Where's Captain Paley?" the question

passed from Boer to Boer. In the darkness it was im-

possible to distinguish friend from foe. The only way
was to stoop down till you saw the edge of a broad-

brimmed bat. Then you drove your bayonet through the

man, if he did not shoot you first. Many a poor fellow

was fhot down by some iLvisible figure who was talking to

him in English and was taken for a friend. One Boer

fired upon a private at two or three yards—and missed

him! The private sprang upon him. "I surrender! I

surrender !
" cried the Boer, throwing down his rifle. " So

do I," cried the piivate, and plunged his bayonet through

the man's stomach and out at his back.

If we must compare these narratives, Mr. Pearse's is the

more solid and informing, Mr. Nevinson's the more varied

and amusing. It is from Mr. Nevinson that we get the

humours of the siege, and phrases like " ennui enlivened

by sudden death." Under November 13 he tells us

:

The schoolmaster's wife had a fine escape. She was
asleep in her bedroom when a 45 lb. shell came through
the fireplace, and burst towards the bed. The room was
smashed to pieces, but she was only cut about the head,

one splinter driving in the bone, but not making a very

serious wound. Two days before she had given a soldier

10s. for a fragment. Now she had a whole shell for

nothing.

Burton's Verse.

The Kasidah ( Couplets) of Haji Abdu Al- Yazdi. A Lay of
the Higher Law. Translated and Annotated hy his Friend

and Pupil, F. B. By Captain Sir Eichard F. Burton.

(H. J. Cook.)

This poem—like Mrs. Browning's Sonnets from the Portu-

guese, and other things of the kind—is a literary hoax.

But, unlike most of its confreres, it has a certain external

plausibility, which was sufficient to prevent its being at

once detected for the thing it was—an original poem
masquerading as a translation. No one doubted the true

nature of Mrs. Browning's very artless poetic fraud. But
Burton's ostentatious Eastern knowledge caused his poem
to be taken at its own valuation—superficially enough, to

our mind. Composed seven years before FitzGerald's

Omar Khayyam, it was printed in 1880. In 1893 Lady
Burton included it in her husband's Life. In the following

year it was issued separately, but in a limited edition of

one hundred copies. Now for the first time it is inde-

pently issued to the public at large.

Lady Burton compares it to the Omar Khayyam of Fitz-

Gerald, which (as has been seen) it preceded. Nay, she

does not believe it has an equal: it is unique. "It will,"

she said, " ride over the heads of most, it will displease

many, but it will appeal to all large hearts and large

brains for its depth, its height, its breadth, for its heart

and nobility, its pathos, its melancholy, and its despair.

It is the very perfection of romance ; it seems as the cry

of a soul, wandering through space, looking for what it

does not find." She never read it without tears, and her
husband used to take it away from her because it impressed

her so. This is very conceivable, very pardonable, in such

a woman and such a wife. Pardonable also, if not quite

conceivable, is it that a male correspondent should assure

her he considers it equal to the greatest poems of the Earth
(with a large E), and in front of most. Another, a woman
—with a severe aversion to "exceptless rashness," as

Timon calls it—allows that Job seems a worthy com-
panion to Sir Richard. There is about this lady a caution,

a sense of critical balance, which we admire.

It is, perhaps, well for the reputation of the much-tried

Patriarch that he was spared foreknowledge of this final

trial. Had he heard the comparison, and heard the con-

ventionally descriptive lines with which the poem opens,

no one could blame him if he had flung his potsherd at

the critic. They are not only conventional, but Western.
And though (let us hasten to add) they are not otherwise

representative, in this latter respect they are. The poem
is so essentially Western that it is difficult to understand

how its Eastern superficies—learned though it be—should

have deceived anyone with the poetic sense. It is to us

disappointing. Dismissing Job, and even FitzGerald

—
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unfairly perfect comparisons—it might have been thought

that Burton's [wwerful personality would fairly commit a

rape upon the Muse, and force itself into strong though
rugged poetry. But the result does not belong to poetry

—in the true sense— at all. It is verse of that didactic

order which in our language has for masterpiece The Hind
and Panther; and by side of it Dryden's poem "sticks

fiery off" indeed. Vigorous it is, as whatever Burton
wrote was bound to be vigorous ; but poetry (with a single

exception) it has not, while finish—an essential in such a

poem—as might be expected, is absent. One really

poetical passage there is, towards the beginning, which
has a certain rough affinity with FitzGerald ; but this was
quoted in the Academy of May 19, so that we need not

repeat it here. Would that all were as fine ! It shows
that this singular man united something of the poet's gift

to his other remarkable qualities, " would he observingly

distil it out." In the remainder of the poem the best

passage is the conclusion, which wUl give the reader a fair

idea of Burton's verse :

Sutvey thy kind as One whose wants in the great Human
Whole unite

;

Tne Homo rising high from earth to seek the Heavens of
Life-in-Light

;

And hold Humiuity one man, whose universal agony
Still strains and strives to gain the goal, where agonies

shall cease to bi*.

Believe in all things ; none believe
;
judge not nor warp

by " Facts " the thought

;

See clear, hear clear, tho' Ufe may seem Maya and mirage,
Dream and Naught.

Abjure the Why and seek the How: the God and gods
enthroned on high

Are silent all, are silent still ; nor he »r thy voice, nor
deign reply.

The Now, that indivisible point which studs the length of
infinite line,

Whose ends are nowhere, is thine all, the puny all thou
callest thine.

Perchance the law some Giver hath : Let be I let be 1 what
canst thou know ?

A myriad races came and went; this Sphinx hath seen
them come and go.

Haply the Law that rules the world allows to man the
widest range

;

And haply Pate's a Theist-word, subject to human chance
and change.

This "I" may find a future Life, a nobler copy of our
own,

Where every riddle shall be read, where every knowledge
shall be known

;

Where 'twill be man's to see the whole of what on earth
he sees in part

;

Where change shall ne'er surcharge the thought ; nor
hope deferred shall hurt the heart.

But !—faded flower and fallen leaf no more shall deck the
parent free

;

And man once dropt by Tree of Life what hope of other
life has he ?

The shatter'd bowl shall know repair ; the riven lute shall
sound once more

;

But who shall meud the clay ofman, the stolen breath to
man restore ?

The shiver'd clock again shall strike; the broken reed
shall pipe again :

But we, we die, and Death is one, the doom of brutes, the
doom of men.

Then, if Nirwana round our life with nothingness, 'tis
haply bf'St

;

Thy toil and troubles, want and woe at length have won
their guerdon—Rest.

It will be gathered from this specimen that the Katidah
is, in substance, a mixture of agnosticism and the worship
of humanity—with little trace of the pantheism which
Lady Burton ascribes to it. But whereas true poetry is

synthetic, not analytic, the bulk of the Eaiidah is purely
critical and destructive— in which point it is a faithful

echo of most modern thought. It reviews the chief creeds

and religious systems of East and West, with trenchant

comment on each. Two pages at the close suffice for the

edifice which Burton would erect on these universal ruins.

In those two pages of synthesis (whence we have quoted)

the verse lifts, as if escaped from trammels—an evidence
how naturally synthetic is poetry. One wonders, by tho

way, whether it be through a singular coincidence or a

—

perhaps unconscious—borrowing, that the fiuest image in

the poem—a very fine one—is identical with that in

Coventry Patraore's Two Deserts. Burton calls tho moon :

A corpie upon the roid of niglit.

And Patmore likewise calls it

:

A corpse in night's high-way, naked, firc-scarr'd, accurst.

Were there more such imagery in the Kasidah, it would
lift it from a forceful and mordant poem, technically in-

expert, into a fine poem. Yet it remains an interesting

proof that Burton might have written poetry of very con-
siderable value, had he submitted to the necessary appren-
ticeship and toil,

The Preacher in Print.

The Life of Lives : Further Studies in the Life of Christ.

By F. W. Farrar, Dean of Canterbury. (Cassell. 15s.)

It is twenty-six years since, " by God's unseen Providence,
which men nickname ' Chance,' " Dr. Farrar was led to

write a Life of Christ. Since that day his busy pen has
hardly rested ; and now, in this vast volume, he has, as it

were, given yet another turn to the kaleidoscope, and
offers to the public the glittering pieces of his well-used
knowledge composed into yet another pattern.

For a public that likes sermons it is as a preacher that

the Dean of Canterbury writes. To read him is with the

eye of the mind to behold him once more as, on a hot
Sunday afternoon of the early 'eighties, he champed upon
the bit of his indignation against the triviality of rabbinical

exegesis, while a cherubic vice-chancellor nodded in his

chair. The style that has served him so well in the past

haS'lost none of its properties. Every noun goes esquired

by its own epithet: "prudence" by "calculating,"

"stagnation" by " unprogressive," "crisis" by "crown-
ing"; selfishness is "narrow," courtesy is "gentle,"
even hypocrisy is " disguised." Emphasis presses upon
emphasis ; superlative fortifies superlative : the Eesurrec-

tion is the "most central" event in the history of the

world; Christ, we are told, spoke of God as His Father
"in a very unique sense," and enjoyed over sonorous

catalogues of Greek and Koman worthies a "unique
supremacy " ;

" none has ever been able in the most
distant degree to equal Him "

; and " by comparison with
the founders of other religions He is absolutely incom-
parable." For a consecutive example of the Dean's
eloquence take this passage, in which we enclose in

brackets the words which seem to differentiate his style :

We believe, then, in the Miraculous Birth of our Saviour
Christ ; and our belief is c .nflrmed when we pximine [the
records of all] history [through and through], and fiud

that the Babe, at whose birth the heavens buist op«n [to

disclose their radiant minstrelsies], stood alone [unique],
SUPREME among [all the million millions of every age of
all] the sons of men.
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" He sighed," writes St. Mark ; but the Preacher : " A
sigh was wrung from His inmost heart." The bald sim-
plicity of the authentic record stands rebuked in the
presence of the Dean's expansive manner as he follows the
sacred figure through the recorded incidents of His life.

The author of £ric bids us picture the "earnest joy"
with which His first Passover would be anticipated by
"the Holy Boy"; he follows Him step by step to
Jerusalem and to the Court of the Gentiles, " marked off

from the more sacred enclosures by the double barriers of
the Soreg and the Chi.'"

Through one of the openings of the Soreg Jesus would
climb the fourteen steps to the Chd. . . . Mounting the
steps of a terrace, which towered sixty feet above the
Court of the Gentiles, Jesus would pass, perhaps, through
the "Beautiful Gate" and gaze at the Court of Women
and the Court of the Israelites. In the latter stood the
Lishcath Hag-gazzith, or Hall of Square Stones, to the
south-east of the inner forecourt, in which, perhaps, at
that time the Sanhedrin held its meetings.

The curtain that veils the life at Nazareth is lifted thus :

How familiar mast Christ have been with that village
Betk Tephilla (Houfe of Prayer) or Beth Hakkeneseth
(House of Assembly), as he sat among the other boys of
Nazareth, behind the chief worshippers ! How deeply
must he have taken in the divine meaning alike of the
Parashoth, or 154 sections of the Law by which the
Pentateuch was read through in three years ; and also of
the Haphtaroth, or sections of the Prophets, the reading of
which had been introduced in the days of the fierce per-
secution by Antiochus Epiphanes, when the reading of the
Law was punished with death. . . . How deep must have
been the expectant interest with which the child Jesus saw
the Roth Hakkeneseth, or Ruler of the Synagogue, receive
from the hands of his clerk {Chazzan) the roll of the Law,
or of the Prophets, and appoint the reader, who took his
stand beside the elevated Jle7na and read the lesson, and
then sat down to deliver the explanation or sermon
(Darashah). With what a thrill of heart must He have
heard the trumpets (Shopharoth) blown at the beginning
of the new year and on the solemn feast days.

Incidentally the simplicity of the synagogue service and the
condemnation of Pharisaism are themes upon which is

embroidered much acceptable denunciation of priestcraft

and ritualism ; and asceticism is once more swept im-
patiently aside, with all "the carping brag of the posing
Pharisee."
As to the interpretation of Scripture in general, the

Dean discerns in the teaching of our Lord the luminous
principle " that Scripture does not cover any number of
inferences which can be extorted out of isolated expressions,
but that we are to abide by all that is permanent in the
plain meaning of Holy Writ." On the other hand :

" To
quote a phrase, and attribute to its literal significance
a meaning which it never had, and never could have had,
is a mere trick of ignorant hypocrisy." So, indeed, we
should suppose.
The pages are decorated with illustrative lines, some-

times introduced at some pains. For instance: "Jesus
also felt most deeply the sting of thanklcssness in those
who had been recipients of inestimable gifts. He some-
times felt as if all his mercies were ' falling into a deep,
silent g^ave '; and He might have said :

Blow, blow, thou winter wind,
Thou art not so unkind
As man's ingratitude."

But to whatever exceptions Dean Farrar's style and
manner may lie open, it may be cordially confessed that,

in making intelligible to ihe general public the main
results of archicological research, ho has rendered a service

to the cause of intelligent Christianity that is not wholly
unworthy of his great ecclesiastical place.

The Actor's Life.

The Stage as a Career. By Philip G. Hubert, Jun.
(Putnam's Sons).

This is described by its author as " a sketch of the actor's
life ; its requirements, hardships, and rewards." We
have had more than enough of such sketches, which seem
to leave the matter very much where it always was. Our
only reason for dealing with the present production is that
it comes from America, and is, therefore, from a point of
view different from its predecessors in this countr3'. The
writer, to be sure, prides himself upon presenting a selec-

tion from the opinions on acting as a profession expressed
by notable actors and actresses, such as Sir Henry Irving,
Mr. Jefferson, and Mme. Modjeska. We may be quite
certain, however, that such opinions, formulated by players
at the top of the tree, are of no very great practical im-
portance. An avocation in which a men or a woman
has risen to eminence and a measure of opulence and
fame must needs appear to him, or her, an avocation more
or less desirable. More useful to the youthful aspirant
would be the pronouncement of a player or players who
had failed, or had succeeded only in just paying their way.
The experience of an Irving, a Jefferson, or a Modjeska
has little bearing upon the general question and as regards
the average person. Sir Henry Irving is an honoured
guest in the highest circles of society, but that fact does
not imply that the actor, as actor, has a rec^ ignised social
status. As a matter of fact, he has not a social status, as
a clergyman, a lawyer, or a doctor has. The great
players, from Betterton and Garrick down to Macready
and Charles Kean, have had all the social recognition that
they cared for. But that was because they had managed
to raise themselves above the crowd, not because they
were actors.

The mere fact that a man or a woman is a player does
nothing for him or for her, so far as the world is con-
cerned. Nay, unless they are prominent, it is positively
against them both. And this is so, not so much because
players may be poor, as because they belong to a class
which society looks upon as Bohemian in the broadest
sense. They are here to-day, and there to-morrow. The
heads of the profession are well known and much esteemed.
Their habitat is usually permanent and often brilliant in
the social way. They entertain, and are entertained by,
Royalty and aristocracy. They are looked upon as citizens

of a substantial, not to say ornamental, type. But the
average player, the second-rate performer, the mediocrity,
the camp-foUower—what of them ? Society looks at them
askance. They have no settled home and no settled income.
And why ? Because they have no settled employment.
That is the first, and most eifective, of Mr. Hubert's
objections to " the stage as a career." Very few are the
players, not actor-managers, who can depend on having
work to do all the year round. Always there are a
melancholy number of excellent performers "resting."
Able and experienced as they may be, they are not wanted—for the moment. Their turn may come, but meanwhile
they must wait. And that brings us to the second of Mr.
Hubert's objections—"the helplessness of the actor as an
independent factor in the world." Your player has to
remain idle till he is sent for. Put pens, ink, paper, and
postage stamps within reach of the literary man, and he
can at least work at his trade whatever betide him ; the
actor, alas ! can do nothing till he gets an engagement,
even if it be only as a " super." He cannot dig ; to beg
he is (usually, though not invariably) ashamed.

Mr. Hubert, it would seem, is an American journalist,
familiar (as a critic) with the insides of theatres, and
possessing relatives and friends either on the " boards " or
in some other way connected with the stage. And this is

the conclusion at which he has arrived: " Were a boy or
girl of my own to declare an intention of going upon the
stage, I should consent with the greatest reluctance. If
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my boy or girl had aptitude for professional life, skill in

writing, art, music, or teaching, I should consider such

a course deplorable, and nothing less than a misfortune."

In other words, any other legitimate profession is more to

be desired than that of actor. The rewards of the latter

are few, the drawbacks many. There are, of course, such

persons as the "bom actor" and the "bom actress."

These are sure to find their way to the theatre, sooner or

later ; and the labour we delight in physics pain. Your
enthusiast will endure all things. For him, life is the life

of the " boards " or nothing. Moreover, there are such

thing as hereditary actors—^families of players—who take

to the business as if by the decree of Providence. For
them the life of the " boards " is all (and therefore the

best) they know. But for " the stage as a career,"

deliberately chosen as such, there is next to nothing to be
said. Multitudinous are the blanks, and rare the prizes.

Other New Books.

Pink aitd Scarlet. By LiEtrr.-CoL. Aldeeson.

Since the days when the Great Duke was holding the

armies of France at bay in the Peninsula there has always

been an intimate connexion between hunting and cavalry

work. This connexion Lieut. -Col. Alderson, who is now
at the front in South Africa, brings home and emphasises

in this capital book, and it is not too much to say

that the cavalry man, whether he belongs to the regular

army or to one of the numerous Imperial and Colonial

Light Horse regiments, will find a mine of information

and instruction in this work. It is now an accepted

thing that the best cavalry officer is the himting man, who
not only can ride, but can judge at a glance of the country

before him, of the shortest and quickest way of getting to

a given point, and of the country over which it is safe to

pass or to ease his horses. To some men this comes by
instinct, others pick it up at once when a few hints

are given them. To all alike Lieut. -Col. Alderson's

book will be of the highest use, for there is not a point

that he leaves unnoticed or a subject on which he has not

some information to offer. (Heinemann.)

The Spoet of Kings. By W. Scarth Dixon.

Like Mr. Jorrocks, Mr. Dixon does not look beyond
himting ; to him it is the beginning and the end. This
volume consists of articles which have already seen the
light in a sporting paper, and here they are so arranged
and ordered as to make a record of the hunting man's year.

To the old sportsman the work will afford much entertain-

ment, while tc the tyro it will be full of instruction, though
even the oldest follower of hounds may learn something
from it, for, as Mr. Dixon remarks, " hunting is ever fresh

and ever new, and, though I have now entered on my
forty-first hunting season, I have, I hope, learned some-
thing worth knowing since I saw hounds for the first time
this season at Venniford Post." There are sixty-five

chapters in the book, dealing with all matters from
" Hunting a Hundred Years Ago " to " For Next Season "

and "The Future of Fox-hunting." The truly enthusi-
astic follower of hounds is always at a loose end in
summer time. Mr. Dixon has published his book at an
opportune moment; its pleasant pages will beguile the
sportsman wearying for next autumn through the long
blank summer season. (Grant Bichards. lOs. 6d.)

Tractatus de Indulobntia S. Mahijk
DB PORTIUNCTILA. EdIDIT PaUL SaBATIER.

This is a supplement to M. Sabatier's life of St. Francis
of Assisi, itself one of the classics of hagiography. It
concerns a disputed point in the history of the saint.

According to tradition, St. Francis obtained from Pope

Honorius in 1216 a remarkable privilege for the little

chapel of the Portiuncula at Assisi. Plenary indulgence
of all sins was granted to contrite pilgrims visiting this

chapel on August 2, the day on which a vision of
Christ with the Virg^ and a company of angels had
appeared to the saint when engaged in prayer there.

Such an indulgence, if really granted, would be a thing
unique in the annals of the Church. When writing the
Life, M. Sabatier came to the conclusion that the whole
narrative was a legend, due to the desire of the Franciscans
of the Strict Observance to glorify the Portiuncula, which
they held, as against the Basilica of Assisi, which was in

the hands of their rivals of the Large Observance. He
has since, after detailed study of the many and difficult

documents involved, seen reason to alter his view ; and
this book is his palinode. It consists of a minute study
of the history of the tradition, together with a num-
ber of documents, up to, and including, the tractate

on the subject compiled by Francis Bartholi in the mid-
dle of the fourteenth century, a tractate which " marks
the definitive triumph of legend over history." It is an
important contribution to a branch of ecclesiastical history
which M. Sabatier has made peculiarly his own. We
observe with interest that in the same series of studies
will presently appear the text of The Acts of St. Francis
and his Companions, which M. Sabatier declares to be the
Latin original, hitherto unidentified, of the famous Fioretti.

(Fischbacher.)

The Gardener's Assistant.
Vol. I.

By Robert Thompson.
Ed. by William Watson.

This book is an accretion of nearly half a century, and
it has the depth and maturity of old soil. In 1859
appeared The Gardener's Assistant, under the editorship of
Mr. Robert Thompson, the then superintendent of the
Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens, at Chiswick. In
1877, and again in 1884, the work was revised and
enlarged. The same processes have again been applied,

and now the alterations and additions have practically

resulted in the production of a new book at the very time
when the old gardens at Chiswick are likely to be given up
on account of the spread of London. The largest shares in
the present volume appear to have fallen to Dr. Maxwell
T. Masters, who writes on a variety of subjects, and Mr.
John Eraser, whose admirable and very long chapter on
" Insect and Other Plant Enemies " is fascinating reading.
Profusely illustrated, and furnished with statistical tables
of real value, this new edition of a work which has been
repeatedly adjusted to the advance of horticulture
deserves unqualified praise. Although an encyclopaedia
of gardening, it seems to us to include, without obscuring,
the needs of the amateur gardener. The potterer in a
garden ought to find a subtle pleasure in measuring his

ignorance of this noble art, as well as in deepening his

knowledge ; and he can have both pleasures in this work.
(The Gresham Publishing Co.)

A History of Easi-ern Asia. By J. 0. Ha>nah.

We are no doubt on the eve of great events in the Far
East, in which the Groat Powers of Europe will be at one
another's throats over the break-up of China. A com-
pendious history of the Far East is therefore a necessity to

the student, and Mr. J. C. Hannah, who was formerly
master of the English school at Tien-Tsin, has supplied a
brief history of Eastern Asia which will be of much use as
a work of reference. In the space at his command Mr.
Hannah could not, of course, attempt a coiuprehensive
history, but he has made a useful summary of the events
which have taken place in the eastern half of the Asiatic

continent from prehistoric times. He has omitted to deal
with Persia, Mesopotamia, Arabia, Syria, and Asia Minor,
because these countries, although Asiatic, fall more
properly into the groupings of European nations or those
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of the Mediterranean basin. The remaining countries of

Asia are those which are bound up in what is known as

the Far Eastern Question, for the proper understanding of

which a brief epitome of their history is necessary.

Happily for the general reader the real crux of the

question is of fairly modern growth, so that Mr. Hannah's
book wUl supply all that he needs to know. (Fisher

Unwin.)

An Orleans Diary. By M. CtrvrLLiBK-FLEURY.

The private diaries of those who hold positions about a

Court are of perennial interest. M. Cuvillier-Fleury, the

French Academician, was the son of one of Napoleon's

officers, who became tutor to the Due d'Aumale, and the

admirer and apologist of Louis Philippe. He kept a

private diary from 1828 onwards, and the volume before

us deals with the life of the Orleans family at the Palais

Eoyal from 1828 to 1831. The papers have been collected

by his daughter, and edited, with an introduction, by
M. Ernest Bertin, of the Behats. The work, which is

prefaced by a sketch of the life of M. Cuvillier-Fleury by
the Due d'Aumale, naturally chronicles a good deal of

small beer, but it throws some most valuable sidelights on
a very interesting period of French history. The diary is

written day by day, and records the impressions of the

moment. To the future historian of the Orleans family in

France it wUl be of the highest value. (Paris : Librairie

Plon.)

Fiction.

The Cardinal's Snuff-Box. By Henry Harland.
(John Lane. 6s.)

The scene of this elegant and charming fantasia upon
life, love, and art is laid in a Latin country ; the old

Cardinal, and Marietta, that delightful and antique serving-

maid, are pure Italian ; the lovers, though English, are

Latinised, and the whole spirit of the book, half gracious,

half malign, entirely witty, is Latin. The possessor of a
fine, fragile talent which has absorbed most cultures, Mr.
Harland lavishly expends that talent for the diversion

(nothing higher) of those who can appreciate his delicate

entertainment. He would not be serious ; he would not

take life seriously—and yet somewhere, woven imper-

ceptibly into the woof of the thing, there is a quality, an
inclination to "hedge" against the ultimate risk of having
been only frivolous. Mr. Harland has in him something
of Anatole France and something of Eenan. The moral
attitude of the The Cardinal's Snuff-Box reminds us irre-

sistibly of a passage in Kenan's "philosophic drama"
L'Eau de Jouvence :

" On the hypothesis, which is becoming
more and more probable, that the universe is only a
tautology in which the sum of movement is found again
exactly, in the final balance, without loss or gain, let us

take care that the pleasantry has been agreeable. . . .

Having regard to our incertitude as to human destiny, the

wisest thing is to arrange so that, under any and every

hypothesis, we may not discover that we have been too

absurd. 80 that we shall not be saints, but neither shall

we be dupes. In any event, we shall not have been too

violently surprised." These words are the witty justifica-

tion of books like Mr. Harland's.

Not that there are many novels in the least similar to

The Cardinal's Snuff-Box in English. It belongs to an
order of its own. Its chief characteristic is that all

ugliness is carefully eliminated from the aspect. The
action passes in a lovely Italian landscape, on either side

of a diminutive rushing river. There are the Italian trees

and swards, Italian snow-crowned hills, Italian chateaux,

Italian villages, "improbable" in their notorious beauty.

And there is money, and every refinement of luxury, every

grace of manners. The lady is a duchess, youthfully

widowed ; the man is a novelist, at once brilliant and
modest. He had caught sight of the duchess in various
cosmopolitan centres of gaiety, and written a book round
her profile. They meet at last, separated only by the
little river ; she has his book in her hand. They talk

—

mere badinage, but mousseux with an exquisite fantastic

lightness. Pouf ! It is like down wafted across the little

river. He falls in love ; she falls in love. Blind to her
symptoms, he despairs of winning this noble dame. She
—she throws herself at him, with what adroit skill of

womanliness ! The Cardinal supervenes, and antique
Marietta, and these two have their share of the intrigue.

Marietta is ill, and confesses her sins to the young
Englishman her master—this is the prettiest imaginable
bit ; and, of course, the duchess must visit the sick. Then
there are convenient sudden thunderstorms which necessi-

tate the taking of shelter, and snuff-boxes which con-

veniently get themselves lost and must be returned to

immemorial castles. And then, presto ! she has accepted
him. It is all over. The frailest trifle, only just about
as perfect as a trifle can be.

Fate the Fiddler. By Herbert C. Macllwaine.
(Constable & Co. 6s.)

This is a novel of the Australian Bush, and it proclaims
its author to be a serious and promising literary artist

who must be reckoned with, whose work must be watched
book by book as it appears, whose achievement is already
notable. There is no question here of a Colonial author
producing agreeable stuff about a colony, and to be praised
on that account. Mr. Macllwaine has an imagination which
ennobles, and which (feeding on the vast spaces of the
Bush) has drawn therefrom an unfamiliar and impressive
dignity. Out there, where life is life, and the austere
solemnity of nature's pageant rebukes the soul into dis-

carding every triviality of thought and feeling, a man
may come to grips with the primal force of the world

;

a man may exist, in the deepest, ultimate sense ; he may
perceive the simplicity and grandeur of earthly things in

a new, strange light. One is conscious in this book of a
flne, sane freshness ; of a quality which, with no ostentatious

effort, gives value to the commonest manifestations of life.

When the two squatters, Somers and Colyer, come to

occupy their thousand-mile domain, the mere procession

of cattle, the mere driving of a six-horse wain across a
river-bed, the mere fall of evening upon the prone forms
of men and beasts, have a beauty and significance in and
by themselves, and not to be assessed by any scenic

standard.

Above the rocky rise beyond the creek a golden fume of
dust arose ; the earth was shaking to the din and trampling
of the herd, and yet there had been no sign of one of <hem.
Then the crest of the rise was broken—a single heift-r rose
up and stood an instant silhouetted against the rolling

dust behind her ; she sniffed the air inquiringly, started

down the slope at a trot, the trot broke into a canter, and
the canter was varied by gambollings of the inimitable

uncouthness of all cow-kind when at play. She bellowed
at her caperings, and the bellowing was broken by the
exercise into a series of ludicrous ejaculations. By the
time the pioneer was well upon her way down the slope,

a hundred more young cows had appeared above the ridge,

had paused and begun to trot, bellow and caper precisely

after the manner of their leader; and hundred after

hundred followed these, till the rise and the creek-flat

were one bellowing, bucking chaos of flourishing horns
and tails, and heaving bright-skinned bodies. As the
rabble flowed down the bank to the creek-crossing, it

steadied and packed itself into a solid press towards the
drinking place ; the leading beasts as they drank were
pushed out and out into deep water, till it seemed as if a
huge catastrophe from drowning and mangling were
imminent. Yet matters were settled by order of nature
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and brute strength ; the cattle, having drunk their fill,

found their way somehow, singly, then in pairs, dozens,

hundreds, up the other bank, and spread out upon the

downs.

The book is not wholly excellent ; it lapses somewhat
from the extraordinary promise of the opening. The title,

Fate th« Fiddler, is scarcely satisfactoiy, and the theme
partakes of this unsatisfactoriness. The fact is, Mr.
MacUwaine's Fate fiddles too random a tune. The plot

lacks unity, precision, and cumulative power. There is no
inevitable march of event, but rather a zigzag progress of

happenings towards a final justice which is slightly too
" poetical." The character-drawing is uneven. Somers
is good—a man seen and felt to the inmost ; but Colyer

is manipulated in such a way as to startle and confttse the

reader. There is a good deal of Australian finance in the

story, and these scenes with bankers and wirepullers have
not the authenticity, the absolute Tightness, of the £ush
chapters. Lastly, Mr. MacUwaine's style, though it shows
many admirable qualities, and has indeed the essentials of

a fine style, is frequently cumbrous and turgid. But make
no mistake—this is a book.

Notes on Novels.

\_The»« noU» on the week^t Fiction are not necessarily final.

Reviews of a selection willfollow.
"^

The CHEVALrER of the
Splendid Crest.

By the Ex. Hon.
Sir Herbert Maxwell.

This story, by the Chevalier of the Busy Pen, is adorned
with a list of "works by the same author," classified as
Histoid and Biography, Science, Fiction, and Miscellaneous.
This is the fifth excursion into fiction, and it is an
attempt " to realise what were the conditions of living in
this country before its people had become so busy, so well
off, and, perhaps, so fond of ease, as they are now." The
period chosen is that of the Crusades. (Blackwood. 6s.)

For the Queen in

South Ai-rica. By Caryl Davis Haskins.

Six stories of British fighting, mostly in South Africa,
and mostly in some relation to public schools and sport.
When Brooks led his men up a kopje he shouted : " ' Play
up close to the ball ! On the ball !

' with his heart in
football, with never a thought of battle, until he reached
almost the top of the parapet, and strange faces looked
down upon him—faces with deep-set lines, and blue-grey
eyes looking along rifle barrels." (Putnams. 5s.)

The Spendthrift.

journeyman's helot, apprentice, clerk, no matter what.

Let him take his chance, was Peter's only idea, and sink

or swim." (John Long. 6s.)

The Sword of the Kino. By Ronald Macdonvld.

A pleasant story of the reiga of James II. anl the
coming of the Prince of Orange, written in the first

person round a broken sword, which " hangs yet (and long
may it so hang!) in our (ireat hall at Uraytin . . . beneath
it, also against the wall above the hearth, is the scabbard."
(John Murray. 68.)

Eevbnobful Fangs. By F. W. Bamford.

The fangs are the fangs of snakes. The Ryfiolds—an
Anglo-Indian family—are continually being menaced by
snakes, and Ejfield j»tT# has " a terrible suspicion . . . with
regard to an ancestor having been the original cause of

our many dangerous experiences with snakes. . . .
' I will

certainly look over whatever papers I have that are at all

likely to contain anything calculated to throw light upon
the subject.' " The story is full of snakes, cobras, fakirs,

and coolies, serpent-worshippers, and antidotes ; and the

mystery is cleared up. (Stock. Gs.)

MaoGilleroy's Millions. By Iza Dutfus Hardy.

" No, it would be buying his millions dear to get them
at the price of handing himself back into the grip of the
law, to undergo the rest of his sentence !

"
. . . "All . . .

if it turns out that Anthony Fleming is dead, goes to Miss
Perceval. . . ." (Simpkin, Marshall. 6s.)

The Eobber Tramps of Circumstance.
By Lillie C. Hosie.

The advantages of an Explosive factory as a background
for a novel are obvious. There need never be a lack

of incident. Here the manufacture of Globulite is

attended with accident after accident ; the story is shaped
by Globulite, and the course of true love is adjusted by
concussion and soothed with compresses. (Drane. 3s. 6d.)

The White Flower. By Clive E. Fenn.

An adventurer, a true lover, and a woman are found in
smart society. We have the inevitable French phrases,
"Milk compliments / " regimes, esclandre, distraite, en fete, and
matinee. " My dear Farleigh," says the Duke of Elvaston,
who stood in front of the fireplace with his hands behind
the tails of his evening dress coat, " My dear Farleigh, if I
had any wish to make another few hundred thousand
pounds, and, mind you, I haven't, I should finance the
rubber trade." (Digby, Long. 6s.)

By Francis Dodsworth. Ada Vernham, Actress. By Eichard Marsh.

The title is the book: we follow the fortunes of a
spendthrift from his front - view portrait on the front
cover to his back-view portrait on the back cover. Some
blame is thrown on the spendthrift's parents :

" Following
out that curiously short-sighted policy which has been
the making of our Colonial police, Devan's father and
mother had always kept him as short as possible. ' You
do not understand the value of money,' they used to tell
him, whenever he protested." (Grant Eichards. 6s.)

Paul thk Optimist. By W. p. Dothib.

A novel, somewhat of the Dickensian type, laid in that
part of the century when people " went on pottering over
their tinder and flint in the dark mornings, and snuffing
their tallow candles in the dark evenings. ... To the
north of Paternoster-row, very near the Newgate-street
end of Bluebell-lane, was the establishment of Twist
Brothers, Clothiers. ... In Twist's house the lad might
become errand-boy, knife and window cleaner (a sinecure).

This story, by the author of A Second Coming, is a story
of the stage, of novelette merit. The heroine breaks
down in an important part at the Soho Theatre, and we
are treated to wild scenes in front of the curtain and
behind it, until there suddenly enters to Ada her own true
love, who has been mentioned only once before in the
story. He wore a felt hat and cloak, and " his eyes were
flaming fires." His only office was to stop the play—and
the novel. Of course he '

' went out with the woman into
the night"—she being still "attired in the stage costume
of a Ehineland maiden of the olden time." (Long. 6s.)

One of Many. By Vera Macha.

The heroine describes her " many " love affairs, in
which she was invariably unfortunate. Twice she marries
under our eyes, her second engagement being entered into
just six hours before Frank Corbin declares his passion :

" Too late by just six hours ! Is love ever thus to curse
and mock my heart ? " (Digby, Long. 63.)
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Stephen Crane.
As special correspondent he had seen two wars; he had
been wrecked ; he had written eleven books, two still in

MS., and when he died last Wednesday his years did not
number thirty. He was the type of the nervous, nimble-
minded American, slight in figure, shy and kind in manner,
speaking little, with a great power of work, a fine memory,
and an imagination of astonishing psychological insight.

Latterly his health had been bad, partly constitutional,

and partly through malarial fever contracted in the Cuban
campaign. The last two years of his life were spent in

the old, huge, fascinating house in Sussex, Brede Place,

which he made his home. There he lived, many miles

from the nearest railway station, a quiet, domesticated
life, welcoming his friends, and writing—always writing.

He battled bravely against iU-health ; but the disease

gained ground, and a few weeks ago he was ordered to

the Black Forest. It was a forlorn hope, and, although
many days were g^ven to the journey, he succumbed at

the end to exhaustion.

The Red Badge of Courage was published when he was
twenty-five. This study of the psychological side of war,
of its effect on a private soldier, justly won for him imme-
diate recognition. Critics of all schools united in praise

of that remarkable book, and the more wonderful did the
performance appear when it became known that he had
never seen a battle, that the whole was evolved from his

imagination, fed by a long and minute study of military
history. It is said that when he returned from the
Grit'co-Turkish war he remarked to a friend: "The Red
Badge is all right." It was all right.

The same swift and unerring characterisation, the same
keen vision into the springs of motives, the same vivid

phrasing, marked George's Mother. Here, as in most of

his other stories, and in all his episodes, the environment
grows round the characters. He takes them at some
period of emotional or physical stress, and, working from
within outwards, with quick, firm touches, vivifies them
into life. Nowhere is this more evident than in the short
sketches and studies that wore, probably, after The Red
Badge of Courage, the real expression of his genius. His
longer novels, though not wanting in passages that show
him at his best, suggest that in time he would have
returned to the earlier instinct that prompted him to work
upon a small canvas.

As a writer he was very modern. He troubled himself
little about style or literary art. But—rare gift—he saw
for himself, and, like Mr. Steevens, he knew in a flash

just what was essential to bring the picture vividly to the
reader. His books are full of images and similes that not
only fulfil their purpose of the moment, but live in the
memory afterwards. A super-refined literary taste might
object to some of his phrases—to such a sentence as this,

for example : "By the very last star of truth, it is easier

to steal eggs from under a hen than it was to change seats

in the dingey," to his colloquialisms, to the slang with
which he peppers the talk of his men—but that was the
man, who lo.»ked at things with his own eyes, and was
unafraid of his prepossessions.

His gift of presenting the critical or dramatic moments
in the lives of men and women was supreme. We could

give a hundred examples, and though the sketch we take

the liberty of quoting is not by any moans the best of its

kind, it is complete in itself, and shows how neat, how to

the point, how Sympathetic without being sentimental, his

work was. It is called " A Detail," and is included in the

volume of stories and sketches called The Open Boat

(Heinemann), the title of that remarkable account of the

escape of himself and three companions from the wreck
of the steamer Commodore :

The tiny old lady in the black dress and curious little

black bonnet had at first seemed alarmed at the sound
made by her feet upon the stone pavements. But later

she forgot about it, for she suddenly came into the tempest
of the Sixth Avenue shopping district, where from the

streams of people and vehicles weiit up a roar like that

from headlong moiuitain torrents.

She seemed then like a chip that catches, recoils, turns

and wheels, a reluctant thing in the clutch of the

impetuous river. She hesitated, faltered, debated with
herself. Frequpntly she seemed about to address people;

tHea of a sudden she would evidently lose her courage.

Meanwhile the torrent jostled her, swung her this and
that way.
At last, however, she saw two young women gazing in

at a shop-window. They were well-dressed girls ; they

wore gowns with euormous sleeves that made them look

like full-rigged ships with all sails set. They seemed to

have plenty of time ; they leisurely scanned the goods iu

the window. Other people had made the tiny old woman
much afraid because obviously they were speeding to keep
such tremendously important engagements. She went
close to the girls and peered in at the same window. She
watched them furtively for a time. Then finally she said

:

"Excuse me I

"

The girls looked down at this old face with its two large

eyes turned towards them.
" Excuse me, can you tell me where I can get any

work ?
"

For an instant the two girls stared. Then they seemed
about to exchange a smile, but, at the last moment, they

checked it. The tiny old lady's eyes were upon them.

She was quaintly serious, silently expeotant. She made
one marvfl that in that face the wrinkles showeil no trace

of experience, knowledge ; they were simply little, soft,

innocent creases. As for her glance, it had the trustful-

ness of ignorance and the candour of babyhood.
" I want to get something to do, becaute I need the

money," she continued since, in their astonishment, they

had not replied to her first question. " Of course I'm not

strong and I couldn't do very much, but I can sew weil

;

and in a house where there was a good many men folks I

could do all the mending. Do you know any place where
they would like me to come ?

"

The young women did then exchange a smile, but it was
a subtle, tender smile, the edge of personal grief.

" Well, no. madame," hesitatingly said one of them at

last ;
" I don't think I know anyone."

A shade passed over the tiny old lady's face, a shadow
of the wing of disappointment.

" Don't you ? " she said, with a little struggle to be
brave in her voice.

Then the girl hastily continued :
" But it you will give

me your address, I may find someone, and if I do, I will

surely let you know of it."

The tiny old lady dictated her address, bending over to

watch the girl write on a visiting card with a little silver

pencil. Then she said :

" I thank you very much." She bowed to them,
smiling, and went on down the avenue.

As for the two girls, they walked to the curb and
watched this aged figure, small and frail, in its black

gown and curious black bonnet. At last the crowd, the

innumerable wagons, intermingling and changing with
uproar and riot, suddenly engulfed it.

This youth wandered much over the world in his brief,

brilliant life. As we write, his last journey is beginning.

He is being taken to his home in America.
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Things Seen.

In a Toy-Shop.

I WAS in a toy-shop in Oxford-street, searching for a clock-

work toy. Between the attractions of washerwomen,
performing minstrels, and rickashaw men, I was getting

rather perplexed and not a little bored when a small boy,
with attendant nurse and sisters, came in. The boy knew
what he wanted, and so I felt that I at least was his

servant. He had half-a-guinea to spend, and he intended
to buy one of the large figures dressed in khaki. The
choice had been almost made, when he edged up to me
and whispered :

" Do you know what regiment Baden-
Powell belongs to ?

"

" He was in the 13th Hussars, I believe," I answered.
"I won't have that Yeomanry man," my small friend

said at once to his companions.
" But, Master Lionel, we have chosen it," the nurse

remonstrated.
" I want a Hussar."
" We haven't got any Hussars left, would you rather

have a Highlander?" the shop-lady asked, persuasively.
"No, I want a Hussar, Hussars don't wear kilts. You

are sure he was in the Hussars ? " he added to mo.
" Yes, I think so, and he was at school at Charter-

house," I said by way of general information.
"And I am going to Eton. I sha'n't. I shall go to

Charterhouse."
The situation was becoming strained ; and as I was in

some respects responsible for having made my small friend
so perplexed, I said to him : " Don't you think it would
be nice to have a Highlander now and then go to Charter-
house afterwards ?

"

".You are sure he was at Charterhouse."
" Yes, quite sure."

"Nurse, I'll have the Highlander, but I shall go to
Charterhouse," he decided promptly.
The nurse beamed an instructive smile upon me.
" Don't wrap him up. I'll carry him as he is," the boy

said.

He went out of the shop smiling ; but after that smile
of nurse's I cannot believe that he will go to Charter-
house.

At the Door.
Hedoerow and field were on one side of the road only.
The opposite footpath was flanked by a brick wall, and its
long perspective was broken by a somewhat architectural
doorwav, with a pair of iron studded doors, and a medisoval
bell-pull. It was the door of the county workhouse. Two
men and two women approached from opposite directions.
The men were ragged, unshaved, and frowsy, wearing
boots that might have been found on an ash-heap. Each
had buttoned up his coat collar to hide his lack of a shirt.
The women showed as much tidiness as is possible when
dnnk and the pawn-shop have done their worst. The
shawls and gowns were of the dark neutral tint of poverty.
Their tattered bonnets had evidently passed through a long
succession of reverses of fortune. As these persons came
along. It was evident that they had made up their minds
to " go mto the house." Their faces were gloomy, but
this chance meeting brightened the gloom with something
like a smile, although there was no sign of previous
acquaintance between the couples. The women gave a
feminiDe pat to their hair. One of the men pulled o£E his
slouched hat, brushed it with his arm, and tried to give it
a more becoming shape. The other man stepped forward
and pulled the bell, which gave out a loud jangling, and
when the porter opened the door he would have gone in
at once, but his comrade held him back, saying, " Ladies
first!" And so the women passed in before the men,
acknowledging the courtesy graciously, coquettishly
pickmg up their dingy skirts, an4 walking with an air.

Paris Letter.

(From our French Corre$pond«nt.)

M. Marcel Prkvost has stepped into serious literature at

last ; he has condescended to place his remarkable talent

at the service of good womanhood, and in his Strong
Virgins has made noble amends for a book many of us
have found it difficult to forgive him. But the author of

Demi- Vierges is forgotten in the large-minded and generous
apostle of Femininism who has just given us Frederigue.

This powerful and original novel will greatly interest

English readers because of the vigour, the surprising

accuracy and sympathy with which English life and
scenery are depicted. If nothing is more amusing than
the inaccurate and atrabilious descriptions of our ways
and cities by the pens of unsympathetic foreigners, who
seemingly leave their own country to hold a "review of

their Maker's mistakes " elsewhere, on the other hand
nothing can be more instructive and interesting than the
impressions and observations the intelligent and liberal-

minded foreigner carries away from our midst. M. Prevost
detects the good and bad in England with a just and
sensible discernment. If he can admire the pure and
independent English gfirl, he is as quick to recognise her
repugnant antithesis, the Anglo-Saxon flirt. With a fine

impartiality he sees where the English stand above French
civilisation and where they fall below it. He retorts to

the cry of the admiring Englishman " they manage those

things better in France " with a no less ready admission
that many things are far better managed in England.
Before his conversion M. Paul Bourget had a kind of

sneaking preference for England, but this admiration was
hardly of a quality to flatter the best of the nation ; it was
the sentiment of the foreign snob in love with English
tailoring, the flavour of exterior correction well-bred
English people carry into all their relations, the vast

pretentiousness of English society, the luxurious town
mansions and country houses, the prestige of the British

aristocracy. These were the things that dazzled M.
Bourget. But M. Prevost, who is nothing of a snob, has
brought away from England far higher impressions, and
in Frederiqm and its sequel, Lea, which has already
appeared in the Revue de Paris, he has given us two books
which will surely open for him the doors of the Academy.

I have said that M. Prevost has constituted himself, in a
way, the apostle of Femininism. Let it at once be under-
stood that this implies no affinity with the late outburst of

femininist literature in Englemd. There is nothing here of

the hiU-top novel, nothing of the African Farm, and far

less still of the unclean divagations of Keynotes and its

successors. This is a femininism of a claustral austerity.

M. Provost's strong virgins ask of men and society nothing
but the right to work for themselves and live chaste and
noble lives. Uhcloistered nuns is really what they aspire

and strive to be. Lea and Frelerique, tile tvvo enthusiastic

Parisians, who leave their lovely Paris to come to London
to live by their work in the delightfully free atmosphere
of Free College, are beautiful young girls. Their volun-
tary renunciation of marriage and the love of man is the
result of their mother's lamentable frailty. Seeing what a
miserable thing the love of man, without pride or dignity,

made of her weak and sensual mother's existence,

Frederique, resentful of her birth, haughtily resolved to

keep herself clean of such influences. Her contempt of

man is intense and passionate, and, considering her proud
nature and her sad experience of men, quite justifiable.

Her brother, a brilliant young lawyer, had seduced the light

and shallow Christiane, a pretty creature with the instincts

of a grisette ; on paternal orders had gone abroad, leaving
Christiane enciente. A subordinate of the house was found
who, for an indemnity, consented to marry the seduced girl

and give his name to her child. The stepfather of Froderique
is a consumptive brute, and in very childhood the family
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skeleton is paraded before the unhappy little girl. And
so through girlhood she cherishes an aiJectionate and
indulgent contempt of her mother, and a dark hate of her
father and stepfather. Being exceptionally intelligent, as

well as beautiful, she obtains a good situation in a factory,

where Lea soon joins her as a designer. Lea is a soft and
charming creature, in every way the contrast of her strong
and haughty sister, whom she adores and looks up to. The
relations of these sisters are drawn for us with a captivat-

ing sincerity and charm. It is not for nothing M. Prevost
has made womanhood his study. It would be difficult to

name a book in which the fraternity of two girls, so fond
and so widely diiferent, is portrayed with a nobler preci-

sion and a more touching grace. Its singular force lies

in the fact that this distinguished picture of sisterhood,

with its reserved tenderness, its invincible puiity of form
and colouring, has not a trace of sentimentality.

In London the fortunes of these girls are enviable in

every way. There is the gallant briskness of the Free
College, where young girls are brought up with the

freedom of boys on a new Temininist plan, with delightful

results. There is the charming intimacy in Apple Tree-

yard with an ideal brother and sister, natives of Finland,

and the delicate love idyll of Georg Ortsen and Lea, which
grows slowly out of this intimacy— an idyll which, if it

lacks the poetry, lacks none of the grace and fragrance of

Lofi's exquisite idyll in Ramunchto. The flaw in the book,
and indeed the flaw in Frederique's inexorable femininism,

is the compulsory sacrifice of this love. Lea and Georg,

guided by the stronger and more spiritual natures of their

sisters, whom both idolise, share the opinion of these that

love should be ideal, should lead us to the ether of

Platonism instead of into the muddy regions of matrimony.
And 80 both, with breaking hearts, after a single kiss of

avowal, part. True, Georg afterwards revolts and comes
to Paris to claim his bride. This scene, which is powerful

by its extraordinary cruelty and brevity, ends Friderique.

Georg in Italy, whither he went in search of forgetfulness,

has learnt that love has a deeper and more ineffaceable

significance than the sentimental dalliance of Platonism,

and Frederique ungenerously uses this knowledge in the

duel between him and her for the possession of Lea.

Pimitz, the teacher and guide of the girls, is called upon
to decide between them, and is quite as remorseless as

Frt'-derique in the presence of two young breaking hearts.

I own I like neither the admirable Pimitz nor the implac-

able Fredorique in this scene. Some pity is due to erring

love, and the error of Georg was of so slight a nature,

considering the circumstances, as to claim silence and not

chastisement. These pure women uncandidly exaggerate

it to work upon Lea's pride, and when the penitent and
tortured lover advances and cries to her : "I swear to you,

Lea, that you have been my one and only love "—an oath

in this case simple truth— the poor girl flings out her arms
and cries :

" Don't touch me." In vain he adjures hor

not to break two lives for a trifle, not to be guided by
women who would imprison her heart. She sends him
away with all the reader's sympathy, and Frederique

salutes her triumph over love as a moral grandeur. The
novel is a pure and lofty work of imagination ; but herein

lies the initial error of its doctrine : Frederique is revolt-

ingly harsh and proud. H. L.

For the Bookplate of a Married Couple.

A HOOK our eyes have glanced on
Together,
A wind that ev'ry feather

And windlestraw hath danced on,

A path our feet have trodden

Together
In still or windy weather,

On springy turf or sodden.

From " Poems /or Pictures " by Ford M. Uueffer.

Correspondence.

The Title to a Title.

Sir,—You have proved yourself a friend so constant

and generous to those who have not yet abandoned the pen

for the sword that I am tempted to ask you to lend me
the ear of your readers for a moment's space. Quite

lately a letter appeared in your columns drawing attention

to several recent cases of plagiarism in the matter of book

titles, wherein my name was cited as being one of the

sufferers. My case, briefly stated, is as follows : In

December of last year I published a book called Side-

lights on South Africa, now in its third edition. A few

weeks ago Lady Sykes brought out a volume on the same

subject, which she calls Sidelights on the War in South

Africa. On the appearance of her book my publishers,

Messrs. Sampson I.ow & Marston, wrote to Mr. Fisher

Unwin protesting against this flagrant assumption of my
title, and I myself wrote to Lady Sykes pointing out two

cases in which friends who had ordered my book at the

libraries had received hers instead. But, although Mr.

Unwin expressed his willingness to change it, Lady Sykes

has refused to discontinue the use of my title for her book

on the ground that she considers the two names "as dis-

similar as are their contents." I am quite prepared to

admit that the contents are dissimilar, but the titles are, I

contend, practically identical, and likely to confuse the

public. In this opinion I am fortified by such experienced

booksellers as Mr. Humphrey, of Hatchard's, and Mr.

Bumpus. I may, at the same time, point out that neither

Lady Sykes nor Mr. Fisher Unwin have alleged ignorance

of my work as an explanation of their choice of title.

The legal aspect of this matter is interesting, and, I

think, not generally understood. Although, as your corre-

spondent writes, there is no copyright in the title of a book,

there most certainly is property in it. Copinger in his

standard work. The Law of Copyright, is most distinct about

this point. He says :
" There can be no doubt that there

is in a title a right capable of protection, and in the case

of BeWs Life this right was asserted by Vice-Chancellor .

Stuart to be a right of property." The case of Weldon v.

Dicks still further bears out this view. In 1873 the Eev.

Henry Palmer published a novel called Trial and Triumph,

a title " adopted by the defendant in entire ignorance that

it had ever been used by any other person or applied to

any other work. The defendant's work was entirely

distinct in its plot and subject-matter from the plaintiff's

book. It also appeared that both before and after the date

of the first publication by the plaintiff of his books, more
than one book was published by other persons under the

same title, or one substantially the same. Vice-Chancellor

Malins held that the plaintiff was entitled to an injunction."

It will, therefore, easily be seen that, regarding a title as

literary property, it is—to quote Copinger once more —
"usually considered that, as the injury caused by the

infringement is an injury to property, the fraudulent

intent is not necessary to prove." In other words, the law

gives protection to the title of a book not so much for the

sake of the author as to prevent the public being deceived

into buying a book under the impression that it is buying

one previously published with the same or " substantially

the same " title. Various attempts have, of course, been

made to secure a copyright for the titles as well as for the

contents of books, but this is a matter of extreme difficulty.

In the report of the Select Committee appointed in 1898 to

consider Lord Herschell's Copyright Amendment Bill,

this point was brought forward by Mr. Daldy, who gave

evidence in his capacity as Secretary to the Copyright

Association. The question had been previously raised in

the Trade Marks Act and not satisfactorily disposed of.

On this occasion it was again shelved, at the suggestion of

Lord Thring. It is believed by many authors that if some

scheme coijd be devised by which the names of book^
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could bo registered the duplication of titles througli

ignorance would be obviated. This remedy was also dis-

cussed by the Commission of 1898, Mr. G. H. Thring

giving evidence on behalf of the Society of Authors. But
here again nothing was done. The most natural places

where such registration might be effected are the Britisli

Museum or Stationers' HaS ; but both these institutions

have brought forward innumerable and to some extent

incontrovertible reasons why neither of them should be

troubled with the organisation of a system whereby the

names of the multitudinous army of volumes produced

year by year might be inscribed and thus protected from

piracy.

But, as I have already stated, legal machinery is not

really lacking by which those who use the name of a

book already in circulation may be compelled to surrender

it. It remains with the original proprietor of such title

to set that machinery in motion, for the safeguard of

literary property in general no less than for the protection

of individual interest. Eoy Deveeeux.
59, Cadogan square, 8.W. :

June 7, 1900.

SiK,—It is not pleasant to find that one has used a title

already adopted by another author, if only on account of

one's ignorance appearing hardly a compliment to the

writer aggrieved. In the case, however, which your
correspondent last week brings home to me, I hope the

grievance is reduced to a minimum by the insignificance of

the story of mine to which she refers. The letter is

headed " Book Titles," and it might from that be inferred

that my story was a book, as is the work of Mr. Bennett's,

against whose title I have trespassed. May I point out
that this is fortunately not so ? The fact of my " slender

performance " being but an ephemeral story of some four
thousand words may, I trust, remove the worst of the
mishap and form something of an apology to the author
and publisher whoso rights I unwittingly infringed.—

I

am, &c., Algernon Gissing.

Willersey, Broadway, Worcestershire :

May 31, 1900.

Novels and Logic.

Sib,—The Tgnoratio Elenchi still persists. My fair ad-

versary not only attacks a position which I never held,

but officially announces that I have evacuated the post,

and come over to her side. I never said anything against

great works of fiction, from the Odyssey to Vanity Fair.

What I did say was that we now produce little that
commands a sale except novels. What I said, or did not
say, is of infinitesimal importance. But it is important
that logicians of either sex should know what the thesis

of their adversary is ; should not attribute to him a thesis

which he never held, and then assault that.

I still think, pace Miss Forbes-Eobertson, that " all the
works of Thucydides" are likely to outlive those even of
Mr. Meredith and Mr. James. But this is a mere opinion

;

perhaps, in a.d. 2000, What Maisie Knew or The Amazing
Marriage will be eagerly asked for, while the historian of
the Sicilian Expedition, or the philosopher who describes
the death of Socrates, will be entirely forgotten. The
Platonic Dialogues and the Muses^of Herodotus " are but
glorified school - books " in Miss Forbes - Robertson's
opinion, as I understand her. I dare say that many
ladies are of her mind.—I am, &c., A. La.no.

1, Mtirlors-road : June 3, 1900.

New Books Received.
[Th«»e notes on some of the Neuj Books of the week are

preliminary to Reviews that may follow.']

Grant Allen : a Memoir. By Edward Clodd.

We refer elsewhere to this biography, which is com-
prised in little more than 200 pages. Mr. Clodd closes his

narrative with the fine and familiar lament

:

They told me, Heraclitus, they told me you were dead

;

They brought me bitter news to bear, and bitter tears to

shed;
I wept as I remembered how often you and I

Had tired the sun with talking, and sent him down the
sky.

And now that thou art lying, my dear old Oarian guest,

A handful of grey ashes, laid long ago at rest.

Still are thy pleasant voices, thy nightingales, awake

;

For Death, he taketh atl away, but these he cannot take.

(Grant Bichards.)

Village Notes, and Some Other Papers.
By Pamela Tennant.

Mrs. Tennant, who is one of the three ladies in Mr.
Sargent's great picture in this year's Academy Exhibition,

has gathered into this volume some sketches of country

life which she contributed to the Outlook. Charmingly
made up into a book, and illustrated with photogravures,

these sketches look inviting. " There is a village I

know of in South Wilts," Mrs. Tennant begins, " in

whose cottages I have heard many things said worth
recording—of humour, intentional, or otherwise, and of

pathos, real and deep." (Heinemann.)

Recollections of My Life.

By Sir Joseph Fayrer, Bart.

Sir Joseph Fayror is one of the most celebrated of army
doctors. He entered the Bengal Medical Service in 1850,

and served in the first Burmese War, and through the

Indian Mutiny. He was in Lucknow during its beleaguer-

ment. His writings have hitherto been purely medical

;

but his long and varied life and its recreations, which have
included big-game shooting in India, have furnished

material for a bulky volume of reminiscences in which
there is an abundance of exciting incidents. (Blackwood.)

Social Life in the
British Army. By a British Officer.

A very interesting subject is treated of in this book.

We are given many particulars about the inner life of a
British regiment, its guest nights, its polo matches, the

cost of chargers and outfits, points of etiquette, and what
not. When the social life of the officers' mess has been
described, we are introduced to the rank and file, to the

married quarters, the canteen, the cricket match, the

Sergeants' Ball, &c , &c. The author says :
" In the army

it is fully recognised that ' all work and no play makes
Jack a dull boy.' " The book is dedicated, by permission,

to Lord Wolseley, and is admirably illustrated by Mr.
E. Caton Woodville. (John Long. 6s.)

In addition to the foregoing, we have received :

theological and biblical.

Hird (Dennis). Was Jesus a Ritualist ? (Watts & Co.) 1/0

Danbney (W. B.), The Use of the Apociypha in the Christian Church
(Cla.v & Sons)

Hudson (Tbomeon Jay), The Divine PodiRree ot Man (Putnam's Sons)

POETRY, CRITICISM, AND BELLES LBTTRKS.

Courtney (W. I..), The Idea of Tra^dy in Ancient and Modem Drama
(Conslable) tet 3/0

Butler (A. G.), The Choice of Acliilles and Otlier Poems (Frowde) 2/8
Swift (Morrison J.), Adventof Empire (Ronbrolce Press, Los Angeles. Cal.)
Huutinjjford (K. W.), The Frogs of Aristophanes .. (Methuen) S/6

Bayne (H. 1'.), A Book of Verses, Occasional and Commonplace
(Burleigh) net 1/6

The Dome. Vol. VI ..(Unicom Prefs) net SO
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HISTORY AND BIOGEAPHY.
Bryce (George), The Remarkable History of the Hudson's Bay Company

(Sampson Low)
Maiden (Henry Elliot), A Hi»tory of Snrrey (Stock)
Scoble (J.), and Abererombie (H. E.), The Rise and Fall of Krngerism

(Heinemann)
Coatee (Thomas F. G.), Sir George Whi'e, V.C (Grant Richards)

TBAVBL A^^D TOPOGRAPHY.
De Wet (Angnsta), Facta and Fancies abont Java

(Van Btockom & Son) net

EDUCATIONAL.
Ready (A. W.), Essays and Essay Writing for Public Examinations

(Bell & Sons)
Melven (W.). The Talisman (Black)
Ord (H. W.), Qnentin Durward (Black)
McKinlay (R. G.l, The Lady of the Lake (Black) net
Mackenzie (W. M.), Lay of the Last Minstrel (Black)

JUVBNILK.
Tack (Mary N.), "Little Wheel " (Sonday School Union)
Spicer (Howard), Sports for Bovs , (Melrose)
Glover (Lady), Lest We Forget Tbem (Simpkin Marshall)

MISCKLLANKOUS.
Leonard (E. M.), The Early History of English Poor-Relief

(Oamb. Univ. Press)
Schooling (J. Holt), A Peep into "Punch" (Newnes)
Hewett (Sarah), Nommits and Cmmmits (Burleigh)

NEW EDinONS.
Avebury (Right Hon. Lord), Pre-Historio Times as lUustra'ed by Ancient

Remains. Sixth Edition revised (Williams & Norsate)
Whyte Melville (G. J.), Contraband (Ward & Lock)
Tennyson (Alfred, Lord), Poems : In Memoriam, Maud, Princess. Enoch

Arden, 4c (Macmillan)
Hidge (W. Pett), A Son of the State (Methuen)

*jf* I^ew Noveh are acknowledged elsewhere.

7/6

7/0

1/6
1/0

1/0

0/6

1/0

3/0

18/0

2/0

3/6

Our Weekly Competition.

Result of No. 37 (New Series).

Last week we offered a prize of One Guinea for the bast epigram-
matic verse of four linei connectioi; an old author with the present
day. We are disappointed with the results. We award the prize
to Mr. T. Constable, Hurstwood, Buxtei, for the fol lowing epigram :

POPB.

I saw the shade of Pope as Mudie's guest,
I saw it read, mark, learn—almost digest

—

Ten thousand tomes, then heard it wail in pain :

" Would I might write my ' Dunciad ' yet again I

"

Other replies are as follows :

Dn. Jonathan Swift to George Meredith.

"The friable and the grumons, dizzards both I

"

Why blunt with pedauvry the dart you fling ?

I plied my mothet-tongue, and by my troth
When I displayed the fang, men felt the sting.

fR. r. McC, Whitby.]
BUKXS.

" A man's a man." Why, fo he is !

That's not enough to tell, sir.

What Moderns want to know is this

:

Are women men as well, sir ?

[T. B., Cheltenham.]
Defoe.

Oh, Boy of the Past ! with what rapture you read
Of your Isle Hero's skill, and his food and hiii bed

;

Dear Crusoe ! your island, yourself an1 yonr Co
,

By tale-pampered lads are tj-day voted " slow."
[C. M. D., London.]

Samuel Eicharixson.

Oh 1 Richardson, what would thy Pamela say,
Who at the word stocking blush'd rosy red ?

Could she read of poor " Tess " or " The Woman who Did,"
She'd swoon right away, or go off her head !

[G. H,, Didsbnry.]
Srakespeabk.

I've frequently thought. If the dead could awaken
What perfectly glorious times there would be

;

If Shake-peare, fiT instance, and Francis Bacon
Could diue with Donelly and Sidney Lee.

[C. E. H., Hiohmond.]

Lord Chesterfield.

Preceptor, in a school of manners dead,
Of wisdom, wit, and social dealing

;

Our ease, to courtesy most lightly wed,
Might shock you, ttill you would hi^le your feeling.

[M. T., London.]

Sir Thomas Bbowne.

All writing's changed, quaint, kindly Browne, since thou,
In moments spare, wrote thy dust-smelling tomes

;

How would a Doyle write Ilydrv'taphii now,
Or thou indite another Sherlock Holmes 1

[H. W. D., London.]

Shakespeare.

Sweet-singing Shakespeare, would'st thou not be
Sid in thine heart if the seraphs told thee
That to day, on the star that thou blest by thy birth,

If ten take thee up, but one sees thy worth I

[L. F., Manchester.]

Sir Walter Scott—Rudyabd Kipling.

'Twas hia, the Wizard of the North, to wave his wondrous wand,
And make our fathers breathe the air of moor and heatherland,
Like him, whose burning genius now wafts us from afar
The scent of spicy blossoms beneath an Eastern star,

[C. B,, Bristol.]

Alfred, Lord Tennyson.

Ah, noble departed 1 our Alfred " The Great,"
How it grieves ns you took every tittle

0£ your spirit of song, when you joined the great throng.
And you left none for Alfrtd " The Little "

!

[L. L., Ramsgnte.]

Thomas Caeltle.

Plain dealer in the "rongh-hew'd granite" style.

How you would wince could you return awhile
To earth, and scan the modern wares we view

—

Fiction by Fowler, Hall Caine, and Le Qaeux I

[Z. McC, Whitby.]

Wordsworth and Realism,

Wordsworth, progenitor of realistic art,

Realifm did to thee infinite good reveal

;

We, the /in xienle, make prostitute our art

:

Siak goodness in oblivion, proclaiming evil real.

[A. M. P., Hampstead.]

Sir Walter Scott.

Great maker of Romance, you hit the tune.

And thousands, with variaiions, followed after
;

Your day of glory has not come to noon :

Their mock heroics make a moment's laughter.
[H. P. B, Glasgow.]

Other answers have been received from :—E. F. S., Newcastle

;

E. C. M. D., Crediton ; F. S. H., Bath ; A. H. F„ Southsea ; J. 0.,

Bath ; E H. H., Streatham ; F. L A., Ealing ; H, R S., Newcastle
;

. Highgate ; E. M,, West Smithfield ; T. B. D , Bridgwater

;

H. E. M,, Edinburgh; M. R. H., Eistbourne; E, B., Liverpool;
A. E. W., Inverness ; F. E. A., Buxton ; A. W., West Hampstead

;

H. J., Crouch End ; A. G., Cheltenham ; H. H., Old Shoreham
;

M. A. C, Cambridge ; G. N., Bristol.

Competition No. 38 (New Series).

Dr. F. J. Fuenivall writes to ns as follows

:

In the Johnson Club Pujiers, 1899, p. 161, my friend, George
Radford, writes of the great Doctor :

" His first love was Olivia Lloyd, who charmed him while he
was at the school at Stourbridge. From Boswell's statement
that she was a ' young Quaker,' it is clear that she was both
beautiful and demure ; and her very name is a melody. No
wonder Johnson loved her ; and his love was not inarticulate,

for he told her so in what Boswell calls somewhat brutally 'a
copy of verses.' These early verses have perished, and we can-
not, alls I redeem them from oblivion by the sacrifice of, say,

half-a-dozen mature ' Ramblers.' "

It would be a charming task for your clever oontribntorf i

recollecting that the boy is father of the man, to reproduce
these verses.

We agree that this task may well be attempted ; and we offer a
prize of One Guinea for the poem, not exceedinr,' sixteen lines,

which seems to reproduce Johnson's poem most nearly.

Rules.

Answers, addressed "Literary Competition, The Academy, 43,

Chancery-lane, W.C," must reach us not later than the first post

of Tuesday, June 12, Each answer must be accompanied by
the coupon to be found on the second page of Wrapper, or it can-

not enter into competition. Competitors sending more than one
attempt at solution must accompany each attempt with a separata

coupon ; otherwise the first only will be considered. We oanni>

consider anonymous answers.
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THE OLDEST HORTICULTURAL NEWSPAPER.

3' "'Gardeners'
WEEKLY.
Postage

id. Chronicle

15'
YEARLY.

Post

Free.

(THE "TIMES" OF HORTICULTURE).

FOR SIXTY YEARS
THE LEADING JOURNAL.

Its contributors comprise the most

E:k:pemenGed Bmtish Gapdeneps,
and many of the most

Eminent men of Science
at home and abroad.

IT HAS AN INTERNAHONM REPUTATION FOR ITS ILLUSTRATIONS OF PLANTS.

Specimen Copy post free on application to the Publisher,

H. G. COVE, 41, WELT.TNGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON.
%* May be o^deretl of all Bontmeilets and NewS'- gents, and, at the tiailwty Bookatalla,

A CHARMINQ GIFT BOOK
68., claret roan, gilt, lUastrated.

LONDON in the TIME of the DIAMOND JUBILEE
London: Siupkut, Mi.B8HALi. & Co. Ijlangollen: Darlin&toit k Go.

DARLINGTON'S HANDBOOKS.
Edited by EALPH DAELINGTON, F.E.G.S.

Maps by BAETHOLOMEW.
Fcap. 8to. one SHILLING EACH. Illustrated.

THE VALE of LLANGOLLEN.—With Special Contributions from
His Excellency E. J. PHELPS, late American Minister; Professor
JOHN RUSKIN, LL.D.; ROBEKT BROWNING; A. W. KtNGLAKE;
and Sir THEODORE MARTIN, K.O.B.

BOUENEMOUTH and NEW FOEBST.
THE NORTH WALES COAST.
BRECON and its BEACONS.
EOSB, TINTERN, and CHEPSTOW. _ _

BRISTOL, BATH, WELLS, and WESTON-SUPER-MARE.
BRIGHTON, EASTBOURNE, HASTINGS, and ST. LEONARDS.

LLANDUDNO, RHYL, BANGOR, BETTWSYCOED, and SNOWDON.
ABEEYSTWYTH, BARMOUTH, MACHYNLLETH, and ABERDOVBY.
..^^^^^'^^' DOLGELLY, HARLECH, CRICCIETH, and PWLLHELL
UALTBSN, HEREFORD, WORCESTER, GLOUCESTER, 4 CHELTENHAM.

LLANDEINDOD WELLS and the SPAS of MID-WALES.

THE CHANNEL ISLANDS.
THE ISLE OP WIGHT.
THE WYE VALLEY.
THE SEVERN VALLEY.

Is.—THE HOTELS of the WORLD.
leading Hotels throughout the world.

A Handbook to the

" What would not the intelligent tooribt in Paris or Rome give tor such a
gnide-book as this, which teaches so much that is outside the usual scone of
such volumes ! "—The Times.

" The best Handbook to London ever isariid,"—Liverpool Daily Pott.

SECOND EDITION, ENLARGED, 6s.-60 Illustrations, 24 Maps and PJans.

LONDON AND ENVIRONS.
By E. 0. COOK and E. T. COOK, M.A.

WUh an additional Index of 4,500 References to all Streets and
Places of Interest.

I Llangollen : DARLINGTON & CO.
Iiondon: Simpkin, Mabsball, HAurLTON, Kssr k Co., Ltd.

The Railway Bookstalls, and all Booksellen'.

An American Transport

in the Crimean War.
CHAPTER I.

The Old and the New Mediterranean Trade—The Pioneer Steamship—Arriva)
at Marseilles—The Cholera—Origin of the Crimean War—French Hilarity
succeeded by Disappointment,

CHAPTER U.
The Passage to Constantinople—Reminiscences of Antiquity—Ashore in the

Dardanelles—Disinterested Kindness of Suleyman Pasha— ConstaJitinopIe
and its Surroundings—Ihe Passage to ihe Crimea—The Seaports and the
Battlegrounds—Starvation at the English Camp—French Economy and
Hospitahty.

CHAPTER III.

The Mistake of the Allies in Making their Lauding—The Commencement of the
Siege and the Misery attending it—Another Passage from Marseilles-
Narrow Escape from Foundering in a Gale—Arrival at Kamiesh—Th«
Monastery of St. George.

CHAPTER IV.

The American and the French Cuitine—A Trip to the Sea ot Azof—Contrasted
Scenes of Peace and War—Vandalism of the Allies at Kertch—Trading
with a Pasha—The Unsuccessful Attack on Sebastopol—Panic at Kamiesh
and Balaklava—Return to Marseillee-Trip to Algeria,

CHAPTER V.

Return Again to the Crimea—Ravages of Disease in the Camps—French Trans-
port System compared with Ours in the Civil War—The Sisters of Charity
—The Capture ot the Malakoff and Redan—A View of the Eain»—Boml>.
proof Female Curiosity.

CHAPTBE VL
Entering the Turkish Service—The Turk a Man of his Word—Good Pay and

Little Work—Our Philosophic Chief Officer—The Pasha's Bedclothes—His
Friendship—No Use for a Propeller.

CHAPTEK Vir.
Hafiz Effendi and his Harem.

CHAPTER VIII.

Mnstapha Pasha Wide Awake—We aie Hurried Off to Enpatoria—A Rescue in
the Black Sea—A British Frigate comes to our Aid—Arrival at Eupatoria.

CHAPTER IX.

The Blander of a British General—A Post-Mortem held by Mr. Sears and Some
of his Religions Ideas—The End of the War and Comments on its Resalts.

By Capt. CODMAN.
Frontispiece. 198 pp. Prioe 38. 6d.

Loidon : SIMPKIN, MARSHALL, HAMILTON, & CO.
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MR. CROCKETT'S NEW NOVEL.
NOTICE.-On JUNE 21st WILL BE READY.

At all Booksellers' and Tiibraries, with a Frontispiece, crown 8vo, 6s.,

LITTLE ANNA MARK
By S. E. CROCKETT,

AUTHOB OF "CLEG KELLY," "THE RED AXE," "THE BLACK DOUGLAS," &o.

London : SMITH, ELDER & CO., 15, Waterloo Place.

NEW NOVEL BY CLIVE PHILLIPPS-WOLLEY.
At all Bookaellera' and Libraries. Crown Svo, Os.

THE CHICAMON STONE:
A Legend of the Yukon Basin.

By CLIVE PHILLIPPS-WOLLEY,
Author of " One of the Broken Brigade," &o.

PVSCn.—" 'The Chicamon Stone' is a succession of pictures of one of the weirdest parts of the
world. In power, in simpliciw. in occasional grandeur, it is worthy of the theme. My Baronite, brought
up on Fenimore Cooper, metully admits what a ststgey creature he was compared with Clive PhiUipps-
Wolley."

London : SMITH, ELDER & CO., 15, Waterloo Place.

ELLIOT STOCK'S
NEW AND RECENT PUBLICATIONS.

In large 8vo, handsomely bound in cloth and fully

Illuiitrated, price Ijs. net.

S^NEET HAMP8TEAD and its

ASSOCIATIONS. By Mrs. CAROLINE WHITE.
"With nnmerooa lUufitrationfl of Kminent Persone,

Hieloiic Honses, and Pictuteeque Localities.

"To adapt to the occasion a consecrated criticism, it is a work
vhich no Uampfltead gentleman's library should be without."

Saturday Review.

"A Tolame which will interest tr.ose who never visited

Uampstead, while those readers who are f miliar with it, acd
love the place for its beauty and associations, will be carried

away by the author's apprecifitlve enihusiasm and her fresh

and virid narratioo."— VKeeArl]/ Sun.

SELECTIONS FROM

ALEXANDER & SHEPHEARD'S
PUBLICATIONS.

THE NEW VOLUME OF "THE POPULAR
COUNTY HISTORY " SKRIE.S.

In demy 8to, price 78. (id, ; roxburgh, price lOs. Od. net ;

large-paper copies, price 2Is. net each vol.

A HISTORY of SURREY. By
HENKY ELLIOT MALDEN, M.A.

In large 8vo, handsomely bound in cloth, price lOs. Od.

THE DUAL LAND. Being a
Collection of VerBCS from Many Sources for the

Great Family of thoso who have been, who are,

and who may be Bereaved.

"The Dual Land" ii. it is believed, the largest and most
represcntatiTe collection of poems on the subject of the future

life. ItcoDtaJnaexamplesof the writings of authors of all ages

and lands, and furnishes, in a classified form, an anthology of

the bpst extracts from the most eminent poets who bare written

OB this serious yet bopefol sabjtct.

NEW NOVELS.
In crown 8vo, cloth, price Os.

REVENGEFUL FANGS: a Tale

of Anglo-Indian Lift. By F. W. BAMFORD.

In crown 8vo, cloth, price 5s.

SOMERLEY: Schoolboy and
Undergraduate. Hy GILBERT 8W1KT.

Ciown 8vo, cloth boards, price 3s. 6d., post free.

ILLUSTHATIONS from the SERMONS
of ALEXANDER MACLAREN, D.D. Edited
and Selected by JAMES HENRY MARTYN.
Containing over 5C0 beautiful and suggestive
illustrations. With a Textual Index and Alpha-
betical List of Subjects.

Crown Svo, 28. 6d.

"THINGS THAT ARE MADE." Devo-
tional Meditations in the Haunts of Nature. By
Rev. A. J. BAMFORD, B.A., of Royton,

The Freeman says :
" Preachers and teachers will

find in them mauy helpful sujygestions."
The Glasgow Herald says: '"They will probably

interest and instruct many who would an ordinary
sermon flee,"

Now Ready, Second Edition, crown 870, cloth boards,
Is. 6d., post free.

THE CHARTER of the CHURCH. Lee-
tures on the Scriptual Principle of Nonconformity.
By P. T. FORSYTH. M.A., D.D.

"Explains the position of religious dissent with
great force and eloquence."—Manchester Guardian.

*• Nothing could be more timely than these learned
and suggestive lectures."

—

Christian World.

Fcap. 8vo, price Is. 6d., post free.

THE AMBITIONS of ST. PAUL. By Rev.
W. GARRETT HORDER.

CoHtKHTH: Concernmg Ambition—Three, not One
—The First Ambition—The Second Ambition—The
Third Ambition.

CONVICTED OF HEROISM. A Tale of
John Penrv, Marlyr, 1569—1593. By HERBERT
M. WHITE, B.A. Illustrated by Frank H.
Simpson.

"Excellent, unusual grasp of events, nobility of

ideal, vividnets, and grace of style.'*

Rev. Aechibald^Dof, D.D.

Post 8to, cloth, with Portraits,
price 68., post free.

WELSHMEN in ENGLISH PULPITS ; or.
Sermons by English Congregational Ministers
from Wales. With Introduction by Rev.
CHARLES A. BERRY, D.D. Edited by Rev.
DANIEL WATERS.

The Expository Times says :
*' And here wo have

thirty excellent portrait* of prominent and eloquent
Congregational preachers, with their thirty sermons,
and the price is out a few shillings."

ELLIOT STOCK, 62, Paternoster Bow,
London, B.C.

London :

ALEXANDBE & SHEPHEABD, Limited,
21 and 22, FnrniTal Street, Holborn, W.G.

MESSES.

WM. BLACKWOOD & SONS'
L I S T-

Mdnorial Ediiion of G. W. Steeyens's Works.

READY TUESDAY, JUNE 10, VOLUME I.

THINGS SEEN:
Impressions of Men, Cities, and Books.

By the late G. W. STEEVENS,
Author of "From Capetown to Ladysmitb," "With

Kitchener to Khartum," " In India," Ac.

Selected and Edited by G. S. STREET.
With a Memoir by W. B. HENLEY, and a Photo-

gravure Reproduction of Oolher's Portrait,

Crown Svo, 6s,

sir Herbert Maxwfll's New Romance.

AT ALL BOOKSELLERS' AND LIBRARIES.

THE CHEVALIER OF
THE SPLENDID CREST.

By the Right Hon.

Sir HERBERT MAXWELL, Bart., M.P.,

Author of "A Duke of Britain," &o,

Crovm 8vo, Cs,

Sir Joseph Fajrer's BecollectiODS.

THIS DAY AT ALL LIBRARIES.

RECOLLECTIONS of MY LIFE.
By Surgeon-General Sir JOSEPH PAYRER,
Bart., K.C.S.I., LL.D., M.D., F.R.S.,Q.H.P.,&c.;
Hon. Physician to the Prince of.Wales ; Physican
in Ordinary to the Duke of Edinburgh; late

President of the Medical Board at the India
Office ; Foreign Member of the Academy of Medi*
cine of Paris and other Foreign Societies. With
Portraits and other Illustrations. Demy 8vo, 2l8.

" There are some books of whose contents it is well-
nigh impossible to give an idea wiihin reasonable
limits, and these memoirs of Sir Joseph Fayrer are
among the number So full of interesting matter
that no reviewer can be expected to do anything but
injustice in a notice to which there aie limits ap-
pointed."—3for«infl' Post.

•' A bulkv volume of remmiscences in which there
is an aoundance of exciiing incidents."

—

Academy,

'' MODERN' EI^QLISB WRITERS:'
JUST PUBLISHED.

JOHN RUSKIN. ByMrs.MeyneU.
With a Biographical C'hronologf. Crown Svo,
2b. G(1.

" Mis. Meynell's book is, above all, definite, stimu-
lating, suggestive — an incentive and an aid to the

wider and more intelligent readiog of one of the

greatest writers of the closing century. To all the
magnificent maze of Mr. Ruskin's writing the volume
gives a fine c\Me."—Daily Telegraph.

"Mrs. Meynell has set many things in order, and
has put some things in a bright light ; she has greatly
distinguished Ruskin's failure from his success; and
she has written an intrinsically fine book, of which
the labour and truthful speaking adumbrate the

labour and truthful speaking of the master."
Academy,

AT ALL LIBRARIES.

OUR STOLEN SUMMER. The
Record of a Roundabout Tour. By MARY
STUART BOYD. Wuh 170 Sketches by A. S.

Boyd. Large demy Svo, ISs.

Punch says :
" My Baronite, reading this fascinating

record of a roundabout tour, feels prompted to steal

away A charming book."

THIS DAY IS PUBLISHED.

TALKS WITH OLD ENGLISH
CRICKETERS. By "OLD EBOR" (A. W.
Puli.in). With numerous Portraits. Crown
Svo, Os.

AT ALL BOOKSELLERS' AND LIBRARIES.

THE PRISON HOUSE: a Romance.
By JANE JONES, down Svo, 68.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD & SONS,
EDINBUBQH AND LONDON,
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BOOKS FOR THE TIMES.

THE HISTORY of CHINA. By
DEMETRIUS C. BOUUiER. Authoi of "ChimseOordoii,"
"Sir SUmfonl Raffle*." 4o . Ac. A New uid R«flMd
Eaition. Illuatraiod with TortniU and Map*. S \oli.,

d«m7 8vo, U».
*•* TtM SMWQtl V.)luni« ooDtaiDt a full Hittorr nf Chtna nnil

ber oonoactioo with European NAtiotiB, and dt^tiuhxl ai-coiiuit

of all «Tuiri, inolutUog Ui« Ctilno-Jii|>aD Wiir, and lU Dlplu-

utatle coa»tc|uriicei.

" Mr. BoulK«r ii a thoughtful writer, and his facts may be
relied OQ. Ife has. too, the Irue iuwardaessof the historian.

....For the purpose or information tt would be difttcuU to

point to a more haudy aud trustworthy book."—Momit-g Pott.

** R«v>irdmla)ialiist4>rypurt> and dimple, indeed, Mr Boulger's
laleat effort is all that such a work should lt«."

PaU Afall Gab^tU.
" One cannot read this atlminiiile hiHtoiy without fevliiig how

much Mr. Boulfter's sympaihies have l>e«u enlintetl l>y ti>u wuu-
derful record of Chinese achievement and Chtheae character
which he luu collected with so much charm and ability."

^aitfrday Aenew.

CLOWES S NAVAL POCKET-
BOOK. Ifc.*-!. Edit.Hi bv L. (;. CARR I.AUCJllTON. The
m''St valuable W rk of Reference now aviiilaMe, containing
a full List uf B»ttleBhii*s IroncladH. (.iunl-oats, Ciui^er^,
Tor|>edo Buiits. a List of I>rv DockK, and other viluible
Information. conCTTuiiia; ALL THE NAVIES OK THE
W0RL1>. Fifth War of l«ue. Cloth, Ki^no. 58. net.

" It is one of the most useful and handy works of reference
00 naval matters that I know of and invalu «ble to »11 who take
ao interest in naval matters."— l.onl Cuakliis Beriisfolu.

"Tliis vuluable. concise, and well-packed book The
•rranaement of the matter for purposes of reference is ad-
mirable."—Stxifsmoii.

"The information contained upon the navies of the world is

roost complete and comprehensive.'*—/*aH Mali Qatttts.

"A hanrly volume for use anywhere aud everywhere
Sarprisingly acourAte. . . .A marvel of cbeapnes.s

"

yaval and Mititarj/ Record.

A JAUNT in JAPAN; or, Ninety
Days' Leave in the Far East. By Capt S. C. P. JACKSON,
D.S.O.. the Hampshire Regiment. D.A.A.Q. Bombay. Hvo,
cloth, 4s. tkl. net.

The lUPEBIAL RUSSIAN NAVY.
By FRED T. JANE. Author of " All the World's FiKhting
^hips," "The Torpedo in Peace and War," "The Port Guard
Ship," Ac. With Maps, Plans, and I30 Illustration^ from
hketchts and Itrtwinm by the Author and fiom Photo-
giapfas. Royal 8vo. 3tH. net.

" The IxKtk is full of information, compiled with laudable
skill aud industry."— TA-e ri»i««.

"Mr. Janes b- ok is valuable, and it is certainly very in-
Btnictive."— 4r»«y and Navu HmetU.
"Ce maguifique onvrageMit^avec un sutn (out paitVuIier."

U Vacht
" To naval students this volume will be of thnutm' st vulue."

WeUtriK Momini) iVewa
" An up-to-date, well arranged, and concise euo^clopioiia of

the bubject."—/>ailj/ A'etr«.

" Fills a distinct gap in our naval literature."

Dailf/ Chr.nieU

MY JUBILEE VISIT to LONDON.
By BUItADAR MAHOMMED BEY, Sirdar Eahadu-.
iBt Madras Lancers. Edited by LieutCol. E. M. LAW-
FORD. 8V0, cloth, 2s. fid.

His oceasionally naive impressions of England have been
carefully loft as intact as possible by the Translator and the
Editor, and tbty form most interostiug reading.

A SUMMER in HIGH ASIA: a
Summer Ramble through Baltistan and Ladakh. Bv
Capt. F. E. 8. ADAIR (late Rifle Brigade). Author nf
"Si»ort in Ladakh." With a Chapter on Cen*ral Asian
Trade by Capt. H. 8. GODFREY, late British Joint-Com-
tnisaioner at Leh. lilustiattt^l by a Series of beautiful
I'hotograptiH and Drawings taken on the B;>ot. and a Map
uf the Route. Medium 8vo, cloth ixtra, 128. 6d. net.

" There are few guides as good and as interesting."
JJaily News.

" This record of big game will appeal forcibly to sportsmen."
PuUisners" Circular.

** He gives striking pictures of scenes of prandeur."
Bndfurd Observer.

*' A very readable book of sport and travel."—A'pcc^itor.

"The general reader and the naturalist wll. scarcelv less
than ihe sik>i li-mHU. find much in the book that is attractive or
aipiuting "—^coUiMin.
"Wf cordially cvmmeiul it to all sportbmon."

Aaian (Calcutta).

THE SPORTSMAN'S MANUAL:
In <^iie6t ofGame in Kullu, Lahoul, and Ladnk. to the T.to
Mo.wi I.ake. By Lieiit-l^.l R. M. TYACKK (late Her
Majesty'K HSth and :!lth R<^gimenU). With Notes od
Hbnotiijg in Spitl. Bara Bagnhal. Chamtta, and Kashmir,
and a deta.ile<l d>^criptioii of Ht>ort in more than lou Nalac.
With y Maps and copious Index. Fiup. 8vo, limp loan.
SuiUble for the Pocket, lii. net.

THE TOURIST'S and SPORTS-
HAN'8 OUIDE to KASHMIR. LAOAK, 4c. By A. E.
WARD. Bengal Suir Corps. Fourth Edition. 78. net.

A HANDBOOK to AGRA. DELHI.
AI.LAHABAB, CAWNPOKE. LUCKNUW. aud
BENARiU. B7 H. O. KBEME. Willi Mips and Plans.
la 1 Tot., fcap. 8ro. 7s. net.

W. THACKER & CO.,

OBBEO LANE, LONDON, E.C.

THE CRISIS IN CHINA.
INTBBESTINQ and BBLTABLE BOOKS.

VILLAGE LIFE in CHINA : a Study
in Soclologv. By ARTHUR II. SMITH. D.D.. Autlur of

"CbiueMj Characteristlutt." With D Full-Page Illustra-

lious. 7s. fid.

The ^ fAsncnnn says : "From the first pam to the last it is

full of Bunestlve matter, and gives a more faithful representa-
tion of vlilKne life in China than any that has ever yet bctu
attt-mpted."

A CYCLE of CATHAY; op, China,
South and North. With Personal Reminiscences. By the
Rev. W. A. P. MARTIN, D.D.. LL.D.. Imperial Tungwen
C4>llege, Fekin. With Map and numerous Illustratluns.

7s.ffd. -

s
Observations in the Hermit Nation. By the Rev. JAldES

KOREAN SKETCHES:
8. (SALE. Willi 8 lUustratlous. :». C

THE GIST of JAPAN : the Islands,
their People and Missions. Bv the Rev. R. B. PEERY,
A.M., Ph.l>. With s Full-P;Ke Illustrations. Us.

FROM FAR FORMOSA : the Island,
iU People and Minions. Br UEOROE LESLIE MACKAY,
D.D. Third Edition. With 4 Mapa and 16 Illoslrations.
7s. 6d.

PATERSON'S HANDY GUIDES
FOR TOURISTS.

Intending Tourists in Switzerland, the Rhineland, &c , will
find PATKRSON'8 GUIDES among the best and cheapest in
the market. They are haudy, well arranged, up-to-date, and
full of Majts, Plans, and Illustrations.

PATERSON'S HANDY GUIDE TO
SWITZERLAND. With 10 JUaps and Plans.

Mew EditioQ. brought up to date. Cloth, Is. ttd. net.

PATERSON'S HANDY GUIDE TO
THE RHINE and Its PROVINCES. New

Edition, brought up to date. With lo Maps and Plans.
Cloth, is. 6d. net.

PATttRSON'S HANDY GUIDE TO
LONDON and SUBURBS. With 2 Maps.

Linen Hbre covers, 6d. ; cloth. Is.

PATERSON'S HANDY GUIDES TO
SCOTLAND Eleyen Bditiona. Listonappli-

cation, po!i>t free.
The Academy savs: "PATERSON'S UUIDES ma^ be

strongly rec'immended as handbooks to separate localities i'l

Scotland. 1!h<ty are well raappd and illustrated, aud dc-al

severally with Ediubureh. Glasgow, and the Clyde, the Southern
Counties of Scutland, tlie Tro8>achs, &c.

OLIPHANT, ANDERSON & FERRIER,
21. Paterposter Sq uare, LondoQ, E G. ; and Edioburgh

,

THE BIBELOTS
are ideal books

for TRAVELLERS.
JOST PUBLISHED.

SYDNEY SMITH,
HIS WIT AND WISDOM

SYDNEY SMITH,
HIS WIT AND WISDOM.

18 THE NEW VOLUUB OF

THE BIBELOTS.
THB OtHEK VOLU.ME8 ARE :

Vol. I. COLSaiDGE'S TABLE-TALK.
Vol. IL HERBICK'S WOMEN, LOVB.&FLOWERS
Vol. III. LEIGH HUNT'S The WORLD of BOOKS.
Vol. IV. GAY'S TRIVIA, and other Poems.
VoL V. MARCUS AURELIUS'S MEDITATIONS.
Vol. VI. KEATS' P0KM3.

THE BIBELOTS.
A Setiei of BeprinU for the Book-Locer.

Edited by J. POTTER BRISCOE.
Price 2s. 6d. net each ; or 3 Tola, in leather

case, lOg. Od. net,

Ajt Edition, printed on Japanese vellam, and
bound in vellnm with light blue silk ties,

limited to 60 Copits, lOs. (>d. net.
E&oh Volume contains about 150 pp., 5 in.

by 2J in.

New Head and Tail-Pieoes are designed for
each Volume by Herbert Cole.

Each Volume contains a Photogravure
Portrait executed by Walter L. Colls.

The Leather Binding, with Embossed Design
on both Covers, gilt edges, with silk head
bands and marker, is a striking ftatnre of
THE BIBELOTS.

London : QAY & BIRD, 22, Bedford Street,

Strand, W G.
Agtney for American Books,

Harper & Brothers' Pablications.

AN IMPORTANT PSYCHOLOBICAL WORK.

THE UNKNOWN.
By CAMlLLe FLAMMARION.

A Study of the Phenomena of the Spirit World
by the Eminent French Scientist.

*' M, Plamraarion's fin«l concluBions are, that
Thoafirht ie not a function of the brain ; that the Bool
actually exists as a real bcing^, independent of the
body ; that it is gifted with faculties still unknown to
Bcior.cOt and that it can act and perceive the future
(determined beforehand by natural causes) without
the interniediate agency of the senses."

Demj 8vo, 488 pagee, 7a. 6d.

jaSTEEADY. A NKW CHEAP KOITION OP

WHITE MANS AFRICA, By
POULTNEY lUGELOW. With a Special New-
Introduction by the Author. Crown 8vo, cloth,
38. Od.

" By a long way the best, ful]ef>t, most interpstiog,
and most entertaining account of South Africa aa it

exists to-day,"

—

African Critic.
** Mr. Bigelow'e voltune is the brightest, the most

comprehensive, and the most Impartial ot the dozens
that have reached us about Soutb African affairs.

'

Athenteum.

CONVERSATIONS with PRINCE
BISMARCK. Collected by HBINRICH VON
POSCaiNGBR. Edited, with an Intrwl'iction,

by SIDNEY WHITMAN, With Portrait. Crown
8vo, cloth, decorated, 6?.

*' The intrinsic va'ue of the contents of this volume
may be best summed up in the words of the Times,
1870, the sparks of wisdom which Prince Bistnarck
was in the habit of emitting at his soirees will one dsy
yet have a higher valun than the loudest debates in
Parliament."—ExtaACr pitoM Phsfacs.

OUR PRESIDENTS, and HOW
WE MAKE I'HEM. By Col, A. K. McCLURE.
A History of the Presidential Elections uf the
United States. With Portraits of the Presidents.
Demy 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Col. McClure has had a personal acciufiintancc with
neai'ly all the Presidential candidates during the past
fifty years. His book contains much new and in-

tensely interesting matter concerning the inside
workings of the Tarious campaigns, political incidents,
quarrels, &c.

FICTION.
THE LATEST WORK By H. G. WELLS.

LOVE and MR. LEWISHAM
By Ihe Author of "The Wheels ot Chance,"
" When the Sleeper Wakes," &c. Crown 8vo,
cloth, 68.

"In * Love and Mr. LewiBham * Mr. WelU strikes a
deeper note. By far the most fascinating piece of
viork he has Riven vis."—Telegraph.

A GAY CONSPIRACY. By
ROBERT W. CHAMBERS, Author oE " The Red
Repablic," " The Open Boat. ' Illustrated.

Crown 8vo, Bs.

" The most fasciaatliig of Mr, Chambers's produc-
tions."

—

Scotsman.
" Clever and readable A great sncoess."

Speaker.
" The most readable book that has appeared for

some time."

—

Liverpool Mercury.

TWO SUMMERS. By Mrs.
J. GLENNY WILSON. Crown 8vo, Gs.

" The pictures of English country society, merci-
lessly faithl ul to alt its d-awbacks and insiptdities,

are highly entertaining ; indeed, the whole book is

excellent reading."

—

Spectator.

FURTHER SUPPLY NOW READY.

THE LOVE of PARSON LORD.
By MARY E. WILKINS, Anther of " A New
?:Dgland Nun," •' Jerome," iSc. Cloth, illustrated,

Gs.

" A tonching story, in Miss Wilkins's charming
style,"

—

Daily ^ews.
" There are few writers whose work has such dis-

tinction as Miss Wilkins's."

—

Speaker.

LONDON AND NEW YORK.
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The Literary Week.
In accordance with our annual custom we devote a
supplement this week to topographical and guide-book
literature. The production of guide-books, as of general
literature, seems to have been greatly checked by the
war. However, as a set off, Mr. Newnes is about to
launch a new sixpenny monthly illustrated magazine,
devoted to the interests of tourists, and called The Traveller.

An advance copy of the first number which lies before
us is filled with varied and useful matter. Among the
permanent features will be "Travel Notes and News,"
"In the Hotels," "What to Wear Abroad," "Peeps into

New Books," "Tours through the Shops," "Sunday
Morning Notes," &c., &c. The special articles are well
chosen, and altogether The Traveller promises to be a most
helpful counsellor and an entertaining friend.

The Elizabethan Stage Society will give its last per-
formance of the season next Friday evening, in the
Lecture Theatre, Burlington Gardens, when Schiller's
" Death of Wallenstein," translated by Samuel Taylor
Coleridge, will be performed.

Amokg the novels that have reached us lately we had
set aside Charlotte Leyland for a special review on account
of certain qualities which distinguished it. The review-

was in preparation when we received the following com-
munication from Mr. Grant Eichards, the publisher of the
book :

" I published on May 22 Charlotte Leyland, by M.
Bowles, of which a copy was sent you on that day for
review. Since its publication I have learnt that one of

the characters is so drawn as to constitute a libel against
a lady well-known in London society. Her solicitors

threaten me with proceedings unless I withdraw the book
from circulation, which I am now doing ; they also ask me
to warn you against reviewing the book in its present
shape." As the three chief characters in Charlotte Leyland
revolve in orbits very far removed from " London Society,"
and as the story is mainly concerned with them, we hope
that the book will be republished after the excisions that
" constitute a libel " have been made. It would be a
great pity if such excellent and promising work were to be
denied the recognition that Miss Bowles deserves.

Just now, when the peace of the world is threatened by
"The Yellow PerU," it is interesting to turn to the pages
of a work which aroused considerable attention at the
time of its publication seven years ago—Mr. Charles H.
Pearson's National Life and Character : a Forecatt. This
writer was "obsessed" apparently by the idea, which he
explains in his work, that the Chinese whose resources he
considered immense, the capacity of their people for toil

unlimited, and their wants of the slenderest, would eventu-
ally dominate the universe—that China's flag would float

on every sea, and her naval of&cers visit every port as
honoured guests. He says :

Th« day will come, and perhaps is not far distant, when
the European observer will look rouod to see the globe
girdled with a contiouous zoue of the black and yellow

races, no longer too weak for aggression, or under tutelage,
but independent, or practically so, in government, mono-
polising the trade of their own regions, and circumscribing
the industry of the European; when Chinamen and the
natives of Hindostau, the States of Central and South
America, by that time predominantly Indian, and it may
be African nations of the Congo and the Zambesi, under a
dominant caste of foreign rulers, are represented by fleets

in the European seas, invited to international conferences,
and welcomed as allies in the quarrels of the civilised

world. The citizens of these countrioi will then be taken
up into the social relations of the white races, will throng
the English turf, or the salons of Paris, and will be
admitted to intermarriage. It is idle to say that, if all this

should come to pass, our pride of place will not be humili-
ated. We were struggling among ourselves for supremacy
in a world which we thought of as destined to belong to
Aryan races and to the Christian faith : to the letters, and
arts, and charm of social manners which we have inherited
from the best times of the past. We shall wake to find
ourselves elbowed and hustled, and perhaps even thrust
aside, by people whom we looked upon as servile, and
thought of as bound always to minister to our needs.

A line from Bret Harte irresistibly suggests itself to us.

The Ladysmith Treasury is the title of a volume of

stories which Messrs. Sands & Co. announce for immediate
publication. The book is dedicated to Sir George White,
and it is intended to forward the profits arising from the
sale to the Mayor of Ladysmith for the relief of the dis-

tress caused by the siege. The following authors have
contributed stories : F. Anstey, Joseph Conrad, Bernard
Capes, Edgar Fawcett, Francis Gribble, Robert Machray,
Ian Maclaren, F. Frankfort Moore, W. E. Norris, Eden
PhUlpotts, Edwin Pugh, Morley Roberts, Gabriel Setoun,
H. A. Vachell, Percy White, and " Zack." The volume
has been edited by Mr. J. Eveleigh Nash.

A CORRESPONDENT Writes :
" Dowson's ' I have been true

to thee, Cynara, in my fashion,' which you quote in last

week's Academy, is merely a Swinburnian translation of

Mr. Burnand's comic lyric, ' His heart was true to Poll.'

Don't you remember how he strayed first with Bet and
then with Sal, then with Susan and then with Moll ; but
all the time, wherever his kisses might be, ' his heart was
true to Poll'?"

We understand that Mr. Robert Barr will finish the
romance of Irish life which Mr. Crane left uncompleted.

Me. H. G. Wells, whose new novel. Love and Mr.
Lewisham, is attracting very favourable notice, has finished

a long story called " The First Men in the Moon." It will

beg^n in the Strand Magazine next January.

"C. K. S.," who recently announced in the Sphere that
what is called Bramwell Bronte's chair at the " Black
Bull," Haworth, was for sale, now states that the price

asked is £100 ; but he adds, " I do not for the life of me
understand why the most enthusiastic admirer of the
Bronte sisters should offer £100 for a chair in which . . .

their very worthless brother was so frequently in the cups."
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Mb. W. D. Howklls's pronouncements on the art of the
Novel have been many, but thoy are always lucid and
interesting. In a recent after-dinner speech he said some
sensible things about the " many-headed." Thus Mr.
Howells

:

He is a terrible fellow, the average man, but there are
a great many of him ; and it is worth while trying to find
out bis secret, if he has one.
The difficulty is not to make him hke the best, but to

give him the best. In this case, as in so many others, the
law of demand and supply works backward, and the
demand follows the supply. We must in all these things
rely upon education, but education that begins with the
artists, as with those who write and paint and bnild, as
those who model and carve. When I see people readmg
the nine hundred and ninety-ninth thousand of the latest
historical romance, my heart sinks ; but I do not lose my
faith that, when some great novelist divines how to report
human natiure as truly as such romances report it falsely,
people will read him too in the nine hundred and ninety-
ninth thousand. I do not say that they will think bis
novel greater than those romances

; probably they will
not. . . . But, happily, that is not the artist's affair, in
either art ; bis affair is to do a beautiful and true thing
so simply and directly that the average man will not miss
the meaning and the pleasure of it.

Wk have conceived a great respect for the Free Public
Library of Wigan. The number of books in its collection
must, we think, be far ahead of that possessed by most
provincial libraries. A bulky volume of the catalogue
has reached us which we supposed comprised the whole
library until our eye fell on the words " Letter L Only "

printed on the cover. Wigan Library is rich in L's.
There are 350 pages of books whose titles or subjects
begin with L. The collection of books about London
possessed by "Wigan is large, though we notice that
many cross entries swell the list. The collection of Law
books, too, seems amazingly rich to any one who knows
Wigan only by the buns in its railway refreshment room.
They far exceed those classed under Life, where, however,
the titles lack nothing of variety :

Zi/g, a Comedy.
Life, after Death.

Life, Adventures, and Amours.
Life, Conduct of Life.

Life, Future Life.

Life in London.

Life in Normandy.
Life, Holy Life, the Beauty of Christianity.
Life, High Life Below Stairs.

Life of a Bird.

Life of an Insect.

Life, Miseries of Human Life.
Life, Pleasures of Life.

Life Tables, &c., &c.

Messrs. Kkqan Paul & Co. will next week begin
their series of "Westminster Biographies" with a mono-
graph on Robert Browning, by Mr. Arthur Waugh. The
series is of the dainty order, the volumes being delicately
bound in leather. In length the biographies are of about
25,000 words apiece, and they seek to give clear but
simple pictures of their subjects, selecting striking points
only, and avoidmg tedious detail. The volumes will be
in two forms, at half-a-crown anct two shillings, and fit
easily into the pocket.

TiiK Guild of Handicraft has issued its sixth publication,
an edition of Shakespeare's poems in the orthography of
the early editions with initial letters, "bloomers " they are
caUed, by Mr. Reginald Savage. The book is a fine piece
of typography, and is bound in limp vellum with tapes to
fasten it. Such books have their lovers, but we are not

among them. The initial letters—one is attached to each
stanza and sonnet throughout the volume—do but vex our
eyes with their endless array and importunate blackness.
But it is a matter of taste, and tastes differ profoundly.

A CORRESPONDENT who has enjoyed Mr. Thomas
Seccombe's article on M. Anatole France (to which we
referred three weeks ago) would like Academy readers to
share his enjoyment of the following " delicious ironical
portrait, by M. France, of the antiquary, Pigonneau."
The translation is Mr. Seccombe's. M. Pigonneau speaks

:

" I have consecrated my entire life, as is well known,
to the study of Egyptian archieology, nor have my labours
been sterile. I can say, without self-flattery, that my
Memoir upon the Handle ofan Jujyptian Mirror in the Louvre
Museum may still be consulted with advantage, thongh it

was one of my earliest productions. . . . Encouraged by
the flattering reception accorded to my studies by colleas;ues
at the Institut, I was tempted for a moment to embark
upon a work of a much wider scope—no less than a broad
survey of the weights and measures in use at Alexandria
under the rfiga of Ptolemy Auletes (80-52 B.C.). But I
recognised very soon that a subject so general and so vast
is not in any way adapted for treatment by a genuine man
of science, and that serious scholarship could undertake it

only at the risk of finding itself compromised amid all
kinds of adventures. I felt that in considering several
subjects at one and the same time I was abandoning the
fundamental principle of an archsBologist. If to-day I
confess my error, if I avow the inconceivable enthusiasm
which launched me upon a project so extravagant, I do it

in the interest of the young student, who will learn from
my example to subdue his imagination. It is likely to be
his most cruel enemy ; for the scholar who has not suc-
ceeded in stifling the imagination within him is for ever
lost to science. I shudder still when I think of the chasms
over which I was dangled by my adventurous spirit in this
(happily) transitory ardour for general ideas. I was within
an ace of what is called History I What an abysm I I was
upon the point of falling into Art. For ffistory is really
no more, or at best only a specious and false science. Is it

not a matter of common knowledge to-day that the his-
torian has preceded the archasologist, just as the astrologer
has preceded the astronomer, the alchemist the chemist

—

nay, as the ape has preceded the man ? But, thank heaven !

I got off' with a fright."

In the current Argosy appears this very interesting
letter of Harrison Ainsworth's :

Kensal Manor House, Harrow-road, London,
April 7, 1842.

My Dear Db. E.,—You must excuse a very short note
in answer to your kind and sympathising letter, because
I am much pressed for time, and am, of necessity, obhged
to abridge all my correspondence. You ask me how much
I have made by my literary exertions in one year. I will

just put down the positive gains of last year

:

Old St. Paul's £1,000
Editorship, Bentley 612
¥oT Guy Fawkes 150
Tower o/ Zondon (about) 300

£2,062

by which you will see that I made upwards of £2,000 in that
year. By similar exertions I could make the same amount in
any year. . . ,

W. Harrison Ainsworth.

The last sentence is delightfully sanguine and matter of
fact. But Ainsworth wrote when the tastes of readers
changed less rapidly than now.

Mr. Herman Merivale has been given a pension on
the Civil List by Mr. Balfour. It is stated that Mr. Merl-
vale has been a sufferer in one of the recent failures of
London solicitors which have attracted so much attention.

For some years Mr. Merivale was editor of the Annual
Register, a position once occupied by Edmund Burke. His
plays, novels, and verses have been numerous.

I
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A REACTioK against the Omar Khayram cult is bound to
set in. It has, in fact, already set in. In the People's
Friend Mr. A. H. Miller discusses, somewhat trenchantly,
the fragmentary records of Omar, and the few and late
texts of his poem ; and he asks :

What can one make of a poem (or set of verses) whose
supposed author may have died either in 1090 or 1126,
whose poetical writings were absolutely unknown in the
East—in his native Persia as well as in India—until the
present century ; whose text is so indefinite that it varies
from 632 lines to 2064 lines, and the oldest copy of whose
verses was confessedly written nearly four centuries after
his death ? The most devoted professor of Higher
Criticism would give up such a problem in absolute
despair.

Possibly, though we should hesitate to put a limit to the
patience of a professor of the Higher Criticism. In any
case FitzGerald's poem—be it what it may in relation to
Omar—can, and does, stand on its own merits, which are
many and deep and, we believe, lasting. Mr. Miller
continues :

The Omar of the quatrains was a Pantheist, and dis-
owned the Monotheism of Mahomet: he was a fatalist
who believed in no hereafter, but preached the Epicurean
method of enjoying to-day and caring nothing for to-
morrow. He was a wine-bibber, though the Mahometan
creed bound him to abstinence from wine, and it. is possi-
ble that his hopeless heresy led him to pen such a stanza
as this !

Yesterday this Day's Madness did prepare

;

To-morrow's Silence, Triumph, or Despair

:

Drink ! for yon know not whence you came, nor why
;

Drink I for you know not why you go, nor where.

Omar's fatalism was not that of the true Son of the Faith-
ful, who looked for a positive reward hereafter for the
deeds done in his body. The poet sc-offed bitterly at every
such delusion. . . .

There is not much comfort in the mournful pessimism of
such a creed, and it seems strangely out of harmony with
the spirit of an age which has witnessed many fervent
religious revivals, and has carefully avoided the pitfalls of
Atheism and Materialism. Hence it is probable that the
Omarism which has suddenly burst forth within these few
years will rapidly sink into oblivion ; and the next genera-
tion, as the present, will prefer the calm, steady faith of
Tennyson's " In Memoriam " and " Crossing the Bar," to
the heartless, hoi)eles8, impotent despair of the " Rubaiyiit
of Omar Khayyam."

Surely Mr. Miller protests too much. Many read Omar,
but who takes him for a guide ? In the varied moods and
situations of life one teacher and then another shall
prevail, one message and then another seem good.
Job's friends, as well as Job, speak wisdom.

It is not generally known that " Comedy and Tragedy,"
which Miss Janette Steer revived with " Pygmalion and
Galatea " at the Comedy Theatre on Thursday, originally
appeared as a short story which Mr. W. S. Gilbert con-
tributed to a theatrical annual edited by Mr. Clement Scott,
called "The Stage Door," in 1879.

Thb literary fecundity of Tjeigh Hunt is hardly appre-
ciated in these days, when only his essays and his Town
are read, and these by few ]>eople. Striking evidence of
his industry is afforded by Messrs. Sotheby's catalogue of
the library of the late Mr. Francis Harvey, in which no
fewer than seventy-two works by Leigh Hunt are set
down.

accusations for almost everbody. In the following
examples the misquotation comes first, then the correct
rendering

:

" The tongue is an unruly member."—" But the tongue
can no man tame ; it is an unruly evil." (James iii. 8.)

" Charity covereth a multitude of sinp."— " Charity shall
cover the multitude of sins." (1 Peter iv. 8. Rev. Vers. :

" Love covereth a multitude of sins.")
" A little knoivM;/e is a dangerous thing."— " A little

learning is a dangero'is thing. ' (Pope. Essay on Criticism.
Misquoters are hereby given notice that Pope was a man
of intelligence, and did not write nonsense.)

" A man convinced against his will Will hold the same
opinion still."—" He that complies against his wUl Is of his
own opinion still." (Butler. Hudibras. Part III. Butler
also was a man of intelligence.)

" Make assurance doubly sure." — " Make assurance
double sure." (" Macbeth." Act IV. 8c. i.)

" Benedict the married man " should be " Benedic/c the
married man. (' Much Ado about Nothiug.")

" Falleth as the gentle dew."—" Droppeth as the gentle
rain." (" Merchant of Venice." Act IV. 8c. 1.)

" The man that hath no music in his soul."—" The man
that hath no music in himself." (Ibid. Act V. Sc. 1).

" Palls like Lucifer Never to rise again."—" Falls like
Lucifer Never to Aope aarain." (" Henry VIII." Act III.
Sc. 2.)_

^

" Tbidk. as autumn leaves in Vallombrosa."—"Thick as
autumnal leaves that strew the brooks in Vallombrosa."
(Milton, Paradise Lost, Book I.)
" Fresh felds and pastures new."—" Fresh woods and

pastures new." (Milton, Lycidas.)
" Just cause and impediment.''—" Cause or just impedi-

ment." (Book of Common Prayer.)
" The even tenour of their way."—" The noiseless tenour

of their way." (Gray's Elegy.)

In his Nature in Downland, which we review elsewhere,
Mr. W. H. Hudson tells, with some relish, the story of the
dedication which Gilpin affixed to his last book on forestry,
in which he abused the Sussex Downs. It was inscribed,
ays Mr. Hudson,

to the memory of a still living wife, the faithful companion
of his rambles for over fifty years. Of course he quite
expected that she would be gone before the book was out

;

but he was greatly mistaken, just like the rogues who lied
in the famous ballad of the mad dog and the man who was
bitten by it. He it was, even Gilpin, who died, leaving
his good wife alive and well to publish the book, dedica-
tion and all.

When literature falls into the hands of the professional
joke-maker— say the joke-maker of the Chicago Times-
Serald—the effect is that of lions jumping through hoops.
According to the above paper :

The most cheerful author is Samuel Smiles.
The noisiest author—Howells.
The tallest author—Longfellow.
The most flowery author—Hawthorne.
The holiest author—Pope.
The most amusing author—Thomas TickeU.
The happiest author—Gay.
The most fiery author—Burns.
The most talkative author—Chatterton.
The most distressed author—Akenside.

A WRITER in the Pall Mall Gazette has made an interest-

ing collection of common misquotations. We take leave
to make a selection from his list, which we fancy contains

Mr. EicnARD Le Galijenne, who has ere now com-
pared the nightjar to Browning and the nightingale to
Tennyson, says of the former bird in his new book.
Travels in England : "He is seldom mentioned in poetry;
indeed, almost all the important references to him are to

be found in the writings of Mr. George Meredith. It was
the nightjar, not the nightingale, I like to think, that was
in the wood that holy night with Lucy and Richard ; and
the nightjar is the chosen bird of ' Love in the Valley.' "
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Bibliographical.

No one will grudge Mr. Herman Merivale the Civil Ijist

pension which, it is said, has been bestowed upon him.

It may be quite true that his contributions to litorature

pure and simple have not been very numerous or very

important. Two prose fictions and two volumes of verse

—these, with collaboration in a little Life of Thackeray,

represent, I believe, the bulk of his published output in

the helU» Uttrtn. Faucit of Baliol {\%9,2) is most notable,

perhaps, as being based upon, or the basis of (which is

it?), the play by Mr. Merivale which has been repre-

sented on the stage under no fewer than three titles

—

"The Modern Faust," " The Cynic," and "The Lover."

"Binko's Blues," the other story, came out in 1884. It

had been preceded by The White Pilgrim, and Other Poems

(1883), which, again, was followed by Florien, and Other

Poems. " The White Pilgrim " is a play in verse, the

scenario of which was furnished by Gilbert Arthur a Becket.

This piece was duly performed rather more than a quarter

of a century ago. " Florien " also is a play of verse, but

has never, I believe, been acted. Nevertheless, it is by his

dramatic works that Mr. Merivale is best and most

deservedly known. " The Modem Faust " is no longer in

the current theatrical repertory ; nor are "A Son of the

Soil" and "Peacock's Holiday" (both adaptations), "The
Ix)rd of the Manor " (founded upon " Wilhelm Meister "),

or " Civil War " (from the French). On the other hand,

"All for Her" and "Forget Me Not," written in collabora-

tion, are often in demand; "The Butler" and "The
Don " (written with Mrs. Merivale) may be revived by

some follower of Mr. Toole ; and " Ravenswood," a

dramatisation of " The Bride of Lammermoor," may some

day be reproduced by Mr. Henry Irving. Personally,

I think Mr. Merivale was at his best in the burlesque

which he called "The Lady of Lyons Married and

Settled." In the " book" of that diverting piece will be

found some humorous and witty verses which, in literary

quality, run the best work of Mr. W. S. Gilbert very

close.

Somebody has been saying—apropos of the thirtieth

anniversary of Dickens's death—that the author of Pick-

wick is not read nowadays, and sundry heads of public

libraries have hastened to tell us that he is read, support-

ing their assertion by reference to the records of books by
Dickens which have been "taken out" by their clients.

That, I think, is irrefragable testimony. 1 could, in my
capacity of bibliographer, recount to you a long list of

recent editions of DicSkens's works ; but it does not follow

because a book is published that it is read. People buy
editions of the classics—as they buy any other furniture

—

to look well. Dickens's works are among " the books that

no gentleman's library should be without," but I doubt

very much if the " gentleman " bestows much, if any,

time upon them. I find among the conventionally
" educated " members of the new generation a large

ignorance of Dickens. I find, moreover, among the

educated members of the elder generation a marked dis-

inclination to read Dickens over again. On the other

hand, you have this undoubted demand for Dickens among
the class which "takes out" books from public libraries.

The conclusion is obvious. Dickens is "read," but
mainly by "the people." Your " cultured " person pre-

fers Thackeray. I do myself. But I can quite believe

that Dickens, if he is conscious' of his present vogue in

England, is quite satisfied with the direction it has taken.

I am glad to note that the managers of the Irish

Literary Theatre propose to give this year a representa-

tion of Calderon's " Purgatory of St. Patrick," as trans-

lated by Denis Florence McCarthy, and published, with
other translations from Calderon, in 1 808. McCarthy did
much to make the Spanish dramatist known to English
jreaders. Beside the volume named, which contained six

plays, there was one, containing three plays, printed in

1861; another, devoted to one play, comprising "The
Two Lovers of Heaven," appeared in 1870; and in 1873

there came a third, containing three plays. In fact, so

far as bulk goes, McCarthy's versions of Calderon are

more considerable than those of Omar FitzGerald, who, I

fancy, tackled and " freely translated " only eight of the

master's dramas.
Attention has been drawn to the opinions on savage as

opposed to civilised life expressed by the late Major

Thruston, whose account of his " personal experiences in

Egypt and "Unyoro" has just been published by Mr.

Murray. Major Thruston had thought of ending his days

in this country, but soon, he says, " began to think that

the advantages of a residence in England were perhaps

somewhat overrated. The climate was vile, the natives

were yahoos, dirty in their persons, and rude in their

manners ; their restrictions I found tedious, their conven-

tionalities artificial and insufferable." So once more the

major volunteered for work in Africa. As regards his

appreciation of the so-called "savage," he would have

found E. L. Stevenson a man after his own heart, and

would have read with pleasure what Stevenson wrote from

Honolulu in 1889: "I love the Polynesian: this civilisa-

tion of ours is a dingy, ungentlemanly business ; it drops

out too much of man, and too much of the very beauty

of the poor beast." {Letters ii. \bZ.)

"When they do agree on the stage, their unanimity is

wonderful." Thus it is that no sooner does one leading

English actress announce that she is about to appear in a

play having Nell Gwyn for its heroine, than another

leading actress comes out with a similar announcement.

Why this sudden and simultaneous interest in Nell ? Mr.

Frankfort Moore has just made her the central figure of

a novel, thus following immediately in the wake of Mr.

Anthony Hope. The worst of it is that the Nell Gwyn
of the stage is not at all likely to be the Nell of history

;

and it is to be hoped that all those people who witness

the two promised plays will straightway betake themselves

to Peter Cunningham's memoir of the actress, therein to

discover what sort of woman she really was. The memoir,

it may be remembered, was reprinted a few years ago,

with Cunningham's latest corrections and a useful intro-

duction by Mr. H. B. Wheatley. That is the edition

which should be consulted by the playgoer.

Talking of plays, I see that a London actor-manager is

going to revive the drama which Charles Reade baaed

upon Tennyson's " Dora." Altogether, our late Laureate

has provided the foundations for a good many dramatic

works. He suggested Mr. Gilbert's " Princess " ;
there

are several stage versions of " Enoch Arden "
; two

Americans wrote a play about " Elaine" ; and Mr. Comyns
Carr's " King Arthur " reflected the tone and influence of

Tennyson rather than those of Malory. Another poet-

dramatist comes to the fore in a few days, when the

Elizabethan Stage Society will perform the Schiller-

Coleridge " Death of Wallenstein." Why not give us the

whole triology, presenting the three plays on successive

days ? The enterprise would be worthy of the inexhaustible

energy of Mr. Poel, who is always so enthusiastic about

the " literary " play.

The latest autobiographer in M. A. P. is Mr. Freeman
Wills, who tells us what he saw and did " in the days of

his youth." He had already done something of the sort

in the opening chapters of his memoir of his brother

—

W. G. Wills—to which book, by the way, he makes no

reference in his article, though it is probably the work by

which he will be remembered when The Only Way and

such-like have gone into oblivion.

The Bookwokm.
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Reviews.

The Unproven.

The Unhnoicn. By Camille Flammarion. (Harper Bros.)

M. Flammarion is a most distinguished astronomer, in
which capacity he has lately attended the expedition sent
by the French Government to observe the solar eclipse at
Lisbon. He has also always had the courage of his
opinions, as when he last year dissociated himself from the
spirit-rappers, who had till then quoted him as their most
famous convert. For which reasons we are inclined to

treat The Unknown with more attention than it seems
to be entitled to from intrinsic merit. In this wort,
which is a none too accurate translation of a French
original, published, if we remember rightly, some
yenrs back, M. Flammarion gives us one hundred and
eighty-one cases where persons of presumed trustworthi-
ness have received what they consider to be communica-
tions from friends or relatives at the moment of the death
of the latter, he follows this up by a short chapter on
Hallucinations—which are, thovigh he does not say so

—

deceits of the senses pure and simple. He then presents
us with a discursive and not very closely reasoned chapter
on " Psychic Action," in which he suggests the mode in
which the mind of one person can be supposed, without
the intervention of the senses, to act upon that of another :

and he then plunges into a discussion of dreams, of
which he gives instances hardly inferior in number to
those which he calls " telepathic manifestations of the
dying." A later volume is, we gather, to include cases
of communications with the dead and of " presenti-
ments," and the " eternal problem of free will and of
destiny " is then to be discoursed upon. But, from the
facts he has already collected, M. Flammarion thinks him-
self entitled to draw " certain preliminary conclusions" of
which the following are fair specimens :

One soul [not, it will be observed, " mind"] can influence
another soul at a distance, and without the aid of the
senses. . . . Many dead persons [the context shows that
'

' the deaths of many persons " is meant] have been told [».e.

,

announced ?] by telepathic communication, by apparitions
[subjective or objective], by voices distinctly heard, by
gongs, noises and movements (real or imaginary), and
impressions of different kinds. . . .

There are psychic corrents as well as aerial electric and
magnetic currents, &c.
The soul, by its interior vision, may see not only ivhat h

patting at a t/reat distance, but it may also know in advance
wluit is to happen in the future [the italics are not ours].

The future exists potentially, determined by causes which
bring to pass successive events.

These are sufficiently large conclusions, and we feel that

the premisses must be correspondingly well founded to

bear their weight.

M. Flammarion's premisses, however, break down so

completely when examined as to make one wonder whether
Frenchmen, in spite of the clearness of thought and
expression that they often show, have any idea of what
evidence really is. One of his theories is that at the time

of death a "vibration" can be set up by the expiring

person which can strike the mind or soul [we have seen that

he uses the words indifferently] of another at a distance.

Looking haphazard into his list of cases, we find [Case

cxxx.] that a lady doctor asleep at Lausanne on October 29
was awakened by "little knocks " at her door, which had
been left open for the convenience of her cat.

" By chance [she says] my eyes lighted on my cat, who
was occupying his usual place at the foot of my bed. He
was sitting up, with his fur bristling, trembling and
growling. The door was shaken as if by a slight gust of

wind, and I saw a figure wrapped in a kind of white ^uze,
like a veil over some l)lack material. I could not distinctly

see the f«ce. She drew near me. I felt a cold shiver pass

over me; I heard the cat growl furiously. Instinctively I shut

my eyes, andwhen I reopened them all had disappeared."

,
Later she hears that a former friend of hers had died ten

days before the date of the apparition, of peritonitis, and
of course concludes that the vision came to inform her of
the fact. Here the evidence is direct, but the death tind

the mysterious announcement of it did not even correspond
in point of time. In other cases the time corresponds, but
the evidence is of the kind known as hearsay. Thus
we read [Case cxxiii.] of a German professor named
" Paul L ," who is warned by a mysterious voice that
his sister is ill, and the warning being confirmed by
telegram, sets out with his mother in a post-chaise.

On their way, about 4 o'clock in the afternoon, M. L
saw the form of his i-ister suddenly glide by him and brush
against him as she passed through the carriage. . . . When
they returned home they found that the clock had stopped
at the exact hour of their sister's death, and that hfr
picture hal fallen at the same time. The portrait had
been carefully nailed to the wall, but it had fallen without
pulling out the tail.

As it is said in the same letter that M. L. had a firm

conviction when his sister appeared to him in the post-

chaise that she had died at that very moment, he was no
doubt in a proper state of mind to be impressed by the

dramatic stopping of the clock and the fall of the picture.

But the letter that M. Flammarion produces in evidence is

signed, not " Paul L.," but " V. Mouravieff," and written

in 1899, whereas M. L.'s experience occurred in 1866.

Is any value to be attached to hearsay after a lapse of

thirty-three years? In another case (cxxviii.) an "old
bachelor " writes that when he was twenty-five he was in

love with a girl whom her family refused to him.

Dec. 17. 1867.—I was thinking about all this, when the

door of my room opened softly, and, almost noiselessly,

Marthe entered. . . . Eleven o'clock struck—this I can
confidently assert, for I was not sleeping. The vision drew
near me, leaned lightly over me, and I tried to seize the

young girl's hand. It was icy onld. I uttered a cry, the

phant m disappeared, nnd I found myself holding a glass

of cold water in my hand, . . . On the evening of the

next day I heard of the death of Marthe, the night before

at eleven.

As the poor old gentleman says that he still " thinks

constantly of the vision," and that " it haunts his sleep,"

the suggestions that the vision was a dream caused by the

glass of water—a theory that he himself hazards—and
that he had by dint of long musing unconsciously invented

the correspondence in time, are irresistible. But no
common-sense explanation will do for M. Flammarion, and
he appends to the story a note that " telepathic influence

is much more probable "
!

There are, of course, other stories in the book which, in

the absence of cross-examination, appear to support M.
Flammarion's views better than those that we have quoted.

But the fact that these last should be gravely put forward

in support of his case is, to our mind, a psychological

phenomenon much more marvellous than any he quotes.

Its explanation is, perhaps, to be found in a passage in his

Conclusion that " the object of these researches is Co dis-

cover if the soul of man exists as an entity, independent of

his body, and if it will survive the destruction of the

same." In other words, M. Flammarion, instead of first

collecting his facts, and then extracting, if possible, the

general law which they reveal, begins with a preconceived

theory, and then hunts about for the facts which seem to

him to fit it. Had it not been for this inversion of the

scientific method, we are sure that a trained observer

would never have dreamed of adducing the three cases

quoted above in support of any of the conclusions given,

and his having done so shows us the besetting fallacy of

most of those who receive eagerly stories of apparitions

and the like. That the soul of man is inserted into his

body, as a celebrated Anglican preacher once said, " like

a pin into a pincushion, to fall out at the first shake,"

is a theory nearly as old as the world, and is at the

present moment held by the lowest savages quite as.
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firmly as by the professors of the most sublime religions.

Hence we are ali, both by heredity and training, pre-

disposed to believe in it, and would gladly grasp at

anything that might confirm the faith we have received

in our childhood. But up to the present, at any rate,

this theory receives no confirmation from physical science,

and if any such proof does come it seems hardly likely

that it will take the shape of doubtfully-authenticated

ghost-stories.

Rossetti at Sixteen.

Lenore. By Gottfried August Biirger. Translated from

the German by Dante Gabriel Rossetti. (Ellis & Elvey).

This interesting " find " was only made last year. It was
known to his brother that Rossetti had translated Biirger's

Lenore in 1844, being then only sixteen; but it was
believed that the poem (which was only in MS.) had
perished. At Messrs. Sotheby, Wilkinson & Hodge's

sale of 1899, however, a copy turned up, and was bought

by Mr. Gilbert J. Ellis. It is now for the first time

published, with a preface by the poet's brother, Mr. W. M.
Rossetti.

It is not probable the poet would ever himself have

given it to the world, for it is not worthy of his maturity.

Nevertheless, if not such a version as the adult Rossetti

woidd have owned, its merits as a translation justify the

publication, apart from literary curiosity. Biirger's

Lenore was one of the first products of the Romantic
movement in Germany, started by the study of our own
ballad-poetry; and it had great influence in England at

the outset of our own Romantic revival, when our ballad-

literature was still little known. At the present day it is

harder to understand the sensation it made. It has been
more often translated than, perhaps, any other German
poem. Taylor of Norwich was first, followed by Sir

Walter Scott. Both versions, especially Taylor's, are

rather adaptations than translations, but Taylor's has some
fine features. Of the rest, the only one worth comparison

with Rossetti's has escaped Mr. W. M. Rossetti's know-
ledge in the interesting list which he gives in his preface

—that, namely, of Clarence Mangan, the Irish poet.

Rossetti's is certainly a remarkable performance for a

youth of sixteen. Mangan's is more faithful to the

German, but Rossetti is more uniformly spirited, though
Mangan does not lack spirit in particular passages. One
wonders if Rossetti had seen the Irish poet's version.

One of his two departures from the original metre is the

lengthening of the final couplet to four instead of three

feet, which is precisely one of Mangan's two divergences

from the original metre. Rossetti's metre, however, differs

from the original in point of rhythm as well as form ; it is,

in fact, the rhythm which he afterwards used for his own
Rote Mary. At the outset he handles it very vilely,

and the translation, from a poetical standpoint, is no less

vile. As, for instance

:

The Empress and the King,
With ceaseless quarrel tired,

At length relaxed the stubborn hate
Which rivalry inspired.

But as Biirger really comes to business, Rossetti gets into

his stride ; the more demand is made upon him, the better
he. writes. His first chance comes with the happily
alliterative stanza describing the arrival of the ghostly
lover at Lenore's door ; and he s6ives to match its allitera-

tion in English

:

But hark to the clatter aod the pat pat patter
Of a horse's heavy hoof

!

How the steel clanks and rings as the rider springs,
How the echo shouts aloof !

While slightly and lightly the gentle bell

Tingles and jingles softly and well

;

And low and clear through the door plank thin
Comes the voice without to the ear within.

But the fifth and sixth lines are novice work compared to

the felicitous alliteration of Taylor's version :

But soon she heard a tinkling hand
That twirled at the pin.

Taylor, to be sure, imitated the old ballads, whereas

Rossetti has ventured for himself. Then comes one of the

test stanzas of the poem ; and Rossetti's rendering is

decidedly spirited—marred chiefly by the bad third line.

She busked her well, and into the sells

She sprang with nimble haste

—

And gently smiling, with a sweet beguiling,

Her white hands clasped his waist

:

And hurry, hurry ! ring, ring, ling

!

To and fro they sway and swing

;

Snorting and snuffing they skim the ground,

And the sparks spurt up, and the stones run round.

Rossetti is, again, full of verve in the stanza which has the

famous refrain, Taylor's and Scott's imitation (rather than

translation) of which we have already quoted :

How flew to the right, how flew to the left.

Trees, mountains, in the race !

How to the left, and the right and the left.

Flew town and market-place

!

" What ails my love ? the moon shines bright

:

Bravely the dead men ride thro' the night.

Is my love afraid of the quiet dead ?
"

" Ah ! let them alone in their dusty bed !

"

Not happy, however, is the epithet " quiet dead" for the

participators in this spectral ride ; and Mangan's last lines

are, perhaps, better

:

With light-like flight, to left and right,

How fled each hamlet, tower and town !

" Hurrah ! the dead ride rapidly !

Beloved, dost dread the shrouded dead ?
"

"Ah, no ! but let them rest !
" she said.

In the summons of the dead criminals, Rossetti discards

fidelity with fine effect. Four lines of Mangan are,

perhaps, superior ; certainly closer

:

" So ho ! poor carcase, down with thee !

Down, king of bones, and follow me !

And thou shalt gaily dance, ho ! ho

!

Before us when to bed we go."

But thereafter Rossetti carries all before him, at whatever

cost of literal adherence.

See, see, see ! by the gallows-tree,

As they dance on the wheel's broad hoop.

Up and down, in the gleam of the moon
Half lost, an airy group

:

" Ho ! ho ! mad mob, come hither amain.

And join in the wake of my rushing train ;

Come, dance me a dance, ye dancers thin,

Ere the planks of the marriage-bed close us in."

And hush, hush, hush ! the dreamy rout

Came close with a ghastly bustle.

Like the whirlwind in the hazel-bush.

When it makes the dry leaves rustle

:

And faster, faster ! ring, ring, ring !

To and fro they sway and swing

;

Snorting and snuffing they skim the ground.

And the sparks spurt up, and the stones run round.

This is about the best thing in the translation, from a

poetic standpoint, and one quite recognises in it the true

Rossetti. There are two more decidedly fine stanzas, had

we space to quote lAiem,; and then, with the close of the

ride, the translator flagi like the hero's horse. Evidently

he had neither heart nor care for the skull and rattle-bones

business with which the poem ends ; for it is as abomin-

ably rendered as it deserves to be. On the whole, in spite

of obvious blemishes, the youthful Rossetti has executed

perhaps the best translation of Lenore which exists

—

certainly the most energetic and spirited.

\

\
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General '• Unforeseen."

1815 : Waterloo. By Henry Houssaye, Member of the
Academie Fran^aise. Translated from the Thirty-First
French Edition by Arthur Emile Mann, and Edited by
A. Euan-Smith. (Adam & Charles Black.)

We have studied M. Houssaye's remarkable and masterly
work with considerable care. Every page turned has but
confirmed our first impression. Here, in two paragraphs
and a line of figures, is the summary of a monimient of
erudition, of tireless patience, of triumphant research.

BOOK I. CHAPTER I.

Section I.

On his return from Elba the Emperor found scarcely
200,000 men under arms. . . . The number of men on six
months' leave of absence amounted to 32,800, the deserters
to 80,000. It was possible to rely on the vast majority of
the former ; and already tbree or four thousand of them
had rejoined their depots in obedience to the Eoyal decree
of March 9. But among <he 85,000 men " absent without
leave " there would undoubtedly be many refractory ones

;

there would also be a number liable, on presenting them-
selves, to be finally dismissed, on the ground of their being
either invalids or fathers of families. The Minister of
War, Marshal Davout, reckoned that the recall of soldiers
of every description would hardly muster a total of 59,000
men.

BOOK III. CHAPTER VIII.

Section IV.

Napoleon never exercised the commandership more
efficiently, and never was his action more direct. But, in
reality, forced to play the part of sen/ent de hataille, so
censured by Maurice de Saxe, he applied all his efforts in
repairing the mistakes, the omissions, and the faults of
his lieutenants. And, seeing all his combinations prove
abortive, all his attacks failing, his generals frittering
away his splendid troops, his last army melting through
their hands, and the enemy dictating to him, he lost his
resolution with his confidence, hesitated, limited himself to
providing against the more pressing dangers, waited for
the lucky moment, let it pass, and did not dare in time to
risk all in order to save all.

KOTES.

Number of pages, 159. Number of separate notes, 1,231!

Here is no attempt at word-painting or picturesque
writing. The volume is built upon statistics and
mortared with archives. "Two hundred thousand
men " : it sounds a good round number, easily enough
computed. It is remarkable, however, because it is

correct. In almost every existing history of Waterloo,
with the exception of Sir Herbert Maxwell's (who
has acknowledged his indebtedness to M. Houssaye
in most generous terms), you wUl find a different total.

Napoleon himself estimated the effective strength of the
army on March 20 at 149,000 men, while Charras put
it down at 224,000. But M. Houssaye always goes,
behind and beyond the accepted authorities, to the original

documents, musty and often forgotten ; tabulates, classifies,

annotates, until his search is rewarded by the discovery
of bed-rock fact. We may criticise M. Houssaye's
criticisms ; but, as a compilation, his work is unquestion-
ably authoritative, the most complete, the most accurate
collection of facts and figures about the great campaign
that has ever been offered to the public.

The opening paragraph, which we quote, is eloquent of
the amazing difficulties Napoleon Lad to surmount and, in

this way too, is characteristic of M. Houssaye's history,

which, as we shall see later, is something of an apology
for failure. Public opinion was hostile to the war, and
even among those who responded to the call there were
thousands of malcontents. The army was undisciplined,

critical, without confidence in its leaders ; discord reigned
in the general staffs, confidence was at lowest ebb among
the officers. You cannot read the figures in the first

paragraph without realising that the wonder of Waterloo
is not that Napoleon lost but that he almost won. And
tliat wonder grows with every chapter.
His first sentence is typical, too, of M. Houssaye's

weakness as well as his strength. One has almost to be
reminded that these words usher in one of the greatest
dramas of all time. M. Houssaye has neither the
dramatic insight nor the wide-cast vision of the bom
historian. You start with the Emperor and his two
hundred thousand men. As you turn the pages, these are
joined by all the giant figures of that memorable year and
the armies grow and grow. But in all that vast host there
is not a living, breathing, moving creature, not one. M.
Houssaye's Waterloo is bloodless, noiseless ; M. Houssaye's
Napoleon, his Wellington, his Bliicher, just pieces on the
great battle-board. For students of military history this
is a great, an invaluable volume; to students of human
history it offers next to nothing. The individual brain
must do what M. Houssaye has left undone and breathe
life and colour and movement and the clash of arms into
this army of dry facts. For M. Houssaye seldom shows
the man behind the mask of the soldier, and when once or
twice, particularly in his description of the final disaster,
he does lift the mask you catch a glimpse of a—corpse.
No one who has read M. Houssaye's previous works

needs to be reminded that he is devoted to the Napoleon
idea, and although he always endeavours to be as scrupu-
lously fair as he is accurate, it is easy to see that he is

firm in his opinion that at Waterloo the best man did not
win. The real hero of his book is, however, not Napoleon,
but that grim and shadowy figure whom the French have
named le General Imprevu—the unforeseen, chance, luck,
providence, call it what you will. It was he who moulded
the destinies of empires in the decisive hours of the century,
and he who, in the guise of Ney and Grouchy and the end-
less array of mistakes of omission and commission of his
lieutenants, hounded Napoleon to St. Helena. Such a
theory can never be palatable to English taste, but now
that it is admitted by dmost every authority that Welling-
ton was surprised and, in a degree, outwitted and out-
generalled at Waterloo, we are, at least, in a position to
give it fair consideration. If M. Houssaye does not prove
his case to our entire satisfaction, he at least convinces us
that " General Unforeseen " was more often to be found
working on the side of the allies than on that of the French.
You have only to study his account of the first engage-
ments of the fifteenth of June, of Ligny and Quatre-Bras,
to realise how ill-luck dogged the Emperor, fastening on
almost insignificant errors of judgment, on the slightest
misconceptions, and worrying them into disasters. It is

not always thus in war ; it was not always thus with
Napoleon ; and the allied armies blundered more than
once into victory. It was the realisation of the continued
presence of General " Improvu " at the side of his enemies
which finally broke the supremacy of Napoleon's mind.
Fortune had abandoned him ; was, indeed, fighting against
him ; he lost the assurance of success ; he caught sight
among the opposing forces of something—Someone—more
awful than flesh and blood, principalities and powers. We
are strongly of opinion that it was this sense of battling
with the inevitable, and not, as so many distinguished
writers have affirmed, the state of his health, which was
the secret of Napoleon's inaction on the morning of the
seventeenth of June, the inaction which decided Waterloo.
His trouble was not physical, but mental, spiritual. " With
his faith in his destiny," writes M. Houssaye, "he had
always been a daring, audacious gambler. Now that

fortune showed herself contrary, he became a timid player.

He hesitated to risk the game ; he no longer followed his

inspiration ; temporised, weighed the chances, saw the

pros and cons, and would risk nothing save on a certainty."

For Napoleon knew everything was lost when he saw
" General Unforeseen " take hia stand at the elbow of the
other player.
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Fiction.

JItarU Importunate. By Evelyn Dickinson.
(Heinemann. Cs.)

This is a very British and a very good novel ; and tliough.

the landscape is Australian, the people are pre-eminently

English of the English, carrying English manners and
ideals to a remote sheep-station— clean, candid, curt,

and arrogant in the true, tine insular way.

So Huzell reflected as he sat iu bis sitting-room at half-

past six in the morning, polishiDg bis favourite gun. He
was an early riser : India had made biui so, he said ; but
be did not wish to be exacting to bis household. By
means of a spirit- lamp bo could make bimseK a great cup
of tua, wherewith to enjoy his first pipe; and he liked to
spend a quiet hour or two cleaning and mtuding bis

sportiug tackle, looking to bis dogs and borsrs, and
occupying himself generally with dirty and iuteresliog

work of an Euglishmanly kind. About seven o'clock be
expected to be supplied with a firkin or so of boiling watt-r

(for India had made him cbiUy) with wbioh to remove the
traces of bis toil, and tben came breakfast ; and then the
long solitary riding, which seemed, when he thought of
the future, to fill the whole vista of his life

That is the hero. The heroine matches. Both of them
had been the miserable victims of conjugal or quasi-
conjugal disMter—Avis Fletcher especially. Miss Fletcher
wished there were no men and no women, but only slightly
materialised angels. She had that passionate hatred of
even the minor phenomena of sex which is to be found
sometimes in women who have had to endure the pointing
finger of the world. When Hazell approached her sho
fought him back, as it were by an instinct of self-preserva-
tion ; but in the end nature was too strong for her, and
the pair were united. The manner of their coming
together, by the way, is stale and theatrical, and consti-
tutes the chief defect in an admirable book. Miss Dickin-
son writes excellently and has much feeling for character,
natural beauty, and that quality of wonderfulness in the
apparently commonplace which it is the business of the
novelist to discern. Her descriptions of the large and
varied Bolitho household, in particular, show distinguished
talent.

The Tiger's Claw. By G. B. Burgin.
(C. Arthur Pearson, Ltd. 68.)

We have here a novel of London clerks, and its chief
characteristics are a freakish good-humour and an amiable
sentimentality. Mr. Burgin deals mildly with life, and
yet there is a certain masterful relentlessness in his way of
extracting from every situation its due toll of drollery and
tenderness. The record of the friendship (based on a
Mayne-Eeid contract of blood) between Blount, the heavy,
taciturn bourgeois youth, and " Monty " Grey, that scion
of aristocracy, affords him full opportunity to exercise his
gentle gifts of entertainment. In an external manner he
is always fairly realistic, but when it comes to questions of
motive, and crucial dialogue, he slips away from actuality,
and remembers only the established conventions of a
thousand novels:

Grey was silent, and Blount pursued his advantage.
" You can do such a lot for me, Monty," he urged.
" You're of gentle birth—I'm uot; you're accustomed to
(rood society—I'm not; you know the world—I don't.
You can prevent me from being robbed in a hundred ways.
Besides, the money wouldn't be any pleasure to me if I
couldn't share it with you. We've always shared, haven't
we 't You know I think the world of you. Stop all this
silly nonsense."
"Ah, but when we shared everything the difference

wasn't so great. I did pay you back—sometimes."
"You've opened a new world to me," said Blount, " and

now I'm going to open a new world to you—the world in
which you are entitled to move by your birth and breed-
ing. I sha'u't be happy until you matry an heiress. With

your good looks," he beamed upon his friend, " you're
sure to marry some beautiful girl who has heaps of money,
and become a great artist."

The story is neatly invented and fluently told, but we
think that the Australian aunt (though her method of
testing and benefiting Blount at one stroke is decidedly
fresh) is too trite and unoriginal a figure for any novel
dated 1 900. On the whole a quaint, fanciful, unassuming
book, which it is neither fatal to read nor fatal to have
left unread.

Notes on Novels.

[^Thete notes on the week's Fiction are not necessarily final.

Revieu>s of a selection willfollow."]

Six Stories narkated by
Max von Pochham.mer. By Evelyn Everett-Green.

We are not vory sure whether Max von Pochhammer
ever had an existence ; but these purport to be stories told

by him during his life. Pochhammer was a fine old

Prussian army officer, and a rare raconteur. He would
say :

*' Oh, my dear ladies, I have a story in my head !

It has been with me all daj-. I will tell it, and you shall

write it. I make you a present of it. Did you ever write

a story in which the heroine should only speak one word
twice over and nothing more ? The only word she says is

' No !
' The story begins with ' No !

' and ends with
' No !

' In my mind I have called the story ' No.'

"

There are six stories, of which the last is " No." (Leaden-
hall Press. 38. 6d.)

The Person in the House. By G. B. Buroin.

This, we believe, is Mr. Burgin's thirteenth novel.

Like many of its predecessors, it is concerned with the

humours of London life. We hear much of a paper called

Top Lights, a fourpenny fashion paper with wonderful
personal paragraphs. "Did a noble dame dream of run-

ning away with her groom on Monday, by Tuesday her
husband knew all about the contemplated elopement
through the medium of Top Lights, which, in one instance,

was thoughtful enough to append an extract from the

Great Eastern time-tables, in order that the erring couple

might not have too long a start of the enraged husband."
(Hurst & Blackett. Cs.)

The Haunted Eoom. By George Humphrey.
" Nothing is so extraordinary as the totally unexpected

;

nor so unlikely as the eagerly anticipated probable." This
not very brilliant quotation from an unnamed author

adorns the title-page of this " phantasmal phantasy," as

the author calls his story. The illustrations give fair

warning of the weird and the gruesome. (Sands. 3s. 6d.)

Jan Oxber. By Orme Angus.

A pleasant Wessex story of the old oak settle, and Blue
Boar Inn, type. Jan is a kind village Hampden, with no
belief in the theory of " betters." To the parson he says

:

" All I know is, parson, that it do zay a good deal mwore
in the New Testyment 'bout the rights ov the pore and
wrongs the rich do than 'bout betters. I never zeen betters

mentioned as I knows on, and the only betters I knows be
they that follow the Bible better than me. And I tell 'eo

that iv 'ee preached a bit mwore 'bout gentry doen their

duty and less 'bout vaults ov we pore volks things might
be a lot better." The story is prettily illustrated, and is

followed by four shorter stories. (Ward Lock. 3s. 6d.)

Mummer Mystic Plays. By Alastor Graeme.

The title is an enigma. The stories are two, and are

concerned with country-house loves, romps, and flirtations.

The second, "What's Gone of Menie?" is explained as
" A Study in the Vulgarity of the Modem Maiden."
(New Century Co.)
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Tourist Supplement.

MURRAY'S HANDBOOKS.
WITH NUMEROUS MAPS AND PLANS.

The Index and Directory in all the later Editions insures to purchasers the latest information

as to Hotels, Conveyances, do.

European Handbooks for Summer Travel.
SWITZERLAND. Part I.: Switzerland,

wiihout the PE N NINE ALPS. With 18 Maps gnd Plans. 68.

SWITZERLAND. Part II.: The Pennine
ALPS, p'rtions nt the FRENCH anrl PIEDMONTB3B ALPS, and the
ITALIAN LAKES. With 12 Map8 and Plans. Os.

NORTH ITALY and VENICE, Turin,
MILAN, the ITALIAN L\KES, VERONA, PADtlA. VENICE,
BOLOGNA, RAVENNA. PARM*, MODENA, GBNOA,&o. With 34 Maps
and Plans. Ifle.

CENTRAL ITALY: Florencp, Lucca,
TUSCANY, ELBA, UMBEIA, the MARCHES, &c. Twelfth Edition.
Almost entirely rewritten by the Rev. H. U. JBAFFBBSO.V, M.A.
With New Maps and Plans. Crown 8vo, Oi.

ROME and its ENVIRONS Re-arranged,
brouRht fioronghly up to date, incladine a Short History of Rome and
Sketch of the Papal Power,, by NORWOOD YOUNG. With Art'oles on
"Architectare,"by R.PIIBNE SPIERS; "Sculpture," by A. 8. MURRAY,
LL.D., Keeper of the Greek and ttoman Anti'initiesatthe Britich Museom

;

and "Painting," by Mrs. ADY. With U I Maps and Plans. 103.

SOUTH ITALY. Parti.: Naples, Pompeii;
SOBRENTO; CAPRI; AMALFI. P.fiSTUM, TARANTO, BARI

;

BRlNDISr, 4c. WitB 10 Map's and Plans. «3.

SOUTH ITALY. Part II. : Sicily, Palermo,
SYRACUSE, 4c. With 9 Maps and Plans. 63.

SPAIN, Madrid, the Castiles, the Ba.sque
PROVINCES, LEON, the A8TURIA8. GALICIA. ESTREMADDRA,
ANDALUSIA, RONDA, GRANADA, MURCIA, VALENCIA, CATA-
LONIA, ARA<;ON, NAVARRE, the BALEARIC ISLANDS, &c., 4c.
With B2 Maps and Plans. In Two Parts. 208.

PORTUGAL, LisBo.v, Opjkto, Cintra, Mafra,
with an Accoant of Madeira, the Azores, and Canaiy IslaLds. Map and
Plans. 128.

FRANCE.— Part II.: Central France,
AUVERGNB, the CEVENNBS, BURGUNDY, the RHONE and SAONE,
PROVENCE. NIME3. ARLES, MARSEILLES, the FRENCH ALPS,
ALSACE, LORRAINE, CHAMPAGNE, &c. 2.i Maps and Plans. 7s.6d.

SOUTH GERMANY and AUSTRIA. Part I.:

WtfRTEMBURG, BAVARIA, AUSTRIA, HUNGARY, ISTRIA, and the

DANUBE from the ULM to the BLACK SEA. With 31 Maps and
Plans. 7s. Od.

SOUTH GERMANYand AUSTRIA Part II.:

The TYROL, SALZBUR J, STYRIA, aid the EASTERN ALPS. With
7 Maps and Flans. Gs.

THE RHINE and NORTH GERMANY, the
BLACK FOREST, the HARTZ, THURINGERWAALD, SAXON
SWITZERLAND, BU }EN, the GIANT MOUNTAINS. TAUNUS,
ODENWALD, BLSASS and LOTHRIN'IEN. 12 Maps and Plans. 10?.

HOLLAND and BELGIUM. 18 Maps and
Plans. 03.

DENMARK and ICELAND, Schle.swig,
HOLSTEIN, COPENHAGEN, JUTLAND. 8 Maps »nd Plane. 73. Od.

NORWAY, Christiania, Bergen, Trondhjem,
the FJELDS and FJORDS. With special information for Fishermen
and Cyclists. 13 Maps and Flans. 7s. «d.

SWEDEN, Stockholm, UfSALA, Gothenburg,
the LAKES, the SHORES of the BALTIC, &c. 3 Maps and Plan. 6s.

RUSSIA, St. Petersburg, Moscow, Poland,
FINLAND, CRIMEA, CAUCASUS, 4c. 7 Maps and Plans. ie«

GREECE, the Ionian Islands, the Islands of
the -lOGEAN SEA, ALBANIA, THESSALY, and MACEDONIA. ""'"

38 Maps and Flans. 20s.

With

HANDBOOK of TRAVEL TALK.
COLLOQULAL DIAl.lKiUES and VOCABULARIES iu ENGLISH, FRENCH,

GERMAN, and ITALIAN SET UP IN PARALLEL COLUMNS.
On Thin Paper, Small fcap. Sro, 38. 6d.

HANDBOOK DICTIONARY:
ENGLISH-FRBNCH—GERMAN. Containing all the Words and Idiomalio

Phrases likely to be reiiuired by a Traveller. Compendious Rules of Grammsr.

By G. F. CHAMBERS. Post 8vo, Os.

Cornwall. 6s.

Derby, Notts, Leicester, and

Stafford. 93.

Devon. 7s. 6d.

Durham and Northumber-

land. 10s.

Eastern Counties

:

Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex,

and Cambridge. 128.

Gloucester. 6s.

English Handbooks.
Hants. 6s.

Herts, Beds, and Hunts. 7s. 6d.

Isle of Wight. 2s. 6d.

Kent. 7s. 6d.

The Lakes. 6s.

Lancashire. 6s.

Lincolnshire. 7s. 6d.

Oxfordshire. 6s.

Shropsbire and

Cheshire. 6s.

Somersetshire. 6s.

Surrey. 6s.

Sussex. 6s.

Wales (North). 6s.

Wales (South). 6s.

Warwickshire. 6s.

Wilts and Dorset. 6s.

Worcester and

Hereford, -os.

Yorkshire. 12s.

Scotland. 9s. Ireland. 9s

CYCLIST'S ROAD-BOOK. From London through Chichester, Portsmouth, Southampton to

the New Forest, and back by Romsey, Winchester, Dorking, Leatherhead, and Epsom. Illust.ated by a Road Atlas at the end of the Book,

Fcap. 8vo, 2s, __ ___^
JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street, W.
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THIS JOURNAL WILL BE ON SALE THROUGHOUT THE
WORLD, WHEREVER BRITISH, COLONIAL, OR
AMERICAN TRAVELLERS AND TOURISTS FORE-
GATHER, AT ALL THE DEPOTS AND AGENCIES OF
MESSRS. THOMAS COOK & SON.

THE TRAVELLER
For Whom the World

is a Playground.

A HIGH-CLASS SIXPENNY WEEKLY JOURNAL,
Profusely Illustrated, and appealing at all

Seasons to all Classes who Travel or Tour
lor Health, Pleasure, Sport, or Business, at

Home or Abroad.

THERE IS NO SIMILAR PAPER PUBLISHED
IN ANY COUNTRY.

The business of Modern Travel has assumed sach enormous
proportions that it is remarkable no high-class weekly journal hag

yet been published to reflect and represent this important phase of

life.

THE TRAVELLER is designed to be such an organ—a high-

class weekly journal, abund/uitly illustrated, and devoted to the
great business of holiday travel and tours, both at home and
abroad, for health, sport, and pleasure. The journal will be so

arranged as to appeal to all classes at all seasons.

The aim of THE TRAVELLER is to be the best Guide to

Travel—an encyolopaidia to which every traveller and tourist can
turn, with the certainty of finding in it, or through it, absolutely
reliable information on whatever point in connection with Travel
he desires information.

Under the heading of "The Travel Bureau," all correspondence
ooncerninu routes to all parts of the earth, outfits, expenditure,
hotels, pensions, apartments, &o , will be answered ; and the public
may rest assured that no trouble or outlay will be spared to procure
for them information which will be at once eminently practical and
absolutely reliable.

Anothir feature will be Sport; reliable information on all the
priooipal sporting centres of Europe, America, Africa, &c., will be
given, an'i new sporting countries—as they are opened up—will be
deaorib.d.

Amongst the important features will be interesting notes and news
from home and foreign hotels ; what to wear abroad ; what our
home railways aredoing

; Church notes from tourist resorts ; details
of forthcoming tours at home and abroad ; Photographic, Motor-
oar, Guide-book, acd Yachting notes on new lines ; and, under the
heading of " Aids to Travel," iUustrated.notea of all novelties and
of the innumerable requisites which the latter-day traveller of
both sexes netdd en route will be given.

THE TRAVELLER will be arranged and edited in a way
worthy of the scheme itself, and of the firm connected with its

establishment and distribution, and will possess its own ootre-
s^ondeuts ia all parts of the world.

GEORGE NEWNES, Ltd., Southampton Street, Strand, W.O.

MAOMILLAN & CO.'S LIST.

BY THE LATE MISS MARY KINGSLEY.

TRAVELS in WEST AFRICA. Second
Edition. With Illurtratiots. Extra crown 8to, 7s. M.

SPEAKES.—" Perhaps the mo6t interestinjr, as it certainly ia the freshest,
and raciest record of African experiences pabliehed in recent years."

WEST AFRICAN STUDIES. With
Ulastrations aiid Maps. 8vo» ifls. net.

DAILY TELEGRAPH —*' One of the most readable books, as well as
politically the most interesting that has appeared on the subject for a long
time."

WITH A MEMOIR BY MARY H. KINQSLEY.

NOTES on SPORT and TRAVEL. By
GEORGE HENRY KINGSLEY, M.D., P.L.e., Jtc. With Portrait.
Extra crown 8vo, 88. 6d. not.

LITBEATUSE.—"To Misg Kingsloy we owe the bright «nd sparkling
bumivn story of the man, which in written with knowledge, liu l<te<l by aftection,
and strengthened by rare and peculiar sympathy Delightful book."

THE HIGHWAYS AND BYWAYS SERIES.
Extra orown 8vo, cloth elegant, gilt tops, 88. each.

NORMANDY.
By PERCY DEARMBR, M.A. Illustrated by JOSEPH PENNELL.

DONEGAL. &c.
By STEPHEN GWYNN. IlustriUed by HUGH THOMSON.

YORKSHIRE.
By ARTHUR H. NORWAY.

Illustrated by JOSEPH PENNELL and HUGH THOMSON.

NORTH WALES.
By A. G. BRADLEY.

Illustrated by HUGH THOMSON and JOSEPH PENNELL.

DEVON AND CORNWALL.
By A. H. NORWAY.

Illustrated by JOSEPH PENNELL and HUGH THOMSON.

MR. HISSEY'S ROAD BOOKS.
ON SOUTHERN ENGLISH ROADS.

With Illustrations. Demy 8vo, 16b.

THROUGH TEN ENGLISH COUNTIES.
With IlliLstrations. Demy 8vo, lUs.

ACROSS ENGLAND in a DOGCART:
I'rom London to St. David's and Back. With Illui' (rations. Demy
8vo, 16s.

OVER FEN and WOLD. With 14 Full-
Page (and some smaller) lUusti-alions. Uemy Svo, lOs.

AN OLD-FASHIONED JOURNEY in
ENGLAND and WALES. Demy Svo, with Frontispiece, IZs.

A HOLIDAY on the ROAD. An Artist's
Wanderings in Kent, Sussex, and Surrey. With Illustrations. Demy
Svo, 10s.

THB PASSION PLAY AT OBBR-AMMEROAU.

QUITS!
By the Baroness TAUTPHCEUS.

Crown Svo, Gs.

*«* This story contains a full account of the play* and fascinating
descriptions of the Bavarian highlands, amid which the little village at
Ober-Ammergau is placed.

THE SCENERY OF SWITZERLAND.
By Lord AVEBURY.

With namerous Flans and Illustrations.

Crown 8vo, Os.

MiCMILL&N & 00 , Limited, London.
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Books About Places.

A Retrospect.

In the Academy of June 1 last year we looked back on
the topographical literature of 1898-99. We propose to

take a similar retrospect of the books of 1899-1900.

English country fife has found many new books and
some new writers. Mr. Baring - Gould has written so

much, and so well, about English country life that it was
with reluctance that we found rather grave fault with his

two-volume work, A Book of thi West (Methuen), published
last August. To be sure, Mr. Baring-Gould cut the

gfround from under his critics' feet by the preface remark :

"There are ten thousand omissions . . . the book is not

intended to supersede guide-books, but to prepare the
mind to use these later with discretion." But less com-
petent pens could do such work, and the title, A Book of
the West, suggested something more than a budget of

anecdotes, quotations, and scraps, without finality and
without an index. StiU, there is the book, undeniably
full of West Country stories and lore. Many of the stories

are excellent. Quite recently Mr. Gould has given us a
work of less pretension in A Quiet Village (Isbister)—

a

record of quaint village " characters " with whom he has
made acquaintance. We reviewed this book so recently

that there is no need to reaffirm its entertaining qualities.

A very similar book, but of a less personal kind, was
Mrs. Caroline Geary's Rural Life (Long), published last

November. The stories it contained were gathered from
many sources, and some of them were not new. But
others were indigenous to the author's village, twenty
miles from London, which ' has changed so little that

an inhabitant remarked of it :
" 'Tis as 'tis, and it can't

be no 'tisserer." A book that was vague as to locality,

but delightful for its photographs, was Mr. Clifton

Johnson's Among English Hedgerows (Macmillan), issued

last December. Mr. Johnson is an American, and he
pre-supposed in his American readers almost no know-
le<^lge at all of English country customs. Hence his book
abounds in quaint and rather illumining observations like

this: "The English, when they want to travel on foot

anywhere, . . . are apt to go, not by road, but by foot-

path." Mr. W. F. Colfier's Country Matters in Short

(Duckworth) showed an English knowledge of England,
and gave sound information on "Cub Hunting," "The
Tongue of the Hoimd," &c. In his chapter on "The
Chastity of Flowers," Mr. Collier suggested that Shake-
speare had a prevision of a scientific truth when he wrote
of the flowers "lamenting some enforced chastity"—

a

view not shared by Mr. Huxley, to whom the author
had sent his essay, nor by many correspondents of the

Academy who discussed the point. More literary in its

style, and more historical in its substance than any of

these books, was Mr. Halliwell Sutcliffe's By Moor and
Fell (Unwin), published last March. As a novelist Mr.
Sutcliffe has made the Yorkshire moors his favourite back-
ground ; in this book the background is all, and is treated

topographically. The book is instinct with the author's

love of his subject. Old squirearchical days, old Metho-
dist days, old Bronte days, old ghost stories—Mr. Sutcliffe

knows them all ; and he knows the bleak moors and lone-

some stone villages where their dramas were enacted. It

is a pleasure to re-state our high opinion of this book.
Mr. H. Thomhill Timmins's Nooks and Corners of Shrop-
shire (Stock), noticed by us in the same month, was a
gossippy antiquarian journal of walks through Shropshire
by an author who was his own artist. In Dr. Mackennal's

Haunts and Homes of the Pilgrim Fathers the Lincolmshire

and Cambridge homes of the Fathers were described with
spirit. Mr. Norway's Highways and Byways of Yorkshire

(Macmillan) was written on the plan common to the
excellent series to which it belongs, and was illustrated

by Mr. Pennell. The contents were, perhaps, too uniformly
historical.

Books primarily concerned with natural history, an-
tiquities, history, &c., often contain much interesting

topography. Mr. Charles Dixon's Bird Life in a Southern

County (Walter Scott) and the same author's Among the

Birds of Nortliern Shires (Blackie) both fall within our
retrospect. Mr. George A. B. Dewar's Wild Life in Hamp-
shire Highlands (Dent) and Mr. John Watson's The
English Lake District Fisheries (Lawrence & BuUen) are
natural history books of topographical interest. A new
and extremely fine edition of White's Natural History of
Selborne, edited by the late Mr. Grant Allen, was issued
by Mr. John Lane last November. Mr. B 0. A. Windle's
Shakespeare''s Country (Methuen) was a capital little book,
with a map of the Shakespeare country pasted on its

cover. The Picturesque History of Yorkshire (Dent) has
made steady progress in monthly parts under its editor,

Mr. J. 8. Fletcher ; it is a museum of local lore and views.

The Northumberland County History Committee issued

the fifth volume of its great History of Northumberland
(Eeid) early in this year ; it dealt with the parishes of

Warkworth and Shilbottle. A new edition of Mr.
Frederic Harrison's Annals of an old Manor House : Sutton

Place, Guildford, came to remind us that this is a model
book of its kind. Mr. Harrison very properly describes

not only the house, but its rich backgrounds of hills and
woods and the water-meadows of the Wey.
Books about London have been fairly numerous, though

not very striking, Mr. H. Barton Baker's Stories of the

Streets of London (Chapman & Hall) was an industrious

compilation of anecdote, by no means inspired, but by no
means dull. Mr. C. W. Heckethorn's London Souvenirs

(Chatto) was more original, but wanted style, and was some-
what marred to the reader by rash judgments on matters
outside the scope of the book, as, for instance, the author's

condemnation of Chaucer's Canterbury Tales as "not poetry,"

and an amazing diatribe against meat in the form of chops
and steaks. But, setting aside some obvious faults, the
book was full of curious matter. Mr. Edward Callow's Old
London Taverns (Downey) recalled the "cosy roughness"
of eating houses twenty to fifty years ago, the strength of

the book being in its personal recollections. The Hamp-
stead Annual (S. C. Mayle) duly appeared last January.
Among books incidentally touching on London life we
must not omit to mention Mr. E. A. VizeteUy's With Zola

in England (Chatto), which, though primarily concerned
with the Dreyfus case, shows how London suburban life

struck M. Zola.

Scottish social life and topography is producing an active

new literature. Mr. Henry Grey Graham's admirable Social

Life of Scotland in the Eighteenth Century contained a great

deal of topographical matter. Mr. Howard Crosby Butler's

Scotland's Ruined Abbeys (Macmillan) was an American
architect's treatment of a subject on which no very handy
work existed. Mr. John Geddie's Romantic Edinburgh
(Sands), recently noticed by us, is a gossippy book, well

indexed, but not too well illustrated.

Among guide-books to European towns and countries,

Miss Hannah Lynch's Toledo (Dent) probably deserves the
first place. Its mingling of narrative and impressionism
is very effective. Miss Lynch quotes Maurice Barre on
Toledo :

" It is less a town, a noisy affair yielding to

the commodities of life, than a significant spot for the
soul ... an image of exaltation in solitude, a cry in the
desert."

Mr. Grant Allen's The European Tour (Eichards), pub-
lished last October, was a spirited, almost masterful guide-

book for American visitors to Europe. Mr. Allen button-
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holed his readers and tallcod to them with rapidity and
emphasis. " Don't go first to Eome," was his advice to

Americans bound for Italy, and he repeated the advice in
capital letters. " To see Venice before 3'ou have seen
Florence is a serious mistake ; to see Home before you
have seen Florence is a fatal blunder."

Mr. Percy Dearmer's Uightcays and Bywayt in Normandy,
illustrated by Mr. Penncll, was reviewed by us only a
month ago, under the heading "The Stones of Normandy,"
Mr. Dearmer's preoccupation being with church archi-
tecture and stained glass.

Books on Klondike were frequent when everyone seemed
to be going to Klondike. Mr. Robert C. Kirk's Twehe
Month* in Klondike (Heinemann) and Mr. Angelo Heilprin's
Alatka and the Klondike (Pearson) were, perhaps, the
most notable works in this class.

Reviews.

Butterfly Topography.

Travels in England. By Richard Le Gallienne. (Grant
Richards. Us.)

The trouble about Mr. Le Gallienne is that he fails to
show us, under all his happy fancies and gay casualness,
a thread of purpose, a reminiscence of work and experi-
ence in the background, which would enable us to enjoy
this book as his, and our own, recreation. He dismays
the reader by letting it seem that this is his work—this
butterfly tricksomeness, this feather-tickling of the face of
life, this airy literary mention of its deeper significances.
The great essayists have never left this void. Read
Hazlitt's essay, " On Going a Journey," and you will find
we know not what undercurrent of sterner things—the
mid-stroam of a man's life, swaying no lilies but running
on, on, on, with a certain purpose, or fatality ; authorising
his riparian play. It is this we miss. Confessedly Mr.
Le Gallienne does not propose to be useful or definite. He
proposes not so much to travel as to lie in the sun and say
things. " Any excuse to be near the warm heart of the
mighty Mother : hay-making, playing at soldiers in
Woolmer Forest, writing books about nothing—anything
at all, anything at all." At first the reader is pleased
with the free uncertain prospect. A summer book, a
dance of thoughts ! . . . But it is odd how the mind
begins to demand sureties when it finds that it is to be
prettily fooled and flattered through 300 pages. It will
not let the smilingest dandy of a writer fill its view for
long, unless he convinces it that he is a dandy only for the
nonce, or by your leave, or for a mask. Mr. Le Gallienne,
we think, fails to give this satisfaction. We are reluctant
to say so, because it cannot be proved by extracts.
Isolated extracts will always show Mr. Le Gallienne as
the possessor of a delightful fancy, or an interesting
melancholy. He is infinitely pleasant, wayward, sad,
and bookish. But he would have been the same had his
tour been totally different, or ten times as long. He
would have written thus of Bosnia, or of Billingsgate.
He is too literary. Hazlitt was purely literary, yet

there was a difference ; his thoughts had a secret con-
nexion and consistency, they hinted of thoughts he kept
back, they disclosed a man and then a curtain. Mr. Le
Gallienne's comments on life and nature are too prodigal
Mid uncostly. They take you here and they take you
there

; and, never palling, they pall. Can you not imagine
how this fails on the 193rd page, that might have pleased
onthelitth: ^

Pewsy, of course, is a very minor Crewe. Probably no
one has ever thought of it before as a form of Clapham
Junction. ... It was to lead me to Avebury in Wilts.
That was its one and only gignificance. Yet, so strange
are the vagaries of human destiny that who knows but

some day Pewsy may suddenly become for me the very
centre of the universe, the capital of dreams. A face at
a window, a voice from heaven, and how differently I had
written of Pewsy. Or, some day a letter may come with
the Pewsy postmark that shall change the whole course of
my life. Who knows !

And can you not divine our reason for laughing aloud,
and again aloud, over this passage about a service in
Fairford Church

:

I listened, too. to a sermon of great antiquarian interest
on the text: "They shall come from the East and the
West, but the children of the kingdom shall be cast out."
The rector warned us against the dangers of several
thousand years ago with much eloquence, and, meanwhUe,
I prayed to the painted windows.

But if these limitations haunt, you are not to suppose
that Mr. Le Gallienne is not often satisfying. Sometimes
he is so fresh and felicitous that you forget the general in
the gay particular. His description of a Shropshire dairy,
managed by a wiry farmer's w^e and her six daughters

—

all content with their lot and proud of their work—rings
true and simple, though he must remark :

" There is some-
thing to be said for work that compels us to hear the
morning stars singing."

As we mounted the stairs to the cheese-room the Squire
ask«d our hostess why she didn't let some of her rooms to
summer visitors. She had thought of it, she said, but she
feared that her cooking might prove too humble. She
was all right on simple dishes, joints and puddings, but,
she added, in a phrase which particularly delighted me,
" I should be lost on jellies." ... I suppose she would
resent a cheese in marble for her tombstone, with the in-
scription :

" She made a good Cheshire cheese—and sue
beautiful daughters " ; and yet, when you think what
would be implied in the inscription, what prouder monu-
ment would any of us ask ?

Mr. Le Gallienne went to Selbome, Winchester, Stone-
henge, Stratford-on-Avon, Lechlade, the Cotswolds, and
other places—but his route is no more important than his

commentary. They are both wayward and pretty.

Chalk Hills and Shepherds.

Nature in Downland. By W. W. Hudson. (Longmans.)

Mh. Hudson is well known for his pleasant and accurate
books on bird life; on the birds of London he is an
authority. Here he is not too birdy, but just birdy
enough. His field naturalist's journal, kept always and
everywhere, had in it many pages about the Downs, but
this book is no mere expansion of those notes. It is a
book about Down Ufe, human, animal, avine, and floral,

distilled in great measure from the author's memory.
The Sussex Downs have been waiting for their book.
White of Selbome wrote of them with heavy, sincere

rapture ; and sundry obscure authors like William Hay,
Charlotte Smith, and Hurdis, the local poet, have written
out their love of these rolling chalk lands. Richard
Jefferies did not die in Sussex before he had praised it.

But the Downs have not really been put into a book.
Mr. Hudson's opportimity, therefore, has been great.

We think he has risen to it. Other writers could have
been more literary, whimsically digressive, and aptly
quotational. But Mr. Hudson comes to us with the smell
of the Downs in his clothes, and with" a hundred plain

things to tell.

No analysis of the pleasure received from this or that

type of scenery is likely to be very convincing ; for one
thing, one doesn't want analysis. Still, Mr. Hudson is

probably on the right track when he traces the beauty of

the Sussex Downs to their " fungus-like roundness and
smoothness." Fungus is not a nice word (Mr. Hudson
takes it from Gilbert White), but it suggests the broad,
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dreamy curves, the " solemn slope of mighty limbs asleep,"
which the Downs yield the eye. Furthermore, it is not
a Down that is beautiful, but the Downs ; not a curve,
but many curves. As Mr. Hudson points out, Hogarth's
theory of beauty, and Burke's, derive a likeliness from the
Downs, where undulations please the eye because they
invite the feet. Even Mr. Herbert Spencer is quoted—but
enough ! We shall give the reader the idea that Mr.
Hudson writes bookishly, whereas he writes like this :

One wonders which of the three following common
sights of the Sussex Downs carries us further back in time :

the cluster of cottages, with church and farm buildings,
that form the village nestling in the valley, and, seen from
above, appearing as a mere red spot in the prospect ; the
cloaked shepherd, crook in hand, standing motionless on
some vast green slope, his grey, rough-haired sheep-dog
resting at his feet ; or the team of coal-black, loug-horned
oxen drawing the plough or carrying the corn.

These are the insignia of the Downs. Mr. Hudson does
not forget the surface on which they shine. The turf,

fragrant and springy and centuries old, with its peculiar
" medicine smell with something subtler added," is the
fundamental fact. Once destroyed, as it has been in
many places by short-lived attempts in tillage, this proud
turf does not return. Flowers come and make marvellous
patches, wild gardens, natural carpets flung on the ancient
floor. Here viper's bugloss usurps an acre, there white
campion queens it over a large parallelogram, or forget-
me-not flourishes on a field forgotten. We have delightful
glimpses of the animal life of the Downs, which includes
foxes, badgers, shrews, moles, stoats, adders, and big
snakes. How is it that moles, which are supposed to be
always athirst, can flourish on the high dry Downs in
summer, where even the shepherds have to fetch their
water from sources three or four miles away ? That is

one of many delightful riddles propounded by Mr.
Hudson. In such cases he has always consulted the
natives, and has always learned something. Thus with
the moles :

Walking on I met an iuteUigent-lookiug shepherd, who
was, I found, a good observer and something of a natur-
alist ; and to him I put the question that occupied me. He
told me that he had been shepherding on these hi'ls over
forty years, and the moles had always been thero where
they had no water to drink. " They must drink or die,"
said I ;

'• it is down in the books, and therefore it must be
true." He shook his head at the books, and replied that
the moles came out at night to lick the grass—the dew was
enough for them. " If that is so," I said, " then they
must di" of thirst in seasons when there is no dew." They
do die," he answered ;

" in very dry, windy summers, when
there is no dew, you find a good many moles lying about
d<-ad on these hills every morning." He added that they
did not all die ; that a year or so after a time of great
mortality they become numerous again.

The shepherds are great men. They neither dream
dreams nor see visions, but they know their work, and all

that comes near it, and are content. Even the young men
are content ; and one of them—a tall, handsome fellow of
twenty-three—defended his calling and its wages against
Mr. Hudson's pretended ridicule with quiet spirit. At
last Mr. Hudson said :

How could he marry on twelve and sixpence a week ?

At that there came a pleasant, far-away look into his eyes

;

it could be seen that they were turned inward, and were
occupied with the image of a panicular and incomparable
She. He smiled, and appeared to think it was not impos-
sible to marry on twelve and sixpence a week.

Such is the shepherd of the Downs in youth ; in age he is

not soured. We leave untouched chapters on " Shepherds
Wheatears," " Summer Heat," " Swallows and Churches,"
and " Chichester." Mr. Hudson's book ranks with the
•late Mr. Gibbs's A Cotswold Village ; it has the same plain-
ness and intimacy.

Some Atlases.

The Royal Atlas of England and Wales. Edited by J. G.
Bartholomew. (Newnes.)

Philip's Handy- Volume Atlas of London. Third Edition.
(Philip & Son.)

Cook''s Historical and Literary Map of London. (Cook
& Son.)

The folio Royal Atlas of England and Wales is noble in its
proportions, and greatly to be desired. It is England
spread on your desk— political England, ecclesiastical
England, populated England, railway England, geological
England, orograpbical England, and—England. In all
there are seventy maps and town plans, and what they do
not tell about England's surface cannot be much. The
maps proper are indexed as "topographical sections,"
and are named after some fairly central town. Thus
Section III. is " Newcastle," and gives us the southern
half of Northumberland, the country westward to Hexham,
a great part of Durham, and the top of Yorkshire's north-
east shoulder, with Whitby for its epaulette. The scale
is the noblo one of four miles to an inch.
A fascinating section is No. 64, showing the relative

population of the districts round London. The density
of population is shown by means of nine colours.
London and urban districts are marked black. Slate
colour indicates districts with a population of over 512
inhabitants to the square mile, purple indicates districts of
from 384 to 512 inhabitants to the square mile, and
successive colours graduating down to white show the
thinning out of the population in all directions. The
results are most curious and instructive. South and west
of London the slate colour flows out for miles, halting at
Croydon and Wallington, extending a finger to Epsom, an
arm to Leatherhead, and a writhing leg to Godalming

—

such extended limbs always following the lines of rail-
way. An unbroken expanse of slate colour (512 to the
mile) stretches from Hounslow to Windsor, and thence, to
one's surprise, flows on in a narrow stream to Cookham.
The invasion of Essex by the London clerk and working
man is graphically shown by dun streamers to Hoddesdon .

in Hertfordshire and to Blake Hall in Essex. But each
colour tells its own interesting story, and the local rela-
tions of the colours to each other are the most interesting
feature of all. A bright yellow arm stretching from
Hertfordshire right into London indicates the thinly
populated Lea valley and the Hackney marshes. It takes
a still fainter tint of yellow to indicate the population of
the Plumstead marshes, and the waste lands lying around
the lower docks of London. There are curious incon-
gruities. At Chislehurst you are in slate colour (above
512); but only two miles further south, at Orpington,
you are in yellow (64 to 128); and west of Orpington for
many miles there is a tract of country as far as Guildford
which is several degrees less populous than the country
north and south of it. As a guide to the choice of a resi-
dential district the map is singularly useful. We should
add that an exhaustive index completes the Atlas.

Messrs. Philips's Handy- Volume Atlas displays London in
fifty-five sectional maps bound into a book which can be
slipped into the pocket. The arbitrary divisions of London
necessitated by a book atlas produces some interesting
results. In not a single instance has the bookbinder's
sheers cut out an unbroken expanse of streets ; but this is
all but attained in Plate 17, where the City-road, De
Beauvoir-town, and Bethnal-green districts spread their
miles of brick, and are relieved by nothing larger or
greener than London Fields. Another depressing section,
lying south of Bermondsey, is just redeemed by South-
wark's small park and some nameless nursery gardens
near the Old Kent road. London's many Londons are
curiously differentiated in these fifty-five sections. Her
dishabille, her ragged edges, her strange contrasts, her
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growtha and stagnations, are caught " in the aot," so to
speak, by the accidents of binding. The maps are clear,

and in the more open districts they appear to be as com-
plete as could be fairly expected. Unfortunately the scale

(three inches to the mile) is not large enough to permit
every street to be marked, and this defect becomes a little

serious in the case of a very short but well-known street
like York-street, Covent-garden, which is here merged in
Tavistock-street. Panton-street, Leicester-square, is marked
but not named, and, of course, its very short continuation,
Spur-street, suffers equally. IJeing unnamed in the maps,
these streets are naturally unnamed in the index. How-
ever, a map is an affair of scale, and you cannot have a
big scale and a very compact atlas, or a big scale and
a very cheap atlas. For its scale this atlas is excellent.

Messrs. Cook's folding map of London is very clear, and
includes such distant suburbs as Hampstead and Crickle-
wood. With the map we have some interesting informa-
tion, in the form of lists, concerning historical and literary
landmaiks, places referred to by Dickens, reliques of old
London, &c., with references to their places in the map.
The list of houses in which g^eat men have lived is par-
ticularly interesting, as it enables us to compare their
readiness to support the inconveniences of a change of
residence. Boswell had eight London addresses in his
life, being outdistanced by Dr. Johnson, who had fourteen.
Milton lived in twelve (Afferent London houses, or twice
as many as Shelley. Sydney Smith removed ten times,
Swift ten times. Dickens had eleven London addresses
to show for Thackeray's sLx and Bulwer Lytton's seven.
Cowper is credited with only his Temple address, but he
lived in Ely-place as an apprentice to the law. Euskin's
Denmark-hill home, and Browning's home in South
London also escape notice, although the map includes their
sites. The general interest of the list is perhaps greater
than its detailed accuracy. The derivations of some
London street names given in another list are somewhat
too courageous. Eotten-row may be a corruption of
Route du Eoi, but there is no agreement on the point.
Nor is the derivation of Gutter-lane, from " Guthrum, an
ancient Dane," very satisfying. Notting-hill is doubtiess
a corruption of Nutting-hill. The obviousness of some
origins given, such as Haymarket from a " market of hay
or straw," is exqualled by the unexpectedness of "Blind
Chapel-court—a corruption of Blanche Appleton-court."
A useful and interesting map.

England.

A Picturesque History of Yorkshire.

Dent & Co. Is. net.)

Part XI. (J. M.

Guide to the English Lakes. (Black.)

Guide to the TTye. (Black. Is.)

Guide to East Kent. (Black. Is.)

Part XI. of Messrs. Dent's well-known work deals princi-
pally with the valley of the Ure, with Eipon, and its cathe-
dral, and Fountains Abbey ; while a beginning is made with
Wensleydale. Perhaps the greatest attraction of this, as
of other parts of the work is its revelation of the charms
of little known ancient towns and villages off all beaten
tracks. Yorkshire is one of the best of English counties
in which to find such places. Masham is one.

Its appearance ig quaint, and suggestive of long-dead
centuries. It coDsists, practically, of one great market
square, surrounded by old-fashioned houses, with an
obelisk or pillar, rising from a base of four steps, in the
centre, and at the east end a very fine church, surmounted
by a handsome octagonal spire of considerable height. . . .

When Leland visited this part of Yorkshire he found
Masham pretty much as it shows itself to the traveller of
to-day. " Masseham," he remarks, " is a praty quik "
this was a favourite expression of his—" market-town,
and a fair Chirch, an a bridge of tymbre. A little bynethe

Masseham on the other side of Yore river lye the Aldbury
village. At the end of Masseham townlet, I passed over
a fair river called Bourne, it goeth into the Ure thereby a
little bynethe the bridge." There were good markets in
Lelsnd's time, but these seem to have decayed, though
there is still a great annual cattle and sheep fair here, held
aboiit the middle of September, whereto as many as forty
thousand sheep are usually brought for sale. During this
fair open house is kept by every person in the place, and
there is a staple dish of roast beef and pickled cabbage to
which every comer is made heartily welcome. While the
fair lasts Masham is a place of bustle and excitement

;

when it is over the little town settles down to the quietest
and most monotonous of existences, save on market days,
when the folk from the dales come in to give it a momen-
tary increase of life.

The illustrations are of somewhat varying styles and
excellence, and the reader has usually to choose between a
competent prettinees and a less competent matter-of-
factness. But there is no doubt that this work will be,
when completed, a literary and pictorial record of great
interest.

Messrs. Black's Guide to the English Lakes has assumed
an entirely different aspect in this edition. The arrange-
ment of the book has been altered, and the whole district
divided into five sections : the Windermere, the Ullswater,
the Central, the Keswick, and the Coast sections. Other-
wise the features of the guide are preserved. The maps
are excellent and alluring. A more difficult district to
compass and compress could hardly pifesent itself to the
maker of a guide-book ; but the editor appears to have
surmounted most obstacles. We might suggest a longer
note on Swarthmoor Hall, which is briefly, almost in-
accurately, described as "once the residence of George
Fox." Quaker visitors to the Lakes—who are many

—

will probably desire a better account than this of the place
they regard as their Mecca.

It was Magee—was it not ?—who said to his brother of
Hereford: "If you will give me your river, I will give
you my See." The offer was inspired by a, sight of the
lovely banks of the Wye. Black's Guide to the Wye, a handy
little volume, goes far to explain Magee's enthusiasm.
We doubt if the following particulars about the Severn
Tunnel are so well known as they are interesting

:

Over 3,000 men were employed in this bold enterprise,
which was attended with incidents of perilous and, indeed,
romantic adventure. After seven years' labour, the works
were inundated by the tide, and sixty men had to be
rescued by one small boat making repeated trips of a mile
underground after being lowered into a shaft. Only one
man was drowned, who tried to save himself by swimming:
but the brave young engineer, Mr. G. O. Formby, who
headed the rescuing party, for hours wet to the skin in
the choking darkness, then laid the seeds of an illness
from which he died prematurely. The tunnel is now kept
dry only by constant pumping. At Sudbrook (South
brook), below Portskewett, are the great pumping works,
where gigfuitic pumps discharge daily from twenty to
thirty million gallons. The pumping houses have not
only to drain the tunnel, but to supply water to several
villages whose wells have been sucked dry by these sub-
terranean operations. The works are not open to visitors
without special permit.

The guide to East Kent, by the same firm, reaches its

fourteenth edition this year.

London.
Black's Guide to London and its Environs. Edited by A. E.
Hope Moncrieff. Eleventh Edition. (A. & C. Black. Is.)

Our Great City ; or, London the Heart of the Empire. By
H. 0. Arnold -Forster. (Cassell.)

CasseWs Guide to London. (Cassell. 6d.)

To look through London guide-books is to wish for a
week to fill in the larger gaps in one's knowledge of
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London. The present writer has lived ia London for

fifteen years, has made the study of its streets and life a
hohby, has collected prints and books relating to London,
and has roamed its miles of suburbs in all directions

;
yet

he has never entered the Tower of London, or seen the

effigies of the Crusaders in the Temple Church, or visited

the Tate Gallery, or admired (from within) " the most
beautiful and most venerable monument of old London"

—

the Charterhouse. And yet how pleasant it would be to

give a week to seeing London in the receptive spirit of

the country cousin. " A catalpa tree in the garden is

said to have been planted by him, perhaps brought by
Raleigh from America." The writer is Mr. Hope
Moncrieff, the garden that of Gray's Inn, the planter

Lord Bacon. Really, it would be very interesting to look
up that catalpa tree with the aid of Black's Guide, and,

looking at it, to murmur :
" Perhaps brought by Raleigh

from America." Nay, given time for such reflections, one
might find a subtle pleasure in quoting Wordsworth's
sonnet, written on Westminster Bridge, in conjunction
with the fact that the length of the bridge is 1,160
feet. Then there are descriptions which titillate the
mind

:

Opposite Eensinfton, on the other side of the Park, lies

Bayswater, not qtute such a fashionable quarter, but still

highly respectable, and in parts more than respectable.

Surely one might learn a few things in an afternoon

devoted to the identification of those parts of Bayswater
which are more than respectable. It will be perceived

that Black's Ouid* to London, like all the guides ever

written, has its unconscious humours as well as its curi-

osities of information. But its solid merits are indisput-

able : they include orderly arrangement, an abundance of

good maps, and a lively sense of the stranger's needs.

Mr. Arnold-Forster's book is a sign of the times, and our
wonder is that it has not arrived sooner. London citizenship

will never recover its old vitality until its old connexion
with education is revived. Persuaded of this, Mr. Amold-
Porster has compiled a London primer, which he hopes
win be used in London schools. After examining the

book with care we share that hope. The book is eminently
suited for schools, if we except the statement, on page 41,

that Edward III. won the battle of Agincourt. Mr.
Amold-Porster has begun at the beginning—that is, with
the soil on which London stands. He traces the early

history of London, legendary, Roman, Saxon, Norman,
Plantagenet, Tudor, and the rest. The survey is

lucid and bright throughout, though, with intention,

elementary. Chapters XVIII. and XIX., on "Pictures from
the Book of the Streets of London," are happily inspired.

The young Londoner is bidden to see dimmest antiquity

in the name of Ludgate, Saxon saintliness in St. Swithin's-

lane, Roman road-making in London Stone ; and to

recognise the features of an old and rural London in the

names of Brook-street, Fleet-street, Holbom, Great
WindmiU-street, Spitalfields, and Finsbury. The White
Friars and the Black Friars and the Knights Templar are

traced in surviving names, and the names of kings and
queens and battlefields are shown to be daily on the lips

of 'bus conductors. Old trades and their localities are

recognised under names like Vintry Wharf, Comhill,

Ironmonger-lane, Ave Maria-lane, and Seacoal-lane.

Other chapters describe St. Paul's, Westminster Abbey,
the Houses of Parliament, the British Museum, the

National Gallery, &c. The Thames, with its trade and
government, is carefully considered ; and the government
of London as a whole is explained in terms simple enough
to be understood by the little child, and even by the oldest

ratepayer. In short, Mr. Arnold-Forster has made ex-

cellent use of his space. The very birds of London have
a chapter to roost in ; and, not content with describing

London as it was and is, the author adds a final suggestive

chapter on " London as it Might Be."

CasseU's 0^lide is a good sixpenny booklet, with one map
and many illustrations. A well-planned round of visits,

to occupy a week, is sketched out. The book is full of

sound information and suggestions. Fancy going to see

the "grounds of the Toxophilite Society, which exists for

the promotion of archery."

Paris.

Exhibition Paris. (Heinemann.)

Paris. By Augustus J. C. Hare. 2 vols. Second Edi
tion, revised. (George Allen. 3s. each.)

Guide to Paris. (Black. Is.)

The title Exhibition Paris is to some extent misleading.

Exhibition Paris is indeed exhaustively dealt with ; but
normal Paris prevails, as it should do. We doubt whether
any guide to Paris so directly and completely useful as

this exists. The information about hotels, &c., is no
beggarly array of generalities, but is fuU, modern, and
convincing ; and this note, one soon finds, is the note of

the book. There are fifteen closely packed, classified

columns devoted solely to questions of eating and drinking.

There are sections on Tobacco, Cigars, Illness, Chemists,

Laundresses, Hairdressers, Lost Property, Telephones,

Furniture, &c., &c. The visitor is told what he must do
if he is arrested by the police. He is directed to the best

shops for curiosities, Dress Materials, Flowers, Fireworks,

Boots, Gloves, Jewels, Bronzes, and Books. Plans of the

seating accommodation in the principal theatres are given
;

and the section on " Paris by Night " is a complete guide

to amusements. It is only on p. Ill that the sights of

Paris, properly speaking, are taken in hand ; nearly two
hundred pages are devoted to them—pages alive with

woodcuts. At page 300 Exhibition Paris begins, and
continues to page 431, the end. A complexity of usefulness

marks every page We may add, as showing the alertness

of the compiler, that a Calendar of Events from May to

October is included in the book, so that no English visitor

need miss a race meeting or fail to see the fountains play

at Versailles, or lose the chance of taking a walk in the

Sewers or the Catacombs. Exhibition Paris is the guide to

Paris for this year. (Heinomann. 2s. 6d. net.)

Mr. Hare's guide-books have a distinction of their own.

They are not cheap, but good paper and charming wood-
cuts make them singularly attractive. The black bindings

with red lines were an inspiration. "The conscientious

hard work of two years " were given, says the author, to

this book and Days Near Paris, and there is evidence on
every page of this book of original study. The references

to, and quotations from, French writers are extremely

numerous and suggestive. Victor Hugo, Zola, and Taine

are frequently drawn upon for picturesque descriptions.

This guide-book may be best used as an intellectual com-
panion, and the tourist can seek in other books the "dull-

useful information " which Mr. Hare compresses into a few
pages.

Black's Guide to Paris is modelled on the Guide to

London, issued by the same firm. The present edition,

however, includes about fifty new pages dealing with the

Exhibition. The map of the Exhibition is quite admir-

able. By means of six colours one can immediately

distinguish the Exhibition buildings proper, the special

foreign pavilions, the exhibits with an extra charge, the

restaurants, gardens, walks, &c. After the Exhibition

section follows the guide to Paris proper, illustrated with

photographs, and followed by the usual sections on Rouen,

Le Havre, Calais, &c., with information for cyclists. We
can confidently recommend this guide-book to those whose
time in Paris is limited.
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Books within Books.
We get what we bring ; we receive what we have ; we

find what we possess.

The world ia only a huge mirror, wherein each sees the
reflection of his own soul : it is splendid or sordid, lovely
or hateful, according to the light and shadow of indi-

viduality that falls upon it. We can obtain no more
than we bring, we can find no more than we possess.
The world proving itself capable of so infinite a variety

of readings, it is not to be wondered at that certain dis-

tillations out of it, embodied in forms of art, should make
widely different appeal to different temperaments. The
curious intellectual divergencies in book reviewing give
the critical journals the vitality of human documents ; their
very contradictions constituting fleeting glimpses of alien
Bouls. And in novels, the supposed influence of books on
fictitious characters is even more widely various. Thus we
find some famous classic exhibiting through the medium-
ship of the novelist directly opposite tendencies. Was not
the madness of Don Quixote fed on mediaeval romances ?

Tet in a charming modem novel, The Choir Invisible, the
mediajval romance of the Morte d'Arthur is made the
purifying motive of a life. Of all books, however. The
Imitation of Christ has received in fiction the most strikingly
various treatment.

The Imitation of Christ is the fullest statement we have
of the doctrine of Renunciation. Now, in the manner of
regarding Eenunciation is to be found the root-difference
between all religions and all philosophies. If the body is

equal with the spirit—if the gratification of its impulses,
affections, appetites, is necessary to a complete life, then
Eenunciation for its own sake is an evil : so say the
Epicureans, the Elizabethans, Walt Whitman, and many
others. But if the spirit as the higher self demands for
its perfecting the suppression of the lower self, then
Eenunciation becomes the noblest of virtues : and we find
among the upholders of this view the Stoics, the Buddhists,
the Puritans, and Thomas il-Kempis. Thus, on the one
hand, the Imitation appears as the most elevating of all

influences, waking a soul out of dull torpor, uplifting it,

and preparing it for a moral triumph unequalled in
fiction : and on the other, the same book is represented as
a pernicious bane, sapping away strength and vitality of
character, and reducing the mind of its unfortunate reader
to a weakness bordering upon insanity.

You remember in The Mill on the Floss, where Bob
Jakin brings to Maggie some coloured prints and a few
second-hand books. It is the moment of supreme need in
the girl's life—the moment when her passionate personality
is struggling into consciousness to be constantly tortured
and repelled by the depression of daily circumstance.
Her proud father has been made bankrupt, and forced to
serve imder his enemy Wakem ; the mother, separated
from her household gods, becomes ever more childish and
querulous ; Tom, whom Maggie adores, is self-centred and
cold. " To the early precocity of the girl she added that
early experience of struggle, of conflict between the inward
impulse and outward fact which is the lot of every
imaginative and passionate nature." The little old clumsy
book brought to her by the packman, marked in faded ink

and with its comers turned down, is to be the almost

unfailing source of spiritual strength to her throughout

life.

Know that the love of thyself doth hurt thee more
than anything else in the world. ... If thou seekest this

or that, and wouldst be here or there to enjoy thy own
will and pleasure, thou shalt never be quiet or free from

care : for in everything somewhat will be wanting and in

every place there will be some that will cross thee. . . .

Blessed are those ears which hearken not unto the voice

which soundeth outwardly, but unto the truth which

teacheth inwardly.

When Maggie reads this for the first time, a strange

thrill of awe passes through her, "as if she had been

awakened in the night by a strain of solemn music, telling

of beings whose souls had been astir while hers was in

stupor. . .
."

Maggie's story is the story of the suppression of a mag-
nificent self, culminating in a sacrifice that may allow

question of its wisdom, but none of its sublimity. The
state of moral exaltation produced by the old monk's book
is almost incomprehensible to a moment inclined to regard

the gratification of self with so appreciative an eye.

Think of The Gay Lord Quex, and then pass to such

sentences as the following : "I have often said unto thee,

and now again I say the same. Forsake thyself, resign

thyself, and thou shalt enjoy much inward peace. ... If

thou wert inwardly good and pure, then wouldst thou be
able to see and understand all things clearly without im-

pediment. . .
." The contrast has the force of a shock.

George Eliot has given us two direct utterances on The

Imitation of Christ. The inmost truth of the old monk's

outpourings, she tells us, is, "that renunciation remains

sorrow, though sorrow borne willingly." And she attri-

butes the power of the book, which " works miracles to

this day, turning bitter waters into sweetness," to the fact

that it is the " direct communication of a human soul's

belief and experience "
: "it was written down by a hand

that waited for the heart's prompting : it is the chronicle

of a solitary hidden anguish, struggle, trust, and triumph."

No such understanding criticism is to be found in At the

Cross Roads, by Miss Montresor, in which, somewhat
casually. The Imitation of Christ appears. It does not, in

this novel, prepare the soul for strenuous conflict, but

helps, by its presence, to contribute something to an atmo-

sphere already charged with simplicity and resttulness.

While Maggie practises asceticism. Lady Jane discards

luxury : her rooms are scantily furnished ; the walls are

distempered blue ; "it was a pleasant place, and one that

sometimes suggested a reminiscence of some far-away

French convent cell." " 'Your room is like a Quakers'

meeting,' " Gillian says. Lady Jane herself wears black
" with white cambric frills in her sleeve and round her

throat." She reads the Imitation in the Latin edition,

" for the stateliness of the old language pleased her." In
all this the insistence on externals is very marked. The
description is almost entirely confined to material things.

The Imitation has indeed no definable spiritual influence

upon Lady Jane. Her days of effort and struggle are

over. Out of the hard, mediasval teaching she extracts

only a sentiment of purity and austerity. This is her

statement of life: "'The world is sad, I think; but

underneath the sadness one finds—God.' "

Lady Jane's room suggests some far-away French
convent cell ; let us now see how The Imitation of Christ

is employed in a Jesuit monastery in France. The scene

occurs in Eugene Sue's Wandering Jew, which combines

series upon series of extra-melodramatic situations, never

approached by the most daring of Adelphi flights, with

chapters that display penetrating observation and wide

common-sense. It is hard to reconcile the last tragi-comic

scene, where Eodin is confronted with his six victims,

ranged upon black biers, dressed in black grave-clothes,

and faintly illumined by the bluish light of a silver lamp,

with the admirable description of the Jesuit's tactics in
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working on Hardy'o sensuous feelings in order to win him
to a religious life from it-s sensuous side. Throughout this

novel the Jesuits are painted in the darkest colours. We
read of the " profound and diabolical craft of the Reverend
Fathers." Thoir object is to extinguish free will and
power of discrimination, so that they may secure large

donations for their order. They are represented
as having in the Imitation one of their most
powerful auxiliaries : "In that awful book may be
found a thousand terrors to operate on weak minds,
a thousand slavish maxims to chain and degprade the
pusillanimous soul." Thoughts and reflections from
its merciless pa^es, written in very large characters,

were suspended m black frames about the room where
the man they desire to influence is confined :

" Thou
art nothing but dust and ashes, grief and tears are
thy portion. Believe not in any son of man. There are
no such things as friendship or ties of kindred. All
human affections are false. . . ." The same book that
brought Maggie an infinite hope brought to Hardy inex-
tinguishable despair. What is to some one of the most
precious of spiritual possessions is stigmatised by Eugene
Sue as impious and Machiavellian. Truly, in Milton's
words, the mind is its own place ; it can make a heaven of
hell, a hell of heaven ; and no book affords such materials
for building at once so pure a heaven and so gloomy a hell

as TAt Imitation of Chritt.

Things Seen.

The Dog.
The stream of humanity lounged through the Strand.
In the broad June sunlight everything was stark
and plain, and the utter limp dependence of the little

monkey on the retriever's curly back touched me with its

gratuitous pathos. The retriever strode through us in the
wake of two young men, its masters, willing, seemingly,
to cut a caper. And I was angry with those young men,
as though they were perpetrators of an impertinence in
bringing their fragile toy in the highway of bulging
omnibuses and skimming cabs. I was angry because I
knew they sought to unloosen in themselves and in me the
ancient spring of laughter that gushes forth at sight of
the ignorant astonishment, the clinging misery, of a tiny
thing. Confronted with nothing less than our whole
civilisation, the monkey was afraid even of heaven, and
with lowered head sprawled over the retriever as a crab
sprawls over a stone.

Presently the procession was obliged to quit the pave-
ment, on account of the ambition of a monster hotel to
expand its lungs. And so, while the seasoned human
pedestrians monopolised the meagre footway of planks
that skirted the hotel, the retriever trotted into the road
and mixed himself with the vehicular trafiic.

At last there was a slight congestion in the eastward
hurrying tide. There were those who paused and those
who, remembering the flight of time, thriftily threw back
a pitying glance. I heard the noise of a body scraped
along the road. I saw a dog's paw quiver painfully in
the air, and a hansom cabman gaze down commiser-
atingly from a godlike height. And just then the Tivoli
discharged its smiling throng.

Altruism.

It was in a great railway terminus, in a comer by the
chief exit. Two tall wooden pillar boxes stood near each
other, dumbly appealing for newspapers for the two great
hospitals of the city. On his knees before one of them
was a messenger-boy, evidently sent to empty it and bring
the contents for distribution in the wards. The busy
crowd in the station passed him unheeding as they hurried

to and from their trains. But the little lad was so

business-like and so much interested in his work that I,

having a moment to spare, spent it in watching him.

The box was emptied : the contents were lying before

him; and he gave them a solemn and careful scrutiny

while he arranged them into a satisfactory bundle. They
were mostly dailies, penny or half-penny ; here and there

came a little spice, say Tit- Bits or Anatveri ; onco or twice

a plum in the shape of a Punch or Graphic. But suddenly

he came upon a new thing—a handful of religious tracts.

For a moment he pondered.
Then a happy inspiration came to him. He rose from

his knees and dropped the tracts into the box for the

other hospital.

A Famous Experiment.*

The Brook Farm experiment owed its origin, in the

famous 'forties of Boston, U.S.A., to one of those revulsions

from the precarious felicity of an artificial system which,

in other ages, have manifested themselves by withdrawal

to the desert or the convent. The Transcendental Club,

out of which the colony came, derived its principles

through Edward Everett and George Ticknor and Carlyle

in various measures from Fichte and Schelling and Hegel

and Schleirmacher, disciples—faithful or dissentient—of

Kant. Among its members were Emerson, Alcott,

Thoreau, the Chan^ings, Nathaniel Hawthorne and the

lady who afterwards became his wife—Sophia Peabody,

and the Ripleys. It was by George Eipley— afterwards
described by Carlyle as " a Socinian minister who left his

pulpit in order to reform the world by cultivating onions "

—that the Brook Farm Settlement was imagined. Its

purpose was " to insure a more natural union between

intellectual and manual labour ... to guarantee the

highest mental freedom by providing all with labour

adapted to their tastes and talents ... to do away with

the necessity of menial services . . . and thus to prepare

a society of liberal, intelligent, and cultivated persons,

whose relations with each other would permit a more
wholesome and simple life than can be led amidst the

pressure of competitive institutions."

Brook Farm was purchased in 1841 by Ripley, for the

most part with borrowed money, and was afterwarls

divided into twenty-four parcels, of which Hawthorne,

who was one of the original settlers, held two. The
labour, both agricultural and mechanical, was entrusted to

Groups formed of harmonic numbers—3, 5, 7, or 12; hnd

this is the only note of naked lunacy in the game. Such

a delectable way of life, wrote " Nathaniel Hawthorne,

Ploughman," had never been seen on earth since the days

of the early Christians.

On April 1(5 he brok« a machine for chopping hay,

through very excess of effort, and hia remarkable energy

then employed itself on a h^-ap of manure. This useful

adjunct to the new life he soon began to call his " gold

mine." . . . Presently he writes :
" I have milked a

cow !

"

For six months he was ecstatically convinced that toil

" defiles the hands indeed, but not the soul." Then came

a reaction

:

On August 12 he burst forth in a different, but not less

rbapsodical, strain : "In a little more than a fortnight I

shall be free from my bondage—free to enjoy Kature—free

to think and feel. . . . Oh, labour is the curse of the

world, and nobody can meddle with it without becoming

proportionately brutifled ! Is it a praiseworthy matter

that I have spent five golden monthi in providing food for

cows and horses ? It is not so."

But it is in his Blitludale Romance that his matured

impressions are to be sought.

* Brook Farm: its Members, Scholars, and Visitors. By
Lindsay Swift. (Uacmillan.)
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A company which in the main disused tobacco was not

likely to be free in its conscience as to the consumption of

the dead bodies of animals. The vegetarian " quiddle "

was generously represented. Sam Lamed went so far as

to abstain from milk on the ground that " his relation to

the cow did not justify him in drawing on her reserves."

On the other hand, Ripley is said to have worn a worried

look during the decline of a calf which it had been
sought to raise, while setting free its dam from her
maternal function, on hay tea.

Outdoor amusements enjoyed a vogue, and there was a
good deal of harmless philandering. Emerson (whose
every reference to Brook Farm, says Mr. Swift, suggests

that someone is laughing behind the shrubbery) gives

a general notion that the Farmers' life was one long,

guileless picnic. Not even the practice of punning, which
seems to have been treated with shameless indulgence,

availed to hush the prevalent mirth ; nay, the contentious

Brownson himself, when he paid the Farmers a visit, was
unable to damp down the cheerful buzz, or to cast a doubt
upon the enduring humour of the request to cut the pie
" from the centre to the periphery." Not that higher
matters were ruled out. Miss Ripley declared herself at

one time weary of " the extravagant moods of young
girls," and " sick of the very word affinity "

; and there is

an account, by Mrs. Kirby, of a well-sustained argument
on the burning question, "Is labour in itself ideal, or do
we, in effect, cloth it with the spirit we bring to it ?

"

Divers of the apostles of the " Newness," after the collapse

of the community, won distinction in the world ; and some
found salvation in the Church of Rome. Of these the

most notable were Brownson and Father Heoker, whose
name has by differing critics been sealed with the note of
" heretic " and that of " saint."

One cannot but regret that an enterprise which,

though its financial position was never sound, at one time
showed fair promise was, by a series of fatalities, brought
to naught.

Correspondence.

Mathilde Blind.

81B,—I hope someone more capable than I will take up
the cudgels for Mathilde Blind, because I feel that my
weapons must needs be awkward : that I can resent such
criticism as appeared in your last issue only in the blind,

helpless fashion of a devotee who sees a blow aimed at

one of his idols. Several times lately I have read similar

reviews of Miss Blind's poetry, and, curious to state,

Shelley seems to have come in for some of the depreciation

80 liberally bestowed upon her, in more than one instance.

His pedestal is too strong to need buttressing, but the

woman poet seems to lack a valiant supporter. If, as

your reviewer says, she has no " high imagination,

emotional power or grace of form," a humble inquirer

would like to know why her fame is steadily increasing

year by year, and why a writer of such known critical

acumen as Dr. Garnett should be found to edit her work ?

Can it be that, in spite of her failure to satisfy the

poetic analyst of this century end, she possessed some
Indefinable quality that has stamped her with the hall-

mark of genius ? I do not assert this, being able to speak

from the purely amateur point of view only—that of the

lover rather than dissector ; but I do assert that I am not

easily «ioved by poetry, and that Mathilde Blind's poetry

has affected me powerfully. I have read her often during

the past ten years and never with any waning of apprecia-

tion. It seemed to me the quotations given in last week's

Academy did not represent her fairly, and I wish I dare

trespass on its space to supplement them with some of her
more spontaneous and pregnant passages.

We are constantly told that the critical age is never the

creative age, but perhaps we are not sufficiently conscious

of the sterilising power of criticism. May it not be
possible that the barrenness of our era in great works of

art is due, on the one hand, to the niggling, pedantic

spirit of our much trusted reviewers ; on the other hand, to

the over-laudation of mediocrity by scribblers of the rank-
and-file ? And our fashions are so strange ! Recently a
great cloud of incense arose before the suddenly-erected

altar of a young poet, of whose slender dramatic work
one of the herd of fulsome critics wrote :

" He has achieved

the impossible "
! A second Shakespeare could have been

welcomed with no more eclat. Yet to many outside this

fashionable literary circle the comet has appeared a very
ordinary rocket ! To honour all that betrays promise in

the newcomer is well and just ; but when his admirers, in

acclaiming him a god, would dethrone Shelley and others

whom time has hallowed, questions and comparisons are

bound to arise. Fortunately, nothing can harm the poet
who, "being dead, yet liveth." We only, who are alive

and love, can be pierced by the shafts hurled at our
idols.—I am, &c., M. L. Pendered.

[Miss Pendered is, of course, very welcome to her
opinion. It does not happen to be ours—that is all.]

Sir,—I was much interested in the review of Mathilde
Blind's poems published in the Academy of June 2.

Apart from their own intrinsic value, these poems
represent an attempt which has not unfrequently been
made, to create, as it were, a poetry of science—and more
particularly of evolution.

As we recall the various efforts in this direction, the

question suggests itself : why has no poet hitherto suc-

ceeded in treating the subject in a really satisfactory

manner ? Why has there been no so-called Apotheosis of

Evolution ?

It would be difficult to conceive of a more sublime
theme, or one offering a wider field to the poetic imagination.

Many writers have contributed to this field of literature,

among whom the names of George Eliot, Romanes, and
Mr. William Watson come familiarly to the mind.
But their finest passages leave us—to quote your re-

viewer—imtouched and cold ; and we are unwittingly

reminded of the famous parody

:

An ape there was once, in the days that were earlier,

The centuries passed and his hair became curlier,

Some centiuries more gave a thumb to his fist.

Then he called himself man—and a Positivist.

One sonnet alone, and that by an almost forgotten

writer, seems to rise to the level of true poetry.

It is by Emily Pfeiffer, and bears the hall-mark of

original thought and expression in every line, but more
especially in the last.

To Nature.

Dread force, in whom of old we loved to see

A nursing mother, clothing with her life

The seeds of Love divine—with what sore strife

We hold or yield our thoughts of Love and thee !

Thou art not calm, but restless as the ocean,

Filling with aimless toil the endless years,

Stumbling on thought and throwing off the spheres.

Churning the Universe with mindless motion.
Dull fount of joy, unhallowed source of tears,

Cold motor of our fervid faith and song,

Dead, but engendering life, love, pangs and fears,

Thou crownedst thy wild work with foulest wrong
When first thou lighted on a seeming goal.

And darkly blundered on man's suffering soul.

—I am, &c., Evelyn Forster.

Novels and Logic.

Sir,—Mr. Lang puts forward a law of logic as a canon
of criticism. My paper did not pretend to deal with Mr.
Lang's special thesis, but to criticise certain of his state-

ments and his general t«ne of contempt towards the novel.

—I am, &c., Frances Forbes Robertson.
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For Students of Stevenson.

Sir,—A correspondent in British Columbia asks me, in

a letter :
" Who is the man (in The Wrecker) met in San

Francisco whose name is ' known to lovers of good
English ' ; ' who tramped and toiled and had such a profit

of his life among the Islands ' ; and from whose house

Dodd returned with the first glamour of the Islands over

him, bearing Omoo under one arm and the man's own book
under the other ? " Can any of your readers help me to

the answer ?—I am, &c.,

London : June 4, 1900. E. M.

George Eliot at Richmond.

Sir,—Those who care for literature and its nobler

memories may like to get out of the train at Eichmond,
Surrey, and ask anyone for No. 8, Parkshot. The house
almost touches the station.

Between 1855 and 1859 George Eliot not only made
the decision which revealed herself to herself by setting

to work on Amoi Barton, but wrote all the Scenes of
Clerical Life, and practically the whole of Adam Bede, in

cheap lodgings in this little house.

I should like to set a few who care for literature

thinking whether it is not worth while at least to consider,

among the right men and women, if it is not wise and
practicable to secure the permanent existence of the house
(the demolition of which is very imminent), and its use
in some way to the benefit of Eichmond and of London
in definite memory of George Eliot.

There will be difficulties, because the cottage is the

centre one of three ; and they are clearly marked for

demolition, that something soUder and more profitable

may take their place. I should like to see the centre one
actually acquired and preserved and placed under trustees,

were it only as a place of deposit for bicycles, though I
love them not. And I grudgingly make the suggestion
that I may be humble in aim and practical. But let it be
plainly and permanently recorded upon the house that in

its second floor the Scenes of Clerical Life and Adam Bede
were written.—I am, &c., Charles Sklby Oaki.et.

National Liberal Club, Whitehall

:

June 4, 1900.

Dr. Johnson's Thunder.

Sir,—It is, I suppose, to the credit of us women that
we are bom hero-worshippers, to the extent even of
worshipping the idols of our idols, nay, to worshipping
other women. I suppose the're are few women who read
at all who do not heartily admire the exquisite literary

instinct of Mrs. Meynell. But has not Mrs. Meynell's
appreciation of Euskin's merits led her to yield a too
ready approval to his judgment of Johnson, a judgment
surely which Johnson's own sturdy common sense would
not have approved ? To say of Johnson's style that "its
symmetry is as of thunder answering from two horizons"
seems to her to outstep the legitimate limits of even
oratorical and hyperbolical prose. The vigour of Dr.
Johnson's style was, like Fred Bayham's emotions,
" manly, sir, manly," but it contains a very perceptible
trace of artifice, and if we must resort to metaphor to
describe it, the image of answering salvoes of artillery

• would be more apposite than t*hat of the elementary
roarings of nature. And even the devoutest admirer of
Johnson must admit that the salvoes were often of blank
cartridge !—I am, &c., F. L. A.

[Euskin described the symmetry of Johnson's style, not
his style as a whole, by the simile of " thunder answering
from two horizons." Surely the sonorousness and balance
of Johnson's style—these two qualities — are finely in-
dicated in the phrase to which our dbrrespondent objects.
Is not this enough ?]

New Books Received.
[^Thtte notes on tome of the New Books of the week are

preliminary to Reviews that may follow.']

Thomas Girtin. By Laurence Binyon.

Mr. Binyon, who is known in the literary world by his

poetry, is an assistant in the Department of Prints and
Drawings in the British Museum. This splendidly illus-

trated study of the work of Girtin is largely based on the
water-colours in the national collection, but drawings in

private collections also are reproduced. Girtin's fame is

undoubtedly less than he deserves. Mr. Binyon boldly
declares: "When Girtin died he was Turner's rival on
more than equal terms." And he continues :

" Had
Turner died with him, Girtin's name would stand the
higher." Mr. Binyon's suggestive essay fills twenty-two
pages ; the remainder of the volume, a folio, is taken up
with photographs of Girtin's water-colours. (Seeley. £2 2s.)

Paris. By Hilaire Belloc.

Loving Paris of to- day, Mr. Belloc, whose literary range
seems to be quite indefinitely wide, has written this book
about Paris of yesterday. He says :

" The more vivid

be the contemporary effect of a city, the more urgently

does the question of its origin and development press upon
one. ... In the effort to satisfy this a man will read
this book and that, look up old prints and catch the chance
phrases of memoirs ; he will, for his own sake, clear out a
rough sketch of the whole past of what he loves, and he
will end by making a record that is as incomplete and
fragmentary, as incongruous a mixture of the general

theory of life and of particular trifles, as are the notes and
letters we keep to remind us of absent friends. This is the

way my book was written." (Arnold. 7s. 6d.)

Talks with Old English
Cricketers. By A. W. Pulun.

"There is no attempt in this volume to give a life-

history of the famous cricketers whose portraits adorn its

pages. . . . The idea kept in view is to delve deep into

the mine of personal reminiscence. . . . The preparation

of these talks . . . was originally undertaken on behalf

of the Yorkshire Post." (Blackwood. 6s.)

In addition to the foregoing, we have received :

THBOLOGICAL AND BIBLIOAL.

Bird (Robert), Paul of Tarsus ..(Nelson)
NicoU (W. Robertson), Tho Espositor's Greek Testameat. Vol. II.

(Hoddcr & Stoaghton) 29/0

POErRY, CRITIOISM. AND BELLES LBTTRES.
Sbadwell (Bertrand), America, and Other Poems (Donnelly, Chicago)
Olark (John). A History of Epic Poetry (Post-Virgili»a) ..(Oliver & Boyd)
F. W. L. B., The Battle of Maldon, and other Renderings from the Anglo-

Saxon (Parker 4 Co.. Oxford) 3/0

Piatt (William), A Three-fold Utterance, yet a Single Outcry of a Man's
Life-Truth (Published by the Author)

HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY .

Harrison (Frederic), Byzantine History in the Early Middle Ages: The
Bede Lectures (Macmillan) net 2/6

Shand (Alex. Innes), General John Jacob (Seeley) 10/0

Bennett (Ernest N.), With Methuen's Column on an Ambulance Train.
(Sonnenschein) 2/0

TRAVEL AND TOPOGRAPHY.
Savory (Isabel), A Sportswoman in India (Hutchinson) 16/0

Wallis (E. J.), Illustrations of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew,
(Effingham Wilson) net ^/S

Bradshaw (B.), Bathing Places and Climatic Health Resorts (Kcgan Paul)
Black's Guide to Belfast and the North of Ireland (Black) 1

UISCBLLANBOUS.
The Ifeto Pennt Magazine (Cassell) 2/6

SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHY.
Kranse (K. C. F.), The Ideal of Humanity and Universal Federation.

(T. 4 T. Olark) S/fl

EDUCATIONAL.
Mills (T. R.), Lucian: Charon and Timon (Olive) 1/0

Basset (A. B.), An Elementtry Treatise on Hydrodynamics and Sound.
(Deighton, BeU & Co.) 8/0

Lyster (R. A.), First Stage Hygiene (Clivoj 2/0
Smith (D. N.), Macanlay : Lite of Johnson (Blackwood)
Lobban(J. H.), Goldsmith i Traveller, &o (Blackwood)

NEW EDITIONS.

Fielding (Heoiy), The History of Tom Jones, a Fonndling. 2 vols.
(Macmillan)
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Our Weekly Competition.

Result of No. 38 (New Series).

Last week we offered, at the suggestion of Dr. Furnivall, a prize

of One Gu'nea for the best reproduction of the lost verses addressed

by Dr. Johnson, when he was at Stourbridge school, to Olivia

Lloyd, the young QuakeiesB, We have decided that the prize U
due to Mr. F. B. Doveton, Torquay, for the following poem :

Oh deign to listen to my simple lay !

Scorn not my homely measures, maid demure
;

Thy beauty's star illumes my dreary way
;

My heart is sick—thou only hast the cure I

And when thou wanderest by the crystal stream,

Or 'mid the umbrage of green pendent boughs,
Forget not one who cannot cease to dream

Of thee, and at thy shrine perform his vows.

And, though my years be few, ) et none the less

For thee great deeds and doughty would I dare
;

Brave the recesses of the wilderness,

Or filch his cubs from the Siberian bear !

Only some token would I humbly ask
Of thee, Olivia, gentle as the dove ;

Some sign to cheer me in my daily task.

And prove that thou thy worshipper dost love I

Other poems are as follows :

Sweet maid demure, thou charmest of our race,

VeiiUs herself sure lai;ktd ihy simple grace,

Nor glanced such love from her rich lustrous eyes.

As shines in thine, where only virtue lies.

Purest of daughters thou of all the earth,

Blesc is the spot that's honoured by thy birth
;

Blest more the place where thon shalt live thy days.

Lit by thy light of love's warmth-giving rays.

Teach this poor suppliant how to plead with thee

For favours from the fount of purity
;

Inspire this heart with goodness and with grace,

That I may more deserve to see thy face.

In thy loved presence all base thoughts shall flee,

And heaven itself teems near at sight of thte :

Ocd's choicest gifts enshrined in female frame
All seem revealed, Olivia, in thy name !

[H. W. D,, London.]
Olivia, since the day I saw that face,

Matchlees and perfect in each separate grace.

One only hope my weary heart hath known

—

The hope of making thee my very own.
Thy modesty of manner and of dress,

The truth and purity which all may guess,

The beauty of thy form and of thy sou),

Making a very perfect human whole.

All rise before me, making e' ory day
Not worth the numbering, if thou'ro away :

All rise before me, making every night
With endless dreamings of thee sweet and bright.

Olivia, dear Olivia, kind and fair,

Piiy and love to thy poor servant fpare.

[G. 0. P., London.]
Olivia, fair as she whom Avon'ti bard
Portrayed ; dear objtct of Ortino's heart.

Can I a-ipire that Fate may prove less hard
To me ill favoured ? Nay, Cesario's pare

Is not fo'/ me whom Nature has denied
Her gifta'hat fascinate the casual eye.

Ah I happy he who, welcome at thy side.

Finds thee respondent to his burdened sigh !

Thrice happy he who through this weary while
Of transitory things shall gain thy love

;

Who thro' the impending cloud shall see thy smile

That bids him dwell dejecting care above I

My fair, be thine to rule the nobler sphere
;

'Tis Vain that I should yearn to share thy life
;

I, slave of all that most is sad and drear :

Thou, peace's angel in a world of strife.

[L. L., Ramiigate.]

Fair Livy, hear thy Samuel's lay.

Extend one glance benign on him.
Experiencing the live-long day
Dan Cupid's darts in every limb.

His copy-book is scrawled with doves,

And olive boughs, and nuptial rings
;

His dreams are of Cythera's groves,

Responsive nymphs, and similar things.

Grant me, High Jove, the hour to see

That shall abridge my single life

With this :
-' I Samuel take thre,

Olivia, to my wtdded wife" 1

[B. F. MoC., Whitby.]

Mistress Olivia, with the beaming eye.

Which for its brightnefs with the stars can vie,

Oh, fairest of the fair, deign but to look

On one who leaves for thee his every book.

Your Samuel Johnson pants with passion's flame :

Ah, cruel fair 1 alone thou art to blame.

Possessed of every grace beneath the sun,

Fair Queen of Beauty, leave me rot undone.
Pure-souled Olivia, maid devoid of wiles,

Not in thy breast, as in the crocodile's,

Lurk treachery and deceit. It needs but this

To plunge thy lover in the realms of bliss :

That thon wilt listen to his tale of love

As did a mortal to immortal Jove.
[A. W., London.]

Diana chaste were counted all too bold.

And Cynthia unworthy of her name ;

And all fair virgins were as dark to light

Compared with thee, sweet mistress of my flame.

If Philomel would grant me her sweet voice,

I'd pour my passion in a melting lay,

Till zephyr should my love-sick measures waft,

And to my lady's bosom find a way.

A roseate hue the morn has given thy cheek.

And lily white the night has kissed thy heart

;

Thy eyes two stars that rise to higher state.

Thy lips the nectar cup the gods have pressed.

And if too bold, too over bold my plaint,

The gentle lightning of thine eye I'll meet.

Forsaking roses for the branch of peace,

Lay thy own name, Olivia, at thy feet.

[H E. M., Edinburgh,]

Rejuvenescent Phoebus oircumvolves
His terrene nymph : responsive to his art

She warms ; but my unchangeable resolves

Gain not the sister-fort, thy moon-cold heart.

Olivia I 'Tis a name that Avon's swan
Hath made immortal ; but, were Shakespeare mute.

Thy charms, self justified, would yet live on.

0, live, Olivia, btauty s flower and root

!

Thy predecessor by a reigning duke
Was long adored, though every sigh proved vain.

Thou reignest as a queen, and if thy look

Shall rest in kindness on a serving swain,

Nor earth, nor sea, nor sky, nor heaven, nor hell

Shall hold a truer knight than Samuel.
[T. C, Buxted

]

fairebt nymph, thy charms unite

To fill a lover with delight

;

Thy tranquil mind, with mirth imbued,

Lt-aves far the coquette and the prude.

Olivia, loveliest of thy sex.

May naught thy gentle nature vex !

Thy uttered name doth conjure forth

An image of surpassing worth.

1 see a flower of rarest grace,

Oft as I gaze upon thy face.

Ah ! beauteous maid, shall I implore.

Or stay enraptured and adore ?

The love my heart can not restrain

Is mix't of chastened joy and pain
;

If tongue refuse its office meec
I'll lay me at thy virgin feet.

[E. H. H., London.]

Other replies received from : R. H. M., Manchester ; L. F.,

Mancheiiter ; L. W., Cambridge ; W. A. B. L., Sheffield ; H. F. H
,

Nottingham : J. L„ Chesterton ; Mrs. von S., London ;
K E. J.,

Bristol ; R. K. C, Lee ; G. B. F.. London ;
E. M., London ;

M. M. E.,

London ; Z. McC, Whitby ; G. M. T., Bradford ; F. L A., London.

Competition No. 39 (New Series).

We offer a prize of One Guinea for the best quotation to be

inscribed over the door of a London house from which the residents

have temporarily fled for a country holiday.

Rules.

Answers, addressed "Literary Competition, The Academy, 43,

Chancery-lane, W.C," must reach us not later than the first post

of Tuesday, June lit. Bach answer must be accompanied by

the coupon to be found on the second page of Wrapper, or it can-

not enter into competition. Competitors sending more than one

attempt at solution must accompany each attempt with a separate

coupon ; otherwise the first only will be considered. We cannot

consider anonymous answers.
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OATALOQUES.

WILFRID M. VOYNIOH.
CATALOGUE No, 2 may be hkd on appUcstion,

price 8s. Gd., at

1, 80H0 8QUARK, W.

iglh and i6tb CENTURY BOOKS ; AHERICANA ;

85 LOST or UNKNOWN BOOKS.

WILLIAMS ft NOBGATE,
IM POSTERS OF FOBEION BOOKS,

li, BtailttU 8tn«, OoTSnt eudan. 10, Sonth Wniniak BU
Xdlsbarib, ud r, Broad BtrMt, Oxford.

OATALOQUES poit tno on appllMtloD.

BAEDEKER'S ft BADDELEY'S
TODRIBTS' GUIDE BOOKS,

aw fallT detailed CATALOOUB tent poet tree on application.

DDIiAD A 00., n, Boao B40AU. Lomwi, W.

LrTEBABY RESEARCH. — A Gentieman,
_ anefionoed In Llteiary Work, and who baa aooeaa to the

'
'ih MnMom Readln< Room, ia _ to arrange with

Antbor or any panon raqoirlns aaalatanoe in Literary R«.
•aaroh, or in aaUur Work through the Preea. Tmnslatloni
nndartakan from rrenob, Italian, or Spaniab.

'

letter, to D. 0. Dauai, 191, Strand, London, W.C.
-Apply, by

(CARRIAGES INSURED AGAINST ACCI-
J DENTS caused by Collision, the FallioA. Bolting, or

Kicking of Horses, or Ity tieing Run into bv other Vehicles.
Polideo issued for the Year or Season only. Prospectuses post
free.—iMFKaiAL ArcIDKirr. Livk t^ocK Ann Gbskeal Insukakci
Co , Ltd., 17, Pall Mall East, London, aw. AgenU wanted.

TYPE-WRITING promptly and aocnrately
done. lod. per 1,000 words. Samples and references.

liulti.Copies.—Address, MissE. H., IS. Mortimer Orescent, N.W.

TYPEWRITING.—NOVELS, MEDICAL
and SrlENTIFIO ESSAYS. PLAYS. *c.. accurately

ant prumptly TYPED. Special terms to Authors. Excellent
references.—L. Mills, 31, Cauldwell Stroet, Bedford.

BOOKS, OPT-OP-PRINT, SUPPLIED.—
state wants. Cttaloguea free. Wanted. Jorrock's

*' Jaunts." 1843; Serope's "Salmon Fishing." 1813; Jesse's
"Riohard 111.,** 1863. S53. each offered.—Hollind Co., Book
Herohants, Bltmingham.

BAROAINS in B00KS.-8ELHNG OFF,
PREVIOUS to RETIRING.—Hansanl'sParliamenUry

Debates, 70 vol"., nice half-calf, £12 {cost £l()0|—Oruikshank's
Life ia Pifis, Ptrst Editiou, JEH— Lewis's T-iposraphicAl Dic-
tionarv. 5 larjce voIb.. i'H. (co«t £10)— Dickens's Novels (any).
F-nit f^litions, 9i. each ; ditto Thackeray ; ditto Charles Lever—
Bntish CI:ufflic«, nice Set, -iO vols,, £4 loost about fCi')— All the
Yetr Round. W) vola., nice as new, £y—Mouth. 7u vols., £»—The
L»ueet. y> vols . half-calf, £:i->Iiaw Journal Reports. 100 vols.,

£.3<i—Blackwo d's Magazine. 50 vols., fine order. £4—Belftraria,
3*1 well-liound v.»la, nice as new, £5— Beutley's Miscellany. 50

Tols.. £W ; annthor If^t. ^5 vols., £12—Fortnightly Review, 20
hamlBoine vols.. £4—JSO strongly hound vols, of various Maga-
zine*, aus.—Rogers's Poems and Italy, choice Pair, £3; another
Pair, 30*.— Somersetshire and Uloucestershire Archieological
Sooietr's TmnsactionB, splendid Set. £4— I'to various vols-liiles,

Travels, Biogiaphies. Sketches, sound, clean lot. £2.—LOWE'o
Bookaliop, Neir St. (next the Grammar School), Birmingham,

THE BLIZABBTHAN STAGE SOCIETY.
-StuiLLia's MATH of H'/ff.I.K.V.vrS/.V. translated

by CoLiaioot. Acted tor the first time, on FRI DAY EVENINO,
JtTKB Sind. Tickets of the SscarrAar, u, Harrington Road,
South Kensington, 8.W. lAst Performanue of ihc Ssslsoo.

TBCHNICAL COLLBOB,
HUDDERSFIELn.

PalscinL-S. O. ItAWSON, D.Sc.

The ASSISTANT LECTURESHIP In ART is VACANT.
Applicalioos must be s«nt in to the Pklhcipal not later than
Jufy'iiid. Salary £100 per annum.
Statement of duties, and other particulan, will be forwarded

uiion Bi>ptiuition to
TU08. THORP, SecreUrj.

SECRETARY, one who has acted for Anther
and Journalist over three years, DISENGAGED.

Stenographer. Tyiitst. £75 a year.—L. 8. O., 39, Now l^ark
Road, Brixton Hill. S.W.

WIMBLEDON HIGH SCHOOL.— Mn,
J. T. TRENCH reoelrea GlELS as BOARDERS at

Lyndenhurst, Woodside. Wimbledon. Reference permitted to
Miss Hastings, Head Mistress, the Mantuis and Marchioness
of Lansdowne, Bishop and Mrs. Barry, Col. and Mrs. Chenevix
Trench, and others.

CHALET CAUDE COTE. DIEPPE.—An
English lady RECEIVES EIGHT OIRLS of IB and

upwards in her Chalet m-ar Dieppe. ConviTSAtional French
rapidly nciuire<t. S))ecial facilities for Music, Sketching.
German. Opportunities for every form of healthy enjoyment.
Direct Service twice daily with England.—Full details will bo
supplietl on applying to Miss Ccifstca, Dieppe.

ALL EXAMINATIONS.
PREPARATION byCORRESPONDENCE

on a TIlOROnoHLY INDIVIDUAL SYSTEM. The
STAFF incluiUtfi (Jraduates of Oxford. Cambridge. London,
and Royal Universities.

SINGLE SUBJECTS TAKEN: latin, reek, French,
German, Mathematics, Sjience. Logic, Political Economy, fto.

Addreu Mr. J. CHARLESTON, B.A. (London and Oxon.1,

87, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.

ASSISTANT SCHOOLMISTRESS,- Miss
LOUISA BROUGH can RECOMMEND University

Graduates. Trained and Certificated High School Teachers,
Foreign Teachers, Kindergarten Mistresses, &o. — Ckhtral
RxoiCTBY ruR TcACUEas, 25, Craven Street, Charing Cross, W.C.

ESTABLISHED 1851.

BIRKBEGK BANK,
Southampton Buildings. Chancery Lane. London, W.C.

CURRENT ACCOUNTS
20 / on the minimum monthly balances, ^^® /

/o vhen not drawn below £100. ^^ / q

DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS
22P j on Deposits, repayable on ^mI^K

2 /o demand. ^m'2 'o

STOCKS AND SHARES.
Stocks and Shares Purchased and Sold for Customers.

The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post
Eree.

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager,

TtltphoM, No. 5, Uolbom
ti\&oraphic Addrttt "Bibkbeck, London."

M R. HENRY J. DRANB, PabliBber.
Salisbury Houw. Saltibury »ittsre. FlMt Street, ii

. I to eooilder 1IB& for the eominff Muoa. Authort
rou* of publUhlng on thslr own aooount can, by kpoMBC to

«r. Dkamk, rroeiTe ralr trvatmant, and avoid airroiddieinen'i
tnflti «na oommfiilona.

Srepared to eoander 1IB& for the eominff Muon.
Miro -- •^" • • ... - .

Mr. D
pnflti «nc _ __ _

Mtgadnet and Porfodioali pubUthod on a low oommii«sion.
No (bm diargod for reading. Ac

low<

MUDIB'S LIBRARY
(LIMITED),

SUBSCRIPTIONS for 8 Months, 6 Months,

and 12 Months

CAN BE ENTERED AT ANY DATE.

THE BEST and MOST POPULAR BOOKS
of the SEASON ARE NOW in

CIRCULATION.

rroBpectosei of Temu free on appUoatlon,

BOOK SALE DEPAETMENT.
Many Thousand Surplus Copies of Books always ON 8ALB

tfieoond Hand). Also a large 8«ieotioD of

BOOKS m LEATHER BINDINGS
SUITABLE FOR

BIRTHDAY AND WEDDING PRESENTS.

80 to 34, NEW OXFORD STREET

;

241, Brompton Road, S,W, ; 48, Qaees Victoria

Street, E.C, Lovoosr

;

And at 10-12, Bartun Arcade, MxjrOKiniB,

-lONDON LIBRARY,
J_i ST. JAMES'S SQUARE, 8.W.

Piraoii-H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES, K.O.
Pbisioeht^LESLIE STEPHEN, Ew|.

Vioa-PHHioana—Tlie Right Hon. A J. BALFOUR, H.P., the
Eight Rer. the LORD BISHOP of LONDON, HERBERT
SPENCER, Eicl. ; the Right Hon. W. E. U. LECKT, H.P.
D.C.L.

TBDnais-Right Bon. Sir U. ORANT DDFF, Right Hon.
LORD AVEBURY, F.B.S., Right Hon. EARL o( ROSE-
BERY.

The Library oontains about 200,000 Volumee of Ancient and
Modem Literature, in Various Languagea. Subscription, £3
a year ; Life-Membership, accordin;; to age. Fifteen Volumee

are allowed to Country and Ten to Toirn Members. Reading
Room Open from 10 till half-past S. CATALOaUE, Fifth

Edition, 1888, 2 ToU., royal 8to, price sis. ; to Members, Ids.

0. T. UAOBERQ WRISUT. LL.D., Secretary and Libnuian.

An American Transport in the Crimean War.
CHAPTER I,

The OW and the New Mediterranean Trade—The Pioneer Steamsliip—Arrival
at Marseilles—The Cholera—Origin of the Grimean War—French Hilarity
succeeded by Didappoiutment,

CHAPTER U.
The I'iMsatre lo Constantinople—Reminiscences of Antiquity—Ashore in the

Dsr jtnolles—Disinterested Kindness of Sule.vman Pasha- Constantinople
and its Surroundings—Tlie Passage to the Crimea—The Seaports and the
Battlegrounds—Starvation at the English Camp—French Economy and
Hoepitality,

CHAPTER ni.
The Mistake of the Allies in Making their Landing—The Commencement of the

Sieire and the Misery attending it—Another Passage from Marseilles—
^ttrrow Escape from Foundering in « Gale—Arrival nt Kamiesh—The
Monastery of ,St. (ieorge,

CHAPTER IV,

The American and llie French Cvitine—.\ Tiip to the Keaof Azof—Contrasted
Scenes of Peace and War—Vandalism of the Allies at Kortoh—Trading
with a I'asha-The UnHUcceisful Attack on Sebuiftopol-Panic at Kamiesb
«ud ilalnklava—Return to Miinseilles-Trip to Algeria,

CHAPTER V.

Retnm Again to the Crimea-Ravages of Disease in the Camps—French Trans-
port System compared with Ours in the Civil War—The Sisters of Charity
—The Capture of the Malakoff and Redan—A View of the Rnins—Bomb-
proof Female Curiosity.

CHAPTER VI.

Entering the Turkish Service—The Turk a Man of hia Word—Good Pay and
Little Work—Our Philosophic Chief Officer—The Pasha's Bedolothes-Hia
Friendship—No Use for a Propeller,

Ha&z EBendi and his Harem,
CHAPTER VII.

CHAPTER VIII.

Mnatapha Pasha Wide Awake—We are Hurried Off to Eupatoria—A Rescue in

the Black Sea—A British Frigate oomos to our Aid—Arrival at Eupatoria.

CHAPTER IX.

The Blunder of a British General—A Post- Mortem held by Mr, Scars and Some
of his Religious Ideas—The End of the War and Comments on its Rtsults,

By Capt. CODMAN.
Frontiapieoe. 198 pp. Prioe 38, 6d,

London: SIMPKIN, MARSHALL, HAMILTON, &. CO.
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OyJH WEEK FROM TO-DAY—PERHAPS SOONER,

MUST WITHDRAW /TS REMARKABLE OFFER OF

CDe First Fiftp JPears of *Puiicl)/ 184M891/'
u

(Reprinted by the Proprietors of Punoh from their Original Platej.)

AND A 26th

*'THE HISTORY OF 'PUNCH,'" BY M. H. SPIELMANN.
(( NOW OR NEVER. >»

No snch advantage oua occasion to secure the Tolnmes has ever been preeented, and when the present edition is exhausted the
opportunity ends. For the moment a purchaser who promptly eenda his order effects a direct saving of not less than £25 69, 3d.

The untcucd weekly parts of " Punch " cost 3d. each, or for the 2,657 numbers, including the almanacs, £33 48. 3d. The large paper
edition of '_' The History of ' Punch '

" was published at £2 28. These two items amount to £35 69. 3d.
The bindirg of the 25 quadruple volumes of "Punch" would cost, at the ordinary retail price, about £5 in cloth, or £10 in

half-morocco.
Most persons n&tnrally telect the durable half-morocco binding for a set of volumes, which become more valuable every year, and the

total price to them for the loose "'Punch" numbers, "The History of 'Punch,' "and the binders' bill, would make the cost of the
26 volumes at least £45 63. 3d.

As sgaintt this, " The Times " offers the half-morocco set for £20.
Here is an immediate saving of £25 68. 3d.—of over £55 per cent. ; but that is not all. You may compare the price now named by

" The Times ' not only with the price which you would have had to pay in the ordinary course, but also with the price which these sets of
" Punch " will command a few years hence.

The copies tnpplied by " The Times'" at the present prices will have a direct tendency to stimulate a keener interest in " Punoh," a
more general demand for the volumes. The series becomes more interesting »nd, therefore, of a higner market value each year.

THE "PUNCH"
BOOKCASE.

A number of Special BookcHses for Punch have been mdiiufnctured and will be supplied to purchiisers of The
FiKST Fifty Yeaes of Punch at much less tbau the ordinary price for go substantial a piece of furniture.

The PuKcH Bookcase is about 52 inches in height, 30 inches in width, and 12^ inches in depth. It is made of dark
quartered oak, and it is intended to stand either against a wall or across a comer of a room.

PRICES FOR PURCHASERS TO-DAY.
" THE FIRST FIFTY YEARS OF ' PUNCH '

: I84I-I89I."
In 2S Quarto Volumes, and

"THE HISTORY OF 'PUNCH,'" BY M. H. SPIELMANN.
* TIte Half-moToceo Binding it ipecially to be eommended. It is in, the bett quality i>f Bed Full-grained Muroccn, and is a

remarkably rich binding at a moderate pric.

CASH />il KMfiVr.-ORDER FORM.
All GbequeB should b« drawu to the order of H, E. Hoopbk.

J***.. ..1900.

Tbb Manageb, TUbC ITimes, Friktiko House Squabe,
London, E.G.

la full paymeat for

"PUNCH. 18411891":
Bound iu Cloth.
Bound ill Cloth, and the Bookcase.
BouDd in Half Morocco.
Bound in Half Morocco, and the Bookcase.
Bound in Full Morocco.
Bound in Full Morocco, and ihc Bookcase.

Strike out all but one of these lines,

Kix AC 58.

/ eacltue:
«15
£18
*«30
•cxs

Signed .

Adiret*

Pleat address the package to .

If the package is to be delivered teyond London postal difttrict,

the pnrcba^er shoald add here tl.e name of the railway cnrnpany or
carrier in London to whom delivery is to be made. Beyond the
London postal dutrict, catriage will be at purchaser's cost.

MONTHLY PAYMEMTS.-ORDER FOR-a.

All Cheques should be dniwu to the oider of H. E. Hoopsb.

June-. ..190O.

The Mana&eb, XLbe tEimes, Pkinting House Square. London, E.G.

/ eaclose One Guinea. Please send me " 'PUNCH,' 1841-1891 ":

Bound in Cloth, price 15 Guineas,
•"Bound in Half Morocco, price ao Guineas,
Bound iu Full Morocco, priie 27 GMirea»,

Strike out two of these lines.

the balance of which sum I a^ee to pay you, or anyone yon appoint, nt the rate of One
Quinea a month ; my next payment upon delivery of the compleie 25 volumes, and my
succeeding payments (jn the correspondiuy day of each month foUowJucf. Until such
payments are complete I eugajte that the volumes, rot heini my projjerty, shall not be
disposed of by sale or otherwise. I further agree that if owing to unforeseen circum-
stances, of which you shall be the judge, the volumes cannot he delivered, the retium of

the deposit of One*(TUin€a to me shall cancel this agreement.

Please also send the Bookcase, for which I agree to make three further monthly
pajments of One Quinea eacli, after the payments for the
Bonk are completed.

Kir AC 58. Strike out if Bookcase not desired.

Signed ...

Address

Please address the package to

If the package is to be delivered beyond London postal district, the purchaser should
add here the name of the railway company or bhipfjing agunt iu London to whom
lelivery is to be made. Beyond the London po!!al district, carriage will be at pur-
chaser's cost.

These Price* Include the 26tli Vol., "The History of ' Punch,' " bound to match the other Volumes.

Specimen Volumes may be examined, and Orders booked, at "The Times" OfHce, or at
IMessrs. Chappell & Co.'s, Pianoforte Manufacturers. 60, New/ Bond Street.
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HURST ftBLACKEH'S

NOW READT, *t all BookMllcrs' anil Libraries.

In 1 vol., crown Bvo, cloth, with 58 Dlustratious.

Price 2s. M.

China and the Chinese.
Translated and Edited from the French of Edkitiid

Plauchvt,

By Mrs. AETH0R BELL (N. D'Anvers),

Author of "Elementary History of Art," "Science
Ladders Series,'' ke.

NEW HUMOROUS BOOK BY
ALLEN UPWARD.

NOW READY. In 1 vol., crown 8to, with a specially
designed cover, jirice 38. 6d.

THE WONDERFUL CAREER OF
EBENEZER LOBB.

Belated by himself, and Edited, with an Appreciation,

By ALLEN UPWARD.

OWING TJ THE GREAT DEMAND TOE
MISS BEATRICE WHITBY'S NEWNOVEL

THE FIRST PRINTING 13 NEARLY
EXHAUSTED.

A SECOND IMPRESSION IS NOW BEING
PREPARED,

AND WILL BE READY IN A FEW DAYS.

BEQUEATHED,
By BEATRICE WHITBY,

Author of "The Awakening of Mary Fenwick,"
" Part of the Property," &c.

In 1 vol., crown 8vo, price 68.

" MiM Whitby has a public of her own. and very rightly.
OomparM with our many fertile writers, she does not produce
much, but what she does produce is always above the average,
never merely conventional."—^'lobe.

" Hiss Whitby's quiet studies in human nature, especially in
womankind, are sot^erly unfolded, and give an impression of
sympathy and understaiidiog."—.-ItAetioum.

NKW NOVEL BY MR. Q. B. BURGIN.
NOW READr, in 1 vol., crown 8vo, price es.

THE PERSON in the HOUSE. By
G. B. BURGIN, Author of "The Tiger's Clftw."
" The Hermits of Gray's Inn," &c.

THE KISS of ISIS. By Capt.
ARTHUR HAGGARD, Author of " Only a i>rum.
mer Buy," ' With Rank and File," &c. In 1 vol.,
crown bvo. jirice 38. ed.

" It is a thoroughly amusing hook."—ifoming Pott.
" If nof t-xactty sublime and terror-moving, like the best

stories of the superiiatural. they are usually ulever, and they
make a highly readable book."—Scotsman.

A MARTIAL MAID. By Anne
ELLIOT, Author of "Dr. Edith Romney," "Tbe
Wrnning of May," Ac. In 1 vol., crown 8vo,
price Os.

" Tbe «c«iiii ii laid Id tlio Euglaad o( to-day, and though the
•toiT ji romantic in a Ben«c, It is no within modem liniiuUons.
wnat moat nnkes one is the excellence of the coDBtruction.

^JiSS-nTf?'^ f'' '"'». thi« novel, which will appealOCOMUOUy to their teehltg»,^~Globt.

"The •torjii wholesome, the author grips her involved plot
JlWTooghly, and the developing interest leadi up to a liuiEh inwhich everjrbody ia made tuippy/'-Ufem/oiii UeralU.

FOLLY and FRESH AIR. By Eden
PHII.LPOITS, Author of "The Uuiuau Itoy "
".My LiiaKhiuf Philosuphor," 4o. A New ami
Roviso<l Edilio/i. In I vol., crown 8vo, illus-.ruteil
by J. Leys Pethybridge, price 38. 8d.

" A charpilng hook for prwMiUUon purposes at this time of
the jtmt." -Pall Mail tioMlU.
"One of the l>est of lb. author'. lKioks,an<l should have a

reneweil and wider popularitj."-OW»!.

.
,'1""'"..!"^.'' '! '°"t'"«l "I:!" th. spirit of holiday and of good-

lellowshlii.'—£c ,(.man.

London: HUB9T k BLACKBrT, Ltd,
13, Great Marlborongh Street, W.

Mr. grant richARDS'8 SECOND SPRING LIST

ofpeeiaf Notice to l€i'6rarjf ^ufiserrders and others.

Mr. Qrant Richards will be glad to send regularly a

notice of the publication of all the books he publishes,

on the eve of publication, to anyone who will forward

to him his or ter address for Ihit purpose.

THE CAMPAIGN
O'CONNOU MORRIS.
12a. tiJ. net.

^„ 1816. By W.
OFMapa. Cloth, demy 8ro,

With

AN INTRODUCTION TO ENGLISH
POLITICS. By ,IOHN M. ROBERTSON. Author of
" Patriotism and Empire." Cloth, demy 8vo, lOs. ltd. net.

" Liberal and intlrvetim, and lUnli/ both to in/oriH and sfimu-
lofe the mind t>/tv«r,otu v)ho readt if—Ccotsm.s.

THE CAVE OF ILLU«iION : a Drama in
Four Acts. By AI.PRK1> 81JTKO. With Introduction by
MACKIOE MAETEaLINTK. Half buckram, crown Svo,
3b. 0d. neU

'* The author i$ a bnm plafwriffkL lie ka* un,mintiia}tlv th*
gift of the th»Ure. In point of cmstnKtitm Iht iir*l and M$cond
act* o/VU*plAi/ are notM^ig less t4ajt moafcritf."

Daily CnaoiticLE.

GRANT ALLEN : a Memoir. By Edward
CLODD. With Portrait in Photogravure. Cloth, ciown

,

>*»o. tos.

" It {five* tehat aeems a wtU-dravm picture of Grant AUen a*
he uKit imoum to thorn who kn*w him ifUimttielv."—Scotbmas.

TRAVELS IN ENGLAND. By Richard
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The Literary Week.
T0L8T01, we imagine, will find himself able to bear the
latest arrow of outrageous fortune with equanimity. The
Holy Synod of Sussia has issued a secret ukase excom-
municating him on account of his novel. Resurrection.

It declares that Tolstoi has shown himself clearly and
plainly to be an enemy of the Orthodox Christian Church.
Among other sins, he is charged with distorting the sacred
text of the Gospel, finding fault with Holy Church, calling

it a human arrangement, and so on.

Mb. George Moore has finished the first writing of his
novel Sister Teresa, which we are informed is not a sequel to

Evelyn Innes. Sister Teresa was contained in the original

idea, and the publication of Evelyn Innes was decided on
because the book had lengthened out to 500 pages, and Mr.
Moore's publisher felt that novelfl of 1,000 pages in length
would demand some new form of publication not easy to

devise. Sister Teresa will be as long, or nearly as long as
Evelyn Innes, and when the two books are brought together,

as Mr. Moore hopes they will ultimately be, the story of

Evelyn Innes will be the longest novel ever written about
one character, for together the two books will contain
about 300,000 words. As soon as Si'.ter Teresa is finished

Mr. Moore will begin to re-write Evelyn Innes. The two
books will be published together probably in the spring
of next year.

Mr. Frankfort Moore writes (apropos of this remark
in our Bibliographical page last week: " Mr. Frankfort
Moore has just made Nell Gwyn the central figure of a
novel, thus following immediately in the wake of Mr.
Anthony Hope ")

:

To prevent the confusion which might arise fiom our
both addressing the snine lady, do me the favour to allow
me to remind you that the first of my " Nell Gwyn " epi-

sodes appeared in the pages of Pearson's Maijazine eighteen
months before Mr. Anthony Hope's " Simon Dale " had
begun its course in serial form. Your mention last week
of the fact that my "Nell, Gwyn, Comedian," followed
hard upon " Simon Dale " suggests that I was made aware
of the possibilities of the "Impudent Comedian" by
studyinf; her portrait as painted by the master hand of

Mr. Anthony Hope. Though I daresay I might have done
so with gfreat advantage to my art, yet, having written and
printed my story, the privilege of followirg in the wake of

another novelist was denied to me.

Mr. Charles Whibley has marked his recovery from
severe illness by the completion of his editorial work on
the "Tudor Translations." Vol. III. of Eabelais, which
comprifes Motteaux' version of Books IV. and V., will

shortly be in the subscribers' hands.

Two literary clubs, the Johnson and the Whitefriars,

have chosen Stratford - on - Avon as the scene of their

annual outing. The Whitefriars Club has the advantage
over the Johnson Club in that the members will take tea,

so we learn from the Sphere, with Miss Marie Corelli.

Among the contents of the new number of the Anglo-
Saxon Review we note "The Logic of Events," by Mr.
Maurice Hewlett; "The Limitations of Art," by Mr.
W. H. Mallock; and "An Eclogue of the Downs," by
Mr. John Davidson.

Mr. James Lane Allen's new novel. The Increasing

Purpose (formerly announced under the title of The Hemp-
breaker), will be published shortly by Macmillau c& Co. The
key-note of the story is given in Tennyson's well-known
lines from " Locksley Hall "

:

Yet I doubt not through the ages one increasing purpose
runs,

And the thoughts of men are widened with the process of
the suns.

It is a little difficult to keep pace with Mr. Crockett's
exhuberant production. This week we review Joan of the

Sword Hand ; this week, too, his newest novel. Little Anna
Mark, is upon us. It has 446 pages, and begins thus

:

" Come in hither, Joe Janet ! Here you will see at one
eye-blink the whole cursed pack kennelled, the lying
priest that slandered me, the fatted English calf that dis-

inherited me, and the gap-toothed old hound that begat
me—and did me other disservice beside !

"

We are asked to state that the New Liberal Review, to
which we referred the other day, will be a monthly and
not a weekly publication. It will be under the control of
Mr. Cecil Harmsworth.

With the opening of the Wallace collection in Hertford
House, Manchester-square, next week a most interesting

and valuable addition will be made to the galleries of
London. The collection which the late Lady Wallace
bequeathed to the British nation is housed in 22 rooms,
arranged as follows

:

1. Portraits of Royal Person-
ages.

2. French Furniture.

3. Painting of the Earlier
Schools, Majolica, and
Limoges Enamels.

4. Sculpture Hall.

5. 6, 7. European Armoury.
8. Oriental Armoury.
9, 10. French and British

Schools of 19lh Century.
11. Paintings by Oudry and

Despartes, and Minia-
tures.

12. French Furniture, &c.,

and Paintings by Cana-
letto and Guardi.
14. Dutch Schools of 17th,
Century.
French and British Schools
of 19th Century.
Italian, Spanish, Flemish,
Dutch, and English
Schools.

17. Schools of 17th Century.
18, 19, 20, and Great Stair-

case. French Schools of
18th Century.

21, 22. Water-colours.

13

15.

10.

The book which Mr. Cutcliffe Hyne has arranged for the
benefit of the War Fund will be published, almost imme-
diately, imder the title of " For Britain's Soldiers."

Messrs. Methuen, who are bringing it out, are giving
their services gratuitously. The contributors are Messrs.

Alden, Besant, Crockett, Homung, Hyne, Kipling, Mason,
Moore, Pemberton, Roberts, Eidge, Wells, White, Wood,
and Mrs. Croker.
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The issue of the " Works of George Warrington
Steevens " has begun with a volume entitled Thingt Seen

:

Impre»*iont of Men, Cities, and Books. The title hardly fits

such of the contents of the volume as the article on " Mr.
Balfour's Philosophy," "From the New Gibbon," or "The
New Humanitarianism." A goldon-brown canvas has been
chosen for tlie binding ; the Hon. John Collier's admirable
portrait of Mr. Steevens is reproduced as frontispiece. Mr.
G. S. Street has selected and edited ; and Mr. Henley has
written the introductory Memoir, which, however, is rather

to be described as a critical appreciation. When Mr.
Steevens joined the Daily Mail, this is how he stood,

Mr. Henley thinks

:

He had shown, not once but many times, that he could
undirstand. He was now to prove to admiration that he
could both undentand and see: that, given a figure, an
aspect, an incident, even a great and notable passage in

affairs, be could apply that admirable brain of bis to the
task of observing and realising what he saw, on lines so
essential and so clean that, his faculty of speech thrown
in, 'twas easy for him—almost too easy—to pass on the
final effect of his vision. This is putting it baldly enough,
no doubt ; and I do not know that it will make matters
very much better to note that, at the time of his recording
his impressions in the terms which made his fame, he stood
alone among English journalists. To be sure, the capacity

he showed was not now for the first time shown iu English
journaUsm. Dickens had exampled it, and that with " an
immense and far-reaching instinct of the Picturesque" (I

quote from memory, from Mr. Henry James) ; so had
Kuskin ; to had Meredith and R. L. Stevenson ; so had
Budyard Kipling. I do not think that Steevens was deeply
read iu any of these writers ; and that I do not think so is

enough to show that I hold him better versed in Greek
and Latin than he was in English. All the same, he was
cut out of the same stuff with them : the peculiar capacity
for vision and reaUsation, which was theirs, was his also

;

so that his " Omdurman," done amid the stinks and
horrors of the field, is like to remain a classic—-and a
classic unsurpassed—for many years to come. He had a
sort of visual grip of thiogs : not reckless, nor haphazard,
nor touched with sentiment; but alert, athletic, of an
absolute and unalterable serenity. I am told (and I
can very well beheve) that a certain commander-in-
chief, himself the hardest and sternest of communicants,
has, on his own confession, been more than once in-

debted to George's despatches for essentials in his own.

The volume, to which we shall return, renews one's know-
ledge of the variety of Mr. Steevens's work.

The strongest and most original appreciation of the late

Mr. R. A. M. Stevenson which has yet come in our way
is certainly Mr. Henley's in the Pall Mall Magazine. It

is a little startling to find Mr. Henley writing such sen-
tences as these of R. A. M. S. and E. L. 8.

:

Each is a loss to us. But I think, as I sit here writing
of both, that we shall get ten Lewises, or a hundred even,
or ever we get a Bob.

Certainly a little startling ; but Mr. Henley has a right
to the opinion. He suggests that R. A. M. S. was the
greater, though the less productive and definable man

;

and he places them in the relation of master and pupil

:

Lewis [Mr. Henley's spelling] Stevenson was, of course,
for all his weak lung, one of fortune's favourites ; but I
have ever thought, and I shall ever believe that, in having
his cousin for a chief ioflueDce in his begiuniogs, he was
especially favoured—favoured, it may be, even beyond his
dt serfs.

Mr. Henley is writing with E. A. M. S.'s talk in his ears-
The books of E. L. 8. arc before us ; but his cousin's talk
is returned to air, and perhaps no single register of it has
been kept. Not all able men write; some of the ablest
loathe writing. Mr. Henley says that R. A. M. S. loathed
it. " His true gift was that of talk ; and he had it

—

Heavens! in what perfection! I think I've heard the
best of my time ; but among them there is but one

E. A. M. 8." Here is his picture of E. A. M. 8. among
his listeners, in his own room :

Someone, bright-eyed, a little flushed, ever courteous,

ever kindly, ever humorous, taking any bit of the Universe

as his theme, descanting upon it as if he had a prescriptive

right in it, and delighting everyone who listened by the

unfailing excellence, wisdom, sanity—(however insane it

seemed at times !) of what he had to say. Says a fiiend of

his, and mine, in a letter announcing his death :
" He was

commentary, and that should fjo on for ever. Good com-
mentary on whatever God saw fit to provide. It seems to

me to dwindle the applications of the Universe that it can

no longer serve for his interpretations." Had Lewis lived

to reassert himself, and had it been possible for any one of

us to sit and heed while these two—the Master and fhe

PupU—talked of That which is. That which must be, and
That which may be, then should we have heard about the

best that spoken speech can do.

Who invented the Circulating Library ? Mr. Archibald

Clark, who tries to answer this question in the Library, is

properly cautious. Hints and projects there may have

been in abundance before the Eev. Samuel Fancourt

started his circulating library in Crane-court, Fleet-street,

next door to the Eoyal Society, about 1740 or 1742.

Fancourt was a Nonconformist minister at Salisbury, who
was driven up to London by some quarrel with his con-

gregation. Author, schoolmaster, and librarian, he

struggled along for many years in London. Time has

saved few particulars of his methods of working the library,

which was governed by a committee. The subscription

was a guinea a year at first, but it was considerably

reduced later. Fancourt seems to have got together about

3,000 volumes, and to have attracted many subscribers;

but in the end things went badly with him, and he died in

Hoxton under the care of religious people in his ninetieth

year. The details of his work in Crane-court are few and

vague, and the interest of Mr. Clark's article would have

been increased if he had given the titles of some of the

more typical books in Fancourt's Catalogue ; for he com-

piled a catalogue.

Among books which have been " called back "—reissued,

that is to say, to meet an entirely new demand—must be

numbered Major-Gen. Baden Powell's The Downfall of

Prempeh, first published in 1896. It is now reissued in

Messrs. Methuen's Sixpenny Library, with illustrations

" after " B.-P.'s own sketches. A few of the illustrations,

however, do not appear to have been re-drawn. B.-P.'s

" Apology to the Reader " is a very characteristic docu-

ment. The reason for the book

:

On every side I am badgered—and I suppose thatmost
of the other members of the expedition have been similarly

badgered—with the remark

:

" Oh, you have cme bswk ? Now I do hope you are

writing a book about it. You are wasting your oppor-

tunities if you don't."

These importunities have reached a climax. I will take

the plunge. I will shut myself up for four days, and will

overhaul my diary.

The moral of the book :

That my tale should not be entirely futile, I shall

endeavour to make it point a moral, and to save the reader

the trouble of wading through its tedious pages. I will

here at once say that the moral may be summed up thus

:

A smile and a stick will carry you through any difficulty

in the world, more especially if you act upon the old West
Coast Motto, " Softly, softly, catchee monkey."

Mr. T. W. H. Ckosland, whose humorous odes are a

popular feature of the Outlook, has republished a selection

of these eccentric compositions.. And for a railway journey,

in which the jig of the lines may come into harmony with

the jog of the carriage, they make good shilling reading.

We take the liberty of quoting, and (by curtailment)
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mutilating the most literary of these undeniably " pleasant

'

odes

:

To Mb. W. B. Tbats.

But, when it comes
To
The
Celtic

Muse,
I sneeze

:

There is no such person

—

That is to say.

The Muse of Mr. Teats and his following
Is not Celtic at all,

But merely the late WUliam Blake
Done up
In green petticoats

—

And William Blake
Was
A Cockney.

I have not the smallest desire

To discount
Your great gifts, Mr. Teats ;

I hold
That you have given us
A considerable body
Of decent poetry.

And I forgive you
Many things in consequence.

At the same time.

Until you expunge " Celtic
"

From among the epithets

Of your Muse,
Some of us
Will never feel ourselves
Really able

To swallow you.

Parts 6 and 7 of The History of the Boer War (Methuen),
just issued, are particularly interesting : they comprise
the fights of Modder River, Magersfontein, and Stormberg.
Mr. Cunliffe's narrative flows with ease, and his commen-
tary is just and helpful. The illustrations are excellent.

The recent completion of the "Eversley" Shakespeare
(Macmillan), in ten volumes, is followed by its re-issue in

separate plays, with Prof. C. H. Herford's introductions.

The merits of the "Eversley" edition are, therefore,

simply retained in this subdivided edition. Prof. Herford's
introductions are very much to the point ; and hia notes

are sound. The latter might have been different; some
seem rather needless ; some that seem called for are not
given ; but to say this is only to say what is suggested by
every annotated Shakespeare. The reader's whole curiosity

cannot be satisfied in a handy edition ; a library of com-
ment must leave much in the dark. Alike for easy reading
or close study the " Eversley " Shakespeare is excellent.

The language of invective is seldom seen nowadays in

print ; but it can still be studied when an American Presi-

dential Election is imminent. We do not refer to the

slangy abuse of inferior newspapers ; but to the reasoned
denunciations of such a paper as the New York Nation.

On the merits of the questions now engaging the American
public we have no opinion to express ; we merely wish to

show that the blend of logic and wrath which is found in

Defoe, Junius, and other pamphleteers is not quite dead.
Under the title of " The Idol," the Nation has a scathing
article on Mr. McKinley's career at White House, con-

cluding as follows

:

The fulsome adulation bestowed upon McKinley has
surpassed anything in the memory of the present genera-
tion, and has been worthy of the subjects of a South
American Bosas. His reputation for humanity and states-

manship has been gained by keeping his mouth shut at a
critical time when Congress seemed driving towards what
the country dreaded. Yet he has made no disguise of his

profession that the Constitution does not extend over him
ex propria vigorc, and that, as a rule, he has no veto for
any action whatsoever takt-n by a Republican Congress.
Complete party subserviency, a rare gift for wire-pulling,
a genius for cant and humbug, mark his public career both
in and out of the White House. Of courage—even of
genuine feeling unalloyed by selfish consideration—not a
trace. He has never coined a phrase that will be re-
membered except to his shame, nor contributed one leading
idea to the political thought of the day. In spite of the
tremendous changes in the extent of national territory and
the Republican ideals wrought under his administration, he
must personally sink at last into the oblivion of a Buchanan
or a Pierce, but to a lower level.

That McKinley's renomination, a fortnight hence, is

inevitable we cannot doubt; nor do we judge the pro-
babilities of his re-election according to our hopes.

" It may succeed ; and if our sins should call

For more than common punishment, it shall."
,»lv

In the same magazine, Mr. H. B. Wheatley discusses
with acumen the new Jiules for Compiling the Catalogues in

the Department of Printed Books in the British Museum,
recently issued by order of the Trustees. Cataloguing is

one of those things which looks simple, but is in fact fuU
of mysteries ; looks dull, but is in fact the breath of life to

eager librarians. To us there seems to be force in some
of Mr. Wheatley's criticisms. For example, by the
Museum rules Peers are placed under their surnames ; but,

as Mr. Wheatley points out, the Peer's name is lost in his

title; we do not think of Marlborough as ChurchiU, and
in a score of cases the search for a Peer's book involves a
previous search for his family name—which is a nuisance.
Another of Mr. Wheatley's objections is directed to

Rule 11, which teUs us: "In the case of authors who
change their name, or add to it a second, after having
begun to write under the first, the heading is to consist of

the original name followed by the word ' afterwards,'

and the name subsequently adopted." Mr. Wheatley
points out how badly this works in the case of Mrs. Sher-
wood, a well-known writer, whose works must be looked
for under her first name of Butt.

A still better example may, however, be instanced. The
well-known historian, Sir Francis Palgrave (1788-1861),
changed his name from Cohen to Palgrave in 1823, but
before that date two trifling publications appeared under
his original name : in 1797 a translation into French from
a Latin version of The Battle of the Frogs and Mice, made
at the age of eight and published by his father, and in

1818 a collection of Anglo-Norman Chansons, published by
himself. None of the works which made his name famous
were published under the name of Cohen, and possibly nine
hundred and ninety-nine out of every thousand readers are

ignorant that Palgrave ever bore another name. May we
not, therefore, object to a rule that causes his works to be
hidden away under the heading of Cohen ?

But surely there is a cross reference to Cohen under
Palgrave ? If so, the reader has not much ground for

complaint. In any case the force of these objections is not

easy to measure. The rules are founded, we must suppose,

on a vast number of instances, and a continuous and
detailed experience. We do not know that they are bad
because we see a few of their inevitable failures dangled

before our eyes. They must fail and perplex sometimse
;

but how often do they succeed?

There is a useful account of Modem Persian Literature

in the June North American Review, by Mr. E. Denison

Eoss, Professor of Persian in University College. It is

probably news to many that Persia contains no printing

press, and that for the distribution of its literature it relies

entirely on coypists and on lithography. Early in the

present century a printing press was set up at Tabriz, but

its career was brief and inglorious

:

The unpopularity of type-writing in Persia is due to

two principal causes : firstly, the straightness of the fines

offends a Persian's artistic sense ; and, secondly, in printed
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books the rhuracter of the letters is entirely li'st. The
same cause which leads a Persian to esteem so highly

(i^reat caligraphcrs makes him deplore all absence of

character iu a type-printed book. What most delights

him is a well-written MS., and he takes the same delight

in the copyist's work as we take in the touch of an old

master. Failing this, he contents himself with a litho-

graph, which is usually the facsimile of the writing of

some fairly good scribe, and has, at any rate, a human
element about it.

Under these circumstanc'es it might be thought that no

very visible book-trade is done in Persia. But such is

not the case

:

In every big bazaar a certain number of shops are set

apart for the sale of books. In these one finds the book-
seller—in his long, dark outer mantle and bis high, black
lamb's-skiu hat—seated on the floor surrounded by his

little stock-in-trade. The front of his shop is open, like

a butcher's, while his books are either arranged iu shelves

against the three walls, or iu heaps upon the floor. His
collection usually consists of lithograph editions of Eorans,
school - books, favourite poets and historians, but t*'e

assortment is limited. Besides these, hidden away in a
comer, he often hag one or two MSS. which he has either

bought as a speculation or is trying to dispose of for a
friend.

Even lithography has not been much applied to the
multiplication of Persian standard works. Many of these

exist only in MS., while, others have been lithographed
only by the efforts of Indians and Europeans.

C. K. S. publishes in the Sphere the following verses

by Mr. George Cable, the weU-known American novelist.

They were printed in a newspaper a quarter of a century
ago, and were written, Mr. Cable explains, on the birth
of his eldest child

:

The New Areivai,.

There came to port last Sunday night
The queerest little craft,

Without an inch of rigging on,
I looked, and looked, and laughed I

It seemed so curious that she
Should cross the unknown water,

And moor herself right in my room

—

My daughter ! O my daughter

!

Yet by these presents witness all,

She's welcome fifty times.
And comes consigned to Hope and Love
And common-metre rhymes.

She has no manifest but this,

No flag floats o'er the water

;

She's too new for the British Lloyds

—

My daughter ! O my daughter

!

Ring out wild bells, and tame ones too,
King out the lovers' moon,

Bing in the little worsted socks,
Ring in the bib and spoon.

Ring out the muse, ring in the nurse,
Ring in the milk and water

;

Away with paper, jien and ink

—

My daughter
! , O my daughter !

Bibliographical.
As I write, Mr. Arthur Waugh's monograph on Robert
Browning 18 at the point of issue, and I read that Mr.
Stopford Brooke is at work upon the Browning Lectures
which are to be published as a companion to his book on
lennyson Few, perhaps— save Browningolaters — are
aware of the extent of the literature which has grown un
round Bobert Browning. The ball was set Tolling iL
1 880 when Mrs. Sutherland Orr produced her JIandbook lo

ifion u •
^^®° .<«*me an interval of five years, the year

1890 being exceedingly productiye. Then it was that we

had from Mr. William Sharp his Life of the poet, from
Mr. Edmund Gosse liis Personalia, from Mr. J. T. Nettle-

ship his book of critical essays, from Mr. E. Berdoe his

account of Browning's Message^ and from Mr. W. G.
Kingsland his celebration of Browning as " chief poet of

the age." In 1891 Came the Life and Letters, by Mrs. Orr

;

the 6uid4), by Mr. G. W. Cooke ; the Cyclopadia, by Mr.
Berdoe ; and the Primer, by F. Mary Wilson.
Even more fertile was 1892, which brought with It

disquisitions by W. F. Eevell on Browning°8 Criticism

of Life, by W. Fairfax on his association with the Drama,
and by Jeanie Morison on certain of his poems, together
with an Introduction by Corson, a Primer by Esther Defries,
and a collection by F. Galand of Sermons from Browning.
In 1893 came a book of Studies (by F. Walters) of Some of
Browning's Poems ; also a discourse on Browning and
Whitman by 0. L. Triggs. In 1894 the poet was let

alone, but in 1895 we had A Few Words on him by L. H.
Vincent, a discussion (by H. Jones) of his philosophical
teaching, and a volume of Studies by members of the
Browning Society. Mr. Berdoe reappeared in 1896 with
a treatise on the poet's Christian Faith. In 1898 we had
more Studies—this time from the pen of Mr. J. Fothering-
ham. Last year brought with it not only The Letters of
Robert Browning and Mi%abeth Barrett, but a collection of
Essays by Marion Little. And these details have to do only
with the books and brochures relating to Browning ; of
magazine articles I cannot here say anything.
In last week's Academy an esteemed correspondent

quoted the following lines as from " a famous parody "
:

An ape there was once, in the days that were earlier,

The centuries passed and his hair became curlier,

Some centuries more gave a thumb to his fist.

Then he called himself man—and a Posilivist.

The writer, no doubt, was quoting from memory; but
what Mortimer Collins really penned was, of course, this :

There was an Ape in the days that were earlier

;

Centuries passed, and his hair became curlier.

Centuries more gave a thumb to his wrist—
Then he was Man, and a Positivist.

This, obviously, is at once more concise and more effective.

Nor is it correct to speak of the jeu d'esprit from which the
stanza is taken as a "parody." It is part and parcel of
Collins's British Birds, which is simply a rhythmic essay
in the Aristophanic manner.

I observ'e that somewhere in the provinces next week
there is to be performed a dramatic piece called " The
Publisher." I hope we may regard this as significant of
the position taken by the publishing fraternity in the
social cosmogony to-day. Not that this will be by any
means the first appearance of a publisher on the theatrical
boards. On the contrary, so long ago as 1757 the dramatis
persona of a comedy by Foote, called "The Author,"
included a publisher named Vamp. Authors themselves
have always been tolerably conspicuous in the drama.
There was one, called Luckless, in Fielding's " Author's
Farce" (1730), and another, called Dramatick, in "The
Author's Triumph" (1737). Still, I do not think that
either authors or publishers are accepted as very heroic
figures on the stage. They do not seem to possess for the
public the element of romance.

It is understood that Mr. Whibley's new book, called
The Pageantry of Life, is to deal with notable fops and
such-like. It is not a bad subject (as the elect would say),

because, although Beau Brummell has been pretty well
exploited, there are other men of his profession who still

lack celebration. Beau Nash, for example, has been
but little discoursed upon. I remember a book, named
The Wits and Beaux of Society, written by "Grace and
Philip Wharton," which had a certain measure of vogue
a few decades ago ; but possibly Mr. Whibley has never
EO much as heard of it.

Ths Bookworm.
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Reviews.

Written in 1862.

lore's Comedy. By Henrik Ibsen. Translated by 0. H,
Ueriord. (Duckworth & Co. 3s. 6d.)

This English edition of the first of Ibsen's three great
satiric dramas in verse is an admirable one in every
respect. To a brilliant translation of the play Prof.
Herford has added a critical estimate which leaves little

else to be said
; and in the matter of format the publishers

have done their part worthily. Prof. Herford has been
assisted in the work of translation by Mr. William Archer,
who is alone responsible for the first twenty pages, and to
some slight extent by Mr. Edmund Gosse. The latter
critic, by the way, who was probably the first prophet that
Ibsen ever had in this country, remarked many years ago,
in an essay containing a number of extracts from Love's
Comedy, that he had translated Ibsen's rhymes into blank
verse—" a rhymed play being a shocking thing to English
readers since Dryden's day." Prof. Herford, at any rate,
has shown that a rhymed play in English need not be a
shocking thing. His ingenuities, his felicities, and liis

occasional sheer lyrical force and beauty, could not easily
be over-praised. His version of Love's Comedy will
certainly rank with his version of Brand. Mr. Gosse's
fragments, nevertheless, are extremely successful, and
there are moments when he can surpass Prof. Herford in
the adroit terseness of epigrammatic wit. Thus :

He loved her to the tones of his guitar,
And she responded on the harpsicord

—

And first they lived on credit

—

is distinctly better than

—

He loved her to the notes of the guitar
And she gave lessons on the violin

—

Then all, of course, on credit they bespoke

—

This is scarcely the time of day to enter upon a detailed
diecuEsion of Love's Comedy. Written in 1862, the last
thing that Ibsen did before he turned his back upon
inimical Norway, it has formed the theme of countless
dissertations since then. The public have long known all

about it ; now they are put in a position to know the piece
itself. The tendency of critical opinion has been, while
admitting the extraordinary talent displayed in the
comedy, to place it in a category by itself as a general
picture of manners rather than with the other dramas as a
piece a theie. Mr. Gosse, for example, after dealing fully

with the first two rather stagnant acts, dismisses the third
in a few lines as something merely " tragical." It seems
to us that Love's Comedy is just as much a problem-play,
just as typical of its author, as anything that Ibsen ever
wrote. The first two acts, with their elaborate and
ferocious satire upon a society which insists on turning
Love into prose, are but a preparation for the third, where
all the action and most of the lyricism is concentrated.
Brilliant as they are, the first two acts cannot be compared
with the third. Here the problem—whether or not Love
and Marriage are reconcilable—is stated and solved with
a simplicity, a poetical beauty, and a dramatic effective-

ness, worthy of the early direct vigour of a great genius.
Svanhild's superb outburst strikes the note of high song
at the beginning of the act

:

O suffer me in silence still to dream.
Sx^eak you for me ; my budding thoughts, grown strong.
Que after one will burgeon ii^to song,
Likp lilies in the bosom of the stream.

Honifrlens withiu my mother's house I dwelt,
Lonely in all I thought, in all I felt,

A gu<>8t unbidden at the feast of mirth

—

Accouiitfcd uuthing —less than nothing—worth.
Then you aj)peared I For the first time I heard
My own thought uttered in another's word

;

To my lame visions you gave wings and feet

—

You young unmasker of the obsolete !

Half with your caustic keenness you alarmed me
Half with your radiant eloquence yoii charmed me,
As sea-girt forests summon with their spell
The sea their flinty beaches still repel.
Now I have read the bottom of your soul.
Now you have won me, undivided, whole

;

Dear forest, where my tossing billows beat.
My tide's at flood and never will retreat.

From this point, even through all the reasoned dialectics
of Guldstad, the tension is never loosed till Svanhild's
final words are uttered

:

Now over is my life, by lea and lawn.
The leaves are falling;—now the world may take me.

We have said that the problem is stated and solved.
But we should hesitate to admit that it is solved in the right
way. Ibsen's animus against the conditions of marriage
is too marked and too bitter to allow him to hold the scales
evenly. His conclusion is that love is bound to die in
marriage, and that sudden death, with a sort of after life

in memory, is preferable to this lingering torture of
extinction. Therefore Galdstad, the sagacious bourgeois
and far-seeing Philistine, is "put on" to frighten the
lovers

:

That heartfelt love can weather unimpaired
Custom, and Poverty, and Age, and Grief.
Well, say it be so

;
possibly you're right

;

But see the matter in another light.
What love is, no man ever told us—whence
It issues, that ecstatic confidence
That one life may fulfil itself in two

—

To this no mortal ever found the clue.
But marriage is a practical concern,
As also is betrothal, my good sir

—

And by experience easily we learn
That we are fitted just for her, or her,

But love, you know, goes blindly to its fate.
Chooses a woman, not a wife, for mate;
And what if now this chosen woman was
No wife for you ?

With such two-edged words Guldstad begins his attack

—

an attack which continually increases in subtletyandstrength
of logic—until at last the lovers yield, and, after they have
sought and found a pale voluptuous ecstasy in the sensa-
tion of parting for all eternity, Svanhild gives herself
mildly to the ingenious and opulent Guldstad. But could
this have occurred so? Could a passion which Ibsen
would have us believe was of the sort known as elemental
have ended in so futile and so logical a manner ? The
event of a great passion is not decided by syllogisms.
The supreme lovers never think ; they feel. They never
measure risks ; they accept them. Had Guldstad's argu-
ment been a thousandfold more potent than it was, a great
love must have prevailed against it, brushing it aside by
mere instinct. Great lovers never yet parted except at the
bidding of a lofty sense of duty, and not always then.
Svanhild and Falk had no such motive for separation,
and, therefore, when they part we cease to believe in them.
For them to part was a transgression against human
nature. Human nature is more imperious than logic, and
life is not to be mapped out by the pen of reason. And so
it happens that the conclusion of Love's Comedy—brilliant,

beautiful, tender—while a triumph of symmetrical
rationalism, is a fatal lapse from essential truth. The
very core of it is false, and not all the pageant of genius
can cover uj) this disastrous secret. In Love's Comedy
Ibsen has sinned the artistic sin of putting an enviropment
round an idea, instead of drawing the idea from the
environment. He invented a proposition, and tried to

demonstrate it by means of an art-work. But in art the
proposition, instead of preceding, must succeed the work.

Neither Prof. Herford nor Mr. William Archer nor
Mr. Edmund Gosse nor Dr. George Brandes seems to have
pointed out the fact that Love's Comedy is the spiritual
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complement of Gautier's MademohelU d« Maupin. And
Theodore's final letter to Albert, after she has quitted

him, fails to convince in exactly the same way, and from

the same cause, that the last scene of Lovt't Comedy fails to

convince. "Cela ilurera six mois, deux ans, dix ans

miMue, si vous voulez, mais il faiit toujours que tout

finisse. ... A quoi bon attendre d'en venir hi ? " What
sweet dolour! What pretty melancholia! And how
ignoble an attenuation of Love ! Such utterances may be

the voice of reason, but the sublime madness of Tristan

and Isolde is more sane.

The Newman of His Time.

The Confes»ion» of St. Anguitine.

Paul.)

In Ten Books. (Kegan

It is not a new translation of the famous Confestions of St.

Augtutine which Messrs. Kegan Paul have issued ; but it

is a new and limited edition, beautiful in letterpress and
parchment binding. It is so fine an edition that we are

the more tempted to regret the publishers did not depart
from the bad old precedent by issuing a complete transla-

tion. For, in accordance with the usual custom, the last

three books are omitted. It is true that these last three
books have no personal bearing, and are not of a nature
to interest the majority of readers. But that is a matter
for the reader himself, not for publisher or translator.

Why should this, alone of all masterpieces, be subject to

arbitrary and sweeping mutilation, in an age which is

seriously indignant at the omission of the smallest
obscenity from any profane author ? We sincerely hope
that some publisher will have the enterprise to give us a
complete edition of the Confessions, leaving the responsi-
bility for all they contain, as it should be left, with their
illustrious author.

The fact that such an iniquity can be perpetrated, and
has for a number of years been perpetrated, without so
much as a comment, suggests that this famous book is

more familiar by name than in fact. Even Byron talked
of it ; but when he said that St. Augustine " in his fine

Confessions makes us envy his transgressions," one wonders
whether he had read it—as Byron was certainly the last

person one would expect to read St. Augustine. For any-
thing less voluptuous than the saint's account of those
" transgressions " could not well be conceived : the

,
romantic reader will be disposed, indeed, to complain that
it is so meagre and dispassionate. In truth, the reader
who approaches this book with expectations roused by the
customary manner of reference to it is likely to be very
considerably discomfited. Have the customary referrers
themselves any first-hand knowledge of it ? one is moved
to speculate. They suggest to the modem reader that
he will find in Augustine a classical Amiel, a religious
Marie Bashkirtseff—intimate details of early profligacy,
experiments on life, soul-questioning and world-questioning.
But to the reader accustomed to the very open door, the
extreme dishabille and unquailing " realism " of the modish
.autobiography, St. Augustine will seem very skimmed
milk indeed. They will feel as if they had gone to a
theatre and come by mistake upon a pidpit-orator. The
biography has not much detail according to our ideas ; it

is cast in a most undramatic—we might almost say
un-narrative—form ; and it is soaked through with the
religious spirit in such a fashion that you are not for a

,
moment suffered to forget the intense religious preoccupa-
tion of its author. To the student of character this feature
is itself a document, an integral part of the man, and there-
fore of the book's appeal. But to the general reader it

must come as a disconcerting surprise. He will have the
temerity to say that the great and lauded Confessions are
"dry."

Yet if you will put yourself in the proper attitude they
are not that: nay, if you put yourself in the proper
attitude you will understand the traditional reputation of
the book. Conceive yourself a Christian—or, if you will,

a Pagan—in the days of Valentinian the Emperor, when
Christianity was established, through the Imperial profes-
sion of it, but Paganism was the aristocratic and fashion-
able creed. To be a Christian still meant to draw upon
yourself cold looks and obloquy from your friends, if you
were a member of the higher orders, as Augustine shows
us in this book. The question between Paganism and
Christianity was a burning question, as full of vital appeal
to the hearts and consciences of the moment as the old
Tractarian controversy (let us say) in its day. But the
appeal was more instant, more universal. Upon such a
world came forth this book from the Newman of his time,
a man who had gone through the gneat internal struggle
through which thousands were going, and had attained
high ecclesiastical rank, high reputation as a great con-
troversial writer, in the Church of his final adoption. It

was Aug^istine's Apologia pro Vita Sua. This—and more.
For it was a world entirely without personal literature of
any kind ; a world still feeding on the stately remains of
the classical authors, brought up on their coldly impersonal
models, imbued with their impersonal literary traditions.

And this man had gone through the great struggle
common to most of mankind—decide it how they will

—

the struggle between the higher life and the lower,
between the body and the soul, the beast and the angel.
In this he had gone through more than the calm recluse
of Littlemore. Upon a world so without the very con-
ception of, or precedent for, personal literature he exploded
the record of that personal struggle. Related simply,
truthfully, without ostentation and without suppression,
in so far as he undertook to relate it at all. Exploded is

the right word, for the effect was resounding. It was
Newman to an age which had no precedent for a New-
man

; it was Rousseau to an age which had not conceived
in its heart the possibility of a Rousseau. It was the
mirror of what all were experiencing held up before eyes
which had never seen the likeness of a mirror. All which
to us seems human and charming was to them trebly so

;

all which to us seems pale was to them magically and
startlingly frank. An added intimacy of detail was
not conceivable to them. The reverberations of that first

eclatant sensation have come down the ages to us, im-
pressing modern criticism of the book with the stress of

accumulated tradition. It is as difficult to speak inde-
pendently of it as to speak independently of Homer.
Yet when all this has been deduced and allowed for,

there remains an undoubted residuum of eternal appeal.

It was no traditional reverence which made SheUey con-
dense an exquisite quotation from it as a heading for

Alastor. " I was in love with love, nor had I aught which
I might love ; and I sought for what I might love, being
in love with love." So it runs, as far as it is possible to

translate it ; and it suggests the reason of the Confessions'

perennial, appeal. For the quotation might stand as the

motto of the Confessions themselves ; it represents the
whole strife and quest to which Augustine finally worked
out the issue which satisfied himself. It was not the issue

of Alastor ; but the (fuest in both was the same. So long
as that is the cpiest of the human heart, to human hearts
the Confessions will have their interest.

For the man is very human, and has a very human
history, notably human among religious biographies. We
may well believe that his sins were forgiven him because
he had loved much. The brilliant boy of Tagaste, who
grew into the brilliant young teacher of rhetoric, had a
strong element of the poet in him. In a nxore propitious

age we may believe he would have been a poet ; but it

was an age when the hearthstone of poetry was cold, and
the most distinguished career open to such gifts was
doubtless that of rhetoric. The Confessions are full of
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poetic flashes. "Too late," he exclaims after his conver-
sion, " too late I learned to love Thee, Thou Beauty of
ancient days !

" The outburst is lyrical ; it recalls a
modem poet, who laments

That life was once so low, and love arrived so late.

Poetry and philosophy make Piatonism, and " Plato the
divine " was a passion with Augustine : the two mile-

stones in his conversion are Plato and Paul. The open
humanity of the man shines forth at every turn. Like
Newman, he had a genius for friendship, and a magnetic
power of retaining it ; like Newman, he carried many of
liis friends with him even in his change of creed. There
was a natural ingenuousness and refinement in him which
caused him to retain an invincible modesty of demeanour
and an unstaled attraction even during the aberrations of

his youth. And, indeed, his very sensuality was singu-
larly unseosual, strikingly delicate for that age of un-
ashamed coarseness. In his early quest for "quid
amarem " he did not scruple to search for and pick up
his mistress in the church itself—like that very difEerent

personage, Mr. Pepys. But, having found her, he re-

mained absolutely faithful to her, and she to him, until

the date of his conversion—an affection which he extended
to the son she bore him. There must have been some-
thing unique, and uniquely fascinating, about the young
rhetorician's character, for such mutual constancy, in such
a period of society, and so irregular a connexion. Nor
can his choice, one must surmise, have been a bad one,

apart from the nature of the tie itself. Who she was or
what she was Augustine never mentions : she passes from
his narrative nameless and all but noteless. One regrets

that it was not his conversion which at last broke the con-

stant bond between them, but his mother's persistent

treaty that he should "range himself" (as the French
say) by a respectable marriage. And the immediate result

of the separation was simply, alas ! that Augustine took
another mistress. Under the circumstances one feels a
compassion for the hapless girl, and no little impatience
with certain of the saint's biographers. One such, an
ecclesiastic, expresses his hope that the sinning woman
spent the rest of her life (in the convent to which she

retired) repenting her sin in having so long kept this great

servant of God from the Church to which he naturally

pertained. Seeing that it was Augustine (so far as may
be gathered from his own implication) who sought her,

not she who sought Augustine ; seeing her fidelity till

she was set aside by his own decree, a more unjust atti-

tude towards the poor child coidd not well be conceived.

We are tempted to hope (and suppose) that the saint spent

a considerable portion of his remaining life in repentance
that he seduced a tender-hearted girl, and, after years of

faithful cohabitation, abandoned the still loving mother of

his child to shame. Unfair as it would be, it is leas unfair

than the position of the ecclesiastical biographer. We
need hardly say that Augustine in no wise gives the

smallest countenance to this ungenerous and iniquitous

judgment. The saint was emphatically a gentleman

—

after the ideas of his time. If he did not marry the girl

(and how many modem gentlemen would think it neces-

cary ?), he abstains from any slur upon her. He would
hardly view it as an honour to him that anyone should

cast on his poor victim the obloquy of enticement which
he never cast ; reversing their relations in a falsified zeal

for his glory. He, the seducer, made the seduced ; she,

the betrayed, made the betrayer. It is not the attitude of

the C'on/eisions, nor one which could be less than abhorrent

to the man who meant those Confessions to be a disclosure

of his early flagitiousness.

How far, one may ask, has that purpose of self-humilia-

tion caused him to exaggerate his early sins ? It does not

seem to have led him into any intemperance of statement.

His errors, on his own snowing, were very much less than
those of most brilliant jcung men in the hejday of the

senses and the passionate search for happiness which hurried
him from Tagaste to Carthage, and Carthage to Eome
and Eome to Milan. But it has biased him towards
intemperance of judgment. His boyish lies, thefts, and
gluttonies are set forth with an ascetic rigour of con-
demnation. He even declares that when Christ said, " Of
such is the kingdom of Heaven," He must have spoken
allegorically of the low stature of children, since thoy are
too evil for the words to be literally understood !

But the mention of Augustine's childhood recalls what
is assuredly a main part in the undying human appeal of
this book. And that is Monica, his mother. She is one
of the great and beautiful female figures of literature, no
less than of history, as she is drawn by the tender touches
of her son ; she stands side by side with Antigone, Imogen,
Cordelia. The world will not forget the ideal record of
that long prayerful and patient pursuit of her child who
was gone astray, which drew from the old bishop the
declaration that the son of so many tears could not perish.
"Elevaverunt flumina voces"—the floods have lifted up
their voice

; those floods of her year-long and life-long

tears, the voice of which is heard through the ages " with
the sound of many waters." That scene liy night at

Ostia, when she sat with the son whose conversion had at
last been yielded to her prayers, discoursing of the heaven
into which she was about to enter, remains in its unearthly
beauty one of the memorable things in literature. That
alone would make the Confessions divinely human, so long
as man is born of woman.

Up and Down the World.

Travels Through the Alps. By James D. Forbes. Edited
by W. A. B. Coolidge. (Black. 20s. net.)

Ramhles and Studies in Bosnia-Hertegovina and Dalmatia.
By Eobert Munro. (Blackwood. 12s.6d.net.)

Handbook for TVavellers in Greece. Seventh Edition.
(Murray. 208.)

Handbook for Travellers in Constantinople, Brma, and the

Troad. (Murray. 78. 6d.)

An Illustrated Historical Handbook to the Parish of Chelsea,

By Eeginald Blunt. (Lamley & Co.)

A THICK volume of nearly 600 pages now contains the
more popular Alpine writings of the late Prof. Forbes

—

writings familiar to every student of Alpine phenomena
and Alpine climbing. Four works are included, of which
the longest is Travels Through the Alps of Savoy and Other
Parts of the Penine Chain, originally published in 1843.

A scientific appendix which was added to the second
edition of 1845 has been omitted in accordance with the
editor's intention of presenting in this volume only
Forbes's narratives of travel and his more popular science.

While, however, the scientific appendix has been left out,

nothing has been taken from the learned survey of the
Mer de Glace at Chamonix ; and the chapter on " Experi-
ments on the Motion of Ice " also remains, to be studied

deeply or lightly at the reader's discretion. The second
work is the Journals of Excursions in the High Alps of
Bauphine, Berne, and Saxony, originally printed at the end
of Forbes's Norway and its Glaciers Visited in 1851, and
now little known to Alpine students. The third work is

an article from the Quarterly Review for April, 1857, on
" Pedestrianism in Switzerland"; and the fourth is an article

from the North British Review for March, 1865, on the
" Topography of the Chain of Mont Blanc." Mr. Coolidge,

whose editorship is simply the most competent that could

have been obtained, gives us a careful and condensed
biographical sketch of Forbes, whose Alpine career began
in 1839. The points on which he lays emphasis are that

Forbes was one of the earliest of British explorers of the
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High Alps ; was the author of the first detailed book in

English dealing with such explorations ; and was a link

between Saussiire and the founders of the English Alpine

Club. The grand conclusions of the hook

—

i.e., Forbes's

Theory of the Motion of Glaciers—remain as true as ever.

Science has practically rested on Forbes's discovery, and
Charles Kingsley's praise may be quoted to-day as freely

as when it was penned. " We have heard Prof. Forbes's

book on glaciers called an Epic Poem, and not without

reason. But what gives that noble book its epic character

is neither the glaciers, nor the laws of them, but the dis-

covery of those laws; the methodic, truthful, valiant,

patient battle between man and Nature, his final victory,

his wrestling from her the secret which had been locked

for ages in the ice-caves of the Alps, guarded by cold

and fatigue, danger and superstitious dread." It

was a happy idea to bind up with the " Epic " the

smaller but not less characteristic works of one of the

greatest of writers on the Alps. There are pages in the

QuarUrhj axtide on " Pedestrianism in Switzerland" which
call men to the Alps with a voice of power and priesthood.

The article was written shortly after the Crimean War,
and Forbes writes with eloquence

:

We have all lately heard much of the inliuence of even
remote cbances of danger on the minds of oiir gallant

officers aud soldiers ; we have heard much of the transi-

tion from the indolence of barrack life to the privation and
I isk of the battlefield, and to the sobering, humanising effect

which it produced on minds possessing any tinge of noble-
ness of character. An Alpine journey is, perhaps, the
nearest approach to a campaign with which the ordinary
civilian has a chance of meetiD^. He has some of the
excitements, and many of the difficulties and privations of

warfare, without any of its disgusting and dreadful
features.

Prof. Forbes had the true " out-of-door mind," to use a
phrase of which he was fond ; and in this great volume
we meet science and manhood, brain and muscle, in a
happy combination. With all its specialism—specialism
of the scientist and specialism of the climber—these
writings glow and live as a book ; and we are glad thnt
they have been printed and interpreted anew.
The second and enlarged edition of Mr. Munro's work

is of gi-eat importance to the ethnologist. First published
in 1895, the book aimed " to give an abbreviated
account of the attractions—scenic, social, and scientific

—

of a portion of the Balkan peninsula, which, till lately,

was almost inaccessible and unknown to the people of
Western Europe." Mr. Munro is secretary of the Society
of Antiquaries of Scotland, and an archfcologist of high
attainments—his books on ancient Scottish lake dwellings,
the European lake dwellings, and on many curious pre-
historic problems being standard works. This reprint and
enlargement of a work of great interest derives importance
from the fact that the Gk)vernment of Bosnia-Herzegovina
has abandoned its intention of publishing a bilingual
report of the proceedings of the Special Congress of
Archiuologists and Anthropologists, held at Saragevo in
1891. It was while attending this Congress that Mr.
Munro wrote his work, which now has the distinction of
being the only record in book form of the proceedings.
The book cannot be described as "popular," and yet it

would be an act of folly on the part of even the ordinary
traveller to knowingly neglect Mr. Munro's work, in which
is gathered a great deal of sound information about the
archasology of this interesting comer of Europe, together
with much trustworthy inference and suggestion. Some
new plates have been added, and the omission of an index
from tlie first edition has been supplied.

Mr. Blunt's Chelsea guide strikes us as very good. We
wish the paper had been less highly glazed, and something
warmer in tint ; but these are small points, on which tastes
will differ. Although Mr. Blunt makes little claim to
original research, we miut credit him with a good deal of

originality. One perceives immediately that he has
thought out a dear working plan. The book is arranged
on the basis of two itineraries, the first (the most interest-

ing) taking riverside Chelsea, the second striking inland.

For each of these itineraries a special map, not too large,

and very easily folded, is supplied in a convenient part of

the book, and on each the itinerary is marked m red.

Once this simple arrangement is grasped, all is plain

;

Mr. Blunt squares his shoulders to the task of guidance.
It is, of course, along the river side that his talk becomes
glowing. Chelsea was essentially a river-side village, and
the real Chelsea can be seen even now only from the river.

There, or within sight of the water, the reverend things

of the place group themselves: the church, Carlyle's

house, Turner's cottage, Lindsey House, Oheyne Walk,
and the sites of Sir Thomas More's house, Winchester
House, Henry's VIII.'s Manor House, &c., &c. But we
are not going to thread old Chelsea together. Mr. Blunt's

book is to be read on the spot ; every sentence is written

with that idea ; and, by the way, there" are blank pages
left for your inmost thoughts as you gaze at the old brick

house in which Rossetti could not persuade Mr. Meredith
to live. You don't know the story? Eossetti wanted
everyone with brains, and a heart at aU like his own, to

live with him. He asked Buskin, and Mr. Swinburne,
and Q. P. Boyce, and his brother William, and Mr.
Meredith.

Mr. Meredith rather irresponsibly agreed to occupy a
couple of rooms there, should the lease be effected. One
morning, shortly after Rossetti moved in, Mr. Meredith,
who was living in Mayfair, drove over to Chelsea to

inspect his new apartments. " It was past noon [this is

Mr. Meredith's own account] ; Rossetti had not yet risen,

although it was an exquisite day. On the breakfast table,

on a huge dish, rested five thick slabs of bacon upon
which five rigid eggs had slowly bled to death. Presently
Rossetti appeared in dressing-gown and slippers down at
heel, and devoured the dainty repast like an ogre." This
decided Mr. Meredith. He did not even trouble to look
at his rooms, but sent in a quarter's rent that afternoon,
and remained in Mayfair, where eggs and bacon were
presumably more appetisingly served.

We can recommend Mr. Blunt's guide to anyone who
wishes to explore one of the most fascinating of London
suburbs ; it is a model of helpfulness.

Mr. Murray's excellent Handbooks to Groece and Con-
stantinople are each in new editions. In the Greece the new
French discoveries at Delphi have been carefully noted, and
the work of archtcological schools at Corinth, Melos, Paros,

&c., has also been taken into account whenever necessary.

The Constantinople handbook contains a re-written account
of the Imperial Museum, and the Map of Ancient Con-
stantinople has been revised by Prof, van Millingen.

Two Literary Exercises.

The Story of Eros and Psyche from Apuleius, and tht First

Book of the Iliad of Ronisr. Done into English by
Edward Carpenter. (Swan Sonnenschein. 23. 6d.)

Of the two pieces which make up this little book, the
writing of the former must have been by far the easier,

because Mr. Carpenter merely retells the story, thus
drawing attention to his manner of telling, his literary

craftmanship ; he does not invite comparison with the
original or with Adlington's classic. It is quite otherwise
with his verse-rendering of the Iliad. Here it is inevitable

that two tests will be applied : are we helped to feel and
understand the original better from the rhythm and
language of the translation? and is there sufficient

vitality and interest in the narrative to hold the attention

of readers ignorant of Greek ? No one now, thanks to

criticism, dares to turn Homer into rhymed pentameters
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(Pope's Iliad is an original poem, and not a translation)

;

and there can be little question that Homer flows better in

English hexameters than Dante does in imitations of the
triple rhyme or Alrgil in any of the ordinary metres. The
reason is not far to seek : it lies in the primitiveness of

Homer's theme. His story is of a people just emerging
into civilisation. As Mr. Carpenter says, in a very short
but suggestive introduction, "On the whole, it wiU be
found very helpful to mentally compare the Greeks of the
Iliad as to manners and customs with the North American
Indians or African Kafirs and Zulus a few years back."
It is this simplicity of subject-matter, both the words and
ideas being those of a pastoral and seafaring folk living in

clans, which makes the hexameter—the least conventional
metre—eminently suitable for translating Homer. AU
epics written in the youth of the world can be rendered
with precision in the original metres. Morris's Beowulf is

much more satisfying in verse than a prose translation

woxild have been by the same hand. It is not so with
artificial epics like the .^neid ; the time, the atmosphere
cannot be transferred, and there is nothing for it but to

be content with prose versions. Mr. Carpenter's hexa-
meters read easily, the word-order is that of prose, there
is no affectation of quaintness, and the meaning is always
as transparent as that of the original.

Let me not find thee again, old man, by the deep-beUied
warships,

Either tarrying now or turning back hereafter,

Lest, indeed the god's sceptre avail thee naught, nor his

garland

;

For her I never will free—till old age itself overtake her,

Far from her land, in Argos, as parcel and part of our
household,

Busy [by day] at the loom and sharing my couch [at

even].

We quote below Clough's rendering of the same passage
for comparison :

Old man, let me not, by the hollow ships of Achaia
Lingering find you now, or henceforth ever appearing,
Lest to defend you fail the staff and wreaths of Apollo.

Her do I not release until old age come upon her,

In my house in the land of Argos, far from her country.
Stepping at the loom and in the chamber attending.

Clough's translation of koI ifwv Xi^oi avTiowo-av '
' and

in the chamber attending" is preferable to Mr. Carpenter's,

and brings out much more forcibly the contrast ; otherwise
there is little to choose between the two versions. The
second is a little rougher, and the word-order slightly

more twisted. In both the translation is literal, and
proves the suitability of the metre.

Mr. Whibley, in his introduction to a reprint of Adling-
ton's translation (1566) of Apuleius' Golden Ass, refers to

the Eros and Psyche episode as " an interlude which,

although exquisitely planned and phrased, is yet the one
conspicuous fault of the book." Be this as it may, it is

nevertheless this intercalated fable which has made
Apuleius known to the many. It is not a little remark-
able that a story which seems to be as old as the hills, to

which neither time nor locality can be assigned, cannot be
traced back farther than the second century a.d., and that

Apuleius was the first—it is not conceivable that he could

have wholly invented it—to tell the story. " To what
extent Apuleius may have amplified, and elaborated the

material that came to him, it would be impossible to say.

As a writer he is full of invention, humour, lively wit,

and varied learning and experience." Mr. Andrew Lang
has very carefully examined the fable, but without

establishing anything definite as to its sources. This is

the way in which the author describes the first sight

Psyche has of her husband Eros

:

But the instant the light fell that way, and the mysteries

of the couch were revealed, she beheld the very gentlest

and sweetest of all wild creatures, even Eros himself, the

beautiful God of Love, there fast asleep ; at sight of whom

the glad flame of the lamp shone doubly bright, and even
the wicked knife repented of its edge.
But as for Psyche, astounded at such a vision, she lost

control of her senses ; and, faint, and deadly pale, and
trembling all over, fell on her knees, and indeed would
have hid the kuife in her own bosom, had it not nimbly
(as it were of its own accord) slipped from her hand. And
now, faint and unnerved as she was, it was new Ufe to
her to gaze on those divine features ... to see his dewy
wings of dizzling whiteness and fair smooth body such as
Venus might well have given birth to.

Devon for Ever !

Nwnmits and Crummits. By Sarah Hewett, (Burleigh.)

Love of county (to describe which some diminutive
variant of " patriotism" ought to be coined) never reaches

so intense a degree of warmth as with Devonians.
Yorkshiremen, Northumbrians, men of Kent, Cornishmen,
all may be glowing sons of their especial soil ; but it is to

Devon that we go for the most exultant filial joy. Not
only in life, but in literature ; for what other county can
bring forward such pages as have been written of Devon
by Kingsley, Blackmore, Mr. Baring-Gould, and Mr.
Eden Phillpotts—to name these only ?

And now comes another good Devonian to do reverence

to the mother county : a smaller voice, it is true, but a
sincere one. Nummits and Crummits is a collection of

quaint Devoniana. To other historians Miss (or Mrs.)

Hewett leaves the highroad story—whereon the mile-

stones are such noble Devonshire names as Francis Drake
—and concerns herself merely with the byways. Her title

comes from this scrap of doggerel on " Meal Times "
:

A wee-bit and breakfast,

A stay-bit and dinner,

A nummit and a crummit,
And a bit arter supper.

Superstitions, weather saws, old songs, comic stories,

quaint personages — these are Miss Hewett's material, and
she sets them down very pleasantly. Bamfylde Moore
Carew is here, for example, and so is Joanna Southcott.

So also are the Cheritons, the North Devon savages, and
though one now and then may regret that the delicate

hand of a woman is setting forth their histories, rather

than that of a sociologist of sterner stuff, yet they lack not

interest.

In the Cheritons we are particularly interested, because

they are so recent : this wild family of Amazons and
Ishmaels dwelt in primitive barbarity within sixteen miles

of Exeter, as nigh our own day as the seventies. The
Cheritons lived on their own freehold in a state of un-

paralleled uncleanliness and tribal completeness. The
patriarch of the family favoured, like Diogenes, a barrel

lined with brake fern. They married not but multiplied

exceedingly ; they stole, and now and then laid waste

the neighbouring farms; they obeyed no laws and
treated all strangers with violence. At length, in the

seventies, the march of civilisation proved too much for

them and the Cheritons disappeared. That is as far as

the story goes. But the point is, where are they now ? It

would be worth while to track down some of the

descendants. A stock that clung so picturesquely to the

old order would make a good study.

Among Miss Hewett's stories we like best the report of

the goose stealing case. Mr. Lambshead's goose Sally was
stolen by Samuel Scrane. Mr. Lambshead went to Scrane's

and identified his property. After Mr. Lambshead had
given the court the account of this identification and the

goose's joy at regaining his master, this dialogue ensued :

Magistrate's Clekk : This seems far too ridiculous for

belief. Did anyone witness the mutuil recognition be-

tween you and the goose.
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Lamiisiiead: Whativer be telKng about, sir? Tou
spsyketk ih) fine there's no uoderstanding aw'ee; but
s'pose you be axiiig who 'twas zeed my g^ze Sallie re-

cognise me ? Why, then, when I went to Scrane's 'ouze,

Billy Chubb and Nick Stradles went with mf>, and they
both aw'm zeed Sallie rin tu me.
Maoistrate's Clerk : Did you, Cbubb, see the goose

when she recognised Ltmbshead ?

Bll.LY Chubh : 'Ess, by Gor, I did, and 'twas a sight

for sore eyes, I kin tell'ee, for when thiokee old gennelman
went Tore and caled she, 'er 'umed tu'n a-hissiug and
a-tissing as if 'twas 'er father. When us lukei into the
back-'ouze nobody cude tell wan guze from t'other ; but
the very instant 'er master spoke, 'er up and 'urned tu'n

and rubbed 'er 'ead agin hu legs so loving as a cheel.

Mr. Lanibshead mutched 'er down awver 'er head and
neck and 'er was so 2)laized as Punch, 'er was.

Miss Hewett docs not always tell stories well. We do
not consider her version of the old story of the parson and
the pup is so good as the simpler non-Devonian form. It

will be remembered that a visiting parson, conversing
after service with the clerk, excused the shortness of his

sermon on the ground that his dog ate up some of the manu-
script. "Whereupon the clerk is made to say :

" Lor ! now,
zir, did 'er ate um all up ? I wamdee yu widden mind
letting our passen 'ome yer have a pup of your dog,
widdee now ? for he du mappery a darned sight tu long tu

plaiae us, most times." Now, that is altogether too long.

Tlie point comes out with more distinctness if the clerk is

merely made to reply, earnestly: "I wish, sir, you'd
let our parson have one of her pups."

Literature.

The Rhodeiian». By " Stracey Chambers." (John Lane.)

The South African difficulty has produced a great deal of

writing but very little literature. This little book is,

however, literature. It is very grim, very sordid, very
slight ; but it lives. It has the true note. And not only
is it authentic, it is also shapely. The author is an im-
pressionistic artist, with a particular gift for separating
the important from the unimportant. Taken piecemeal
the book is, as we have said, very slight ; but the cumula-
tive effect is extraordinary. So quietly the author adds
detail to detail tliat one may at the moment miss her purpose
altogether; but then, after laying the book aside, the
picture begins to assert itself, and goes on growing, until

one's mind is filled with a disheartening impression, in

which are blended the hot sun, the poor little struggling
wives, the tawdry townships, the down- at-heels bread-
winners, the seamy-lived speculators, the resentful Kaffirs,

the dust, the heat, the whiskey, and all the other in-

gredients of financial imperialism and immature colonisa-

tion.

As stories pure and simple, these episodes will probably
be voted dull. It is too much to expect a public accus-
tomed to unfaltering symmetry in romance to be interested
in such wayward and ragged emotions as have play among
dispirited colonists in a disappointing tropical El Dorado.
Whether they are really dull or not is a matter of tempera-
ment. Pej sonally, we have found them interesting. Best
of all, perhaps, is " The Knot in the Loin Cloth," which is

both a narrative of fact and a terrible little parable of the
white man's progress. A passage from the beginning of
tliis masterly story will lUustrato the author's direct

method. A few Englishmen—loafers, tramps, officials

—

are lounging about a store when a consumptive Kaffir
comes into view, limping through the heat.

A man reclining in a deck-chair looked up with an
imprecation: " Trust the blooming Kafir to make himself
a nuiSant^ ; if it isn't their bally crops, it's their precious
bodies- anything to upset the labour market— curse them

!

It's their climate^ so why can't they stick it, that's what
I want to know f

"

But no one present finding himself in a i>08ition to solve
this enigma, his inquiry remained unanswered, and he
was forced to fall back for solace on an ancient number of
the Strand Mtujazine.

Meanwhile, the black speck on the road loomed larger.
" The boy " bore the customary long stick, to which was
fastened his various goods and chattels—a cooking-pot
and accoidion (tied up in a red handkerchief), a brightly-
coloured blanket, ana the boots he had taken off when
fording the swollen stream a mile or so back as well as to
flounder through the squelching slash, for no primitive
Kafir ever cares to soil his foot-gear, which he wears
more with an eye to personal adornment than use. The
group of men, having nothing better to do, took stock of
the black, as he slowly, and with evident weariness and
pain, made his way up the slight ascent.

"The brute's about ready to peg out," observed one of

the railway men.
" Takes a dam'd lot to kill a nigger," returned another.
" I remember passing him upon the Salisbury road

about two days ago, and he looked about retdy to corpse
it then," remarked the older of the two tramps, " and I've

not been travelling fast."
" A mine boy," again observed the first speaker ; " they

all seem to go that way when they've worked the ' low
levels ' any time—no stamina."

" Or too frequent ' shifts,' " suggested another. " I'm
dashed if I know how any man, black or white, can stand
the fumes of the dynamite without caving in."

The matter of the story we shall not reveal. The reader
must seek the book for it.

The author of The Rhodesians, we would say in con-

clusion, has done with her few strokes more to bring
European Bhodesia home to us than scores of the Char-
tered Company's blue-books and huge volumes could do.

She has performed a remarkable impressionistic feat.

Other New Books.

Aw Old Family. By Moxsigsor Sbton.

Here American aristocracy lifts up its head. The author
is the Boman Catholic Bishop of Jersey City, and a
descendant in the oldest cadet line from the main branch
of the Setons—viz., that of Seton of Parbroath. He gave
forty years to the collecting of his material—a circumstance
which, he thinks, requires some apology in view of Paul's
advice to Timothy and Titus to " avoid foolish questions "

and " endless genealogies." Alas for Paul, the more recon-

dite the questions and the more endless the genealogy, the

greater the temptation to explore both. Moreover, the
provocation of the " insolence of wealth " and the claims

now " advanced in every direction by Americans who
aspire to Society " has strengthened the author's impulse
to record the history of the Seton family and its American
branch. The name of Seton is reverberant with Scottish

history, and even to those who know least about it it is a
kind of shibboleth. One expects it to emerge from almost

any song or tale of Scotland, as in the Lord of the hies :

Where's Nigel Bruce, and De la Have,
And valiant Seton—where are they ?

Where Somervile, the kind and free ?

And Fraser, flower of chivalry ?

The Setons, like all Scotland's noble families, were of

Norman origin, and they are of the few families who can
be traced right back to Norman soil.

All this is set forth in procession by the author.

Throughout this portion of his work he is but following

in the footsteps of other historians of the family, notably,

of course, Sir Eichard Maitland of Lethington, who
annalised the family down to 1599. A completed history

of the family, by Mr. George Seton, was published four

years ago. In general interest the best pages in Dr.

Seton's work are those in which he describes his own
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childhood in his father's mansion on an estate now
practically swallowed up in New York :

We were brought up in aristocratic seclusion. Our
ancieut Scotch descent, our gentle Eoglish connexions,

and the social superiority of our famUy were made familiar

to us from childhood ; while the heirlooms and miniatures,

and old letters with armorial seals upon them, would bo
tangible witnesses of our association with other lands and
other ages. . . . Uur nearest visitors lived five miles
away. . . . Our only railroad station was William's
Bridge, three miles distant, which my father used to say
was quite near enough to a gentleman's house ; and he
usually preferred to drive the twelve or fifteen mUes down
the old Boston post road, through West Farms and
Harlem, to the City. Like all the Colonial families, my
father had a stock of old Madeira. . . . The late Cardinal
(then Archbishop) McCloskey, who was a guest, spoke to

me once about tlie inestimable flavoiu- of that wine. , . .

The fire always seemed brighter and pleasanter to me
because the hickory and chestnut and beechwood logs and
the hemlock cones came from our own place. . , . Our
Fourth of July fireworks used to gather the villagers to
oar front lawn, which was free that evening to all.

What a novel there is here ! This island of peace and
pride being overtaken by railways, trusts, electricity,

" notions," and New York—even by patriotism, for Dr.

Seton says that theirs was the only house around which
either had' a flag, or ever thought of raising it. Dr.

Seton is amply justified of his long labour.

France Sisce 1814. By Baron PiEaRE de CouBERTiif.

Baron Pierre de Coubertin's work, or the greater part

of it, has, if we mistake not, already appeared in the shape

of a series of articles in one of the English reviews, though
no mention is made of the fact in this volume. However,
that does not detract from the interest of this study by a

capable observer of a most important period of French
history. M. de Coubertin holds, and rightly, we think,

that historians have made a great mistake in splitting up
the history of France since the death of Napoleon I. into

periods perfectly distinct from each other. All these

phases have a continuity which M. de Coubertin en-

deavours to bring out, and with success, though perhaps

all his conclusions wiU not meet with universal acceptance.

Three French nations have been struggling with one

another during the past century ; in the centre the real

French nation, which has always called for repose. " She
is naturally somewhat apathetic, and suffers herself to be
circumvented rather too easily ; but, after all, she is the true

France, and it is impossible to understand her history if

we do not see in her the victim of those others. Re-

actionaries and Jacobins, who for eighty years have

outraged her turn by turn." The Eeactionaries and the

Jacobins have always entertained a lively hatred for each

other, and the true France has suffered in consequence.

But M. de Coubertin holds that the Hundred Days was the

period of greatest misfortune for modern France. In 1814

Louis XVIII. had come back as a heaven-sent sovereign,

and no one imagined that his throne could be overturned.

The ease with which he fell in 1815 destroyed the prestige

of the Royal family, and paved the way for the intermin-

able revolutions and disturbances which have followed.

Those interested in the France of to-day will find this

book suggestive and informing. (Chapman & Hall.)

Oxford Rowing. By the Rev. W. E. Sherwood.

Mr. Sherwood, it will be remembered, rowed for Oxford

in 1873 and 1874, and, with a few years' interval, has been

treasurer of the O.U.B.C. ever since. He is, therefore,

peculiarly fitted to deal with a matter which has demanded

much patient research in official and other papers, and

the result is a book worthy of the subject. The first half

of the volume is the more interesting, and deals with the

history of rowing and of the various races of Oxford from

the earliest knowti time. Incidentally Mr. Sherwood

points out that Thackeray makes the Rev. Bute Crawley
stroke the Christ Church boat in his undergraduate days,

taking ten years to pay off his college debts, and accom-

plishing this in 179— . Thackeray thus antedates the

races at Oxford by at least thirty years : a curious and
interesting little bit of criticism. The larger half of the

book is taken up with statistics of the races. There are

two excellent indexes, and the volume is well illustrated

with photographs and with reproductions of old prints

(Henry Frowde.)

Fiction.

Joan of the Sword Rand. By S. R. Crockett.

(Ward, Lock c& Co. 63.)

A MAN in woman's clothing—that was the charm of

" Charley's Aunt." The same, and the converse withal,

constitute the charm of Joan of the Sword. All resemblance

between the play and the novel there cease ; in the former

case ludicrous incongruity was the object ; in the latter

—

whatever the object—a grateful warmth and intimacy of

sex-feeling is the result. Absurd as it may seem to those

who think of Mr. Crockett as the ex-minister, his new
novel contains more than a touch reminding one of Mile,

de Maupin and Eosette. The pleasant trepidations which
he excites in an unaustere critic are enhanced by the fact

that he has laid his scenes in regions contiguous to that

ruled over by Hugo of " the Red Axe," and has fixed his

period a few years after that hero's accession to the mythi-

cal princedom of Plassenburg. There is really no limit to the

riot a man's fancy can run in a country and an age which

are both of his own invention. Yet Mr. Crockett does set

himself a limit. True love is instant and irrevocable in its

pages and marriage is the goal of even the basest of his

characters. But his rhetorical flourishes would still bear

subjugation. " I am the Duchess of Hohenstein," says

Joan, " and I do not leave this boat till I know in what
place I am, and who this may be that cries ' Follow !

' to

the daughter of Henry the Lion !
" And rhetoric bedizens

even the supreme moment when a desperate woman is

about to fire the enemy's powder-magazine. Needless to

say, when the heroine's brother "knew very well that he

was going to his death . . . none would have discovered

from his bearing that there was aught upon his mind of

graver concern than the fit of a doublet or, perhaps, th e

favour of a pretty maid-of-honour." But, for all that,

Mr. Crockett is master of a very vigorous and picturesque

style ; he knows and reveals a great deal about woman-
nature, and he has a sense of humour which can express

itself in whole scenes and not in mere intermittent guffaws.

The Cardinal's interview with the Pope, for instance,

is an excellent piece of comedy.

The Angel of Chance. By G. G. Chatterton.

(John Long. 6s.)

Chance was certainly an angel to endow an ill-provided

orphan with £4,000 a year; but the title of the story, and

its rather pretentious motto, do not prevent the reader

from being slightly bored by the obvious lack of artistic

intention which characterises the performance as a whole.

Rachel Meredith swims beautifully, and her admirer, who
has made her acquaintance in the water, loses his prefer-

ence for the affected and petite woman. Of the latter we
are told :

" She fluttered away in the froth of the waves,

and down she sank finally in the salt sea-water, where

floated unconsciously the leg of Rachel Meredith above

her grave !
" Such jocosity is slightly inept.

Mrs. Grundy is displeased when she discovers that the

pair have swum to shore in curtailed raiment to avoid

spending a night together on the pier, and her anger

causes their abrupt separation. The reader is sorry, but
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cannot fail to remark that they might have had the in-

telligence to throw their discarded garments into the sea

instead of leaving them as compromising evidence on the

pier.

A horrid system of punctuation, and a tendency to a

frank ugliness of phraseology, do not conceal the fact that

Mr. Chatterton is master of a clever and engaging stylo.

The bits of seascape and landscape which he proffers us

are touched with personality. Here is one who can speak

of " purple willow-herb and golden hawkweed, campion red

and white, the speedwell thrusting bright blue eye up
through the delicate yellow cinquefoil." He is friends

with Nature. His rector and curate, too, are very well

done, the former so chronically comfortable, the latter a

"dusty cyclist with [a] bag of infant's clothing swung
cumbrously from his machine." Poor, awkward altruist,

it is a pity that he fell in love with the heroine when he

could not even open a gate properly ! In fine, The Angtl

of Chance is a pleasant book, though, as we have suggested,

deficient in motive power.

OUTKIDDKN. Br Fox EussELL.

Notes on Novels.

\^Theu note» on the week^s Fiction are not necessarily final.

Reviews of a selection willfollow.
"^

The Kniohts of the Ckoss. By Henryk Sibnkiewioz.

The size of this novel is appalling. It is issued in two
volumes, called " First Half " and " Second Half," and is

accompanied by a " group " portrait of the author and
his translator, Mr. Jeremiah Curtin. The work should act

as a kind of sandbank in which the American enthusiasm
for historical novels can bury itself. The period is that

of the Hussite Wars, wars which arose out of " ideas of

race and religion which were born in Bohemia." (Dent.

2 vols. 6s. each.)

African Niohts' Entertainment. By A. J. Dawson.

We have here fifteen stories by the author of Bismillah,

full of verve and colour, and dealing yfith the contact of

Europeans and Moors. The sixth stoiy is typical, and
tells how Clare Mayburn's soul was fired and melted by
Moroccan life, its heat and hues, its veiled women, its

despotism and stoicism, " the unchanging pictiiresqueness

of the Thousand and One Nights, the dramatic inevitability

of the Old Testament." All this was very detrimental to

the claims of her engaged lover, Algernon Taunton, with
his milk and water correctness, his " impossible checked
knickerbockers, his Chippendale legs . . . and his little

remarks about ' Oriental effects.' " The Byronic happened.
(Heinemann. 6s.)

Blix. By Frank Norris.

"A Love Idyll," by the able author of Shanghaied
and McTeague. Blix is the nickname of the heroine,

given to her by Conde Rivers when they decide on a
Platonic friendship. Blix is San Francisco girlhood at its

whitest, ripest, best. Condo writes stories, and is just
" convalescing from Maupassant " when we meet him.
Blix's family, the Bessemers, supply some delightful

youngsters. Novels are written, and sunsets dye the floor

of the Pacific. The story makes for fun and happiness.
(Eichards. .3s. 6d.)

Sociai. Sinners. By Emile A. Pauee.

An extremely crude story of politics and adultery. The
hero, in the height of his ambition, is a candidate for

Congress, a husband, the father of two illegitimate

children, and the lover of a third woman. Much of the
story reads very much like a vulgar police report. (New
York : Abbey Press.)

A sporting novel by the author of Cross Country Remi-
niscences. Hounds bay through the book, and horses

leave hardly room for the characters. " Lovers in truth

they were," we read at last, "though Jack Stanforth and
Geraldine Leycoster have been married for eighteen

months or more. ... A grand-looking bay horse trots

up at sound of the familiar voices, and rubs his nose

affectionately against Jack's sleeve and Geraldine's hand."
(Everett. 2s.)

By Anna,
Daughters of Pleasure. Comtesse de BafaiONT.

A story of theatrical life, its jealousies, and dangers.

We are much in theatres, before and behind the scenes
;

and in the end the three heroines, Athene, Hera, and
Neara, emerge with laurels, characters, and husbands, a

(Greening. 68.) I

The Beautiful Mrs. Leaoh. By Winifred Graham.

Unhesitating melodrama. Marriage in the first chapter

is followed by murder in the second, and there is mystery,

sin, rouge- et-noir, "The Avenging Voice," &c. But at

last :
" He laughed gaUy at her words, catching her to his

heart, and the gold-fish rose upon the surface of the still

water to watch that fond embrace." (Ward, Lock. 3s. 6d.)

Cageu ! By Headon Hill.

Some misprints are funny. The first sentence of this

"Romance of a Lunatic Asylum" reads: "It was in

1857— the year of Mutiny and Terror, when the cries of

women and children went up to Heavan for mercy and
found it not." Somehow—we don't know why—this quite

prepared us for Flash Alf and his crimes ; and the gruesome
"Grey House," where a series of heartrending shrieks

suggests to the proprietor " one of those pretty dears in

the refractory ward"; and the diamond worth £60,000,
to steal which Flash Alf goes to India while other

characters languish in the Grey House. " You had
forgotten the old well ? " says one of the characters. But
the author has forgotten nothing. The story is all excite-

ment. (Ward, Lock. 6s.)

The Prison House. By Jane Jones.

"A young man married is a man that's marred" is the

quotation over the fourteenth chapter, and over the

fifteenth: "Slowly, slowly, slowly the days succeeded

each other." It was the case of a man of the world
married to a woman who knew nothing, and shrank from
London, and evil, and life generally. She disliked Society,

and wanted her husband to go to church. "Every Sunday
morning and every Sunday afternoon Mary wrestled for

her husband's soul." A second woman appeared, and had
her reign ; then came what little balm was left in Gilead.

A sombre story. (Blackwood. 63.)

SruN Yarn. By Morgan Robertson.

Sixteen stories of sea life, naval and mercantile. The
second story, " The Brain of a Battle-ship," ends
gloriously :

" ' Rise up,' said Mr. Clarkson, as they
surrounded him ;

' rise up, Daniel Drake Nelson
Farragut Finnegan. You are small potatoes and few in

the hill
;
you are shamefully drunk and your nose bleeds

;

you are stricken with Spanish mildew, and you smell

vilely—but you are immortal. You have been a disgrace

to the service, but Fate in her gentle irony has redeemed
you, permitting you, in one brief moment of your mis-

spent life, to save your country the command of the seas

—

to guide, with j'our sub-conscious self, the finest battle-ship

the science of this world has conalructod to glorious

victorj-.' . . . But Finnegan only snored." (Richards. 6s.)
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A Novelist of the Unknown.*
Everyone knows that Mr. Wells, as a novelist, has two
fields of vision. Broadly speaking, one is stellar, the other
mundane. In the one he looks for big things that may
be, in the other for little things that are. He must be a
singular reader who is not struck by the divergencies of
power which have given us the Time Machine and Mr.
Hoopdriver's bicycle

; which have shown us the Martians
devasting London, and Mr. Lewisham devastated by love.

Yet we would remark that the distance between these two
fields is more than obviously great. For whenever Mr.
Wells returns—we had almost written "homeward plods
his weary way "—from Mars, or from the forward abysms
of Time, to this dull little nineteenth-century Earth, he
straightway throws off the trappings of distances and roons
and sits down to depict suburban manners. His gestures
no longer connote measureless ether, or a fifth sense. He
does not even call the nations into his study, like Mr.
Kipling, or desire, with Stevenson, to dwell in the utter-
most parts of the sea and be the Ariel of Literature. Un-
spoiled by the influences of the Pleiades, he dissects the
mind of a Kensington draper's-assistant ; unblinded by
visions of Science in her glory, he tells us how a student
jilted Science for a poor girl in Clapham.
Now there is one description which applies to Mr.

Wells in both these characters. To discover it would be
something of a feat if it were anything more than this :

that in both he is breaking fresh ground, in both he is an
explorer. Not in Mars and not in Clapham has he stepped
in another man's tracks. Hoopdriver, with his pins and
aspirations, was as much to seek, really, as Graham and
his flying machine. 80 far, then, Mr. Wells is revealed
as the most enterprising of novelists, exploiting a planet
and a draper's shop as calmly as Cinquevalli tosses a
cannon ball with a pea. But the simile—like every simile— calls for correction. There are profound literary

differences to be named and considered. We deny in toto

(to use a loved phrase of Smithers in Love and Mr.
lewisham) that Mr. Wells's stellar novels are to be com-
pared with his mundane novels. That seems a strong
view, but it is our view. We hear an opponent blurt

:

" Consider the imagination of The War of the Worlds."
But the word "imagination" does not satisfy us here.
Four- fifths of what passes for "imagination" in Mr.
Wells's scientific novels is not essential imagination ; it is

rather the skilful—the absolutely daring and decorative

—

use of science. It is science in purple ; science producing
her "effects"—the glory and smoke of the "experiment";
science rehearsing what she will be. When Mr. WeUs
appears to be soaring, he is really only calculating
generously ; when he seems to be creating, he is only
playing behind the professor's back ; and the ladder by
which he climbs, immeasurably aerial though it seems, is

an extension ladder taken from the laboratory cupboard.

• The Time Machine. By H. Q. Wells. (1895.)

The War of the Worlds. By H. G. Wells. (1898.)

The Wheels of Chance: A Holiday Adoenture. By H. G.
Wells. (1896.)

Love and Mr. Lewisham. By H. G. Wells. (Harper, 1900.)

Science, taking the bit between her teeth, can run
gloriously amok among the principalities and powers

;

but the Phaeton who gives her her head is not exercising

his imagination—he is merely having a lark. We have
a deeper objection to scientific novels. It is that their

subject-matter is outside literature, and is, indeed, as

noxious to literature as we feel that spiritualism is to

life. We have the strongest conviction that scientific

anticipations of the future of man and of the universe,

even when, like Mr. Wells's, they are brilliantly conceived,

have no more to do with the art of the novel than The
Battle of Dorking.

These our troubles pass like a summer cloud when we
turn to Mr. Wells's two novels of human life. The Wheels

of Chance (1898) and his new novel. Love and Mr. Lewis-

ham. Here Mr. WeUs is doing really fine work, and we
use the word in a sense far beyond clever. To call

such novels as these "clever" is the first infirmity

of ignoble critics. Clever they are ; and, if one must
dabble in the word, we are prepared to rant with Laertes,

and pile Pelions of proof on Ossas of assertion that Mr.
Wells is clever. But we dislike the word, and we resent

its application to a fine novelist. " Clever " in dealing

with flesh and blood! Clever in tracing tears to their

springs in the human heart ! Clever in justifying the ways
of God to men or of men to God ! No. The great

novelists cannot be thought of as clever. They are

sagacious, charitable, wise, and tender. Was Scott clever,

or Cervantes, or Sterne, or Dickens ? No one would use
so base a word. It is just a suspicion of cleverness which
causes a few minds to see an everlasting ghostly mark of

interrogation at the end of every proclamation of the

genius of Thackeray. It is precisely because we see in

Mr. Wells those greater things—the sympathy of one who

,

knows and the big hand of one who loves—that we feel

eager about his work. If the analysis of the mind of

Hoopdriver, the Kensington draper's-assistant who longed
for gentility, who cajoled and lied and blundered toward
higher things, was clever, then assuredly it was a higher
quality that saved The Wheels of Chance from being one
long humorous butchery of Hoopdriver. It is indeed

alight with humour, and Hoopdriver is not spared a single

shaft of ridicule that a good man may give or take. But
there is one thing that Mr. Wells never does, or allows his

reader to do, and that is to doubt the essential manhood,
dignity, and native sweetness of the man who cannot help

sticking pins into his lapels. You have the queerest

feelings of regret as you see Hoopdriver's back disappear

with his bicycle into the stable yard attached to Messrs.

Antrobus's emporium in Kensington—his holiday, his

dream of culture, his worship of a beautiful girl, all to be
settled and adjusted in the intervals of " Hoopdriver,

Forward !

"

In Love and Mr. Lewisham Mr. Wells's qualities appear
to even greater advantage. For one thing, this novel is a

higher organism than The Wheels of Chance. In The
Wheels of Chance the incidents of a bicycle chase through
several counties supply a kind of material or mechanical

interest—the easy interest of every chase. The analysis of

character triumphs, but somewhat by emergence. In
Love and Mr. Lewisham character is all ; Mr. WeUs is

doing his best work all along. We are not going to

describe the story in any detail. When we meet Mr.
Lewisham he is a very young master—in fact, eighteen

—

at Whortley Proprietary School, Whortley, Sussex. There
he " hears his years before him, all the tumult of his

life "
; sees it every morning as his head comes through

his shirt, and his eyes fall on the magnificent schema of

study which he has pinned on the bedroom waU. of his

humble lodging. Chanco-wise, he meets Ethel Henderson,
and the pretty fools steal walks and talks and plight their

love ; and Mr. Lewisham is dismissed the school with his

character (in the Proprietary School sense) considerably

damaged. In London he toils at the Kensington Normal
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Science School ; toils manfully, little embarrassed by
memories of Ethel, who has vanished into Glapham. The
Career flourishes. It enlists a supporter, too, in a fellow-

student. Miss Heydinger, a girl of the period, who en-

courages him to wear the red tie of Socialism. Laboratory

work, examinations, and glowing talks in the Gallery of

Old Iron at the Museum with his Egeria. But Ethel

is to come again into his life, and she does it, so to speak,

with a vengeance. More naturally than it sounds, he
meets her in a darkened room, at a spiritualistic seance,

whither he has gone in laughing scepticism with some
fellow-students ; meets her, too, as the docile accomplice

of her step-father, Mr. Chaffery, in a despicable imposture.

Her helplessness and her beauty and the old Whortley days

are too much for his common sense and strength of will.

And when he finds that Ethel is innocent at heart, though
not quite in conscience, it is enough; he loves her, will

save her. There are wonderful walks to Clapham,
dwindling honours at the school, tears and dismays in

Miss Heydinger's bosom, and remorses (about the Career)

which cannot be uttered. At times he sees all things

with deadly clearness

:

He suddenly perceived with absolute conviction that
after the siance he should have gonn home and forgotten

her. Why had he felt that irresistible impulse to seek her
out ? Why had his imagination spun such a strange web
of impossibilities about her? He was involved now,
foolishly involved. All his future was a sacrifice to this

transitory ghost of love making in the streets.

Transitory ghost it should have been, but was not.

Marry the stepdaughter of a Chaffery, a quack, a blas-

phemer of science ! Marry on a legacy of one hundred
poimds ! A pretty pitiful marriage, full of its own mad
sweetness. For she was sweet, was Ethel, and for a time
her wifehood could hold its own against the Career. It

was the bills and the price of coal that brought complete
revelation : these, and the reproaches of Miss Heydinger,
and the blankness of his scholastic prospects. The revul-

sion, the rebellion, the final solution—need we speak of

them ? Lewisham is submissive to Love, and passes with
resolute resignation into the obscurity of a small home,
parentage, and Clapham. The child is coming, and this—
yes, this—is life ; the other was just vanity ; at any rate, it is

over, quite over. The schema that had long lined a-

trunk is torn up without a pang— in the stillness of

thought.

That is the theme, and it is worked out with a searching
analysis that would be merciless if it were not, in fact, so

very merciful. We have need of such themes. Modern
fiction will be regenerated by these faithful seizures of

neglected tjrpes. It has great work to do in floating

litfle men (who are not little) and narrosr lives (which yet
globe all life) into our ken. Dickens did it by caricature,

by an emphasis necessary in his day. But it has yet to be
done in the noble manner ; and it is much that for
Mr. Horatio Sparkins we have now Mr. Hoopdriver. Let
Mr. Wells travel this road. These two novels may be
masterpieces or not (we should be the last to deny it)

;

but we are certain that their production tends to create the
atmosphere in which masterpieces are bom. Our own
faith in his future is immovable, and we know not
how we can pay him a less formal compliment than by
saying that when we closed Love-and Mr. Lewisham, full of
gratitude and stimulations, we involuntarily groped for a
definition of good novel writing which might celebrate
our mood. And, groping, we found one which, with all
its defects and biiarrerie, seems to sweep into its net every
writer in whom is greatness, or the seed of greatness : a
definition adapted from Coleridge :

He writeth best who loveth best
All things both great and small,

For the great God who loveth us
He made and loveth alli

Things Seen.

A Harvest Home.

We went into the kitchen when the men had taken their

tea, and found them sitting round the room on benches
against the wall—Angus, Murdoch, Eachan, Duncan, and
Ian, the boy. Their dogs, collies of uncertain breed, lay

about the stone floor at their feet—Old Smart, the amiable
and talented shepherd ; Tweed, the one-eyed and dour,

who detested- strangers ; Gloun and Sirdar, the boisterous

friendly youngsters ; and Chairl, the house-dog. All had
done justice to the meal ; and the men, having been
awarded a wine-glass of neat whiskey with their pipes,

were as silent and somnolently blissful as their dogs.

They had three meals a day in this kitchen the year round,

but the whiskey and tobacco were harvest extras. A
glowing peat fire and one small misty lamp provided a
sleepy light. On the huge dresser stood the " maiden,"
a last gleaning of com, decorated and cherished till next

year, when it would be given, for luck, to the first horse

taken out to " shear " (reap). A grey parrot in a cage by
the window cried " Thugad .' " at intervals, the Gaelic for
" Get out !

"

We suggested a reel, and the apathy of the Highlanders
vanished. Our farmer host brought out his pipes, and we
danced like maniacs to the weird stimulating music, two
of the men taking off their boots to do their steps the

better. How they flung up their arms and yelled ! It

was hard to believe they had been shearing since five a.m.

;

the firelight flickered on such ecstatic faces ! Then, ex-

hausted, we sat down while Angus, the bard, sang Ho-ro

mo nighean dhonn Bhoidheach and songs of his own com-
position. Once started, there was no stopping him, until

someone remarked that Mrs. Angus might be sitting up.

The effect was electrical. He rose and shook hands all

round several times.
" I will no be keeping the leddiesup," he said gallantly,

" but I will be thinking this wass the bonniest harvest

nicht I will offer be had."
The rest concurred. All but the parrot, who wanted to

go to sleep.
" Thugad ! " she croaked peevishly, and the dreaming

collies round the fire rose, stretched, and followed their

masters out into the night.

Juggernaut.

The setting sun shone right down the village street : it

lent the white road a dusty radiance, and glowed on the
red roofs of the houses. It was Sunday evening, the first

warm Sunday of the year. Cheerful groups stood in every
doorway, shy youths and maidens lingered in dim corners,

clean and uncomfortable children roamed restlessly from
house to house. It was the hour of gossip, courtship, and
tobacco. Suddenly someone cried " Here comes a motor."
In an instant the road was empty.

It came from the west, the golden sunset behind it.

One moment it was a speck on the road, the next it was in

our midst. As it tore through the twilight, this strange
misshapen monster from an alien world seemed some
horrible uncanny thing, the living chariot of an evil god.
With a hoot and rattle it was past ; but as it fled a boy,

struck with a sudden passion for brute powers, cried out

:

" I would like to go to heaven on that motor."
Beyond the village, where the fields come down to the

highway, a flower had chosen to blossom in the very road.

It was an extremely nice flower — upright, individual,

impertinent.

But the motor passed by—rapid, relentless, unswerving:
and the flower was gone.

Presently a vague scent of petroleum drifted slowly
down to the village.
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Two "Punch" Books.*
Week after week the remark, "Another poor number
of Punch," may be made ; but it matters nothing. In
the aggregate— in the "loom-p"—Punch always scores,
is always satisfying. As one turns over the leaves of a
bound volume the inferior recedes into the background,
the genuine holds the eye.

The little volume entitled An Eoening with ^' Punch"
has been very well prepared by its anonymous editor.
We cannot agree with everything he says — we must
demur, for example, to his description of Mr. H. W.
Lucy as the "greatest of diarists "—but hia taste in
humour is fairly satisfying, although, by the necessities
of the case, he has been compelled to include a great deal
of rather thin and excessively out-of-date padding, not
because it is first-rate, but because it was needful to
illustrate the manner of such venerable jokers as Albert
Smith and Gilbert a Beckett, to name only these. A paper
like Punch must always have a permanent bodyguard of
writers ready to supply, not humour itself, but that which
stands for humour. It is, indeed, one of the secondary
uses of a comic journal to bring home to each generation
the symbols of humour. Now and then the real thing is

supplied, aa when Punch had the good fortune (to keep the
illustrations to our own day) to stimulate Mr. Anstey to
study the "voces populi," or when Mr. Bumand'a
"Happy Thoughts" began. But, for the most part.
Punch, together with its journalistic companions, uses
counters rather than current coin. The printed pun, for
example, unless it is as good as Hood's, has not the true
ring

; and Punch has latterly loved puns far too well. The
younger generation to-day cares nothing for the printed
pun, and not much more for the spoken. It does not, how-
ever, suit the book of the bodyguard of a comic paper to
recognise this, and the tiresome old convention therefore
goes on.

But we are drifting into an indictment of Punch, while
all the time we are in the best possible humour with it.

For the Evening with ^^ Punch" has left us smiling and
happy, so full-flavoured is it—so ripe and wise and
shrewd, and now and then so gloriously comic. Whoever
acted as editor holds the right opinion of Charles Keene

—

that penetrating humorist and humanist and magnificent
artist. What a pencil was his ! Look at its superb,
dashing strokes. Another man would toil all day at a
turnip field : Keene's hand made a score of rapid move-
ments, and behold ! not only a turnip-field, but an October
breeze that you can sniff and tingle under, blowing across
it! Look on p. 89 at the miserable street scene which
Leech considered good enough to stand above his joke,
and then recollect how Keene transferred horses and traffic

to paper. There are great examples of black and white
in this book ; there is Sir John Tenniel's " Mose' in
Egitto" (on p. 165); there is Doyle's "Napoleon of
Peace" (on p. 127); there is a field scene by Randolph
Caldecott, full of atmosphere (on p. 43) ; there is Mr.
Samboume's beautiful naiad (on p. 41). But the greatest
master of the medium was Charles Keene. On laying this

book aside it is Keene's strokes that dominate the memory.
And his g^ft for character, within his boundaries, was per-
fect. Look at the soldier's face on p. 177 ; look at the sub-
missive husband on p. 145; look at the struggling Scots-

man on p. 101 ; and at the old gentleman on p. 37 starting

at the mandate "Let loose the gorgonzola"; and look at
the Economist describing the horrors of London in the
"Bang went saxpence" picture on p. 27. Keene was so
fine a judge of a joke. He worked at them so lovingly,

with so rich an appreciation. Some of the best are here.

In A Peep into "Punch " Keene is even better repre-

sented, but unfortunately the pictures are reduced to so

* An Keening with " Pum-Jt." (Bradbury, Agnew & Co.)

A Peej) into " Punch." By J. Holt Schooling. (Newnes.)

small a scale—almost to postage-stamp size—that the
merite of the draughtsman evaporate, and only the joke
remains. The iokes are well selected, and we must be
grateful for smdl mercies ; but it is a hard thing to lose
Keene's lines. Still Keene's pencil was only the half of
him

; his sense of fun was the other half, and his joy in
the humours of volunteers, of Scotchmen, of parsonages,
of rustics, and of inebriety is here. It speaks volumes for
the spirit of England's martial amateurs that they survived
Keene's delicious ridicule. On p. 286 of A Peep into
"Punch" IB one of his most acceptable volunteer jests

—

the excited appeal of Capt. Wilkinson to Major Walker,
of the firm of Wilkinson, Walker & Co., Auctioneers and
Estate Agents : "Don't you think we'd better bring our
Eight Wing round to attack the Enemy's Flank, so as to
prevent them occupying those empty houses we have to
let in Barker's Lane?" The author of A Peep into

''Punch," by the way, is Mr. J. Holt Schooling, the
ingenious statistician, who month after month instructs
the readers of the popular magazines in such curious and
valuable matters as the distance which would be covered
by all the cigarettes smoked by Mr. Labouchere in a year
were they placed together in a line. Mr. Schooling for
the time being has forgotten his statistics, and has pre-
sented instead a very clear and informing account of the
birth and career of the Fleet-street sage and of all his
colleagues. A Peep into "Punch" is a book into which
one dips and dips again, to the complete rout of the duties
of the day.

Another humorist to whom justice is done in An
Evening with " Punch " is Captain Howard. It gave ua
almost a thrill to come again upon the Captain's contribu-
tion of December 6, 1856 (p. 49), entitled " Mysterious."
Even without the picture it is good :

Omnibus Driver. Have you set down that party as got
in at the Crescent, Jim ?

Conductor. Yes.
{An interv'il offive minutes.)

Omnihus Driver. You recollect that there wet Sunday
I druv you down ?

Conductor. Ah !

Omnibus Driver. Well, do you remember a werry ree-
markable surprisin' circumstance I was a relatiu' of to you
that afternoon ?

Conductor. To be sure I do.

(Another pause )

Omnibus Driver. Well, then

—

Conductor. What ! you dou't mean to say as that

—

Omnibus Driver (definitively). That's the party, sir !

{Inquisitive old Gent on the Box, who has arrived at his
destination, is upset for the rest of the day.)

Barring the conclusion of the story—which is enfeebled
by the exaggeration that comic journalists always seem to
feel needful—the thing is perfect. And it is inspired by
a kind of humour now passing away. Dickens, Leech,
and Keene were the great masters of this method. One
wonders sometimes whether London had more of comic
material in those days, in the shape of quaint 'bus drivers
and conductors, cabmen and so forth, than it now has, or
whether these genial middle Victorians invented them
Genuine fun is always rare, even in a selection from

fifty years of a leading comic journal. Somehow the
English mind does not incline much to fun. Lamb had it,

Hood had it, Sydney Smith had it, Mr. Burnand (in THE
Side to Khiva, for example) had it, Lewis Carroll and
Edward Lear had it ; but there is little enough in ordinary
comic journalism. Mr. Priestman Atkinson's "Three-
volume Novel at a Glance," on p. 163 of this book, is full

of fun ; so is Doyle's picture of the Grenadier Guards, on
p. 63 ; and so are many things by Keene and Leech.
But these are pictures. In the prose and verse there is

little that is lightheartedly frivolous. For the most part
Mr. Punch takes himself seriously. The "Song of the
Shirt" is here, and Tennyson's verses against Bulwer
Lytton :

" The padded man that wears the stays."
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Correspondence.
•• The Man Who Tramped."

Sir,—I have not a copy of The Wrecker beside me at the

moment, but I believe the man of whom your corre-

spondent " E. M." writes, " who tramped and toiled and
had such a profit of his life among the Islands," is Mr.

C. A. Stoddard, author of Summer Cruising in the South

Seat. Let me draw the attention of " R. M." to letters

addressed to Mr. Stoddard in The Letters of R. L. Steven-

ton (Vol. I., page 173, and Vol. II., page 18), and to Mr.

Colvin's notes on them. Probably these will solve the

difficulty.—I am, &c., A. R.

Glasgow: June 16, 1900.

" Drift."

Sir,—Five or six years ago I produced in this country

and on the other side of the Atlantic a volume of poems.

I had intended to call my volume J>rift ; but some weeks

before publication a lettered friend (whom I note is still

an honoured contributor to the Academy), to whom I had
explained this intention, sought to dissuade me from it, in-

asmuch as drift had no status as a noun and did not mean,

as apparently I held it to mewa, flotsam. But I was head-

strong, and, by way of justifying my title, I added a few
introductory stanzas, in which I spoke of

Spray from Huron, cones from Erie,

Hemlock from the Galineau ;

Grasses quaint from prairies dreary,

Mocking at the ebb and flow.

Drift of weeds and drift of branches
Odd wisps from the blue-birds' nf st,

Yellowed stalks from distant ranches.

Sumac from the Golden West.

and in conclusion

:

There are green and humble pages
Of Love's making which do sift

Life's grey liver as its rages.

And leave hidden yonder— Drift.

When the book came to be published, one or two critics,

who took note of the title, fell foul of it at first, but
finally held it to be justified by these same verses.

Three days ago a book was placed in my hand ; it was a

collection of poems ; it was entitled Drift, and the author

Mr. Horatio F. Brown. Were I a dead poet my friends,

relations, and executors would be foolish to complain ; but

I still live, and I treasure the hope of bringing out a

second and enlarged edition of Drift: and, moreover, I

hold I have as good a title to Drift as Mr. Swinburne has

to Atalanta in Calydon. And may I ask Mr. Brown, since

I cannot discern the fact in his book of poems, what he

means by Drift ?—I am, &c., Beckles Willson.
Hope Lodge, Twickenham: June 18, 1900.

Misquotations.

SiE,—I have not seen the Pall Mall Oatette list of mis-

quotations. The commonest of all is, undoubtedly, the

line from Lycidas, which, oddly enough, not long ago
occurred in a lecture given here.

May I suggest these "howlers" as being only too

common :
" Cribb'd, cabin'd, and confined," instead of

" cabin'd, cribb'd, confined" (Mdcbeth, III. iv.) ; "Like
angels' visits, few and far between," instead of "Visits
like those of angels, short and far between "—perhaps the

only lines of Blair that anyone remembers (Did Campbell
honour them, I wonder, in "The Pleasures of Hope?"

—

" Like angel visits, few and far between ") ; and worst
of all :

" Water, water everywhere, and not a drop to

drink," instead of "nor any drop to drink" ?—I am, &c.,

N. Lawden Banks.
Tlie Eedlands, Tiverton, North Devon :

June 18, 1900.

New Books Received.

[^These notes on some of the Neie Books of the week are

preliminary to Reviews that may follou).'\

A History of Bradfield
College. By Old Bradfield Boys.

How do publishers time these things ? Just when the

performance of " Agamemmon" is filling the papers with

notices of Bradfield College comes this history of the

school, written by old Bradfield scholars, and edited by
Mr. Arthur F. Leach, the author of a History of Winchester

School. "Bradfield, like Lancing and Eadley," says Mr.
Leach, " was an outcome of the religious revivalism of the

second quarter of the nineteenth century, known as the

Oxford Movement." It was on the oldest model of a
public school, that of Winchester, that Bradfield was
founded by Thomas Steevens, rector of Bradfield, and lord

of the manor. (Frowde. lOs. 6d. net.)

By Major A. F. Mocklee-
Annals of Sandhurst. Ferryman.

No apology is needed for this history of our great train-

ing college for army officers. The Royal Military College

for future officers of the Army was established in 1802.

Previously, the Royal Military College was maintained for

the improvement of officers already commissioned. The
Staff College—the senior department of the institution

—

is also fully described by Major Mockler-Ferryman, and
the great changes which have come over this highest

branch of military training are duly recorded. There is

significance in the fact that two-thirds of the book is

devoted to statistics of Sandhurst athletics. (Heinemann.)

Some Notable Hamlets. By Clement Scott.

Having given us his somewhat inchoate recollections

in The Drama of Yesterday and To-Day, Mr. Scott has

collected his "Hamlet" reminiscences in this volume.

Strictly speaking, the collector is Mr. L. Arthur Greening,

who writes an appreciation of Mr. Scott as "a clever

and often misjudged man." The Hamlets are those

of Sarah Bernhardt, Sir Henry Irving, Mr. Wilson

Barrett, Mr. Tree, and Mr. Forbes Robertson. (Greening.

28. 6d.)

In Dwarf Land and Cannibal CotrNTBT. By A. B. Lloyd.

Mr. Lloyd has been for four and a half years engaged

in the Church Missionary Society's work in Uganda.
When, last year, his time of furlough arrived he struck

out to the West Coast through Belgian territory, and

through the Pygmy Forest of which Stanley was the first

to give an account. The book is profusely illustrated.

(Unwin. 63.)

Where and How to

Dine in Paris. By Rowland Stronq,

A very agreeable and helpful little book with a some-

what wider scope than its title indicates. " With the

information here conveyed it will be possible for the

Englishman to live much the same humdrum existence as

the bom Parisian." (Richards. 2s. 6d.)

In addition to the foregoing, we have received :

history and BIOaEAPHY

.

Wvlic (Jnmes H.), Ihe Council of Conslance to the DoiHU of John Has.
(Limj^iimns) B'O

Wliitinnn (Siilney), Conversations with Bismarck. Collscted h.v UeiniicU

von PoschiOKer i?,!"'!'^!?

Mtlangea l)e Lttlerjtare e' D'Histoin SeUilieusea (Picanl)

Hood (George), Fumous Fifrhtini; Rogimonts.
(H(K)rt, DoukIus & Howard) net 1/0

POETRY, ORITIOISM. AND BELLES LSrTRBS.

Jackson (Holhrook), The Eternal Now; A Quatrain Sequence and other

Verses •;; : -(Nutt)

01u»ml«rs (0. Haddon), The Tj-rauny of Tears (Heinemann)
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MI8CKLLANKOU8.
Bye (Walter), An Index Renim ti. Nurtolk Antiquities (Grose) 6A)
Henry (Prof. L. B. H.), KnsrlancVs Armed Neutralitv (Mitchell)
Bowker ( R. R.) , The Arts of Life { Houjjhton, Mifllin & Co. ) net 5/0
Oppenheini (Nathan), The Care of the Child in Health (Macmillan) 5/0
McClure (A. K.), Onr Presidents and How We Make Them (Harper)
Alexander (P. Y.), More Loose Links in the Darwinian Armour

(Bale, Sons, & Danielsson^ net 2/0
S M. C, The Fisherman's Text-Bixik (8.P.C.K.)
Frost (Rev. P.), The Ojilnvay Church Hvmn Book (S.P.C.K.) 1/0
Hutchinson (Horace G.), AsiKCts of Gkilf (Arrowsmith) 1/0
Blaker (H. 0.1, The Principles of Warfare (Leadenhall Press) 1/0
Pycraft (W. P.), The Story of Bird-Life (Newnes) 1/0
Koechlin (R.)and Marquet rte Vasselot ijeanj.). La Sculpture ^ Troves

et dans la Champagne M(Sridionale ; (Colin et (3ie)
Royal Academy Pictures, 1000 (Cassell)

NEW EDITIONS.

Smith (Martin R.), What I have Taught my Children.
(Williams k Norgate) 3/8

%* N«U! Noveh are acknowhdged ehewhert.

Our Weekly Competition.

Result of No. 39 (New Series).

Last week we offered a prize of One Gainea for the best quotation
to be inscribed over the door of a London hoase from which the
residents have temporarily fled for a country holiday. Some
felicitous suggestions have been made. We award the prize to Miss
or Mrs.) Winifred Pasnell, 97, Oakley-street, Chelsea, S.W., for this

line from Pope :

Dear, damn'd, distracting Town, farewell !

Other replies are as follows :

Deserted is my own good hall,

Its hearth is desolate

;

Wild weeds are gathering on the wall,
My dog howls at the gate.

(Byron.) [T. K., Newcastle-upon-Tyne.]

Come away—no more of mirth
Is here or merry-making sound.

(Tennyson.) [E. B., Liverpool,]

A bright adieu,
For a brief absence, proves that love is true

;

Ne'er can the way be irksome or forlorn
That winds into itself for sweet return.

(Wordsworth.) [S. B., Great Malvern.]

In the hope to meet
Shortly again, and make an absence sweet.

(Ben Jouson.) [H. E. M., Edinburgh.]

From all his wearisome engagements freed.

Shakes hands with business, and retires indeed.

And all impatient of dry land, agree
With one consent to rush into the sea.

(Cowper.) [J. L., London.]

Brother, had we but time to live,

And fleet the careless hours together.
With all that leisure has to give
Of perfect life and peaceful weather.

(Andrew Lang.) [H. P. B., Glasgow.]

Being holiday, the beggar's shop is shut
( ' Romeo and Juliet," Act v., so. 1.) [A. W., London ]

He that bath found some fliedg'd bird's nest may know.
At first sight, if the bird be flown

;

But what fair dell or grove he sings in now,
That is to him unknown,

(Vaughan.) [E. P., London.]

Shall I not take mine ease in mine inn?
<" Henry IV.," Part I., Act iii., so. 3.) [T. B. D., Bridgwater,]

We are blessed in the change,
("Henry V.," Act i., sc. 1.) [C. B., Bristol.]

Fresh woods and pastures new.
(MUton.) [H. J,, London.

Away, away, from men and towns.
(Shelley.) [M. A. C, Cambridge,]

At this hour the hoase doth keep itself,

^•'Ag Yon Like It," Act iv., so, 3, line 82.) [J. C.-S., Bristol.]

Where'er I roam, whatever realms to see.
My heart untravelled fondly turns to thee.

(Goldsmith.) [A. A., Bhkdale.]

Tired of the Senate's barren brawl
An hour with silence we prefer,

Where statelier rise the woods than all
Yon towers of talk at Westminster.
(William Watson.) [F. C, N., London.]

At this hour the house doth keep itself,

There's none within.
("As You Like It," Act iv., so. 3,) [K. K., Dnblin.]

All within is dark as night

:

In the windows is no light

:

And no murmur at the door.
So frequent on its hinge befori".

(Tennyson.) [E. M. H., London.]

All hope abandon ye who enter here.

[A. M. P , London,]

Other replies received from : M. I. C, Ealing ; Rev. W. A S.,
Manchester

; Mrs. S., London ; A. S. H., Dilkei'h ; M. M.,
Ramegate

; H. F. H , Nottingham ; T. C. Buxted ; J. J. B.
Glasgow

;
Z MoC, Whitby ; C. R., Redhill ; E. V., London : 6. M.

Bedford ; J. C, London ; B. F. McC, Whitby.

Competition No. 40 (New Series).

Wb offer a prize of One Guinea for a "Thing Seen" written in
verse and not exceeding eight lines. We need scarcely remark that
all or nearly all the poem should be devoted to the Thing Seen

;

comment should be inferential, or come briefly at the end.

RlTLES.

Answers, addressed "Literary Competition, The Academy, 43,
Chancery-lane, W.C," must reach us not later than the first post
of Tuesday, June 26. Each answer must be accompanied by
the coupon to be found on the second page of Wrapper, or it can-
not enter into competition. Competitors sending more than one
attempt at solution must accompany each attempt with a separate
coupon ; otherwise the first only will be considered. We cannot
consider anonymous answers.

PORTRAIT SUPPLEMENTS
TO

"THE ACADEMY,"
The following have appeared, and some of the numbem

containing them can still he obtained; or Complete

Sets mag be had separatelg for 3s. 6d.

:

—
BEN JONSON.
JOHN KEATS.
SIR JOHN SUCKLING.
TOM HOOD.
THOMAS GRAY.
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON.
SIR WALTER SCOTT.
SAMUEL RICHARDSON.
THOMAS UE QUINCEY.
LEIGH HUNT.
LOUD M.\.CAULAY.
ROBERT SOUTHEY.
S. T, COLERIDGE.
CHARLES LAMB.
MICHAEL DRAYTON.
WALTER SAVAGE LANDOR.
SAMUEL PEPYS.
EDMUND WALLER.
WILKIE COLLINS.
JOHN MILTON.

WILLIAM COWPER.
CHARLES DARWIN.
ALFRED, LORD TENNYSON.
HENRY WADSWORTH LONu-
FELLOW.

ANDREW MARVELL.
ROBERT BROWNING.
THOMAS CAROYLE.
PERCY BYSSHE SHELLEY.
CHARLES DICKENS.
JONATHAN SWIFT.
WILLIAM MAKEPEACE
THACKERAY.

WILLIAM BLAKE.
SIR RICHARD STEELE.
ALEXANDER POPE.
DOUGLAS JERROLD.
FRANCIS BACON.
HENRIK IBSEN.

Special cloth cases for binding the half-yearly volume of

the Academy can be supplied for Is. each.. The price of th»

bound half-yearly volume is 8». 9d. Coininunieatiom should b«

addressed to the Publisher, 43, Chancery-la.t'.
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OATALOGUEB.

SOTHERAN'S PRICE CURRENT
OF LITERATURE.

UONTBLT LIST OF NEWLY- PURCHASED
8K00ND-HAND BOOKS IX UTEBATURE,

SCIENCE, AND ART.
No. 608, just published for JUNE.

Post free from

IfMVs. BENRT SOTHERAK & CO., BookseUers,
1«0, Btnmd, W.C. ; or 37, Piccadilly, W.

WILFRID M. VOYNICH.
CATALOGUE No. 2 may be had on application,

pricd 28, 6d., at

1. SOHO 8QUARI, W.

tglb and i6tb CENTURY HOOKS ; AHERICANA ;

85 LOST or UNKNOWN B00K3.

WILLIAMS ft NOROATE,
IMPORTERS 01' FOEEION BOOKS.

M, BmilttU BtrMt, Oomt Oardni, K, South rrtderiolc St.

Sdinbuigh, and 7, Broad Strmt, Oiford.

OATAIiOenES po4t (TM on appUoatlan.

FOREIGN BOOKS and PERIODICALS
promptly suppliod on moderato terms.

OATALOGUEiJ oa appUcatlon.

DDLAU * CO.. 17. 80B0 8QDAR£.

LITERARY RESEARCH. —A Gentleman,
ozporlenood in Literary Work, and who has aooess to the

Blltlall MnieiUB B«ading Room, is open to arrange with
Aouwr or anj panon reauiring assistance in Literary Re-
ssnh, or In seahu Work through the Presr. Translations
UMMttaken from frenoh. Italian, or Spanish. —Apply, by
IsUer, to D. C, Diuas. ISl, Strand, Loudon, W,C,

CARRIAGES INSURED AGAINST ACCI-
DENTS caused by Collision, the falling. Bolting, or

Kicking of Uorsvit, or by being Run into bv other Vehicles.
Policies issued tor the Year or Season only. Prospectuses post
free.—iMPEaiAL ACCIOXNT. LIVK brOCK AWn GEHLRAL iNSVRAKeE
Co.. Ud., 17, Pall Hall East. London, S.W. Agents wanted.

TYPE-WRITING promptly and accurately
done. Kxl. per l.OOO words. Samples and references.

Hultl-Copies.—Address, Miss E. M., IS, Mortimer Crescent, N.W.

TRAFALGAR LITERARY and TYPE-
WRITING BUREAC (UE MOMET 4 WALKER),

% Trafalnr Builtliiij;^, Northumberlaud Avenue, W.C. —
nplng, l>lipUcatiug. Shorthand. Ret>orting. Translations
(sJl T^ngliages). Literary Researches. Press Cuttings.

TYPE-WRITER.— AUTHORS' M8S.
COPIED with accuracy and despatch. Carbon Dupli-

eates. Circulars, Examiuatlon piiiieri, &c.—Miss £ Tioar,
a, Maitland Park Villiu, Haverstuck Hill, N.W.-Established
M4.

ESTABLISHED 1851.

BIRKBEGK BANK,
South - - - - . —

20 y on Uif minimum mouthly balances, ^^^ /
/O when not drana below £100. ^^ / i

Southampton Buildings. Chancery Lane, Loudon, W.C.

OURBENT ACCOUNTS
on tilt.' minimum moutbly balances.

O whciu not drana beluw £100. ^^ / o

DEPOeiT ACCOUNTS
2^0 / on De|)0Bit9, repayable on i^%2J^ i

2 /q dcmaiid. ^^2 ' O

STOCKS AND 8HAHES.
Stocks and Bhartii Porcbased and Sold for Customers.

The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full rarticulars, poet
free.

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.
rWbpAoM. No. 5, UollMini.

TaltirnfAic Addrttt, "* BiaaBxca. LoxKKt.'*

Crown 8vo, Illustrated, price 28. Od. post free,

CONVICTED OF HEROISM. A Talb of
John Penr.v, Mariyr, 1340—16M. By HERBERT
M. WHITE, B.A. lUustrateU by Frank H.
Simpson,

"Excellent, tinosaal f^rasp of events, nobility of
ideal, vividneeB, and (frnce ot btyle."

Ke%', AucHiSALD DurF, D,D.

Twenty-first nioj.sand. Limp cloth, price M.,
]X)8t tree,

OUR PRINCIPLES : a Congregationalist
Church Manual. By G. B. JOUNsOX.

London: Albxaitder k Shf.phsakd, Limited,
21 und 82, Kurr.ivnl Street, H.lborn, W.C.

rleXoiu of publiihlsf on tbdroini uooouut'can, by appljlus to
Mr. DaAXi^ receive fidr trvattucat, and avoid all middlemen'i
t»roflt* and oommliiioiu. No teM obarged for reading, he.

HBgaxinea and Perlodioali pubUahcdm alow oommiulon.

B. HBNRT J. DRAMB, Pablisher,
. SaUslntiT Uouie, Sall»bury a4iuar«, Fteat Street, U
>r«d to oonilder MSS. for the coming eeaaoD. Authori

LIBRARIAN or SECRETARY. — The
LIBRARIAN of TOYNBEE HALU E. (3-21. deiirea

ENGAGEMENT in or near Loodou. Eight years' experience.
Referencv* to Dr. Richard OameU. C.R, andCaaoa Bamett,
Warden of Tojmbee HalL—Applj Liurahiak. Tojnbee Hall.

TECHNICAL GOLIiBGE,
UDDD£RSFIELI>.

pRisciPAL-8. G. RAW80N, D.Sc.

The ASSISTANT LECTURESHIP in ART is VACANT.
Applications must l>e sent in to the PaiKcirAL not later than
July 2nd- Salary £100 per annum.
Statement of dutiee, aad other particulars, will be forwarded

upon application to
THOS. THOBP. Secretary.

SUPERIOR SCHOOLS for GIRLS.— Miss
LOUISA BROUGH can RECOMMEND High-class

BOARDING and DAY SCHOOLS in England and on thr
Continent.— Centhai. Riuistry >'or Teacuihs, 2fi, Craven
Street. Charing Cross.

CHALET CAUDE COTE, DIEPPE.—An
EnRUsh lady RECETAES EIGHT GIRLS of 16 and

upwards in her Ch&let near Dieppe. Convemational French
rapidly Hciuirt.'d. Special facilities for MuBic. Sketching,
German. Oj>i)ortunities for everr form of healthy enjoyment.
Direct Serncc twice daily with £nglaud.~Full details will be
supplied on applying to JIlss Cckkice, Dieppe.

ALL EXAMINATIONS.
PREPARATION by CORRESPONDENCE

on a THOROUGHLY INDIVIDUAL SYSTEM. The
STAFF includes (iraduates of 0:Kfoid, Cambridge, London,
and Royal Universities.

SINGLE SUBJECTS TAKEN: Latin, Greek. French,
GermaD, Mathematics, Science, Logic. Political Economy, &o.

Address Hr. J. CHARLESTON, B.A. (London and Ozon.),

S7» Chancery Lane, London, W.C.

" Miss Roesi writes with grace, humour, and vivacity."
Spiaktr.

LESSONS by CORRBSPONDENCK. —
Miss ROSSI underUkes to TEACH the PRINCIPLES

of LITERARY COMPOSITION, upon which the Art of
Literature depends. Fet^ (payatjle in advance). Ten Lcssous,
Tlirce GuineasJ or a Trial Course of Three, One Guinea.

—

32, Monmouth Road, Bayswater, W.

An American Transport

in the

Crimean War.

By Capt, CODMAN.

This work is paiticulaily intereetiii^

to Bttidenta of naval warfare, " Capt.

Codman relates his experiences of an

American Chartered Transport in the

Crimean War, The Crimean War is

the connecting link between old and

modem methods of warfare,"

Frontispit oe.

198 pp.

Price 38. Cd,

London

:

SIMPKIN, MARSHALL, HiMILION & CO.

MUDIB'S LIBRARY
(LIMITED).

ENLARGED AND CLASSIFIED CATALOGUE
(Over COO pagee, 8vo, bound in green cloth).

All the Principal Works in Circulation at

the Library

ARRANOtD undar SUBJECTS.

Forming a Comprehemirr Guide to Notable

Publieatioiu in most Branchet of

Literature.

Bookt of Permanent Interett on Political.

and Social Topics, the Akmt, Navt,
Abts, Scikscb, Philosophy, Sport,

Thbolooy, Histoby, Bioobaphy, and

Fiction. p^,^, ,^ j^_

Also a FORGION CATALOGUE, contain-
ing Books in Frbkch, Gebman, Italian,

Bdbbian, and Spanish.

Price la. 6d.

MUDIE'S LIBRARY,
30-:Jl, NEW OXFORD 8TRKBT

;

241, Brompton Road ; and

48, Queen Victoria Street, London.

SELECTIONS FROM

ALEXANDER & SHEPHEARD'S

PUBLICATIONS.

Crown 8vo, cloth boards, price 3s. 6d., post free.

ILLUSTRATIONS from the SERMONS
of ALEXANDER MACLAREN, D.D. Edited
and Selected by JAMBS HENRY MARTYN.
Containing over 500 beautiful and suggestire
illustrations. With a Textual Index and Alpha>-

betical List ot Subjects.

Crown 8vo, 2s. ed.

"THINGS THAT ARE MADE." Devo-
tional Meditations in the Haunts of Nature. By
Rev. A. J. BAMFORD, B.A., of Royton.

The Freeman says :
" Preachers and teachers will

find in them many helpful suggestions,"

The Glasgow Herald saj-s; "They will probably
interest and instruct many who would an ordinary

sermon flee."

Now Ready, Second Edition, crown 8vo, cloth boards.
Is. 6d,, post free.

THE CHARTER of the CHURCH. Lee-
tares on the Scriptual Piinoiple ot Nonconformity.
By P. T. FORSYTH, M,A„ D,0.

"Explains the position ot religions dissent with

great force and elo<iuence."— .Vo«cAe»fer Guardian.
•• Nothing could be more timely than these learned

and suggestive lectures."—CAri»<ian World.

Fcap. 8vo, price Is. ed., post free.

THE AMBITIONS of ST. PAUL. By Rev.
W. GARRETT HORDER.

CoKTKirrs: Concernmg Ambition—Three, not One-

—The First Ambilion—The Second Ambition—The
Third Ambition.

Post 8to, cloth, with Portraits,

price 6s., post free.

WELSHMEN in ENGLISH PULPITS ; op.
Sermons by English Congregational Ministers

trom Wales. With Introduction by Rev.
CHARLES A, BERRY, D,D. Edited by Rev.
DANIEL WATERS.

The Expoaitory Times s«ys :
" And here we have

thirty excellent iwrtraits of prominent and eloquent
Congregatiniiul preachers, with their thirty sermons,,

and the price is but a few shillings."

London

:

ALEXANDBa & SHEPHEAKD, Limited,.

il ai.d :;:;, Furnival Street, Holborn, W.C.
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CHINA AND THE FAR EAST.—BOOKS TO READ.

JUST PUBLISHED.

Village Life in China; a Study in Sociology.

Bv AKTaOR H. .SMITB. D 1)., Author (jf "t'hinese t'liaracteristics."

With 31 Ilhislrations. 7s. Bd.

Chinese Characteristics. By Arthur H.

SMITH, D.D. Fifth E<litinn. With 10 Full-Page Illustrations. Ss.

A Cycle of Cathay; or, China, South and North.

With IVi^iiitil KL'UMin.Mrnius. By W. A. P. MARTIK, D.D., LL D.,
Imperml Tu gweii College, Pekin. With Map anil uunieruus Illustra-
tions. 7s. 6<l.

OLIPHANT. ANDERSON & FERRIER,
21, Paternoster .Square. London, E.C. ; anil Kilinbiireh.

All inferetied In the Immense area of China now in the British sphere

of i' fluenno. should read

MR. ARCHIBALD LITTLE'S
THROUOH the TANGTSE GORGES

This Cheap f^dition has beeu s<t Revi.-^od and broiiEfht up to date and newly
Illustrated througbout as tu be i»ractically a new tKMjk, With a Map and 35

New Illustrations. Crown 8vo, Os.
•,* The Yanjftse reuion is the heart of China, and comprises an area of

six hundred thousand square miles, inhabited by about one hundreil and eighty
niillitjns of the most industrious and [teaceable people in the world. It opens
up a niaenificent i>r<>s(K'ct for British enteri'rise.

" All iho'.e who wiint to ko'^w about the YaoRtae should read Mr. Little's book, for there

18 no one who can c-'Hipare with him in knowledge of the fact» : while Mrs. Little's photo-
graphs ar« a ctiarmiuB faature of the volume."*—St. Jamet'n Oazette.

London: SAMPSON LOW, MaRSTON A CO, Ltd.,
8t . Dunstan's House. Fetter Lane. Fleet rit'-eet. K.<'.

FEUDAL AND MODERN JAPAN.
By ARTHUR MAY KNAPP,

2 vols., with 24 Photogravupe Illustrations.

Small fcap. 8vo, Sn. net.

ST. JAMES'S GAZETTE.—" VonUiiD the most complete exposition of

Japan, past and pre-sent, that has hitherto Ijeeu given to British readers, .and

their material is as well arran^e<l as it is rich and informative."

DUCKWORTH ic CO-, 3. Henrietta Srreet. Covent Gariipii. WO

JUST READY.

THE ** OVERLAND"
TO CHINA.

BY

ARCHIBALD W. COLQUHOUN, F.R.Q S.

Demy 8vo, cloth, 16s.

HARPER & BROTHERS, 45, Albemarle Street.

BOOKS ABOUT CHINA AND JAPAN Published by the RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY.

SOUTHERN CHINA. By Rev. J
MACtiOWAN, of the Ix)ndon Mission, Am<jy.
With 77 niustritious. 8vo, lOu.ed., clolh, ^It K^p.

" He who has lived beyond the China seas is ni«de to feet the
EaAl a-calliu' to a painful degree br the Rev, J. Macgowun's
Picturea of Southern China." The description of the scenery

round about Hong Kong and the open ports of Amoy, Caotou,
aod Foochow is deligbtiul. the iketches of Eoropean life faith-

fal. anii the appreciatioa of Chinese character just. A feature
Gf theltook id its many high^claas illastratioDS."

Paa Hall Gazette.

AMONG the MONGOLS. By James
till^lOUR, M.A., of Tekin. With Kngravinffs.
?s. (id., cloth gilt.

** No one who begins this book will leave it till Ihe aarrattve
ends, or ilouhr for ao instant that he has )>eeu enchained by
somethiiii; ticpante and dininct in litenvture. iiomething
almost uucaunt m tie way ic has gripp«d him. and made him
see (or ever a scene he never expoctud to see."

—

T/nt Spe^'tator.

MORE ABOUT the MONGOLS. By
JAMKS (ilLMOUR, M.A.. of X'ekin. Cn.vvn 8vo,

5s., ciotb boardii.

"The experience* of a devoteti misf^iooary, whose gift i>f cir-

cumstantial narration has not inaptly l>eenllkene<l t<> IfefoeV
Th4i Times.

OLD WANG : the First Chinese
Kvanjrelist in ilaneburia. A Sketch of his Life

anrl w.,rk. with a Chapter on Native Ajfency in

Chinese Missi'tns. With a Portrait and Illustra-

tions. By JOHN R08S, Missionarj- of the L'iiite<l

I'resb.vtenan Church of Sc<ttland. Is. 6d,, cloth

Ijoanls.

RAMBLES in JAPAN : the Land
of the Rising Sun. By Rev. Canon TRISTRAM,
D.D., LL.D., Author of "The Land of Moab,"
"The Natural History of the Bible," &c. With
many Illustrations by Edward Whymper, from
Pijotojtn^phs and Sketches. 8vo, 1* s. Qd., cloth,
^ilt top.

" Dr. Tristram is an experienced traveller, keen in observa-
tion and kindly in appreciation, an accomplished field natural-
ist, and an enthu8iai<tic collector of things rare or beautifid
hoth ii nature and art. Tlieee qualitiett have stood him in gjud
stend during his visit to Jat»au."— T/m Times.

OILMOUR and his BOYS. By
RICHARD LOVKTT, M.A. With Map, Facsimile
Letters, and many Illustrations. 28, 6d., cloth,
gilt.

This book is largely made up of the letter* written by James
Gilmour to his two boya, Vtetwetn 18*i «nd 1891. They deticribe

many of his seU-ienying labours iu Mongolia, they are full of
strange and interesting incidents, and they tell, in his own
graphic style, the story of hiti life and work from day to day.

FOR HIS SAKE. A Record of a
L fe Consecrated to God, and Devoted to China.
Extracts from the Lettersof ELSIE MARSHALL,
martjTed at Hwa-Sang, China, August 1, 1805.

With Portrait. 8v(), 2s., cloth boards.
" A more fitting title could not wed have been chosen for the

intently interesting volume of le'ters of Miss Elsie Marshall.
They breathe a deep devoiional spirit, and it is impossible to
-«^<l them without ruverently thanking God for her life and
work."— Tfc* lUcord.

THE AINU of JAPAN: the Re-
lifi-ions, Superstitions, and General History of the

Hairy Aborigines of Japan. By the Rev. JOHN
BATCHELOR, C.M.S. With 80 Illiiatrations.

Crown 8vo, 6a., cloth Ijoards.

*'Mr. Batchelor's book is valuable as being the first vhich
treats at any length of this strange people.

'

Pall MaU Gazette.

GILMOUR of MONGOLIA: his
Diaries, Letters, and Reooi-ts. Edited and Ar-
ranged by RICHARD LOVETT, M.A. With Por-
trait antl other Illustrations. Large crown 8vo,
2s. tjd., cloth boards.

'"We gladly welcome another notable addition to the num-
ber of impressive and fascinating missiouary bi,>i>ks—a volume
fit to stand on the siime shelf "ith the biographies of Paton
and Mackay."—BritwA M'eekly.

AMONG the DARK - HAIRED
RACE in the FLOWERY LAND. By SAMUEL
B. DRAKE, of the Baptist Missionary Society.

With Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 26., cloth Umrds.
ThislMTOk, from the nen of one of the Missionaries in No'th

China, gl > es a very realistic and vivid picture of the conditions

under which Christian work is carried on in his di-trict.
.

GLANCES at CHINA. By the
Rev. KILBKRT RKIl), M.A., of the America*
Presbyterian Board. With Illustrations. Crown
8vo, 28., cloth.

PnWi.hod by the KBLIGlOlJf TRACT SOCIETY, INCOBPORATED, 56, Paternoster Bow, London.

BLACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE.
No. 1017.— JCLV. IMO.- . <d.

F. V. WHITE & CO.'S LIST.
AT ALL LIBRARIES AND BOOKSTALLS.

\

TUE MOROCCO SCAKE. Bt WALTER B. HARRIS.-

OOE OFFICBRS- - A VILIAOE IN THE VAL D'OR. Bi

Hus. P- O. HAMERTON-O. W. STEEVEN8.-PRIMITIVE

WWlALiaTS. By EDWARD A. IRVING. -MID THE
HAUNT!* OF THE MIX)SE.-CHILDREN OF THE IIO0SE

OK KAJAR : II.-LORD JIM ; A SKETCH. Br JOSEPH
t)0NRAD.-MU8IN09 WITHOUT METHOD; The Paki«

EXBiniTioii — Haxdicka^t and War^Thi ExaiBtTiox ak

E(CT-4K voR Political Acrimokt — Tuk Scamxs or Qkniiral

Mrrcier-Thi pARiiiA.1 Love or Kisst-UNTIL THE DAT
DAWN. Br ADA BARTBICK BAKER. -80ME EVENTS

AMD AN ARMISTICE. Br LINESMAN. -THE WAR
OPERATIONS IN SOUTH AFRICA i Acrom taE Vaai^

JoRAHKEaHORO — IW PRETORIA — HOUlfTCD ElfUIKEEU — ThE

BoBRfl AH Cavalrt—Memories or TaE Velbt—DISTRACTED

CHINA.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD k SONS, aoniBcaaa Alio Lordo:!.

In clotb trilt, price 38. 6d. each.
JOHN STRANOK WIMTER'S NMW NOVEL.

THE MARRIED MISS BINKS,
By the Author of "The Truth Te'lers," "The

Binks Family."

BY HUMB NISBET.
A STORY OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN WAR,

HNTITLBD

FOR RIGHT AND ENGLAND.
By the Author of "Bail Up," "The Empire

Makers," &c.

ALETTA
A Tale of the Boer invasion.

By BERTRAM MITFORD,
Author of **The Rnby Sword," **The Induna's

Wife," Ac, Ac.
The Saturday Review says :

" Mr. Mitford has succeeded most
remarkably iu describing the state of the border dttitriots

verging on rel>ellion, and the book deserves to live as a faithful
record of a very difficult time."
The Literarj/ IToWdsays: " A really interesting story."

Mew Six-Shilling Noveism

AN EYE for an EYE : a Mystery.
By WILLIAM LE QUEUX, Author of
the Wicked."

'Wiles of

TOWN LADY and COUNTRY
LASS. By FLORENCE WARDEN, Author of
"The House on the Marsh."

THE FOOTFALL of FATE. By
Mrs. J. H. RIDDELL, Author of "George.
Geith,'* &c.

THE VANISHING of TERA. By
FERGUS HDMB, Author of •• The Mystery of &
Hansom Gah," &c.

VANITY'S PRICE. ByE.Yolland,
Author of " Sarolta's Verdict," Ac, Ac.

F. V. WHITE & CO., H, Bedford Street, Strand, WC.
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MACMILLAN & CO.'S
NEW BOOKS.

NOW READY.

A NEW NOVEL.
BV

JAMES LANE ALLEN,
Author of " The Choir iDvisible

"

(213th Thocsand).

The Increasing
Purpose.

A TALE OF THE KENTUCKY
HEMP FIELDS.

Crown 8vo, gilt top, 68.

A NEW NOVEL
BY

JAMES NEWTON BASKETT,
Author of '* At-You-All's House."

AS THE LIGHT LED.
Globe 8vo, ftilt top, 68.

With Portrait and 16 IlluKtrations.

POEMS:
IN MEMORIAM, MAUD, PRINCESS,

ENOCH ARDEN, &c.

By ALFRED, LORD TENNYSON.
8to, gilt edgeS} 28.

MACMILLAN'S MAGAZINE.
Price Is.—ConteDts ftir JULY.

L—ANTHONY'S FOBTUNE. By Aktuue BEOiFoao. Chaps.

a.-C0NVERSATI0N8 with GOUNOD. By the Baroness
Ma (Tinknoo-Cesaresoo.

X-ON IRISH GREENS.
4.-BEUINI1 the PURDAH. By Miss Sorabji.
1S.-WESTERN SCOUTS. By E. B. Osnomi.
«.-ENGLAND and ITALY. By Bolto.s Kino.
7.-THE CAMPAIGN of DOCAI. By Capt. CiiasES (Royal

Insh Fiuiliers). Conclusion.

»._GrLBERT WHITE and bis RECENT EDITORS. By
Professor Newton.

THE TEMPLE BAR MAGAZINE
Price Is.—Contents for JULY.

1.—THE FLOWER of the FLOCK. By W. E. Nohris
ChaiHi. XXV.-XXVUI.

""»«.>,

2.-C0UNSELL0R OCONNELL.
3.-M08yUITUS.
4.-POETS at VARIANCE
6.-PUIL00IA FLATS.
6.-HEINE-8 "FRAU MATHILDE."
7 —OLD BETTY aod her LADYSHIP.
8.-A TATTERDEMALION PHILOSOPHER.
i).-ON a MIDSCMMEB'S EVE.
]0,-CORBAN. By Co.vstaxci Smiib. Chaps. XLXIII.

THE CENTURY MAGAZIN^.
Illtulrated. —Price Is. 4d.—Annual Subscription, post

free, 18s.

Tlie JULY NUMBKR contains—
A PICTORIAL VIEW of the PARIS EXPOSITION. Nine

Pictures hy Anore Castaioke.

ARTISTIC PARIS (The "Paris of To.day" Serien.) (Oon-
du-ion.) by Kicharp Wbiieino.

MEMOBIIE.S of a MUSICAL LIFE.-!. By Wiluam

MACARONI, r.y Madde C. Perry. Pictures by J M
Gleesi.n. ^

Andmimerotu oUsr StoHu md AttkUs o/Omeral Itilerat.

ST. NIOHOLA S.'"^
lUoitratwL—Price !>.—Annual .Subscription, post free, 131.

The JULY NUMBER contains:—
SOME GREAT SEA-FIOHTS.

. ByJ.aiiE P. PKonn»on*>i
Illustrated.

T0W8EE: a Sailor's Pet. gtorr. By Ch«ua M. MoC*aiMir.
Illustratwl.

A .MOUSE with WINOS. A Fairy Tale. By M. Bo«i.ev.
lllufttmteil.

THE SIKGE of NUMBER gl.\. Story. By Rossitrr
.loiiKsoK. I]lus(rut«d.

^1x1 iKiDwrova tUur SUiHu far Om Fowv.

MACMILLAK & CO., Ltd., London.

PROM THE LIST OF

ANDREW MELROSE.
THIRD BDITIOS, FHfTSBNTH THOUSAND.

Field-Marshal

LORD ROBERTS,
V.C., K.r., (i.C.B.

A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH.
By HORACE G. GROSER,

Author of "The Kingdom of Manhood," Ac.

Price One ShilUnff net.

PRESS OPINIONS.
"The author traoeatlie military caic^r of tttia famous (ienera.1

JD an attmclive maauer. eTer>' car i apparcutly haviog b«en
taken to make it accurate."—Jforniii; P<i«i.

''8o clear a narrative of so fine a life can be welcomed as
something beit«r than a piece of book-makius.**—^cailemi/.
"Mr. Groeer'B hook seemB to U" a marvel of cheapueka. and is

written with great care and considerable literary enect."
LV<l00fc.

"Worth re-reading—A rousiug little bcwk."
M. lAamsU OaeetU.

" A well-told Btory of the famous soldier's career
'

Aavy and Armv lUttstratad.
" Admirably welded together ii^to a stirring and dramatic

Btory."—Z,W«rortf World.

THIRD EDITION.

OUR LIVING GENERALS. Twelve
Biofn^phical Sketches of Distiij^uishecl Soldiers,
including Lord Kitchener, of Khjiriouin. By
ARTHOa TEMPLE, Author of "Tne Making of
the Empire." With Portraits. Large imp. 16mo,
art vellum, gilt top. as. G<i.

" The Commander-in-Chief heads the Rallery of portraiture

—

portraiture In the pictorial sense is an addiiionat attraction to
the book—and Lord Kitchener fitly closes the gallant array.
Altc^tlier the book is pleasant and proud reading."

Saturdap Reviete.
" A capital book, breezily and brightly writttu."

SL JaTMS's Budget.
"No one will deny that the list is well chosen Wolseley,

Koberts, Buller, Woo<l, Kitchener, are all men of whom the
nation is justly proud, and this simple record of their services
cannot but be well worth the reading."

Naval and Military Ricord.

IN the HOUR of SILENCE: a
Book of Dnily Meditations for a Year. Bv
ALEXANDER SMELLIE, M.A, With Special
Poem.'i for each Month, bvK'\THARINE TYNAN
HINKSOX, LOUISE IMOGEN GUINEY, and
*'M, M. R." Imp. l6mo, cloth Ixiards, gilt e<Ige6,
5"*. Also a:i Edition witu white back, full gilt.

" All is original and all of choicest quality. . . .The thought is
never abstruse, but in touch with the simple realities of onr
spiritual life ; yet it is always fresh. . . .We have not had a book
of daily meditations so near to what It ouglit to be as this is,

though many have tried to furnish one."— Expository Tiaiet.
'•The i)auer8here collected are brief, wise, unpretentious,

striking. Mostly on some aspect of the Christian Life which
appeals to the contemplative mind, they are excellently
adapted for devotional reading. They are at once very pleasing
and "uggestive."—ifrtti«fc Weeklj/.
" Books of devotion are numerouc but there is yet room for

* In the Hour of Sileoce' The writer's aim is writ large over
every page ; it is to take the mind of the reader off himself and
to centre it upon a Ili^hyr Power."—fitscord.

SECOND EDITION.

TORCH BEARERS of the FAITH.
By ALEXANDER SMELLIE, M.A. Price 3s.6d.

"One of the best l>oohs of the kind I have ever seen
Wberever I have lurned I have l>een fascinated and charmed.
I have already procured several copies and given them away,— I expect it to be my Btandard v -lumt lor this purpose for a
long time to come."—J, Mo.viio Gibson.

CHILD VOICES. By W. E. Cule
Profusely Illustrated by CntitLES Robinson.
Price 3s. 6d. net.

" In every way the book is a beautiful one."
Jhindte Admrtiter.

"For 60 tender and sympaihetic an exposition of infantile
character we have uothiiig but praise, "—5(. James's Jiudgtl
" Very tender and very touching are these storlts of the every-

day liffc of a child— Will make appeal to the heart of every
m'ltber."—/iuot)?ian.
"Touching in its tender feeling towards the comedy and

tragedy of cnild-lifc."— if.(r/)o«(or(/ i'ini««.
" A sympathetic, deliphtful studv of childhood, presented in

the form of stories."— \V,stf>,m Mail.
"Very true and natural, very quaint, and not altogether

without a suggestion of pathos."— UZcwi/ou) BeraUf.

FAIRY STORIES from the LITTLE
MOUNTAIN, By JOHN FINNEMORE. t'hann-
iugly Ilhistmted by Jambo R. Sihclaib. Price
2&. <ld.

" The book is a real addition to fairy literature. One of the
books of the kind the year has produced. The illustrations are
excellent.*"— /Jootman.
" Sure to rivet the childish fancy.**—S(. James's Budget.
"A most fascinating Iwok of fairy t^les They will hold

any child who takes them up enthraUed."—Sc^oImufreM.

BY THE AUTHOR OF "THE LIFE OF
BISHOP HANNINGTON."

*• COMRADES/' and other Straight
Ttilk^ with Hoys. By E. V. DAWSON, M.A.,
AutliDr of '*The Life of Bishop Hnnnington,"
" Success to You," &c. Crowu 8vo, cloth
lK)aid8, ^s. fld.

"The suhjeru dealt with are of the greatest importance to
the lad whu is entering upon the battle of life."

,, . , . DMndu AdwrtUer.
. *.?*' *""' raost excellent 'straight talks with boys.' We
should like to see the book ia the hands of every boy. It wUi
Buggeat to him only the right an<t manly view of things."

BookiAaf%.

Iti, PILGRIM STRKfiT,LO:<JL)ON, B.C.

SEELEY& CO.'S LIST

THOMAS
NOW RK.U)Y.

GIRTIN: his Life and
Wcirks. An l-Xsiiy liy LACIIKSCK BIN YON.
WiMi 21 KepriHtuctionn iu AnUJtyiH!. ImiteriHl 4to,
rioth, t'2 2k. net.

•Tlila >pl«uaidly lllustiated study of the work o( Clrlin."

JUST PUBLISHED.

GENERAL JOHN JACOB, Com-
mandnntof theSind IrreffiiltirHor.'ie.aiid Founder
of Jacolmlwd Bv ALKXA^DER INN KS SHAND.
*Vith many Portraits iind other lUustrationa.
Demy 8vo, 168.

" ' .)aci>b Sahib," as the people of the Lower Indus ltd oall
him famtltHrly waA one of the mmt r^marksble of British
ladi.Hu 8«>Micr.stal«Rmen Tht? fiory of .Ijioob's life is as rich
in vital imiK>rt to-dajf ns whi-n Napier, PrtTc, and Ditlhouslfl
recofjiiised the moral sinuiouauce nf his work."— /;a'i|/ Newn.
"One of the mo^t iuterestiug l^iographies I have read for a

long time."—Tru^A,

OUR FLEET TO-DAY, and its
Development, dnrin^ the I^.st Half Century. By
Onpt. S. EARDLEY' VVILMOT, R.N. With many
IlhwtrHtions. 6s,

" A compact aud siniularly complrtc monof^raph on the one
navy whicn particularly concerus us Wt-il-exvu'ed illus-
trations are profouudly soattereil among the letterpress."

hirmingham posL

NEW EDITION.

EDINBURGH. Picturesque Notes
by ROBKRT LOUIS STEVENSON. With 4
ropjicrplaie-s and mauy of er Illustrations by
T. H. t.'ni\vford» IL^v.^. cnotn, 7s. tul. net.

"The style of the lxM)k is i|.uit« sumptuous, and the numerous
points illustrated by Mr. Orawford are characteristic and well
chosen.'*—i*ooJtman.

DR. MOULE'S NEW VOLUME.

THE SECRET of the PRESENCE,
and other SemaonB. By the Rev. H. C. Q,
MOULE, D.D., Norrisian Professor of Divinity in
the University of Cambridge. 3s. (ki.

"Thoughtful and eminently helplul difKX>urBei In Profewor
Moule's graceful and cultured style.*'-JUeds Mercurt/.

THE PORTFOLIO.
MONOGRAPHS ON ARTISTIC SUBJECTS.
"that BEUABKABLB 8VCCI88IOS OP MONOGRAPHS.'

GREEK
Daily yetcs.

TERRA-COTTA STATU-

GE0R6E MORLAND.

ETTES. By C. A. HUTTOS. With a Preface
hv A. S. MURRAY, LL.D. With 17 Examples
printed in Ctilour, and 36 printed iu Monochrome.
OS. net ; or cloth, 7s. net.

By J. T.
NETTLESHIP. With 6 Copiwrplates and 30 other
Illustrations, os. net ; or cloth, 6s. net.

3s. 6(1. neD.
1898.

By R. A. M. THE LATEK WORK of
TITIAN. By L'laudn Phillips

RUBENS.
Stevenson.

GREEK BRONZES. By AS.
Murray.

1887.
The PAI NTING8 aod DRAW-
INGS of ALBERT DCRER.
By Liouel Cust.

CROME and COTMAN, By
Laurence Blnyon.

ARMOOR in ENGL4ND. By
J. Starkie Gardner.

THE EARLIER WORK of

TITIAN. By Claude PhilUps

FOKEUiN ARM'UR
ENGLAND. Bi' J, Starkie
Gardner.

1896.
THE PICTURE GALLERV
of CHARLES I. By Claude
PhiWiw.

JOII.N LA PARGE. By
Cecilia Waern.
RICH MON ll-ONTIIE-
THAJItS. By Dr. Garnett.

THE LIFE of VELA/iyUEZ.
Br Sir Walter Arm8iri.nK.

THE ART of VELAZyL'EZ.
Bt Sir Walter .Armstrong.

ROVAL ENGLISH BiKiK-
BINDINOS. ByCyrll Daveu-
port.

2s. 6d. net.
1894. 1895.

RBMBRANDTS ETCHINGS , THE EARLY WORK of
By P. G. HamertoD.

|
HAPUAEL. By Julia Catt-

MALTA. By W. K. R. Bed-
ford.

JOSIAH WEDGWOOD. By
A. H. Church. F.R.S.

JULES BASTIENLEPAOE.
By Julia Cartwright.

D. G. ROSSETTI. By F. G.
Stepheos.

FREDERICK WALKER.
By Claude Philtits.

PAIR WOMEN. By William
Sharp.

THE NEW FOREST. By
C. J. Coniish.

THOMAS GAINSBOROUGH
by Str Walter Armstrong.

BOOKBINDING iu FRANCE
Bv W. V. riet. her.

Til E ENGUAVINGg of
ALBERT DUREll. By
Linuel Cust.

ITALIAN BOOK ILLUS-

wright.
W. Q. ORCHARDSON. By

Sir Walter Armstrong.
CLAUDE LORRAIN. By
Geurge Grahaiiie.

WHITEHALL. HyWJ.Loftio
JAPAKESE WOOD EN-
GRAVINGS. By W.Ander-
son.

ANTOINE WATTEA0. By
Claude Phillips.

The isle oi wight. By
C. .1. Cornish.

RAPHAEL in ROME. By
Julia Cartwright.

DUTCa-tTCHEKS of the
SEVENTEENTH CBN-
TURY. Hy I^turence BinyonWILLIAM BLAKE,
PAINThJK and I'OET. By
Dr. Garoett

THE UEXAISSANCE of
SCULP lIRE in BELGIUM
Bv O. <;. l»estrt-e.

GKKARD liAVID. ByW. II.

James Weale.
TRATIONS. By Alfred W
Polhird.

"»* A complete lltutfrafed List will bi sent
on application.

SEELEY k CO.j Ltd., 88, Gieat RnsseU Sirtet.
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The Literary Week.
Sib E. Maunde Thompson, in his report on the general
progress at the British Museum for the year ending on
March 31 last, records a slight decrease in the number of
visits of students to the reading room—188,554 as against
190,886 in 1898. The daily average was 624. The
mmiber of volumes, &c., supplied to readers was 1,306,078,
as against 1,397,145 in 1898. Mr. G. K. Fortescue, in

his report on the Department of Printed Books, says that
the printing of the entire catalogue, which was begun in

1881, is now almost complete ; there now remains
unprinted only a portion of the heading " England."
The number of readers in the newspaper room was 19,090,
giving a daily average of over 63.

The story of action, or romantic novel, still holds the
field in America. The Century magazine, which is not
given to hasty statements, acfaiowledges in the current

issue that " after sporadic advances, over a considerable

space of time, it has finally carried the citadel of public

fancy with a rush." But in this country the citadel has
not been carried by the historical novel. It would seem
that that honour is destined for what is known as the
society novel, the account—smart, witty, and sentimental

—of a circle of people whose objects in life are mainly
social ambition, and falling in and falling out of love. Ai.

excellent example of this type of fiction is Mr. Percy
White's amusing and interesting story called Th« West
End.

In the future, no doubt, the military story will dominate
our magazines and circulating libraries. We could wish
that these onnishing pages of fiction could all have the
purpose and the meaning behind the tale that characterises

the striking stories of the war by Mr. Eudyard Kipling
that are now appearing in the Daily Express. " The Way
That He Took," which appeared on June 12th, 13th, and
I4th, and "The Outsider," which appeared on June 19th,

20th, and 21st, should be printed as an appendix to

General Baden-Powell's Aids to Scouting. We hope Dr.
Conan Doyle will bring his ingenious brain to bear on
the medical arrangements, as Mr. Kipling has thrown the

flashlight of his intelligence on military matters.

Next week Mrs. Craigie's latest novel, Robert Orange,

will be published. It is a sequel to The School for Saints,

and the two books together represent five years' work.
Disraeli again is a prominent character. A sixpenny
edition of The School for Saints is ready for publication.

It is printed in the same style as the six-shilling book, and
is, perhaps, the largest sixpenny novel ever offered to the

public.

The publication of Mr. Churton Collins's essays, Flain

2rutht about Current Literature, has been deferred till the

autumn.

S. G., the writer of the Literary Notes in the Pall Mall
Gazette, has the courage of his convictions. Commenting
on the announcement by Messrs. Macmillan of the issue of

a complete edition of the writings of Mr. Walter Pater
" uniform with the edition d« luxe of Mr. Kipling's work,"
he says

:

I have never been able to realise the fascination of

Pater's style, except, indeed, in passages like the famous
one about Leonardo's lady in the Louvre, nor to under-
stand the influence of his thought. Marius the Epicurean
always seemed like the dry bones of "Greats" lectures

dressed up in togas, but there is no doubt that the present-

ment of ancient Rome had a peculiar charm for many
people who cared for literature, particularly for those who
knew no Latin.

Messrs. Sampson Low announce the publication of

the Times' History of the War in South Africa. This His-

tory, which has been in course of preparation for some
months, will be the joint production of several of the

Special Correspondents of the Times in South Africa. It

wiU be edited by Mr. L. S. Amery, and will be completed
in five volumes.

Messrs. Cecil and Hildebrand Harmswobth, who
will jointly edit the new monthly magazine, the New
Liberal Review, have furnished us with some particulars

about their forthcoming venture. In size and shape the

New Liberal Review will resemble most of the other great

monthly reviews, and, like them, it will include many
articles of literary and general interest. But these resem-
blances soon fade away into diiierences. The New Liberal

Review will answer to its name, in that it will have a
distinct political trend of thought. It will be the monthly
organ of Liberal Imperialism, and wiU print articles by
the leaders of this political division. Secondarily, it will

endeavour in a general way to attach clever young writers

to the Liberal cause. Literary and general articles will

be accepted from any writer, whether he is known or not,

who can furnish originality and style. Known writers

whose style is dull, or whose views can always be antici-

pated, wUl be left in the cold by the Neiv Liberal Review.

An amusingly characteristic fact, elicited by our represen-

tative, is that whereas no definite list of contributors to

the New Liberal Review has yet been drawn up, a list of

writers who will not write for it has been made. Articles will

rule shorter in the New Liberal Revieta than in most of the

reviews; a length of 3,000 to 4,000 words will be the

standard as against the 5,000 to 6,000 words favoured

by other editors. The political articles will, of course,

be in general accord with the policy of the New Liberal

Review, and this granted they will undergo little editorial

treatment. But a strong editorial hand will be kept on
the rest of the Review; and a general control over the

whole of it wiU be exercised in a few pages of editorial

notes, somewhat in the style of the Spectato)-'s weekly
summary. The price of the New Liberal Review has not

yet been definitely settled, but we shall not be surprised if

a review edited within the walls of the Harmsworth
Buildings is characteristically venturous in giving large

measure for little money.
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We did not express a decided opinion on the Par-
liamentary proposals of tlie British Museum Trustees with

regard to the disposal of provincial newspapers and
" superfluous " literature. The subject is a difficult one,

and we have little doubt that " beat wisdom"—to use an
old Quaker expression—will be vouchsafed to the few on
whom the decision really rests. Mr. Leslie Stephen, a
British Museum student of the highest type, wrote on the

subject in last week's Speaker, but his views have hardly
his characteristic detiniteness. One scarcely gathers what
he would himself propose. He points out that a supersti-

tious regard for facts as facts is apt to fill the minds of

museum directors

:

Because any fact may be important, they speak as if

every fact must be interesting. A single observation may
jlear up a scientifio difficulty. Millions of years ago an
insect happened to be stuck in a clod of earth. Its

"mortal remains" when dug up may give a decisive

solution of some problem of evolution. The one specimen
was priceless. But it we afterwards found a whole stratum
composed of similar remains they might tell us nothing
more A single locust would be as instructive as a count-
less swarm. So a uingle ancient document found in a
mummy may reveal something of deep interest as to the
remotest civilisation. If similar documents were discovered
their value would decline in a rapidly accelerating ratio.

They would only repeat what we knew already.

On the other hand, " as we . . . are not yet quite infalli-

ble, we must keep everything that we may be sure of not
destroying just what our posterity will desire." The
" only moral " which Mr. Stephen wishes to draw, and he
merely draws it—he does not elaborate it—is that " the
demand for the preservation of the material shoidd be
accompanied by a demand for its organisation. Our huge
storehouses should be arranged with a view to their

accessibility." This, however, has been said already by
those who object to the Trustees' proposals. There has
been organisation as far as space permitted. The cry is

for space. The Trustees propose to secure it by throwing
out " superfluous " material. The objectors ask :

" When
did you discover that it was superfluous ? Your business
is to pull down your old barns and build greater." But

—

mirabile dtctti—it has now been discovered, through Mr.
Morley's inquiry in Parliament, that these " Trustees'

proposals " do not represent the mind of the Trustees at

all, but have been brought about by Government pressure.
The Trustees wish to hold what they have, and extend
their space ; and the Government is thrifty ! Probably
the evaporation of the proposals has begun.

Meanwhile, however, a correspondent writes to us

:

Instead of scattering the provincial papers to the ionr
comers of the kingdom, the British Museum authorities
ought to consider whether they could not better set free a
lot of space by distributing their superfluous books among
the free hbraries. A glance through the catalogue shows
that there are dozens of copies in the library of mnuy
books, and, probably, in a m-ijority of cases not a single

coi)y is used from year's end to year's end.
Of Robert Hall's " Modern Infidelity," for instance, first

published in 1800, there are sixteen editions; of "The
Sunday Friend," Thirteen editions; of a sermon by a
certain Archbishop of York, nin>> copies ; of the " Collected
Sermons of Master Henrie Smith (year 1592, &c.)," twelve
editions; of bis sermons on "Jonah's Punishmeot," six
copies ; on " God's Arrows against Atheists," six copies ; on
" Contentment," six copies, and soon. Probably religious
writers take up more room than all other writers put
together. One Baptist minister has no less than six pages
of the catalogue to himself with writings on ' • Pleasant
Things from the Ever asting Hills or Pleasant Truths for
all Peoples," " Pearls from the Ocean, or Wealth for
Souls." aud things of that kmd. Perhaps the woist
offenders are the writers of school books. Of Hamblin
Smith's " Arithmetic for Junior Classes," "Arithmetic for
Seuior Classes," and " Answers " to each, there are, in all,

thirty-three copies. Of his " Algebra " " Trigonometry,"
"Geometry," and "Treatise on Arithmetic,'' there are
altogether forty-two copies. There is a book on botany
by another Smith, written in 1807, and almost of no value
now, but it is represented by no fewer than nine copies.

Then the poets are certainly given too much space. Of
Longfellow's "Poetical Works" there are seventy-foiu-
ediMous, besid'S scores of volumes of "Selected," 'Eirly,"
" Later," &c., poems. In addition there are thirtoen
editions of " Miles Standish," twenty-six editions of
" Evangeline," twelve editions of " Hiawatha," &c. All
the readers of all the ages to come will not wear out a
tithe of these, and they could be distrilmted with great
advantage.

AccoRDiNO to a daily paper (from which we condense
the following account), a strange literary lawsuit is amusing
Rome. Some time ago Prof. Cugjnoni, of the Rome
University, came into possession of a copy of some MSS.
alleged to have been written by Leopardi. He published
them as a contribution to Leopsirdi literature. Soon after-

wards a Government librarian, named Tacchi, declared
himself to be the author of the MSS. Prof. Cugnoni
maintained that it was impossible for any living Italian

to counterfeit Leopardi's style, and refused to entertain

Tacchi's claim. Thirteen years passed, when, on the occa-
sion of the Leopardian centenary, Abbot Cozza Luzzi,
vice-librarian of the Vatican, published certain MSS. of

Leopardi which had found their way into the Vatican
Library, and which the abbot declared to be authentic.

Some of the MSS. contained passages identical with those
published by Prof. Cugnoni. On the strength of this

confirmation of his theory Prof. Cugpioni accused Tacchi
of literary dishonesty. Hence the present trial. Feeling
is running high not only between Cugnoni and Tacchi,

but also between their respective advocates. Signor Fern,
the Socialist leader, is hot on one side, and Signor Bonacci,

a well-known Zanardellian, is hot on the other. These
two worthies recently came to blows over the question of

the authenticity of Cugnoni's copy of Leopardi, and had
to be separated by the Carabineers. Meanwhile Italian

justice is putting on its spectacles.

The present season of the Monday dinners of the

Authors' Club will conclude on July 2. During the past

year the club has entertained a number of distinguished

guests, among whom may be mentioned Lord Wolseley,
the Lord Chancellor, the Lord Mayor, the Bishop of

London, Sir George Trevelyan, Mr. Leslie Stephen, Mr.
James Bryce, General Sir Evelyn Wood, Sir Herbert
Maxwell, the French Ambassador, the American Ambas-
sador, the Chinese Minister, the Swedish and Norwegian
Minister, Sir Walter Foster, Sir D. Mackenzie Wallace,

Sir L Alma-Tadema, R.A., Sir E. J. Po3Titer, P.R.A.,

Lord Strathcona, Mr. E. F. Knight, and Sir Robert Ball.

We do not quite follow Mr. Heinemann in his argu-

ment in last week's Literature that fashion in fiction does

not exist, or is of small account. He says: "The only

justification I have ever found for the assumption that

fashion favours one class of novel to-day and a different

class to-morrow is that every striking work of literature

or art engenders in the lazy writer the vision of a

welcome pong asinorum, and with the unthinking reader

a comfortable wish for more of the same." Mr. Heine-

mann proceeds to give instance after instance of the

imitation of successful novels by inferior writers. Well,

in the world of dress this is the state of things which
we call fashion. What is fashion there but the " pons

asinorum" of people without original taste? Fashion is

the refuge of the unthinking in dress ; and so it is in

literature. Mr. Heinemann seems to quarrel greatly with

the word, but to supply overwhelming evidence of

the fact. We regret the phenomenon as much as he
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does ; but we should say that there is undoubtedly,
in these days, such a thing as fashion in fiction. It is

happily more easily changed than fashion in dress, and we
are glad that Mr. Heinemann thinks that " the success of

to-morrow may grow on any branch of the tree of fiction "
;

adding, for emphasis :
" Let any new author offer me a

novel that excels in any particular—let his work be of any
school—he will not find me difficult to convince that his,

and his only for the nonce, is the novel towards which the

tendencies and the taste of the day are gravitating."

Incidentally Mr. Heinemann has this severe word on
the historical novel of the moment

:

If I were asked whether the novel of an unknown author
dealing with daily life in an everyday way would be as

likely to " catch on" as an historical romance, I tbink I

shoijd favour it, because it would in all probability be
nearer to human actuality, and might possibly be based on
observation and insight, if not even on experience or
knowledgp. To make living and real personages of past
ages, hampered as the writer must be with the necessity of
creating a remote atmosphere and a strange milieu, is the
task of the master, and that is why, at a moment devottd
to the apotheosis of the incompetent, it becomes the
favourite ambition of every bimgling amateur.

Some of the philological asides which occur in Dr.
Murray's Romanes lecture, which we deal with elsewhere,
are extremely interesting. He shows how Dr. Johnson
corrupted the spelling of the word "dispatch." This
word

had been in English use for some 250 years when John-
son's Dictionary appeared, and had been correctly spelt by
everybody (that is, by everybody but the illiterate) with
rfis-. This was Johnson's own spelling both before and
after he published the dictionary, as may be seen in his

Letters edited by Dr. G. Birkbeck Hill. It was also the
spelling of all the writers whom Johnson quoted. But, by
some inexplicable error, the word got into the dictionary
as 'kspatch, and this spelling was even substituted in most
of the quotations. I have not found that a single writer
followed this erroneous speUing in the eighteenth century

:

Xelson, Wellesley, Wellington, and all our commanders
and diplomatists wrote Dispatches ; but since about 1820,
the filtering down of the influence of Johnson's Dictionary
has caused this erroneous spelling ilespatch to become
generally known and to be looked upon as authoritative

;

so that at the present time about half our newspapers give
the erroneous form, to which, more lamentably, the Post
Office, after long retaining the correct ofiicial tradition,

recently capitulated.

New and recent books relating to China and Japan are
pretty sure of a sale now that the Far East horizon is

beset with threatening clouds. A book which comes very
opportunely will be The "Overland" to China, by Archi-
bald E. Colquhoun, F.E.G.S., the author of China in

Transformation. This is an account of the building of the
Trans-Siberian Railway, and a study of the rapid as-

cendency of Russian Influence in China during the past
few years ; together with speculations as to the political

significance of the completion of this great undertaking.
Messrs. Harper Bros, will issue the book next Tuesday.

Another imminent publication is Feudal and Modern
Japan, by Mr. Arthur May Knapp, which Messrs. Duck-
worth announce. Mr. Knapp tias frequently visited, and
for a long time resided in Japan, thus enjoying peculiar
advantages for observation. The book includes a study of

the history, religion, art, life and habits of the Japanese.
While avoiding ^hat indiscriminating praise which has
characterised soyinany works on Japan, it presents fresh

points of view^nd furnishes information which is difficult

of access. There will be twenty-four photogravure illus-

trations of Japanese life, landscape, and architecture.

That the effect of the American law of copyright as ii

now stands may be to discourage the production of serious

literature is very clearly brought out by Mr. Alfred Austin

in his article on Anglo-American Literary Copyright in

the Pall Mall Magazine. Copyright in America can be
secured only by simultaneous publication on both sides of

the Atlantic. This means a double production and ex-

pense, and it is easy to see that in the case of a "non-
popular " book this double expense may frighten an
English publisher or author. But if they once publish

the book on this side only, the American copyright is lost

for ever. What regrets and anomalies may then arise is

seen in the following fragment of a conversation between
an author and a publisher, which Mr. Austin reports as an
actuality

:

"I quite understand," said my friend; "but, had I

thought the book would have the circulation here it seems
to be having, I should willingly have incurred the addi-

tional expense of simultaneously producing it in America.
As you say, it is now too late to do that. But I observe,

from the statement of sales you have just shown me, that

the book—that is to say, the English edition of it published

by you- finds a certain number of purchasers in America,
where so far, roughly calculated, as many hundreds of

copies have been sent and sold as there have been thousands
sold here. Can you not, therefore—for this is the point I

wanted to urge—do something to stimulate the sale there

still further ?
"

"Possibly," said the publisher. "But just consider

whether that would be wise, from a business point of view.

The book seems to be much appreciated in this country,

and therefore we have been able to dispose, as you say, of

a certain number of copies in America. But, if once the

impression arose there that the book is what in trade

parlance is called a great success with the English reading
public, it would at once be pirated, and we should be able

to dispose of no more copies to American readers. As
soon as it was believed that there is ' money in it,' it would
at ouce be reprinted there, and your share in that money
would be reduced to nil. As it is, you will receive some-
thing, at least, from the sales in America."

From which it appears that under the above circumstances

—which could arise in connection with no European
country—an author may find that it is directly against his

interest to bring his book prominently before a public

eager to read it.

The New Battle of Dorking, by a writer whose name is

represented on the title-page by a row of six asterisks, is

like the old Battle of Borking in its aim to arouse English-

men to a sense of the danger of a French invasion.

There are three months in every year— July, August,
September—during which the French army is fit for

immediate warfare. And every year during these months
there is a constantly recurring probability of a surprise

raid on London by the 120,000 men whom they could

without difficulty put on board ship, land in England, and
march to within a dozen miles of London in less than
three days from receipt of the order to move.

The story tells how a French army landed at Horsham,
after a torpedo attack on Portsmouth, while the Channel
Fleet was off the Irish coast. An immediate advance to

London was met with fair promptitude by the volunteers

and reserves. After terrible bloodshed in Surrey, and
panic in London, the French army surrendered. But a

new necessity to defeat France on her own soil, and quench
her passion for revenge, was created, with corresponding

needs for army reform. The writer is strongly opposed to

those " humanitarian " methods in war which endanger
results by excessive economy in human lives. He does

not believe in "extended order" except in skirmishing.

In battle he advocates " the decisive, rapid advance, ending
in the relentless bayonet attack, when having located your
enemy's position it is absolutely necessary to shift him
bodily out of it. Our fellows did this the other day in

those two wonderful bayonet duels with the French near
Dorking and at Chaldon." Larger lessons are enforced.
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Mh. Donxklly is ever with us. War cannot stale, nor
Presidential elections wither, the infinite variety of his

attax±8 on Shiikesueare. Mr. Doimelly is now Populist

candidate for the vice-Presidency of the United States.

But neither Populism nor popularity can turn him from
his purpose of inducing us to spell Shakespeare's name
B-a-e-o-n. He now tells us that the very inscription on
Shakespeare's tomb bears witness against his authorship

of the plays. Mr. L. F. Austin makes short and sanguin-
ary work of tliis suggestion in the Illustrated London
Newt:

He [Mr. Donnelly] applies to the rhymes that served so

well to frighten illicit bone-disturbers the test of what he
calls Bacon's secret cypher. This produces the disclosure that

' Francis Bacon wTote the Marlowe, Greene, and Shakspere
plays." . . . Mr. Donnelly must have expected more than
this. If in the intervals of writing the works that bear
bis illustrious name, and of discharging the duties of

a somewhat laborious office in the State, Bacon coidd find

time to write Shakspere. Marlowe, and Greene, I see no
reason why he should not have written Ben Jonson, Beau-
mont and Fletcher—in short, the whole Elizabethan drama.
Nothing in the shape of toil is impossible to such a prodigy.
Not only did he pile Pelion on Ossa by writing Shakspere,
but with sheer wanton riot of intellect he introduced the
cryptogram into the plays for the Populist candidate to
find out. Whilst his iiuMgination was in the throes of
"Lear." "Hamlet," and what not, his historical con-
science was penning a veracious narrative of the life and
times of Elizabeth, and interwpaving it with the blank
verse. The Baconian theoriots say it is incredible that a
man of Shakspere's education could have written his

poetry ; but they offer us in their imaginary Bacon the
most astounding mirai-le in human history.

Ai'ROPOS of our recent remarks on the clashing of novel
titles, the following statement is interesting. It appears
on a slip of pink paper in a book of two stories, by Dr.
G. H. R. Dabos, entitled Before Good Night and From Boor
to Boor, the second story being a sequel to the first

:

The author regrets that the similar title of this sequel-
story to that of Mr. Capes's lately published book has
arisen by one of those accidents of coincidence which need
only to be acknowledged to be imderstood. Mr. Cajjes

had inadvei tently adopted the identical title used in a
serial story by the author of Before Oood NiyM, and it

was not brought to his notice until his novel was published
and reviewed. The author of this version of Frmn Boor
to Door, while fully exonerating Mr. Capes, cannot sur-
render his ti'le.

Mr. Heinemann has in preparation a series of transla-

tions of the novels of Matilde Serao, to be published

uniform with the works of Gabriele d'Annunzio, the first

volume to appear in the autumn.

Owing to pressure on our space we have been unable

to quote so many verses in the " Things Seen " (metrical)

competition as we could have wished. We shall quote a
few others next week.

Blblioi^raphical.

The continued vitality of the late Mrs. Edwardes's story,

Ought We to Vitit Her .^ is shown in the fact that Messrs.

Macmillan have just reissued it in two-shilling form. It

is by this novel and by Archie Lovell that Mrs. Edwardes
in all probability will be remembered. The former had

the distinction of being adapted to the stage by Mr. W. S.

Gilbert, at a time—a quarter of a century ago—when
dramatisations of novels were not so frequent or so popular

as they are now. Mrs. Edwardes's last published work
was posthumous

—

A Platter Saint, which came out last

year, apparently without the advantage of the author's

final revision. It had been preceded in 1890 by Pearl

Powder, and in 18H5 by^ Girton Girl. Of Mrs. Edwardes's
Leah and Susan Fielding there were new editions as lately

as 1899 and 1893, but they have been outdistanced in

popularity by Archie Lovell. In Ought We to Visit Her ^

we have, no doubt, the survival of the fittest.

" Bibliogpraphers of Thackeray," wrote Mr. F. G.
Kitton in last week's Literature, " are apparently unaware of

the fact that the author of Vanity Fair, in his early days,

was responsible for the libretto of a little musical opera
called 'The Mountain Sylph,' first performed at the Royal
Lyceum Theatre on Monday, Augtist 25, 1834." I beg
Mr. Kitten's pardon. If the bibliographers of the author

of Vanity Fair do not ascribe to him the authorship of the

libretto of " The Mountain Sylph," it is simply because he
has no claim thereto. The said libretto was the work, not

of W. M. Thackeray, but of T. J. Thackeray, his cousin,

some references to whom may be found in Planche's

Recollections. The two Thackerays have frequently been
confounded in regard to theatrical productions, but it is

really high time that the truth prevailed. No dramatic

work by W. M. Thackeray was ever performed in public,

whereas T. J. Thackeray made several appearances of that

sort, in addition to " The Mountain Sylph."

I see it stated that along with the text of The Mesmerist,

a new novel by Mr. B. L. Farjeon, will be published that

of a play which Mr. Farjeon has himself based upon the

story—" for the purpose of forestalling any raids that may
be made upon it for theatrical purposes." I doubt very

much if the said raids wiU have been successfully averted

by this latest device of the self-defending novelist. The
decision in the Little Lord Fauntleroy case appears to

render it possible for any raider to annex the entire plot

and characters of The Mesmerist, and make them into a

play, so long as he does not use any of Mr. Farjeon's

dialogue. Even Mr. Farjeon's title, I believe, coidd be
taken by anyone sufficiently unprincipled. I do not think

it has been used as a play-title, and it would, therefore,

be proportionately valuable.

Talking of printed plays, that sort of literary product is

becoming quite familiar. It was only the other day that

Mr. Haddon Chambers followed in the wake of Mr.
Pinero, Mr. Henry Arthur Jones, and Mr. Bernard Shaw,
by giving to the world the text of his comedy, " The
Tyranny of Tears." Of course, Mr. Shaw and Mr. Jones

and Mr. Pinero did but follow the example of Mr. W. S.

Gilbert, most of whose dramas have attained the dignity

of print. (He has refrained, by the way, from including

his burlesques of opera—" Dulcamara," " The Pretty

Druidess," and so forth—in his volumes of plays.) But,

in truth, the extent of printed plays is very considerable

—

the dramas of Westland Marston, the comedies of T. W.
Robertson, the plays of Knowles and Lytton and so on,

being all accessible in volume form. Then, what a mine
of dramatic matter is to be found in the current list of

Mr. French's publications

!

It is understood that the Two Stage Plays of Lucy Snowe,
announced by Mr. Heinemann, have never been offered

to managers for stage representation. They are called

"Denzil Herbert's Atonement" and "Bondage." If the

latter piece had been accepted for production, the title

would probably have had to be changed, for a play called
" Bondage " was performed in London in 188.3, and the

proprietor thereof might claim priority of choice. The
title of Lucy Snowe's other play is not likely to be

challenged.

In reply to a correspondent, I may mention that Mr.

Bernard Shaw's Cashel Byron's Confession was published

by the Modern Press in 1886 (price one shilling), and that

a revised edition of it appeared in 1889. Mr. Shaw's
Unsocial Socialist appeared in 1887 (six shillings) and in

1888 (two shillings).

The Bookworm.
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Reviews.

Grant Allen.

Grant Allen. By Edwaid Clodd. (Grant Richards. 68.)

Taine says somewhere that a certain philosopher secured
for himself the devotion of the British public by discovering
the English God in the sacred writings of the Hindoos.
Though gifted beyond most men, and catching at times
glimpses of profound truths, Grant Allen made no dis-

coveries of this type
;
quite the reverse.

To accept nothing unless it commended itself to his
own reason and conscience was Grant AUen's fixed and
invariable rule, and as that is not the way of the world
he came sharply into collision with much that is dear
to the orthodox heart. He hated shams and conventions,
and he took every opportunity of saying so. He disliked
those vulgar superstitions which usurp the name of
religion, and he was at times outspoken in declaring
his preference for a religion of essentials—truth, justice,

pity, love, gratitude and sympathy. He hated war and
everything leading to it. Napier, "Peninsular "War
Napier," declared that soldiers were licensed murderers;
but Gh-ant AUen dispensed with qualifications, and bluntly
avowed his belief that military enthusiasm meant en-
thusiasm for killing people. He was an evolutionist,

not of the limited, but of the unlimited kind ; and he
believed in the orderly unfolding of everything from
cosmic dust to man, body and sotil. He wrote a book
on The Evolution of God, and was with difficulty per-
suaded to modify the tide to The Evolution of the Idea

of God ; but even the modified title was all too shocking
for the British public ; albeit that it had the approval
and had, in fact, been suggested by Mr. Herbert Spencer.
Finally, he unbosomed himself on the relations of the sexes
in The Woman Who Did.

Obviously, Grant AUen needs a biographer who sympa-
thised with him, and who can put him right with the court
of appeal—the coming generations. And the majority of
people who take an interest in the matter will be of

opinion that Mr. Edward Clodd is eminently well suited to

accomplish this task. Mr. Clodd is an evolutionist ; he
understands the work accomplished by the pioneers of the
doctrine and, as he tells us himself, he enjoyed Grant Allen's

friendship for well nigh twenty-eight years. Besides, he
had something to pour into the ear of the public of potent
effect with the vast majority of folks—to wit, a deeply

Eathetic tale, and on a scaffolding of deep feeling he could
ave erected a solid edifice of reason. For Grant Allen's

life was charged with tragic interest. After a period of

sunshine in the land of his birth—Canada—and at Dieppe
and Birmingham, he matriculated at Merton College,

Oxford. While at Oxford changes occurred in family
circumstances and he was thrown on his own efforts, and
from that time till his death he never knew the peace
which comes from possessing a good banker's balance—

a

peace which truly passeth all understanding—and he was
never wholly free from some measure of anxiety about
financial ways and means. Ho had one bit of good luck in

being appointed a professor at the Government College in

Jamaica, but that only lasted three years, and was a mere
passing glimpse of the comfortable side of life. He had
to live by his pen, and he soon learned that living by his

pen, in the regions he was specially equipped for—namely,
science and philosophy—meant starvation. Then he tried

his hand at every branch of literature, and displayed a
versatility which was truly marvellous. He achieved
success ; ho became a known man, and commissions poured
in. But success came too late. He had been constantly

thinking, planning and scheming to produce wares to catch

the literary market, and this ceaseless mental activity and
worry wore him out, and cut short his life at a compara-

tively early age. He was never robust, and his burden
was too much for him.
"What place is to be assigned to this versatile well-

equipped worker ? " Mr. Clodd asks this question in his

closing pages ; but he contents himself with some melan-

choly reflections about the short memory man has except

for the few immortals, and leaves the answer to his

question to time. He forgets that it was his bounden
duty to assign a place to this hero and martyr, and to help

time to form a correct verdict about him. We must say

frankly that we expected much from Mr. Clodd ; we
thought him the right man for the task he had under-

taken ; but we must with equal frankness declare that we
finished his book with feelings of utter disappointment.

He has given us many good things—letters and sketches by
Mr. Herbert Spencer, Darwin, Huxley, Mr. Andrew Lang,
Mr. Alfred EusseU Wallace, Prof. Powell, and Miss Bird

(sister of Dr. George Bird), but he has relied too much on

the good things supplied to him by others. His con-

necting narrative is at times singularly weak. He is apt

enough about Ghrant Allen's ancestry, his " grand forebears

o' auld lang syne," and he gives us a good background
from which to trace this gifted man's physical and mental

constitution. But there is another background even more
important than that of the family—-namely, one of the

social and intellectual antecedents of our time, so as to

enable us and those who come after us to understand

exactiy where AUen took up " the burden and the lesson,"

and what he has actually accomplished as a pioneer of

evolution. Grant Allen himself thought he had done

something for evolution, his dying words to his son being

:

" I want no memorial over my remains. TeU those who
care for anything that I may have done to buy a copy of

Force and Energy." But the evolution he did something
for was the Spencerian form of that doctrine, and that

form has never kindled in Mr. Clodd the enthusiasm of

an adherent.

Mr. Clodd's method, or rather want of method, is

glaringly evidenced in his bibUography of the writings of

Grant AJlen. The bibliography is a complete misnomer.
The writings are given in chronological order, which
would be aU very weU for an author who kept to a definite

pathway, and to whom dates were of consequence in order

to establish his claims to originality. But Grant AUen did

not keep to a definite pathway, but was philosopher,

naturaUst, physicist, historian, poet, noveUst, essayist,

and critic. The efforts of a many-sided man Uke him
ought not to have been given indiscriminately according to

dates, but should have been tabulated according to subject-

matter, and the tabulation should have been done in such

a way as to show a definite purpose and a definite unfolding

of a distinctive gospel. The bibUography is limited to

writings pubUshed in book form, and it is well that that

Umitation is distinctly stated, otherwise we should have
been obUged to mention several omissions.

The Spencer-AUen correspondence forms the most inter-

esting and, at the same time, the most valuable portion of

the book. The letters are, however, given in chronological

order, and are consequentiy scattered throughout the

volume. In adopting this method Mr. Clodd aUows an

opportunity to escape him of doing a signal piece of

service to two distinguished men. Mr. Clodd contents

himself with saying that Grant AUen made an early pro-

fession of the faith as it is in Herbert Spencer, and that,

with some modifications hardly affecting the fundamentals

of that faith, his attitude remained unchanged to the end.

This would be aU very well were Mr. Clodd writing for

philosophers ; but as he was writing for the public, and
the pubUc, according to Lord Beaconsfield, are largely

doctored with nonsense, and much require books which
refute that nonsense, a very different statement was caUed

for. Grant Allen diverged from Mr. Spencer on three

points. The public were told that Mr. Spencer keenly

resented the modified faUing-off in his gifted adherent.
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and showed his resentment in such a way that, had it

been true, would have reflected lasting discredit on that

])hilosopher. But it turns out that the public liave been
misinformed, and that from first to last, for a period
extending to a quarter of a century, there existed un-
clouded friendship between Mr. Herbert Spencer and
Grant Allen. Only in ond letter does Grant Allen put
in a very mild caveat for his way of looking at the land
question, which probably caused Mr. Spencer to smile
and reflect on the Celtic form of Grant Allen's hereditary
make-up. Mr. Spencer's If^tters are charmingly written,
and his epistolary touch has a freshness about it that
reminds one of Hume's playful style of addressing friends.

Clearly this correspondence ought to have had separate
treatment, so as to enable readers to understand the exact
nature of Allen's divergences, and adequately to appreciate
the solid ground he occupied in common with Mr. Spencer,
while the devoted friendship of the two ought to have
been specially emphasised. But in this as in the other
instances we have mentioned Mr. Clodd gives his readers
no assistance whatever.

The Byron of Tinsel and Splendours.

The Wobks or Loed Byron.—Poetry. Vol. III. Edited
by Ernest Hartley Coleridge, M.A. (John Murray.)

This volume of the new Murray Byron deals principally
with the Eastern tales—the "Giaour," the "Corsair,"
ending feebly with the " Siege of Corinth," "Parisina,"
and the " Bride of Abydos." Among its many illustrations
is a strikingly beautiful drawing of Augusta Leigh, Byron's
beloved half-sister, beautiful as regards the face presented.
Mr. Ernest Hartley Coleridge here, as always, fulfils his
work of editor and commentator with quiet thoroughness,
though he has no new matter to lay before tlie public.

" The whirligig of time brings about its revenges," but
never a stranger one than that which makes the descendant
of Coleridge a leader in the rearguard fight that covers
the retreat of Byron's reputation ; Byron, who damned
Coleridge with imperceptlvo condescension conceiting itself

praise (the adolescent satire of "English Bards" should
not be laid to his count). Coleridge, on his side, was not
Byron-bitten. But al) this is nothing to the gulf between
the most perfected (though, alas! most capricious) inspira-
tion of that day and the most tinsel splendours in English
l)oetry .

Nothing more antithetic in heredity could happen,
unless a descendant of Byron should approve himself a
poet. Mr. Coleridge has the task of defending Byron's
most Byronic poems (which are far from equivalent to
Byron's best poems). His tactics involve him in certain
dashing advances of principle, which are magnificent, but
are they criticism ? They come in such a questionable
shape that some will challenge them. "We must, he says,
assimilate ourselves to Byron's accidents of environment.
" Unless we are ourselves saturated with his thought and
style, unless we learn to breathe his atmosphere by reading
the books which he read, picturing to ourselves the scenes
which he saw—unless we aspire to his ideals and suffer
his limitations, we are in no way entitled to Judge his poems,
whether they be good or bad" In other words (though Mr.
Coleridge may not intend it, may not realise his own
contention), poetry is to be judged by what is imperma-
nent, transitory, of the hour, not by what is permanent,
what remams when the detritus, loogened from immediately
circumjacent interests, has been precipitated in the on-flow
of the stream. Wagner (who was more than solely a
musician) maintained that the value of any masterpiece, in
whatsoever form of art, was precisely to be gauged by that
in it which survived unsubmerged, indestructible, after the
temporary and accidental had been borne under by time.
The musician here was surely the sounder critic. Because
these poems, not in detail but integrally, are unvital and
moth-eaten unless you contemporise yourself (pardon the

coinage) with Byron, they lack that unsubmergible
tial quality which belongs to all true poetry. Poetry is

a lifeboat ; overset for the moment by tne rough seas of

time, it finally rights itself through its own structural

buoyancy. That is the case with some verse (scarce or
seldom poetry) in Byron, but not with this. His contempo-
raries (says Mr. Coleridge) " being undisturbed by ethical

or grammatical or metrical ofEences, . . . understood
enoiigh of what they read to be touched by their vitality,

to realise their verisimilitude." But vitality, verisimilitude,

is precisely what we feel lacking in these "Giaours " and
" Corsairs " As for the metricju offence, it is not a thing
of technical detail, incidental and unconsidered lapse ; it

is an organic disease, a congenital weakness, one with the

very flesh of the poetry. "Bold and rapid and yet exact

presentments of the ' gorgeous East '
" Mr. Coleridge finds

in these Oriental poems. Their exactitude is a traveller's

trick of " local colour," superficial enough; but where is

the soul of the Eeist ? It is not in them. They are

Western melodrama, in " correct costume," taken from
Byron's notes of Turkish travel.

For their style, it is begpiiling enough to make us
wonder they are not still popular. Take a not undeservedly
celebrated passage

:

He who hath bent him o'er the dead
Ere the first day of Death is fled,

The first dark day of Nothingness,
The last of Danger and Distress,

(Before Decay's defacing fingers

Have swept the lines where Beauty lingers,)

And marked the mild angelic air,

The rapture of Repose that's there,

The fixed yet tender traits that streak
The languor of the placid cheek,
And—but for that sad shrouded eye,

That fires not, wins not, weeps not, now,
And but for that chill changeless brow.

Where cold Obstruction's apathy
Appals the gazing mourner's heart.

As if to him it could impart
The doom he dreads, yet dwells upon

;

Some moments, aye, one treacherous hoiu:.

He still might doubt the Tyrant's power.
80 fair, so calm, so softly sealed.

The first, last look by Death revealed !

Such is the aspect of this shore

;

'Tis Greece, but living Greece no more I

80 coldly sweet, so deadly fair.

We start, for soul is wanting there.

Hers is the loveliness in death.
That parts not quite with parting breath

;

But beauty with that fearful bloom.
That hue which haimts it to the tomb,
Expressi 'ii's last receding ray,

A gilded Halo hoverinff round decay.
The farewell beam of Peeling past away I

Eloquence here treads illusively close ou the heels of
poetry, almost overtakes it in " 'Tis Greece, but living
Greece no more !

" &c. So with some of t tie descriptions

:

we have to collect ourselves before we discern that (as an
excellent critic once put it) they are not paintings, but
oleogTajjhs. For the minor poems, you will find that
typical Byronism,

Fare thee well, and if for ever, &c.

Byron related how he wrote it with the tears dropping on
the page, and so forth. But on what is obviously the
original (Mr. Coleridge confesses) there is no trace of
these tears which once excited the lachrymal glands of so

many English schoolgirls—though there is of elaborate
corrections and erasures. Byron's evil genius moved him
to head it by the exquisite lines of Coleridge on broken
friendship ; that all succeeding generations might have a
monumental collocation of the false and the true. For
the immortal Byron we await a future volume, with " Don
Juan," " Beppo," and the " Vision of Judgment." That
is the Byron of profuse and surprising genius.
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The Spirit of Paris.

Parit. By Hilaire Belloc. (Edward Arnold. 78. 6d.)

This book is neither a history nor a topography, or it is

both in a personal, eclectic way. That it may not be read
on a wrong mental plane, Mr. Belloc explains exactly how
he came to write it. Loving Paris, and feeling Paris, he
desired, as a man must who " has felt keenly the modern
impression of a place he loves," to know "its changing
past, the nature and experience that it draws from the
centuries, and the platform upon which there can be
constructed some little of that future he will never see."
And so Mr. Belloc began to read books and gather old
prints. He allowed Paris to possess him more than ever,

until at last he " shaped the city's legend " into nine long
chapters of appreciation of the past of Paris, seen through
its present. This mingling of past and present is raised
to a sort of luxury that is the main charm of the book.
The author has, indeed, no more serious aim than to bulwark
his day-dreams, and justify his veneration. To do this he
uses the suitable and suggestive facts, and leaves the others
gloriously alone. Hence this is the very last book in
which to seek a first acquaintance with the history and
character of Paris. It is neither a text-book nor a laborious
history. It is a personal appreciation, often learned with
the learning of formal accounts, but wayward in its

own operations. Criticism has little to do with the plan
of the work or the authenticity of its details. We can ask
whether imagination, insight, and sensitiveness are brought
to the contemplation of Paris old and new, and whether
a book so little set on formal narrative has style and
intuition. With a few reservations, to be noted, we can
say that these virtues, so necessary to such a book, are
here. StiU, the book is not quite right. It would have
been improved by division into detached essays (instead

of chapters), with some corresponding changes of treatment,
and by the rejection of enough of its heavier material to

reduce its 476 pages to about 3.50 pages. The book is

something too solid, a little stiff and forbidding to weak
brethren. Its Table of Contents wants fancy and allure-

ment; it does but promise a procession through " Lutetia,"
" Paris in the Dark Ages," " The Early Middle Ages,"
"The Later Middle Ages," &c., &c., whereas Mr. Belloc

is not writing that kind of book. It is a book of felicitous

generalisations, interpretations, and associations. Take
this about the Paris students

:

They keep it fresh with a laughter that is lackuig in the
centres of the modem world, and they supply it with a
frank criticism bordering on intellectual revolt, which is

the self-Bstisfaction of less fortimate capitals, mere sea-

porta, or military centres, fatally ignores. The young
men, from their high attic windows on the Hill, interpret

her horizons ; and, as they grow to fill the places of the
old, such a youth helps them to keep the city worthy of

the impressions with which she delighted their twentieth

year.

We are not going to follow Mr. BeUoc through a work
which is interesting for its spirit rather than its perform-

ance. We will be as eclectic as himself, and remark
that the dim weird Paris of the later Middle Ages has

a real lodgment in his dreams, and is not weakly projected

in sentences like these

:

Paris, whose mind was changing, yet kept her form.

H«d you passed througd Paris iu the night in one of those

winters you would have had everywhere about you the

narrow mystery of Gothic streets. The houses, over-

hanffine and timbered, would have hidden the sky, and
the spirit in which Europe had attempted to reach heaven
would ttill be mournfully with you in decay. You would
have seen spires beyond the roofs, and here and there the

despairing beauty of the flamboyant in its last effort, the

jutting carved windows of the rich, or the special accre-

tion of porches at St. Jacques or at the Auxerrois. . . .

All those who have well described the end of the Paris of

St. Louis have made their descriptions fall in with the

spirit of night. Victor Hugo shows you Paris moonlit in

the snow from the towers of Notre Dame ; its little wind-
ing streets like streams of black water in breaking ice, its

infinite variety of ornament catching the flakes that had
fallen. Stevenson shows you Paris moonlit in the snow
from the eyes of Poor Villon wandering after the murder,
and afraid of wolves and of the power of the king.

One more quotation. We recognise the truth of this

lingering farewell passage—this summary of Paris when
Paris is known.

All the streets are noisy with an infinite past ; the
vinexpected turnings of old streets, the reveries that hang
round the last Cif the colleges and that haunt the won-
derfid Hill are but a little obvious increment to that
inspiring crowd of the dead; the men of our blood and
our experience who built us up, and of whom we are but
the last and momentary heirs, handing on to others a
tradition to which we have added very little indeed.

Paris rises around any man who knows her ; her stree's

are changing things, her stones are like the clothes of

a man ; more real than any present aspect she may carry,

the illimitable company of history peoples her, and it is in

their ready speech and communion that the city takes on
its dignity. This is the reading of that perplexity which
all have felt, of that unquiet suggestion which hangs about
the autumn trees and follows the fresh winds along the

Seine ; the riddle of her winter evenings and of the faces

that come on one out of th« dark in the lanes of the Latin
quarter. She is ourselves ; and we are only the film and
edge of an unnumbered past. There is nothing modem
in those fresh streets. The common square of the Inno-
cents is a dust of graves and a meeting place for the dead

;

the Danse Macabre was too much of a creation to pass at

the mere falling of the wall. The most recent of the orna-

ments make a kind of tabernacle for the memories of the

town—Etienne Marcel b^fo^e his Hotel de Ville, Charle-

magne before the Cathedral. The Place de la Concorde
is not a crossing; of roads for the rich, it is the death-scene

of the Girondins ; the vague space about the Madeleine is

not only a foreground for the church , it is also the tomb
of the Capetians. Wherever the town has kept a part of

her older garment—in the Cathedral, in the Palais, in

Ste. ChapeUe—you may mix with all the centuries.

This and the preceding passages will show that Mr. Belloc

has written Paris with the brilliant pen that wrote Danton.

But we must express our opinion that the book before us is

poised somewhat awkwardly between the essayist's sphere

and the historian's. It is lavish of generalisations which

demand rather than win acceptance. A certain fatigue

overtakes the reader, who remembers that he was told

to expect a book of private interpretations and finds often

a solidity proper to a book of general usefulness. Pacts

are too allusively handled, and the reader looks round for

a text-book to aid him. In short, Mr. BeUoc seems some-

times to forget his part, and become strenuous. The book
does not strike a clear note. But it is full of educated

thought ; it opens and shuts many doors to learning, and

in its pages knowledge and sentiment meet and say fine

things.

The Red Rags of Politics.

An Introduction to English Politics. By John M. Robertson.

(Grant Richards. 10s. 6d. net.)

This book contains five hundred pages of humdrum,
indifferent journalism and two pages of fine prose. The
journalism is speckled with hideous verbs, such as " to

subsume," and still more adjectives, of which "viable"
and " demotic " are the least objectionable. Purity of lan-

guage, grace, energy, and imaginativeness distinguish the

small oasis of good writing to be found on pp. 500 and 501.

In it the author describes the intolerable disappointment

generated by his studies of history, where the known and
the unknown alike appear to be only " fruitless, purpose-

less moments in some vast eternal dream." Through seons

of time " morning and evening wove their sad and
splendid pageantries " above a moiling race of men who,
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in Mr. Roberteon's estimation, have acted with extreme

folly ; 80 that the record would fill one with despair but

for the hope that in the future " social science," working

with the weapons of reason and persuasion, will effect a

transformation. A slender consolation to temper a judg-

ment 80 peesimistic ! It makes one ask if the reading can

be correct, the conclusions wisely drawn.

There is a personal question not without bearing on the

wider one. Our moralist, in a too brief passage, affords

proof of rare mental qualities—insight, poetry, thought,

passion. In toiling through the annals of Rome, Ghreece,

Spain, Belgium, and so on, he is dull and prosy, his

language a jargon ; he writes like one out of Lis mitier.

Analysis, going a little deeper, finds further reasons for

distrusting him as a political guide. The subject is so

apt to engender controversy and attract prejudice, that it

ought, in the first place, to be presented impartially

;

secondly, with more light than heat; and, thirdly, in a

form as clear, definite, and concrete as possible. Mr.

Robertson begins with a vague definition. "Politics,"

he says, " is the strife of wills on the ground of social

action. As international politics is the scene of the strifes

and compromises of States, so home politics is the scene of

the scrifes and compromises of classes, interests, factions,

sects, theorists." As will be noticed, there is no etymo-

logical relationship between the word and this interpreta-

tion. Compare the latter with the opening sentence of

Mr. Jenks in his exceptionally able Short History of

Politics: "By politics we mean the business of govern-

ment—that is to say, the control and management of

people living together in a society "—a meaning at once

practical and scholarly. The object of Mr. Robertson's

survey of the politics of the past is to obtain guidance

for the future. We do not hesitate to say that he ought

to have done it in the dry, hard manner of a shopkeeper

taking stock and surveying his past transactions.

War is a red rag to Mr. Robertson ; another red rag to

Mr. Robertson is patriotism. He is no believer in dying

nations, but appears to think that race is nothing; that

not proclivity, but suitable conditions, made antique Greece

artistic, Rome a conqueror, England a coloniser. But the

analogy of nature is against him. Tribes of birds and

beasts and insects gprow and die as if they had a corporate

individuality. They differ immensely, too, in their po-

tentialities, and it would be easy to show that among them
are races that are as expanding and aggressive as Russia

is ; others are in decay, as is the case with China and Spain.

"The most unsatisfactory feature of Mr. Robertson's book is

that it does not introduce us to the issues now being shaped.

It is a resume of dead controversies, a mumbling of the

remainder biscuit. On a thousand points he is ready to fight,

but why wrangle over the past ? Those dead empires that he

cites as warnings for England were different. They were,

so to speak, advance guards thrown forward before the

great army of mankind. But the whole world has now
made progress, so that as pioneers we are not more than a

bandsbreadth in front. Ajod the points of interest to-day

are not in the past, but in the future. The end of the

century, by a curious coincidence, sees the end of many
movements. Most of its luminaries achieved their aim.

Free Trade rewarded Bright and Cobden, universal educa-

tion followed on the steps of Forster, manhood suffrage

has practically been adopted, and the early Victorian

Chartists are justified. Mr. Gladstone's work lives in the

well-arranged taxation, the financial prosperity of the

country. Yet all these are but preparation and equip-

ment for another onward rush. Parliament, political

discussion, politics generally, axe dull and stale just

becAuse they are still wrangling over the dry bones—the
fresh, bright movements of the coming years are only felt

by a few thinkers. But Mr. Robertson has not grasped

the sitiiation ; his eyes are all on four red rags—Religion,

War, Patriotism, Imperialism — and they see neither

. around nor beyond.

A Prophet of National Life.

Charles Wenry Pearson : Memorials by Himself, his Wife, and
his Friends. Edited by William Stebbing. (Longmans.

)

The author of National Life and Character waa bom at

Islington Church Missionary College, of which his father

was principal. The early years of his life were passed in

a grey atmosphere of rigorism into which a Bible Society

meeting threw occasionally a gleam of sunshine. "

wretched man that I am, who shall deliver me from the

body of this death ? " the little boy was once heard to

moan ; and it is not easy to confine the scope of the lament

to the physical pain which was its immediate occasion.

At the age of six, in accordance with the rule of the house
—he was one of an innumerable brood—he was introduced

to the Latin Grammar ; and he was sent to Rugby the

year after the death of Arnold, whom Dr. Tait had suc-

ceeded. It is from his own unfinished "Story of my
Life " that we learn the impression that those days left

upon his mind. In spite of a half-smothered kindness for

the traditional system of English education—" the best in

the world and very bad," as Talleyrand called it—he is

alive to its faults, and particularly to the neglect of

modern languages and mathematics. There is a picture of

the present First Lord of the Admiralty, who had lately

come back from a preparatory school at Meiningen, sur-

rounded by a group in the quadrangle, and invited, at the

critical moment before the weekly German lesson, to give

a swift and sound rendering of the day's task. So much
for Arnold's boasted reforms in that matter. As to the

beneficial consequences of Arnold's system of moral influ-

ence, Pearson evidently was inclined to be sceptical. One
gathers that in his judgment the Rugby men of that

generation were neither better nor worse than men from

other public schools, only more self-conscious. The four

years he spent there he considered in a great measure

wasted, though he read all the books in the school library,

and learned to write correct Latin verses at the rate of

fifty an hour. Among his contemporaries were Wadding-
ton, afterwards Foreign Minister of the French Republic

;

Lawrence, the author of Guy Livingstone ; and John
Coning^on. Bonamy Price was one of his masters, another

was Congreve, the disciple of Comte, and the founder in

England of the church which has been described as con-

sisting of "three persons and no God."
In 1847, having been removed by the headmaster's

request as unmanageable, he was sent to King's College,

London, to which, says he, "I owe everything that can be

derived from a place of education." While there, on the

occasion of the Chartist danger he shouldered his con-

stable's staff like a man, and incidentally laid seeds of

lung mischief which in the end was fatal. In the midst

of his lectures and studies at King's College he found no

opportunity for the study of mathematics ; so that when it

was time for him to proceed to Cambridge he was able

joyfully to point out that his acquirements in this branch

of study were hopelessly defective. There was nothing

for it but to send him to Oxford, and a place was found

for him on the books of Oriel.

But Oriel was not in good form : the discipline was lax,

the moral tone was low, the lectures were poor. Men like

Pearson and the present Bishop of Lincoln were forced to

withdraw themselves in a measure from the society of the

college. Election to a scholarship at Exeter transferred

him to a more congenial sphere.

Its principal figure at this time was the sub-rector,

William Sewell, whom, although at one time he had been

looked upon as a possible rival of Newman, Pearson seems
to have regarded with such scorn as only an undergraduate

is capable of. Indeed, the man was by that time pretty

generally discredited : Suculua—Little Pig—they named
him, because he would not go the whole hog. For the

sake of Grant Duff's daring, but perfectly pertinent, parody
of an amateurish misstatement of a sound argument im-

1
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perfectly understood, we transcribe here an incident
iclated by Pearson

;

On one occasion Sewell contrived to diverge from some
classical text into a justification of the damnatory clauses

of the Athanasian Creed. " I rlare say you think it very
strange that God should condemn a man to eternal
torments ; to the woriu that never dies and the fire that
is never quenched ; to the fellowship of the bad for all

time ; to the horrible companionship of his own thoughts,
simply because he hasn't believed certain abstruse dogmas,
which perhaps were presented to him in such a way as to
revolt his natural feelings, which, perhaps, he never heard
of. But just consider. If anyone writes to us and mis-
spells our name, or designates us by a title inferior to what
we may claim, are we not very angry with him ? And,
arguing from the creature to the Creator, shall we not
suppose that God will be much more angry with those who
confound or refuse to recognise His attributes?" "If
the creature is a fool, what must the Creator be ? " was
Grant Duff's pithy comment.

Pearson gained his first class in 1852, and two years
later was elected a fellow of his former college. Then came
the question of a profession. He had scruples about
taking Orders ; and on the surely rather hollow ground
that " the better the advocate is the worse is the chance of
justice being done," doubted the morality of the legal
profession. So, " hungry for facts after the dry husks of
scholastic log^ic and metaphysics," he took to medicine.
Then his old love, King's College, called him to a pro-
fessorial chair, and finally to the chair of modem history,

during his occupancy of which he writes : "I am afraid
in one or two instances an emulous or delicate student
really died of excessive mental strain."

His career as a journalist began in 1856 with a review
of Miss Strickland's Mary, Queen of Scots, which he con-
tributed to the Saturday. Thenceforward he wrote regu-
larly for that paper till 1859, when he found himself out
of touch with it on the question of Italian Unity. After-
wards he worked for the Spectator, and in 1862 succeeded
Hutton as editor of the National Review. His sketches of
colleagues and rivals during this season are by no means
the least entertaining part of his personal narrative. But
the strange thing is this half-blmd dandiacal dyspeptic,
this meditator and self-commxiner, this winner of poetical

competitions on set subjects, this chumer of elegiacs,

should have been all the time athirst for savagery.
Europe he knew ; the Antipodes called him—whither,
before the end of the next century, it was his prophecy
the centre of fashionable society shall be transferred.

Of his life there as farmer, as politician, and as educational
reformer we have left ourselves no space to speak, having
preferred to confine ourselves to the sprightiy and simple
" Story of my Life," which is the principal charm of the
book. But for the convention which would seem to regard
compression and conciseness as an insult to the defimct,

we should be inclined to doubt the wisdom of printing
at leng^ the appreciations of friends which fill a quarter
of the volume.
On religious questions he seems never to have thought

to a conclusion, and the things he is reported from time
to time to have said do not rise above the level of

eommonplace.

Literary Hampstead.

Sweet Hampstead and its Associations. By Caroline A.
White. (Eliot Stock.)

Mbb. White is in her eighty-ninth year, and her memories
of Hampstead are as vivid as they are long-reaching.

Accustomed during a great part of her life to " coin her
brain for drachmas," she now dedicates the last of her
strength and talent to the place she has loved longest.

No writer can read untouched her quotation of a
sixteenth century poet

:

Now cease my lute : this is the laste

Labour that thou and I shall waste,
And ended is that we begun

:

Now is this song both sung and past,

My lute, be still, for I am done.

A tender, truthful book is the result—the book of a dear
old lady. The sweetness of many summers seems to bo
gathered into its pages. We are in the lovely hill-suburb

that sees London on one side and England on the other

;

that has heard Shelley shout like a boy in his poetic glee,

and has seen Constable's eye grow dim with rapture as he
looked at St. Paul's from his bower, or watched a rain-

cloud pass over fir and hillock and gleaming gorse. In
nearly four hundred pages of lingering gossip Mrs. White
takes us through all the Hampsteads (for there are many),
and the air seems always murmurous with new songs oJE

Nature or old talk of men. With eighteenth-century

Hampstead Mrs. White is thoroughly well acquainted.

And while, in her pages, we follow Steele and Addison,
Arbuthnot and Gay, Romney and Mme. D'Arblay, in and
out of the old sunny intricate streets and lanes, we know
them the better because Mrs. White can recall a Hamp-
stead so like to theirs. Even forty years ago the place

wore a stationary calm.

Then Hampstead was a street of village shops upon the
slope of the hill, with a broken sky-hne of red-roofed,

one-storied, brown-brick or weather-boarded houses, with
small windows, often glazed with glass that darkened
light. Some of the shops had still hanging shutters and
open shop-boards, and many of them hall-hatch doors,

a few of which, with a fine vein of what was called inde-

pendence, were comfortably bolted against all comers
during meal-times.

In nothing has Hampstead more changed than its out-

skirts and approaches. Its heart of warm red brick and
loamy gardens endures well ; but Mrs. White can tell you
of a time when the South End, now a congerie of third-

rate streets, was a littie hamlet of red-roofed houses
embosomed in green trees, and when the Conduit Fields

and Shepherd's Well might be enjoyed where Fitzjohn's-

avenue and its tributaries now spread their villas. Here
is a picture of old Haverstock Hill

:

As recently as 1859 the road to Hampstead was a
charming one, especially if one drovn there ; for there you
had the advantage of seeing beyond and above the
pedestrian. No sooner did you cross the Canal Bridge
than yovir pleasure in the prospects began. Leaving
Chalk Farm on the left, where in some one or other of the
effaced fields Tom Moore and Jeffrey (afterwards Lord
Jeffrey) met to fight their intercepted duel, and Primrose or
Barrow Hill, in a ditch on the south side of which (1678)
the body of the murdered Sir Edmondbury Godfrey was
found . . . and upon the summit of which, with sub-
limated vision, William Blake, pictor ignatua, saw the
spiritual sun, "not like a golden disc the size of a guinea,"
but like an innumerable company of the heavenly host,
crying, " Holy, holy, holy !

"

If we turn to the Hampstead humanities, whom shall we
select ? Mrs. White delights in Leigh Hunt, in Constable,

and in Erskine—in a hundred others. There is something
about the old Lord Chancellor that rivets attention. His
residence, Erskine House, is familiar to all who know the
Spaniard's Inn and the Spaniard's-road. The house
and grounds had not much to commend them to a Lord
Chancellor, but Erskine found their possibilites of im-
provement delightful. His garden lay on the opposite
side of the road, and was reached from the house by a
subway. To-day the garden is incorporated in the grounds
of Mansfield House. Here Erskine, after his labours at
Westminster, worked with his gardener, planting -so

diligently that the place was soon named Evergpreen Hill.

In the neighbourhood he was known as an amiable man,
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who loved flowers; though a Hampstead donkey-driver,

whom Erskine found ill-treating his animal, had reason to

remember little more of liis lordship than his stick, which
was laid on his back in righteous wrath. Burke came to

see Erskine at Hampstead after a long estrangement, and
said to him :

" Come, Erskine, let us forget all. I shall

soon quit this stage, and wish to die in peace with every-

body, especially you." When, presently, they took a
turn round the g^unds, Burke could not resist a kindly
sarcasm. As they emerged from the tunnel before
mentioned, all the beauty of Ken Wood, Lord Mansfield's,

and the distant country, burst upon him. '-'Oh," said

Burke, " this is just the place for a reformer. All the
beauties are beyond your reach. You cannot destroy
them." It quite spoils the Erskine idyll to know that

after the death of his wife, in 1805, he returned to

London, lived in Piiulico, and married again.

Close by Erskine House, Collins's Farm, now called

Tooley's Farm, lies in the hollow below the Sandy-road
leading to North End. A choicer retreat for a writer or
an artist did not exist sixty years ago, and the spot had
even then associations of great interest. It

was for successive simimura the "suushiue holiday"
home of the elder Liiinell and his family, who perhaps
never worked harder himself when here, and who, beiug
here, drew around bini a little company of his brother
artists—amongst them Blake, Varley, Flaxman, and Mor-
land. Nearer to our own time Dickens had lodgings here,
and wrote, it is said, several chapters of Bleak House in
this retirement. Lover is also said to have made it his
summer quarters on one occasion. ... It is easy to return
from this point to the broad holly hedge opposite Lord
Erskine's house. At the end of it is the site (until quite
recently) of the most interesting relic that Hampstead
retained of what may be called its classic days—the Nine
Elms, whose boughs had shaded the favourite resting-place
of Pope and Murray (the after owner of Ken Wood, Lord
Mansfield).

It is natural that Mrs. White should feel little sympathy
with the changes which have come over Hampstead in the
last few years. Even the holiday carnivals, to which the
Hampstead folk have been reconciled by many years of

repetition, have lost some of their picturesqueness. The
gipsies are liardly seen there now ; and, moreover,

in those far-away times gipsies . . . were not the only
picturesque fixtures to be met with on the Heath. It
was no unusual thing to meet with speculative lace-makers
from Buckinghamshire, in their short red cloaks, frilled

with black lace, and wonderful black bonnets, with
cushion and pendent vari-coloured ribbons swingmg from
it, selling their thread lace to chance customers, and
taking orders from others who had learned the value of
their wares.

Those of us whose memories of Hampstead go back
only fifteen years could name similar losses and regrets.

On p. 163 of Mrs. White's book there is a photograph
of North End, showing the little hamlet opposite the Bull
and Bush inn. The cottage gardens are seen sloping
down to the road; almost you catch the scent of their
mignonette and sweet-williams. But those cottages are
gone, their gardens are a glassy mound

;
gone are the tea-

tables on which cut flowers were generously placed in
jars, though they grew on every hand. It was a coign of
vantage, whence could be seen all the small stir of the inn.
To sit there, and be meditative ; to finger a pocket Horace,
and murmur, with the precocious melancholy of youth,

Achilles perished in his prime
Tithon WHS worn away by time,

or some other gnomic exclamation of the Sabine poet

—

all this hallowed a spot which no villa or grocer's shop
or sky-climbing block of flats can hallow. But what
are such memories and regrets ; and why do we name
them in the same page as Mrs. White's? Only that
we may claim a place in the g^eat company of those
who have loved Hampstead for her best gifts.

Other New Books.
Robert Browwino. By Arthur W.\uoh.

The "Westminster" series of small biographies, of
whicli this is the first volume, seems to be very well con-
ceived. We have had new editions of standard works in
neat pocket formats, but here we have original work pre-
sented as daintily as a classic that nobody reads. It seems
particularly fortunate that the field chosen for this ex-
tension of a popidar form of publishing is Biography, for
there is no branch of literature that is more in need of
fresh sap. We have again and again protested against
the portentous size and artistic nullity of the memoir of
commerce. The " Westminster " biographies should show
that the biographical miniature is a very charming and
efficient means of recording a man's traits and achieve-
ments.

Mr. Waugh's memoir contains, we should judge, about
25,000 words, and it is divided into eleven short chapters.
His treatment of his subject is simple, picturestiue, and
marked by good taste and proportion. A short biography
ought never to look like a big on« painfully compressed,
and here no such error has been made. Within the limits
of a small book there is freedom and leisure. Nor does
Mr. Waugh afflict us with advanced or " precious " views
of Browning, Bostonian epithets, or fantastic Browning
Society elucidations. Indeed, his service to Browning's
genius consists partly in his quiet acceptance of him as a
classic, not as a curiosity or riddle-making prophet. That
is the only right attitude. This book meets Browning in
that level highway of literature on which he walks in the
footsteps of Shakespeare, Ben Jonson, Shelley, Tennyson,
Dickens, Arnold. In minor matters the book is well
managed. Mr. Waugh furnishes a chronology, an
adjimct which no biography should be without, and a
bibliography which will satisfy all but the most exacting,
students. Browning's relations to others— to his wife,
friends, critics— are carefully noted ; and the hum of the
literary world is allowed to steal in, as it were, through
the poet's windows ; so that we see him Atmospherically
and relatively.

In the following representative passage Mr. Waugh
discusses the traditional "obscurity" of Browning in con-
nexion with his traditional " message "

:

What, then, was the quality in which Browning lay
outside the habits of his own time,—the quality which kept
him for more than thirty years at work before he began
to have anything like a considerable following ? It would
seem to have been almost entirely a question of method, and
not a question of thought or " message " at all. Browning's
" message "... is essentially simple and direct. It is con-
cerned entirely with wide and open problems of life. It may
be made to move hand in hand with orthodox religion. It
contains nothing to repel or even astonish. It is a neces-
sary part of any spiritual system whatever, of every con-
ceivable school of philosophy which leads anywhere beyond
the abyss of despair. But his method was another matter.
It was new and disturbing, intricate and cuiious ; and it

was introduced into poetry at a time when literature,
havine: just recovered from the fervours of the French
Revolution, had settled down again into a natural calm,
in the pursuit of beauty for its own sake. Now, although
the pursuit of the spirit of beauty is implicit in all

Browning's work, he had very little care for abstract
principles apart from their direct relation to humanity.
Mankind, and especially the individual man as the
microcosm, was the entire concern of his poetry ; and. in
order to arrive at the truth of all general principles as they
affected man, it was the essence of his method to analyse
the emotions of the individual, to dissect the impulse,
and from the isolated example to proceed to the generalisa-
tion. The method required complexity if it was to be in
the least degree effectual ; and the complexity demanded
concentrated attention in the reader who was to follow it.

Excellent in itself, Mr. Waugh's book recommends the
series which it inaugurates. (Kegan Paul.)
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All about Dogs. By Charles Heney Lane.

Mr. Lane is a well-known fancier, exhibitor, and judge
of dogs. His work will be of great value to those
interested in dogs with a pedigree. Of each breed he has
a few remarks to make of his own, and in the generality

of cases he adds thereto an authoritative list of points.

The illustrations are pictures of well-known winners,
capitally drawn by Mr. Moore. Indeed, his work in this

book demonstrates the superiority of the pencil over the
camera in delineating animals judged by points. It is

seldom, indeed, that a photographer is also a good judge,
and if he were it is impossible always to obtain a good
picture and at the same time bring out the beauties that

appeal to the connoisseur's heart. Mr. Lane has done his

work well, but sportsmen should be warned that before
all else he is a judge and exhibitor, and therefore does not
always show as much attention to the history of a breed as

is desirable. Retrievers, for instance, he divides into flat

and curly without mentioning the circumstance that the

former is a creation of the last forty years or so. Nor
• does he venture on any criticism of the standard set up by
the Kennel Club. For instance, it is very certain that the

continual exhibition of deerhounds is tending to make the

breed much too fine—merely a greyhound with a rough
coat. Here and there, in a country house, one may meet
with someone who cultivates the original type of strong,

rough dog with a jaw that would make prize-winning
impossible—a dog of the mountain and forest; but the

average owner, on the look-out for show-bench honours,

deliberately breeds away from what used to be needed on
heath and forest. We are sorry, too, that so good an
authority has not seen fit to make any mention of the

rough Scottish greyhound. The tniffl^.^ogs used in Wilt-

shire are also omitted—we suppose, because they are not

often shown ; but they have been bred true to type since the

days of the Spanish Armada, and quite deserved a place

among poodles. If, instead of "Ail about Dogs," Mr.
Lane had chosen for title " A Manual for Dog Exhibitors "

little fault could have been found. (Lane.)

In Bird-land with
Field Glass and Camera. By Oliver G. Pike.

Within the last five years the photography of birds'

nests has grown into a popular pastime that is doing much
to define and render exact a kind of knowledge that used
formerly to be very vague and untrustworthy. Adopting
the prevalent fashion, Mr. Pike has produced a pretty and
enjoyable volume. His pictures, as might be expected, are

not uniformly excellent. The majority are satisfactory—

a

few, such as the Garden Warbler that serves as frontispiece,

are very fine indeed, but in one or two we are forcibly re-

minded of certain pictorial advertisements that used to

adorn the hoardings with " Puzzle, find the Cat," inscribed

beneath. " Find the Nightingale " might have been written

under the cat on p. 14 and " Find the Duck " on p. 178.

Probably the young ornithological student will sigh as he
looks for coloured pictures. So many nests and eggs,

particularly of small birds, resemble one another so closely

that we doubt if specimens could be named from black and
white illustrations. Mr. Pike's letterpress is clear and
unpretentious. Most of his work has been done in those

parts of Middlesex and Hertfordshire that are almost

suburban in character, and it is extremely interesting to

learn how many forms of wild life may be studied just

outside the postal 'listrict. But he also describes one or

two more distant journeys on his favourite quest, and that

to the Norfolk Broads deserves special mention. He and
three other naturalists sailed about in a yacht bearing the

appropriate name of the Reed- Bird, and one result is an

account of the Bearded Tit as full and satisfactory as any
that we have previously met. But the whole tour is very

charmingly described. In the course of the book Mr.
Pike animadverts bitterly upon the inroads that '

' murderous

millinery" is making on our fauna. "At one sale in

London that came under my notice," he says, "nine
hundred Kingffisher skins were offered besides 26.5,000

other gay-plumaged birds, and 4a,600 ounces of Osprey
feathers." Our annual importation of bird-skins amounts
to 35,000,000. And, of course, most of them are killed in

the breeding season, when plumage is at its best. A
sufficient cause of protest, surely! (Unwin.)

Fiction.

Ursula. By K. Douglas King.
(Lane. 6s.)

Ursula is bright and unflagging, but it is none the less a
literary mistake. It is one of those pseudo-Bussian tales

full of passion and treachery, in which one instinctively

feels that the choice of locality was due to a convention.

Given two pairs of cousins strongly resembling each other,

and it is obvious that extraordinary things can happen to

them in a Russia manufactured by an English novelist.

Ursula tells the story herself, and soon strikes the note of

fatalism by relating how, as a child, she was "trans-

ported" into "the unknown future" and saw "crimson
stains" on white stones, and at her feet " a stretched-out

figure, still as death." Later on we find that this tragedy

is the result of a desperate fight on the premises of a

villain distinguished by that eerie suavity which we have
learned to associate with the pseudo-Russian of the English
novel. Miss King's climax has dignity, for "the
stretched-out figure " had laid down his life to save the

man he hated for the sake of the woman he loved.

Ursula was that woman, and, having three lovers and a

very high temper, she proved a worthy ally of the melo
dramatic Noms. The pace <>f the story is exciting, and
the incidents attending the detention of Ursula and her
escort in the house of the doctor who proposes to murder
them have the quality of genuine romance. We may
add that Ursula discovered the trend of her affections,

and that she makes her farewell to the reader from a

veritable heaven of domesticity. It would be interesting

to have Turgenev's opinion of the structure and charac-

terisation of this novel.

To the Healing of the Sea. By Francis H. Hardy.
(Smith, Elder & Co. 68.)

Oddly enough Mr. Francis Hardy combines in his new
novel the sincere but shallow religious sentiment evinced

in The Mills of God with a brilliant narrative of stock-

broking in extraordinary. His plot is of the simplest

:

a financial genius, Blabon, takes the place in Wall-
street of a friend, Livingstone, who by reckless speculation

lies under an imminent risk oiE bankruptcy and dishonour.

Suffering as he is from nervous breakdown, Livingstone

is persuaded to cross the Atlantic to England for the

sake of " the healing of the sea." On the other hand, a

beautiful brunette of charitable instincts is persuaded

to regard the unfortunate stockbroker as a patient, and
to endeavour to take him out of himself. The senti-

ment of love made him feel acutely the injury sustained

by his self-respect during his financial adventures ; and
indeed a man seldom finds it pleasant to remember that

he has appropriated to his own use money which he held

in trust. Thereupon Mr. Hardy with questionable fitness

vouchsafes him a vision of Him who walked the waves.

Furthermore—and here the Optimist casts on him a

tolerant eye—he allows his penitent stockbroker to save

a life at the peril of his own. Meanwhile astounding

juggleries go on in Wall-street, to the end that Livingstone

becomes once more a millionaire. But at what cost

!

The first ten minutes of th»t terrible " Blue Monday "

had worked ruin to a quarter of a million gamblers,
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exposed the cnrefiilly concealed defalcationg of s hundred

trusted officials, driven a score of desperate men to suicide,

swept into bankruptcy six Stock Exchange firms, and closed

the doors of three large banks.

Let ufi hope Livingstone was worth it.

N»ll Owyn, Comedian. By Frankfort Moore.

(Pearson. 68.)

In this slight series of episodes Mr. Frankfort Moore

has followed a prevailing fashion, and given us a highly

idealised picture of Nell Gwyn. We watch the fortunes

of the wayward and warm-hearted orange girl from her

first appearance outside Drury Lane Theatre, jesting with

Buckingham and Sedley, to the final scene, the only one

of real human feeling, in which the lover she has mourned

as dead returns to find that NeUy is "the King's." The
following is a specimen of the badinage between orange

girl and courtiers

:

" Ay, but I'm no lady, only a bit of a woman," said

NeU.
" If you're only a bit, Til buy a score from the sample,

NeUy."
" Ay, your Grace treats womankind as oranges—to be

picked up by the score."
" And to be found deadly sour."
" Ay, and then flung into the gutter."

Her caprices and repentances are not rendered peculiarly

convincing, yet she is by far the most vital figure in the

book. Mr. Moore's Churchill is something of a puppet,

though Nell's jesting prophecies concerning him are not

without point.

" Lud, Nell, Jack hath no quality of the volatile shuttle-

cock about him."
"Oh, yes; if we live long enough, we shall see him

exhibit the best quality of the shuttlecock—the quality of

changing sides rapidly without falling between them."

As to Lady Castlemaine and Mme. de la Querovaille, it is

difiicult to conceive of these violent ladies, as here depicted,

appealing to the fastidious, Lf whimsical, taste of Charles II.

Historic accuracy is not to be expected in stories of this

nature, and Mr. Moore has been at as little pains to impart

historic atmosphere. The absence of these qualities,

however, will probably not interfere with the popularity

of these comeifies with readers desirous of a half-hour's

amusement, who will welcome their vivacity. (Pearson. 6s.)

The Sword of the King. By Eonald MacDonald.
(John Murray. 63.)

TuE plot of Mr. MacDonald's romance centres closely

about the sword which gives it name. The "king" is

WiUiam of Orange, and the story deals with a plan for his

assassination and its thwarting by the heroine, PhUippa
Drayton. Her wild ride, disguised, to warn the Prince,

and the service by which the seeming lad wins the gift of

William's sword, with a promise to redeem it by any boon

in his power, is told in stirring fashion. Philippa's

brother, a Catholic and devoted adherent of King James,

is endangered by her act, and through his escape Edward
Royston, her lover, an officer of the Prince, is brought face

to face with degradation and death. In this crisis Philippa

claims the promise, and when William, sparing his fol-

lower's life, does not release him from disgrace. She
restores the sword—broken.

" The greater half," he said; and in despite of himself

he smiled.

Being by that smile much emboldened, I answered

:

"Then am I more generous than William, Prince of

Orange. For life," I said, lifting from the floor the broken
point of the sword, "is less than honour. Yet, like his

Highness, I keep the point that kills."

The complicated situation is handled with force and clear-

ness, though none of the incidents are markedly original.

A promising first book.

Notes on Novels.

[Thete notes on the mek's Fiction are not necetsarily final.

Reviews of a selection will follow."]

The Increasing PtrRPOSE. By James Lake Axles.

The author of Th^ Choir Invisible is coming to his own

in England, and this novel, full of racial warmth and

freshest human nature, will substantiate his claims. As in

most of his other writings, Mr. Allen treats of Kentucky

life and Kentucky ideals. The period is that at the close

of the Civil War, about 1865. A vrind of intellectual life,

embodied in a university, is passing over the State, and

hero and heroine alike respond to it. Intending to fit

himself for the Christian ministry, the hero is caught by

the Darwinian theory, and he finds in love the solace he

had sought in religion. The book is redolent of the soil,

from which David goes to his studies and to which he

returns. Life is intense, richly coloured, and splendidly

aspirant in these pages
;
yet the eternal note of sadness

is brought in. (Macmillan. Bs.)

As the Light Led. By James Newton Baskett.

In this novel also the period after the War of [Secession

is chosen; but here the effect of the war is not the

broadening of intellectual life but the narrowing and

hardening of religious life. The hero and heroine are

divided by sect ; we are among Methodists, " Disciples,"

and what not. (MacmiUan. 68.)

Little Indabas. By J. Mac.

Five documents of South African life. Such documents,

too! The Kaffir, the Boer, the Englishman. As Mr. Edward

Gamett says, these studies may not quite "fit in with

what the newspapers say " ; but there is no doubt that

they are well written and that they reflect human nature.

The first story, " The White-Patched Kaffir," ends thus

:

"When Thornton gives the history of his fortune he

claims the credit of having made one black man carrj- out

his moral obligations, which, he says, is more than Exeter

Hall has done ; he firmly believes that Providence specially

decreed the white-patched Kaffir should fall into his hands

to enable him to help himself, and he maintains that

banging the black man's head with a Bible answers better

than tenderly handing it to him limp and soppy with

negrophile tears. As his wife, who entered these pages as

Nell Marsden, has the costliest conservatory in Maritzburg,

she agrees with him." (Unwin. 2s.)

Many Daughters. By Saeah Tytleb.

Mrs. Tytler's present concern is with the woman move-

ment, and her story deals with the inmates and interests

of " The Woman's Institute and Emporium of Technical

Knowledge and its Productions." The heroine's name is

Delia, and she is "illustrious in combined cookery and

mathematics." (Digby, Long. 6s.)

A Hospital Eomance, and
Other Stories. By Eleanor Holmes.

Five short stories of the improving type, with mild

writing like this: "Those who have ever found them-

selves beneath the same roof with a pair of newly-

engaged lovers will bear witness to the imperative necessity

that exists for the constant observance of precaution in

entering rooms." (Digby, Long. 68.)

The Wonderful Career
OF Ebenezer Lobb.

Edited by
Allen Upward.

" The world knows nothing of its greatest men." The

title, and this motto, will suggest the nature of this book,

which follows an old convention. Ebenezer Lobb is the

ail-round blunderer, whose adventures in sport, literature,

politics, the Volunteers, and other spheres, provide what is

known as merriment. The book also includes " Selections

from the Prose and Poetry of Ebenezer Lobb." (Hurst

& Blackett. 6s.)
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The Canadian Muse.*
It was decidedly tbf> time and the hour to put forth a
collection— at any time interesting—of Canadian verse.
Canada is to the fore in English minds, as her troops are
to the fore in English batde. The editor of A Treasury
of Canadian Ferse dedicates his collection to "the
Lamartine of Canada "—Louis Frechette ; but, oddly, we
look in vain among the poets therein " sampled " for the
said Mr. Louis Frechette. Why veU from our pardonably
irritated curiosity the Muse of the "Lamartine of Canada"?
There is, as we saw the other day, an—nay, the Australian
Swinburne ; whom England knows not : now is there also
the Canadian Lamartine, "an instant and no more"
flashed before our eyes and straightway withdrawn.
"Wherefore are these things hid?" as Sir Toby Belch
says. "Why have these gifts a curtain before them?
Are they like to take dust, Uke Mistress Moll's picture ? "

Lowell, you may remember, observed that in ever^
American family of decent size at least one member was
sure to turn out to be some very great man all over again.
But in all seriousness, let us say that we are not minded
to treat this collection as such collections are mostly treated.
It seems usually considered that Colonial poetry is much on
a par with Colonial wine. If it give you a wry mouth
you shall not publicly say so, lest you discourage Colonial
industries. Both will mature, if you suffer them time. It
appears to be thought rather a remarkable feat that the
Colonies should grow their own poetry at all ; as though
this exotic were unsuited to the soU and must naturally
be imported from the mother country. Therefore, Colonial

Eoetry is met with a fatherly indulgence, a " You'll soon
6 as big as papa !

" air. Which is not good for Colonial
poetry. It is not remarkable that our great colonies should
produce poets : it is somewhat remarkable, perhaps, that
they have not yet produced greater poetry. Therefore, we
shall judge this book like an anthology of English poems

;

which is doing Canada much more honour than if we
treated it with slovenly lenity.

No one who reflects will expect much novelty, that
" national note " which is so thoughtlessly demanded from
our Anglo-Saxon offspring across seas. They inherit the
unbroken tradition of English poetry, and they are just
English poets writing on a new soU. Such difference as
climate may make will not be clamorous ; it will show
itself, if at all, in subtle, unobvious ways. Save for scenic

distinctions, patriotic Canadian allusions, this volume is

much like a collection of lesser English verse. It does not
ahow that Canada is yet "going strong" in poetry.

There is evidently much fertility, much fluency, but a
conspicuous lack of condensation. The ballad, which Mr.
Kipling has made the fashionable form in England, does
not seem to flourish in Canada as in its sister-colony,

Australia. There is nothing here, for example, like the

ringing and swinging verses of the Australian Lawson.
Nor yet is Canada eminent in meditative verse—sparse

enough in England since Mr. Watson " cares not his idle

• A Treaanry of Canadian Ferae. With Brief Biographical

Notes. Selected and Edited by Theodore H. Band. (J. M.
Dent.)

bagpipe up to raise " (the expression is Spenser's, not
ours !) and Mr. A. C. Benson has fallen silent. Descriptive
poetry, or lyrics chiming of external nature, and the joy-
sometimes the melancholy—of life ; these make up by far
the bulk of this collection. Shelley—stripped of meta-
physics and the flush of imagery fallen from him ; Keats,
without condensation of phrase and figure ; such seem to
be the dominant inspiration of Canada. Something, at
times, of Tennyson one naturally finds ; rarely of Matthew
Arnold. Once only we find the trace of Edgar Poe

:

Emerson and the other American poets seem to be unin-
fluential.

That Canada, as represented here, has yet far to go is

demonstrable from a single fact : the uncontestable
supremacy among all his fellows of Mr. Bliss Carman.
We were prepared to find him in the front rank—nay, at
the head ; but not for such primacy as this. He stands
head and shoulders above all the rest. This is the more
striking because (apart from "Low Tide on Grand Pre") he
is far from being represented, we think, by his finest work.
In him the Canadian fondness for external nature and the
Joie de vivre culminates, reaches fulfilment and distinction.

Has he not, indeed, sung—and sung bravely—of " the
outward eye," as Wordsworth did of " the inward eye " ?

That was in the Songs from Vagabondia, where his work,
indistinguishably mixed with Mr. Eichard Hovey's,
naturally fails to obtain for him individual credit. But
all his work is a song of the outward eye, full of manhood
and the " shriU spirit" of the open wind, in which no
morbidity can live. It is not always perfect poetry, it

does not always " come off," and he is not careful to bring
it off when the shaping impulse fails ; he is not, that is to

say, eminently an artist ; but it is good to walk with Mr.
Carman on the road of life—and how many modern poets
are good travel-comrades ? Flashes, too, there are of

deeper things, struck off with an adventurous individuality,
hardy things which give you a pleased fillip of surprise.

Of this poet Canada may with right be proud. Too long
to quote is "Low Tide on Grand Pre"; but here is a
verse :

Was it a year, or lives ago,
We took the grasses in our hands,

And caught the summer flying low
Over the waving meadow-lands,
And held it there between our hands ?

A fine example, this, of his most polished manner. Of
his more individual fancy, take " The Crimson House "

—

good, though better might have been chosen by Mr.
Eand:

Love built a crimson house

—

I know it well

—

That he might have a home
Wherein to dwell.

Poor Love that roamed so far

And fared so ill,

Between the morning star

And the Hollow Hill,

Before he found the vale
Where he could bide,

With memory and oblivion

Side by side.

He took the silver dew
And the dun-red clay

And behold when he was through,
How fair were they I

The braces of the sky
Were in its girth.

That it should feel no jar

Of the swinging earth ;

That sun and wind might bleach,

But not destroy,

The house that he had budded
For his joy.
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" Here will I stay," be said,
" Aud roam uo more,

Atid (lust when I am dead
Shall kt-ep the door."

There trooping dreams by night
Go by, go by,

Th*- walls are rosy white
In the sun's eye.

The windows are more clear

Than sky or sea

;

He made tbem after God's
Transparency.

It is a dearer place

Thau kirk or inn

;

Such joy on joy as ttiere

Has never been.

Let the reader whom this book may stir to seek his

poems not overlook the two Vagabondia volximes, where
Afr. Carman finds a congenial partner in his Americfin
friend, Mr. Richard Hovey. Among the numerous other
poets in the present collection, one of the best things is by
a woman—Miss (or Mrs.) Isabella Valancy Crawford. It

describes the Helot, intoxicated by his Spartan master,
for the warning of the Spartan's son, Hermos.

Dropped the rose-flushed doves and himg
Oil the fountain's murmuring brims

;

To the bronzed vine Hermos clung

—

Silver-like his naked Umbs.

Flashed and flushed rich coppered leaves,

Whitened by his ruddy hair

;

Pallid as the marble eaves.

Awed he met the Helot's stare.

With fixed fingers, knotted, brown.
Dumb, the Helot grasped his beard,

Heard the far pipes, mad and sweet.
All the ruddy hazes thrill,

,
Heard the loud beam crash and beat
In the red vat on the hill.

Wide his nostrils as a stag's
Drew the hot wind's fiery bliss

;

Ked his lips as river-flags

From the strong CiBcuban kiss.

On his swarthy temples grew
Purple veins like clu8t>-red grapes

;

Past his rolling pupils blew
Wine-born, tierce, lascivious shapes.

" Lo," he said, " he maddens now !

Flames divine do scathe the clod :

Round his reeling Helot brow
Stings the garland of the god."

It has a fine colour-sense, as will be seen from these
extracts, and a classical condensation of diction not
common in female work. Extremely spirited is her
"Forging of the Sword"; and altogether she is one of
the most notable of the band. Another woman—Margaret
Gill Currie—has a fresh descriptive poem, " By the St.

John."
With honeysuckles, meadow-sweets.
And rue the banks are lined

;

O'er wide fields dance gay marguerites,
To pipe of merry wind.

By the tall tiger-fily's side

Stands the rich golden -rod,
A king's son wooing for his bride
The daughter of a god.

The poem of which this is a specimen is favourably
typical of a large quantity of Canadian work in this book.
Such, again, is Sarah Anne Curzon's "Invocation to
Eain." Of the poetry which owns Keats for master Mr.

John H. Duvar's " How Balthazar the King Went Down
into Egypt " is a good representative :

Music was on the Kile boats : couch aud horn,
Flute answering flute, while zitter and lycoru

Took up the keynote from the leading barge,

Aud part and counterjiart in measured strain,

In gathering volume, rolled on to the marge.
The while the swelling chorus grew amain

And inland o'er the standing rice was borne.

Accomplished work, nowhere inspired. Lastly, for our
space wanes, let us quote a really good sonnet by Mr.
Charles Heavysege, on " Night " :

'Tis solemn darkness ; the sublime of shade

;

Night, by no stars or rising moon relieved

;

The awful blank of nothingness arrayed.
O'er which my eyeballs roll in vain, deceived.

Upward, aroimd, and downward I explore.

E'en to the frontiers of the ebon air.

But cannot, though I strive, discover more
Than what seems one huge cavern of despair.

Oh, Night, art thou so grim, when, black and bare
Of moonbeams, and no cloudlets to adorn.

Like a nude Etbiop 'twixt two houris fair.

Thou stand'st between the evening and the mom ?

I ti'ok thee for an angel, but have wooed
A cacodiBmon in mine ignorant mood.

This fine sonnet, it wiU be seen, is also descriptive. Nor
does Canada excel in sonnetteering. On the whole, evea
from the chosen specimens we have quoted, it will be
evident that there is much accomplishment revealed in this

anthology, but a lack of the inevitability of high poetry.

We note, by the way, what is too often a characteristic of

female poets, strongly displayed here—namely, a tendency

to display enthusiasm for natural objects by addressing

them in (fiminutives and coaxing familiarities, with domes-
ticities (so to speak) of affection. The lady, in fact, makes
baby-eyes at nature. Sometimes pretty, always weak, it

becomes irritating in mass.

A Pedigree of " Drudgery."

Lexicographw—A harmless drudge,—Johnson.

De. James A, H. Mukeay delivered the Bomanesi
Lecture for this year in the Sheldonian Theatre on the

22nd, and the lecture has been printed and neatly pub-
lished by Mr. Frowde within a few days. " The Evolu-

tion of Lexicography " was Dr. Murray's almost inevitable

subject, and he treated it with a thoroughness and
simplicity which make this little blue-paper-covered
pamphlet well worth keeping. In effect we have here the

pedigree of the Oxford English Dictionary, a veritable

"long pedigree of toil." In skeleton (but Dr. Murray
g^ves it flesh and blood) the pedigree is as follows :

In the seventh and eighth centuries, when Latin was the
only language of books, the possessor of a good book fre-

quently came across a difficult word which lay outside the
Latin vocabulary. lu such cases he often, as a help to

himself and otbers, wrote the meaning over the word in

the original text, iu a smaller hand, sometimes in easier

Latin, sometimes in English. Such an explanation written
over a word of the text is a yloss. Latin MSS. of the
Middle Ages are full of such glosses.

Later it occurred to someone to collect out of the MSS.
to which he had access all the glosses they contained, and
combine them in a list to be learned by heart, or consulted
at need. Such a list constituted a Glotmrium or Glossary.

Simultaneously with the formation of such glossaries from
the Latin, vocabularies to the Latin were formed for teach-
ing purposes. Vocabularies and glossaries were frequently
combined.
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When such lists of words became very long it was seeu
that their usefulness would be increased by an alphabetical
arrangrement of words and phrases. The various stages in

alphabetisation may be seen in four of the most ancient
glossaries of English origin that we possess, known (from
the libraries to which thfy now belong) as the Leiden, the
Epinal, the Erfurt, and the Corpus (Corpus Christi, Cam-
bridge).

Onwards to the eleventh century many vocabularies
were formed, all dealing with Latin words but all tending
more and more to give the meanings of words in English,
until the vocabularies of the tenth and eleventh centuries

are truly Latin-English. " A new aim had gradually
evolved itself ; the object was no longer to explain diificalt

Latin words, but to give the English equivalents of as

many words as possible, and thus practically to provide a
Latin Dictionary for the use of Englishmen."

For three hundred years after the Conquest English
lexicography stood still, but with the revival of English
as a literary and legal tongue more Latin - English
dictionaries, notably the Ortita Vocahulorum of Wynkyn
de Worde, were produced. The next advance was the
production of English-Latin as distinct from Latin-English
vocabularies. The Promptoriurn, Parvulorum, or Children's

Repository (1440), is the famous example.

With the Renascence came renewed activity, and in 1538

the first Latin vocabulary to be called a " dictionary " was
published by Sir Thomas Elyot. It was followed, in 1554,

by Withal's ^ Short Dictionariefor Young Beginners, ending
with the words, "Thus endeth this Dictionarie very useful

for Children."

Latin had been the essential element in all dictionaries.

French and Italian were now taken account of in the fine

French-English Dictionary of Randall Cotgrave, and the

Italian-English Dictionary of John Florio, both published

in 1611.

In 1604 Robert Cawdrey supplied the germ of the

modem English Dictionary, in his Table Alphalitticall of
Hard Words, and in 1616 came Dr. John BuUokar's
English Expositor on the same lines.

In 1623 appeared the work which first assumed the title

of The English Dictionarie, by Henry Cockeram. This is a

curiosity and a mine of instruction. Its hard words
include aliregate, "to lead out of the flock" ; acersecomick,

"one whose hairwas never cut"; adcorporated, "married";
balbulcitate, " to cry like a cow-boy"; coUocuplicate, "to
enrich "

; adecastick, " one who will do just whosoever."
In Cockeram's Dictionarie, blunder is given with the

meaning, "to bestir oneself, and garble aa the equivalent

of "to dense things from dust." The Second Part is

intended to teach a learned style. The plain man may
write a letter in his natural language, and then, by turning
up the simple words in the dictionary, alter them into

their learned equivalents. Thus " abound " maybe altered

into exupernte; "too great plenty" into uherty, " he and
I are of one age" into lue are coetaneous, "youthful
babbling" iiitoyut/ent7e inaniloquence.

Blount's Qlussoyraphia took the field in 1656, and went
through many editions to 1707. Many other dictionaries

appeared, including that of Nathaniel Bailey, whose
Universal Etymological Engli'h Dictionary appeared in

1721, and obtained such a hold that editions continued to

appear long after Dr. Johnson's Dictionary. It contained

diagrams and proverbs. According to Sir John Hawkins,
Dr. Johnson used an interleaved copy of Bailey's Dic-

tionary as thf basis of his own work.

In 1731 Bailey marked the stress accent, a stex> in the

direction of indicating pronunciation.

In 1755 appeared the Dictionary which had long been
projected by the booksellers, and had at length been
entrusted to Dr. Johnson. " Johnson's great work," says
Dr. Murray, " raised English lexicography altogethi r to a
higher level. In his hands it became a department of

literature."

In 1791 John Walker—following Bailey, Dr. Eenrick,
and others— systematised English orthoepy.

Only two independent contributions to the development
of lexicography were made in the enrlier half of the nine-
teenth century. These were the American dictionaries of

Webster and Richardson, the former valuable for its

definitions, but weak in its etymologies ; the latter almost
scorning definitions, but rich in illustrative quotations.

Dr. Trench's paper, read before the Philological Society
about fifty years ago on " Some Deficiencies in Existing
English Dictionaries." pointed out that all the dictionaries

neglected the history of words, and omitted thousands of

rare and obsolete words. He also insisted that a complete
dictionary must be the work of many collaborators. Prom
this impulse arose the movement which has culminated in

the preparation of the Oxford, English Dictionary. " It

can be maintained," says Dr. Murray, " that in the Oxford
Dictionary, pprmeated, as it is, through and through, with
the scientific method of the century, lexicography has, for

the present, reached its supreme development."

Things Seen.

The Sower.

It was near a haimt of Polly in the early afternoon that I
happened on the Sower. Grizzled and slim, ill-suited in

rusty black, he threaded the moving crowd, singling out

one and another, saying a word and pausing for no reply.

He spoke in the ear of a tall, showy man, screwed up a
semitone above the pitch of fashion

;
pressed for an instant

the clean hand of a defeated vendor of the Pall Mall
Gazette ; whispered to a loafing, vicious stripling, and to a
meagre shopboy with a khaki tie. In his wake he left a
track of surprised faces. The newsman looked mildly

resentful ; the loafing lad laughed hoarsely ; the shopboy
cackled with a fine show of contempt. It was all one to

the Sower.
In a back street, whither an idle curiosity drew me after

him, he saluted a costermonger. The feUow rested on his

handles, and called over his shoulder. As I drew near, /

the Sower handed him from his breast-pocket a leaflet.

" Seek the Lord !
" said he, as he turned.

" God 'elp me !
" cried the other, and winked hideously

at a pal upon the pavement.
The Sower passed on, dropping the seed right and left

as he went. At a certain door he paused and knocked.

I was almost level with him. I was curious—even a little

flustered : what message should I receive from this queer

evangelist—I, new from the altar this feast-day of Corpus

Christi ? Would he discern ? He looked steadily at me
from under his wry brows. His face a little relaxed.

" God bless you !
" he said.

The Bill Distributor.

The child—he could not have been more than five—stood

but a stone's throw from the British Museum, handing

to every passer-by a slip of paper. Information thus

gratuitousfy distributed is often, in that neighbourhood,
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of a character einiuently refusable ; hut his offering no

one could refuse. He showed no favouritism, however,

and it was a slip of paper I recuived. It was blank on

both sides. His mission was none the less earnest for

that. Two ladies were tlie next recipients of his bounty

;

I watched them staring. A moment later found him in

a jeweller's shop, but he was careful of his opportunities

;

and he was out again directly. As he stood on the

jeweller's threshold I bent down to him. " May I ask

why you give people these pieces of paper ? " I said. His

blue eyes met mine widely, but vacantly ; his smooth

forehead was puckered. To ask was to puzzle him. He
had not the key of his humour.
He met no reseutment ; how should he ? For on his

blank slips of paper all his beneficiaries read them-

selves back into their childhood—that state of dream

when action is dear for its own sake, and to play at

commerce with retil customers is the Game of games.

Correspondence.

"Mr. Punch": A Protest—An American
View.

Sm,—Few things are more amusing to the stranger

within your gates than the touching affection which the

British public maintains for their—and our—old friend
" Mr. Punch "

: and, upon the whole, he has deserved it.

But I must confess that I regret to see your excellent

Eaper, in a critical article, joining in the praise of the

itter-day " Mr. Punch," as though he remained beyond
criticism, and as though the paper which we buy on the

bookstalls to-day was the same paper which our parents

and grandparents bought twenty—nay, ten—nay, five

—

years ago. Please understand that I am only a Yankee,
whose humour may be " new," and whose tastes may be
vidgar ; but what I am. Punch has made me, for he has

lain on my table since boyhood, and I would stand the test

of examination with the bluest-blooded Britisher that ever

laughed or wept with Leech or Keene (that magnificent

artist!), or smiled ironically with George Du Maurier.

And now, alas ! when I study this preceptor of my youth
at the end (or is it at the beginning ?) of the century, I

can only cry (quoting from my Bartlett), " What a falling

off is here." The Punch repartee to the old lady who
complained that Punch was not so good as it had
been was, " Oh, it never has been." But that little spark

of humour won't scintillate to-day. The decadence is of

a material kind. Lovers of Punch do not complain that

Keene is dead, that Tenniel has grown grey, that Phil

May is parsimonious of his exquisite draughtsmanship

;

but an ugly sheet of advertisements has been stuck into

the heart of the paper, and sometimes, lately (but this

must be whispered), the illustration here has been the one
bright spot in the number. The pages are no longer

varied with small pictures, and the deadly pun, that

microbe of diseased humour, lies everywhere. One shiver-

ing block per page is the allowance, and often that block

stands as a tombstone to record a jest, long since dead,

but which some irreverent jester will not allow to lie at

rest. The events of the moment are ignored. Mr.
Punch's History of His Oton Times is ended, for Mr.
Samboume is a great artist to.whom muadane affairs

are a bore, and Sir John Tenniel is living in a glorious

past which nothing—not even his present—can obscure.

But this—all tliis— is but the commonplace of the
smoking-room and the street, and yet the " conspiracy of

silence " in the newspapers chatters its imceasing praise

and utters no word of criticism. How comes it that
English journals, critical in all else, allow their old friend
and comrade to stumble on blindly and never to warn him
with so much as a hint ? Well, sir, my explanation is

this : all men, especially newspaper men, make jokes,

and their hereditary desire to publish them in Punch stays

their hands, lest he should die before their progeny is

published. As I never detected you,* sir, in anything like

a joke, I address my protest and appeal to the Academy.—
I am, &c., LuciTis M. Drage

\^ (Manhattan-crescent, Boston),

Langham Hotel, London

:

June 25, 1900.

[* And we have tried to joke so often.

—

Ed.]

" Drift."

Sir,—Mr. Beckles Willson's letter to you on the subject

of "Drift" shows the imprudence of not consulting a

modem dictionary. For whUe the word drift boasted

fewer than half-a <lozen meanings according to the last-

century lexicographers, its status as a noun is to-day

established by at least nineteen, although I am unable to

discover anywhere its application to floating weeds, flowers,

and grasses. In this poetical sense Mr. Beckles Willson

may, therefore, claim to be original; but his rival, Mr.

Brown, might with propriety have used drift as implying

{vide Century Dictionary) a drift of snow, of logs, of cattle,

of swine, or of bullets. Whether this would have been

poetical I shall not presume to decide.—I am, &c.,

E. B. Pollock.

Queen Anne's Mansions, S.W.

:

June 25, 1900.

Ernest Dowson.

Sir,—The discovery that the beautiful lyric by which

the name of Ernest Dowson will be chiefly remembered

was a mere Swinbumian rendering of a comic ballad of

Mr. Burnand's is sufficiently astonishing. The critical

insight your correspondent displays is amazing
;
perhaps,

therefore, he will now indicate the source from which Mr.

Bumand derived his fable. Whatever that may be, Dowson
found the inspiration in his own life ; had, probably, never

heard of Mr. Burnand's version ; and, in writing his own,

was only giving the fullest expression to an emotion that

has " thriUed dead bosoms." A little more of that astonish-

ing smartness upon which many people pride themselves

would have rendered this clear to your correspondent's

perspicacity. The line he cites, moreover, is a misquota-

tion ; and the poetic formula he styles " Swinburnian " is

one favoured in this country by Bossetti as well as Swin-

burne, and in France by scores of poets since Villon, by
whom it was probably conceived.—I am, &c.,

Harold Lush.

Judy Office, Chancery Lane, W.C.

:

June 25, 1900.

New Books Received.

[These notes on some of the New Books of the week are

preliminary to Reviews that may follow.^

Essays of John Dhyden. Edited by W. P. Ker.

Mr. Ker is Professor of English Literature in University

College, London, and this work has been anticipated with

interest for some time. It is not a complete edition of

Dryden's prose. The longer works and those unconnected

with literature have been left out. The book contains a

collection of Dryden's principal essays on literary subjects,

with a short commentary, and an introduction intended to

explain his position as a critic. There are also copious

notes. Dryden's prose is neglected of the multitude, but

its importance to thorough students has always been

great, and this presentation of it is welcome. (Clarendon

Press.)
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The English Church in the By
Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries. W. W. Capes.

This is the third volume (issued in advance of the
second, which is not yet ready) in the great History <•/ the

English Church, which is being edited by the Dean of Win-
chester, and which will be completed in seven volumes.
(Macmillan. 7s. 6d.)

In addition to the foregoing, we have received :

THEOLOGICAI, AND BIBLICAL.
Prayerg, Lessons an<J Hymns in the Tenni or Slavi Language ^f the

Indians ofMackenzie River. Compiled by the Bishop of the Diocese.
(S.P.C.K.)

Kennedy (James Houshton), The Second and Third Epistles of St. Paul to
the Corinthians (Methuen) 6,0

John, Maniuess of Bute. A Form of Prayers, Following the Church Office.

(Bums & Gates) net 1/0

POETRY, CRITICISM. AND BELLES LBTTRES.
Benouch (Baroness de), The Outcast (Chapman * Hall)
Gracey (H. K.), The Zuff Ballads (Kegan Paul) net 3/6

HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHy

.

Baylia (T. Henry), The Temple Chm\:h and Chapel of St Ann.
(PhiUp t Son) net 2/6

Bligh (William), The Mutiny on Board H M.S. Bounty ...(Bankside Press)
The Westminster Biographies ; Browning. By Arthur Waugh.

(Kegan Paul) net 2/0
Brinkeshoff (General R.), Recollections of a Lifetime . (Robert Clarke Co.)

TEAVBL AND TOPOGRAPHY.
Paterson's Guide-Bo"Tc to the Rhine and its Provinces (Oliphant) net 1/8
Paterson's Guide to Switzerland (Oliphant) net 1/6
Waddell (Major L. A.y, Among the Himalayas (Constable) 6/0
yreeston (C. L.), Cycling in the Alps, with 'some Notes on the Chief Passes.

(Richards) 5/0

EDUCATIONAL.
Page (T. E.), The .Sneid of Vireil. Books VII.-XII (Macmillan) 5/0
3iark (H. Tlustleton), The Practical Sound and Sight Method of Langiia^-

Teaching: French. Parti (Sonnenschein)

MI80ELLANBOUS.
Allen (Rev. G. C), Tales from Tennyson ...(Constable) net 3/6
.\Ti8to. Zoroaster, Philosopher, Teacher, Hermit ..(Watts) 2/8

%* New Noveh are acknowledged elsewhere.

Our Weekly Competition.

Result of No. 40 (New Series).

Last week we offered a prize of One Guinea for the best " Thingr
Seen " in verse, not exceeding eight lines. This Competition has
been popular, and has produced very varied results. We award the
prize to Mr. J. M. Strachey, tj'.t, Laneaster-gate, W., for the following :

Quick through the bars of his cage the monkey, with jubilant
treble.

Seized the small parcel, unfolded the nut from the paper and ate
it.

Stretched forth his paw for another, when, lo ! not a nut but a
pebble

Lurked in the treacherous wrapper, grating his teeth as they met
it.

What chatter and grinning of fury ! what clutching for foes to
belabour

!

Till sudden he paused, there came over the foam of his wrath a
transition

;

He re-wrapped the stone in a hurry, and up overhead to his neigh-
bour

Thrust it, then rolled on the floor of his cage in ecstatic derision.

Other replies are as follows

:

On THE Tack.

Close where the calm cliff fronts on the splash and the swell of the
ocean.

She, in her strength and her height, paused with a shivering
sigh

;

Wildly the huge white toHs flapped about with tumultuous motion,
Loose ropes rattled, and shouts rose to the infinite sky.

This for a moment ; then she turned with a bang from the leeward
;

Sails taut, deck on a slant, ropes that were rigid again,
And, with the course and the force of a hawk, swept splendidly

seaward,
Buoyed by the great grey winds, over the mi«t of the main.

[G.L.S., London.]

At Chokai, Eocharist.

Cross ami »lMr. choir anil picured window
Faded from our tPar-iimmM mortal sieht

;

In its sttad . . . Nay. who can paiut that glorv 1

Could I find the winis—I dar« not write.

But I know a door in Heav'n was opened.
Lit the blood-stained way the Martyrs trod.

Till I saw the pathway of the lilies

White and golden, leading up to God.
[E. A., Suffolk.]

In thb Obylon Tba Gards!n, Paris Exhibition, 1900.

Green shade and sward, and wicker chairs.

And tables cec for te» :

Parisian talk, and British stares.

And sound of girlish glee.

In deft attendance on the crowd
Move dusky Cingalese

—

Impassive, dignified, and proud—
Of Nature's gentry these,

[L. B., London.]

Workhouse folk in a sultry st-reet,

Filing by with shuffling feet

;

A painted woman dispensing doles,

Smiles, as they pass, on the grateful souls
;

Smiles, then spits a wild-cat curse,

On one who scorns the ill-gained purse.
Human sinner, saint divine.

Mingle ever—myrrh and wine !

[T, B. D.]

I once did see a face that, gleaming, gazed
From out a halo of snow-whitened hair

;

And lo, a hand stretched out, a sword upraised,
That flashed in shining radiance thro' the air.

It seemed to cross a stream of rippling light.

And come towards me ; and I screamed aloud.
And ran up to my mother in a fright,

Whom smiling at me, said " 'Tis but a cloud."

[M.I. C, London.]

London.

Above, St. Paul's majestic pile.

The thronged street below.
The busy scene, now flushed awhile

In tender evening glow.

The age-worn spire across the way.
The mighty frosted dome.

The bridge beneath, all seem to say,

In London, here's my home I

[E. H. H., London.]

Other replies received from : R. M. S., Gourock ; H. D. C, Cam-
bridge ; G. B., Liverpool ; T. C, Busted : J. B. W., Hove ; L. C. J.,

Norfli Berwick ; J. C. S.. Bristol ; E R., London ; A. B , London
;

M. T., London ; A. L., London ; M. von S., London ; E. J. L. A.,

Penarth ; S. B. M., Glendevon ; G. L. S., London ; Mrs. D , London ;

K. E. T.. Bristol ; G. C, Ferris ; M. B. E., Melbourne, Derbyshire;
H. R. B , London ; L. L., Ramsgate ; S. B., Malvern ; T. B. D.,

Bridgwater ; M. G.. London ; H. E. M., Edinburgh ; F J. 0., Wal-
sall ; A. S., Edinburgh ; R. H. M., Manchester ; E. R. G., Croydon

;

E. S. C, Redhill ; H. C, Leicester ; A. A., Birkdale : Z. McC,
Whitby ; A. M P„ Folkestone ; H. C, Leicester ; L. F., Man-
chester ; L. M. L., Stafford ; S. W. S., Catford : P. P., London

;

A. W., London ; R. B. J., London ; H. J., London ; C. S. 0., London ;

M. A. W., London,

Competition No. 41 (New Series).

Last week we received the following ingenuous letter, typical of
many which reach this office :

—

"Dear Sir,—I am most anxious, as one having literary

aspirations, to cultivate style. Would you favour me with a
few hints, or tell me where I could get the hints 1—Yoara
truly, ."

We offer a prize of One Guinea for the best letter to be sent in

reply to the above.

Rules.

Answers, addressed "Literary Competition, The Academy, 43,

Chancery-lane, W.C.," must reach us not later than the first post

of Tuesday, July 3. Each answer must be accompanied by

the coupon to be found on the second page of Wrapper, or it can-

not enter into competition. Competitors sending more than one

attempt at solution must accompany each attempt with a separate

coupon ; otherwise the first only will be considered. We oaunot:

consider anonymous answers.
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OATALOQUES.

WILFRID M. VOYNIOH.
CATAIXXJDE No. i mar be had on application,

price tt. Ad., at

1, SOHO SQUARE, W.

ifth and 16th CENTURY BOOKS ; AHERICANA ;

85 LOST or UNKNOWN BOOKS.

WILLIAMS k NOBOATB,
IIIPOBTER8 OF FOREIOIf BOOKS,

U, Btail«tU fllnM, OoTwt audm, 10, Soath fradartok 8t
Sdioburm, tad 7, Bnad Btnat, Oifofd.

OATAiaaVMB poet tTM eo ippUntloo.

TDAEDEKEB'S & BADDELEY'S
-*^ TOCRI8T8" GUIDE BOOKS.

Raw tnllr detallgd CATAIXM3UE Hnt pot tnt on >ppUutlon.

DUIiAU A 00., 37, Soho Sqdaki, Londok, W,

LITEBAIIT BE8EABCH, —A Oentieman.
•lp«cl«aMd In Utaran Work, and who baa aooaia to tba

Brttlab Mnaaom Raadiog Koom, ia opan to amnga with
Aatbor or any paraoa requirint aariifanoa in Lltarary Re*

"^ or In aoain« Work through tha Praaa. Tnuulationa
from rranoh, Italian, or Spaniah.— Apply, bj

lattar, to D. 0. Duxai, 191, Stnuid. London, W.C.

CARRIAGES INSURED AOAINST ACCI-
DENTS aaifd b; Collision, tlie Falling. Bi>ltiii|!. or

Klokinn of Horses, or by beina Run into by other Vehicles.

PoUciea iwned (or the Year or Seiison only. Prospectuses post
free.~lMrKBJAL AcCinUrr. LiVi; r.T04;K AM> GKNERAt IssvBANCB
Os., Ltd., 17, Fall Mall East. Lou.L.d. S.W. AgenU wanted.

MUDIE'S LIBRARY
(LIMITKD).

for tht GIRGULATION and SALE of
all the BEST

ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN, ITALIAN,
SPANISH, and RUSSIAN BOOKS,

TOWN SUBSOHIPTIONS from ONE GUINEA
per annom,

LONDON BOOK SOCIETY (for weekly elcihangeof Books
at the houses of Subsoritwrs) from TWU G (JIN EAS per unnnm

COUNTRY SUBSCRIPTIONS fromTWO GUINEAS
per annum,

N.B.—Two or Three Friends may UNITE in ONE 8UB-
BORIPnON, and thus lessen the Cost of Carriage.

Toum and Village Cluht tupplied on Liberal Termt.

ProapectoMB v\& Monthly Lists of Books gratis
and poet tree,

SURPLUS LIBRARY BOOKS
Now Of»eid at

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.

A NEW CLEARANCE LIST (100 pp.)
Sent Gratis and poet tree to any address.

The List contains; POPULAR WORKS in

TRAVEL. SPORT, BISTORT, BIOGRAPHY,
SODBNCE, and FICTION. Also NEW and SUR-
PLUS Copies of FRRNCH, GERMAN, ITALIAN,
BPANISB, and RUSSIAN BOOKS.

80-84, NEW OXFORD STREET;
Ml, Brampton Road, S.W, ; 48, Qaeen Victoria

Street, E.G., Loirnoir

;

And at Barton Arcade, ItABCHiSTia.

ESTABLISHED 1851,

BIRKBEGK BANK,
Somthamptou Buildiugt, ChaDcery Lane, Loudon, W.C.

OURRENT ACCOUNTS
20 / on the minimum moutblj baUnoM. ^)^/

/o when uot dravn below £100. ^^ / O

DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS
2_2,0 y on I>«i>oaiu. repayable on ^^2.^/

2 /o demand. ^to2 ' ^

DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS
on I>«|>oaiU. repayable on

fO demand.

STOCKS AND SHARES.
Btocki and 8h«rcii i*urclia»^ and Sold for Customtn.

Tll« BIBKIIECK ALMANACK, with (uU partieulut. poM

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT» Manager,

r«lwA(m«. No. S, Jlol1>orn.

ftUtfrapJUc .ilddrcM, '^BiaaaBCK, Lmidok."

B RITISH MUSEUM, Bloomsbcby,

SUNDAY OPBNI.NO (2 to li r «.).

The HOURS of orENl.Nli the BRITISH MUSEUM on
SUNDAY ArTKKNOONS, during the Uonths of JULY and
AUGUST, will be from TWU to l9l.\ o'clock.

E. HAUNDS THOMPSON.
Director and Principal Librarian.

British Muaaum, aeth June. ism.

uNIVKRSITY GOLLBGB, LIVERPOOL.

CHAIR OF PHV81C8.
Tlu- CHAIR of PHYSICS at UniTeraitv Collan. Lirerpool,

is tK>w VAi'ANT by the resignation of Dr. OUTer Lodge.
A)>i>liciti<>ii8 for the ai'pointinent should be forwarded to the
RK<iisTBAK. with rt'fereucei or testimouials (20 ooplet). on or
before July 10U1. The Professor will l>e expected to take up
his work on October 1st, 1900. Further particulars may be
obtained from the Ri»isniAR.

TBCHNICAL OOIiLBGB,
IIUDDEBSFIELD.

Pal.vclrAL—8. O. RAW80N, D.Sc.

The ASSISTANT LECTURESHIP in ART is VACANT.
ApnlicatioDB must lie sent in to the Princital not later than
July -Jnd. Salar>' £100 per annum.
Statement of duties, and other particulars, will be forwarded

upon ai)pUcation to
THOS. THORP. Seraretary.

ALL EXAMINATIONS.
PREPARATION by CORRESPONDENCE

on a THOROUOHLY INDIVIDUAL SYSTEM. The
STAFF includes Graduates of Oxford. Cambridge, London,
and Koyal Universities.

SINGLE SUBJECTS TAKEN: Latin, Oieek. French,
German, Mathematics, Science. Logic, Political Economy, fto.

Address Mr. J. CHARLESTON. aA (London and Oxon.),

27, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.

JUST PUBLISHED.
Svo, clotli, aes pp.. with w Illastrations, price lea. Gd. net.

A HISTORY of BRADFIELD COLLEGE.
li.v OLI> HRADFIKLI) HOYS.

Edited by ARTHUR F. LEACH.
Scotaman.—" The book has it« first and chief adilrees to those

who are penonally connected, one way or another, with the
Bobool iteelf. But it is so thorou);hIy done, and so full of o&re-
fully digested information, a« to Ik; of interest and ralue to all

students of the hfitory of Bngliiih education in the pnaent
century." __^

London : HENRY FKOWDE, Oxford Univerrity Pre«
WmrehouM, AJnen C<nner, E.C.

ST. PAUL'S SCHOOL.—An BXAMIXA-
TION for filling up alwut SIXTEEN VACANCIES on the

FounJution will be \\AA on the 4th. r,ih, (>th, 7tti. and loth

8KPTEUBEK NEXT.-For information npply to the Bi.B8Aa
of St. Paul's School, West Kenaiagtoo.

WIMBLEDON HIGH SCHOOL.— Mrs.
3. T. TKENCH receiTes GIBLS as B0ARDEB8 at

LyndeDburst, 'WixMltsidf. Wimbledon. Reference permitted to
Hiss Hastings, Head Mistress, the Marquis and MarchioDM*.
of Lansdowiie. Bishop and Mra. Barry, CoL and Mn. Cbeoerfz
Trench, and others.

CHALET CAUDE COTE, DIEPPE.—An
English lady RECEIVES EIGHT GIRLS of l« and-

upwards in her ChMet near Dieppe. Cunversational French.
rapidly nciuired. Special facilities for Music. Sketohlnx,
German. Opimrtunities for every form of healthy flojoyment.
Direct Service twice daily with England.—Full details will be-
supplied on applying to Hiss Cunkick, Dieppe.

TYPE-WRITING promptly and accurately
done- lOd. per 1,000 words. Samples and reference*.

Mnltt-Copies.— Address. Uiis Uksjek, 18, Mortimer Cresoent,

H.W.

THE NINETEENTH CENTURY
No. 281.-^trLY. 1900,

THK LKSSONS of the WAR: a Pro|)Osed Association.

OUR VACILLATION in CHINA and its CONSEQUENCES. B.v Hkitbt Nobkajc.

SOLDIER SETTLERS in .SOUTH AFRICA, B.v Colonel J. G. B. Stoppohb.

THE HOME GENERALS and their WORK in the cominK AUTUMN. B.v Colonel LairsDALl Hil.«,

ADMINISTRATIVE REFORM in the PUBLIC SERVICE. By P, Lttt«lto» Gkii.,

THE NATIONAL GALLERY in 1900 and its PRESENT ARRANGEMENTS, (With a Plan.) By
M. B. Spiklmaith.

IN the BYE-WAYS of RURAL IRELAND, By MiCBAlt llAODojfAGn.

HOOLIGANISM and JUVENILE CRIME. By the Rev. Axdbkw A. W. Dbiw.

TOWN CHILDREN in the COUNTRY. By Mrs, S. A. Babhitt.

SIXPENNY TELEGRAMS WHY THEY DO NOT PAY. By J. HeihUkkb Hbatoh, M,P,

IDENTIFICATION OFFICES in INDIA and EGYPT, By Fkiboib GiLrojr, F,R.S., D,C,L.

MR. WILFRID WARD'S APOLOGETICS. By Robbbt BowAin Deii, (late Editor of^^he.^' Weekly
Register").

THE PREROGATIVE of DISSOLUTION. By Edmcsd Robbbtsoh, Q,C., M,P,

WANTED a LEADER, By the Rev. Dr. J, Goiirimss Rooebs.

THK NEWSPAPERS, By Sir Wemiss Rbu>. ^¥4
London : SAMPSON LOW, MABSTO>f k. 00 , Ltd.

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION
FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF

SCIENCE. ARTS, AND EDUCATION.

FIRST INTERNATIONAL ASSEMBLY, PARIS EXHIBITION, 1900.

The AsBemhly r«cmits Members for the Official Conf^resses, and gives Information to those interested*

about Congresses, Exhibition and University Arrangements,

For Visitors to the Exhibition a Guidance Scheme, comprising Lectures, Visits to the Galleries of

the Exhibition, Excursions in and around Paris, Entertainments, Ac, has been arranged, and is now
in working order.

Membership, including Five Tickets for Exhibition and copy of Special Guide, with full participation

in Paris arrangements, for one week, £1 Is. ; additional weeks, I2b. 6d, each.

Full Information, Prospectuses, Programmes, List of Lecturers, Ac, from the Secretaries,

Professor PATRICK GEDDBS.
Mr, T, R. MABB,

S, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W,C.

PORTRAIT SUPPLEMENTS TO "THE ACADEMY,"
Consisting of Thirty-seven Portraits of Old and New Celebrities in Literature, may

still be obtained, singly, or in complete sets for Ss.6d., on application to the Office,.

4S, Chancery Lane, W.C.
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